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1 Release Notes
Summary of enhancements, fixes, and open issues.
catpa04305
 CA Process Automation is designed to speed the delivery of IT services while helping to remove manual errors.
By defining, automating, and orchestrating processes across organizational silos that use disparate systems, CA
Process Automation helps improve your productivity while enforcing standards. You can automate IT processes
across multiple organizations and systems, reduce service delivery time, and enforce standards and compliance
policies across departments.

Warning:  Review the Release Notes before you install or upgrade to CA Process Automation 04.3.05.

 Contents: 

  

 CA Process Automation Product Page
The  Product Page includes the following information to supplement this DocOps Platform:

• The latest http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-
automation.aspx product news

• Product status, including third-party software and operating system compatibilities that were released after
publication of this DocOps Platform

• Access to http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-
automation.aspx downloads that include patches, documentation, and localization updates

• Knowledge Base updates

Support Engagement Guidelines 
 http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx support is
available to licensed customers through CA Support Online in the following circumstances:

• The core product installation reports errors.
• The product abends, reports errors, fails to initialize, or exhibits degraded performance.
• Core product functionality does not perform consistently with the information in the DocOps Platform.
• You have a question about upgrading from a previous release or about http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-

support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx integration with other CA Technologies products.

 CA Technologies can also help you with the following items:

• Using http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-
automation.aspx functionality to complete specific tasks

• Guidance regarding best practices for using http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/
ca-process-automation.aspx 

• Implementing http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-
automation.aspx in your environment

• Making the application work consistently with your defined workflow
• Troubleshooting a process that you built

Use the following resources for assistance in these situations:

•  CA Process Automation Global User Community 
•  CA Services 
•  CA Partners 
• CA Education, through your local or regional CA Technologies account manager

Supported CA Process Automation Releases
See the End-of-Service and End-of-Life notices under News on the http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-
online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx  Product Page for information about releases that are no
longer supported.

http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx
http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx
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http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx
http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx
https://support.ca.com/irj/portal?NavigationTarget=navurl://9a76e244e67221e9c4f832b1d29cca4f
http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx
https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/anonymous/newhome
http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx
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http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx
http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx
http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx
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See Installing for a complete list of supported platforms and requirements for the http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-
support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx components.

 General Upgrade Considerations
Installing contains the information that a successful  upgrade requires. For example:
catpa04305

Warning:  Consider that you upgrade CA Process Automation (with z/OS Connector installed)
to version 04.3.03. Then, you need to upgrade the z/OS Connector to CA Process Automation
Connector for IBM zOS 04.3.02.

 Installing contains the information that a successful CA Process Automation upgrade requires. For example:

• Planning and prerequisite checking is of paramount importance when you upgrade CA Process Automation. CA
Technologies strongly recommends that you read Upgrade before you proceed.

Note:

Before upgrade you need to take the backup of ActiveMQ folder. After upgrading CA Process Automation to
version 04.3.03, ensure that the verification of CA PAM functionality is successful. After verifying, delete the
backup folder of ActiveMQ.

Note:

Beginning with CA Process Automation 04.3.03, catalyst container does not exist in CA Process Automation.
CA Technologies recommend you to migrate all the content that is developed with Catalyst supported REST
Services to CA Process Automation Open REST APIs.

• Beginning with CA Process Automation 04.3.03, you are required to configure the application to use CA
Embedded Entitlements Manager r12.51 CR04 and above (CA EEM r12.51 CR04 and above). Consider that
you previously used a directory service such as Microsoft Active Directory (AD) or another LDAP-compatible
directory service with CA Process Automation. Then, you can configure CA EEM to use it as the external user
store. 

•  CA Process Automation installation or upgrade requires Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.8.0_162 and above on
the target host.

Note:   CA Process Automation r4.3.03 supports CA EEM releases r12.51 CR04 and above.

Note:  See Platform Support and Requirements for more information.
•  CA Process Automation 4.3 and later requires DNS host names to adhere strictly to naming standards.

Note:  See Resolve an Invalid Character in the DNS Name for more information.
• In a cluster setup, before you apply the CA Process Automation (CA PAM) Hot Fix on any cluster node, you

should shut down all nodes and take a backup of the CA PAM folder. Now, when you restart the cluster nodes,
ensure that all nodes are at the same level. For example, in your cluster setup, you have already applied CA
PAM Hot Fix 7. Now, to apply CA PAM Hot Fix 10, shut down all nodes. Take backup of the CA PAM folder.
Now, apply CA PAM Hot Fix 10 on all nodes in your cluster setup and restart CA Process Automation.

 Language Certifications
Internationalized products are English products that run correctly on local-language versions of
the required operating system and third-party products. Internationalized products also support
local language data for input and output. Internationalized products support the ability to specify
local language conventions for date, time, currency, and number formats.
catpa04305
Internationalized products are English products that run correctly on local-language versions of the required
operating system and third-party products. Internationalized products also support local language data for input and
output. Internationalized products support the ability to specify local language conventions for date, time, currency,
and number formats.

Translated products (also referred to as localized products) are internationalized products that include local
language support for the following items:

• Product User Interface (UI)
• Documentation

http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx
http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-process-automation.aspx
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• Local language default settings for date, time, currency, and number formats

This CA Process Automation release is internationalized and localized in the following languages:

• Brazilian Portuguese
• French
• German
• Japanese
• US English

 Release 04.3.05
The following changes and enhancements are made in this release:
• AdoptOpenJDK 8 support - Certified with AdoptOpenJDK 8(HotSpot, OpenJ9)
• Enhanced REST API - Pagination and filter capabilities to list process instances
• Clustered Node Display Name - The actual node name where the process/operator was executed is now

displayed in its Dataset
• Multi-Select and Export - Added capability for multi-select and export of the Automation Objects

Note:  Catalyst is removed from CA Process Automation and inbound or outbound Catalyst related calls are no
longer supported .

 Fixed Issues 04.3.05
This article details the issues fixed in CA Process Automation Release 04.3.05.
catpa04305
The following issues are fixed in this release.

IRF - DEACTIVATE RADIO-BUTTON
Defect ID: DE410335

Even when the radio button was disabled, user could select its label.

HTTP POST OPERATOR SHOWING INCORRECT RESULTS
Defect ID: DE423964

HTTP response with localized text has junk characters while executing HTTP Post Operator.

MultiSubnetFailover=True CONNECTION PARAMETER CAUSING PROBLEMS
Defect ID: DE410471

Unable to connect to SQL Server Database Mirroring environment due to MutlisubnetFailOver option.

MONITOR EVENT OPERATOR GETTING STUCK
Defect ID: DE422472

Monitor Event operator getting stuck when processing the invalid c2o expression.

PAM RELEASE 4.3 SP3 NODE2 DEFAULTING TO JTDS DRIVER
Defect ID: DE383173

When Node1 is installed with MSSQL database driver then Node2 database driver defaults to the JTDS driver.

HIGH ACTIVEMQ NOT CLEARING AND PAM UNRESPONSIVE - 100% CPU SPIKE ISSUE
Defect ID: DE434123

After upgrading the third-party component (Rhino JavaScript engine), PAM consumes 90 to 100% CPU utilization
when it is processing bulk payload ActiveMQ messages.

PROBLEM WITH SCHEDULER PROGRAMMER
Defect ID: DE362562

PAM Scheduler does not work after Master node restart.

PAM DATABASE SERVER SPIKING TO 90%
Defect ID: DE431899

PAM Database server is consuming high CPU when executing reporting queries.
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RECEIVING "Failed to execute code" RUN JAVASCRIPT OPERATOR AFTER UPGRADING ITPAM
Defect ID: DE427751

JavaScript related function like 'contact' is not working.

RUN PROGRAM OPERATOR (PING.EXE) IS FAILING ON WINDOW 2016
Defect ID: DE436994

The system commands in Run Program and Run Script operators are not working as expected from Windows
Server 2016 as it is not able to locate the Windows system32 folder in its path.

 Performance and Scalability Benchmarking
catpa04305
Objective
The objective of this activity is to come up with Performance bench-marking numbers of ITPAM for the release
04.3.05 in relation to tests performed on previous releases.

Scenario 1
In this setup, CA Process Automation (ITPAM) is used in conjunction with CA Service Catalog . Some of the ITPAM
operators used in this Use Case/Content are SOAP, Start process, Database Operators, and so on.

Service Request Fulfillment Process

1. A request is created in CA Service Catalog.
2. ITPAM processes the request and creates an approval request in Service Catalog.
3. An automated script (designed in Apache JMeter) approves the request in Service Catalog.
4. This triggers another process in ITPAM for changing the status of request to Pending fulfillment.

The above sequence of process is scheduled under load for various time limits (30 mins, 60 mins, 90 mins, 120
mins) and the performance of ITPAM 04.3.05 is bench-marked for the below specified Hardware configuration and
load.

Hardware and Platform Information

Component Platform/Version CPU RAM Disk

Node 1 (IT PAM
Orchestrator)

Windows 2K16 2 CPU 2.2 GHz 16 GB 100 GB

Node 2 (IT PAM
Orchestrator)

Windows 2k16 2 CPU 2.2 GHz 16 GB 100 GB

Database MS SQL 2k17 2 CPU 2.2 GHz 16 GB 100 GB

Load Balancer Unsecure NGINX
1.14.2

2 CPU 2.2 GHz 16 GB 100 GB

CA EEM CA EEM 12.51.5.24 2 CPU 2.2 GHz 16 GB 100 GB

Java JDK 1.8 u201 NA NA NA

Performance Metrics for ITPAM 04.3.05:
Load is triggered to SC from SOAP UI via web services with a thread count of 5, and a delay of 1000ms (1sec) for
various time intervals as given below. After starting load test from SOAP UI, a JMeter test has been started paralley
pointing to the same SC to approve the requests created in SC (step 3 as stated above).

Time Interval of
Load (in mins)

30 mins 60 mins 90 mins 120 mins

No. of SC Requests 2199 3668 5915 7682

No. of ITPAM
Processes

6597 11004 17745 23046
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Time Interval of
Load (in mins)

30 mins 60 mins 90 mins 120 mins

Completion Time of
all processes after
the load time (in
hours)

2.5 hrs 4.5 hrs 6.5 hrs ~9.2 hrs

Scalability Test Plan:
In this test, the objective is to showcase the improvement achieved with the addition of ITPAM nodes in order to
handle more load situations.

Handling more load could be interpreted in below two ways:

• Handling more number of process requests in a specified interval if its a request bound use case.
• Processing time of received process requests if its a time bound use case.

So, the below tests are aimed at showing the improvement achieved with adding new nodes in both the use cases.
Please note that these numbers or % improvements are only for estimating the scalability advantage and
will vary in real time cases based on the content under test and other network conditions during the test.

Hardware and Platform Information

Component Platform/Version CPU RAM Disk

Node 1 (IT PAM
Orchestrator)

Windows 2k 16 2 CPU 2.2 GHz 16 GB 100 GB

Node 2 (IT PAM
Orchestrator)

Windows 2k 16 2 CPU 2.2 GHz 16 GB 100 GB

Node 3 (IT PAM
Orchestrator)

Windows 2k 16 2 CPU 2.2 GHz 16 GB 100 GB

Node 4 (IT PAM
Orchestrator)

Windows 2k 16 2 CPU 2.2 GHz 16 GB 100 GB

Database MS SQL 2k 17 2 CPU 2.2 GHz 16 GB 100 GB

Load Balancer Secure NGINX
1.14.2

2 CPU 2.2 GHz 16 GB 100 GB

CA EEM 12.6 2 CPU 2.2 GHz 16 GB 100 GB

Java JDK 1.8 u201 NA NA NA

Scenario 1 - Handling more Process requests
Load time - 10 mins , 100 Threads, Content Type- Run Script Operator

# Processes Completion Time(mins) % Improvement in
Process Intake

1 node 7231 15 NA

2 nodes 11471 11 58.64%

3 nodes 16962 11 134.57%

4 nodes 20711(140 threads) 10 186.42%

Load time - 10 mins , 100 Threads, Content Type- Java Script Operator

# Processes Completion Time(mins) % Improvement in
Process Intake

1 node 12242 6 NA

2 nodes 21110 6.5 72.44%

3 nodes 29322 6 139.52%
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# Processes Completion Time(mins) % Improvement in
Process Intake

4 nodes 38737 (140 threads) 7 216.43%

Scenario 2 - Processing Time of received process requests
Load - 10k processes , 100 Threads, Content Type- Java Script Operator

Injection Time
(mins)

Completion
Time (mins)

% Improvement
in Process
Injection Time

% Improvement
in Process
Completion
Time

% Overall
Improvement

1 node 8 5 NA NA NA

2 nodes 5 3 37.50% 40% 38.50%

3 nodes 3.5 2 56.25% 60% 57.70%

4 nodes 3 1.5 62.50% 70% 65.40%
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1.0 Welcome
Thank you for choosing CA Process Automation. CA Process Automation provides a comprehensive environment
to design, deploy, monitor, control, and audit your IT processes.

This readme describes issues and other information that was discovered after we published the documentation for
the 04.3.05 release. For a complete list of known issues for this release and information about how the features
and enhancements in this release might affect you, see the Release Notes in the latest CA Process Automation
Documentation at techdocs.broadcom.com.

Note:  Important! You can apply this cumulative patch against CA PAM 4.3 SP05(04.3.05).

Check the CA Process Automation home page on support.broadcom.com for product news that is published after
we finalize this document.

2.0 Download the Cumulative Patch
You can download the cumulative patch from the following location:
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=SO13969&os=WINDOWS

3.0 Installation Considerations
3.1 Preparation
• This cumulative patch is intended to be installed against CA Process Automation Release 04.3.05. If the

targeted instance of PAM is a version earlier than r04.3.05, then you must first download r04.3.05 from
support.broadcom.com. After you download, upgrade your PAM instances to r04.3.05 by following the
instructions provided with r04.3.05.

• Applying this cumulative patch will typically require an hour or less maintenance window where PAM is
unavailable. Time for this maintenance window should be coordinated with the end users to minimize impact.

• Before you apply the cumulative patch, perform the following tasks:
- Shutdown CA Process Automation.
- In a clustered environment, shutdown all CA Process Automation Domain Orchestrators.
- Take a backup of the PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o folder for each Orchestrator instance.If you want to back out
the cumulative patch, you can    use the backup of each orchestrator instance to revert to previous state of CA
Process Automation.

3.2 Application

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/automic-process-automation/04-3-05.html
https://www.broadcom.com/products/software/automation/digital-business-automation/it-process-automation-manager
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=SO13969&os=WINDOWS
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Note:  Consider that the databases of CA PAM (Library, Runtime and Reporting) do not have the DBO permissions.
Then, provide the DBO permissions for the databases of CA PAM until you start CA PAM. When you apply the
DBO permissions, the patch is applied properly and CA PAM works as expected. Later, you can downgrade the
DBO permissions to dbwriter or dbreader.

• You must install this cumulative patch using the same account as was used to install PAM on the machine(s)
containing your Domain Orchestrator. If your Domain Orchestrator is clustered, you must install this cumulative
patch on all nodes of the cluster.

• You need to backup PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o folder to a location outside the PAM_Install_dir folder. This is
needed if you want to back out the patch.

• When installing the cumulative patch on Windows, run:
• When installing on UNIX or Linux, run:
• You will be asked to accept a License, and then specify the directory where PAM is installed. Once these inputs

are provided, the installer will update your PAM instance with the new binaries containing the fix.

3.3 Backing out the Cumulative Patch
In the unlikely event problems are seen after applying this cumulative patch, and a usable backup was taken of
the c2o folder please do the following. Please note that you should not restore a backup taken of PAM_Install_dir
\server\c2o, if after the backup was taken, changes were made to the configuration of the PAM instance, or other
PAM updates were applied.

• Shutdown all PAM Orchestrators
• For each Domain Orchestrator, copy PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o\log folder to another location for later

examination by CA Support.
• If a backup was taken of the c2o folder restore this to PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o and then restore

PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o\log folder from backup taken in the previous step.
• Restart all PAM Orchestrators.

In all cases contact CA Support for assistance in determining the cause of your failure.

Note:  For more information, see the Platform Support and Hardware Requirements section, under Getting Started.

4.0 Fixed Issues in CA PAM 04.3.05 CP01
Upgraded 3rd party components - ActiveMQ and Jackson-Databinding.

The following issues are fixed in 04.3.05 CP01:

Defect ID Defect Description

DE443830 Unable to load library when creating a new or opening an existing schedule

The schedule editor page is taking long time to load the process tree if there are a large
number of processes defined.

DE448357 Run SSH Command operator is not working

Run SSH command operator is not getting the operator results when 'User Command
Prompt' contains no space at the end of the expression.

DE469729 Processes getting stuck in running state at the ManageResource operator

Manage Resource operator is stuck intermittently during the master node switch.

DE461378 CA ITPAM - SendMail Failure

Send Mail is not working when the target SMTP server is un-secure with authentication
enforced.

DE447282 Potential Critical Vulnerability with IT Process Automation

ITPAM REST APIs are accessible to the non-application users.

DE446611 Host Header Injection Vulnerability

User can manipulate the Host Header to enable operations such as web-cache
poisoning and password resets.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/automic-process-automation/04-3-05/getting-started/platform-support-and-requirements.html
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1.0 Welcome
Thank you for choosing CA Process Automation. CA Process Automation provides a comprehensive environment
to design, deploy, monitor, control, and audit your IT processes.

This readme describes issues and other information that was discovered after we published the documentation for
the 04.3.05 release. For a complete list of known issues for this release and information about how the features
and enhancements in this release might affect you, see the Release Notes in the latest CA Process Automation
Documentation at techdocs.broadcom.com.

Note:  Important! You can apply this cumulative patch against CA PAM 4.3 SP05(04.3.05).

Check the CA Process Automation home page on support.broadcom.com for product news that is published after
we finalize this document.

2.0 Download the Cumulative Patch
You can download the cumulative patch from the following location:
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=SO15090&os=WINDOWS

3.0 Changes and Enhancements
The Telemetry endpoint is now changed. The new Telemetry endpoint is https://telemetry.broadcom.com

4.0 Installation Considerations
4.1 Preparation
• This cumulative patch is intended to be installed against CA Process Automation Release 04.3.05. If the

targeted instance of PAM is a version earlier than r04.3.05, then you must first download r04.3.05 from
support.broadcom.com. After you download, upgrade your PAM instances to r04.3.05 by following the
instructions provided with r04.3.05.

• Applying this cumulative patch will typically require an hour or less maintenance window where PAM is
unavailable. Time for this maintenance window should be coordinated with the end users to minimize impact.

• Before you apply the cumulative patch, perform the following tasks:
- Shutdown CA Process Automation.
- In a clustered environment, shutdown all CA Process Automation Domain Orchestrators.
- Take a backup of the PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o folder for each Orchestrator instance.If you want to back out
the cumulative patch, you can    use the backup of each orchestrator instance to revert to previous state of CA
Process Automation.

4.2 Application
Note:  Consider that the databases of CA PAM (Library, Runtime and Reporting) do not have the DBO permissions.
Then, provide the DBO permissions for the databases of CA PAM until you start CA PAM. When you apply the
DBO permissions, the patch is applied properly and CA PAM works as expected. Later, you can downgrade the
DBO permissions to dbwriter or dbreader.

• You must install this cumulative patch using the same account as was used to install PAM on the machine(s)
containing your Domain Orchestrator. If your Domain Orchestrator is clustered, you must install this cumulative
patch on all nodes of the cluster.

• You need to backup PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o folder to a location outside the PAM_Install_dir folder. This is
needed if you want to back out the patch.

• When installing the cumulative patch on Windows, run:
• When installing on UNIX or Linux, run:
• You will be asked to accept a License, and then specify the directory where PAM is installed. Once these inputs

are provided, the installer will update your PAM instance with the new binaries containing the fix.

4.3 Backing out the Cumulative Patch
In the unlikely event problems are seen after applying this cumulative patch, and a usable backup was taken of
the c2o folder please do the following. Please note that you should not restore a backup taken of PAM_Install_dir

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/automic-process-automation/04-3-05.html
https://www.broadcom.com/products/software/automation/digital-business-automation/it-process-automation-manager
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=SO15090&amp;os=WINDOWS
https://telemetry.broadcom.com/
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\server\c2o, if after the backup was taken, changes were made to the configuration of the PAM instance, or other
PAM updates were applied.

• Shutdown all PAM Orchestrators
• For each Domain Orchestrator, copy PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o\log folder to another location for later

examination by CA Support.
• If a backup was taken of the c2o folder restore this to PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o and then restore

PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o\log folder from backup taken in the previous step.
• Restart all PAM Orchestrators.

In all cases contact CA Support for assistance in determining the cause of your failure.

Note:  For more information, see the Platform Support and Hardware Requirements section, under Getting Started.

5.0 Fixed Issues in CA PAM 04.3.05 CP02
The following issues are fixed in 04.3.05 CP02:

Defect ID Defect Description

DE465230 Global Schedules Page is not loading

Global Schedules view on the Operations tab is returning an error with more number of
active and completed schedules and does not display the scheduled instance.

DE474474 Performance Issue - ITPAM Log In is Slow

ITPAM log in is slow when "Resolve Global Groups" or "Resolve Nested Groups" is
configured in CA EEM under the group cache settings.
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1.0 Welcome
Thank you for choosing CA Process Automation. CA Process Automation provides a comprehensive environment
to design, deploy, monitor, control, and audit your IT processes.

This readme describes issues and other information that was discovered after we published the documentation for
the 04.3.05 release. For a complete list of known issues for this release and information about how the features
and enhancements in this release might affect you, see the Release Notes in the latest CA Process Automation
Documentation at techdocs.broadcom.com.

Note:  Important! You can apply this cumulative patch against CA PAM 4.3 SP05(04.3.05).

Check the CA Process Automation home page on support.broadcom.com for product news that is published after
we finalize this document.

2.0 Download the Cumulative Patch
You can download the cumulative patch from the following location:
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=99111024&os=WINDOWS-ALL

3.0 Installation Considerations
3.1 Preparation
• This cumulative patch is intended to be installed against CA Process Automation Release 04.3.05. If the

targeted instance of PAM is a version earlier than r04.3.05, then you must first download r04.3.05 from
support.broadcom.com. After you download, upgrade your PAM instances to r04.3.05 by following the
instructions provided with r04.3.05.

• Applying this cumulative patch will typically require an hour or less maintenance window where PAM is
unavailable. Time for this maintenance window should be coordinated with the end users to minimize impact.

• Before you apply the cumulative patch, perform the following tasks:
- Shutdown CA Process Automation.
- In a clustered environment, shutdown all CA Process Automation Domain Orchestrators.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/automic-process-automation/04-3-05/getting-started/platform-support-and-requirements.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/automic-process-automation/04-3-05.html
https://www.broadcom.com/products/software/automation/digital-business-automation/it-process-automation-manager
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=99111024&os=WINDOWS-ALL
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- Take a backup of the PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o folder for each Orchestrator instance.If you want to back out
the cumulative patch, you can    use the backup of each orchestrator instance to revert to previous state of CA
Process Automation.

3.2 Application
Note:  Consider that the databases of CA PAM (Library, Runtime and Reporting) do not have the DBO permissions.
Then, provide the DBO permissions for the databases of CA PAM until you start CA PAM. When you apply the
DBO permissions, the patch is applied properly and CA PAM works as expected. Later, you can downgrade the
DBO permissions to dbwriter or dbreader.

• You must install this cumulative patch using the same account as was used to install PAM on the machine(s)
containing your Domain Orchestrator. If your Domain Orchestrator is clustered, you must install this cumulative
patch on all nodes of the cluster.

• You need to backup PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o folder to a location outside the PAM_Install_dir folder. This is
needed if you want to back out the patch.

• When installing the cumulative patch on Windows, run:
• When installing on UNIX or Linux, run:
• You will be asked to accept a License, and then specify the directory where PAM is installed. Once these inputs

are provided, the installer will update your PAM instance with the new binaries containing the fix.

3.3 Backing out the Cumulative Patch
In the unlikely event problems are seen after applying this cumulative patch, and a usable backup was taken of
the c2o folder please do the following. Please note that you should not restore a backup taken of PAM_Install_dir
\server\c2o, if after the backup was taken, changes were made to the configuration of the PAM instance, or other
PAM updates were applied.

• Shutdown all PAM Orchestrators
• For each Domain Orchestrator, copy PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o\log folder to another location for later

examination by CA Support.
• If a backup was taken of the c2o folder restore this to PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o and then restore

PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o\log folder from backup taken in the previous step.
• Restart all PAM Orchestrators.

In all cases contact CA Support for assistance in determining the cause of your failure.

Note:  For more information, see the Platform Support and Hardware Requirements section, under Getting Started.

4.0 Fixed Issues in CA PAM 04.3.05 CP03
The following issues are fixed in 04.3.05 CP03:

Defect ID Defect Description

DE485442 How to store the long string variable and pass in Runscript operator using Param

Parameter variable length in Runscript operator is not conforming to the maximum
allowed length of the command prompt.

DE490118 Resource operator not consistently cleaning up after Timeout condition

ResourceRequest table is not getting cleaned for the alternate request of the resource
in a PAM two node cluster.
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1.0 Welcome
Thank you for choosing CA Process Automation. CA Process Automation provides a comprehensive environment
to design, deploy, monitor, control, and audit your IT processes.

This readme describes issues and other information that was discovered after we published the documentation for
the 04.3.05 release. For a complete list of known issues for this release and information about how the features

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/automic-process-automation/04-3-05/getting-started/platform-support-and-requirements.html
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and enhancements in this release might affect you, see the Release Notes in the latest CA Process Automation
Documentation at techdocs.broadcom.com.

Note:  Important! You can apply this cumulative patch against CA PAM 4.3 SP05(04.3.05).

Check the CA Process Automation home page on support.broadcom.com for product news that is published after
we finalize this document.

2.0 Download the Cumulative Patch
You can download the cumulative patch from the following location:
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=99111136&os=WINDOWS-ALL

3.0 Changes and Enhancements
The following changes are available in this patch:

• Multi-task Approval
You can select multiple tasks and approve or reject them to speed up the approval process. The functionality is
classified as follows:

• If the tasks are not associated with the Interaction Request form and do not have the Show Approval Page,
then those will reply automatically through the user Reply action.

• If the tasks are not associated with the Interaction Request form and if they have Show Approval Page, then
the Reply All will display the Message Dialog for bulk Approval or Rejection Process.

• If the tasks are associated with the Interaction Request form then we cannot take action through multi-
selection.

Also, a new task filter "Approval Tasks" is added to display only tasks which have the Show Approval Page and
not associated with the Interaction Request Form to make it more convenient for the bulk approval process.

• Patch - Silent Installation (Windows)
The silent installation capability for the Patch installation is enabled. You must to update the
"response_patch.varfile" to pass the input parameters.

• Enable/Disable gMSA Support to Connect to MSSQL Database
The group Managed Service Account (gMSA) can be used if you require Password Management by Windows.
PAM supports configuring the gMSA account to connect to the MSSQL database. The patch provides
the ability to enable or disable the options for gMSA. For more information on the configuration, see the
"response_patch.varfile" file.

Note:

• The gMSA can be configured only through the silent installation mode of the Patch installation on Windows if
the database is MSSQL and configured with "mssql-jdbc-7.4.1.jre8.jar" driver.

• In a PAM Cluster environment, ensure to have the PAM installation with a connection string option for
database connectivity.

• If gMSA is enabled with CP04, installing the CP04 with gMSA after installing the new cluster node is
mandatory.

• Cipher Suite Configuration for Port 443
The required configuration is available to customize the Cipher suites for Port 443 and can be used for
communication between the PAM Server and PAM Agents.

• The configuration parameter "pam.ssl.transport.enableCipherSuites" can be used to add additional Cipher
Suites.

• The configuration parameter "pam.ssl.transport.disableCipherSuites" can be used to remove the default
Cipher Suites if your security reports them as weak or vulnerable.

You can use the configuration tab to configure multiple Ciphers and the comma (,) can be used as a separator.

Note:  Provide only valid Cipher suite information. If you provide invalid Cipher Suite information, the PAM
Server ignores it.

4.0 Installation Considerations
4.1 Preparation
• This cumulative patch is intended to be installed against CA Process Automation Release 04.3.05. If the

targeted instance of PAM is a version earlier than r04.3.05, then you must first download r04.3.05 from
support.broadcom.com. After you download, upgrade your PAM instances to r04.3.05 by following the
instructions provided with r04.3.05.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/automic-process-automation/04-3-05.html
https://www.broadcom.com/products/software/automation/digital-business-automation/it-process-automation-manager
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=99111136&os=WINDOWS-ALL
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• Applying this cumulative patch will typically require an hour or less maintenance window where PAM is
unavailable. Time for this maintenance window should be coordinated with the end users to minimize impact.

• Before you apply the cumulative patch, perform the following tasks:
- Shutdown CA Process Automation.
- In a clustered environment, shutdown all CA Process Automation Domain Orchestrators.
- Take a backup of the PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o folder for each Orchestrator instance.If you want to back out
the cumulative patch, you can    use the backup of each orchestrator instance to revert to previous state of CA
Process Automation.

4.2 Application
Note:  Consider that the databases of CA PAM (Library, Runtime and Reporting) do not have the DBO permissions.
Then, provide the DBO permissions for the databases of CA PAM until you start CA PAM. When you apply the
DBO permissions, the patch is applied properly and CA PAM works as expected. Later, you can downgrade the
DBO permissions to dbwriter or dbreader.

• You must install this cumulative patch using the same account as was used to install PAM on the machine(s)
containing your Domain Orchestrator. If your Domain Orchestrator is clustered, you must install this cumulative
patch on all nodes of the cluster.

• You need to backup PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o folder to a location outside the PAM_Install_dir folder. This is
needed if you want to back out the patch.

• When installing the cumulative patch on Windows, run:

Update_Installer_windows.exe

• When installing the cumulative patch on Windows in Silent Mode update the response_patch.varfile to pass the
input parameters. Invoke the following file:

Silent_Patch_Install_windows.bat

• When installing on UNIX or Linux, run:

sh Update_Installer_unix.sh

• You will be asked to accept a License, and then specify the directory where PAM is installed. Once these inputs
are provided, the installer will update your PAM instance with the new binaries containing the fix.

4.3 Backing out the Cumulative Patch
In the unlikely event problems are seen after applying this cumulative patch, and a usable backup was taken of
the c2o folder please do the following. Please note that you should not restore a backup taken of PAM_Install_dir
\server\c2o, if after the backup was taken, changes were made to the configuration of the PAM instance, or other
PAM updates were applied.

• Shutdown all PAM Orchestrators
• For each Domain Orchestrator, copy PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o\log folder to another location for later

examination by CA Support.
• If a backup was taken of the c2o folder restore this to PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o and then restore

PAM_Install_dir\server\c2o\log folder from backup taken in the previous step.
• Restart all PAM Orchestrators.

In all cases contact CA Support for assistance in determining the cause of your failure.

Note:  For more information, see the Platform Support and Hardware Requirements section, under Getting Started.

5.0 Fixed Issues in CA PAM 04.3.05 CP04
The following issues are fixed in 04.3.05 CP04:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/automic-process-automation/04-3-05/getting-started/platform-support-and-requirements.html
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Defect ID Defect Description

DE495418 ClusterNodeProperties were not in sync in all the nodes of the PAM cluster which
affects the communication between the PAM server and PAM Agents.

DE474474 PAM HttpPost operators were failing with AdoptOpenJDK version 1.8.0_265.

2 Getting Started
An overview of features and basic use of the product.
catpa04305
HID_Getting_Started
CA Process Automation lets you design, test, manage, and report on automated processes that support IT
operations and production environments. CA Process Automation automates IT processes that are otherwise
manual, time-consuming, inconsistent, or error-prone. You can automate processes that span multiple systems
across multiple organizations.

See the following articles to get started with CA Process Automation:

 Platform Support and Requirements
The following table summarizes the platforms that  components support.
catpa04305
The following table summarizes the platforms that CA Process Automation components support.

Note:

The listed operating system and software support can change over time. See support.broadcom.com for the latest
information about CA Process Automation version support.

Verify that your operating system has the latest Windows service packs or Linux updates installed.

System Requirements

CA Process
AutomationComponent

Supported
Operating Systems

Supported
Operating System
Versions

Supported Java
Versions

Other
Requirements

https://support.broadcom.com/
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Windows Microsoft Windows
Server 2012

Microsoft Windows
Server 2012 R2

Microsoft Windows
Server 2016

Microsoft Windows
Server 2019

Orchestrators

Linux Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 6.10

Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 7.7

Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 8.1

Oracle Linux 6.10

Oracle Linux 7.7

Oracle Linux 8.1

CentOS Linux 6.10

CentOS Linux 7.7

CentOS Linux 8.0

Oracle Java
Development Kit
(JDK) 1.8.162 and
above,

AdoptOpenJDK
HotSpot jdk8u222-
b10

AdoptOpenJDK
OpenJ9 jdk8u222-
b10_openj9-0.15.1

See Domain
Orchestrator
Installation
Prerequisites.

Windows Windows Server
2008 R2

Windows Server
2012
Windows Server
2012 R2

Windows Server
2016

Windows Server
2019

Linux Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 6.10

Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 7.7

Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 8.1

Oracle Linux 6.10

Oracle Linux 7.7

Oracle Linux 8.1

CentOS Linux 6.10

CentOS Linux 7.7

CentOS Linux 8.0

Agents

Solaris SPARC Solaris 10 (64 bit)

Solaris 11 (64 bit)

Solaris 11.3 (64 bit)

Oracle Java
Development Kit
(JDK) 1.8.x.

AdoptOpenJDK
HotSpot jdk8u222-
b10

AdoptOpenJDK
OpenJ9 jdk8u222-
b10_openj9-0.15.1

AdoptOpenJDK
HotSpot jdk8u222-
b10

For proxy
touchpoints and host
groups, each remote
host must run an
SSHv2 server.
Verify that an agent
installed on a UNIX
or Linux computer
includes ksh under
the /bin/ksh directory.
If the ksh file is not
installed, install it
under /bin/ksh. If the
ksh file is installed in
a different directory
on the agent
computer, create a
symbolic link (/bin/
ksh) to reference the
installed ksh file.
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HP Integrity HP-UX 11i v2

HP-UX 11i v3

HP 9000 PA-RISC HP-UX 11i v2

HP-UX 11i v3

HP JAVA 8
(1.8.0.1) Runtime
Environment (JRE)
and above

IBM AIX AIX 7.1

AIX 7.2

IBM JAVA 8
(1.8.0) Runtime
Environment (JRE)

Solution Suite Windows Microsoft Windows
Server 2012 R2

Microsoft Windows
Server 2016

Microsoft Windows
Server 2019

Oracle Java Runtime
Environment (JRE)
1.8.x

AdoptOpenJDK
HotSpot jdk8u222-
b10

AdoptOpenJDK
OpenJ9 jdk8u222-
b10_openj9-0.15.1

System Requirements for Databases

CA Process Automation
Component

Supported Operating
Systems

Supported Database
Versions

Other Requirements
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Databases See the vendor
documentation for
supported operating
systems.

One of the following
relations databases:

• Microsoft SQL Server
2012

• Microsoft SQL Server
2014

• Microsoft SQL Server
2016

• Microsoft SQL Server
2017

• Microsoft SQL Server
2019

• Microsoft SQL Server
Cluster

• Microsoft SQL Server
Cluster AOAG 2016

• Oracle Database 11g
Release 2

• Oracle Database 12c
Release 1 (RAC or
Standalone)

• Oracle Database 12c
Release 2 (RAC or
Standalone)

• Oracle Database 18c
• Oracle Database 19c
• MySQL5.7 latest update
• MySQL8.0 latest update

Note:

To connect to the
pluggable database of
Oracle Database 12c
Release 1 (RAC or
a standalone server)
or Oracle Database
12c Release 2 (RAC
or Standalone), it is
mandatory to provide
the database connection
string details. For more
information, see the
Connect to Oracle 12c
(RAC or a Standalone
Server) section in Prepare
an Oracle Database.

See Database
Prerequisites for detailed
requirements.

For Oracle, CA
Technologies recommend
11.2.0.2 or later.

System Requirements for Directory Server

CA Process
AutomationComponent

Supported Operating Systems Supported Operating System
Versions

Directory Server See CA Embedded Entitlements
Manager(CA EEM) documentation.

CA Embedded Entitlements
Manager CA EEM r12.51 CR04, CA
EEM r12.51 CR05, CA EEM r12.6,
CA EEM r12.6 CR01
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 Hardware Requirements
The following table lists the minimum hardware requirements for each  component:
catpa04305
The following table lists the minimum hardware requirements for each CA Process Automation component:

CA Process Automation Component Required Hardware

Orchestrator Server class hardware running multiple CPUs or
multiple core CPUs
8 GB of RAM
40 GB of free disk space required
100-Mbps network connection

Note:

CA Technologies recommends 1000 Mbps.

Agent Host capable of running a supported OS

2 GB of RAM

4 GB of disk space

100-Mbps network connection

Database server See vendor specifications. Additional storage as
required for the databases being hosted.

Note:

CA Technologies recommends a minimum of 40 GB for
your databases.

CA Embedded Entitlements Manager See the CA Embedded Entitlements Manager
documentation.

Browser-based user interface Any host capable of running a supported browser.

Note:

The configurations can be for physical and virtual machines.

 Web Browsers
Even among supported web browsers,  could behave differently due to differences in third-
party products. For example, when you try to leave a page or tab with unsaved changes, each
supported browser could display a slightly different message. Essentially, all three give you the
option of remaining on the page to save your data or leaving the page and discarding changes.
catpa04305
Even among supported web browsers, CA Process Automation could behave differently due to differences in third-
party products. For example, when you try to leave a page or tab with unsaved changes, each supported browser
could display a slightly different message. Essentially, all three give you the option of remaining on the page to save
your data or leaving the page and discarding changes.

Microsoft Internet Explorer
Browser Support

CA Process Automation
Component

Supported Browsers Other Requirements

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Browser-based UI One of the following browsers:

• Microsoft Internet Explorer 11
• Google Chrome 57 and above.
• Mozilla Firefox 57 and above.
• Microsoft Edge 41.16299.547.0

Note:

If you use a Firefox or Chrome
browser, disable the inline spelling
checker to avoid unnecessary
processing.

 

CA Process Automation Solution
Suite

Microsoft Internet Explorer 11,
Mozilla Firefox 57 and above,
Chrome 57 and above.

 

CA Process Automation Solution
Suite -

End-User UX

Microsoft Internet Explorer 11,
Mozilla Firefox 57 and above,
Chrome 57 and above, and Safari
5.1 and above.

 

 Roles
The following types of roles are supported in :  22
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The following types of roles are supported in CA Process Automation:
 2 2  

Task Flows by Role
What is CA Process Automation? The answer depends on your product role:

•  Executive
CA Process Automation automates and orchestrates processes across organizational silos that use disparate
systems. An executive recognizes how CA Process Automation can benefit the organization by:

• Reducing operational expenses.
• Increasing staff productivity.
• Speeding IT service delivery.
• Improving service quality.
• Enforcing compliance polices.

Executives can view high-level reports such as Return on Investment.
•  High-level Administrator

CA Process Automation is a dynamic system to scope. With consideration of budget, resources, and automation
priority, high-level administrator tasks can include:

• Determining which processes to automate, their priority, and the schedule.
• Determining staffing. For example, how many designers create the processes and how many users monitor

and interact with processes in a production environment.
• Determining the size and configuration of the physical system initially and as it evolves when processes are

automated.
•  CA EEM Administrator

CA Process Automation has users to be authenticated and authorized, based on the application group that is
assigned to user accounts in CA Embedded Entitlements Manager.

• The PAMAdmins default group maps to the Content Administrator role.
• The Designers default group maps to the Content Designer role.
• The Production Users default group maps to the Production User role.

•  Content Administrator
CA Process Automation is an application to administer. Tasks include:

• Creating role-based access for administrators, designers, Production Users, and users who review reports.
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• Configuring CA Process Automation.
• Creating an implementation plan for each process.
• Installing and configuring CA Process Automation agents.
• Building out the system as needed.

•  Content Designer
CA Process Automation is a workflow tool that helps you model, document, and automate your IT and other
processes. Content Designers use the Designer canvas create a visual representation of a process with linked
operators.

•  Production User
CA Process Automation lets you monitor automated processes and operators as they run based on
schedules. Production Users start processes, and they activate and deactivate schedules. They reply to
requests generated from automated processes that require user interaction. Users in this role include operations
professionals and users that receive automated processes from a third party.

User Roles and the UI
The CA Process Automation user interface provides the following tabs that give users easy access to all features
from a single view. Depending on your user role, you have access to some or all the following tabs:

•   Home 
All users can gain quick access to tutorial videos, Documentation Wiki, API Documentation, and their most-used
features.

•   Library 
Content administrators and content designers access the Library tab to manage or use one or more of the
following items:

• Folders
• Recycle Bin
• Automation Objects

Tasks are organized according to the following role-to-task mapping:

•  Content Administrators use the Library tab to set up the folder structure and manage the recycle bin.
They can create folders (for example, one for each content designer). From the Recycle Bin, content
administrators purge or restore deleted objects. 

•  Content Designers with required access can use the Library tab to create their own folders and can create
automation objects in them. They can complete a standard set of actions on the automation objects. If a
content designer deletes an object, the object moves to the Recycle Bin.
The mapping assumes that content designers have the permissions that are granted to members of the
Designers group. If your role-to-task mapping is different, use the links accordingly.

• Designer 
Content Designers access the Designer tab to create processes and schedules. They drag-and-drop icons that
represent operators to the Designer canvas and link them to define a process or a schedule. Each predefined
operator completes a common automation step. A schedule runs the configured process on the defined
schedule.
Content designers use the Designer tab to automate a process. Designers design a process on a canvas with
icons that represent operators and links between pairs of operators. The first operator in a process is Start. The
last operator in a process is Stop. A complicated process is designed with swim lanes that separate portions
of the process that accomplish different objectives. Designers can run the process in simulation mode during
design. When a process runs, viewers can monitor the process flow by watching sequenced operators turn
green, one after the other. The processes run on the Runtime Instances tab, which is displayed only when a
process is running.
When a process is completed and tested, administrators use the Designer tab to transition the process to
production.

• Operations 
Content Designers use the Operations tab to test processes and forms during development.
Content Administrators use the Operations tab during final validation of a process they transition to production.
Production Users use the Operations tab to monitor and interact with the automated process.

• Configuration Tab 
Administrators use the Configuration tab to configure CA Process Automation, including the Domain hierarchy,
Orchestrators, and agents.

Note:
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Administrators use CA Embedded Entitlements Manager to set up user accounts, assign users to an application
user group, and create policies.

• Reports 
CA Process Automation provides predefined reports. Predefined reports are designed with the embedded
version of Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT), an open source reporting system. You can design
a report and then export a custom report definition.
You can act on multiple reports at once from the main Reports view, where actions include delete, share, and
unshare.

•  Production Users use predefined reports.
•  Production Administrators use the BIRT Designer to create custom reports for production users. Custom

report definitions are displayed with the embedded version of BIRT.

 Task Flows by Role
What is ? The answer depends on your product role:
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What is CA Process Automation? The answer depends on your product role:

• Executive
CA Process Automation automates and orchestrates processes across organizational silos that use disparate
systems. An executive recognizes how CA Process Automation can benefit the organization by:

• Reducing operational expenses.
• Increasing staff productivity.
• Speeding IT service delivery.
• Improving service quality.
• Enforcing compliance polices.

Executives can view high-level reports such as Return on Investment.
• High-level Administrator

CA Process Automation is a dynamic system to scope. With consideration of budget, resources, and automation
priority, high-level administrator tasks can include:

• Determining which processes to automate, their priority, and the schedule.
• Determining staffing. For example, how many designers create the automated processes and how many

users monitor and interact with processes in a production environment.
• Determining the size and configuration of the physical system initially and as it evolves when processes are

automated.
• CA EEM Administrator

CA Process Automation has users to be authenticated and authorized, based on the application group that is
assigned to user accounts in CA Embedded Entitlements Manager.

• The PAMAdmins default group maps to the Content Administrator role.
• The Designers default group maps to the Content Designer role.
• The Production Users default group maps to the Production User role.

• Content Administrator
CA Process Automation is an application to administer. Tasks include:

• Creating role-based access for administrators, designers, Production Users, and users who review reports.
• Configuring CA Process Automation.
• Creating an implementation plan for each process.
• Installing and configuring CA Process Automation agents.
• Building out the system as needed.

• Content Designer
CA Process Automation is a workflow tool that helps you model, document, and automate your IT and other
processes. Content Designers use the Designer canvas create a visual representation of a process with linked
operators.

• Production User
CA Process Automation lets you monitor automated processes and operators as they run based on
schedules. Production Users start processes, and they activate and deactivate schedules. They reply to
requests generated from automated processes that require user interaction. Users in this role include operations
professionals and users that receive automated processes from a third party.
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 User Roles and the UI
The  user interface provides the following tabs that give users easy access to all features from a
single view. Depending on your user role, you have access to some or all of the following tabs:
catpa04305
The CA Process Automation user interface provides the following tabs that give users easy access to all features
from a single view. Depending on your user role, you have access to some or all of the following tabs:

• Home
All users can gain quick access to tutorial videos, Documentation Wiki, API Documentation, and their most-used
features.

• Library
Content administrators and content designers access the Library tab to manage or use one or more of the
following items:

• Folders
• Recycle Bin
• Automation Objects

Tasks are organized according to the following role-to-task mapping: 

• Content Administrators use the Library tab to set up the folder structure and manage the recycle bin.
They can create folders (for example, one for each content designer). From the Recycle Bin, content
administrators purge or restore deleted objects. 

• Content Designers with required access can use the Library tab to create their own folders and can create
automation objects in them. They can complete a standard set of actions on the automation objects. If a
content designer deletes an object, the object moves to the Recycle Bin. 
The mapping assumes that content designers have the permissions that are granted to members of the
Designers group. If your role-to-task mapping is different, use the links accordingly.

• Designer
Content Designers access the Designer tab to create processes and schedules. They drag-and-drop icons that
represent operators to the Designer canvas and link them to define a process or a schedule. Each predefined
operator completes a common automation step. A schedule runs the configured process on the defined
schedule.
Content designers use the Designer tab to automate a process. Designers design a process on a canvas with
icons that represent operators and links between pairs of operators. The first operator in a process is Start. The
last operator in a process is Stop. A complicated process is designed with swim lanes that separate portions
of the process that accomplish different objectives. Designers can run the process in simulation mode during
design. When a process runs, viewers can monitor the process flow by watching sequenced operators turn
green, one after the other. The processes run on the Runtime Instances tab, which is displayed only when a
process is running.
When a process is completed and tested, administrators use the Designer tab to transition the process to
production.

• Operations
Content Designers use the Operations tab to test processes and forms during development. 
Content Administrators use the Operations tab during final validation of a process they transition to production. 
Production Users use the Operations tab to monitor and interact with the automated process.

• Configuration Tab
Administrators use the Configuration tab to configure CA Process Automation, including the Domain hierarchy,
Orchestrators, and agents.

Note:

Administrators use CA Embedded Entitlements Manager to set up user accounts, assign users to an application
user group, and create policies.

• Reports
CA Process Automation provides predefined reports. Predefined reports are designed with the embedded
version of Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT), an open source reporting system. You can design
a report and then export a custom report definition. 
You can act on multiple reports at once from the main Reports view, where actions include delete, share, and
unshare.

• Production Users use predefined reports.
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• Production Administrators use the BIRT Designer to create custom reports for production users. Custom
report definitions are displayed with the embedded version of BIRT.

 Main Application Pages
To navigate in , click any of the main tabs. As you work, applies logic and permissions to
determine what you can view.
catpa04305
To navigate in CA Process Automation, click any of the main tabs. As you work, CA Process Automation applies
logic and permissions to determine what you can view.

CA Process Automation sometimes changes your current tab selection, or opens another window automatically.
For example:

• When you open a process in the Library Browser, the process automatically opens in the Designer.
• When you open a schedule object from the Library tab, the object automatically opens in the Schedule Editor

window.
• When you click a process instance from the Operations tab, the instance automatically opens in a Process

Instance window.

Contents:

 Browse Out-of-the-Box Content
The Browse Out-of-the-Box Content link on the Home page links the content designer to sample
content. Sample content illustrates what you can do with various automation objects.
catpa04305
 

 

The Browse Out-of-the-Box Content link on the Home page links the content designer to sample content.
Sample content illustrates what you can do with various automation objects.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Home tab, then click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
The Library tab opens with the PAM_PreDefinedContent folder selected in the navigation pane.

2. Expand the PAM_PreDefinedContent folder.
3. Expand the subfolder that represents the operator, the object, or the design process of interest.
4. In the main pane, double-click an object for which the Type is Process.

The process opens in the Designer tab. The process includes annotations that describe the process purpose,
other relevant information, and directions for customizing the process.

5. Use the selected sample process as a learning tool or as a model for a new process.

 Common User Interface Controls
The web interface provides a consistent set of controls.
catpa04305
 

 

The CA Process Automation web interface provides a consistent set of controls.

The banner of CA Process Automation user interface appears as follows:

Item Description:
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pamadmin Represents the user role who has signed in to the
CA Process Automation user interface. For more
information about user roles, see Roles.

My Tasks Represents the tasks that are assigned to the user who
has logged in the CA Process Automation. When a task
is assigned to a user, the appropriate count of the tasks
is updated in the My Tasks link. Upon clicking the My
Tasks link, the user is directed to the Operations tab >
Tasks page > My Tasks drop-down is selected.

 

The Tables, lists, pages, commands, and filters function in a standard way from page to page.

Note:  Some features are not available on all pages.
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Item: Description:

Commands: You can right-click a list item to select
the same commands that are available on the
toolbar from a shortcut menu. For example, you
can click Properties in the toolbar or can right-
click a task row in the table and select Properties from
the resulting menu.

Pagination: When CA Process Automation presents
tables of data, you can control how much fits on a page.
For example, the top and bottom tables in the graphic
both display 170 items. On the top page, the user
selected 200 Rows On Each Page, which condenses
all 170 items to one page. On the bottom page, the user
selected 10 Rows On Each Page, which increases the
number of pages that are required to display all 170
items to 17.

Use the controls at the bottom of the window to
navigate to the first, last, previous, or next page. To
jump to a specific page, enter the page number in the
Page field.

Multi-Select: Select one or more rows to apply
the same command to similar items. CA Process
Automation only allows you to use valid commands
simultaneously for multiple items.

Filters: Enter an optional word or text string and press
Enter to view only matching items. For example, type
net and only the netstat and netstatw objects appear
in the list. Click the X to clear the filter.

Sort Order: Click the down arrow in a field column
header row to select Sort Ascending or Sort
Descending. You can also click the column header to
toggle the sort order. When a column is sorted, a small
triangle indicates the order.

Column Arrangement: Click and drag an entire column
to change the sequence of columns in a table. In the
example, the user who is elected to position the Type
column in between Name and State.

Column Size: Position your mouse over the borderline
that divides two columns. When the mouse pointer
changes to a resize cursor, click and drag the
borderline left or right to adjust the width of the column
and the data in it.

Show or Hide Columns: To specify whether a specific
column displays in a table, select the associated check
box (show the column) or clear it (hide the column).

Quick Filters: You can quickly filter a column (if
available), select the associated check box (filter) or
clear it (do not filter).

Date-Time Filters: For date-time fields in a table,
you can define a filter as a range or span in time. The
filter excludes data that is not in the range. In this
example, the user only wants to include rows with End
Time values from November 30, 2012 at 10:00 a.m. to
November 30, 2013 at 11:59 p.m.
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 Tabs in the Product UI
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 Home Tab
When you log in to , the Home tab opens. Use this page as a convenient starting point and
personal dashboard for your work session. 
catpa04305
When you log in to CA Process Automation, the Home tab opens. Use this page as a convenient starting point and
personal dashboard for your CA Process Automation work session. 

The available features are highlighted in the following graphic:

  

Item:  Description: 

  

Click the Home tab to view the Home page.
The Home page opens when you log in to CA Process
Automation.
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 Quick Buttons provide options to help you save time
and start working.

  

 My Tasks and Things I Have Checked Out display
tables that list your tasks and the automation objects
you have checked out (the working versions of objects).

  

 My Recent Activity lists recent process activity, which
is sorted by date and time. Click a link to open the
process instance.

The options displayed in the home page is based on the access permissions of a user who logs in CA Process
Automation as follows:

User Access
Permissions

Home Tab Library Tab Designer
Tab

Operations
Tab

Configuration
Tab

Reports Tab Options
Displayed
in the Home
Page

User with
Basic
Access
Permission

Yes Yes No Yes No Yes  CA Process
Automaton
Global User
Community
View
Tutorials
My Recent
Activity My
Tasks 

User with
Designer
Access
Permission

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

The
following
sub-tabs
appear:

Configuration
Browser

Yes Create
a New
Process

CA Process
Automation
Global User
Community

View
Tutorials

My Recent
Activity

My Tasks

Things
I have
Checked
Out
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User with
Administrator
Access
Permission

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

The
following
sub-tabs
appear:

Configuration
Browser

Manage
User
Resources

Installation

Yes Create
a New
Process

Browse Out-
of-the-Box
Content

CA Process
Automation
Global User
Community

View
Tutorials

My Recent
Activity

My Tasks

Things
I have
Checked
Out

Note:

CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) is used to provide access permissions for a user who logs in CA
Process Automation.

Use the Home tab according to your role and your interests.

•  New User
Set language and formats for the date and time.
Review Task Flows by Role to learn how the tasks associated with your role fit in the overall task flow.

•  Content Designer
Consider the following links:

•  View Tutorials 
•  Create a New Process 
•  Things I Have Checked Out 
•  My Recent Activity 

•  Production User
Consider the My Tasks link.

•  Content Administrator
Update out-of-the-box content.

 Library Tab
To manage automation objects in folders, use the Library Browser.
catpa04305
To manage automation objects in folders, use the Library Browser.
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Item: Description:

Click the Library Tab to navigate to the Library
Browser. Use the Library Browser to view, create,
edit, or remove automation objects and folders.

The resizable Folder Pane displays the Orchestrators
and folders that you can access. To view only matching
folders, apply a filter. For example, Folder_2 would find
Folder_2, Folder_200, and MyFolder_2.

Enter criteria in the Search Area to complete a basic
or advanced search. For example, locate one or more
objects by name, type, or keyword. You can also search
for and replace objects.

Use Create Automation Objects to create folders to
store automation objects. Right-click a folder to view a
menu of commands you can use in the folder. You can
also create automation objects (for example, processes,
schedules, or start request forms).

Rename an Object: To edit an object name, right-click
the object and select Rename from the shortcut menu.
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Edit an Object: Use the toolbar or right-click an object
to access editing commands.

The tabbed Properties panel displays general data,
tags, versions, releases, and an audit trail for each
object.

Use the Recycle Bin to manage objects and folders
that were deleted. CA Process Automation lets you
restore them, leave them in the Recycle Bin, or
permanently delete (purge) them.

 Designer Tab
To design, edit, and test a process, use the Designer tab. The Designer tab supports the
following process details:
catpa04305
HID_Designer_Tab
To design, edit, and test a process, use the Designer tab. The Designer tab supports the following process details:

• Basic operator flow
• Documenting the process objects
• Viewing logical results
• Connecting lines
• Browsing datasets
• Defining properties
• Writing code
• Monitoring process instances
• Stepping through, debugging, testing, and controlling process instances
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Item: Description:

The Designer Tab opens when you open or edit
a process from the Library Browser. If this tab is
unavailable, you have not yet opened a process or you
do not have security permissions to open a process.

Use the Process Designer Toolbar buttons to design
and test processes. Use the View settings to show
or hide the Operators, Dataset, Properties, and
Navigation palettes.

Process Tabs: Each process opens in a dedicated tab.
You can copy and paste objects between tabs.
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The Process Designer work area, canvas, or layout
displays the actual process design. The Process
Designer includes the grid, lanes, all operators, ports,
and connecting lines.

From the Operators Palette, drag-and-drop operators
with specific functions to your process layout.

Use the Dataset Palette to view or edit the variables in
process or operator datasets.

Use the Properties Palette and the links and windows
on it to manage the operator properties. The graphic
displays Run Script operator properties. In the example,
the user has added code in the Post-execution Code
dialog.

Use the Navigation Palette to navigate to specific
regions in larger processes. To save time, pan in this
palette instead of scrolling the main designer layout.

You can also run process instances on the Designer tab.
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Item: Description:

The Designer Tab opens when you open a process
instance from another CA Process Automation page.
If this tab is unavailable, you have not yet opened
a process instance or you do not have security
permissions to open a process instance.

Use the Process Instance Toolbar buttons to stop,
start, debug, and test process instances. Use the
View settings to show or hide the Operators, Dataset,
Properties, Navigation, and Logs palettes.
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Process and Instance Tabs: Each process and each
instance opens in a dedicated tab. Instance tabs are
adjacent to their source process Design tab.  Instance
tabs do not show an icon. Process tabs show an icon.
CA Process Automation assigns a unique process ID
to each instance name to help you identify different
instances. You can copy and paste objects between
tabs.

The Process Instance Status Bar displays the process
instance status and (when applicable) the status
duration. For example, a Waiting instance shows a live
clock that indicates how long the instance has been in
the current state. To focus on specific child processes,
use the Hierarchy control.

The Process Instance design is displayed in this work
area, canvas, or layout. The process instance includes
the grid, lanes, and all operators, ports, and connecting
lines. Use this area to trace the path of your process as
it runs.

Use the Logs Palette to verify or troubleshoot process
instances.

 Operations Tab
The Operations tab displays a dashboard of the following key elements:
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The Operations tab displays a dashboard of the following key elements:

• Links to operators, processes, and other objects
• Content packages
• Process Watch
• Start request forms
• Datasets
• Resources

The Operations tab helps you manage running or completed processes. Start the processes on demand and
interact with running processes through forms. The Operations tab is an automation dashboard that answers the
following types of questions:

• What is running in my environment?
• What has been running in my environment?
• Which of the processes are available to start on demand?
• Which of the processes are waiting for user input or approval?
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Item: Description:

Click the Operations Tab to view the Operations page.

Use the Operations Toolbar to work with items in the
various Operations page lists.
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Select an entry from the expandable list in the
Operations Pane. For example:

• To display a chart and list of instances, click
Process Instances.

• To view a list of the imported content packages and
the objects they contain, click Content Packages.

• Click a Start Request Form to start it.
• To find a resource object, enter an optional filter.

In the graphic, the user entered My Resource to find
matching entries that are arranged in folders in the
Resources section of the pane.

CA Process Automation displays data in the Graph or
Chart Area for process instances, process instances
that are in content packages, and process watches.
In the graphic, the user is pointing to the Completed
category on the Y axis to review the total count (11).

Click a bar in the chart to add the associated status
value to the filter for the result list. Click the bar again to
remove the value from the filter.

The Main Page or List in the Operations page
displays essential information. In addition to the chart,
the product often presents this data in a table, list, or
form. For example, you can view, filter, and sort a list of
instances by state. Click a resource object to view the
current status of the resources it represents.

 Configuration Tab
The Configuration Browser palette displays the logical hierarchy of the Domain. Administrators
use the Configuration tab to install and configure multiple agents and Orchestrators. Content
Designers have read-only access to the Configuration Browser palette on the Configuration tab.
catpa04305
HID_Configuration_Tab
The Configuration Browser palette displays the logical hierarchy of the Domain. Administrators use the
Configuration tab to install and configure multiple agents and Orchestrators. Content Designers have read-only
access to the Configuration Browser palette on the Configuration tab.
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Item: Description:

Only administrators can update settings from the
Configuration Tab.

Only administrators can use the Configuration Toolbar
to lock objects in the Configuration Browser, save
configuration changes, and unlock the objects.

Only administrators can configure the Configuration
Browser Domain hierarchy.
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The Configuration Browser Main Pane displays
configuration data.

Only administrators can view the Installation
and Manage User Resources palettes. The
Installation and Manage User Resources palettes
are not displayed when Content Designers click the
Configuration tab.

You can perform the following tasks using the Configuration tab:

• About the Domain Hierarchy, Orchestrators, and Agents
• Complete Prerequisites to Content Design
• Complete Prerequisites to Production Use
• Manage User Resources Palette
• Installation Palette
• Install Connector
• Centralizing Configuration Properties

 Reports Tab
Complete reporting tasks from the Reports tab. For example:
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Complete reporting tasks from the Reports tab. For example:

• Generate an existing report
• Upload a new report
• Set custom parameters
• Export report data
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Item: Description:

  

Click the Reports Tab to view or create reports.

  

Use the Reports Toolbar to work with
the Reports page. Use the separate standard toolbar to
work with report output.

  

Click New in the toolbar to display the Add New Report
Area so you can define and save report details.

  

The Reports List displays available reports.
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The Parameter Dialog opens when you click a
report (except the Reference Object Report) in
the Reports list. Use this dialog to define the range
of data to include in the selected report instance. In
the example, the user selected All States from the { }
Process State field.

  

After you click OK, the Parameter dialog displays a
preview of the Report Output. You can use this output
as is, print it to another device, or export it for use in
another application.

Note:  To design new reports, install the BIRT designer on a separate application server and connect it to the
reporting database.

 System Components
The following types of systems are supported in :
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The following types of systems are supported in CA Process Automation:

  2 2  

Simple System
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Figure 1: SimpleProcessAutomationSystem

A simple CA Process Automation system includes the following components:

•  The Domain Orchestrator
Orchestrators are CA Process Automation servers. Users connect to an Orchestrator to design and
test processes, run processes, and configure the CA Process Automation system. Every CA Process
Automation system has a Domain Orchestrator and can have one or more non-Domain Orchestrators. A simple
deployment has a single Domain Orchestrator.

•  A Database Server
During the Domain Orchestrator installation, you identify the database server in which to create the CA Process
Automation databases:

•  The Library database stores the automation content that you create (for example, processes, datasets, and
forms).

•  The Runtime database stores state information about process instances that have run or are in the process
of running.
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•  The Reporting database stores information about process instances that have run in a format suitable for
reporting against.

•  CA EEM

• During the Domain Orchestrator installation, you register the CA Process Automation application with CA
Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM). A single CA EEM instance can be used with multiple CA
Technologies products to provide a single place to manage user identities and their application permissions.

• CA EEM authenticates CA Process Automation users. CA EEM tries to match credentials that users enter at
login with credentials of known CA Process Automation users. All valid credentials are either defined directly
in CA EEM, or referenced by CA EEM from one or more LDAP-based repositories such as Microsoft Active
Directory.

• CA EEM also manages the authorization levels for CA Process Automation users. In CA EEM, you assign
permissions to each user account after CA Process Automation is installed to provide permissions in the CA
Process Automation application.

Typical System
Many deployments require the ability to distribute some workload to run on hosts other than the Domain
Orchestrator. Some types of workload can be run on a remote host without an agent being installed on it. However,
more functionality is available when CA Process Automation agent is installed on the target host.

Figure 2: TypicalProcessAutomationSystem
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•  Agents 

Each process instance consists of one or more operators. Each operator is targeted to run on a specific host, either
directly, or indirectly using touchpoints. Through system configuration, each touchpoint is mapped to a specific
host.
The same touchpoint can map to different hosts in different CA Process Automation domains or environments.
Thus, touchpoints allow the same process content to be deployed unaltered in different CA Process
Automation domains or environments.
Touchpoints can map to CA Process Automation Orchestrator or CA Process Automation agent.
A proxy touchpoint maps to a remote host that contains no CA Process Automation software. Orchestrators can
distribute workload to a remote host by:

• Connecting to it directly over SSH.
• Connecting through an agent that in turn connects to the remote host over SSH.

Like a touchpoint, a proxy touchpoint is a logical entity. A proxy touchpoint is a name that can be used in the
process designer to specify an operator execution target. While a touchpoint is defined and mapped to a specific
agent through environment configuration, a proxy touchpoint is mapped to a specific agentless remote host. Each
agentless remote host (mapped to a proxy touchpoint) is managed by an agent that is installed on a different host.
When an Orchestrator distributes work that targets a proxy touchpoint, it sends the work to the agent that manages
the remote host. That agent in turn establishes an SSH session to the remote host to complete the work.
Therefore, the primary task of CA Process Automation agent is to execute workload on the host on which it is
installed. Agents can act as gateways through which workload is distributed to remote hosts on which you cannot
install agents.

Clustered System
Many installations deploy a clustered Domain Orchestrator for high availability and scalability of the deployment.
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Figure 3: ClusteredProcessAutomationSystem

•  Clustered Orchestrators
A clustered Orchestrator consists of two or more nodes. In normal operations, workload is shared across the
nodes of the Orchestrator. More nodes can be added to scale out the capacity of the Orchestrator as necessary.
To provide High Availability, other nodes in a cluster assume Orchestrator node responsibilities if it fails, until it
recovers.
Each Orchestrator node is installed on a different host. You install and upgrade each node separately.

Note:  If you initially installed an Orchestrator in a standalone configuration, rerun the installation wizard to
reconfigure it as a node of a clustered Orchestrator.
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•  Load Balancer
CA Process Automation supports hardware and software load balancers, for example:

• F5
• NGINX
• Apache (with functional limitations)

Note:  The Apache load balancer is supported for communication between upgraded agents and a clustered
Orchestrator. However, it does not support the protocol that the simplified communications mechanism requires.
You can continue using the deprecated communication model with Apache. However, if you plan to deploy CA
Process Automation with a software load balancer, CA Technologies strongly recommends that you use NGINX.

•  High-availability CA EEM
CA Embedded Entitlements Manager can be configured with a failover node for deployments that require a full
high-availability configuration.

Advanced Configuration Options
•  Non-Domain Orchestrators

You can partition automation workload by deploying other Orchestrators. As with Domain Orchestrators, these
non-Domain Orchestrators can be clustered.
Consider the case where some workload must run in a specific data center or geographic region and the CA
Process Automation system requires a different configuration in each location. One approach is to deploy an
Orchestrator in each data center and use Orchestrator-level configuration to override Domain-level configuration
appropriately.

•  Environments
A standard deployment has one Domain and a single environment (the Default Environment).
You can partition a CA Process Automation domain into multiple environments. Then, you can tailor various
aspects of the Domain configuration to each environment. For example, with multiple environments you can
configure aspects one way in a content development context and another way in a testing or production context.
Each environment can have a specific Library so you can potentially have different versions of content in the
different environments.
Environments also partition workload. Any specific Orchestrator is associated with one environment. The Default
Environment has the Domain Orchestrator and can have one or more non-Domain Orchestrators. All other
environments have one or more non-Domain Orchestrators. Each Domain Orchestrator and each non-Domain
Orchestrator can be clustered (multiple nodes) or nonclustered (one node).
Environments can also help you partition workload in a production context. For example,
a service provider could deploy one environment per customer. This setup allows
running the same standard automation content across multiple environments whose workload is physically
partitioned. These environments that run the same content are configured differently and, potentially, running in
different geographic locations.

•  Data Store Implications of Adding Environments and Non-Domain Orchestrators
You have flexibility in how you assign the sharing of data stores across Orchestrators. The typical illustrated
associations are:

• One Reporting data store that all Orchestrators in the Domain share. Although you cannot share any data
store across Domains, it is possible to have more than one Reporting data store.

• A Library data store for each environment, where all Orchestrators in the same environment share each
Library data store.

• One Runtime data store per Orchestrator (required). Each standalone (nonclustered) Orchestrator has a
Runtime data store. Likewise, each clustered Orchestrator uses a single Runtime data store.
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Figure 4: TypicalDatabaseAssociations
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In a simple deployment with a nonclustered Domain Orchestrator in the Default Environment, the CA Process
Automation data stores are installed in one database on one database server.

Adding more environments and installing non-Domain Orchestrators significantly increases the complexity of the
data store configuration required.

 Administrators
 has a default administrator user. The user has the following credentials when CA PAM is
initially installed with EEM (CA EEM) configured with an internal user store:
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 CA Process Automation has a default administrator user. The user has the following credentials when CA PAM is
initially installed with CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) configured with an internal user store:

•  User Name: pamadmin
•  Password: pamadmin

You can browse to the installed product instance and log in with these credentials. CA Technologies recommend
creating a user account in CA EEM during your first session. Log in to CA Process Automation with the defined
credentials. After you log in, configure the settings with which to administer security and configure the Domain.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Log in to the CA EEM.
2.  Create the first administrator account for CA Process Automation.
3.  Access CA Process Automation.
4.  Enable Brute Force Attack Protection 
5.  Set Strong Password Policies to Access CA PAM 
6.  Configure the date, time, and language formats.
7.  Update the out-of-the-box content.
8.  Control the timeout interval.

Note:

See also NTLM Pass-Through Authentication Settings.

Log in to CA EEM
The EiamAdmin manages the user accounts and access policies through CA Embedded Entitlements
Manager (CA EEM).

 Follow these steps: 

1. To access the CA EEM instance that CA Process Automation uses:

https://hostname:5250/spin/eiam

•   hostname 
Defines the host name or IP address of the server where CA EEM is installed.

Note:  The CA EEM Backend Server field on the CA Process Automation Configuration tab Security subtab
displays the host name of the CA EEM that CA Process Automation uses.

2. From the Application drop-down list, select the value that you configured for the EEM Application
name during installation.

Note:  The EEM Application name is the name under which you registered CA Process Automation with CA
EEM.

3. Type EiamAdmin and password that you defined for the EiamAdmin user.
4. Click Log In.

Create Administrator Account
You can create your CA Process Automation user account in CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) and
can authorize full (administrator) access to CA Process Automation.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA EEM as the EiamAdmin user.
2. Click the Manage Identities tab.
3. In the Users palette, click the icon next to Users.
4. In the Name field on the New User page, type the User ID with which you will log in to CA Process

Automation.
5. Click Add Application User Details.
6. From Available User Groups, select PAMAdmins and click > to move it to Selected User Groups.

The group grants full access to all CA Process Automation features.
7. In the Global User Details section of the user account profile, enter your details.
8. (Optional) If you use CA Process Automation with another CA Technologies product using this CA EEM

instance, complete the Global Group Membership field.
9. In the Authentication area, create the password with which to log in to CA Process Automation.
10. (Optional) Complete the remaining fields on the New User page.
11. Save and log out.

Access CA Process Automation
The URL that you use to access CA Process Automation depends on the Domain Orchestrator configuration.
The URL depends on whether the Domain Orchestrator is configured with one node (nonclustered) or multiple
nodes (clustered). You can browse directly to a nonclustered CA Process Automation. For a clustered CA Process
Automation, browse to the associated load balancer. You can reach all Orchestrators in the Domain by launching
the URL to any one of the following options:

• The Domain Orchestrator or
• The load balancer for the Domain Orchestrator

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access CA Process Automation.

• For secure communication, use the following syntax:

https://server:port/itpam

 Examples: 

https://Orchestrator_host:8443/itpam 

 https://loadBalancer_host:443/itpam
• For basic communication, use the following syntax:

http://server:port/itpam

 Examples: 

http://Orchestrator_host:8080/itpam 

 http://loadBalancer_host:80/itpam
2. On the CA Process Automation login page, enter the credentials from your user account.

Note:
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If CA Embedded Entitlements Manager is configured to reference users from multiple Microsoft Active
Directories. CA Process Automation does not accept your unqualified user name, enter your principal name.
One principal name format is domain_name\user_name.

3. Click Log In.
CA Process Automation opens.
The Home tab displays.

Enable Brute Force Attack Protection
You can enable the Brute Force Attack protection by blocking the account of the user who has exceeded pre-
defined number ('x') of attempts to login CA Process Automation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Login to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager as an administrator.
2. Navigate to Configure tab, EEM Server tab.
3. Under the EEM Server tab, click Password Policies.
4. In the Password Policies page, check the option, Lock user account after 'x' failed logins. 
5. In the option, Lock user account after 'x' failed logins, enter the value of 'x' and Click Save.For example,

consider that you enter the value of 'x' as 3 and Save .  CA Process Automation locks the account of the user
who exceeds three attempts to log in the CA PAM application.

Set Strong Password Policies to Access CA PAM
You can now set strong Password Policies for the user to access CA Process Automation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager as an administrator.
2. Navigate to Configure tab, EEM Server tab.
3. Under the EEM Server tab, click Password Policies.
4. In the Password Policies page, select the required policies to be set for the user to access CA Process

Automation.
5. Click Save.

CA Process Automation enables the user to create a strong password as a part of the user credentials to
access the CA PAM application. 

Configure Date, Time, and Language Formats
By default, the Domain Orchestrator date and time data appear in the browser time zone. During your first login
session, you can set your preferred date and time formats and preferred language.

Note:

 CA Process Automation stores all dates and times in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA Process Automation.
2. On the toolbar, click your user name.
3. On the User Settings dialog, select your preferred date and time formats.
4. Verify and change the language setting, if necessary.
5. Save and log out.

Your settings take effect when you log in again.

Update Out-of-the-Box Content
New predefined (out-of-the-box) content is periodically available for CA Process Automation. Only an administrator
can import such content. To ensure that the PAM_PreDefinedContent folder includes the latest content, repeat this
procedure occasionally.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Delete previously imported content.

1.1 Click the Library tab.
2.1 Select the PAM_PreDefinedContent folder and click Delete, then click Yes on the confirmation message.

The PAM_PreDefinedContent folder moves to the Recycle Bin.
3.1 From the Recycle Bin, select the PAM_PreDefinedContent folder, then click Purge.
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2. Click the Home tab. 
3. Click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
4. To confirm the import, click Yes.

The import process creates the PAM_PreDefinedContent folder with the latest content under the Library tab
root directory.

Control Timeout Interval
By default, CA Process Automation automatically logs off after 15 minutes of inactivity. You can change the product
timeout interval.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in as an administrator to the server where the Domain Orchestrator is installed.
2. Navigate to the following folder:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config

•   install_dir 
Defines the path where the Domain Orchestrator is installed.

3. Open the OasisConfig.properties file.
4. Locate the following property and change the value:

managementconsole.timeout

5. Save and exit the file. Restart the Orchestrator service.

NTLM Pass-Through Authentication Settings
Consider the case where CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) points to an external Active Directory.
The recommended Internet Explorer (IE) settings for NTLM pass-through authentication is as follows:

• CA EEM uses NTLM pass-through authentication to authenticate CA Process Automation global users.
• Users use IE to browse to CA Process Automation.
• IE prompts for a user name and password.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the IE Tools menu, select Internet Options, then click the Security tab.
2. Select the Local intranet icon, then click Custom level.
3. On the Security Settings - Local Intranet Zone dialog, scroll to User Authentication and select Automatic

logon only in Intranet zone.
4. Add the CA Process Automation URL to the Local Intranet zone.

 Non-administrators
The following steps are for users who are not administrators:
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The following steps are for CA Process Automation users who are not administrators:

1.  Log in to CA Process Automation.
2.  Configure user settings.
3.  Change your CA Process Automation password with CA Embedded Entitlements Manager.

Log In to CA Process Automation
The URL you use to access CA Process Automation depends on whether the Domain Orchestrator is configured
with one node (nonclustered) or multiple nodes (clustered). You can browse directly to a nonclustered CA Process
Automation. For a clustered CA Process Automation, browse to the associated load balancer. You can reach
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all Orchestrators in the domain by launching the URL to the Domain Orchestrator or to the load balancer for the
Domain Orchestrator.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access CA Process Automation.

• For secure communication, use the following syntax:

https://server:port/itpam

 Examples: 

https://Orchestrator_host:8443/itpam 

https://loadBalancer_host:443/itpam

 
• For basic communication, use the following syntax:

http://server:port/itpam

 Examples: 

http://Orchestrator_host:8080/itpam 

http://loadBalancer_host:80/itpam

 

Note:  The CA Process Automation login page opens.
2. Enter the credentials from your user account.

Note:

If CA Embedded Entitlements Manager is configured to reference users from multiple Microsoft Active
Directories and CA Process Automation does not accept your unqualified user name, enter your principal name.
One format for a principal name is domain_name\user_name.

3. Click Log In.
CA Process Automation opens. The Home tab displays.

Configure User Settings
After you log in for the first time, configure your user interface display settings.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the list of links at the top of the main page, click your username.
2. On the User Settings dialog, indicate your display preferences for the date and time formats and the language.
3. Click Save and Close.
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Note:   CA Process Automation automatically saves and restores other personalized adjustments that you make as
you work. For example, if you dock a palette or customize the columns you want to view in a table or list.

Change Password with CA EEM
The administrator typically assigns a temporary password when setting up user accounts for the internal user
store. All CA Process Automation users with user accounts created in CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA
EEM) can change this password before you log in to CA Process Automation. Then, you can change your CA
Process Automation password at the interval that password policies define.

Note:

This capability does not apply when CA EEM references user accounts from an external user store such as
Microsoft Active Directory. In this case, maintain your password within the referenced directory.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open a browser and enter the URL for the CA EEM server that CA Process Automation uses. For example:

https://hostname_or_IPaddress:5250/spin/eiam/

To identify the host name or IP address of the CA EEM that CA Process Automation uses, see the CA EEM
Backend Server field on the CA Process Automation Configuration tab Security subtab.

2. Log in to CA EEM from the log In dialog:

1.1 For Application, select < Global>.  
2.1 Delete EiamAdmin if this default name appears in the User Name field. 
3.1 Enter your CA Process Automation user name and password.
4.1 Click Log In. 

3. Under Self Administration, click Change Password.
4. Reset your password:

1.1 Enter your CA Process Automation user name and old password.
2.1 Enter your new password in both the New password and Confirm password fields.
3.1 Click OK.

CA Process Automation accepts your updated credentials when you log in.

 Telemetry
Telemetry is a capability that is integrated into CA Process Automation to send product usage
and system configuration data to CA Technologies, a Broadcom Company (CA). This data helps
CA gain insights into customers' product usage, understand their software needs, and focus on
the features and platforms that are most commonly used.
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Telemetry is a capability that is integrated into CA Process Automation to send product usage and system
configuration data to CA Technologies, a Broadcom Company (CA). This data helps CA gain insights into
customers' product usage, understand their software needs, and focus on the features and platforms that are most
commonly used.

By default, the data is collected and stored in the database. The collected data is sent to CA only if the Send
telemetry data check box is selected in the Activate Your Product installation panel.

Warning:

Telemetry does not collect any personally identifiable information (PII) or sensitive information.

What Data Do We Collect?
The following table describes the data that is provided by customers:

Data Description
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Is the product installation or upgrade a new or
additional planned usage under the portfolio license
agreement?

Details of whether the CA Process Automation
installation or upgrade is a new or additional planned
usage under the portfolio license agreement (PLA) with
CA.

Send telemetry data to CA Details of whether you want to send the telemetry data
to CA.

Domain name Your company's domain name (the last part of your
company's email address)

Enterprise site ID Your company's site ID that is listed on the CA Support
portal.

Internal identifier (Optional) Your cost-center or department's non-
personally identifiable information (non-PII) identifier
that you use for your company's tracking needs.

Proxy server and credentials Details of the proxy server and user credentials to
access the proxy server. The user credentials are
required only if your proxy requires it.

Provide these details only when the telemetry service
cannot be reached through the outgoing port 443 from
CA Process Automation.

The following data is generated by CA Process Automation and sent to CA:

Data Description

Version number of the deployed product

Number of installed orchestrators

Installed agents

Defined custom operators

Installed premium connectors

Installed premium power packs

Number of concurrent processes running on each orchestrator

How Frequently Do We Collect Telemetry Data?
By default, telemetry collects and stores the data daily at 2.00 a.m. If the scheduler is not active at 2.00 a.m., the
data is collected only in the next day run. The data is collected only once per day.

How to Configure CA Process Automation to Collect and Send Telemetry Data to CA?
As an administrator, you can configure CA Process Automation to send telemetry data to CA either during the
installation or upgrade.

Note:

• Telemetry requires reporting data as a pre-requisite. If the ITPAM environment had the reporting feature
disabled in the previous release, it will be enabled by default after upgrading to this release.

• For information about configuring CA Process Automation to send telemetry data to CA, see Configure
Telemetry.

 Configure CA Process Automation to Send Telemetry Data to CA
As an administrator, during installation or upgrade, you can configure CA Process Automation to
send telemetry data to CA by filling in the fields in the Activate Your Product panel.
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You can use the following procedure to configure CA Process Automation to Send Telemetry Data to CA.

Activate Your Product
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As an administrator, during installation or upgrade, you can configure CA Process Automation to send telemetry
data to CA by filling in the fields in the Activate Your Product panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Select from the following options:

1.1 Is this install or upgrade related to new or additional planned usage under a Portfolio License Agreement.
Default: Yes.

2.1 Send telemetry data.
You can send the telemetry data to CA either automatically or manually, and by installing the product usage
reporter. You can use both procedures simultaneously.

• Send the telemetry data to CA:
Default: The check box is selected.
If the check box is selected, the telemetry data is automatically sent.
If the check box is clear, the telemetry data is stored in the telemetrydata.txt file inside the telemetry
folder in the following directory and must be manually sent:
install_dir/server/c2o/

• (Optional) Install the Product Usage Reporter.
You can also view the captured telemetry data using the Product Usage Reporter.

Note:  For more information, see the CA Process Automation Plugin section in the Product Usage
Reporter documentation.

2. Complete the following fields:
Company
Specifies the name of your company.
Company Domain
Specifies the domain name of your company. It is the last part of your company's email address.
Example: xyz.com
Enterprise Site ID
Specifies your company's 4 to 9 digit unique login site ID that is listed on the Support portal. To find the site ID,
go to Support and select Profile from the My Account menu.
Example: 10986
Internal Identifier
(Optional) Specifies your department's non-personally identifiable information (non-PII) identifier that you use for
your company's tracking needs.
Example: IT-Sales-1234

3. (Optional) Enter the proxy server information using the following fields only when the telemetry service cannot
be reached through the outgoing port 443 from CA Process Automation.
Enter the following information:

1.1 (Optional) Proxy URl
Specifies the URI to access the proxy server.

2.1 (Optional) Username
Specifies the user name that is required for proxy authentication.

3.1 (Optional) Password
Specifies the password that is associated with the proxy URI user name.

4. Click Next to continue with the installation or upgrade.

3 Installing
Includes steps to acquire, install, deploy and configure your product.
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HID_Installing
To plan the CA Process Automation installation, use the following tasks:

• Verify that your environment meets the following CA Process Automation prerequisites:

• Domain Orchestrator and Orchestrator Prerequisites
• Database Prerequisites
• CA EEM Prerequisites
• Agent Installation Prerequisites

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/other/product-usage-reporter/1-0/configuring-product-usage-reporter-utility/PluginManager/CA-Process-Automation-Plugin.html
https://support.broadcom.com/
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• JDK Prerequisites
• Port Planning Prerequisites
• CA Siteminder Prerequisites

• Install CA Process Automation for the first time:

• Introduction to Components of a CA Process Automation System
• Platform Support and Hardware Requirements
• Install the Domain Orchestrator

• Update the current CA Process Automation release to:

• Use Multiple Active Directory Domains (after upgrading CA Embedded Entitlements Manager to 12.6)
• Use new 12.6 Embedded Entitlements Manager certificates (with an existing CA Embedded Entitlements

Manager 12.6). For more information, see CA Embedded Entitlements Manager 12.6
• Enable secure communications (HTTPS)
• Maintain the IP address or the host name

• Install an agent
• Build out the system:

• Set up a load balancer for Orchestrator clustering
• Add a node to the Domain Orchestrator or to an Additional Orchestrator
• Install an additional Orchestrator

• Tune the system
• Troubleshoot
• Use CA SiteMinder with CA Process Automation

 Prerequisites
Before you install, you need to complete the following prerequisites:
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Before you install, you need to complete the following prerequisites:

• Domain Orchestrator and Orchestrator Prerequisites
• Database Prerequisites
• CA EEM Prerequisites
• Agent Installation Prerequisites
• JDK Prerequisites
• Port Planning Prerequisites
• CA Siteminder Prerequisites

 

 Domain Orchestrator and Orchestrator Prerequisites
You need to complete the following Domain Orchestrator and Orchestrator prerequisites:
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You need to complete the following Domain Orchestrator and Orchestrator prerequisites:

• Domain Orchestrator Installation Prerequisites
• Domain Orchestrator Cluster Node Installation Prerequisites
• Orchestrator Installation Prerequisites
• Orchestrator Cluster Node Installation Prerequisites

Warning:  CA Technologies recommends that you synchronize the Domain Orchestrator time with
a standard external time server. This synchronization prepares the Domain Orchestrator for the time
when a cluster node is added. All cluster nodes for any Orchestrator must have the same clock time,
ideally synchronized with a standard external time server. The load balancer does not handle the time
synchronization.

 JDK Prerequisites
Before you install any Orchestrator, use the following command to verify that the Java
Development Kit (JDK) prerequisites are met:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Note:

CA Process Automation supports the following:

Oracle Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.8.162 and above

(or)

One of the following:

• AdoptOpenJDK HotSpot jdk8u222-b10
• AdoptOpenJDK OpenJ9 jdk8u222-b10_openj9-0.15.1 

 along with

• AdoptOpenJDK icedtea-web-1.8.3

Before you install any Orchestrator, use the following command to verify that the Java Development Kit (JDK)
prerequisites are met:

Java  - version

The following example resembles a valid Oracle Java version for Windows:

C:\>Java -versionjava version "1.8.0_162"Java(TM) SE Runtime
 Environment (build 1.8.0_162-b11)Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM
 (build 25.162-b11, mixed mode)

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the host on which to install the Domain Orchestrator.
2. Verify that your JDK is Oracle JDK 1.8.0_162 and above.
3. If the required JDK version is not installed:

1.1 Download it from the Oracle website.
2.1 To install the JDK, run the installation wizard.

4. For a clustered Orchestrator, verify that Oracle JDK is installed on each node.

AdoptOpenJDK
The following example resembles a valid AdoptOpenJDK version for Windows:

C:\>Java -versionopenjdk version "1.8.0_222"OpenJDK Runtime
 Environment (AdoptOpenJDK)(build 1.8.0_222-b10)OpenJDK 64-Bit Server
 VM (AdoptOpenJDK)(build 25.222-b10, mixed mode)

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the host on which to install the Domain Orchestrator.
2. Verify your AdoptOpenJDK version.
3. If the required AdoptOpenJDK version is not installed:

1.1 Download it from the AdoptOpenJDK website.
2.1 To install the AdoptOpenJDK, run the installation wizard.

4. For a clustered Orchestrator, verify that AdoptOpenJDK is installed on each node.

If you are using Adopt Iced-Tea Web version:

Follow these steps: 
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1. Log in to the host on which to install the Domain Orchestrator.
2. Verify your Adopt IcedTea-Web version.
3. If the required IcedTea-Web version is not installed:

1.1 Download IcedTea-Web  from the AdoptOpenJDK website.
2.1 To install the IcedTea-Web, run the installation wizard.

4. For a clustered Orchestrator, verify that Adopt IcedTea-Web is installed on each node.
5. Verify that Adopt IcedTea-Web is installed on each Agent node. 

Set the Default Java Home Path
Change the default Java version on the shell where you start the CA Process Automation installer if the version is
different. Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the DVD1 folder
2. Set the default Java version on the command prompt or shell.

•  Windows 

set JAVA_HOME=<home_directory_of_jdk (not_bin)> set PATH=
%JAVA_HOME%\bin;%PATH% 

•  UNIX or Linux 

export JAVA_HOME=<home_directory_of_jdk (not_bin)> export PATH=
$JAVA_HOME/bin:$PATH

3. Start the installer from the command prompt or shell.
 

•  Windows 

.\ Domain_Installer_windows.bat 

•  UNIX or Linux 

./ Domain_Installer_unix.sh

The installer first starts the third-party installer and then starts the Domain Orchestrator installer.

 Domain Orchestrator Installation Prerequisites
Plan your initial  installation. For component requirements, see:
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Note:  To prepare for later expansion, consider configuring a load balancer for your first Domain Orchestrator
installation. You can add cluster nodes when necessary. CA Technologies recommends a hardware load
balancer (see Configure F5 Load Balancer). If using a hardware load balancer is not possible, CA Technologies
recommends NGINX as the software load balancer. NGINX for UNIX is highly scalable. See Configure NGINX
Load Balancer.

Plan your initial CA Process Automation installation. For component requirements, see:

• Platform Support and Requirements for CA Process Automation Components.
• Hardware Requirements.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Identify a host that meets the Domain Orchestrator requirements.
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2. Verify that the Domain Orchestrator host has a supported JDK.
3. Plan whether to locate supporting components on the Domain Orchestrator host.

Note:  See Plan the Locations of Supporting Components.
4. Identify the database servers that are to host the Library, Reporting, and Runtime data store databases for the

Domain Orchestrator.
5. Prepare the databases.
6. Identify the host for CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM), if CA EEM is not already used with

another CA Technologies product.
7. Evaluate the CA EEM configuration options.

Note:

See CA EEM Prerequisites, including Prerequisites for Configuring NTLM Authentication.
8. If CA EEM is configured with CA SiteMinder®, consider configuring CA Process Automation to use Single

Sign-On (SSO).

See Use CA SiteMinder.
9. (Optional) If you anticipate clustering the Domain Orchestrator later, set up a load balancer. 

Note:  See Load Balancers for Orchestrator Clustering.
10. In a secure location, record, the certificate password that you plan to set for the Domain Orchestrator in

the Certificate Password field.

Warning:  Provide the same password when you install other Orchestrators or Orchestrator nodes.
If you forget this password, you must reinstall every Orchestrator in your system, beginning with the
Domain Orchestrator. This password is also required when you upgrade to a new release.

 Domain Orchestrator Cluster Node Installation Prerequisites
Installing a cluster node for the Domain Orchestrator extends processing power and can
improve performance. A cluster node shares the databases that were configured for the other
nodes in the Domain Orchestrator cluster.
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HID_Domain_Orchestrator_Cluster_Node_Installation_Prerequisites
Installing a cluster node for the Domain Orchestrator extends processing power and can improve performance. A
cluster node shares the databases that were configured for the other nodes in the Domain Orchestrator cluster.

Complete the following prerequisites before you install a cluster node:

 Follow these steps: 

1. Identify a host that meets platform and hardware requirements for the Orchestrator cluster node.
2. Verify that the host for the cluster node is in the same subnet as other nodes in the Domain Orchestrator.
3. In the Domain Orchestrator, verify that the time zone of the host for the cluster node and other nodes is same.
4. Verify that the host for the cluster node has a supported JDK. If the JDK is missing, download it.
5. (If the cluster node host runs a recent Windows version.) In the Windows Control Panel, under User Accounts,

clear the User Account Control option (if it is selected). Then, restart the server.
6. Complete the appropriate step:

• If the Domain Orchestrator was configured with an F5 load balancer, add the node to the load balancer.
• If the Domain Orchestrator was configured with an Apache load balancer, add the node to the load balancer.

1.1 Navigate to apache_install_location\conf.
2.1 Open the workers.properties file.
3.1 Uncomment the following lines under Define Node 2 in the worker.properties file.

   worker.node2.port=8009
   worker.node2.host=hostname
   worker.node2.type=ajp13
   worker.node2.lbfactor=1
   worker.loadbalancer.balance_workers=node1,node2
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4.1 Change hostname to the host name of the server where you are installing the Domain Orchestrator
node.

5.1 Add node2 to the worker.loadbalancer.balance_workers= line under Load-balancing behavior. For
example:

worker.loadbalancer.balance_workers=node1,node2

Warning:   For third and subsequent nodes, follow the same instructions. But substitute node2
with the correct node number. For example, node3 or node4.

6.1 Restart Apache.
• Consider that the first node of the Domain Orchestrator is configured with an NGINX load balancer. Then,

add node2 to the load balancer.

1.1 Navigate to and open the pam-server.conf file.
2.1 Locate #Define node2. The node1 data refers to the first Domain Orchestrator node; skip sections that

refer to node1.

Note:  The node2_hostname is the IP address or DNS name of the host where node2 is installed.
The jetty_server_port is the Server Port value that is supplied during installation of the first Domain
Orchestrator node. Enter 80 for simplified communication or enter 7003 for deprecated communication.

3.1 To define both node1 and the new node (node2), create the following entries in the pam-
server. conf file:

// node1 is the worker node name
upstream node1{
   # Define node1
   server node2_hostname:jetty_server_port max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s;
}
// node2 is the worker node name
upstream node2{
   # Define node2
   server node2_hostname:jetty_server_port max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s;
}
Server{

...
   location = /ws {
              // node1 is the upstream name provided above
              proxy_pass http://node1;
              }
   location = /ws/ {
              // node1 is the upstream name provided above
              proxy_pass http://node1;
              }
   location = /ws/node1 {
              // node1 is the upstream name provided above
              proxy_pass http://node1;
              }
   location /ws/node1/ {
              // node1 is the upstream name provided above
              proxy_pass http://node1;
              }
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   location = /ws/node2 {
              // node2 is the upstream name provided above
              proxy_pass http://node2;
              }
   location /ws/node2/ {
              // node2 is the upstream name provided above
              proxy_pass http://node2;
              }
}

Warning:   For third and subsequent nodes, follow the same instructions. But substitute node2 with
the correct node number. For example, node3 or node4

 Orchestrator Installation Prerequisites
You can install an Orchestrator in the environment with the Domain Orchestrator or in a
separate environment. Complete the following prerequisites before you install an Orchestrator.
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HID_Orchestrator_Installation_Prerequisites
You can install an Orchestrator in the environment with the Domain Orchestrator or in a separate environment.
Complete the following prerequisites before you install an Orchestrator.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Identify a host that meets the Orchestrator requirements.
2. Verify that the Orchestrator host has a supported JDK.
3. Have available the certificate password that you used for the Domain Orchestrator.

Warning:   You cannot install an Orchestrator without this password.

4. Identify the type of databases for the CA Process Automation data stores. Consider the following factors:

• Each Orchestrator requires its own Runtime data store.
• An Orchestrator can share the Library data store of the Domain Orchestrator or can have its own Library

data store. All Orchestrators in the same environment typically share a Library data store.
• All Orchestrators in the Domain typically use the Reporting data store created for the Domain Orchestrator.

5. Prepare the database servers.

• See Database Server Prerequisites.
• A database server must meet platform and hardware requirements. See the Database Server component in

the following topics:

• Platform Support and Requirements for CA Process Automation Components
• Hardware Requirements

6. Evaluate the need for a load balancer for the Orchestrator.

Note:   We recommend a hardware load balancer (see Configure F5 Load Balancer). If using a hardware
load balancer is not possible, we recommend NGINX as the software load balancer. NGINX for UNIX is highly
scalable. For more information, see Configure NGINX Load Balancer.

7. To cluster this Orchestrator using NGINX, complete the following steps:

1.1 Navigate to and open pam-server.conf.
2.1 Locate the #Define node1 line. The node1 data refers to the Orchestrator node that was installed first.
3.1 Insert the following code, where the jetty_server_port is the Server Port value that you configured

at installation. Typically, the values are 80 for simplified communication or 7003 for deprecated
communication.

// node1 is the worker node name
upstream node1{
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  # Define node1
  server node1_hostname:jetty_server_port max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s;
} 

4.1 In the Server tag, create the following entries:

Server{       location = /ws {                // node1 is the
 upstream name provided above                              
 proxy_pass http://node1/;                                   
        }         location = /ws/ {                // node1 is
 the upstream name provided above                             
  proxy_pass http://node1/;                                   
        }        location = /ws/node1 {            // node1 is
 the upstream name provided above                               
 proxy_pass http://node1/;                                        
                                   }         location /ws/node1/ {
                // node1 is the upstream name provided above      
                         proxy_pass http://node1/;                
                                           } ...                  
                                  }}

8. Identify a Network Time Protocol (NTP) server. Configuring all Orchestrators to use the same external or local
NTP server is the best way to ensure synchronization.

9. Before you browse to CA Process Automation to start the Orchestrator installation, verify that the following
components are started:

•  CA Embedded Entitlements Manager 
• The load balancer, if used 
• The Domain Orchestrator service 
• The database server that hosts the databases to use for the Runtime data store and (optionally) a separate

Repository (or Library) data store.

 Orchestrator Cluster Node Installation Prerequisites
Installing a cluster node for an Orchestrator extends processing power and can improve
performance. A cluster node shares the data stores that were configured for the other nodes in
the Orchestrator cluster.
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HID_Orchestrator_Cluster_Node_Installation_Prerequisites
Installing a cluster node for an Orchestrator extends processing power and can improve performance. A cluster
node shares the data stores that were configured for the other nodes in the Orchestrator cluster.

Complete the following prerequisites before you install a cluster node.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Identify a host that meets platform and hardware requirements for the Orchestrator cluster node.
2. Verify that the host for the cluster node is in the same subnet as the other nodes in the Orchestrator.
3. Verify that the time zone of host for the cluster node and the other nodes in the Orchestrator is same.
4. Verify that the host for the cluster node has a supported JDK. If the JDK is missing, download it.
5. (If the cluster node host is running a recent Windows version.) In the Windows Control Panel, under User

Accounts, clear the User Account Control option (if it is selected), then restart the server.
6. Complete the appropriate step:

• If the Orchestrator was configured with an F5 load balancer, add the node to the load balancer.
• If the Orchestrator was configured with an Apache load balancer, add the node to the load balancer.

1.1 Navigate to apache_install_location\conf.
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2.1 Open the workers.properties file.
3.1 Uncomment the following lines under Define Node 2 in the worker.properties file.

   worker.node2.port=8009
   worker.node2.host=hostname
   worker.node2.type=ajp13
   worker.node2.lbfactor=1
   worker.loadbalancer.balance_workers=node1,node2

4.1 Change hostname to the host name of the server where you are installing the Orchestrator node.
5.1 Add node2 to the worker.loadbalancer.balance_workers= line under Load-balancing behavior.

Warning:   For third and subsequent nodes, follow the same instructions but substitute node2
with the correct node number. For example, node3 or node4

6.1 Add node2 to the worker.uiloadbalancer.balance_workers= line under # Load-balancing behaviour for
UI calls. The entry resembles the following nodes:

worker.uiloadbalancer.balance_workers=node1,node2

7.1 Restart Apache.
• If the Orchestrator was configured with an NGINX load balancer, add this node to the load balancer.

1.1 Navigate to and open the pam-server.conf file.
2.1 Find #Define node2. The node1 data refers to the first Orchestrator node; skip sections that refer to

node1.
3.1 Insert the following entries in the pam-server.conf file:

# Define node2   server node2_hostname:jetty_server_port
 max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s;}

Note:  The jetty server port is the Server Port value that was supplied during installation of the first
Domain Orchestrator node. Enter 80 for simplified communication or enter 7003 for deprecated
communication.

4.1 In the Server tag, create the following entries:

   Server{
        location = /ws {
   ...
                   // node2 is the upstream name provided above               
                   proxy_pass http://node2/;                                                           
                   }  
        location /ws/node2/ {
                   // node2 is the upstream name provided above               
                   proxy_pass http://node2/;                                           
                   }
   }

Warning:   For third and subsequent nodes, follow the same instructions but substitute node2
with the correct node number. For example, node3 or node4

 Database Prerequisites
 requires that you have one or more of the following third-party databases in which it can store
and persist data:
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CA Process Automation requires that you have one or more of the following third-party databases in which it can
store and persist data:

• MySQL 5.7 latest update
• Microsoft SQL Server 2012, 2014, 2016, 2017, Cluster, Cluster AOAG 2016
• Oracle Database 11g Release 2, 12c (RAC or Standalone), 12c R2 (RAC or Standalone)

The CA Process Automation data stores (Repository, Runtime, and Reporting) can reside:

• In the same database
• In different databases of the same type
• In databases of different types on the same or different database servers

If you do not already have one of these databases, review the prerequisites for each before you get one. We
recommend that the database and CA Process Automation reside on separate hosts.

Follow the guidelines for the type of database you are using for the Orchestrator installation.

 

 About Data Stores
Each  Orchestrator requires three logical data stores:
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Each CA Process Automation Orchestrator requires three logical data stores:

•  The Repository data store (also known as the Library data store) stores the automation objects that are created
in folders in the CA Process Automation Library tab. The stored data includes the library tree structure, the
complete definition of each object, ownership information, and versioning information.

Note:   Multiple Orchestrators can share the Repository data store on the Domain Orchestrator or each
Orchestrator can have its own.

•  The Runtime data store is an Orchestrator-specific data store that stores process instance data for a single
Orchestrator or Orchestrator cluster. Data includes information about currently running process instances,
instances that have run but are not yet moved to the archive table, and archived instances. You can access
current and archived data from the Operations tab. Each run-time record includes the object instance state,
dataset, owner, and scheduling information.

Note:   Each standalone Orchestrator requires a separate Runtime data store. Because the application views an
Orchestrator cluster as a single logical Orchestrator, all nodes in the cluster share a Runtime data store.

•  The Reporting data store stores historical data for process and operator instances. To generate near real-time
reports with this data, administrators can use the predefined report definitions and custom report definitions in
the Reports tab.

Note:   The Reporting data store is typically shared among all Orchestrators.

The CA Process Automation data stores can share a physical database. But the best practice is to have a separate
database for each data store. The application requires database names to be case-independent.

We recommend a minimum of 40 GB for your databases. Some operations such as upgrading CA Process
Automation make large demands. The best practice is to have ample space and periodically monitor space
consumption.

Archiving Policy Considerations
• Runtime data stores grow as processes run. The space that is required to store this data depends on the

process instance content size and the CA Process Automation archiving policy.
• Process instances are stored based on the archiving policy. You can configure the archive purging policy to:

• Archive the instances after a specific interval.
• Delete older instances automatically without archiving them.
• Take no action.

Note:   When you set the policy to take no action, we recommend that you complete data archiving tasks
outside CA Process Automation.

• The archiving policy is Orchestrator-specific.

Database Owner Privileges
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When you start CA Process Automation for the first time or you apply a patch, the application adjusts the database
or schema structure. To adjust the structure, the application requires (at a minimum) the following permissions for
the database:

• Permissions to access metadata (to determine the structure)
• Permissions to CAD (create/alter/drop) database tables, indexes, views, triggers, constraints, and sequences
• Permissions to Read or Write all the database tables

 CA Process Automation requires the following run-time privileges for the database tables:

• Select
• Insert
• Update
• Delete

 Prepare a Microsoft SQL Server Database
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If you define SQL Server as the Type of Database when installing the Domain Orchestrator or any nonclustered
Orchestrator, follow these guidelines to specify the Database Server:

• If the host server contains only one SQL Server instance, define the server host name. (This name is the default
instance.)

• If the host server contains multiple SQL Server instances, define the SQL Server named instance in the
format host_name\named_instance.

Note:  A SQL Server named instance is another copy of SQL Server that runs on the same host. Each copy
runs independently, and a specific instance name identifies each copy. A database server can have many
named instances but only one default (unnamed) instance.

Examine the configuration file for your SQL Server. The SQL Server that you prepare for CA Process
Automation data stores must meet the following requirements:

• SQL Server must be installed or configured with mixed-mode authentication. You specify an account with SQL
Server authentication during the Orchestrator installation.

• You must have user credentials with Administrator privileges to create the databases for the CA Process
Automation data stores.

• SQL Server collation must be SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CI_AS for databases that contain the CA Process
Automation data stores. The CA Process Automation installer creates databases with this collation by default.

Note:

During the Orchestrator installation, you can use one of the two following options to install MS SQL:
Using a JTDS Jar File:
The CA PAM installer requires the JTDS 1.3 driver for SQL Server. The path in DVD1 is:

.../DVD1/drivers/jtds-1.3.jar

 Using an MS SQL Jar File: 

The CA PAM installer requires the mssql-jdbc-6.1.0.jre7.jar file for MS SQL Server. The path of the jar file in
DVD1 is:

.../DVD1/thirdparty/mssql/<mssql-jar-file>

 Follow these steps: 
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1. Navigate to the ConfigurationFile.ini file, which typically resides at the following path:

C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\100\Setup Bootstrap\Log
\yyyymmdd_hhmmss

2. Verify that the security mode setting resembles:

; The default is Windows Authentication. Use "SQL" for Mixed Mode
 Authentication. SECURITYMODE="SQL"

3. Verify that the SQL system administrator account credentials setting resembles:

; Windows account(s) to provision as SQL Server system
 administrators. SQLSYSADMINACCOUNTS=".\Administrator"

4. Verify that the collation setting resembles:

; Specifies a Windows collation or an SQL collation to use for the
 Database Engine. SQLCOLLATION="SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CI_AS"

MS SQL AOAG Support
CA Process Automation is now certified with the Always On Availability Group (AOAG) support for the Microsoft
SQL Server. Consider that the MS SQL Server is configured in multiple nodes in the multiple subnets. Then, the
AOAG feature of MS SQL Server handles the fail over of the nodes in the multiple subnets.

Note:

To use the AOAG feature of MS SQL server, you need to specify SQL Listener as the hostname in the Database
Settings page in the Installation Wizard. For more information, see Step 25 c in the section, Install the Domain
Orchestrator. Also, you need to use the MS SQL Server database as a part of the Always On Availability Group.

 Prepare a MySQL Database
During the Domain Orchestrator or Orchestrator installation, the installer creates one or more
databases for the  data stores in the specified MySQL database instances. Prepare the MySQL
database before you install an Orchestrator that uses a MySQL database for  data stores. The
installer requires the following prerequisites:
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During the Domain Orchestrator or Orchestrator installation, the installer creates one or more databases for the CA
Process Automation data stores in the specified MySQL database instances. Prepare the MySQL database before
you install an Orchestrator that uses a MySQL database for CA Process Automation data stores. The installer
requires the following prerequisites:

• MySQL JDBC driver version 5.1.7 or later is available.

Note:   The CA Process Automation installation media does not include this driver.
• You must have user credentials with Administrative privileges to create the databases for the CA Process

Automation data stores.
• Two MySQL variables that are customized for CA Process Automation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the JDBC driver from the MySQL website. For example, get the MySQL Connector/J 5.1.7.
2. Save the driver to a location to which you can browse during installation.
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3. Open the MySQL Workbench and select Options File under Configuration.
4. Set the variable for the time a transaction waits for a lock before being rolled back:

1.1 Select the InnoDB tab.
2.1 Scroll to the Various group.
3.1 Select innodb_lock_wait_timeout.
4.1 Change the value from the default (50) to a value greater than 60.

innodb_lock_wait_timeout = 90

5. Set the maximum packet length to send to the server and receive from the server. The default is 1048576.

1.1 Select the Networking tab.
2.1 Locate the Data / Memory size group.
3.1 Select max_allowed_packet.
4.1 Enter 33554432 (32 MB).

6. Click Apply.
A confirmation message opens.

 Prepare an Oracle Database
This section includes information about the following tasks:
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Prepare the Oracle database before you install an Orchestrator that uses it for CA Process Automation data stores.

Follow these steps:

1. Open an Oracle database management application and log in to the target Oracle database instance.
2. Create a schema for each of the following data stores, where each schema has the appropriate Database

Owner privileges.

• Repository (Library) data store
• Runtime data store
• Reporting data store

Note:

The Oracle database administrator is responsible for creating three different schema (along with username and
password) for the three data stores – Repository, Run time, and Reporting. The Oracle database administer
needs to create a unique username and password to access each schema. The Oracle database administrator
needs to grant the basic required access privileges (along with sequences and triggers) for the database users.
While installing CA Process Automation, in the CA Process Automation Database Settings page, you need to
mention the three schema names that the Oracle database administrator has created. For more information, see
Install the Domain Orchestrator (Step 23)

3. Verify that Oracle has sufficient tablespace to host the data stores.
4. Set maximum connections to 100 (or at least 150 for clustered).

All connections are made through Orchestrators, but a few pooled connections are required for optimal
behavior.

5. To facilitate CA Process Automation transactions, follow Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) best practices.
6. Understand how the Oracle JDBC driver is referenced.

During the Orchestrator installation, the installer requires the Oracle JDBC driver for Oracle, which is included in
DVD1. The path is:

.../DVD1/drivers/ojdbc8.jar

Note:  Partitioning is not supported.

Connect to Oracle 12c (RAC or a Standalone Server)
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To connect to the pluggable database of Oracle 12c (RAC or a standalone server), it is mandatory to provide the
database connection string details. While installing CA Process Automation, enter the connection string details as
follows:

• Using Installation Wizard - In the "Database Settings" screen, select the "Use Connection String" and enter
the connection string details in the Connection String field:
jdbc:oracle:thin:@<hostname>:<port>/<pluggable db name>

• Using Silent Installation - In the response.varfile, enter the connection string details against the
"#dbOracleConnectionString" variable as follows:
jdbc:oracle:thin:@<hostname>:<port>/<pluggable db name>

 CA EEM Prerequisites
 uses EEM (CA EEM) for user authentication and authorization.
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CA Process Automation uses CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) for user authentication and
authorization.

Note:  CA Process Automation r4.3.03 supports CA EEM r12.51 CR04 and above.

• If you use CA EEM with another CA Technologies product, verify that it is a version that CA Process
Automation supports. See Platform Support and Requirements and Hardware Requirements.

• Consider that you do not have CA EEM or your CA EEM instance is an earlier version than CA Process
Automation supports. Then, download and install CA EEM.

• Plan how to authenticate CA Process Automation users.
• Gather CA EEM-related information for the Domain Orchestrator installation.
• To create two CA EEM instances during the installation (one to use and another for failover), see Prepare for

Failover to a Standby CA EEM. You can complete this optional procedure later.

 Set Up CA EEM
 (CA PAM) requires EEM (CA EEM) to manage UI authorization. Installing or upgrading requires
a suitable CA EEM instance. CA PAM can use any one of the following versions of CA EEM: CA
EEM r12.51 CR04, CA EEM r12.51 CR05, CA EEM r12.6, CA EEM r12.6 CR01.
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CA Process Automation (CA PAM) requires CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) to manage UI
authorization. Installing or upgrading CA Process Automation requires a suitable CA EEM instance. CA PAM can
use any one of the following versions of CA EEM: CA EEM r12.51 CR04, CA EEM r12.51 CR05, CA EEM r12.6,
CA EEM r12.6 CR01.

Find whether you can upgrade the CA EEM instance to the appropriate level for your site; consult your
site administrator. Version support limitations for other products that use the CA EEM instance can preclude
upgrading.

CA EEM Configuration Considerations
• When you configure CA EEM to use the internal or an external user store, consider the following implications for

CA PAM:

• If you select the default internal user store, you create user accounts for CA Process Automation users. User
credentials that are defined in CA EEM are used for authentication at login.

• If you reference an external user store, user accounts from that store are loaded to CA EEM as global users.
User credentials that are defined in the referenced LDAP-based directory are used for authentication. 

Note:  See Reference Global Users from Multiple Active Directories (CA EEM r12.51 CR04).
• If CA EEM is configured to use multiple Active Directories, verify that each referenced directory includes the

ID of the user that installs or upgrades CA Process Automation.

Warning:  If the ID is absent, add your administrator ID to each referenced Active Directory before
you install or upgrade CA Process Automation. Use this ID when you test connectivity between CA
Process Automation and CA EEM. You can test the connectivity during installation or upgrade.

• When you configure CA EEM to use FIPS mode, CA Process Automation must be configured to use FIPS-
compliant algorithms for communication. The FIPS-compliant algorithms are used for communication
between CA Process Automation and CA EEM. During the CA Process Automation installation, select Use
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FIPS-Compliant Certificate to use FIPS-compliant algorithms. CA Process Automation and CA EEM use a
FIPS-compliant algorithm to encrypt the data that is transported between them.

New CA EEM Installation
If no CA EEM instance at the appropriate version is available, a new CA EEM installation is required.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the CA EEM 12.51 CR04 installers from the CA Support Online.
2. Follow the instructions in the CA EEM documentation when deploying or upgrading your CA EEM instance.

 Plan How to Authenticate Users
Preparation for a new  installation includes determining how to authenticate  users. Complete
the setup that is described in this article after installation is complete. However, the
authentication method you choose determines the settings that you define during
the  installation.
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Preparation for a new CA Process Automation installation includes determining how to authenticate CA
Process Automation users. Complete the setup that is described in this article after installation is complete.
However, the authentication method you choose determines the settings that you define during the CA Process
Automation installation.

Contents:

CA EEM-Based Authentication
Native CA EEM-based User

• Prerequisites
CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) installation

• Details
A CA EEM administrator creates a CA EEM user account for each user who requires CA Process
Automation access. The CA EEM administrator provides each user with a login ID; users can update their own
passwords. When the users log in to CA Process Automation, CA EEM authenticates them by verifying that the
credentials they provide identify active accounts.

• Action that is required during CA Process Automation installation
None

Reference to LDAP Directory

• Prerequisites

• CA EEM installation
• Access to an external LDAP-based directory

• DetailsThe following directory types and configurations are available:

• Microsoft Active Directory (AD)
CA EEM can be configured to reference user accounts that are stored in one or more ADs. CA Process
Automation passes CA EEM the login credentials. CA EEM finds the AD that matches the domain part of the
user ID (when relevant). If the user ID is listed in that AD domain, CA EEM then authenticates the user.

• Non-AD LDAP-based directory
CA EEM can be configured to use an LDAP-based directory other than AD. In this case, CA EEM
authenticates the user in the same way.

• Action that is required during CA Process Automation installation
None

Single Sign-On with CA SiteMinder
• Prerequisites

For specific information, see the CA SiteMinder® documentation.
• Details

CA SiteMinder® authenticates with an external directory and sends the user name to CA Process Automation.
The user is then authorized in CA EEM. For more information, see Use CA SiteMinder.

• Action that is required during CA Process Automation installation
The CA SiteMinder® host name and headers are specified on the Load Balancer wizard page.
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Single Sign-On with NTLM Authentication
• Prerequisites

• CA EEM installation
• Access to an external LDAP-based directory
• Meet the prerequisites for configuring the NTLM authentication.

Note:  CA Process Automation users must run a Windows operating system and must be in the same
Domain. Or the users must be in Domains with trusted relationships to, the CA EEM server.

• Details
CA EEM authenticates users through NTLM when they browse to CA Process Automation. The authenticated
users are logged in with their Windows credentials.

• Action that is required during CA Process Automation installation
CA Technologies recommend that you select the NTLM option on the CA EEM wizard page. Select the option
during the CA Process Automation installation to enable SSO.

Note:  If necessary, you can enable the NTLM pass-through authentication after installation. For more
information, see Enable NTLM Pass-Through Authentication After Installation.

 Gather CA EEM-Related Information for the Domain Orchestrator Installation
Before you start the Domain Orchestrator installation, have available the following details of
your EEM (CA EEM) configuration:
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Before you start the Domain Orchestrator installation, have available the following details of your CA Embedded
Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) configuration:

• The CA EEM administrator credentials, where EiamAdmin is the user name.
• The CA EEM release version and FIPS setting

1. Browse to the CA EEM you are using.

https://server:5250/spin/eiam

2. From the Application drop-down list, select the CA Process Automation (CA PAM) application name.
3. Enter valid login credentials. For example, enter EiamAdmin and the associated password.
4. Click Login.
5. To display the CA Embedded Entitlements Manager release version and the FIPS setting,

click About. Product Specifications 

Note:  Consider that you are installing CA Process Automation. Then, the process that registers the application
with CA EEM also generates the certificates with which CA Process Automation connects to CA EEM.

• The CA EEM server host name
 
To determine the host name, log in to CA EEM. The host name is displayed with the label Backend in the title
bar.

Warning:  The EiamAdmin password is required to log in to CA EEM.

• Consider that you are upgrading and plan to configure CA EEM to use multiple Microsoft Active Directories
(ADs). Then, know your current AD domain name. Consider specifying this domain as the default AD
domain. CA Process Automation users in the default AD domain can log in to CA Process Automation. The CA
PAM users log in with their unqualified user name after you reassign them to an application group.

• Record the certificate password that you plan to use. This password controls access to the keys that encrypt
passwords and other critical data. The password is specific to a single CA Process Automation Domain. This
certificate password is not CA EEM-related, but it is important to record it.

Warning:  This password is required when you install any other Orchestrator or when you add cluster
nodes to an Orchestrator. The same password is required when you upgrade CA Process Automation.
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 Prepare for Failover to a Standby CA EEM
Consider setting up two EEM (CA EEM) instances in a High Availability configuration. If CA
EEM is configured in this way, the primary instance is the active security authentication and
authorization server for . The secondary instance is the standby security authentication and
authorization server. The secondary CA EEM instance mirrors the primary instance. The two CA
EEM instances can reference the same external directory.
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Consider setting up two CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) instances in a High Availability
configuration. If CA EEM is configured in this way, the primary instance is the active security authentication and
authorization server for CA Process Automation. The secondary instance is the standby security authentication and
authorization server. The secondary CA EEM instance mirrors the primary instance. The two CA EEM instances
can reference the same external directory.

If the primary instance fails after CA Process Automation initially connects, the application provides automatic and
transparent failover from the primary to the secondary CA EEM. Failover occurs even if the primary server is down
when you initially configure both CA EEM servers in CA Process Automation.

For information about setting up CA EEM in a High Availability configuration, see the CA EEM documentation for
your deployed version. More information is available on the CA Process Automation Implementation Best Practices
page (accessible through a Quick Link on the CA Process Automation Home tab).

Note:

To use CA EEM in high availability set up, mention the host name of the primary and secondary CA EEM with
comma separated values in the CA EEM Security Settings page of the CA Process Automation Installation wizard.

 Prerequisites for Configuring NTLM Authentication
Complete the following tasks before you configure the NTLM authentication:
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Complete the following tasks before you configure the NTLM authentication:

• Verify that CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) is installed on a server with a Microsoft Windows
operating system.

• Verify that CA EEM uses Microsoft Active Directory (AD) as the external user store.
• Verify that CA EEM is not configured for Multiple Active Directories or for an Active Directory forest.
• Verify that the users browse to CA Process Automation from a Windows computer.
• Verify that the CA EEM Server and the computer from which users browse to CA Process Automation are in the

same network domain.
• Verify that the CA EEM Server and the computer where CA Process Automation starts belong to domains with

an established trust relationship if they are in nested domains.
• Verify that the domain users are added to the User Groups on the computer where the application starts.

 FIPS Mode User Authentication and Authorization
You can optionally configure EEM (CA EEM) to use FIPS mode. When you configure CA
EEM to use FIPS, configure  to use FIPS. To achieve this configuration, select the Use FIPS-
Compliant Certificate check box during Domain Orchestrator installation.
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You can optionally configure CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) to use FIPS mode. When you
configure CA EEM to use FIPS, configure CA Process Automation to use FIPS. To achieve this configuration,
select the Use FIPS-Compliant Certificate check box during Domain Orchestrator installation.

Whether FIPS mode is on or off, the data that is transferred between CA EEM and CA Process Automation is
encrypted. The difference is in the encryption algorithms that are used.

When the users log in, CA Process Automation transfers the specified user name and password to CA EEM. CA
EEM returns authentication data and authorization data to CA Process Automation.

• When FIPS mode is on:

• Transferred data is encrypted with the SHA1 algorithm supported by FIPS.
• A PAM.cer certificate is used.

• When FIPS mode is off:
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• Transferred data is encrypted with the MD5 algorithm.
• A PAM.p12 certificate is used.

 Define the CA EEM Configuration Type for Storing Global Users
If you are completing EEM (CA EEM) prerequisites for the initial  (CA PAM) installation, consider
the following points:
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If you are completing CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) prerequisites for the initial CA Process
Automation (CA PAM) installation, consider the following points:

• CA EEM configuration includes selecting whether to store user credentials internally or reference them from an
external directory or CA SiteMinder®.
If your CA EEM instance supports applications other than CA Process Automation, this option and the
configuration type are already defined. All applications use the same configuration type. Configuration types
vary by release:

• The CA EEM Release (CA EEM r12.51 CR04, CA EEM r12.51 CR05, CA EEM r12.6, or CA EEM r12.6
CR01) Reference from an external directory option includes specific configuration types, such as Basic
LDAP Directory, Multiple AD Domains and an Microsoft AD Forest.

• If you are using a new CA EEM instance, consider using this procedure:

1. Install, then start CA EEM.
2. Install CA Process Automation. During the installation, register with CA EEM but skip the test for connectivity

to CA EEM. The registration creates the CA Process Automation application in CA EEM.
3. Log in to CA EEM with the EiamAdmin user credentials and the CA Process Automation application name.
4. Define the user store, and if you select Reference from an external directory, define the details.

For more information about configuring Global Users from a referenced user store in CA EEM, see the CA
EEM documentation and the following examples:

• Reference Global Users from Multiple ADs (CA EEM r12.51 CR04).
5. While in CA EEM, configure CA Process Automation users.
6. Optionally, configure CA EEM to permit referenced users to log in with their email names.

 Reference Global Users from Multiple ADs (CA EEM r12.51 CR04)
Consider that you install EEM CA EEM r12.51 CR04. Then, you can configure CA EEM to
reference multiple Microsoft Active Directories (ADs) or an AD forest.
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Consider that you install CA Embedded Entitlements Manager CA EEM r12.51 CR04. Then, you can configure CA
EEM to reference multiple Microsoft Active Directories (ADs) or an AD forest.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA EEM as the EiamAdmin user. Specify <Global> as the application.
2. Click the Configure tab, then click User Store.
3. From the User Store palette, select User Store.
4. For Global Users / Global Groups, select Reference from an external LDAP Directory.
5. From the Configuration Type drop-down list, select Multiple Microsoft Active Directory Domains.
6. Click Add Directory and enter the first AD name in the Name field.
7. In the Domain field under Domain Settings, enter the domain.
8. In the Host and Port fields, enter the host name and the port number. Then click > to move the values to

the Selected Hostnames list.
9. From the Protocol drop-down list, select the required protocol.
10. For Base DN (Base Distinguished Name), enter a value without spaces. 

The value specifies the external LDAP directory that contains data for global users and global groups. In the
following example, OU= value limits the global groups that are loaded to groups in the specified organizational
unit.
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OU=myorganizationalunit,DC=foo,DC=com

11. Specify the credentials for CA EEM to use to access the specified Domain and Organizational Unit. 
The specified user must be a member of the Domain and the Organizational Unit that is specified for the Base
DN.

1.1 For User DN (User Distinguished Name), enter the Common Name of the user to connect to the external
LDAP directory. 
Use the escape character (\) before a comma between parts of the common name. For example:

CN=firstname\,lastname,DC=foo,DC=com

2.1 For User Password and Confirm Password, enter the password that is associated with the common
name specified for User DN.

12. Complete the Advanced Configuration or accept the defaults.
13. Repeat Steps 6 through 12 for each AD to reference.
14. Click Save.

The following status messages open:

• External directory bind succeeded
• External directory data is loaded

 Agent Installation Prerequisites
To prepare for agent installation, use the following guidelines:
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HID_Agent_Installation_Prerequisites
To prepare for agent installation, use the following guidelines:

2

If you selected Support Secure Communication for Orchestrators, have available the associated Certificate
Password for all Orchestrators and Orchestrator nodes.

Identify the Hosts that Require Agents
In most cases, operators run on an Orchestrator; the operator targets the touchpoint for an Orchestrator.

Operators also run on hosts with agents. In this case, the operator targets a touchpoint that is associated with one
or more agents.

Example: Install Agents on Hosts that Run Operators
Typically, you install CA Process Automation agents on hosts where operators run, not on hosts to which the
operator connects at run time. For example, consider a host that requires a file on the FTP server. The host that
requires the file runs the FTP Get operator. An agent must reside on the host where the operator runs. No agent is
required on the host with the FTP server.
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Figure 5: install agents on hosts that run operators

Note:  When you cannot install an agent on a remote host where an operator runs, create an SSH connection from
a host with the agent to the remote host. See Administer Proxy Touchpoints.

Verify the Java Prerequisites for Agents
Before you install an agent on a host, verify that Java prerequisites are met.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the host.
2. Verify that a supported Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version is installed.

If no suitable version exists, download and install the JRE from the vendor.
3. (Optional) Set the JAVA_HOME environment variable to the path of the JRE for the agent. 

If JAVA_HOME is not set, the CA Process Automation installer prompts you to browse to the JRE installation
directory.

Note:

With Java 7 on a Linux platform, CA Technologies recommends that you use Java SE Development Kit 7,
Update 79 (JDK 7u79) or later to install CA Process Automation Agents.

Determine the Port Availability for Agents
This step is only required for agents that use deprecated communication. Simplified communication uses standard
ports for HTTP (80) and HTTPS (443).

To communicate with each other, agents and Orchestrators use the following ports:

• Orchestrator: 7001
• Agent: 7003

During agent installation, you configure the ports that agents use. When configuring network ports for an agent,
accept the default settings except when:

• Another application on the host uses the default port.
• A firewall restriction prevents communication on the default port.

To use a port other than the default, select a valid, unused port.
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 Port Planning Prerequisites
Ports are configured during the installation. When configuring network ports, use the default
values except when:
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Ports are configured during the installation. When configuring network ports, use the default values except when:

• Another application on the host uses the default port.
• A firewall restriction prevents communication on the default port.

Review the port usage in Ports Used by CA Process Automation and plan substitutions for ports that are
used in your network or on the applicable host. Except for the ports for agents and for CA Embedded
Entitlements Manager, the OasisConfig.properties file in install_dir/server/c2o/.config stores all properties in the
OasisConfig.properties file in install_dir/server/c2o/.config. If a conflict occurs after installation, you can modify this
file manually.

Users of CA Process Automation use a supported browser (CA Process Automation Client) to connect to
Orchestrators, possibly through a load balancer, to perform configuration, to create and modify automation objects,
to start and monitor processes and to respond to interaction requests.

CA Process Automation Clients communicate with an Orchestrator through its HTTP port. Multiple clients and
consoles can be initiated from the same desktop systems and can point to the same or different Orchestrators –
even Orchestrators in different domains.

Orchestrators and Agents communicate bi-directionally to perform process operations. Orchestrators also need to
communicate with one or more Relational Database Management systems for access to CA Process Automation
data persisted in the CA Process Automation Runtime, Library, and Reporting databases, as well as the CA
Embedded Entitlements Manager authentication and authorization directory. A Domain Orchestrator will also
perform mirroring, heartbeat and configuration updates with the Agents and with other Orchestrators. For Proxy
Agents or Touchpoints, a particular Agent is configured to communicate with the remote host through SSH (v2).
The remote host must be running an SSH Server and, for some operations, must have a write-accessible file
system.

Communication between Agents on UNIX or Windows boxes is based on TCP/IP. Data transmitted between CA
Process Automation components is encrypted.

 Sample Configuration
Communication in a Typical Architecture
catpa04305
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Figure 6: Communication in a Typical Architecture
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The above illustration shows the components for a typical deployment with the direction of communication between
components. Please refer to Ports Used by CA Process Automation for details on the ports and protocols used by
each component.

 Ports Used by CA Process Automation
The following tables describe in detail the port usage of the various  components. These tables
are comprehensive and contain duplication to provide a complete picture for each component.
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The following tables describe in detail the port usage of the various CA Process Automation components. These
tables are comprehensive and contain duplication to provide a complete picture for each component.

  3  

Ports Used by CA EEM
The following tables provide an overview of the ports that are used for communications from and to CA Embedded
Entitlements Manager (CA EEM).

Communications from CA EEM

From Port To Default
Listening Port

Protocol Configuration Description

CA EEM Any CA EEM 509 TCP CA EEM
Configuration

Used by CA
EEM iTechPoz
when CA EEM
is configured
as an HA
cluster.

CA EEM Any CA EEM 1684 TCP CA EEM
Configuration

Used by CA
EEM iTechPoz
Router when
CA EEM is
configured as
an HA cluster
(CA EEM 8.4
only)

CA EEM Any CA EEM 5250 TCP CA EEM
Configuration

Used by CA
EEM iGateway
when CA EEM
is configured
as an HA
cluster.

 

Communications to CA EEM

From Port To Default
Listening Port

Protocol Configuration Description

CA EEM Any CA EEM 509 TCP CA EEM
Configuration

Used by CA
EEM iTechPoz
when CA EEM
is configured
as an HA
cluster.
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CA EEM Any CA EEM 1684 TCP CA EEM
Configuration

Used by CA
EEM iTechPoz
Router when
CA EEM is
configured as
an HA cluster
(CA EEM 8.4
only)

CA EEM Any CA EEM 5250 TCP CA EEM
Configuration

Used by CA
EEM iGateway
when CA EEM
is configured
as an HA
cluster. 

Orchestrator Any CA EEM 5250 TCP CA EEM
Configuration

Used to
validate
credentials
and
permissions
(authentication
and
authorization).

Web Browser
(CA EEM
Administrator)

Any CA EEM 5250 TCP CA EEM
Configuration

Web Browser
accessing the
CA EEM UI

 

Ports Used by the Load Balancer
The following tables provide an overview of the ports that are used for communications from and to the configured
load balancer. Supported load balancers include NGINX, Apache, and F5.

 

Communications from the Load Balancer

From Port To Default
Listening Port

Protocol Configuration Description

Load Balancer Any Orchestrator 80 HTTP Oasisconfig.propertiesLoad Balancer
talks to
Orchestrator
on this port.

Load Balancer Any Orchestrator 443 HTTPS Oasisconfig.propertiesLoad Balancer
talks to secure
Orchestrators
on this port.

Load Balancer Any Orchestrator 8080 HTTP Oasisconfig.propertiesLoad Balancer
talks to
Orchestrator
on this port.

Load Balancer Any Orchestrator 8443 HTTPS Oasisconfig.propertiesLoad Balancer
talks to secure
Orchestrator
on this port.
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Load Balancer Any Orchestrator 8009 TCP/AJP Oasisconfig.propertiesLoad Balancer
- AJP
connector port
between Load
Balancer and
Orchestrator.

This port does
not apply to
NGINX.

 

Communications to the Load Balancer

From Port To Default
Listening Port

Protocol Configuration Description

Agent Any Load Balancer 80 HTTP Apache:
httpd.conf

NGINX: pam-
server.conf

F5: iRules
Config

Load Balancer
port for basic
communication

Agent Any Load Balancer 443 HTTPS Apache: httpd-
ssl.conf

NGINX:
secure-pam-
server.conf

F5: iRules
config

Load Balancer
port for secure
communication

Web Browser
(CA Process
Automation
Web UI user)

Any Load Balancer 80 TCP Apache:
httpd.conf

NGINX: pam-
server.conf

F5: iRules
Config

Load Balancer
port for basic
communication

Web Browser
(CA Process
Automation
Web UI user)

Any Load Balancer 443 TCP Apache:
httpd.conf

NGINX:
secure-pam-
server.conf

F5: iRules

Load Balancer
port for secure
communication

Web Services
(SOAP) Client

Any Load Balancer 80 TCP Apache:
httpd.conf

NGINX: pam-
server.conf

F5: iRules
Config

Load Balancer
port for basic
communication
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Web Services
(SOAP) Client

Any Load Balancer 443 TCP Apache:
httpd.conf

NGINX:
secure-pam-
server.conf

F5: iRules

Load Balancer
port for secure
communication

 

Ports Used by an Orchestrator
The following tables provide an overview of the ports that are used for communications, specifically:

• Communication from an Orchestrator to another component in a CA Process Automation system
• Communication between Orchestrators
• Communication to an Orchestrator from another component in a CA Process Automation system

 

Communications from an Orchestrator to another Orchestrator

From Port To Default
Listening Port

Protocol Configuration Description

Orchestrator Any CA EEM 5250 TCP CA EEM
Configuration

Used to
validate
credentials
and
permissions
(authentication
and
authorization)

Orchestrator Any Agent 7003 HTTP/HTTPS Specified
during
the agent
installation or
re-installation

DeprecatedAgent
listens on this
deprecated
port when
using the
old mode of
communication
with
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Microsoft

SQL

Database
Server

1433 TCP Microsoft SQL
Configured

The database
port can be
changed in
the database
server
installation.Default
Value: 1433

Orchestrator Any MySQL
Database
Server

3306 TCP MySQL
Configured

The database
port can be
changed in
the database
server
installation.

Default Value:
3306
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Orchestrator Any Oracle
Database
Server

1521 TCP Oracle
Configured

The database
port can be
changed
during Create
Listener;
1521 is the
default value
for the Oracle
Listener port.
The database
instance can
be associated
with a different
listener. Refer
the Oracle
Configuration.

 

Communications between Domain Orchestrator and Non-Domain Orchestrator

From Port To Default
Listening Port

Protocol Configuration Description

Orchestrator Any Non-Domain
Orchestrator

7001 HTTP/HTTPS OasisConfig.propertiesPorts that
are used for
communication
between
Orchestrators

Non-Domain
Orchestrator

Any Domain
Orchestrator

8080 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesBasic
Orchestrator
to
Orchestrator
Communication

Non-Domain
Orchestrator

Any Domain
Orchestrator

8443 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesSecure
Orchestrator
to
Orchestrator
Communication

Non-Domain
Orchestrator

Any Domain
Orchestrator

80 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesBasic
Orchestrator
to
Orchestrator
Communication

Non-Domain
Orchestrator

Any Domain
Orchestrator

443 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesSecure
Orchestrator
to
Orchestrator
Communication

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 1090 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss
Reporting
port is used
only between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 1098 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss RMI
port is used
only between
Orchestrators
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Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 1099 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss JNDI
port is used
only between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 1100 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss:
HA_Java
Naming and
Directory
Interface is
used only
between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 1101 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss:
HA_Java
Remote
Method
Invocation
is used only
between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 1102 UDP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss: JNDI
Autodiscovery
service is used
only between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 3873 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss: EJB3
Remoting
Connector
is used only
between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 4444 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss RMI
Server port
is used only
between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 4445 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss Pooled
Invoker port
is used only
between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 4446 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss HA
Pooled
Invoker port
is used only
between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 4447 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss HA-
RMI Server
port is used
only between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 4448 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss HA
Pooled
Invoker port
is used only
between
Orchestrators
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Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 4457 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss
Messaging
port is used
only between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 4712 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss
Transaction
Status
Recovery
Manager
port is used
only between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 4713 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss
Transaction
Status
Manager
port is used
only between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 7600 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss
clustering
port is used
only between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 7900 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss
clustering
port is used
only between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 7901 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss
clustering
port is used
only between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 8083 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesJBoss RMI
Webservice
port is used
only between
Orchestrators

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 61618 TCP OasisConfig.propertiesActiveMQ
messaging
subsystem

Note:

 CA Process Automation uses JBoss 5.1, which listens on a random set of dynamic ports in the range
(49152-65535). The dynamic ports are required for various features, including cluster node communication.
Consider that CA Process Automation cannot communicate on these ports. Then, functionality may be severely
limited (for example, processes may become stuck).

We recommend that nothing should be placed between cluster nodes that could block communication. Consider
that a firewall is required. Then, we recommend that you open all TCP ports in both directions between the cluster
nodes for the java.exe process. Here, the java.exe process should be associated with CA Process Automation.

 

Communications to a Clustered Orchestrator from another Component
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From Port To Default
Listening Port

Protocol Configuration Description

Load Balancer Any Orchestrator 8080 HTTP Oasisconfig.propertiesLoad Balancer
talks to
Orchestrator
on this port.

Load Balancer Any Orchestrator 8443 HTTPS Oasisconfig.propertiesLoad Balancer
talks to secure
Orchestrators
on this port.

Load Balancer Any Orchestrator 8009 TCP/AJP OasisConfig.propertiesLoad Balancer
- AJP
connector port
between Load
Balancer and
Orchestrator.
This port does
not apply to
NGINX.

Agent Any Orchestrator 8080 HTTP OasisConfig.propertiesDeprecated
communications
only

Agent Any Orchestrator 8443 HTTPS OasisConfig.propertiesDeprecated
communications
only

Agent Any Orchestrator 7001 HTTP/HTTPS OasisConfig.propertiesDeprecated
port

 

Communications to a Non-Clustered Orchestrator from another Component

From Port To Default
Listening Port

Protocol Configuration Description

Orchestrator Any Agent 80 HTTP Jetty web-socket
connection
that is
established by
agents

Orchestrator Any Orchestrator 443 HTTPS Jetty web-socket
connection
that is
established by
orchestrator

Agent Any Orchestrator 8080 HTTP Oasisconfig.propertiesDeprecated
communications
only

Agent Any Orchestrator 8443 HTTPS Oasisconfig.propertiesDeprecated
communications
only

Agent Any Orchestrator 80 HTTP Oasisconfig.propertiesBasic Server
Port

Agent Any Orchestrator 443 HTTPS Oasisconfig.propertiesSecure Server
Port

Agent Any Orchestrator 7001 HTTP/HTTPS OasisConfig.propertiesDeprecated
port
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Web Browser
(CA Process
Automation web
UI user)

Any Orchestrator 8080 HTTP OasisConfig.propertiesBrowser
talks to
Orchestrator
on this port
with basic
communication

Web Browser
( CA Process
Automation web
UI user)

Any Orchestrator 8443 HTTPS OasisConfig.propertiesBrowser talks
to secure
Orchestrators
on this port

Web Services

(SOAP) client 

Any Orchestrator 8080 HTTP OasisConfig.propertiesOrchestrator
SOAP API
server

Web Services

(SOAP) client 

Any Orchestrator 8443 HTTPS OasisConfig.propertiesOrchestrator
SOAP API
server
(secure)

Ports Used by Orchestrator for web-socket Communication

From Port To Default
Listening Port

Protocol Configuration Description

Domain
Orchestrator

Any Agent 443 HTTPS Jetty web-socket
connection
that is
established by
agents

Domain
Orchestrator

Any Agent 80 HTTP Jetty web-socket
connection
that is
established by
agents

Clustered
Node

Any Agent 443 HTTPS Jetty web-socket
connection
that is
established by
agents

Clustered
Node

Any Agent 80 HTTP Jetty web-socket
connection
that is
established by
agents

Additional
Orchestrator

Any Agent 443 HTTPS Jetty web-socket
connection
that is
established by
agents

Additional
Orchestrator

Any Agent 80 HTTP Jetty web-socket
connection
that is
established by
agents 

Ports Used by an Agent
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The following tables provide an overview of the ports that are used for communications from and to a CA Process
Automation agent.

Communications from an Agent

From Port To Default
Listening Port

Protocol Configuration Description

Agent Any Orchestrator 8080 HTTP Oasisconfig.propertiesDeprecated
communications
only

Agent Any Orchestrator 8443 HTTPS Oasisconfig.propertiesDeprecated
communications
only

Agent Any Load Balancer 80 HTTP Apache:
httpd.conf

NGINX: pam-
server.conf

F5: iRules
Config

Load Balancer
port for basic
communication

Agent Any Load Balancer 443 HTTPS Apache: httpd-
ssl.conf

NGINX:
secure-pam-
server.conf

F5: iRules
Config

Load Balancer
port for secure
communication

Agent Any Orchestrator 7001 HTTP/HTTPS OasisConfig.propertiesDeprecated
Server Port

Agent Any Orchestrator 80 HTTP OasisConfig.propertiesBasic Server
Port

Agent Any Orchestrator 443 HTTPS OasisConfig.propertiesSecure Server
Port

Agent Any Target Remote
Host

22 TCP Standard SSH
port

Used for SSH
communication
with a proxy
touchpoint or
host group

 

Communications to an Agent

From Port To Default
Listening Port

Protocol Configuration Description

Orchestrator Any Agent 7003 HTTP/HTTPS Agent
Installation
script

Agent formerly
listened
on this
deprecated
port for
communication
with
Orchestrators

Ports Used by Database Servers
The following table provides an overview of the ports that are used for communications to a Database server.
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Communications to a Database Server

From Port To Default
Listening Port

Protocol Configuration Description

Orchestrator Any Microsoft

SQL

Database
Server

1433 TCP Microsoft SQL
Configured

You can
change the
database
port in the
database
server
installation.

Default Value:
1433

Orchestrator Any MySQL

Database
Server

3306 TCP MySQL
Configured

You can
change the
database
port in the
database
server
installation.

Default Value:
3306

Orchestrator Any Oracle

Database
Server

1521 TCP Oracle
Configured
Listener

You can
change the
database port
during Create
Listener;
1521 is the
default value
for the Oracle
Listener port.
The database
instance can
be associated
with a different
listener. Refer
the Oracle
Configuration.

 

Ports Used by web clients
The following tables provide an overview of the ports that are used for communications from the web clients.

Communications from web clients

From Port To Default
Listening Port

Protocol Configuration Description

Web Browser
(CA EEM
Administrator) 

Any CA EEM 5250 TCP CA EEM
configuration

Web Browser
accessing the
CA EEM UI
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Web Browser

( CA Process
Automation
Web UI user)

Any Load Balancer 80 TCP Apache:
httpd.conf

NGINX: pam-
server.conf

F5: iRules
Config

Load Balancer
port for basic
communication

Web Browser

( CA Process
Automation
Web UI user)

Any Load Balancer 443 TCP Apache:
httpd.conf

NGINX:
secure-pam-
server.conf

F5: iRules

Load Balancer
port for secure
communication

Web Services

(SOAP) client 

Any Load Balancer 80 TCP Apache:
httpd.conf

NGINX: pam-
server.conf

F5: iRules
Config

Load Balancer
port for basic
communication

Web Services

(SOAP) client 

Any Load Balancer 443 TCP Apache:
httpd.conf

NGINX:
secure-pam-
server.conf

F5: iRules

Load Balancer
port for secure
communication

Web Browser

(CA Process
Automation

Web UI user)

Any Orchestrator 8080 HTTP OasisConfig.propertiesBrowsers
talk to
Orchestrator
on this port
with basic
communication

Web Browser

(CA Process
Automation

Web UI user)

Any Orchestrator 8443 HTTPS OasisConfig.propertiesBrowsers
talk to secure
Orchestrator
on this port

 CA Siteminder Prerequisites
Verify that your system meets the following prerequisites for installing  with stmndr:
catpa04305
Verify that your system meets the following prerequisites for installing CA Process Automation with CA
SiteMinder®:

• A CA Embedded Entitlements Manager server is integrated with the same LDAP/Microsoft Active Directory that
is used as a User Directory in the CA SiteMinder® Policy Server.

• A CA SiteMinder® Secure Proxy Server (SPS) is installed and configured with Policy Server.

Note:  For security, work directly with your CA SiteMinder® Administrator to understand and follow all existing
guidelines for how your organization uses CA SiteMinder®.

Warning:  CA Process Automation agent reinstallation is required when the Domain Orchestrator URL
changes. The following changes can affect the Domain Orchestrator URL:

• Changing the Domain Orchestrator from SSO-enabled to SSO-disabled.
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• Changing the Domain Orchestrator from SSO-disabled to SSO-enabled.
• Pointing the Domain Orchestrator to a different SSO server.

 Install and Configure
To install and configure , refer the following sections:
catpa04305
HID_Install_and_Configure
To install and configure CA Process Automation, refer the following sections:

  

 Domain Orchestrator
The Domain Orchestrator is installed when you install  (CA PAM) for the first time. Complete the
prerequisites before you install the Domain Orchestrator.
catpa04305
The Domain Orchestrator is installed when you install CA Process Automation (CA PAM) for the first time.
Complete the prerequisites before you install the Domain Orchestrator.

You can install the Domain Orchestrator in either of the following ways:

• Interactive installation with a wizard (requires a physical display).
• Unattended installation: To install the Domain Orchestrator silently, create a response file with values for

parameters that have no defaults, then run the script.

After the installation, you can configure ports and firewalls, then you can configure CA PAM.

 

 Plan the Locations of Supporting Components
Planning a  system includes determining which new components you can collocate on the host
with the  Domain Orchestrator. Consider these components of a  network:
catpa04305
Planning a CA Process Automation system includes determining which new components you can collocate on
the host with the CA Process Automation Domain Orchestrator. Consider these components of a CA Process
Automation network:

• JDK: Collocation is required
• CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM): Collocation is not recommended
• Databases for the CA Process Automation data stores: Collocation is not recommended
• Load balancer (if planning to cluster): Collocation is not permitted
• Other Orchestrators: Collocation is not permitted
• Cluster Nodes: Collocation is not permitted
• NTP server: External to network
• CA SiteMinder® (optional): Collocation is not recommended

Each cluster node and each Orchestrator is typically installed on a separate host. The NTP server can be external
to the network.

For a lightly loaded CA Process Automation, you could install the following entities on the same host as the Domain
Orchestrator:

• CA EEM
• Database for the Library, Reports, and run-time data stores

Consider the following factors as you determine whether to collocate entities or use multiple hosts:

• The host characteristics: The major factors include the quantity and speed of CPUs, memory, disk storage,
and networks.

• Volume of processes: Consider not only the total number of processes, but also their maximum sustained
rates during periods of peak activity.
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• Process implementation: Not all processes are equal. Some processes have few operators, others have
hundreds. Some processes contain many CPU-intensive activities, while others typically wait for events or user
interactions. This variability makes it difficult to specify loading in terms of process volume or rate. Even at the
finer granularity of operators, throughput varies.

• Required level of responsiveness: The Real-time responsiveness is never attainable with the current
implementation. However, even less stringent requirements affect when more hardware is required for
Orchestrators. With a stringent SLA, the system requires more spare capacity so that the peak periods perform
well. Without an SLA, the system only requires sufficient capacity to cover the average load.

• Intensity of usage for shared components: Consider other uses of the CA EEM and the RDBMS.

Anticipating future growth, CA Technologies recommends against collocating CA EEM and the database with the
Domain Orchestrator. The only sure way to determine when you have enough resources is by actual full-load
testing.

 Interactive Domain Orchestrator Installation
The  Domain Orchestrator installation depends on the presence of specific components. The
installation consists of two primary phases:
catpa04305
The CA Process Automation Domain Orchestrator installation depends on the presence of specific components.
The installation consists of two primary phases:

1. Install the Third-Party Software (Installation Wizard from DVD1 folder)
2. Install the Domain Orchestrator (Installation Wizard from DVD2 folder)

Both phases are required to install, reinstall, or upgrade CA Process Automation.

You can complete an interactive installation from physical media, from a copy of the physical media, or from a
downloaded copy of the physical media.

You can exit the installation process at any time. If you cancel, a confirmation message opens. If you confirm the
cancellation, the installer rolls back completed steps.

Consider that you have a load balancer. Then, set up the Domain Orchestrator as a clustered Orchestrator, even if
you currently have no plans to cluster. Consider that you decide to cluster later and you did not set up the Domain
Orchestrator as clustered. Then, Domain Orchestrator reinstallation is required. For more information:

• Apache Load Balancer Prerequisites
• Configure F5 Load Balancer
• NGINX Load Balancer Prerequisites

Subsequent installations require values that you configured during the Domain Orchestrator installation. For
example, some must be reentered passwords while upgrading or installing other Orchestrators. To simplify
retaining a record of values you enter, create a plan for passwords before you start interactive installation. For
example, record passwords for the following and record database-specific passwords:

• CA Process Automation certificate
• CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) certificate
• Repository data store
• Reporting data store
• Runtime data store
• CA EEM administrator

 Install the Third-Party Software
To start the  installation, install the third-party software. When this installation finishes, the
Orchestrator installation starts automatically.
catpa04305
To start the CA Process Automation installation, install the third-party software. When this installation finishes, the
Orchestrator installation starts automatically.

Follow these steps:

1. Insert CA Process Automation installation media DVD1 in a drive. 
Alternatively, browse to the location to which the DVD1 and DVD2 folders that contain the installation files
were copied.
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Note:

To run permissions on the .sh file in Red Hat Enterprise Linux, enable the execute permissions on the .sh files.
For example, use the following commands:

chmod a+x Domain_Installer_unix.sh
chmod a+x Third_Party_Installer_unix.sh

2. Run the installation program appropriate to your platform and media:

• Windows: Domain_Installer_windows.bat
• Linux or UNIX: Domain_Installer_unix.sh

These files start the third-party installer and then the Domain Orchestrator installer.
3. From the Language Selection dialog, select the preferred language.

The option sets the default language. Regardless of the selected language, CA Process Automation installs
with support for all available localizations.
The Welcome to the CA Process Automation third-party Installer Setup Wizard opens.

4. To start the installation, click Next.
5. Read the license agreement, select I accept the terms of the License Agreement, and click Next.
6. To install the components in the default destination directory, click Next. 

Alternatively, browse to a different directory, then click Next. 
If the destination folder does not exist, the installer creates it. A minimum of 8 GB of disk space is required.

Warning:  Ensure that the CA Process Automation folder structure, including the installation location,
does not exceed 255 characters. CA Technologies recommend keeping the installation path (install_dir)
to 64 characters or less.

The Prerequisites for CA Process Automation installation screen appears. The list of third-party prerequisites
opens. The Prerequisites for CA Process Automation installation screen displays the third-party prerequisites
for the Domain Orchestrator as follows:

• JBoss Installation
• Hibernate Installation
• JDBC Jar Installation

In CA Process Automation, the ActiveMQ messaging service is used with JBoss 5.1.
7. Click Next, then monitor the installation of JBoss and third-party components.

The JDBC Jars Installation screen appears. 
8. In the JDBC Jars Installation screen, select one or more database applications for hosting CA Process

Automation data stores and specify the path to the appropriate JDBC driver jar file:

• MySQL
Browse to a JDBC driver jar file you previously downloaded for MySQL. For example:

...your_dir\mysql-connector-java-5.1.19-bin.jar

• Microsoft SQL
You can install the Microsoft SQL using one of the following driver files:

• jTDS JDBC Driver File
By default, the JDBC Jars Installation screen, displays a jTDS JDBC driver jar file, jtds-1.3.1.jar. The
path of the jar file in DVD1 is:
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...\DVD1\drivers\jtds-1.3.1.jar

MS SQL Driver File
Use the driver jar file, mssql-jdbc-6.1.0.jre7.jar. The path of the jar file in DVD1 is:

...\DVD1\thirdparty\mssql\<mssql-jar-file>

• Oracle
Accept the default path to the JDBC jar file on the DVD1 installation disk. For example:

...DVD1\drivers\ojdbc8.jar

Optionally, you can browse to a different JDBC jar file.

Note:  Define at least one JDBC driver. Defining multiple JDBC drivers for internal communication is
typically not necessary. During the Domain Orchestrator installation, you can install JDBC drivers for other
Orchestrators or agents to use with the Database operators (formerly the JDBC Module).

9. Click Next.
10. When the Completing the CA Process Setup Wizard opens, insert CA Process Automation installation

DVD2 or replace DVD1 with DVD2. (Alternatively, browse to the directory that contains the files from the DVD2
installation media.) Then, click Finish. 
The Third-Party Installer passes control to the CA Process Automation Domain Orchestrator installer. A brief
pause is typical while the Third-Party Installer closes and the CA Process Automation Domain installer has not
yet opened.

 Install the Domain Orchestrator
After the Third-Party Installer installs third-party components, the Third-Party installation
wizard starts the Domain Orchestrator installation wizard. In the current release of CA Process
Automation, you can enable Kerberos authentication by using the attended installation wizard of
CA Process Automation. You cannot enable the Kerberos authentication using the unattended
installation (silent installation) of CA Process Automation.
catpa04305
After the Third-Party Installer installs third-party components, the Third-Party installation wizard starts the Domain
Orchestrator installation wizard. In the current release of CA Process Automation, you can enable Kerberos
authentication by using the attended installation wizard of CA Process Automation. You cannot enable the Kerberos
authentication using the unattended installation (silent installation) of CA Process Automation.

This section describes how to install a nonclustered Domain Orchestrator or the first node of a clustered Domain
Orchestrator.

 Follow these steps: 

1. On the Welcome page, click Next.
2. Accept the license agreement, and click Next.
3. Verify that the displayed path is the path to the Java Home Directory. If the path to the Java Home Directory is

not displayed, complete the following steps:

1.1 Click Browse.
2.1 Navigate to the correct location.
3.1 Select the Java Development Kit (JDK) to use. For example, select:

C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.7.0_21
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4.1 Click Next.

The JDK is validated.
4. Monitor the progress as files are copied.
5. For CA Process Automation Domain Configuration Screen, specify the following details, which apply to all

components:

• Support Secure Communication, select the Type of Server.
• Configure Load balancer, if the Domain Orchestrator is a clustered Orchestrator.

Note:

Ensure that the nodename that you provide in a cluster setup is always unique. For example, nodename1,
nodename2, nodename3.

• Configure Disaster Recovery, select the Disaster Node Type.

Note:

In a DR setup, you need to install the first node as an Active node. Further, you can install the subsequent
nodes as either an active node or a passive node.

6. To configure CA Process Automation for use with CA SiteMinder Secure Proxy Server (CA SiteMinder
SPS), verify that all CA SiteMinder SPS prerequisites are met. Then, complete the fields on the CA Process
Automation Domain Configure Site Minder screen.

7. Read the instructions and complete the Configuration Screen.
8. Click Next.
9. In the Company field, type your company name, and then click Next.

CA Process Automation displays your entry as the This Product is Licensed To value when you click Help,
About.

10. Type a certificate password, type it again, and then click Next.

Warning:  In the Set Certificate Password page, before you click Next, record your Certificate
Password entry in a secure location for later reference. The recorded certificate password is required to
install standalone orchestrators or add cluster nodes.

11. (Windows only) Specify the Start Menu preferences, then click Next.
12. Complete the fields to define how the Domain Orchestrator communicates with other CA Process Automation

components and applications, then click Next.
13. Accept the default path or browse to a temporary directory in which to run scripts. Click Next.

This directory must be writable by all users.
14. Complete the fields to define PowerShell settings, then click Next.
15. Define the CA EEM security settings.

Note:  The order in which fields are presented in this step is based on dependencies instead of the field order
that is displayed in the UI.

1.1 Complete the following required fields:

• EEM Server

Note:

To use CA EEM in High Availability setup, mention the host name of the primary and secondary CA
EEM with comma separated values.

• EEM Application Name
• Use FIPS-Compliant Certificate

2.1 Specify your intent to register the specified application name for this CA Process Automation domain with
CA EEM after completing this page. The registration process generates either FIPS-compliant certificates
or non-FIPS compliant certificates that are based on your selection. This check box appears above the
Register button. "Selected" is the typical configuration.

3.1 For a new installation, complete the following field only if you are not registering the application with
CA EEM. Click Browse and find the location of the Certificate file. Once the certificate file uploads, the
installer places it in this directory:

install_dir/server/c2o/.c2orepository/public/certification
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Note:  If you are upgrading, this field is automatically populated with the path to your certificate file.
4.1 Complete one of the following fields, if necessary:

 Certificate Key File: If necessary (see Notes), click Browse and find the location of the certificate key.
For example, the PAM.key file. Once the certificate file uploads, the installer places it in this directory:

install_dir/server/c2o/.c2orepository/public/certification

Note:

• If this is a new installation, this field is not required if you are using FIPS and you intend to register.
(The registration process generates the certificate key file with the certificate.)

• If this is a new installation, this field is required if you are using FIPS and you do not intend to register.
• If you are upgrading, this field is populated with the path to your key file.

 EEM Certificate Password: Required if you are not using FIPS. Defines the CA EEM
Certificate password. This password protects the PAM.p12 certificate; CA Process Automation needs this
password to open and use the PAM.p12 certificate.

5.1 Complete the following fields only if you configure CA EEM to reference users from an external LDAP
directory. Otherwise, skip this step.

• Default Active Directory Domain
• Authentication Mode:

• Basic- Represents the form-based authentication.
• NTLM-Represents authentication using Windows NTLM Protocol.
• Kerberos-Represents authentication using Windows Kerberos Protocol. Kerberos authentication

enables CA Embedded Entitlements Manager to authenticate users using the Kerberos protocol.

Note:

Kerberos authentication works only when CA PAM and CA EEM services are started using the
same user credentials. As a prerequisite to enable Kerberos authentication, ensure that you use
CA EEM of version 12.51 CR04 or higher.

16. Either register the configured "EEM Application Name" value with CA EEM or bypass registration. The
registration process generates CA Process Automation certificates of the required length.

• If this is a new installation, click Register, complete the fields on the EEM Credentials window, and click OK.
Click OK when the Application Registered confirmation appears.

• If you are using FIPS certificates, new ‘PAM.cer’ and ‘PAM.key’ certificates overwrite the existing
certificates, if any. If you are not using FIPS certificates, the new PAM.p12 overwrites the existing certificate
in CA Process Automation, if it exists. This certificate is password-protected with the password you entered
in the EEM Certificate Password field. The EEM Certificate File is populated with a path and file name
similar to this example:

install_dir/server/c2o/.c2orepository/public/certification/PAM.p12

Note:  The certificates are not regenerated if you are prompted to upgrade the CA Process
Automation application in CA EEM, and you choose not to upgrade it.

The following list describes the use cases:

•  New Installation with Registration: The installation process detects the CA EEM server version and
chosens the appropriate SDK.

•  New Installation without Registration: The installation process prompts you to choose an SDK based
on the CA EEM release version. If you do not know the release version of the CA EEM server, log in to CA
EEM and review the About information.

17. (Optional) If you want to test the CA EEM settings and you have configured CA EEM to reference from an
external directory, you must first create a test user. A test user is a user that you retrieve from a selected
Active Directory and then assign to the PAMAdmins group. Follow these steps:
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1.1 Browse to the CA EEM that CA Process Automation uses. Use the following URL:

https//hostname:5250/spin/eiam

The CA Embedded Entitlements Manager dialog opens. 
2.1 From the Application drop-down list, select the name that you configured in the EEM Application name

field.
3.1 Type EiamAdmin and the CA EEM administrator password that you configured. 
4.1 Click Log In.
5.1 Click the Manage Identities tab.
6.1 Under Search Users, where Global Users are selected, select Last Name or First Name and enter your

first or last name in the Value field. Then, click Go. (Partial values are accepted.)
Your name is displayed under Users in the Users pane.

7.1 Double-click your name to display your loaded user account.

Your user account has two User Details sections. The top section lets you define a group for your role
in CA Process Automation. The bottom section, "Global User Details" contains information from the
external directory.

8.1 Click the Add Application User Details button under the top section.
The Available User Groups list contains a group for each default role.

9.1 Select PAMAdmins and click the right arrow to move that group to the Selected User Groups list.
10.1 Click Save.
11.1 Click Log Out.

18. (Optional) Test the CA EEM settings. This step requires you to enter the credentials of a user that is defined
in CA EEM. If you are using CA EEM as a local directory (the default), you can enter credentials of one of
the default users. If CA EEM points to an external directory, you enter your own credentials (if you completed
the preceding step).

1.1 Click Test CA EEM Settings. 
2.1 If you are using CA EEM as a local directory and this is a new installation, type pamadmin for Username,

type pamadmin for Password, and click OK.
3.1 If you are using a referenced user account from an external directory, type your user credentials as

defined in the external directory. This is the account of the test user that you created in the preceding
step.

19. After you review the results, click OK, then click Next.
20. Complete the fields to define the database that is to host the Library data store and the database server on

which the database is installed.

Note:

  Selecting an MS SQL Driver Jar File  

In Step 8 of the Install the Third-Party Software section, consider that you had selected an MS SQL driver jar
file, for example, mssql-jdbc-7.4.1.jre8.jar.  

Then here in Step 20, in the  CA Process Automation Domain Database Settings page, consider that you
select the Type of Database as MS SQL. Then, the Driver Jar field populates the MS SQL jar that you have
already selected in Step 8 of the Install the Third-Party Software section.

However, if necessary, you can select a jTDS JDBC driver file, instead of an MS SQL driver jar file by using
the Browse button.

Note:

Ensure that you need to the use the same driver jar file (either a jTDS JDBC or an MS SQL driver file) while
creating the three databases in the following screens: Database Settings (Library), Runtime Database, and
Repository Database Settings.

21. Click Test Database Settings to test connectivity from CA Process Automation to the specified database
instance using the specified database port and JAR file.

Note:
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• If a message indicates that databases are missing, close the message and click Create Database. Except
for Oracle, databases that the Orchestrator requires can be created during installation.

• If you use using an Oracle database, you already created the Repository (Library) schema as part of the
Oracle database prerequisites.

• A message indicates that a database has been created with the name you provided. Click OK. Click Test
Database again.

22. Click Next.

Note:

The Oracle database administrator is responsible for creating three different schemas (with username and
password) for the three data stores – Repository, Run time, and Reporting.

From Step 23 through Step 25, ensure that you enter the same schema names that you have already entered
while creating the schema.
Note that you have already created schema using the procedure that is mentioned in Prepare an Oracle
Database.

23. Enter the Runtime Database information, either manually or by copying specifications from your entries for
the Repository Database. Click Create Database if the Type of Database is MSSQL or MySQL. Click Test
Database Settings.

24. Click Next.
25. Configure the Reporting data store in one of the following ways:

• If you are using the same database for the Reporting data store that you are using for the Repository
(Library) data store:

1.1 Select the copy from main repository check box to automatically enter shared data.
2.1 Type the name of the database that the Repository (Library) data store is using in the Reporting

Database field.
3.1 Click Test Database Settings

• If you are using a different database for the Reporting data store than you are using for the Repository data
store (recommended):

1.1 Clear the copy from main repository check box, if needed.
2.1 Select the database type from the Type of Database drop-down list.
3.1 Complete the User Name field that is based on the database type:

• For MS SQL or MySQL, enter a user name. The user name entered should be authorized to create
and access the database on the database server. (For example, type sa for MS SQL; type root for
MySQL.)

Note:

 Microsoft SQL Server: 

To use the AOAG feature of MS SQL Server, in the Database Settings page specify the SQL
Listener as the host name in the Database Server field.

To use the High Availability feature, you need to create the MS SQL Server database that is a part
of Always On Availability Group.

When using SQL DB Cluster instance, you must select the Use Connection String checkbox to
create the database, if MSSQL Driver is selected.

When the Use Connection String checkbox is selected, the Connection String field is populated for
your reference. You can update the field as required and connect and create the database.

• For Oracle, enter a schema that is different from the one used by the Repository data store. The
schema entered should be authorized to create and access the reporting-related database objects.

4.1 Complete the Reporting Database field that is based on the database type:

• For MS SQL and MySQL, type a unique name for the reporting database.
• For Oracle, retain the value unless you want to change the database instance.

5.1 Click Test Database Settings.
6.1 If the Type of Database is MS SQL or MySQL, click Create Database. 

Warning:  Do not click this button if the Reporting database runs on an Oracle
database server.
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26. Click Next.
27. Select the additional JAR files, typically JDBC drivers that you want to include in the installation.

By default, the JDBC drivers that are uploaded in the Third-Party Software installation are displayed and are
not selected. You can use the Add Files button to add more JAR files.

Select each JAR file that you want deployed. Verify that you selected all the drivers that you want to deploy for
JDBC Operator usage on CA Process Automation agents and Orchestrators. Use the Add Files button to add
more drivers.

It is not necessary to anticipate the needs of designers for JDBC drivers. A domain administrator can deploy
JDBC drivers as they are needed.

When you are satisfied with your selection of JAR files, click Next.
28. Monitor the installation progress. The installation program copies and signs all CA Process Automation

components. Installation can take a few minutes.
29. To exit the installation program, click Finish.

Installation of the Domain Orchestrator is complete.

Note:  The initial startup of CA Process Automation after an upgrade or installation can take extra time. During
the extra time, the product adjusts the database schema. A rough guide is one hour per GB of data. However,
this varies depending on DBMS vendor, machine specs, and volume of data. Start the Orchestrator. Verify the
correct operation of this initial Orchestrator before proceeding with installing other system components.

 Unattended Domain Orchestrator Installation
 provides the option to install the Domain Orchestrator silently, or unattended, by using a
response file. The response file contains various predefined parameters for use during the
installation process. After you create a response file, you can edit and run the installation script
file to start the installation.
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CA Process Automation provides the option to install the Domain Orchestrator silently, or unattended, by using a
response file. The response file contains various predefined parameters for use during the installation process.
After you create a response file, you can edit and run the installation script file to start the installation.

The root folder of DVD1 contains an example response file. CA Technologies recommend that you base your
response file on a copy of the example response file.

 

 Create a Response File
A silent  installation requires a response file. Consider the following information as you create
the response file:
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A silent CA Process Automation installation requires a response file. Consider the following information as you
create the response file:

• Do not change the variable names; the installation uses the existing variable names.
• To specify folder locations, use forward slashes (/) as directory separators.
• Use the pound sign (#) to comment out variables that you do not want to use.
• To review errors, see the following installation log:

${install_dir}/server/c2o/installation.log

 Follow these steps: 

1. Insert CA Process Automation installation Disc 1 or browse to the location where you previously copied the
installation files from the installation media.

2. Open the DVD1 folder.
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3. Open the following file.

response.varfile

4. Provide the appropriate parameter values. The varfile includes parameter descriptions.

 Example: 

To enable  CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) to use the NTLM protocol to authenticate CA
Process Automation users, use the following setting:

enableNTLM=true

Note:  See Required Parameters in the response.varfile for more information.
5. Save the varfile to the path that contains the silent installation script file.

The response file is created.

Required Parameters in the response.varfile
The root folder of DVD1 contains an example response file. The following parameters are required to complete an
unattended CA Process Automation installation. Parameters that are not included in this list are optional.

•  License

•  thirdPartyLicenseAccepted 
•  licenseAccepted 

•  Install Location
sys.installationDir 

•  Java Location
javaHome 

•  DVD2 Location
domainInstallerDir 

•  Communication Mode
isSecure (true/false)

•  Database Details 

Note:

 Microsoft SQL Server: 

In the response.varfile, specify the following details:

• To use the AOAG feature of MS SQL Server, specify the SQL Listener as the host name for
the databaseServer.

• To use the High Availability feature, you need to create the MS SQL Server database (libDb, runtimeDb,
reportingDb) that is a part of Always On Availability Group.

•  databaseType 
•  dbUserName 
•  databaseServer 
•  databasePortNumber 
•  libDb 
•  driver 
•  runtimeDbType 
•  runtimeDbUserName 
•  runtimeDbServer 
•  runtimeDbPort 
•  runtimeDb 
•  runtimeDriver 
•   reportingDbType 
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•  reportingDbUserName 
•  reportingDbServer 
•  reportingDbPort 
•  reportingDb 
•  reportingDriver 

•  CA EEM Details

•  registerApplication (defined as true for an upgrade)
•  upgradeApplication (defined as true for an upgrade)
•  eiamServer 
•  eiamAppName 
•  eiamAdminUsrName 
•  eiamSDKLevel 

•  New Parameters in CA Process Automation r04.2.00:

•  nodeCommsV2Port 
The parameter defines the port that is used for simplified communications for the Domain Orchestrator.

•  eiamSDKLevel
The parameter defines the entry for the CA Embedded Entitlements Manager SDK level.

•  #hasOracleConnectionString     
The parameter specifies whether to provide a connection URL. This parameter is only applicable with Oracle.

•  #dbOracleConnectionString      
The parameter defines the JDBC Connection URL.
Example: 

jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)
(HOST=<database host name>) (PORT=<portnumber>))
 (CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=<libDb>))).

Note:  The last two entries appear three times; twice for each database. These parameters are only applicable if
you select Oracle as your database and you use a connection string.

 Run or Edit the Silent Installation Script File
After you create the response file, use one of the following options to start the silent installation:
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After you create the response file, use one of the following options to start the silent installation:

• Run the silent installation script file and pass the parameters through the command prompt. This option is the
best practice when you are installing a single Orchestrator.

• Edit the installation script file parameters, then run the script. This option is the best practice when you are
installing multiple Orchestrators.

Use the installation script file that is appropriate for your operating environment:

Note:  For UNIX, consider that you run the installation script file with a dollar sign ($) in a parameter. Then, prefix
the dollar sign ($) with a backslash (\). For example, if the database password is 'abc$123', enter the parameter as
'abc\$123'.

 Windows 

•  Syntax 

Silent_Install_windows.bat [Parameter1] [Parameter2] [Parameter3]...
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•  Usage 

Silent_Install_windows.bat -VcertPassword=a -VeiamCertPass=eiamadmin
 -VeiamPassword=eiamadmin -VdbPassword=sa -VreportingDbPassword=sa -
VruntimeDbPassword=sa -VeiamAdminPass=eiamadmin

 UNIX 

•  Syntax 

Silent_Install_unix.sh [Parameter1] [Parameter2] [Parameter3]...

•  Usage 

Silent_Install_unix.sh -VcertPassword=a -VeiamCertPass=eiamadmin -
VeiamPassword=eiamadmin -VdbPassword=sa -VreportingDbPassword=sa -
VruntimeDbPassword=sa -VeiamAdminPass=eiamadmin

The installation scripts include the following parameters:

•  -VcertPassword=value 
Use this parameter to define the password that controls access to the keys that encrypt passwords.

•  -VeiamCertPass
Use this parameter to define the CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) certificate password (for
example, pamadmin).

•  -VeiamPassword
 
Use this parameter to define the password for the database that is used for automation objects (for example,
pamadmin).

Note:  VeiamPassword is the Windows domain password.
•  -VdbPassword

Use this parameter to define the password for the database that is used for automation (for example,
objectsroot).

•  -VreportingDbPassword
Use this parameter to define the password for the reporting database (for example, root).

•  -VruntimeDbPassword
Use this parameter to define the password for the database that is used at run time (for example, root).

•  -VeiamAdminPass
Use this parameter to define the password for the CA EEM administrator, where the username value is
EiamAdmin (for example, eiamadmin).

Warning:  The password parameters, whether passed through the command line or stored in the
installation script file, are not encrypted.

When the installation completes, you can start the Orchestrator. After the script runs, review the installation.log
(install_dir\server\c2o) for errors.

 Upgrade Considerations (Silent installation)
Before you perform an unattended upgrade to  04.3.03, locate the response.varfile from your
current  installation. This file resides here:
catpa04305
Note:
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In CA Process Automation 04.3.03, you can either use a jTDS or an MS SQL driver. For more information, see the
Prepare a Microsoft SQL Server Database section.

Before you perform an unattended upgrade to CA Process Automation 04.3.03, locate the response.varfile from
your current CA Process Automation installation. This file resides here:

<install_dir>\server\c2o\.install4j\response.varfile 

The required parameter values are necessary to complete the upgrade to CA Process Automation 04.3.03. After
you obtain those values, start the unattended upgrade with the same command as in a new installation.

Note:

Microsoft SQL Server:

In the response.varfile, specify the following details:

•  To use the AOAG feature of MS SQL Server, specify the SQL Listener as the host name for
the databaseServer.

• To use the High Availability feature, you need to create the MS SQL Server database (libDb, runtimeDb,
reportingDb) that is a part of Always On Availability Group.

Note:

During the Orchestrator installation, you can use one of the following options to use the MS SQL database:

Using a jTDS Jar File:

The CA PAM installer requires the JTDS 1.3 driver for SQL Server. The path in DVD1 is:

.../DVD1/drivers/jtds-1.3.jar

Using an MS SQL Jar File:

The CA PAM installer requires the mssql-jdbc-6.1.0.jre7.jar file for MS SQL Server. The path of the jar file in DVD1
is:

.../DVD1/thirdparty/mssql/<mssql-jar-file>

 Post-Installation Tasks for the Domain Orchestrator
Complete the applicable post-installation tasks:
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Complete the applicable post-installation tasks:

• If you reinstalled (not upgraded) the Domain Orchestrator so you could set the secure communication using
HTTPS, see Enable Secure Communications for an Existing CA Process Automation System.

• If you installed CA Process Automation for the first time:

• Verify the port planning prerequisites for configuring ports.
• Configure firewalls for bi-directional communication.

• To use Database operators to connect to databases using a different RDBMS than CA Process
Automation uses, install drivers for Database operators.

• To use Windows Authentication (integrated security) with JDBC for MSSQL Server, install drivers for Database
operators.

• If you installed the Domain Orchestrator on a server with the HP-UX operating system, complete additional
configuration steps on HP-UX.
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• If you installed CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) with Microsoft Active Directory as the external
directory, CA EEM can authenticate users using the NTLM protocol. If you elected not to enable the NTLM pass-
through authentication during the installation, you can enable it manually. See Enable NTLM Pass-Through
Authentication After Installation.

• Tasks such as deploying drivers for the Database operators require that you restart the Domain Orchestrator.
• Before you configure the first administrator in CA EEM, browse to CA Process Automation and log in as the

default administrator.

 Additional HP-UX Configuration Steps
For Orchestrators running on HP-UX,  requires max_thread_proc to have a value of 3000 or
higher. Otherwise, the OS is configured with the insufficient system threads and you could
encounter the following error:
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For Orchestrators running on HP-UX, CA Process Automation requires max_thread_proc to have a value of
3000 or higher. Otherwise, the OS is configured with the insufficient system threads and you could encounter the
following error:

java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: unable to create new native thread

Follow these steps:

1. Start the SAM utility.
2. Click Kernel Configuration > Configurable Parameters.
3. For each of the parameters in the table, complete the following steps:

1.1 Highlight the parameter to change.
2.1 Click Actions > Modify Configurable Parameter.
3.1 Type the new value in the Formula/Value field.
4.1 Click OK.

 Browse to the Product and Log In as the Default Administrator
Tasks such as deploying drivers, installing Orchestrators, and adding nodes are initiated from
the Configuration tab in . Administrators typically log in to  with their own credentials to perform
such tasks.
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Tasks such as deploying drivers, installing Orchestrators, and adding nodes are initiated from
the Configuration tab in CA Process Automation. Administrators typically log in to CA Process Automation with
their own credentials to perform such tasks.

To be available, CA Process Automation requires that the following conditions are met:

• CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) is running.
• The load balancer, if used, is running.
• The Domain Orchestrator service is started.

To complete tasks that require CA Process Automation access before you have a CA Process Automation user
account, log in to CA Process Automation with the default administrator credentials.

Warning:  If CA EEM is configured to use Microsoft Active Directory as a user store, default administrator
credentials are not available. Default credentials for each user role are available only if you configured CA
EEM to use the local user store for creating and storing user accounts.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the appropriate CA Process Automation URL. In the following examples, server refers to the server
where a nonclustered Domain Orchestrator is installed. For a clustered Domain Orchestrator, server refers to
the server with the load balancer.
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• For Secure Communication:

https://server:port/itpam

For example:

https://domainOrchestrator_host:8443/itpam

https://loadBalancer_host:443/itpam

• For Basic Communication:

http://server:port/itpam

For example:

http://domainOrchestrator_host:8080/itpam

http://loadBalancer_host:80/itpam

The Process Automation Login page opens.

Note:  If NTLM Authentication is enabled and your Domain credentials match credentials in a CA EEM user
account, the Home tab displays. To support NTLM authentication in Mozilla Firefox, you configure browser
settings. See Mozilla support for more information.

2. Enter pamadmin for Username.
3. Enter pamadmin for Password.
4. Click Log In.

CA Process Automation opens. The Home tab is displayed.

 Change the Database Configuration to Use an Oracle Service Name
Consider that you install an Orchestrator with the database type as Oracle. To install the
orchestrator, specify an Oracle Instance Name or SID for each data store. The Oracle Service
Name is required when you reference an Oracle RAC Database. As a post-installation task, you
configure  to use an Oracle Service Name.
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Consider that you install an Orchestrator with the database type as Oracle. To install the orchestrator, specify an
Oracle Instance Name or SID for each data store. The Oracle Service Name is required when you reference an
Oracle RAC Database. As a post-installation task, you configure CA Process Automation to use an Oracle Service
Name.

In the following examples follow, replace the oracle-hostname-or-ip variable with one of the following values:

• The host name of an Oracle RAC SCAN
• The IP address of an Oracle RAC SCAN
• The host name of a standalone Oracle instance
• The IP address of a standalone Oracle instance

Follow these steps:
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1. Verify that CA Process Automation successfully uses the Oracle databases that were specified (during
the installation) using the Instance Name or SID. To verify successful usage, start the CA Process
Automation service and examine the log file to verify that there are no database-related errors.

install_dir/server/c20/logs/c2o.log

2. Stop the CA Process Automation service.
3. Open the OasisConfig.properties file.

install_dir\server\c2o\.config\OasisConfig.properties

4. Modify the following entries for the Library data store:

oasis.database.connectionurl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@//oracle-hostname-or-
ip:1521/
oasis.database.lib.dbname=ServiceName

oasis.database.queues.dbname=ServiceName

oasis.database.dbhostname=oracle-hostname-or-ip

5. Modify the following entries for the Runtime data store:

oasis.runtime.database.connectionurl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@//oracle-
hostname-or-ip:1521/
oasis.runtime.database.dbname=ServiceName

oasis.runtime.database.dbhostname=oracle-hostname-or-ip

6. Modify the following entries for the Reporting data store:

oasis.reporting.database.connectionurl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@//oracle-
hostname-or-ip:1521/
oasis.reporting.database.dbname=ServiceName

oasis.reporting.database.dbhostname=oracle-hostname-or-ip
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7. Save the OasisConfig.properties file.
8. Start the Orchestrator. 

Note:  The following notations are also valid for the connection URL statements: 

• Referencing an Oracle Hostname using TNS Notation
The following example is not RAC-specific:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=Oracle-hostname-
or-ip)(PORT=1521))(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=ServiceName)))

• Referencing RAC Virtual Host Names using an Address List with TNS Notation

jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(LOAD_BALANCE=OFF)(FAILOVER=ON)
(ADDRESS_LIST=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=oracle-hostname-or-ip)
(PORT=1521))(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=oracle-hostname-or-ip)(PORT=1521)))
(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVER=DEDICATED)(SERVICE_NAME=ServiceName))

Warning:  When using TNS notation, ensure ".dbname" value for each of the data stores is blank. The
".dbname" value is appended onto the connection URL statement when connecting to the database.
Appending the service name is not desired in this case, as it is included in the TNS notation.

 Configure CA EEM to Permit Referenced Users to Log in with Their Email Name
When you install , you can configure Global Users/Global Groups in the EEM Server
Configuration as Reference from an external directory. You can then select Multiple Active
Directory Domains and specify the Microsoft Active Directories (ADs) in which potential  users
are defined. During a  installation, you identify the default AD domain. Users in the default AD
domain can log in to  with their user name and password. Users in other AD domains must enter
their principal name and password at login. The standard form for a principal name is domain
\username.
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When you install CA Process Automation, you can configure Global Users/Global Groups in the EEM Server
Configuration as Reference from an external directory. You can then select Multiple Active Directory
Domains and specify the Microsoft Active Directories (ADs) in which potential CA Process Automation users are
defined. During a CA Process Automation installation, you identify the default AD domain. Users in the default AD
domain can log in to CA Process Automation with their user name and password. Users in other AD domains must
enter their principal name and password at login. The standard form for a principal name is domain\username.

You can configure CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) to authenticate the Active Directory
users with their email address (username@domain). You configure CA EEM to search for the user using
userPrincipalName.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA EEM as the CA EEM administrator and select the application name you set up during the CA
Process Automation installation.

2. Select the Configure tab.
3. In the User Store palette, select LDAP Attribute Mapping.
4. To create an attribute map from the existing attribute map, change the user authentication filter from

samaccountName to userPrincipalName:

1.1 From the Mapping Name drop-down list, select Microsoft Active Directory.
In the User Lookup panel, the User Search Filter is similar to the following example:
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(&(objectClass=user)(!(objectClass=computer)))

2.1 Edit the User Authentication Filter field to replace samaccountName with userPrincipalName as in the
following example:

(&(ObjectClass=user)(!(objectClass=computer)
(userPrincipalName= ...

{UserName} is set as follows:

))

5. Save the attribute map. For example, type the name madAuthMail in the Mapping Name field, then click Save.
The User Attribute Mapping data resembles the following data:
User Name: sAMAccountName
First Name: givenName
Last Name: sn
Display Name: displayName

6. In the General section of the LDAP Directory Configuration, type the attribute map name that you created in
Step 5. Verify that your entries resemble the following text:
Name:  domain
Attribute Map: madAuthMail
Domain:  domain
Selected Hostnames:  hostname:389
Protocol: LDAP
Base DN:  ou=mylocation,dc=mycompany,dc=com
User DN:  cn=userid,ou=Users,ou=mylocation,dc=mycompany,dc=com
User Password: passwordForUserid

 Configure Firewalls for Bi-directional Communication
 components can be accessed through web clients. See Ports Used by  for information about
the ports that each  component uses.
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CA Process Automation components can be accessed through web clients. See Ports Used by CA Process
Automation for information about the ports that each CA Process Automation component uses.

Configure the firewalls to allow bi-directional communication. Bi-directional communication is required between the
following component pairs:

• The Domain Orchestrator and the database server with the database that hosts the Library data store.
• The Domain Orchestrator and the database server with the database that hosts the reporting data store.
• The Domain Orchestrator and the database server with the database that hosts the Runtime data store.
• The Domain Orchestrator and CA Embedded Entitlements Manager.
• Each Orchestrator and the database server with the database that hosts the Library data store.
• Each Orchestrator and the database server with the database that hosts the reporting data store.
• Each Orchestrator and the database server with the database that hosts the Runtime data store.

If you use local firewalls on Orchestrator or agent hosts, verify that CA Process Automation executables can
listen and connect bi-directionally through the firewall on each host. Some host-based firewall programs (such as
Windows Firewall) allow exceptions for executables.
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 Enable Kerberos Authentication After Installation
In the current release of CA Process Automation, you can enable Kerberos authentication
by using the attended installation wizard of CA Process Automation. Kerberos authentication
enables CA Embedded Entitlements Manager to authenticate users using the kerberos protocol.
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In the current release of CA Process Automation, you can enable Kerberos authentication by using the attended
installation wizard of CA Process Automation. Kerberos authentication enables CA Embedded Entitlements
Manager to authenticate users using the kerberos protocol.

Prerequisites:
As a prerequisite to enable Kerberos authentication, ensure that you use CA EEM of version 12.51 CR04 or higher.

Note:

Kerberos authentication works only when CA PAM and CA EEM services are started using the same user
credenitals.

Note:

If you already enabled Kerberos authentication, the following procedure does not apply. For example: you
selected Kerberos Authentication during an interactive CA Process Automation installation. You cannot enable
the Kerberos authentication using the unattended installation (silent installation) of CA Process Automation.

Follow these steps:
1. Log in as an administrator to the server where the Domain Orchestrator is installed.
2. Navigate to the following folder, where install_dir refers to the path where the Domain Orchestrator is installed:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config

3. Open the OasisConfig.properties file with an editor.
4. Use Find to locate the following property:

ntlm.enabled=
kerberos.enabled=

5. Change the value for the property to true:
To enable NTLM authentication, set the values of the parameters as follows: 

ntlm.enabled=true
kerberos.enabled=false

To enable Kerberos authentication, set the values of the parameters as follows: 

ntlm.enabled=true
kerberos.enabled=true
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6. Save the file and exit.
7. Restart the Orchestrator service.
8. Repeat this process for each Orchestrator.

 Enable NTLM Pass-Through Authentication After Installation
NTLM pass-through authentication enables EEM to authenticate users using the NTLM
protocol. NTLM pass-through authentication is an alternative to using credentials that users
enter on the form-based login dialog. With the NTLM pass-through authentication, the login
dialog is bypassed.
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NTLM pass-through authentication enables CA Embedded Entitlements Manager to authenticate users using the
NTLM protocol. NTLM pass-through authentication is an alternative to using credentials that users enter on the
form-based login dialog. With the NTLM pass-through authentication, the login dialog is bypassed.

Note:

If you already enabled NTLM pass-through authentication, the following procedure does not apply. For example:

• You selected Enable NTLM Pass-Through Authentication during an interactive CA Process
Automation installation.

• You specified enableNTLM=true in the response.varfile used for a silent CA Process Automation installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as an administrator to the server where the Domain Orchestrator is installed.
2. Navigate to the following folder, where install_dir refers to the path where the Domain Orchestrator is installed:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config

3. Open the OasisConfig.properties file with an editor.
4. Use Find to locate the following property:

ntlm.enabled=
kerberos.enabled=

5. Change the value for the property to true:

ntlm.enabled=true, kerberos.enabled=false

6. Save the file and exit.
7. Restart the Orchestrator service.
8. Repeat this process for each Orchestrator.

 Install Drivers for Database Operators
 designers can use operators from the Database category (formerly the JDBC module)
to connect to various Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs). When the
connection is to a MySQL database, an Oracle database, or a Microsoft SQL Server database,
the correct drivers are available. Availability of the drivers depends on your selection during
the Domain Orchestrator installation. When connecting to a different vendor database, you can
deploy the JDBC driver for Database operators for that database from the  Configuration tab.
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For example, if a designer wants to use the Sybase database operators, an administrator
deploys the Sybase JDBC drivers. An administrator can deploy JDBC drivers on Orchestrators
or on hosts with  agents.
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CA Process Automation designers can use operators from the Database category (formerly the JDBC module) to
connect to various Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMSs). When the connection is to a MySQL
database, an Oracle database, or a Microsoft SQL Server database, the correct drivers are available. Availability of
the drivers depends on your selection during the Domain Orchestrator installation. When connecting to a different
vendor database, you can deploy the JDBC driver for Database operators for that database from the CA Process
Automation Configuration tab. For example, if a designer wants to use the Sybase database operators, an
administrator deploys the Sybase JDBC drivers. An administrator can deploy JDBC drivers on Orchestrators or on
hosts with CA Process Automation agents.

 Install Patches and Connectors with JBoss 5.1 on a Host
Administrators can install the  connectors so  can interact with other CA Technologies and third-
party products to automate business use cases. Each connector is a module that contains
a set of operators. The operators interact with the APIs of other products and are used to
create  flows.
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Administrators can install the CA Process Automation connectors so CA Process Automation can interact with
other CA Technologies and third-party products to automate business use cases. Each connector is a module
that contains a set of operators. The operators interact with the APIs of other products and are used to create CA
Process Automation flows.

As a prerequisite, ensure that you have installed CA Process Automation on the host. The CA Process
Automation Connector executable is present on the host.

Warning:  To install the CA Process Automation patch and the connector successfully, shut down all
Orchestrator nodes and install the CA Process Automation patch and connector on all Domain and non-
Domain nodes.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the CA Process Automation Connector executable.
2. Accept the license agreement and click Next.
3. On the Select CA Process Automation Installation Directory page, enter the install_dir location.
4. On the Choose Connectors to Install/Update page, select the connectors to install, then click Next. 

The CA Process Automation Connector is installed.
5. To verify the installation, browse to CA Process Automation and log in, then click the Designer tab and

click New Process. 
The Operators view lists the installed CA Process Automation Connector and operators.

 Interact with the Desktop Configuration
Orchestrators and Agents typically run as console services and do not need to interact with
the desktop. To interact with the Windows desktop, the Orchestrator or Agent service must
access a user account or the Local System account with the Allow service to interact with the
desktop option selected. This option is selected by default when an Orchestrator or Agent
is installed. Alternatively, this service can be configured using the Services console under
Windows Administrative Tools. The check box to allow this permission is under the Log On tab
of the Properties window for the service.
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Orchestrators and Agents typically run as console services and do not need to interact with the desktop. To
interact with the Windows desktop, the Orchestrator or Agent service must access a user account or the Local
System account with the Allow service to interact with the desktop option selected. This option is selected by
default when an Orchestrator or Agent is installed. Alternatively, this service can be configured using the Services
console under Windows Administrative Tools. The check box to allow this permission is under the Log On tab of
the Properties window for the service.
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 Start or Restart an Orchestrator
Only an administrator with administrator credentials on the server where the Orchestrator is
installed can start or restart the Orchestrator service.
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Only an administrator with administrator credentials on the server where the Orchestrator is installed can start or
restart the Orchestrator service.

Follow these steps:

1. With the Administrator credentials, log in to the host where the target Orchestrator is installed.
2. If you logged in to a Windows host, you can restart the Orchestrator service from the Start menu, the Services

window, or the command line. Complete one of the following tasks:

• Select Programs, CA, CA Process Automation, and Start Orchestrator Service from the Start menu.
• Select Administrative Tools and Services from the Control Panel. Select the following service, and click Start:

CA Process Automation Orchestrator (C:/Program Files/CA/PAM/
server/c2o)

• Open a command prompt and run the following script:

install_dir/server/c2o/bin/startc2osvc.bat 

3. If you logged in to a UNIX or Linux host, complete the following tasks:

1.1 Change directories to ${PAM_HOME}/server/c2o/. For example, change directories to:

/usr/local/CA/PAM/server/c2o

2.1 Run the c2osvrd.sh script with the start option:

./c2osvrd.sh start

Note:  After you start the service for the Domain Orchestrator, start CA Process Automation.

 Stop an Orchestrator
Only an administrator with administrator credentials on the server where the Orchestrator is
installed can stop the Orchestrator.
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Only an administrator with administrator credentials on the server where the Orchestrator is installed can stop the
Orchestrator.

Warning:
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If an Orchestrator is not shut down properly, the following temporary folder can build up several gigabytes of
files. You can safely delete the tmp folder.

install_dir/server/c2o/tmp

Follow these steps:

1. With the Administrator credentials, log in to the host where the target Orchestrator is installed.
2. If you logged in to a Windows host, you can stop the Orchestrator service from the Start menu, the Services

window, or the command line. Complete one of the following actions:

• Select Programs, CA, CA Process Automation, and Stop Orchestrator Service from the Start menu.
• Select Administrative Tools and Services from the Control Panel. Select the following service and click Stop:

CA Process Automation Orchestrator (C:/Program Files/CA/PAM/
server/c2o)

• Open a command prompt and run the following script:

install_dir/server/c2o/bin/stopc2osvc.bat 

3. If you logged in to a UNIX or Linux host, complete the following steps:

1.1 Change directories to ${PAM_HOME}/server/c2o/. For example:

/usr/local/CA/PAM/server/c2o

2.1 Run the c2osvrd.sh script with the stop option:

./c2osvrd.sh stop

 Enable Secure Communications for an Existing System
If you previously selected HTTP as the protocol over which the Domain Orchestrator
communicates, you can begin communicating over the secure HTTPS protocol.
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If you previously selected HTTP as the protocol over which the Domain Orchestrator communicates, you can begin
communicating over the secure HTTPS protocol.

Follow these steps:

1. Reinstall the Domain Orchestrator. Depending on your installation method, specify secure communication in one
of the following ways:
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• If you reinstall the Domain Orchestrator interactively, select Support Secure Communication.
• If you create a response file for unattended Domain Orchestrator installation, set the isSecure variable

to true to enable secure (HTTPS) communications:

isSecure=true

2. Based on the agent configuration, enable secure agent communication in one of the following ways:

• Verify that agents configured to use deprecated communication are automatically restarted. (The default
setting for existing agents is deprecated communication.) Start the agents that were shut down before the
reinstallation.

• Reinstall the agents that were previously configured to use simplified communication. (To configure
the simplified communication, clear the Use Deprecated Communication check box during agent
installation.) Reinstall the agents, then start the agents.

HTTPS is used for all the communication between agents and the Domain Orchestrator.
3. Verify that all process instances that are using existing SOAP attachments are complete.

Note:  The existing SOAP attachments are only accessible over HTTP.

 Uninstall the Domain Orchestrator
Only an administrator with credentials on the server where the Domain Orchestrator is installed
can uninstall it.
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Only an administrator with credentials on the server where the Domain Orchestrator is installed can uninstall it.

Warning:

Stop the Domain Orchestrator before you uninstall it.

Follow these steps:

1. With the Administrator credentials, log in to the host where the target Domain Orchestrator is installed.
2. Complete the appropriate task for your operating system:

• A Windows host: Complete one of the following tasks from the Start menu:

• Select Programs, CA, CA Process Automation <release>, and Uninstall CA Process Automation .
• Select Control Panel, Programs and Features, and the  CA Process Automation Domain entry, then

click Uninstall.
The Uninstall wizard opens.

• A UNIX or Linux host: Complete the following tasks:

1.1 Change directories to ${PAM_HOME}/standalone/. For example:

   /usr/local/CA/PAM/server/c2o

2.1 Run the ./uninstall script.
The Uninstall wizard opens.

3. After the Domain Orchestrator is uninstalled, verify the following changes:

• The CA Process Automation Domain service is deleted from Administrative Tools and Services in
the Control Panel.

• The CA Process Automation Domain entry is removed from the Start menu, Control Panel, Programs and
Features.

• The Domain Orchestrator folder is removed from the installation location.
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 Orchestrators
Contents:
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Contents:

 Install an Orchestrator
After you install the Domain Orchestrator, you can add Orchestrators in one environment or
on other hosts. If you create a new environment (for example, for production use), install an
Orchestrator in that environment. Each new environment requires at least one Orchestrator,
but can have multiple Orchestrators to permit segmentation. New Orchestrators inherit
EEM information from the Domain Orchestrator.
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After you install the Domain Orchestrator, you can add Orchestrators in one environment or on other hosts. If you
create a new environment (for example, for production use), install an Orchestrator in that environment. Each new
environment requires at least one Orchestrator, but can have multiple Orchestrators to permit segmentation. New
Orchestrators inherit CA Embedded Entitlements Manager information from the Domain Orchestrator.

Before you use the following procedure to install or upgrade an Orchestrator, complete the Orchestrator installation
prerequisites.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the server on which to install the new Orchestrator.
2. Browse to CA Process Automation and log in with administrator credentials. For example, log in as a member

of the PAMAdmins group.
3. Click the Configuration tab and select the Installation palette.
4. Click the prerequisites link and verify that all prerequisites have been met.
5. Click Install Orchestrator.

Note:  If you use the Firefox Web browser, open it with Java Web Start Launcher (the default).

When installing with AdoptOpenJDK, launch the installation.jnlp with Adopt IcedTea-Web.

If necessary, install the required certificate as instructed. The application downloads. The Language
Selection dialog could appear in the system tray.

6. Select a language, then click OK.
7. On the Welcome to the CA Process Automation Third-Party Installer Setup wizard page, click Next.
8. Accept the licensing agreement, then click Next.
9. Accept the default installation directory (install_dir) or change it, then click Next.
10. On the Prerequisites for CA Process Automation Installation page, click Next.

The Installing JBoss page shows the jboss-5.1 installation progress.
11. To specify the JDBC jars to install, use one of the following methods:

• Leave the Use Domain check box that is selected and click Next. This action specifies to use the JDBC
jars that the Domain Orchestrator installation configured.

• Complete the following procedure:

1.1 Clear the Use Domain check box.
2.1 Click Add Files.
3.1 Select the database server type.
4.1 Click Browse and navigate to the JDBC JAR file for the selected server type.
5.1 Click Next.

12. On the confirmation message, click Next.
13. Click Finish.

The CA Process Automation installer opens.
14. On the Welcome screen, click Next.
15. Accept the license agreement, then click Next.
16. On the Java Home Directory page, complete one of the following actions:

• To accept the default, click Next.
• Browse to the JDK location, then click Next.
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17. View the Domain URL, then click Next.
18. If you are not using Single Sign-On on a load balancer, click Next and skip Step 19.
19. Complete this page, then click Next.

•  Configure Single Sign-on (SSO)
Use this field to specify whether you are using CA SiteMinder® with SSO. Selecting this option enables the
following fields:

•  SSO Authentication Type (Header)
•  SSO Authentication Parameter (sm-user)
•  Type of server (New Orchestrator)

Default: Cleared
•  Configure Load Balancer

Use this field to specify whether to install the Orchestrator so it can cluster.
Selected
A load balancer is configured for the Orchestrator.
Cleared
No load balancer is configured for the Orchestrator.

•  Load Balancer Worker Node
Use this field to define the name of this node. Because this Orchestrator is the first node in this cluster,
specify node1.

•  Public Host Name
Use this field to define the Apache server, NGINX server, or F5 server public host name. For example: 

loadbalancerhost.mycompany.com

If you selected the Configure Load Balancer check box, set this field to the Apache, F5, or NGINX load
balancer FQDN.

•  Public Host Port Number
If Support Secure Communication is cleared, this field defines the HTTP port for the Public Host.
Default: 80

•  Public Host Secure Port
If Support Secure Communication is selected, this field specifies the HTTPS port for the Public Host.
Default: 443

•  Support Secure Communication
Use this field to specify whether the Public Host uses HTTPS for secure communication.
Selected
The Public Host uses HTTPS for secure communication.
Cleared
The Public Host uses HTTP for basic communication.

20. View the Company Name, then click Next.
21. Enter the certificate password that the Domain Orchestrator uses, then click Next.

If you lose or forget this certificate password, you must:

1.1 Reinstall all Orchestrators in the CA Process Automation system.
2.1 Specify the certificate password, beginning with the Domain Orchestrator.

22. Define the Start Menu Folder preferences, then click Next.
23. Enter the General Properties for the Orchestrator, then click Next.

•  Server Host 
Use this field to define the FQDN of the Orchestrator.

•  Display Name
Use this field to define the name that the Configuration Browser displays for the Orchestrator.

• If you do not configure a load balancer, the Display Name is the Server Host name.
• If you configure a load balancer, the Display Name is the FQDN of the server hosting the load balancer.

24. Accept the default or set the temporary directory in which to run scripts, then click Next.
25. Set the PowerShell run policy, then click Next.
26. To enter the Repository database settings for the Orchestrator, use one of the following methods:
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• To share the Repository (Library) data store that the Domain Orchestrator uses, complete the following
procedure:

1.1 Enter the same information that you configured for the Domain Orchestrator.
2.1 Click Test Database Settings.
3.1 Click Next.

• To create a separate Repository (Library) data store for the Orchestrator, complete the following procedure:

1.1 For MS SQL or MySQL, enter a unique name for the new database in the Repository database field.
2.1 For Oracle, enter an existing schema in the User Name field. This schema must differ from the

schema that is defined for the Repository data store that the Domain Orchestrator uses.
3.1 For MS SQL or MySQL, click Create Database.
4.1 Click Test Database Settings.
5.1 Click Next.

27. Enter the Runtime data store settings. Each Orchestrator requires a separate Runtime data store.

1.1 If the new Runtime data store resides in the same database instance as the Orchestrator Repository data
store, click Copy from the Main Repository.

2.1 If the database instance you specify hosts other Runtime data stores, proceed based on your database
type:

• For MS SQL or MySQL, enter a unique name for the new database in the Runtime database field.
• For Oracle, create a new schema, if necessary, and specify the schema in the User Name field.

3.1 For MS SQL and MySQL, click Create Database.
4.1 Click Test Database Settings.
5.1 Click Next.

28. View Reporting Database Settings, then click Next. All Orchestrators in the Domain share the Reporting
data store.

29. Click Finish.

 Orchestrator Post-Installation Tasks
Complete the following post-installation tasks as necessary.
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Complete the following post-installation tasks as necessary.

Follow these steps:

1. To configure an Apache load balancer to use secure communication through SSL, complete the following steps:

1.1 Navigate to the following folder:

apache_install_dir\conf\extra\ 

2.1 Open the following file:

httpd-ssl.conf 

3.1 Add the following lines between the <VirtualHost> </VirtualHost> tags at the end of the file:

SSLOptions +StdEnvVars +ExportCertData
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JkMount /* loadbalancer 

Note:  To configure a load balancer to use basic communication, comment out the previous statement.
4.1 Save and then close the file.
5.1 Restart the Apache HTTP Server.

2. Configure the ports.
3. Configure the firewalls for bi-directional communication.
4. If you installed the Domain Orchestrator on a server with the HP-UX operating system, complete the additional

configuration steps for HP-UX.
5. (Windows only) Start the Orchestrator service.

The Orchestrator registers with the Domain Orchestrator.
6. Verify the installation of the Orchestrator.

1.1 Browse to CA Process Automation and log in.
2.1 Click the Configuration tab.
3.1 Click the Orchestrators node in the Configuration Browser palette.
4.1 View the new Orchestrator in the list.

 Install a Cluster Node for an Orchestrator
After you install an Orchestrator, you can add a cluster node to extend capacity and provide a
failover capability. If any node fails, another node takes control. You can use an interactive or
unattended installation to install cluster nodes.
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HID_Install_a_Cluster_Node_for_an_Orchestrator
After you install an Orchestrator, you can add a cluster node to extend capacity and provide a failover capability. If
any node fails, another node takes control. You can use an interactive or unattended installation to install cluster
nodes.

Users with PAMAdmin privileges can add cluster nodes to an Orchestrator that was installed with a load balancer.

Verify the completion of the prerequisites for installing a cluster node for an Orchestrator. Then, install the cluster
node. To upgrade a cluster node for a new release, use the same procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the server on which to install the cluster node.
2. Browse to the Orchestrator URL to which to add the cluster node and log in.

https://Load-balancer-hostname:8443/itpam
http://Load-balancer-hostname:8080/itpam

3. Click the Configuration tab
4. Click the Installation palette.
5. Click Install for Install Cluster Node For Orchestrator.
6. If the digital signature cannot be verified, click Run to start the installation.
7. On the Third Party Installation screen, click Next.
8. Accept the license agreement, then click Next.
9. Define the destination directory for the Orchestrator node, then click Next.

If the directory does not exist, the installer creates it.
10. On the Prerequisites for CA Process Automation Installation screen, click Next.
11. On the Completing the CA Process Automation Setup wizard for prerequisites, verify that the Use

Domain check box is cleared, then click Next.
Clearing the check box specifies that the cluster node is not for the Domain Orchestrator.

12. Click Finish to start the cluster node installation for the Orchestrator.
13. On the CA Process Automation installer Welcome screen, click Next.
14. Accept the license agreement, then click Next.
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15. Define the Java Home Directory. The CA Process Automation installer prepopulates this field with the most
recent suitable JDK it could locate. If necessary, browse to the JDK installation directory, then click Next. 
The JDK is validated, and the Orchestrator installation starts. Copying the configuration files can take some
time.

16. Complete the Configuration screen, then click Next.

• Orchestrator
Use this parameter to specify the Orchestrator to which to add the cluster node. The selected Orchestrator
must have a Public Host Name that specifies the server FQDN where the load balancer is installed.

• Load Balancer Worker Node
Use this parameter to define the node name (for example, node 2).

Note:  The first Domain Orchestrator installation is node1. For the second node, type node2.

For Apache, Load Balancer Worker Node is the name of the node that is specified in the Apache
workers.properties file. The hostname value is the name of the host on which you are installing the cluster
node:

worker.node2.host=hostname.mycompany.com

17. View the Company Name, then click Next.
18. Enter the same certificate password that you entered during the Domain Orchestrator installation, then

click Next.
19. Define a Start Menu Folder, then click Next.
20. Enter the General Properties for the Orchestrator, then click Next. Most of the settings are derived from the

Domain Orchestrator installation.
21. View the Security settings, then click Next.
22. View the Database settings, then click Next.
23. View the Reporting data store settings, then click Next.

The Orchestrator cluster node installation starts.
24. Monitor the progress messages, then click Finish when the installation is complete.

 Synchronize the Cluster Node Time
All cluster nodes for any Orchestrator must have the same clock time, which is synchronized
with a standard external time server. To synchronize the time of all nodes in a cluster, use one
the following methods:
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All cluster nodes for any Orchestrator must have the same clock time, which is synchronized with a standard
external time server. To synchronize the time of all nodes in a cluster, use one the following methods:

• Synchronize all Orchestrators and cluster nodes to a standard external time server (preferred).
• Manually synchronize all new cluster nodes as follows:

1. Verify the accuracy of the time of all cluster nodes.
2. To synchronize all cluster nodes, run the appropriate OS command on each cluster node.

 

 Reinstall or Configure the Current Release
To modify the current Orchestrator release, rerun the installation wizard. Options
include Reinstall and Configure the Existing Installation.
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To modify the current Orchestrator release, rerun the installation wizard. Options include Reinstall and Configure
the Existing Installation.
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 Example: Configure the Existing Installation to Regenerate Certificates
When you run the installation process for the release you previously installed, you can reinstall
or configure the existing installation. This example shows how to use the Configure existing
installation option to regenerate certificates that  uses to connect to EEM (CA EEM).
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When you run the installation process for the release you previously installed, you can reinstall or configure the
existing installation. This example shows how to use the Configure existing installation option to regenerate
certificates that CA Process Automation uses to connect to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM).

The Domain Orchestrator installation process lets you register (or reregister) CA Process Automation with CA
EEM. This process generates application certificates for CA Process Automation with the same key length as the
certificates that CA EEM uses.

Note:

CA Process Automation has other certificates that are unaffected by registration; registration only generates the
certificates that CA Process Automation uses to connect to CA EEM. The certificate location is:

install_dir/server/c2o/.c2orepository/public/certification.

This example assumes the following setup:

1. The CA EEM administrator installs or upgrades to CA EEM r12.51 with default certificates, which have 1024-bit
keys.

2. You install or upgrade to CA Process Automation r4.2 or later. The generated CA Process
Automation certificates also have 1024-bit keys.

3. Later, the CA EEM administrator generates new CA EEM certificates with longer key lengths (2048 bit or 4096
bit).

In this case, use the following procedure to regenerate CA Process Automation certificates with key lengths that
match the CA EEM certificates.

Follow these steps:

1. Install the Third-Party Software
When the third-party software installation finishes, the CA Process Automation Domain Setup installation
process starts.

2. Click through the pages to the Reinstall/Configure page.
3. Select Configure existing installation. This process modifies the properties files; it does not modify any

JARs.
4. Click through the pages to the Embedded Entitlements Manager (EEM) Security Settings page.
5. Select the Register Application with CA EEM check box, then click Register.
6. On the EEM Credentials dialog, type EiamAdmin for the EEM Admin Username, then enter the

associated EEM Admin Password.
7. On the Upgrade message, click Yes to upgrade the application even though you are not upgrading the CA

Process Automation release. Clicking Yes is required to generate the application certificates that CA Process
Automation requires.

8. Click Test EEM Settings.
9. Click OK on the Setup messages.
10. On the Verify EEM settings dialog, enter the credentials of a CA Process Automation user who is assigned to

the PAMAdmins group.

Note:  The example entry of pamadmin, pamadmin, is valid only if you configured CA EEM to use the
internal user store.

11. On the Verify EEM Settings dialog, confirm the following values:

• Connect: OK
• User provided belongs to User Group: OK
• User is an Admin: Yes
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12. Click through the rest of the installation process, then click Finish.

 Resolve an Invalid Character in the DNS Name
 r3.1 permitted the installation of Orchestrators with a DNS name that contained restricted
characters such as underscores (_).
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CA Process Automation r3.1 permitted the installation of Orchestrators with a DNS name that contained restricted
characters such as underscores (_).

If you installed an Orchestrator with an invalid host name, complete the following corrective actions:

1. Create a DNS record that maps the corrected host name to its IP address.

You can enter a fully qualified domain name (FQDN) or an IP address at many locations. If the DNS host names
include an underscore or do not conform to the required syntax, specify the IP address.

Valid DNS host names:

• Begin with an alphabetical character.
• End with an alphanumeric character.
• Contain from 2 to 24 alphanumeric characters.
• Might contain the minus symbol (-) special character.

Warning:  The minus symbol (-) is the only special character that is permitted in DNS host names.

2. Create a DNS record that maps the incorrect name to the corrected name.

Consider that an Orchestrator host name includes an invalid character. Then, you can configure the DNS server
to resolve the correct IP address from the host name. To do so, you create two records in the DNS server.

Follow these steps:

1.1 In the Domain Name System, create a canonical record with a new, valid host name.
2.1 Create a CNAME record that maps the canonical name to the original, invalid name.

Name Type Value

my_host.mycompany.com CNAME myhost.mycompany.com

myhost.mycompany.com A 172.24.36.107

In this example, my_host.mycompany.com is an alias for the canonical name (CNAME)
myhost.mycompany.com.

Consider that the DNS resolver finds a CNAME record when querying for the original resource record. Then, the
DNS resolver restarts the query using the CNAME instead of the original name. The canonical name to which a
CNAME record points can be anywhere in the DNS.

3. Update the OasisConfig.properties file with the corrected name.

You can modify an Orchestrator host name. For example, you can update a host name that does not conform to
the supported syntax.

Follow these steps:

1.1 Create an alias.
2.1 Log in as an administrator to the server where the Domain Orchestrator is installed.
3.1 Navigate to the following folder, where install_dir refers to the Domain Orchestrator installation path:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config

4.1 Open the OasisConfig.properties file with an editor.
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5.1 Use Find to locate the following property:

oasis.local.hostname

6.1 Change the value of the oasis.local.hostname= property.
7.1 Save the file and exit.
8.1 Restart the Orchestrator service.

 Unattended Orchestrator Installation
CA Process Automation provides the option to install the Orchestrator silently, or unattended,
by using a response file. The primary_server_response.varfile contains various predefined
parameters for use during the installation process. After you create a response file, you can edit
and run the installation script file to start the installation.
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CA Process Automation provides the option to install the Orchestrator silently, or unattended, by using a response
file. The primary_server_response.varfile contains various predefined parameters for use during the installation
process. After you create a response file, you can edit and run the installation script file to start the installation.

Note:

The unattended installation is not supported for a non-domain orchestrator in a cluster setup.

The root folder of DVD1 contains an example response file. CA Technologies recommend that you base your
response file on a copy of the example response file.

Use the following files in the root folder of DVD1:

• A response varfile of the non-domain Orchestrator, primary_server_response.varfile. 
• Based on the platform, use the existing files by adding the required parameters to the file:

 Windows:
Silent_Install_windows.bat file

 Unix:
Silent_Install_unix.sh file

Update the Response File
A silent CA Process Automation installation requires a response file. Consider the following information as you
create the response file:

• Do not change the variable names; the installation uses the existing variable names.
• To specify folder locations, use forward slashes (/) as directory separators.
• Use the pound sign (#) to comment out variables that you do not want to use.
• To review errors, see the following installation log:

${install_dir}/server/c2o/installation.log

 Follow these steps: 

1. Insert CA Process Automation installation Disc 1 or browse to the location where you previously copied the
installation files from the installation media.

2. Open the DVD1 folder.
3. Open the following file.

primary_server_response.varfile
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4. Provide the appropriate parameter values. The varfile includes parameter descriptions.

 Example: 

The following setting of the variable specifies whether user has read the license.txt inside Installation CDs and
accepted the terms and conditions in it:

licenseAccepted=true

Note:  See Required Parameters in the response.varfile for more information.
5. Save the varfile to the path that contains the silent installation script file.

The response file is edited.

Required Parameters in the primary_server_response.varfile
The root folder of DVD1 contains an example response file. The following parameters are required to complete an
unattended CA Process Automation installation. Parameters that are not included in this list are optional.

•  License

• thirdPartyLicenseAccepted
• licenseAccepted

•  Domain URL

• domainURL
• downloadFromDomain

•  Install Location
sys.installationDir

•  Java Location
javaHome

•  Database Drivers

• mysqlDriver
• mssqlDriver
• oracleDriver

•  Database Details

• createDatabaseIfNotExist
• databaseType
• dbUserName
• databaseServer
• databasePortNumber
• libDb
• driver
• collationType

•  Runtime Database Details

• runtimeDbType
• runtimeDbUserName
• runtimeDbServer
• runtimeDbPort
• runtimeDb
• runtimeDriver
• runtimeCollationType

•  Shell Complete Path

• kshshellPath
•  Domain Orchestrator

• serviceAddress
• displayName
• nodePort
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• nodeCommsV2Port
• port
• jndiPort
• rmiPort
• snmpPort
• httpsPort
• winService

Run or Edit the Silent Installation Script Files
After you create the response file, use one of the following options to start the silent installation:

• Run the silent installation script file and pass the parameters through the command prompt. This option is the
best practice when you are installing a single Orchestrator.

• Edit the installation script file parameters, then run the script. This option is the best practice when you are
installing multiple Orchestrators.

Use the installation script file that is appropriate for your operating environment:

Note:

For UNIX, if you run the installation script file with a dollar sign ($) in a parameter, prefix the dollar sign ($) with a
backslash (\). For example, if the database password is 'abc$123', enter the parameter as 'abc\$123'.

 Windows 

•  Usage 

Silent_Install_windows.bat installOrchestrator -
VcertPassword=<certificate_password> -VdbPassword=<Respository
 Database Password> -VruntimeDbPassword=<Runtime Database Password>

 UNIX 

•  Usage 

Silent_Install_unix.sh installOrchestrator -
VcertPassword=<certificate_password> -VdbPassword=<Respository
 Database Password> -VruntimeDbPassword=<Runtime Database Password>

The installation scripts include the following parameters:

•  -VcertPassword=value 
 
Defines the password that controls access to the keys that encrypt passwords.

•  -VdbPassword
Defines the password for the database that is used for automation (for example, objectsroot).

•  -VruntimeDbPassword
Defines the password for the database that is used at run time (for example, root).

Warning:  The password parameters, whether passed through the command line or stored in the
installation script file, are not encrypted.

When the installation completes, you can start the Orchestrator. After the script runs, review the installation.log
(install_dir\server\c2o) for errors.

Upgrade Considerations (Silent Installation)
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Before you perform an unattended upgrade to CA Process Automation 04.3.03, locate
the primary_server_response.varfile from your current CA Process Automation installation. This file resides here:

<install_dir>\server\c2o\.install4j\primary_server_response.varfile 

The required parameter values are necessary to complete the upgrade to CA Process Automation 04.3.03. After
you obtain those values, start the unattended upgrade with the same command as in a new installation.

Note:

During the Orchestrator installation, you can use one of the two following options to install MS SQL:

 Using a JTDS Jar File:
The CA PAM installer requires the JTDS 1.3 driver for SQL Server. The path in DVD1 is:

.../DVD1/drivers/jtds-1.3.jar

 Using an MS SQL Jar File: 

The CA PAM installer requires the following jar files for MS SQL Server. For JDK 1.7, use the jar file, mssql-
jdbc-6.1.0.jre7.jar. The path of the jar files in DVD1 is:

.../DVD1/thirdparty/mssql/<mssql-jar-file>

 Agents
Contents:
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Contents:

 Install Agents
Complete the following tasks to install agents:
catpa04305
Complete the following tasks to install agents:

1. Browse to the product and log in.
2. Complete one of the following procedures:

• Install an agent interactively.
• Install an agent silently.

3. Complete the post-installation tasks for agents.

 Interactive Agent Installation
Processes can include operators that must run on servers with a target application, database, or
system. If possible, install an agent on such a server. If not possible, install the agent on a host
that can connect to the server through SSH.
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Processes can include operators that must run on servers with a target application, database, or system. If
possible, install an agent on such a server. If not possible, install the agent on a host that can connect to the server
through SSH.

Warning:  Before you install an agent, verify that the Domain Orchestrator is running.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Click the Installation palette.
3. Click Install for Install Agent.

Note:  When installing with AdoptOpenJDK, launch the installation.jnlp with Adopt IcedTea-Web.

A dialog shows the application download progress.
4. If a security warning opens, click Run.
5. On the Language Selection dialog, click OK or select another language and click OK.

Note:  The host computer language is selected by default.
6. On the CA Process Automation Agent Setup wizard welcome page, click Next.
7. Read the license agreement. To accept the terms, select I accept the terms of the License Agreement, then

click Next.
The Set Java Home Directory page opens.

8. If the displayed Java home directory is not correct, browse to the JRE folder.
All platforms support JRE 7 and above.
See the following example path for the Windows platform:

C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.7.0_45

9. Click Next.
The Select Destination Directory page opens. On Windows hosts, the default path is:

C:\Program Files\CA\PAM Agent

10. Click Next to accept the default or enter a destination directory for the new agent and click Next.
The Select Start Menu Folder page opens.

11. (Windows only) Click Next to accept  CA Process Automation Agent as your Start menu shortcut or type a
new name and click Next.

• (Optional) Create short cuts for all users on this host.
• (Optional) Do not create a Start menu folder.

12. Examine the Domain URL, from which you started the agent installation. Click Next.
13. If you selected Support Secure Communication during the Domain Orchestrator installation, provide the

same Certificate Password that you used to install the Domain Orchestrator (and other Orchestrators).
14. Complete the General Properties page, then click Next.

1.1 Enter the Agent Host name. This name identifies the host from which you started the installation.
2.1 Change or accept the default Display Name (the host name).
3.1 If you started the agent installation from a Windows host, select Install as Windows Service.
4.1 To force a new connection for each communication from an Orchestrator to an agent, select Use

deprecated communication.
CA Technologies recommends that you leave this check box cleared. The default (simplified
communications) is preferred because it uses one persistent connection.

5.1 If you selected Use deprecated communications, accept 7003 (the default) as the Agent Port. If the
default port is used, enter an unused port number (for example, 57003).

Note:  If deprecated communication is not used, Orchestrators use a web-socket connection (established
by agents) to communicate with agents. Orchestrators use port 80 to communicate with agents over
HTTP. Orchestrators use port 443 to communicate with agents over HTTPS.

6.1 Select Start Agent after Installation.
Starting the agent lets you view the active agent and continue with the agent configuration.

15. Click Next to accept the default temporary directory for executing scripts or enter another path and click Next.

Note:  An acceptable path contains no spaces.

The Set PowerShell execution policy page appears.
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16. Complete the Set PowerShell execution policy page in one of the following ways.

• To run Windows PowerShell scripts through this agent:

1.1 Select the Set PowerShell Execution Policy check box.
2.1 Browse to the PowerShell host location (if it differs from the displayed default).
3.1 Click Next.

• If you do not use Windows PowerShell, click Next.

The agent installation starts.
17. When the agent installation ends, click Finish.
18. (Windows only) To start the agent service, click Start, Programs, CA,  CA Process Automation Agent, Start

Agent service.
19. On the Configuration tab, click the Configuration Browser palette.
20. Click Refresh (or, log out and log back in).
21. Expand Agents and verify that your agent name is listed.

Note:  To use the agent host as a target, configure a touchpoint. To use the agent host as a gateway to a
remote host, configure a proxy touchpoint.

 Silent Agent Installation
 supports unattended (silent) agent installation to let administrators install agents remotely
on a host computer. You can use an unattended installation to include the agent in the initial
configuration routine for setting up new host computers. You can also use the unattended
installation to support installation through software delivery solutions.
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HID_Silent_Agent_Installation
CA Process Automation supports unattended (silent) agent installation to let administrators install agents remotely
on a host computer. You can use an unattended installation to include the agent in the initial configuration routine
for setting up new host computers. You can also use the unattended installation to support installation through
software delivery solutions.

When you enter the domain URL with -VdomainUrl=domain_url, the domain_url is:

http(s):<FQDN_of_Domain_Orchestrator>:<port_number>. 

Warning:  Enter the domain_url without /itpam/.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as Administrator to the server where the Domain Orchestrator is installed.
2. Verify that the Domain Orchestrator is running.

Note:  An unattended agent installer must still have connectivity to the Domain Orchestrator to install an agent
successfully.

3. Navigate to the following directory:

install_dir/server/c2o/.c2orepository/media

The media folder includes the following files:

• AgentInstaller
• AgentInstaller.sh
• AgentInstaller_64
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• AgentInstaller-hpux.sh
• CA_PAM_Agent_unix.sh
• CA_PAM_Agent_windows_32
• CA_PAM_Agent_windows_64

4. Locate two files for your operating system:

• Windows 32-bit:

• AgentInstaller.bat
• CA_PAM_Agent_windows_32.exe

• Windows 64-bit:

• AgentInstaller_64.bat
• CA_PAM_Agent_windows_64.exe

• UNIX and Linux:

• Agent Install.sh
• CA_PAM_Agent_unix.sh

• HP-UX:

• AgentInstaller-hpux.sh
• CA_PAM_Agent_unix.sh

5. Copy both files for your operating system to a directory on the host where you want to install the agent.
6. Log on to the host where you want to install the agent, then navigate to the directory where you copied the files

in Step 5.
7. (Optional) Run the agent installer without arguments to display help.
8. Use the following command-line arguments with the agent installer:

AgentInstaller.bat -VdomainUrl=domain_url -VacceptLicense=true [-
option1 -option2 ...]
AgentInstaller.sh -VdomainUrl=domain_url  - VacceptLicense=true[-
option1 -option2 ...]

For example:

-VdomainURL=https://domainserver.company.com:8443-
VacceptLicense=true
-VdomainURL=http://domainserver.company.com:8080

The agent installer accepts the following command-line options:

• - VlisteningAddress=hostname 
Defines the fully qualified domain name or IP address of the host on which you are installing the agent. This
option is required if your host has multiple network interfaces.

• -VdisplayName=display_name
Defines the name that is displayed for this agent.

• -VnodePort=port_number
Defines the host port to use.

• -VwinService=boolean
Specifies whether to install the agent as a Windows Service.

• -Vsys.installationDir=path
Defines the full path for the installation on the host.

• -VstartAgent=boolean
Specifies whether to start the agent after the installation is complete.
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• -VjavaHome=value
Defines the Java Home Location.

• -Vscripts.tmpDir=value
Defines the temporary directory in which to run the scripts.

• VcertPassword=value              
Defines the certificate password as configured in the Domain Orchestrator. This value is required when you
are using SSL or you are working in Secure mode.

• VisLookUpDNSForIP=boolean    
Specifies whether to look up the agent host name from DNS.

• jetty.ssl.ciphers=value      
Defines the list of comma-separated ciphers to use during Domain Orchestrator-to-agent communication.

• -VsetPowerShellExecPolicy=value
Specifies whether to run PowerShell scripts through CA Process Automation. The execution of PowerShell
scripts on a Windows platform requires execution policy setting to "Remote Signed".

• -VpowerShellPath=value
Specifies the PowerShell path on host machine.

• -VdeprecatedComms=boolean
Specifies the communication mode. Set the value to true to support the deprecated mode of communication.
Set the value to false to support the new mode of communication.

• -VuseGateway=boolean
(Optional) Specifies the parameter used to install the Gateway agent in silent mode. If you do not specify any
value or set the value to false, the agent is installed as a Gateway agent. Set the value to true to install the
agent as a remote agent.

Note:

When you install the remote agent in silent mode, ensure that the value of the domainURL parameter should be the
URL of the Gateway agent.

 Create an Agent Image
You can create an agent image from the existing installed agent. Use the agent image that you
create to install agents in an offline mode. You install agents to the same Domain or a different
Domain. In addition to installing new agents, you can use a batch file (ConfigureAgent.bat) or a
shell file (ConfigureAgent.sh) to configure the  agent image to a new domain.
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You can create an agent image from the existing installed agent. Use the agent image that you create to install
agents in an offline mode. You install agents to the same Domain or a different Domain. In addition to installing
new agents, you can use a batch file (ConfigureAgent.bat) or a shell file (ConfigureAgent.sh) to configure the CA
Process Automation agent image to a new domain.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install the Domain Orchestrator on the host system.
2. Install an agent interactively
3. Start the agent
4. Stop the agent
5. Create a zip file of the agent folder (an "agent image").

Note:

You can configure agents to a different Domain based on the following agent images:

• For agent images of secure agents, you can configure agents to a secure Domain only.
• For agent images of unsecure agents, you can configure agents to an unsecure Domain only.
• For the agent images of the agents that use simplified communication, you can configure agents to use only

simplified communication. You can make the agents that are configured to use simplified communication to use
deprecated communication. See Change Agent Configuration from Simplified to Deprecated Communication for
more information.

Example
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After you install a CA Process Automation agent, the agent installation wizard creates a folder at the
following location: <Agent_Installation_Location>/PAMAgent. You should create a zip file (PAMAgent.zip) of
the PAMAgent folder.

Use the agent image to Configure Agents to a Different Domain (or a new Domain).

 Configure an Agent to a Different Domain (Windows)
After you create an agent image, you can use the image to configure the agent to a different
Domain.
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After you create an agent image, you can use the image to configure the agent to a different Domain.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Unzip the zip file (PAMAgent.zip) of the agent folder (PAMAgent folder).
2. Access the ConfigureAgent.bat file.
3. (Optional) Run the ConfigureAgent.bat file without arguments to display help.
4. Use the following command-line arguments with the agent installer:

ConfigureAgent.bat domainUrl=<value> certPassword=<value> [options]

 domainUrl=value 
Specifies the URL of the domain server. For example, domainURL=http://domainserver.company.com:8080/

Note:

Do not append the context 'itpam' to the domainUrl.

 certPassword=value  

Defines the certificate password that is configured in the Domain. This value is applicable for only secured mode
of communication.
listeningAddress=value 

Specifies the address of the agent host name.
5. Verify that the agent is configured to a new domain by the following message:

The Agent is successfully configured with the Domain Orchestrator URL "domainUrl".

 Configure an Agent to a Different Domain (UNIX and Linux)
After you create an agent image, you can use the image to configure the agent to a different
Domain.
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After you create an agent image, you can use the image to configure the agent to a different Domain.

Follow these steps:

1. Unzip the zip file (PAMAgent.zip) of the agent folder (PAMAgent folder).
2. Access the ConfigureAgent.sh file.
3. (Optional) Run the ConfigureAgent.sh file without arguments to display help.
4. Use the following command-line arguments with the agent installer:

ConfigureAgent.sh domainUrl=<value> certPassword=<value> [options]

domainUrl=value
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Specifies the URL of the domain server. 
For example, domainURL=http://domainserver.company.com:8080/

Note:

Do not append the context 'itpam' to the domainUrl.

certPassword=value

Defines the certificate password that is configured in the Domain. This value is applicable for only secured mode
of communication.
listeningAddress=value Specifies the address of the agent host name.

5. Verify that the agent is configured to a new domain by the following message:

The Agent is successfully configured with the Domain Orchestrator URL "domainUrl".

 Post-installation Tasks for Agents
Post-installation tasks for agents are conditional.
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Post-installation tasks for agents are conditional.

• If a port conflict occurs after you install an agent, you can resolve the conflict.
• Consider that your site does not permit running agents with root privileges. Then, you can configure agents to

run as the standard low-privileged user.
• By default, agents that are installed with CA Process Automation 04.3.03 use deprecated communication. If you

use an Apache load balancer, see Administrating for information about configuring agents to use deprecated
communication.

Contents:

Resolve an Agent Port Conflict
Consider that a port becomes unavailable after an agent is installed. Then, use the appropriate method for your
operating environment to change the port assignment:

Windows
1. Navigate to the following directory on the host where the agent is installed:

agent_install_dir\.config

2. Open the following file in an editor:

OasisConfig.properties

3. Modify the following port assignment:

oasis.jxta.port=

4. Save, then close, the file.
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5. On the server where the Domain Orchestrator is installed, navigate to the following directory:

install_dir/server/c2o/.system

6. If the .c2o folder exists, remove it.

UNIX or Linux
Adjust the boot configuration.

Configure Agents to Run as the Standard Low-Privileged User
The programs that are described in this section apply to an agent installed on a host with a Windows operating
system. These programs:

• Create the standard user account that all CA Process Automation agents use.
• Assign the agent required rights on the local host.

Note:  These programs have not been validated to work with all Windows versions.

If these programs do not work on your Windows version, use the Group Policy Editor in the
Windows Administrative Tools to configure the settings manually.

Before you start, determine the user account user_name or group_name  . The user_name or group_name  is
used as a standard on all installed agents and Orchestrators. You can use an ordinary user account; the account
does not need to be a Domain account with Administrative rights.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command prompt. For example, Run cmd.
2. Navigate to the following directory:

agent_install_dir\PAMAgent\.c2orepository\public\tools 

3. Type the following command:

itpamsvcacct.bat user_name|group_name

The user account is created with the name you specified.
4. Type the following commands:

itpamassgnrights.exe user_name host_name + SeTcbPrivilege
itpamassgnrights.exe user_name host_name + SeCreateTokenPrivilege
itpamassgnrights.exe user_name host_name + SeServiceLogonRight
itpamassgnrights.exe user_name host_name + SeBatchLogonRight
itpamassgnrights.exe user_name host_name + SeAssignPrimaryTokenPrivilege
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Note:  You can type a single command with a space as a delimiter between rights. For example:

itpamassgnrights.exe user_name host_name + SeTcbPrivilege SeCreateTokenPrivilege SeServiceLogonRight SeBatchLogonRight SeAssignPrimaryTokenPrivilege

The user account that you specified has the privileges. The privileges are required to run the agent on the
specified local host.

Change Agent Configuration from Simplified to Deprecated Communication
If an agent is configured to use simplified communication, you can configure the agent to use deprecated
communication.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab and expand Agents on the Configuration Browser palette.
2. Select the agent for which to switch communication and click Lock.
3. Select the Properties tab for the selected agent.
4. Check the Use Deprecated Communication check box.
5. Select the agent and click Unlock.
6. Click Yes on the Unsaved Data dialog to save the changes.

The data of the agent is saved and the agent is configured to deprecated communication mode.

Configuring TLS Protocols for Agents with JDK 7 and Above
For the CA Process Automation agents, you can add the TLS_PROTOCOLS property in the
oasisconfig.properties file. The default value of the TLS_PROTOCOLS property for the CA Process Automation
agents is TLSv1. JDK 1.7 and above versions support the TLS Protocol of versions TLSv1.1 and TLSv1.2.

To use the TLSv1.1 and TLSv1.2 protocols, you need to add the comma separated protocol values in the
oasisconfig.properties file of the agent as follows:
TLS_PROTOCOLS=TLSv1,TLSv1.1,TLSv1.2

 Start or Restart Agents
Use the agent start or restart method for the operating system on the host that contains the
agent.
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Use the agent start or restart method for the operating system on the host that contains the agent.

After you upload files to the Agents folder from the Manage User Resources palette, restart the agents that
require the files you uploaded. Agents automatically restart when the host on which they are installed is restarted.
You can use third-party endpoint management software that can remotely restart services to restart agents on a
large scale.

Microsoft Windows
Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Windows host on which an agent is installed.
2. From the Start menu, select Programs, CA,  CA Process Automation Agent, Start Agent Service.
3. Log off the host.

UNIX or Linux
Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the UNIX or Linux host on which an agent is installed.
2. Change directories to:
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usr/local/CA/PAMAgent/pamagent

3. Run the following command:

./c2oagtd.sh start

The agent starts.

 Stop the Agents
You can stop any agent in your  Domain that resides on a host with a Windows, UNIX, or Linux
operating system.
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You can stop any agent in your CA Process Automation Domain that resides on a host with a Windows, UNIX, or
Linux operating system.

Microsoft Windows
Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Windows host where the agent is installed.
2. From the Start menu, select Programs, CA,  CA Process Automation Agent, Stop Agent Service.
3. Log off the host.

UNIX or Linux
Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the UNIX or Linux host where the agent is installed.
2. Change directories to:

usr/local/CA/PAMAgent/pamagent

3. Run the following command:

./c2oagtd.sh stop

The agent stops.

 Install a Gateway Agent
To enable communication between an orchestrator and an agent, you need to open TCP ports
on both the orchestrator and the agent. Consider an environment where you deploy multiple
agents with agents existing behind a firewall. In this environment, there is a challenge to expose
the non-standard TCP ports (7003) of all agents to the outside world.
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To enable communication between an orchestrator and an agent, you need to open TCP ports on both the
orchestrator and the agent. Consider an environment where you deploy multiple agents with agents existing behind
a firewall. In this environment, there is a challenge to expose the non-standard TCP ports (7003) of all agents to the
outside world.
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This challenge is fixed by opening the non-standard TCP port of only one agent, which acts as a Gateway agent.
Now, the TCP port of the Gateway agent is exposed to the outside world. Opening port only on the Gateway agent
enables a two-way communication between the remote agents and the orchestrator through the Gateway agent. 

The communication between the remote agents and the domain orchestrator is illustrated as follows:

Figure 7: Install a Gateway Agent

The Gateway agent is similar to any agent and routes the request or response from Domain Orchestrator to remote
agents and vice-versa. Here, the port number, 7003 is opened only on the Gateway agent, instead of opening the
port on all remote agents.

Installing a Gateway Agent
While installing the Gateway agent using the CA Process Automation agent installer, in the Domain URL screen, in
the Communications Routing Model, select the Direct To Orchestrators (Typical) drop-down. The Enter Domain
URL value is populated.

Installing a Remote Agent
While installing the remote agents using the CA Process Automation agent installer, in the Domain URL screen,
in the Communications Routing Model, select the via Gateway Agent (Deprecated) drop-down. In the Enter
Gateway Agent URL field, enter the host name where you have installed the Gateway agent as follows: http://
<hostname_where_you_have_installed_Gateway_agent>:7003. For example, http://sinra22:7003/.

Note:

The Remote and Gateway agents do not work in secure communication and do not support the new mode of
communication.

After installing the remote agent, select a remote agent listed under Agents in the Configuration Browser pane. You
can verify that the corresponding Gateway agent name of the selected remote agent is displayed in the Properties
tab.

http://hostname:7003.
http://hostname:7003.
http://sinra22:7003/
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Changing the Gateway Agent
If you want to change the Gateway agent of the remote agent, you need to reinstall the remote agent. 

When you reinstall the remote agent using the CA Process Automation agent installer, in the Domain URL screen,
in the Communications Routing Model, select the via Gateway Agent (Deprecated) drop-down. In the Enter
Gateway Agent URL field, specify a different Gateway URL.

 Install a Cluster Node for the Domain Orchestrator
 
catpa04305
 

Users with PAMAdmin privileges can optionally add cluster nodes to a Domain Orchestrator. Clustering helps to
balance the processing load across the hosts that are clustered. Clustering is a good way to promote the high
availability. For the Domain Orchestrator to be eligible for clustering, you must install a load balancer before you
install the Domain Orchestrator.

 

 Graphical User Interface Installation
Verify the completion of the prerequisites for installing a cluster node for the Domain
Orchestrator. Then, install the cluster node.
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HID_Install_a_Cluster_Node_for_the_Domain_Orchestrator
Verify the completion of the prerequisites for installing a cluster node for the Domain Orchestrator. Then, install the
cluster node.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the server on which to install the Domain Orchestrator cluster node.
2. Browse to the Domain Orchestrator URL and log in.

https://Load-Balancer-hostname:8443/itpamhttp://Load-Balancer-
hostname:8080/itpam

3. Click the Configuration tab.
4. Click the Installation palette.
5. Click Install for Install Cluster Node For Domain Orchestrator.

Note:  When installing with AdoptOpenJDK, launch the installation.jnlp with Adopt IcedTea-Web.
6. If the digital signature cannot be verified, click Run to start the installation.
7. On the Welcome to the CA Process Automation 3rd Party Installer Setup wizard, click Next.
8. Accept the license agreement, then click Next.
9. Define the destination directory for the Domain Orchestrator node, then click Next.

If the directory does not exist, the installer creates it.
10. On the Prerequisites for CA Process Automation Installation screen, click Next.
11. On the Completing the CA Process Automation Setup wizard for prerequisites, verify that the Use

Domain check box is selected.
The installation process uses the information that is gathered from the Domain Orchestrator installation.
The Use Domain check box does not typically change during the installation, but if new information is
required, select it and enter the information.

12. Click Finish to start the cluster node installation for the Domain Orchestrator.
13. On the CA Process Automation Domain Setup Wizard Welcome screen, click Next.
14. Accept the license agreement, then click Next.
15. Accept the displayed path and click Next or browse to the Java Home Directory, select it, and click Next.

The JDK is validated, and the Orchestrator installation starts. Copying the configuration files can take some
time.

16. Complete the Configuration screen by providing the following details, then click Next. 
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1.1 Support Secure Communication, select the Type of Server.
2.1 Configure Load balancer, if the Domain Orchestrator is a clustered Orchestrator.
3.1 Configure Disaster Recovery, select the Disaster Node Type. For more information, see How to Use the

Disaster Recovery Plan.
17. Complete the Configure CA SiteMinder screen, then click Next.
18. View the Company Name, then click Next.
19. Enter the certificate password, then click Next.
20. Verify the entries on the Orchestrator General Properties, then click Next. Most of the settings are derived

from the Domain Orchestrator installation.
21. Define a Start Menu Folder, then click Next.
22. View the PowerShell settings.
23. View the  CA Embedded Entitlements Manager Security settings, then click Next.
24. View the Repository (Library) data store database settings, then click Next.
25. View the Run-time data store database settings, then click Next.
26. View the Reporting data store database settings, then click Next.

The Domain Orchestrator cluster node installation starts. Monitor the progress messages.
27. The Completing the CA Process Automation Domain Setup Wizard screen appears, click Finish when the

installation is complete.

 Unattended Installation
CA Process Automation provides an option to install a node in a cluster setup silently, or
unattended, by using a response file. The response file contains various predefined parameters
for use during the installation process. After you create a response file, you can edit and run the
installation script file to start the installation.
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CA Process Automation provides an option to install a node in a cluster setup silently, or unattended, by using a
response file. The response file contains various predefined parameters for use during the installation process.
After you create a response file, you can edit and run the installation script file to start the installation.

The root folder of DVD1 contains an example response file. CA Technologies recommend that you base your
response file on a copy of the example response file.

Create a Response File
A silent CA Process Automation installation requires a response file. Consider the following information as you
create the response file:

• Do not change the variable names; the installation uses the existing variable names.
• To specify folder locations, use forward slashes (/) as directory separators.
• Use the pound sign (#) to comment out variables that you do not want to use.
• To review errors, see the following installation log:

${install_dir}/server/c2o/installation.log

 Follow these steps: 

1. Insert CA Process Automation installation Disc 1 or browse to the location where you previously copied the
installation files from the installation media.

2. Open the DVD1 folder.
3. Open the following file.

response_add_node_domain.varfile

4. Provide the appropriate parameter values. The varfile includes parameter descriptions.

 Example: 
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#workerName This variable specifies the worker name of this Domain Orchestrator.
#Example workerName=node2
workerName=node2

5. Save the varfile to the path that contains the silent installation script file.
The response file is created.

Required Parameters in the response_add_node_domain.varfile
The root folder of DVD1 contains an example response file. The following parameters are required to complete an
unattended CA Process Automation installation. Parameters that are not included in this list are optional.

•  License

• thirdPartyLicenseAccepted
• licenseAccepted

•  Install Location
sys.installationDir

•  Java Location
javaHome

•  DVD2 Location
downloadFromDomain

•  Load Balancer
workerName=node2

•  nodeCommsV2Port
 
The parameter defines the port that is used for simplified communications for the Domain Orchestrator.

Run or Edit the Silent Installation Script File
After you create the response file, use one of the following options to start the silent installation:

• Run the silent installation script file and pass the parameters through the command prompt. This option is the
best practice when you are installing a single Orchestrator.

• Edit the installation script file parameters, then run the script. This option is the best practice when you are
installing multiple Orchestrators.

Use the installation script file that is appropriate for your operating environment:

Note:

For UNIX, if you run the installation script file with a dollar sign ($) in a parameter, prefix the dollar sign ($) with a
backslash (\). For example, if the database password is 'abc$123', enter the parameter as 'abc\$123'.

 Windows 

•  Usage 

Silent_Install_windows.bat addDomainNode -VcertPassword=<password> 

 UNIX 

•  Usage 

Silent_Install_unix.sh addDomainNode -VcertPassword=<password>

The installation scripts include the following parameters:

•  -VcertPassword=value 
 
Defines the password that controls access to the keys that encrypt passwords.
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 Install CA Process Automation Solution Suite
Install CA Process Automation Solution Suite
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This scenario describes how a solution administrator or a solution developer can install the CA Process
Automation Solution Suite component. The CA Process Automation Solution Suite lets you access the following
web applications included in the Solution Suite:
CA Process Automation Solution Studio
Solution developer uses this web application to build solutions.
CA Process Automation Solution Server
Solution administrator uses this web application to deploy the solutions that are created in the solution studio.
CA Process Automation End User UX
Solution user with limited access privileges uses this web application to use the solutions.

For more information about the CA Process Automation Solution Suite, refer the following sections: Solution Suite,
Understanding Solutions, Understanding Solution Studio, and Understanding Solution Server.

The following illustration describes how to install CA Process Automation Solution Suite:

Figure 8: Install CA process Automation Solution Suite

 Prerequisites to Install the Solution Suite
Prerequisites to Install the Solution Suite
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As a prerequisite to installing the Solution Suite, follow these steps:

1. Install CA Process Automation. Ensure that the CA Process Automation Domain Orchestrator is up and running.
2. Install JRE 1.8.x or above on the system where you want to install CA Process Automation Solution Suite.

 Install the Solution Suite 01.0.01
Install the Solution Suite 01.0.01
catpa04305

Warning:  You can install the CA Process Automation Solution Suite using the interactive installation wizard
on the Windows platform only.
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Follow these steps:

1. Copy the CA Process Automation Solution Suite media folder from the Developer Kit > CA Process
Automation Solution Suite folder location to a temporary location.

2. Run the CA_PA_Solution_Studio_windows_1_0.exe.
The License Agreement page appears.

3. Read the license agreement, select I Accept the Terms of the License Agreement, and click Next.
The Select Destination Directory page opens. Windows hosts use the following default path:

C:\Program Files\CA\CA PA Solution Suite

4. Click Next to accept the default or enter the desired destination directory, and then click Next.
The General Properties page opens.

5. Complete the General Properties page as follows and click Next:
Java Runtime Environment
Displays the default JRE Location (1.8.x). Enter the desired path.

Note:

Ensure that the JRE path does not have leading or trailing spaces.

Require https
Enables you to set the communication mode for CA Process Automation Solution Suite to secure mode.
Port
Displays the default port as 8080. Enter the desired port number. 

Note:  By default, the CA Process Automation Solution Suite uses the port 8080 during installation.

Start CA Process Automation Solution Suite after install
If you select this check box, the CA Process Automation Solution Suite starts after installation.
The CA Process Automation Details page appears.

6. Complete the CA Process Automation Details page as follows and click Next:

1.1 Enter the PAM Domain Orchestrator URL in the format: http(s)://<CA Process Automation Server
Host>:<port>.

2.1 Enter PAM Username
3.1 Enter PAM Password

The Embedded Entitlements Manager (EEM) Details page appears.
7. Provide the EEM details that are used for CA Process Automation installation as follows and then click Next:

1.1 EEM Hostname which CA Process Automation uses.
2.1 EEM Application Name which is used while installing CA Process Automation.
3.1 EEM Username (Default = EiamAdmin).
4.1 EEM Password

The CA Process Automation Solution Suite installation begins.
8. The installation wizard displays the installation success message.
9. Click Finish.

 Verify the Installation
Verify the Installation
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Verify that the CA Process Automation Solution Suite is installed by accessing the following URLs of the system
using pamadmin credentials:

•  CA Process Automation Solution Studio:

http(s)://<hostname>:<port>/PASS/SolutionStudio
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•  CA Process Automation Solution Studio Administration Console:

http(s)://<hostname>:<port>/PASS/SolutionServer

An administrator can check if the CA Process Automation Solution Suite is installed in a secure or an unsecure
mode.

Check the following entry in the server.xml file in the  <CA Process Automation Solution Suite Installation
Directory>/conf  folder:

 For an Unsecure Mode: 

<Connector connectionTimeout="20000" port="9191" protocol="HTTP/1.1"
 redirectPort="8443"/>

 For a Secure Mode: 

<Connector port="${port}" maxThreads="150" scheme="https"
 secure="true" SSLEnabled="true" keystoreFile="${keystorePath}"
 keystorePass="${keystoreId}" clientAuth="false" keyAlias="${alias}"
 sslProtocol="TLS"/>

 Tune CA Process Automation
You can tune the performance of  by performing the following tasks:
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You can tune the performance of CA Process Automation by performing the following tasks:

Improve Performance
Consider the following guidelines for maximizing CA Process Automation performance:

Convert each standalone Orchestrator to a cluster
Adding a second node can improve performance by up to 80 percent. The amount of improvement depends on
many variables, including the CA Process Automation content being run.

Content
• Global Datasets

Minimize the references to global datasets because access to them is serialized. Only one object can access a
dataset at a time. This guideline applies to writes (not reads). The best practice is to make a process-level copy of
the required data and then refer to that process dataset.

• Inline processes
Limit starting processes inline to cases in which both of the following criteria are true:

• The inline process contains fewer than 10 operators.
• The inline process is not called in a loop.

CPUs
To determine which nodes could best benefit from added CPUs or cores, monitor CPU usage on all Orchestrator
nodes.

• Add more CPUs or cores as required.
• When running in a virtual environment, dedicate the CPUs to the CA Process Automation VMs.
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Memory
• When running in a virtual environment, dedicate the RAM to the CA Process Automation VMs.
• To determine whether more RAM is necessary, monitor the process memory usage on all Orchestrator nodes.

VM server optimization
Refer to your VM server vendor for information about how to boost performance.

Database optimization and maintenance
Refer to your database server vendor for information about how to boost and maintain the CA Process Automation
database performance. Relevant information typically includes how to reindex databases, update statistics, and
monitor and maintain the data storage file system.

VMware
If you use VMware, change the virtual NIC from E1000 to VMXNET3. This change typically improves performance
and reliability.

JVM Tuning
You can increase the JVM memory size of the CA Process Automation process.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the server where an Orchestrator is installed.
2. Navigate to the following folder:

install_dir/server/c2o/bin/

3. Open the following file:

c2osvcw.conf

4. Edit the following parameters as shown:

wrapper.java.additional.7=-
XX:PermSize=256mwrapper.java.additional.8=-
XX:MaxPermSize=768mwrapper.java.initmemory=4096wrapper.java.maxmemory=4096

Note:  The wrapper.java.initmemory and the wrapper.java.maxmemory values must be identical. If more
memory is required and available on the server, you can change these values.

5. Save the updated c2osvcw.conf file.

 Use CA SiteMinder
stmndr provides Single Sign-On (SSO) capabilities for  across single- and multiple-cookie
domains. SSO lets users access applications across different web servers and platforms while
entering their credentials only once in each session.
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CA SiteMinder® provides Single Sign-On (SSO) capabilities for CA Process Automation across single- and
multiple-cookie domains. SSO lets users access applications across different web servers and platforms while
entering their credentials only once in each session.

Contents:

 Configure a CA Siteminder Policy Server Web Agent
To configure stmndr, access the stmndr Policy Server Administrative UI.
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To configure CA SiteMinder®, access the CA SiteMinder® Policy Server Administrative UI.

Note:

See the  CA SiteMinder® Policy Server Configuration Guide for more information.

Warning:  Before you configure CA SiteMinder® for CA Process Automation, consult your CA SiteMinder®
administrator. Your company could have established policies for selecting or creating Domains, naming
conventions for other entities, or other site-specific security considerations.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an Agent configuration Object in the Infrastructure Section of the CA SiteMinder® Administrative UI.
Select ApacheDefaultSettings.

Note:

Add the required properties, if the properties do not exist.

• Navigate to the BadUrlChars property of the Web Agent and remove "/." and "//" from the property.
• Navigate to the IgnoreExt property and remove ".gif,.jpg,.jpeg,.png" from the property value.
• Add LogoffUri property and set it to "/itpam/Logout".
• Uncomment the DefaultAgentName property and set it to the appropriate 4.x Web Agent.

2. Create a Host Configuration Object. Select ApacheDefaultSettings or IISDefaultSettings, depending on which
web agent the web servers host.

3. Create a user Directory Object in the Infrastructure Section of the CA SiteMinder® Administrative UI.
4. Create or select a domain in the Domain section of the CA SiteMinder® Administrative UI.
5. Create a Realm in the Domain section of the CA SiteMinder® Policy Server UI.
6. In the new Realm, perform the following tasks:

1.1 Specify the correct Agent name
2.1 Set the resource filter to "/itpam"
3.1 Select Protected in the Default Resource Protection section

7. In the new Realm, create a rule with Resource as "*" so that the resource looks like web_agent/itpam* and
select all in the Actions section.

Note:  To define this rule in the Policies section, add it to an existing or new policy. See the  CA SiteMinder®
Policy Server Configuration Guide.

8. Create a subrealm for each of the following URLs and select Unprotected in the Default Resource Protection
section:

• /swaref.xsd
• /genericNoSecurity
• /images
• /StartAgent
• /itpamclient
• /newWelcome.jsp
• /ServerConfigurationRequestServlet
• /MirroringRequestProcessor
• /soapAttachment
• /AgentConfigurationRequestServlet
• /soap
• /css
• /js

9. Create a policy in the Policies section and add the rule that you created in Step 7 to the policy.
See the  CA SiteMinder® Policy Server Configuration Guide.

10. (Optional) Use the default values to create a custom response variable and use it as the SSO Authentication
Parameter.

1.1 Create a custom response attribute pamuser of the type WebAgent-HTTP-Header-Variable.
2.1 Set the Variable Value as the parameter used for LDAP/ActiveDirectory user ID.
3.1 Add this custom response to the rule mentioned in Step 9.
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Note:  During the CA Process Automation installation, specify the header parameter pamuser as the
SSO Authentication Parameter with SSO Authentication Type as Header. See the  CA SiteMinder®
Policy Server Configuration Guide.

 Configure a CA Siteminder Secure Proxy Server
Consider that you have to configure stmndr Secure Proxy Server (stmndr SPS) for . Then,
access the stmndr Secure Proxy Server Administrative UI.
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Consider that you have to configure CA SiteMinder® Secure Proxy Server (CA SiteMinder® SPS) for CA Process
Automation. Then, access the CA SiteMinder® Secure Proxy Server Administrative UI.

Warning:

Before you configure CA SiteMinder® SPS for CA Process Automation, consult your CA
SiteMinder® Administrator. Your company could have established policies for the following tasks:

• Selecting or creating Domains
• Naming conventions for other entities
• Or, other site-specific security considerations

Follow these steps: 

1. Install CA SiteMinder® SPS. See  CA SiteMinder® Secure Proxy Server Administration Guide. 
2. Configure the CA SiteMinder® Policy Server Objects.
3. Locate the proxyrules.xml file of the CA SiteMinder® SPS in the following location:

$SecureProxyInstallLoc/proxy-engine/conf

4. Add the following rules in the <nete:proxyrules> tag:

Note:

Provide the appropriate rules that are based on the setup environment as follows:

For a cluster environment, the request is forwarded to the loadbalancer. You provide the following rule with
loadbalancer details: 

<nete:forward>http://<loadbalancer hostname:port >$0</nete:forward>

For a Standalone domain, the request is forwarded to a standalone domain. You provide the following rule with
standalone details:

<nete:forward>http://<standalone domain hostname:8080>$0</
nete:forward>

Non-Secure Communications using CA SiteMinder SPS: 

For a cluster environment in a non-secure proxy server environment, add the following rule:

   <nete:cond criteria="beginswith" type="uri">
               <nete:case value="/itpam/">
          <nete:forward>http:// <loadbalancer hostname:port>$0</nete:forward> 
       </nete:case>
       <nete:case value="/itpam">
         <nete:forward>http:// <loadbalancer hostname:port>/itpam/</nete:forward>
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       </nete:case>
    <nete:case value="/birt">
        <nete:forward>http:// <loadbalancer hostname:port>$0</nete:forward>
       </nete:case>
        <nete:case value="/ucf/BrokerService">  
        <nete:forward>http://<loadbalancerhost>:<loadbalancer port for REST services>$0</nete:forward>  
       </nete:case> 
        <nete:case value="/node/rest/CA:00074_CA:00074:01">
       <nete:forward>http://<loadbalancerhost>:<lb port for REST services>$0</nete:forward>
       </nete:case>
       <nete:default>
          <nete:forward>http://www.ca.com/</nete:forward>
       </nete:default>  
   </nete:cond>

Note:

Define the loadbalancerhost name as an FQDN hostname. For example, loadbalancer12.ca.com is an FQDN
hostname.

For a Standalone environment in a non-secure proxy server environment, add the following rule:

<nete:cond criteria="beginswith" type="uri"><nete:case
 value="/itpam/"><nete:forward>http://<standalone domain
 hostname:8080>$0</nete:forward></nete:case><nete:case value="/
itpam"><nete:forward>http://<standalone domain hostname:8080>/
itpam/</nete:forward></nete:case><nete:default><nete:forward>http://
www.ca.com/</nete:forward></nete:default> </nete:cond>

 Secure Communications using CA SiteMinder® SPS: 

Note:  To configure CA SiteMinder® SPS for secure communications, see the  CA SiteMinder® Secure Proxy
Server Administration Guide.

For a cluster environment in a secure environment, configure CA SiteMinder® SPS as follows:

1. Add the following rule:

  <nete:cond criteria="beginswith" type="uri">
              <nete:case value="/itpam/">
         <nete:forward>https:// <loadbalancer hostname:port>$0</nete:forward> 
      </nete:case>
      <nete:case value="/itpam">
        <nete:forward>https:// <loadbalancer hostname:port>/itpam/</nete:forward>
      </nete:case>
   <nete:case value="/birt">
       <nete:forward>https:// <loadbalancer hostname:port>$0</nete:forward>
      </nete:case>
  <nete:case value="/ucf/BrokerService">
  <nete:forward>https://<loadbalancerhost>:<loadbalancer port for REST services>$0</nete:forward>
    </nete:case>
       <nete:case value="/node/rest/CA:00074_CA:00074:01">
       <nete:forward>https://<loadbalancerhost>:<lb port for REST services>$0</nete:forward>
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      </nete:case>
        <nete:default>
         <nete:forward>http://www.ca.com/</nete:forward>
      </nete:default>  
  </nete:cond>

Note:  Define the loadbalancerhost name as an FQDN host name. For example, loadbalancer12 .ca.com  is
an FQDN host name.

2. If CA Process Automation is in secure mode, configure CA SiteMinder® SPS in secure mode. See the CA
SiteMinderCA SiteMinder® Secure Proxy Server Administration Guide for more information.

3. For secure mode, generate the CA Process Automation certificate. For more information, see the Generate
SSL Certificates sub-section in the NGINX Load Balancer Prerequisites section.

4. Copy the content of the CA Process Automation certificate (c2ocert.pem) and append it to the certificate bundle
file (ca-bundle.cert) at the following location:

<CA SiteMinder SPS Installation_dir>\SSL\certs\ca-bundle.cert

Note:

Consider that you integrate SPS with a CA Process Automation cluster using an Apache load balancer in secure
communication. Then, add the Apache certificates to the SPS cert bundle.

5. Restart CA SiteMinder® SPS.

Note:

To use CA SiteMinder® SPS with CA Process Automation, configure the SSO details in the configuration screen
during the CA Process Automation installation.

By default, CA Process Automation uses SSO Authentication Type as Header and Authentication Parameter
as sm_user. CA Process Automation Installation and Upgrade do not support CA SiteMinder® Web Agent on
Apache and IIS. CA Process Automation Installation and upgrade use only CA SiteMinder® SPS. When you
upgrade CA Process Automation, provide the CA SiteMinder® SPS details to use SSO instead of Web Agent on
Apache. For more information, see Install the Domain Orchestrator.

 Configure CA EEM Server to Point to CA SiteMinder Policy Server Objects
To configure CA EEM server to point to CA SiteMinder Policy Server objects, access the CA
EEM Administrator UI.
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To configure CA EEM server to point to CA SiteMinder Policy Server objects, access the CA EEM Administrator UI.

Note:  See the CA EEM Online Help for more information.

 Enable SSO Logout
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config

2. Double-click the OasisConfig.properties file.
3. Change the ALLOW_SSO_LOGOUT parameter to true.

http://ca.com/
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 Load Balancers for Orchestrator Clustering
 supports deprecated communication and simplified communication between agents and
Orchestrators.
catpa04305
 CA Process Automation supports deprecated communication and simplified communication between agents and
Orchestrators.

• Apache Load Balancer

Supports only deprecated communication.
• NGINX Load Balancer

Supports both simplified communication and deprecated communication.
• F5 Load Balancer

Supports both simplified communication and deprecated communication.

If you plan to cluster an Orchestrator in the future:

1. Set up a load balancer.
2. Install the Orchestrator.
3. Configure the Orchestrator as node1.

 Load Balancer Communication
Note:

Consider the recommendations in the following table when you configure the following communication attributes:

•  Install the Domain Orchestrator, Support Secure Communication: Selected is Secure; Cleared is
Unsecure.

•  Install an Agent Interactively, Use Deprecated Communication: Selected is Deprecated, Cleared is
Simplified.

 Secure or Basic (Unsecure)  Deprecated or Simplified  Recommended Load Balancers 

Secure (HTTPS) Deprecated Apache (Windows)

Apache (UNIX/Linux)

F5

Secure (HTTPS) Simplified F5

Unsecure (HTTP) Deprecated Apache (Windows)

Apache (UNIX/Linux)

F5

Unsecure (HTTP) Simplified NGINX (UNIX/Linux)

F5

 

 Contents: 

  

 Configure Apache Load Balancer
Contents:
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Note:

The Apache load balancer does not support the simplified communication method for agents. To take advantage of
simplified communication, use NGINX or another web socket-based load balancer.
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If you use the deprecated communication method, install and configure the Apache load balancer.

Contents:

 Apache Load Balancer Prerequisites
A clustered Orchestrator is a set of nodes that appear and act as a single Orchestrator and
use a shared library. You can cluster any  Orchestrator for high availability, fault tolerance, and
scalability.
catpa04305
A clustered Orchestrator is a set of nodes that appear and act as a single Orchestrator and use a shared library.
You can cluster any CA Process Automation Orchestrator for high availability, fault tolerance, and scalability.

Clustering any Orchestrator, including the Domain Orchestrator, requires a load balancer such as the Apache
HTTP Server. A load balancer is not part of the CA Process Automation installation.

Although you can configure the load balancer on the same host as an Orchestrator node, the load balancer more
typically resides on a separate host.

A load balancer is only required for an Orchestrator in a clustered configuration and in specific Single Sign-On
(SSO) configurations.

Warning:  If you install an Orchestrator without first installing and configuring a load balancer, you cannot
cluster that Orchestrator later.

 Configure Apache for Basic Communication (Windows)
Follow these steps:
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Note:  You can use a load balancer other than Apache. However, a CA Process Automation Orchestrator requires
that some classes of request be directed to a specific node in the clustered Orchestrator. Therefore, simple load
balancing is insufficient.

  

Install a Load Balancer and Prepare Configuration Templates (Windows)
The CA Process Automation installation media includes the ApacheConfig.zip sample configuration file for the
Apache load balancer. Use the sample configuration file as a starting point for configuration.

The following instructions assume that an Apache 2.2 load balancer is dedicated to CA Process Automation. Install
an Apache load balancer, then, extract files from the CA Process Automation ApacheConfTemplates.zip file to
the apache_install_dir\Conf folder.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the host where the load balancer is to run.
The load balancer typically is not on the same host as the Domain Orchestrator. However, the host with the
Domain Orchestrator must be routable from the load balancer.

2. Download and install the latest Apache load balancer with SSL support. Follow the vendor instructions.
3. Download the mod_jk.so file for the Apache version that you installed.

Warning:   CA Technologies recommends that you download the latest version.

4. Copy the mod_jk.so file to the following folder:

apache_install_dir\modules

5. Navigate to the following folder on the CA Process Automation installation media:

install_dir\DVD1\ApacheConfTemplates
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6. Extract the following files from ApacheConfig.zip:

mod-jk.confhttpd-
proxy.confuriworkermap.propertiesworkers.propertieshttpd
 VIRTUALHOST_EXAMPLE FILE

Note:  The extracted httpd VIRTUALHOST_EXAMPLE FILE file contains text that you can cut and paste to the
Apache httpd file when you configure secure communications. The required text is also in the documentation.

7. Copy the extracted files to the apache_install_dir\conf folder.

Note:  If you have no Apache 2.2 load balancer, merge the configuration information in the example template
properties and Conf files with your existing files. As a precaution, back up your files before you modify them.

Configure Basic Communication
You can configure a load balancer for basic communication with the nodes of the Domain Orchestrator or other
Orchestrators.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the following folder:

apache_install_dir\conf 

This folder contains the worker.properties and mod-jk.conf files.
2. Open the workers.properties file.
3. To add the first node, define nodename1 that begins with the following line:

Note:

Ensure that the nodename that you provide in a cluster setup is always unique (for example, nodename1,
nodename2, nodename3).

worker.nodename1.host=Enter nodename1 hostname here

In this line, replace Enter nodename hostname here with one of the following valid values:

• The IP address
• The FQDN
• The DNS alias that resolves to the host where you are installing the initial Domain Orchestrator node

The valid value is the same that is used for Server Host when you install the Domain Orchestrator.
4. Save and close the worker.properties file.
5. Open the mod-jk.conf file.
6. Uncomment the following line:

# JkMountFile conf/uriworkermap.properties

7. Save and close the mod-jk.conf file.
8. Open the httpd.conf file.
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9. Add the following entry at the bottom of the httpd.conf file:

#Load balancing moduleInclude conf/mod-jk.conf

10. Save and close the httpd.conf file.

 Configure Apache for Basic Communication (Non-Windows)
Follow these steps:
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Note:  You can use a load balancer other than Apache. However, a CA Process Automation Orchestrator requires
that some request classes be directed to a specific node in the clustered Orchestrator. Therefore, simple load
balancing is insufficient.

 

Install a Load Balancer and Prepare Configuration Templates (Non-Windows)
The CA Process Automation installation media includes the ApacheConfig.zip sample configuration file for the
Apache load balancer. Use the sample configuration file as a starting point for configuration.

The following instructions assume that an Apache 2.2 load balancer is dedicated to CA Process Automation. Install
an Apache load balancer, then, extract files from the CA Process Automation ApacheConfTemplates zip file to
the apache_install_dir\Conf folder.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the host where the load balancer is to run.
The load balancer typically is not on the same host as your Domain Orchestrator. However, the host with the
Domain Orchestrator must be routable from the load balancer.

2. Download and install the latest Apache Load Balancer. For example, navigate to the extracted folder and run the
following commands:

./configure -prefix=<install location>-enable-so -enable-mods-
shared=all -enable-mod-rewrite --with-z=<zlib home>--with-included-
apr  --with-mpm=worker --enable-ssl --with-ssl=<ssl home>MakeMake
 install

3. To build a mod_jk module, download and install the Tomcat connector. For example, navigate to:

<Tomcat connector extracted location>/native/ 

and run the following commands:

./configure --with-apxs=<install location>/bin/apxsmakemake install

4. Verify that the Apache server is running.
5. Navigate to the following folder on the CA Process Automation installation media:

install_dir\DVD1\ApacheConfTemplates
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6. Extract the following files from ApacheConfig.zip:

mod-jk.confhttpd-
proxy.confuriworkermap.propertiesworkers.propertieshttpd
 VIRTUALHOST_EXAMPLE FILE

Note:  The extracted httpd file contains text that you can cut and paste to the Apache httpd file when you
configure secure communications. The required text is also in the documentation.

7. Copy the extracted files to the apache_install_dir\conf folder.

Configure Basic Communication
You can configure a load balancer for basic communication with the nodes of the Domain Orchestrator or other
Orchestrators.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the following folder:

apache_install_dir\conf 

This folder contains the worker.properties and mod-jk.conf files.
2. Open the workers.properties file.
3. To add the first node, define nodename1 that begins with the following line:

Note:

Ensure that the nodename that you provide in a cluster setup is always unique (for example, nodename1,
nodename2, nodename3). 

worker.nodename1.host=Enter nodename1 hostname here

In this line, replace Enter nodename1 hostname here with one of the following valid values:

• The IP address
• The FQDN
• The DNS alias that resolves to the host where you are installing the initial Domain Orchestrator node

The valid value is the same that is used for Server Host when you install the Domain Orchestrator.
4. Save and close the worker.properties file.
5. Open the mod-jk.conf file.
6. Uncomment the following line:

# JkMountFile conf/uriworkermap.properties

7. Save and close the mod-jk.conf file.
8. Open the httpd.conf file.
9. Add the following entry at the bottom of the httpd.conf file:

#Load balancing moduleInclude conf/mod-jk.conf

10. Save and close the httpd.conf file.
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 Configure Apache for Secure Communication (Windows)
The following pages provide instructions for installing and configuring the Apache Load
Balancer in the secure mode: 
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The following pages provide instructions for installing and configuring the Apache Load Balancer in the secure
mode: 

•  Configure Secure Communication (Windows) 

•  Poodle Vulnerability 

Configure Secure Communication (Windows)
You can configure a load balancer for secure communication. In the following steps, certloc denotes your
certificate location.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install a load balancer and prepare configuration templates.
2. Open the workers.properties file.
3. To add the first node, define nodename1 that begins with the following line:

Note:

Ensure that the nodename that you provide in a cluster setup is always unique (for example, nodename1,
nodename2, nodename3).

worker.nodename1.host=Enter nodename1 hostname here

In this line, replace Enter nodename1 hostname here with one of the following valid values:

• The IP address
• The fully qualified Domain name (FQDN)
• The DNS alias that resolves to the host where you are installing the initial Domain Orchestrator node.

The valid value is the same that is used for Server Host when installing the Domain Orchestrator.
4. Save and close the worker.properties file.
5. Review CA default locations in the openssl file in the following directory:

apache_install_location/conf

6. Create or get a certificate file and private key file with a Common Name that matches the ServerName in
httpd.conf.
For example, the following steps show how to use the openssl utility that the Apache load balancer provides
to create a certificate file. Other options control certificate expiration, file names, and algorithms. If your site
has special requirements, see the vendor documentation.

1.1 Open a command prompt.
2.1 Change directories to the Apache bin folder:

cd apache_install_location/bin
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3.1 Create a Certificate Signing Request file (CSR) and PEM files. To do so, type the following command,
where  mypamserver  is a name of your choice:

openssl req -config ../conf/openssl.cnf -new -out mypamserver.csr

You are prompted for the PEM file passphrase and other identifying information.

• You can accept default values for most identifying information. For example, Country Name, State or
Province Name, Locality Name, Organization Name, and Organization Unit Name. To leave a field
blank, enter a period (.).

• When the Common Name prompt appears, enter the host name portion of ServerName as the value
in apache_install_location/conf/httpd.conf.
For example, if ServerName in httpd.conf has the value myhost.mycompany.com:80,
specify myhost.mycompany.com as the Common Name.

• The following fields are optional: Email address, dir, a challenge password, and an optional company
name.

The Apache load balancer creates mypamserver.csr and privkey.pem in the current directory.
4.1 Create your private RSA key. To do so, enter a passphrase for privkey.pem when the Apache load

balancer prompts you.

openssl rsa -in privkey.pem -out mypamserver.key

5.1 Create your certificate.

openssl x509 -in mypamserver.csr -out mypamserver.cert -req -
signkey mypamserver.key

7. To copy and delete generated files, close the command prompt, open Windows Explorer, and complete the
following steps:

1.1 Select the  certloc  folder or create a folder for your certificate and private key files.
2.1 Open the apache_install_dir\bin folder at the location where the CERT and KEY files were generated.
3.1 Drag-and-drop (move) mypamserver.cert and mypamserver.key to  certloc .
4.1 Delete the intermediate files that were created in the apache_install_dir/bin folder. The intermediate files

include mypamserver.CSR, privkey.PEM, and .RND.
8. Back up the files you created.
9. To modify the httpd text file (apache_install_location\conf\httpd.conf), use a text editor as follows:

1.1 Uncomment the following lines:

LoadModule rewrite_module modules/mod_rewrite.soLoadModule
 ssl_module modules/mod_ssl.soInclude conf/extra/httpd-ssl.conf

2.1 Add the following lines at the bottom of the httpd.conf file. You can copy and paste the text from the
httpd VIRTUALHOST_EXAMPLE file that you extracted from the SecureDomainConfig_Template.zip file.

<VirtualHost *:80>JkMountFile conf/
uriworkermap.propertiesRewriteEngine onRewriteCond
 %{HTTPS} onRewriteCond https://%{HTTP_HOST}%{REQUEST_URI}
 ^https://.*c2orepository*|MirroringRequestProcessor*|
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mirroringrepository*|StartAgent*|genericNoSecurity*|
soapAttachment*|ServerConfigurationRequestServlet*RewriteRule
 (.*) http://%{HTTP_HOST}%{REQUEST_URI}</VirtualHost># Load
 balancing moduleinclude conf/mod-jk.conf

3.1 Save the modified httpd.conf file and close the editor.
10. Back up the files you edited.
11. To modify the apache_install_location/conf/extra/httpd-ssl.conf configuration file, use a text editor as follows:

1.1 Uncomment (if it is commented) the following text:

Listen 443

2.1 Change the SSLCertificateFile location to .../certloc/mypamserver.cert.

SSLCertificateFile "C:/certloc/mypamserver.cert"

3.1 Change the SSLCertificateKeyFile location to .../certloc/mypamserver.key.

SSLCertificateKeyFile "C:/certloc/mypamserver.key"

4.1 Add the following lines to the bottom of the <VirtualHost> element, before the </VirtualHost> element:

SSLOptions +StdEnvVars +ExportCertDataJkMountFile conf/
uriworkermap.properties

5.1 Save the modified httpd.conf-ssl file and close the editor.
12. Restart the Apache service. To do so, click Start, Programs, Apache HTTP Server 2.2, Control Apache

Server, Restart.

Poodle Vulnerability
To fix the poodle vulnerability, add an entry in the secure Apache load balancer to disable sslv3, sslv2 from Apache
2.2.
Add the following directive in  httpd.conf  file:

# Disable SSLv2 and SSLv3SSLProtocol All -SSLv3 -SSLv2

 Configure Apache for Secure Communication (Non-Windows)
You can configure a load balancer for secure communication. In the following
steps, certloc denotes your certificate location.
catpa04305
Note:  You can use a load balancer other than Apache. However, a CA Process Automation Orchestrator requires
that some classes of request be directed to a specific node in the clustered Orchestrator. Therefore, simple load
balancing is insufficient.

You can configure a load balancer for secure communication. In the following steps,  certloc denotes your
certificate location.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Install a load balancer and prepare configuration templates.
2. Open the workers.properties file.
3. To add the first nodename, define nodename1 that begins with the following line:

Note:

Ensure that the nodename that you provide in a cluster setup is always unique. For example, nodename1,
nodename2, nodename3, and so on.

worker.nodename1.host=Enter nodename1 hostname here

In this line, replace Enter nodename1 hostname here with one of the following valid values:

• The IP address
• The FQDN
• The DNS alias that resolves to the host where you are installing the initial Domain Orchestrator node.

The valid value is the same that is used for Server Host when installing the Domain Orchestrator.
4. Save and close the worker.properties file.
5. Review CA default locations in the openssl file in the following directory:

apache_install_location/conf

6. Create or get a certificate file and private key file with a Common Name that matches the ServerName in
httpd.conf.
For example, the following steps show how to use the openssl utility that the Apache load balancer provides
to create a certificate file. Other options control certificate expiration, file names, and algorithms. If your site
has special requirements, see the vendor documentation.

1.1 Open a command prompt.
2.1 Change directories to the Apache bin folder:

cd apache_install_location/bin

3.1 Create a Certificate Signing Request file (CSR) and PEM files. To do so, type the following command,
where  mypamserver is a name of your choice:

openssl req -new -out mypamserver.csr

You are prompted for the PEM file passphrase and other identifying information.

• You can accept default values for most identifying information (for example, Country Name, State or
Province Name, Locality Name, Organization Name, and Organization Unit Name). To leave a field
blank, enter a period (.).

• When the Common Name prompt appears, enter the host name portion of ServerName as the value
in apache_install_location/conf/httpd.conf.
For example, if ServerName in httpd.conf has the value myhost.mycompany.com:80,
specify myhost.mycompany.com as the Common Name.

• The following fields are optional: Email address, dir, a challenge password, and an optional company
name.

The Apache load balancer creates mypamserver.csr and privkey.pem in the current directory.
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4.1 Create your private RSA key. To do so, enter a passphrase for privkey.pem when the Apache load
balancer prompts you.

openssl rsa -in privkey.pem -out mypamserver.key

5.1 Create your certificate.

openssl x509 -in mypamserver.csr -out mypamserver.cert -req -
signkey mypamserver.key

7. To copy and delete generated files, close the command prompt open Windows Explorer, and complete the
following steps:

1.1 Select the  certloc  folder or create a folder for your certificate and private key files.
2.1 Open the apache_install_dir\bin folder at the location where the CERT and KEY files were generated.
3.1 Drag-and-drop (move) mypamserver.cert and mypamserver.key to  certloc .
4.1 Delete the intermediate files that were created in the apache_install_dir/bin folder. The intermediate files

include mypamserver.CSR, privkey.PEM, and .RND.
8. Back up the files you created.
9. To modify the httpd text file (apache_install_location\conf\httpd.conf), use a text editor as follows:

1.1 Uncomment the following lines:

LoadModule rewrite_module modules/mod_rewrite.soLoadModule
 ssl_module modules/mod_ssl.soInclude conf/extra/httpd-ssl.conf

2.1 Add the following lines at the bottom of the httpd.conf file. You can copy and paste the text from the httpd
VIRTUALHOST_EXAMPLE file that you extracted from the SecureDomainConfig_Template.zip file.

<VirtualHost *:80> JkMountFile conf/
uriworkermap.properties RewriteEngine On RewriteCond
 %{HTTPS} off RewriteCond http://%{HTTP_HOST}%{REQUEST_URI} !
^http://.*c2orepository*|MirroringRequestProcessor*|
mirroringrepository*|StartAgent*|genericNoSecurity*|
soapAttachment* RewriteRule (.*) https://
%{HTTP_HOST}%{REQUEST_URI} </VirtualHost> # Load balancing
 moduleinclude conf/mod-jk.conf

3.1 Save the modified httpd.conf file and close the editor.
10. Back up the files you edited.
11. To modify the apache_install_location/conf/extra/httpd-ssl.conf configuration file, use a text editor as follows:

1.1 Uncomment (if it is commented) the following text:

Listen 443
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2.1 Change the SSLCertificateFile location to .../certloc/mypamserver.cert.

SSLCertificateFile "/usr/local/certloc/mypamserver.cert"

3.1 Change the SSLCertificateKeyFile location to .../certloc/mypamserver.key.

SSLCertificateKeyFile "/usr/local/certloc/mypamserver.key"

4.1 Add the following lines to the bottom of the <VirtualHost> element, before the </VirtualHost> element:

SSLOptions +StdEnvVars +ExportCertDataJkMountFile conf/
uriworkermap.properties

5.1 Save the modified httpd.conf-ssl file and close the editor.
12. Restart the Apache service. To do so, click Start, Programs, Apache HTTP Server 2.2, Control Apache

Server, Restart.

Poodle Vulnerability
To fix the poodle vulnerability, add an entry in the secure Apache load balancer to disable sslv3, sslv2 from Apache
2.2.
Add the following directive in  httpd.conf  file:

# Disable SSLv2 and SSLv3SSLProtocol All -SSLv3 -SSLv2

 Configure Apache for Agent Scalability
You can configure the Apache load balancer to increase the number of agents in a cluster setup
for secure and non-secure communication.
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You can configure the Apache load balancer to increase the number of agents in a cluster setup for secure and
non-secure communication.

Follow these steps:

1. Make the following changes in the workers.properties file:

• Add "uiloadbalancer" in the list of workers that are used for mapping requests as follows:

worker.list=uiloadbalancer, loadbalancer, status

• To define load balancing behavior for UI calls, add the following entries:

worker.uiloadbalancer.type=lb
worker.uiloadbalancer.balance_workers=node1
worker.uiloadbalancer.sticky_session=1
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worker.uiloadbalancer.retries=1

• Change the value of the following entry to "0":

worker.loadbalancer.sticky_session=0

2. In the uriworkermap.properties file, change the value of the following entries to uiloadbalancer:

• /jmx-console
• /jmx-console/*
• /web-console
• /web-console/*
• /itpam/*
• /itpam
• /c2orepository/oasisHelp
• /c2orepository/oasisHelp/*
• /c2orepository/htmlFile/aboutUs/*
• /c2orepository/htmlFile/language/*
• /itpam/OasisPrimary
• /itpam/JNLPRequestProcessor/installation
• /itpam/clientproxy/c2oresourceaction
• /itpam/clientproxy/c2oreportaction

Note:  A new CA Process Automation installation does not require any manual changes to the workers.properties
and uriworkermap.properties files.

 Configure F5 Load Balancer
Each clustered Orchestrator requires load balancing. If you have an F5 load balancer, use
it to balance the processing of operator or Web services requests across clustered target
Orchestrator nodes.
catpa04305
Each clustered Orchestrator requires load balancing. If you have an F5 load balancer, use it to balance the
processing of operator or Web services requests across clustered target Orchestrator nodes.

Note:

CA Process Automation 4.3.1 is certified with F5 Load Balancer version 11.6.

Before you install the first node of a clustered Domain Orchestrator or another clustered Orchestrator, prepare F5
to balance loads.

• Gather the identities of hosts or virtual servers where you deploy the Orchestrator nodes.
• Gather the credentials for logging in to the F5 interface.
• Complete the following tasks:

1. Create an F5 node for each cluster node.
2. Create an F5 pool for each cluster.
3. Create an F5 iRule for the application.
4. Create an F5 virtual server for the product.
5. Configure F5 for simplified communication with HTTPS.
6. Prepare the F5 load balancer for communication verification.
7. Enable sticky sessions on the F5 load balancer. The sticky sessions must be enabled on F5 for it to work

with a CA Process Automation cluster.
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 Create an F5 Node for Each Cluster Node
For , a node is any host or virtual server on which an Orchestrator cluster node is installed (or
could be installed later). Instead of configuring cluster nodes after they are in , preconfigure the
nodes that you expect to add to any clustered Orchestrator.
catpa04305
For CA Process Automation, a node is any host or virtual server on which an Orchestrator cluster node is installed
(or could be installed later). Instead of configuring cluster nodes after they are in CA Process Automation,
preconfigure the nodes that you expect to add to any clustered Orchestrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to F5.
2. Select the Main tab, click Local Traffic, then click Nodes.

The Node List displays the following details for each network node that is defined to F5:

• Status
• IP address
• Partition
• Host name

3. Click Create.
The New Node page opens.

4. Complete the General Properties section:

• Address
Defines the IP address of the new node.

• Name
Defines the host name of the associated IP address.

5. Complete the Configuration section:

• Health Monitors
Specifies the health monitor for the node. If Health Monitors is not configured, select None.
Default: Node Default

• Ratio
Defines a weighted value for the node. If the nodes in the same cluster all have the same capacity, set
the Ratio value to 1 for each node.

• Connection Limit
Defines the maximum number of connections that the node can handle.

6. Click Finished.
The Node list displays the added node.

 Create Two F5 Pools for Each Cluster
For , each pool includes the Orchestrator cluster nodes that belong to the same clustered
Orchestrator. To each F5 pool that you create, add the nodes that belong to the associated
cluster. For example, you could create the following pools:
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For CA Process Automation, each pool includes the Orchestrator cluster nodes that belong to the same clustered
Orchestrator. To each F5 pool that you create, add the nodes that belong to the associated cluster. For example,
you could create the following pools:

• PAMPOOL set as PAMSRVRPOOL, where members use port 8080 (basic) or port 8443 (secure). This pool is
used for all communications

• PAMWSPOOL set as PAMJETTYPOOL, where members use port 80 (basic) or port 443 (secure). This pool
supports agents that are configured for simplified communication, which use web sockets.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to F5.
2. Select the Main tab, click Local Traffic, then click Pools.

The Pool List is empty if you are setting up pools for the first time. The Pool List displays the following details
for each pool:

• Status
• Pool name
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• Partition
• The number of members in the pool

3. Click Create.
The New Pool page opens.

4. Complete the Configuration section.

1.1 From the drop-down list, select Basic.
2.1 Enter a name for the pool.
3.1 From the available health monitors, select http and move it to the active list.

5. From the Load Balancing Method drop-down list, select Round Robin.
6. From the Priority Group Activation drop-down list, select Disabled.
7. Add each node to the new F5 pool:

1.1 Select Node List because you are adding a defined node.
2.1 From the Address drop-down list, select the IP address (host name) that identifies the node to add to the

F5 pool.
3.1 Based on the communication security level (Basic or Secure) and on the communication type (Deprecated

or Simplified), enter one of the following values for Service port:

• Basic (Unsecure) and Deprecated communication:
8080

• Basic (Unsecure) and Simplified communication:
80 (Select HTTP. 80 is automatically populated in the Service Port field.)

• Secure and Deprecated communication:
8443

• Secure and Simplified communication:
443 (Select HTTPS. 443 is automatically populated in the Service Port field.)

4.1 Click Add.

The New Members list displays the details that you added for the node.
8. Click Finished.

The pool is added to the F5 Pool List.

 Create an F5 iRule for the Product
For , an iRule routes operator requests that target the touchpoint of a clustered Orchestrator. F5
creates a URL from this information and uses that URL as the touchpoint destination. To create
an F5 iRule for , copy the provided iRule definition to the Description text box. Then, set the
following values:
catpa04305
For CA Process Automation, an iRule routes operator requests that target the touchpoint of a clustered
Orchestrator. F5 creates a URL from this information and uses that URL as the touchpoint destination. To create an
F5 iRule for CA Process Automation, copy the provided iRule definition to the Description text box. Then, set the
following values:

• PAMPOOL
Set the name for the pool that is used for both deprecated communication and simplified communication. For
example, PAMSRVRPOOL.

• PAMWSPOOL
Set the name for the pool that is used for simplified (web socket) communication. For example,
PAMJETTYPOOL.

• NODE1, NODE2,...
Set the IP address of each node in the PAMWSPOOL.

• WSPORT
Set the port that is used for simplified communication, either 80 (basic) or 443 (secure).

Note:  An iRule identifies one Orchestrator cluster node for a request that targets the touchpoint of a clustered
Orchestrator. The decision is based on the URL.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to F5.
2. Select the Main tab, click Local Traffic, then click iRules.
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The iRules List is empty if you are setting up iRules for the first time. The iRules List displays the following
details for each iRule:

• iRule name
• Partition

3. Click Create.
The New iRule page opens.

4. Complete the Properties section:

• Name
Defines the iRule name.

• Definition
Defines the iRule definition. Copy the text from the iRule Definition to this text box.

Note:  Tcl (Tool Command Language) is the programming language that is used for iRules.
• Extend Text Area

Specifies whether to expand the text area of the Definition text box.
Selected: Expands the text area to its maximum size.
Cleared: Presents the text area in a reduced size.

• Wrap Text
Specifies whether to wrap the text so it fits in the Definition text box instead of display it with a horizontal
scroll bar.
Selected: Wraps text so it displays completely in the viewable portion of the Definition text box without a
horizontal scroll bar.
Cleared: Presents text as entered, unwrapped, with a horizontal scroll bar as necessary.

5. Click Finished.

 The iRule Definition
Type the following definition in the Definition text box for a new iRule. Modify the set statement
values as necessary.
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Type the following definition in the Definition text box for a new iRule. Modify the set statement values as
necessary.

• Set the PAMPOOL variable to values that are specific to the current pool with port set to 8080 for basic
(unsecure) communication.

• Set the IP addresses for NODE1 and NODE2 to the values of the servers in the PAMWSPOOL pool.
• Use set WSPORT "80" for HTTP or set WSPORT "443" to use the secure (HTTPS) port for simplified

communication.

when SERVER_CONNECTED {
IP::idle_timeout 172800000
}
when HTTP_REQUEST {
set PAMPOOL "PAMSRVRPOOL"
set PAMWSPOOL "PAMJETTYPOOL"
set NODE1 "10.130.5.146"
set NODE2 "10.130.5.147"
set WSPORT "443"
switch -glob [HTTP::uri] {
"/jmx-console*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/web-console*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/c2orepository*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/c2orepository/oasisHelp*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/c2orepository/htmlFile/aboutUs/*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/c2orepository/htmlFile/language/*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
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"/c2orepository/htmlFile/installation/*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/c2orepository/media*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/c2orepository/thirdParty*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/c2orepository/
MainInstallerConfiguration.properties" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/itpam*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/itpam/ServerConfigurationRequestServlet" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/itpam/MirroringRequestProcessor*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/itpam/AgentConfigurationRequestServlet" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/itpam/StartAgent*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/itpam/OasisPrimary" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/itpam/JNLPRequestProcessor*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/itpam/JNLPRequestProcessor/installation" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/itpam/clientproxy/c2oresourceaction" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/itpam/clientproxy/c2oreportaction" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/mirroringrepository*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/birt/*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/api/*" { pool $PAMPOOL }
"/ws/node1" { pool $PAMWSPOOL member $NODE1 $WSPORT }
"/ws/node1*" { pool $PAMWSPOOL member $NODE1 $WSPORT }
"/ws/node2" { pool $PAMWSPOOL member $NODE2 $WSPORT }
"/ws/node2*" { pool $PAMWSPOOL member $NODE2 $WSPORT }
"/*" { pool $PAMWSPOOL }
default { pool $PAMPOOL }
}
}
   

Warning:

Complete the following steps for F5 load balancer versions 11.3.0, 11.2.1, 11.2.0, 11.1.0, 11.0.0 with
simplified communications mode enabled for the agents:

1. Add the following line in the when HTTP_REQUEST block:

if { [string tolower [HTTP::header Upgrade]]
  contains "websocket" }{
       HTTP::disable    
}

2. Restart the agents.

 Create an F5 Virtual Server for the Product
F5 can have several virtual servers.  is set up as one of them.
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F5 can have several virtual servers. CA Process Automation is set up as one of them.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to F5.
2. Select the Main tab, click Local Traffic, and then click Virtual Servers.

The Virtual Servers List displays the following details for each Virtual Server:

• Status
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• Name
• Partition
• Destination IP address
• Service port
• Type
• An Edit link for Resources

3. Click Create.
The New Virtual Server page opens.

4. Complete the General Properties section.

• Name
Defines the virtual server name. For example, PAMLB.

• Destination Type
Specifies Host for a single IP address.

• Destination Address
Defines the virtual server IP address. For example, 10.130.5.149.

• Service Port 
Defines the associated port for the virtual server. For example, 80 for HTTP, 443 to HTTPS.

• State
Specifies whether the virtual server is available for load balancing. Specify Enabled.

5. Complete the Configuration section. Accept the default values, except for HTTP Profile.

• Type
Specifies the type of virtual server. Standard is a virtual server that directs all traffic to the pool you defined
as the default load balancing pool.
Default: Standard

• HTTP Profile
Specifies the HTTP profile for managing HTTP traffic. Select http.

6. Complete the Resources section.

• iRules
Specifies the iRules to enable for the virtual server. Select the iRules script that you created for the clustered
Orchestrator.
Include the iRule that you created for the default pool.

• Default Pool
Defines the name of the pool to which the virtual server routes traffic. Specify the CA Process
Automation pool as the default pool.

• Default Persistence Profile
Specifies the persistence profile for this virtual server. For example, source_addr.

• Fallback Persistence Profile
Specifies the persistence profile that this virtual server uses when it cannot use the default persistence
profile. For example, dest_addr.

7. Click Finished.

 Configure F5 for Simplified Communication with HTTPS
SSL communication in F5 requires a certificate file and key file. Simplified communication can
use only certificates that keytool generates and that are copied to the  keystore.
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SSL communication in F5 requires a certificate file and key file. Simplified communication can use only certificates
that keytool generates and that are copied to the CA Process Automation keystore.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate SSL Certificate Files.
2. Upload the SSL certificate and key.

1.1 Log in to F5.
2.1 Click Local Traffic, SSL Certificates, Import.
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3.1 Select Key as the Import Type, enter the Key Name, click Browse to navigate to the key file location, then
click Import.

user-specified-location/c2okey2.pem

4.1 Click Local Traffic, SSL Certificates, Import.
5.1 Select Certificate as the Import Type, enter the Certificate Name, click Browse to navigate to the

certificate location, then click Import.

user-specified-location/c2ocert2.pem

3. Create the Client profile.

1.1 Click Local Traffic, Profiles, SSL, Client.
2.1 Click Create.
3.1 In the Name field, enter a name for the Client profile.
4.1 In the Parent Profile field, accept the default (clientssl).
5.1 For Configuration, select Advanced.
6.1 Select the Certificate, Key, and Pass Phrase fields.
7.1 From the Certificate drop-down list, select the c2ocert2.pem certificate that you imported in Step 2.
8.1 From the Key drop-down list, select the c2okey2.pem key that you imported in Step 2.
9.1 In the Pass Phrase and Confirm Pass Phrase fields, enter the key phrase that was used to generate the

certificate files.
10.1 Click Finished.

4. Create the Server profile.

1.1 Click Local Traffic, Profiles, SSL, Server.
2.1 Click Create.
3.1 In the Name field, enter a name for the Server profile.
4.1 In the Parent Profile field, accept the default (serverssl).
5.1 For Configuration, select Advanced.
6.1 Select the Certificate, Key, and Pass Phrase fields.
7.1 From the Certificate drop-down list, select the c2ocert2.pem certificate that you imported in Step 2.
8.1 From the Key drop-down list, select the c2okey2.pem key that you imported in Step 2.
9.1 In the Pass Phrase and Confirm Pass Phrase fields, enter the key phrase that was used to generate the

certificate files.
10.1 Click Finished.

5. Link the Client and Server Profiles to the F5 Virtual Server.

1.1 Click Local Traffic, Virtual Servers, Virtual Server List.
2.1 Select the Virtual Server for CA Process Automation. For example, pamlib.

Note:  The Service Port displays 443 and HTTPS.
3.1 For SSL Profile (Client), select clientssl (the default you used for the Parent Profile in Step 3).
4.1 For SSL Profile (Server), select serverssl (the default you used for the Parent Profile in Step 4).
5.1 Click Finished.

Port Settings Comparison for HTTPS and HTTP

 HTTPS (secure) HTTP (basic)

Service Port 443 80
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Node members added to the pool 8443 8080

iRule referring to the web socket port 443 80

 Example: Prepare the F5 Load Balancer for Communication Verification
The Orchestrator installation process presents a configuration page where you can elect to
configure a load balancer. For Public Host Name in the  installation, you enter the host name
that you define in F5 as follows:
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The Orchestrator installation process presents a configuration page where you can elect to configure a load
balancer. For Public Host Name in the CA Process Automation installation, you enter the host name that you define
in F5 as follows:

• Enter "node1" in the Load Balancer Worker Node field.
• Enter "pamlb" in the Public Host Name field.
• Enter "80" in the Public Host Port Number field.
• The Public Host Secure Port displays 443.

To validate the CA Process Automation communication with the specified Public Host Name, the CA Process
Automation installation process submits an HTTP Get request to the specified target. The issue for the CA Process
Automation installation process is that the host name maps to the private IP address of the virtual server that F5
allocates. This IP address is not part of your local CA Process Automation network. In the following example, the IP
address 10.130.5.149 is part of the F5 network, not the CA Process Automation network.

Without a workaround, an error similar to the following occurs:

java.net.UnknownHostException:pamlb

To enable the communication to validate successfully, map your Public Host Name to the IP address of a server
that can respond to this request.

For example, in the hosts file, map your Public Host Name to the IP address of a CA Process Automation network
server with an Apache load balancer:

xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx    pamlb 

http://java.net
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After the installer passes the load balancer page, remove this workaround line from the hosts file.

Note:  You could also configure F5 so that the allocated IP address can accept the ‘open http stream’ request from
the CA Process Automation Orchestrator installation process. See the F5 documentation for more information.

 Configure NGINX Load Balancer
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 NGINX Load Balancer Prerequisites
A clustered Orchestrator is a set of nodes that appear and act as a single Orchestrator. The
set of nodes use a shared library. You can cluster any  Orchestrator for High Availability, fault
tolerance, and scalability.
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A clustered Orchestrator is a set of nodes that appear and act as a single Orchestrator. The set of nodes use a
shared library. You can cluster any CA Process Automation Orchestrator for High Availability, fault tolerance, and
scalability.

A load balancer, such as the NGINX HTTP Server, is required for clustering any Orchestrator, including the Domain
Orchestrator. A load balancer is not part of the CA Process Automation installation. Install and configure a load
balancer before you install CA Process Automation.

Note:

• The simplified communication mode uses web sockets and HTTP to produce a one way, persisted connection
from the agent to the Orchestrator. CA Technologies supports NGINX for the simplified communication method.
But, you can use any load balancer that supports web sockets to use the method.

• The Apache load balancer does not support the simplified communication mode for agents. Instead, use NGINX
or another web socket-based load balancer to take advantage of this feature. Consider that you are not using
the simplified communication method and you want to use the deprecated communication method. Then, you
can install the Apache load balancer.

To ensure operating system compatibility, install the NGINX load balancer on a host that is external to CA Process
Automation. See the NGINX documentation for the supported operating systems.

A load balancer is only required for an Orchestrator in a clustered configuration and in specific Single Sign-On
(SSO) configurations.

Warning:  To cluster an existing stand-alone Orchestrator, install and configure a load balancer, then
reinstall the Orchestrator.

 Contents: 

  

Install NGINX
NGINX is free open source web server software. You can download the software and can install for your operating
system from the following URL:

http://nginx.org/download/

 CA Process Automation is certified with NGINX version 1.10.3. To get started, complete the following instructions
for your operating system.

Windows
 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the NGINX package and extract the files.
2. From a command prompt, start NGINX.

http://nginx.org/download/
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3. Navigate to the NGINX directory location and enter:

nginx.exe

Linux
Note:  The UNIX and Linux commands for NGINX can vary depending on your version. For more information, see
the OS and NGINX documentation.

To verify that NGINX was successfully installed and is running, access the following URL from a browser:

http://hostname:80

Copy the NGINX Configuration Templates
After NGINX is installed, extract the template files from the CA Process Automation installation media to your
NGINX installation directory.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the following folder on the CA Process Automation installation media:

install_dir/DVD1/NginxConfTemplates

2. Extract the files from NginxConfig.zip.
3. Navigate to the pam subfolder, which contains the following files:

•  pam-server.conf
Used for nonsecure configuration (HTTP)

•  secure-pam-server.conf
Used for secure configuration (HTTPS)

These files are specific to CA Process Automation configuration with NGINX.
4. Copy the appropriate files and paste them in the following folder:

nginx_install_dir/conf

The NGINX load balancer is ready to configure.

Generate SSL Certificates
Warning:  Generate the SSL certificates after you install CA Process Automation, but before you configure
secure communication for your load balancer. The SSL certificates are not required for basic, nonsecure
communication for your load balancer.

After they are generated, the certificate file location is required when you configure your load balancer configuration
for secure communication.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download and install OpenSSL from a third-party vendor.

Note:  Verify that JDK is installed on the host on which you install OpenSSL.
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Consider that you install CA Process Automation in cluster mode (and you install at least one node). After
installing CA PAM, the CA Process Automation installation wizard generates the c2okeystore file in the following
location:

\server_location\c2o\.config

Copy c2okeystore and paste it to the following directory:

\jdk_location\bin

You can run the commands locally from this location.
2. To import the keystore to pksc12 format, use keytool in JDK as follows:

1.1 Navigate to the jdk_location\bin directory and run the following command:

keytool -importkeystore -srckeystore c2okeystore -srcstoretype
 jks -destkeystore c2okeystore.p12 -deststoretype pkcs12

The console prompts you for the destination keystore password.

Note:  The OasisConfig.properties file in the following directory contains the keystore password:

\server_location\c2o\.config\

Open the file and copy the password from the KEYSTOREID= entry.
For example, in KEYSTOREID=723e1830-a98c-49a1-8f16-a0794c872835, the password is 723e1830-
a98c-49a1-8f16-a0794c872835.

2.1 Paste the password at the destination keystore password prompt in your open console.
3.1 When prompted, reenter the password.
4.1 At the source key password prompt, enter the password again.

A c2okeystore.p12 file is generated in the \jdk_location\bin directory.
5.1 Convert the p12-formatted keystore to PEM-formatted key and certificate files. To do so, run the openssl

command at the \jdk_location\bin directory location:

openssl pkcs12 -nocerts -in c2okeystore.p12 -out c2okey.pem

6.1 At the Import Password prompt, enter the keystore password.
7.1 At the PEM pass phrase prompt, enter any phrase.
8.1 Reenter your PEM pass phrase.
9.1 At the \jdk_location\bin directory location, run the following command:

openssl pkcs12 -clcerts -in c2okeystore.p12 -out c2ocert.pem

10.1 At the Import Password prompt, enter the keystore password.
11.1 At the PEM pass phrase prompt, enter the phrase that you created in Step g.
12.1 Reenter your PEM pass phrase.
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13.1 At the \jdk_location\bin directory location, run the following command:

openssl rsa -in c2okey.pem -out c2okey2.pem

14.1 At the PEM pass phrase prompt, enter the phrase that you created in Step g.
15.1 Reenter your PEM pass phrase.
16.1 Copy the c2okey2.pem and c2ocert.pem files to your load balancer \conf directory.

 Configure NGINX for Basic Communication (Windows)
Follow these steps:
catpa04305
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following folder:

nginx_install_dir/conf

This folder contains the pam-server.conf file.
2. Open the pam-server.conf file.
3. For each node you add, edit the following code blocks:

• upstream soaploadbalancer

Add the node1 host name in the upstream soaploadbalancer block:

server <Enter node1 hostname here>:<http port> max_fails=1
 fail_timeout=1s

• upstream loadbalancer
Add the node1 host name in the upstream loadbalancer block:

server <Enter node1 hostname
 here>:<http port> max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s

The upstream loadbalancer code block defines the HTTP port that is used for the web server if the Support
Secure Communication check box is cleared. This port is part of the URL that is used to access CA
Process Automation Web services and the CA Process Automation login screen.

• upstream jettyloadbalancer
Add the node1 host name in the upstream jettyloadbalancer block:

server <Enter node1 hostname
 here>:<server port> max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s

• Define node1
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Add the node1 host name in the Define node1 block:

server <Enter node1 hostname here>:<server
 port> max_fails=1 fail_timeout=3s

The Define node1 code block defines the port that the Domain Orchestrator uses to communicate with other
Orchestrators and agents.

• upstream uiloadbalancer
Add the node1 host name in the upstream uiloadbalancer block:

server <Enter node1 hostname
 here>:<http port> max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s

In each code block, replace Enter node1 hostname here with a valid value.

Note:  The valid values are the IP address, the FQDN, or the DNS alias that resolves to the host where you
are installing the initial Domain Orchestrator. The valid value is the same that is used for Server Host when
installing the Domain Orchestrator. Change the port numbers only if you use a different port for the CA Process
Automation node. By default, the http port is configured to 8080 and the server port is configured to 80.

Warning:  For second, third, and subsequent nodes, follow the same instructions. But substitute node1
with the correct node number (for example, node2, node3, or node4).

4. Save and close the pam-server.conf file.
5. Open the nginx_install_dir/conf/nginx.conf file.
6. Add the following entry to the http block at the end of nginx.conf file:

include nginx_install_dir/conf/pam-server.conf;

This entry links NGINX with the configuration changes you made for CA Process Automation in the pam-
server.conf file.

7. Save and close the nginx.conf file.

Warning:  Complete the following steps after you install at least one Orchestrator node. See Interactive
Domain Orchestrator Installation or Unattended Domain Orchestrator Installation.

8. Stop NGINX. To do so, at a command prompt, navigate to the NGINX directory location and enter:

nginx  - s stop

9. To implement the changes, restart NGINX.

 Configure NGINX for Basic Communication (Linux)
Follow these steps:
catpa04305
Follow these steps:
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1. Navigate to the following folder

nginx_install_dir/conf

This folder contains nginx.conf file.
2. Open the nginx.conf file.
3. Provide the server block as follows to verify the standalone NGINX.

server {
        listen       80;
        server_name  <LOADBALANCER_HOSTNAME>;
location / {
             root   /usr/share/nginx/html;
              index  index.html index.htm;
       }
}

4. Save the file and close it.
5. Navigate to the following folder

nginx_install_dir/conf

This folder contains pam-server.conf file.
6. Open the pam-server.conf file.
7. For each node you add, edit the following code blocks.

• upstream soaploadbalancer
Add the node1 host name in the upstream soaploadbalancer block:

server <Enter node1 hostname here>:<http port> max_fails=1
 fail_timeout=1s

• upstream loadbalancer
Add the node1 host name in the upstream loadbalancer block:

server <Enter node1 hostname
 here>:<http port> max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s
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The upstream loadbalancer code block defines the HTTP port that is used for the web server if the Support
Secure Communication check box is cleared. This port is part of the URL that is used to access CA
Process Automation Web services and the CA Process Automation login screen.

• upstream jettyloadbalancer
Add the node1 host name in the upstream jettyloadbalancer block:

server <Enter node1 hostname
 here>:<server port> max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s

• Define node1
Add the node1 host name in the Define node1 block:

server <Enter node1 hostname here>:<server
 port> max_fails=1 fail_timeout=3s

The Define node1 code block defines the port that the Domain Orchestrator uses to communicate with
other Orchestrators and agents.

• upstream uiloadbalancer
Add the node1 host name in the upstream uiloadbalancer block:

server <Enter node1 hostname
 here>:<http port> max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s

In each code block, replace Enter node1 hostname here with a valid value.

Note:  The valid values are the IP address, the FQDN, or the DNS alias that resolves to the host where
you are installing the initial Domain Orchestrator node. The valid value is the same that is used for Server
Host when installing the Domain Orchestrator. Change the port numbers only if you use a different port for
the CA Process Automation node. By default, the server port is configured to 8080 and the jetty server port
is configured to 80.

Warning:  For second, third, and subsequent nodes, follow the same instructions, but substitute
node1 with the correct node number (for example, node2, node3, or node4).

8. Save and close the pam-server.conf file.
9. Open the nginx.conf file.
10. Add the following entry to the http block at the end of the nginx.conf file:

include nginx_install_dir/conf/pam-server.conf;

This entry links NGINX with the configuration changes you made for CA Process Automation in the pam-
server.conf file.

11. Remove the following entry:
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include nginx_install_dir/nginx/conf.d/*.conf;

12. Save and close the nginx.conf file.

Warning:  Complete the following steps after you install at least one Orchestrator node. See Interactive
Domain Orchestrator Installation or Unattended Domain Orchestrator Installation.

13. When you have installed at least one Orchestrator node, open the nginx_install_dir/conf/nginx.conf file.
14. To implement the changes, restart NGINX. In a command prompt, enter:

service nginx  restart

 Configure NGINX for Secure Communication (Windows)
Secure communication differs from basic communication in that it requires certificates and key
files.
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Secure communication differs from basic communication in that it requires certificates and key files.

Warning:  Generate the required SSL certificates (c2okey2.pem and c2ocert.pem files) before you start this
procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following folder:

nginx_install_dir/conf

This folder contains the secure-pam-server.conf file.
2. Open the secure-pam-server.conf file.
3. Edit the following code blocks according to your security measures:

• To the upstream soaploadbalancer block, add the <node1 hostname> and the <https port> values:

server <node1 hostname>:<https port> max_fails=1 fail_timeout=1s

• To the upstream uiloadbalancer block, add the <node1 hostname> and the <https port> values:

server <node1 hostname>:<https port> max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s

• To the upstream loadbalancer block, add the <node1 hostname> and the <https port> values:

server <node1 hostname>:<https port> max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s
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• To the upstream repositoryloadbalancer block, add the <node1  hostname> and the <http port> values:

server <node1 hostname>:<http port> max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s

• To the upstream jettyloadbalancer block, add the <node1  hostname> and the <server port> values:

server <node1 hostname>:<server port> max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s

• To the Define node1 block, add the <node1  hostname> and the <server port> values:

server <node1 hostname>:<server port> max_fails=1 fail_timeout=3s

<node1 hostname>:  

Defines the IP address, the FQDN, or the DNS alias that resolves to the host where you are installing the
Domain Orchestrator node. The valid value is the same value that is used for Server Host when you install the
Domain Orchestrator.

<https port>: 

Defines the port that the Domain Orchestrator uses to communicate with other Orchestrators and agents.
When you select Support Secure Communication, this field defines the port that is used in the URL that
accesses CA Process Automation Web services and the browser-based CA Process Automation UI. Do not
change the port numbers unless you use a different port for the CA Process Automation node. By default, the
<https port> value is configured to 8443.

<server port>: 

Defines the port that the Domain Orchestrator uses to communicate with other Orchestrators and agents.
When you select Support Secure Communication, this field defines the port that is used in the URL that
accesses CA Process Automation Web services and the browser-based CA Process Automation UI. Do not
change the port numbers unless you use a different port for the CA Process Automation node. By default, the
<server port> value is configured to 443.

Warning:  For subsequent nodes (for example, node2, node3, and node4), follow the same
instructions.

4. Update the following lines by specifying the location of the c2ocert.pem and c2okey2.pem files (in the
nginx_installed_location\conf directory):

ssl_certificate      <certificate_location\c2ocert.pem>;
ssl_certificate_key  <certificate_location\c2okey2.pem>;

For example:

ssl_certificate      <nginx_install_dir\conf\c2ocert.pem>;

5. Save and close the secure-pam-server.conf file.
6. Open the nginx.conf file.
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7. Add the following entry to the http block at the end of the nginx.conf file:

include nginx_install_dir/conf/secure-pam-server.conf;

This entry links NGINX with the configuration changes you made for CA Process Automation in the secure-
pam-server.conf file.

8. Save and close the nginx.conf file.

Warning:  Complete the remaining steps after you install at least one Orchestrator node. See
Interactive Domain Orchestrator Installation or Unattended Domain Orchestrator Installation.

9. Stop NGINX. To do so, at a command prompt, navigate to the NGINX directory location and enter:

nginx  - s stop

10. To implement the changes, restart NGINX.

 Configure NGINX for Secure Communication (Linux)
Secure communication differs from basic communication in that it requires certificates and key
files.
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Secure communication differs from basic communication in that it requires certificates and key files.

Warning:  Generate the required SSL certificates (c2okey2.pem and c2ocert.pem files) before you start this
procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following folder

nginx_install_dir/conf

This folder contains the nginx.conf file.
2. Open the nginx.conf file.
3. Provide the server block as follows to verify the standalone NGINX:

server {
        listen       80;
        server_name  <LOADBALANCER_HOSTNAME>;
location / {
             root   /usr/share/nginx/html;
              index  index.html index.htm;
       }
}

4. Save the file and close it.
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5. Navigate to the following folder:

nginx_install_dir/conf

This folder contains the secure-pam-server.conf file.
6. Open the secure-pam-server.conf file.
7. Edit the following code blocks according to your security measures:

• To the upstream soaploadbalancer block, add the <node1 hostname> and the <https port> values:

server <node1 hostname>:<https port> max_fails=1 fail_timeout=1s

• To the upstream uiloadbalancer block, add the <node1 hostname> and the <https port> values:

server <node1 hostname>:<https port> max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s

• To the upstream loadbalancer block, add the <node1 hostname> and the <https port> values:

server <node1 hostname>:<https port> max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s

• To the upstream repositoryloadbalancer block, add the <node1  hostname> and the <https port> values:

server <node1 hostname>:<https port> max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s

• To the upstream jettyloadbalancer block, add the <node1  hostname> and the <server port> values:

server <node1 hostname>:<server port> max_fails=3 fail_timeout=3s

• To the Define node1 block, add the <node1  hostname> and the <server port> values:

server <node1 hostname>:<server port> max_fails=1 fail_timeout=3s

<node1 hostname>:  

Defines the IP address, the FQDN, or the DNS alias that resolves to the host where you are installing the
Domain Orchestrator node. The valid value is the same value that is used for Server Host when you install the
Domain Orchestrator.

<https port>: 

Defines the port that the Domain Orchestrator uses to communicate with other Orchestrators and agents.
When you select Support Secure Communication, this field defines the port that is used in the URL that
accesses CA Process Automation Web services and the browser-based CA Process Automation UI. Do not
change the port numbers unless you use a different port for the CA Process Automation node. By default, the
<https port> value is configured to 8443.
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<server port>: 

Defines the port that the Domain Orchestrator uses to communicate with other Orchestrators and agents.
When you select Support Secure Communication, this field defines the port that is used in the URL that
accesses CA Process Automation Web services and the browser-based CA Process Automation UI. Do not
change the port numbers unless you use a different port for the CA Process Automation node. By default, the
<server port> value is configured to 443.

Warning:  For subsequent nodes (for example, node2, node3, and node4), follow the same
instructions.

8. Update the following lines by specifying the location of the c2ocert.pem and c2okey2.pem files (in the
nginx_installed_location\conf directory):

ssl_certificate      <certificate_location\c2ocert.pem>;
ssl_certificate_key  <certificate_location\c2okey2.pem>;

For example:

ssl_certificate      <nginx_install_dir\conf\c2ocert.pem>;

9. Save and close the secure-pam-server.conf file.
10. Open the nginx.conf file.
11. Add the following entry to the http block at the end of nginx.conf file:

include nginx_install_dir/conf/secure-pam-server.conf;

This entry links NGINX with the configuration changes you made for CA Process Automation in the secure-
pam-server.conf file.

12. Remove the following entry:

include nginx_install_dir/nginx/conf.d/*.conf;

13. Save and close the nginx.conf file.

Warning:  Complete the following steps after you install at least one Orchestrator node. See Interactive
Domain Orchestrator Installation or Unattended Domain Orchestrator Installation.

14. When you have installed at least one Orchestrator node, open the nginx_install_dir/conf/nginx.conf file.
15. To implement the changes, restart NGINX. In a command prompt, enter:

service nginx  restart
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 Configure NGINX for Agent Scalability
Configure the NGINX load balancer to increase the number of agents in a cluster setup for
secure and nonsecure communication.
catpa04305
Configure the NGINX load balancer to increase the number of agents in a cluster setup for secure and nonsecure
communication.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the folder that contains the NGINX.conf file. For example:

nginx_install_dir/conf/NGINX.conf 

2. Add the worker_rlimit_nofile property and set the value to 30000 in the NGINX.conf file.
3. Add the accept_mutex property in the NGINX.conf file as follows:

events {
    accept_mutex off;}

4. Based on the following factors, edit the worker_connections and the worker_processes property values in
the NGINX.conf file:

• The number of agents you want to install
• The number of processors
• worker_connections

This property defines the maximum number of simultaneous connections that a worker process establishes.
• worker_processes
• This property defines the optimal value that depends on the number of CPU cores.

For example:
To determine the number of cores in your setup, enter the following command using the Linux Shell prompt:

grep processor /proc/cpuinfo | wc  - l

Assuming the command returns 2, the number of CPU cores in the server of your setup is 2.
The worker_connections value is calculated as follows:

• Wc = 2NA/Wp
Where: 
N is the total number of nodes in a cluster.
A is the total number of agents you want to install.
Wp is the total number of CPU processors as calculated in Step 4.

• Example 1:
To install 4000 agents in a two-node cluster setup with 2 CPU cores in the server of your setup, set the
worker_processes property to 2.
Substitute the values in the formula:
Wc = 2*2*4000/2
To install 4000 agents, set the worker_connections property to 8000.

• Example 2:
To install 2500 agents with a stand-alone Orchestrator and 4 CPU cores in the server of your setup, set the
worker_processes property to 4. 
Substitute the values in the formula:
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Wc = 2*1*2500/4
To install 2500 agents, edit the worker_connections property to 1250.

• Example 3: 
To install 3000 agents in a three-node cluster setup with 1 CPU core in the server of your setup, set the
worker_processes property to 1. 
Substitute the values in the formula:
Wc = 2*3*3000/1
To install 3000 agents, set the worker_connections property to 18000.

5. Restart the NGINX load balancer.

 Improve Load Balancer Scalability
Follow the below mentioned procedure to improve the scalability of Apache Load Balancer.
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Apache Load Balancer
Follow the below mentioned procedure to improve the scalability of Apache Load Balancer.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the httpd.conf file that is present in the following location:
<Apache Software Installation Folder>\Apache Software Foundation\Apache2.2\conf

2. Uncomment the following syntax:
Include conf/extra/httpd-mpm.conf

3. Save the  httpd.conf file
4. Copy the httpd-mpm.conf file from the build location, where you have installed CA Process Automation
5. Navigate to the following location:

<Apache Software Installation Folder>\Apache Software Foundation\Apache2.2\conf\extra
6. Delete the existing httpd-mpm.conf file and paste the httpd-mpm.conf file that you have already copied in Step 4
7. Restart Apache Server.

NGINX Load Balancer
Follow the below mentioned procedure to improve the scalability of NGINX Load Balancer.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Nginx.conf file that is present in the following location:
<NGINX installed location>\conf

2. In the Nginx.conf file, change the value of 'worker_processes' to 4
3. In the Nginx.conf file, change the value of 'worker_connections' to 20000
4. Save the Nginx.conf file
5. Restart NGINX Server.

 Upgrade
You can upgrade to  04.3.05 from the following  releases:
catpa04305
You can upgrade to CA Process Automation 04.3.05 from the following CA Process Automation releases:

• CA Process Automation Service Pack 04.3.04 (4.3 SP04)
• CA Process Automation Service Pack 04.3.03 (4.3 SP03)
• CA Process Automation Service Pack 04.3.02 (4.3 SP02)
• CA Process Automation Service Pack 4.3.1 (4.3 SP01)
• CA Process Automation Service Pack 4.3
• CA Process Automation Service Pack 4.2.2 (4.2 SP02)

 Upgrade Considerations
Before you begin upgrade, consider the following:
catpa04305
Before you begin upgrade, consider the following:
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• If you are using the PAM connector "CA Process Automation Connector for IBM zOS", request CA Support for
the latest version (04.3.02) of "CA Process Automation Connector for IBM zOS", to avoid JNLP related issues
for server or agent installation.

 Upgrade from a Release Before r4.2 SP02
Complete the following procedure before you upgrade from CA IT Process Automation Manager
(CA IT PAM) r2.x, r3.0, or r3.0 SP01 to  r4.2 SP02 or later.
catpa04305
Complete the following procedure before you upgrade from CA IT Process Automation Manager (CA IT PAM) r2.x,
r3.0, or r3.0 SP01 to CA Process Automation r4.2 SP02 or later.

Follow these steps:

1. Prepare for the upgrade.
Upgrading from CA IT PAM r3.0 SP1 requires twice the available disk space than the existing CA Process
Automation databases. To provide adequate space for your Database Server and to speed the upgrade
process, the best practice is to purge unnecessary archive records before upgrading.

2. Upgrade from any of the following releases to CA Process Automation r4.2 SP02:

• CA IT PAM r2.x
• CA IT PAM r3.0
• CA IT PAM r3.0 SP01

Note:  Download the appropriate Installation Guide from CA Support for information about this interim upgrade.
3. Upgrade from CA IT PAM r4.2 SP02 to a CA Process Automation later release as described in Upgrade from a

Release After r4.2 SP02.

 Upgrade from a Release After r4.2 SP02
You can use the illustrated process to upgrade to the latest version:
catpa04305
You can use the illustrated process to upgrade to the latest version:
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Figure 9: How to Upgrade CA Process Automation

Warning:

• If necessary, upgrade from a release before r3.1 SP01 before you start the process that is documented
here.

Follow these steps:

1. Back Up CA Process Automation data.
2. Complete the upgrade prerequisites.
3. Upgrade the Domain Orchestrator.
4. Upgrade other Orchestrators and all clustered nodes.

• Upgrade a Nonclustered Orchestrator.
• Upgrade a Cluster Node.
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5. Complete the Postupgrade Tasks.
6. Test your processes with the upgraded Orchestrators.
7. Complete one of the following tasks:

• Switch load balancers from Apache to NGINX.
• Update the F5 Pools, iRule definition, and configuration.

8. Configure the agents to use simplified communication.
9. Test your processes with simplified communication.

 Back Up Data
CA Technologies recommends that you back up the data that is stored in  before you upgrade in
case the upgrade process is interrupted or fails. To prepare for a full rollback, CA Technologies
also recommends that you back up:
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CA Technologies recommends that you back up the data that is stored in CA Process Automation before you
upgrade in case the upgrade process is interrupted or fails. To prepare for a full rollback, CA Technologies also
recommends that you back up:

• The databases that contain the CA Process Automation data stores.
• The CA Process Automation authentication and authorization policies that are stored in CA Embedded

Entitlements Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that your databases have access to at least double the space that your existing CA Process
Automation data stores use.

2. Either take snapshots of all Orchestrator VMs or back up the following folder on all Orchestrators:

install_dir/

The best practice is to back up this folder to a different physical disk than the one that hosts the install_dir folder.
The JBoss files are in the install_dir folder. The ability to restore a previous version depends on this folder being
backed up.
To back up hot fixes or connector installations, copy only the install_dir/server/c2o/ folder.

3. Back up the library, run time, and reporting data stores that each Orchestrator uses before you upgrade. Data
stores can reside in separate databases or in a single database.

4. Back up the ActiveMQ folder: <CA PAM Installation Location>/activemq folder.
5. Back up the CA Process Automation application in your CA Embedded Entitlements Manager server.

1.1 Log in to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager, specifying the CA Process Automation application.
2.1 Click the Configure tab, click EEM Server, and click Export application.
3.1 Click Export and save the <application-name>.xml.gz file to your local drive.

6. Prepare for CA Process Automation to be unavailable during the upgrade process. 
The duration of an Orchestrator upgrade depends on the size of the data stores. The more data that you have,
the longer the upgrade takes.

• If other applications rely on CA Process Automation services, prepare for the outage. For example, if you use
CA Service Catalog to initiate CA Process Automation processes, you could shut down CA Service Catalog
during the CA Process Automation upgrade. Alternatively, you could present a “temporarily unavailable”
dialog for catalog items that rely on CA Process Automation. Remove the dialog when the CA Process
Automation upgrade finishes.

• Schedule an appropriate maintenance window and inform relevant stakeholders about the interval during
which you expect CA Process Automation to be unavailable.

 Complete the Upgrade Prerequisites
Before you start the process to upgrade to  r4.3.03, complete the following prerequisite tasks:
catpa04305
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Before you start the process to upgrade to CA Process Automation r4.3.03, complete the following prerequisite
tasks:

1. Have the CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) administrator credentials available.
EiamAdmin is typically the CA EEM Admin user name, and the EEM Admin Password is known to the CA
EEM administrator.

2. Record the Certificate Password to use for this system upgrade.
The certificate password controls access to the keys used to encrypt passwords and other critical data. You
specify this password for the first Orchestrator you upgrade. Then, you enter this same password when you
install other Domain Orchestrator nodes, other standalone Orchestrators, and other clustered Orchestrator
nodes for the same release.

3. Verify that no CA Process Automation processes are currently active (that is, in a Running state or a Blocked
state).

4. Shut down all non-Domain Orchestrators. For clustered non-Domain Orchestrators, shut down the
Orchestrator service on each node.

5. Shut down the Domain Orchestrator. For a clustered Domain Orchestrator, shut down the Orchestrator service
on each node.

Note:

Active agents cannot connect to Orchestrators that are shut down, but will reconnect when the Orchestrators
restart.

Scheduled processes and operators do not run during the upgrade process.
6. If you use an Apache load balancer, copy the updated Apache configuration templates from DVD1.
7. If you use an F5 load balancer, update the iRule definition to remove the Primary Node designation. This

change makes it possible to continue using the deprecated communication for the first phase of the upgrade.

1.1 Remove: set PRIMARY "[PrimaryIP]"
2.1 Remove: set PRIMPORT "[PrimaryPort]"
3.1 Remove all occurrences of: member $PRIMARY $PRIMPORT

8. Verify that the JDK version that is installed on all Orchestrator nodes is supported.
9. If the DNS host name defined when you installed CA Process Automation contained restricted characters

(such as underscores), correct the DNS host name. See Resolve an Invalid Character in the DNS Name.
10. Verify that CA EEM is running and that it is a release that CA Process Automation supports. CA EEM is the

required directory server.

Note:  CA Process Automation r4.3.03 supports CA EEM releases CA EEM r12.51 CR04 and above.

 Upgrade the Domain Orchestrator
If the Domain Orchestrator is clustered, you can use the following procedure to start the
upgrade with any node. The process for upgrading subsequent nodes is similar to , which
is written for non-domain clustered Orchestrators. The primary difference is that you start
the upgrade by selecting the Install Cluster Node For Domain Orchestrator option on
the Installation palette.
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Note:  You can upgrade directly to CA Process Automation 04.3.03 from the following CA Process
Automation versions:

•  CA Process Automation Service Pack 4.2 SP02
•  CA Process Automation r4.3
•  CA Process Automation Service Pack 4.3 SP01
•  CA Process Automation Service Pack 4.3 SP02

If the Domain Orchestrator is clustered, you can use the following procedure to start the upgrade with any node.
The process for upgrading subsequent nodes is similar to Upgrade a Cluster Node, which is written for non-domain
clustered Orchestrators. The primary difference is that you start the upgrade by selecting the Install Cluster Node
For Domain Orchestrator option on the Installation palette.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the host on which the Domain Orchestrator (or a Domain Orchestrator cluster node) is installed.
2. Navigate to the DVD1 folder on the installation media and start the installation wizard from the file for your

operating system. These files start the third-party installer, then the Domain Orchestrator installer.
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•  Windows
Domain_Installer_windows.bat

•  Linux or UNIX
Domain_Installer_unix.sh

Note:  The Domain_Installer_unix.sh is not a command-line script. Start it with a display for the GUI
installation.

3. Click Next to navigate through the following initial wizard pages:

• In the Language Selection screen, select English
•  Welcome to the CA Process Automation 3rd Party Installer Setup Wizard 
•  License agreement - I accept the terms of the License Agreement 

4. In the Select Destination Directory page, navigate to the same directory that you used for the previous
release. If you specify a different directory, this installation is treated as a new Orchestrator instead of an
upgraded Orchestrator.
In Windows, the following paths are default paths up to the original installation folder:

•  Release 4.3 and above 

C:\Program Files\CA\PAM\

5. If the Reinstall page appears, select Reinstall to proceed with the upgrade.
6. Click Next on the Prerequisites for CA Process Automation Installation page.
7. When the JDBC Jars Installation page opens, click Add Files to install the required drivers.

•  MySQL
Browse to a JDBC driver jar file you have previously downloaded for MySQL. For example:

...your_dir\mysql-connector-java-5.1.19-bin.jar

•  Microsoft SQL 

You can install the Microsoft SQL using one of the following driver files:

•  jTDS JDBC Driver File
By default, the JDBC Jars Installation screen, displays a jTDS JDBC driver jar file, jtds-1.3.1.jar. The
path of the jar file in DVD1 is:

...\DVD1\drivers\jtds-1.3.1.jar

 MS SQL Driver File
Use the driver jar file, mssql-jdbc-6.1.0.jre7.jar. The path of the jar file in DVD1 is:

...\DVD1\thirdparty\mssql\<mssql-jar-file>

•  Oracle
Accept the default path to the JDBC jar file on the DVD1 installation disk. For example:

...DVD1\drivers\ojdbc8.jar

Optionally, you can browse to a different JDBC jar file.

Note:  Define at least one JDBC driver.
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8. Replace DVD1 with DVD2 in the Directory path when the Completing the CA Process Automation Setup
Wizard opens, then click Finish.
The following message opens: 

Copying CA Process Automation installer. This may take a few minutes to complete, please wait.

There could be a brief interval between this page closing and the Welcome page opening.
9. When the Welcome to CA Process Automation Domain Setup Wizard opens, click through the initial

wizard pages:

• Welcome to the CA Process Automation Domain Setup Wizard
• License Agreement- I accept the terms of the License Agreement

10. Verify that the Java Home Directory points to the JDK version that this CA Process Automation release
supports.

11. Continue, clicking through pages:

• Reinstall
• Configure existing installation

12. Select Reinstall. The Configuration Screen appears with the following information. You can edit the
information, if required and click Next:

1.1 Support Secure Communication - Displays the previous installation of CA PAM with appropriate secure
mode details.

2.1 Configure Load Balancer - Displays the previous installation of CA PAM with appropriate Load Balancer
details.

3.1 Configure Disaster Recovery - Select this option to install CA PAM in Disaster Recovery mode. Select the
appropriate Disaster Node Type. Ensure that the first node that you install must be an active node.

13. The Configure Site Minder page displays the SSO information of the previous installation of CA PAM. You can
edit the information, if required and click Next. 

14. Enter the password that was specified during the installation of the last release when the Set Certificate
Password page opens. This same password is required to upgrade all other Orchestrators, Orchestrator
nodes, and agents in this CA Process Automation Domain. Click Next.

15. To use your previous selection, click through the Select Start Menu Folder page.
16. On the General Properties page, note the following changes in defaults for the Orchestrator server port:

•  Server Port
Defines the port that the Domain Orchestrator uses to communicate with other Orchestrators and agents.
Simplified communication uses this port.
Default: 80 (basic: HTTP), or 443 (secured: HTTPS)

•  Deprecated Server Port
Defines the Server Port value that was defined for a previous CA Process Automation release. Deprecated
communication uses this port.
Default: 7001

17. Click through the following pages, modifying them at your discretion.

•  Scripts Temporary Directory 
•  Powershell Execution Policy 

18. When the Embedded Entitlements Manager (EEM) Security Settings page opens:

1.1 Verify that the application name listed is the correct CA EEM application name for the CA Process
Automation instance that you are upgrading.
Because this name is customizable, the correct application name may not be shown by default.

2.1 Select Register Application with CA EEM and click Register.
3.1 Supply credentials for logging in to CA EEM as the EiamAdmin administrator.
4.1 Agree to the upgrade. The installation process detects the CA EEM server version and selects the

appropriate SDK.
5.1 When the Application Registered confirmation opens, click OK.

Note:

Selecting an MS SQL Driver Jar File 
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In the Step 7, after clicking Add Files, consider that you had selected an MS SQL driver jar file, for
example, mssql-jdbc-6.1.0.jre7.jar. Then here in Step 19, the  CA Process Automation Domain Database
Settings page, consider that you select the Type of Database as MS SQL. Then, Driver Jar field populates
the MS SQL jar that you have already selected in the Step 7.

However, if required, you can select a jTDS JDBC driver file, instead of an MS SQL driver jar file by using the
Browse button.

Note:

Ensure that you need to the use the same driver jar file ( either a jTDS JDBC or an MS SQL driver file) while
creating the three databases in the following screens: Database Settings (Library), Runtime Database, and
Repository Database Settings.

19. Because you have already defined the database settings, click through them:

• Repository database
• Runtime database
• Reporting database

20. Click through Additional JARs for installation if there is nothing to add.
21. When the Completing the CA Process Automation Domain Setup Wizard opens, click Finish.

Warning:  A significant interval passes before the Domain Orchestrator becomes available for log-in.
The upgrade of other Orchestrators or nodes (if the Domain Orchestrator is clustered) can start only
after you can log in to the Domain Orchestrator.

22. Start the Orchestrator service on the Domain Orchestrator.
23. Continue with one of the following tasks:

• If you have other Orchestrator or cluster nodes:

•  Upgrade a Nonclustered Orchestrator 
•  Upgrade a Cluster Node 

• If your only Orchestrator is a nonclustered Domain Orchestrator, complete the postupgrade tasks.

 Upgrade a Nonclustered Orchestrator
After you run a script from the  installation media to upgrade the Domain Orchestrator, you can
upgrade other Orchestrators from the  UI.
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After you run a script from the CA Process Automation installation media to upgrade the Domain Orchestrator, you
can upgrade other Orchestrators from the CA Process Automation UI.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the host that contains the Orchestrator to upgrade.
2. Browse to CA Process Automation and log in with administrator credentials.
3. Click the Configuration tab and select the Installation palette.
4. To start the upgrade, click Install in the Install Orchestrator section.
5. Select a language and click OK.

The Welcome to the CA Process Automation Third-Party Installer Setup wizard page opens.
6. On the Licensing agreement page, accept the agreement, then click Next.
7. On the Select Destination Directory page, navigate to the directory that you used for the previous CA

Process Automation release. 
For example, in Windows, the following directories are defaults, depending on the source release:

C:\program files\ca\itpam
C:\program files\ca\pam

8. Click Next to Prerequisites for CA Process Automation Installation.
9. To specify the JDBC jar files to install, use one of the following methods:

• To use the same JDBC jars as the Domain Orchestrator, leave the Use Domain check box selected and
click Next.
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• To use different JDBC jars from the Domain Orchestrator, clear the Use Domain check box and complete
the following steps:

1.1 Click Add Files.
2.1 Select the database type.
3.1 Click Browse and navigate to the JDBC JAR file for the selected server type.
4.1 Click Next.

10. Click Next to confirm, then click Finish to advance to the CA Process Automation installer.
11. On the Welcome page, click Next.
12. Accept the license agreement and click Next.
13. Browse to the location of the upgraded JDK when the Java Home Directory page opens, then click Next.
14. Click Next to proceed through the following installation wizard pages:

• Domain URL
• Single Sign-on and Load Balancer configuration
• Company Name

15. Enter the certificate password, then click Next.

Warning:  This entry must match the certificate password that was entered when the Domain
Orchestrator was upgraded.

16. Click Next to accept the previous configuration on following installation wizard pages:

• Start Menu Folder preferences
• General Properties
• Scripts temporary directory
• PowerShell run policy
• Repository database settings for this Orchestrator
• Runtime database settings
• Reporting database settings

17. Click Finish.
18. When processing finishes, start the Orchestrator service on the upgraded nonclustered Orchestrator.

 Upgrade a Cluster Node
When you upgrade a clustered Orchestrator, you upgrade one node at a time, beginning with
any node in the cluster.
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When you upgrade a clustered Orchestrator, you upgrade one node at a time, beginning with any node in the
cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the host on which a cluster node is installed.
2. Browse to the Domain Orchestrator URL (the load balancer for the Domain Orchestrator, if clustered).
3. Log in, click the Configuration tab, and click the Installation palette.
4. Under Install Cluster Node for Orchestrator, click Install to start the upgrade.
5. The language selection dialog opens first. Click OK.
6. On the Welcome to the CA Process Automation 3rd Party Installer Setup Wizard page, click Next.
7. Accept the terms of the license Agreement and click Next.
8. On the Select Destination Directory page, navigate to the directory you used for the previous release. 

For example, the following directories are the Windows, depending on the source release:

C:\program files\ca\itpam
C:\program files\ca\pam

9. Click through the following wizard pages:

• Prerequisites for A Process Automation installation - invokes installation.
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• Completing the CA Process Automation Setup Wizard with Use Domain selected - Click Finish and
wait until the next page opens. No visual indicator of the processing precedes the display of the next page.

• Welcome to the CA Process Automation Domain Setup Wizard
• License Agreement

10. If you upgraded your JDK, browse to the Java Home Directory (for example, C:\Program Files\Java
\jdk1.8.0_162).

11. Continue, clicking through pages:

• Reinstall
• Configure existing installation

12. Select Reinstall. The Configuration Screen appears with the following information. You can edit the
information, if required and click Next:

1.1 Support Secure Communication - Displays the previous installation of CA PAM with appropriate secure
mode details.

Note:

If you already upgraded a node in this cluster, select from the Orchestrator drop-down list the Orchestrator
node that you upgraded first.

2.1 Configure Load Balancer - Displays the previous installation of CA PAM with appropriate Load Balancer
details.

Note:

To identify the node you are upgrading, type node1, node2, node3, or node4 in the Load Balancer
Worker Node field.

3.1 Configure Disaster Recovery - Select this option to install CA PAM in Disaster Recovery mode. Select the
appropriate Disaster Node Type. Ensure that the first node that you install must be an active node.

13. The Configure Site Minder page displays the SSO information of the previous installation of CA PAM. You can
edit the information, if required and click Next.

14. Type your company name, if it is not displayed.
15. Enter the certificate password.

Warning:  This entry must match the certificate password that was entered when the Domain
Orchestrator was upgraded.

16. Click through the following pages, if they appear. Other nodes in the cluster also use the node1 settings.

• Select Start Menu Folder.
• General Properties page. Install as Windows Service is not shown but is assumed.
• Scripts Temporary Directory.
• PowerShell.
• CA Embedded Entitlements Manager Security Settings.
• Database Settings - Repository.
• Database Settings - Runtime.
• Database Settings - Reporting.

The upgrade starts.
17. When the Completing the CA Process Automation Setup Wizard page opens, click Finish.

Processing continues.
18. When processing finishes, start the Orchestrator service on the upgraded cluster node.

 Complete the Postupgrade Tasks
The post-upgrade tasks for agents depend on the following factors:
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The post-upgrade tasks for agents depend on the following factors:

• Whether you specified the same Certificate Password during the Orchestrator upgrades as you did in the
previous release or you specified a new Certificate Password. Orchestrators and agents share the Certificate
Password.

• The release from which you are upgrading.

Complete the postupgrade tasks after you upgrade to CA Process Automation.
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Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Carry forward any of the following configuration file modifications that you want to retain.

1.1 Navigate to the following backup location:

install_dir/config_backup_MM_dd_yyyy_HHmm

2.1 To highlight differences between the following backed-up configuration files and the current CA Process
Automation version, use a file comparison tool:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config/OasisConfig.properties
install_dir/server/c2o/bin/c2osvcw.conf
install_dir/server/c2o/conf/standardjboss.xml
install_dir/server/c2o/conf/log4j.xml

3.1 Apply appropriate changes to the current CA Process Automation version.

Note:

See also Tune CA Process Automation.
2. Browse to CA Process Automation and log in.
3. Click the Configuration tab and examine the Configuration Browser.
4. Verify that all Orchestrators appear under the Orchestrators node and that the associated Orchestrator

touchpoints appear in the Domain hierarchy under the correct environment. If any Orchestrator is not
active, start the Orchestrator.

5. Verify that the agents have restarted. Agents that use deprecated communication restart automatically. Start the
agents that are running but are not responding, or that are not running.

6. If your Orchestrators do not have internet access, you can download the PDF file by accessing the CA Process
Automation wiki space from a system, which has internet access.

7. If you use CA Embedded Entitlements Manager CA EEM r12.51 CR04 with your upgraded CA Process
Automation, and you configured CA EEM to reference multiple Microsoft Active Directories or an AD forest:

1.1 Recreate CA Process Automation users in CA EEM.
2.1 Reinstate the object ownership.

8. Upgrade any CA Process Automation connectors that are not r4.x connectors.

 Test Your Processes with the Upgraded Orchestrators
After the upgrade is complete, test your processes with the upgraded . Consider the following
approach. Verify that processes run successfully on each of your Orchestrators.
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After the upgrade is complete, test your processes with the upgraded CA Process Automation. Consider the
following approach. Verify that processes run successfully on each of your Orchestrators.

Follow these steps:

1. Start a process that generates a task. Take the task for yourself. Verify that the process instance appears on
the Home tab. Verify that the task you took appears in your Task List.

2. Start a scheduled process or operator. Verify that it starts on time and completes successfully.
3. Start a process with operators that run on agent touchpoints or on remote hosts through proxy touchpoints.

Verify that the process instance completes successfully.
4. Let a solution that uses CA Process Automation as an integrated component run. Monitor the results and verify

that nothing unexpected occurs.
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 Switch Load Balancers from Apache to NGINX
If you used an Apache load balancer for your clustered Orchestrators before upgrade, CA
Technologies recommends that you retain it until you verify the postupgrade functionality. To do
so, update your Apache configuration with new templates provided in the installation media.
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If you used an Apache load balancer for your clustered Orchestrators before upgrade, CA Technologies
recommends that you retain it until you verify the postupgrade functionality. To do so, update your Apache
configuration with new templates provided in the installation media.

Changing to NGINX after an upgrade is generally the same as setting up NGINX in a new release. However, for an
upgrade, you install NGINX on the server where the Apache load balancer currently resides. This action lets you
leverage the previously established URL and the previously established host names and ports.

Note:  See NGINX Load Balancer Prerequisites for information about the setup.

Agents communicate with Orchestrators; Orchestrators communicate with agents. CA Process
Automation introduces an improved simplified communication method. Apache uses the deprecated
communication method. By default, existing agents are configured to use deprecated communication. This default
lets you switch load balancers from Apache to NGINX and convert agents to use simplified communication when
convenient after the upgrade. NGINX supports simplified communication and deprecated communication.

 Update the F5 Pools, iRule Definition, and Configuration
To use simplified communication, modify the F5 configuration.
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To use simplified communication, modify the F5 configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Create two F5 pools for each CA Process Automation cluster.
2. Replace your current iRule with the iRule definition.
3. Configure F5 to use simplified communication with HTTPS.

 Configure the Agents to Use Simplified Communication
You configure agent communications when you install an agent. You can reconfigure the setting
without reinstalling the agent.
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You configure agent communications when you install an agent. You can reconfigure the setting without reinstalling
the agent.

• Simplified Communication
Simplified communication uses web sockets and HTTP to produce a one way, persistent connection from
the agent to the Orchestrator. CA Process Automation uses a standard port (80 or 443) that provides a fast
connection between the components.

• Deprecated Communication
Deprecated communication, which uses multiple ports, is not as firewall- or NAT router-friendly as simplified
communication. The Orchestrator-initiated connections that are used in deprecated communication are not as
efficient as the persistent connections used in simplified communication.

You can use either of the following methods to configure agents to use simplified communication, for example, in
the second phase of the upgrade:

• Change the communication type from the Configuration tab (described in the following procedure).
• Reinstall the agents, where the Use Deprecated Communication check box is cleared. Agent reinstallation

uses the same procedure as a new agent installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab and expand Agents on the Configuration Browser palette.
2. Select the agent for which to switch communication and click Lock.
3. Select the Properties tab for the selected agent.
4. Clear the Use Deprecated Communication check box.
5. Select the agent and click Unlock.
6. To save the changes, click Yes on the Unsaved Data dialog.
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The agent creates web socket connections and sends connection details to all Orchestrator nodes.
Orchestrators use the persisted web socket connection to send requests or updates to the agent as necessary.

7. Restart the agent.
8. Repeat this procedure for each agent.

Warning:  If you later change the Domain Orchestrator communication type from basic (HTTP with port 80)
to secure communication (HTTPS with port 443), reinstall the agents that use simplified communication.

 Test Your Processes with Simplified Communication
After you configure agents to use simplified communication, retest your processes.
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After you configure agents to use simplified communication, retest your processes.

Follow these steps:

1. Start a process with operators that run on agent touchpoints or on remote hosts through proxy touchpoints.
Verify that the process instance completes successfully.

2. When you are satisfied that agents function as expected with simplified communications, resume normal
processing.

 Upgrade Examples
Contents:
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Contents:

 Example: Upgrade Any Domain Orchestrator Node from r3.1 SP01 (Windows)
This example is one of two related examples of upgrading a clustered Domain Orchestrator
from r3.1 SP01 to r4.2 on a Windows operating system. The examples include selected
screenshots and commentary for the following scenario:
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This example is one of two related examples of upgrading a clustered Domain Orchestrator from r3.1 SP01 to r4.2
on a Windows operating system. The examples include selected screenshots and commentary for the following
scenario:

• Domain Orchestrator node 1 - pam-sandbox-n1
• Domain Orchestrator node 2 - pam-sandbox-n2
• Domain Orchestrator Load Balancer - pam-sandbox-LB

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the host with the node of the clustered Domain Orchestrator that you plan to upgrade.
2. Open the CA Process Automation release that you are upgrading. 

For example, from the Start menu, select Programs, CA,  CA Process Automation Domain 3.1
SP01, Start CA Process Automation Management Console.

Note:  This step simplifies verifying that CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) is running and
that your database server is active, which is an upgrade prerequisite.

3. Click Sign Out, close the CA Process Automation Management Console, and stop the Orchestrator Service. If
you open Services, you can verify that the service status is not Started.

Note:  Do not proceed while the status is Stopping. Refresh this view and wait until the Status field is cleared.
4. Navigate to the DVD1 folder on the installation media and start the Domain_Installer_windows.bat.
5. Click Next to navigate through the initial pages of the Third-Party Installer Setup wizard:

• Welcome to the CA Process Automation 3rd Party Installer Setup Wizard
• License agreement - I accept the terms of the License Agreement

6. For Select Destination Directory, browse to the directory that contains the files for CA Process
Automation r3.1 SP01 (bin, client, docs, lib, and server). This directory is typically named ITPAM, but it could
have another name that you previously provided.
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Warning:  Verify that you reference the correct directory so that the installation process recognizes
your previous configuration options.

7. Click Next to navigate through Prerequisites for CA Process Automation Installation.
Installation of third-party components begins.

8. When the JDBC Jars for Installation page opens (if you use a MySQL database server or a SQL Server),
click Add Files. Browse to the location of the appropriate jar file.
For example, if the JDBC driver for SQL Server has changed, browse to DVD1\drivers\jtds-1.3.jar for SQL
Server.

9. When the Completing the CA Process Automation Setup Wizard page opens: 

1.1 Change the last directory of the displayed path from DVD1 to DVD2.
2.1 Click Finish.

The Copying CA Process Automation installer. This may take a few minutes to complete, please
wait. message opens.

10. When the Welcome to CA Process Automation Domain Setup Wizard opens, click through the initial
wizard pages:

• Language.
• Welcome to the CA Process Automation Domain Setup Wizard.
• License Agreement- I accept the terms of the License Agreement.
• Java Home Directory - this directory is picked up automatically, for example, C:\Program Files\Java

\jdk1.7.0_x.
• Reinstall/Configure - the Reinstall option means Upgrade.

The copying configuration message opens.
• Configuration Screen.

11. When the Set Certificate Password page opens, enter the same certificate password that was used in the
previous release, then click Next. 

12. Click Next to Select Start Menu Folder. The default value is  CA Process Automation 4.2.
13. For General Properties, click Next. Install as Windows Service is selected by default. 
14. Click Next to navigate through the following pages:

• Scripts Temporary Directory
• Powershell Execution Policy

15. When the Embedded Entitlements Manager (EEM) Security Settings opens, entries from your previous
configuration are populated by default. For example:

1.1 Skip the Default Active Directory Domain field unless you configured CA EEM to use multiple Microsoft
Active Directories. In this case, enter the name of one of the ADs you configured.

2.1 Select Register Application with CA EEM and click Register.
3.1 Supply credentials for logging in to CA EEM as the EiamAdmin administrator and click OK.
4.1 On the Upgrade dialog, click Yes.
5.1 Click OK on the Application Upgraded message.
6.1 (Optional) Click Test EEM Settings, complete the Verify EEM settings, and respond to the confirmation

message.

• If your user credentials are stored in CA EEM, enter the user name and password for your CA Process
Automation user account.

• If CA EEM uses Active Directory, enter your AD credentials.
16. As the following Database Settings appear, click Test Database Settings to verify that "Test is successful" is

displayed. Click Next.

• Repository database (also known as the Library database)
• Runtime database
• Reporting database

17. For Additional Jars for Installation, click Next or select from the displayed list and add files as necessary.
18. Wait while Setup upgrades (installs) the CA Process Automation Domain.
19. When the Completing the CA Process Automation Domain Setup Wizard opens, click Finish.
20. Log out of the server on which you upgraded node1 of the clustered Domain Orchestrator.

Note:  Defer starting the Orchestrator service until any necessary connector updates are complete.
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 Example: Upgrade Another Domain Orchestrator Node from r3.1 SP01 (Windows)
This example is the second of two related examples of upgrading a clustered Domain
Orchestrator from r3.1 SP01 to r4.2 on a Windows operating system. The examples include
selected screenshots and commentary for the following scenario:
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This example is the second of two related examples of upgrading a clustered Domain Orchestrator from r3.1 SP01
to r4.2 on a Windows operating system. The examples include selected screenshots and commentary for the
following scenario:

• Domain Orchestrator node 1 - pam-sandbox-n1
• Domain Orchestrator node 2 - pam-sandbox-n2
• Load Balancer for Domain Orchestrator - pam-sandbox-LB

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the first server you upgraded. Start the Orchestrator Service through Administrative
Tools, Services. Notice that the path is the same path in which you initially installed CA Process Automation.

2. Log in to the server on which another node (for example, node2) of the clustered Domain Orchestrator is
installed.

3. Browse to the Domain URL, the load balancer for the Domain Orchestrator. In this example, it is http://pam-
sandbox-lb/itpam.

4. Log in, click the Configuration tab, and click the Installation palette (bottom left).
5. Under Install Cluster Node For Domain Orchestrator, click Install.
6. The language selection dialog opens first. Click OK.
7. Click through the following wizard pages:

• Welcome to the CA Process Automation 3rd Party Installer Setup Wizard.
• License Agreement - select I accept the terms of the license Agreement

8. For Select Destination Directory, browse to the exact directory that contains the files for CA Process
Automation r3.1 SP01 (bin, client, docs, lib, and server). This directory could have the default name or a name
you previously provided.

Warning:  Verify that you reference the correct directory so that the installation process recognizes
your previous configuration options.

9. Click through the following wizard pages:

• Prerequisites for A Process Automation installation - invokes installation.
• Completing the CA Process Automation Setup Wizard with Use Domain selected - Click Finish 

Wait until the next page opens. There is no visual indicator of the processing that precedes the display of
the next page.

• Welcome to the CA Process Automation Domain Setup Wizard
• License Agreement

10. If you upgraded your JDK, browse to the Java Home Directory. For example,

C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_162

11. When the Configuration screen opens: 

1.1 Click the Orchestrator drop-down list and select the node of the Domain Orchestrator that you upgraded
first.

2.1 In the Load Balancer Worker Node field, type the designator for the node (node2, node3, node4) on
which you are upgrading. Consider the format worker.node2.host=current-host, because it was defined in
workers.properties in the apache_install_dir/conf folder.

In this example, node2 of the Domain Orchestrator cluster is defined as the value for worker.node2.host=pam-
sandbox-n2 in workers.properties. The load balancer FQDN is prepopulated in the Public Host Name field.

12. Type your company name.
13. Type the same certificate password that you entered when you installed the previous Domain Orchestrator

node. This certificate password is the same one that the Domain Orchestrator used in the previous release.

http://pam-sandbox-lb/itpam
http://pam-sandbox-lb/itpam
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14. Click through the following pages, which use settings from node1 in this example.

• Select Start Menu Folder.
• General Properties page (Install as Windows Service is not shown but is assumed).
• Scripts Temporary Directory
• PowerShell
• CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager Security Settings
• Database Settings - Repository
• Database Settings - Runtime
• Database Settings - Reporting

The upgrade installation begins.
15. When the Completing the CA Process Automation Domain Setup Wizard page opens, click Finish.

 Example Upgrade a Nonclustered Orchestrator from r4.1 SP01 on Windows
This example shows the process of upgrading a nonclustered Orchestrator from  r4.1 SP01 to
r4.2 in a Windows operating environment. The example can be useful it you are unfamiliar with
the  installation wizard.
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This example shows the process of upgrading a nonclustered Orchestrator from CA Process Automation r4.1 SP01
to r4.2 in a Windows operating environment. The example can be useful it you are unfamiliar with the CA Process
Automation installation wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the host on which the Domain Orchestrator is installed.
2. Open the CA Process Automation release you are upgrading. 

For example, from the Start menu, select CA,  CA Process Automation 4.1 SP01, Start CA Process
Automation .

Note:  This step simplifies verifying that CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) is running and
that your database server is active, which is an upgrade prerequisite.

3. Log out of CA Process Automation, close the browser, and stop the Orchestrator Service. For example,
from the Start menu, select CA,  CA Process Automation 4.1 SP01, Stop Orchestrator Service. If you
open Services, you can verify that the service status is not Started.

4. Navigate to the DVD1 folder on the installation media and start the Domain_Installer_windows.bat.
5. Click Next to navigate through the initial pages of the wizard:

• Language
• Welcome to the CA Process Automation 3rd Party Installer Setup Wizard
• License agreement - I accept the terms of the License Agreement

6. On the Select Destination Directory page, verify that this directory is the same directory as for the release
from which you are upgrading. In this example, the default directory for both CA Process Automation r4.1
SP01 and r4.2 is the same:

C:\program files\ca\pam  

Note:  If you installed the previous release in a folder other than the default, navigate to that folder.
7. Click Next to navigate through the initial wizard pages:

• Prerequisites for CA Process Automation Installation
Installation begins, including installing Active MQ and installing third-party components.

• JDBC Jars Installation (The default is to use the JDBC jars that were specified during the Domain
Orchestrator upgrade.)

• Prerequisites for CA Process Automation installation (successfully completed)
8. When the Completing the CA Process Automation Setup Wizard page opens, replace DVD1 with DVD2 in

the Directory path, then click Finish.
The Copying CA Process Automation installer. This may take a few minutes to complete, please
wait. message opens.
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9. When the Welcome to CA Process Automation Domain Setup Wizard opens, click through the initial
pages:

• Language
• Welcome to the CA Process Automation Domain Setup Wizard
• License Agreement- I accept the terms of the License Agreement

10. For  CA Process Automation Domain, Please set Java Home Directory, browse to the appropriate
directory.

11. Continue clicking through pages:

• CA Process Automation Domain, Reinstall/Configure - Reinstall is the only option available for an
upgrade.

• CA Process Automation Domain, Configuration screen
12. When the Set Certificate Password page opens, enter the same certificate password that the Domain

Orchestrator uses. This certificate password must match the one entered when this nonclustered Orchestrator
was initially installed. Click Next.

13. Click through the Select Start Menu Folder to use your previous selection.
14. For General Properties page, note the following changes in the Orchestrator server port defaults:

• Server Port
Defines the port that the Domain Orchestrator uses to communicate with other Orchestrators and agents.
Default: 80 (basic: HTTP), or 443 (secured: HTTPS)

• Deprecated Server Port
(Upgrade/re-install only) The Server Port value that was defined for a previous release of CA Process
Automation.
Default: 7001

15. Modify the following pages as appropriate.

• Scripts Temporary Directory
• Powershell Execution Policy

16. When the Embedded Entitlements Manager (EEM) Security Settings page appears:

1.1 Select Register Application with CA EEM, then click Register. 
CA Technologies recommends this action for an upgrade because a new release can contain changes or
additions to CA EEM policies for CA Process Automation. When no changes are made between releases,
a message indicates that no upgrade is required.

2.1 If you try to exit this page without registering and the process detects a CA Process Automation version
upgrade, the installation process prompts you to register the application.

3.1 Supply credentials for logging in to CA EEM as the EiamAdmin administrator.

• If you are prompted, click Yes to upgrade. The installation process detects the CA EEM server version
and selects the appropriate SDK.

• If your are prompted that no upgrade is required, click OK.
4.1 Click OK when the Application Registered confirmation opens.

17. Because you already defined them, navigate through the Database Settings:

• Repository database
• Runtime database
• Reporting database

18. Click through Additional JARs for installation if there is nothing to add.
Setup upgrades (installs) the CA Process Automation Domain.

19. When the Completing the CA Process Automation Domain Setup Wizard message opens, click Finish.
Allow time for the schema updates to complete before you try to start CA Process Automation.

20. From the Start menu, select CA, CA Process Automation 4.2, Start Orchestrator Service.
21. From the Start menu, select CA, CA Process Automation 4.2, Start CA Process Automation.

 Data Migration After Upgrade
An upgrade to CA Process Automation 4.3 requires data migration of completed instances to
conform to the optimized archiver design.
catpa04305
An upgrade to CA Process Automation 4.3 requires data migration of completed instances to conform to the
optimized archiver design.
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When you upgrade from a previous CA Process Automation version to 4.3, data migration of existing instances no
longer occurs during installation. A background data migration task is now triggered after server start-up, which
completes data migration at regular intervals. This activity is logged in the c2o/logs/datamigration.log file. The log
file provides the following information:

• How many records are migrated
• How many records remain to migrate
• The timestamp for each record
• During this data migration activity, archiving is suspended for completed run-time instances.

After the data migration is completed, the archiver thread gets automatically initiated based on the policies that
you define in the Configuration > Policies tab. After the data is archived, the data is purged based on the purge
policies that you define in the Configuration tab.

 Enabling Cross Origin Resource Sharing (CORS)
You can enable the Cross Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) in the  Server. To enable CORS,
set the pam.cors.enabled property in the OasisConfig.properties as true and re-start the  server.
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You can enable the Cross Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) in the CA Process Automation Server. To enable
CORS, set the pam.cors.enabled property in the OasisConfig.properties as true and re-start the CA Process
Automation server.

Note:

Absence of the pam.cors.enabled property in the  OasisConfig.properties file is treated as false and CORS is
disabled in the CA Process Automation server.

 HTTP Response Headers
The HTTP headers allow the client and the server to pass additional information with a request
or a response. An HTTP response header primarily enables communication and response to
the user requests that are received on a web server or a website. The HTTP security headers
provide an added layer of security that helps to detect and mitigate certain types of attacks.
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The HTTP headers allow the client and the server to pass additional information with a request or a response. An
HTTP response header primarily enables communication and response to the user requests that are received on
a web server or a website. The HTTP security headers provide an added layer of security that helps to detect and
mitigate certain types of attacks.

Some of the most popular HTTP security headers are:

1. Content-Security-Policy
2. Referrer-Policy
3. Strict-Transport-Security
4. X-Content-Type-Options
5. X-Frame-Options
6. X-XSS-Protection

You can add or update the HTTP response header in CA Process Automation.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the CA PAM Master Node
2. Navigate to the following folder location:

<<CAPAM_Installation_Folder>>\server\c2o\ext-deploy\c2oear-snapshot.ear\web-snapshot.war\WEB-INF
3. Open the web.xml file.
4. Add or update the <init-param> tag of the ResponseHeaderFilter filter in the web.xml file with HTTP response

header information. 
5. Start the CA PAM Master Node.

Note:

In a cluster setup, repeat the procedure from Step 1 through Step 5 for each node in a cluster setup.
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4 Administrating
Information for customizing and maintaining this product.
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HID_Administrating

As an administrator, you can perform the following tasks in CA Process Automation:

• Create a role-based access for administrators, designers, Production Users, and users who review reports.
• Configure CA Process Automation.
• Create an implementation plan for each process.
• Install and configure CA Process Automation agents.
• Build out the system as needed.

Contents:

 Overview for Administrators
Administrating focuses on tasks for which users in the following roles are responsible:
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Administrating focuses on tasks for which users in the following roles are responsible:

• CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) administrators who set up CA EEM for CA Process
Automation.

• CA Process Automation Content Administrators with Domain Administrator, Environment Configuration
Administrator, and Environment Content Administrator rights.

Content Administrator tasks include:

• Setting up security.
• Configuring the product to support content development and production.

Before you start administrating, verify that the CA Process Automation installation and setup tasks are complete.

Note:

See Building for information about:

• The work flows that are related to setting up a new content design environment or a new production
environment.

• How Content Designers create processes and other automation objects.

See Using for information about:

• How Production Users use CA Process Automation in a production environment.

• How Content Designers use the Operations tab during content design. 

See Reference for information about:

• How Content Designers use Web services methods.

• Operators.

 Administration Task Overview
 provides the primary interface for content development. System administrators and Content
Administrators use for the following activities:
catpa04305
 CA Process Automation provides the primary interface for content development. System administrators and
Content Administrators use CA Process Automation for the following activities:

•  Administer security
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CA Process Automation security involves user authentication at login and role-based access. You define user
accounts, custom groups, and policies that grant permissions through CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA
EEM).

•  Administer the Domain
Domain is used to describe the enterprise view of the entire CA Process Automation system, including
Orchestrators, agents, and process libraries. Domain administration includes adding environments, removing
unused agents and touchpoints in bulk, and managing Domain properties.

•  Configure Orchestrators
An Orchestrator is the engine component of CA Process Automation that reads from the process library and
runs processes. The first CA Process Automation Orchestrator that you install is the Domain Orchestrator. You
can add nodes to the Domain Orchestrator for increased processing power and load balancing. If your users are
geographically dispersed, consider adding a standard Orchestrator in each location.

•  Create and configure environments
An environment is an optional partition of the Domain that separates content development. You can create
environments for development, testing, and production or for different business units. Configuration includes
adding touchpoints and creating touchpoint groups.

•  Configure agents
An agent is CA Process Automation software that you install on a network host. Orchestrators that run
processes can run specific steps of the process on agent hosts or remote hosts to which agents have SSH
connections. Configuration includes associating touchpoints, proxy touchpoints, or host groups to agents.

•  Map and configure touchpoints
A touchpoint is a logical entity that is used in operator definitions to represent the target agent or Orchestrator
where some portion of the process runs. You can map a touchpoint to many agents simultaneously and to
different agents over time. Touchpoints provide flexibility in process implementation while reducing maintenance
requirements for the processes themselves.

•  Map and configure proxy touchpoints and host groups
 
Remote hosts (hosts without an installed agent) can be targeted to run operations as part of a running process.
To enable connectivity, you establish SSH access from a host with an agent to the remote host. On the host
with the agent, you configure either a proxy touchpoint or a host group. An operator can target a host with its
proxy touchpoint name. A host group references remote hosts. An operator can target such a remote host with
its FQDN or an IP address.

Note:

See DNS Host Name Syntax.
•  Browse the library

A library is the repository that contains operator objects and scripts that Content Designers assemble to create
processes. Processes and other automation objects are stored in the library.

•  Administer automation objects in libraries
Automation objects define processing, scheduling, monitoring, logging, and other configurable elements of
a CA Process Automation package. Automation objects are stored in the library of a specific Orchestrator in a
nonclustered architecture. Administration of automation objects includes the optional configuration of security
settings on a library folder or object to control access for designated groups and users.

•  Manage security for automation objects
You can create custom CA EEM policies for automation objects. For example, enable Touchpoint Security and
create Touchpoint Security policies in CA EEM to limit who can run certain operators on specified high-valued
targets. Enable Runtime Security and use Set Owner to grant process starting rights to only the owner of the
process.

•  Administer processes
An example of process administration is stopping failed processes from a process watch.

 Tabs Overview
Availability of specific tabs in the product UI depends on access rights granted the logged-on
user. When you log in to the product for the first time, the UI displays the tabs that this topic
describes.
catpa04305
Availability of specific tabs in the product UI depends on access rights granted the logged-on user. When you log in
to the product for the first time, the UI displays the tabs that this topic describes.

Note:  You complete most configuration and administration tasks from the Configuration tab.
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•  Home
The Home tab helps you gain quick access to the objects on which you are working. You can use other links to
gain quick access to information of general interest. 

•  Library
Content administrators typically create and grant access rights to the folders.

Note:  Content Designers create objects and access them for edit from the Library tab folders.
The Designer tab is the editor for process objects.

•  Designer
Content designers design a planned process on the Designer tab.

•  Operations
The Operations tab is used by users in the Production Users group.  includes the following palettes:

•  Links
Displays information in the right pane for the following standard links:

•  Process Instances
Instances of processes that have been started. The bar chart in the Process Instances pane shows
operators by state. The Process Instances pane also shows details for each operator.

•  Operators
Operators in started processes and tasks from schedules. The bar chart in the Operators pane shows
operators by state. The Operators pane also shows details for each operator. 

•  Tasks
Tasks that are assigned to users and groups. All users can view their specific task list, task lists for groups
to which they belong, and tasks that are assigned to others. Administrators assign tasks to users or
groups. A user takes an assigned task and replies to the User Interaction notification.

•  Active Schedules
Schedules that started active processes. 

•  Global Schedules
Schedules that any user can use to start any process or selected operators. You can filter the display by
date, by Orchestrator or agent touchpoint, and by whether the schedule is current or archived.

•  Start Requests
Requests that specified processes start on demand. 

•  Content Packages 

All users can monitor objects that are imported to the environment as content packages. When you click a content
package in the left pane, the package properties display in the right pane.

Note:

You can view the release version information for the following items that are included in content packages:

• Process instances
• Active schedules
• Global schedules
• Start requests

The product displays the content package name and content package release version for each object.

•  Process Watch
All users can monitor processes in all states, active schedules, operators, start requests, datasets, resources,
and custom operators.

•  Start Requests
Users can view a bar graph of queued, running, completed, and failed start request instances. For a selected
bar, users can view the instance name, scheduled time, state, start time and end time, and the user name.

•  Dataset
Users can display the structure of a selected dataset and its name/value pairs.

•  Resources
Users can select a resources object and then use the right pane to override the
displayed Amount and Used values manually. Users can also change the State.

•  Schedules
Users can select a schedule and then use the right pane to set the following properties:

• The run date
• Whether to show the activity for all nodes or for a selected Orchestrator
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• Whether to display archived schedules  
•  Configuration

The administrator is responsible for configuring CA Process Automation access in the Configuration tab.
By default, Environments, Orchestrators, and agents inherit settings that administrators configure at
the Domain level. Operators inherit settings that administrators configure at the operator category level.
The Configuration tab contains the following palettes:

•  Configuration Browser
Displays the following nodes:

•  Domain
Configure the Domain, the Default Environment, the Orchestrator touchpoint, the agent and proxy
touchpoints, and the host groups.

•  Orchestrators
Configure the Domain Orchestrator and other installed Orchestrators.

•  Agents
Configure associations and settings for all installed agents. 

•  Manage User Resources
The system administrator accesses the User Resources folder to add or update the scripts that are used to
develop content. Administrators can upload JAR files to the Agent Resources folder or the Orchestrator
Resources folder. The product shares the uploaded files when you restart agents or Orchestrators.

•  Installations
The system administrator installs other Orchestrators or cluster nodes for the Domain Orchestrator or other
Orchestrators. Administrators also install agents.

•  Reports
All users can access predefined reports or upload custom reports designed with the BIRT RCP Designer. 

 Component Relationships
As a  administrator, your responsibilities include:
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As a CA Process Automation administrator, your responsibilities include:

• Configuration: Domain, Default Environment, or Orchestrator
• Installation and configuration to build out the Domain: Other Orchestrators and agents
• Creating and configuring logical entities: Environments, touchpoints and proxy touchpoints, and host groups

Before you start, understand the relationships among these physical and logical entities. The Configuration
Browser palette on the Configuration tab displays a tree view of the logical hierarchy, the Orchestrators
node, and the empty Agents node. The logical hierarchy initially consists of the Domain node with the Default
Environment node. The expanded Default Environment node displays the Orchestrator, the empty All
Touchpoints node, and the empty All Host Groups node.

The Domain is the root node of the logical hierarchy. All Orchestrators that you install appear under the
Orchestrators node. All agents that you install appear under the Agents node (not shown).

Touchpoint refers to the association between an Orchestrator and an environment. It also refers to the association
between an agent and an environment. The graphic shows the Configuration Browser as it appears immediately
after the first CA Process Automation installation. Therefore, it does not include agents or agent touchpoints.
Content Designers use touchpoints as targets in the processes that they automate.

The Default Environment is typically dedicated to the design of automated processes. Content Designers develop
processes that run on the Domain Orchestrator touchpoint. When the first process is ready to transition to
production, you create a new environment; a production environment is added to the Domain.
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Figure 10: Component Relationships - Default Environment

A process that runs on an Orchestrator can include operators that must target other hosts. These targets typically
require you to install a CA Process Automation agent and then associate touchpoints with the agent. Content
Designers access the agent through the touchpoint name. When an agent cannot be installed on a target host,
proxy touchpoints are used. A Proxy touchpoint extends touchpoint usage so that Orchestrators can run operators
on a remote host (that is, on a host with no installed agent). When a touchpoint is configured with an SSH
connection between the agent host and a remote host, it is a proxy touchpoint.
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Figure 11: Components Relationships - Process with Touchpoints

For each touchpoint with an association to the design environment, you add a touchpoint with the same name
and associate it to the production environment. Therefore, an operator that runs on Touchpoint ABC in the design
environment also runs on a touchpoint that is named Touchpoint ABC in the production environment. In the test
environment, you can associate the touchpoint with a single agent. To support high availability in the production
environment, you can associate the corresponding touchpoint with two agents.
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Figure 12: Component Relationships - Default Environment and Production Environment

 Example: How Touchpoints Enable Content Portability
Consider an example deployment with a Test Domain and a Production Domain, each of which
has its own SMTP server.
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Consider an example deployment with a Test Domain and a Production Domain, each of which has its own SMTP
server.

• smtptest1.myorg.com in the Test Domain
• smptserver.myorg.co in the Production Domain

The administrator installs an agent on each SMTP server and configures each agent with a touchpoint
named SMTP Server. A Content Designer creates a process with a Send_Email operator, where the execution
target is set to the touchpoint name SMTP Server. This process can be deployed without changes to the Test
Domain or to the Production Domain.

http://smtptest1.myorg.com
http://smptserver.myorg.com
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 Cardinality of Component Associations
As a  administrator, you:
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As a CA Process Automation administrator, you:

• Install Orchestrators and agents to build out the Domain.
• Partition the Domain by creating environments, where each environment has a dedicated Library.
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• Configure touchpoints for Content Designers to specify as targets for operators.

To display these entities, click the Configuration tab and open the Configuration Browser palette. 

The following rules govern cardinality between pairs of entities that can have an association:

• Domain, Environments, Orchestrators, Agents
Orchestrators and agents are software components that are physically installed on hosts. The Domain and
environments are logical entities.

• A CA Process Automation system has one, and only one, Domain.
• When a new CA Process Automation system is installed, a Default Environment in the Domain contains the

Domain Orchestrator.
• The Domain can have many environments. You can add environments to separate libraries. For example,

you can dedicate the Default Environment to designing and testing new content. Then, you can create a
separate production environment. Each environment must have at least one Orchestrator.

Note:  An administrator typically exports content from the Default Environment and imports it to the
production environment. You can also transfer content across Domains.

• The Domain can have as many agents as necessary. Agents are installed on hosts and are independent of
environments.

• An environment can have one or more Orchestrators. Each Orchestrator is installed on a separate host.

Note:  An Orchestrator can be standard or clustered. A clustered Orchestrator has multiple nodes, each
of which is installed on a separate host. An Orchestrator appears as a single entity in the Configuration
Browser, whether it is clustered or standard (nonclustered). 

• Environments and Touchpoints
Environments and touchpoints are logical entities.

• Each touchpoint belongs to one environment.
• Each environment can have many touchpoints.
• Each touchpoint that is used in a release version of a process in the design environment requires an

identically named touchpoint in the production environment. This arrangement enables the nonmodifiable
process to run in the production environment. 

• Orchestrators and Touchpoints
After you install an Orchestrator, you create a touchpoint that associates the Orchestrator with a specific
environment. Operators in a process target the touchpoint that is associated with the Orchestrator. The
touchpoint association determines the environment in which the process runs.

• The Domain Orchestrator has a predefined touchpoint.
• Each Orchestrator is associated with only one touchpoint.
• A touchpoint that is associated with an Orchestrator cannot be associated with an agent. Touchpoint-to-

Orchestrator and touchpoint-to-agent associations are mutually exclusive.
• If the operator target is blank, an operator runs on the Orchestrator touchpoint that runs the process.  

• Agents and Touchpoints
To make an agent available as a target for an operator, associate the agent with a touchpoint, a proxy
touchpoint, or a host group.

• You can associate an agent with one or more touchpoints.

• When you associate an agent with one touchpoint, operators can target the touchpoint to run directly on a
host with an installed agent.

• When you associate an agent with multiple touchpoints on the same host, the touchpoints typically target
different components on the host. For example, you could define one touchpoint to access a database
and another to access a third-party product.

• Each operator in a process runs on a touchpoint, which can be associated with an operator, an agent, or
multiple agents. If operator-1 runs on Touchpoint-ABC in the design environment, it runs on a different
touchpoint that is also named Touchpoint-ABC in the production environment. Each member of this
touchpoint pair is associated with a different environment. Each member of the touchpoint pair can be
associated with the same agent or with different agents. This type of association provides the mechanism
for defining processes that you can migrate across environments without changing the target host
information.

• You can associate a touchpoint with one or more agents. You can assign the same priority to multiple agents,
or you can assign a different priority to each agent.
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• When the agents have different priorities, operators run on the agent with the highest priority. If the
highest priority agent is unavailable, operators run on an available agent with a lower priority. This design
ensures availability of a target host.

• When multiple agents with the same priority are associated with a touchpoint, operators run on a
randomly selected agent. This design promotes load balancing.

• A touchpoint that is associated with an Orchestrator cannot be associated with an agent. 
• Agents, Proxy Touchpoints, and Remote Hosts

A remote host is a host that is an operator target when installing an agent is not practical.

• You can associate an agent with one or more proxy touchpoints.
• A proxy touchpoint is a touchpoint that is configured with an SSH connection to one remote host. The remote

host typically has no agent.
• When you associate an agent with a proxy touchpoint, operators in a process can target the proxy touchpoint

to run on the remote host.

Note:  To distribute workload to a remote host without going through an agent, an Orchestrator can use the Run
SSH Script operator in a process. In the operator, the Content Designer defines configuration parameters that
specify the host address and credentials to use to SSH to the remote host and run a script.

Note:  See Run SSH Script Operator.
• Agents, Host Groups, and Remote Hosts

A host group is a group of remote hosts. You typically configure host groups with a common host name pattern
or with an IPv4 subnet expressed in the CIDR notation.

• You can associate an agent with one or more host groups.
• You can associate a host group with one or more agents.
• When an agent is associated with a host group:

• Configure the SSH connections manually. Configure an SSH connection from the agent host to each
remote host that the host group references.

• Operators in a process can run on a referenced remote host. Operators target the IP address or FQDN of
the remote host.

Note:  For noninteractive SSH communication with a remote host, use a proxy touchpoint or a host group. For
interactive SSH communication with a remote host, use the Run SSH Script operator. 

 Audit User Actions
provides audit trails to trace and record activity for configuration objects (Domain, Environments,
Agents, and Orchestrators), and Library objects (folders and automation objects). A
Domain Administrator can view the audit trail for the Domain. An Environment Configuration
Administrator can view the audit trail for an Environment. An end user with Environment user
permission can view the audit trail for an object.
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CA Process Automation provides audit trails to trace and record activity for configuration objects (Domain,
Environments, Agents, and Orchestrators), and Library objects (folders and automation objects). A Domain
Administrator can view the audit trail for the Domain. An Environment Configuration Administrator can view the
audit trail for an Environment. An end user with Environment user permission can view the audit trail for an object.

Contents:

 

 View a Domain Audit Trail
Administrators can view the Domain audit trail.
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Administrators can view the Domain audit trail.
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The Domain audit trail monitors the following actions:

• Domain is locked or unlocked.
• Domain property is changed.
• Domain Orchestrator is changed.
• Environment is created, deleted, locked, unlocked, or renamed.
• Orchestrator is added, deleted, or renamed.
• Agent is added, deleted, or renamed.
• Agent Reference was assigned to touchpoint 'touchpoint-name'.

The following example shows the audit trail for assigning a touchpoint to an agent. Two of the columns are hidden.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Configuration tab.
2. On the Configuration Browser palette, select the Domain node.
3. In the Contents pane, click the Audit trails tab.

The Audit Trails tab displays the following information for all records:

• Object Name
• Last Updated
• Username
• Action Type
• Description

4. (Optional) To sort the audit trails by a specific column, select Sort Ascending or Sort Descending from the
target column drop-down list.
For example, to audit a specific user, select a sort option from the Username column drop-down list, and then
scroll to the appropriate record.

5. (Optional) To change the number of records that the product displays on a page, select a value from the Rows
On Each Page drop-down list.

6. Examine the records in the audit trail.
If the audit records comprise multiple pages, use the toolbar navigation buttons to display the first page,
previous page, next page, or last page.

 View an Environment Audit Trail
With Configuration Administrator access rights, you can view the Environment audit trail.
catpa04305
 

 

With Configuration Administrator access rights, you can view the Environment audit trail.

The Environment audit trail monitors the following actions:

• Environment is locked or unlocked.
• Environment property is changed.
• Environment is created or deleted.
• Environment or object in the Environment is renamed.
• Touchpoint is added, deleted, or renamed.
• Touchpoint Group is added or deleted.
• Host Group is added or deleted.

Follow these steps:
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1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. On the Configuration Browser palette, expand the Domain node and select the Environment to audit (for

example, the Default Environment).
3. In the Contents pane, click the Audit trails tab.

The Audit Trails tab displays the following information for all records:

• Object Name
• Last Updated
• Username
• Action Type
• Description

4. (Optional) To sort the audit trails by a specific column, select Sort Ascending or Sort Descending from the
target column drop-down list.
For example, to audit a specific user, select a sort option from the Username column drop-down list, and then
scroll to the appropriate record.

5. (Optional) To change the number of records that the product displays on a page, select a value from the Rows
On Each Page drop-down list.

6. Examine the records in the audit trail.
If the audit records comprise multiple pages, use the toolbar navigation buttons to display the first page,
previous page, next page, or last page.

 View an Orchestrator Audit Trail
With read permissions on a configuration object, you can view the associated audit trail. Viewing
the audit trail for configuration objects requires access rights that include Environment User and
View Configuration Browser.
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With read permissions on a configuration object, you can view the associated audit trail. Viewing the audit trail for
configuration objects requires access rights that include Environment User and View Configuration Browser.

The Orchestrator audit trail monitors the following actions:

• Orchestrator is locked or unlocked.
• Orchestrator property is changed.
• Orchestrator is quarantined or not quarantined.
• Orchestrator is mapped to a touchpoint or is unmapped from a touchpoint.
• Orchestrator is renamed.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. On the Configuration Browser palette, expand the Orchestrators node and select the target Orchestrator.
3. In the Contents pane, click the Audit trails tab.

The Audit Trails tab displays the following information for all records:

• Object Name
• Last Updated
• Username
• Action Type
• Description

4. (Optional) To sort the audit trails by a specific column, select Sort Ascending or Sort Descending from the
target column drop-down list.
For example, to audit a specific user, select a sort option from the Username column drop-down list, and then
scroll to the appropriate record.

5. (Optional) To change the number of records that the product displays on a page, select a value from the Rows
On Each Page drop-down list.

6. Examine the records in the audit trail.
If the audit records comprise multiple pages, use the toolbar navigation buttons to display the first page,
previous page, next page, or last page.
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 View an Agent Audit Trail
With read permissions on a configuration object, you can view the associated audit trail. Viewing
the audit trail for configuration objects requires CA EEM access rights that include Environment
User and View Configuration Browser.
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With read permissions on a configuration object, you can view the associated audit trail. Viewing the audit trail for
configuration objects requires CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager access rights that include Environment
User and View Configuration Browser.

The agent audit trail monitors the following actions:

• Operator category is enabled on the Connectors tab and changing a configured value.
• Agent is quarantined or not quarantined.
• Agent is locked or unlocked.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. On the Configuration Browser palette, expand the Agents node and select the target agent.
3. In the Contents pane, click the Audit trails tab.

The Audit Trails tab displays the following information for all records:

• Object Name
• Last Updated
• Username
• Action Type
• Description

4. (Optional) To sort the audit trails by a specific column, select Sort Ascending or Sort Descending from the
target column drop-down list.
For example, to audit a specific user, select a sort option from the Username column drop-down list, and then
scroll to the appropriate record.

5. (Optional) To change the number of records that the product displays on a page, select a value from the Rows
On Each Page drop-down list.

6. Examine the records in the audit trail.
If the audit records comprise multiple pages, use the toolbar navigation buttons to display the first page,
previous page, next page, or last page.

 View a Touchpoint, Touchpoint Group, or Host Group Audit Trail
With read permissions on a configuration object, you can view the associated audit trail. Viewing
the audit trail for configuration objects requires access rights that include Environment User and
View Configuration Browser.
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With read permissions on a configuration object, you can view the associated audit trail. Viewing the audit trail for
configuration objects requires access rights that include Environment User and View Configuration Browser.

The Touchpoint, Touchpoint Group, and Host Group audit trails monitor the following actions:

• Touchpoint is created
• Agent is assigned to touchpoint
• Touchpoint group is created
• Touchpoint is added to a group
• Touchpoint group is renamed
• Host Group is created

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. On the Configuration Browser palette, expand the Domain node. Then, expand the Environment node that

contains the target touchpoint, touchpoint group, or host group.
3. Expand the appropriate node (All Touchpoints, All Touchpoint Groups, or All Host Groups), and select the

target touchpoint, touchpoint group, or host group.
4. In the Contents pane, click the Audit trails tab.
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The Audit Trails tab displays the following information for all records:

• Object Name
• Last Updated
• Username
• Action Type
• Description

5. (Optional) To sort the audit trails by a specific column, select Sort Ascending or Sort Descending from the
target column drop-down list.
For example, to audit a specific user, select a sort option from the Username column drop-down list, and then
scroll to the appropriate record.

6. (Optional) To change the number of records that the product displays on a page, select a value from the Rows
On Each Page drop-down list.

7. Examine the records in the audit trail.
If the audit records comprise multiple pages, use the toolbar navigation buttons to display the first page,
previous page, next page, or last page.

 View a Library Folder Audit Trail
Administrators can view the audit trail for any selected folder in the Library. The product logs the
following actions for folders in a Library:
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Administrators can view the audit trail for any selected folder in the Library. The product logs the following actions
for folders in a Library:

• Created
• Renamed
• Deleted
• Create or delete an automation object
• Retrieve an automation object or folder from the Recycle Bin
• Change permissions on a folder, including links to the old and new ACLs

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab and select an Orchestrator from the Orchestrator drop-down list.
2. Navigate to the folder that contains the folder to audit.
3. In the Contents pane, right-click the folder to audit, and then select Properties.
4. In the Properties pane, click the Audit Trails tab.

The Audit Trails tab displays the following information for all records:

• Last Updated
• User Name
• Action Type

5. (Optional) To sort the audit trails by a specific column, select Sort Ascending or Sort Descending from the
target column drop-down list.

6. (Optional) Define which columns the product displays:

1.1 Select Columns from the drop-down list from any column header.
2.1 Clear (hide) or select (show) the column check boxes as appropriate.

For example, to display the Version column, select the Version check box from the Columns menu.
7. Examine the records in the audit trail.

 View an Open Automation Object Audit Trail
Administrators can view the audit trail for an automation object that is open. The product logs
the following actions for automation objects:
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Administrators can view the audit trail for an automation object that is open. The product logs the following actions
for automation objects:

• Create
• Delete
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• Check in and check out
• Rename
• Export and import
• Change automation object permissions, including links to the old and new ACLs
• Retrieve an automation object from the Recycle Bin
• Change the designated current version
• Create or update the release version
• Add a release version property
• Update an automation object (for example, a schedule) without checking it out
• Make a custom Operator object available or unavailable
• Activate or deactivate a schedule

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab and select an Orchestrator from the Orchestrator drop-down list.
2. Navigate to the folder that contains the automation object instance to audit.
3. In the Contents pane, right-click the target automation object instance, and then select Properties.
4. In the Properties pane, click the Audit Trail tab.

The Audit Trail tab displays the following information for all records:

• Last Updated
• User Name
• Action Type

Note:  The Version column is also available, but is not displayed by default. For more information, see Step 5.
5. (Optional) To sort the audit trails by a specific column, select Sort Ascending or Sort Descending from the

target column drop-down list.
For example, to audit a specific user, select a sort option from the User Name column drop-down list, and then
scroll to the appropriate record.

6. (Optional) Define which columns the product displays:

1.1 Select Columns from a column drop-down list.
2.1 Clear (hide) or select (show) the column check boxes as appropriate.

For example, to display the Version column, select the Version check box from the Columns menu.
7. Examine the records in the audit trail.

 FIPS 140-2 Support
The Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 140-2 publication, Security Requirements
for Cryptographic Modules, defines a set of requirements for products that encrypt sensitive
data. The standard provides four levels of security intended to cover a wide range of potential
applications and environments. The Security Management and Assurance (SMA) division of
NIST validates cryptographic modules and cryptographic algorithm implementations. When
validated, SMA publishes the vendor and validation certificate numbers with modules names.
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The Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 140-2 publication, Security Requirements for Cryptographic
Modules, defines a set of requirements for products that encrypt sensitive data. The standard provides four
levels of security intended to cover a wide range of potential applications and environments. The Security
Management and Assurance (SMA) division of NIST validates cryptographic modules and cryptographic algorithm
implementations. When validated, SMA publishes the vendor and validation certificate numbers with modules
names.

In support of FIPS 140-2, CA Process Automation uses validated cryptographic modules from the RSA BSAFE®
Crypto-J libraries. RSA is the Security Division of EMC.

Contents:

 When the Product Uses Encryption
encrypts communication and encrypts its data stores. uses modules validated to FIPS 140-2 as
necessary for security.
catpa04305
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CA Process Automation encrypts communication and encrypts its data stores. CA Process Automation uses
modules validated to FIPS 140-2 as necessary for security.

For example:

• When transferring data between the Orchestrator and agents, the data is encrypted.
• When transferring data from the Orchestrator to the CA Process Automation Client, sensitive data is encrypted.
• When transferring data between CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and CA Process Automation, the data is

encrypted. (Release 03.1.00 and later).
• When transferring a System composed of automation objects using export and import, all Password objects in

the System are encrypted.
• When any sensitive data, such as passwords, is stored in file systems, that data is encrypted.

 Cryptographic Module Validated for FIPS 140-2
 uses an embedded cryptographic module validated for FIPS 140-2 with these specifications:
catpa04305
 CA Process Automation uses an embedded cryptographic module validated for FIPS 140-2 with these
specifications:

• Cert#: 1048
• Vendor: RSA, The Security Division of EMC
• Cryptographic Module: RSA BSAFE® Crypto-J JCE Provider Module (Software Version: 4.0)
• Module Type: Software
• Validation Dates: 10/27/2008; 01/26/2009; 09/07/2010
• Level/Description: Overall Level 1
• FIPS-approved algorithm: RSA (Cert. #311)

For details, use a search engine to find the RSA BSAFE Crypto-J JCE Provider Module Security Policy. This
policy lists the platforms on which the algorithms are compliant, including platforms from Microsoft, Linux, Oracle
(Solaris), HP, and IBM. This document also includes details on Crypto-J FIPS-approved algorithms.

In FIPS-only mode, CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) uses the following algorithms:

•  SHA1, SHA256, SHA384 - For managing client-server communication.
•  SHA512 - For storing user passwords.

Note:  CA EEM applies SHA512 to the password digest only if you update the password digest. Until you
update, CA EEM accepts the existing password in the password digest.

•  SHA256 - For managing application certificates.
•  TLS v1.0 - For communication with external LDAP directories if the LDAP connection is over TLS.

 User Authentication and Authorization in FIPS Mode
EEM (CA EEM) can be configured to use FIPS mode. This is an option. When CA EEM is
configured to use FIPS, must be configured to use FIPS. This is achieved by selecting the Use
FIPS-Compliant Certificate check box during installation of the Domain Orchestrator.
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CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) can be configured to use FIPS mode. This is an option. When
CA EEM is configured to use FIPS, CA Process Automation must be configured to use FIPS. This is achieved by
selecting the Use FIPS-Compliant Certificate check box during installation of the Domain Orchestrator.

Whether FIPS mode is set to on or off, the data that is transferred between CA EEM and CA Process Automation
are encrypted. The difference is in the algorithms that are used for encryption.

When users log in, CA Process Automation transfers the user name and password to CA EEM. CA EEM returns
authentication data and authorization data to CA Process Automation.

When FIPS mode is ON:

• Transferred data is encrypted with the SHA1 algorithm supported by FIPS.
• A PAM.cer certificate is used.

When FIPS mode is OFF:

• Transferred data is encrypted with the MD5 algorithm.
• A PAM.p12 certificate is used.
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 Maintain the Domain
Maintaining the Domain involves some tasks that you perform outside of the Configuration tab.
catpa04305
Maintaining the Domain involves some tasks that you perform outside of the Configuration tab.

 

 Build Out the Domain
Building out a system includes both physical and logical changes. You build out your physical
system through installation. You build out your logical system within .
catpa04305
Building out a system includes both physical and logical changes. You build out your physical system through
installation. You build out your logical system within CA Process Automation.

• If additional capacity is needed in the design environment, add a node to the Domain Orchestrator.
• If additional capacity is needed in the production environment, add a node to the Orchestrator used for

production. Add a software or hardware load balancer.
• If a server on which an Orchestrator is installed is being taken out of service, export the root node of the library

and import it into a new Orchestrator.
• When new users are needed or new roles are added, update CA Embedded Entitlements Manager with

changes to user accounts and policies.

 Back Up the Domain
Back up with the backup tool that you use at your site.
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Back up CA Process Automation with the backup tool that you use at your site.

Follow these steps:

1. Back up each occurrence of the following CA Process Automation databases:

• Repository
• Runtime
• Reporting

2. Back up the following folder:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config

3. Back up the library contents by exporting the root folder in the Library tab.

 Restore the Domain from Backups
can fail due to data corruption, misconfiguration, or loss of storage on a clustered Domain
Orchestrator. You can recover from such a failure and restore your data to .
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CA Process Automation can fail due to data corruption, misconfiguration, or loss of storage on a clustered Domain
Orchestrator. You can recover from such a failure and restore your data to CA Process Automation.

You can restore your use of CA Process Automation after a failure. The approach is to perform a fresh install of the
Domain Orchestrator, which you shut down as soon as it is installed. You replace the empty databases with your
database backups and restore your configuration file from a backup. Then you start CA Process Automation and
verify that the restored data is in place.

Follow these steps:

1. Prepare for installation. Refer to the CA Process Automation wiki Installing context as you complete the
following preparation:
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• Verify that the hardware, operating system, and database engine are installed.
• Verify that the required third-party components are installed.
• Install and configure CA Embedded Entitlements Manager.

2. Perform a fresh install of CA Process Automation as described in the CA Process Automation wiki Installing
context.

3. Add nodes as needed to reflect the original cluster. See the  CA Process Automation wiki Installing context for
details.

4. Stop CA Process Automation.
5. Restore your system from backups.

1.1 Replace the repository database, runtime database, and reporting database with their respective database
backups.

2.1 Rename the current .config folder in:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config

3.1 Restore the following from the backup:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config

6. Start CA Process Automation.
7. Verify that your configuration has been restored.
8. Verify that your database data is intact.

 Maintain the IP Address or the Host Name
The need to maintain IP addresses and or names can arise. Examples follow:
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The need to maintain IP addresses and or names can arise. Examples follow:

• Change IP address and name of an Orchestrator.
Modify the name and IP address combination wherever they appear in the following files.

install_dir/server/c2o/.config/OasisConfig.propertiesinstall_dir/
server/c2o/.config/Domain.xml

Note:  To continue to use an unchanged host name in all references in CA Process Automation, modify the DNS
with the new IP address.

• If you install agents using IP addresses that change, reconfigure the agent by updating the following file:

install_dir/PAM Agent/PAMAgent/.config/OasisConfig.properties  
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Change the value of the following property:

oasis.jxta.host

• Use multiple IP addresses for CA Process Automation when you have two NICs, one internal, another external.
 
To get CA Process Automation to bind at the external IP address, add the following property to
OasisConfig.properties:

jboss.bind.address=xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx

 Manage Certificates
Manage certificates involve the following tasks:
catpa04305
Manage certificates involve the following tasks:

• Install the Predefined Certificate
• Create and Implement a Self-Signed Certificate
• Use a Certificate from a Third-Party Certificate Authority

 Certificates
Research the differences between using a self-signed certificate and a Trusted SSL certificate in
light of your security needs for .
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Research the differences between using a self-signed certificate and a Trusted SSL certificate in light of your
security needs for CA Process Automation.

CA Process Automation provides a self-signed certificate that is preconfigured for use. You can manage the CA
Process Automation certificate in any of the following ways:

• Use the certificate that is provided with CA Process Automation. Install this certificate from each browser from
which you access the URL to the CA Process Automation Domain Orchestrator.

• Create your own self-signed certificate with a provided utility, encrypt the password with a provided utility,
update the properties file with the keystore location, encrypted password, and keystore alias.

• Obtain a certificate from a recognized Certificate Authority. Update the properties file with the keystore location,
encrypted password, and keystore alias.

Warning:  Do not remove the default keystore or the self-signed certificate that is provided with CA Process
Automation. This certificate is required even when you configure CA Process Automation to use your own
self-signed certificate or one you obtain from CA.

 Install the Predefined Certificate
If you access with a URL that uses the HTTPS protocol, the browser checks for a certificate
issued by a Certificate Authority. If you are using the CA Technologies self-signed certificate
when you launch the , the browser displays a warning that the certificate is not trusted.
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If you access CA Process Automation with a URL that uses the HTTPS protocol, the browser checks for a
certificate issued by a Certificate Authority. If you are using the CA Technologies self-signed certificate when you
launch the CA Process Automation, the browser displays a warning that the certificate is not trusted.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a browser, enter the URL for the CA Process Automation, and log in.
2. If a Security Alert appears, click View Certificate.
3. Click Install Certificate and click OK.
4. Finish the wizard.
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The next time you log in, no Security Alert is presented.

 Create and Implement a Self-Signed Certificate
You can replace the self-signed certificate that comes with . The predefined certificate is
configured in the OasisConfig.properties file. When you create your own self-signed certificate,
update this properties file and run a batch file to sign the Jar files (or Java ARchive).
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You can replace the self-signed certificate that comes with CA Process Automation. The predefined certificate
is configured in the OasisConfig.properties file. When you create your own self-signed certificate, update this
properties file and run a batch file to sign the Jar files (or Java ARchive).

Before you create your own certificate, plan values for the keystore path and keystore alias. You enter these values
when you run the keytool and when you update the properties file.

You use the following files and utilities to implement your self-signed certificates:

• keytool utility

Note:  For details about this Java Sun utility, browse for keytool - Key and Certificate Management Tool.
• PasswordEncryption.bat
• SignC2OJars.bat
• OasisConfig.properties file, specifically, the following three parameters

• itpam.web.keystorepath=
 
Default:
 
install_dir/server/c2o/.config/c2okeystore

Note:  The default is the self-signed keystore path.
• itpam.web.keystore.password=

The default points to encrypted DomainID. (Run the PasswordEncryption.bat file, enter the keystore
password. The batch program generates the encrypted password on the console, which you specify here as
the new value.)

• itpam.web.keystorealias=
Default: ITPAM

 Follow these steps: 

1. Using administrator credentials, log in to host where the target Orchestrator is installed.
2. Stop the Orchestrator.
3. If you plan to reuse the current alias name for the keystore, remove this alias before continuing.
4. Run the following command to generate a keystore with the Java tool, keytool. Specify your own values for

aliasname and for keystore_name. The default value for aliasname is ITPAM. If you do not enter a path for
keystore, the current path is used.

keytool -genkey -alias "aliasname" -keyalg RSA -keystore
 "keystore_path.keystore"

For example, accept the default keystore path and enter:

keytool -genkey -alias "PAM" -keyalg RSA

Prompts to enter and confirm a keystore password appear.
5. Enter the same keystore password in response to both prompts. (Remember this password for later entry into

an encryption utility.)
A series of prompts appear followed by a confirmation prompt.

6. Respond to prompts with the requested distinguished name information as follows:
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1.1 Enter your first and last name.
2.1 Enter the name of your organizational unit.
3.1 Enter your organization name.
4.1 Enter the name of your city or locality.
5.1 Enter the name of your state or province.
6.1 Enter the two-letter country code for your organizational unit.

A confirmation of your entries appears in the format, Is CN=value, OU=value, O=value, L=value, ST=value,
C=value correct?

7. Review the entries and if correct, enter yes. (If incorrect, enter no and respond to the prompts again.)
8. Respond to the prompt for the key password for aliasname in one of the following ways. The recommended

option lets you avoid entering the certificate password as each jar is signed in Step 13.

• Enter a unique key password for aliasname.
• (Recommended) Press Enter to use the keystore password as the alias password.

A new keystore is created in the current directory.
9. (Optional) Move this keystore to another path.
10. Encrypt the keystore password you entered in Step 5.

1.1 Change directories to the install_dir/server/c2o directory.
2.1 Run PasswordEncryption.bat.
3.1 Enter the keystore password in response to the prompt.

The utility encrypts the entered keystore password and saves the results on the console.
11. Back up the OasisConfig.properties file. (install_dir/server/c2o/.config/OasisConfig.properties)
12. Update the OasisConfiguration properties file as follows:

1.1 For itpam.web.keystorepath=, enter the absolute path to the keystore, using "/" rather than "\", for
example, C:/keystore_path/keystore.

2.1 For itpam.web.keystore.password=, copy and paste the encrypted keystore password generated in Step
9.

3.1 For itpam.web.keystore.alias=, enter the alias name specified in the keytool command in Step 4.
13. Execute SignC2OJars.bat to sign the Jars.

This step is required after updating the certificate or keystore.
14. Start the Orchestrator.

 Use a Certificate from a Third-Party Certificate Authority
 supports third-party security certificates for HTTPS web access and signing of jars. Use your
own resources to obtain a trusted SSL certificate from the Certificate Authority of your choice.
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 CA Process Automation supports third-party security certificates for HTTPS web access and signing of jars. Use
your own resources to obtain a trusted SSL certificate from the Certificate Authority of your choice.

The use of third-party security certificates requires the use of third-party tools. The set-up process also requires
manual changes to the OasisConfig properties file (install_dir/server/c2o/.config/OasisConfig.properties). Before
you begin, become familiar with the basic concepts of security certificates and keystores and the keytool utility
provided with the Java JDK.

Implementing third-party security certificates requires updating values for three parameters in the OasisConfig
properties file:

• "itpam.web.keystorepath"
 
The default value is the keystore path for the self-signed certificate:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config/c2okeystore

• "itpam.web.keystore.password"
The default value is the encrypted "DOMAINID".

• "itpam.web.keystorealias"
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The default value is ITPAM.

Note:  A keystore can have more than one alias. To use a keystore alias that duplicates an existing alias,
remove the existing alias before adding a new instance.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Decide on a certificate password and obtain a security certificate from a Certification Authority.
2. Using the instructions provided by the Certification Authority, import the certificate into a keystore.

Generally you use a command similar to keytool - import - alias myalias - file certfile - keystore
 "path_and_file_specification_for_keystore".

3. For the keystore password, enter the certificate password provided by the Certificate Authority.
4. Obtain an encrypted version of the keystore password.

1.1 Navigate to install_dir/server/c2o.
2.1 Locate the PasswordEncryption script (PasswordEncryption.bat for Windows, PasswordEncryption.sh for

UNIX or Linux).
3.1 Run PasswordEncryption passwordtoencrypt.
4.1 Save the long encrypted value returned for entry in the properties file.

5. Stop the Orchestrator.
6. Back up and edit the Oasis Configuration properties file to add or update the following:

1.1 itpam.web.keystorepath to the location of the keystore using the fully qualified path and file name for the
keystore file.

2.1 itpam.web.keystore.password with the encrypted keystore password (do not surround encrypted password
value with quotes)

3.1 itpam.web.keystorealias to the alias used to reference the certificate in the keystore (myalias in the
examples).

7. Sign the jars by running SignC2OJars (SignC2OJars.bat for Windows, SignC2OJars.sh for UNIX or Linux)
included with CA Process Automation in install_dir/server/c2o. Run SignC2oJars without parameters to sign
the jars. If the keystore password you entered does not match the certificate password, enter the certificate
password as each jar is signed.

Note:  In AIX, a known issue results when you use SignC2OJars to re-sign a jar file. To avoid this issue,
manually "unsign" the jars by removing the *.SF and *.RSA files from the META-INF folder for each Java Archive
before you run SignC2OJars.

8. Start the Orchestrator.
9. Repeat this procedure for each Orchestrator that is to use the new certificate.

 Configure JBoss Web Server for Custom SSL Certificates that Prohibit JAR Signing
Some third-party Certificate Authorities provide a trusted SSL certificate that is exclusive to the
JBoss Web Server but does not allow for jar signing. This restriction on jar signing produces an
error in the customer environment.
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Some third-party Certificate Authorities provide a trusted SSL certificate that is exclusive to the CA Process
Automation JBoss Web Server but does not allow for jar signing. This restriction on jar signing produces an error in
the customer environment.

Configuring the JBoss Web Server through the following procedure allows you to:

• Avoid a new certificate request
• Use the certificate while using an auto-generated, self-signed keystore for signing jars

Warning:  Repeat this procedure after a major upgrade, such as applying service packs or a version
upgrade. This server configuration is preserved through a patch or a Hotfix installation.

Note:  Skip Steps 1 through 4 to generate a PKCS keystore if you already have the keystore. Ensure that your
PKCS keystore has a private key and corresponding certificate that can be imported into a JKS keystore for use
with CA Process Automation.

Follow these steps:
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1. Use openssl to create a private key.

openssl genrsa -out automation.key 2048

2. Create a CSR.
The information that you enter through the command line is incorporated into your certificate request.
Collectively, the identification fields you populate are referred to as Distinguished Name (DN) fields. Some
fields contain a default value and others are left blank. To leave a field blank, enter '.'.

openssl req -new -key automation.key -out automation.csr
Country Name (2 letter code) [GB]:
State or Province Name (full name) [Berkshire]:
Locality Name (eg, city) [Newbury]:
Organization Name (eg, company) [My Company Ltd]:
Organizational Unit Name (eg, section) []:
Common Name (eg, your name or your server's hostname) []:
Email Address []:
Please enter the following 'extra' attributes
to be sent with your certificate request
A challenge password []:
An optional company name []:

Note:  Do not enter a challenge password or an optional company name. Press Enter to keep them empty.
The Common Name is the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the CA Process Automation server. If a load
balancer is used, the Common Name is the FQDN of the load balancer.

3. Send automation.csr to your Certificate Authority and save the resulting server certificate, such as
automation.cer.

4. To create a PKCS keystore, use the server private key and the public certificate.

openssl pkcs12 -export -in automation.cer -inkey automation.key -out automation.p12 -name
 automation

Note:  The -name switch is used in step 5 for importing into jks keystore using the -srcalias switch. The
password is required to create JKS keystore to be used with CA Process Automation as well.

5. Use keytool from the JDK bin directory to import the PKCS keystore to the JKS keystore.

Keytool -importkeystore -srckeystore automation.p12 -destkeystore automation.jks -srcstoretype
 pkcs12 -srcalias automation -destalias automation

Note:

Optionally, enter the following command to list the contents to view the alias of your pkcs12 certificate. This
parameter is required for -srcalias.

keytool -v -list -storetype pkcs12 -keystore automation.p12
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To list the contents of JKS keystore:

keytool -v -list -keystore automation.jks

Warning:  Ensure that the source and destination passwords are the same. Use the same password
for the new JKS keystore as was used to create PKCS keystore from step 4.

6. Stop the CA Process Automation Orchestrator. Stop all nodes if in a clustered environment.
7. Backup current server\c2o\deploy\jbossweb.sar\server.xml file outside of the CA Process Automation

installation directory.

Warning:  Do not make a backup copy in the same folder. Instead, copy and paste server.xml in a
temporary backup directory.

8. Edit the Connector element to use non-default properties. The following example has the word custom added
to out-of-the-box properties.

   <Connector protocol="org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11Protocol" SSLEnabled="true"
     port="${tomcat.secure.port}" address="${jboss.bind.address}"
     maxThreads="100" strategy="ms" maxHttpHeaderSize="8192"
     emptySessionPath="true"
     scheme="https" secure="true" clientAuth="false"
     keystoreFile="${itpam.custom.web.keystorepath}"
     keyAlias="${itpam.custom.web.keystorealias}"
     keystorePass="${itpam.custom.web.keystore.password}"
     sslProtocol = "${SSL_PROTOCOL}" algorithm = "${X509_ALGORITHM}" ciphers="${jboss.ssl.ciphers}" 
     useBodyEncodingForURI="true" maxPostSize="12582912"/>

9. Encrypt the password that is used for automation.jks using PasswordEncryption utility in server\c2o folder. For
example, in Windows create a new file with encrypted password by running the following command:
PasswordEncryption.bat passwordUsedForJKSKeystore > automation-pass.txt

Note:  If necessary, return the utility to the command prompt by pressing Enter.
10. Copy automation.jks to the <pam_dir>/server/c2o/.config/ folder.
11. Back up current server\c2o\.config\OasisConfig.properties file and add the following parameters. These

parameters are based on server.xml parameters from step 8.

      itpam.web.keystorepath=<pam_dir>/server/c2o/.config/
c2okeystore
      itpam.custom.web.keystorepath=<pam_dir>/server/c2o/.config/
automation.jks
      itpam.web.keystore.password=<leave_default>
      itpam.custom.keystore.password=<encrypted_password_from_step_9>
      itpam.web.keystorealias=ITPAM
      itpam.custom.web.keystorealias=automation

12. Start the PAM Orchestrator.
13. Repeat this procedure for any other nodes of the cluster.
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 How the Product Protects Passwords
User account credentials, user name and password, are used to gain access to various systems
and features. The password value must be protected for security reasons. Although passwords
are strings, they are treated differently than other values of this data type. protects passwords at
the UI level in the following ways:
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User account credentials, user name and password, are used to gain access to various systems and features. The
password value must be protected for security reasons. Although passwords are strings, they are treated differently
than other values of this data type. CA Process Automation protects passwords at the UI level in the following
ways:

• Users cannot pass Passwords from place to place.
• Users cannot write a CA Process Automation process that says process.v = process.Password, because v is

visible.
• Manipulations such as appending a password with the letter "t" and then later moving the "t" are disabled using

JavaScript.
• Users cannot concatenate passwords with a + operator. No action that would reveal the Password value is

permitted.
• Users cannot enable detection of password contents. For example, they cannot make what is hidden viewable.

In summary, CA Process Automation helps ensure password privacy as long as the password is within CA Process
Automation. Passwords that are part of operator category configurations are protected. They cannot be modified or
referenced or passed to external methods.

When a password that is not part of an operator category configuration is passed to an external method, it can
be returned in clear text. Take precautions to protect passwords that are passed to external programs. The best
solution is to use certificates or an alternative.

You can export the contents of definitions that are stored in a database and then import them to a database within
the same Domain or in a different Domain. Importing datasets into another Domain nulls out passwords because
passwords are encrypted. This is by design; different Domains use different encryption keys.

 Maintain the DNS Host Name
You can modify the host name for an Orchestrator. For example, if the host name does not
conform to the supported syntax, you can update it. If you installed using an invalid DNS host
name containing restricted characters such as underscores, create an alias that conforms
to DNS standards. Then, manually replace the invalid host name with this alias in your
OasisConfig.properties file.
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You can modify the host name for an Orchestrator. For example, if the host name does not conform to the
supported syntax, you can update it. If you installed CA Process Automation using an invalid DNS host name
containing restricted characters such as underscores, create an alias that conforms to DNS standards. Then,
manually replace the invalid host name with this alias in your OasisConfig.properties file.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an alias. See Enable DNS to resolve an invalid host name.
2. Log in as an administrator to the server where the Domain Orchestrator is installed.
3. Navigate to the following folder, where install_dir refers to the path where the Domain Orchestrator is installed:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config

4. Open the OasisConfig.properties file with an editor.
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5. Use Find to locate the following property:

oasis.local.hostname

6. Change the value for the property oasis.local.hostname=.
7. Save the file and exit.
8. Restart the Orchestrator service.

 DNS Host Name Syntax
There are many places where you can enter a FQDN or an IP address. If your DNS host names
include an underscore or in any way do not conform to the required syntax, specify the IP
address.
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There are many places where you can enter a FQDN or an IP address. If your DNS host names include an
underscore or in any way do not conform to the required syntax, specify the IP address.

Valid DNS host names:

• Begin with an alpha character.
• End with an alphanumeric character.
• Contain 2-24 alphanumeric characters.
• Can contain the special character (-) minus sign.

Warning:  The minus symbol (-) is the only special character permitted in DNS host names.

 Lock Domain
Administrators can lock the Domain. A lock protects the Domain from simultaneous updates by
multiple users. Before making any configuration change at the Domain level, lock the Domain.
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Administrators can lock the Domain. A lock protects the Domain from simultaneous updates by multiple users.
Before making any configuration change at the Domain level, lock the Domain.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Select Domain on the Configuration Browser palette and click Lock.

When you complete configuration changes, select Domain and click Unlock.

 Administer Components
 provides the primary interface for content development. System administrators and content
administrators use  to administer components.
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CA Process Automation provides the primary interface for content development. System administrators and content
administrators use CA Process Automation to administer components.

 Administer Basic CA EEM Security
Installing or upgrading registers the application with EEM (CA EEM). CA EEM provides access
policy management, authentication, and authorization services for many CA Technologies
products. Security administration varies depending on whether you are setting up security for
the first time or you have upgraded . Security requirements for an upgrade depend on whether
you previously used CA EEM or LDAP for user authentication.
catpa04305
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Installing or upgrading CA Process Automation registers the application with CA Embedded Entitlements Manager
(CA EEM). CA EEM provides access policy management, authentication, and authorization services for many CA
Technologies products. Security administration varies depending on whether you are setting up security for the first
time or you have upgraded CA Process Automation. Security requirements for an upgrade depend on whether you
previously used CA EEM or LDAP for user authentication.

If you plan to load user accounts from an external directory server to CA EEM, both new and upgrade installations
require separate procedures.

Note:  See Administer Advanced CA EEM Security if you are creating custom roles and custom policies.

 Browse to CA EEM and Log In
To manage users, user groups, and policies that grant permissions in , log in to the configured
application in EEM (CA EEM).
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To manage users, user groups, and policies that grant permissions in CA Process Automation, log in to the
configured application in CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM).

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to the CA EEM that CA Process Automation uses:

https://hostname:5250/spin/eiam

2. From the Application drop-down list on the CA EEM dialog, select the name that was configured during the
installation in the EEM Application name field.
Note: The default name is Process Automation.

3. Type one of the following sets of credentials:

• Type EiamAdmin and the associated password that was established during the installation process.
• Type your user name and password if the CA EEM administrator granted you CA EEM access. The CA EEM

administrator can grant CA EEM access to selected administrators.
4. Click Log In.

 Use CA EEM to Change Your CA Process Automation Password
The administrator typically assigns a temporary password when setting up user accounts for the
internal user store. If your account was created in EEM (CA EEM), you change this password
before you log in to the application. Then, you can change your password at the interval that is
defined in the password policies.
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The administrator typically assigns a temporary password when setting up user accounts for the internal user
store. If your CA Process Automation account was created in CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM), you
change this password before you log in to the application. Then, you can change your password at the interval that
is defined in the password policies.

Note:  The password self-administration ability does not apply when CA EEM references user accounts from an
external user store such as Microsoft Active Directory. In this case, maintain your password in the referenced
directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a browser and enter the URL for the CA EEM server that CA Process Automation uses. For example:

https://hostname_or_IPaddress:5250/spin/eiam/
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To identify the host name or IP address, see the CA EEM Backend Server field on the CA Process Automation
Configuration tab Security subtab.

2. Log in to CA EEM:

1.1 For Application, select < Global>.  
2.1 If the User Name field is set to the default name (EiamAdmin), delete it. 
3.1 Enter your CA Process Automation user name and password.
4.1 Click Log In. 

3. Under Self Administration, click Change Password.
4. Reset your password:

1.1 Enter your CA Process Automation user name and your old password.
2.1 Enter your new password in the New password and Confirm password fields.
3.1 Click OK.

The application accepts your updated credentials when you log in. 

 Determine the Process for Achieving Role-Based Access
Security administration with EEM (CA EEM) varies for the following scenarios:
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Security administration with CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) varies for the following scenarios:

• New or upgrade installation with a referenced directory server:
You configured CA EEM to base authentication on credentials that are loaded to CA EEM as global user
accounts from an external user store. You are ready to assign an application group to each global user that
reflects the role that is performed in CA Process Automation.

• New installation with a local CA EEM:
You are ready to define CA Process Automation users in CA EEM.

• Upgrade installation, where you previously used CA EEM:
You can update accounts for users who design processes or who use processes transitioned to the production
environment. Open each account and select one of the new application groups (Designers or Production
Users).

• Upgrade installation, where you previously used Microsoft Active Directory or a similar LDAP server:
You are ready to create user accounts for your existing users in CA EEM. You can either:

• Assign a default group to users.
• Create custom groups that permit you to retain the roles you used with AD.
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Figure 13: Determine Process for Achieving Role-based Access
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Based on your decision chart result, complete the appropriate task:

• Manage access for referenced user accounts.
• Create user accounts with default roles.
• Update user accounts with default roles.
• Create user accounts with custom AD roles.

 Manage Access for Referenced User Accounts
If you reference an external user store during EEM (CA EEM) installation, global groups and
user accounts are automatically loaded to CA EEM. allows the loading of up to 10000 accounts
with a configurable parameter that extends the CA EEM setting of 2000.
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If you reference an external user store during CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) installation, global
groups and user accounts are automatically loaded to CA EEM. CA Process Automation allows the loading of up to
10000 accounts with a configurable parameter that extends the CA EEM setting of 2000.

Note:  See Set the Maximum Number of CA EEM Users or Groups for information about this setting.

The user accounts from a referenced external user store are loaded as read-only records. If a new user requires an
account, create it in the external user store. The new record is automatically loaded. You can provide access to CA
Process Automation at the global group or the global user level.

You configure CA EEM to grant access to CA Process Automation and its components, but the referenced user
store manages authentication. To log in to CA Process Automation, global users with login access use the user
name and password (or the principal name and password) in the referenced user store.

Note:

You cannot use CA EEM to update the user records stored in an external user store.

To manage access for users with accounts stored in an external user store, consider the following approaches:

1. Add an application group to each global user account.

1.1 Search for each global user by name.
2.1 Assign one of the default application groups (PAMAdmins, Designer, Production Users, or PAMUsers) or a

custom group to the global user account.

You can also create global groups and add selected global users to them.

Warning:  To avoid displaying all entries in an external user store, always enter appropriate criteria when
searching.

2. Add a global group to CA Process Automation access policies, then select the actions to grant.
Specifically, add the global group to the predefined policies that provide the access you want for all users in the
group. For example, add the global group to the PAM40 User Login Policy to let all global users in that group log
in to CA Process Automation. To give access to the Designer tab, add the group to the PAM40 Designer Policy.

3. Create a dynamic group that consists of selected global users or global groups.
You can add custom application groups to a dynamic group.

4. Integrate Active Directory with CA EEM.
This procedure gives all users in your AD full access to CA Process Automation without any configuration in CA
EEM. While easy to implement, this method lacks the security of role-based access.

Warning:

For third-party LDAP servers, configure the following parameter under the ou=system context level:

ou=Global Groups

 Create User Accounts with Default Roles
When the installer configures EEM (CA EEM) to use the internal user store, the CA EEM
administrator creates a user account for each user. These user accounts are used to
authenticate users when they log in to . To authorize the users to access features required

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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by their roles, the CA EEM administrator assigns the appropriate default group to each user
account.
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When the installer configures CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) to use the internal user store, the CA
EEM administrator creates a user account for each CA Process Automation user. These user accounts are used to
authenticate users when they log in to CA Process Automation. To authorize the users to access features required
by their roles, the CA EEM administrator assigns the appropriate default group to each user account.

The following graphic shows how to create user accounts with default roles. The dashed lines indicate the tasks
that you complete outside of CA Process Automation.
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Figure 14: Create User Accounts with the Default Roles
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Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA EEM and log in.
2. Review permissions for default groups.

• PAMAdmins group permissions
• Designers group permissions
• PAMUsers group permissions
• Production Users group permissions

3. Create role-specific user accounts.
4. Introduce new users to CA Process Automation.

 PAMAdmins Group Permissions
The EEM (CA EEM) policies that supplies grant all permissions to the PAMAdmins application
group. Assign this group to administrators who need full access to . The default PAMAdmins
group user credentials are:
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The CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) policies that CA Process Automation supplies grant all
permissions to the PAMAdmins application group. Assign this group to administrators who need full access to CA
Process Automation.
The default PAMAdmins group user credentials are:

•  User Name: pamadmin

•  Password: pamadmin

The PAMAdmins group provides the following tab-level access:

•  Home 

• Administrators have full access to the Home tab, which consists of the following permissions:

• Log in to CA Process Automation.
• Use the Home tab.

(PAM40 User Login Policy)

•  Library

• Administrators have full access to the Library tab, which consists of the following permissions:

• View the Library tab (PAM40 LibraryBrowser Policy).
• Control the library folders and folder contents (Environment_Library_Admin rights in the PAM40

Environment Policy).
• Configure the variables common to a custom operator group and publish the group configuration to the

Configuration Browser palette Connectors tab (PAM40 Group Config Policy).

•  Designer 

• Administrators in the PAMAdmins group have full access to the Designer tab, which consists of the following
permissions:

• View the Designer tab (Designer policy).
• Use and manage the Designer tab (Environment_Library_Admin rights in the PAM40 Environment

Policy).

•  Operations 

• Administrators in the PAMAdmins group have full access to the Operations tab, which consists of the
following permissions:

• View all palettes on the Operations tab (PAM40 Operations Policy).
• Use and manage the Operations tab (Environment_Library_Admin rights in the PAM40 Environment

Policy).

•  Configuration 

• Administrators in the PAMAdmins group have full access to the Configuration tab, which consists of the
following permissions:

• View all palettes in the Configuration Browser palette (PAM40 Configuration Policy).
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• Configure at the Domain level or complete tasks that require locking the Domain (PAM40 Domain Policy).
• Configure at the Environment level or complete tasks that require locking an environment

(Environment_Config_Admin rights in the PAM40 Environment Policy).
• Install the agents or Orchestrators (PAM40 Configuration Policy).
• Manage User Resources (PAM40 Configuration Policy).

•  Reports 

• Administrators in the PAMAdmins group have full access to the Reports tab, which consists of the following
permissions:

• View the Reports tab.
• Generate reports.
• Add reports.

(PAM40 Reports Policy)

 Designers Group Permissions
By default, the Designers application group contains permissions that are typically sufficient for
users who design automated processes.
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By default, the Designers application group contains permissions that are typically sufficient for users who design
automated processes.

The default Designers group user credentials are:

•  User Name: pamdesigner

•  Password: pamdesigner

The Designers group provides the following tab-level access:

•  Home 

• Designers can:

• Log in to CA Process Automation.
• Use the Home tab.

(PAM40 User Login Policy)

• Library

• Designers have the following access to the Library tab:

• View the Library tab (PAM40 LibraryBrowser Policy).
• Read the Library tab, including viewing, exporting, and searching automation objects (PAM40

Environment Policy).
• Control (view, navigate, edit, delete, create) folders in the Library tab and control all automation objects in

the respective editors (PAM40 Object Policy).

• Designer 

• Designers have the following access to the Designer tab:

• View the Designer tab (PAM40 Designer policy).
• Design automated processes and control (view, navigate, edit, delete, and create) all automation objects

in the respective editors. The Designer tab is the process automation object editor (PAM40 Object
Policy).

• Operations

• Designers have the following access to the Operations tab:

• View all palettes on the Operations tab (PAM40 Operations Policy).
• Control the schedules that the Operations tab displays (PAM40 Schedule Policy).
• Inspect and modify the dataset automation object (PAM40 Dataset Policy).
• Control, start, and monitor the process automation object (PAM40 Process Policy).
• Control the resources automation object (PAM40 Resources Policy).
• Start and dequeue the start request form policy (PAM40 Start Request Form Policy).
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• View the release version of an imported content package and the objects that the package contains.

• Configuration

• Designers can view the tabs for any node they select in the Configuration Browser palette (PAM40
Configuration Policy).

• Reports 

• Designers have the following permissions on the Reports tab:

• View the Reports tab.
• Generate reports.
• Add reports.

The Designers group is based on the PAMUsers group, which also has these permissions.

 PAMUsers Group Permissions
By default, the PAMUsers application group is granted minimal permissions. The
EEM administrator can use this group as the basis for custom groups. This group grants the
ability to log in to , examine reports, and view the state of operations. The default Production
Users group user credentials are:
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By default, the PAMUsers application group is granted minimal permissions. The CA Embedded Entitlements
Manager administrator can use this group as the basis for custom groups. This group grants the ability to log in
to CA Process Automation, examine reports, and view the state of operations.
The default Production Users group user credentials are:

•  User Name: pamuser

•  Password: pamuser

The PAMUsers group provides the following tab-level access:

•  Home 

• Users in the PAMUsers group can:

• Log in to CA Process Automation.
• Use the Home tab.

(PAM40 User Login Policy)

• Library

•  Users in the PAMUsers group have the following access to the Library tab:

• View the Library tab (PAM40 LibraryBrowser Policy).
• Read the Library tab (PAM40 Environment Policy).

• Operations

• Users in the PAMUsers group can view the Operations tab (PAM40 Operations Policy).

•  Reports 

• Users in the PAMUsers group can:

• View the Reports tab.
• Generate reports.
• Add reports.

(PAM40 Reports Policy)

 Production Users Group Permissions
By default, the Production Users application group is granted sufficient permissions for users
who interact with automated processes in the production environment. The default Production
Users group user credentials are:
catpa04305
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By default, the Production Users application group is granted sufficient permissions for users who interact with
automated processes in the production environment.
The default Production Users group user credentials are:

•  User Name: pamproduser

•  Password: pamproduser

The Production Users group provides the following tab-level access:

•  Home 

• Production Users can:

• Log in to CA Process Automation.
• Use the Home tab.

(PAM40 User Login Policy)

• Library 

• Production Users have the following access to the Library tab:

• View the Library tab (PAM40 Library Browser Policy).
• Read the Library tab (PAM40 Environment Policy, which is a prerequisite to PAM40 Object Policy).
• Navigate the folder structure in the Library tab and view the automation objects in each folder (PAM40

Object Policy).

•  Operations

• Production Users have the following access to the Operations tab:

• View all palettes on the Operations tab (PAM40 Operations Policy).
• Control the schedules that the Operations tab displays (PAM40 Schedule Policy).
• Inspect any dataset that the Operations tab Dataset palette displays (PAM40 Dataset Policy).
• Monitor or start any process that the Operations tab displays (PAM40 Process Policy).
• Start and dequeue the start request form that the Operations tab displays (PAM40 Start Request Form

policy).
• View the release version of an imported content package and view the objects that the package contains.

• Configuration 

• Production Users can view the tabs for any selected node in the Configuration Browser palette (PAM40
Configuration Policy).

• Reports

• Production Users can:

• View the Reports tab.
• Generate reports.
• Add reports.

(PAM40 Reports Policy)

 Update User Accounts with Default Roles
Upgrade users who previously assigned PAMAdmins (or ITPAMAdmins) as the group for
designers or production users can improve security. If you are and upgrade user, consider
assigning the following default groups to users who perform the following roles:
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Upgrade users who previously assigned PAMAdmins (or ITPAMAdmins) as the group for designers or production
users can improve security. If you are and upgrade user, consider assigning the following default groups to users
who perform the following roles:

• Designers
• Production Users

Note:  If you previously assigned PAMUsers (or ITPAMUsers) to user accounts of individuals who worked with Task
Lists, Default Process Watch, or User Requests, reassign the Production Users group to these accounts.

Follow these steps:
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1. Browse to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Click the Manage Identities tab.
3. Expand the Search Users palette, select Application Users, enter the following criteria, and then click Go.

• Attribute: Group Membership
• Operator: LIKE
• Value: PAMAdmins

The list of user accounts currently assigned to the PAMAdmins group displays.
4. Click the name of a user who is a designer or a production user.

The selected user account opens.
5. Select PAMAdmins from the Selected User Groups and click <.

The selected group is removed from the Selected User Groups.
6. Select the applicable group (Designers or Production Users) from Available User Groups and click > to

move it to Selected User Groups.
7. Click Save, then click Close.
8. Click Log Out.

 Role-Based Configuration Access
Role-based access is implemented in EEM (CA EEM), where PAMAdmins (for administrators),
Designers, and Production Users are application-specific groups. Each group is granted
permissions to access only functionality relevant to the respective role. The PAMUsers default
group can be used as the basis for custom groups, where applicable.
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Role-based access is implemented in CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM), where PAMAdmins
(for administrators), Designers, and Production Users are application-specific groups. Each group is granted
permissions to access only functionality relevant to the respective role. The PAMUsers default group can be used
as the basis for custom groups, where applicable.

• PAMAdmins (Administrators)
Administrators have full access to the Configuration tab. Administrators configure settings at all levels of the
Domain hierarchy. The Configuration tab only displays the Installation and Manage User Resources palettes
for users who are administrators.

• Designers
CA EEM grants users in the Designers group the ability to view the Configuration Browser and configuration
settings on the Configuration tab. Content Designers can examine:

• Whether specific agents have failed.
• Whether a specific operator category is disabled on a specified touchpoint.

• Production Users
CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager  grants users in the Production Users group the ability to view the
Configuration tab. 

 Create Role-Specific User Accounts
Create role-specific user accounts:
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Create role-specific user accounts:

• Grant PAMAdmins group permissions to CA Process Automation administrators.
• Grant Designers group permissions to content designers.
• Grant Production Users group permissions to production users.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) and log in.
2. Click Manage Identities.
3. In the Users palette, click the New User button.

The New User page opens.
4. In the User Name field, type the user ID to assign to the user account.

The user types this value in the User Name field at login.
5. Click Add Application User Details.
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The pane refreshes to show the Application Group Membership section.
6. In the Application User Group Membership section, select the appropriate group and click Select Item to move

the group to the Selected User Groups list. For example:

• If the user is a CA Process Automation administrator, select PAMAdmins.
• If the user is a content designer, select Designers.
• If the user is a production user, select Production Users.

7. Enter the global user details.

1.1 Type the name in the First Name and Last Name fields.
The title bar displays these values when the user logs in to CA Process Automation.

2.1 Complete the other fields in the General area as appropriate.
8. (Optional) If you use CA Process Automation with another CA Technologies product that uses the same CA

EEM, complete the Global Group Membership section.
9. Provide temporary authentication information for this user account:

1.1 Select Change Password at Next Login.
2.1 Type a temporary password in the New Password field.
3.1 Type the same temporary password in the Confirm Password field.

10. (Optional) Complete the remaining fields on the New User page.
11. Click Save, and then click Close.
12. (Optional) Click Log Out.

 Create User Accounts with Basic Access
The PAMUsers default group grants access to the Home tab and the Reports tab, and read-
only access to the Library tab and the Operations tab. A user with only PAMUsers access can
become familiar with the product, but cannot create or configure objects.
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The PAMUsers default group grants access to the Home tab and the Reports tab, and read-only access to the
Library tab and the Operations tab. A user with only PAMUsers access can become familiar with the product, but
cannot create or configure objects.

Use this group as the basis for custom groups.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) and log in.
2. Click the Manage Identities tab.
3. Click New User.
4. In the Name field, type the user ID to assign to the user account.
5. Click Add Application User Details, then click > to move PAMUsers to the Selected User Groups.
6. Enter the global user details.
7. Type and verify a password.

Users can log in to CA EEM with their CA Process Automation credentials and can change their password.
8. (Optional) Complete the remaining fields on the New User page.
9. Click Save, then click Close.
10. Click Log Out.

 Set the Maximum Number of CA EEM Users and Groups
Before you integrate a large referenced user store, determine if the store contains more than
10,000 users and groups. The eem.max.search.size default value (10000) is the threshold for
how many users and groups EEM (CA EEM) can accept during transfer. The default (10000)
extends the CA EEM default (2000).
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Before you integrate a large referenced user store, determine if the store contains more than 10,000 users and
groups. The eem.max.search.size default value (10000) is the threshold for how many users and groups CA
Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) can accept during transfer. The CA Process Automation default
(10000) extends the CA EEM default (2000).
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Increase the eem.max.search.size value if the following message opens when you search for available users
without defining search criteria:

Maximum search limit exceeded. 

To override the default threshold in the OasisConfig.properties file, set the following parameter to a new value:

eem.max.search.size = 10000

If you are integrating a large referenced directory, set the value to more than 20000.  

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as an administrator to the server where the Domain Orchestrator is installed.
2. Navigate to the following folder:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config

• install_dir
Defines the path where the Domain Orchestrator is installed. 

3. Open OasisConfig.properties with a text editor. 
4. Use Find to locate the eem.max.search.size parameter, then increase the value as appropriate. 
5. Save the file and close the text editor.
6. Restart the Orchestrator.

 Search for Identities that Match Specific Criteria
When you reference a large external user store, specify search criteria. The search criteria limit
the returned global user account records to the one you require or to a relevant subset. For
example, specify First Name LIKE John to retrieve the names of all users with the first name
John.
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When you reference a large external user store, specify search criteria. The search criteria limit the returned global
user account records to the one you require or to a relevant subset. For example, specify First Name LIKE John
to retrieve the names of all users with the first name John.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Click Manage Identities.
3. In the Search Users pane, select Global Users.
4. Review the Attribute drop-down list and determine whether any listed attribute contains a value for the users for

whom to search.

• Yes
Select one or more applicable attributes. For example, select First Name and Last Name.

• No
Select the ellipsis (...) and enter the name of the attribute on which to search.

5. Select the operator for the expression and enter a value for the attribute that applies to the target user accounts.
The entry can be a partial value. For example, enter s* to search for all records where the value of the selected
attribute begins with the letter s.
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Warning:  Always enter criteria when searching to minimize the retrieval time from an external user
store.

6. Click Go.
The Users pane displays the names of the global users who match your selection criteria, in "Last Name, First
Name" format.

 Example: One User in Two Referenced Active Directories
Assumptions:
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Assumptions:

• Before CA Process Automation was upgraded, CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) r8.4 referenced
an external directory, a Microsoft Active Directory.

• Later, but still before upgrading CA Process Automation, CA EEM was upgraded from r8.4 to r12.51. The CA
Process Automation users (the referenced AD users who were assigned to an application group) retained the
group assignment after the CA EEM upgrade. The global users that are assigned to the Designers group who
owned automation objects retained the object ownership.

• During the CA Process Automation upgrade to r4.2, the installer referenced multiple ADs, a feature that is
supported as of CA EEM r12.5.

• The CA EEM administrator must now assign an application user group to selected global users from the
additional ADs. The administrator also reassigns application groups to CA Process Automation users from the
original AD.

• The CA EEM administrator enters search criteria for a user in one of the newly referenced AD domains. This
user happens to be in two domains, the existing domain and a new domain. Although each user is typically in
one domain, it is possible for users to be in multiple AD domains. In such cases, each user account is treated as
a different user, even if they refer to the same person.

The following procedure shows how this example would appear in the CA EEM Search results and corresponding
user records.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA EEM as the CA EEM administrator.
2. Click Manage Identities. Enter search criteria for Global Users. The example search is for all AD users with

the last name of Meier.
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3. Select one of the displayed global users, for example, Meier, Iris. The User panel opens, representing the
record from the newly referenced AD domain.

4. Click Add Application User Details.
5. To create CA Process Automation administrator permissions for the user, select PAMAdmins from Available

User Groups.
6. To add PAMAdmins to Selected User Groups, click the right arrow.
7. Select the other Global User entry from the search results. Notice that this entry displays ADdomain2 and has

Production Users permissions. These values represent the existing user record.
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If the originally referenced AD domain is the default,  the user in that domain can log in to CA Process Automation
with the unqualified user name. All users from the additional domains must enter their principal name for
Username at login. Therefore, for this example, entry of the unqualified user name logs the user in with Production
Users permissions. To get PAMAdmins permissions, the user would enter ADdomain1\meiir01 in the Username
field.

 Global Users
All users that are defined to EEM (CA EEM) are global users. The global users can be one of
the following types:
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All users that are defined to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) are global users. The global users can
be one of the following types:

• Users for whom you create global user accounts, where you supply all details, including assigning an
application group and specifying a password.

• Users that are defined in CA EEM for use with another CA Technologies product. You search for such global
users and provide CA Process Automation access by assigning a CA Process Automation application group
to each user. Such global users log in to CA Process Automation with the credentials previously defined in CA
EEM.

• Users that are defined in an external user store that you identify when you install CA EEM. You search for such
global users and provide CA Process Automation access by assigning a CA Process Automation application
group to each user. Such global users log in to CA Process Automation with the credentials defined in the
external user store.
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Note:  Users enter credentials as either their principal name (Domain name\user name) and password or their
user name and password. The principal name is accepted when CA EEM uses Microsoft Active Directory
as the external user store and multiple Domains are referenced during the installation. The principal name
is required when the source AD domain for the user is not the default Domain.

If you use the CA EEM internal user store, you create global users and you assign application groups. If you
reference an external user store, you retrieve global users and you assign application groups.

 Assign an Application Group to a Global User
To grant role-based access to a user, assign an application group to the respective global user
account.
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To grant role-based access to a user, assign an application group to the respective global user account.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Search for identities that match the specified criteria.
3. Under Users, select the target user name.
4. Click Add Application User Details.

The Application Group Membership dialog opens.
5. From Available User Groups, select the appropriate group, then click the right arrow (>) to move it to Selected

User Groups.
6. Click Save.

The target global user can now log in to CA Process Automation. After the authentication process, the user can
access the functionality that the product grants to all members of the assigned application group.

 Create a Dynamic User Group Policy
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Click Manage Access Policies, then click New Dynamic Group Policy to the left of Dynamic User Group

Policies. 
3. For Name, enter a group name that identifies a common property of the group of users. Optionally, enter a

description. 
4. Select a policy type. The default is Access Policy. 
5. Select identities as follows:

1.1 For Type, select one of the following values, then click Search Identities.

• User
• Application Group
• Global Group
• Dynamic Group

2.1 For Attribute, Operator, and Value, enter the expression that sets the membership criteria for the group,
then click Search.
For example, select User, enter Job Title Like Manager, then click Search. The process returns all users
with the job title Manager.

3.1 From the search results, select the users to add as members of the dynamic group. To move your
selections to the Selected Identities list, click the right arrow (>). 

6. For Actions, select belong.  
7. In the Add Resource field, enter the value that you entered in the Name field, then click Add.

The process adds the selected identities to the dynamic user group you created.  
8. (Optional) Add more filters.
9. Click Save.

The policy that you created appears when you click the Dynamic User Group Policies link. 
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 Administer Advanced CA EEM Security
You can use EEM (CA EEM) to create fine-grained access policies to meet stringent security
requirements.
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You can use CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) to create fine-grained access policies to meet
stringent security requirements.

• You can create custom policies, create groups that use thee custom policies, and assign your custom groups to
user accounts. Or, you can assign users directly to custom policies.

• You can define custom policies to limit access to one or more specified folders with or without subfolders.
Access levels include view, navigate, edit, delete, and create, where permissions are additive.

• You can limit user access to a specified environment.
• You can modify the access that is defined to default groups.

To extend the default access, customization is required. For example, customization can:

• Grant administrators CA EEM access.
• Create access similar to a previous LDAP implementation.
• Limit access to servers that contain sensitive information or critical business processes.

Note:  See Permissions Reference for information about all types of customization.

Contents:

 Grant Administrators Access to CA EEM
EEM (CA EEM):
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CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM):

• Provides security for CA Process Automation.
• Maintains the credentials in user accounts that let users log in to CA Process Automation.
• Authenticates the users at login and, on finding the user ID and password in a user account, lets them log in.

User accounts are associated with groups.
• Based on their group assignments, authorizes the users at login.

EiamAdmin is the predefined user name of the CA EEM administrator. The CA EEM administrator gives users
access to CA Process Automation. During the CA Process Automation installation, you specify a password for
the EiamAdmin user. Only the users who know the EiamAdmin password can log in to CA EEM. CA Technologies
recommends that you restrict knowledge of this password to a few trusted individuals.

The EiamAdmin user completes the following process to define a policy allowing selected CA Process Automation
administrators to create custom groups, policies, and user accounts. This access is sufficient but more limited than
EiamAdmin access.

Figure 15: Grant Administrators Access to CA EEM

1. Browse to CA EEM and log in.
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2. Create user accounts for administrators.
3. Grant CA EEM access to selected administrators.

 Grant CA EEM Access to Selected Administrators
EEM (CA EEM) access is required to manage user accounts, groups, and policies. By default,
you must know the EiamAdmin password to log in to CA EEM with the application set for .
Typically, knowledge of this password is highly restricted because the EiamAdmin user has full
control of CA EEM. However, the EiamAdmin user can grant CA EEM login access to other
administrators and can specify the objects that they can manage. The following procedure
shows how to grant to selected administrators the ability to manage user accounts, groups, and
policies. This procedure includes defining a new group, creating a custom policy for the group,
and assigning the group to user accounts.
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CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) access is required to manage user accounts, groups, and policies.
By default, you must know the EiamAdmin password to log in to CA EEM with the application set for CA Process
Automation. Typically, knowledge of this password is highly restricted because the EiamAdmin user has full control
of CA EEM. However, the EiamAdmin user can grant CA EEM login access to other administrators and can specify
the objects that they can manage. The following procedure shows how to grant to selected administrators the ability
to manage user accounts, groups, and policies. This procedure includes defining a new group, creating a custom
policy for the group, and assigning the group to user accounts.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA EEM and log in.
2. Create EEMAdmins. EEMAdmins is a CA EEM administrators group, members of which can create user

accounts, custom groups, and custom policies.

1.1 Click the Manage Identities tab.
2.1 Click Groups.
3.1 Click New Application Group.
4.1 Enter a name for the group (for example, EEMAdmins).
5.1 (Optional) Add a description.
6.1 Click Save.

Note:  Do not select an Application Group.
3. Create a policy that grants the ability to create user accounts, custom groups, and custom policies. Assign

EEMAdmins as the identity for this policy.

1.1 Click the Manage Access Policies tab.
2.1 Click Scoping Policies.
3.1 Click the link to Administer Objects.
4.1 Click Save As and enter a name for this policy (for example, Administer Users and Policies).
5.1 Click OK.
6.1 Select [User] EiamAdmin and [User] CERT-application-name from the Selected Identities list, then

click Delete.
7.1 Click Search Identities for Type Group, then click Search.
8.1 Select the new group (EEMAdmins) and click > to move the user group (ug) to Selected Identities.
9.1 Select and delete all of the resources except ApplicationInstance, Policy, User, UserGroup,

GlobalUser, GlobalUserGroup, and Folder.
10.1 Verify that the read and write actions are selected.
11.1 Click Save.
12.1 Your policy resembles the following example:
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4. Add the EEMAdmins group to the user accounts of selected administrators:

1.1 Click the Manage Identities tab.
2.1 Click Application User Details for Search Users.
3.1 Select Group Membership as the attribute, LIKE as Operator, and PAMAdmins as Value.
4.1 Click Go.

The CA Process Automation administrators are listed.
5.1 Click the name of an administrator.

The user account of the selected administrator opens. EEMAdmins is displayed as an available user
group.

6.1 To move EEMAdmins to Selected User Groups, click >.
7.1 Click Save.

5. Repeat Step 4 for each administrator to whom to grant CA EEM rights.

 Customize User Access with CA EEM Policies
You can customize user access to tabs and palettes, and access to different automation objects.
To extend changes to everyone in a default group, you can change the default policies.
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You can customize user access to CA Process Automation tabs and palettes, and access to different automation
objects. To extend changes to everyone in a default group, you can change the default policies.

You can restrict access to:

• Specified folders. For example, you can create a folder for each designer. Then you can restrict each
designer's access to their folder and folders that are designed for common use.

• A specified environment for specified users. For example, you can restrict environment access for members
of the Production Users group, so that they can access only the production environment. Therefore, they cannot
access the design environment.

• Touchpoints that map to servers containing sensitive information or that perform a critical business function
with Touchpoint Security policies.

 

 Control Caches of CA EEM Updates
CA Process Automation does not immediately reflect the changes when policies, user groups,
and user accounts are modified in CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM). CA Process
Automation does not always query CA EEM directly for authorization queries. CA EEM does
not send CA Process Automation individual changes as they occur. Instead, CA Process
Automation relies on the following caches:
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CA Process Automation does not immediately reflect the changes when policies, user groups, and user accounts
are modified in CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM). CA Process Automation does not always query
CA EEM directly for authorization queries. CA EEM does not send CA Process Automation individual changes as
they occur. Instead, CA Process Automation relies on the following caches:

• A CA EEM-side cache of changes to policies, user groups, and user accounts that it sends to CA Process
Automation. 
A Security setting on the Configuration tab controls the cache refresh rate. You can update the setting at the
Domain level or for a selected environment.

• A CA Process Automation-side secondary cache of the query results that CA EEM returns to CA Process
Automation. 
When the security function validates user permissions, it looks first at the age of the secondary cache.
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• If the cache age is equal to or less than the configured value, the security function uses the permission data
in the cache.

• If the cache age is greater than the configured value, the security function sends a request to CA EEM.
The security function refreshes the secondary cache with the query results and resets the cache age to 0
seconds.

When you test custom policies with a test user, you can view the results as soon as CA EEM sends changes to CA
Process Automation. To update CA Process Automation more frequently, reduce the update interval. To optimize
the product performance when you finish testing, increase the cache refresh interval.

As you use the following procedure to change the CA EEM-side cache refresh rate, consider using a fast refresh
rate only in the design environment. Optionally, change the maximum age of the secondary cache on the server
that hosts the target Orchestrator for testing.

Follow these steps:

1. Change how often CA Process Automation gets updates from CA EEM. Set the standard interval at the Domain
level.

1.1 Click the Configuration tab.
The Configuration Browser palette opens with Domain selected. The Security tab is displayed.

2.1 Click Lock.
3.1 Edit the CA EEM Cache Update Interval (in seconds) setting as necessary, based on the frequency with

which CA EEM is updated.

• While you test the impact of CA EEM changes, set the update interval to 60 seconds.
• When you finish testing, set the update interval to 1800 seconds (the default).

4.1 Click Save.
5.1 Select Domain and click Unlock.
6.1 Restart the Domain Orchestrator.

2. Change the rate at which CA EEM sends authorization changes to CA Process Automation for a selected
environment.

1.1 Click the Configuration tab and expand Domain in the Configuration Browser palette.
2.1 Select the target environment and click Lock.
3.1 On the Security tab, edit the CA EEM Cache Update Interval (in seconds) setting as necessary, based

on whether you are actively testing user authorizations.

• While you test customizations, set the update interval to 60 seconds.
• When you finish testing, set the update interval to 1800 seconds (the default).

4.1 Click Save.
5.1 Select the environment and click Unlock.
6.1 Restart the Orchestrators in the environment you updated.

3. Change the maximum age (in seconds) of the secondary cache that contains user permissions.

Note:

Changing this internal parameter is not typically necessary.

 Default Resource Classes and Custom Policies
 Resource Classes are listed under Access Policies in EEM (CA EEM). You can create an
original custom policy for any resource class or base it on a predefined policy.
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 CA Process Automation Resource Classes are listed under Access Policies in CA Embedded Entitlements
Manager (CA EEM). You can create an original custom policy for any resource class or base it on a predefined
policy.

Most CA EEM resource classes include predefined policies.

You can use Save As to save the predefined Access Policies with a new name, and then customize the new
policies as necessary. Creating a custom policy that is based on a predefined policy helps you achieve the
following results:

• Provide the assigned group a permission that the predefined policy does not grant. For example, the custom
policy can grant the Designers group access to the Configuration tab Installation palette so that they can
install agents.
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• Remove a permission or access that a predefined policy grants. For example, your custom policy can
remove PAMUsers group access to the Reports tab.

• Replace a default group (for example, PAMAdmins), with groups that better reflect the product roles that your
site defines. For example, you can assign PAMAdmins as your Domain Administrator and then create separate
administrator groups to administer content and configurations for each environment.

• Add one or more filters for fine-grained access. For example, you can specify ENVIRONMENT equal to an
environment name as a filter. The environment filter is often used in user-defined Touchpoint Security policies.

Consider the process and start request form objects in terms of the SOAP access level calls through Web
services. When you create a policy with the Process resource class, you grant specified users or groups Process
Start (Start) or Process_Control (Control) rights. If the user who invokes the Execute Process method has the
Start permission or the Control permission, the method runs successfully. When you create a policy with the
Start Request Form resource class, you grant specified users or groups StartRequestForm_Start (Start) or
StartRequestForm_Dequeue (Dequeue) permissions. If the user who runs the Execute Start Request Form method
has the Start permission or the Dequeue permission, the method runs successfully. If the user who runs the
method does not have execute rights on the target object, the method fails. The SOAP operator dataset records
method failure messages.

You can create a custom CA EEM policy that grants or denies access by specified groups to any specified
automation object. For example:

• Limit access to a specified environment with the Agenda, Dataset, System, Process, Resources, Start Request
Form, and Touchpoint Security policies. Add a filter where:

•  Left type/value is named attribute with a value of Environment.  
•  Operator is STRING  Operator with a value of EQUAL ==. 
•  Right type/value is value with a value of Test.

• Limit access to a specified folder or object with the Object policy. Add a resource such
as /folder_name or /folder_name/object_name.

You can also create a custom policy for the Object resource class. Policies on Object provide a filter to specify the
object type to which the policy applies. Add a filter where:

•  Left type/value is named attribute with a value of Object Type.  
•  Operator is STRING  Operator with a value of EQUAL ==. 
•  Right type/value is value with a value of Resources.

Other valid values include:

• The resource classes:

• Agenda (the resource class for Schedule)
• Dataset
• Process
• Resources
• Start Request Form

• Calendar
• Custom Icon
• Custom Operator
• Folder
• Interaction Request Form
• Process Watch

 Customize Access for a Default Group
You can customize the default group access in the following ways:
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You can customize the default group access in the following ways:

• Add an action to a default group.
• Revoke an action from a default group.

Any changes that you make to the assignments of a default group affect all users who are assigned to that group.

Follow these steps:

1. Review permissions for default groups.
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2. Identify a required permission at your site that a default group lacks.
3. Determine the action and policy that controls the access.

• If the permission is to access a tab or palette, see Permissions by Tab.
• If the permission is on an automation object, see Permissions on Automation Objects.

4. Create a custom policy that is based on an existing policy, where the existing policy is a predefined, default
policy.

5. Grant or revoke an action for a default group.

 Create a Custom Policy Based on an Existing Policy
You can create a custom policy that is based on a default policy or on another custom policy.
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You can create a custom policy that is based on a default policy or on another custom policy.

CA Process Automation provides a policy for nearly all resource classes. Although you can modify default policies
directly, there is no easy way to revert to the original. You can institute a practice that preserves the predefined
policies so you can compare the custom policy with the original or can revert to it.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Click Manage Access Policies.
3. Click the name of the access policy to modify.
4. Click the policy link in the policy table.
5. Click Save As and enter a custom policy name.
6. Click Save.
7. To replace an existing policy with the new custom policy, open the existing policy and click Disable, then

click Save.
8. Modify the custom policy as appropriate.

 Grant or Revoke an Action for a Default Group
Grant or Revoke an Action for a Default Group
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Follow these steps:
1. Open the custom policy that you created for this purpose.
2. In the Designers row for Selected Identities, complete one of the following tasks:

• To grant an action for a default group, select the appropriate check box.
• To revoke an action for a default group, clear the appropriate check box.

Note:

See Example: Allow Designers to Install Agents.
3. Click Save.

Your custom policy becomes active the next time CA Embedded Entitlements Manager sends updates to CA
Process Automation.

 Example: Allow Designers to Install Agents
By default, Designers have no access to the Configuration tab Installation palette. You can add
the ability for users in the Designers group to install agents. Select Configuration_Installations
(Installations) for Designers in the PAM40 Configuration Policy.
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By default, Designers have no access to the Configuration tab Installation palette. You can add the ability for
users in the Designers group to install agents. Select Configuration_Installations (Installations) for Designers in
the PAM40 Configuration Policy.

 Example: Allow Designers to Publish Groups for Custom Operators
By default, Designers cannot perform the following actions on groups for custom operators:
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By default, Designers cannot perform the following actions on groups for custom operators:

• Lock the group configuration for a custom operator
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• Define a group with variables that are appropriate for a set of custom operators
• To publish the group, unlock the group configuration

The Connectors tab in the Configuration Browser displays published custom operator groups.

You can grant Content Designers permission to create and publish custom operator groups.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager.
2. Click Manage Access Policies.
3. Open the Group Configuration policy.

1.1 Click Group Configuration.
2.1 Click the PAM40 Group Config Policy link.

4. Add the Designers application group to the Selected Identities list.

1.1 Select Application Group from the Type drop-down list.
2.1 Click Search Identities.
3.1 Accept the default entries for the following fields, then click Search:

• Attribute: Name
• Operator: LIKE
• Value: This field is blank by default.

4.1 On the Enter/Search Identities dialog, select Designers and click the down arrow.
5. On the Selected Identities dialog, select the Group_Config_Admin check box for the Designers group.
6. Click Save.

 Restrict Access by Environment
Members of the Designer group create the automated business processes in the Design
environment. For example, Designers design processes, interaction request forms, and
datasets.
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The Designer and Production User default groups are designed for the typical case where there are two
environments:

• Design environment (Default Environment)
• Production environment (user-defined environment)

Members of the Designer group create the automated business processes in the Design environment. For
example, Designers design processes, interaction request forms, and datasets.

Members of the Production Users group use the designed processes, the designed forms, and the designed
datasets. For example, production users start processes, inspect datasets, and reply to interaction requests.

You can save the following policies as custom policies to restrict the Designers group to the design environment
and Production Users to the production environment.

• Agenda
• Dataset
• Process
• Resources
• Start Request Form

 Customize Access with a Custom Group
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Create a custom group.
2. Add the custom group to a default policy.

Here, you grant permissions for specified actions to the custom group.
3. Assign the custom group to user accounts.

You can assign more than one group to a user account to extend permissions for that user.

Note:  See Transition Active Directory Roles to CA EEM for examples of this procedure.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Create a Custom Group
You can create a custom application user group in EEM (CA EEM). To grant the group rights,
add it to policies and select appropriate actions. Then, assign the group to individual user
accounts.
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You can create a custom application user group in CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM). To grant the
group rights, add it to policies and select appropriate actions. Then, assign the group to individual user accounts.

Note:  The policies to which you must add a custom group depend on whether you base the group on an existing
group.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA EEM and log in.
2. Click the Manage Identities tab
3. Click Groups.
4. To create a custom group, on the Groups panel, click New Application Group next to Application Groups.
5. In the Name field, enter a name for the group.
6. (Optional) Enter a description for the group.
7. (Optional) In the Application Group Membership selection group, select PAMUsers to include permissions

for basic access. In this case, you can limit the permissions that you grant to the custom group. You do not
need to grant permissions that are granted to the PAMUsers group.

Note:  If you leave the Selected User Groups area blank, the custom group must include permissions for
basic access.

8. Click Save.
The product displays the new group as an application user group option when you define new users.

9. (Optional) Under Search Groups, select Show application groups, then click Go.
The product displays your new group with other groups (including the default groups).

10. Click Close.

 Add a Custom Group to a Default Policy
To customize access privileges easily, create custom groups and add the groups to selected
default policies. With this approach, you do not create custom policies. You identify the actions,
or permissions, in the default policies that individuals you assign to the custom group require.
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To customize access privileges easily, create custom groups and add the groups to selected default policies. With
this approach, you do not create custom policies. You identify the actions, or permissions, in the default policies
that individuals you assign to the custom group require.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Create a custom group for users that are to perform the same set of tasks in CA Process Automation:

1.1 Click the Manage Identities tab.
2.1 Click Groups.
3.1 Click New Application Group.
4.1 Enter the group name.

Warning:  Do not add an application group membership.

5.1 Click Save.
3. Open the default policy that contains the action that you want to grant:

1.1 Click the Manage Access Policies tab.
2.1 Under Access policies, click the link for the appropriate resource class.
3.1 In the Policy table, click the link for the policy to update.

The selected policy opens.
4. Grant a selected permission to the custom group:
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1.1 From the Type drop-down list under Enter/Search Identities, select Application Group, then
click Search.

2.1 From the list, select the custom group, then click the down arrow.
The custom group appears in the Selected Identities list.

3.1 To grant actions, select the appropriate check box for each action.
4.1 To add the custom group to the selected policy, click Save.

 Assign a Custom Group to User Accounts
You can assign a custom group (role) to a user account during the process of creating that user
account. Alternatively, you can edit an existing user account to add the new application user
group.
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You can assign a custom group (role) to a user account during the process of creating that user account.
Alternatively, you can edit an existing user account to add the new application user group.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Click the Manage Identities tab.
3. Create or access the target user account:

• To create a user account, click New User.
• To access an existing user account, use Search Users.

4. If you are creating an account:

1.1 In the Name field, enter the user account ID.
2.1 Under Global User Details, enter information about the user.
3.1 Enter a temporary password and select Change Password at Next Login.

5. Click Add Application User details.
6. From Available User Groups, select the custom group, then click > to move it to Selected User Groups.
7. Click Save, then click Close.
8. Repeat Steps 2 through 7 for each user that is to have the permissions that are granted to the custom group.
9. Click Log Out.

 Customize Access for a Specified User
Follow these steps:
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You can restrict which objects a specified CA Process Automation user can view and the actions that user can
perform. You can create CA Embedded Entitlements Manager rules such that a user can only see or use one
automation object instance or one automation object. Such access is possible only when Content Designers work
with library objects in working folders. In this case, the object release versions are copied to a release-specific
folder for export as a content package.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up designer-specific folders.
2. Create a user account with no group assignment.
3. Add the user to selected default policies.
4. Create a custom Object policy with path permissions.
5. Create a custom policy for a specified object type.
6. Log in to CA Process Automation as the specified user and verify that the access is correct.

 Set Up Designer-Specific Folders
You can design the folder structure at your discretion. For fine-grained access, design the
structure so you can specify a path to objects of a specific type in the policy for that object. To
restrict a user (or group) to specific object types or to specific object types in specified projects,
set up a folder structure with the restriction. For example, set up a Work In Progress (WIP)
folder with the folder for each designer.
catpa04305
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You can design the folder structure at your discretion. For fine-grained access, design the structure so you can
specify a path to objects of a specific type in the policy for that object. To restrict a user (or group) to specific object
types or to specific object types in specified projects, set up a folder structure with the restriction. For example, set
up a Work In Progress (WIP) folder with the folder for each designer.

• WIP/designer1
Each designer has a separate working folder. Each designer folder contains a set of folders, one for each
type of automation object on which the developer works. A folder for dataset can include datasets for multiple
projects that a single designer developed.

• /project1/releaseVersion1
Each project has a specific folder, with a subfolder for each release version. When a process release version
is ready to transition to production, copy the objects from the working folders to the release version folder. The
release version folder is the folder that the product exports as a content package.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Process Automation and log in.
2. Click the Library tab.
3. Select the root folder, click New, and select Folder.
4. Enter a short name for the new folder.
5. Repeat Steps 2 through 4 as appropriate to create the necessary folder structure.

 Create a User Account with No Group Assignment
You can create a user account with no group assignment. This task is part of the process for
creating fine-grained access, where you restrict the user to designing and testing objects of one
specific type.
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You can create a user account with no group assignment. This task is part of the process for creating fine-grained
access, where you restrict the user to designing and testing objects of one specific type.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Click the Manage Identities tab.
3. To open the New User page, click the icon next to Users in the Users palette.
4. In the Name field, type the User ID to assign to the user account. 

This user ID defines the name the user types in the User Name field at login.
5. Enter the global user details:

1.1 In the First Name and Last Name fields, type the name.
The title bar displays these values when the user logs in to CA Process Automation.

2.1 Complete the other fields in the General area as appropriate.
6. (Optional) Complete the Global Group Membership field if you use CA Process Automation with another CA

Technologies product that uses this CA EEM server.
7. In the Authentication area, type and verify a password to associate with the account. 

Give the temporary passwords that you configure to the users so that they can change it.
8. (Optional) Complete the remaining fields on the New User page.
9. Click Save, then click Close.
10. Click Log Out.

 Add the User to Selected Default Policies
You can grant  permissions to a user identity in either of the following ways:
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You can grant CA Process Automation permissions to a user identity in either of the following ways:

• Assign a user group to the user account.
• Add the user account to selected policies. In each policy, assign selected actions to the user identity

If you are working with custom policy and fine-grained user roles, CA Technologies recommends that you grant
basic access. To do so, assign the PAMUsers group to the user account and then extend that access with policy
action assignments.
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If you prefer to grant access with policies only, start by providing basic access. Add the user account name to the
following policies and actions:

• PAM40 User Login Policy: Console-Login (User)
• PAM40 Environment Policy: Environment_Library_User (User)
• PAM40 Library Browser Policy: LibraryBrowser_User (Library Browser User)

You can grant fine-grained access to the Operations tab. You can limit user access to specified actions on specific
object types.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Click the Manage Access Policies tab.
3. Add the user to the PAM40 User Login Policy:

1.1 Under Access policies, click the Product User link.
2.1 In the Policy table, click the PAM40 User Login Policy link.
3.1 Set Type to User, and click Search Identities.
4.1 Click Search.
5.1 From the displayed list, select the user identifier, then click the down arrow.
6.1 Select Console-Login (User) for the user you added.
7.1 Click Save, then click Close.

4. Add the user to the PAM40 Environment Policy.

1.1 Under Access policies, click the Environment link.
2.1 In the Policy Table, click the PAM40 Environment Policy link.
3.1 Set Type to User, then click Search Identities.
4.1 Click Search.
5.1 Select the user identifier from the displayed list, then click the down arrow.
6.1 Select Environment_Library_User (User) for the user you added.
7.1 Click Save, then click Close.

5. Add the user to the PAM40 Library Browser Policy.

1.1 Under Access policies, click the link for Library Browser.
2.1 In the Policy Table, click the PAM40 Library Browser Policy link.
3.1 Set Type to User, then click Search Identities.
4.1 Click Search.
5.1 Select the user identifier from the displayed list, then click the down arrow.
6.1 Select LibraryBrowser_User (Library Browser User) for the user you added.
7.1 Click Save, then click Close.

6. Grant the user access to two objects on the Operations tab. Add the user to the PAM40 Operations Policy and
specify only two actions.

1.1 Under Access policies, click the link for Operations.
2.1 In the Policy table, click the PAM40 Operations Policy link.
3.1 Set Type to User, then click Search Identities.
4.1 Click Search.
5.1 Select the user identifier from the displayed list, then click the down arrow.
6.1 Select Operations_Datasets (Datasets) for the user you added.
7.1 Select Operations_Resources (Resources) for the user you added.
8.1 Click Save, then click Close.

 Create a Custom Object Policy with Path Permissions
Create a custom Object access policy. The number of entries you make depends on the depth
of the path. Enter one line in the policy for each path level, beginning with the root folder (/).
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Create a custom Object access policy. The number of entries you make depends on the depth of the path. Enter
one line in the policy for each path level, beginning with the root folder (/).

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
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2. Click the Manage Access Policies tab.
3. Create a custom Object policy that restricts a specified user to a specified path in the library:

1.1 Under Access policies, click the New Access Policy link for Object.
2.1 Enter a name.
3.1 For Type, select Access Control List, then click OK on the verification message.
4.1 With Type set to User, click Search Identities.
5.1 Click Search.
6.1 Select the user identifier from the displayed list, then click >.
7.1 In the Add resource field, type a forward slash (/), then click Add.
8.1 In the same field, type / followed by the name of the folder that contains the objects from which the user is

restricted.
9.1 Click Add.
10.1 For the root folder (/), select Object_List (List).
11.1 For the /folder path, select Object_List (List). Repeat this step if there is a /folder/subfolder path.

Note:  To include all folders that are subordinate to the specified subfolder, enter /folder/subfolder* and
select Treat as regular expression.

12.1 Click Save, then click Close.

 Create a Custom Policy for a Specified Object Type
Create a policy for the type of object to which the restriction applies, then specify the actions to
allow on the selected object type.
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Create a policy for the type of object to which the restriction applies, then specify the actions to allow on the
selected object type.

Note:  See Permissions Reference for more information.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Click the Manage Access Policies tab.
3. Create a custom policy for the object type to restrict:

1.1 Click the New Access Policy link for one of the following policy types:

• Agenda
• Dataset
• Process
• Resources
• Start Request Form

2.1 Enter a name for the new policy.
3.1 Select Access Control List for Type, then click OK on the verification message.
4.1 With Type set to User, click Search Identities.
5.1 Click Search.
6.1 Select the user identifier from the displayed list, then click >.
7.1 In the Add resource field, type the full path that contains the object type that you selected, then

click Add.
8.1 In the same field, type a forward slash (/), then type the name of the folder that contains the objects from

which the user is restricted.
9.1 Click Add.
10.1 Select the permission to grant.

• Agenda: Agenda_Control (Control)
Note:  Agenda refers to Schedules

• Dataset: Dataset_Inspect (Inspect), Dataset_Modify (Modify)
• Process: Process_Control (Control), Process_Monitor (Monitor), Process_Start (Start)
• Resources: Resources_Control

11.1 Click Save, then click Close.
4. (Optional) Add a filter to limit by Environment.
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5. Repeat this procedure for dependent objects. Consider, for example, Datasets. Datasets are meaningful only in
the context of another object type. If you selected Datasets, create another policy for (for example) Resources.

 Transition Active Directory Roles to CA EEM
If you previously used Microsoft Active Directory (AD) or LDAP for authentication and
authorization, you can use any of the following methods to transition to EEM (eiam):
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If you previously used Microsoft Active Directory (AD) or LDAP for authentication and authorization, you can use
any of the following methods to transition to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM):

•  Create user accounts. Assign one of the default groups to each account. See Default User Groups.
•  Reference AD as an external user store.  

Note:  See Manage Access for Referenced User Accounts 
•  Create custom groups that reflect your AD roles. Add these groups to the CA EEM policies and grant the

required permissions. Create user accounts. Assign one of your custom groups to each account.

Assume that you defined Security settings of Domain in AD with with the following groups:

•  Domain Administrator: ITPAMAdmins
•   CA Process Automation User: ITPAMUsers
•  Environment Configuration Administrator: ConfigAdmin
•  Environment Content Administrator: ContentAdmin
•  Environment User: EnvironmentUser

To migrate role-based access from AD to CA EEM manually:

1. Migrate role-based access for users in the Domain Administrator role.

Note:  See Create Role-Specific User Accounts 
2. Migrate role-based access for users in the CA Process Automation User role.

Note:  See Create User Accounts with Basic Access 
3. Migrate role-based access for users in the Environment Configuration Administrator role as follows:

1.1  Create the custom ConfigAdmin group 
2.1  Grant permissions to the custom ConfigAdmin group 
3.1  Create user accounts for Environment Configuration Administrators 

4. Migrate role-based access for users in the Environment Content Administrator role as follows:

1.1  Create the custom ContentAdmin group 
2.1  Grant permissions to the custom ContentAdmin group 
3.1  Create user accounts for Environment Content Administrators 

5. Migrate role-based access for users in the Environment User role.

 Create the Custom ConfigAdmin Group
You can create a custom ConfigAdmin group for users in the Environment Configuration
Administrator role.
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You can create a custom ConfigAdmin group for users in the Environment Configuration Administrator role.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Click the Manage Identities tab, click Groups, and click New Application Group.
3. Type ConfigAdmin or a name of your choice as the name of the group.
4. (Optional) Enter a description for the group.
5. Click Save.

Note:  Do not add an application group membership.
6. Click Close.

 Create the Custom ContentAdmin Group
Follow these steps:
catpa04305
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You can create a custom group that is named ContentAdmin in CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM)
for users in the Environment Content Administrator role. To get the permissions assigned to the Designer group
automatically, base this group on the Default Designer group.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA EEM and log in.
2. Click the Manage Identities tab.
3. Click Groups.
4. Click New Application Group.
5. Enter ContentAdmin as the name of the group.
6. (Optional) Enter a description.
7. Under Available User Groups, select Designers and click > to move it to Selected User Groups.
8. Click Save, then click Close.

 Create User Accounts for Environment Configuration Administrators
You can create user accounts for users in the Environment Configuration Administrator role.
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You can create user accounts for users in the Environment Configuration Administrator role.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Click the Manage Identities tab.
3. Click New User.
4. Enter the user ID as the Name.
5. Click Add Application User Details.
6. Select the ConfigAdmin group and click >.
7. Enter the Global User details as necessary.
8. Enter and verify a temporary password in the Authentication section.
9. Click Save.
10. Repeat Steps 2 through 9 for each user in the Environment Configuration Administrator role.

 Create User Accounts for Environment Content Administrators
You can create user accounts for users in the Environment Content Administrator role.
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You can create user accounts for users in the Environment Content Administrator role.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Click the Manage Identities tab.
3. Click New User.
4. Enter the user ID as the Name value.
5. Click Add Application User Details.
6. Select the ContentAdmin group and click >.
7. Enter the Global User details as necessary.
8. Enter and verify a temporary password in the Authentication section.
9. Click Save.
10. Repeat Steps 2 through 9 for each user in the Environment Content Administrator role.

 Grant permissions to the Custom ConfigAdmin Group
To grant permissions to the Environment Configuration Administrators custom group, add the
group to selected policies and select the required actions.
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To grant permissions to the Environment Configuration Administrators custom group, add the group to selected
policies and select the required actions.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
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2. Click the Manage Access Policies tab.
3. Grant the ability to log in to CA Process Automation and display the Home page to the ConfigAdmin group:

1.1 Under Access Policies, click the Product User link.
2.1 In the Policy table, click the PAM40 User Login Policy  link.
3.1 Under Enter/Search Identities, select Application Group for Type, click Search Identities, and

click Search.
4.1 Select the custom group (ConfigAdmin) and click the down arrow.
5.1 Select Console_Login for the new identity.
6.1 Click Save.

4. Grant the permissions to lock an environment and to complete actions that require the environment to be locked
to the ConfigAdmins group:

1.1 Under Access Policies, click the Environment link.
2.1 In the Policy table, click the PAM40 Environment Policy link.
3.1 Under Enter/Search Identities, select Application Group for Type, click Search Identities, and

click Search.
4.1 Select ConfigAdmin and click the down arrow.
5.1 Select the Environment_Configuration_Admin (Configuration Administrator) permission.
6.1 Click Save, then click Close.

5. Grant the permissions to access the Configuration tab and install Orchestrators and agents to the ConfigAdmin
group.

1.1 Click Configuration Browser.
2.1 Click the PAM40 Configuration Policy link.
3.1 Search for ConfigAdmin and add the group to Selected Identities.
4.1 Select Client_Configuration_User (View Configuration Browser) and Configuration_Installations.

6. Click Close.

 Grant Permissions to the Custom ContentAdmin Group
To grant permissions to the custom Environment Content Administrator group, add the group to
default policies and select the required permissions. Many of the policy permissions are already
granted to the ContentAdmin group because you based it on the default Designers group. You
add the administrator rights to the folders, automation objects, and editors in the Library tab.
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To grant permissions to the custom Environment Content Administrator group, add the group to default policies and
select the required permissions. Many of the policy permissions are already granted to the ContentAdmin group
because you based it on the default Designers group. You add the administrator rights to the folders, automation
objects, and editors in the Library tab.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Click the Manage Access Policies tab.
3. Under Access Policies, click the Environment link.
4. In the Policy table, click the PAM40 Environment Policy link.
5. Under Enter/Search Identities, select Application Group for Type, click Search Identities, and click Search.
6. Select ContentAdmin and click the down arrow.
7. Select Environment_Library_Admin (Content Administrator) permissions.
8. Click Save, then click Close.

 Touchpoint Security with CA EEM
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Articles that are related to Touchpoint Security apply only if you have enabled Touchpoint
Security for touchpoints in one or more environments.The purpose of Touchpoint Security is to
limit to a group of highly privileged users access to business-critical hosts or hosts with highly
sensitive information.
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• Review the Touchpoint Security configuration in the touchpoint properties to determine whether Touchpoint
Security is enabled on touchpoints that are mapped to candidate hosts. If the configuration is marked Inherit
from Environment, consider changing the configuration to Enabled.

• To determine whether a specific touchpoint mapped to a host that needs protection is protected, review the
filters in the Touchpoint Security policies.

 

 Create a Touchpoint Security Policy
Running a process runs specific operators on specified targets in a specified sequence.
A custom Touchpoint Security policy grants permission to specified users or groups to run
specified operators on specified targets. The EEM (CA EEM) administrators can create a
touchpoint security policy.
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Running a process runs specific operators on specified targets in a specified sequence. A custom Touchpoint
Security policy grants permission to specified users or groups to run specified operators on specified targets. The
CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) administrators can create a touchpoint security policy.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA EEM and log in.
2. Click the Manage Access Policies tab.
3. Under Access policies, click New Access Policy for Touchpoint Security.
4. On the new access policy form for the Touchpoint Security resource class, enter a name for the custom

Touchpoint Security policy.
5. In the Enter/Search Identities section, select the type of target to which to grant access:

• If the target is a global user, select User.
• If the target is a group from a referenced user store, select Global Group.
• If the target is a custom group that you defined or is a default group, select Application Group.

6. Click Search Identities.
7. Select the identities to which this policy applies, then click the down arrow. The Selected Identities list displays

your selection.
8. Select the Execute action.
9. In the Add resource field, type the Access Control ID for the Source Operator Category that includes the

operators to which this policy applies, then click Add. For example: 

• Type Process Module for the Command Execution operator category. 
• Type File Module for the File Management operator category. 
• Type File Transfer Module for the File Transfer operator category. 
• Type Network Utilities Module for the Network Utilities operator category. 

You can enter regular expressions to cover the appropriate operator categories, then select Treat
resource names as regular expressions. For example, an entry of File* would include operators in the File
Management and File Transfer categories.

10. Add a filter that specifies the environment that contains the policy targets: 

• Set the named attribute to Environment. 
• Set the STRING operator to EQUAL. 
• Set the value to the  environment_name .

11. Add other filters that specify the targets by touchpoint name: 

• Set the named attribute to Touchpoint. 
• Set the STRING operator to EQUAL. 
• Set the value to the  touchpoint_name .

12. Click Save.

If the Touchpoint Security policies are configured for enforcement, the application evaluates and enforces the
policy.

 Grant Users CA EEM Access to Define Touchpoint Security Policies
By default, the EiamAdmin user is the only user who can log in to EEM (eiam). If you employ
a policy-based Touchpoint Security approach, you can authorize specific users to create
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Touchpoint Security policies in eiam. Authorize Content Designers who design processes with
operators that run on touchpoints that are mapped to hosts with high business value. These
touchpoints can be protected through Touchpoint Security policies that specify the users who
are authorized to run these operators.
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By default, the EiamAdmin user is the only user who can log in to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA
EEM). If you employ a policy-based Touchpoint Security approach, you can authorize specific users to create
Touchpoint Security policies in CA EEM. Authorize Content Designers who design processes with operators that
run on touchpoints that are mapped to hosts with high business value. These touchpoints can be protected through
Touchpoint Security policies that specify the users who are authorized to run these operators.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA EEM and log in.
2. Click the Manage Access Policies tab.
3. Click New Scoping Policy.
4. Complete the General section as follows:

• Name
This field defines the name of this scoping policy. For example, Users Creating Touchpoint Security
Policies.

• Description
(Optional) This field defines a brief description. For example, Enables specified users to create custom
policies only with the Touchpoint Security resource class.

• Calendar and Resource Class Name
Skip the Calendar option and accept the default Resource Class Name value (SafeObject).

• Type
Set this value to Access Control List. 

Note:  Click OK on the message that changing the policy type resets some of the filters.
5. For Identities, add the names of all the users who design processes to which Touchpoint Security applies. 

Users added to this policy are granted login access to CA EEM and the ability to create Touchpoint Security
policies. A Touchpoint Security policy specifies which users to authorize to run operators from a specified
operator category on a specified Touchpoint.

Note:  To test this policy, create a user with the default user group and add that user name in this Step. After
you save this policy, log in to CA EEM with the test user name. Notice that the only thing you can do in CA EEM
is create a policy with the Touchpoint resource class.

6. Configure the Access Control List:

1.1 Select each of the following resources from the drop-down list, then click Add.

• ApplicationInstance
• Policy
• User
• GlobalUser
• UserGroup
• GlobalUserGroup

2.1 Click read for all resources. Click write for Policy.
3.1 Click Filters.
4.1 For Policy, select named attribute from the first drop-down list. In the field under named attribute,

enter ResourceClassName. In the value field after EQUAL, enter TouchPointSecurity.
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5.1 Leave the rest of the fields on the filters page as is.

7. Click Save.
8. Verify that the Access Control List Configuration matches the following graphic exactly. 

Note:  The system adds a space between TouchPoint and Security.
9. Verify that your policy resembles the following graphic. In the example, the missing columns indicate

that ResourceClassName is SafeObject, the Options value is Explicit Grant, and Identities is your list of
users. These users design processes for Touchpoint Security and create an associated policy.
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 Touchpoint Security
Touchpoint Security lets you secure touchpoints that are associated with hosts. The associated
hosts are business-critical hosts and hosts that contain sensitive data against unauthorized
access. You can create Touchpoint policies. The policies specify selected users or a high-
privileged group as the only authorized identities. The authorized identities can run an operator
on that target. Policies specify identities that are authorized to run specific operators on
specified touchpoints. Specified operator categories contain the operators that run programs
and scripts.
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Touchpoint Security lets you secure touchpoints that are associated with hosts. The associated hosts are business-
critical hosts and hosts that contain sensitive data against unauthorized access. You can create Touchpoint
policies. The policies specify selected users or a high-privileged group as the only authorized identities. The
authorized identities can run an operator on that target. Policies specify identities that are authorized to run specific
operators on specified touchpoints. Specified operator categories contain the operators that run programs and
scripts.

CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) Touchpoint Security policies authorize specified identities to run
scripts in operators. The scripts run in operators from specified categories on specified touchpoints in a specified
environment.

Consider the following example portion of a simple Touchpoint Security policy:

The policy allows only users in the High-PrivilegedUsers user group (ug) to run specified operator. The specified
operator belongs to a specified category on specified touchpoints in the Production environment. The example
touchpoints are named SensitiveHostTP1, SensitiveHostTP2, and SensitiveHostTP3. Specified Access Control
IDs include the Network Utilities module and the Process module (for Command Execution). File* Module includes
both File module for File Management and the File Transfer module. See Identify the Access Control IDs to Add as
Resources.

Consider a process with an operator target that is protected by a Touchpoint Security policy. The process can finish
successfully only when an authorized user runs the process. A process with an operator target protected by a
Touchpoint Security policy can finish successfully only when it runs as an authorized user. The user under which
the process runs is specified as an Identity in the policy. The policy identifies:

• Users by name or group
• Operators by the access control IDs associated with source categories
• Touchpoints by name, environment, or both

The Touchpoint Security policies secure access to individual target hosts. The policies control who runs operators
on a specific touchpoint or host group. A process instance runs on the behalf of a user. Consider that a process
runs an operator on a touchpoint or host group. Consider that the process runs which is specific to the CA EEM
Touchpoint Security policy. CA EEM tries to authorize the user who runs the process. CA EEM verifies that the
user is a specified Identity in a Touchpoint Security policy for that touchpoint. If the process instance is running on
the behalf of an unauthorized user, the operator fails.

You specify sensitive hosts as touchpoints, proxy touchpoints, or host groups.

You can limit access to specified hosts to high-privileged users. You can grant access to a specified user or group
that was granted the following prerequisite access:

• Console_Login (User) action in the PAM40 User Login Policy.
• Environment_Library_User (User) action in the PAM40 Environment Policy.

 When Touchpoint Security is Necessary
Touchpoint Security is necessary when:
catpa04305
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Touchpoint Security is necessary when:

• A host in your environment that can be an operator target contains sensitive information, such as social security
numbers, credit card numbers, or health details. You want to limit access to this sensitive process to a single
person or a small high-privileged group.
The target can be any of the following hosts:

• The host with an agent that is associated with a touchpoint.
• The host with an agent that is associated with a proxy touchpoint with an SSH connection to a remote host.
• The host with an agent that is associated with a host group that references and has a connection to remote

hosts.
• You are running an agent on a host as the root user (UNIX), the administrator (Windows), or some user with

specific rights. Suppose that you have reason to run all scripts and programs on that agent under the same
identity as the agent itself. You do not want to switch to another user that requires credentials. To prevent a
security risk, you can restrict low-privileged users (such as the root user) from running scripts under the same
identity as the agent.

• You are leveraging host groups that define default operating system credentials for running Command
Execution operators on entire subnets. Suppose that you have reason to run all scripts and programs on that
host group using the operating system credentials. You want to prevent a security risk by disallowing low-
privileged users from creating and running any script using operating system credentials.

• Users who run a process can select operator targets at run time for operators that have a variable in the target
field. An operator target is typically a touchpoint, although it can be a proxy touchpoint, an FQDN, or an IP
address that a host group references. This flexible design lets any user who is authorized to run the process
select a target at run time.
A security issue occurs when an available touchpoint requires limitations to its access. Consider the case
where an operator can successfully run on two different touchpoints, each of which represents a CA Service
Desk application. One touchpoint represents a CA Service Desk that is designed for general access while the
other touchpoint is designed for administrators only. Touchpoint Security permits only administrators to run this
example operator on the touchpoint that is designed for administrators. The Touchpoint Security policies in CA
EEM limit access.

Touchpoint Security is also useful for process designers. During process development, different designers install
an agent on their personal hosts and create touchpoints for their agents. They typically do not want other users
running operators on their local hosts. Touchpoint Security can provide this protection. When Touchpoint Security
is configured to be active, authorization to run each operator on the selected target is verified at run time. Policy
enforcement restricts users who run a process to running operators only on touchpoints for which they are
authorized.

 Limit Access to Hosts that Contain Sensitive Information
Touchpoint Security limits access to business-critical hosts and hosts on which you store
sensitive information. The following graphic suggests an approach to accomplish this security
goal:
catpa04305
Touchpoint Security limits access to business-critical hosts and hosts on which you store sensitive information. The
following graphic suggests an approach to accomplish this security goal:
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Figure 16: Limit Access to Hosts with Sensitive Information

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager and log in.
2. Create a group of high-privileged users. 

Note:  See Create the Custom ContentAdmin Group.
3. Identify the touchpoints that are associated with sensitive hosts. 

Note:  See View the Agent Touchpoints and Host Groups.
4. Identify the categories with operators that expose data.
5. Identify the Access Control IDs associated with the categories.

Note:

• See Example: Touchpoint Security Policy for Critical Touchpoints.
• Find the descriptions of each category in Operator Categories and Where Operators Run.
• See Reference for operator descriptions.

6. Create a Touchpoint Security policy with this group, operator categories, and touchpoints. 

Note:  See Create a Touchpoint Security Policy.
7. Enable Touchpoint Security on selected touchpoints.
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Note:

• See Configure Properties for the Design Touchpoint.
• See Configure Proxy Touchpoint Properties.
• See Configure Host Group Properties.

 Identify the Access Control IDs to Add as Resources
When you create a Touchpoint Security policy, you do not directly identify the operators that
act on touchpoints that you want to secure. Instead, you identify the categories to which those
operators belong. You identify the categories by Access Control ID.
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When you create a Touchpoint Security policy, you do not directly identify the operators that act on touchpoints
that you want to secure. Instead, you identify the categories to which those operators belong. You identify the
categories by Access Control ID.

Not all categories contain operators that could compromise the security of a host that contains sensitive
information. Evaluate the impact of operators before adding resources.

You can identify the Access Control ID to add as a resource to a Touchpoint Security policy.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Process Automation and log in.
2. Click the Configuration tab.
3. Select an agent from the Agents node, then select the Connectors tab.

Warning:  The Access Control ID column lists module names. Refer to this list when you enter selected
module names in the Resources field in a Touchpoint Security policy.

 Authorize Run-Time Actions with CA EEM
To limit who can perform any of the following run-time actions, create a EEM policy and specify
the users or group to authorize.
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CA Process Automation provides fine-grained access control on operations and on user actions on specific
automation objects (for example, processes, datasets, calendars, and schedules). Control includes traditional read/
write permissions and rights to start a process and monitor its instances. Access rights are enforced at all external
interfaces, including the CA Process Automation UI and Web services. CA Process Automation also provides ways
to secure operations on target hosts so that only authorized users can run them.

To limit who can perform any of the following run-time actions, create a CA Embedded Entitlements Manager policy
and specify the users or group to authorize.

• Run scripts or programs in operators that are derived from specified categories that target specified touchpoints
in a specified environment.

• Control a schedule, including activate and deactivate.
• Inspect or modify a dataset.
• Control a process instance, including suspend, restart, resume, and abort.
• Control a resource, including lock, unlock, take, return, or add a variable.
• Add or remove a resource unit.
• Dequeue or start a start request form.

You can also create a policy that authorizes read/write permissions on any other automation object.

 Change Ownership for Automation Objects
The user who creates an automation object or folder is, by default, the owner. The owner
has full control of the automation object or folder. An owner can switch the ownership to
another  user.
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The user who creates an automation object or folder is, by default, the owner. The owner has full control of the
automation object or folder. An owner can switch the ownership to another CA Process Automation user.

Note:
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The CA Embedded Entitlements Manager Environment_Content_Administrator permission grants full control of all
automation objects and folders. All administrators who belong to the PAMAdmins group have this permission.

If you enable Runtime Security, then only the process owner (or an administrator) can start that process.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Select one or more objects, including folders.
3. Click the Set Owner toolbar button.
4. From the Available Users list, select the user account to set as the new owner. To find matching user accounts,

use Search.
5. Click Save and Close.

 Examples: Secure Critical Touchpoints
Touchpoint Security ensures that the ability to run operators on business-critical hosts is limited
to a small group of high-privileged users. The easiest way to protect sensitive hosts is to create
one Touchpoint Security policy and list each of the associated touchpoints in a filter. Then
enable Touchpoint Security on the properties setting for each of these touchpoints.
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Touchpoint Security ensures that the ability to run operators on business-critical hosts is limited to a small group of
high-privileged users. The easiest way to protect sensitive hosts is to create one Touchpoint Security policy and list
each of the associated touchpoints in a filter. Then enable Touchpoint Security on the properties setting for each
of these touchpoints.

 Example: Touchpoint Security Configuration for a Critical Touchpoint
The following example shows the properties of a selected touchpoint. When Touchpoint Security is set
to Enabled, the process evaluates each attempt to run an operator on this touchpoint against the Touchpoint
Security policies.

Example: Touchpoint Security Policy for Critical Touchpoints
 

To ensure that only high-privileged users run operators on sensitive hosts in your production environment, create
one Touchpoint Security policy. In the Touchpoint Security policy, add the Access Control ID associated with each
category containing operators that could pose a risk. Add a filter for your environment, and add a filter for each
touchpoint that references sensitive hosts.

Consider the following example Global Touchpoint Security Policy. The example policy grants the High-Privileged
Users group authorization to run scripts or programs using operators in five categories on high-risk touchpoints.
Access Control IDs represent the five categories. This policy only applies to the specified touchpoints in the
Production environment.
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Example: Secure the Touchpoint for My Host
 

Suppose you install an agent on your host and do not want anyone else to run operators on your host. To use
Touchpoint Security to protect a host that is critical to you, consider completing the necessary tasks in the following
sequence: 

1. Install an agent on the host.
2. Associate a touchpoint in a specified environment with that host.
3. Create a Touchpoint Security policy that lists you as the Identity. Add the Access Control ID for each category

with operators that can run on touchpoints that are associated with agents.
4. Configure Touchpoint Security as Enabled in Touchpoint Properties for that host.

Example: Set Touchpoint Security to Enabled on My PC Touchpoint
The Touchpoint Security parameter for the selected touchpoint, MyPC-TP, is set to Enabled.

Example: Create a Touchpoint Security Policy that Allows only Me to Run Operators on My PC
Touchpoint
In the following example, assume that the protected host belongs to a user named MyPCowner. Notice that
MyPCowner is the only Identity authorized to run operators on the touchpoint MyPC-TP. Here, the Access Control
IDs are associated with all categories with operators that can run on an agent host. In this case, the references
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include categories of operators that do not modify the host. The idea in this example is that the user wants no
outside user to have access to the host associated with the MyPC-TP touchpoint. Only MyPCowner can run
processes on MyPC-TP when Touchpoint Security is enabled.

The touchpoint name is specified as the value in the filter.

 Administer Agents
An agent is a component that you install on multiple hosts in each environment. After you install
an agent on a host, you configure a touchpoint (a logical entity) that associates the current
environment with the agent host.
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An agent is a component that you install on multiple hosts in each environment. After you install an agent on a host,
you configure a touchpoint (a logical entity) that associates the current environment with the agent host.

Agents support the running of processes. Processes consist of operators. Most of the operators run on the
Orchestrator. An operator runs on an agent host at the direction of the Orchestrator, and it returns the results to the
Orchestrator. The Orchestrator runs the main process.

To ensure that an agent host is always available for processing, you associate multiple agent hosts to a single
touchpoint. A touchpoint associates one or more agents with a specified environment. Content Designers typically
target an agent host by targeting its touchpoint.

To run operators on remote hosts that have no agent, associate an agent with proxy touchpoints or host groups.
Operators can run on a remote host with no agent when an SSH connection is configured from the agent host to
the target remote host. To run on a remote host, operators target the proxy touchpoint.

See Administer Touchpoints for information about configuring failover (priority settings) or load balancing among
agents that are associated with the same touchpoint.

See Administer Proxy Touchpoints and Administer Host Groups for information about establishing SSH
connections.
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 Configure Agents to Support Operator Targets
Agent configuration in a design environment is typically limited to configuring a small set of
touchpoints, each mapped to a single agent. If the number of hosts is limited, you can associate
multiple touchpoints with the same agent.
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Agent configuration in a design environment is typically limited to configuring a small set of touchpoints, each
mapped to a single agent. If the number of hosts is limited, you can associate multiple touchpoints with the same
agent.

Production environments typically have more robust agent configurations. Six options are first presented
separately, then on a summary table for reference. Use these details to plan and implement agent configuration in
the production environment.

• Operator runs on a specific agent host.
This option is the easiest to implement when running an operator on one host with an agent. This option is
acceptable in a development or test environment.

• Actual target
The Host name or IP address of the target.

• Installation requirement
Install an agent on the target host.

• Association requirement
Define a touchpoint that associates an agent with the production environment.

• Operator target
Enter the touchpoint name or the agent ID.

• Operator runs on the highest priority agent, of several possible agents.
This option lets you specify that the operator run on the most desirable host if it is available, and if not, the next
most desirable. You decide what makes one host more desirable than another. You can configure a touchpoint
so that a specific operator always runs on the host with the largest capacity. Or, you can reserve such hosts and
only run on them if all other candidates are busy.

• Actual target
Unknown. Record the host names of the candidate target hosts, in preference order.

• Installation requirement
Install an agent on each candidate target host.

• Association requirement
Define a touchpoint and associate it with each of the candidate target hosts. In the touchpoint definition,
specify the priority rank for each.

• Operator target
Enter the touchpoint name.

• Operator runs on the least busy agent, of several possible agents.
This option takes longer to implement than a touchpoint that is associated with one agent. However, it is a
robust option when targeting a host with an agent. This option is designed for a production environment where
running the process at the scheduled time is important.

• Actual target
Unknown. Record the host names of the candidate target hosts.

• Installation requirement
Install an agent on each candidate target host.

• Association requirement
Define a touchpoint and associate it with each of the candidate target hosts. In the touchpoint definition,
enter the same number as the priority for each association. This implementation is for load balancing.

• Operator target
Enter the touchpoint name.

• Operator runs on multiple agent hosts at once.
Use of the touchpoint group lets you run an operator simultaneously on all hosts that are associated with
touchpoints in the group.

• Actual targets
Record the host name of each target host.

• Installation requirement
Install an agent on each target host.

• Association requirement
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• Define a separate touchpoint for each of these agents.
• Define a touchpoint group that is composed of these touchpoints.

• Operator target
Enter the touchpoint group name.

• Operator runs on a specific remote host.
Sometimes, you cannot install an agent on the host you want to target for an operator. In this case, define an
agent as the proxy touchpoint. Create an SSH connection from the host with the agent to the target remote host.

• Actual target
Record the host name or IP address of the target remote host.

• Enabling source host
Record the host name of the source host that can connect to the target with an SSH connection.

• Connectivity requirement
Create the SSH connection from the source host to the remote host.

• Installation requirement
Install an agent on the source host.

• Association requirement
Define a proxy touchpoint on the source host and specify details of the connection to the remote target host.

• Operator target
Enter the proxy touchpoint name.

• Operator runs on a remote host, where the target can be changed each run.
This option lets you decide what remote host to target immediately before run time, when you specify the target
with its host name or IP address. The target must be a host group member. A host group is a group with either
a common host name pattern or a common IP address pattern. Hosts with a common IP address pattern belong
to the same subnet.

• Actual target
Unknown. Record the host names of the candidate target remote hosts.

• Enabling source host
Record the host name of the source host that can connect to each of the candidate targets with an SSH
connection.

• Connectivity requirement
Create the SSH connection from the source host to each remote host.

• Installation requirement
Install an agent on the source host.

• Association requirement
Define a host group on the source host with a pattern that remote hosts have in common.

• Operator target
Enter the host name or IP address of the target remote host. Express the operator target in a dataset. You
can modify datasets, even when imported with a nonmodifiable process.

Use the following table as a guide for creating summary tables for yourself. Documentation in the form of summary
tables can help others find this information when you are not available.

Target Type Agent Association Other Configuration Operator Target

A single host A new touchpoint N/A Touchpoint name

One of multiple hosts, in
priority order

An existing touchpoint Specify the priority in which
to select the target host.

Touchpoint name

One of multiple hosts (no
priority)

An existing touchpoint Assign the same priority to
each candidate target host.

Touchpoint name

Multiple hosts at once A new touchpoint Create a touchpoint
group that includes all
touchpoints.

Touchpoint group name

A single remote host A proxy touchpoint Create an SSH connection
from the agent host to the
remote target host.

Proxy touchpoint name

One of multiple remote
hosts

A host group Create an SSH connection
from the agent host to
each remote target host.

Target host name or IP
address
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 Install an Agent Interactively
Processes can include operators that must run on servers with a target application, database, or
system. If possible, install an agent on such a server. If not possible, install the agent on a host
that can connect to that server through SSH.
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HID_INSTL_AGNT_INTERACT
Processes can include operators that must run on servers with a target application, database, or system. If
possible, install an agent on such a server. If not possible, install the agent on a host that can connect to that server
through SSH.

Warning:  Before you install an agent, verify that the Domain Orchestrator is running.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Click the Installation palette.
3. For Install Agent, click Install.

A dialog shows the application download progress.
4. If a security warning opens, click Run.

The Language Selection dialog opens. The host computer language is selected by default.
5. Click OK or select another language and click OK.

The  CA Process Automation Agent Setup wizard welcome page opens.
6. Click Next.
7. Read the license agreement, click I accept the terms of the License Agreement, and click Next.
8. If the displayed Java home directory is not correct on the Set Java Home Directory page, browse to the JRE

folder.
All platforms support jre6; Windows supports jre6 and jre7.
The following example shows the path for the Windows operating environment:

C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.7.0_45

9. Click Next.
The Select Destination Directory page opens. On Windows hosts, the default path is:

C:\Program Files\CA\PAM Agent

10. Click Next to accept the default or enter a destination directory for the new agent and click Next.
11. (Windows only) On the Select Start Menu Folder page, click Next to accept  CA Process Automation Agent

as your Start menu shortcut, or type a new name and click Next.

• (Optional) Create short cuts for all users on this host.
• (Optional) Do not create a Start menu folder.

12. Examine the Domain URL (the URL from which you started the agent installation).
13. Click Next.
14. If the Domain is secured (Support Secure Communication was selected during the Domain Orchestrator

installation), provide the same Certificate Password that was used to install the Domain Orchestrator (and
other Orchestrators).

15. Complete the General Properties page, then click Next:

1.1 For Agent Host, enter the agent host name. This name identifies the host from which you started the
installation.

2.1 Change or accept the default Display Name (the host name).
3.1 If you launched the agent installation from a Windows host, select Install as Windows Service.
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4.1 To force a new connection for each communication from an Orchestrator to an agent, select Use
deprecated communication.
CA Technologies recommends that you leave this check box cleared. Simplified communications (the
default) is preferred because it uses one persistent connection.

5.1 If you selected Use deprecated communications, accept 7003 (the default) as the Agent Port unless
it is used. If the default port is used, enter an unused port number (for example, 57003) as the port on
which the agent listens for communication with Orchestrators.

Note:  If deprecated communication is not used, then Orchestrators communicate to agents using a web-
socket connection (established by agents). Orchestrators use port 80 to communicate with agents over
HTTP. Orchestrators use port 443 to communicate with agents over HTTPS.

6.1 Select Start Agent after Installation.
Starting the agent lets you view the active agent and continue with the agent configuration.

16. Click Next to accept the default temporary directory for running scripts, or enter another path and then click
Next.

Note:  An acceptable path contains no spaces.
17. On the Set PowerShell execution policy page, use one of the following methods to complete the setting and

start the Agent installation:

• To run Windows PowerShell scripts through this agent:

1.1 Select the Set PowerShell Execution Policy check box.
2.1 Browse to the PowerShell host location if it is different from the displayed default.
3.1 Click Next.

• If you do not use Windows PowerShell, click Next.
18. Click Finish.
19. (Windows only) Start the agent service: Click Start, Programs, CA,  CA Process Automation Agent, Start

Agent service.
20. On the Configuration tab, click the Configuration Browser palette.
21. Click Refresh (or log out, then log back in).
22. Expand Agents and verify that your agent name is listed.

Note:  To use the agent host as a target, configure a touchpoint. To use the agent host as a gateway to a remote
host, configure a proxy touchpoint.

 Add an Agent Touchpoint
When you install an agent on a host, the Agents node includes the agent display name. An
operator can target that host only after you configure a touchpoint that references the host.
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When you install an agent on a host, the Agents node includes the agent display name. An operator can target that
host only after you configure a touchpoint that references the host.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Agents node.
3. Right-click the agent, select Configure touchpoint at, then select the appropriate environment.
4. Click Yes to lock the selected environment.
5. On the Add Agent Touchpoint dialog, enter a name that differs from the host name for the new touchpoint,

then click OK.
The All Touchpoints node for the associated environment displays the new touchpoint.

6. Click Save.
7. Select the locked environment and click Unlock.

 Add an Agent Host Group
If an operator must target remote hosts directly (with an IP address or host name), you:
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If an operator must target remote hosts directly (with an IP address or host name), you:

1. Create a host group.
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2. Configure host group properties. You can add specific remote hosts or you can enter patterns that include
specific hosts to target.

3. Create SSH credentials on hosts in a host group. That is, create a user account on each remote host with the
credentials you entered in the host group properties.

 Configure Agent Contents
Many Properties settings are retrieved during the agent installation. The associated touchpoints
are configuration details that are unique to agents and are not inherited. Operator settings on
the Connectors tab are inherited by default. The settings that you configure for an agent are
different from the settings that you configure for the agent touchpoint.
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Many Properties settings are retrieved during the agent installation. The associated touchpoints are configuration
details that are unique to agents and are not inherited. Operator settings on the Connectors tab are inherited by
default. The settings that you configure for an agent are different from the settings that you configure for the agent
touchpoint.

The Agent page contains the following tabs:

• Properties
See Configure Agent Properties.

• Connectors
See Customize the Agent Operator Category.

• Associated Touchpoints and Host Groups
See View the Agent Touchpoints and Host Groups.

• Audit Trails
See View an Agent Audit Trail.

 Configure Agent Properties
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab and expand Agents on the Configuration Browser palette.
2. Select the agent to configure, then click Lock.
3. Select the Properties tab for the selected agent.
4. (Optional) Review the following read-only properties:

• Status - Locked or Quarantined.
• Agent Name - The name that was configured as Display Name at installation.
• Host Name - The name that was configured as Agent Host at installation.
• Host Address

5. (Optional) Update the following properties:

• Mirroring Interval (Minutes)
• Use Deprecated Communication

6. Select the agent, then click Unlock.
7. To save the changes, click Yes on the Unsaved Data dialog.

 Customize the Agent Operator Category
All environments, Orchestrators, and agents inherit settings that you configured on the
Connectors tab for the Domain. Administrators can edit the configuration at lower levels of the
Domain hierarchy. Administrators can also enable categories of operators on any agent and can
edit the configurations as necessary.
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All environments, Orchestrators, and agents inherit settings that you configured on the Connectors tab for the
Domain. Administrators can edit the configuration at lower levels of the Domain hierarchy. Administrators can also
enable categories of operators on any agent and can edit the configurations as necessary.

Follow these steps:
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1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand agents, right-click the agent to customize, then select Lock.
3. Click the Connectors tab.
4. From the Enable/Disable drop-down list for the operator category to edit, select Enabled.
5. Right-click the same category, then select Edit.
6. Change the property settings of the selected category for the selected agent.
7. Click Save, then click OK on the verification message.
8. Right-click the locked agent, then select Unlock.

 Disable Agent Operator Categories
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, then expand Agents on the Configuration Browser palette.
2. Select the agent to configure, then click Lock.
3. Click the Connectors tab.
4. Select an operator category for which Enable/Disable is set for Enable or Inherit from Environment.
5. Select Disable from the Enable/Disable drop-down list.
6. Click Save, then click Unlock.

CA Process Automation disables the selected operator category on the selected agent.

 Configure a Selected Touchpoint or Host Group
A touchpoint is an association between an agent (or Orchestrator) and an environment. A
proxy touchpoint is an association between an agent, a remote host, and an environment.
When you add a touchpoint or proxy touchpoint to an agent, that touchpoint appears under All
Touchpoints.
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A touchpoint is an association between an agent (or Orchestrator) and an environment. A proxy touchpoint is an
association between an agent, a remote host, and an environment. When you add a touchpoint or proxy touchpoint
to an agent, that touchpoint appears under All Touchpoints.

A host group is an association between an agent, a group of remote hosts, and an environment. When you add a
host group to an agent, that host group name appears under All Host Groups.

 View the Agent Touchpoints and Host Groups
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, then expand Agents on the Configuration Browser palette.
2. Select the agent for which to view touchpoints and host groups.
3. Click the Associated Touchpoint tab.

The names of the touchpoints or host groups and the hierarchy (where Domain is the root node) are displayed.

 Quarantine an Agent
Quarantining isolates an agent from incoming or outgoing network traffic from . Operators
cannot run on a quarantined agent. Quarantine an agent when you want to prevent it from being
a operator target.
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Quarantining isolates an agent from incoming or outgoing network traffic from CA Process Automation. Operators
cannot run on a quarantined agent. Quarantine an agent when you want to prevent it from being a CA Process
Automation operator target.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Agents node.
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3. Select the agent you want to quarantine, then click Lock.
4.

Right-click the agent and select Quarantine. The quarantine modifier ( ) is added to the locked agent base
icon.

5. Click Unlock.
6. To save changes, click Yes on the Unsaved Data dialog.

The touchpoint or host group that is associated with the quarantined agent displays the quarantine modifier.

 Remove the Quarantine from an Agent
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab and expand the Agents node.
2. Click the agent for which you want to remove the quarantine, then click Lock.
3. Right-click the agent, then click Remove Quarantine.
4. Click Unlock.
5. To save your changes, click Yes on the Unsaved Data dialog.

CA Process Automation removes the lock modifier from the agent base icon. CA Process Automation replaces
the quarantine modifiers for the agent and the associated touchpoint or host group base icons with the active

icon modifier .

 Rename an Agent
During the agent installation process, the agent name defaults to the host name. You can
rename the agent. For example, you could replace the FQDN for the host with Agent-
host_name.
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During the agent installation process, the agent name defaults to the host name. You can rename the agent. For
example, you could replace the FQDN for the host with Agent-host_name.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab and expand Agents on the Configuration Browser palette.
2. Select the agent to rename, then click Lock.
3. Right-click the agent, then select Rename.
4. Type the new agent name.
5. Click Save.
6. Select the agent, then click Unlock.

 Identify the Agent Installation Path
The default installation path for an agent in a Windows 7 operating environment is:
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The default installation path for an agent in a Windows 7 operating environment is:

C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Pam Agent\PAMAgent

Follow this step:

To identify the agent installation path, use the following script:

echo %C2OHOME%
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The script returns the full installation path of the CA Process Automation agent.

Note:  This script assumes that you have defined C2OHOME as an environment variable.

 Decommission an Agent Host
To minimize the impact of changes to the hardware setup where you installed agents (for
example, it is upgraded or replaced), consider the following process. This process reassigns the
original touchpoints to agents installed on new hardware. The reassignment allows processes
that rely on these touchpoints to continue to run without modification.
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To minimize the impact of changes to the hardware setup where you installed agents (for example, it is upgraded
or replaced), consider the following process. This process reassigns the original touchpoints to agents installed
on new hardware. The reassignment allows processes that rely on these touchpoints to continue to run without
modification.

Two common situations follow:

• The old hosts are removed and then the new hosts are added. This practice is common when IP addresses are
reassigned.

• The new host is added and then the old host is removed.

If the plan is to remove old hosts before deploying new ones, consider the following approach:

1. Before a host is removed from the network:

1.1 Identify the agent name in CA Process Automation for the host that is being decommissioned.
The Agents palette in the Configuration Browser lists all agents with their status.

2.1 Identify the touchpoints that are associated with the agent that is targeted to be deleted.
3.1 On the Agents palette in the Configuration Browser, select the agent, then click the Associated

Touchpoints tab to view the touchpoints to evaluate for reassignment.
4.1 Uninstall the agent software from the host being decommissioned or repurposed.

2. Install the agent software on the host that replaces the decommissioned host.
3. Associate the impacted touchpoint with the new agent.
4. To remove the agent for the decommissioned host from CA Process Automation:

1.1 On the Agents palette in the Configuration Browser, right-click the agent, then select Lock.
2.1 Right-click the agent, then select Delete.

If the new hosts are added to the network before the old host is removed, consider the following approach:

1. Install an agent on each new host.
2. Associate the impacted touchpoints with new agents.
3. To remove the agents that were replaced, use Bulk Agent Removal.

 Delete an Agent
To delete an agent, uninstall it from the host, then delete it from the Agents palette.
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To delete an agent, uninstall it from the host, then delete it from the Agents palette.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Expand Agents and verify that the target agent is unlocked and not quarantined.
3. Select the target agent and click Delete.
4. To close the confirmation dialog, click OK.
5. Click Save.
6. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Remove Selected Agents in Bulk
When the servers used for agents are decommissioned, you can remove the references to the
inactive agents in bulk. Then you can remove, in bulk, the associated empty touchpoints.
catpa04305
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When the servers used for agents are decommissioned, you can remove the CA Process Automation references to
the inactive agents in bulk. Then you can remove, in bulk, the associated empty touchpoints.

When the servers are replaced one subnet at a time, you can select the associated agents for removal by
specifying a CIDR-based search. If the host names of servers being decommissioned have a common pattern, you
can specify a pattern matching criteria to select agents for removal.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Right-click Domain, then select Lock.
3. Right-click Domain, then select Bulk Agent Removal.
4. Enter search criteria in one of the following ways:

• Select Search by IP address pattern and enter (in CIDR format) a subnet that contains the target IP
addresses.

• Select Search by host name pattern and enter a search expression that includes the Domain name. For
example:

*.mycompany.com.

• Select either Search for IP address pattern or Search by host name pattern but leave the search field
blank.

5. Click Search.
The Agents table displays all agents that match the search criteria, but you can select only inactive agents for
removal.

6. Select the agents to remove, then click Delete.
A confirmation message displays the number of agents that are selected.

7. Select Continue.
CA Process Automation removes the selected agents from the Domain and saves the change to the Domain.

8. Right-click Domain, then select Unlock.

 Obtain Agent Status
The Agent Management console lets the administrators in the PAMAdmins group view the list
of available agents in a Domain. They can then select a single agent or multiple agents from
the console to obtain the status for the selected agents. The agent status helps administrators
identify whether the agent can run operators.
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The Agent Management console lets the administrators in the PAMAdmins group view the list of available agents
in a Domain. They can then select a single agent or multiple agents from the console to obtain the status for the
selected agents. The agent status helps administrators identify whether the agent can run CA Process Automation
operators.

Regardless of the communication mode (Simplified or Deprecated), the Agent Management console displays all
agents. Also, the Agent icon displays the Active or Inactive status.

You can use the Agent Management console to get the status for one or more agents. The agent status lets you
determine whether the agent can run CA Process Automation operators.

Follow these steps:

1. To access the Agent Management console, click Agent Console on the Configuration Browser toolbar.
The console displays the following columns for the available agents:

• Agent Name
Indicates the name that was configured during the installation.

• Agent Host
Indicates the host name of the server where the agent is installed.

• IP Address
Indicates the IP address of the server where the agent is installed.

• Status
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Indicates whether the agent is active or inactive.
Default: blank.

• Status Updated
Indicates the date and time when the status for the specific agent was last obtained.
Default: blank.

2. Complete one of the following actions:

• Select one or more agents.
• In the Search field, enter the agent name, hostname, or IP address, then click Search and select the

required agents.
3. From the toolbar, click Get Status.

CA Process Automation populates the console with the following information:

• The Status column displays the agent status (Active or Inactive).
• The Status Updated column is updated with the latest date and timestamp.

Note:  For quarantined agents, the Status column displays Inactive.
4. Click Reload. The information in the Status and Status Updated columns from the console is cleared. The

console also displays newly installed agents.

Note:  The number of selected agents can affect how quickly CA Process Automation populates the Status and
Status Updated columns.

 Upgrade Agents Automatically
As an administrator in the PAMAdmins group, you can upgrade agents from the following
versions to r4.2.2:
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As an administrator in the PAMAdmins group, you can upgrade agents from the following CA Process Automation
versions to CA Process Automation r4.2.2:

• 3.1 Service Pack 1 CP 12
• 4.0 and 4.0 Service Pack 1
• 4.1 and 4.1 Service Pack 1

Warning:  Run the content before you upgrade the Domain Orchestrator to a new version.

The content enables you to upgrade agents to CA Process Automation r4.2.2 automatically without using the
following methods:

• Manually reinstalling the agent.
• Using an external code or patch management tool.

The following graphic describes how an administrator in the PAMAdmins group can upgrade the pre-r4.2 agents to
the CA Process Automation r4.2.2 release:
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Figure 17: Upgrade Agents through CA Process Automation Content

 

 Review Agent Information
Review the following terminologies before you run the content:
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Review the following terminologies before you run the content:

•  Active agents
Indicates the agents for which the pre-upgrade content obtains the details.

•  Inactive agents
Indicates the agents for which the pre-upgrade content does not obtain the details.

•  Content
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Indicates the CA Process Automation content that is designed using automation objects for automatically
upgrading agents.

Before you run the pre-upgrade content, create touchpoints for the agents you want to upgrade. See Administer
Touchpoints for more information.

Before you run the content, review the following limitations:

• The content is not supported when the Domain Orchestrator runs in a Linux or Solaris operating environment.
• You cannot use the content to upgrade from CA Process Automation r4.2 to CA Process Automation r4.2.2.
• Agents that run in console mode can fail to upgrade.
• The Certificate Password field on the Upgrade Agents form is plain text (instead of a password field).
• The upgrade does not support agents that run on Windows 2003 Server R2 and Windows XP.

Before you run the content, review the following assumptions:

• The Orchestrator and the agents run in service mode.
• The Domain Orchestrator is installed in the Windows operating environment.
• By default, FTP/SFTP and SSH are enabled for non-Windows agents.

Note:

The following steps are optional after the content runs:

1. View the Output after the content runs
2. After the content runs, the results are saved in the datasets. When required, you can use the datasets to verify

the output.
3. Verify the upgraded agents

After the post-upgrade content runs, the IsReinstalled field in the Agent Details dataset is set to True for the
agents that are successfully upgraded.

 Import the Content
The installation media contains content (CA PAM Upgrade Agents.xml) that lets you upgrade
the agents automatically.
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The installation media contains content (CA PAM Upgrade Agents.xml) that lets you upgrade the agents
automatically.

Follow these steps:

1. Import the content to any folder as follows:

• For CA Process Automation r3.1:

1.1 Log in to CA Process Automation, then click CA Process Automation Client.
The Configuration Browser lists the previously installed agents.

2.1 Access the Library folder, right-click the folder, select the content, and click Import.
• For CA Process Automation r4.0 and r4.1:

1.1 Log in to CA Process Automation.
2.1 Click the Library tab, right-click the folder, select Import, select the Content, and click Open.

After the content is imported successfully, a folder with the name CA PAM Upgrade Agents is created in the left
pane.

2. In the CA PAM Upgrade Agents folder, verify the following folders:

• Pre-Upgrade content
• Post-Upgrade content

Warning:  Do not modify the objects in the Core Content and Output folders.

 Get the Active Agent Details
To get the details of the agents in the existing environment, run the preupgrade content. The
preupgrade content uses the agent details to upgrade them to the current release.
catpa04305
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To get the details of the agents in the existing environment, run the preupgrade content. The preupgrade content
uses the agent details to upgrade them to the current release.

Warning:  Run the content before you upgrade the Domain Orchestrator to a new version.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Pre-Upgrade Process Watch, start the SRF Get Agents details.
2. Enter the SOAP URL in the SOAP_URL field and click Finish.

The content gets details of the agents in your environment and runs for both Windows and non-Windows
agents.

3. Use the Pre-Upgrade Process Watch to monitor the Get Agents Details process until the process instance
changes to the Waiting state.
The number of agents in your environment determines how long it takes the Results for Get Agents Details
task to populate.

4. To view the Results for Get Agents Details task, navigate to the Group Tasks tab of the Tasks pane.
5. To view the results, right-click the Results for Get Agents Details task and select Reply.

If there are no inactive agents, the task displays a success message. However, because agents can fail for
many reasons, a list of inactive agents can also be displayed.
To resolve the issues with the inactive agents and rerun the SRF Get Agents Details:

1.1 Start the inactive agents in the InactiveAgentsList dataset.
2.1 Complete Steps 2 through 5.
3.1 Verify the output.

The content updates the details of the agents in the Agent Details and Inactive AgentList datasets.
Information about the inactive agents that are activated is appended to the Agent Details dataset and the
Totalnumberofactiveagents field is increased.
Similarly, CA Process Automation removes the information about the inactive agents that are activated from
the InactiveAgentList dataset. You can run the content until the Totalnumberofinactiveagents field is 0.

6. Click Finish.

The content runs successfully. The Results for Get Agents Details task and the Get Agents Details instance
states change to Completed.

Note:

You can reset the details in the datasets and can rerun the SRF Get Agents details to get a new set of agent
details. All the details in the datasets that relate to the pre-upgrade content in the Core Content and Output folder
are cleared. To repopulate the details in the datasets:

1. Manually delete the details from all the datasets that are related to the pre-upgrade content in the Core Content
and Output folder.

2. Change the Totalnumberofinactiveagents field to 0.
3. To populate the details in the datasets, rerun the SRF Get Agents details.

If the operator cannot find the agent or Orchestrator c2oHome location when running the preugrade content, the
Operator Runtime dataset displays the Echo Off error. To mitigate the issue:

1. Select My Computer > System Properties > Advanced > Environment Variables.
2. Add the c2oHome variable.

For the CA Process Automation agent, provide the location where the agent is installed.
For the Domain Orchestrator, provide the c2oHome location. For example:

   C:\Program Files\CA\PAM\server\c2o

 View the Output After the Content Runs
To ensure that the content ran successfully, verify the information for active and inactive agents
in the following datasets in the Output folder:
catpa04305
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To ensure that the content ran successfully, verify the information for active and inactive agents in the following
datasets in the Output folder:

• Agent Details
Contains the information for active agents.

• Inactive Agent List
Contains the list of inactive agents.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click the Agent Details dataset and verify the following information for each agent:

• Name
Indicates the name that was configured during the installation.

• User
Indicates the agent user name.
Default: blank.

• Password
Indicates the password that is associated with the agent user name.
Default: blank.

• JavaHome
Indicates the JavaHome that the agent uses during installation.

• Installed Location
Indicates the location where the agent is installed.

• is Windows
Displays True if the agent is installed on Windows server.

• Hostname
Indicates the host name of the server where the agent is installed.

• UUID
Indicates the agent UUID.

• AgentInstaller Type

• Values:
• For Windows operating environments: wrapper_32/wrapper_64.
• For non-Windows operating environments: blank.

• totalNoofActiveAgents
Indicates the total number of active agents.

• IsReinstalled
Indicates whether the agent was reinstalled and upgraded successfully.

2. Double-click the Inactive Agent List and verify the following information for each inactive agent:

• Hostname
Indicates the host name of the server where the agent is installed.

• UUID
Indicates the agent UUID.

• totalNoofInactiveAgents
Indicates the total number of inactive agents.

Note:  To upgrade the inactive agents to the later version, rerun the SRF Get Agents details.

 Upgrade to CA Process Automation r4.3
Upgrade your current release to the r4.3 release. After you upgrade to r4.3, run the content to
upgrade the active agents to r4.3.
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Upgrade your current CA Process Automation release to the r4.3 release. After you upgrade to CA Process
Automation r4.3, run the content to upgrade the active agents to r4.3.

 Upgrade the Agents to CA Process Automation r4.3
When you run the post-upgrade content, the active agents in the AgentDetails dataset are
upgraded to r4.3.
catpa04305
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When you run the post-upgrade content, the active agents in the AgentDetails dataset are upgraded to CA
Process Automation r4.3.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Process Automation 4.3 and navigate to the Library tab.
2. Navigate to the folder to which the content was imported.
3. On the Operations tab, start the SRF Upgrade Agents.
4. In the Upgrade Agents form, enter the following information:

• Certificate Password
Enter the Domain Orchestrator certificate password.
Note: The entered password displays in plain text.

• Username and password
Enter the user name and password for each Orchestrator node in the cluster setup.

Warning:  The operating system account credentials (user name and password) are assumed to be
the same across the nodes.

5. Click Finish.
The content runs for both Windows and non-Windows agents. The Select Agents to Upgrade task displays a
status of Pending in the Tasks pane Group Tasks tab.

6. Right-click the Select Agents to Upgrade task and select Reply. The Select Agents to Upgrade task displays
the list of non-upgraded agents.

7. From the Select Agents to Upgrade task, select the agents that use the same user name and password to
access their host machines, then click Finish.
The Select Agents to Upgrade task status changes to Completed. The number of selected agents determines
how long it takes to populate the Results for Upgrade Agents task in the Tasks pane Group Tasks tab.
The resultant task displays a success message for successful upgrade. However, because agents can fail to
upgrade for many reasons, you can rerun the SRF Upgrade Agents task to resolve the agent issues:

1.1 Follow Steps 2 through 6.
2.1 Verify the output after the content runs.

Rerun the content for the agents that fail to upgrade until all of the agents are upgraded. CA Process
Automation saves the details of the agents that fail to upgrade in the Failed Agent List dataset.

 View the Output
After the post-upgrade content runs successfully, CA PAM update the following datasets:
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After the post-upgrade content runs successfully, CA PAM update the following datasets:

• The Agent Details dataset in the Pre-Upgrade Content folder
Provides information about the agents that were successfully upgraded.
Note: The IsReinstalled field in the Agent Details dataset is set to true for the agents that were successfully
upgraded.

• The Failed Agent List dataset in the Output folder under Post-Upgrade Content
Includes the agents that failed to upgrade.
Note: The Failed Agent List dataset only displays if there are failed agents.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click the Agent Details dataset from the PostUpgrade Process Watch and verify the details for the
agents that were successfully upgraded.

2. Double-click the Failed Agent List dataset and verify the details for the agents that failed to upgrade.

 Agent Communication
You configure agent communications when you install an agent. You can reconfigure this setting
without reinstalling the agent.
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You configure agent communications when you install an agent. You can reconfigure this setting without reinstalling
the agent.

• simplified
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Simplified communication uses web sockets and HTTP to produce a one-way, persistent connection from
the agent to the Orchestrator. CA Process Automation uses a standard port (80 or 443) that provides a fast
connection between the components.

• deprecated
Deprecated communication, which uses multiple ports, is not as firewall-friendly or NAT router-friendly as
simplified communication. The Orchestrator-initiated connections that are used in deprecated communication
are not as efficient as the persistent connections used in simplified communication.

Configure Agents to Use Simplified Communication
Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab and expand Agents on the Configuration Browser palette.
2. Select the agent for which to switch communication, then click Lock.
3. Select the Properties tab for the selected agent.
4. Clear the Use Deprecated Communication check box.
5. Select the agent, then click Unlock.
6. To save the changes, click Yes on the Unsaved Data dialog.

The agent creates web socket connections and sends connection details to all Orchestrator nodes.
Orchestrators use the persisted web socket connection to send requests or updates to the agent as necessary.

Configure Agents to Use Deprecated Communication
Agents that are installed from CA Process Automation r4.2 use deprecated communication by default. If
you previously switched the communication method to use simplified communication, you can switch agent
communication back to deprecated communication.

If you have a firewall-enabled environment, reconfigure the firewall port usage before switching from simplified
communication to deprecated communication. The standard Jetty ports (80 for HTTP, 443 for HTTPS) are used for
simplified communication. In deprecated communication, Tomcat uses ports 8080 and 8443.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the agent is running.
If the Agents palette displays a CA Process Automation agent as inactive, start the agent.

2. Click the Configuration tab and expand Agents on the Configuration Browser palette.
3. Select the agent for which to switch communication, then click Lock.
4. Select the Properties tab for the selected agent.
5. Select the Use Deprecated Communication check box.
6. Select the agent, then click Unlock.
7. To save the changes, click Yes on the Unsaved Data dialog.

The agent terminates the web socket connection. After the web socket connection is terminated, the agent uses
deprecated communication.

 Configure Target Hosts in the Design Environment
During planning, you identified all of the hosts that operators can run on during the process. You
installed an agent on each host on which any operator is to run. Also, you installed an agent on
each host that is to act as a proxy touchpoint to a remote host. Next, you configure the target
hosts for the process.
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During planning, you identified all of the hosts that operators can run on during the process. You installed an agent
on each host on which any operator is to run. Also, you installed an agent on each host that is to act as a proxy
touchpoint to a remote host. Next, you configure the target hosts for the process.

 Note: No configuration is needed for most operators.

The steps that follow include all possible situations. For your planned process, use the ones you need. Open your
agent configuration plans. For each operator that is to run on a host, take one of the following actions:

• If an operator must target a given host, add a touchpoint in one of the following ways:

• Add a touchpoint to a selected agent and then select the environment.
Note: See Add an Agent Touchpoint.

• Add a touchpoint to a selected environment and then select the agent.
Note: See Add a Touchpoint to a Selected Environment.
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• If an operator can target any of several hosts,

1. Associate a touchpoint with all candidate agents. Indicate either priority or to load balance.
Note: See Add an Agent to an Existing Touchpoint and Add Multiple Agents to an Existing Touchpoint.

2. Configure preference or load balancing among agents.
Note: See Configure How Operators Select the Target Agent.

• If an operator must target multiple hosts at once, take the following actions:

1. Create a touchpoint for each planned target.
2. Create a touchpoint group that is composed of touchpoints for the planned targets.

Note: See Manage Touchpoint Groups.

• If an operator targets a specific remote host (a host with no agent), take the following actions:

1.  Create an SSH user account on the remote host.
2. Create an SSH connection from the host with the agent to the remote host.

Note: See Create an SSH Trust Relationship to the Remove Host.
3. Create a proxy touchpoint on the host with the agent.

Note: See Configure Proxy Touchpoint Properties.

• If an operator targets one of several remote hosts, create a host group. The host group defines the target group
of remote hosts. (Create SSH connections.)

 

 Administer the Domain
CA Technologies uses Domain to refer to the  Domain. Administrators with Domain_Admin
permissions can rename this top node of the Domain hierarchy. 
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CA Technologies uses Domain to refer to the CA Process Automation Domain. Administrators with Domain_Admin
permissions can rename this top node of the Domain hierarchy. 

In CA Process Automation, the Domain encompasses the entire system. Domain administration includes all tasks
that only an administrator that has Domain Administrator rights can perform. The Domain-level tasks include:

• Adding environments
• Removing unused agents and touchpoints in bulk
• Configuring security, properties, operator categories, and triggers

The articles about the CA Process Automation Domain comprise only tasks that are completed during the initial
setup of a freshly installed CA Process Automation instance. Other articles address tasks that are typically
completed during content development.

 Lock the Domain
Administrators can lock the Domain. A lock protects the Domain from simultaneous updates by
multiple users. Before making any configuration change at the Domain level, lock the Domain.
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Administrators can lock the Domain. A lock protects the Domain from simultaneous updates by multiple users.
Before making any configuration change at the Domain level, lock the Domain.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Select Domain from the Configuration Browser palette, then click Lock.

When you complete configuration changes, select Domain, then click Unlock.

 Configuration Inheritance
Configuration at the Domain level includes the following types of settings:
catpa04305
Configuration at the Domain level includes the following types of settings:

• Security
• Properties
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• Operator categories
• Triggers

Descendant objects of the Domain include the Default Environment, user-defined environments, the Domain
Orchestrator, and agents. Descendant objects of a given environment include user-defined Orchestrators,
touchpoints including proxy touchpoints, and host groups.

Certain settings configured at the Domain level are, by default, inherited by all or specific descendant objects within
the Domain. For example, all environments can inherit operator category settings from the Domain. Orchestrators
can inherit operator category settings from their environment.

Because agents can operate across environments, inheritance can be from directly from the Domain or from the
environment, depending on the environment configuration. Operator category settings can be overridden at the
agent level. Agents inherit the heartbeat frequency property setting directly from the Domain.

Typically, configurations are inherited by default. Triggers are an exception. Trigger configurations are disabled by
default at lower levels, but can be inherited after being enabled.

 Configure CA Process Automation with FIPS enabled CA EEM
The EEM (CA EEM) FIPS mode property is set during installation. This setting determines the
algorithms that are used to encrypt data that is transferred between CA EEM and . When FIPS
mode is on, the algorithms are compatible with FIPS 140-2. When is installed with a CA EEM
configured with FIPS Mode set to on, the FIPS-compliant certificate setting is displayed as
selected.
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The CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) FIPS mode property is set during installation. This setting
determines the algorithms that are used to encrypt data that is transferred between CA EEM and CA Process
Automation. When FIPS mode is on, the algorithms are compatible with FIPS 140-2. When CA Process
Automation is installed with a CA EEM configured with FIPS Mode set to on, the FIPS-compliant certificate setting
is displayed as selected.

Warning:  The FIPS setting for CA Process Automation must match the FIPS setting for CA EEM. If CA
EEM uses FIPS mode, CA Process Automation must use FIPS-compliant certificates.

To change the CA EEM FIPS Mode, you need to reconfigure or reinstall CA Process Automation r4.3.1 or later. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the server where CA EEM is installed and complete the following steps:

1.1 Shut down CA EEM.
2.1 Stop the CA iTechnology iGateway service.

2. Navigate to the ...\CA\SharedComponents\iTechnology folder
3. Change the FIPS mode setting in the igateway.conf file:

1.1 Open igateway.conf for edit. For example, right-click igateway.conf and select Edit with Notepad++.
2.1 Locate the line that contains the FIPSMode setting. For example:

Line 4: <FIPSMode>off</FIPSMode>

3.1 Change the value from off to on or from on to off.
4.1 Save then close the file.

4. Run the iGateway Certificate Utility (igwCertUtil) to convert the CA EEM certificate types as follows:

• If you are changing CA EEM FIPS mode to on (selecting a check box), complete the following steps:

1.1 Create a pem certificate type, PAM.cer, and PAM.key.
2.1 Replace the PAM.p12 certificate with the pem certificate type.

• If you are changing CA EEM FIPS mode to off (clearing a check box), replace PAM.cer and PAM.key with
PAM.p12 and a password.

Note:  See iGateway Certificate Utility.
5. Restart the iGateway service.
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6. Restart CA EEM with the appropriate FIPS mode setting.
7. Reconfigure or reinstall CA Process Automation with the FIPS enabled CA EEM by selecting the Use FIPS

Compliant Certificate checkbox in CA EEM Security Settings page in the installation wizard.
8. Restart CA Process Automation on servers.

 Configure the Domain Contents
Configure the Domain contents in the tabs. The Security, Properties, Connectors, Triggers,
and Audit Trail tabs are displayed when you select the Domain. Select Domain in the hierarchy
displayed in the Configuration Browser.
catpa04305
Configure the Domain contents in the tabs. The Security, Properties, Connectors, Triggers, and Audit Trail tabs are
displayed when you select the Domain. Select Domain in the hierarchy displayed in the Configuration Browser.

 Configure Domain Settings for Operator Categories
The Connectors tab lists categories of related operators sharing a common configuration.
Operators in a given category are grouped together to provide content designers with a
cohesive functionality set.
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The Connectors tab lists categories of related operators sharing a common configuration. Operators in a given
category are grouped together to provide content designers with a cohesive functionality set.

The Connectors tab of the Domain lists operator categories that you can configure at the Domain level. Some
categories require no configuration. Others have default settings that you can accept or change. Lower levels of the
Domain hierarchy inherit Domain-level configurations. Inherited settings can be overridden.

 Configure the Domain CA EEM Security Settings
Most of the CA EEM (CA EEM) security settings are established during the Domain
Orchestrator installation. One CA EEM instance manages security for the Domain. Therefore,
these same settings apply to all environments in the Domain and to all Orchestrators in all
environments. To change the read-only settings, reinstall the Domain Orchestrator.
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Most of the CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) security settings are established during the
Domain Orchestrator installation. One CA EEM instance manages security for the CA Process Automation
Domain. Therefore, these same settings apply to all environments in the Domain and to all Orchestrators in all
environments. To change the read-only settings, reinstall the Domain Orchestrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
The Security tab displays.

2. Examine the settings that were created at installation. For example, the EEM Application Name value is the
value that you must enter for Application in the following cases:

• When you log in to CA EEM to create user accounts.
• When you assign default groups to new or referenced users.  

3. Examine the CA EEM Cache Update Interval value.
This value expresses the interval (in seconds) between CA EEM cache updates. The CA EEM cache contains
current CA Process Automation user account, group, and policy settings. When CA EEM updates the cache, it
sends CA Process Automation the contents of the refreshed cache. The default value, which optimizes system
performance, is 1800 seconds (30 minutes).

• The default value is adequate after all users are configured in CA EEM.
• To make this task go more quickly, reduce the update interval to the minimum (60 seconds) while you test

and refine custom policies. Consider reducing the interval at the environment level for the environment on
which you test.  

4. Examine the Default Active Directory Domain value, if set.
This value is set only if CA EEM is configured to use an external user store and Multiple Microsoft Active
Directory Domains is selected. CA Process Automation users that are referenced in the AD domain that is
specified here can log in with an unadorned user name. CA Process Automation users that are referenced in
other selected AD domains are authenticated with their principal names (that is, domain_name\user_name). The
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same difference in naming conventions extends to how user identities are referenced in the main pane of the
Library tab.

5. To reset either of the editable values:

1.1 Select the Domain node and click Lock.
2.1 Select a new value.
3.1 Click Save.
4.1 Select the Domain node and click Unlock.

If you reduced the CA EEM Cache Update Interval, consider suppressing the CA Process Automation
permissions cache. 

Note:  See Control Caches of CA EEM Updates.

 Configure the Domain Properties
The Domain is the root element in the hierarchy. You can edit some Domain properties, such as
the frequency with which agents notify the Domain Orchestrator that they are active. Changing
the heartbeat value from 2 to 3, for example, can reduce the network traffic. The setting that you
specify at the Domain level can be inherited or overridden at the environment level.
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The Domain is the root element in the CA Process Automation hierarchy. You can edit some Domain properties,
such as the frequency with which agents notify the Domain Orchestrator that they are active. Changing the
heartbeat value from 2 to 3, for example, can reduce the network traffic. The setting that you specify at the Domain
level can be inherited or overridden at the environment level.

The Content Administrators in the PAMAdmins group can lock the Domain and can edit Domain properties.
The Domain_Admin permission in the CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) Domain policy grants
authorization.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
The Configuration Browser palette opens with the Domain node selected.

2. Click the Properties tab.
3. View the read-only fields, for example:

1.1 View the Domain URL entry. This entry is the first part of the URL you use to browse to CA Process
Automation. The Domain URL entry can identify either the Domain Orchestrator or the load balancer. The
URL can indicate secure or basic communication.

2.1 View the Host Name entry. This entry identifies the host where the Domain Orchestrator is installed.
3.1 View the Orchestrator Name entry. At the Domain level, this entry is the Domain Orchestrator by default.
4.1 View the Status entry. The Domain status can have values such as Active or Locked by user ID.

4. With the Domain node selected, click Lock.
When you lock the Domain, only you can edit the Domain properties.

5. To edit the Heartbeat Interval (minutes) setting, select a new value from the spinner.
Setting a new value changes how often agents send a heartbeat to the Domain Orchestrator. By default,
agents send a heartbeat every 2 minutes. This configuration applies to all agents in the Domain, but you can
override this inherited value for any specific agent. Increasing the value reduces network traffic; increasing the
interval to every 1 minute lets you identify agent problems more quickly.

6. Consider leaving the default Touchpoint Security setting (Disabled) in place at the Domain level.
The Enabled setting specifies to verify and enforce user rights on the targets in a given process. The user
rights are configured in a custom CA EEM policy that uses the Touchpoint Security resource class. You can
grant execute rights to a user or group for a specific environment or touchpoint.

Note:

See Touchpoint Implementation Strategy.
7. Configure the Host Group targets according to the following guidelines:

• Disable the Match target in Host Groups only? property if the patterns configured for host groups
sometimes match the IP addresses or host names of:

• Hosts that have installed agents that are associated with touchpoints.
• Remote hosts that are connected to agents associated with proxy touchpoints.
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Note:  In this case, the product disables Lookup DNS when matching target in Host Groups? by
default.

• Enable the Match target in Host Groups only? property if the patterns configured for host groups rarely
match the IP addresses or host names of:

• Hosts that have installed agents that are associated with touchpoints.
• Remote hosts that are connected to agents associated with proxy touchpoints.

• Disable the Lookup DNS when matching target in Host Groups? property if Content Designers typically
use the following conventions:

• They use a host name when the pattern type that is used in the Host Group configuration is a host name
pattern.

• They use an IP address when the pattern type that is used in the Host Group configuration is a subnet,
IP address range, or IP address list.

• Enable the Lookup DNS when matching target in Host Groups? property if Content Designers are
aware that Host Groups reference specific hosts in some way, but they do not necessarily know how.
Enabling the property ensures that the operator can find a target host. For example, an operator that
specifies the host as an IP address can find the target when the Host Group references it with a host name
pattern.

8. Specify requirements for purging reporting data that was generated in this Domain. Alternatively, purge
reporting data on demand where you specify the date range for when the reports were generated.

1.1 Specify whether to purge reporting data daily in the Option to Purge Reporting Data field. If you select
Purge Reporting Data Daily, specify the time of day to start the purge. For example, to start the purge
at 6:30 PM, specify the military time equivalent, 18:30 in the Start Time to Purge Reporting Data Daily
field.

2.1 If you specified a purge schedule, indicate the number of days to retain reporting data before it is purged.
For example, an entry of 14 in the Number of Days to Keep Reporting Data field specifies to purge all
reporting data that is more than two weeks old.

3.1 Click the Delete Reporting Data button, specify a date range for the reporting data to delete, and click
OK.

9. To generate reporting for processes, select the Enable Process Reporting check box. To disable this
capability, clear the Enable Process Reporting check box.

10. To generate reporting data for operators, select the Enable Operator Reporting check box. To disable this
capability, clear the Enable Operator Reporting check box.

11. To allow the product to display process logs to Content Designers in the design environment, select the
Enable Process Logs check box. To hide run-time process instance logs at the environment level for the
production environment, clear the Enable Process Logs check box.

12. The Agent Configuration Update Interval (minutes) field lets you define the frequency at which the Domain
Orchestrator checks and, if appropriate, sends configuration updates to agents.

13. To automate the operator recovery, accept the default for the Enable Operator Recovery property.
14. Click Save.
15. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 iGateway Certificate Utility
You can change the EEM (CA EEM) FIPS Mode security setting from the setting that was
configured at installation. Part of this change process involves using the iGateway Certificate
Utility (igwCertUtil). You can find this file in
catpa04305
You can change the CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) FIPS Mode security setting from the setting
that was configured at installation. Part of this change process involves using the iGateway Certificate Utility
(igwCertUtil). You can find this file in

...\CA\SharedComponents\iTechnology\igwCertUtil.exe.

Note:  See Configure CA Process Automation with FIPS enabled CA EEM.
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 Example: Create a pem Certificate Type with PAM.cer and PAM.key Files
The following igwCertUtil example creates a pem certificate with a .cer file and a .key file:
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The following igwCertUtil example creates a pem certificate with a .cer file and a .key file:

igwCertUtil -version 4.6.0.0 
-create -cert
   "<Certificate>
    <certType>pem</certType>
    <certURI>PAM.cer</certURI>
    <keyURI>PAM.key</keyURI>
    <subject>CN=PAM</subject>
   </Certificate>"

 Example: Create a pem Certificate Type for an Issuer
The following igwCertUtil example creates a certificate where the named issuer provided the
issuer.cer file and the issuer.key file:
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The following igwCertUtil example creates a certificate where the named issuer provided the issuer.cer file and the
issuer.key file:

igwCertUtil -version 4.6.0.0 
-create -cert
   "<Certificate>
    <certType>pem</certType>
    <certURI>PAM.cer</certURI>
    <keyURI>PAM.key</keyURI>
    <subject>CN=PAM</subject>
   </Certificate>"
-issuer
   "<Certificate>
    <certType>pem</certType>
    <certURI>issuer.cer</certURI>
    <keyURI>issuer.key</keyURI>
   </Certificate>"

 Example: Copy PAM.cer with PAM.key to PAM.p12
In the following example, the igwCertUtil utility copies the pem certificate to the target p12
certificate. The pem certificate includes the name of the .cer file and the .key file. The p12
certificate includes the name and password combination.
catpa04305
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In the following example, the igwCertUtil utility copies the pem certificate to the target p12 certificate. The pem
certificate includes the name of the .cer file and the .key file. The p12 certificate includes the name and password
combination.

igwCertUtil -version 4.6.0.0 
-copy -cert
   "<Certificate>
    <certType>pem</certType>
    <certURI>PAM.cer</certURI>
    <keyURI>PAM.key</keyURI>
   </Certificate>"
-target
   "<Certificate>
    <certType>p12/certType>
    <certURI>PAM.p12</certURI>
    <certPW>password</certPW>
   </Certificate>"

 Example: Convert PAM.cer and PAM.key to PAM.p12 and Password
In the following example, the igwCertUtil utility converts the pem certificate type to a p12
certificate type. The utility converts the PAM.cer to PAM.p12 and converts the PAM.key to a
password.
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In the following example, the igwCertUtil utility converts the pem certificate type to a p12 certificate type. The utility
converts the PAM.cer to PAM.p12 and converts the PAM.key to a password.

igwCertUtil -version 4.6.0.0 
-conv -cert
   "<Certificate>
    <certType>pem</certType>
    <certURI>PAM.cer</certURI>
    <keyURI>PAM.key</keyURI>
   </Certificate>"
-target
   "<Certificate>
    <certType>p12/certType>
    <certURI>PAM.p12</certURI>
    <certPW>password</certPW>
   </Certificate>"

 Approach to Configuring Touchpoint Security
Touchpoint Security is a Domain-level property. By default, Touchpoint Security is not enforced.
The inherited nonenforcement allows existing processes to run successfully.
catpa04305
Touchpoint Security is a Domain-level property. By default, Touchpoint Security is not enforced. The inherited
nonenforcement allows existing processes to run successfully.
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Note:  If you configure Touchpoint Security as enforced and there are no Touchpoint Security policies in CA
Embedded Entitlements Manager, there is no protection.

Typically, mission-critical hosts and hosts that contain highly sensitive data only exist in a production environment.
If you have partitioned your CA Process Automation Domain into a design environment and a production
environment, consider this guideline:

• Design Environment: Accept the inherited settings, where Touchpoint Security is disabled
• Production Environment: Enable Touchpoint Security in the Environment properties. Then, create a

global Touchpoint Security policy that authorizes running Operators in selected categories for a specified group
or users. Define the Environment as a filter. Then specify one filter for each touchpoint that is mapped to a
business-critical host.

Alternatively, you can use Touchpoint Security in a development or test environment to restrict who can run
processes on your Orchestrator. In that case, you could create a policy and list all members of your staff as
Identities. In this policy, you create two filters: one for your Orchestrator as a touchpoint and another for your
Environment.

 About the Domain Hierarchy, Orchestrators, and Agents
The Configuration Browser palette on the Configuration tab contains one root object which the
product names Domain during installation. The Domain is the parent element for all configurable
elements in the product.
catpa04305
The Configuration Browser palette on the Configuration tab contains one root object which the product names
Domain during installation. The Domain is the parent element for all configurable elements in the product.

The Configuration Browser displays physical and logical entities.

• Physical
A physical component is an installed component (an Orchestrator or an agent).
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• Orchestrators

• Domain Orchestrator
Immediately after the installation, the Domain Orchestrator is the only physical component.

• Other Orchestrators
Administrators can install other Orchestrators from the Installation palette.

• Agents
Administrators can install agents from the Installation palette.

• Logical
One or more logical entities comprise the Domain hierarchy, which consists of one or more environments. Each
environment has one or more Orchestrator touchpoints and can have touchpoints and host groups that are
associated with agents.

• Domain
The Domain is the Domain hierarchy root node. The CA Process Automation has one Domain.

• Default Environment
The Default Environment is the environment that the installation program creates.

• Orchestrator (touchpoint)
During the installation, CA Process Automation displays under the Default Environment node the
Orchestrator touchpoint that associates the Domain Orchestrator with the Default Environment. Each
Orchestrator requires a separate touchpoint.

Note:  CA Process Automation associates the environment for a clustered Orchestrator touchpoint with the
touchpoint for that cluster. When you use such a touchpoint as an operator target, the load balancer selects
the target node.

• All Touchpoints
During the installation, the All Touchpoints node is empty. From an installed agent, you can configure
a touchpoint at a selected environment. Touchpoints associate agents with environments. The All
Touchpoints node under the Default Environment node contains only touchpoints that are associated with
the Default Environment. Multiple touchpoints can map to an agent. A single touchpoint can map to multiple
agents.

• All Host Groups
During the installation, the All Host Groups node is empty. From an installed agent, you can create a Host
Group at a selected environment and you can configure the host group properties. Connectivity from an
agent to a group of remote hosts requires a user account on each remote host. The user accounts are
configured with the credentials that are defined in the host group properties.

• Another Environment
You can add a separate production environment. Each environment requires at least one Orchestrator
touchpoint.

• Other Orchestrator (touchpoints), other All Touchpoints, other All Host Groups in the new
environment
For each installed Orchestrator, you create a touchpoint under a selected environment. The Orchestrator
touchpoints appear under the node of the environment you select. All agent touchpoints that you create
appear under the All Touchpoints node for that environment. All host groups that you create appear under
the All Host Groups node for that environment.

To automate processes, Content Administrators create and link operators. Operators typically target (run on) a
specified Orchestrator touchpoint. An operator can target a touchpoint that is associated with multiple agents. In
this case, that operator can potentially run on any associated agent host.

 Maintain the Domain Hierarchy
By default, all of the administrators that are assigned to the PAMAdmins group have
Domain_Admin permissions. If you use custom policies and groups, you can restrict the
Domain_Admin permissions to selected administrators.
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By default, all of the administrators that are assigned to the PAMAdmins group have Domain_Admin permissions. If
you use custom policies and groups, you can restrict the Domain_Admin permissions to selected administrators.

Only a user with Domain_Admin permissions can complete actions that require locking the Domain.

Note:  See Lock the Domain.
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 Add an Environment to the Domain
Administrators can add an environment to the Domain. Typically, administrators add a
Production Environment.
catpa04305
Administrators can add an environment to the Domain. Typically, administrators add a Production Environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
The palette displays the Domain icon with a padlock to indicate that it is locked.

2. Right-click the Domain, and then select Add Environment.
3. On the Add New Environment dialog, enter a name for the environment, and then click OK.

The Configuration Browser palette displays the new environment name with nodes for adding All Touchpoints
and All Host Groups. Initially, the new environment has no Orchestrator.

4. Click Save.
5. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Remove an Environment from the Domain
With the Domain Administrator rights, you can delete an environment from the Domain. If the
environment is actively used, complete the necessary steps to preserve library objects and
execution targets.
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With the Domain Administrator rights, you can delete an environment from the Domain. If the environment is
actively used, complete the necessary steps to preserve library objects and execution targets.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Right-click the Domain, then click Lock.
3. Revise the operators in active processes that target an Orchestrator or touchpoint in the target environment.
4. Reconfigure or remove the touchpoints, proxy touchpoints, host groups, and touchpoint groups that are

associated with the target environment. For example, associate agent touchpoints with another environment.
5. Move the Library content to another environment as appropriate.
6. Remove each Orchestrator from the environment:

1.1 Quarantine an Orchestrator.
2.1 Delete an Orchestrator Touchpoint.

7. Right-click the environment, then select Delete.
8. Click Yes on the confirmation message.
9. Click Save.
10. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Rename the Domain
Follow these steps:
catpa04305
Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Select Domain and click Lock.
3. Right-click Domain and select Rename.
4. Enter the new name in the field that contains Domain.
5. Click Save.
6. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Administer Environments
At installation, the Domain has one environment, the Default Environment. Administrators that
are defined in the default PAMAdmins group have full rights. You can create EEM policies that
grant specific administrator rights to various users. For example:
catpa04305
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At installation, the CA Process Automation Domain has one environment, the Default Environment. Administrators
that are defined in the default PAMAdmins group have full rights. You can create CA Embedded Entitlements
Manager policies that grant specific administrator rights to various users. For example:

• Administrators with Domain Administrator rights can create more environments to segment the Domain.
Typically, the Default Environment is used for designing automated processes and supporting objects. When
a process is ready for use in the existing production environment, the administrator creates an environment
in CA Process Automation and names it Production Environment. Other examples include geographic
segmentation, lifecycle segmentation, and staging.

• Administrators with Environment Content Administrator rights can add touchpoints and host groups, create
touchpoint groups, and remove unused touchpoints in bulk. They also can create new objects, including
processes and schedules. See the CA Process Automation wiki Building context for details about using the
Library and Designer tabs for creating and developing content.

• Administrators with Environment Configuration Administrator rights can configure the contents of a selected
environment. Administrators can accept or override inherited settings. Configuring the contents of an
environment can include editing security settings, setting environment properties, enabling or disabling operator
categories, and setting inheritance for triggers.

 

 View or Reset Security Settings for a Selected Environment
Most of the Security tab settings are created during the Domain Orchestrator installation or
upgrade. You can change these read-only settings only by reinstalling the Domain Orchestrator.
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Most of the Security tab settings are created during the Domain Orchestrator installation or upgrade. You can
change these read-only settings only by reinstalling the Domain Orchestrator.

Each environment inherits the settings that you establish during the Domain Orchestrator installation. If you clear
the Inherit check box, you can update the CA EEM Cache Update Interval (in seconds) value. When you
shorten the update interval, CA Process Automation reflects changes that you make in CA Embedded Entitlements
Manager (CA EEM) more quickly.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand Domain in the Configuration Browser palette and select the target environment.

The Security tab opens.
3. Examine the security settings that were established during the installation process.
4. (Optional) Update the CA EEM Cache Update Interval value:

1.1 Click Lock.
2.1 Clear the Inherit check box.
3.1 Update the CA EEM Cache Update Interval value.
4.1 Click Save.
5.1 Select the environment and click Unlock.

Note:  If you reduced the CA EEM Cache Update Interval, consider suppressing the CA Process Automation
permissions cache. See Control Caches of CA EEM Updates.

 Configure Environment Properties
Configure the properties for a selected environment from the Configuration tab. Environment
Configuration Administrator rights are required to configure environment properties or override
settings at a level that can inherit from the environment.
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Configure the properties for a selected environment from the Configuration tab. Environment Configuration
Administrator rights are required to configure environment properties or override settings at a level that can inherit
from the environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Domain node, right-click the appropriate environment name, and then click Lock.
3. Click the Properties tab, and then view or update properties as appropriate.
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• Operators Autorecovery
This property specifies whether to automate recovery. Recovery applies to specific operators that fail with a
SYSTEM_ERROR and have recoverable processes that are in a BLOCKED, RUNNING, or WAITING state.
Select True to begin recovery when the inactive Orchestrator or agent becomes active. Recovery resets
operators that were in SYSTEM_ERROR and resumes their processes. The reset operators in a resumed
process begin running on the associated targets. The Operator targets can be Orchestrators, touchpoints,
hosts that are connected to proxy touchpoints, or hosts in a host group. 
Values: This property has the following values:

• Selected - Automates recovery.
• Cleared - Prevents automated recovery.

Default: Selected.
• Touchpoint Security

This property specifies whether to inherit the value that is configured in the Domain properties or to set the
value at the environment level.
Values: This property has the following values:

• Inherit from Domain - Use the value that is configured for this field in the Domain properties.
• Enabled - Enforce the Touchpoint Security policies for this target and allow access only if the user has

been granted this permission.
• Disabled - Do not verify whether the user running the process has execute rights on the current target.

Default: Inherit from Domain.
• Match target in Host Groups only?

This property specifies the search scope for an operator target when the Target field entry is an IP address or
a host name (FQDN). The operator execution on the target can proceed only when the target is known to CA
Process Automation. Select Disabled to allow the broadest search. Select Enabled here and Disabled for the
next field for the most restricted search. 

Note:

A DNS lookup of a specified hostname finds associated IP addresses; a DNS lookup of the IP address finds
associated hostnames.

Values: This property has the following values:

• Inherit from Domain - Use the value that is configured for this field in the Domain properties.
• Enabled - The scope of the search depends on whether the "Lookup DNS when matching target in Host

Groups" field is enabled or disabled. 

• If a DNS lookup is disabled, searches: Host group reference to a remote host (exact)
• If a DNS lookup is enabled, searches: Host group reference to a remote host (exact or DNS lookup

result)
• Disabled - Search the Domain components in the following order: 

• Touchpoint (exact or a DNS lookup result)
• Orchestrator (exact or a DNS lookup result)
• Agent (exact or a DNS lookup result)
• Proxy touchpoint mapping to a remote host (exact or DNS lookup result)
• Host group reference to a remote host (exact or DNS lookup result)

Default: Inherit from Domain.
• Lookup DNS when matching target in Host Groups?

Note:

This field is enabled when the "Match target in Host Groups only" is set to Enabled.

This property specifies whether to limit the search through Host Group references to the entry type. For
example: When the Target field entry type is an FQDN, search only host name patterns. When the Target
field entry type is an IP address, search only subnets. When a DNS lookup is included, the search can also
accept a host group reference to the other type, as resolved by a DNS lookup. 

Values: This property has the following values:

• Inherit from Domain - Use the value that is configured for this field in the Domain properties.
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• Enabled - Search all host group references. Host group references for hostnames are patterns (regular
expressions) that can include the specified host name. Host group references for IP addresses are IP
address subnets that are expressed in CIDR notation that can include the specified IP address. Extend
the search to all host group references. Let the search find either an exact match or a match to the DNS
lookup result.

• Disabled - Restrict the search to host group references that include an exact match to the Target field
entry.

Default: Inherit from Domain.
4. Click Save.
5. Select the environment and click Unlock.

The environment property updates are active.

 Enable an Operator Category and Override Inherited Settings
Operator category settings are displayed in an environment as Inherit from Domain by default.
When operator category settings are configured at the Domain level, an administrator can
accept the inherited settings. Alternatively, an administrator with Environment Configuration
Administrator rights can enable any operator category and can override inherited settings at the
environment level.
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Operator category settings are displayed in an environment as Inherit from Domain by default. When operator
category settings are configured at the Domain level, an administrator can accept the inherited settings.
Alternatively, an administrator with Environment Configuration Administrator rights can enable any operator
category and can override inherited settings at the environment level.

To examine the settings for any operator category, enable it.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Domain, select an environment, and click Lock.
3. Click the Connectors tab.
4. To view the settings for any operator category, click Inherit from Domain and select Enable from the drop-

down list.
5. To display the current operator settings, right-click the operator category and select Edit.
6. Optionally, configure settings for one or more fields.

Note:  See Configure Operator Categories for field-level details.
7. Click Save, then click Close.
8. Right-click the environment and select Unlock.

 Specify Trigger Settings for an Environment
Trigger settings are disabled at the environment level by default. If the trigger settings were
configured at the Domain level, you can specify to inherit them. Alternatively, you can enable a
trigger and then override the Domain-level settings. If necessary, you can disable a trigger that
is enabled or set to inherit values.
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Trigger settings are disabled at the environment level by default. If the trigger settings were configured at the
Domain level, you can specify to inherit them. Alternatively, you can enable a trigger and then override the Domain-
level settings. If necessary, you can disable a trigger that is enabled or set to inherit values.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Review the Domain-level settings for the trigger:

1.1 Click Domain 
2.1 Click the Triggers tab.
3.1 Double-click a trigger.
4.1 Determine whether the trigger was configured, and if so, whether to accept the settings for a specific

environment.
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3. Select an environment and click Lock.
4. Click the Triggers tab.
5. Select a trigger.
6. Select a new value from the drop-down list:

•  Inherit from Domain
This value specifies that the settings configured at the Domain-level are used in the selected environment.

•  Disabled
This value specifies that the selected trigger is not used in this environment.

•  Enabled
This value specifies that the selected trigger is to use the settings that are configured for this environment.

7. If you select Enabled, right-click the trigger and select Edit. Use the following articles as guides for editing the
appropriate trigger settings:

•  Configure Domain-Level File Trigger Properties 
•  Configure Domain-Level Mail Trigger Properties 
•  Configure Domain-Level SNMP Trigger Properties 

8. Click Save, then click Close.
9. Select the updated environment and click Unlock.

 Update an Environment Hierarchy
The Domain hierarchy consists of one or more environments. Each environment in the Domain
hierarchy has at least one Orchestrator and one or more touchpoints that associate the
environment with an agent. When an operator in a running process targets a touchpoint, the
operator runs on the agent or Orchestrator that is associated with the touchpoint. When an
operator targets a touchpoint group, it runs on all of the associated agents and Orchestrators.
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The Domain hierarchy consists of one or more environments. Each environment in the Domain hierarchy has
at least one Orchestrator and one or more touchpoints that associate the environment with an agent. When
an operator in a running process targets a touchpoint, the operator runs on the agent or Orchestrator that is
associated with the touchpoint. When an operator targets a touchpoint group, it runs on all of the associated agents
and Orchestrators.

To support running operators on remote hosts (hosts with no agent), an environment can include proxy touchpoints
and host groups. A proxy touchpoint associates one remote host with one agent; a host group associates many
remote hosts with one agent. In both cases, the agent host connects to the remote host with a trusted SSH
connection.

An administrator with Environment_Configuration_Admin (Configuration Administrator) permissions can update the
hierarchy of a selected environment.

 Rename an Environment
Administrators with Environment_Configuration_ Admin (Configuration Administrator) rights can
rename an environment.
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Administrators with Environment_Configuration_ Admin (Configuration Administrator) rights can rename an
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
The Configuration Browser palette opens.

2. Right-click the Domain, then click Lock.
3. Right-click the environment, then click Lock.
4. Right-click the environment, then select Rename.
5. Enter a new name for the environment.
6. Click Save.
7. Right-click the Domain, then click Unlock.
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 Add an Orchestrator to an Environment
During the initial installation, the Domain Orchestrator is installed in the Default Environment.
The Default Environment is typically used for design and testing. Often, administrators create a
separate environment for production.
catpa04305
HID_Add_an_Orchestrator_to_an_Environment
During the initial CA Process Automation installation, the Domain Orchestrator is installed in the Default
Environment. The Default Environment is typically used for design and testing. Often, administrators create a
separate environment for production.

Each environment must have at least one Orchestrator, but any environment can have multiple Orchestrators.
Each new Orchestrator involves a separate installation. After you install a separate Orchestrator, add it to an
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Right-click the environment to configure, then click Lock.
3. Right-click the environment again, then click Add Touchpoint.
4. Next to Touchpoint Name on the Add Touchpoint dialog, enter a name for the new Orchestrator.
5. Next to Select Agent/Orchestrator, click Orchestrator.

Note:  The Orchestrator option is unavailable if all of the Orchestrators in the Domain are already associated
with touchpoints.

6. From the list of available Orchestrators, select the Orchestrator to associate with the new touchpoint.
7. Click Save to add the new touchpoint to the environment.
8. Select the Browser palette, right-click the environment, and click Unlock.
9. On the Unsaved Data dialog, click Yes.

Note:  You can also save the touchpoint using Save at the top of the screen, or from the File menu without
unlocking it.

 Administer Host Groups
can run operators on a target that has no agent or touchpoint when you reference that target
in a host group. Content Designers can specify such a target by its IP address or fully qualified
domain name (FQDN).
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CA Process Automation can run operators on a target that has no agent or touchpoint when you reference that
target in a host group. Content Designers can specify such a target by its IP address or fully qualified domain name
(FQDN).

Note:  See DNS Host Name Syntax.

When the same host group resides on multiple agents, the agent selected to run the operator depends on the
priority of the agent.

A host group represents a group of hosts, typically with similar names or IP addresses, each of which can be
specified in an operator with its FQDN or IP address. A host group references hosts as subnets of IP addresses,
host name patterns, or a list of specific IP addresses and FQDNs.

Host groups provide direct access, that is, the ability to specify an IP address or FQDN in an operator, as opposed
to a touchpoint or proxy touchpoint name. Hosts referenced in a host group do not need agents or proxy touchpoint
associations. Avoid including a host that belongs to a clustered Orchestrator in a host group. Content Designers
cannot target such a host by its IP address or FQDN.

You can define multiple host groups on the same agent. A given agent could have one host group for variants of a
Windows operating system and another for variants of a UNIX operating system.

You can define the same host group on one or more agents. When the same host group resides on multiple agents,
the agent selected to run the operator depends on the priority of the agent.

To execute CA Process Automation operators on a remote host, a local host with a CA Process Automation agent
that is mapped to a host group must gain access to the target host. The agent uses SSH to gain access to a target
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remote host and run operators on it. You define SSH access from the agent host to each target host represented by
the host group with an SSH user account and, optionally, a trusted SSH relationship.

Properties for a host group include a setting for the maximum number of SSH connections. SSHD servers typically
have limits in default configurations. The SSH connection remains open while the program or script is running on
the target host. CA Process Automation implements internal queuing, by destination. If you set the value to 20,
and then you run 40 scripts simultaneously on the same target host, only 20 run concurrently. New scripts start as
others finish. With host groups, where the same agent is a proxy for multiple remote hosts, each remote host has a
specific limit. So, this setting does not affect the number of hosts in the host group. The limit for the number of hosts
is the maximum number of concurrent TCP connections that the operating system for the agent supports. Some
operating systems support a high number of current TCP connections.

Warning:  Although a host group could include remote hosts with agents, do not create a host group of
hosts with agents as a means of allowing them to be referenced directly. Reference by touchpoint and proxy
touchpoint is highly preferred for its flexibility and processing speed.

 Host Group Implementation Process
You can configure a host group on any existing agent. An agent does not need to be configured
as a touchpoint to host a host group. The agent host for the host group uses SSH to access
and execute actions on a remote host. Part of host group preparation is to enable SSH
authentication. When Content Designers target a member of a host group in an operator
definition, they reference the target host by its IP address or FQDN.
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You can configure a host group on any existing agent. An agent does not need to be configured as a touchpoint to
host a host group. The agent host for the host group uses SSH to access and execute actions on a remote host.
Part of host group preparation is to enable SSH authentication. When Content Designers target a member of a host
group in an operator definition, they reference the target host by its IP address or FQDN.

Prepare to use a host group by performing the following tasks and procedures. Topics providing procedural details
follow this process overview.

1. Create a Host Group.
2. Configure the Host Group Properties. That is, specify values for all settings except SSH Keys Path.

• For help with entering patterns, see Define Remote Host Name Patterns Using Regular Expressions.
• (Optional) For public key authentication, configure SSH Keys Path.

Note:  CA Process Automation gains access with public key authentication only when access fails with the
user account credentials.

3. From the agent host for the host group, verify that Java Virtual Machine (JVM) version 1.7 or 1.8 is installed.
Both 32-bit JVM and 64-bit JVM are supported for agents that are installed on hosts with Windows operating
systems. Use the following command to verify that your Java version is a valid version. An example follows:

java -version

Example response:

Java version "1.7.0_x", a valid version

4. Create SSH credentials on hosts in a host group. Define a user account with the SSH credentials that are
specified in the host group properties for Remote User Name and Remote Password.

5. From each remote UNIX host that the host group references, verify that the Korn shell is installed. If the Korn
shell is not installed, take one of the following actions:

• Install the Korn shell.
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• Create a soft link from an existing Bash shell to the Korn shell using the returned location. For example:

ln  - s  /bin/bash /bin/ksh

6. Take the following steps to complete the configuration for public key authentication. These steps apply to an
SSH Keys Path specification.

• Verify that the path you entered for SSH Keys Path in the host group configuration exists on the agent host. If
it does not, create it. For example:
Windows: C:\PAM\Sshkeys
UNIX: /home/PAM/Sshkeys

• Verify that you have the ssh-keygen utility or download it. On a Windows system, the ssh-keygen.exe
appears in the C:\Program Files\OpenSSH\bin directory. The bin directory also contains other files that
enable you to use UNIX commands.
You use this utility to generate the private/public key pair.

• Verify that you can copy a file from one host to another. If needed, download a copy utility such as scp or
Winscp.
You copy the public key from the agent host to each remote host.

• Create the destination directory and destination file for the public key.
• Create a trust relationship to a remote host referenced by a host group.

Warning:  Follow these instructions carefully. Steps include CA Process Automation-specific
requirements that vary from the standard implementation of DSA key pairs.

 Create a Host Group
You can add a host group to a selected environment and then select the agent. Or, you can
configure a host group on an agent and then select the environment. The combination of the
agent name and the host group name must be unique within an environment.
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You can add a host group to a selected environment and then select the agent. Or, you can configure a host group
on an agent and then select the environment. The combination of the agent name and the host group name must
be unique within an environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Select the environment to configure, and then click Lock.
3. To add a host group to a selected environment, follow these steps:

1.1 Right-click the locked environment, and then select Add Host Group.
The Add Host Group:  environment  appears.

2.1 Enter the host group name.
3.1 Select a displayed agent, and then click Add.

4. To add a host group to a selected agent, follow these steps:

1.1 Expand the Agents node.
2.1 Right-click the desired agent, select Configure Host Group at, and select the desired environment.

The Add Agent Host Group dialog appears.
3.1 Enter the host group name in the Host Group Name field and click OK.

If you enter the name of an existing host group, the selected agent is mapped to that existing host group.
5. View the host group name as follows:

• Expand the All Host Groups node for the environment where you created the host group.
• Expand Agents and select the agent with the host group. The new host group is listed on the Associated

Touchpoints and Host Groups tab with the Domain hierarchy path.
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 Configure Host Group Properties
You can configure properties of a host group within the Configuration tab. You establish
connectivity between the agent and each remote host in the host group with third-party
products.
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You can configure properties of a host group within the Configuration tab. You establish connectivity between the
agent and each remote host in the host group with third-party products.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Domain.
3. Expand the environment that contains the host group.
4. Expand All Host Groups.
5. Select the host group to configure, then click the Properties tab.
6. Set the properties of the selected host group.

1.1 Set Operators Autorecovery and Touchpoint Security as required or accept the default, Inherit from
Environment.

2.1 For SSH Keys Path, indicate the target path that you created on the agent for storing the private ky file.
If the agent host has a Windows operating system, enter:

C:\PAM\SshKeys

If the agent host has a UNIX or Linux operating system, enter:

/home/PAM/Sshkeys

Important! Create the target path on the agent host.
3.1 For each remote host name pattern, click the Add Parameter button, and define a host name pattern.

Note:  See Define Remote Host Name Patterns using Regular Expressions.
4.1 Enter the credentials of the user account you did create or plan to create on each remote host referenced

by this host group.

Note:  If you configure public key authentication, this value must be specified as the user-name in the
command to generate key files. If using public key authentication with a passphrase, enter the passphrase
for Remote Password.

5.1 Complete the remaining intuitive fields.
7. Click Save.
8. Right-click the locked environment, and then select Unlock.

Configuring properties is part of the total configuration. You must create a user account on each remote host
with the credentials you configured here. This provides SSH access from the agent to each remote host in the
host group. Establishing a trust relationship with public and private keys is optional.

 Define Remote Host Name Patterns Using Regular Expressions
When you configure host groups, you specify host name patterns and IP address patterns or
both. Regular expression operators that you can apply when defining Remote Host Patterns for
Host Groups follow:
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When you configure host groups, you specify host name patterns and IP address patterns or both. Regular
expression operators that you can apply when defining Remote Host Patterns for Host Groups follow:

• ^ (caret) means "starts with."
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• \ (escape) means "interpret the operator character that immediately follows as a literal."
• . (dot) in an expression means "any character." For example, the expression a.b matches any string of three

characters that starts with “a” and ends with “b”.
• .* (dot asterisk) means "accept any character any number of times." For example, the expression a.*b matches

a string of any length that starts with "a" and ends with "b".
• $ (dollar sign) means "ends with."

Think of the regular expression as a way to express anything in the FQDN, including:

• A start pattern (^String)
• A middle pattern (String)
• An end pattern (String$)
• A precise pattern (^StringWithEscapedDots$)

The following table contains examples designed to help you enter host name patterns in a way that helps ensure
efficient processing. If you enter an FQDN or subdomain without operators, the FQDN or group you intend to map
is found, but processing is not as efficient. As a best practice, include the following regular expression combinations
in the host name patterns you enter for Remote Host Patterns.

Common Combinations Description Example FQDN and Example Host
Group

^<hostname> The caret as the first character
means that the pattern starts with
the text that follows the caret.

FQDN: ^host1\.ca\.com$ matches
only host1.ca.com

(But, host1\.ca\.com$ without
the preceding caret searches
for every host with a name that
ends with host1.ca.com, such as
aaaahost1.ca.com)

Group:

ca\.com$ without the preceding caret
matches every FQDN in the ca.com
subdomain.

\. The escape dot combination (\.)
means to interpret the dot as a
literal.

FQDN: ^host1\.ca\.com$ matches
only host1.ca.com

(But, ^host.ca.com$ without an
escape before each dot could
match:

host1Mca0com)

Group: ^host.\.ca\.com$ with a dot
after host could match hosts named
{host0, host1, ...hostZ} in the ca.com
domain.

.*<domain> The dot asterisk combination (.*)
allows everything to match.

Group: .*\.ca\.com$, a domain
preceded by .* matches all hosts in
the Domain.

<domain name>$ The dollar sign following a domain
name means that the pattern ends
with the specified domain.

FQDN: ^host1\.ca\.com$ matches
only host1.ca.com

(But ^host1\.ca\.com without the
ending $ operator could match:

host1.ca.comaaaaaaa)

Examples

• Remote IP Address Patterns
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Specifies any combination of the following, where IP addresses are static rather than dynamic. Click Add to
create each row.

• A list of IPv4 IP addresses.
• One or more IPv4 subnets using CIDR notation.

• Remote Host Name Patterns
Specifies a group of remote hosts with a list of fully qualified domain names (FQDNs) or regular expression
patterns for a subdomain. Select Add to create a row for each pattern entry.
For example:

• abc\.mycompany\.com
• .*pam-lnx\.mycompany\.com$

This pattern matches any hostname that ends in pam-lnx in your company domain, where mycompany is
replaced with your company name.

• ^machine1\.mycompany\.com$
Specifically, ^machine1\.mycompany\.com$ expresses a Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) as a regular
expression. This pattern matches only the FQDN that meets all of these criteria:
starts with machine1.
ends with com.
contains machine1, then a dot, then mycompany, then a dot, and then com.

 Create SSH Credentials on Hosts in a Group
A host group configuration specifies the SSH credentials as follows.
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A host group configuration specifies the SSH credentials as follows.

• Remote User Name
• Remote Password

Log in to each host that the host group references. Create a user account with these SSH credentials. This SSH
user account must have sufficient permissions for the following tasks:

• To perform administrative tasks.
• To run CA Process Automation operators on each target computer.

The agent uses the user name of the SSH user account to connect to the SSH Daemon on the target remote host.
The target host can be any host that matches the Remote Host Name Patterns or the Remote IP Address Patterns
in the host group configuration.

The agent host of the host group initiates a connection to the remote host as follows:

1. Logs in to the remote host with the specified credentials.
2. Creates a temporary directory named c2otmp.

This directory is created in the /home directory of the SSH user if the target host is a UNIX computer. For
example:

/home/<user_name>/c20tmp

 Create the Destination Directory and File for the Public Key
If you decide to create the optional trust relationship to remote hosts referenced by the host
group, first verify the existence of the following directory and file on each remote host. If the
directory or file does not exist, create it.
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If you decide to create the optional trust relationship to remote hosts referenced by the host group, first verify the
existence of the following directory and file on each remote host. If the directory or file does not exist, create it.

The following are required on each remote host before you create the trust relationship from the host with the host
group.

• The .ssh directory under /home/<user_name>, the target directory for <user_name>.pub
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• An authorized_keys file, to which the public key contained in <user_name>.pub can be appended. The ~/.ssh/
authorized_keys is the default file that lists the public keys that are permitted for DSA authentication.

Windows Remote Host
Follow these steps:

1. Use remote desktop to access the remote host and log in with the Remote User Name and Remote Password
configured for the host group.

2. Navigate to your home folder. For example, \Users\user_name.
3. If a folder named .ssh does not exist, create a new folder and name it .ssh.
4. In the following folder, create a file named authorized_keys with no extension.

\Users\user_name\.ssh

The following empty file is created.

\Users\user_name\.ssh\authorized_keys

UNIX or Linux Remote Host
Follow these steps:

1. Use ssh to access a remote host and log in with the Remote User Name and Remote Password configured for
the host group.

2. Verify the current directory is your home directory. Enter:

pwd

The response is:

/home/user_name

3. Create the .ssh directory in this path and navigate to the new directory.

mkdir .ssh
cd .ssh

4. Create authorized_keys in the .ssh directory.
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cat > authorized_keys

An empty authorized_keys file is created in the /home/user_name/.ssh directory.

 Create a Trust Relationship Between an Agent Host and a Remote Host
A remote host is a host that a host group references. The host group is configured on a host
with an agent; the remote host typically has no agent. Targeting a remote host requires that a
process operator has SSH connectivity between an agent host and the referenced remote host.
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A remote host is a host that a host group references. The host group is configured on a host with an agent; the
remote host typically has no agent. Targeting a remote host requires that a process operator has SSH connectivity
between an agent host and the referenced remote host.

Establish an SSH connection with one of the following methods:

• Create a trust relationship between the agent host and the remote host. This method creates a public key/
private key pair.

• Create a user account on the remote host. This method creates credentials.

When you create a user account and a trust relationship, the product uses the trust relationship as the backup
mechanism. If the authentication fails for the configured credentials, the product authenticates with the key pair.

Generate a key pair with the SSH-keygen program. Save the private key to the configured SSH Keys Path, and
then copy the public key to each remote host that the host group references. Put the public key file where the SSH
daemon can find it. The OpenSSH daemon, sshd, looks for the key in /home/user_name/.ssh/authorized_keys.

You can create a trust relationship to a remote host that a host group references.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the host that contains the agent where the host group is defined.
2. Open a command prompt and change directories to a path from which to generate the key pair.

For example, if you downloaded OpenSSH on a Windows system, change to the C:\Program Files\OpenSSH
\bin directory that contains the ssh-keygen program.

3. Generate a key pair with the following command:

ssh-keygen -t dsa -b 1024 -f user_name

• user_name
Defines the value that you configured as Remote User Name in the Host Group.

The following message and prompt are displayed:

Generating the public/private dsa key pair.
Enter passphrase <empty for no passphrase>:

4. Enter the value that you configured as Remote Password in the Host Group. This value is required.
The following prompt is displayed:

Enter same passphrase again:

5. Enter the Remote Password value again.
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The following messages are displayed:

Your identification has been saved in user_name.
Your public key file has been saved in user_name.pub.
The key fingerprint is:
    fingerprint_string login_name@host_name

The product creates the private key file named user_name and the public key file named user_name.pub. The
passphrase for the key file is the same as the password on the user account that is used for SSH access.

6. Move the private key file named user_name to the location that is configured as SSH Keys Path in the host
group. For example:

• Windows: C:\PAM\Sshkeys
• UNIX: /home/PAM/Sshkeys

7. Transfer the public key file (user_name.pub) to each host that the host group references and put it where the
SSH daemon can find it.
Different SSH daemons follow different conventions. Examine the ssh-keygen options for public key file
formatting requirements.

8. For OpenSSH, append the public key from user_name.pub to the file that contains all authorized keys that the
host uses. The OpenSSH SSH daemon (sshd) searches the authorized_keys file. The authorized_keys file must
be in the .ssh directory in the home directory path.

1.1 Run the following command on each host that the host group references:

cat user_name.pub >> home/user_name/.ssh/authorized_keys

2.1 Switch users to root and restart the ssh service:

su root
service sshd restart

9. Verify that access is established. Log in to the host with the agent and ssh to the remote host. If the login
succeeds, the trust relationship is established. Enter the following command from the agent host:

ssh user_name@remote_host

 Ensure Efficient Host Group References Processing
During process design, Content Designers specify execution settings for each operator. The
following example shows a partial dialog with the Target field and the Match target in Host
Groups only check box.
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During process design, Content Designers specify execution settings for each operator. The following example
shows a partial dialog with the Target field and the Match target in Host Groups only check box.
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When the Target field contains a touchpoint name, a proxy touchpoint name, or an agent ID, clear the Match
target in Host Groups only check box.

When the Target field contains an IP address of a specific host, select the Match target in Host Groups only.
Specifying an IP address or a host name in the Target field is valid only if a host group in the current environment
references the corresponding host.

Disable the Lookup DNS when matching target in Host Groups option to match execution target to Host Groups
without performing DNS lookup of specified target.

Warning:

If a process is destined for export in a folder as a content package, do not enter an IP address in
the Target field. Instead, enter a dataset name that contains the IP address. Also:

• Select Target is a calculated expression.
• Select the Match target in Host Groups only. A dataset that references an IP address is valid if a host

group in the current environment references the corresponding host.

To understand the purpose of this option, Match target in Host Groups only, consider the case where:

• The Target field has the entry some_host, where the entry is the host name of a host in a host group.
• The Match target in Host Groups only is enabled.

The runtime processing evaluates and processes the Target entry in the following sequence:

1. If the entry is a touchpoint name, runs on the host with the agent associated with the touchpoint.
2. If the entry is a proxy touchpoint name, runs on the host with the SSH connection to the agent associated with

the proxy touchpoint.
3. If the entry is an agent ID, runs on the host with this agent ID.
4. If the entry is an IP address or a host name that a host group references, runs on that host.

Note:  The operator fails if you select the Enabled option for Match target in Host Groups only when the
specified target is not part of a host group. The operator fails even if the target is a valid touchpoint name, proxy
touchpoint name, or agent ID.

 When NOT to Use Host Group References as Targets
When a process is exported in a folder as a content package:
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When a process is exported in a folder as a content package:
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• Processes cannot be modified in the import environment.
• Datasets can be modified in the import environment.

If an operator Target field contains an IP address or host name, the imported process cannot run successfully. The
operator Target entry cannot be modified in the import environment.

The recommendation for redistributable content is to use datasets for the configuration parameters. The Content
Designer creates a dataset variable that stores an IP address. Then, the Content Designer enters that dataset
variable in the Target field for the operator. An administrator in the import environment can update the dataset with
an IP address value that a host group in the import environment references.

 Host Group to Proxy Touchpoint Comparison
Host groups and proxy touchpoints are alike in the following ways:
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Host groups and proxy touchpoints are alike in the following ways:

• Both run on agents.
• Both access remote hosts through SSH.
• Both support the same CA Process Automation operators that can be executed on remote hosts through SSH.
• The configured categories for the required operators must be running on the agent host on which the proxy

touchpoint or host group is configured.

Host groups differ from proxy touchpoints in the following ways:

• The relationship between a host group and potential target hosts is one to many, whereas the relationship
between a proxy touchpoint and the target host is one to one.

• Content Designers can target multiple hosts with associated proxy touchpoints by specifying a touchpoint group.
Content Designers cannot target multiple hosts that have only a host group reference.

• Content Designers specify a remote host as a target by its touchpoint name when the remote host has an
associated proxy touchpoint. Content Designers specify a remote host as a target by its IP address or FQDN
when the remote host has a host group reference.

 Administer Library Objects
Content administrators and content designers access the Library tab to manage or use one or
more of the following:
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HID_Administer_Library_Objects
Content administrators and content designers access the Library tab to manage or use one or more of the
following:

• Folders
• Recycle Bin
• Automation Objects

Tasks are organized according to the following role-to-task mapping: Content administrators create folders, for
example, one for each content designer. Or, content designers can create their own folders. Within their folders,
content designers create automation objects and perform a standard set of actions on them. If a content designer
deletes an object, that object is moved to the Recycle Bin. From the Recycle Bin, content administrators purge or
restore deleted objects.

The mapping assumes that content designers have permissions granted to members of the Designers group. If
your role-to-task mapping is different than this, use the links accordingly.

Contents:

 Create and Manage Folders
The library of a newly installed Domain Orchestrator contains no folders in the navigation panel
of the Library tab. Installing the Out-of-the-Box Content from the Home page creates folders in
the library for predefined content.
catpa04305
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The library of a newly installed CA Process Automation Domain Orchestrator contains no folders in the navigation
panel of the Library tab. Installing the Out-of-the-Box Content from the Home page creates folders in the library for
predefined content.

Typically, an administrator sets up the folder structure for content created by Content Designers. Designers save all
automation objects in the Library folders. (By default, members of the Designers group can create folders.)

Note:  For an upgraded CA Process Automation, all folders are migrated in their previous structure with their
contents.

 Set Up Folders for Design
To set up folders:
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To set up folders:

1. Plan the folder structure.
2. Create folders.
3. Grant folder access.

 Plan the Folder Structure
One of your first decisions as a new administrator is how to organize and use folders in the
Library tab. The folder structure can be as deep as you find practical.
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One of your first decisions as a new CA Process Automation administrator is how to organize and use folders in the
Library tab. The folder structure can be as deep as you find practical.

To ease the task of preparing for export, set up a folder structure similar to this one before design work begins. That
is, at the root level of the Library, create a folder for each process you plan to automate. Under each process-level
folder, create a release-level folder using your own naming conventions for the first release version. If you create
updates to a process, you can add new folders for the subsequent release versions.

/ (root folder)
Automated Process1 
   Release Version 1 
   Release Version 2
Automated Process 2
   Release Version 1
   Release Version 2 

When you deploy the first release version of the first process you automate, you export the release version folder,
which contains all of the objects contained in that release.

Consider the following approaches to creating a folder structure:

• Create the export structure from the start and use the release version folder as the working folder. Content
Designers then create, update, and test objects within the release version folder or one of its subfolders.
Whatever folder structure is created here and exported is reproduced in the production environment upon
import.

• Create working folders. Then, when the first release version of a process is ready for deployment, create the
export folder and populate it with the objects that are part of the release version.

• Hybrid approach. Create the export structure and use the export folder for the upcoming release version as the
working folder but keep objects that are shared across processes in a different root-level folder. For example,
multiple processes can share named datasets and specific child processes. Calendars can be shared across
schedules. Global schedules can be shared. Then, as part of preparation for export, copy the required objects
from the shared objects folder to the export folder.

Note:  If you export a folder with absolute paths, the complete folder structure of the export folder is replicated in
the production environment when contents are imported.
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 Create Folders
You create a folder in the left pane of the Library tab. The left pane is the navigation pane for the
library. A folder contains the content that Content Designers design from automation objects.
All objects that support a specific automated process must be in the same folder or same folder
structure for export. It is convenient to create a root-level folder for each project.
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You create a folder in the left pane of the Library tab. The left pane is the navigation pane for the library. A folder
contains the content that Content Designers design from automation objects. All objects that support a specific
automated process must be in the same folder or same folder structure for export. It is convenient to create a root-
level folder for each project.

Within a process-level folder, you can create subfolders. At export time, the folder that you export as a content
package cannot contain any unused or obsolete objects. The folder structure that you establish for a project in the
design environment is replicated in the production environment upon import.

Follow these steps:

1. Decide on the level where you want the folder.
You can create a folder under the root node or under an existing folder.

2. Right-click the parent node for the folder and select New Object, Folder.
The folder path appears in the main pane with a field for the name. The default name is displayed as Folder.

3. Click the Name field, delete the default folder name, and enter a name for the new folder.

 Grant Folder Access
Administrators (members of the PAMAdmins group), have access to all folders and to the
contents of all folders.
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Administrators (members of the PAMAdmins group), have access to all folders and to the contents of all folders.

Use one of the following methods to grant folder access to users who are not administrators:

• Set folder ownership.
• Create a policy for each Content Designer.

 Set Folder Ownership
The individual who creates the folder (or the automation object) is the first owner. If you (as an
administrator) create all of the folders, Set Owner is the easiest way to grant users who are not
administrators folder access.
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The individual who creates the folder (or the automation object) is the first owner. If you (as an administrator) create
all of the folders, Set Owner is the easiest way to grant users who are not administrators folder access.

Only a Content Administrator or the folder owner can change the ownership of a folder. By default, the creator
of the folder owns the folder. The owner has unlimited permissions on the folder. As the Content Administrator,
you can create a folder and then transfer the folder ownership to the appropriate user ID. For example, Content
Designers could have their own folders, but the folder that is used to export a release version as a content package
could be assigned to an administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Select a folder.
4. Click Set Owner.
5. Enter the User ID of the user to set as the owner and click Search.

Note:  The search results include all users with a user ID or user name that contains the string you enter.
6. Select the user from the displayed list.
7. Click Save and Close.

Note:  Ownership of a folder grants access to the folder, including the ability to export it individually or as a content
package. With a CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager policy, you have more control over the actions that a
Content Designer can take on a folder.
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 Create a Policy for Each Content Designer
You can grant specific folder access to Content Designers (members of PAMUsers or a custom
group) that do not have Content Administrator rights.
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You can grant specific folder access to Content Designers (members of PAMUsers or a custom group) that do not
have Content Administrator rights.

After your folder structure is in place and your Content Designers have user accounts, you can grant folder access
to those designers. Folder access specifies the folder in which a user or application group can create and control
automation objects. This procedure assumes that you are assigning a separate folder to each Content Designer
and that these folders are directly under the root folder.

A custom policy based on Object lets you grant folder access to specified users or groups. Available access rights
to folders include List, Read, Edit, Delete, and Admin. After you create the first policy, you can use that policy as a
template for creating other policies.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA EEM and log in.
2. Click the Manage Access Policies tab.
3.

Click New Access Policy for Object . 
A New Access Policy appears where the Resource Class Name is Object.

4. Enter a name for this policy that provides folder access to a specific Content Designer.
5. Click the Search Identities link and click Search.
6. Select the name of the content developer and click the right arrow.

The name appears in the Selected Identities list prefaced by [User].
7. Enter the path and name of the folder you created for this Content Designer in the Add resource field and

click Add resource .
Your entry appears in the Resources list

8. Select each permission to grant to this Content Designer. For example, grant all actions except Object_Admin.
9. Click Save. 
10. The saved policy resembles the following:

11. Test access.

1.1 Log in to CA Process Automation with the credentials for this user.
2.1 Verify that the only folder you can use is the one to which you granted access.

12. Create a policy for each additional Content Designer in one of the following ways:

• Repeat steps 2-10.
• Open the saved policy, click Save As, enter a new name and edit.

Note:  To grant read access to all folders, create a policy with Object to which you add all Content Designers.
Select Object_List and Object_Read for the root folder.

 Manage Folders
Contents:
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Note:

• See Prepare the Production Environment for a New Release for information about exporting a folder as a
content package.

• See Use the Recycle Bin for details about purging and restoring deleted folders.

 Contents: 
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Back Up All Folders and Their Content
You can back up a library of folders and their content to protect against loss. Invoke an export at the root level of
the folder structure. The export process creates an XML file with all of the information needed to recreate the library
folders and their content upon import. The best security practice is to store this XML file off-site. If you ever lose
your library, you can always reconstruct it by importing the XML file into the root directory of a new Orchestrator.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Right-click the root folder and select Export.
4. Determine whether to include the full path for the exported objects or the path relative to a folder that contains

the object.
5. Click Export and select one of the following path types:

•  Absolute Paths.
•  Relative Paths.

On Windows hosts, the File Download dialog opens. You can select whether to open or save the file.
6. Select Save.

On Windows hosts, the Save As dialog opens.
7. Specify the file name with which to save the XML file and the path. For example, librarybackup_date.xml
8. Click Save.

Delete a Folder
You can delete any folder that you no longer need.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Complete one of the following actions:

• Right-click the folder and select Delete.
• Select the folder and click the Delete toolbar button.

4. On the confirmation message, click Yes.
CA Process Automation deletes the folder.

Note:  The Recycle Bin contains deleted automation objects and deleted folders. When you restore an
automation object, the application also restores the deleted folders in the original folder path.

Export a Folder
When you export one of the following items, CA Process Automation creates an XML file that you can import:

• An object.
• A folder that contains multiple objects that the target Orchestrator requires. The objects can be unrelated to

each other, perhaps for different processes. The Release Version value is not applicable.
• A folder that contains all objects that comprise a process release version. Before export, you define a Release

Version for the folder and each object in the folder.

Note:  See Export a Folder as a Content Package for more information.

Content Administrators and Content Designers can export a folder from the Library Browser to an export file
on the local host. The export file preserves the path to the folder and the hierarchical structure of objects and
subordinate folders.

Administrators can export a folder in the following ways:

•  Export, {Absolute Paths | Relative Paths}
The modifiable export lets the recipients in the target environment update the exported object versions in the
folder.

•  Export as Content Package {Absolute Paths | Relative Paths}
 
The nonmodifiable export does not let the recipients in the target environment update the exported object
versions or the Release Version label.
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Note:  You cannot export objects that reside in multiple folders as shortcuts in a package. Instead, create an
export folder, then assemble all of the objects for export in that folder. 

Note:  See Building for more information.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator, and then select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Navigate to the folder to export, right-click it, and then select one of the following options:

•  Export, Absolute Paths 
•  Export, Relative Paths 

4. To save the XML file, click Save on the File Download dialog.

Note:  The default file name is folder-name.xml.
5. On your local drive, navigate to the location at which to save the XML file.
6. Define the name with which to save the file.

For example, append _RP to the file name to denote a relative path or _AP to denote an absolute path.

folder-name_RP.xmlfolder-name_AP.xml

7. Click Save.
CA Process Automation exports the folder and its contents.

Import a Folder
Note:  Content Administrators can import the XML file that represents an exported folder and the objects it
contains. If the folder was exported with the absolute path, the hierarchical structure of objects and subordinate
folders is preserved in the export file. If the folder was exported with the relative path, the structure from the export
folder is created in the import folder.

The import process is the same regardless of how the content was exported. The options that are applicable are
based on the content contained in the export file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the target Orchestrator:environment.
3. Navigate to the destination folder for the import.
4. Right-click the folder, then select Import.
5. Complete the following actions on the Import dialog:

1.1 Click Browse and navigate to the location on your local drive where you saved the exported file.
2.1 Select the exported XML file and click Open.
3.1 Select how to import an object that has the same name as an existing object in the same path, based on

your knowledge of the objects existing in the import folder.

•  Import
Treat the imported version of the object as a new version of the existing object. Select this option
if the purpose of this import is an upgrade and you want to keep the history of previous versions. If
the imported object has the same release version, the existing release version is overridden with the
release version of the imported object.
Overrides the release version of the imported object if a similar object exists with the same release
version.

•  Do Not Import
Stop the import of the object and keep the existing object. If you select this option, the import process
lists the objects with conflicting names. If there are conflicts, you can import again to an empty folder.
Alternatively, you can rename the object in the source environment and then repeat the export and
import. This option is a good choice when the objects being imported are new objects instead of new
versions of existing objects.

•  Import and Replace
Delete the existing object and import the new version of the object as version 0.
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4.1 Select whether to set the version of objects in the import folder to current. The current version of the
process is the version that runs when the process starts. This version becomes active after the import.
Other processes can also use the objects that this process uses. If the imported versions are already set
to current, they are immediately available for use. For more information, see Determine Whether to Import
Objects as Current.

5.1 Select whether to make Custom Operators available.
6.1 Select whether to publish the custom operator group to the Modules tab for the Domain.

Note:  Do not publish a custom operator group unless the folder you are importing is from a different
Domain.

6. Click Submit to start the import process.
7. Click OK on the verification of successful import message.
8. Review the imported folder and its contents in the currently displayed folder. Notice the following results:

• If you exported the folder as a content package:

• You cannot modify the Release Version attribute value for any object or for the content package.
• You cannot modify the imported version of any object. Objects are baselined during the import.

• If you selected to make custom operators available during the import, the imported custom operators are
available for use.

• If you published the custom operator group to the Modules tab, configure values for the custom operator
group.

Move a Folder in an Orchestrator Library
Note:  To move a folder from one Orchestrator library to another, export the folder.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the Orchestrator:environment with the library that contains the source folder.
3. Complete one of the following actions:

• Navigate the folder tree, expanding folders as necessary.
• Enter search criteria in the Search field to filter the displayed list to folders that begin with the name you

entered.
4. When the target folder is displayed, select it and click Cut.
5. Navigate to the destination folder, then click Paste.

One of the following results occurs:

• If the destination folder name differs from the source folder name, the Orchestrator adds the source folder
as a subfolder of the destination folder.

• If the destination and source folders have the same name, the Orchestrator merges the contents of the two
folders.

Search the Folder Structure
You can query for folders with a folder name that begins with the string or partial string you specify. The search field
is at the top of the left pane in the Library.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment. 
3. Type the name or partial name for a folder or set of folders in the search field.
4. Examine the filtered list. Notice that the folder at the end of every path in the displayed list meets your search

criteria.

Show the Folder Contents
 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Complete one of the following actions:

• Navigate the folder tree, expanding folders as necessary.
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• Enter search criteria in the Search field to filter the displayed list to folders that begin with the name you
entered.

4. When the target folder is displayed, select it.
The folder contents are displayed in table format on the main pane.

5. (Optional) To display the data in a different order, click the header of the column on which to sort, then
select Ascending or Descending.

 Set a New Owner for Automation Objects
Only a Content Administrator or the owner of an automation object can change the ownership
of an automation object. By default, the owner of an automation object is the login User ID of
the individual who creates the object. The owner of an object has unlimited permissions on that
object. As the owner of an automation object or Content Administrator, you can transfer the
ownership to another user. You can also set a new owner for multiple objects you own.
catpa04305
Only a Content Administrator or the owner of an automation object can change the ownership of an automation
object. By default, the owner of an automation object is the login User ID of the individual who creates the object.
The owner of an object has unlimited permissions on that object. As the owner of an automation object or Content
Administrator, you can transfer the ownership to another CA Process Automation user. You can also set a new
owner for multiple objects you own.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Select the folder containing the target automation objects.
4. Select one or more rows on the grid for the target objects.
5. Click Set Owner.
6. Specify the CA Process Automation user ID of the new owner.

 Prepare the Production Environment for a New Release
Content Designers prepare a folder for export as a content package.
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Content Designers prepare a folder for export as a content package.

Content Administrators verify that the touchpoints set as targets for operators are mapped to the Orchestrator or
agents in the production environment. If Content Administrators complete their verification before the import, then
objects can be imported as current. If they do not complete verification until after the import, the objects are not
imported as current.

The user that performs the export and import verifies that the process works as designed in the production
environment. Then, production users can begin using the new release.

Transitioning consists of the following steps:

1. Export and import objects in a content package.
2. Configure production targets for the new process.
3. Verify that the process works as designed.
4. Hand off the new process to production users.

Note:  The hand-off occurs outside the CA Process Automation application.

 Export and Import a Content Package
A content package is created from a folder that contains automation objects for a specific
release. Typically, the folder contains the following objects:
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A content package is created from a folder that contains automation objects for a specific release. Typically, the
folder contains the following objects:

• A process, either the first release or a later release.
• All of the objects the process uses.
• All of the objects necessary for users to run the process.
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Prior to export, you add a unique release version value to the the folder and to each object and verify that each
object is baselined. Baselining provides you with a static version in the design environment of each object as it
existed for this release.

When you export a folder as a content package, CA Process Automation automatically baselines all objects in
the content package at import. Content packages and the objects they contain are not modifiable in the new
environment. (To make an object modifiable in the import environment, you save the baselined version as a new
version.)

 Export and Import Objects in a Content Package
Use a content package to export and import a set of related objects that compose a release
version from one Orchestrator to another Orchestrator. In most cases, the source and target
Orchestrators are in different environments. When you export a folder as a content package,
the export process creates an XML file on your local drive. When you import into a different
Orchestrator, you select this XML file from your local drive. The imported result is the content
package.
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Use a content package to export and import a set of related objects that compose a release version from
one Orchestrator to another Orchestrator. In most cases, the source and target Orchestrators are in different
environments. When you export a folder as a content package, the export process creates an XML file on your
local drive. When you import into a different Orchestrator, you select this XML file from your local drive. The
imported result is the content package.

Figure 18: Export and Import Objects in a Content Package

Follow these steps:

1. Understand the purpose of content packages and release versions.
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2. Export a Folder as a Content Package.
3. Understand the impact of setting different import options.
4. Import a Content Package.

 

 Understand Content Packages
Objects can be exported in the following forms:
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Objects can be exported in the following forms:

• A single object
• A folder
• A folder as a content package

Exporting a folder as a content package is different from exporting a folder in the following ways:

• The release version value of any object that is exported in a folder as a content package cannot be modified
after import. (Objects that are exported in a folder do not require a release version value.)

• The release version value of an object that is exported in a folder as a content package cannot be modified after
import.

Export a folder when there is no need for assigning a release version to its objects. For example, exporting objects
from one design Orchestrator to another design Orchestrator in a folder.

Export a folder as a content package when exporting objects from a design environment to a production
environment. Typically, the objects included in a content package represent a release of an automated process. In
this case, there is a need to preserve the version of each object as it existed at the time of the release. The content
package includes:

• The release version of the process object.
• All objects that the process uses.
• All objects that production users use to start or interact with the process.

A content package is a self-contained unit. A content package contains a folder of objects that are bundled together
for export. Before the export, the version of each object being exported is tagged with a Release Version value.
This same value is assigned as the Release Version of the folder.

The import process deploys all the objects in the content package to the Library. When imported as current, the
object is available for use. Users in the import environment cannot create or change values for Release Version.

The import process for a content package baselines each object. The intent is for the release version of the objects
to be used as is. However, it is possible to save an imported object as a new version, change the object, and
save the changed object as the current version. In such a case, the baselined version with the Release Version
value stays intact. This safeguards those objects from being altered in a potentially harmful way. To reverse any
unwanted changes, make the baselined version the current version. The content designers who do troubleshooting
can identify the nonmodifiable object versions that were imported to the production environment.

If you import an object from a third-party provider into a design environment that you want to change, make a copy
of that object. Then, you can update the object copy and you can assign a different release version.

 Understand Release Versions
Before you export a folder as a content package that contains a process and its component
objects, the content designer takes the following actions:
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Before you export a folder as a content package that contains a process and its component objects, the content
designer takes the following actions:

• Sets the release version of each object(s)
• Sets the release version of the folder containing the object(s)

After import, objects have the same release version values you exported. When you export a folder as a content
package, the imported content package is in nonmodifiable mode. The target users cannot modify the Release
Version value that you set for this release. The Release Version value helps content designers, who work in the
design environment, identify a specific version of an object in the production environment.
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Note:   CA Process Automation sets the Release Version attribute lock on both the object and the released version
of the object. Therefore, users cannot modify the release version value for the imported object version or set
release version values for new versions of the object.

Users cannot change nonmodifiable release version values after import. Consider the need for release versions
based on what you are doing with the objects. For example:

• If you export from one design environment to another, (optionally) set Release Version attribute values and
export the folder.

• If you export from a design environment to a production environment, then content designers are required to set
Release Version attribute values for each object and the folder they are contained in. Designers then export that
folder as a content package.

The following rules govern the export and import of Release Versions:

• If either of the following statements is true, Release Versions are nonmodifiable at import:

• The objects are contained in a content package.
• The object Release Version was nonmodifiable before export.

•  CA Process Automation baselines imported versions when objects are imported as a content package (with
nonmodifiable release versions).

Note:  If an object is imported again with the same release version, then that object is overwritten.

The following rules govern the copy and paste of imported objects:

• The first version of the object copy maintains the Release Version value and whether it is modifiable.
• If the current version of the original object is baselined and the object Release Version attribute is

nonmodifiable, the object copy is also baselined.

 Export a Folder as a Content Package
Content designers prepare objects associated with the same release version for export. Then
a content designer or an administrator exports the content package. The following procedure
addresses both the preparation and the export step.
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Content designers prepare objects associated with the same release version for export. Then a content designer
or an administrator exports the content package. The following procedure addresses both the preparation and the
export step.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the source Orchestrator:environment.
3. Navigate to the target folder. Verify that the folder contains all of the objects that you want to export. Verify that

the folder contains only the objects that you want to export.
4. Add the release version to the target folder:

1.1 In the navigation pane, select the folder containing the folder to export.
2.1 In the main pane, right-click the folder to export and select Properties.
3.1 Click the Release tab.
4.1 Double-click the Value column in the ReleaseVersion row.
5.1 Enter the release version in the Value dialog and click OK.
6.1 Click Save.

5. Add the release version to the selected version of each object in the target folder and verify that the selected
version is Baselined.

1.1 Select the target folder containing the objects to export.
2.1 Right-click an object and select Properties.
3.1 Select the Release tab.
4.1 Right-click the row for the version to export, select Set Release Version, and enter the same release

version value that you assigned to the folder, and click OK.
5.1 If the Baseline value for the selected row is No, click the Versions tab, and click Baseline. Click Yes to

confirm Baselining.
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Note:  It is important to Baseline objects before export so that you always have a saved image in the
design environment of each object at release time. (All objects are automatically baselined during the
import process.)

6.1 Click OK.
7.1 Repeat these steps for each object in the folder.

6. In the navigation pane, right-click the folder, then select one of the following options:

• Export as Content Package, Absolute Paths
Includes the full path for the selected folder.

• Export as Content Package, Relative Paths
Includes the path relative to the folder that contains the selected folder.

7. Save the file of the exported package.

1.1 Click Save to save the XML file.
2.1 Navigate to a folder on your local drive and click Save.
3.1 When the Download Complete dialog appears, click Close.

CA Process Automation exports the content package as an XML file. The content package is ready to import to
another Orchestrator. The folder-name.xml file is encrypted.

 Determine Whether to Import Objects as Current
During an import, you specify whether to import objects as current. Import objects as current
when both of the following statements are true:
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During an import, you specify whether to import objects as current. Import objects as current when both of the
following statements are true:

• All targets are defined as a touchpoint, a proxy touchpoint, or a touchpoint group.
• You configured production targets for the new process.

Note:  You can import a process as current where the targets are expressions that point to variables in a dataset.
When you import, you can modify the variables in the dataset to reference production touchpoints.

CA Process Automation requires you to wait until after import to map operator targets to production hosts only
if you defined a target as an agent ID, IP address, or host name. In this case, do not import objects as current.
Instead, update the targets in the operators after import, then mark the imported version as current.

 Set Import Options
 provides you with some flexibility in how to import objects.
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CA Process Automation provides you with some flexibility in how to import objects.

If your import includes custom operator, select Make Imported Custom Operators Available.

If the custom operators are new and they belong to a new custom group, take the action appropriate to your
environment.

• Do not select Publish Custom Operator Group Configuration if the import environment is in the same
Domain as the export environment. In this case, the custom operator group configuration is already published.
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• Select Publish Custom Operator Group Configuration if the import environment is in a different Domain than
the export environment.

Consider the import content when you configure Set Imported Version as Current and select how to handle
duplicate names.

• To activate the imported objects, with the ability to revert to a previous version of an imported object, if needed:

• Select: Import
• Select: Set Imported Version as Current

Note:  These options are best when you are importing an upgrade release version and all operator targets are
set to hosts in the import environment. You can expect to be notified of duplicate names because objects of the
last release are located in the destination folder.

• To import without activating the upgraded objects, where the previous version retains its current version status:

• Select: Import
• Clear: Set Imported Version as Current

Note:  These options are best when the import includes operators that target hosts that are not yet defined with
their touchpoint name in the import environment. With this setting, you can make objects current after ensuring
that the process targets are available in the import environment.

• To defer the import of any object with a duplicate name and to opt for making the objects current manually:

• Select: Do not import
• Clear: Set Imported Version as Current

Note:  These options are best when you are importing new objects into a populated folder. These options
avoid making an import object a new version of an object with the same name but a different function. These
options also let you make the objects current after you test and verify their use in the new environment.

If you receive alerts, consider these actions:

• Record the duplicate names in the alert message and inform an administrator in the source environment.
Perhaps those objects can be renamed and exported again.

• Import again, but import to an empty folder.
• To activate the imported objects without the ability to revert the action for objects with duplicate names:

• Select: Import and replace
• Select: Set Imported Version as Current

Note:  These options are best when you are reimporting fixes to objects in the destination folder. In this case, you
would never need to revert to the replaced version.

 Import a Content Package
Administrators select the Orchestrator, select the target folder, and then invoke the import. If the
import result is a content package, it contains a set of baselined objects for the same release.
You cannot modify the release version values of objects in an imported content package.
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Administrators select the Orchestrator, select the target folder, and then invoke the import. If the import result is a
content package, it contains a set of baselined objects for the same release. You cannot modify the release version
values of objects in an imported content package.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the target Orchestrator:environment.
3. Right-click the destination folder and select Import.
4. Click Browse and navigate to the location on your local drive where you saved the exported file. Select the

exported XML file and click Open.
5. Select how to import an object that has the same name as an existing object in the same path.

• Select Import to import each object as a new version of the existing object. 
This option is appropriate for an upgrade when you want to keep the history of previous versions.

Note:  If an existing object has the same release version as the imported object, the imported object
replaces the duplicated version.
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• Select Do Not Import to stop the import of the object and keeps the existing object. 
If you select this option, the import process lists the objects with conflicting names. If there are conflicts,
you can import again to an empty folder. Alternatively, you can rename the object in the source
environment and then repeat the export and import. This option is a good choice when the objects being
imported are new objects instead of new versions of existing objects.

• Select Import and Replace to delete the existing object and import the new version of the object as
version 0.

6. Select whether to set the version of objects in the import folder to current.

• Select Set Imported Version as Current to activate the imported version immediately upon import. If the
imported object is an upgrade, existing processes that used the previous version of objects now use the
imported version. The imported objects can include a process with the operator targets configured in the
import environment. In this case, you can verify the updated process without resetting versions.

• Clear Set Imported Version as Current to defer the setting as current to a manual process. For example,
clear this option if the import contains a process where the targets of its operators are not yet defined in this
environment.

7. Select whether to make imported Custom Operators available.

• Select Make Imported Custom Operators Available to automate the setting as available for all imported
custom operators.

• Clear Make Imported Custom Operators Available to retain an unavailable status for imported custom
operators and make them available manually one by one.

8. Select whether to publish a custom operator group to the Connectors tab.

• Select Publish Custom Operator Group Configuration if the import includes new custom operators and
a new custom operator group and you are importing to a different Domain than the export Domain.

• Clear Publish Custom Operator Group Configuration in the following cases:

• The import environment is in the same Domain as the export environment.
• The imported custom operators are new releases of existing custom operators. In this case, the custom

operator groups exist.
• You prefer that an administrator publish any new custom operator group configurations manually.

9. Click Submit to start the import process.
10. Click OK on the verification of successful import message.

The package successfully imports to the selected folder. The package also appears in the Content Packages
palette in the Operations tab. When you select a content package from the palette, the properties display. The
displayed property is the ReleaseVersion value that was set for the folder before it was exported as a Content
Package.

 Example: Export as a Content Package
Export a folder as a content package from the Library in the source (design) environment and
save the resulting XML file.
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Export a folder as a content package from the Library in the source (design) environment and save the resulting
XML file.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab for the Orchestrator:environment that contains the folder that contains the objects to
transition.

2. Right-click the folder, then select Export As Content Package, Relative Paths. 
This selection copies the package to a folder other than root.

3. Save the file to a folder on your local drive or on a mapped drive.
4. Click Open Folder. The folder in which you saved the XML file of the export opens when the download

completes.

 Example: Import a Content Package
To import a content package to the Library of the target (production) environment, browse for
the XML file and specify import options.
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To import a content package to the Library of the target (production) environment, browse for the XML file and
specify import options.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab and select the Orchestrator:Environment that is the target for the export and import
process.

2. Navigate to the folder in which to import the XML file, right-click it, and select Import.
3. Click Browse, navigate to the location where you exported the file, and click Open. 

In this example, select the following options:

• Import
• Set Imported Version as Current
• Make Imported Custom Operators Available

Note:

a) If you do not select this option, CA Process Automationimports custom operators as unavailable.
b) Do not select Publish Custom Operator Group Configuration when the import package contains one or
more custom operators for which a new custom operator group was published to the Domain to which the
import environment belongs. The published group already exists in the Connectors tab in the Configuration
Browser when exporting and importing between environments in the same Domain.

 
4. Click Submit.

A confirmation message, "Object imported successfully." appears. 
5. Click OK on the confirmation message.

The imported content package appears in the import folder you selected. You can also find content packages
under the Content Packages palette on the Operations tab. If you click the content package in the left pane, its
properties display in the right-hand pane.

6. From the import folder, select the imported content package and click Properties.
7. Click the Release tab. 

The content package Release Version data is the same as at export. If you point to the Release Version field,
the tooltip indicates that you cannot modify the Release Version value.

8. Double-click the content package and verify the following items:

• All imported objects appear in the same destination folder.
• All imported objects are baselined.
• All imported objects have the release version text that was set for the object before export.

 Verify that the Process Works as Designed
Before turning over the contents of an imported content package for production use, the
administrator runs the process and monitors the results. A successful run implies that the
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import of the content package provided all required objects components and that all targets are
correctly configured.
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Before turning over the contents of an imported content package for production use, the administrator runs the
process and monitors the results. A successful run implies that the import of the content package provided all
required objects components and that all targets are correctly configured.

The verification step can include verifying that the automated start mechanism is working, whether a schedule,
forms, or triggers. Activate triggers, if needed.

In its simplest form, the verification process can be summarized as follows.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab and select the Orchestrator:environment of the import target.
2. Click the Operations tab.
3. Start the process through the planned start mechanism.
4. Monitor the running process until it completes. Reply to any forms so that the process can continue.
5. If the process does not run successfully, return it to the Content Designer for troubleshooting.
6. If the process contains branches, create the cases to test the branches. Then, start the process and monitor it.
7. Take one of the following actions:

• If the process does not run successfully, return it to the Content Designer for troubleshooting.
• If the process runs successfully, hand it off to the production administrator.

8. If you identify any object that needs additional design work, use the following process:

1.1 A Content Designer fixes the problem and tests it to verify that it works.
2.1 Content Designers prepare a new folder for export as a content package. This involves setting a new

release version for the folder and all objects comprising the release. See Scenario: Prepare a Folder for
Export as a Content Package.

3.1 Re-export and re-import this folder as a content package. See Export and Import Objects in a Content
Package.

4.1 Verify that the automated process works as designed.

 Use the Recycle Bin
The Recycle Bin contains folders and objects that you and other users have deleted from the
library.
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HID_Use_the_Recycle_Bin
The Recycle Bin contains folders and objects that you and other users have deleted from the library.

The purge action permanently deletes the selected objects or folders from the library.

The restore action restores the selected objects or folders. The restore includes any previously deleted folders in
the path of restored objects.

See the following pages for more information:

• Search the Recycle Bin
• Restore Objects and Folders
• Purge Objects and Folders

 Search the Recycle Bin
You can query the Recycle Bin with a basic search or an advanced search. The basic search
filters on the name when the entry is the whole name or a string that begins like certain names.
The Advanced Search provides many search criteria.
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You can query the Recycle Bin with a basic search or an advanced search. The basic search filters on the name
when the entry is the whole name or a string that begins like certain names. The Advanced Search provides many
search criteria.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab, contract the root folder, and select the Recycle Bin.
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All currently deleted automation objects and folders appear in the main pane.
2. Enter a string and an asterisk (*) in the search field and click Search to perform a basic search. For example,

enter Custom* to limit the display to objects beginning with the string Custom.
Folders and automation objects with names matching your entry appear in the filtered list.

3. Click Advanced Search to display attributes on which to search. You can enter one or more types of search
criteria.

• Keywords - Enter one or more keywords to find objects or folders that are assigned the specified keywords.
If you specify more than one keyword, use the comma (,) as a delimiter.

• To filter for objects that are tagged with any of the keywords you specify, select OR, the default.
• To filter for objects that are tagged with all the keywords you specify, select AND.

• Name - Name of the folder or automation object.
• Owner - User ID of the object or folder owner. The default owner is the user who created the object. A new

owner can be specified with Set Owner.
• Type - Select an automation object type from the drop-down list.
• State - Select a state from the drop-down list.
• Modification Date - Use the calendars to select the date range during which the items you want displayed

were modified.
• Creation Date - Use the calendars to select the date range during which the items you want displayed were

created.
4. Click Search.
5. Take the purge or restore action on the result set.
6. Click Reset to clear the search criteria if you want to do another search right away.

 Restore Objects and Folders
When you delete an object or folder from the library, it moves to the Recycle Bin. From the
Recycle Bin, you can restore an object or folder that you deleted. The restore process restores
the object or folder and any other folders in the deleted path. You can specify whether to
overwrite objects in the target path that have the same name as selected objects.
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When you delete an object or folder from the library, it moves to the Recycle Bin. From the Recycle Bin, you can
restore an object or folder that you deleted. The restore process restores the object or folder and any other folders
in the deleted path. You can specify whether to overwrite objects in the target path that have the same name as
selected objects.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab, contract the root folder in the left pane, and select the Recycle Bin.
The main grid refreshes to display all automation objects and folders that currently reside in the Recycle Bin.

2. Select one or more objects or folders and click Restore Selected.
3. Click Yes on the confirmation message for restoring.

• If the target path contains no object with the same name as a selected object, the product restores the
selected object to the target location.

• If an object in the target path has the same name as an object selected for a restoration, a warning appears.
Take one of the following actions:

• Select the object and click OK to continue the restore process.
The product moves the object from the Recycle Bin to the target path and overwrites the object that exists
in the target path.

• Click Cancel to stop the restore process for the object.
The product does not overwrite the object in the target path. In this case, consider moving or renaming
the object with the duplicate name and then retrying the restore process.

The restore process restores the selected objects and, if necessary, their folder paths.

 Purge Objects and Folders
The Recycle Bin is intended to be a temporary container for deleted objects, such that Content
Designers can restore objects that they inadvertently delete.
catpa04305
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The Recycle Bin is intended to be a temporary container for deleted objects, such that Content Designers can
restore objects that they inadvertently delete.

Purging obsolete objects regularly results in a tidy Recycle Bin. As an administrator, you can purge selected
automation objects and folders. Alternatively, you can purge the contents of the Recycle Bin in a single step. A
purged object cannot be retrieved or restored.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. If the Recycle Bin is not visible, contract the root folder.
4. Click the Recycle Bin.

All automation objects and folders that are deleted from the library appear in the main pane grid.
5. Take one of the following actions:

• Select specific objects, and then click Purge selected.
• Click Purge all.

6. If you initiated the purge for selected objects, a confirmation message appears.

• Click No to cancel the purge, restore the required objects to the Library, restart the purge.
• Click Yes to continue with the purge process.

7. If you initiated a purge all process where the contents of the recycle bin include checked out objects, a dialog
appears that lists these objects. Evaluate the list and then take one of the following actions:

• Click No to cancel the purge, restore the required objects to the Library, restart the purge.
• Click Yes to continue with the purge process.

 Example: Release Versions
The following Release tab for a folder shows a ReleaseVersion property. In the example, the
Value is 1.2.3.
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The following Release tab for a folder shows a ReleaseVersion property. In the example, the Value is 1.2.3.

The following example is for a Versions tab for a process, where the added Release Version value matches that
added for the folder.
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Notice that the Release Version is not Baselined; the Baseline button is enabled. When you notice an object
targeted for release that is not baselined in the source environment, set the version that is be released as a
baseline version.

Note:  It is possible to export multiple processes simultaneously in a folder as a content package and use the
Release Version attribute to describe the folder contents.

 How Content Designers Use the Library
Content designers handle the following operations in the library:
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Content designers handle the following operations in the library:

• Customize the library display.
• Manage automation objects.
• Create and start processes.
• Create and manage all objects that the process being automated uses, for example:

• Create and manage calendars.
• Create and manage custom icons.
• Create and manage custom operators.
• Create and manage datasets.
• Create and manage interaction request forms.
• Create and manage process watches.
• Create and manage resources.
• Create and manage schedules.
• Create and manage start request forms.

• Prepare a folder for export as a content package.

 Administer Operator Categories
Operator categories, such as Email or File Transfer, have configurable settings with predefined
defaults. Administrators can edit a category from the Connectors tab at various levels of the
Domain hierarchy.
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Operator categories, such as Email or File Transfer, have configurable settings with predefined defaults.
Administrators can edit a category from the Connectors tab at various levels of the Domain hierarchy.

 

 Category Configuration and Operator Inheritance
Operator categories, such as Email or File Transfer, have configurable settings with predefined
defaults. Administrators can edit a category from the Connectors tab at various levels of the
Domain hierarchy. At installation, the default settings for each operator category begin at the
Domain level. These settings are marked Inherit from Domain at the environment level. At the
Orchestrator level, these settings are marked Inherit from Environment.
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catpa04305
Operator categories, such as Email or File Transfer, have configurable settings with predefined defaults.
Administrators can edit a category from the Connectors tab at various levels of the Domain hierarchy. At
installation, the default settings for each operator category begin at the Domain level. These settings are marked
Inherit from Domain at the environment level. At the Orchestrator level, these settings are marked Inherit from
Environment.

As the following illustration shows, operator category settings are inherited from the Domain to each environment,
and from each environment to Orchestrators in that environment. You can override settings at the Domain level, the
environment level, and at the Orchestrator level.

Operators that target an Orchestrator inherit their operator category settings from that Orchestrator. Content
Designers override these inherited settings at the operator level as needed.

Agents inherit settings configured at the Domain level, but operators do not use these settings. When a touchpoint
is associated with an agent, the association includes an environment. At run time, operators that target a touchpoint
use the properties configured for the environment associated with the touchpoint.

Note:  For user-defined custom operator groups, settings are inherited from the Domain level to the environment
level. Administrators can override settings at the environment level that were defined at the Domain level. These
settings are not available for override at the Orchestrator or agent levels.

 Configure Operator Categories
Administrators who can lock the Domain can configure or change default settings for operator
categories at the Domain level. These configurations are inherited. You can edit these settings
at the environment, Orchestrator, and agent levels. For details, see .
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Note:  You do not need to configure modules (operator categories). The recommended best practice is for the
Content Designer to create global datasets for the module settings. The Content Designer then uses expressions
that reference the dataset variables in the operator properties.

Administrators who can lock the Domain can configure or change default settings for operator categories at the
Domain level. These configurations are inherited. You can edit these settings at the environment, Orchestrator, and
agent levels. For details, see Override Settings Inherited by an Operator Category.
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Default values for all operator category fields can be overridden at the operator level. The values that you enter
for any operator category are all default values. When an operator is configured with a blank field, that operator
inherits the default value of the corresponding field from the category setting. When you make a selection of a
value in the Module tab, nothing gets enabled or disabled. You can specify all the defaults, at your discretion.
(When you configure these same options at the operator level, selection of one option disables the others.)

Note:  See Reference for the operator configuration of these fields.

To expand a field for an entry that is longer than the space provided, right-click the field and select Expand. A
dialog with a text box opens.

 Enable or Disable an Operator Category
Operator category settings are typically configured at the Domain level. By default, operator
category settings for environments are Inherit from Domain. By default, operator category
settings for Orchestrators and agents are set to Inherit from Environment.
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Operator category settings are typically configured at the Domain level. By default, operator category settings for
environments are Inherit from Domain. By default, operator category settings for Orchestrators and agents are set
to Inherit from Environment.

Access the Connectors tab for an environment, Orchestrator, or agent to:

• Enable one or more operator categories.
• Disable one or more operator categories.
• Configure one or more enabled categories.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
The Configuration Browser opens.

2. Take one of the following actions to place a lock at the desired level:

• Expand the Domain node, select the target environment and click Lock.
• Expand the Orchestrators node, select the target Orchestrator and click Lock.
• Expand the Agents node, select the target agent and click Lock.

3. Click the Connectors tab.
4. Select an operator category, click the Enable/Disable column, and select either Enabled or Disabled.
5. Click Save.
6. Click Unlock.

 Example: Category Settings Used by Operator
When you configure Domain level settings for each category on the Connectors tab, consider
the values that are typically used by operators. If you configure settings based on the most used
case, then configuration at lower levels is done only for exceptions.
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When you configure Domain level settings for each category on the Connectors tab, consider the values that are
typically used by operators. If you configure settings based on the most used case, then configuration at lower
levels is done only for exceptions.

Consider the configuration in Email Properties, where the Default Protocol for Connection is set to IMAP and
the Default Mail Server Port is set to 143. You configure the default mail server, default user name, and default
password.
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When a Content Designer automates a process for email, Get Email Content is one of the available operators.

When a Content Designer drags the Get Email Content operator to the canvas, the Get_Email_Content_1
properties are displayed. Notice the similarity between Email Properties that are configured on the Configuration
tab Connectors tab and the Designer tab Mail Server Login Parameters for Get_Email_Content_1 properties.

The Get Email Content operator inherits values for
these Mail Server Login Parameters

from values configured in the Email module setting
for Email Properties

Protocol for Connection Default Protocol for Connection

Mail Server Host Default Mail Server Host

Mail Serve Port Default Mail Server Port

Username Default Username

Password Default Password

The Content Designer can configure process-specific values and override previously configured defaults. If the
Content Designer leaves fields blank, the properties inherit the default values. In this example, a blank Protocol for
Connection uses IMAP and a blank Mail Server Port uses port 143.

 Operator Categories and Folders
Operator categories correspond to operator folders. Administrators configure operator
categories on the Connectors tab, starting at the Domain level. Content Designers expand
operator folders to display a group of operators in the named category. The Operators palette in
the Designer tab displays Operator folders.
catpa04305
Operator categories correspond to operator folders. Administrators configure operator categories on the
Connectors tab, starting at the Domain level. Content Designers expand operator folders to display a group of
operators in the named category. The Operators palette in the Designer tab displays Operator folders.

Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click the Connectors tab to list the operator categories under Name.

Note:
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The Name list can also include published groups that are created for custom operators. Content Designers can
expand these group folders to display a group of custom operators in the named configuration group. Configuration
group folders that are displayed here for custom operators are also displayed in the Operators palette in the
Designer tab.

Click the Designer tab, click View, and select Operators to display the folder names that reflect the same operator
grouping as the operator categories you configure.

Content Designers select operators from the Operators palette to create automated processes. Each operator
performs a specific operation. To assist designers in quickly locating the appropriate operator, CA Process
Automation groups the operators in categories that represent common use. For example, all of the operators that
are used for file transfer with FTP are grouped together in a folder named File Transfer.

You configure the operator category values at the Domain level. The values are inherited at the environment
level, and then at the Orchestrator or agent touchpoint level. You can override inherited values at any level. The
operators then inherit the operator category default values. Content Designers can accept or override these values.

 Operator Categories and Where Operators Run
Some operators run only on Orchestrators, but not on touchpoints associated with agents. Other
operators run on Orchestrators and agent touchpoints, but not on remote hosts targeted by
proxy touchpoints or host groups. Several operators can run on any target type. Some operators
within an operator category can run on Orchestrators but not on agent touchpoints. Other
operators within the same category can run on both Orchestrators and agent touchpoints. The
ability to run on a given target type is not perfectly mapped to operator category.
catpa04305
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Some operators run only on Orchestrators, but not on touchpoints associated with agents. Other operators
run on Orchestrators and agent touchpoints, but not on remote hosts targeted by proxy touchpoints or host
groups. Several operators can run on any target type. Some operators within an operator category can run
on Orchestrators but not on agent touchpoints. Other operators within the same category can run on both
Orchestrators and agent touchpoints. The ability to run on a given target type is not perfectly mapped to operator
category.

Note:  See Where Operators Can Run for information about valid targets for each operator.

 Override Settings Inherited by an Operator Category
An administrator with Domain Administrator rights configures categories for operators at the
Domain level. An administrator with Environment Configuration Administrator rights can override
inherited settings at any of the following levels:
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An administrator with Domain Administrator rights configures categories for operators at the Domain level. An
administrator with Environment Configuration Administrator rights can override inherited settings at any of the
following levels:

• Environment
• Orchestrator
• Agent

Operator category settings that have been configured at the Domain level are displayed as Inherit from Domain.
This setting is in a drop-down list, where other valid choices are Enabled and Disabled. Select Enabled to edit the
inherited settings. Select Disabled to disable operators in the selected category.

You can override inherited settings for any category of operators at one or more levels.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. (Optional) Override selected settings at the environment level as follows:

1.1 Right-click the selected environment and select Lock.
2.1 Click the Connectors tab.
3.1 Select a category, click the drop-down list for Enable/Disable and select Enabled.
4.1 Right-click the category and select Edit.

The properties of the selected category are displayed in a scrollable list.
5.1 Change one or more inherited settings.
6.1 Click Save.
7.1 Right-click the environment and select Unlock.

3. (Optional) Override selected settings at the Orchestrator level as follows:

1.1 Expand Orchestrators, select an Orchestrator, and click Lock.
2.1 Click the Connectors tab.
3.1 Select a category, click the drop-down list for Enable/Disable and select Enabled.
4.1 Right-click the category and select Edit.

The properties of the selected category are displayed in a scrollable list.
5.1 Change one or more inherited settings.
6.1 Click Save.
7.1 Click Unlock.

4. (Optional) Override selected settings at the agent level as follows:

1.1 Expand the Agents node, select an agent, and click Lock.
2.1 Click the Connectors tab.
3.1 Select a category, click the drop-down list for Enable/Disable and select Enabled.
4.1 Right-click the category and select Edit.

The properties of the selected category are displayed in a scrollable list.
5.1 Change one or more inherited settings.
6.1 Click Save.
7.1 Click Unlock.
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 Command Execution Operator Category
Command Execution operators let you run shell scripts or executable programs on any agent or
Orchestrator. This category provides data and resource access to network devices that support
the Telnet and SSH (Secure Shell) interface protocols.
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Command Execution operators let you run shell scripts or executable programs on any agent or Orchestrator. This
category provides data and resource access to network devices that support the Telnet and SSH (Secure Shell)
interface protocols.

The Command Execution operators are:

• Run Program
• Run Script
• Run SSH Command
• Run SSH Script
• Run Telnet Command
• Run Telnet Script

If you are running scripts, follow the Windows or UNIX operating system conventions to make them executable.
In CA Process Automation, scripts return result as CA Process Automation dataset variables.

• For UNIX systems, the first line of the script specifies the full path to the desired interpreter. For example:

#!/bin/sh#!/usr/bin/perl

The first line specifies to execute using sh, the Bourne Shell on systems such as Oracle Solaris. On Linux
systems, this entry is a link to another shell, such as bash. A Script operator can execute any script for which
the target host has an interpreter.
Wrap Shell commands such as cp or dir in an executable script file.
When placed at the top of a Perl script, tells the web server where to find the Perl executable.

 

• For Windows systems, the filename extension defines the scripting interpreter. For Windows, define file
associations to run the scripts automatically.
The following extensions are supported:

• For a Windows PowerShell file:  *.ps1  
• For an executable file that installs and runs programs and routines: *.exe  
• For a batch file that is composed of a sequence of commands; similar to a .BAT file. But, instead of

the COMMAND.com program, the CMD.exe program is used to run the batch file. For a batch file: *.cmd  
• For a VBScript file:  *.vbs  
• Consider a Windows Script Host text file with parameters for a script such as a .vbs file. The Windows Script

Host text file requires Microsoft WScript or Microsoft CScript to open the file. For a Windows Script Host text
file: *.wsCon  

Contents: 

 

 Configure Default SSH Properties for Command Execution
When you configure the default SSH properties, you configure the following items:
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When you configure the default SSH properties, you configure the following items:

• The terminal type specifications
• The authentication details for logging on to a remote host
• (Optional) Whether to switch users after login

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click Command Execution, and select Edit.

http://COMMAND.com
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3. Select the Default SSH Properties tab.
4. Select the default pseudo terminal type to request on the SSH connection.

Note:  VT100 typically works with Linux hosts; VT400 typically works with Windows hosts.
5. Select the default port with which to connect to the remote host.

Note:  Port 22 is the system TCP/UDP port for the Secure Shell (SSH) Protocol.
6. Enter the default for the user name with which to log in to the remote host.
7. Specify the private key defaults:

1.1 Indicate whether to use a private key to log in.

Note:  The alternative is to use the password information.
2.1 Enter the default password with which to log in to the remote host.
3.1 Click Browse (...) and retrieve the private key content (that is, the content of a default private key with

which to log in to the remote host).
4.1 Enter the path to a default private key with which to log in to the remote host.
5.1 Enter the passphrase with which to unlock the content of the default private key.

Note:  The passphrase is required if the default private key was created with a passphrase.
8. Specify the defaults for running the script or specified commands as a different user.

1.1 Indicate whether to run the script or the specified commands as a different user.
2.1 Enter the operating system-specific command to switch the user on the remote host. The command "su -

root" switches users to the root user. For example:

su - <username>
sudo su - <username>

3.1 Enter a regular expression for the default text prompt if the remote host requires a password to switch
users.
The text prompt is typically "Password: " or "password: ". The regular expression, ".*assword: " matches
any input (including new lines) and an uppercase "P" or lowercase "p" followed by “assword: “.

4.1 Enter the default password to enter at the text prompt if the remote host requires a password to switch
users.

5.1 Enter a regular expression for the command prompt that indicates that the remote host is ready for
commands as the switched user.
Typical command prompts are # (hash), > (greater than), and ? (question mark). The entry .*[$>?:#]
matches any input (including new lines) that is followed by a #, >, ?, $ (dollar symbol), or : (colon).
Consider the following examples:

.*[$]

.*[$>?:#]

Note:  When you use a dollar symbol in a regular expression, enclose it in square brackets. A dollar
symbol without brackets has a special meaning in regular expressions.

9. Click Save and Close.
10. Click Save.
11. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Configure Default Telnet Properties for Command Execution
Configuration of the default Telnet properties includes the following tasks:
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Configuration of the default Telnet properties includes the following tasks:

• Configure the connectivity
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• Specify the login scheme and related details
• Specify whether to switch users after logging in to the remote host
• Define the switching details

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click Command Execution, and select Edit.
3. On the Default Telnet Properties tab, select the default pseudo terminal to request on the Telnet connection.
4. Select the default port with which to connect to the remote host.

Note:  Port 23 is the system TCP/UDP port for Telnet.
5. For Connection Timeout (sec), use the spinner to select the interval (in seconds) the connection waits before

timing out.
6. Select a default login scheme from the drop-down list.
7. Define the default login prompts and values:

1.1 Enter a regular expression for the login prompt.
Example:

.*ogin.*:

2.1 Enter the user name with which to log in to the remote host.
3.1 Enter a regular expression for the default text prompt that indicates that the remote host requires a

password for the user logging in.
Example:

.p*word.*:

4.1 Enter the default password to use for logging in to the remote host.
8. Enter a regular expression for the command prompt that indicates that the remote host is ready for commands.

Example:

.*[$>?:#]

Note:

To use a dollar symbol in a regular expression, enclose it in square brackets.
Example:

[$]

9. Select the interval (in seconds) that the connection waits for the prompt to send the commands.
10. Define the default values for switching users:

1.1 Specify whether to switch users before running the script or the specified commands.
2.1 Enter the operating system-specific command with which to switch the user on the remote host.

Note:  The su -root command switches the user to the root user.

Examples:
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su - <username>
sudo su - <username>

3.1 Enter a regular expression for the default text prompt for the switch user password.
Example:

.p*word.*:

4.1 Enter the default password to enter at the password text prompt.
Enter a regular expression for the prompt that indicates that the remote host is ready for commands as
the switched user.

Note:  Hash (#), greater than (>), and question mark (?) are the typical command prompts. To match any
input (including new lines) that a #, >, ?, $ (dollar sign), or : (colon) follows, enter .*[$>?:#].

Examples:

.*[$]

.*[$>?:#]

Note:

To use a dollar symbol in a regular expression, enclose it in square brackets.
Example:

[$]

11. Click Save and Close.
12. Click Save.
13. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Configure Default UNIX Properties for Command Execution
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click Command Execution, and select Edit.
3. Select the Default UNIX Command Execution Properties tab.
4. Enter one of the following Shell command interpreters to use as the default for the profile and for shell

commands:

/bin/bash
/bin/csh
/bin/ksh

5. Enter the name of the default shell script file to interpret before starting a user process for which no profile is
specified.
The profile can contain any noninteractive command that the shell interpreter understands.

6. Specify the user credential defaults.
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1.1 Select one of the following values to specify that the Process operators use the selected option when user
credentials are not specified:

• (Default) Defaults to the user under which touchpoint is run.
The Process operators use the user credentials under which the agent or Orchestrator process is
running.

• Defaults to the specified Default user.
The Process operators use the user credentials that are configured as the Default user and Default
password.

• No default.
The Process operators use the user credentials that are supplied at run time.

2.1 Consider the implications of specifying defaults for user ID and password:

• To prevent users from defining and starting processes through CA Process Automation to which they
otherwise have no access, specify a user ID with only necessary permissions.

• Leave the user ID and password blank to force users to enter those values when they start processes
through CA Process Automation.

3.1 If appropriate, enter the default shell account to use when starting user processes that lack a user name
and a password.

4.1 If appropriate, enter the password for the Shell user account.

Note:  Passwords that are part of the Command Execution configurations are protected and cannot be
modified through a program, referenced, or passed to external methods.

5.1 Reenter the Default password to confirm it.
7. Consider the implications of specifying defaults for user ID and password:

• To prevent users from defining and starting processes through CA Process Automation to which they
otherwise have no access, specify a user ID with only necessary permissions.

• Leave the user ID and password blank to force users to enter those values when they start processes
through CA Process Automation.

8. If appropriate, enter the default shell account to use when starting user processes that lack a user name and a
password.

9. If appropriate, enter the password for the Shell user account.

Note:  Passwords that are part of the Command Execution configurations are protected and cannot be
modified through a program, referenced, or passed to external methods.

10. Reenter the Default password to confirm it.
11. Indicate whether to load the user profile that is associated with the specified default user and password.
12. Indicate whether to disable password checking.
13. Click Save and Close.
14. Click Save.
15. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Configure Default Windows Properties for Command Execution
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click Command Execution, and select Edit.
3. Select the Default Windows Command Execution Properties tab.
4. Enter the default shell command interpreter to use for the profile and for shell commands. For example:

cmd.exe

Note:  Do not enter Command.exe.
5. Enter the name of the default shell script file to interpret before starting a user process for which no profile is

specified.
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The command interpreter that the Shell program specifies interprets the profile file. The profile can contain any
noninteractive command that the shell interpreter understands.

6. Specify the user credential defaults.

1.1 Select one of the following values to specify that the Process operators use the selected option when user
credentials are not specified:

• (Default) Defaults to the user under which touchpoint is run.
The Process operators use the user credentials under which the agent or Orchestrator process is
running.

• Defaults to the specified Default user.
The Process operators use the user credentials that are configured as the Default user and Default
password.

• No default.
The Process operators use the user credentials that are supplied at run time.

2.1 Consider the implications of specifying defaults for user ID and password:

• To prevent users from defining and starting processes through CA Process Automation to which they
otherwise have no access, specify a user ID with only necessary permissions.

• Leave the user ID and password blank to force users to enter those values when they start processes
through CA Process Automation.

3.1 If appropriate, enter the default shell account to use when starting user processes that lack a user name
and a password.

4.1 If appropriate, enter the password for the Shell user account.

Note:  Passwords that are part of the Command Execution configurations are protected and cannot be
modified through a program, referenced, or passed to external methods.

5.1 Reenter the Default password to confirm it.
7. Consider the implications of specifying defaults for user ID and password:

• To prevent users from defining and starting processes through CA Process Automation to which they
otherwise have no access, specify a user ID with only necessary permissions.

• Leave the user ID and password blank to force users to enter those values when they start processes
through CA Process Automation.

8. If appropriate, enter the default shell account to use when starting user processes that lack a user name and a
password.

9. If appropriate, enter the password for the Shell user account.

Note:  Passwords that are part of the Command Execution configurations are protected and cannot be
modified through a program, referenced, or passed to external methods.

10. Reenter the Default password to confirm it.
11. Indicate whether to load the user profile that is associated with the specified default user and password.
12. Click Save and Close.
13. Click Save.
14. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Databases Operator Category
The Databases category of operators leverages the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC)
technology. JDBC technology supports connectivity in a heterogeneous environment between
the Java programming language and databases such as Microsoft SQL Server. The Databases
category does not support administrative operations such as stopping a database server. The
connection information can be supplied with the server, port and the system identifier (SID), or
with a TNSNAMES entry in tnsnames.ora. The tnsnames.ora file is the Oracle Service name
configuration file.
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The Databases category of operators leverages the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) technology. JDBC
technology supports connectivity in a heterogeneous environment between the Java programming language and
databases such as Microsoft SQL Server. The Databases category does not support administrative operations
such as stopping a database server. The connection information can be supplied with the server, port and the
system identifier (SID), or with a TNSNAMES entry in tnsnames.ora. The tnsnames.ora file is the Oracle Service
name configuration file.
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The Databases category includes settings for the following databases:

• Oracle
• MSSQL
• MySQL
• Sybase

To use the Databases category of operators with an RDBMS from a vendor other than the ones that CA Process
Automation uses, install the appropriate driver.

 

 Configure the Default MSSQL Server Properties for Databases
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click Databases, and select Edit.
3. Click the Default MSSQL Server Properties tab.
4. Accept com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver as the default driver for MSSQL Server.
5. Enter the host name or IP address of the host where the MSSQL Server is running, to use as the default.
6. Enter the default MSSQL Server port (typically 1433).
7. Specify default credentials for the MSSQL database user.

• Enter a user name.
• Enter the password that is associated with the specified user name.

8. Accept the default maximum number of rows to retrieve (10), or select another value up to 512.
9. Enter the default MSSQL database name.
10. Enter the default MSSQL instance name.
11. Click Save and Close.
12. Click Save.
13. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Enable Windows Integrated Security for the MSSQL Server JDBC Module
You can enable operators in the Databases category for the Microsoft SQL Server (MSSQL)
to use integrated security. These operators can use integrated security when connecting to
touchpoints on hosts running on Windows operating systems.
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You can enable operators in the Databases category for the Microsoft SQL Server (MSSQL) to use integrated
security. These operators can use integrated security when connecting to touchpoints on hosts running on
Windows operating systems.

A Databases operator is an operator in the Databases category. Target hosts are hosts with an agent or
Orchestrator. For each target host that a Databases operator can access, copy sqljdbc_auth.dll to the system
path of that host. This process configures the Databases category for MSSQL so it uses integrated security with
Windows Authentication.

You can enable Windows integrated security for the Databases category for MSSQL Server.

Follow these steps:

1. If you use the Microsoft SQL Server driver version that is packaged with CA Process Automation, download
version 3.0 of the driver from the Microsoft website. Otherwise, locate (or download again) the complete version
of the driver.

2. Locate the packaged or downloaded sqljdbc_auth.dll that corresponds to the hardware where the agent or
Orchestrator is running.

3. Copy sqljdbc_auth.dll to a folder on the system path of each CA Process Automation agent or Orchestrator that
is running in a Windows operating environment.
To determine the system path, take one of the following actions:
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• Enter the following command at a command prompt:

echo %PATH%

The system path displays.
• Go to Start, Settings, Control Panel, System, Advanced (Advanced System Settings), Environment Variables.

The system path displays in the PATH variable.
4. Restart the agent or Orchestrator.

Note:

• When you create a connection URL without integrated security, you specify the user name and password. To
use integrated security, do not specify the user name and password.

• Append ;integratedSecurity=true to the Connection URL. For example:

jdbc:sqlserver://localhost ... ;integratedSecurity=true

 Configure the Default MySQL Properties for Databases
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click Databases, and select Edit.
3. Click the Default MySQL Server Properties tab.
4. Accept com.mysql.jdbc.Driver as the default driver for MySQL.
5. Identify the host where the MySQL database is running.
6. Enter the default MySQL database port, for example, 3306.
7. Enter the default login credentials for the default MySQL database.

1.1 Enter the default user name for the MySQL database user.
2.1 Enter the password that is associated with the specified user name.

8. Accept the default maximum number of rows to retrieve (10), or select another value up to 512.
9. Enter the default MySQL database name.
10. Click Save and Close.
11. Click Save.
12. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Configure the Default Oracle Properties for Databases
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click Databases, and select Edit.
3. On the Default Oracle Properties tab, select one of the following values as the default Oracle JDBC driver

type. Use a JDBC version that matches the Java Development Kit (JDK) version.

• thin
The Thin Driver type is used on the client side with no Oracle installation. The Thin driver connects to the
Oracle database with Java sockets.

• oci
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The OCI Driver type is used on the client side with Oracle installed. The OCI drivers use the Oracle Call
Interface (OCI) to interact with the Oracle database.

• kprb
The KPRB Driver type is used to write Java database stored procedures and triggers.

4. Accept the default driver entry (oracle.jdbc.OracleDriver), or change the driver entry.
5. Enter the location of the Oracle server and login credentials:

1.1 Enter the server host where the Oracle database is running.
2.1 Enter the default port for the Oracle database.
3.1 Enter the default user name for the Oracle database user.
4.1 Enter the password that is associated with the specified user name.

6. Enter the Oracle Service ID.
7. Enter the source of the contents of tnsnames.ora in the Oracle directory.

The Oracle TNS Names file translates a local database alias to information that enables the connectivity to the
database. This information includes the IP address, the port, and the database Service ID.

8. Accept the default maximum number of rows to retrieve (10), or select another value up to 512.
9. Enter the default data encryption method. Consider entering one of the following values, where RCA_128 and

RCA_256 are for domestic editions only:

• RC4_40
• RC4_56
• RC4_128
• RC4_256
• DES40C
• DES56C
• 3DES112
• 3DES168
• SSL
• AES128
• AES256
• AES192

10. Enter the default from the checksums that Oracle supports. See the Oracle documentation.
11. Click Save and Close.
12. Click Save.
13. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Configure the Default Sybase Properties for Databases
You can configure the Databases category of operators for Sybase.
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You can configure the Databases category of operators for Sybase.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click Databases, and select Edit.
3. Click the Default Sybase Properties tab.
4. Select one of the following values for the default Sybase relational database system:

• Adaptive Server Anywhere (ASA)
• Adaptive Server Enterprise (ASE)

5. Accept Tds or enter a different default connection protocol.
6. Accept com.sybase.jdbc2.jdbc.SybDriver or enter a different default driver.
7. Specify the location of the Sybase database.

1.1 Identify the server host.
2.1 Enter the default port.

8. Enter the default login credentials for the default Sybase database.

1.1 Enter the default user name.
2.1 Enter the password that is associated with the specified UserName.

9. Accept 10 as the default maximum number of rows to retrieve, or select another value up to 512.
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10. Specify the amount of memory that the driver uses to cache insensitive result set data in one of the following
ways:

• -1
All data is cached.

• 0
Up to 2 GB of data is cached.

• n
Defines the buffer size in KB, where the value is a power of 2 (an even number). When the specified limit is
reached, the data is cached.

11. Specify whether to use the JDBC v3.0 compliant mechanism as the default batch performance workaround.

Note:  If you do not select the JDBC v3.0-compliant mechanism, CA Process Automation uses the native
batch mechanism.

12. Click Save and Close.
13. Click Save.
14. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Date-Time Operator Category
Operators in the Date-Time category can run on Orchestrators. The Date-Time category
supports date and time options for operators in other categories and conditional operators for
executing branches in a process. Examples follow:
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Operators in the Date-Time category can run on Orchestrators. The Date-Time category supports date and time
options for operators in other categories and conditional operators for executing branches in a process. Examples
follow:

• Compare the current date and time with a specified date and time.
• Test whether the current date falls within a calendar rule.
• Wait for a specified date and time.

The Date-Time category of operators has no configurable properties.

 Directory Services Operator Category
The Directory Services category of operators provides an interface to support Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP). Directory Services operators can run on an Orchestrator or
an agent.
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The Directory Services category of operators provides an interface to support Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP). Directory Services operators can run on an Orchestrator or an agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click Directory Services, and select Edit.
3. Specify a batch size default for returning operation results to help the server optimize performance and usage

of resources. Either select a value from 1 through 1000 or enter 0 to let the server determine the batch size.
4. Select a value for the maximum number of objects to return when executing the Get Object or Get User

operators.
5. Specify the following factory class names:

1.1 Accept the default, com.sun.jndi.ldap.LdapCtxFactory, as the fully qualified class name of the factory
class that creates an initial context.

2.1 Enter a colon-separated list of fully qualified state factory class names that can get the state of a specified
object. Leave this field blank to use the default state factory classes.

3.1 Enter a colon-separated list of the fully qualified class names of factory classes that create an object from
information about the object. Leave this field blank to use the default object factory classes.

6. Enter a colon-separated list of language tags, where tags are defined in RFC 1766. Leave blank to let the
LDAP server determine the language preference.

7. Select one of the following values to specify how the LDAP server handles referrals.

• Ignore
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Ignore the referrals.
• Follow

Follow the referrals.
• Throw

Return the first referral that the server encounters and stop the search.
8. Specify the authentication mechanism for the LDAP server to use with one of the following entries:

• None
Use no authentication (anonymous).

• Simple
Use weak authentication (clear-text password). Select this option when you set Security Protocol to SSL.

• Space-separated SASL mechanism list
Let LDAP support any type of authentication agreed upon by the LDAP client and server.

9. Indicate the security protocol in one of the following ways:

• Enter ssl to specify the protocol that permits LDAP server connections through a secure socket.

Warning:  If you are connecting to Active Directory (AD), type ssl in lowercase. AD rejects the value
SSL.

• Leave blank to use basic connectivity.
10. Select a value to indicate the connection timeout value in seconds or enter 0 (zero) for no timeout.
11. Enter the location of the default LDAP Server and the default login credentials.

1.1 Enter the host name or IP address.
2.1 Enter the default port for the LDAP Server. Consider the following ports:

• 389 - The ldap port for Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP).
• 636 - The ldaps port for the ldap protocol over TLS/SSL.

3.1 Enter the User ID of the default LDAP User. Operators can use this default or can override it.
4.1 Enter the default Password for LDAP User. Operators can use this default or can override it.

12. Enter the default base distinguished name (DN). Operators can use this default or can override it.
13. Enter either uid or cn as the default user prefix.
14. Click Save and Close.
15. Click Save.
16. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Email Operator Category
The Email category of operators allows you to work with messages and folders on an email
server. Email operators communicate with your mail server remotely using one of the following
protocols:
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The Email category of operators allows you to work with messages and folders on an email server. Email operators
communicate with your mail server remotely using one of the following protocols:

• Post Office Protocol version 3 (POP3)
• POP3-SSL
• Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP)
• IMAP-SSL

Some operators, such as those that act on folders, are supported only when using the IMAP protocol.

Note:  See Reference for information about the protocol that each Email operator supports.

 Configure Default Email Properties
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click Email, and select Edit.
3. Enter the host name of the SMTP server for Java e-mail alerts.
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4. Enter the email address to display in the sender field of outgoing Java e-mail alerts. Fully configure this
account. For example:

username@company-name.com

5. Select the default protocol with which to receive emails from a remote server or remote web server.

• IMAP
• POP3
• IMAP-SSL
• POP3-SSL

6. Identify the default mail server from which email is retrieved.
7. Enter the default port of the default mail server for inbound emails. Consider the following ports:

• 143
The IMAP port for an unsecured connection.

• 110
The POP3 port for an unsecured connection.

• 993
The IMAP-SSL port for a secured connection.

• 995
The POP3-SSL port for a secured connection.

8. Specify default credentials for the email user as follows, or leave this value blank if it is always specified at the
operator level.

1.1 Enter a user name.
2.1 Enter the associated password.

9. Click Save and Close.
10. Click Save.
11. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Configure Default Incoming Email Properties
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Select the default protocol with which to receive emails from a remote server or remote web server.

• IMAP
• POP3
• IMAP-SSL
• POP3-SSL

2. Identify the default mail server from which email is retrieved.
3. Enter the default port of the default mail server for inbound emails. Consider the following ports:

• 143
The IMAP port for an unsecured connection.

• 110
The POP3 port for an unsecured connection.

• 993
The IMAP-SSL port for a secured connection.

• 995
The POP3-SSL port for a secured connection.

4. Specify default credentials for the email user as follows, or leave this value blank if it is always specified at the
operator level.

1.1 Enter a user name.
2.1 Enter the associated password.
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5. Click Save and Close.

 Configure Default Outgoing Email Properties
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter the host name of the SMTP Server for Outgoing e-mail.
2. Select the Protocol for Outgoing Email.

• SMTP Unsecure
• SMTP STARTTLS
• SMTP SSL

3. Enter the port number of the SMTP server.

Note:  For CA Process Automation r4.2.2 and above, we recommend you to edit the SMTP server port number
in the SMTP Server Port field only (instead of Oasisconfig.properties file).

4. Enter the email address to display in the sender field of outgoing Java e-mail alerts. Fully configure this account.
For example:

username@company-name.com

5. Specify default credentials for the email user as follows, or leave this value blank if it is always specified at the
operator level.

1.1 Enter a user name.
2.1 Enter the associated password.

6. Click Save and Close.

 File Management Operator Category
The File Management category of operators can run on either an agent or an Orchestrator.
File Management operators monitor the existence or status of a file or directory. Additionally,
File Management operators look for specific patterns within the contents of a file. POSIX rules
govern the patterns on text pattern matching. This function can be used to determine further
processing in a Process. For example, the File Management operators can wait for an XML file
that contains patterns that require processing. File Management can look for error messages in
the contents of log files.
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The File Management category of operators can run on either an agent or an Orchestrator. File Management
operators monitor the existence or status of a file or directory. Additionally, File Management operators look for
specific patterns within the contents of a file. POSIX rules govern the patterns on text pattern matching. This
function can be used to determine further processing in a Process. For example, the File Management operators
can wait for an XML file that contains patterns that require processing. File Management can look for error
messages in the contents of log files.

The File Management category of operators watches for files or monitors the contents of a file on the target. The
files can be on another computer or network drive, but they have to be visible to the operators. All File Management
operators (such as building directory paths or scanning file contents) are performed as Administrator or as the user
that started the touchpoint.

Specific conditions to test or wait for include:

• The appearance of a file.
• The absence of a file.
• Conditions on the size of a file.
• The last modification date/time.
• The existence of a string or a pattern in a file (based on POSIX masks).
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You can configure default settings for operators in the File Management category. Unless noted, the referenced
fields apply to both UNIX or Linux and Microsoft Windows operating systems.

Note:  To expand a field for a File Management window entry that exceeds the provided space, right-click the field
and then select Expand.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click File Management, and select Edit.
3. Complete the following steps on the File Management window:

1.1 Click Default Windows File Management Properties or Default UNIX File Management Properties as
appropriate for the operating system you are configuring.

2.1 Complete the following fields if you set the Require user credentials field to Defaults to User Specified
Below:

• User
• Password
• Confirm password

3.1 (UNIX) Define the operator system shell. For example, enter one of the following values for Shell:

• /bin/bash
• /bin/csh/
• /bin/ksh

4.1 (UNIX) Select or clear the Disable Password Check check box, depending on whether the product is to
verify the user password when it switches users.

5.1 Enter the command that compresses a file or directory in the Compression Utility field. For example:

WZZIP -P -r {0} {1}
gzip -qrf {0} 

• {0} defines the output compressed file name.
• {1} defines the name of the source file to compress.

6.1 Enter the command that extracts a compressed file or directory in the Uncompress Utility field. For
example:

WZUNZIP -d -o -yO {0}
gunzip -qrf {0}

{0} defines the name of the compressed file to extract.
4. Click Save and Close.
5. Click Save.
6. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 File Transfer Operator Category
The File Transfer category acts as a File Transfer Protocol (FTP) client that supports remote
file operators in a process. Operators in the File Transfer category can be executed on either
Orchestrator or agent touchpoints. The File Transfer category supports all commands that
standard FTP supports, including:
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The File Transfer category acts as a File Transfer Protocol (FTP) client that supports remote file operators in a
process. Operators in the File Transfer category can be executed on either Orchestrator or agent touchpoints. The
File Transfer category supports all commands that standard FTP supports, including:
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• File transfers to/from a remote host supporting FTP.
• Getting file/directory information from a remote host.
• Deleting a file/directory.
• Renaming a file/directory.

No prerequisites are required for FTP-based operators using standard FTP and standard FTP servers. For SFTP
transfers, use SSH2 and prearrange for the touchpoint to communicate with the SFTP server computer based on
user name and password credentials.

Establish an SSH connection and set up the certificates with an SSH client, before using SFTP. CA Technologies
delivers a test SSH client for Windows so that you can establish that initial connection. Most UNIX computers
already have it. The advantage of SFTP is that it is secure. With SFTP, data goes through an encrypted tunnel and
passwords are authenticated.

You can configure default settings for all operators in the File Transfer category. In all cases, the values you
configure can be overridden at the operator level. For more information, see Category Configuration and Operator
Inheritance.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click File Transfer, and select Edit.
3. On the File Transfer window, complete the Default UDP Port for Trivial FTP field (port 69 is the typical value).
4. Click Save and Close.
5. Click Save.
6. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Java Management Operator Category
Java Management operators can run on either an agent or an Orchestrator. These operators
perform various tasks on Java ManagedBeans (MBeans) resources using Java Management
Extensions (JMX) technology. The operators use a specified username and password to
connect to a JMX Service URL or a JMX Server on a specified host and port.
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Java Management operators can run on either an agent or an Orchestrator. These operators perform various
tasks on Java ManagedBeans (MBeans) resources using Java Management Extensions (JMX) technology.
The operators use a specified username and password to connect to a JMX Service URL or a JMX Server on a
specified host and port.

Specific operators perform the following tasks:

• Retrieve MBeans attributes.
• Invoke MBeans methods using specified parameters.
• Set MBeans attributes values.

The Java Management category has no configurable properties.

 Network Utilities Operator Category
Operators in the Network Utilities category can run on both Orchestrators and agents and can
interact with SNMP devices or SNMP managers (such as network managers). Network Utilities
operators determine the state of a configuration element of an IP device.
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Operators in the Network Utilities category can run on both Orchestrators and agents and can interact with SNMP
devices or SNMP managers (such as network managers). Network Utilities operators determine the state of a
configuration element of an IP device.

Network Utilities operators generate SNMP-based Alerts (traps) to either devices or network managers. Network
Utilities is designed to influence a Process, not to implement a full-fledged network monitor.

Users can invoke operators from Network Utilities to:

• Get the value of remote MIB (Management Information Base) variables and use their values in the Process (for
example, as parameters or as conditions).

• Wait for conditions on the value of remote MIB variables.
• Set remote MIB variables to affect the behavior of external devices.
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• Send SNMP traps to report errors and special conditions to SNMP management platforms (for example, Tivoli,
HP OpenView, or ISM).

Network Utilities operators are available on hosts with UNIX and Windows operating systems. Network Utilities
identify remote MIB variables by their Object IDs (OIDs).

You can configure the Network Utilities category of operators.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click File Transfer, and select Edit.
3. Right-click Network Utilities and select Edit.
4. In the Poll frequency (secs) field, specify how often a Network Utilities operator synchronously obtains the

device object identifier (SNMP OID) for an SNMP variable.
5. Click Save and Close.
6. Click Save.

The configuration process applies the module-level changes to the product configuration.
7. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Process Control Operator Category
Operators in the Process Control category can run only on Orchestrator touchpoints. Process
Control operators have the following functions:
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Operators in the Process Control category can run only on Orchestrator touchpoints. Process Control operators
have the following functions:

• Start and interpret CA Process Automation processes
• Invoke other categories to run operators in a process object instance
• Enforce dependencies
• Monitor category invocations and base how subsequent process branches run on the invocation results

When a process starts, the product makes a copy (instance) of the process. Changes to the copy do not affect
other copies or the original process. You can start a process in any of the following ways:

• With the Form Designer.
• From a schedule.
• From another process.
• From an external application that uses a CA Process Automation trigger.
• From an external application that uses SOAP calls. See the CA Process Automation wiki Reference context.

If highly decentralized architectures, consider defining logical groups of operator categories in an environment
and configure Process Control on a selected touchpoint in each group. In such a configuration, the product starts
processes on the touchpoint that runs the Process Control operators for a group. You configure a touchpoint
specifically to run multigroup processes. Running the processes in a decentralized architecture has the following
benefits:

• It reduces the load on individual computers
• It reduces the impact of potential incidents
• It reduces the amount of data that is exchanged on remote hosts

You can configure the default setting for operators in the Process Control category.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click Process Control, and select Edit.
3. On the Process Control window, complete the Time to keep completed user interactions (mins) field.
4. Click Save and Close.
5. Click Save.
6. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Utilities Operator Category
The Utilities category in the Connectors tab contains fields that pertain to the Invoke Java
operator.
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catpa04305
The Utilities category in the Connectors tab contains fields that pertain to the Invoke Java operator.

Warning:  The Invoke Java operator only runs on an agent and cannot be configured for an Orchestrator.

The Utilities category lets you specify:

• Paths to the external jars to load by default for all Invoke Java operators.
• Default logging.

Each jar that is specified becomes available to the Java code that the Invoke Java operators execute. The classes
that are defined in the operator level jars override the same classes that are specified in the jars for the Utilities
category.

If configured, designers can use the logger in the context of the code. For example:

logger.debug()
logger.info()

You can elect to configure logging, where logged data does not include info.

You can configure default settings for the Invoke Java operator in the Utilities category only if the operator runs on
an agent. Otherwise, this operator category requires no configuration. The Invoke Java operator is not permitted to
run on Orchestrators.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click Utilities, and select Edit.

The Default Invoke Java Operator Properties tab opens.
3. Select the Use Strict Java Mode check box to enforce typed variable declarations, method arguments, and

return types in the main method code at run time. 
4. Click Add Parameter and define the external JAR files as appropriate.
5. To remove a selected JAR file, select an item from the External Jars list, and then click Delete.
6. Complete the remaining fields on the Utilities window as appropriate.  
7. Click Save and Close. 
8. Click Save.
9. Select Domain and click Unlock. 

 Web Services Operator Category
Web Services operators run on both Orchestrators and agents. Two of the operators provide an
interface to remote services exposed through SOAP. These operators:
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Web Services operators run on both Orchestrators and agents. Two of the operators provide an interface to remote
services exposed through SOAP. These operators:

• Builds a SOAP request.
The data can be extracted at run time from existing CA Process Automation Datasets and variables or from
external sources.

• Sends the SOAP request to the appropriate Web Services operator category specified at design or run time.
• Retrieves response handling error conditions as appropriate.
• Parses the incoming response and stores the results into CA Process Automation Datasets that subsequent

Operators in a Process access.
• An asynchronous call sends the request and, after receiving an acknowledgment, waits for a response from

remote destination. Asynchronous calls use a more complex send and receive than synchronous calls.
Subsequent Operators in a Process access the returned data.

Web Services also provides the ability to automate data management facilities over a network using HTTP.
For example, Content Designers can develop processes that automate RESTful services through HTTP
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Operators. When an HTTP operator is configured with a blank field, that operator inherits the default value of
the corresponding field from the parent category setting. Therefore, when you make a selection for an operator
category field, nothing gets enabled or disabled. You can specify all of the defaults, at your discretion. When you
configure these same options at the operator level, selection of one option disables the others.

 Administer Custom Operator Groups
You can configure values for the variables that you defined for a selected custom operator
group.
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You can configure values for the variables that you defined for a selected custom operator group.

 Configure Values for a Custom Operator Group
You can configure values for the variables that you defined for a selected custom operator
group. You define custom operator groups in the Group Configuration tab of a custom operator
editor.
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You can configure values for the variables that you defined for a selected custom operator group. You define
custom operator groups in the Group Configuration tab of a custom operator editor.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click a custom operator group, and select Edit.

The selected custom operator group opens. The product initially displays the pages and variables without
values.

3. For each displayed field or array, add the value to use as the default.
The default values can be overridden at the environment level and at the operator level.

4. Click Save and Close.
5. Click Save.
6. When you finish configuring the operator categories and custom operator groups on the Connectors tab, select

Domain, and click Unlock.

Note:  When you delete a variable or you change the variable data type, the product does not publish the changes
to the Domain or the associated environments.

 Delete a Custom Operator Group Configuration
Administrators can use the Connectors tab in the Configuration Browser to delete the published
custom operator group from the Domain and its environments.
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Administrators can use the Connectors tab in the Configuration Browser to delete the published custom operator
group from the Domain and its environments.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab
2. Right-click the Domain and select Lock.
3. Right-click the custom operator group and select Delete.

The following warning is displayed:

If you delete the module configuration properties, content that uses them may fail at runtime. Are you
 sure you want to delete the properties?

4. Click Yes to confirm the deletion.
CA Process Automation deletes the custom operator group configuration module from the Domain. If a process
is using the custom operator group configuration module, the process fails to run.

5. Click Save.
The custom operator group configuration is deleted from the Domain and its environment.
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 Enable or Disable a Custom Operator Group
Custom operator group settings are typically configured at the Domain level. By default, custom
operator group settings for environments are Inherit from Domain.
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Custom operator group settings are typically configured at the Domain level. By default, custom operator group
settings for environments are Inherit from Domain.

Access the Connectors tab for an environment to:

• Enable one or more custom operator groups.
• Disable one or more custom operator groups.
• Override settings on one or more enabled groups.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
The Configuration Browser opens.

2. Expand the Domain node, select the target environment and click Lock.
3. Click the Connectors tab.
4. Select a custom operator group, click the Enable/Disable column, and select either Enabled or Disabled.
5. Click Save.
6. Click Unlock.

 Override Inherited Values for a Custom Operator Group
An administrator with Domain Administrator rights configures custom operator groups at the
Domain level. An administrator with Environment Configuration Administrator rights can override
inherited settings at the environment level.
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An administrator with Domain Administrator rights configures custom operator groups at the Domain level. An
administrator with Environment Configuration Administrator rights can override inherited settings at the environment
level.

Note:  You cannot override values for custom operator groups at the Orchestrator or agent level.

Custom operator group settings that have been configured at the Domain level are displayed as Inherit from
Domain. This setting is in a drop-down list, where other valid choices are Enabled and Disabled. Select Enabled to
edit the inherited settings. Select Disabled to disable custom operators in the selected group.

You can override settings that the selected environment inherits from the Domain.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Right-click the selected environment, then select Lock.
3. Click the Connectors tab.
4. Select a category, click the drop-down list for Enable/Disable, and select Enabled.
5. Right-click the category, then select Edit.

The properties of the selected category are displayed in a scrollable list.
6. Change one or more inherited settings.
7. Click Save.
8. Right-click the environment, then select Unlock.

 Administer Operator Categories and Custom Operator Groups
You can configure default settings for operators in the File Management category.
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You can configure default settings for operators in the File Management category.
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 Configure File Management
You can configure default settings for operators in the File Management category. Unless noted,
the referenced fields apply to both UNIX or Linux and Microsoft Windows operating systems.
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You can configure default settings for operators in the File Management category. Unless noted, the referenced
fields apply to both UNIX or Linux and Microsoft Windows operating systems.

Note:  To expand a field for a File Management window entry that exceeds the provided space, right-click the field
and then select Expand.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click File Management, and select Edit.
3. Complete the following steps on the File Management window:

1.1 Click Default Windows File Management Properties or Default UNIX File Management Properties as
appropriate for the operating system you are configuring.

2.1 Complete the following fields if you set the Require user credentials field to Defaults to User Specified
Below:

• User
• Password
• Confirm password

3.1 (UNIX) Define the operator system shell. For example, enter one of the following values for Shell:

• /bin/bash
• /bin/csh/
• /bin/ksh

4.1 (UNIX) Select or clear the Disable Password Check check box, depending on whether the product is to
verify the user password when it switches users.

5.1 Enter the command that compresses a file or directory in the Compression Utility field. For example:

WZZIP -P -r {0} {1}
gzip -qrf {0} 

• {0} defines the output compressed file name.
• {1} defines the name of the source file to compress.

6.1 Enter the command that extracts a compressed file or directory in the Uncompress Utility field. For
example:

WZUNZIP -d -o -yO {0}
gunzip -qrf {0}

{0} defines the name of the compressed file to extract.
4. Click Save and Close.
5. Click Save.
6. Select Domain and click Unlock.
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 Configure File Transfer
You can configure default settings for all operators in the File Transfer category. In all cases, the
values you configure can be overridden at the operator level. For more information, see .
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You can configure default settings for all operators in the File Transfer category. In all cases, the values you
configure can be overridden at the operator level. For more information, see Category Configuration and Operator
Inheritance.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click File Transfer, and select Edit.
3. On the File Transfer window, complete the Default UDP Port for Trivial FTP field (port 69 is the typical value).
4. Click Save and Close.
5. Click Save.
6. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Configure Network Utilities
You can configure the Network Utilities category of operators.
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You can configure the Network Utilities category of operators.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click File Transfer, and select Edit.
3. Right-click Network Utilities and select Edit.
4. In the Poll frequency (secs) field, specify how often a Network Utilities operator synchronously obtains the

device object identifier (SNMP OID) for an SNMP variable.
5. Click Save and Close.
6. Click Save.

The configuration process applies the module-level changes to the product configuration.
7. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Configure Process Control
You can configure the default setting for operators in the Process Control category.
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You can configure the default setting for operators in the Process Control category.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click Process Control, and select Edit.
3. On the Process Control window, complete the Time to keep completed user interactions (mins) field.
4. Click Save and Close.
5. Click Save.
6. Select Domain and click Unlock.
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 Configure Utilities
You can configure default settings for the Invoke Java operator in the Utilities category only if
the operator runs on an agent. Otherwise, this operator category requires no configuration. The
Invoke Java operator is not permitted to run on Orchestrators.
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You can configure default settings for the Invoke Java operator in the Utilities category only if the operator runs on
an agent. Otherwise, this operator category requires no configuration. The Invoke Java operator is not permitted to
run on Orchestrators.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click Utilities, and select Edit.

The Default Invoke Java Operator Properties tab opens
3. Select the Use Strict Java Mode check box to enforce typed variable declarations, method arguments, and

return types in the main method code at runtime. 
4. Click Add Parameter and define the external JAR files as appropriate. 
5. To remove a selected JAR file, select an item from the External Jars list, and then click Delete.
6. Complete the remaining fields on the Utilities window as appropriate.  
7. Click Save and Close. 
8. Click Save.
9. Select Domain and click Unlock. 

 Configure Web Services
You can configure default settings for operators in the Web Services category.
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You can configure default settings for operators in the Web Services category.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Connectors tab, right-click WebServices, and select Edit.
3. On the Web Services window, click Default Web Services Properties, and then review or update the fields as

appropriate.
4. Click Default Web Services HTTP Properties, and then review or update the fields as appropriate.
5. Click Save and Close.
6. Click Save.
7. Select Domain and click Unlock.

 Administer Orchestrators
You can install as many Orchestrators as are necessary. The first installation creates
the Domain Orchestrator. After the Domain Orchestrator is running, you can install more
Orchestrators from the Installation palette on the Configuration tab.
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You can install as many Orchestrators as are necessary. The first installation creates the Domain Orchestrator.
After the Domain Orchestrator is running, you can install more Orchestrators from the Installation palette on the
Configuration tab.

Orchestrators are the "engines" of CA Process Automation; they process the content that is designed with CA
Process Automation. All processes run on Orchestrators, which manage and run automation objects. Orchestrators
direct agents to complete required actions as part of the process.

The Domain Orchestrator maintains the configuration and status of all components in the Domain. You can upload
updates for Orchestrators or agents to the Domain Orchestrator. The Domain Orchestrator sends the updates you
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upload to all Orchestrators or agents. All Orchestrators and agents in the Domain send their status to the Domain
Orchestrator regularly.

Figure 19: The Domain Orchestrator Maintains Components

To add an Orchestrator to an environment, configure a touchpoint for the selected Orchestrator at the environment
you specify. Each Orchestrator participates in only one CA Process Automation environment. Each Orchestrator is
associated with one touchpoint. When an operator is to run on an Orchestrator touchpoint, the Target field is left
blank. A blank Target field means run the operator on the Orchestrator where the process started.
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Figure 20: An Orchestrator Touchpoint Associates the Orchestrator with an Environment

You configure host-specific settings and view physical information for an Orchestrator in the Orchestrators node.
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You configure touchpoint-specific settings for the same Orchestrator in the environment node. You can view logical
information about an Orchestrator under its environment.

Orchestrators can be clustered (with multiple nodes) for high availability and scalability or nonclustered (with
a single node). A clustered Orchestrator acts as a single Orchestrator. For example, while each nonclustered
Orchestrator has its own Runtime database, the Orchestrators in a clustered node share a Runtime database.

A process that runs on one Orchestrator can run a child process on another Orchestrator. An agent can complete
steps in a process (for example, running a script). Orchestrators and agents use a pair of ports to communicate.

With deprecated communications, the default port for Orchestrators is 7001; the default port for agents is 7003.
Port 7001 and port 7003 are both bidirectional (both ports send and receive data).

With simplified communications, agents initiate a persistent web socket connection that the agent and Orchestrator
use for communication.

When the Orchestrator requests that an agent complete a step, the agent returns the results to the Orchestrator. In
a clustered setup, an Orchestrator node sends a request to an agent. The agent sends the result to any node of the
requesting Orchestrator. One of the cluster nodes picks up the agent result from a shared queue.

 

 Configure Orchestrator Touchpoints
To view an Orchestrator touchpoint configuration, select the Orchestrator under the Environment
node. In the Environment node, you can edit only the Touchpoint Security field. To configure the
Orchestrator host settings, select the Orchestrator under the Orchestrators node.
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To view an Orchestrator touchpoint configuration, select the Orchestrator under the Environment node. In the
Environment node, you can edit only the Touchpoint Security field. To configure the Orchestrator host settings,
select the Orchestrator under the Orchestrators node.

Note:  See Configure Orchestrator Host Properties.

The Properties tab contains the only configurable field (Touchpoint Security) in the Environment node for an
Orchestrator. On the Properties tab, set Touchpoint Security to True only after you configure a Touchpoint
Security policy.

 

 Configure Orchestrator Touchpoint Properties
The Orchestrator touchpoint Properties pane provides information about the touchpoint that
is associated with the Orchestrator. You can view status information and you can change the
Touchpoint Security configuration for an Orchestrator touchpoint.
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The Orchestrator touchpoint Properties pane provides information about the touchpoint that is associated with the
Orchestrator. You can view status information and you can change the Touchpoint Security configuration for an
Orchestrator touchpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Domain and the Environment node that contains the Orchestrator touchpoint.
3. To configure an Orchestrator touchpoint, select it, then click Lock.
4. Click the Properties tab.
5. (Optional) Configure the Touchpoint Security setting. Specify whether to inherit the setting or set the value

at the Orchestrator level. When the Touchpoint Security setting is Enabled, processes use the Touchpoint
Security policies to authorize users to run operators in a process.

6. Configure the default settings for how operators process an IP address or host name in the Target field or when
referenced by a dataset.

1.1 The Match target in Host Groups only? drop-down list selection specifies the search scope for an
operator target when the Target field entry is an IP address or a host name (FQDN). The operator
execution on the target can proceed only when the target is known to CA Process Automation.

• Select Disabled to allow the broadest search.
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• Select Enabled in the Match target in Host Groups only? field and select Disabled for the Lookup
DNS when matching target in Host Groups? field for the most restricted search.

2.1 When the Lookup DNS when matching target in Host Groups? drop-down list is enabled, specify
whether to limit the search through Host Group references to the entry type.

• Select Enabled to search all host group references.
• Select Disabled to search only host group references that include an exact match to the Target field

entry.
7. Click Save.
8. Select the Orchestrator, then click Unlock.
9. View the informational properties.

 Update the Hierarchy of an Orchestrator Touchpoint
When you select an Orchestrator under Domain/Environment, the application displays the
following details that are relevant to the touchpoint that is mapped to the Orchestrator:
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When you select an Orchestrator under Domain/Environment, the application displays the following details that are
relevant to the touchpoint that is mapped to the Orchestrator:

• Enable
To enable a disabled Orchestrator touchpoint, right-click it and select Enable.

• Disable
See Disable an Orchestrator Touchpoint.

• Rename
To define a new name for the Orchestrator touchpoint, right-click it and select Rename.

• Delete
See Delete an Orchestrator Touchpoint.

• Recover Operators
See Recover Operators on the Target Orchestrator.

• Copy To
See Create a Touchpoint Group with Selected Touchpoints.

 Add a Touchpoint for an Orchestrator
When you add a standalone Orchestrator to an environment, add a touchpoint to the
environment and map it to that Orchestrator. Each Orchestrator must be associated with its own
touchpoint.
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When you add a standalone Orchestrator to an environment, add a touchpoint to the environment and map it to
that Orchestrator. Each Orchestrator must be associated with its own touchpoint.

When you add nodes to create a clustered Orchestrator, the load balancer uses the touchpoint that you defined for
the first node. The load balancer determines which node handles a request that targets the touchpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Right-click the environment in which to add a touchpoint and click Lock.
3. Expand the Orchestrators node.
4. Right-click the target Orchestrator, select Configure touchpoint at, and click the name of the environment you

locked.
5. In the Add Orchestrator Touchpoint dialog, enter a name for the new touchpoint, then and click Add.
6. Right-click the environment where you added the touchpoint and select Unlock.
7. To save changes, click Yes on the Unsaved Data dialog.

 Recover Operators on the Target Orchestrator
Manual recovery is always enabled. You can use Recover Operators regardless of the target-
level Operator Auto Recovery setting (True, False, or Inherit from Environment). Operator
recovery is appropriate when a process state is BLOCKED, RUNNING, or WAITING and an
operator in the process failed with a system error. Operator recovery resets the Operator and
then resumes the process.
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Manual recovery is always enabled. You can use Recover Operators regardless of the target-level Operator Auto
Recovery setting (True, False, or Inherit from Environment). Operator recovery is appropriate when a process
state is BLOCKED, RUNNING, or WAITING and an operator in the process failed with a system error. Operator
recovery resets the Operator and then resumes the process.

You can start Recover Operators from the Configuration tab when:

• The previously inactive Orchestrator becomes active. An active Orchestrator is displayed as green.
• The target Orchestrator is enabled.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Domain and an environment in which an Orchestrator has processes set to be recoverable.
3. Right-click the Orchestrator and select Refresh.
4. Right-click the Orchestrator and select Recover Operators.

Operator recovery begins.

 Disable an Orchestrator Touchpoint
Disable an Orchestrator touchpoint to prevent processes from running on that Orchestrator
touchpoint. Disabling an Orchestrator touchpoint does not affect the Orchestrator library. That
is, designers can select an Orchestrator with a disabled touchpoint on the Library tab and can
define automation objects.
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Disable an Orchestrator touchpoint to prevent processes from running on that Orchestrator touchpoint. Disabling an
Orchestrator touchpoint does not affect the Orchestrator library. That is, designers can select an Orchestrator with a
disabled touchpoint on the Library tab and can define automation objects.

You disable an Orchestrator touchpoint when affected external objects are unavailable. Consider the example of
processes that deal with Service Desk or with an external database. At certain times, those components are down
for maintenance. You can prevent the running of processes that interact with components that are temporarily
unavailable. When the external components become available, you enable the Orchestrator touchpoint. Then,
scheduled processes that use these external components can begin running again.

You can disable the Orchestrator touchpoint that you select on the Domain hierarchy.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Domain node. Expand the environment node with the Orchestrator touchpoint to disable.
3. Select the environment and click Lock.
4. Select the Orchestrator touchpoint and click Lock.
5. Right-click the Orchestrator touchpoint and select Disable.
6. Click Unlock.
7. Select the locked environment and click Unlock.

 Delete an Orchestrator Touchpoint
An Orchestrator touchpoint is a logical entity that associates a selected Orchestrator (or its
load balancer) with a specific environment. Deleting an Orchestrator touchpoint removes the
association but does not affect the environment or the Orchestrator. However, only a physical
Orchestrator with a touchpoint is accessible; it cannot accept operator requests or updates to its
library.
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An Orchestrator touchpoint is a logical entity that associates a selected Orchestrator (or its load balancer) with
a specific environment. Deleting an Orchestrator touchpoint removes the association but does not affect the
environment or the Orchestrator. However, only a physical Orchestrator with a touchpoint is accessible; it cannot
accept operator requests or updates to its library.

You can delete an Orchestrator touchpoint in preparation for creating a touchpoint for the Orchestrator. You can
also delete an Orchestrator touchpoint in preparation for retiring the Orchestrator.

Follow these steps:
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1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Domain node and the environment node that contain the Orchestrator to remove.
3. Right-click the Domain, then click Lock.
4. Right-click the environment that contains the Orchestrator to delete, then click Lock.
5. Right-click the Orchestrator to delete, then select Delete.
6. Click OK to confirm the deletion of the Orchestrator.
7. Right-click the environment, then click Unlock.
8. Right-click the Domain, then click Unlock.

 View Orchestrator Security Settings
Most of the Security tab settings are created during the Domain Orchestrator installation
process. You cannot change any of these settings through the UI. You can only change these
settings by reinstalling the Domain Orchestrator.
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Most of the Security tab settings are created during the Domain Orchestrator installation process. You cannot
change any of these settings through the UI. You can only change these settings by reinstalling the Domain
Orchestrator.

The Inherit check box applies only to CA EEM Cache Update Interval (in seconds). You can shorten the
update interval when you want CA Process Automation to receive changes that you make in CA CA Embedded
Entitlements Manager more quickly.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. In the Configuration Browser palette, expand Orchestrators.
3. Select an Orchestrator and view security settings on the Security tab. 
4. To update the settings:

1.1 Click Lock.
2.1 Clear the Inherit check box.
3.1 Update the EEM Cache Update Interval (in seconds) value.
4.1 Click Save.
5.1 Click Unlock.

 Configure Orchestrator Host Properties
You can configure host properties and view read-only information for a selected Orchestrator.
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You can configure host properties and view read-only information for a selected Orchestrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Orchestrators node.
3. Select the appropriate Orchestrator, then click Lock.
4. Click the Properties tab and view the read-only Orchestrator settings:

• Is Domain
• Host Name
• Orchestrator Name
• Status

5. On the Properties tab, configure the following fields:

• Operators Autorecovery
Specifies whether to automate recovery. Recovery applies to operators that fail with a SYSTEM_ERROR and
have recoverable processes in the BLOCKED, RUNNING, or WAITING state when the recovery is triggered.
Each Orchestrator in the environment automatically starts recovery when the Orchestrator reactivates and
Operators Autorecovery is active. Recovery starts the affected processes and the operators run on the
selected Orchestrator.

• Values:
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• Inherit from Environment - Use the value that is configured for this field in the Environment
properties.

• True - Automates recovery.
• False - Prevents automated recovery.

• Default: Inherit from Environment.
• Match target in Host Groups only?

Specifies the search scope for an operator target when the Target field entry is an IP address or a host name
(FQDN). The operator execution on the target can proceed only when the target is known to CA Process
Automation. Select Disabled to allow the broadest search. Select Enabled for this option and Disabled for
Lookup DNS when matching target in Host Groups? for the most restricted search.

Note:  A DNS lookup of a specified host name finds associated IP addresses; a DNS lookup of the IP
address finds associated host names.

• Values:

• Inherit from Environment - Use the value that is configured for this field in the Environment
properties.

• Enabled - The scope of the search depends on the Lookup DNS when matching target in Host
Groups field setting.
If a DNS lookup is disabled, searches: Host group reference to a remote host (exact)
If a DNS lookup is enabled, searches: Host group reference to a remote host (exact or DNS lookup
result)

• Disabled - Search the Domain components in the following order:

Unordered List bullet 5Touchpoint (exact or a DNS lookup result)
Unordered List bullet 5Orchestrator (exact or a DNS lookup result)
Unordered List bullet 5Agent (exact or a DNS lookup result)
Unordered List bullet 5Proxy touchpoint mapping to a remote host (exact or DNS lookup result)
Unordered List bullet 5Host group reference to a remote host (exact or DNS lookup result)

• • Default:Inherit from Environment.
• Lookup DNS when matching target in Host Groups?

Note:  This field is enabled when Match target in Host Groups only? is Enabled.

Specifies whether to limit the search through Host Group references to the entry type. For example:

• When the Target field entry type is an FQDN, search only host name patterns.
• When the Target field entry type is an IP address, search only subnets.
• When a DNS lookup is included, the search can also accept a host group reference to the other type, as

resolved by a DNS lookup.
• Values:

• Inherit from Environment - Use the value that is configured for this field in the Environment
properties.

• Enabled - Search all host group references. Host group references for host names are patterns
(regular expressions) that can include the specified host name. Host group references for IP
addresses are IP address subnets that are expressed in CIDR notation that can include the
specified IP address. Extend the search to all host group references and let it find either an exact
match or a match to the DNS lookup result.

• Disabled - Restrict the search to host group references that include an exact match to the Target
field entry.

• Default:Inherit from Environment.
6. Click Save, then click Unlock.

 Override the Operator Category Settings Inherited from Environment
Operator category settings are configured on the Connectors tab. The operator category
settings are displayed as Inherit from Environment when:
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Operator category settings are configured on the Connectors tab. The operator category settings are displayed as
Inherit from Environment when:
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• They were configured at the Environment level.
• They were inherited from settings that were configured at the Domain level.

An administrator with Environment Configuration Administrator rights can enable any operator category and can
override inherited settings at the Orchestrator level.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Orchestrators palette.
3. Select the Orchestrator to configure, then click Lock.
4. Click the Connectors tab.
5. Select an operator category, click Inherit from Environment, and select Enable from the drop-down list.

Note:  To disable an operator category at the Orchestrator level, select Disabled from the drop-down list.
6. To display the settings, right-click the operator category and select Edit.
7. Change one or more inherited settings.

Note:  See Configure Operator Categories.
8. Click Save and Close.
9. To apply the saved changes to the CA Process Automation configuration, click the Save toolbar button.
10. Repeat Steps 5 through 9 for each operator category to update.
11. Select the Orchestrator that you configured, then click Unlock.

 Activate Triggers for an Orchestrator
An administrator with Environment Configuration rights can manage triggers at the Orchestrator
level. You activate a selected trigger by changing its status to Inherit from Environment or by
changing its status to Enabled and overriding the displayed settings. To view the current settings
of a trigger, change the status to Enabled and select Edit. If you accept the settings, configure
the trigger to Inherit from Environment. If the settings are incomplete or inappropriate for the
Orchestrator, you can configure the fields while leaving the status Enabled.
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An administrator with Environment Configuration rights can manage triggers at the Orchestrator level. You activate
a selected trigger by changing its status to Inherit from Environment or by changing its status to Enabled and
overriding the displayed settings. To view the current settings of a trigger, change the status to Enabled and select
Edit. If you accept the settings, configure the trigger to Inherit from Environment. If the settings are incomplete or
inappropriate for the Orchestrator, you can configure the fields while leaving the status Enabled.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Orchestrators palette.
3. Right-click the selected Orchestrator, then select Lock.
4. Click the Triggers tab.

If the triggers were not configured at the Orchestrator level, their status is Disabled.
5. To examine a trigger, right-click it, then click Edit.
6. To use the configured trigger values for the selected Orchestrator, select Inherit from Environment from the

Enable/Disable drop-down list, then click Close.
7. To change or define trigger values for the selected Orchestrator:

1.1 Select Enabled from the Enable/Disable drop-down list.

Note:  See Administer the Triggers for field descriptions and other pertinent information about each of the
triggers.

2.1 If the selected trigger is the Mail trigger and the Orchestrator is not the Domain Orchestrator, click Browse
and select the default process file.
The Default Trigger Process field is populated with the correct path for the Orchestrator.

3.1 Click Close.
8. Click Save.
9. Right-click the Orchestrator, then select Unlock.
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 Configure Orchestrator Policies
The Orchestrator Policies settings specify history settings for processes that run on the
Orchestrator. They also specify the default schedule and the default process in the library. You
can configure separate policies for separate Orchestrators.
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The Orchestrator Policies settings specify history settings for processes that run on the Orchestrator. They also
specify the default schedule and the default process in the library. You can configure separate policies for separate
Orchestrators.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. From the Configuration Browser, select the Orchestrator to configure, and click Lock.
3. Click the Policies tab.
4. Select one of the following options:

• Allow the users to save an edited object as the same version at check-in.
• Automate object versioning by creating a new version at check-in.

5. If the process you defined specifies default process handlers with rules for changing lanes and handling
exceptions, navigate to that process and select it.

6. Specify the requirements for retaining instances of processes that have run.

1.1 Select the minimum number of days to save process instances that ran on a touchpoint or remote host. If
you configure one day, the process remains in the library for a minimum of 24 hours before it is archived.

2.1 Select the minimum number of failed instances of a process to retain in the history.
3.1 Select the minimum number of completed instances of the process object to retain in the history.
4.1 Select the maximum number of log messages that can be displayed when the process instance is opened

from a process watch.
7. Select the minimum number of days to store an attachment in the CA Process Automation database before

deleting it.
Users can use Web services to trigger processes. A user can directly start a process or schedule a start
request form. Users can send files as attachments in the Web services calls. When a web service call triggers
a process, users can access the files in that process. A user can use the SOAP operator to forward an
attachment to the outgoing Web services call.

8. Specify the requirements for purging process instances that ran on the selected Orchestrator and were then
archived. Alternatively, purge process instances, which were started within a specified data range, on demand.

1.1 Define a policy for purging archived data. Options include:

• Do Not Purge Archived Data
Archived process instances are retained until manually purged.

• Purge Archived Data Daily
Purge archived process instances as a scheduled task according to the settings of the following two
fields.

• Purge Data Without Archiving
The Process instances are retained as active for a configured interval. When that interval elapses, the
data is purged. No process instances are archived.

2.1 Define the time of day (in hh:mm format) at which to purge the archived instances that were retained for
the configured number of days.

3.1 Define the number of days to retain archived process instances. After an archived instance is kept for the
configured number of days, it is purged at the specified time.

4.1 To purge archived instances that were started during a specified age range from the current Orchestrator,
click the Delete Archived Instance button, select a date range, and click OK.

9. Specify whether to require authentication when a user tries to access attachments outside of CA Process
Automation. If selected, users must supply valid credentials to access attachments.

10. Specify whether to enforce run-time security. If selected, Runtime Security is enabled for processes that are
set to Enable or inherit an enabled setting.

Note:  If you select Enable Runtime Security and you select Run as Owner as the Runtime Security
option for a process, use Set Owner to establish the ownership of each affected process object. For more
information, see Building .

11. Click Save.
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12. Click Unlock.

 Configure Orchestrator Mirroring
Orchestrators mirror data and configuration information that is stored on the Domain
Orchestrator. The Mirroring Interval (Minutes) field defines how often an Orchestrator checks
the Domain Orchestrator for changes. Changes to the Domain Orchestrator are applied to the
Orchestrator on the local host.
catpa04305
Orchestrators mirror data and configuration information that is stored on the Domain Orchestrator. The Mirroring
Interval (Minutes) field defines how often an Orchestrator checks the Domain Orchestrator for changes. Changes
to the Domain Orchestrator are applied to the Orchestrator on the local host.

When you select a clustered Orchestrator, the interval you set applies to the mirroring of all active nodes in the
cluster. A cluster node can be inactive when other nodes in the cluster are updated. In this case, mirroring occurs
for the inactive node when it starts.

Note:  You can upload a JAR file to the Domain Orchestrator Orchestrator Resources folder. When you restart
the Domain Orchestrator, CA Process Automation deploys the file to it. The Domain Orchestrator mirrors (copies)
the file at the configured mirroring interval, after which you restart the other Orchestrators. When the Orchestrators
restart, the mirrored file is available for use.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. In the Configuration Browser palette, expand Orchestrators.
3. Select the Orchestrator to configure, then click Lock.
4. Click the Mirroring tab.
5. In the Mirroring Interval (Minutes) field, select the interval between the update requests from the selected

Orchestrator to the Domain Orchestrator. The product mirrors changes to the selected Orchestrator at the
specified interval.

6. Click Save.
7. In the Configuration Browser palette, select the Orchestrator that you configured, then click Unlock.

 Quarantine an Orchestrator
You can quarantine any Orchestrator except the Domain Orchestrator. Quarantining
isolates an Orchestrator. You cannot run operators on, and you cannot open the library of, a
quarantined Orchestrator. Therefore, you cannot create or save library objects on a quarantined
Orchestrator.
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You can quarantine any Orchestrator except the Domain Orchestrator. Quarantining isolates an Orchestrator. You
cannot run operators on, and you cannot open the library of, a quarantined Orchestrator. Therefore, you cannot
create or save library objects on a quarantined Orchestrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Right-click the Domain, then select Lock.
3. Right-click the environment containing the Orchestrator that you want to quarantine, then select Lock.
4. Expand the Orchestrators node.
5. Right-click the Orchestrator that you want to quarantine, then select Lock.
6. Right-click the Orchestrator, then select Quarantine.
7. Click Save.
8. Right-click the Orchestrator, then select Unlock.
9. Right-click the locked environment, then select Unlock.
10. Right-click the Domain, then select Unlock.

 Remove the Quarantine from an Orchestrator
When the necessity for a quarantine passes, remove the quarantine.
catpa04305
When the necessity for a quarantine passes, remove the quarantine.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Orchestrators palette.
3. Right-click the target quarantined Orchestrator, then select Lock.
4. Right-click the Orchestrator, then select Remove Quarantine.
5. Right-click the Orchestrator, then select Unlock.
6. On the Unsaved Data dialog, click Yes.

 Purge Archived Process Instances from an Orchestrator
You can purge on demand the process instances that ran during a specified date range.
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You can purge on demand the process instances that ran during a specified date range.

Purge archived process instances from the Runtime database of an Orchestrator when:

• You require more space; the accumulation of archived instances can cause performance to degrade.
• You set the Orchestrator policy to turn off automatic purging.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab and expand the Orchestrators node in the Configuration Browser.
The expanded node displays all the Orchestrators in the Domain.

2. Right-click the Orchestrator that contains the archived process instances to purge, then select Lock.
3. Click the Policies tab.
4. Click Delete Archived Instance at the bottom of the pane.
5. In the Delete Archive Instance dialog, define the date range in which to purge archived instances:

1.1 Click the From date calendar button and select Today or a date that precedes the current day.
2.1 Click the To date calendar button and select Today or a date that is after the current day.
3.1 Click OK.

6. Click Yes on the confirmation message.
The purge process deletes all archived instances that ran during the specified date range.

7. Right-click the Orchestrator, then select Unlock.

 Administer the Reporting Database
If you do not routinely purge the Reporting database, this database continues to grow.
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If you do not routinely purge the CA Process Automation Reporting database, this database continues to grow.

Warning:  When CA Process Automation attempts to add data to a full Reporting database, that data is lost.
If the Reporting database is not isolated from other CA Process Automation databases, a full database can
cause CA Process Automation to stop working. If other applications share the Reporting database server
space, the outage could extend beyond CA Process Automation.

If you require reporting data to be retained for compliance with regulations, back up the reporting data and move
your backup to a secure location. Then, purge the reporting database. Purging the database prevents the loss of
data that is caused by attempting to add data to a full database.

Administrators can purge reporting data on demand or on a configured schedule.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. From the Configuration Browser, select the Domain, and click Lock.
3. Click the Properties tab.
4. Specify the requirements for purging reporting data that was generated on Orchestrators in this Domain.

1.1 Specify whether to purge reporting data daily, and if so, specify the time of day to start the purge. For
example, to start the purge at 6:30 PM, specify the military time equivalent, 18:30.

2.1 If you specified a purge schedule, indicate the number of days to retain reporting data before it is purged.
For example, an entry of 14 specifies to purge all reporting data that is more than two weeks old.

5. Alternatively, purge reporting data on demand where you specify the date range for when the reports were
generated.
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Click the Delete Reporting Data button and specify a date range for the reporting data to delete.
6. Click Save.
7. Click Unlock.

 Administer Security
Securing CA Process Automation means preventing unauthorized users from logging in and
limiting the use of functionality that is based on the role of the logged-on user.
catpa04305
Securing CA Process Automation means preventing unauthorized users from logging in and limiting the use of
functionality that is based on the role of the logged-on user.

 Secure the Product
Securing means preventing unauthorized users from logging in and limiting the use of
functionality that is based on the role of the logged-on user. Securing the application includes
the following mechanisms:
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Securing CA Process Automation means preventing unauthorized users from logging in and limiting the use
of functionality that is based on the role of the logged-on user. Securing the application includes the following
mechanisms:

•  Authentication
 
CA Process Automation uses CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) to authenticate users at login. CA
EEM compares the credentials users enter at login with user name and password combinations in User
Accounts. The user can log in only if CA EEM finds a match.
 
Administrators can help protect CA Process Automation from an unauthorized login by requiring users to
change passwords periodically and by suspending or disabling default accounts. 

Note:  For more information, see:

•  Use CA EEM to Change Your CA Process Automation - Source Password 
•  Suspend or Disable a User Account 

•  Authorization and role-based security 
CA Process Automation uses CA EEM to authorize logged-in users. CA EEM lets users complete tasks only
on those user interface areas for which they are authorized. Authorization for the PAMAdmins, Designers, and
Production Users groups is set by default. Users added to these groups inherit the authorization.
Administrators can define role-based security so that users who belong to different groups access only the
areas that are necessary for their role. Administrators can also use CA EEM policies to assign trusted users
to activities for which misuse can cause the greatest damage. This aspect of access control is a separate
consideration from the group role to which specific users are assigned.

 Suspend or Disable a User Account
You can suspend or disable a user account when:
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You can suspend or disable a user account when:

• The user no longer requires access to CA Process Automation but the user record must be retained for auditing.
• It is necessary to temporarily or permanently prevent the specified user from accessing CA Process Automation.
• The predefined credentials made available at installation now represent an internal security threat. Because the

pamadmin and pamuser credentials are documented, the best practice is to make them unavailable after they
have served their purpose.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Embedded Entitlements Manager.
2. Click Manage Identities.
3. Under Search Users, select Application User Details and click Go.
4. Click the name of the target user.
5. Scroll to the Authentication area and complete one of the following actions:
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• Click Suspended.
• Click Disable Date, select the date on which to disable the user account, and click OK.

6. Click Save.

Note:  You can reverse the suspension or you can enable a disabled account. You can also use the disable/enable
feature to defer the availability of a new account to a specified time.

 Authentication Types
EEM (CA EEM) authenticates and authorizes all users who browse to . CA EEM can
authenticate users in either of the following ways:
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CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) authenticates and authorizes all users who browse to CA Process
Automation. CA EEM can authenticate users in either of the following ways:

• Use the credentials that users enter in a form-based login dialog.
• Use the NTLM protocol, if NTLM pass-through authentication is configured. This feature is often selected when

CA EEM is configured to use Microsoft Active Directory as an external directory. The user credentials are
automatically loaded to CA EEM for this configuration.

When a user browses to CA Process Automation, the Orchestrator determines the type of authentication to use:

• Form-based
The CA Process Automation login page opens. The user enters credentials and login processing starts.

• NTLM
The NTLM protocol authenticates the user to the CA EEM server and the CA Process Automation Home page
opens.

 Secure Data Transfer Between the Product and CA EEM
 uses encryption to secure stored and transmitted data. If the EEM FIPS mode is set
to on,  secures stored and transmitted data with FIPS-140-2 validated cryptographic modules.
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CA Process Automation uses encryption to secure stored and transmitted data. If the CA Embedded Entitlements
Manager FIPS mode is set to on, CA Process Automation secures stored and transmitted data with FIPS-140-2
validated cryptographic modules.

 Secure Data Transfer Between the Product and JVMs
When  components are installed on Java virtual machines, JVMs such as Java 6 allow Medium
and Weak ciphers in communications with agents. To secure these communications, add strong
cipher values to the Oasis.Config properties file in the following directory:
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When CA Process Automation components are installed on Java virtual machines, JVMs such as Java 6 allow
Medium and Weak ciphers in communications with agents. To secure these communications, add strong cipher
values to the Oasis.Config properties file in the following directory:

install_dir\server/c2o\config\

The following properties relate to ciphers used in SSL communication:

•  jboss.ssl.ciphers
 
Defines a comma-separated list of ciphers for SSL communication between the Domain Orchestrator and clients
such as browsers and Web services. The cipher list can vary by the operating environment and the JVM on the
host. The following example shows a typical specification of strong JBoss ciphers:

jboss.ssl.ciphers=SSL_DHE_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA,SSL_DHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA,SSL_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA,TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA,TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA,TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA,TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA,TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA,TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA 
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•  jetty.ssl.ciphers
 
Defines a comma-separated list of ciphers for SSL communication with agents. CA Process Automation adds
this property to agents during silent installation. The following example shows a typical specification of Jetty
ciphers:

jetty.ssl.ciphers=SSL_DHE_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA,SSL_DHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA,SSL_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA

 Administer Touchpoints
Touchpoints map symbolic names to Orchestrators and agents. Touchpoints identify the
Orchestrator or agent in an environment. A layer between and the network topology allows
operators to be configured without explicitly specifying host information.
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Touchpoints map symbolic names to Orchestrators and agents. Touchpoints identify the Orchestrator or agent in
an environment. A layer between CA Process Automation and the network topology allows CA Process Automation
operators to be configured without explicitly specifying host information.

The category configuration for an operator specifies the touchpoint on which to run the operator. A user configuring
a CA Process Automation operator selects a name from a list of touchpoints that are configured to run the
operators in the same category as the referenced operator. This redirection allows you to substitute hosts at run
time. Redirection also allows you to define multiple CA Process Automation environments in which the same
touchpoints are mapped to different real hosts.

 

 Touchpoint Implementation Strategy
A touchpoint is an environment-specific logical representation of one or more managed
resources. Manage User Resources enables you to manage a repository of third-party
resources (jars) which are deployed on either an Agent or an Orchestrator. To run an operator
on a specific agent or a failover of that agent, specify the target as the touchpoint that is
mapped to them.
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A touchpoint is an environment-specific logical representation of one or more managed resources. Manage User
Resources enables you to manage a repository of third-party resources (jars) which are deployed on either an
Agent or an Orchestrator. To run an operator on a specific agent or a failover of that agent, specify the target as the
touchpoint that is mapped to them.

Content Administrators create touchpoints for process targets in the design environment after completing the
process plans but before the design process starts.

Content Designers:

• Create the process, where operators target the touchpoints that a Content Administrator created.
• Test the process and then package it for transitioning to the production environment.

Before transitioning the process, the Content Designer creates similar touchpoints that associate production agents
with the production environment. That is, the designer creates the same touchpoint names or proxy touchpoint
names in the production environment as were used in the design environment. Creating the touchpoints lets the
operators in the transitioned process continue to use the same touchpoints as operator targets.

Consider the following process:

1. Get a test version of the external system or activity that you plan to target.
Examples of external entities include a Service Desk application, a production database, or a backup system.

2. Install an agent on the host with the test version of the entity that you plan to target.
If this approach is not possible, create an SSH connection from an agent host to the host with the target, then
create a proxy touchpoint.

3. Map a touchpoint (or proxy touchpoint) to the agent in the design environment that runs the test copy of the
targeted external system.

4. Designers run and test the process, where operators in the process target the touchpoint for testing.
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5. During the transitioning of a process to the production environment, complete the following procedure for each
target that is an agent touchpoint:

1.1 Identify one or more hosts that are running the target application, database, or system.
2.1 Install an agent on each identified host.
3.1 Create a touchpoint that associates each agent that is a potential target with the production environment.

Name the touchpoint with the same name as was used in the design environment.
6. During the transitioning of a process, complete the following procedure for each target that is a proxy touchpoint:

1.1 Identity the remote host that is running the target application, database, or system.
2.1 Install an agent on an available host.
3.1 Create an SSH connection from the agent host to the remote host.
4.1 Create a proxy touchpoint that associates the agent host with the production environment. Name the proxy

touchpoint with the same name as the proxy touchpoint in the design environment.

 Set up Touchpoints for Design and Production
An operator that targets a touchpoint can run in both the design environment and in the
production environment with no changes to the operator Target field. To make this possible, you
define the same touchpoint name in each environment.
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An operator that targets a touchpoint can run in both the design environment and in the production environment
with no changes to the operator Target field. To make this possible, you define the same touchpoint name in each
environment.

You can set up touchpoints for design and production as you finish these prerequisites:

• Install agents on hosts that the process is to target in the design environment.
• Install agents on hosts that the process is to target in the production environment.

Figure 21: Set Up Touchpoints for Design and Production

Follow these steps:
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1. Add a touchpoint in the design environment
2. Configure properties for the design touchpoint
3. Add a production touchpoint with the same name
4. Configure how operators select the target agent
5. Configure properties for the production touchpoint

 Add a Touchpoint in the Design Environment
A touchpoint associates an agent with an environment. You add a touchpoint and associate it
with an agent that is installed on a host that you want to target during design and testing.
catpa04305
HID_Add_a_Touchpoint_in_the_Design_Environment
A touchpoint associates an agent with an environment. You add a touchpoint and associate it with an agent that is
installed on a host that you want to target during design and testing.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. On the Configuration Browser, expand Domain.
3. Select the environment that you use for design, then click Lock.
4. Right-click the environment, then click Add Touchpoint.
5. In the Touchpoint Name field on the Add Touchpoint: environment dialog, enter a name for the new

touchpoint.
6. Select the agent that is installed on the host that you want to target with this touchpoint.
7. Click Add, then click Save in the menu bar.
8. Right-click the environment and select Unlock.
9. View the touchpoint that you added in the All Touchpoints node for the design environment. View the additional

row in the Touchpoint Data tab.

 Configure Properties for the Design Touchpoint
You configure properties for a touchpoint based on the environment. For touchpoints associated
with a design environment, you have the option of recovering operators manually. This setting
provides you with the better opportunity for troubleshooting. Touchpoint Security typically targets
mission critical hosts and is typically not applicable to any agent host used during design.
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You configure properties for a touchpoint based on the environment. For touchpoints associated with a design
environment, you have the option of recovering operators manually. This setting provides you with the better
opportunity for troubleshooting. Touchpoint Security typically targets mission critical hosts and is typically not
applicable to any agent host used during design.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Right-click the environment with the touchpoints to configure, and then select Lock.
3. Expand the environment, and then expand All Touchpoints.
4. Select the touchpoint to configure, and then click the Properties tab.
5. Set the Autorecovery of Operators property to allow you to recover operators manually. This setting gives you

optimal control over recovering operators when required.
6. If an active Touchpoint Security policy protects this touchpoint, enable the Touchpoint Security property.

Enabling the property enforces the applicable policy that specifies the users that are allowed to run operators on
the current target.

7. Click Save.
8. Right-click the environment, and then select Unlock.

 Add a Production Touchpoint with the Same Name
When a content designer enters a touchpoint name in an operator Target field, the operator runs
on the agent that is associated with the touchpoint in the design environment.
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When a content designer enters a touchpoint name in an operator Target field, the operator runs on the agent that
is associated with the touchpoint in the design environment.
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A touchpoint name must be unique in an environment. Two environments can have different touchpoints with the
same name. The following scenario is valid, where two distinct touchpoints are named TP-125:

• TP-125 associated with agent-1 and the design environment
• TP-125 associated with agent-2 and the production environment

Agents are not environment-specific. You can associate two touchpoints, with the same name in different
environments, with the same agent.

When a process is transitioned to another environment, each operator must run on an agent that is used in the
import environment. To prepare to use an imported process, complete the following prerequisites:

1. Identify each touchpoint that an operator in a process that runs in the design environment targets. The process
can be in the planning stage or ready for export.

2. For each identified touchpoint, identify two appropriate agents that are used in the production environment on
which the operator can run. Associating two agents instead of one is recommended for high availability.

3. In the production environment, create a touchpoint with the same name as the identified touchpoint. As in the
following procedure, associate the touchpoint with the appropriate agents used in the production environment:

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. In the Configuration Browser palette, right-click the production environment and select Lock.
3. Right-click the production environment, then select Add Touchpoint.
4. In the Touchpoint Name field on the Add Touchpoint: productionEvironment dialog, enter the same touchpoint

name as was used in the design environment.
5. Select the two previously identified agents that can be targeted with this touchpoint.
6. Click Add, then click Save in the menu bar.
7. Right-click the environment and select Unlock.
8. View the touchpoint that you added in the All Touchpoints node for the design environment. View the additional

row in the Touchpoint Data tab.

Note:  If you associated multiple agents with the touchpoint in the target environment, configure how operators
select the target agent.

 Configure How Operators Select the Target Agent
You can associate multiple agents with the same touchpoint. When an operator targets such
a touchpoint, the operator can either select a specific agent or select an agent randomly. By
default, the operator selects the first agent that you associated with the touchpoint.
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You can associate multiple agents with the same touchpoint. When an operator targets such a touchpoint, the
operator can either select a specific agent or select an agent randomly. By default, the operator selects the first
agent that you associated with the touchpoint.

• To configure operators to select a specific agent, assign that agent priority 1. Assign priority 2 to the backup
agent.

• To configure operators to select an agent randomly, assign priority 1 to all agents.

To configure how operators select the target host, assign priorities to the associated agents:

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Domain, select the environment to configure, and select Lock.
3. Expand the environment.
4. Under All Touchpoints, click the agent touchpoint to configure.

The Agents tab displays the list of agents that are mapped to the selected touchpoint. Each agent is listed with
a priority number that reflects the order in which it was added.

5. Examine the displayed priority settings and complete one of the following actions:

• For load balancing, assign the same number (for example, 1) to each agent that can potentially be the active
agent.

• For backup, assign 1 to the agent to target with the touchpoint. Assign 2 to the backup agent that takes over
if the higher priority agent becomes inactive.
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• For both, assign 1 to agents that are to participate in load balancing and a higher number to agents that are
to serve as backups.

6. Click Save.
7. Select the environment, then click Unlock.

 Configure Properties for the Production Touchpoint
You can configure properties for a touchpoint that is based on the associated environment. In a
production environment, enabling Operators Autorecovery reduces the time that is required to
restore a process run when an operator with recoverable processes fails. Touchpoint Security
applies only to high-valued hosts in the production environment. Therefore, base this property
setting on whether you have a Touchpoint Security policy that protects the agents that are
associated with this touchpoint.
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You can configure properties for a touchpoint that is based on the associated environment. In a production
environment, enabling Operators Autorecovery reduces the time that is required to restore a process run when
an operator with recoverable processes fails. Touchpoint Security applies only to high-valued hosts in the
production environment. Therefore, base this property setting on whether you have a Touchpoint Security policy
that protects the agents that are associated with this touchpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Right-click the environment with the touchpoints to configure, then select Lock.
3. Expand the environment, then expand All Touchpoints.
4. Select the touchpoint to configure, then click the Properties tab.
5. Set the Operators Auto Recovery property to recover operators automatically.

This setting reduces the impact of network problems on production users.
6. If a Touchpoint Security policy defines the production agents that are associated with the touchpoint, enable the

Touchpoint Security property.
Enabling the property enforces the applicable policy that specifies which users can run operators on these
agents.

7. Click Save.
8. Right-click the environment, then select Unlock.

 Add One or More Touchpoints
You can add one or more touchpoints at a time.
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You can add one or more touchpoints at a time.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand Domain on the Configuration Browser.
3. Right-click the environment to configure, then select Lock.
4. Right-click the environment, then select Add Touchpoint.
5. In the Touchpoint Name field on the Add Touchpoint: environment dialog, enter a name for the new

touchpoint.
6. From the drop-down list, select an Orchestrator, an agent, or multiple agents to associate with the touchpoint.
7. Click Add, click Save in the menu bar, then right-click the environment and select Unlock.
8. View the added touchpoints in the All Touchpoints node for the selected environment. View the additional row

in the Touchpoint Data tab.

 Add One or More Agents to a Touchpoint
You can add one or more agents to an existing touchpoint. CA Technologies recommends
that you add multiple agents to each touchpoint that you associate with your production
environment. If one agent is unavailable, an operator that targets the touchpoint can run on
another associated agent.
catpa04305
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You can add one or more agents to an existing touchpoint. CA Technologies recommends that you add multiple
agents to each touchpoint that you associate with your production environment. If one agent is unavailable, an
operator that targets the touchpoint can run on another associated agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Domain node in the Configuration Browser palette, select an environment, and select Lock.
3. If no touchpoint exists, create one:

1.1 Expand the Agents node.
2.1 Identify an agent that runs in the locked environment. Right-click the agent, select Configure Touchpoint

At, and select the locked environment.
3.1 On the Add Agent Touchpoint dialog, enter the name of the touchpoint and click OK.

4. To add one or more agents to a touchpoint:

1.1 Expand All Touchpoints for the selected environment, select the target touchpoint, and click Add.
2.1 Select one or more active agents that run in the locked environment, then click Add.

Note:  Active agents are displayed in green.

The agents to associate with the selected touchpoint appear on the list in the Agents tab.
3.1 Click Save.

The selected touchpoint is associated with the additional agents.
5. Right-click the locked environment, then select Unlock.
6. To save changes, click Yes on the verification message.

Note:  If you associated multiple agents with the touchpoint in the target environment, Configure How Operators
Select the Target Agent.

 Add Touchpoints for Agents in Bulk
To add touchpoints to new agents in bulk, specify patterns for agent host names or IP
addresses. Every agent with a host name or IP address that matches a specified pattern
is automatically configured with a touchpoint. The touchpoint name is the same as the
agent display name.
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HID_Add_Touchpoints_for_Agents_in_Bulk
To add touchpoints to new agents in bulk, specify patterns for agent host names or IP addresses. Every agent
with a host name or IP address that matches a specified pattern is automatically configured with a touchpoint. The
touchpoint name is the same as the agent display name.

An auto-admit pattern is:

• A host name pattern that is expressed as a regular expression.
• An IP address subnet that is expressed in CIDR notation.

You can configure different auto-admit patterns for each environment, or you can configure the same or overlapping
auto-admit patterns across environments. Touchpoints are environment-specific. Agents are not environment-
specific.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. In the Configuration Browser, expand Domain. 
3. Right-click the environment to configure, then select Lock.
4. Click the Auto-Admit tab. 
5. Complete the following steps for each IP address pattern, then use the up and down arrows to order the search

list.

1.1 In the IP Address Patterns area, click Add.
2.1 Enter an IPv4 subnet using CIDR notation.

Note:  CA Process Automation uses CIDR pattern matching for auto-admit requirements. For example, the
CIDR pattern 155.32.45.0/24 matches IP addresses in the range 155.32.45.0 through 155.32.45.255.  

6. Complete the following steps for each host name pattern, then use the up and down arrows to order the search
list.
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1.1 In the Host Name Patterns area, click Add.
2.1 Enter a host name pattern.

Note:  The Orchestrator or agent host name is compared to the regular expressions specified. For
example, if the specified pattern is ca\.com$, then CA Process Automation adds all Orchestrators or agents
with host names that end with ca.com.  

7. Right-click the environment, then select Unlock.
8. Repeat Steps 3 through 7 for each environment.

The Domain searches for a new Orchestrator and new agents with IP addresses or host names that match the
auto-admit patterns for one or more environments.

Note:  When the Domain discovers such new agents, it creates a touchpoint for each match and it automatically
adds the touchpoint to each environment. The name of the touchpoint is the display name of the agent. When
the Domain discovers such an Orchestrator, it creates one touchpoint for the Orchestrator and it adds the
touchpoint to the first matching environment. An Orchestrator has only one touchpoint.

 Associate a Touchpoint with a Different Agent
You can replace the agent association for a specified touchpoint.
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You can replace the agent association for a specified touchpoint.

For example, associate an existing touchpoint with a different agent when:

• A process regularly runs on a host that is scheduled for removal from the network.
The touchpoint is associated with only one agent and that agent is installed on a host that is scheduled for
decommission. If a touchpoint is associated with multiple agents, no action is required.

• A process that ran in one data center now must run in a different data center.
The process references a touchpoint that must be associated with an agent installed on a host in the new data
center.  

Changing the agent association for a selected touchpoint involves deleting the current agent association and
then adding a new agent association. To run a tested process on multiple hosts, associate the same referenced
touchpoint with the agent that runs on each target host.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the tree to display All Touchpoints and select the target touchpoint.

The Agents tab in the main pane lists the agent or agents that are associated with the selected touchpoint. 
3. Select the agent with which to break the association, then click Delete. 
4. On the delete confirmation, click OK.

CA Process Automation removes the agent touchpoint from the list. 
5. Click Add.

The Add agent reference to: touchpointName dialog opens with a list of all agents. The active agents are
displayed in green. 

6. Select one or more active agents, then click Add.
The new agent to associate with the selected touchpoint appears on the list in the Agents tab.

7. Click Save.
The selected touchpoint is associated with a different agent.

 Delete a Touchpoint
Follow these steps:
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand Domain, then expand the environment that contains the touchpoint.
3. Right-click the environment that contains the touchpoint, then click Lock.
4. Expand All Touchpoints, then select the touchpoint to delete.

The Agents tab opens, listing the agents that are associated with the touchpoint.
5. Select all agents that are associated with the touchpoint, then click Delete.

A confirmation message opens.
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6. Click Yes.
CA Process Automation removes the touchpoint from the All Touchpoints list and from the Touchpoint
Data tab.

7. Select Domain, then click Unlock.

 Remove Unused Empty Touchpoints in Bulk
Bulk agent removal can create multiple empty touchpoints. If these touchpoints are used in
active processes, reassign them to other agents.
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Bulk agent removal can create multiple empty touchpoints. If these touchpoints are used in active processes,
reassign them to other agents.

• To remove selected touchpoints across environments, initiate the removal from the Domain shortcut menu.
Content Administrator and Domain Administrator rights are required.

• To remove selected touchpoints from an environment, initiate the removal from the Environment shortcut
menu.
Content Administrator rights for the selected environment are required to remove the touchpoints.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Right-click the Domain or target environment, then select Lock.
3. Right-click the Domain or target environment, then select Bulk Touchpoint Removal.
4. On the Bulk Touchpoint Removal dialog, click Search or enter a touchpoint name search expression and then

click Search.
The returned list includes only the names and states of empty touchpoints that match your search criteria. If you
initiated the removal at the Domain level, the environment for each touchpoint is also shown.

5. Select the touchpoints to delete from the displayed list of touchpoints that are not mapped to agents, then click
Delete.
A message indicates the number of touchpoints that are targeted for deletion.

6. Evaluate the message.

• If the number displayed is correct, click Continue to remove the touchpoints.
• If the number is incorrect, click Cancel and repeat Steps 4 and 5.

 Rename a Touchpoint
Renaming a touchpoint has prerequisites only when the Run Program operator or the Run
Script operator runs on the touchpoint.
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Renaming a touchpoint has prerequisites only when the Run Program operator or the Run Script operator runs on
the touchpoint.

Warning:  The Run Program operator and the Run Script operator in the Command Execution category
reference touchpoints directly by name. Therefore, update references to the touchpoint in the Run Program
operator and the Run Script operator before you rename the touchpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab and expand Domain in the Configuration Browser palette.
2. Select the appropriate environment, and click Lock.
3. Expand All Touchpoints.
4. Right-click the appropriate touchpoint, then click Rename.
5. Enter the new touchpoint name.

Note:  The unsaved data icon to the left of your entry reminds you to save the changes. Click Save now or wait
for the prompt.

6. Select the environment that you locked, then click Unlock.
The Unsaved Data message opens.

7. To save the changes, click Yes.
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 Touchpoint Groups
When a specific operator must target multiple touchpoints simultaneously, administrators create
a touchpoint group as an operator target. For example:
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When a specific operator must target multiple touchpoints simultaneously, administrators create a touchpoint group
as an operator target. For example:

Figure 22: Create and Target a Touchpoint Group

When administrators transition a touchpoint group target to the production environment, they create a touchpoint
group in the production environment. The touchpoint name duplicates the name that was used in the design
environment. Administrators associate the production agents and Orchestrators with the touchpoint group. When
testing the process, administrators verify that the operators targeting a touchpoint group run on each Orchestrator
and agent that a touchpoint in that group represents. For example:
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Figure 23: Transition a Touchpoint Group Target to Production

 

 Manage Touchpoint Groups
Every touchpoint is a member of the default group All Touchpoints. You can create named
groups to organize touchpoints functionally or logically.
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Every touchpoint is a member of the default group All Touchpoints. You can create named groups to organize
touchpoints functionally or logically.

Logically, touchpoint groups let you organize related touchpoints and browse more easily among touchpoints in an
environment.

Functionally, touchpoint groups let commands and operators affect all touchpoints in the group:

• The Reload command that runs on a touchpoint group updates the touchpoint list for all touchpoints in the
group.

• The Refresh command that runs on a touchpoint group updates property settings for all touchpoints in the
group.

• An operator that is configured to run on a group at run time runs on every touchpoint in the group.

A touchpoint group is active if at least one touchpoint in the group is active. A touchpoint group is inactive if all
touchpoints in the group are inactive. If all the touchpoints in a group are active, the touchpoint group icon is green.
If some touchpoints are active, the touchpoint group icon is yellow. If all the touchpoints in a group are inactive, the
touchpoint group icon is red.

A user must have Environment Administrator permissions to create a touchpoint group in an environment.

 Create a Touchpoint Group with Selected Touchpoints
Create a touchpoint group that can serve as an operator target when a specific operator must
target multiple touchpoints simultaneously. You add a touchpoint group at the environment level.
Select each touchpoint for the group from the Domain hierarchy. You can select an Orchestrator
touchpoint or an agent touchpoint, then use the Copy To option to copy the selected touchpoint
to a touchpoint group.
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Create a touchpoint group that can serve as an operator target when a specific operator must target multiple
touchpoints simultaneously. You add a touchpoint group at the environment level. Select each touchpoint for the
group from the Domain hierarchy. You can select an Orchestrator touchpoint or an agent touchpoint, then use the
Copy To option to copy the selected touchpoint to a touchpoint group.

Follow these steps:
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1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Domain, select the environment to configure, and click Lock.
3. Create a touchpoint group:

1.1 Right-click an environment, then select Add New Group.
2.1 On the Add Touchpoint Group dialog, enter a name for the touchpoint group and click OK.

For example, if you set the name to TPG1, the new group name is displayed in the selected environment
below All Host Groups.

3.1 Click Save.

Note:  You cannot add an Orchestrator to an unsaved touchpoint group.
4. Copy Orchestrator touchpoints and agent touchpoints to the touchpoint group. For example:

1.1 Right-click an Orchestrator, then select Copy To, group_name.
The selected Orchestrator appears in the hierarchy under the selected touchpoint group name.

2.1 Click Save.
3.1 Right-click another Orchestrator, select Copy To, then select the same group_name.
4.1 Click Save.
5.1 Expand All Touchpoints, right-click an agent touchpoint, select Copy To, and select the same

group_name.

For example, the TPG1 touchpoint group in the following graphic displays the contents of two Orchestrator
touchpoints and one agent touchpoint:

5. Select the environment, then select Unlock.
6. To save changes, click Yes on the Unsaved Data dialog.

 Delete a Touchpoint from a Touchpoint Group
Deleting a touchpoint from a touchpoint group only removes the touchpoint from that group.
Deleting a touchpoint from the All Touchpoints group removes the touchpoint from the
environment and from any touchpoint groups to which it was added. Content Administrators can
delete a touchpoint from a touchpoint group.
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Deleting a touchpoint from a touchpoint group only removes the touchpoint from that group. Deleting a touchpoint
from the All Touchpoints group removes the touchpoint from the environment and from any touchpoint groups to
which it was added. Content Administrators can delete a touchpoint from a touchpoint group.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
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2. Expand the Domain, select the environment to configure, then click Lock.
3. Expand the touchpoint group to configure.
4. Select the touchpoint to remove from the group and click Delete.
5. Select the environment, then click Unlock.
6. To save the changes, click Yes on the Unsaved Data dialog.

 Delete a Touchpoint Group
Content Administrators can delete a user-created touchpoint group and all of its touchpoints
from an environment. This procedure does not delete the touchpoint from any other group in the
environment. You cannot delete the All Touchpoints group.
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Content Administrators can delete a user-created touchpoint group and all of its touchpoints from an environment.
This procedure does not delete the touchpoint from any other group in the environment. You cannot delete the All
Touchpoints group.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Domain, select the environment to configure, then click Lock.
3. Right-click the touchpoint group to remove from the environment and select Delete.
4. Select the environment, then click Unlock.
5. To save the changes, click Yes on the Unsaved Data dialog.

 Example: Touchpoints Added to Environments Based on Agent Auto-admit Patterns
In this example, overlapping auto-admit patterns are defined for two environments. Two agents
are installed, where:
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In this example, overlapping auto-admit patterns are defined for two environments. Two agents are installed,
where:

• The IP address of one agent matches the auto-admit pattern in one environment
• The IP address of the other agent matches the auto-admit patterns in both environments.

The result is that three touchpoints are automatically added.

• Environment1 has an auto-admit pattern of 155.32.45.0/24 (155.32.45.0 - 155.32.45.255)
• Environment2 has an auto-admit pattern of 155.32.45.32/27 (155.32.45.32 - 155.32.45.63)
• CA Process Automation installs new agents with the following addresses:

• 155.32.45.5 with the display name  host1.mycompany.com
• 155.32.45.50 with the display name  host2.mycompany.com

Based on the auto-admit patterns, CA Process Automation adds the following touchpoints:

• Touchpoint name: host1.mycompany.com in Environment1
• Touchpoint name: host2.mycompany.com in Environment1
• Touchpoint name: host2.mycompany.com in Environment2

 Administer Proxy Touchpoints
When an operator targets a proxy touchpoint, the operator executes on the remote host to
which the proxy touchpoint host has an SSH connection. No agent software is installed on the
remote host. Operators can execute on any device running the Windows or UNIX operating
system. A proxy touchpoint does sacrifice some performance, but it is useful when the agent
software cannot be installed on a target host.
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When an operator targets a proxy touchpoint, the operator executes on the remote host to which the proxy
touchpoint host has an SSH connection. No agent software is installed on the remote host. Operators can
execute on any device running the Windows or UNIX operating system. A proxy touchpoint does sacrifice some
performance, but it is useful when the agent software cannot be installed on a target host.

http://host1.mycompany.com
http://host2.mycompany.com
http://host1.mycompany.com
http://host2.mycompany.com
http://host2.mycompany.com
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To use a proxy touchpoint, you configure a CA Process Automation touchpoint to point to a remote target and
create an SSH user on the target computer.

 

 Proxy Touchpoint Prerequisites
Proxy touchpoints can be created by configuring an existing touchpoint to run as a proxy
touchpoint for a remote computer or other device. A touchpoint can be configured as a proxy
touchpoint for a host with either a UNIX or a Windows operating environment. Proxy touchpoints
use SSH to execute actions on target computers.
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Proxy touchpoints can be created by configuring an existing touchpoint to run as a proxy touchpoint for a remote
computer or other device. A touchpoint can be configured as a proxy touchpoint for a host with either a UNIX or a
Windows operating environment. Proxy touchpoints use SSH to execute actions on target computers.

Proxy touchpoint usage prerequisites follow:

• Java Virtual Machine (JVM) version 1.7.x or later is required on the host with the touchpoint to be configured as
a proxy touchpoint.

• When the target for a proxy touchpoint is a UNIX computer, the Korn shell (ksh) must be installed on the target
computer. If missing from the target, either install the Korn shell or link it to from the Bash shell.

• An SSH user account must be specified on the remote computer targeted by a proxy touchpoint.
• (Optional) To use public key authentication, a trust relationship must be created from the proxy touchpoint host

to the target remote computer.

Warning:  If you complete this step, adhere to the guidelines documented in Product-Specific
Requirements for SSH Connectivity.

• In CA Process Automation, the proxy touchpoint must be configured with authentication information and other
specifications for the remote host.

 Product-Specific Requirements for SSH Connectivity
SSH connectivity can be achieved by creating an SSH user account on each target host. If you
create the optional trust relationship between an agent host and a remote host, certain -specific
configuration requirements apply.
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SSH connectivity can be achieved by creating an SSH user account on each target host. If you create the optional
trust relationship between an agent host and a remote host, certain CA Process Automation-specific configuration
requirements apply.

When a request to a remote host is processed, the following properties are read:

• Remote User Name.
• Remote Password.
• SSH Keys Path, if configured.

CA Process Automation attempts an SSH connection from the agent host to the remote host specified in the
request. The first access attempt is made with the configured credentials of the user account. If this attempt fails,
a second attempt is made using key-based authentication. To use SSH public key authentication with CA Process
Automation, the name of the private key file must match the name on the user account. If a passphrase is specified
when creating the keys, the passphrase must match the password on the user account. Thus, the following two
fields serve double duty.

• Remote User Name
Is the user name for the user account that is used when authentication is based on SSH credentials.
Is also the name of the key file that stores the SSH private key at the path configured as SSH Keys Path, when
configured.

• Remote Password
Is the password for the user account that is used when SSH credentials are used for authentication.
Is also the passphrase that is used when the SSH public key is used for authentication.

Follow these guidelines when creating a trust relationship from the local host to the remote host:
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• Enter the Remote User Name for user_name when you enter the following command:

ssh-keygen -t dsa -b 1024 -f user_name

• Enter the Remote Password as the passphrase.

 Create the SSH User Account on the Remote Host of the Proxy Touchpoint
The proxy touchpoint configuration specifies the Remote User Name and Remote Password
of the SSH user account used to access the remote host. The SSH user account must have
administrator-level permissions required to run Operators on the target computer. Consider
defining the same user account for all similarly configured computers that are accessed as
remote hosts. For example, add the account pamuser, with the same password, to each remote
host.
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The proxy touchpoint configuration specifies the Remote User Name and Remote Password of the SSH user
account used to access the remote host. The SSH user account must have administrator-level permissions
required to run CA Process Automation Operators on the target computer. Consider defining the same user
account for all similarly configured computers that are accessed as remote hosts. For example, add the account
pamuser, with the same password, to each remote host.

When a proxy touchpoint initiates a connection to the remote host, it creates a temporary directory named c2otmp
on the target computer. On a UNIX computer, this directory is created in the /home directory of the SSH user.

 Create an SSH Trust Relationship to the Remote Host
If you want to make public key authentication available for use, create a trust relationship
from the proxy touchpoint host to the target remote host. Then, test SSH connectivity from the
computer running the proxy touchpoint to the target computer. A trust relationship is created
between two host computers.
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If you want to make public key authentication available for use, create a trust relationship from the proxy touchpoint
host to the target remote host. Then, test SSH connectivity from the computer running the proxy touchpoint to the
target computer. A trust relationship is created between two host computers.

CA Process Automation uses the public key authentication that you configure only if user/password authentication
fails.

To create a trust relationship, use the ssh-keygen program to generate the private and public key pair. The private
key stays on the host with the agent. Copy the public key to the target remote host that has no agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a key pair. Use the following command, where user_name is the user name on the SSH user account
you created on the target computer.

ssh-keygen -t dsa -b 1024 -f user_name

You are prompted for a passphrase to use later as a password.
2. Specify the pass phase in response to the prompt.

The private key file named user_name and the public key file named <user_name>.pub are created.
3. Place the private key file named user_name in either of the following locations:

• The private keys directory specified in the proxy configuration.
The key is accessed from this directory with any host for which there is no target_host_name/user_name file.
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• The SshKeys/target_host_name directory, a subdirectory of the private keys directory specified in the proxy
configuration. The private key is accessed from this directory when attempting to connect with user_name to
target_host_name.
The SSH Keys Path option specifies the location for the private keys directory in the proxy touchpoint
properties dialog.

4. Transfer the public key file (user_name.pub) to the target host and place it where the SSH daemon can find it.
Different SSH daemons follow different conventions. Examine the ssh-keygen options for details such as
formatting requirements for the public key file.

5. For OpenSSH, concatenate the public file to the file which contains authorized keys for the user_name. Run the
following cat command on the proxy target SSH host:

cat user_name.pub >> ~user_name/.ssh/authorized_keys

 Configure Proxy Touchpoint Properties
You can create a proxy touchpoint by reconfiguring an existing agent touchpoint to target a
specified remote computer.
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You can create a proxy touchpoint by reconfiguring an existing agent touchpoint to target a specified remote
computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Domain node, select the environment to configure, and click Lock.
3. Under All Touchpoints, select the agent touchpoint to make a proxy touchpoint.
4. If the following properties are not set, see Configure Properties for the Design Touchpoint:

• Operators Auto Recovery
• Touchpoint Security

5. Select the Proxy Touchpoint check box.
Selection indicates that this touchpoint is a proxy touchpoint. A proxy touchpoint is mapped to a remote host. A
remote host typically has no installed agent.

6. Configure the remote host and values for SSH authentication. Complete the following steps:

1.1 Enter the absolute or relative path on the agent host at which the private key file is stored in the SSH Keys
Path field.
The names of the private key file, <user_name>, and public key file, <user_name>.pub, match the Remote
User Name of the user account.

2.1 Identify the remote host with its fully qualified domain name (FQDN) or its IP address in the Remote Host
field.

3.1 Enter the user name with which a connection is made to the SSH Daemon on the target host in the
Remote User Name field.

Note:  The SSH user account must have sufficient permissions to perform administrative tasks on the
target computer.

4.1 Enter the password for the user account that is associated with the remote user name.

Note:  This value is also used as the passphrase if connectivity is established through SSH public key
authentication.

5.1 Enter the maximum concurrent connections that the proxy touchpoint can open on the target remote host in
the Maximum Number of Active Processes field.
An SSH connection remains open while a program or script runs on the target host. If set to 20 and you
attempt to run 40 scripts on the remote host concurrently, only 20 scripts start running. Scripts that are not
started wait in a queue until others finish; then they start.

6.1 Select the operating system of the target remote host.
7. Click Save.
8. Right-click the environment, and then select Unlock.
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 Use a Proxy Touchpoint
When a process is run, operators in the process perform operations on target hosts. To execute
an operator on a remote host that has no agent, first create an SSH connection from an agent
host to the remote host. When you create a touchpoint and select an agent with a connection to
a remote host, that touchpoint becomes a proxy touchpoint. When an operator specifies a proxy
touchpoint as the target, the operation affects the remote host.
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When a process is run, operators in the process perform operations on target hosts. To execute an operator on
a remote host that has no agent, first create an SSH connection from an agent host to the remote host. When
you create a touchpoint and select an agent with a connection to a remote host, that touchpoint becomes a proxy
touchpoint. When an operator specifies a proxy touchpoint as the target, the operation affects the remote host.

To perform an operation across many similarly configured proxy touchpoints, you can group the proxy touchpoints
in a touchpoint group. Then, specify the touchpoint group as the target when configuring the operator properties. At
runtime, the operator runs on all proxy touchpoints in the group.

 Administer the Triggers
You can use any of the following methods to control processes with external applications:
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You can use any of the following methods to control processes with external applications:

• Triggers

• Web services (SOAP)

• Command line utility

• Scripts

SOAP calls are recommended over triggers because Web services are more robust. Applications that cannot make
SOAP calls can use triggers as an alternative.

Triggers allow external applications to start a process in CA Process Automation. A trigger invokes the CA Process
Automation process that is defined in XML content or in an SNMP trap. The XML content can be delivered to
the configured file location or to the configured email address. SNMP trap content is sent in an OID matching a
configured regular expression. CA Process Automation listens for incoming SNMP traps on the configured SNMP
trap port, 162 by default.

Whenever you start a process, begin an operation such as run the Start Process operator, or use a trigger or SOAP
call, you are acting on behalf of some user or owner. For triggers or SOAP calls, information about the content
owner is in the payload or messages. This information determines the versions of automation objects that are run:

• If you check out a process and then run, call, or trigger it (you are both the content owner and initiator), CA
Process Automation uses your private checked-out version.

• Otherwise, CA Process Automation uses the current versions of the automation objects. This includes
processes that are not checked out or checked out by another user. 

You can run and verify your own checked-out version before checking the objects back in or making them current.

 

 

 Configure and Use Triggers
For external applications that cannot issue SOAP calls to start processes, provides four
predefined triggers. You can configure triggers to enable the initiation of processes from any of
the following:
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For external applications that cannot issue SOAP calls to start CA Process Automation processes, CA Process
Automation provides four predefined triggers. You can configure triggers to enable the initiation of processes from
any of the following:

• A received file
• An email
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• An SNMP trap

After you configure a file trigger or a mail trigger, you can create XML contents. The XML contents start
configured CA Process Automation processes with parameters from the external applications. The XML content
can be put in a file and placed in the configured directory or sent as an email to the configured account. The trigger
invokes the process specified in the XML content when specified criteria are met. The process instance invoked by
the trigger also populates process datasets with the values specified in the XML content.

After you configure an SNMP trap trigger in CA Process Automation, external applications can send SNMP traps
to CA Process Automation. When CA Process Automation receives an SNMP trap that matches object IDs (OIDs)
and the payload values filter, the configured process starts. The dataset of the triggered process receives the trap
information.

Unlike settings that the environment inherits from the Domain by default, triggers are disabled at both the
environment level and Orchestrator levels by default. To enable CA Process Automation triggers that are set at
Domain level, set inheritance from the Domain at the environment level. Then, set inheritance from the environment
at the Orchestrator level. Alternatively, you can override inherited values and configure trigger values at the
environment and Orchestrator levels.

Use the following approach to implement triggers:

1. Configure triggers at the Domain level. These configurations are not inherited by default. Configure triggers
only if you plan to accept process initiation from external applications and only for the trigger types you plan to
receive.

2. At the environment level, where the trigger status is Disabled, take one of the following actions:

• Leave disabled for trigger types that are not applicable.
• Change the status to Inherit from the Domain for Environments where Domain configuration is applicable.

  

Change the status to Enabled and configure the triggers at this level, where needed.

At the Orchestrator level, where the trigger status is Disabled, take one of the following actions:

• Leave disabled for trigger types that are not applicable.
• Change the status to Inherit from Environment. If you select this option, values are picked up from the

environment at runtime if the triggers are defined at the environment level.

Otherwise, the values defined at the Domain level are used.
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Change the status to Enabled and edit the properties.

 CA Process Automation searches the configured directory, the configured email account, and the configured port
for content that matches the corresponding trigger criteria.

• External applications create the input for configured triggers:

• For a file trigger or mail trigger, they create valid XML content. XML content specifies the path to the starting
process, the credentials, the time to start, and the initialization parameter values.

• For an SNMP trap trigger, they send a valid SNMP trap to port 162 with values that match the configured
criteria.

• External applications send triggers to CA Process Automation as part of automation processing.

 CA Process Automation processes new content and starts the configured CA Process Automation process with
the values passed by the external application.

Monitor the process instance invoked by the trigger sent from the external process. You can monitor the running
process through process watch. You can view the values passed by the trigger in the page containing dataset
variables for the associated trigger type.

 Configure Domain-Level File Trigger Properties
The Domain Administrator rights let you configure File Trigger properties at the Domain level.
Inheritance is not the default. Therefore, to use settings you configured at the Domain level,
configure Inherit from Domain at the environment level and configure inherit from environment
at the Orchestrator level.
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The Domain Administrator rights let you configure File Trigger properties at the Domain level. Inheritance is not
the default. Therefore, to use settings you configured at the Domain level, configure Inherit from Domain at the
environment level and configure inherit from environment at the Orchestrator level.

When you use File Triggers to start processes, the Orchestrator searches the specified input directory for new
files at the configured intervals. The product parses the content of each file that matches the specified input file
name pattern and triggers the specified process. After it triggers the process, the product moves the file to the
specified Processed directory. If the product cannot start the process, it moves the triggering file and an .err file to
the specified Error directory. The .err file describes why the trigger failed.

Note:  If a new file has the same name as an existing file, it replaces the older file.

Before you configure the File Trigger properties, create the following directories:

• An Input directory with the write permissions that are required to accept trigger files. To allow remote triggering,
consider associating the directory with an FTP folder.

• A Processed directory to receive the successfully processed output.
• An Error directory for output that cannot be processed.

If they do not exist, the product creates the directories. 

You can configure the File Trigger properties at the Domain level.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Triggers tab, right-click File Trigger, and click Edit. 
3. On the File Trigger dialog, complete the fields as appropriate. 
4. Verify that your entries are valid. The following example contains valid entries.
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5. Click Save and Close.
6. Click Save.
7. Select Domain and click Unlock. 

 Configure Domain-Level Mail Trigger Properties
The Domain Administrator rights let you configure Mail Trigger properties at the Domain level.
Mail Trigger properties only enable the triggering of processes when they are inherited or
configured at lower levels. To achieve the inheritance, configure Inherit from Domain at the
environment level and configure Inherit from the Environment at the Orchestrator level.
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The Domain Administrator rights let you configure Mail Trigger properties at the Domain level. Mail Trigger
properties only enable the triggering of processes when they are inherited or configured at lower levels. To achieve
the inheritance, configure Inherit from Domain at the environment level and configure Inherit from the Environment
at the Orchestrator level.

When active, the Mail trigger searches the email account (configured as User Name and Password) for emails.
If the email body or an attachment contains valid XML content, the product processes it. The parameters that the
product creates in the triggered process instance depend on whether the email contains valid XML content.

Before you configure the Mail Trigger properties, complete the following tasks:

• Create an email account that is dedicated to receiving emails that trigger processes.
• Verify that the IMAP service is enabled on the mail server you identify as the Incoming mail server.

If your corporate mail server restricts enabling the IMAP service, create a proxy mail server with IMAP enabled.
Specify the proxy server as the Incoming mail server. Then, configure your corporate mail server to forward the
emails that are addressed to the configured user account to the proxy mail server.

• (Optional) Create a default Domain Orchestrator process and save it to the Default Process handler path. The
product uses the default process only then the email does not contain valid XML content. In this case, the
default process starts and populates the following variables in the SMTP page in the process dataset:

• senderAdd
Identifies the email address of the sender.
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• senderTime
Identifies the email server time when the email was sent.

• MailBody
Contains the complete content of the email.

The default process determines any further action.

You can configure the Mail Trigger properties at the Domain level.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Triggers tab, right-click Mail Trigger, and then click Edit.
3. On the Mail Trigger dialog, General Properties tab, complete the fields as appropriate.

• Default Trigger Process (Orchestrator only)
Specifies how to handle emails that have invalid XML content in the message body or attachment.
Values:

• Blank - Ignore the emails with no valid XML trigger content.
• The full path of the process that the Domain Orchestrator is to start. (One default process can be defined

for each Orchestrator.)
• IMAP Mail Server

Specifies the hostname or IP address of the mail server that receives incoming emails. The Inbox folder for
the configured email account is searched for new emails. This server must have the IMAP protocol enabled.
The Mail Trigger does not support POP3.

• IMAP Server Port
If the default TCP port for an IMAP server is used, enter 143. If a nondefault port is used or secure
communication is set up on a different port, obtain the correct port to enter from an administrator.

• User Name
Specifies the user name with which to connect to the incoming mail server. Observe the requirements of your
IMAP server when determining whether to enter the full email address or the alias as the user name. The
user name pamadmin@ca.com is an example of a full address; pamadmin is the alias.
Note: Microsoft Exchange Server accepts both the full email address or the alias.

• Password
Specifies the password that is associated with the specified user name.

• Mail Processing Interval (seconds)
Frequency is seconds with which CA Process Automation searches the IMAP server for new incoming
emails into the specified account. The user name and password specify the account.
Default: 2

• Save mail attachments to database
Specifies whether to save attachments of mails that trigger CA Process Automation processes in the
database.

• Selected: CA Process Automation saves attachments of mails to the CA Process Automation database
and populates the dataset of the process being started with relevant information of the attachments.

• Cleared: CA Process Automation does not save email attachments.
• Outgoing SMTP Mail Server

Specifies the server name for the outgoing SMTP mail server. When a triggering email with valid XML
content is received in the configured account of the IMAP mail server, an acknowledgment email is returned.
The acknowledgment email is returned to the sender through the outgoing SMTP server.

• SMTP Server Port
Specifies the port of the outgoing mail server.
Default: 25

• Use secure SMTP connection
Specifies whether to process over a secure connection to the SMTP mail server.

• Selected - The mail server allows a secure connection to the SMTP mail server.
• Cleared - The mail server does not allow a secure connection.

Default: Cleared
4. Click Save and Close.
5. Click Save.
6. Select Domain and click Unlock.
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 Configure Domain-Level SNMP Trigger Properties
An administrator with Domain Administrator rights can configure SNMP Trigger properties at the
Domain level. When inherited, the SNMP Trigger properties enable Processes to be triggered
upon the receipt of an SNMP trap.
catpa04305
An administrator with Domain Administrator rights can configure SNMP Trigger properties at the Domain level.
When inherited, the SNMP Trigger properties enable Processes to be triggered upon the receipt of an SNMP trap.

Before you begin configuring the SNMP Trigger properties, verify that port 162 is accessible to CA Process
Automation. Modify the SNMP traps listening port in the CA Process Automation properties file if you use an
alternative port.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab, select Domain, and click Lock.
2. Click the Triggers tab, right-click SNMP Trigger, and select Edit. 
3. Click Add Parameter. 
4. On the SNMP Trigger window, complete the Trap filter fields as appropriate. 
5. Verify that your entries are valid, then click Save and Close.

For example, the following filter accepts SNMP traps from any host that have the following characteristics:

• An IP address between 138.42.7.1 and 138.42.7.254 with an OID that begins with 1.3.6.1.4.1.[x.x.x.x.x]
• At least one payload value that matches the literal string "Test Payload for trigger."

When the product receives an SNMP trap matching these criteria, it triggers the process RunProcess1 in the
path /Test.

6. Click the Move Up and Move Down buttons as appropriate to sequence the list by precedence. Each filter has
precedence over the filters that are listed below it.

7. Click Save.
8. Select Domain and click Unlock.
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 SNMP Trap Input Considerations
 supports SNMPv1 and SNMPv2 traps; however, it does not process SNMPv3 traps. When a
network device or an enterprise application sends an SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 trap that  detects on
the configured port,  processes the content.
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CA Process Automation supports SNMPv1 and SNMPv2 traps; however, it does not process SNMPv3 traps.
When a network device or an enterprise application sends an SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 trap that CA Process
Automation detects on the configured port, CA Process Automation processes the content.

 Change the Listener Port for SNMP Traps
By default, listens on port 162 for SNMP traps designed to start processes. If you closed port
162 at your site and configured an alternative port, change the configuration for this port in the
OasisConfig.properties file. Then restart the Orchestrator service.You can change the port on
which listens for SNMP traps.
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By default, CA Process Automation listens on port 162 for SNMP traps designed to start CA Process Automation
processes. If you closed port 162 at your site and configured an alternative port, change the CA Process
Automation configuration for this port in the OasisConfig.properties file. Then restart the Orchestrator service.
You can change the port on which CA Process Automation listens for SNMP traps.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the server on which the Domain Orchestrator is configured.
2. Navigate to the following folder or directory:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config/

3. Open the OasisConfig.properties file.
4. Change the value in the following line from 162 to the port number you are using for SNMP traps.

oasis.snmptrigger.service.port=162

5. Save the file.
6. Restart the Orchestrator service.

As soon as the service restarts, CA Process Automation begins listening on the port you configured. CA
Process Automation listens for new SNMP traps that meet the criteria configured in the SNMP trigger.

 Monitor the SNMP Dataset of a Process that an SNMP Trap Trigger Started
When an SNMP trap triggers a process instance, you can monitor the SNMP process dataset
with Process Watch. Use the following field descriptions to interpret the displayed values
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When an SNMP trap triggers a process instance, you can monitor the SNMP process dataset with Process Watch.
Use the following field descriptions to interpret the displayed values

•  SenderAddress
IP address of the source.

•  AgentIPAddress
IP address of the SNMP agent, if available in the trap.

•  SNMPVersion
Version of the SNMP trap.

•  ErrorIndex
Error Index of the trap.

•  AgentUptime
Uptime of the agent sending the trap.

•  EnterpriseOID
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Object identifier (OID) of the managed object that generated the SNMP trap.
•  PayloadOIDs

Object IDs present in the payload of the trap. The payload object IDs represent a CA Process Automation string
array variable.

•  PayloadValues
 
Values in the payload that correspond to the values in PayloadOIDs. This data is also a CA Process
Automation string array variable.

Note:  If there are several filters, the first match is processed.

 Update the SNMP Traps Listener Port
By default, listens on port 162 for SNMP traps designed to start processes. If you have closed
port 162 at your site and configured an alternative port, change the configuration for this port in
the OasisConfig.properties file. Then restart the Orchestrator service.
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By default, CA Process Automation listens on port 162 for SNMP traps designed to start CA Process Automation
processes. If you have closed port 162 at your site and configured an alternative port, change the CA Process
Automation configuration for this port in the OasisConfig.properties file. Then restart the Orchestrator service.

You can change the port on which CA Process Automation listens for SNMP traps.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the server on which the Domain Orchestrator is configured.
2. Navigate to the following folder or directory:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config/

3. Open the OasisConfig.properties file.
4. Change the value in the following line from 162 to the port number you are using for SNMP traps.

oasis.snmptrigger.service.port=162

5. Save the file.
6. Restart the Orchestrator service.

1.1 Stop the Orchestrator.
2.1 Start the Orchestrator.

As soon as the service restarts, CA Process Automation begins listening on the port you configured. CA
Process Automation listens for new SNMP traps that meet the criteria configured in the SNMP trigger.

 Administer User Resources
You can manage resources for users, Orchestrators, and agents from the Manage User
Resources palette of the Configuration tab.
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You can manage resources for users, Orchestrators, and agents from the Manage User Resources palette of the
Configuration tab.

The Manage User Resources palette contains three folders under Repository:

• Agent Resources
• Orchestrator Resources
• User Resources, which includes the subfolder, VBS_Resources.
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Note:  You can add subfolders only under the User Resource folder.

Users who are granted the Configuration_User_Resources permission in the Configuration Browser policy in
CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager can manage resources under the User Resources folder. However, only
users who are also granted the Domain_Administrator permissions of the Domain policy can access folders for
the Orchestrator Resources and Agent Resources. Members of the PAMAdmins default group have both of these
permissions.

Resource Management requires specific permissions for various activities. Users that belong to the default
PAMAdmins group (the group with full permissions) can perform any Resource Management activity.

Users in custom groups that have custom policies must have basic access and one or both of the following
permissions:

•  PAM40 Environment Policy: Environment_Configuration_Admin (Configuration Administrator)
Users with Environment_Configuration_Admin (Configuration Administrator) permissions can upload, modify, or
delete any type of file to User Resources. For example:

• A JAR file for use with the Invoke Java operator
• A script for use with the Run Script operator
• An image

 PAM40 Domain Policy: Domain_Admin (Administrator)
Users with Domain_Admin (Administrator) permissions can perform the following tasks:

• Add resources to the Orchestrator Resources folder or the Agent Resources folder
• Edit the content of a resource and readd it; update descriptive fields
• Delete a previously uploaded Orchestrator Resource or Agent Resource

Note:  The procedures for editing and deleting Orchestrator Resources and Agent Resources are similar
to procedures for editing and deleting User Resources. Differences between User Resources and Agent or
Orchestrator Resources are as follows:

• User Resources

• After a restart, the agent or Orchestrator classpath does not include resources that were uploaded to User
Resources.

• You can create subfolders in the User Resources folder.
• You do not need Domain_Admin (Administrator) rights.

• Agent Resources and Orchestrator Resources

• After a restart, the agent or Orchestrator classpath includes resources that were uploaded to Agent
Resources and Orchestrator Resources.

• You cannot create subfolders in the Agent Resources and Orchestrator Resources folders.
• You need Domain_Admin (Administrator) rights.

 Deploy JDBC Drivers for Database Operators
You can install JDBC drivers for Database operators either during installation or after is
installed. Only processes with Database operators require a JDBC driver.
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You can install JDBC drivers for Database operators either during installation or after CA Process Automation is
installed. Only processes with Database operators require a JDBC driver.

During installation, the JDBC drivers uploaded in the Third-Party Software installation are displayed but not
selected. You can select the JDBC drivers for MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server, and Oracle. You can also add other
JAR files that you copied to a local directory.

After installation, you can upload JAR files that contain JDBC drivers for Database operators using the Manage
User Resources palette in the Configuration tab. CA Process Automation deploys the uploaded JAR files to either
Orchestrators or agents, depending on the folder you select when doing the upload.

Note:

See the following topics for more information:

• Upload Orchestrator Resources.
• Upload Agent Resources.
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 Upload Orchestrator Resources
After installation, the Orchestrator Resources folder displays only the JDBC JAR files that were
added during installation. After you use the Manage User Resources palette to update the
Orchestrator Resources folder, the Orchestrator Resources folder also displays the uploaded
JAR files.
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After installation, the Orchestrator Resources folder displays only the JDBC JAR files that were added during
installation. After you use the Manage User Resources palette to update the Orchestrator Resources folder, the
Orchestrator Resources folder also displays the uploaded JAR files.

You can upload a JAR file to the Orchestrator Resources folder on the Domain Orchestrator. When you restart
the Domain Orchestrator, CA Process Automation deploys the file to the Domain Orchestrator. The Domain
Orchestrator mirrors (copies) the file at the configured mirroring interval, after which you restart the other
Orchestrators. When the Orchestrators restart, the mirrored file is available for their use.

Note:  Mirroring applies to all Orchestrators in the Domain. For clustered Orchestrators, mirroring applies to all
nodes in each cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab. 
2. Click the Manage User Resources palette and expand the Repository folder. 
3. Select the Orchestrator Resources folder.  
4. Click New.

The Add New Resource: "Untitled" pane opens. 
5. Provide upload details in the following fields as appropriate:

1.1 Enter the name of the resource in the Resource Name field.
The following example is a reasonable way to specify the resource name if you are uploading a JDBC
driver:

database_name Driver

• database_name
Defines the name of the RDBMS. For example, Oracle Driver, MySQL Driver, or Sybase Driver.

2.1 Click Browse, navigate to the location where you saved the JAR file, and select the target file. This
populates the Resource File field. 

3.1 Select a user-specified module name from the Module Name drop-down list.
4.1 (Optional) Enter a description of the resource in the Resource Description field. 

6. Verify your entry, and then click Save.
A line that contains your entry displays.
CA Process Automation copies the uploaded resource to the following paths:

install_dir/server/c2o/ext-lib
install_dir/server/c2o/.c2orepository/.c2oserverresources/lib

• install_dir
Defines the directory on the server where the Domain Orchestrator was installed. 

7. Restart the Domain Orchestrator.
When the Domain Orchestrator restarts, the system deploys all jars that you uploaded to the Domain
Orchestrator Resources. That is, CA Process Automation puts the jars in the classpath of the Domain
Orchestrator.

8. After mirroring occurs, restart all other Orchestrators.
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The system deploys all uploaded jars to all Orchestrators. That is, the system puts the jars in the classpaths of
the Orchestrators.

Note:  For clustered Orchestrators, restart each node.

 Upload Agent Resources
Users with Domain Administrator permissions can upload resources to the Agent Resources
folder on the Domain Orchestrator. The uploaded resource can be a jar file, for example, a
JDBC driver. The uploaded agent resources are mirrored at the configured mirroring interval.
After mirroring occurs, you restart the agents. Restarted agents can use the uploaded agent
resources.
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Users with Domain Administrator permissions can upload resources to the Agent Resources folder on the Domain
Orchestrator. The uploaded resource can be a jar file, for example, a JDBC driver. The uploaded agent resources
are mirrored at the configured mirroring interval. After mirroring occurs, you restart the agents. Restarted agents
can use the uploaded agent resources.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to CA Process Automation and log in.
2. Click the Configuration tab.
3. Click the Manage User Resources palette and expand the Repository folder.
4. Select the Agent Resources folder and click New.

The Add New Resource: "Untitled" pane opens.
5. Provide upload details, using the following field descriptions as needed.

1.1 Enter the name of the resource in the Resource Name field.
If you are uploading a JDBC driver, type database_name Driver; where database_name is the RDBMS. For
example, Oracle Driver, MySQL Driver, or Sybase Driver.

2.1 Click Browse, navigate to the location where you saved the jar file, and select the target file.
This populates the Resource File field with the file and its path.

3.1 (Optional) Select a user-defined module name from the Module Name drop-down list.
4.1 (Optional) Enter a meaningful description in the Resource Description field.

6. Verify your entry. Then, click Save.
A line with your entry displays.
CA Process Automation copies the uploaded resources, for example, a JDBC driver, to the following path,
where install_dir is the directory on the server where the Domain Orchestrator was installed.

install_dir/server/c2o/.c2orepository/.c2oagentresources/lib/
drivers/jars

7. After mirroring completes, restart the agents where you need the uploaded jar files. The jar files are put in the
classpath of the restarted agents.

 Upload User Resources
Uploading involves creating a folder under the User Resources folder and browsing to the
resource to upload. adds the resource to the User Resources tree structure and uploads the
resource.
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Uploading involves creating a folder under the User Resources folder and browsing to the resource to upload. CA
Process Automation adds the resource to the User Resources tree structure and uploads the resource.

Note:  To modify the resource path, delete the resource and add it again under a different path.
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 Resource for Running the Invoke Java Operator Example
In the Configuration tab Manage User Resources palette, the installation process adds one
resource to the User Resource folder under Repository. The MyAccount.jar file is located in
the Invoke_Java_Op_Example_jars folder. You can use the MyAccount.jar file to run the Java
example that is provided in the Invoke Java operator Required Main Method field.
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In the Configuration tab Manage User Resources palette, the installation process adds one resource to the User
Resource folder under Repository. The MyAccount.jar file is located in the Invoke_Java_Op_Example_jars
folder. You can use the MyAccount.jar file to run the Java example that is provided in the Invoke Java operator
Required Main Method field.

 Add a User Resource
Users with administrative-level permissions can add scripts to the User Resources folder in
the global Repository. The product mirrors uploaded user resources at the configured interval
to other Orchestrators and agents in the Domain. Orchestrators and agents can access user
resources by reference.
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HID_Add_a_User_Resource
Users with administrative-level permissions can add scripts to the User Resources folder in the global Repository.
The product mirrors uploaded user resources at the configured interval to other Orchestrators and agents in the
Domain. Orchestrators and agents can access user resources by reference.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Click the Manage User Resources palette.
3. Expand the Repository folder, and then expand the User Resource folder.
4. Select the User Resource folder or a subfolder and click New.
5. Complete the fields on the Add New Resource pane as appropriate.
6. Verify your entries, and then click Save.

The list in the User Resource pane displays the name, type, path, module, and description of the uploaded file.

The product copies the uploaded user resources to the following path:

install_dir/server/c2o/.c2orepository/.c2ouserresources/...

• install_dir
Defines the directory on the server where the Domain Orchestrator was installed.

The product creates subfolders as necessary to maintain the path from the User Resources folder to the resource.

 Delete a User Resource
You can delete a resource, such as a script or jar file, that you added to the User Resources
folder.
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You can delete a resource, such as a script or jar file, that you added to the User Resources folder.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Click the Manage User Resources palette.
3. Expand the Repository folder. Expand the User Resources folder.
4. Click the folder where the resource resides.
5. Select the row displaying the name of the resource to delete, and then click Delete.

Note:  When you delete the last resource from a subfolder of User Resources, the subfolder is also deleted.
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 Modify a User Resource
You can modify a resource in the following ways:
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You can modify a resource in the following ways:

• You can change text in any displayed field except Resource Path. This action is possible whether you select
Replace File or not.

• You can upload an edited resource (such as a script or JAR file) that you previously added to User Resources.
This action is possible only if you select Replace File.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Click the Manage User Resources palette.
3. Expand the Repository folder, then expand the User Resources folder.
4. Click the folder in which the resource resides.
5. Right-click the row that displays the name of the resource to modify and select Edit.

The Resource page opens.
6. (Optional) Modify the resource information. You can edit the following fields:

• Resource Name
• Module Name
• Resource Description

7. Set the Replace File check box as follows:

• If your only changes to the resource are updated fields on the Resource page, clear the Replace File check
box and click Save.

• If you updated your local copy of the Resource File and you want to upload your updates:

1.1 Select Replace File.
2.1 Click Browse.
3.1 Navigate to the updated file and click Open.
4.1 Click Save.

The User Resources folder now contains the updated file. The Resources page includes text for any fields you
modified.

 Run a Stored Procedure
To run a stored procedure against a database, use the Query Database operator.
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To run a stored procedure against a database, use the Query Database operator.

This example uses the SQL Server driver that CA Process Automation provides during installation. To run the
process against another database, upload the corresponding JDBC driver from the Manage User Resources
palette on the Configuration tab. CA Process Automation can access the driver when you restart the Orchestrator
service. For more information, see Administrating.

You can duplicate this example in the SQL Server Management Studio in the PAMReporting database.
PAMReporting is the database name that is provided for the CA Process Automation Reporting tables during the
installation. You can use a different name. You can also use any database of your choice.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a stored procedure that contains the following body:

USE PAMReporting
GO
-- ================================================

-- Template generated from Template Explorer using:
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-- Create Procedure (New Menu).SQL

--

-- Use the Specify Values for Template Parameters

-- command (Ctrl-Shift-M) to fill in the parameter

-- values below.

--

-- This block of comments will not be included in

-- the definition of the procedure.

-- ================================================
SET ANSI_NULLS ON
GO
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON
GO
CREATE PROCEDURE sp_getSOAPRows 
       -- Add the parameters for the stored procedure here

AS
BEGIN
       -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from

       -- interfering with SELECT statements.

       -- SET NOCOUNT ON;

 
    -- Insert statements for procedure here

          select count(*) from SOAPClientCall;
END
GO  

2. The procedure returns the number of rows in a table that was called as a SOAPClientCall.
3. Click Parse in the SQL Server Management Studio.
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4. Click Execute in the SQL Server Management Studio.
CA Process Automation saves the new stored procedure in the PAMReporting database.

5. Create a process with the Query Database operator, then enter the following line in the Inline text for the
operator:

EXECUTE sp_getSOAPRows

6. In the Database Server Login parameters, enter relevant details that CA Process Automation requires to
communicate with your database.

7. Save the process.
8. Run the process.
9. Open the operator dataset.

The number of rows the procedure returns is displayed as a result of the process.

Note:  Your result depends on the number of rows in the SOAPClientCall table.

 Administer Telemetry
You can configure CA Process Automation to send telemetry data to CA.
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You can configure CA Process Automation to send telemetry data to CA.

Complete the following fields:

1. Is this install or upgrade is related to new or additional planned usage under a Portfolio License Agreement.
Default: True

2. Company Domain.
The domain name of your company is displayed. It is the last part of your company's email address.
Example: xyz.com

3. Enterprise Site ID.
Your company's 4 to 9 digit unique login site ID that is listed on the Support portal is displayed. To find the site
ID, go to Support and select Profile from the My Account menu.
Example: 10986

4. (Optional) Internal Identifier.
Your department's non-personally identifiable information (non-PII) identifier that you use for your company's
tracking needs is displayed.
Example: IT-Sales-1234

5. (Optional) Proxy URL.
The URI to access the proxy server is displayed.

6. (Optional) Username.
The user name that is required for proxy authentication is displayed.

7. (Optional) Password.
The password that is associated with the proxy URI user name.

8. Send telemetry data.

Default: The check box is selected.

5 Building
Build your cross-enterprise solution.
catpa04305
Contents:

https://support.broadcom.com/
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 Library Browser
The Library tab consists of a folder pane, a search area, and an object properties panel. You
can use the Library tab to search and manage Automation Objects.
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The Library tab consists of a folder pane, a search area, and an object properties panel. You can use the Library
tab to search and manage Automation Objects.

The folder pan allows you to create folders to store automation objects in the folder pane.  You can perform various
object-related operations in the folder pane. The search area provides basic and advanced search options. You can
create search criteria to search using various object properties. The properties panel displays general data, tags,
versions, release, and an audit trail for each object.

 

 Customize the Library Browser
You can customize your view of the columns in the Library Browser. Columns display field
values for entries in a table.
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You can customize your view of the columns in the Library Browser. Columns display field values for entries in a
table.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. In the Library Browser folders pane, select a folder.
3. To show or hide a column in the main window, click the drop-down icon in the column header and select

Columns.
4. Clear the field columns that you want to hide. Select the field columns that you want to show.
5. To sort the list, click drop-down icon in a specific column header, then select Sort Ascending or Sort

Descending.
6. To rearrange columns, click a column header and drag it to the appropriate position.

 Search the Library Browser
Use the search features to find specific items in the Library Browser. You can then perform
actions on multiple related objects in the search results.
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Use the search features to find specific items in the Library Browser. You can then perform actions on multiple
related objects in the search results.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. In the Library Browser folder pane, select the root folder or a specific subfolder.

The product limits your search to objects and folders in the selected folder.
3. In the Search field, enter the name of an operator or folder.
4. (Optional) Click Advanced Search to base a refined search on any of the following properties:

• Name
• Owner
• Type
• Check-In State
• Creation Date
• Modification Date
• Tags

5. Click Search.

Note:  If you search in a folder hierarchy with a content package, the product returns only objects in the current
release version of the content package. The product also returns objects that reside in the folder hierarchy but
are not in the content package.
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6. Work with objects and folders in the search results as you would in any other library folder.

• To open an item for editing, double-click it.
• To view a shortcut menu of available commands, right-click a single item.
• To apply an action to multiple objects simultaneously, select the items and then right-click a selected item.

7. To start a new search, take one of the following actions:

• Click Reset.
• Click Basic Search or Advanced Search.
• Clear or modify the criteria that are specified in the search fields.
• Click x in the Basic Search box.

 

 Search for Release Version Information
You can optionally associate each object version with a release version. The Versions tab
uses its displayed associations to filter for those objects and versions that are associated
with a string you specify. You can search a specific release version to display a version of
interest. Alternatively, you can search for a generic string that returns multiple object versions.
The Versions tab supports wildcard searches with or without a wildcard character (*), as the
following example shows:
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You can optionally associate each object version with a release version. The Versions tab uses its displayed
associations to filter for those objects and versions that are associated with a string you specify. You can search
a specific release version to display a version of interest. Alternatively, you can search for a generic string that
returns multiple object versions. The Versions tab supports wildcard searches with or without a wildcard character
(*), as the following example shows:

Search String Search Results

5

*5

5*

*5*

Any object version in which the Version field or the
Release Version field contains the character 5.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Right-click an object, and then select Edit.
3. On the object editor, click the Versions tab.

Note:  See the tooltips or Reference for field descriptions and examples.
4. On the Version toolbar, click the search icon on the right side.
5. Enter search criteria in the search field, and click Search. 

The search returns the objects and versions that are associated with the specified string.

 Search for Version Information
The Version tab lets you filter the displayed versions to objects that contain the string you
specify.
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The Version tab lets you filter the displayed versions to objects that contain the string you specify.

• For search criteria other than dates, the search results include rows for object versions that contain the specified
string in any of the following fields:

• Version
• Modified By
• Created By

Note:  For example, to display objects containing 5, specify 5, *5, 5*, or *5* as the search criteria.
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• For date search criteria, the search results include rows for object versions that have the date you entered in
either of the following fields:

• Created On
• Last Modified On

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Right-click an object and select Edit.
3. Click the Versions tab.
4. Click the search icon on the right-hand side of the Version toolbar.
5. Type the search criteria in the search field, click Search. 

The search displays objects that meet the specified criteria. Search criteria other than dates returns all versions
that contain the specified string in the Version, Modified By, and Created By fields. Date search criteria returns
all versions with an exact match in the Created On and Last Modified On fields.

 Search for Audit Trail Information
The Audit Trail tab lets you display only object versions that meet one or both of the following
search criteria:
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The Audit Trail tab lets you display only object versions that meet one or both of the following search criteria:

• The Version field or the Username field contains the string that you specify in the Filter field. 
For example, if you specify 5 in the Filter field, the search returns Audit Trail objects with 5 in
the Version or Username field.

• The Last Updated field contains a date within the date range that you specify in the From and To fields.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Right-click an object, then select Edit.
3. Click the Audit Trail tab.
4. Click the search icon on the right side of the Audit Trail toolbar.
5. Enter search criteria in either the Filter field, the From and To fields, or both.

• Filter
Defines the numeric or alphanumeric search criteria for the following fields, where the search results include
any object versions that contain the specified string:

• Version
• Username

• From - To 
Specifies date range criteria for searching the Last Updated data.

6. Click Search.
The search process displays objects meeting the specified search criteria.

 Work with Objects and Folders
You can use the Library Browser to work with objects and folders. Apart from creating folders
and objects, you can perform object-related functions such as defining the ownership, policies,
and various properties. You can also copy, delete, and restore objects or folders.
catpa04305
You can use the Library Browser to work with objects and folders. Apart from creating folders and objects, you can
perform object-related functions such as defining the ownership, policies, and various properties. You can also
copy, delete, and restore objects or folders.

Contents:

 Automation Object Types
The automation objects are application components that define configurable elements of
a  package. These objects define system operations and include runnable software. Create and
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configure  automation objects in the Library Browser in specific automation library folders that
are associated with a specific Orchestrator.
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The automation objects are application components that define configurable elements of a CA Process
Automation package. These objects define system operations and include runnable software. Create and
configure CA Process Automation automation objects in the Library Browser in specific automation library folders
that are associated with a specific Orchestrator.

You can perform the following actions in an automation library:

• Browse an automation library that is associated with an Orchestrator.
• Create, edit, and view objects in an automation library.
• Create folders in a library to group related objects. Folders let you define a hierarchical structure so you and

your coworkers can locate objects. This structure is similar to computer operating system directories or folders.

You can create the following automation object types in the Library Browser:

• Process
A process object graphically depicts the order of and the dependencies between operators and some other
processes. Processes represent operators graphically with links that show the sequence and logic behind the
steps that the process performs.

• Schedule
A schedule object applies date and time conditions to when modules (including processes) run. To group tasks
by application, ownership, or other criteria, use multiple schedules.

• Calendar
A calendar object defines rules that describe complex date conditions. A calendar object graphically specifies
dates, time intervals, and conditional elements. These elements determine when and how frequently the product
performs operations.

• Custom Icon
A custom icon object specifies graphic images that uniquely identify operators.

• Custom Operator
A custom operator object lets you extend the presentation and configuration of existing operators. You can base
a custom operator on an existing operator. You can optimize it with specific parameters that are designed for
reuse in various processes.

• Dataset
A dataset object defines and groups variables that the product uses as parameters that other processes,
operators, and resources require. Examples include application locations, passwords, and profile names. You
can easily configure these variables so that the product can update processes and scheduling efficiently to
reflect changes in an application environment.

• Package
Beginning in CA Process Automation 04.2.00, the package object is no longer available to bundle shortcuts
to other automation objects. Packages are not available for reference through any of the CA Process
Automation object browsers. To export and then import content that is unmodifiable from one environment to
another in release 04.2.00, use a content package.

• Content Package
The content package automation object bundles the CA Process Automation objects that a content designer
exported as a content package. The content designer adds the automation objects to a folder and exports the
folder as a content package. The production user can view the imported content packages from the Library or
from the Operations tab.

• Process Watch
A Process Watch object lets users define and monitor selected applications in the production environment.
A Process Watch object is a collection of shortcuts to other automation library elements. A user can open a
Process Watch object to view the state of process instances and other objects. A Process Watch object lets a
user monitor operators without necessarily permitting access to underlying objects or data.

• Resource
A Resource object is a model that represents elements of your system architecture. Use them to synchronize
independent processes that rely on common infrastructure elements and to quantify and control access to the
specific IT entities. Include multiple resources that represent related entities in a single Resource object.

• Start Request Form
A Start Request Form object defines shortcuts to let a production user start process manually. A custom dialog
prompts users for the values of parameters that are required to start their associated processes.

• Interaction Request Form
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An Interaction Request Form object lets you prompt users to provide responses in data fields and other user
interface controls. Users enter the required information to continue a process. For example, use an Interaction
Request Form to prompt a stakeholder to review each step in an approval process.

 Create a Folder
Folder hierarchies let you categorize and organize related objects. They also allow you to apply
selected permissions recursively to subordinate objects and folders. To organize and secure
groups of objects, you can add folders to structure the library hierarchy.
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Folder hierarchies let you categorize and organize related objects. They also allow you to apply selected
permissions recursively to subordinate objects and folders. To organize and secure groups of objects, you can add
folders to structure the library hierarchy.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. In the Library Browser folder pane, select the folder where you want to create a new folder.
3. In the toolbar click New, and then select Folder.
4. Rename the folder.

Note:  The best practice to set rights and perform other object tasks is to organize objects in folders. Do not create
objects at the root level as you cannot manage such objects as a group.

 Create an Object
You can create new automation objects in specific folders in the library that are associated with
an Orchestrator. After you create an object, you can edit its properties.
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You can create new automation objects in specific folders in the library that are associated with an Orchestrator.
After you create an object, you can edit its properties.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. In the Library Browser folder pane, select a folder to store the new object.
3. In the toolbar, click New and select an object type.
4. Provide a unique name for the object. 

The application alerts you when the specified name is already associated with another object in the folder.

Note:

• The best practice to set rights and perform other object tasks is to organize objects in folders. Do not create
objects at the root level as you cannot manage such objects as a group.

• Beginning with CA Process Automation r4.3, the package object is no longer supported. A content designer
can bundle the automation objects in a folder and export objects as a content package for deployment in a
production environment. The package object is backward compatible only. For more information, see Migrate
Objects From a Package to Prepare for Export.

 Edit an Object
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Identify the location of an object or a folder in the Library Browser.
2. Open the object.
3. Check out the object to a working version which you can edit.
4. Edit and Save the changes to the object.
5. Check in the object (in this step you also decide whether to apply the changes to the same or a new version of

the object).

When you want to inspect only an object, either click Properties or open it. You can view its properties in detail and
decide whether to edit it.
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Objects open in an editor or a designer that is based on the object type. For example, a process opens in the
Process Designer and a dataset object opens in a Dataset dialog. Each editor has specific tabs, palettes, and
toolbar buttons.

 

 Change Automation Object Ownership
The user who creates an automation object or folder is a default owner. The owner has full
control of the automation object or folder. An owner can switch the ownership to another  user.
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The user who creates an automation object or folder is a default owner. The owner has full control of the
automation object or folder. An owner can switch the ownership to another CA Process Automation user.

Note:  The CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager Environment_Content_Administrator permission grants full
control of all automation objects and folders. All administrators who belong to the PAMAdmins group have this
permission.

If you enable Runtime Security, then only the process owner (or an administrator) can start the process.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Select one or more objects, including folders.
3. Click the Set Owner button.
4. From the Available Users list, select the user account to set as the new owner. To find matching user accounts,

use Search.
5. Click Save and Close.

 Define an Archival Policy
After an automated process runs and completes successfully, the product archives the run-time
data for reference and metrics. By default, the object inherits Archival Policy properties from the
Orchestrator. You can manually define the number of days the server retains the completed or
failed process instances or schedule objects. You can also define the number of completed and
failed process instances that the product retains.
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After an automated process runs and completes successfully, the product archives the run-time data for reference
and metrics. By default, the object inherits Archival Policy properties from the Orchestrator. You can manually
define the number of days the server retains the completed or failed process instances or schedule objects. You
can also define the number of completed and failed process instances that the product retains.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Select a folder, and select a Process or Schedule object.
3. Right-click the object, and select Properties.
4. On the Properties pane, click Archival Policy.
5. Clear the Inherit Archival Policy From Orchestrator check box.

This task activates the other fields.
6. Enter a value for Process History.

Note:  This value defines the interval (in days) that the product retains the completed and failed process
instances in the archive before automatically purging the records. The product maintains the process history for
this interval regardless of the number of instances in the archive.

7. Enter the values for failed and finished instances.

Note:  These values define the number of process instances that the product retains before automatically
purging records with the following statuses:

From the instances that exceed the specified retention limit, the product deletes the oldest first.
8. Click Save.
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 Define ROI Properties
When you set the Return on Investment (ROI) properties for a process object, the values you
enter appear in the process instances dataset.
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When you set the Return on Investment (ROI) properties for a process object, the values you enter appear in the
process instances dataset.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Select a folder, right-click a process object, and then select Properties.
3. On the Properties pane, click the ROI tab.
4. Select the Enable ROI check box.
5. Enter the following values:

• In the Manual Labor Time field, enter the total staff time (in hours and minutes) required to trigger multiple
process operations manually.

• In the Manual Process Elapsed Time field, enter the total staff time (in hours and minutes) required to run
the entire process manually.

• From the Criticality drop-down list, select the process criticality that appears on the ROI report (High,
Medium, or Low).

• (Optional) In the App/System Group Name field, enter the common group name through which the product
aggregates processes in the ROI report.

6. Click Save.

 Define Run-Time Security Properties
You can specify run-time security properties for both Process and Schedule objects. These
properties establish whether and how the system verifies user permissions when users attempt
to access automation objects from the database.
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You can specify run-time security properties for both Process and Schedule objects. These properties establish
whether and how the system verifies user permissions when users attempt to access automation objects from the
database.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Select a folder, right-click a Process or Schedule object, and then select Properties.
3. From the Properties pane, click the Runtime Security tab.
4. Under Runtime Security, perform one of the following tasks:

• Inherit enabled security settings from the Orchestrator, if applicable. This value is the default.
• Select Enable from the drop-down list. This option lets the product verify user permissions when accessing

objects in the process.
The Process objects are typically designed to access other objects to read or run while it runs, such as
when one process triggers another process. If it is enabled, the product uses run-time security to verify that
the user (the owner or caller) has permissions to access the object. For example, User A has permissions
to start a process. This process attempts to access Object B and Object C. The product cross-checks
permissions for each object. If the run-time security determines that the user does not have permissions to
Object B, the process fails.

• Select Disable to disable the validation and enforcement of process ownership at run time. This option
provides backward compatibility for existing processes and lets these processes run as they did before this
release.

5. Complete the run-time security configuration for your Process objects using the following options. Maintenance
of the Run as Owner check box requires that you either own the process or are an Environment Content
Administrator.

• Run the process as the user who started the process instance.
a. From the Runtime Security field, click Enable.
b. Clear Run as Owner.
This option enforces run-time security rights with the identity of the user who starts the process instance.

• Run the process as the owner.
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a. From the Runtime Security field, click Enable.
b. Select Run as Owner.
This option enforces run-time security rights with the identity of the owner, regardless of who starts the
process instance. This allows users to start a process that gains access to elements that the owner wishes to
protect.

• Select the Enable Operator Recovery check box to recover automatically specific operators that fail with a
SYSTEM_ERROR.

6. Click Save.

 Define the Process Run Duration
You can define the expected run duration for a process. If the process run time exceeds the
defined duration, the Operations tab displays a red (warning) indicator.
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You can define the expected run duration for a process. If the process run time exceeds the defined duration, the
Operations tab displays a red (warning) indicator.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Select a folder and then select a process object for which to define the run duration.

Note:  If the appropriate process object does not exist, create it. For more information about creating a process,
see Designing Processes.

3. Right-click the process object and then select Properties.
4. On the Properties pane, click the Duration tab.
5. Select the Enabled check box.

Note:  The product enables the Duration tab fields.
6. Set the expected process duration.
7. Set how long before the process run exceeds the expected duration that the product warns the user.
8. Click Save.

The Duration Status displays one of the following status indicators for the associated runtime process instance:

• Red: The process run has exceeded the expected duration.
• Yellow: The process is running but is nearing end of the expected duration.
• Green: The process ran during the expected duration. The status is green while a process is completed and

while a process is running and not in yellow or red status.
• No indicator: The process has no expected duration set.

 Determine When to Select Run as Owner
 provides fine-grained access control to operations on specific automation objects such as
processes, datasets, and schedules. Access control includes not only traditional read and write
rights but also rights to start a process and monitor its instances. Access to other objects such
as child processes, datasets, or calendars is also controlled. The access rights are enforced at
all external interfaces, including the UIs and Web Services.
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 CA Process Automation provides fine-grained access control to operations on specific automation objects such
as processes, datasets, and schedules. Access control includes not only traditional read and write rights but also
rights to start a process and monitor its instances. Access to other objects such as child processes, datasets, or
calendars is also controlled. The access rights are enforced at all external interfaces, including the UIs and Web
Services.

Consider the following example with these assumptions:

• Process P1 has a child process P2.
• Owner X owns P1 and P2.
• P1 requires access to other elements that Owner X does not want to expose directly to other users.
• The default access is that a process runs as the user who starts the process.

If User A starts a P1 instance, P1 can start P2 only if User A is authorized to start P2 directly. To protect automation
objects from exposure, Owner X can require process P1 (or any of its child processes or operators) to run as
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owner, that is, to run under the identity of Owner X. When Owner X configures a process to Run as Owner, owner X
is authorizing other users to run process P1 without granting them access to the elements P1 needs.

Similarly, Owner X can force operators to run under the identity of the user who started the process instance.
Although process P1 is configured to Run as Owner, Owner X can force the child process P2 to run under the
identity of the user who directly or indirectly starts process P1. In this case, CA Process Automation uses the
identity of the originating user to validate access to child process P2.

Consider this scenario: A DBA user creates a database administration process that requires externalizing the
DBA credentials to a named Dataset. The DBA configures this process to run as the owner. Run as Owner grants
instances of the process access to the dataset that stores the DBA credentials. The DBA authorizes selected users
to execute a specific DBA process, without granting these users direct access to the DBA credentials.

A running process instance has two related identities:

• The real user who starts the process instance from the UI, an agenda, or a web service.
• The effective user who is determined by how Run as Owner is applied to process definitions and operators in

those processes.

Note:  The identity of the current effective user is used to validate access to child processes, operators, and
datasets.

 Specify Object Tags or Keywords
The Tags tab lets you assign keywords to organize objects according to any meaningful naming
system that your organization recognizes. You and other users can then perform an advanced
search for objects or folders that use the tags or keywords.
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The Tags tab lets you assign keywords to organize objects according to any meaningful naming system that your
organization recognizes. You and other users can then perform an advanced search for objects or folders that use
the tags or keywords.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Select a folder, right-click an object, and then select Properties.
3. On the Properties pane, click the Tags tab.
4. On the Tags tab:

1.1 Click Edit.
2.1 Enter one or more comma-separated text values with no spaces between the list items. For example:

testing,security,Project Code Beta

3.1 Click Save.

 Specify the Folder Release Version
A content designer can provide release information for a folder. The Release tab in the folder
properties provides the release version of the folder. Specifying the release version for a folder
is required to export the folder as a content package. Adding information that describes the
folder content can help the content package consumer when the content is imported to a new
environment.
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A content designer can provide release information for a folder. The Release tab in the folder properties provides
the release version of the folder. Specifying the release version for a folder is required to export the folder as a
content package. Adding information that describes the folder content can help the content package consumer
when the content is imported to a new environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Right-click the folder on the right pane of the Library, and then select Properties.
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3. On the Properties pane, click the Release tab to display the folder properties.
4. Click the ReleaseVersion attribute Value field.
5. On the Value window, enter the folder Release Version, and then click OK.

Note:  You cannot delete or edit the ReleaseVersion attribute, but you can insert the appropriate release version
in the Value column.

6. Click Save.
7. Click Add Property or Remove Property to define or remove more folder properties.

For example, you can add the following information in the Release tab:

• Owner who created the content package.
• Users who can use the content package objects after it is imported to a new environment.
• Support information.
• Documentation Wiki (URL to product documentation).

 View or Change General Object or Process Properties
View or Change General Object or Process Properties
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Follow these steps:
1. Click the Library tab.
2. Select a folder, right-click an object, and then select Properties.
3. On the Properties pane, click the General tab.
4. View the read-only object properties.
5. (Optional) Edit the Description field for a checked-out or checked-in object. Click Save to store your changes.

 Delete or Restore an Object or Folder
You can delete an automation object, an empty folder, or a folder that contains objects that you
no longer need. The application moves deleted items to the Recycle Bin.
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You can delete an automation object, an empty folder, or a folder that contains objects that you no longer need. The
application moves deleted items to the Recycle Bin.

If you inadvertently delete an object you need (or a folder containing an object you need), you can restore that
object with its folder structure.

Note:  Only an administrator can purge objects (and their folders) from the Recycle Bin.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Select one or more objects or folders.
3. Click Delete.

To prevent immediate loss of data, the items automatically move to the Recycle Bin.
4. In the Library Browser folders pane, click Recycle Bin.
5. (Optional) Sort by Date, Name, or Type, or use the search features to locate specific items.
6. To restore objects or folders, select them and click Restore Selected.
7. To delete objects or folders permanently, select them and click Purge Selected.

Warning:  After the administrator purges objects or folders, they cannot be restored. When you select
folders or a set of objects to purge, the purge process lists any checked-out objects. The administrator
reviews the list. The administrator then continues or cancels the purge based on this analysis.

 Copy and Paste an Object or Folder
You can copy objects or folders. You can use a current object version as the basis for similarly
configured objects on the same Orchestrator. Copy a current object version to the same or
a different folder where you can rename and edit it as a new object. For example, you can
configure a custom operator object and then add copies of it within a library.
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You can copy objects or folders. You can use a current object version as the basis for similarly configured objects
on the same Orchestrator. Copy a current object version to the same or a different folder where you can rename
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and edit it as a new object. For example, you can configure a custom operator object and then add copies of it
within a library.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Identify the objects to copy in the main window. Verify that the version you want is marked as the current

version.
3. Select one or more source objects or folders and click Copy.
4. In the Library Browser folder pane, click a destination folder in the same automation library, then click Paste.

Notice the following results:

• CA Process Automation adds the copied objects with the same names as the original objects.
• Each object has one version, the version that was copied.
• If the copied version has a Release Version value, the copy retains that value.
• If the copied version was baselined, the copy is baselined.
• If this location is the same as the source folder, then CA Process Automation appends a number to each

object name (for example, Process_1).
5. (Optional) Rename the new objects.

 Cut and Paste an Object or Folder
You can cut objects or folders and then paste them to the same or a different folder. For
example, you can cut a custom operator object and then paste it within the same library.
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You can cut objects or folders and then paste them to the same or a different folder. For example, you can cut a
custom operator object and then paste it within the same library.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Identify the objects to cut in the main window.
3. Select one or more source objects or folders and click Cut.
4. In the Library Browser folder pane, click the destination folder in the same automation library and click Paste.

If the names of the objects to paste exist at the target location, select objects at the target location to replace
with the objects you cut.

 Versions
uses a version control system that tracks your changes to the objects in your library. The
version tracking system always maintains a single current version for each object. When you
open an object, the application automatically uses the object that you designated as the current
version. The application retains other versions of an object for backup or archive. You can
open archived versions of an object to view, edit, or designate as the current version. The
object owner or another user with sufficient permission can change which version is the current
version.
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CA Process Automation uses a version control system that tracks your changes to the objects in your library. The
version tracking system always maintains a single current version for each object. When you open an object, the
application automatically uses the object that you designated as the current version. The application retains other
versions of an object for backup or archive. You can open archived versions of an object to view, edit, or designate
as the current version. The object owner or another user with sufficient permission can change which version is the
current version.

You can check out then edit any version of an object. When your edits are complete, you can check in changes
either to that version or to a new version of the object. To prevent users from changing a specific version, you
can designate it as a baseline version. A baseline version can be used like any other version. You can also check
out a baseline version and edit it, but you can only check in the object as a new version. Baseline versions are a
benchmark or template for further development.

To release a new version of a process with all of its components, set the release version attribute for the process
and each associated object. The release version typically identifies a version of an object that you deploy to a
production environment. CA Process Automation maintains the release version attribute that was set before export
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in the import environment. You set a release version attribute for each object, add each object to the folder, and
initiate the export of the folder. If you export the folder as a content package, the release version is nonmodifiable in
the production environment. The import process automatically baselines the release version of a content package
to prevent users from checking in changes in the imported version.

Item: Description:

Object Versions: For each object, the library browser
displays the user who checked out the object and the
current and latest object versions. In this example, the
current version of the selected dataset is 2, which is the
version that user Design_01 checked out. The latest
version of the object is version 4.
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Versions Tab of the Properties Panel: The Versions
tab of the Properties panel lists the original and all
subsequent versions of an object. You can see which
version is current, which version or versions are
baselines, and creation and modification information.
The Versions tab of the Properties panel also provides
an editable Release Version field. Optionally, you can
take the following action:
Add a release-specific value to the Release Version
field as part of preparing for export.
Select this version of the object for export.

Note:  If you exported the object as part of a
content package, then the Release Version field is
nonmodifiable once the object is imported into a new
environment. A tooltip on the field indicates that it is
locked.

Versions Tab in an Object Editor: When you open or
edit an object, the Versions tab lets you select a single
current version and one or more baseline versions.
The other information is the same as the information
displayed in the Properties panel.

Audit Trail Tab in the Object Editor: The Audit Trail
tab provides a history of all changes to each automation
object.

 Version Concepts
The following graphics and examples show essential concepts for working with versions.
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The following graphics and examples show essential concepts for working with versions.

Symbols:

  Object Version                                  Current Version                  

  Working Version                               Discard Working Version   

  Open a Previous Version                 Baseline Version

  Version Checked Out By User 1      Version Checked Out By User 2
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Item: Description:
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Typical Versioning Sequence:
A new automation object begins at version 0 ( ) .
The user checks out the object as working version 0
( ), with the option of applying pending changes to the
same version 0 or new version 1.

Current Version:
In this typical sequence, the user checks in working
version 0 ( ) as new version 1. The new version is
also typically designated as the current version ( ).
The current version is the one that is used when the
process actually runs. The original version 0 ( ) is now
considered a backup or archive.

Changes Applied to the Same Version:

In this example the user checks out version 2 ( )
multiple times. Each time, the user has elected to apply
the changes to the same version instead of creating
a new version. Although changes were made in 

working versions 3 ( , , ), the user decides
to group them all in the same version. The user cannot

return to view the object between changes ( , ).
No separate version exists to which to return.

Baseline Version:

The user designates version 4 as a baseline version
( ). Any checked-out working version must be
checked in as a new version, version 5. When you
specify one or more baseline versions, you are
essentially locking each version. This practice prevents
any modifications to the actual baseline versions.
The baseline versions can only be used as templates
or ancestor-class objects to facilitate creating new
versions.

Current, Working, and Open Versions:

Current version 5 ( ) has three simultaneous
branches that users can follow. Branch A changes are
applied as new and current version 6 ( ). In branch
B, working version 5 ( ) can be checked in as new
version 6 ( ), and version 5 ( ) remains the current
version. In branch C, the user elects to open version 5
( ). The user can view the version but cannot save
changes to it.

Multiple Users:

While running processes use current version 6 ( ), it
is possible for the object to also be checked out to user
1 ( ) with pending changes in working version 7 ( ).
While running processes use current version 6 ( ),
user 2 can make the latest changes to the object and
reflect them as latest version 7 ( ).
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Discard Working Version:

The user can discard the changes to working version 7
( ). Similar to an Undo Checkout operation, this rolls
back the object to the last checked in version.

New Current Version:

The user can check out the latest version 7 ( ) as
working version 7 ( ). During check-in, the user can
elect to make working version 7 the new current version
8 ( ).

 Set the Baseline Object Version
The Versions tab displays information about the versions of an object. You can perform the
following tasks on this tab:
catpa04305
The Versions tab displays information about the versions of an object. You can perform the following tasks on this
tab:

• Determine when and by whom a specific version was created and last updated
• Determine which is the current version of an object and, optionally, designate a different version as current
• Determine which versions are baselined and, optionally, designate one or more versions as baselined

The product initially designates an object that you create as (working) Version 0. When you save the object and
you check it in for the first time, the product designates it as (current) Version 1. From this point on, the product
designates one version as current and uses this version whenever the process runs. The product starts the current
version by default when you open the object from the Library. By default, modified versions of objects assume a
status of current upon check-in. Optionally, you can use the Current button to assign the status of current to any
previous version. This option lets you create a version of the object that the product does not access or open by
default. You do not have to check out an object to set the current version. Only the object owner or a user in the
Environment Content Administrator role has permissions to designate a version as current.

You can baseline an object version to lock it from further updates. Users can use the baselined version as a
template from which to create a checked-in, newer version. Consider baselining a version when you do not
anticipate making more changes to the object. For example, it is a good practice to baseline objects before you
package them for export. The version that you baseline can be the current version or another version.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Select a folder, right-click an object, and then select Properties.
3. On the Properties pane, click the Versions tab.

Note:  See Reference for field descriptions and examples.
4. (Optional) Click the active Current button of a version to set it as the current version and deactivate the button.
5. (Optional) Click the active Baseline button for one or more versions to set them as baseline versions and

deactivate the button.

Note:

You cannot revert setting a version as a baseline. If you update a baselined version, you must save it as a new
version.

 Set the Current Object Version
The current version of an object is the default version used by  in development or production.
You do not have to check out an object to set the current version, but you must be the owner of
the object or a member of the Environment Content Administrator role.
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The current version of an object is the default version used by CA Process Automation in development or
production. You do not have to check out an object to set the current version, but you must be the owner of the
object or a member of the Environment Content Administrator role.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Double-click an object.

The object opens in its editor.
3. Click the Versions tab.
4. In the row for a specific version, click the Current button.

The disabled Current button indicates that the selected version is now current. You can directly change the
current version by clicking the Current button in any row.

 Open the Current or Working Object Version
When you double-click an object in the library that you have checked out, the working version
opens. The working version will display the changes you make. If the object has not been
checked out, the current version will open in read-only mode. Check out the object to edit it.
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When you double-click an object in the library that you have checked out, the working version opens. The working
version will display the changes you make. If the object has not been checked out, the current version will open in
read-only mode. Check out the object to edit it.

 Open a Selected Object Version
You can open a selected version of any object to view or edit it instead of opening the current
version. For example, you can open a previous version or open a new branch of the object with
your latest changes.
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You can open a selected version of any object to view or edit it instead of opening the current version. For example,
you can open a previous version or open a new branch of the object with your latest changes.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. In the Library Browser folders pane, click a folder.
3. Right-click an object and choose Versions and then Open a Version.
4. In the Edit Version dialog, click a version of the object and then click Open.

The object opens in its editor.

 Check Out an Object
To edit and save changes to an object, check it out. Checking out an object allows you to edit
versions of the object while preventing other users from changing it at the same time. You can
open and view an object without checking it out, but you cannot edit it.
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To edit and save changes to an object, check it out. Checking out an object allows you to edit versions of the object
while preventing other users from changing it at the same time. You can open and view an object without checking
it out, but you cannot edit it.

Check Out One or More Objects Before You Open Them
Follow these steps:

1. In the Library Browser, select one or more objects.
2. Click Check Out.

You can now double-click the checked-out object to open and edit it.

Check Out an Object After You Open It
Follow these steps:

1. In the Library Browser, double-click an object.
The object opens in its editor.

2. From the object editor or the Process Designer, click Check Out.
You can check out, edit, check in, test the changes, and then check out and continue editing the object.
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 Save Changes to a Checked-Out Object
Saving the working version of an object prevents you from losing changes as you work. For
example, you could inadvertently close the object editor. Saving changes for a checked-out
object affects only the working version of the object. A new version of the object is not created
and the object is not checked in.
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Saving the working version of an object prevents you from losing changes as you work. For example, you could
inadvertently close the object editor. Saving changes for a checked-out object affects only the working version of
the object. A new version of the object is not created and the object is not checked in.

Follow these steps:

1. Check out an object.
2. Edit the working version.
3. Click Save.

After changes are saved to the working version, you can close the editor. The object is still checked out. The
working version remains editable and continues to reflect your changes as long as it is still checked out. When you
open the object again, the application automatically opens the working version.

 Discard Changes to a Checked-Out Object
After you check out, modify, and save an object, you may want to discontinue working with that
specific version. Even if you saved the working version numerous times, you can perform an
"Undo Checkout" to discard the saved working version.
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After you check out, modify, and save an object, you may want to discontinue working with that specific version.
Even if you saved the working version numerous times, you can perform an "Undo Checkout" to discard the saved
working version.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Right-click the object in the main window and select Check In/Out.
3. Select Undo Check Out.

The application ignores the changes that you saved to the working version and checks in the object.
4. To continue working with the object, check it out again.

 Check In an Object
When you complete editing, check in the object to save changes to the same or a new object
version.
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When you complete editing, check in the object to save changes to the same or a new object version.

After you complete the following procedure, the Designer remains open and you can continue viewing the object in
read-only mode. Check out the object again to make more changes.

Follow these steps:

1. On the object editor toolbar or the Library Browser toolbar, click Check In.
The Check In dialog appears with the object name in the Object Name field.

2. On the Check In dialog, configure the following settings, then click Check In:

• Current

Selected: Make the checked-in version the current version of the object. The current version is the version that CA
Process Automation uses.
Cleared: Retain the previously current version as the current version. Clear the check box if you are checking in an
object for which design is in progress.

1. • Baseline

Selected: The object version that you are checking in cannot be changed during a future checkout. Baseline
versions can only be the basis of new versions. You can check out a baseline version, change it, and check in the
object as a new version.
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Cleared: The object version that you are checking in can be changed during a future checkout.

1. • Version

Displays the object version that you are checking in.

1. • Release Version

Defines a unique indicator for an object version that is selected for export as part of a release.

If the Release Version field is read-only, the object was imported previously with the release version in
nonmodifiable mode. The tooltip provides details.

Enter a value for Release Version only when you are preparing the object version for export (alone, in a folder).
Enter a release-specific value so that there is no conflict with any release version value for an existing object in the
import environment. If a conflict occurs, the import fails.

Note:

Specifically, the import fails under the following conditions:

• The object is imported with the option Import as a New Version and Keep Existing Object.
• The existing object has a version that has the same Release Version value as the value you enter in the

Release Version field.

1. • Comments

(Optional) Enter descriptive comments to save with this version of the object.

1. • Check In As

Specifies whether to create a version of the object or apply the changes to the same version.
New Version: Creates a version of the object.
Same Version: Overwrites the current version of the object with changes made since it was last checked out. 

Note:  If you try to check in changes for a baselined object, CA Process Automation displays an error message.

 Baseline Concepts
The purpose of baselining an object is to lock a version.
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The purpose of baselining an object is to lock a version.

Consider the case where you edit some version of an automation object and save the changes. After you complete
all the planned changes, you baseline the current version of the object to prevent future changes to that version.
You can check out a baseline version, modify it, and save the changes, but you cannot check in the object as the
same version. You must check in the changes as a new version.

For example, assume you baseline version 0 of a process, then continue as follows:

1. You check out version 0.
2. You edit version 0.
3. You save version 0.
4. You check in version 0.

• If you check in the changes as New Version, CA Process Automation creates the version successfully.
• If you try to check in the changes as Same Version, the product displays the following message:

You checked out a baseline version. To check in your changes, you must select New Version.

You cannot overwrite a baseline version by checking in changes to the same version.

Consider baselining a version when you do not anticipate making more changes to the object. For example, it is
good practice to baseline objects before you export them in a content package. You can equate the packaging
process to a release process. So, before you release an object, you can lock it by selecting baseline at the final
check-in. You can still modify the object later as long as you check in your changes to a different version.
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Note:  During an export of a folder as a content package, CA Process Automation exports Release Version
attributes in nonmodifiable mode. The import process baselines all objects so that users in the target environment
cannot modify the exported object versions.

 Create a Baseline Object Version
To prevent users from changing a particular version, you can designate the version as
a baseline version. Users can check out a baseline version and edit it, but can only check it in
as a new version.
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To prevent users from changing a particular version, you can designate the version as a baseline version. Users
can check out a baseline version and edit it, but can only check it in as a new version.

You do not have to check out objects to set them as baselines, but you must be the owner or have administrative
permission to the object.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library Browser tab.
2. Double-click an object.
3. Click the Versions tab.
4. In the row for a specific version, click the Baseline button.

The selected version is now a baseline indicated by the disabling of the Baseline button. You can select multiple
baseline versions of an object.

Note:  You cannot undo or reverse the baseline status of a version. To reset a version so that it is no longer a
baseline, set the version to current, check it out, and then check it in as a new version with the Baseline check box
cleared.

 Work with Nonmodifiable Content
can release nonmodifiable content. The not icon indicates that the content is non-modifiable:
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CA Process Automationcan release nonmodifiable content. The not icon indicates that the content is non-
modifiable:

The use of nonmodifiable objects is different from the use of modifiable objects in the following respects:

• You cannot modify the imported version.
• You can copy the imported version to another folder and then modify the copy.
• You cannot modify the release version of an imported object.
• You cannot modify the release version of a copy of the imported object.

Action-level Details About Using Nonmodifiable Content
The following actions are permitted on nonmodifiable content:

• Copy the object with a new name and paste it in a different folder.
• Cut the object and paste it in a different folder.
• Delete the imported object.
• View the object properties.
• Perform any actions shown in the More Actions drop-down list for imported objects.

The following actions are not permitted on nonmodifiable content:

• Edit the object.
• Rename the object.
• Check in or check out the object.
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• Open the object version for edit.
• Edit the object properties.
• Set the owner on the object.
• Export the object.

If nonmodifiable content is exported in a folder, the following actions are not permitted in the folder:

• Import
• Create object
• Paste

 Manage Automation Objects
 
catpa04305
 

Content designers use the Library tab to perform the following tasks for content design. Select the link that
describes what you want to do:

• Search for an object.
• Create an object.

• Create an automation object in a selected folder.
• Create an object that is based on another object.

• Check an object out and back into the library.

• Check out automation objects.
• Undo checkout for automation objects.
• Check in automation objects.

• Edit the object or its properties.

• Open an object to edit.
• Sort the display by the selected column.
• Change the state of selected objects.
• Edit the properties of the selected object.

• Review the audit trail of a selected object.
• Move an object to another folder or to another Orchestrator.

• Move an object to another folder.
• Export a single object.
• Import a single object.

 Use Embeddable (Tear Off) URLs
Consider that CA Process Automation is part of a solution that embeds the user interface (UI)
in other products. Then, objects can be embedded in iframes or portlets of these products. For
example, someone could trigger a process and could have the tracking UI for that instance
embedded in a custom portlet. Processes and forms-based objects are independently
addressable.
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Consider that CA Process Automation is part of a solution that embeds the user interface (UI) in other products.
Then, objects can be embedded in iframes or portlets of these products. For example, someone could trigger a
process and could have the tracking UI for that instance embedded in a custom portlet. Processes and forms-
based objects are independently addressable.

Login is required for CA Process Automation objects to be URL-addressable.

To view the tear-off URL for a process that is displayed on the Designer tab, click the Tear Off icon.
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The process appears with a unique URL with a format that resembles:

http://server:8080/itpam/Web.jsp?
&OID=2024&tearOff=true&ObjUUID=null&newProcess=false&page=processeditor&serverId=uuid

If you open a forms-based object from a folder in the Library Browser, the object appears similarly with its URL.
Forms-based objects that use embeddable (tear off) URLs include all CA Process Automation automation objects:

• Calendar
• Custom Icon
• Custom Operator
• Dataset
• Interaction Request Form
• Process Watch
• Resources
• Schedule
• Start Request Form

The following URL format resembles that for a Start Request Form. The format for other objects is similar to this
one except for the text preceding serverID, which is object-specific.

http://server:8080/itpam/Web.jsp?
uuid=&tearOff=true&OID=53717&page=Commander&serverId=uuid

 Change the State of Automation Objects
The More Actions drop-down list in the Library toolbar contains actions that apply to a subset
of automation objects. You can change the state of objects by selecting the objects and then
selecting an action from the More Actions drop-down list.
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The More Actions drop-down list in the Library toolbar contains actions that apply to a subset of automation objects.
You can change the state of objects by selecting the objects and then selecting an action from the More Actions
drop-down list.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Select the objects with a state to change. The objects that you select must have the same object type and the

same state.
4. Select the desired state from the More Actions drop-down list.
5. Verify that the new state is displayed in the State column for the selected objects.

Use the following table for reference:
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Object Type State More Actions

Custom Operator Available Make Unavailable

Custom Operator Unavailable Make Available

Dataset Checked Out Modify Dataset

Process Checked Out Start Process

Start Suspended

Process Checked In Start Process

Start Suspended

Schedule Activated Deactivate

Schedule Deactivated Activate

Start Request Form Checked Out Start

 Check In Automation Objects
From the Library view, you can check in one or more objects whether the objects reside in the
same or separate folders. Checking in an automation object locks the object from editing. When
you check in an object, you can overwrite the current version or you can create another version.
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From the Library view, you can check in one or more objects whether the objects reside in the same or separate
folders. Checking in an automation object locks the object from editing. When you check in an object, you can
overwrite the current version or you can create another version.

• If you overwrite the previously checked-in version, you can revert to the newly checked-in version.
• If you create a version, you can revert to the newly checked-in version or the version before it.

Note:  The object properties include the version history.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Open the Check In dialog for one or more objects.

• Check in a single object

1.1 Select the folder that contains the automation object to check in.
2.1 Right-click the object and select CheckIn/Out, Check In.

• Check in multiple objects in the same folder

1.1 Select the folder that contains the automation objects to check in.
2.1 Select each object to check in.
3.1 Click Check In.

• Check in multiple objects in different folders

1.1 Select the root folder and click Advanced Search.
2.1 Enter criteria that includes all the objects to check in.

For example, select your User ID for Owner, select Checked Out for State, then click Search.
3.1 Select the objects individually or as a block.

To select a block of objects, hold the SHIFT key while you click the first and last objects in the block.
4.1 Click Check In.

4. Examine the following read-only fields on the Check In dialog:

• Object Name
Displays the name of each object that you selected to check in.

• Path
Displays the path in the Library tree view where the topic resides.
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• Version
Displays the version that you are checking in. For example, if the current version is 9 and the last version is
10, then this field displays 9 (the current version).

5. Update the following fields as necessary. The order that is shown in this step accommodates the dependencies
between fields.

• Current
Specifies whether the selected object version is the version that to be actively updated. Only one version can
be marked as Current.

• Selected
(Default) Sets the version of the object that you are checking in as the current version. The current
version opens by default when you check out the object or when you open the object for edit.

• Cleared
Does not set version of the object that you are checking in as current.

• Baseline
Specifies whether to save the object as a baseline. An object can have multiple baseline versions. You can
use a baseline object but you cannot edit it. However, you can save a baseline version as a new version and
then edit the new version.

• Selected
Specifies that the version of the object is baselined.

• Cleared
(Default) Indicates that the version of the object is not baselined.

• Comments
Defines descriptive text about the version of the object you are checking in. You can use this field to log
changes to the object.

• Check In As
Specifies whether to check in the object as a new version or as the same version.

• New Version
(Default) Specifies to check in this object as a separate version from the preceding version.

• Same Version
Specifies to check in this object so it overwrites the preceding version.

• Release Version
Defines the release version of an object when you are preparing the object for export.

6. Click Check In, then click OK on the confirmation message.
The process checks in your changes to the checked-out object or objects.

 Check Out Automation Objects
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Follow these steps for your objective:

• Check in a single object.

1.1 Select the folder containing the automation object to check out.
2.1 Right-click the object and select CheckIn/Out, Check Out.
3.1 Verify that the Checked Out By column displays your User ID.

• Check out multiple objects available in the same folder.

1.1 Navigate to the folder containing automation objects.
2.1 Select each object to check out.

Corresponding selection fields are selected.

1.1 Right-click and select CheckIn/Out, Check Out.
2.1 Verify that the Checked Out By column displays your User ID.
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• Check out multiple objects from different folders.

1.1 Search for objects, where the targets are objects to check out. Be sure to enter State as Checked In
when you enter criteria.
The result set includes all of the target objects.

2.1 Press CTRL and select each object to check out.
Corresponding selection fields are selected.

3.1 Right-click and select CheckIn/Out, Check Out.
4.1 Verify that the Checked Out By column displays your User ID.

 Create an Automation Object in a Selected Folder
Typically, the first automation objects you create when starting a new project are Process and
Dataset. Objects that you are likely to create in a later phase include Schedule and Calendar,
Start Request Form and Interaction Request Form, and Process Watch.
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Typically, the first automation objects you create when starting a new project are Process and Dataset. Objects
that you are likely to create in a later phase include Schedule and Calendar, Start Request Form and Interaction
Request Form, and Process Watch.

You can add an automation object to any selected folder.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Expand the root folder to display the folder tree.
4. Select the folder that is to contain the automation object.

Note:  Create objects within folders rather than at the root level. If you create objects at the root level, there is
no way to export the objects for production use or set ownership.

5. Select the object to create:

• Click New and select one of the listed automation objects.
• Right-click the folder and select New Object, <object>.

For example, select New Object, Process.

A row for the new object appears in the grid with the Name field open to edit.
6. Enter the name of the object you are creating.

For example, if you are creating a process, enter the process name in the Name column.
7. (Optional) Double-click the object that you are creating.

A tab for the selected object opens, where the default tab lets you edit the object.

 Duplicate an Automation Object
You can duplicate an object to create a new object. Rename the copy and modify it as
appropriate. This approach can be more time-efficient than creating a completely new object.
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You can duplicate an object to create a new object. Rename the copy and modify it as appropriate. This approach
can be more time-efficient than creating a completely new object.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Select the object on which to base the new object and click Copy.
4. Navigate to the target folder if different from the folder containing the source object.
5. Click Paste.

The pasted object appears in the destination folder in Checked Out status.
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6. Modify the name of the copied object to the new name.
7. Verify that the new name appears in the Name field.
8. Edit the object as needed.
9. Click Save.

 Edit Automation Object Properties
The object properties are displayed in the editor of each object. Administrators and designers
can edit the properties of an object. You can edit properties when you create an object or any
time thereafter.
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The object properties are displayed in the editor of each object. Administrators and designers can edit the
properties of an object. You can edit properties when you create an object or any time thereafter.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Display the editor of the selected object, if it is not displayed.

1.1 Click the Library tab.
2.1 Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3.1 Double-click the automation object for which you want to view or update properties.

The editor for the selected object appears.
2. Click the Properties tab. Enter or view the following values.

•  Object Name
Specifies a name for the selected object

•  Description
Specifies a description for this object

•  Tags
Specifies the keywords that can retrieve this resource when specified as search criteria. Enter the tags as
comma-separated values with no spaces.

3. View the following other values that the Properties tab displays:

•  Path
Specifies the path in the Library where this object is stored.

•  Orchestrator
Specifies the name of the Orchestrator. Domain Orchestrator is the name of the Orchestrator that was
created when CA Process Automation was installed. If you have installed multiple Orchestrators, verify that
this name is correct.

•  Owner
Specifies the user ID of the owner of this object. The individual who creates the object is the default owner.

•  Date Created
Specifies the date, time, and timezone when this object was created.

•  Checked Out By
If the object is checked out, this value specifies the user ID of the user who checked out the object.

•  Date Modified
Specifies the date, time, and timezone when this object was last modified.

4. If you made edits to the properties, click Save.
5. To exit, click Save and Close.

 Move an Automation Object to Another Folder
To move an object to another folder, you cut the object from the source folder and paste it in the
destination folder.
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To move an object to another folder, you cut the object from the source folder and paste it in the destination folder.
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Note:  You can move schedule objects when they are inactive. You cannot move activated schedules.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Navigate the folder structure, then select the folder that contains the object to move.
4. Select the object to move and click Cut.
5. Navigate to the destination folder.
6. Click Paste.

Typically, the object is deleted from the source location and moved to the destination location.

Note:  A warning appears when an object with the same name exists in the destination folder.

 Open an Automation Object to Edit
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Locate the target object.

• Search the folder structure, select the folder that contains the object, and sort the display by Name.
• Search for the object.
• Navigate the folder tree view to the folder that contains the object and sort the display by Name.

4. Complete one of the following tasks:

• To open the latest version, right-click the object and select Edit.
• To open a past version for edit:

1.1 Right-click the object and select Open Version.
2.1 Select any displayed version to edit and click Open.

 Review an Automation Object Audit Trail
The editor for each object type includes an Audit Trail tab. Select the Audit Trail tab to view the
action history for the selected object. Actions are displayed in descending order of the date
they occurred, with the name of the user responsible for the action. The first action is typically
Created. The audit trail displays the Version number for all subsequent actions.
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The editor for each object type includes an Audit Trail tab. Select the Audit Trail tab to view the action history for
the selected object. Actions are displayed in descending order of the date they occurred, with the name of the user
responsible for the action. The first action is typically Created. The audit trail displays the Version number for all
subsequent actions.

Except as noted, the following action types apply to all types of automation objects:

• Created
• Renamed
• Current version set
• Checked in with new version
• Checked out
• Moved
• Checked in
• Check in failed
• Baselined
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• Release version set

Follow these steps:

1. Display the editor of the selected object, if not displayed.

1.1 Click the Library tab.
2.1 Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3.1 Double-click the automation object for which you want to view or update properties.

2. On the editor for the selected object, click the Audit Trail tab.
3. To determine the most recent activity, view the first several rows in the default view.
4. To determine the changes that each person made, sort by user name and view the actions for each person.
5. To determine the history, sort ascending by Last Updated and review activities up to the present.
6. To hide one or more columns, right-click any column, select Columns, and clear a check box to hide that

column.

 Save Automation Object Changes
From any editor, you can save changes as you make them. A red asterisk (*) by a field indicates
that you changed a value that you have not saved. Before you page forward, either save or
discard the changes. If your edits are restricted to one page, save changes before checking in
the working version. You can also save changes before you exit.
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From any editor, you can save changes as you make them. A red asterisk (*) by a field indicates that you changed
a value that you have not saved. Before you page forward, either save or discard the changes. If your edits are
restricted to one page, save changes before checking in the working version. You can also save changes before
you exit.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the object that you are editing and click Save. Optionally, continue editing.
2. Click save before you click another tab.

If you edit fields in a tab and then select another tab without saving, the edits are discarded.
3. To cancel changes:

1.1 Click Cancel.
An Alert opens to confirm whether you really want to close without saving.

2.1 Select Yes to cancel all changes you made and revert to the saved changes.
4. When you finish all edits, click Save and Close.

 Search for Automation Objects
You can use Basic Search to search for objects using a single criterion. To enter multiple
criteria, use Advanced Search. The Search finds objects that meet your search criteria in the
folder structure you specify. To search all folders, search from the root folder.
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You can use Basic Search to search for objects using a single criterion. To enter multiple criteria, use Advanced
Search. The Search finds objects that meet your search criteria in the folder structure you specify. To search all
folders, search from the root folder.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Expand the root folder in the navigation pane and click the folder from which to begin the search.

Note:  To search all folders in the library, click the root folder.
4. Use Basic Search, if you can get the desired result set with a single search criterion.
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1.1 Enter one of the following kinds of valid data in the Search field:

• Name
• Type
• State
• Owner
• Path
• Creation date
• Last modified date
• The user who checked out the object

2.1 Click Search in the main pane.
The search results include all objects in the selected folder and subfolders that meet your criteria.

3.1 To navigate to the folder where a specific object resides, right-click the object and select Open Containing
Folder.

5. Use Advanced Search if the result set you need requires specifying multiple criteria.

1.1 Click Advanced Search and enter query criteria in one or more fields for the object data you want to search:

• Name
Defines the object name. The product accepts a partial string.

• Owner
Defines the user ID of the object owner. To search only objects that you created and own, enter your
login user ID. Or, click Browse and enter a partial string in the Available Users field and click Search.
Select a user from the query results and click OK.

• Type
Specifies one of the following object types: Process, Calendar, Content Package, Custom Icon, Custom
Operator, Dataset, Interaction Request Form, Package (Deprecated), Process Watch, Resources,
Schedule, Start Request Form.

• State
Specifies whether to search objects in the Checked In or the Checked Out state.

• Creation Date
Defines the date range during which the objects were created.

• Modification Date
Defines the date range during which the objects were last modified.

• Tags
Defines one or more keywords. The product returns objects that meet all of the criteria that you define
when you connect multiple keywords with AND. The product returns objects that meet any of the criteria
that you define when you connect multiple keywords with OR. Use a comma as the delimiter between
multiple keywords.

2.1 Click Search.
The result set appears at the bottom of the main pane.

3.1 To remove the current search criteria and prepare for a subsequent search, click Reset.
4.1 To close the Advanced Search dialog, click Basic Search.

 Sort the Display by the Selected Column
Sort on a selected column to change the order in which rows are displayed. You can sort
columns that include sorting options in a drop-down list.
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Sort on a selected column to change the order in which rows are displayed. You can sort columns that include
sorting options in a drop-down list.

• To view the newest objects, sort by Date Created, descending.
All the objects display in reverse creation order beginning with the most recently created objects.

• To view the objects you have checked out, sort by Checked Out By, and scroll or page to your name.

Note:  To display objects that meet a single criteria, enter the criteria in the Search field and click Search.

Follow these steps:
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1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Determine the column to sort and the sort direction.
4. Click the drop-down list at the right of the column header and select either Sort Ascending (A to Z) or Sort

Descending (Z to A).

 Undo Automation Object Checkout
To undo a checkout, use the same selection procedure that you used for checking out the
objects except select Undo Checkout instead of Check Out.
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To undo a checkout, use the same selection procedure that you used for checking out the objects except select
Undo Checkout instead of Check Out.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Select the objects for which you want to undo the checkout, using the selection procedure that you used for

checking out the objects, for example:

• Select the folder, right-click the object, and select Check In/Out, Undo Checkout.
• Select the folder, select multiple objects, and click Undo Check-out.
• Enter search criteria to display the objects from different folders in a block, SHIFT-click the first and last

object, and then click Undo Check-out.

 Process Objects
process objects graphically represent operators, ports, links, logic, and constraints. Each
process contains one or more chains of operators that you can run in a sequence or in parallel.
Lanes separate parent processes from any triggered secondary processes. For example,
a branch of a process that switches to a child process is often depicted in a separate lane.
Exception handlers control operators that abort or terminate due to system errors or unidentified
exit conditions.
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CA Process Automation process objects graphically represent operators, ports, links, logic, and constraints. Each
process contains one or more chains of operators that you can run in a sequence or in parallel. Lanes separate
parent processes from any triggered secondary processes. For example, a branch of a process that switches to a
child process is often depicted in a separate lane. Exception handlers control operators that abort or terminate due
to system errors or unidentified exit conditions.

Each process defines the configuration and management of operators on touchpoints in an environment. Process
objects are stored with other objects in a library that is associated with an Orchestrator. You can create process
objects in the Library Browser or directly in the Designer. You also open them from the Library Browser. However,
you view and edit processes in the Process Designer.

Contents:

 Operators and Links: The Building Blocks
The general structure of a process consists of two basic items: operators and links. Operators
perform tasks or conditional tests. Links connect operators and determine the processing
sequence.
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The general structure of a CA Process Automation process consists of two basic items: operators and links.
Operators perform tasks or conditional tests. Links connect operators and determine the processing sequence.

The following list describes some examples of operators:
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• File Management operators monitor file sizes, patterns, and other parameters relative to files on a system.
• File Transfer operators use FTP to perform file transfers and remote file operators.
• Email operators notify system administrators in the event of errors or other conditional states requiring human

intervention.
• Network Utilities interface operators get, update, and monitor SNMP variables and send SNMP traps for network

devices and monitors.
• Resource operators represent resources in limited supply.
• Web Services (SOAP methods) represent an interface between third party products and CA Process

Automation.

Links connect operators and carry out the processing flow. The point where an operator and link intersect is called
a port. A link originates at the exit port for one operator and ends at the entry port for another operator.

When a process between two operators runs, the processing sequence can be summarized as follows:

• Activate the first operator.
• Apply logic, get a result, and flow to the appropriate exit port.
• Activate the second operator.

An operator can have multiple exit ports to handle various results. Each exit link can initiate a separate branch of
operators in a child process. Exit and entry ports enforce a linear sequence in which operators are processed. They
can direct the process flow to a particular branch of a process depending on the outcome of a single operator.

To direct processing based on the outcomes of multiple operators, use the following operators:

• The Loop operator.
• The Exception operator in Exception Handler mode.
• Conditional operators, such as the And operator or the Or operator.

These operators allow you to design multiple entry and exit branches for other operators. You can also create links
that depend on the outcomes of multiple operators.

 

 Create a Process Object
Use the Library Browser to create a Process object in a folder. You can also create a process in
the Designer and specify a folder when you save it. Create a Process object for every discrete
automation sequence, flow, or child process that you want to automate. After creating the
Process object, design the process by adding operators and connecting them with links.
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Use the Library Browser to create a Process object in a folder. You can also create a process in the Designer and
specify a folder when you save it. Create a Process object for every discrete automation sequence, flow, or child
process that you want to automate. After creating the Process object, design the process by adding operators and
connecting them with links.

Note:  To set rights and perform other object tasks, the best practice is to organize the objects in folders. Do not
create objects at the root level because you cannot manage such objects as a group.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. In the Library Browser folders pane, select a folder.
3. In the toolbar, click New and then select Process.

A new process object is displayed with a default name. The process is automatically checked out to you to
capture your changes.

4. Click the process name and change it to a unique value. 

Note:  The name is directly editable until you deselect it. To edit it again, right-click it and select Rename.

The process object. is created

 Process Designer
The Process Designer provides an integrated development environment where you can drag
operators and links to design processes. The Process Designer also provides property and data
set configuration, testing, and debugging capabilities.
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The Process Designer provides an integrated development environment where you can drag operators and links to
design processes. The Process Designer also provides property and data set configuration, testing, and debugging
capabilities.

Use the Process Designer to:

• Design and edit processes.
• Run, monitor, and control the execution of processes in production or test environments.
• Modify a running instance of a process to recover from an incident.

Add an operator by dragging it from the Operators palette to the design layout. You can also directly view and
configure the properties or data set values for an operator or process.

The process designer layout includes the following process elements:

• Canvas: Drag an operator to view guides to help your operator snap to positions in the grid.
• Lanes: The example process shows two lanes to arrange segments. You can add more, merge, or remove

lanes. Lanes are also known as swim lanes.
• Operators: The functional entities within a process. Each operator except for those operators at the end shows

its exit ports and other smaller status icons.
• Ports: These small connection points represent the exit ports for each operator. Every operator except the Start

operator also has a single entry port.
• Links: These lines connect the exit port from one operator to the entry port of another operator. You can

customize the appearance of these lines.
• Handler Editors: In addition to the Main Editor, the designer also includes two other tabs along the bottom for

editing exception and lane change handlers.

The following graphic shows the Process Designer.
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Item: Description:

Designer Toolbar and Process Tabs: When you open
a process from the Library Browser, the Designer tab
appears. Each open process appears in its own tab.
Use the toolbar buttons to check out, edit, zoom in
or out, save, test, and check in the selected process
object. You can copy and paste operators from one
process tab to another. The toolbar also features icons
for creating a process or opening an existing process
(screen images may vary).

View Menu: Use the View settings at top right to
show or hide the Operators, Data set, Properties, and
Navigation palettes. You can also dock the properties
and data sets palettes to the right or bottom. Click Tear
Off to open the current page in its own window in your
browser to maximize your view.

Operators Palette: Drag operators from this palette to
your process layout. You can also enter search criteria,
for example, "Get," to filter out nonmatching operators.
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Dataset Palette: Use this palette to view, edit, and add
variables in process or operator data sets.

Properties Palette: Use this palette and its additional
buttons and windows to manage the properties of the
currently selected operator.

Navigation Palette: Use this palette to navigate to
specific regions inside large processes with multiple
lanes. As a convenience, you can pan in any direction
within this palette instead of scrolling the main designer
layout up or down.

Process Designer: The actual process design appears
in this work area, canvas, or layout. The Process
Designer includes the background grid and one or more
lanes.

 Design a Process
Complete the steps in first. After you understand the concepts and steps behind creating your
first few new process, you can easily edit any process. Use the Process Designer to design and
configure all process objects.
catpa04305
Complete the steps in Create a Process Object first. After you understand the concepts and steps behind creating
your first few new process, you can easily edit any process. Use the Process Designer to design and configure all
process objects.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click the process in the Library or open it from the Process Designer.
The Process Designer opens with a default set of basic start and stop operators.

2. Use the Process Designer to design and configure the process. This includes adding operators, ports, and links.
3. To configure properties for a process, click any neutral space in the canvas, and choose Properties from the

View menu in the toolbar.
The Properties palette opens. The process properties determine the default behavior for all operators added to
the process.

• Configuration
Specifies whether to display horizontal or vertical swim lanes.

• Link
Specifies the weight, color, and shape of the lines that link operators.

• Simulation
Specifies the default simulation options for operators added to a process. You can also override these
settings for a specific operator.

• Label Options
Specifies the default display options for operators added to a process. You can also override these settings
for a specific operator.

4. When finished, click Apply to view the changes.
5. Continue with any other tasks as appropriate.
6. When you are done editing an object, click Save and then Check In.

 Process Design Tips
Keep the following tips in mind when working with processes:
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Keep the following tips in mind when working with processes:

• You can repeat any of the topics in this context in almost any order. For example, add a swim lane, add a port,
or connect a link.

• As a rule, you can edit a process using the same steps for editing any automation object in the library. See Work
with Objects and Folders.
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• Always check out the process to prevent others from overwriting your changes. You can check out a process
before opening it (in the Library Browser) or after opening it (in the Process Designer).

• CA Process Automation always runs the current version of a process. However, if an object is checked out, the
application runs the working version.

• ResultCode is a system variable that is used in CA Process Automation. Do not use the variable name
ResultCode in Javascript or a dataset variable.

• When you check in a changed process, decide how its versions are handled. You can either replace the version
that you opened or you can create a separate distinct new version.

• Before you test changes to a process, check in the edited version that you had previously checked out.

 Process Operators
Process operators apply functions or perform actions to yield a result. The collective results of a
series of operators determine the automated flow through the process.
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Process operators apply functions or perform actions to yield a result. The collective results of a series of operators
determine the automated flow through the process.

Item: Description:

Start Operator: All processes include at least one Start
operator with no entry port and a single exit port. It is
possible, although rare, to have more than one Start
operator in a process.
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Stop Success Operator: All processes include at least
one Stop operator. Stop operators come in two flavors
or types: success (shown here) or failure.

Selected Operator: The currently selected operator
border appears as a dashed outline. The Properties
palette displays the currently selected operator's
settings.

Database Query Operator with Multiple Exit Ports:
As you add ports, they appear around the operator's
bottom and right edges. Each port represents the
process flow for a particular result.

Note:  To add a port, right-click an operator.

Delay Operator with After Port: Delay operators do
not include successful Completed or Timeout ports.
In addition to a custom result port, they feature just
two default ports: After and Failed. Different operators
include different ports.

Send Event Operator with Breakpoint Indicator:
Status indicators appear when you click Set Breakpoint.

Disabled Operator: When you disable an operator, the
designer gives it a transparent appearance. You can
decide later to enable it.

 The Start Operator
A default Start operator is automatically applied when you create and open a new process. The
Start operator has no entry port. Configure the properties for the Start operator in the Properties
palette. For example, you can change the name, specify a custom icon, or change the location
and text in the icon label.
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A default Start operator is automatically applied when you create and open a new process. The Start operator has
no entry port. Configure the properties for the Start operator in the Properties palette. For example, you can change
the name, specify a custom icon, or change the location and text in the icon label.

The Start operator starts a chain of operators in any process. When a new process begins, it immediately activates
the Start operator. All operators must be linked either directly or indirectly to this chain of operators. A process can
have multiple Start operators to initiate multiple processing paths. These paths are also known as branches or child
processes. However, as a general rule, a process really only needs one Start operator. As the example shown at
right illustrates, a more efficient design utilizes the same Start operator and perhaps even the same Stop Success
operator. Multiple links can share the same operator.
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Note:

Running multiple branches in parallel with multiple Start operators can result in confusing log entries. The logs may
be difficult to analyze because the run sequence of branches with multiple starts may appear to be in random order.
In most cases, use a single Start operator for each process.

 Add Operators to a Process
After you place the Start operator in a process, drag the next operator, and then join the links
that determine the process flow.
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After you place the Start operator in a process, drag the next operator, and then join the links that determine the
process flow.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following to open a process 

1.1 In the Library Browser, double-click a Process object.
2.1 In the Designer toolbar, click Open.

The Process Designer tab appears. If not already checked out, click Check Out.
2. Drag an operator from the Operators palette onto the process layout anywhere below or to the right of

the Start operator. Operators are arranged in folders for each module or operator category supported by CA
Process Automation. Enter the name of an operator in the Search field to search for matching operators.

3. Repeat the previous step as often as necessary to create a chain of operators.
4. Create the first link in the chain. Click the small exit port under the Start operator and drag the link to the

destination operator's entry port.
5. Continue to logically connect exit ports to the entry ports of operators in sequence.
6. Configure each operator by double-clicking it to open its Property palette.
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 Logical Operators
The logical operators (AND, OR) are used to synchronize, unite, and split processing according
to conditions. In this release, the AND and OR operators are available in the Standard folder in
the Operators palette.
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The logical operators (AND, OR) are used to synchronize, unite, and split processing according to conditions. In
this release, the AND and OR operators are available in the Standard folder in the Operators palette.

Note:  As of CA Process Automation r4.0, the Derivation operator is no longer available. When you import or
migrate the Derivation operator to the current release, CA Process Automation converts it to an OR operator.

Contents:

 Logical Operators: AND
The AND operator defines a synchronization point between all entry links to it. Exit links from an
AND operator are activated only after all the entry links to it have been activated. Use an AND
operator to synchronize multiple branches of a process when all branches must be completed
before beginning one or more other branches.
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The AND operator defines a synchronization point between all entry links to it. Exit links from an AND operator
are activated only after all the entry links to it have been activated. Use an AND operator to synchronize multiple
branches of a process when all branches must be completed before beginning one or more other branches.

 Logical Operators: OR
The OR operator activates exit links when any one of its entry links are activated. The OR
operator can also be implemented with a single entry link to enable two or more output links for
separate parallel branches.
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The OR operator activates exit links when any one of its entry links are activated. The OR operator can also be
implemented with a single entry link to enable two or more output links for separate parallel branches.

You do not have to use an OR operator to implement a logical "or" condition in a process. Two or more links
entering the same operator behave the same as an OR operator. However, to reduce confusion, and to document
the logic in a process, it is recommended that you use an OR operator rather than merging links in an operation.
The Name property on an OR operator lets you label the operator and document it according to the logical
sequence of operators in the process.

 Example: Conditional Logic
The following process example shows eight operators and nine links (two blue, four green, and
three red).
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The following process example shows eight operators and nine links (two blue, four green, and three red).
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• The Start operator at the top initiates simultaneous processing of the first two linked operators (Task 1 and Task
2).

• Task 3 starts only after Task 2 successfully completes.
• The AND operator on the Task 1 and Task 3 exit links is activated only after both Task 1 and Task 3 successfully

complete. This path ends at the green Stop Success operator.
• The OR operator on the Task 2 and Task 3 exit links is activated after an abnormal exit from either Task 2 or

Task 3. This path ends at the red Stop Failure operator.
• The Process Control operators running on an Orchestrator run a process. You can run individual process tasks

on any agent touchpoint that is in the same environment as the Orchestrator. For example, Task 1 can flow on a
Windows touchpoint while Task 2 and Task 3 flow on a UNIX touchpoint.

 The Stop Operator: Success or Failure
Follow these steps:
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Terminate a process by linking the final operator in a sequence to a Stop operator. A process can have multiple
Stop operators on different branches. A Stop operator processed on any branch has no exit and terminates
processing of the entire process. Stop operators can optionally be configured to terminate a calling loop in another
process.

Follow these steps:

1. Open and check out a process.
2. In the Operators palette, drag a Stop Success or a Stop Failure operator to your process.
3. Double-click the Stop operator to open the Properties palette.
4. In the Stop section, specify the integer value returned by the process in the Result field and choose a value for

the End Type field.
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• To end the process normally, click Stop Success and enter a Result value of 1. The Result value 1 causes a
completed process to exit when the process is called from a Start Process operator in a parent process.

• To end the process abnormally, click Stop Failure and enter a Result value of 0. The Result value 0 causes
an aborted process to exit when the process is called from a Start Process operator in a parent process.

5. (Optional) Instead of using these default result settings, you can specify any expression that returns an integer.
The expression should return a non-zero integer to indicate that the process completed normally or zero to
indicate that the process completed abnormally.

6. Select the Break Calling Loop check box to break a calling loop. If the process was called from a looping
operator in another process, this option breaks the loop when processing returns from this Stop to the other
process. Clearing this check box allows a calling loop to continue.

7. Select the Ignore Running Tasks (Immediate Stop) check box to stop processing the process immediately when
the Stop is executed. This interrupts any other operators that are still active elsewhere in the process. Clear this
check box to allow ongoing operators to terminate normally before stopping the process.

 Process Operator Ports and Links
Links between operators define dependencies. The links act on the results that each operator
produces. Links define the order and logic of a process as it flows.
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Links between operators define dependencies. The links act on the results that each operator produces. Links
define the order and logic of a process as it flows.

Different kinds of actions have different predefined results or outcomes:

• Successful
• Completed
• Aborted
• Failed
• Timed out

The application calculates these outcomes to determine the next exit conditions, ports, and links to activate, in a
logical sequence. For example, you can add a custom port on some operators and can define the port to activate
when an expression returns a True value.

Exit conditions on an operator are not mutually exclusive. If the product evaluates more than one exit condition
as True, all of exit conditions are processed. Processing multiple exit conditions on a single operator can start
subsequent simultaneous processing of multiple branches.

When a process runs, the product activates its operators only once. When a link leads to a previously activated
operator, the product does not reprocess the destination operator and the branch that the link extends ends.

Note:

Links are joined to operators at small connection points named ports.
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Item: Description:

Selected Operator: Click an operator to view its data
set variables, pages, and properties. Right-click an
operator to add an exit port.

Link Properties: To adjust the appearance of a link,
complete the following tasks:

• Double-click a link
• Right-click a link, then select Link Properties
• Select the thickness, color, shape, and dashed

appearance of each link.

Link Line Shape: Instead of ordinary orthogonal lines,
this purple link appears with straight-line segments. You
can stretch and position all links as necessary.

Stopped Link: This link has been forced to stop. As
an example, consider a process that is looping, waiting
for some event, processing that event, and looping
repeatedly. When a parallel process branch determines
that the original looping process must stop, it can use
the stopped port and link to stop the loop.

Broken Link: Break a link to split a long circuitous route
into two numbered stubs. The split links are easier to
view and manage. To rejoin the numbered stubs, right-
click the circled link number, then select Join Links.
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Disabled Link: This dashed gray link to indicates that it
is temporarily disabled. Right-click the link to re-enable
it.

 Add Operator Ports and Links
Place a link between operators to establish the logical flow. For example, link the Start operator
to the next operator to begin a process flow. Links connect one of any number of exit ports on
one operator to the single fixed entry port of another.
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Place a link between operators to establish the logical flow. For example, link the Start operator to the next operator
to begin a process flow. Links connect one of any number of exit ports on one operator to the single fixed entry port
of another.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a process.
The Process Designer tab appears. If not already checked out, click Check Out.

2. Identify a source operator, its exit port, and a destination operator's entry port.
3. On the source operator, if the exit port you want does not appear, right-click the operator and then click the port

you want to add. Port types vary by operator. Examples include Failed, Completed, After, and Custom. 
A new color-coded exit port appears on the operator's border.

4. Click the exit port on the source operator and drag the link to the entry port of the destination operator. 
A new link appears between the two operators.

5. Repeat these steps, adding links and, if necessary, ports between operators to define the process flow.
6. In the toolbar, click Save.

 Custom Exit Ports and Expressions
Most  operators support custom exit ports. When you add a custom port, specify the following:
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Most CA Process Automation operators support custom exit ports. When you add a custom port, specify the
following:

• A name for the condition
• An icon to distinguish it from other ports on the operator
• A valid Boolean expression that returns True or False when the operator finishes processing
• An optional description

You can also move the port to improve your view of the link. Press the Ctrl key while clicking the port to move it to
supported positions along the right or bottom edges of the operator.
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In the Expression field, enter any valid JavaScript expression that returns a Boolean value, either True or False.
You can use the custom port expression to evaluate the result code of an operator. The result code indicates the
outcome of the operator and is returned by the Result variable in the operator data set. The custom link is activated
only if the expression returns a True condition.

To activate a link that is based on a specific value for the result code, use the following syntax:

Process.Operator.Result == value

The keyword Process refers to the process data set. Operator is the value specified by the Name parameter of the
operator. Result is the field name for the result code variable in the operator data set.

To activate a port, you can also construct an expression as a comparison between multiple statements. In this
example, the value for  GoJava  must be 1 and the value for operator  OpM  in process P2 must not be 1:

(Process.GoJava.Result == 1) && (P2.OpM != 1)

When a process runs and encounters an operator with no defined exit port, the process goes to a Blocked state.

When an operator has multiple custom ports, the application runs all the ports with an exit condition that returns
a True value. Avoid overlapping logic for exit ports if you do not want to activate more than one exit link at a
time. This condition is more likely to occur if you include both standard and custom ports on the same operator.
For example, if you include a custom port that is activated by the expression Process.A==5 and a standard
successful port on an operator, an operator activates both exit links when Process.A returns 5. To trap values and
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route processing to a single port, it would be better to use more than one custom exit port to specify exclusive
expressions, such as:

(Process.A == 5) AND (Process.OperatorName.Result == 5)
(Process.A == 5) AND (Process.OperatorName.Result != 5)
(Process.B == "finance") AND (Process.OperatorName.Result == 7)
(Process.OperatorName.Result == 1) AND (Process.A <> 5)

In this example, you could also include the standard failure link to cover when the operator result variable returns 0.
If you are uncertain about the results of different outcomes, you can use the simulation function on an operator to
test outcomes of different permutations of settings and values.

Note:  Use variable assistance (press Ctrl + Space) to facilitate constructing these expressions.

You can edit a custom port any time after you add it to an operator by double-clicking the port. If you cannot
predefine a course of action for a particular exit condition (for example, when a database import fails), you can omit
a link for it. When an exit condition for an operator is not specified by any exit link, the process enters a suspended
state until a user can take corrective action.

 Break a Link to Improve Readability
Links can become tangled in a complicated process and clutter your view. If you have many
links crossing one area, or you want to link an operator across other branches to a distant
operator, you can break a link.
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Links can become tangled in a complicated process and clutter your view. If you have many links crossing one
area, or you want to link an operator across other branches to a distant operator, you can break a link.

Note:  The link itself is not broken; only the visual representation of the link. Instead of a full line winding its way
between two operators, the line is split into two matching numbered link symbols at the source and destination
operators.

Follow these steps:

1. Identify the link you want to break between a source operator and a destination operator.
2. Right-click the link, and select Break Link. 

The link is broken, replaced by matching link markers at both ends of the link. The split link behaves the same
way as an unbroken link.

Note:  To rejoin a broken link, right-click either numbered link marker, and click Join Link.

 Process Loops and Iterations
Surveillance, monitoring, and other cyclical processes often run repeatedly. You can control
these cycles using loops. You can apply one or more methods for running operators in loops:
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Surveillance, monitoring, and other cyclical processes often run repeatedly. You can control these cycles using
loops. You can apply one or more methods for running operators in loops:

• You can cycle through or loop an operator until some condition is met.
• You can use the Loop operator to loop a sequence of operators.
• You can loop an entire process. A looped process can consist of multiple linked operators.

 

 System Variables for Looping
You can create and manage custom loop variables. You can also use the available system
variables for loops included with this release of .
catpa04305
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You can create and manage custom loop variables. You can also use the available system variables for loops
included with this release of CA Process Automation.

For example, you could create logic to calculate the duration from the start time of the first iteration to the current
time for each loop. You could also use pre-execution and post-execution code to set up input in a loop.

Examples:

• Initializing variables
• Setting loop counts
• Processing results when the loop is complete

Instead of creating and updating your own loop counter variables, you can take advantage of built-in loop variables.
The Loop operator and any other operator with loop settings support the following dataset variables:

• CurrentLoopIteration
• OverallLoopDuration

Use CurrentLoopIteration when you need a standard loop counter. The CurrentLoopIteration variable
contains the value 0 during the first iteration of the loop and increments by 1 at the beginning or end of each
additional iteration. For example, if the operator is configured to loop 3 times, at the end of execution of all
iterations, CurrentLoopIteration is equal to 3. Specifically, it is 0 in the first iteration, 1 in the second iteration, 2 in
the third iteration, and 3 in the last iteration. The last iteration is not executed because it violates the loop condition.

Use OverallLoopDuration when you need to loop for some fixed time duration, for example, loop for a maximum
of 5 minutes and then exit. This variable contains the number of seconds between the start of the first iteration of
the loop and the end of the last iteration. OverallLoopDuration is updated at the beginning and end of every loop
iteration. It includes any delay set between iterations of the loop.

Note:  You cannot modify the CurrentLoopIteration and OverallLoopDuration system variables. Although they
appear in the operator dataset, their values do not change unless they are looping (operator Repeat Count > 1).

 Loop an Operator in a Process
A simple method for looping a process is to set the Loop parameters on an operator that
supports looping. Open the Properties palette for the operator. In the Execution Settings section,
in the Repeat Count field, enter the number of times for the operator to repeat. Repeat Count
is a calculated field, so you can use a variable or expression to specify the count at runtime.
Repeat Count accepts either an integer (the number of times to loop) or a Boolean (the loop
continues as long as the condition evaluates to true). Examples of valid entries include:
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A simple method for looping a process is to set the Loop parameters on an operator that supports looping. Open
the Properties palette for the operator. In the Execution Settings section, in the Repeat Count field, enter the
number of times for the operator to repeat. Repeat Count is a calculated field, so you can use a variable or
expression to specify the count at runtime. Repeat Count accepts either an integer (the number of times to loop) or
a Boolean (the loop continues as long as the condition evaluates to true). Examples of valid entries include:

3
Process.var < 3
Process.var == false

You can repeat the operator indefinitely by selecting the Infinite Loop check box.

The Loop  indicator icon appears on operators that you have decided to loop:
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You can configure the loop parameter on the Start Process operator to run a process repeatedly. This works well
for looping a few iterations of a process and saving a historical snapshot of the process for each loop. However,
avoid calling a process many times (as in an infinite loop) from another process. CA Process Automation keeps a
history of all process instances. Calling a process in an infinite loop from another process can use a considerable
amount of disk space to save irrelevant data.

The preferred method for running a process repeatedly is to loop cyclically within a process. When necessary, you
can still save a historical snapshot of a looping process by branching to a Start Process operator that starts a new
detached instance of the process before executing a Stop operator at the end of the branch.

You can specify the retention period, or length of time to save for the history, in the library policy settings for an
Orchestrator or its associated touchpoint.

Note:

• If you set an operator to loop with a timeout followed by an action of Reset, the loop condition is checked when
moving from one iteration to another, not when resetting an iteration. The OverallLoopDuration variable contains
the number of seconds since the start of the first iteration, including time spent in all the reset iterations. Loop
iteration resets do not also reset OverallLoopDuration.
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• If you set an operator to loop with a timeout followed by an action of Continue, OverallLoopDuration will contain
the number of seconds from the start of the first iteration until the end of the last successful iteration. If the
operator times out, OverallLoopDuration will not contain the number of seconds from the start of the first
iteration until the time the operator times out.

Contents:

 Interrupt a Looping Operator
Follow these steps:
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You can interrupt a looping operator by adding a stop link from another branch of the process.

Follow these steps:

1. Open and check out a process.
2. Create a link from an operator in an independent branch and attach it to a looping operator.
3. Right-click the link, and click Stop Link. 

The link appears as a dashed red line with a red stop symbol near the looping operator.
4. Click Save.

At run time, the separate branch reaches the looping operator, and the following actions occur:

• The looping operator runs and completes itself.
• Any post-execution actions for the operator are performed.
• The now-merged processing from the two branches proceeds to the next operator in the process.

 Loop Through Indexed Dataset Field Elements
To loop through all the elements of an indexed data set field, first use a Run JavaScript
operator in the Utilities group to initialize the CurrentIndex element for the data set field to 0.
For example, the following expression initializes the CurrentIndex element on the process
variable X to 0:
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Instead of using the built-in CurrentLoopIteration and OverallLoopDuration system variables, create and manage
custom loop variables. Previous versions of CA Process Automation required this method. For example, you could
create logic to calculate the duration from the start of the first iteration to the current time for each loop. You could
even use pre-execution and post-execution code to set up input to a loop. For example:

• Initializing variables
• Setting loop counts
• Processing results at loop completion

To loop through all the elements of an indexed data set field, first use a Run JavaScript operator in the Utilities
group to initialize the CurrentIndex element for the data set field to 0. For example, the following expression
initializes the CurrentIndex element on the process variable X to 0:

Process.X.CurrentIndex=0;

Follow these steps:

1. Connect the Successful exit link from the Run JavaScript operator to the operator you want to process in a loop.
2. In the Data set palette of the operator that you want to loop, use a Size element setting for the indexed field as

the Repeat Count value on the Loop tab. For example:

Process.X.Size.
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3. To increase the CurrentIndex setting after completing each iteration of the loop, use a post-execution code
expression. For example:

Process.X.CurrentIndex=Process.X.CurrentIndex+1;

In this case, the CurrentIndex element is the counter for the loop. You can use the CurrentIndex setting to
access elements of the indexed field in calculated expressions. For example:

Process.X[Process.X.CurrentIndex];

Note:  If you are accustomed to programming languages such as Visual BASIC that use one-based arrays,
remember that an indexed dataset field is a zero-based array. In one-based arrays, 1 indexes the first element
and the number of elements indexes the last element. The first element of an indexed data set field is indexed
by 0 and the last element is indexed by one less than the value of the field Size element.

Besides accessing elements in an indexed data set field, you can track the iteration number during loop processing
for other purposes. Use a process variable such as process.i for the index variable. In an Interpreter Module
Calculation operator that precedes the looped operator, initialize the process variable to its starting value. For
example, process.i=1. To increase the index variable after completing each loop iteration, use an expression in the
post-execution code for the operator. For example:

Process.i=Process.i+1;

Note:

The steps in this topic are no longer considered necessary. However, they are included for reference with legacy
code. If you use the newer system variables, only Step 2 applies and Step 3 is replaced as follows. Use the
CurrentLoopIteration variable of the looping operator to access elements of the indexed field in calculated
expressions. For example:

Process.X[Process[OpName].CurrentLoopIteration];

 Loop Errors and Exceptions
The following events occur if an error occurs in pre-execution or post-execution code:
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The following events occur if an error occurs in pre-execution or post-execution code:

• The process logs indicate that the Loop operator pre or post condition failed to execute.
• The process exception handler is triggered with an abort exception. The Source and SourceROID point to the

Loop operator.

 Loop a Series of Operators
Follow these steps:
catpa04305
Follow these steps:

1. Open a process.
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2. Drag the Loop operator from the Standard operators group onto the process.
3. Resize the bounding box for the Loop operator to accommodate the sequence of operators that you want to

add to the loop.
4. Drag operators into the box.

The bounding box color changes to indicate it is the selected destination for operators you drag.
5. Add ports and links.
6. Link the entry point on the box to the first icon in the branch and link the last icon to the exit port on the box.
7. Add links to and from the Loop operator:

1.1 Link at least one operator outside the box to the entry port.
2.1 Link the exit port to at least one operator outside the box.

8. Double-click the Loop operator to view its Properties.
9. The Properties palette for the Loop operator appears. If it does not appear, choose Properties from the View

menu.
10. Set the Loop Properties and click Apply. 

Note:

You can create an infinitely looping branch by selecting the Infinite Loop check box. As with any infinitely
looping operator, you can stop the loop by adding a Stop link from another operator. 

Values for the CurrentLoopIteration and OverallLoopDuration system variables are updated for each
process instance and appear in the dataset. Even if the Repeat Count for the Loop operator is set to 1,
CurrentLoopIteration shows 1 and OverallLoopDuration shows 10 at the end of a single instance. By contrast,
the CurrentLoopIteration and OverallLoopDuration system variables are only updated for other operators when
Repeat Count is greater than 1. This is because the Loop operator always loops, even if it is only one time.
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 The Logical Loop Operator Sequence
A Pre-execution and Post-execution code fields are available in the Loop operator properties.
You can enter JavaScript code in these fields to run with each iteration of the loop.  runs any pre
and post execution code for a Loop operator for each iteration of the loop.
catpa04305
A Pre-execution and Post-execution code fields are available in the Loop operator properties. You can enter
JavaScript code in these fields to run with each iteration of the loop. CA Process Automation runs any pre and post
execution code for a Loop operator for each iteration of the loop.

Note:  In content developed before an upgrade to CA Process Automation 4.0, loop operators have empty pre and
post execution code fields.

The processing sequence of any Pre and Post conditions depends on the type of loop.

Contents:

 While Loop Operators
While Loop Operators
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While Loop operators complete the following process:
1. Run Pre condition.
2. Check while loop condition as indicated by the Repeat Count field.

• If the loop condition succeeds:

1.1 Reset the operators inside the Loop operator.
2.1 Execute the operators inside the Loop operator.
3.1 Execute the Post Condition at the end of the Loop iteration.
4.1 Loop back to step 1.

• If the loop condition fails:
• Get out of the Loop operator without executing the Post condition then execute the next operator after the

loop operator.

 Do While Loop Operators
Do While Loop operators complete the following process:
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Do While Loop operators complete the following process:

1. Reset the operators inside the Loop operator.
2. Execute Pre condition.
3. Execute the operators inside the Loop operator.
4. Execute Post condition.
5. Check do while loop condition as indicated by the Repeat Count field.

• If the loop condition succeeds, loop back to step 1.
• If the loop condition fails, get out of the Loop operator then execute the next operator after the Loop operator.

 While and Do While Loops
Use the While Loop check box of the Loop operator to manage loop behavior. When checked,
the Loop operator behaves as a while loop. When unchecked the Loop operator behaves as
a do while loop.
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Use the While Loop check box of the Loop operator to manage loop behavior. When checked, the Loop operator
behaves as a while loop. When unchecked the Loop operator behaves as a do while loop.

Any existing Loop operators in content developed before an upgrade to CA Process Automation 4.0 will have the
While Loop field unchecked. They will continue to behave as do while loops. You can turn these Loop operators
into while loops by checking the associated While Loop box.

The two main differences between while and do while Loop operators are:
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• While loops check the loop condition specified in the Repeat Count field before it executes the first iteration and
each subsequent iteration.

• Do while loops check the loop condition specified in the Repeat Count field at the end of every iteration, so it is
guaranteed to always execute at least the first iteration of the loop.

Note:  A Loop operator can be set to behave as a while or do while loop. The other operators that support looping
can only behave as do while loops.

 Loop a Process
To run a process many times, create a cyclical branch in a process object instead of using the
Start Process operator to call a process repeatedly from another process. This method involves
looping a process cyclically by placing two Start operators. One Start operator goes at the
beginning and another Start operator goes at the end.
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To run a process many times, create a cyclical branch in a process object instead of using the Start Process
operator to call a process repeatedly from another process. This method involves looping a process cyclically by
placing two Start operators. One Start operator goes at the beginning and another Start operator goes at the end.

Follow these steps:

1. Open and check out a process.
2. Place the following operators:

1.1 Start
2.1 Stop Success
3.1 Stop Failure
4.1 A series of operators that you want to repeat.

3. Add a Start operator at the point in the sequence where it ends and where you want to restart the branch.
4. Link the last operator in the branch to the second Start operator. The Start operator has an entry link that allows

it to be placed at the end of a sequence of steps.

Note:  When the processing sequence arrives at the second Start operator shown in the figure, it reinitializes all
operators and restarts the process.

5. To interrupt this type of cyclical process, incorporate logic that leads out of the cyclical branch. Add an exit port
on an operator which leads directly to a Stop operator or a different branch.

 Daemons and Other Looping Processes
Consider that you want to run a process over and over repeatedly. Then, create a cyclical
branch in a process object instead of using the Start Process operator to call a second process
repeatedly. A cyclical process runs in an infinite loop. Each iteration does not create new
instances of the process object. The primary advantage for implementing a cyclical branch
is that the logic that exits the loop is in the process itself. The process does not depend on
external factors in a parent process. The process performs as an autonomous object.
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Consider that you want to run a process over and over repeatedly. Then, create a cyclical branch in a process
object instead of using the Start Process operator to call a second process repeatedly. A cyclical process runs in
an infinite loop. Each iteration does not create new instances of the process object. The primary advantage for
implementing a cyclical branch is that the logic that exits the loop is in the process itself. The process does not
depend on external factors in a parent process. The process performs as an autonomous object.

Examples of looping processes that run indefinitely include:

• Continuously looping processes for monitoring system or network usage
• Polling the state of networks or system components
• Organizing and checking events or messages
• Daemons
• Services

Example: Looping Process
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Item: Description:

Start Operator 1: Begin the process with a standard
Start operator.

Start Process Operator: Design a sequence of
operators that represent the functionality you want to
repeat or loop. This branch can even include a Start
Process operator to launch instances of a second
process.

Start Operator 2: The Start operator has an optional
entry link. When the process flows to the second Start
operator, it reinitializes all other operators and restarts
the process back at Start Operator 1.

Exit Port and Link: To exit this looping sequence,
specify an exit condition.

Note:  Another method of interrupting a cyclical process is to use an independent branch with a dedicated Start
operator. The branch can wait for the looping portion of the process to change a variable or to free a resource. After
those events occur, the independent branch runs (for example, by sending an email alert or processing a Stop
operator).

 Process Control
Complex processes often require a hierarchy of child processes. In traditional programming,
functionality is modular. Teams break down complexity into procedures, methods, or libraries
that you can use repeatedly. Similarly, in there are methods to simplify complex processes.
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You can model subordinate processes as branches or as separate processes. A separate
subordinate or child process can then be called from a parent process by a Start Process
operator. For example, a parent process managing computer systems for a bank could
incorporate the following child processes using Start Process operators:
catpa04305
Complex processes often require a hierarchy of child processes. In traditional programming, functionality is
modular. Teams break down complexity into procedures, methods, or libraries that you can use repeatedly.
Similarly, in CA Process Automation there are methods to simplify complex processes. You can model subordinate
processes as branches or as separate processes. A separate subordinate or child process can then be called from
a parent process by a Start Process operator. For example, a parent process managing computer systems for a
bank could incorporate the following child processes using Start Process operators:

• During each business day, process automatic bill payments.
• During each night, perform a daily backup.
• At the end of each day, process and verify checks.
• At the end of each month, calculate interest for accounts.

Subordinate processes define logically or physically distinct child processes within a system. The structure of a
parent process synchronizes child processes, manages resources that are shared across processes, and defines
error handling and dependencies between processes on a system-wide scale.

Contents:

 Child Processes
Use the Start Process operator to start a secondary or child process from a running instance
of a primary or parent process. The Start Process operator starts a new process instance on a
specified touchpoint. The Start Process operator initiates process variables that are associated
with the new instance.
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Use the Start Process operator to start a secondary or child process from a running instance of a primary
or parent process. The Start Process operator starts a new process instance on a specified touchpoint. The Start
Process operator initiates process variables that are associated with the new instance.

The Start Process operator can start a new instance of a process in attached mode, detached mode, or as
an inline process:

•  Attached mode: The process that starts the new instance is referred to as the parent process. The new
instance is referred to as the child process. The application finishes processing the entire new instance. A
child process finishing its flow in attached mode can copy its dataset values to the dataset in the calling parent
process.

Note:  If a parent process activates a Stop operator on a branch before a child activates its own Stop operator, it
is possible for the parent instance to finish before the child instance.

•  Detached mode: The Start Process operator launches a new child process instance that behaves as if it has
no parent. In detached mode, the workflow that starts a new instance of another process completes immediately
after queuing the start request. A process finishing in detached mode cannot copy its dataset values to the
dataset in the calling parent process.

•  Inline process: The child process runs as a separate instance. A parent process has limited control over
the child process. The inline child process is tightly linked to the parent with access to the parent context and
lifecycle such as instantiation or archiving. You cannot run an inline process in detached mode.

 Contents: 

  

 Configure a Child Process
Follow these steps:
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Configure the Start Process operator in a parent process to control the behavior of the child process it is starting.

Follow these steps:

1. Open and check out a process in the Process Designer.
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2. In the Operators palette, expand Process Control and drag a Start Process operator into your process.
3. Double-click the Start Process operator to view its properties in the Properties palette.
4. Expand the Start Process group.
5. In the Process Name field, enter the full path to the process.
6. In the Process Dataset Initialization Code field, click the Browse button indicated by ... (ellipsis) to open the full

scripting dialog.
7. Enter JavaScript statements to initialize variables in the dataset of the child process that you are starting. In this

case, the Process keyword refers to the process dataset of the new instance being started. The Caller keyword
refers to the dataset of the parent instance containing the Start Process operator. This is the only case in which
the Caller keyword is available. This is also the only case in which the Process keyword does not refer to the
process that contains an operator.

• Parent Process: Process A
• Child Process: Process B
• Start Process operator in A starts child process B
• Initialization of local dataset B occurs with dataset A as the Caller

Note:  The Process and Caller keywords are mandatory for referring to parent or child process dataset
variables. If you omit both keywords on a variable name, the application looks for a calculation-scope variable.
It does not check for a similarly named variable in either the parent or child dataset. For example, the following
code fails if no calculation-scope variable X was previously created in the local script dialog:

Process.X = Caller.X;
Process.Y = X + 100;

8. Click Save to close the Initialization Code dialog.
9. In the Mode field, select Attached, Detached, or Inline.

If you select Detached, the Start Date field becomes enabled. It specifies the date when the detached instance
of the process starts. The default value is the date when the operator runs, indicated as System.Date. Similarly,
the Start Time field specifies the time when the detached instance starts. The default value is System.Time.

Note:  Previous versions of this application included separate Run Process operators for attached mode and
detached mode. Both operators actually performed the same function. The only difference was that for the operator
placed with Run Process, the Detach after start or after queuing request check box is initially cleared. For the
Run Detached Process operator, the check box was initially selected. In either case, you could select or clear the
Detach After Start or After Queuing Request check box anytime after you placed the Run Process operator to
change its start mode. In this release, all of these operators are imported as Start Process operators.

 Initialize Child Process Variables
Initialize Child Process Variables
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To enter a script to initialize Process variables in the child Process, click the Process Dataset Initialization Code
browse button to open the Process script dialog. In the Process script dialog, you can enter JavaScript statements
to initialize variables in the Dataset of the Process that you are starting.

• Process keyword 
Refers to the Process Data set of the new instance being started. This is the only case in which the Process
keyword does not refer to the Process that contains an Operator.

• Caller keyword 
Refers to the Data set of the parent instance that contains the Run Process Operator. This is the only case in
which the Caller keyword is available.
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Figure 24: Initialize Child Process Variables

In the Process script dialog, the Process and Caller keywords are mandatory for referring to parent or child Process
Data set variables. If you omit both keywords on a variable name in the Process script dialog, the Interpreter
module looks for a calculation-scope variable. The Interpreter module does not look for a similarly named variable
in either the parent or child Dataset. For example, the following code fails if no calculation-scope variable X was
previously created in the Local script dialog:

Process.X = Caller.X;
Process.Y = X + 100;

 Return Dataset Variables to the Parent Process
The data set for a completed child process can be accessed by using an expression in the
parent process. The name of the Start Process operator references the child process data set in
the local data set of the parent process. The following code in the parent process references a
data set variable of a child process:
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The data set for a completed child process can be accessed by using an expression in the parent process. The
name of the Start Process operator references the child process data set in the local data set of the parent process.
The following code in the parent process references a data set variable of a child process:
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Process.Operator_Name.Field_Name

Operator_Name represents the name of the Start Process operator in the parent process and Field_Name is the
data set variable that you want to access in the child process.

Note:  This only works for processes started in attached mode. Processes started in detached mode become the
root processes in a call sequence and do not copy their data sets to the process that started them.

 Start Processes Recursively
Other than memory usage, there is no restriction on the number of processes you can start in a
chain. A process can even start another instance of itself recursively.
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Other than memory usage, there is no restriction on the number of processes you can start in a chain. A process
can even start another instance of itself recursively.

Avoid calling processes recursively in attached mode because this practice can result in an infinite call chain.
However, it is often useful for a process to start another instance of itself in detached mode. For example, you
can save an image of a monitoring process in a certain state, and continue running the process. In this case,
the monitoring process can start a new instance of itself in detached mode, and then execute a Stop operator to
terminate itself. The terminated instance is then saved and an administrator can examine it in its preterminated
state.

 Inline Processes
The Start Process operator is used to invoke child processes. The child process that is invoked
runs as a separate instance. A parent process has limited control over the child process and
may lead to a performance overhead at execution time.
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The Start Process operator is used to invoke child processes. The child process that is invoked runs as a separate
instance. A parent process has limited control over the child process and may lead to a performance overhead at
execution time.

Inline mode lets you execute a child process and expand it into the parent process. An inline child process has
access to the parent context. The lifecycle of the inline child, including instantiation, archiving, and so on, is tightly
linked to the parent.

CA Process Automation also permits users to decide whether they want to run a process as an inline process.

Contents:

 Configure an Inline Process
Follow these steps:
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You can configure a process operator to run a child process in inline mode.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Start Process operator Properties palette, click the Object Browser (...) button.
The Object Browser appears.

2. Select the child process.
3. In the Mode field, select Inline.

The child process is configured to run as an inline process.
4. Select the Inherit Lane Change Handler from parent process check box.

The lane change handlers of the parent are loaded for the child process.

Note:  The Inherit Lane Change Handler from parent process check box is enabled only for inline child
processes. CA Process Automation evaluates the child process when the parent process starts. The inline child
process is loaded and expanded in the parent process.

 View an Inline Child Process
You can view an inline child process at run time using one of the following methods:
catpa04305
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You can view an inline child process at run time using one of the following methods:

• In the Designer, click the plus icon on the top right-hand side of the Start Process operator in the parent
instance.

• In the Designer, click the Hierarchy drop-down list and select a child process listed under the parent.
• On the Operations page, click a parent instance.

 Process Lanes
Process lanes (also known as swim lanes) enable you to divide your process into logical parts.
You can add, insert, resize, and remove swim lanes in the Process Designer. You can define
rules that are triggered when links between steps in a process cross a boundary between lanes.
The rules define additional steps to run when processing crosses swim lane boundaries.
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Process lanes (also known as swim lanes) enable you to divide your process into logical parts. You can add, insert,
resize, and remove swim lanes in the Process Designer. You can define rules that are triggered when links between
steps in a process cross a boundary between lanes. The rules define additional steps to run when processing
crosses swim lane boundaries.

You arrange process operators visually in one or more swim lanes. Parallel lines show the lane boundaries. The
default lane orientation for a new process is vertical. Initially, a new process has a single lane, labeled Lane_0.
Additional lanes are named in sequence as you add them, for example, Lane_1, Lane_2, and so forth. You can
customize the names to arrange branches of a process in your own meaningful way.The lanes in a process, often
called swim lanes, provide a way for you to divide your process into different logical parts. You can add, insert,
resize, and remove swim lanes in the Process Designer. You can define rules that are triggered when links between
steps in a process cross a boundary between lanes. The rules define additional steps to run when processing
crosses swim lane boundaries.

When there are multiple lanes in a process, you can define lane change rules. These rules specify operator
sequences that are invoked only when execution of a process crosses between two lanes. A lane change rule
looks like any sequence of operators on the Main Editor tab, except that each rule starts with a Change Lane
operator instead of the Start operator. Properties on the Change Lane operator define the transition between
source and destination lanes that invoke the sequence of operators linked to the Change Lane operator.

You can add any number of lanes on the Main Editor tab and then form links that cross lane boundaries between
operators in the process. Then, on the Lane Change Handler tab, you define sequences of operators invoked when
execution crosses boundaries. When execution of a process crosses a lane boundary, it invokes a process on the
lane change handler that is defined to occur for the particular transition (such as from lane A to lane B).

If you define more than one rule for a particular transition, the application uses the first existing rule in the following
order of priority:

Priority Matches and runs

1 Rule defined for specific source and destination lanes
(A to B)

2 Rule defined for a specific source lane (A to any)

3 Rule defined for a specific destination lane (any to B)

4 Rule defined for any two lanes (any to any)

5 No rule if none of the matches listed above exist.

If no lane change rules are defined in the process object for the current instance of a process, the application looks
for a matching lane change rule in the default process object specified in the property settings for the Orchestrator.
This occurs only if no lane change rules are defined in the current process object. The application does not check
the default process object if there is any lane change rule defined in the current process object, even when no
match occurs.

When processing crosses a transition between lanes, the application:

• Suspends the process after completing currently executing operators.
• Tries to match a rule defined in the process object or in the default process for the Orchestrator in the following

order:
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Lane Change Rules Matches Action

Are defined in the process object A rule in the process object in the
order of priority listed above

Run the rule defined in the process
object.

Are not defined in the process object A rule in the default process object
for the Orchestrator in the order of
priority listed above.

Run the rule defined in the default
process object.

 No match. Ignore the transition.

Then, the application continues processing the process.

Contents:

 Create Process Lanes
Swim lanes are oriented either horizontally or vertically, as configured in the process properties.
Select the orientation of swim lanes before you start to add operators to a process. You must
configure the orientation before you add additional swim lanes to a process because you cannot
change the orientation of multiple swim lanes in a process.
catpa04305
Swim lanes are oriented either horizontally or vertically, as configured in the process properties. Select the
orientation of swim lanes before you start to add operators to a process. You must configure the orientation before
you add additional swim lanes to a process because you cannot change the orientation of multiple swim lanes in a
process.

Follow these steps:

1. Open and check out a process.
2. In the Process Designer, click Properties.
3. In the Process Properties palette, expand the Configuration section.
4. Under Lane Orientation, click Horizontal or Vertical.
5. Click Apply.

 Add a Process Lane
You can add a process lane to the right of vertical lanes or to the bottom of horizontal orientated
lanes.
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You can add a process lane to the right of vertical lanes or to the bottom of horizontal orientated lanes.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Main Editor panel of the Process Designer, right-click the Process pane.
2. Click Lanes, Add Lane.

Note:  Alternately, you can click Add Lane on the toolbar.

CA Process Automation adds a lane to the Main Editor panel.

 Insert a Lane on the Main Editor Tab
Follow these steps:
catpa04305
Follow these steps:

1. On the Main Editor panel of the Process Designer, right-click the lane that is next to where you want to add a
lane.

2. Click Lanes, InsertLane, then complete the appropriate task:

• For vertical lanes, click Insert Lane on Left or Insert Lane on Right.
• For horizontal lanes, click Insert Lane Above or Insert Lane Below.

CA Process Automation inserts a lane that is based on your selection.
3. To resize a lane, click the separator line between lanes and drag it according to the lane orientation.
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Note:  The minimum process lane width is 50 pixels.

 Remove a Process Lane
To remove a lane from a process, merge it with an existing lane. You can merge with a lane
either to the left or right of a vertical lane or above or below a horizontal lane.
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To remove a lane from a process, merge it with an existing lane. You can merge with a lane either to the left or right
of a vertical lane or above or below a horizontal lane.

 Follow these steps: 

1. On the Main Editor panel of the Process Designer, right-click within the lane that you want to delete.
2.  Click Lanes, click Merge Lanes, then:

• If the lanes are oriented vertically, click either Merge with Left Side or Merge with Right Side.
• If the lanes are oriented horizontally, click either Merge Lane Above or Merge Lane Below.

 Lane Handling Rules
When a process contains multiple lanes, you can define lane change rules. These rules specify
operator sequences that are invoked only when running a process crosses a lane boundary.
Each rule is defined to occur for one of the following lane transitions:
catpa04305
When a process contains multiple lanes, you can define lane change rules. These rules specify operator
sequences that are invoked only when running a process crosses a lane boundary. Each rule is defined to occur for
one of the following lane transitions:

• From a specific lane to another specific lane (from lane A to lane B)
• From a specific lane to any other lane (lane A to any)
• From any lane to a specific lane (any to lane B)
• From any lane to any other lane (any to any)

Lane change rules look like any operator sequence on the Main Editor tab, except each rule starts with a Lane
Change operator instead of a Start operator. Lane Change operator properties define the transition between source
and destination lanes that invoke the operator sequence that is linked to the Lane Change operator.

Follow these steps:

1. At the bottom of the Process Designer, select the Lane Change Handler tab.
2. From the Operators palette Standard group, drag a Change Lane operator to the Lane Change Handler panel.
3. Double-click the Change Lane icon, and click the Properties pane Change Lane properties panel.
4. In the Name field, type a name to identify the rule.
5. For Source and Destination, select the combination of lanes that triggers the rule.
6. Click Apply.
7. From the palette, drag more operators to the process that completes the rule for the transition, and configure

each one as necessary.
8. In the toolbar, click the Save button.

The new transition rule is complete.

 Set the Process Lane Orientation
Follow these steps:
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You can divide a process into the logical segments, or swim lanes. Swim lanes let you view or test one logical
segment at a time. Each swim lane is composed of linked operators. If you orient operators vertically, place the first
operator of each swim lane at the top of the canvas and to the right of the first operator of the last segment. The
default orientation for swim lanes is vertical. The following example shows two swim lanes in vertical orientation
before the lane names were edited:
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If you orient operators horizontally, place the first operator in each swim lane at the left edge of the canvas and
below the first operator of the preceding swim lane. The Start operator is the first operator in Lane_0. Horizontal
lines separate segments. You place operators within a lane horizontally from left to right. The following example
shows swim lane orientation set to horizontal:

Set the swim lane orientation before you start a new process.

Warning:  Switching orientations after adding operators and links can cause data loss.

 

Follow these steps:

1. Display the process for which you want to define operator datasets. 

1.1 Click the Library tab.
2.1 Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3.1 Navigate the folder structure to the folder with the process and select the folder.
4.1 Double-click the process row in the main pane.

The Designer tab opens with the selected process.
2. Select Properties from the View drop-down list. 

The Properties dialog for the selected process displays as closed in the lower-right corner.
3. Open the Properties of your process. 

Under Configuration, Lane Orientation is displayed as Vertical by default.
4. Examine the following descriptions and then either accept the default or select Horizontal.

• Vertical 
The lane lines that separate one lane from the next are oriented vertically on the canvas. The linked
operators within a swim lane are positioned from the top down in a vertical flow. Each swim lane is added to
the right of the last swim lane.

• Horizontal 
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The lane lines that separate one lane from another are oriented horizontally on the canvas. The linked
operators within a swim lane are positioned from left to right in a horizontal flow. Each swim lane is added
below the last swim lane.

5. If you changed the setting, click Apply, then click Save.
A message appears that warns that operators and links added to the process are not preserved. This message
is not applicable to new processes.

6. Click Yes.

 Process Versions
always runs the checked-in copy of the current version of a process object. When the
Orchestrator starts running the current version of a Process object, it creates a copy of that
version of the process in the automation library. The system processes operators in an instance
and creates or references process dataset variables within the instance. Changes to an
instance of a process do not affect the base definition of the process. Base definitions are
accessed using the Library Browser. You view or edit both the base definition and instances of a
version of a process using the Process Designer.
catpa04305
CA Process Automation always runs the checked-in copy of the current version of a process object. When the
Orchestrator starts running the current version of a Process object, it creates a copy of that version of the process
in the automation library. The system processes operators in an instance and creates or references process
dataset variables within the instance. Changes to an instance of a process do not affect the base definition of the
process. Base definitions are accessed using the Library Browser. You view or edit both the base definition and
instances of a version of a process using the Process Designer.

 Document a Process
You can generate process documentation. The process documentation can include a graphic of
the process design as it appears on the canvas in the Designer tab.
catpa04305
You can generate process documentation. The process documentation can include a graphic of the process design
as it appears on the canvas in the Designer tab.

Use comments, your own operator names, and object labels to supplement the process documentation you
generate. Appropriate comments, naming, and labels help other designers understand what your process does
and how it is constructed. Inserting comments in a process provides details on chains, processes, or regions in
a process. Comments remain stationary in a process. Do not use comments to label specific operators because
operators are often relocated on the workspace to adjust for links and other operators. Instead, use the Name
property in the Information properties of the specific operator to label it.

Contents:

 Add Comments to a Process
Use the Comment operator in the Standard group of the Operators palette to add comments to
a process. You can change the Name property string for the operator. Comments are important
for documenting steps in a process and allow more space than labels.
catpa04305
Use the Comment operator in the Standard group of the Operators palette to add comments to a process. You can
change the Name property string for the operator. Comments are important for documenting steps in a process and
allow more space than labels.

Follow these steps:

1. Drag a Comment operator from the Standard group onto the process.
A comment object appears with a default name of Comment.

2. Double-click the comment to open the Comment Properties dialog.
3. Replace the initial text of the comment with the text that you want to appear on the canvas.

You can change the background color, text format, and alignment.
4. Click OK to apply your changes.
5. Click Save to save your process design.
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 Set an Operator Name in a Process
The operator Name property identifies an operator placed in a process. Expressions use the
name to access the operator dataset in the format:
catpa04305
The operator Name property identifies an operator placed in a process. Expressions use the name to access the
operator dataset in the format:

Process.operator_name.field_name

By default, the Name property is also used to label an operator in the Process Designer when you turn on the Icon
Information option for a process.

When you add an operator to the process, a default name is generated, indicating the task performed by the
operator. You can change this text to provide more meaningful or specific information about the operator relative to
your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click an operator in a process or click the operator and choose Properties from the View menu.
2. In the Information properties on the Properties pane, in the Name field, enter a short description for the operator.

Operator names can be composed of alphanumeric characters and the underscore (_).

 Change and Display Operator Information in a Process
The name is included in a text field that optionally labels an operator on a process. The operator
Text property defines this field. The Operator Information option on the View menu hides or
displays this text field next to operators in a process.
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The name is included in a text field that optionally labels an operator on a process. The operator Text property
defines this field. The Operator Information option on the View menu hides or displays this text field next to
operators in a process.

To generate a default value for the Text property, CA Process Automation combines the Operator Name and
Operator Parameter settings.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click an operator in a process.
2. In the Information properties Name field on the Properties palette, enter the text to appear next to the operator in

the process.

Note:

Use the other settings on the Properties pane Information tab to:

• Specify a custom icon instead of the default icon for the operator.
• Override the object preferences for automatically or manually updated text that is displayed with the operator.
• Set the text position, background color, font, and alignment.

 Self-Contained Content
You can embed a process design, runtime instance, automation object, or a particular view into
other products and dynamic interfaces using designated URLs. This seemless integration offers
the following functionality:
catpa04305
You can embed a process design, runtime instance, automation object, or a particular view into other products and
dynamic interfaces using designated URLs. This seemless integration offers the following functionality:

• Other development teams can adopt products and solutions that leverage CA Process Automation and that offer
integrated views on one page in one window. For example, as a customer, administrator, or service provider,
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you can integrate specific portions of the CA Process Automation user interface into existing portals such as
web sites, intranets, and Sharepoint repositories.

• As a process designer, you can construct a process workflow that sends email with a direct link to a specific task
so that the task can be approved directly.

• Self-contained content facilitated by shortcut links to specific views saves time accessing important and relevant
information.

The following links support self-contained content in other views, frames, web parts, or portals. You can also send
email with these links to facilitate direct views on specific objects.

Instead of [Server URL], use the URL for your CA Process Automation deployment:

http://server:port/itpam/Web.jsp

Instead of <path>, specify the absolute path to the automation object and its name in the Library Browser:

/MyProjectFolder/Folder_1/MyStartForm

Note:  These links are case-sensitive.

Contents:

 Automation Objects
 objects are URL addressable. These tear-off URLs can be embedded within iframe or portlets
of other products. For example, you can trigger a process and have the tracking UI for that
instance embedded into a custom portlet.
catpa04305
 CA Process Automation objects are URL addressable. These tear-off URLs can be embedded within iframe
or portlets of other products. For example, you can trigger a process and have the tracking UI for that instance
embedded into a custom portlet.

•  Interaction Request Form 

[Server URL]?page=Form&refPath=<path> 

•  Start Request Form 

[Server URL]?page=Commander&refPath=<path> 

•  Schedule 

[Server URL]?page=Agenda&refPath=<path>
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•  Calendar 

[Server URL]?page=Calendar&refPath=<path> 

•  Custom Icon 

[Server URL]?page=CustomIcon&refPath=<path>

•  Custom Operator 

[Server URL]?page=Template&refPath=<path>

•  DataSet 

[Server URL]?page=Dataset&refPath=<path>

•  Package 

[Server URL]?page=C2OPackage&refPath=<path>

•  Process Watch 

[Server URL]?page=AppMonitor&refPath=<path>

•  Resource 

[Server URL]?page=Resources&refPath=<path>

•  Process 

[Server URL]?page=processeditor&refPath=<path>

 Other Entities
Other Entities
catpa04305
•  Process Watch (default)

 
The following format accesses the Process Watch as seen on the Operations tab:

[Server URL]?page=processwatch
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•  Task Lists
 
The following format accesses all tasks as seen on the Operations tab:

[Server URL]?page=tasklist&tasklist=alltasks

The following format accesses group tasks as seen on the Operations tab:

[Server URL]?page=tasklist&tasklist=grouptasks

The following format accesses my tasks as seen on the Operations tab or the Home tab:

[Server URL]?page=tasklist

•  Process Instances
 
The following format accesses a runtime instance of a process in its own window:

[Server URL]?page=runtimeeditor&ROID=<runtime_instance_ID>

•  Forms
 
The following format accesses the Start Request Form or Interaction Request Form that is used to reply to a
task:

[Server URL]?ROID=<runtime_object_ID>&tasklist=ALL_TASK_FILTER
 &page=replytask 

The following format accesses a list of Start Request Form instances as seen on the Operations tab:

[Server URL]?refPath=<path_to_SRF_object>&page=srflist

•  Object Versions
 
To access a specific checked-in version of any library object except a process, append the versionid parameter
to the URL:

&versionid=<version_number>
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For example, to access version 3 of the MyResource object:

[Server URL]?page=Resources&refPath=/TestFolder/
MyResource&versionid=3 

•  Process Versions
 
To access a specific checked-in version of a process, append the version parameter to the URL:

&version=<version_number>

For example, to access version 4 of the MyProcess object:

[Server URL]?page=processeditor&refPath=/TestFolder/
MyProcess&version=4 

 Navigate to a Specific Part of a Process
When working with long processes, use the Navigator window to help you adjust your current
view. Panning a smaller view of a process is more convenient than scrolling through the entire
process in the main window.
catpa04305
When working with long processes, use the Navigator window to help you adjust your current view. Panning a
smaller view of a process is more convenient than scrolling through the entire process in the main window.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a process.
2. In the Process Designer, check Navigator from the View menu.

The Navigator window shows a miniature image of your process.
3. Drag the rectangular frame over the portion of the process that you want to view.

The main window shows an enlarged view of the selected area.
4. To adjust the miniature view of your process, drag the square at the bottom right corner.
5. To resize the Navigation palette, drag any edge or corner the same way you resize any palette.

 Multi-Tenancy
In a multi-tenant deployment, administrators want to control user access to process instances
based on a tenant or a set of tenants. You can use common  processes across multiple tenants.
This feature allows for access control of process instances. You can prevent a user with access
to one tenant from accessing an instance related to a different tenant. This feature also results
in enhanced process duplication and synchronization and reduces related maintenance tasks.
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In a multi-tenant deployment, administrators want to control user access to process instances based on a tenant
or a set of tenants. You can use common CA Process Automation processes across multiple tenants. This feature
allows for access control of process instances. You can prevent a user with access to one tenant from accessing an
instance related to a different tenant. This feature also results in enhanced process duplication and synchronization
and reduces related maintenance tasks.

You can limit access to the process instances, based on access to a tenant, using common processes across
tenants. This is accomplished by setting a tenant ID (as a new well-defined variable) as part of a process instance.
Then validate access to that tenant ID when access to that process instance is requested.
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Note:  Setting the tenant ID is up to the process designer as part of designing the process or as part of the input
parameters to the process. Any process that does not have a tenant ID already set must follow the current access
control restriction based on the process definition.

 Make a Process Aware of Multiple Tenants
Making an existing process aware of multiple tenants involves the following steps:
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Making an existing process aware of multiple tenants involves the following steps:

• Add a security-related variable to the context of a running process instance at run time.
• Create a policy for multi-tenancy.

Follow these steps:

1. To add a security-related variable to the context of a running process instance at run time, do one of the
following actions:

• Add a security-related variable to the context of a running process instance at run time using JavaScript:

Process.SECURITY_CONTEXT_ID=<ID>;
   Process.SECURITY_CONTEXT_GRP=<GROUP>;

Example:

Process.SECURITY_CONTEXT_ID="myid";
   Process.SECURITY_CONTEXT_GRP="mygrp";

• Pass values to the process instance using <params> tags while starting the process through the
executeProcess web service.
Example:

<executeProcess xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
   <flow>
   …
   <params>
     <param name="SECURITY_CONTEXT_ID">myid</param>
     <param name="SECURITY_CONTEXT_GRP">mygrp</param>
   </params> 
</executeProcess>

2. To create a policy for multi-tenancy, complete the following steps:

1.1 Add a policy in EEM using Object as the Resource Class Name.
2.1 Specify the Identities for which this policy is valid.
3.1 Specify Resources so that this policy matches the path of the process for which you are creating the policy.
4.1 Specify the required policy actions.
5.1 Add filters and specify values for the Security Context ID and Security Context Group named attributes.

http://www.ca.com/itpam
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This policy applies to all process instances when the values of the named attributes match the ones in the
process instance at run time.

 Inherit Security in Child Processes
Child processes automatically inherit the values of security attributes (that is,
SECURITY_CONTEXT_ID and SECURITY_CONTEXT_GRP) from the parent process.
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Child processes automatically inherit the values of security attributes (that is, SECURITY_CONTEXT_ID and
SECURITY_CONTEXT_GRP) from the parent process.

 Add Variables at Initialization
You can specify new values in the Process Dataset Initialization Code option of the Run Process
service operator. Values for the security context specified in the Process Dataset Initialization
Code take precedence over those specified in the parent process.
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You can specify new values in the Process Dataset Initialization Code option of the Run Process service operator.
Values for the security context specified in the Process Dataset Initialization Code take precedence over those
specified in the parent process.

 Use Process Watch for Multi-Tenant Processes
You can view run-time process instances in Process Watch if a policy for multi-tenancy allows it.
You can also complete required actions such as Open, Abort, and Suspend as the policy allows.
catpa04305
You can view run-time process instances in Process Watch if a policy for multi-tenancy allows it. You can also
complete required actions such as Open, Abort, and Suspend as the policy allows.

 Code Editor
The advanced Code Editor in lets you easily create, edit, and debug code for various scripting
languages in the following places:
catpa04305
HID_Code_Editor
The advanced Code Editor in CA Process Automation lets you easily create, edit, and debug code for various
scripting languages in the following places:

• The pre-execution and post-execution code of an operator.

• The Source Code input parameter for the Run Script operator.

• The Source Code input parameter for the Run JavaScript operator.

• The Data Initialization Code parameter for the Start Process operator.

• Form script editors for the interaction request form and start request form.

• The Source Code input parameter for the Invoke SOAP Method operator.

• The Source Code input parameter for the Invoke SOAP Method Async operator.
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• The Source Code input parameter for the Apply XSLT operator.

• The Source Code input parameter for any custom operators where the base operator is one of the previously
mentioned operators.

The Code Editor uses the following conventions:

• Displays line numbers.
• Removes empty lines.
• Highlights matching text across the document when you select specific text.
• Highlights the current line.

The Code Editor supports the following languages:

• JavaScript (.js) (available for both client-side JavaScript and server-side JavaScript)

• XML (.xml)

• SQL (.sql)

• Java (.java)

• batch (.bat)

• Windows Command File (.cmd)

• Visual Basic script (.vbs)

• Windows Script Host Settings (.wsh)

• PerlScript File (.ps)

• HTML (.html)

• Shell (.sh)

Some additional operators contain text editors that use the Code Editor functionality, when applicable. When the
Code Editor and CA Process Automation support the specific language that ithe operator uses, the text editors
automatically adapt to the specified language. Specifically, the text editors highlight language-specific keywords.
However, if the operators use a language that the Code Editor or CA Process Automation does not support, a plain-
text editor is available for coding.

If a process is checked in, the Code Editor starts in read-only mode and the editor and toolbar are disabled.
However, some toolbar buttons (for example, Search, Help, and Script validation) are still available.

The Code Editor includes the following features:

 Drag and Drop 

To populate the editor, drag any file or selected text (inside or outside of CA Process Automation) in the editor.

 Search/Replace 

Locate specific code (with Case Sensitive and Regular Expressions options), then replace specific instances or all
occurrences.

 Undo 

Reverse your previous action.

 Redo 

Reverse your previous Undo action.

 Jump to line number 

Advance to a specified line of code.

 Reformat selection 

Adjust the indentation of the selected text.

 Reformat whole document 

Adjust the indentation of the entire code document.

 Import from file 

Browse to locate a specific file to import to the editor.
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Supported editor modes for imported files include:

• .bat
• .cmd
• .js
• vbs
• .wsh
• .ps1
• .sh
• .pl
• .xml

 CA Process Automation gives an error if any other file extensions are imported in the advanced Code Editor. 

Note:  You can import any file type for the generic editor.

 Export to file 

Save the file to your CA Process Automation downloads.

 Show Error Log 

Display errors in your code. This feature is only available in the following cases:

• The pre-execution and post execution code of an operator.
• The Source Code input parameter for the Run JavaScript operator.
• The Data Initialization Code parameter for the Start Process operator.

The editor highlights incorrect code in a scrollable error log at the bottom of the editor. Each error contains the line
number and a hyperlink to navigate to the specific line of code. When you fix the error, the editor automatically
clears it from the error log.

Note:

The code should be entered properly, in valid expressions. However, you can save code even if it contains errors,
although CA Process Automation issues a warning. Some validations (such as the following examples) are omitted:

 "strict" 

Expects ‘Use Strict’ in the JavaScript function declaration.

 "eqeqeq" 

Expects ‘===’ instead of ‘==’ in the condition.

  "smarttabs"  

Validates a mix of tabs and spaces.

Code folding 

When you click the line number of any "{", the Code Editor folds the code up to its matching bracket "}".

When editing XML, code folding is based on the matching tags. You can expand or collapse the XML fragment that
is based on the matching tags. The Code Editor automatically closes the ending tags for you while editing.

 Color Coding
The Code Editor uses the following colors to display JavaScript:
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The Code Editor uses the following colors to display JavaScript:

• Orange
Indicates the following objects:

• Dataset keywords for server-side JavaScript
• Form variables for client-side JavaScript

 Example:  
• Blue

Indicates the system functions of CA Process Automation. Client-side and server-side JavaScript have different
sets of the system functions.
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Example:  
• Purple

Indicates the JavaScript keywords.

Example:  

 Shortcuts
The Code Editor uses the following shortcuts:
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The Code Editor uses the following shortcuts:

• Ctrl+C (copy)
• Ctrl+V (paste)
• Ctrl+X (cut)
• Ctrl+Z (undo)
• Ctrl+Y (redo)
• Ctrl+A (Select All)
• Delete (to delete selected text)
• Home (to go to the beginning of the current line)
• End (to go to the end of the current line)

The following shortcuts are only valid for JavaScript:

• Press Ctrl+Space to display the following items:

• A list of dataset keywords (displayed first) and JavaScript keywords for server-side JavaScript.
• A list of form variables (displayed first) and JavaScript keywords for client-side JavaScript

• Press Ctrl+Alt to display a list of system functions. Client-side and server-side JavaScript have different sets of
system functions.

Note:  Only client-side JavaScript can be used in the Forms Designer (for start request forms and interaction
request forms). CA Process Automation-specific system functions are not available. However, form functions are
available.

 Use the Task List for Design Review
When a start request form invokes an interaction request form, this action creates a task in
the Task List. Designers can use the Task List as follows when reviewing how the process is
working:
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When a start request form invokes an interaction request form, this action creates a task in the Task List. Designers
can use the Task List as follows when reviewing how the process is working:

• Double-click one user interaction instance to view the operator dataset values.
• Click the Folder icon for a user interaction to view the logs. Logs include when the process instance was created

and when it went into waiting state.

 How Content Designers Automate a Process
As a content designer, you can design processes with . is a workflow tool that helps you model,
document, and automate your IT and other processes.
catpa04305
 

 

As a content designer, you can design processes with CA Process Automation. CA Process Automation is a
workflow tool that helps you model, document, and automate your IT and other processes.

Base your design strategies on the following process:

1. Create the process object and set properties.
2. Design the planned process.
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3. Test and refine the process.
4. Prepare a folder for export as a content package.

 Generate Process Documentation
You can generate documentation at the process and operator level at any time. For example,
you can record the status of a process before you transition it to production.
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You can generate documentation at the process and operator level at any time. For example, you can record the
status of a process before you transition it to production.

You can generate process definition details and graphics with annotations. The output format is PDF. Others can
print the process documentation that you generate.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the process from the Library tab.
2. In the Designer tab, click the Process Documentation toolbar button.

The Process Documentation Options dialog opens.
3. (Optional) Select options to include in the documentation:

• Process Dataset
• Operator Information
• Pre-/Post-Execution Code
• Operator Properties
• Operator Dataset
• Exception Handler (if selected, CA Process Automation generates documentation and an image file for any

operators in the Exception Handler)
• Lane Change Handler (if selected, CA Process Automation generates documentation and an image file for

any operators in the Lane Change Handler)
4. Click OK.
5. In the dialog that opens, specify whether to open or save the file.

• To view the contents of the Zip file, click Open.
• To save the Zip file to a location of your choice, click Save.

The Zip file contains the following items:

• A PDF file that contains the process documentation.
• The full-size images contained in the process documentation. The PDF contains scaled images, so they

may not be legible if the process is very large.
• An XML file that contains the raw data used to generate the documentation in XML format. This file lets

you transform the XML into other formats.

 Run, Test, and Debug Processes
The same methods used to run, test, and debug processes interactively during development
can be used to run processes in a production environment.
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The same methods used to run, test, and debug processes interactively during development can be used to run
processes in a production environment.

When you want to run a process, you can initiate it using any of the following methods:

• Manual process initiation
• Start Request Form
• Call from other processes
• Trigger using external applications, FTP, SOAP calls, SNMP traps, or SMTP (email) messages

The Workflow module on an Orchestrator runs processes. When you start a process on an Orchestrator, the
Workflow module creates and runs a copy of the process object in the Orchestrator automation library. This running
copy is an instance of the process. The Workflow module creates a separate instance of a process each time you
start a process (or another process or application starts a process).
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You can open, view, and work with an instance of a process while it is running or after it finishes. Changes made
to an instance of a process affect only that instance and do not affect the original process object stored in an
automation library.

When a process starts, it connects to the correct agent or Orchestrator modules on managed network computers.
A process performs its designated operator functionality, tests conditions, and exercises dependencies. When error
conditions arise, a process performs corrective actions and notifies operators and administrators when necessary.
An administrator can use the Application Monitor to monitor running processes and to perform corrective actions.

Contents:

 The Operations Page
The Operations page has the following functions:
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The Operations page has the following functions:

• Monitors selected tasks and system elements that CA Process Automation manages
• Displays the properties of imported content packages under the Content Packages palette
• Displays all process activities for a selected automation library, including:

• Process instances
• Schedules
• Module invocations
• Datasets
• User prompts
• Resources
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Item: Description:

Operations Tab: Click this tab to navigate to the
Operations page, a high-level automation dashboard.
From the toolbar, you can select an Orchestrator, open
a process instance, and control the process instance.
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Links Pane: Select a link to view the associated
items. For example, click Process Instances to view all
processes by state. Expand a group to browse folders
and select an instance. Some objects include a shortcut
menu of commands that you can right-click to access.
For example, the illustration shows that the user right-
clicked a Process Watch object child process and
clicked Start Process in the shortcut menu.

Chart Area: Point to a bar in the chart area to display
the number of items that match the associated state.
Click a bar to display only items that match the
associated state.

Operations Table or List: Depending on your selection
from the Links pane, this area displays the resulting
data in a table or list.

Contents:

 Filters for Process Instances
You can apply the following filters to a Touchpoint Manager shortcut in a process watch object to
define the objects that the shortcut displays:
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You can apply the following filters to a Touchpoint Manager shortcut in a process watch object to define the objects
that the shortcut displays:

• All Instances
Displays all the process instances in the current Orchestrator. All instances display only if all filters are cleared
or all filters are selected.

• Queued
Displays all instances that are in a queued state and waiting to run.

• Running
Displays running process instances on the touchpoint. This filter does not list Waiting, Suspended, or Breakpoint
suspended instances.

• Suspended
Displays process instances that a user or the application on the touchpoint currently have suspended.

• Waiting
Displays process instances that have an inactive run state, such as processes where all active operators are
waiting for an external asynchronous event. The event could be a user interaction, target date and time, or other
long-running operation.

• Blocked 
Displays process instances that are blocked because there is no available path. A blocked process instance can
complete after a user suspends the process and provides a valid path. The blocked state reflects the following
situations:

• The process instance requires user intervention.
• A process instance cannot proceed because of an unexpected condition.

• Completed
Displays all process instances on the touchpoint that completed without issues.

• Failed
Displays all process instances on the touchpoint that ended without completing.

• Aborted
Displays all process instances on the touchpoint that ended abnormally. To identify processes that have issues
quickly, examine this folder. To troubleshoot the process, open the instance that failed.

 Filter Objects Displayed by a Shortcut
The Process Watch includes a shortcut for each of the filters. You can use the following
procedure to add filters to the Process Watch.
catpa04305
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The Process Watch includes a shortcut for each of the filters. You can use the following procedure to add filters to
the Process Watch.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Process Watch object: select a Library folder and double-click the Process Watch object.
2. On the Process Watch tab, select a process from a Library folder in the left pane, then click Add New in the

toolbar.
The selected object is added as a shortcut in the Process Watch.

3. Expand the process object shortcut and select the filters.
4. Save the changes.

To view the object instance for the selected filters, click the Operations tab and expand the Process Watch palette.
You can select the new shortcut from the location you created the shortcut in. Corresponding instances are
displayed for the process object, depending on the filters that you specified.

 Process Watch Objects
A Process Watch object provides an easy way to monitor the status of other automation objects.
You create Process Watch objects in the Library Browser. You can add objects (technically
pointers to objects) from multiple Domains, touchpoints, Orchestrators, and other libraries.
When you view the Process Watch object on the Operations page, it displays the current state
of the monitored objects.
catpa04305
A Process Watch object provides an easy way to monitor the status of other automation objects. You create
Process Watch objects in the Library Browser. You can add objects (technically pointers to objects) from multiple
Domains, touchpoints, Orchestrators, and other libraries. When you view the Process Watch object on the
Operations page, it displays the current state of the monitored objects.

Contents:

 Create a Process Watch Object
Follow these steps:
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Define a new Process Watch object in the Library Browser and monitor the status of each object that it includes on
the Operations page.

Note:  To set rights and perform other object tasks, the best practice is to organize the objects in folders. Do not
create objects at the root level because you cannot manage such objects as a group.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. In the Library folders pane

1.1 Select an Orchestrator in the design or production environment.
2.1 Select a folder.

3. In the toolbar, click New and select Process Watch.
A new process watch object appears in the selected folder.

4. In the Name field, enter a name for the process watch.
5. Double-click the new process watch.

The Process Watch opens in a browser window.
6. In the left pane

1.1 Select the Domain, environment, Orchestrator, touchpoint, host group, and folder for the object you want to
add to the process watch.

2.1 Select the object that you want to include in the process watch.
7. In the toolbar, click Add New.

The selected object is added to the process watch. The name, object type, reference path, mode, and
description of the selected object appears.

8. If you added a process, select one or more States that you want to display in process watch, for example,
queued, suspended, and blocked.

9. Click Save.
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 Extended Relative Path Support
 lets the users move an automation solution from any level throughout the library hierarchy.
For example, users can move objects from one folder to another folder or they can move the
automation objects to a different Domain library. When you move the automation solutions
through a library, the root path of the objects changes. To move an automation solution without
breaking or changing the relationship between the objects despite the root folder change, use
the Extended relative path option.
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An automation solution developed in CA Process Automation consists of various automation object types that can
include processes, datasets, start request forms, and interaction request forms.

CA Process Automation lets the users move an automation solution from any level throughout the library hierarchy.
For example, users can move objects from one folder to another folder or they can move the automation objects to
a different Domain library. When you move the automation solutions through a library, the root path of the objects
changes. To move an automation solution without breaking or changing the relationship between the objects
despite the root folder change, use the Extended relative path option.

Note:  CA Process Automation provides Relative and Absolute options in the drop-down list of the MODE column
for the object shortcut added in Process Watch and Package.

 Monitor Instances In Process Watch
To save changes to a process instance, right-click it in the Process Watch window, then
click Export.
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The Details pane on the Process Watch window displays process instances that you can open to monitor or edit
an instance while it runs. Your changes affect only how that specific instance runs; they do not modify the instance
definition in the Library.

Note:  A CA Process Automation user must have sufficient permissions to view or edit a process instance in the
Process Watch window.

To save changes to a process instance, right-click it in the Process Watch window, then click Export.

 Content Package Objects
Complex processes can use various objects including operators, icons, resources, datasets,
and other processes. They can be distributed among multiple folders with unrelated objects in
an automation library. This complexity presents the following potential issues:
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Complex processes can use various objects including operators, icons, resources, datasets, and other processes.
They can be distributed among multiple folders with unrelated objects in an automation library. This complexity
presents the following potential issues:

• A user can have difficulty working with only the objects that are required for a deployment or subsequent
update.

• A developer working with different objects in different folders can have difficulty tracking or finding specific
objects.

• An administrator exporting updated objects for deployment to a production environment can forget a required
object.

To export all of the related automation objects, you can assemble them in a folder and export that folder as a
content package to another CA Process Automation environment. Content packages are useful because they let
you bundle related objects in a single container and then assign a release version to them. Then when the objects
are imported into a new production environment, they cannot be modified unless the imported objects are copied.
You cannot edit or delete any of the objects in the content package. This safeguards those objects from being
altered in a potentially harmful way. In other words, you can always roll back to the original content package if you
want to reverse any unwanted changes that are made to the objects. Since the release versions for the objects are
nonmodifiable, Content Designers in the source Design Environment can identify the exported and imported object
versions if there is a need to troubleshoot.

In comparison, if you export objects by themselves or through a folder, they are modifiable in a new environment.
Any objects that are imported through by themselves or through a folder (instead of a content package) are not
required to have a release version. These objects can be modified directly. It is good practice to export a folder as a
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content package when you are transitioning a new process with its components from the design environment to the
production environment.

Note:

• You cannot export multiple folders or automation objects at a time. Create a folder and then assemble all the
objects to be exported as a single content package. You cannot export a folder as a content package that
already contains a content package or a package.

• If passwords are involved while exporting as Content Packages their values will not be retained while importing
Content Packages. As Content Packages cannot be checked out, Named Datasets should be used separately
for password fields which can be exported separately. Named Datasets can be imported and modified in
conjunction with Content Packages.

You can view imported content packages in the Library.

• When you expand a content package in the right-hand pane, its child objects (that are part of the current
release) display underneath the content package.

• You can view the latest release information for a folder or content package in their properties. Right-click the
object, select Properties, then click the Versions tab. The Audit Trail tab records any changes made to the folder
or content package.

You can also view all the imported content packages in the Content Packages palette of the Operations tab.

• If you click the content package in the left-hand pane, its properties display in the right-hand pane.
• If you click the individual objects it contains in the left-hand pane, the object properties display in the right-hand

pane.
• If the content package contains a process, the right-hand side displays a graphical view of the instances.

 Monitor Objects In a Process Watch
The Details pane in the Content Packages window displays object instances that you can open
to monitor or edit an instance while it runs. Your changes affect only how that specific instance
runs; they do not modify the object definition in the Library.
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The Details pane in the Content Packages window displays object instances that you can open to monitor or edit
an instance while it runs. Your changes affect only how that specific instance runs; they do not modify the object
definition in the Library.

Note:

• A CA Process Automation user must have sufficient permissions to view or edit an object instance in the
Content Package window.

• You can complete the following actions to an object instance in a content package:

• Start or suspend a process
• Start a start request
• Change the availability of a custom operator
• Activate or deactivate a schedule

 Execution Rules
Operators in a process can have multiple entry and exit links. An entry link serves as an
execution order and invokes the operator. Each exit link corresponds to a particular outcome
of the operator. Operators have predefined exit links (such as Aborted, Completed, Failed, or
Successful). Some operators also allow you to use a Boolean expression to define a custom
exit link based on the results and the value of variables accessible to operators in a process.
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Operators in a process can have multiple entry and exit links. An entry link serves as an execution order and
invokes the operator. Each exit link corresponds to a particular outcome of the operator. Operators have predefined
exit links (such as Aborted, Completed, Failed, or Successful). Some operators also allow you to use a Boolean
expression to define a custom exit link based on the results and the value of variables accessible to operators in a
process.

The process execution rules are:
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• Start operators in the main flow can have an entry link. If it has an entry link, it cannot have an exit link and act
as a Reset operator (for example, used to reset a complete process).

• Stop operators have no exit and complete the execution of a process.
• All exit links with Boolean conditions evaluated as True are enabled and lead to activation of subsequent exit

operators. Default exit links are mutually exclusive with one another. All custom links for which the Boolean
expression evaluates to true are enabled and lead to subsequent exit operators.

• Operators (other than recapitalized operators in a looped branch of a process) are processed only once during
execution of a branch of a process. When a link from a completed operator leads to an operator that has already
been activated, then the activated operator is not processed a second time. After activation, the processed link
is unavailable to subsequent processing of a process.
Some operators support looped processing, in which the Workflow module executes the operator either a
specified number of times or indefinitely. The exit conditions and the connecting links from the operator are
evaluated only when the loop is terminated. The Loop operator further allows you to apply looped processing
and its exit conditions to an embedded sequence of operators.

• Break links interrupt execution of a loop in operators that support the use of looped processing.

 Run-Time Security
The optional Runtime Security feature, helps verify the identity of the user who is running the
secure process or schedule. The user for any process is either the owner or the one calling
the process. The user for any schedule is always the owner. The caller user identity is the user
identity that starts a process, schedule, or operator.
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The optional Runtime Security feature, helps verify the identity of the user who is running the secure process or
schedule. The user for any process is either the owner or the one calling the process. The user for any schedule is
always the owner. The caller user identity is the user identity that starts a process, schedule, or operator.

Runtime security enforcement is used when a process starts, regardless of how the process is invoked. For
example, runtime security enforcement applies to child processes started by parent processes.

Note:  See Define Run-Time Security Properties.

You can also configure an operator in a process to run in the context of the user who called it by checking the Run
as Caller User check box listed under Execution Settings. Marking this option indicates that you want the operator
to run as if the user who started the process was in control. Operator settings override process property settings, if
different.

Contents:

 Properties that Affect the Security of Running Processes
Only the process owner or Environment Content Administrators can set Runtime Security. The
following process properties impact runtime security for instances of this process:
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Only the process owner or Environment Content Administrators can set Runtime Security. The following process
properties impact runtime security for instances of this process:

• Runtime Security
Specifies whether to enforce runtime security for this process. Runtime security can be enabled or disabled
either explicitly or through inheritance. When set explicitly, changes to inherited settings have no impact.

• Inherit from Orchestrator
Applies the same setting that is currently configured on the Orchestrator. Enable Runtime Security can be
selected or cleared on the Policies tab of the parent Orchestrator.

• Enable
Indicates you want to enable Runtime Security. When a user attempts to start an instance of this
process, CA Process Automation examines the setting for Run As Owner for the user.

• If Run As Owner is selected, CA Process Automation determines the user currently set as owner and
starts the process under the identity of the owner. If this process calls another process, that process runs
under the identity of the owner of the parent process.

Note:  You can override this setting at the operator level if Run as caller user is selected.
• If Run As Owner is cleared, CA Process Automation examines permissions for the user that is attempting

to start an instance of the process. If that user has start rights, CA Process Automation allows the process
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instance to start under the caller user identity. If this process invokes another process set as caller
user, CA Process Automation checks start rights for the child process.

• Disable
Indicates you want to disable Runtime Security. The Run As Owner check box is disabled.

• Run As Owner
This check box is enabled only if Runtime Security is enabled either explicitly or through inheritance.

• Selected
Specifies that all instances of the current process can run under the identity of the owner (run as owner).
When an authorized user starts the process, the owner gains access to child processes and other objects.
Access by the owner can include objects that the caller user, who launched the instance, is not permitted to
access. Only the process owner or Environment Content Administrator can set this property.

• Cleared
Specifies that start permission is verified at runtime for the caller user that attempts to start the process
instance .

 Guidelines for Setting Run-Time Security for a Process
At startup, a process instance can assume one of the following identities:
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At startup, a process instance can assume one of the following identities:

• The caller user, that is, the user who started the process instance.
• The process owner.

When configuring runtime security at the process level, consider the following guidelines.

Your Objective: Required Configuration:

Run the process as the caller user.

Enforce runtime security rights with the identity of the
user who starts the process instance.

Select Enable in the Runtime Security field.

Clear Run as Owner.

Run the process as owner.

Enforce runtime security by running process instances
under the identity of the owner, regardless of who starts
it.

Select Enable in the Runtime Security field.

Select Run as Owner.

Disable validating and enforcing process ownership at
runtime.

Select Disable in the Runtime Security field. This
option helps ensure backward compatibility for existing
processes.

 Create Exception Handlers
Exception handling lets you define sequences of operators for predefined exceptions on
operators in a process, such as Failure, Abort, or Unexpected outcome. You can also create
a default sequence of operators to run for exceptions that lack an explicit sequence. While the
Workflow module processes an exception, it pauses running any other operators in the process.
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Exception handling lets you define sequences of operators for predefined exceptions on operators in a process,
such as Failure, Abort, or Unexpected outcome. You can also create a default sequence of operators to run for
exceptions that lack an explicit sequence. While the Workflow module processes an exception, it pauses running
any other operators in the process.

Exception handling uses priorities to evaluate exit conditions for an operator. The following table lists the exception
types:

Priority Exception Type Occurs When

1 System Exception There is an incorrect touchpoint
name, an unreachable agent, or any
type of communications failure.
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2 Unidentified Response There is no exit link for a particular
exit condition.

3 Aborted An operator aborts or a user aborts
an operator.

4 Timeout An operation times out and there
is no path defined from the timeout
port to the main flow.

When a process operator experiences an exception, the Workflow module takes the following actions:

• Suspends processing of the process after executing the current operators.
• Tries to match and run an exception in the following order:

Priority Matches Action

1 Exception handler defined in the
process object.

Runs the exception handler defined
in the process object

2 Exception handler defined on
the default process object for the
Orchestrator running the Workflow
module.

Runs the exception handler defined
in the default process object for the
Orchestrator

3 None Ignores the exception

The Workflow module continues
processing the process.

Contents:

 Add an Exception Rule
Add an Exception Rule
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Follow these steps:
1. Click the Designer tab.
2. Click Open, navigate to the folder with the process to open, select the process, and click Open.
3. Select the Exception Handler tab.
4. Expand the Standard folder in the Operators palette and drag the Exception operator to the process.
5. Expand the Exception operator properties dialog.
6. Expand Information and type a name in the Name field.

Note:  The best practice is to name operators in a default exception handler with a prefix so they do not match
operator names in the process that loads the default exception handler.

7. Expand Exception Occurred.
8. Select an exception type from the drop-down list.
9. From the palette, drag more operators to the process that completes the rule for the exception. Link the

operators in the execution sequence.

Note:  If you finish the sequence without adding any Stop operators, the main process resumes. Optionally,
you can stop the process for one or more paths in the Exception Handler.

10. In the toolbar, click Save.

 Handle an Exception
As part of the exception handling, you can reset the operator and then continue the process.
You can also select to ignore an exception and continue with the process. To ignore an
exception, set the operator in simulate mode and continue with the process. The Reset operator
resides on the Common palette. You can use the Reset operator in the process pane, exception
handler, and lane change handler.
catpa04305
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As part of the exception handling, you can reset the operator and then continue the process. You can also select to
ignore an exception and continue with the process. To ignore an exception, set the operator in simulate mode and
continue with the process. The Reset operator resides on the Common palette. You can use the Reset operator in
the process pane, exception handler, and lane change handler.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click Add, Reset to add a Reset operator. 
The text box displays an entry with a drop-down list. Select one of the operators from the drop-down list in the
current process. You can add multiple operator names.

2. To manipulate an operator name, click Delete, Move Up, and Move Down as appropriate.
3. Enter an expression that resolves to a string (for example, operator name) or a list of values (for example,

operator names) at run time. Take this action instead of selecting an operator name from the drop-down list.
4. Select or clear Continue with Result.

• Selected:
Use this option to make the EndCondition option available to select either Successful or Unsuccessful.

• Successful:
If an error condition is met at run time, CA Process Automation assumes that the selected operators are
successful. It continues with the rest of the process flow.

• Unsuccessful:
If an error condition is met at run time, CA Process Automation assumes that the selected operators
failed. It continues with the rest of the process flow.

• Cleared:
If an error condition is met at run time, CA Process Automation resets the selected operators, then continues
with the process flow.

5. (Optional) To ignore an exception and continue the process, add a Reset operator in the exception handler
mode to ignore the exception:

exceptionStart-<operator-name>.Source

Note:

Consider that you add a field to the Reset operator Operators List. Then, the process Loop operator names appear
in the drop-down list of the new field. The Reset operator resets all operators in the Loop operator and resets the
Loop operator to the first iteration. After the reset, the Loop operator restarts from the first iteration. Because the
Loop operator does not support simulation, the Reset operator always resets a Loop operator. The Loop operator
resets and the following field values are ignored:

• Continue with Result
• End condition
• Pre-execution code
• Post-execution code

 Run Processes Interactively
You can start an instance of a process immediately or in suspended mode.
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You can start an instance of a process immediately or in suspended mode.

When a process starts immediately, an instance of the process is created, loaded it to memory, and immediately
starts processing operators. If a process is started in suspended mode, the instance of the process is loaded into
memory, but it does not start processing.

You can put a shortcut to a process in a Process Watch object. If you are an authorized user, you can start and
monitor the process from within the Process Watch object. In the Operations tab's Process Watch palette, right-
click the process and click Start.
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You can start the current version of a process by accessing the process object in the Library Browser. You can also
start a process while you are editing it in the Process Designer. While you are editing a process, you can check in
changes and can start the current version of the process without leaving the Process Designer.

When a process starts, CA Process Automation creates a copy or instance of it in the automation library. Changes
to an instance do not affect the base definition of the process. You can access the base definition through the
Library Browser. Process instances are monitored through a Process Watch. To monitor a process instance, you
can open the Process Watch in the Operations tab's Process Watch palette. You can open the actual Process
Watch automation object through the Library Browser.

Contents:

 Start a Process from the Library
You can start a process from the Library tab. Starting a process immediately lets you perform a
task in a production environment.
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You can start a process from the Library tab. Starting a process immediately lets you perform a task in a production
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment combination.
3. Navigate to the folder that contains the process to start.
4. Take one of the following actions:

• Right-click the process and select Start Process.
• Select the process and select Start Process from the More Actions drop-down list on the toolbar.

The Monitor Process Instance prompt opens.
5. Take one of the following actions:

• Click Yes to open a new window to monitor the running instance of the process.
• Click No to run an instance of the process. The process is not displayed.

The process starts immediately.

 Start a Process from the Library as Suspended
You can start an instance of a process in a suspended state to achieve any of the following
objectives:
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You can start an instance of a process in a suspended state to achieve any of the following objectives:

• Insert breakpoints.
• Set parameters.
• Make other changes before the process runs.
• Monitor or control the execution of a process.
• Debug the sequence of steps in the process.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Navigate to the folder that contains the process to start in suspended state.
4. Take one of the following actions:

• Right-click the process and select Start Suspended.
• Select the process and select Start Suspended from the More Actions drop-down list on the toolbar.

The Monitor Process Instance prompt opens.
5. Take one of the following actions:

• Click Yes to open the Designer tab with the debug toolbar. You can begin working with the suspended
instance immediately.
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• Click No to load the process into the Operations tab. The Designer tab does not open. You can later navigate
to the instance in the Process Watch palette in the Operations tab. To continue, right-click that instance and
select Start Suspended.

 Start a Process While Editing
When editing a process object, you can start the current version without leaving the Process
Designer. The Start and Start Suspended commands are available on the File menu. Start ()
and Start Suspended () buttons are also available on the Process Designer toolbar.
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When editing a process object, you can start the current version without leaving the Process Designer. The Start
and Start Suspended commands are available on the File menu. Start ( ) and Start Suspended ( ) buttons are
also available on the Process Designer toolbar.

The Process Designer Start and Start Suspended commands create an instance of the current process in
memory, such as starting a process in the Library Browser. If you click Start, the instance of the corresponding
process is created and starts executing the process immediately. If you click Start Suspended, the instance of the
corresponding process is created. But the instance does not start execution of the process.

Both the Start and Start Suspended commands prompt for the touchpoint on which to run the process. Then
the commands prompt whether you want to monitor execution of the process. If you monitor execution of the
process, CA Process Automation opens a separate Process Designer window to work with the new instance in
debug mode.

 View a Process Instance
The Process Watch object and Operations page let you view instances of processes on an
Orchestrator. You can:
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The Process Watch object and Operations page let you view instances of processes on an Orchestrator. You can:

• Recover and restart the processes that are suspended after an incident.
• Assess the values of dataset variables and the status of operators in running, suspended, or ended processes.

You can create Process Watch objects or use the Operations page to monitor and edit instances of processes.
Click the Operations tab to monitor all instances of processes on an Orchestrator. You can also set filters to monitor
only selected objects.

 Debug a Process
When you open an instance of a process, the Process Designer helps you monitor the status
and debug a process. Debug buttons are available on the Process Designer toolbar. When
processing is suspended, you can edit the process and change parameter values in operators. 
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When you open an instance of a process, the Process Designer helps you monitor the status and debug a process.
Debug buttons are available on the Process Designer toolbar. When processing is suspended, you can edit the
process and change parameter values in operators. 

A process can be suspended in several ways:

• When an instance is started in a suspended state.
• When you click the Suspend Process button.
• When a process ends and you click the Switch Process Status on Completion button on the Process Designer

toolbar. The process is suspended but the status appears as Blocked.
• When there are no valid operators left on any branch of a running process. The process is suspended but the

status appears as Blocked.

Contents:

 Suspend a Process
When a process is in the suspended state, you can do any of the following:
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When a process is in the suspended state, you can do any of the following:
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• Change whether a process is unloaded after completion

• Reset the process

• Reset operators in a process

• Add or remove breakpoints

• Modify the process

• Click the Resume Process button to continue processing

• Abort the process

Modifying a process in a suspended state lets you work on an unanticipated issue, and then resume automated
execution while still tracking any changes that you have made. Switch to a Process Watch to export a modified
instance of a process and permanently save any changes made at runtime.

To suspend execution of an instance of a process while working in debug mode, click the Suspend Process button
on the toolbar of the Process Designer.

The execution of the process instance stops. No further dependencies are examined until you resume execution
of the process. You can edit a process in a suspended state. Any modifications to operator parameters or other
elements of the process affect only that instance of the process.

To restart execution in a suspended instance of a process, click the Resume Process button. The Resume
Process button restarts a suspended process from where it stopped executing unless it is reset. If an instance of a
suspended process is reset, execution restarts from the beginning of the process.

 Change whether Processes are Unloaded on Completion
When running a process in debug mode, the Workflow module typically does not unload the
process instance when it reaches a Stop operator. This allows you to modify and restart the
process.
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When running a process in debug mode, the Workflow module typically does not unload the process instance when
it reaches a Stop operator. This allows you to modify and restart the process.

 You can force the Workflow module to unload a process when it reaches a Stop operator. To unload a process,

click the Switch Process Status on Completion icon ( ) on the toolbar.

 Set and Remove Process Breakpoints
You can use breakpoints to identify errors. Breakpoints help you check variable values and
operator parameters. Set a breakpoint on an operator to interrupt a process immediately before
the operator starts. You can then set parameter values and examine processing of an operator
as it occurs.
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You can use breakpoints to identify errors. Breakpoints help you check variable values and operator parameters.
Set a breakpoint on an operator to interrupt a process immediately before the operator starts. You can then set
parameter values and examine processing of an operator as it occurs.

When a breakpoint is set, the entire process is suspended when it reaches the operator with the breakpoint. An
exclamation point (!) symbol appears near the operator that has suspended the process.

You can set and remove breakpoints in a process object or in a suspended process instance. Breakpoints you set
in the original process object definition automatically appear in any instances of that process.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a process in the Process Designer.
2. Select one or more operators in the process.
3. On the toolbar, click Set Breakpoints.

The breakpoint symbol appears next to the selected operator.
4. To remove existing breakpoints, select one or more operators, and click the Remove Breakpoints button on the

Debug toolbar.
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 Debug a Java Process
The Java connector uses Apache Log4j to capture the connector’s log messages. When
troubleshooting an issue with a Java process, debug it by enabling and then reviewing the log
files. The log messages captured at the DEBUG level are very detailed and should help system
engineers define the root cause of an issue.
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The Java connector uses Apache Log4j to capture the connector’s log messages. When troubleshooting an issue
with a Java process, debug it by enabling and then reviewing the log files. The log messages captured at the
DEBUG level are very detailed and should help system engineers define the root cause of an issue.

Note:  The paths to the log4j.xml and c2o.log files change when running the Java module on a CA Process
Automation agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the log4j.xml file at the following path:

<pam>_Installation_path\Domain\server\c2o\conf\log4j.xml

2. Set the Java module’s log4j threshold level to DEBUG. 
The following example shows the specific section and line (shown in bold) of the log4j.xml file:

<!-- A size based file rolling appender for C2O and JXTA Logs-->
    <appender name="C2OFILE" class="org.jboss.logging.appender.RollingFileAppender">
       <errorHandler class="org.jboss.logging.util.OnlyOnceErrorHandler"/
>
       <param name="File" value="${jboss.server.home.dir}/log/
c2o.log"/>
     <param name="Threshold" value="DEBUG"/>

       <param name="Append" value="true"/>
       <param name="MaxFileSize" value="50000KB"/>
       <param name="MaxBackupIndex" value="3"/>
       <layout class="org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout">
          <param name="ConversionPattern" value="%d %-5p [%c] [%15.15t] %m
%n"/>
       </layout>            
    </appender>  

3. Insert the following section in the log4j.xml file:

<category name="com.optinuity.c2o.servicegroup.javaobject">     
    <priority value="DEBUG" />
</category> 
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4. Open the Java connector’s messages captured in the c2o.log file located at the following path:

<pam>_Installation_path\Domain\server\c2o\log\c2o.log

 Reset a Process
You can reset a suspended instance of a process to restart execution. All variables, parameters,
and operators in a suspended instance of a process are reset to their initial states, with one
exception. The application does not reset user-defined parameters.
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You can reset a suspended instance of a process to restart execution. All variables, parameters, and operators in a
suspended instance of a process are reset to their initial states, with one exception. The application does not reset
user-defined parameters.

If you resume execution of a process after resetting it, processing restarts at the Start operator. You can reset a
process during testing or debugging to rerun chains of operators. In production, you can reset a process following
an incident. You can modify a reset process before restarting it to avoid redoing some tasks or to perform some
additional tasks. For example, you can:

• Set or remove breakpoints
• Use a different process
• Set operator parameter settings

 Abort a Process
To stop an instance of a process, click the Abort Process button on the toolbar of the Process
Designer.
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To stop an instance of a process, click the Abort Process button on the toolbar of the Process Designer.

Note:  You cannot modify a process instance after running the Abort Process command.

 Control a Process Branch
The following commands allow you to control individual branches of a process without affecting
the entire process.
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The following commands allow you to control individual branches of a process without affecting the entire process.

• enable and disable operators
• abort execution of operators
• reset individual operators and resume execution of operators in a process.

These commands appear in the Process Designer toolbar for both process designs and instances.

Contents:

 Disable Operators or Deactivate Branches
You can use the Disable Operators command to disable an operator and temporarily disable
part of a process without otherwise modifying the process. Disabling an operator stops
execution of the operator and all subsequent operators in a branch of a process. An operator
is inaccessible to a process when every path to it from any Start operator passes through a
deactivated operator. The Disable Operators command is available when editing either the
definition object for a process or an instance of a process.
catpa04305
You can use the Disable Operators command to disable an operator and temporarily disable part of a process
without otherwise modifying the process. Disabling an operator stops execution of the operator and all subsequent
operators in a branch of a process. An operator is inaccessible to a process when every path to it from any Start
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operator passes through a deactivated operator. The Disable Operators command is available when editing either
the definition object for a process or an instance of a process.

Follow these steps:

1. Open either a process object or an instance of a process.

Note:  Suspend a running instance of a process before proceeding to the next step.
2. Select one or more operators that you want to disable.
3. Click Disable Operators on the Process Designer toolbar to disable an operator.

The disabled symbol appears next to the operator.

Note:

To enable disabled operators, select one or more disabled operators, and click Enable Operators on the toolbar.

You can also deactivate an entire branch by right-clicking a link and selecting Disable Link from the menu.

 Abort an Operator
The Abort Operators command aborts processing of one or more selected operators that are
in a Running state. An aborted operator enters a Failed state. Processing does not continue on
an aborted branch of a process, but you can still continue on other branches. If you defined an
exception handler, it is executed to handle an abort exception.
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The Abort Operators command aborts processing of one or more selected operators that are in a Running state.
An aborted operator enters a Failed state. Processing does not continue on an aborted branch of a process, but
you can still continue on other branches. If you defined an exception handler, it is executed to handle an abort
exception.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a running instance of a process.
2. Select the running operator that you want to abort.
3. Click the Abort Operators button on the Process Designer toolbar: 

Processing for the operator is aborted.

 Reset Operators in a Process
The Reset Operators command resets selected operators in a suspended process to their initial
states as if they had not been executed. This command is typically used to allow operators in
an instance of a process to run again without resetting the entire process. You can modify the
operators with different parameter settings, or modify the process in other ways.
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The Reset Operators command resets selected operators in a suspended process to their initial states as if they
had not been executed. This command is typically used to allow operators in an instance of a process to run again
without resetting the entire process. You can modify the operators with different parameter settings, or modify the
process in other ways.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a suspended instance of a process.

Note:  If necessary, suspend a running instance.
2. Select one or more operators that you want to reset.
3. Click the Reset Operators button on the Process Designer toolbar.

The operators are reset.
Any Loop operators are reset as follows:

• Resets all operators inside the Loop operator.
• Resets the Loop operator to its first iteration.

After the reset, the Loop operator will restart from the first iteration.

 Resume Running a Suspended Process
The Resume Process command resumes processing of operators you have reset in a
suspended instance of a process.
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catpa04305
The Resume Process command resumes processing of operators you have reset in a suspended instance of a
process.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a suspended instance of a process.
2. Click the Resume Process button on the Process Designer toolbar.

The process is resumed.

 Simulate Operator Processing
To bypass an operator while executing subsequent operators in a process, you
can simulate execution of the operator, rather than disable it. You can simulate processing of
selected operators or an entire process. You can use the process simulation properties for
every operator in a process. You can also override the process settings for individual process
operators.
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To bypass an operator while executing subsequent operators in a process, you can simulate execution of the
operator, rather than disable it. You can simulate processing of selected operators or an entire process. You can
use the process simulation properties for every operator in a process. You can also override the process settings
for individual process operators.

Simulation mode is often used during development to verify the flow within a process or to verify the
synchronization of interdependent processes. In the production environment, the local mode is often used to skip
individual tasks to accommodate transient conditions in the system, such as an unavailable agent, Orchestrator,
or a suspended application. The distant simulation mode is used mostly in the development phase to verify the
configuration and parameters of operators in a process. The distant simulation mode can also be used to run
simulated tasks in production periodically, for the sole purpose of verifying dataset field values.

Simulation mode controls the results and duration of an operator in a process. You can use it during development
to avoid executing an operator while testing operators in subsequent branches of a process. Simulation is useful
in a production environment when an operator should not run. The operators do not run when the processes or
resources are unavailable. In either case, simulation of an operator lets you run a process without changing entry
or exit links on the operator. In other words, you are able to avoid running the operator temporarily while preserving
the structure and dependencies in your process.

Contents:

 Simulate Processing of a Selected Operator
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Open process in the Process Designer.
2. Open the operator properties.
3. Configure the Simulation properties for any operator.
4. To activate simulation, specify either a Local or Distant simulation type.

• Local: The operator is not processed. CA Process Automation does not call the associated module or verify
the module parameters. The simulated operator returns the result and processes the link specified by the
End condition option.

• Distant: The Workflow module calls the associated module. The module verifies parameters before returning
the result but does not actually run the operator. If the parameters are incorrect, the simulated operator fails
regardless of the specified outcome. If the parameters are correct, the simulated operator returns the result
and processes the link specified by the End condition option.

The simulation symbol appears next to an operator when either the local or distant simulation is activated:
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5. (Optional) Select the Evaluate Pre-Execution and post-Execution Code check box to prevent side effects
generated by ignoring preconditions or post-execution code. Select this option to evaluate the operator’s
preconditions and execute its post-execution code.

6. Set the End condition parameter. It specifies the simulated outcome of an operator. The End condition
determines which exit link is processed after the simulated processing of the operator. Setting this parameter
determines subsequent processing of dependent branches in the process. This setting determines the value
returned by the Result variable of an operator. The Successful or Completed setting returns a positive value,
which activates a Successful exit link on an operator. The Failed setting returns zero or a negative value, which
activates a Failure or Abort exit link. The Custom Result setting allows you to return an arbitrary value, typically
used to test a custom exit link on an operator.

7. (Optional) Specify a delay in seconds to simulate the duration of the task. Change the Delay field from the
default value of zero if the time typically required to execute an operator could affect the behavior or outcome of
other operators in the process.

 Simulate Processing of an Entire Process
You can simulate processing for all steps of a process. The process simulation settings apply
to all operators in the process that are not configured to override the simulation settings for the
process.
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You can simulate processing for all steps of a process. The process simulation settings apply to all operators in the
process that are not configured to override the simulation settings for the process.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the process and view its properties.
2. On the Properties pane Simulation tab, configure the default simulation settings for all operators in the process:

• Mode
• Delay
• End Condition
• Evaluate Pre-execution and Post-execution Code

Except for the option to override the process settings, these settings are the same as described for configuring an
operator.

 Create and Test the Process Structure
You can lay out the operators of the planned process on the Designer canvas, link the
operators, and verify the flows of the planned process. Then, you add the datasets or configure
the operators where you specify targets.
catpa04305
 

 

You can lay out the operators of the planned process on the Designer canvas, link the operators, and verify the
flows of the planned process. Then, you add the datasets or configure the operators where you specify targets.
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Figure 25: Create and Test the Process Structure 1

 

 Create and Label Swim Lanes
When you start a process with a detailed plan, you can begin by creating the planned structure
as follows:
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When you start a process with a detailed plan, you can begin by creating the planned structure as follows:

• Create one swim lane for each objective you identified.
• Label each swim lane to reflect its purpose.

Follow these steps:

1. From the opened process on the Designer tab, right-click and select Add Lane. Repeat this step for each lane
to add.

2. Double-click the Lane_0 header and type the lane name that reflects its objective. Repeat this step for each
lane.

3. Click Save.

 Create the Process Sequence
After creating and labeling swim lanes, create the planned structure as follows:
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After creating and labeling swim lanes, create the planned structure as follows:

• Add the operators to each swim lane that are required to accomplish the stated objective.
• Arrange the operators in the sequence that the flow defines.

Follow these steps:

1. To display the Designer tab, open the planned process.
2. Add the Start operator as the first operator in the first swim lane. Drag and drop the Start operator from the

Common palette in the Operators dialog to the canvas.
3. Move the Stop Failure and Stop Success operators to the last swim lane.
4. Drag-and-drop the operators that are necessary to accomplish the purpose for the first lane. Repeat this step for

each lane.

Note:  You can duplicate an operator already on the canvas with copy and paste.
5. Arrange the operators in the sequence that the planned flow defines, as follows:

• If you accept the default (vertical) for swim lane orientation, drag each operator beneath the one that
precedes it sequentially in a swim lane.

• If you selected horizontal orientation, drag each operator to the right of the one that precedes it sequentially
in a swim lane.

6. Click Save.

 Create Success and Failure Flow Links
Links represent the following flows that are typically found in processes:
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Links represent the following flows that are typically found in processes:

• Normal successful flow: The flow from the Start operator, through all of the operators in the process, to the
Stop Success operator. The source of each link after Start is the success port of the operator. The destination
of each link is the next operator until the last operator, which links to Stop Success. This flow represents the
condition that everything is working as expected.

• Abnormal flow: The flow from the Failure port on each operator to the Stop Failure operator. You break each of
these link lines for a cleaner process appearance.

Note:  Exception handlers can handle standard failure types. To handle other exit conditions, link a custom exit port
to the input port of the operator that processes the custom exit condition.

You can create flows that represent a successful run from the Start operator to Stop Success. You can also create
flows that exit through the Failure port on any operator to Stop Failure.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Double-click the name of the process you are designing.

The process opens in the Designer tab.
4. Create the links that represent a successful run.

1.1 Click and drag a link from the output port of the Start operator to the input port of the next operator in the
sequence.

2.1 Click and drag a link from the success port of the second operator to the input port of the next operator in
the sequence. Repeat this step for each operator up to the last operator. This includes linking the success
port of the last operator in one lane to the input port of the first operator in the next lane.

3.1 Click and drag a link from the success port of the last operator to the Stop Success operator.
5. For each link that crosses a swim lane boundary, right-click the link and select Break Link to break the link for a

cleaner display.
The link is broken, replaced by matching link markers at both ends of the link. During processing, the link
behaves the same as an unbroken link.

6. Create the links that represent operator failure.

1.1 Click and drag a link from the Failure port of the second operator to the Stop Failure operator at the end of
the process.

2.1 Right-click the link and select Break Link.
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3.1 Repeat Steps a and b for each operator.
7. If the link line runs into surrounding text in its default layout, right-click the link and select Insert a Point at the

location to pin. Then pull the link so that both the link line and the surrounding text are displayed without overlap.
8. Click Save.

 Add Custom Ports and Create the Branches
Use custom ports to base the execution path on the evaluation of a Boolean expression. Some
operators support custom exit conditions. If you add multiple custom ports, all True conditions
are executed at runtime.
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Use custom ports to base the execution path on the evaluation of a Boolean expression. Some CA Process
Automation operators support custom exit conditions. If you add multiple custom ports, all True conditions are
executed at runtime.

The Success and Fail ports are activated based on the response code. The response code indicates the success
or failure of completion.

You can branch off the success path with custom ports.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click an operator and select Custom Results.
The Custom Port dialog opens.

2. Enter the name of the port.
3. Enter a Boolean expression that evaluates to True or False. True executes the path through the link to the next

operator.
4. Select an icon from the drop-down list.
5. Enter a description.
6. Click OK.

The custom exit port (which the selected icon represents) is added to the operator.
7. Add the operator that is to run the custom exit condition.
8. Select the custom exit port and drag the link to the input port of the operator that runs when the condition is

True.
9. (Optional) Comment on the custom exit condition.

1.1 Drag the Comment operator from the Common folder to the canvas next to the link for the custom exit
condition.

2.1 Double-click the Comment icon.
3.1 Enter a description of the exit condition. Indicate the operation that runs when this condition occurs.
4.1 Adjust the formatting options for clear presentation.
5.1 Click OK.

 

 Define Process Lane Transition Rules
After you connect the sequenced operators of your process with links that achieve a successful
run to the Stop Success operator, you can focus on swim lane transitions. You design swim lane
transitions on the Lane Change Handler tab, which is at the bottom of the Designer tab. You can
create rules for transitions from one lane to the next, or other variations. Variations include from
the current lane to any lane, from any lane to the current lane, or from any lane to any lane.
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After you connect the sequenced operators of your process with links that achieve a successful run to the Stop
Success operator, you can focus on swim lane transitions. You design swim lane transitions on the Lane Change
Handler tab, which is at the bottom of the Designer tab. You can create rules for transitions from one lane to the
next, or other variations. Variations include from the current lane to any lane, from any lane to the current lane, or
from any lane to any lane.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Lane Change Handler tab.
2. Drag a Change Lane operator to the canvas from the Standard folder.
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3. Connect to an operator that defines the transition rules. The Lane Change Handler accommodates as many
operators are you require.

4. Define the transition rules.
5. To open the properties, double-click the Change Lane operator. Consider the following guidelines to specify the

source and destination:

• Set the current lane name to the next lane name if the transition rules are unique to this transition.
• Set the current lane name to Any if the transition rules include a test, where (based on the result) the

transition is to one lane or another.
• Specify Any to Any to use these transition rules for every lane transition in the process.
• Specify Any to some lane name if the transition rules for each lane have the same destination lane.

6. Click Apply.
7. Click Save.

 Create the Exception Handlers
Exception handlers let you create sequences of operators for the following predefined
exceptions in a process:
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Exception handlers let you create sequences of operators for the following predefined exceptions in a process:

AbortedOccurs on a user-specified or operator abort.

System ErrorOccurs with any type of communication failure. For example, when the process contains an incorrect
touchpoint name or it refers to an agent that is not running.

TimeoutOccurs when both of the following circumstances are true:

• The operator times out before it finishes.
• The operator is configured to take the timeout path and end or continue with a result. The exception handler

defines the timeout path.

Unidentified ResponseOccurs when no output connector corresponds to the response.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Designer tab. 
2. Click Open, navigate to the folder that contains the process to open, select the process, and click Open. 
3. Select the Exception Handler tab. 
4. Expand the Standard folder in the Operators palette and drag the Exception operator to the process. 
5. Expand the Exception operator properties dialog. 
6. Expand Information and complete the Name field. 

Note:  As a best practice, name the operators in a default exception handler with a prefix so they do not match
operator names in the process that loads the default exception handler. 

7. Expand Exception Occurred . 
8. Select an exception type from the drop-down list. 
9. From the palette, drag more operators to the process that completes the rule for the exception. 
10. Link the operators in the execution sequence. 

Note:  If you finish the sequence without adding any Stop operators, the main process resumes. Optionally,
you can stop the process for one or more paths in the Exception Handler . 

11. In the toolbar, click Save. 

 Define the Reset Operator for Exception Handling
As part of exception handling, you can reset the operator and then continue the process. You
can also select to ignore an exception and continue with the process. To ignore an exception,
set the operator in simulate mode and continue with the process. The Reset operator resides on
the Common palette. You can use the Reset operator in the process pane, exception handler,
and lane change handler.
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As part of exception handling, you can reset the operator and then continue the process. You can also select to
ignore an exception and continue with the process. To ignore an exception, set the operator in simulate mode and
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continue with the process. The Reset operator resides on the Common palette. You can use the Reset operator in
the process pane, exception handler, and lane change handler.

Follow these steps:

1. To add a Reset operator, right-click Add, then select Reset. 
The text box displays an entry with a drop-down list from which to select one of the operators in the current
process. You can add multiple operator names. 

2. To manipulate an operator name, click Delete, Move Up, or Move Down as appropriate. 
3. Enter an expression that resolves to a string (for example, an operator name) or a list of values (for example,

operator names) at run time. Complete this action instead of selecting an operator name from the drop-down
list. 

4. Select or clear Continue with Result.

Selected: Makes the EndCondition option available to select either Successful or Unsuccessful to respond
when an error condition is met at run time.
     Successful:  CA Process Automation assumes that the selected operators are successful. The process flow
continues.
     Unsuccessful:  CA Process Automation assumes that the selected operators failed. The process flow
continues.
Cleared: If an error condition is met at run time, CA Process Automation resets the selected operators, then
continues the process flow.

5. (Optional) To ignore an exception and continue the process, add a Reset operator in the exception handler node
to ignore the exception:

exceptionStart-<operator-name>.Source 

Note:

When you add a field to the Reset operator Operators List, the process Loop operator names appear in the
drop-down list of the new field. The Reset operator resets all operators in the Loop operator and resets the Loop
operator to the first iteration. After the reset, the Loop operator restarts from the first iteration. Because the Loop
operator does not support simulation, the Reset operator always resets a Loop operator. The Loop operator resets
and the following field values are ignored: 

• Continue with Result 
• End condition 
• Pre-execution code 
• Post-execution code

 Verify the Process Flows
To verify the process flows, use simulation mode. For this purpose, you simulate the processing
of all operators in the process. No actual processing occurs. Simulation lets you test the
structure and dependencies in your process before you create datasets or configure operators.
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To verify the process flows, use simulation mode. For this purpose, you simulate the processing of all operators in
the process. No actual processing occurs. Simulation lets you test the structure and dependencies in your process
before you create datasets or configure operators.

Follow these steps:

1. Test the operators for a specific swim lane with simulation as follows:

1.1 Create a link between the success port on the last operator and the Stop Success operator in the last
swim lane.

2.1 Create a link from the failure port on each operator to the Stop Failure operator.
3.1 Create a link from each custom port to a series of operations for that case.

2. Configure simulation properties.

1.1 Select Simulation from this process Properties dialog.
2.1 Select Local for the simulation type.
3.1 Specify Successful as the exit condition to verify the flow from each Success port.
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4.1 Select Cleared to ignore looking for pre-execution and post-execution code.
5.1 Apply the properties.

3. Start the process and verify the success flow.
4. Configure the simulation properties again. Use the same settings, except for the exit condition. Change the exit

condition to Unsuccessful.
5. Start the process simulation and verify the failure flows.
6. Complete any necessary follow-up editing.
7. Repeat these steps for each successive swim lane, where simulation always starts with Start.
8. Create exception conditions, simulate the process, and verify the flow.
9. To verify flows from swim lane to configured swim lane, simulate the entire process.

 Create the Process Object
When you begin your first process design, complete the following startup tasks.
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When you begin your first process design, complete the following startup tasks.

1. Create and name the process object.
2. Open a process object.
3. Set process display properties.
4. Set operator label options.
5. Configure simulation properties.

Note:  If you can log in to CA Process Automation before you receive your first process plan, consider creating a
fake process to get access to the Designer tab. On the Designer tab, you can drag each operator of interest to the
canvas and then review its properties. When finished with the review, delete the fake process and purge it from the
recycle bin.

 Create and Name the Process Object
To begin process preparation, create a process object with a name derived from your process
goal. Then open your process in the Process Editor on the Designer tab.
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To begin process preparation, create a process object with a name derived from your process goal. Then open your
process in the Process Editor on the Designer tab.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Navigate to the appropriate folder, click New Object, select Process, and enter the process name.
4. Double-click the process name link.

The new process opens on the Designer tab.

 Open a Process Object
You can open any object from the Library tab. The following procedure describes how to open a
process object from the Designer tab.
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You can open any object from the Library tab. The following procedure describes how to open a process object
from the Designer tab.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
2. Click the Designer tab.
3. Click the Open button on the toolbar.

The Open Process dialog opens and loads the same folder structure as that displayed in the navigation pane
on the Library tab.

4. Navigate the folder structure, select the target process, and click Open.
The process opens on the Designer canvas.
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 Set Process Display Properties
Starting any new process can begin with configuring how the process appears on the canvas.
catpa04305
Starting any new process can begin with configuring how the process appears on the canvas.

The Properties settings appear below the canvas, by default, in a minimized state. Configuring display properties
for canvas elements is optional. You can experiment to see the results of different options to help you achieve an
attractive display.

You can perform these steps in any order.

• Specify whether to orient the swim lanes vertically or horizontally.

Note:  See Set the Swim Lane Orientation.
• Configure the color and width of links.
• Specify background and text preferences for the Comment operator.

Note:  See Set Operator Label Options.

 

 Set the Link Appearance for a Process
Follow these steps:
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You can set process properties, such as link appearance, before you begin designing your process. When you
set Weight and Shapes at the process level, all links in the process have the same weight and shape. You can
customize Link Properties at the link level to vary the color and dashed property to convey some difference.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the process for which you want to define operator datasets.

1.1 Click the Library tab.
2.1 Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3.1 Navigate the folder structure to the folder with the process and select this folder.
4.1 Double-click the process row in the main pane.

The Designer tab opens with the selected process.
2. Select Properties from the View drop-down list.

The Properties dialog for the selected process displays as closed in the lower-right corner.
3. Open the Properties of <your process>.
4. Scroll to Link
5. Define Weight, Color, Shapes, and Dashed to set these properties for all links in this process. These settings

can be overridden at the link level.
6. Click Apply.
7. Click Save.

 Override the Link Appearance Setting
Follow these steps:
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When creating a link, you can define link properties that are different from Process level settings. You can override
the link appearance settings when you finish the process or as you link operators during process design.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the process for which you want to define operator datasets.

1.1 Click the Library tab.
2.1 Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3.1 Navigate the folder structure to the folder with the process and select this folder.
4.1 Double-click the process row in the main pane.

The Designer tab opens with the selected process.
2. Right-click a link and select Link Properties.
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3. Review setting for Weight, Color, Shapes, and Dashed. Select different settings for one or more of these
attributes for the current link.

4. Click OK.
5. View the results and verify that it meets your requirements.

 Link Appearance
Link Appearance
catpa04305
You can set the link appearance characteristics:

• Weight
Scroll up or down to select the line weight. 

• Color
Click Choose Color and point to the color to use for links.
You can define success and failure links or different links along any attribute. Implementation involves selecting
the most used color and dashed attributes in Process properties. This definition can save you the time required
to override the most used set of link color attributes at the link level for your process.

• Shape
Select one of the following values:

• Straight
Specifies that links between non-aligned operators are drawn as straight lines.

• Orthogonal
Specifies that links between non-aligned operators are drawn with vertical and horizontal line segments.

• Dashed
Specify whether the line is a dashed line.

• Selected 
The Failure link is represented with a dashed red line.

• Cleared
The Success link is represented with a solid green line.

 Set Operator Label Options
To customize operator labels, select the font, size, and color of the text and select colors for
the background and the border. To customize the appearance of comments, use the Comment
Properties to override the process level color and font attributes.
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To display operators in your process, define label options in process properties as follows:

• Without labels
• With Operator name labels (truncated or long)

• With custom comments instead of operator names
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To customize operator labels, select the font, size, and color of the text and select colors for the background and
the border. To customize the appearance of comments, use the Comment Properties to override the process level
color and font attributes.

 Set Label Display Options at the Process Level
Set Label Display Options at the Process Level
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Follow these steps:

1. Display the process for which you want to define operator label options.

1.1 Click the Library tab.
2.1 Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3.1 Navigate the folder structure to the folder with the process and select this folder.
4.1 Double-click the process row in the main pane.

The Designer tab opens with the selected process.
2. Select Properties from the View drop-down list.

The Properties dialog for the selected process displays as closed in the lower-right corner.
3. (Optional) Click the undock button and maximize the properties pane.
4. Click the Information palette.
5. Scroll to the Label Display group.
6. Select a setting for Label Display.

• Show Labels
Specifies how to display operator labels.

• Off
Display the process without operator labels.

• Truncated
Display the operator with the first 11 characters of the name. If you select Truncated and want to know
the full operator name, click the truncated name to display the long name on the design canvas.

• Long
Display the full name of the operator next to the operator.

7. Select an option as Label Source.

• Label Source
Specifies whether the source of the operator label is the predefined operator name or user-specified
comments.

• Object Name
Display the operator name next to the operator (as Truncated or Long, depending on your setting).

• Comments
Defines your plan to attach custom comments next to each operator, at your discretion.

8. Select setting for label colors.

• Label Colors
Specifies the color for text, the color of the operator label background, and the color of the operator label
border.

• Text Color
Click Choose Color to display the color palette. The color that you point to specifies the text color for
operator labels.

• Background Color
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Click Choose Color to display the color palette. The color that you point to specifies the background
color for the label. Select a light color so that the text is legible.

• Border Color
Click Choose Color to display the color palette. The color that you point to specifies the color of the
operator label border.

9. Select the font to use for the operator label text.

• Font
Specifies the font for the operator label. See the Preview box for AaBbYyZz displayed in the font family,
font style, and font size of your choice.

• FontFamily
Specifies the font family for the operator text.

• Font Style
Specifies the style of font for the operator text. 
Values include Normal, Italic, Bold, and Bold Italic.

• Font Size
Specifies the font family and font size for the operator text.
Values include sizes from 10 to 20.

10. Click Save.

 Override Label Display Options for a Selected Operator
Follow these steps:
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If the process properties specify the Operator as the label source, you can override display options for a selected
operator.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the process for which you want to define operator label options.

1.1 Click the Library tab.
2.1 Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3.1 Navigate the folder structure to the folder with the process and select the folder.
4.1 Double-click the process row in the main pane.

The Designer tab opens with the selected process.
2. Expand the View drop-down list. If Properties is not selected, select it.
3. Double-click the operator for which to override label display options.

The operator properties dialog appears.
4. Expand the Information palette and select Override Object Preferences.
5. Change any of the displayed settings at your discretion.
6. Verify the change in the Preview area.
7. Click Apply.
8. Click Save.

The display properties for the selected operator reflect your overrides.

 Override Label Display Options for a Selected Comment
Follow these steps:
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If the process properties specify Comments as the label source, you can change the previously customized display
option for a selected comment.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the process for which you want to define operator label options.

1.1 Click the Library tab.
2.1 Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3.1 Navigate the folder structure to the folder with the process and select this folder.
4.1 Double-click the process row in the main pane.

The Designer tab opens with the selected process.
2. Double-click the comment that you want to change.
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The Comment Properties dialog opens.
3. Change the text and click OK.
4. Click Save.

 Configure Simulation Properties
To test a process flow without actually performing the operations that are specified in the
process, use simulation. To simulate processing, configure simulation properties. The simulation
settings are process-specific and run-specific. You can simulate a process run that completes
successfully, or you can simulate a process run that fails.
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To test a process flow without actually performing the operations that are specified in the process, use simulation.
To simulate processing, configure simulation properties. The simulation settings are process-specific and run-
specific. You can simulate a process run that completes successfully, or you can simulate a process run that fails.

Configure simulation specifications when you want to simulate a process without performing any actions.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Navigate to the process to open, right-click the process, and select Edit.
3. Expand the Properties dialog for the process.
4. Expand the Simulation palette.
5. To specify the Simulation Mode type, select one of the following values:

• Off
(Default) Runs the process as it is designed to run, not in simulation mode.

• Local
Runs the operators in simulated mode locally on the Orchestrator, even when the target is a touchpoint that
is associated with an agent or a proxy touchpoint. Operators do not complete the intended action and do not
validate parameters, but they return the specified result.

• Distant
Runs the operators in simulated mode on the agent touchpoints, when agent touchpoints are the targets.
Parameters are validated, but the operators do not complete the intended actions. For example, an FTP
operator running in simulated mode connects to the target but does not complete a file transfer. If the
operator parameters are incorrect, the simulated processing fails. If the operator parameters are correct, the
operator returns the specified result.

6. Select a delay interval value to associate with each operator during simulation.

• Delay
Specifies the average amount of time, in seconds, that each operator is expected to require for normal
processing.

7. To test or troubleshoot different branches in a flow, specify the end or exit condition to simulate.

• Successful
The process flow exits each operator on the success port.

• Unsuccessful
The process flow exits each operator on the failure port.

8. Specify whether to evaluate pre-execution and post-execution code.

• Selected
Evaluate pre-execution code before running the process and to evaluate post-execution code at the end of
the process. Simulation with this option can help you correct logic errors before running the process.

• Cleared
Simulate running the process without evaluating pre-execution code and post-execution code.

9. Click Apply.

 Test and Refine the Process
Designer design enough of the process to run, run and monitor an instance, and then continue
design or refinement until the process is ready for production. The following graphic suggests
that content designers refine process designs based on observation of runtime instances.
catpa04305
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HID_Test_and_Refine_the_Process
Designer design enough of the process to run, run and monitor an instance, and then continue design or
refinement until the process is ready for production. The following graphic suggests that content designers refine
process designs based on observation of runtime instances.

Figure 26: Test

Very few complex processes run perfectly the first time. CA Process Automation includes a set of debugging tools
to help you refine the process.

1. Set overrides to default runtime settings.
2. Start and monitor the runtime instance.
3. Debug the process.
4. Refine the process.

Note:  See Example: A Running Process for more information.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 Set Overrides to Default Runtime Settings
Several of the configuration and operator information settings on the properties panel of a
process deal with whether to accept the default setting or choose 'Override Global Preferences.'
catpa04305
 

 

Several of the configuration and operator information settings on the properties panel of a process deal with
whether to accept the default setting or choose 'Override Global Preferences.'

Default (global) preferences at the process level follow:

• Add Default Ports to Operator
• Show Runtime Indicator
• Update Operator Information Automatically

Operator Information includes the Show setting, where if you select the Override Global Preferences setting, you
then select Always or Never.

These settings are appropriate for most processes and require no action on your part if acceptable for this process.
However, you can override these settings.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Designer tab, where the current process is displayed, maximize the Properties panel.
Configuration options are displayed.

2. Examine Service Operator Port.
3. Select Override Global Preferences when you want operators to be displayed with no output ports when you

drag them to the canvas. Select this option when you want to define all output ports as custom ports.

• Accept the default, Add Default Ports to Operator, to add the Success port and the Failure port to each
operator that you drag on to the canvas.

4. Examine the Runtime Indicator. This setting affects a display of process instances (runtime).

• Select Override Global Preferences to hide the Runtime Indicator when the inherited setting accepts the
default to disable runtime security. When runtime security is disabled, there is no need of an indicator
because all processes run as the caller user.

• Accept the default, Show Runtime Indicator, to display whether Runtime Security is set. If set, the process
can be run only by the owner of the process, as indicated by Set Owner. If not set, the process can be run
by the Caller User. The Runtime security for processes is inherited from the Orchestrator setting, but can be
overridden.

5. Examine the Update Operator Information Automatically. You can select override only if you accept the default
for Show.

• Select Override Global Preferences to manually configure text displayed for operators.
• Accept the default, Update Operator Information Automatically, to display user updates to operator

information on the canvas.
6. Select Operator Information and examine Show.

• Select Override Global Preferences with Always when you want to always display the operator name and
operator-specific parameters.

• Select Override Global Preferences with Never when you want to hide the operator name and parameters.
• Accept the default to use Global Preferences to use the inherited default.

7. Click Apply.

 Start and Monitor the Run-time Instance
During the design phase, you can start a process. The progress of the running process instance
displays on the Designer canvas. A debugged process typically runs to the Stop Success
operator with a Completed status.
catpa04305
During the design phase, you can start a process. The progress of the running process instance displays on the
Designer canvas. A debugged process typically runs to the Stop Success operator with a Completed status.

You can start a process in three ways:
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• Click Start and respond No to the prompt. The process runs without displaying the running process instance.
• Click Start and respond Yes to the prompt when the entire process is visible on the canvas without zooming out.

An instance of the entire process displays; you can monitor the flow from beginning to end.
• Click Start Process in Suspended mode when you must zoom out to view the entire process. An instance

pauses the run while you alter the display. You zoom out and then resume monitoring the flow of a process from
beginning to end.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the process to run on the Designer canvas.

1.1 Click the Library tab.
2.1 Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3.1 Navigate the folder structure to the folder with the process and select this folder.
4.1 Double-click the process row in the main pane.

The Designer opens with the selected process.
2. Start the process in one of the following ways:

• Click Start.
• Click Start Process in Suspended mode.

A new instance of the displayed process starts running. You can specify whether you want to monitor the new
instance.

3. Click Yes.
4. If the process waits before starting, zoom out.

The entire process is visible at once.
5. To override the archiving of this runtime instance:

1.1 Click Switch Process Status Upon Completion.
A message asks whether to unload this process when it finishes running.

2.1 Click Yes in response to the message.
6. Click Resume Process.

The runtime instance begins.
7. Monitor the work flow.

• As each operator successfully completes its task, its icon frame turns green.
• If an operator fails, the icon frame turns red and processing stops.

 Debug the Process
One of the advantages of monitoring runtime instances is that the graphical display lets you
"see" where problems occur. The following procedure includes approaches to fixing common
problems. Needed debugging is specific to the process being developed and the state of the
latest process instance.
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One of the advantages of monitoring runtime instances is that the graphical display lets you "see" where problems
occur. The following procedure includes approaches to fixing common problems. Needed debugging is specific to
the process being developed and the state of the latest process instance.

Consider common approaches to debugging an operator that rails during a run of a process instance.

Follow these steps:

1. Click View, Dataset and examine the relevant values that make up the operator output in the dataset.
2. If the fix is obvious:

1.1 Click Abort to delete this process instance.
2.1 Fix the problem.
3.1 Restart the process.

3. To try a possible solution:

1.1 Stop the process instance.
2.1 Fix the problem.
3.1 Specify a delay interval (Timeout) before acting on the operator.
4.1 Restart the process.
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4. To continue the process without fixing the problem:

1.1 Click Reset to reset all variables and operators in the suspended instance to their default values.
2.1 Click Resume to restart the process instance from the beginning.

The reset affects only the runtime instance, not the underlying process.
5. Set breakpoints to halt the next run at the points in the process you specify. Start the process in suspended

mode. A set of debugging tools is available on the toolbar.
6. Monitor your process instance from the Operations tab.
7. If the process instance appears as blocked or failed, see:

• Manage Blocked Instances.
• Manage Failed Instances.

 

 Refine the Process
Refining a process includes all the actions that you take to prepare the process for use in
production. For example, you can add exception handling, add subprocesses, or add objects
that automate the startup.
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Refining a process includes all the actions that you take to prepare the process for use in production. For example,
you can add exception handling, add subprocesses, or add objects that automate the startup.

The necessary refinements are specific to the process being developed and the state of the latest process
instance. They include the following types:

• Retest the process in representative use cases.

1. Create conditions that enable testing to verify that the exception handlers work as designed.
2. Run the process under the exception conditions and monitor the output of the exception handler.

• If the process can run on a specific schedule, consider defining such a schedule.
• If the process requires user input at run time, consider defining a Start Request Form and an Interaction

Request Form.
• For long-running processes, determine the percentage complete at the end of each logical segment or at the

end of each swim lane. That is, watch the process run and note the elapsed time at the end of each segment.
When the process completes, calculate the percentage total time that elapsed for each segment. Use the
Process Progress operator to add the percentages metadata to the corresponding process steps to indicate
progress. At runtime, the progress is updated at each threshold operator and displayed on the Operations tab as
a percentage.

Note:  When refinement is complete, prepare for transitioning. A Content Administrator transitions the process to
production.

 Example: A Running Process
Content Designers create processes that automate tasks. You can run such processes and
monitor the progress.
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Content Designers create processes that automate tasks. You can run such processes and monitor the progress.

Following is a sample of a running CA Process Automation process. Notice the checks on the first two operators; a
check indicates that the operator has run successfully. A successful process ends at the Stop Success operator.

Note:  Notice the circled "1" on the Send Email operator next to the Stop Failure operator. The other circled "1's"
indicate a visual break. That is, for any operator that fails, an email is sent prior to ending at the Stop Failure.
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 When to Create the Automation Objects that Support the Process
Content designers can create automation objects. We recommend that you create all
automation objects within folders and leave the root level unused. Content designers navigate to
their folders and open automation objects relevant to their design plans. If the automation object
is a process, it opens in the Designer tab. Other automation objects open in their own editors.
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Content designers can create automation objects. We recommend that you create all automation objects within
folders and leave the root level unused. Content designers navigate to their folders and open automation objects
relevant to their design plans. If the automation object is a process, it opens in the Designer tab. Other automation
objects open in their own editors.

You create different objects and different times during a release cycle. Consider the following guidelines.

• First

• Create a process object in a folder in the Library tab. Then, link to the Designer tab where you design the
process.
See Create and Name the Process Object.

• Create a dataset object for a named (global) dataset in a folder in the library. Create a process dataset for
operators that use the same data in different parts of the process. 
See Create a Named Dataset Object.

• Design-dependent

• Create an operator dataset.
See Define an operator dataset.

• Create and configure a resources object during the design of a process that manages contention for a limited
resource.
See Create a Resource Object.

• During run and refine stage
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• Create a process watch for use in the design environment to monitor processes and their components in
development. You can create a process watch for use in the production environment. These two uses can
have different requirements.
See Create and Manage Process Watches.

• Customize operators. Create custom icons.
See Create and Manage Custom Operators.
See Create and Manage Custom Icons.

• Create a way to start the process automatically.

• To start the process on a scheduled basis with no manual intervention, create a schedule object and a
calendar object.
See Create a Basic Calendar.
See Create and Manage Schedules.

• To start the process on demand, where the process requires collecting user-provided data, create a start
request form with a user interaction form.
See Start Request Forms.
See Manage User Interaction Forms.

• Before transition to production

Prepare the folder that contains the process and all related objects for export as a content package. 
See Prepare a Folder for Export as a Content Package.

 Release Objects to Another Environment
After you design and test a new process, you can release the process with the objects it uses.
Typically, you release a new process from a design environment Orchestrator library to a
production environment Orchestrator library. You can export objects themselves, in a folder, in a
package, or in a content package. However, to export related objects in a single container and
attach a release version to it, you must export those objects as a content package.
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After you design and test a new process, you can release the process with the objects it uses. Typically, you
release a new process from a design environment Orchestrator library to a production environment Orchestrator
library. You can export objects themselves, in a folder, in a package, or in a content package. However, to export
related objects in a single container and attach a release version to it, you must export those objects as a content
package.

If you used packages in CA Process Automation 04.1.00, migrate those objects to a new content package.

The design environment and the production environment are in the same Domain. If the functionality is designed
on one location to deploy in a different location, you can implement the product in two separate Domains. You can
import the XML file for an object, folder, package, or content package to an Orchestrator in another environment in
a different Domain.

Note:  When you export objects to import to an Orchestrator in the same environment, you can omit baselining
objects and setting release versions.

An administrator or Content Designer can perform this process. Typically, an administrator exports a folder as
a content package from the Default Environment and then imports it to a production environment. The following
illustration describes the process:
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Figure 27: Release Objects to Another Environment

Follow these steps:

1. Set the release version of the objects to export.
2. Baseline the version of the objects to export (if applicable).
3. Add objects to a folder (if applicable).
4. Complete an export.
5. Complete an import.

 Release Versions
After you set a release version for each object, you can add a corresponding version to the
folder to export as a content package.
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After you set a release version for each object, you can add a corresponding version to the folder to export as a
content package.

 A release occurs when you deploy a process and its components from a design environment to a production
environment. When you select components to package for export, you select one version of each component. You
can enter a release-specific value in the Release Version field of the version of each folder and object you plan to
package for export. This practice is required when you export objects in a folder as a content package.
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Content packages begin as folders in the initial CA Process Automation environment. When you export a folder as
a content package and you import it to a new environment, the product baselines the imported object versions in
the content package. Users cannot modify the Release Version data of imported objects.

Contents:

 View Release Version Information
The Versions tab displays information about the release versions that are set for the selected
object.
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The Versions tab displays information about the release versions that are set for the selected object.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Select an object in the main window and click Properties.
3. The Properties pane appears in the bottom portion of the window.
4. Click the Versions tab.
5. View the displayed data under Release Version. 

The Release Version identifies the specific version of an object that is imported, or that you want to export, then
import, to a production environment. You can set this identifier on any individual object. 
The product locks this field in the following circumstances:

• The object was imported as part of a content package.
• The object was imported from a package (in release 4.1.00) with its release version in nonmodifiable mode.

Note:  See Reference for detailed information about the Versions tab.

 

 

 Set the Release Version of Objects to Export
The Versions tab displays information about the release version(s) that are set for the selected
object. You can set the release version when you are ready to deploy an object to a production
environment. An object's release version typically identifies its specific version for deployment.
Through the Release Version field, for example, you can set the release version attribute for a
process and each associated object.
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The Versions tab displays information about the release version(s) that are set for the selected object. You can
set the release version when you are ready to deploy an object to a production environment. An object's release
version typically identifies its specific version for deployment. Through the Release Version field, for example, you
can set the release version attribute for a process and each associated object.

When you are ready to deploy an object to a production environment:

• You can export a single object.
• You can export all of the objects in a selected folder, including its subfolders.
• You can export the objects as a content package. In this case, release versions are required on every folder

that you export as a content package, and all of the objects included in the folder. Once the content package is
imported, the release version cannot be modified in the new environment unless a copy of the object is made.

In each case, the exported file contains the value of the release version attribute of each object being exported.

You can set the release version in the following ways:

•  From the Library
Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Select a folder from the left pane and then a single object from the list in the right pane.
3. Right-click the object and then select Properties.
4. From the Properties pane, click the Versions tab.
5. Right-click the applicable version and then select Set Release Version.
6. Enter an appropriate value in the Release Version field.
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•  From the Versions Tab in the Object Editor
Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Double-click an object.

The current version of the object opens in the object editor.
3. Click the Versions tab.

Note:  The process editor does not contain a Versions tab.
4. Right-click the version of the object to deploy and select Set Release Version.

The Release Version field opens.
5. Enter a release version for the object, and then press Enter.

•  While Checking in an Object 

Note:  See Check In an Object.

 Baseline the Release Version of the Objects
A Content Designer baselines an object to create a snapshot version of it in the design
environment. Users cannot change the baseline version of an object but can use it as the basis
for a new version. A Content Designer can baseline objects at any time, but typically baseline
the version of the object that is targeted for export. To prepare for export, Content Designers
can both baseline and set the release version on the export version in the same session.
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A Content Designer baselines an object to create a snapshot version of it in the design environment. Users cannot
change the baseline version of an object but can use it as the basis for a new version. A Content Designer can
baseline objects at any time, but typically baseline the version of the object that is targeted for export. To prepare
for export, Content Designers can both baseline and set the release version on the export version in the same
session.

Note:  You can baseline the current version or another version of an object for exporting in a folder. Typically, it is
the current version that is checked in.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Navigate to the folder with a target object and verify that the State field for the object indicates Checked In. (If it

does not, check in the object before continuing.)
4. Select the target object and click Properties.
5. Click the Versions tab.
6. If the Baseline button is enabled on the version to release, click Baseline. 
7. Close the Properties pane.

 Set the Release Version of a Content Package to Current
The Versions tab displays information about the release versions that are available for a content
package. The release version typically identifies a specific package version to deploy in a
production environment.
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The Versions tab displays information about the release versions that are available for a content package. The
release version typically identifies a specific package version to deploy in a production environment.

After you import the content package to the new environment, you can use the Versions tab to set the content
package release version attribute.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Right-click a content package, and then select Properties.
3. On the Properties pane, click the Versions tab.
4. To set the content package as the current release version, select it and click Current.
5. Click Yes on the warning message.

The Library browser shows the current version of the content package.
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 Export and Import
To move the following items from the Library on one Orchestrator to the Library on another
Orchestrator, use the export and import processes:
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To move the following items from the Library on one Orchestrator to the Library on another Orchestrator, use the
export and import processes:

• Objects
• Folders
• Packages
• Content packages

For example, you can copy from a development environment to a production environment or copy from one
Orchestrator to another Orchestrator in the same environment. The export process creates an XML file that the
import process uses. After you export objects, you import them on the destination Orchestrator.

Consider the following points before you export and import:

• The export file preserves complete information, including hierarchies and paths, for each exported object.
During export, you can either save the full absolute folder hierarchy from the root folder, or only the relative
paths starting in the selected folder.

• When you import an xml file that was exported as Absolute or Relative paths to an automation library, CA
Process Automation reconstructs the path information (absolute or relative) in the file from the exported folder
structure.

• When you export the root folder, the product exports the entire automation library. Be aware of size constraints
before you export the root folder.

• You can open an export file in any XML text editor.
• You cannot modify the release version of an exported content package. The export process encrypts the XML

export file to prevent modifications.
• When you export a folder or object outside of a content package, the object itself determines the state of the

imported object. For example, if you export a nonmodifiable process outside of a content package, then the
process remains nonmodifiable after import.

 

 Exporting an Object, a Folder, a Content Package, or a Package
 lets you export objects and folders in various ways. Every export option creates an XML file that
you can import to a different environment.
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 CA Process Automation lets you export objects and folders in various ways. Every export option creates an XML
file that you can import to a different environment.

You can export the following items:

•  An object by itself
You can only export an object in a modifiable mode. You can add a release version to the object, but it is not
required. After you import an object to a new environment, you can modify the object directly.

•  A folder and all of the subfolders and objects in it
Exporting a folder exports the folder and its contents, including any subfolders. The contents can include any
object available in the CA Process Automation Library.
You can export a folder in a modifiable mode so that you can modify the folder and its contents directly in a new
environment. The product does not require objects that you export through a folder to have a release version.
The product preserves the path to the folder and the hierarchical structure of objects and subordinate folders in
the export file.

•  A folder as a content package
 
A folder becomes a content package upon export and you cannot modify it in the new environment. The product
preserves the path to the folder and the hierarchical structure of objects and subordinate folders in the export
file.
 
You can add release information to a folder to export as a content package. The release version attribute is
required for all folders, but you can add other relevant information about the folder or the objects in it.
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It is good practice to export a folder as a content package when you are transitioning a new process with its
components from the design environment to the production environment. The recipients in the production
environment cannot modify the contents of the content package.

Warning:  If you do not set the release version of the content package or the child objects in the folder,
the product aborts the export task.

•  A package
The package object is only supported for backward compatibility in CA Process Automation 04.2.00. You cannot
reference packages in interaction request forms, start request forms, custom operators, process watches, or
datasets. You can still export a 04.1.00 package, but you cannot modify the package after you import it to a new
environment. You can, however, modify the package objects.
To bundle similar objects and export them to a new environment, use a content package instead.
Packages that you migrate from release 04.1.00 to release 04.2.00 export the same way as an object.

Note:  You cannot export multiple folders or automation objects simultaneously. Instead, create a folder and then
assemble all the objects to export as a single content package. You cannot export a folder that already contains a
content package as a content package.

 Export an Object
Follow these steps:
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Note:

• The Orchestrator can be on the same environment or a different environment.
• Packages that you migrate from release 04.1.00 to release 04.2.00 export in the same way as an object.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator, then select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment. 
3. Navigate to the object to export, right-click the object, and then select Export.
4. To specify the paths, select one of the following options:

• Export, Absolute Paths
Includes the full path for the selected object.

• Export, Relative Paths
Includes the path relative to the folder that contains the selected object.

5. To save the XML file, click Save on the File Download dialog.
The default file name is object-name.xml.

6. Navigate to the location on your local drive at which to save the XML file.
7. Define the name with which to save the file. 

For example, append _RP to the file name to denote a relative path or _AP to denote an absolute path.

object-name_RP.xml

object-name_AP.xml

8. Click Save.
The product exports the object.

 Export Folders
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator, then select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Navigate to the object or folder to export, right-click the folder, and then select one of the following options:
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Export - Exports a folder or package in a modifiable mode.

Export As Content Package (folders only) - Exports a folder as a content package in a nonmodifiable mode.
4. To specify the export paths, select one of the following options:

Export, Absolute Paths - Includes the full path for the selected folder.
Export, Relative Paths - Includes the path relative to the folder that contains the selected folder.

Note:

Consider that the release version of the content package or its child objects is not set in the folder. Then, the
product aborts the export task.

5. To save the XML file, click Save on the File Download dialog.The default file name is folder-name.xml.
6. Navigate to the location on your local drive at which to save the XML file. 

Define the name with which to save the file. For example, append _RP to the file name to denote a relative path
or _AP to denote an absolute path. 

folder-name_RP.xml 
folder-name_AP.xml

7. Click Save.
CA Process Automation exports the folder and its contents.

 Add Objects to a Folder
A  release 04.02.00 content package requires all of the objects to export to be in a single folder.
In release 04.1.00, you could add objects as shortcuts from different folders to a package for
export.
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Before you export a folder as a content package, populate the folder with objects.

A CA Process Automation release 04.02.00 content package requires all of the objects to export to be in a single
folder. In release 04.1.00, you could add objects as shortcuts from different folders to a package for export.

After you add an object, you can use either the Version or the Release Version parameter to set the object version.
If you customized the Release Version parameter, set the object version in the Release Version column.

You can set the release version attribute before you add a selected version of each object to a folder. After you add
objects to the folder, set the content package release version.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a folder.
2. To open the folder, double-click it in the Library Browser folder pane.
3. In the toolbar, click New, and then select an object type.

CA Process Automation creates an object.
4. Provide a unique name for the object.

Note:  You can also cut and paste an object from another folder to your new content package folder.

 Add Release Information for a Folder
You can define the folder release in the Release tab under the folder properties. The
ReleaseVersion attribute value that you define for a folder in the Release tab lets you manage
the version of a folder, which is especially useful if you want to export that folder as a content
package. ReleaseVersion is the one required attribute about the folder. You cannot delete or
edit the ReleaseVersion attribute but you can insert the appropriate release version in the Value
column.
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Adding release information to a folder is a useful way to provide relevant information about the folder and any of the
objects it contains.

You can define the folder release in the Release tab under the folder properties. The ReleaseVersion attribute value
that you define for a folder in the Release tab lets you manage the version of a folder, which is especially useful if
you want to export that folder as a content package. ReleaseVersion is the one required attribute about the folder.
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You cannot delete or edit the ReleaseVersion attribute but you can insert the appropriate release version in the
Value column.

Note:  You can view the latest release information for a folder in the folder properties. Right-click the folder, select
Properties, then click the Release tab. The Audit Trail tab records any changes made to the folder.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Right-click the folder in the right pane, and select Properties.
3. From the Properties pane, click the Release tab to view the folder properties.
4. Click the Value field.

The Value box displays.
5. Enter a value for the ReleaseVersion attribute and then click OK.
6. Click the Add Property link to define an additional folder property, and click Delete Property to remove a user-

defined folder property.

You can export the folder as a content package after the release version is assigned.

 Call Content Package Objects
However, calling an object that is in a content package has another restriction. If any
object references another object in a content package, the product verifies that it resides in
the current release version of the content package. If the object is not in the current release
version of the content package (or was deleted), the product returns an error.
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When any object calls another object in CA Process Automation, the product retrieves the referenced object from
the database unless the object is deleted. For example, one process can call another process, or a process can
reference a specific dataset. If the referenced object has been deleted, the product displays an error. Otherwise,
the product returns the object.

However, calling an object that is in a content package has another restriction. If any object references another
object in a content package, the product verifies that it resides in the current release version of the content
package. If the object is not in the current release version of the content package (or was deleted), the product
returns an error.

CA Process Automation requires the most current version of an object in a content package in the following cases:

• You search for a custom operator from the Operator Browser.
• One calendar calls another calendar as a preview exclusion calendar (under the Preview Exclusion Calendar

field, located on the Preview tab of the calendar designer). If the selected calendar is not part of the current
release version of the content package, its dates are not excluded when that calendar is applied with the
Preview Exclusion Calendar field.

• A custom operator calls another object through an object reference that is not part of the current release version
of the content package.

• A dataset that the Start Process operator uses calls another object through an object reference. The object
reference is not in the current release version of the content package.

• A process uses the Check Calendar operator to call a calender that is not part of the current release version of
the content package.

• A process watch calls another object that is not part of the current release version of the content package. In
this instance, the Process Watch palette does not display that process watch.

• A process calls an interaction request form that is not in the current release version of the content package. In
this instance, that process fails.

• A process calls another process that is not in the current release version of the content package. In this
instance, that process fails.

• A schedule calls another process that is not in the current release version of the content package. In this
instance, that process does not run.

• A start request form calls another object through an object reference that is not in the current release version of
the content package.

• An interaction request form (used in the Assign User Task operator and called in a Start Process operator)
calls another object through an object reference that is not a part of the current release version of the content
package.
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 Export Relative or Absolute Paths
When you initiate an export, you can select either Export Absolute Paths or Export Relative
Paths. The option that you select affects the folder structure in which the selected object
appears in the destination Orchestrator library.Contents:
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When you initiate an export, you can select either Export Absolute Paths or Export Relative Paths. The option that
you select affects the folder structure in which the selected object appears in the destination Orchestrator library.
Contents:

Example: Content Package Export
Consider the following example. Under the root folder, the source Orchestrator library is Folder_a contains
Folder_b, which contains Process 1 and Start Request Form 1.

Case 1
Assume the following criteria:

• You export Folder_b (including Process 1 and Start Request Form 1) as a content package with an absolute
path.

• The importing user selects the /test folder as the destination in the new environment.

After the import, the content package appears in the following folder structure:

/test/Folder_a/Folder_b

In the hierarchy, test and Folder_a are folders, but Folder_b is now a content package.

Case 2
Assume the following criteria:
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• You export Folder_b with a relative path.
• The importing user selects the /test folder as the destination.

After the import, Content Pack appears in the following folder structure:

/test/Folder_b

 

Example: Folder Export
Assume the following criteria:

The source folder structure is root, Folder_a, Folder_b.

• The object Process resides in Folder_b.

/Folder_a/Folder_b/Process

Case 1
Export Folder_b with absolute paths. Import the exported content to the /test folder. After the import, the structure in
the destination is:

/test/Folder_a/Folder_b/Process
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Case 2
Export Folder_b with relative paths. Import the exported content to the /test folder. After the import, the structure in
the destination is:

/test/Folder_b/Process

Example: Object Export
Case 1
Export the object Process with absolute paths. Import the exported content to the /test folder. After the import, the
structure in the destination is:

/test/Folder_a/Folder_b/Process

Case 2
Export the object Process with relative paths. Import the exported content to the /test folder. After the import, the
structure in the destination is:

/test/Process
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 Migrate Objects From a Package to Prepare for Export
The content package is an object that is introduced in CA Process Automation 04.2.00. In
CA Process Automation 04.1.00, objects were contained in a package for exporting from one
environment into a different environment. The package object is only supported for backward
compatibility in 04.2.00. You cannot reference packages in the interaction request forms, start
request forms, custom operators, process watches, or datasets. You can still export a 04.1.00
package. But, you cannot modify the package once it is imported into a new environment. You
can, however, modify its objects.
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The content package is an object that is introduced in CA Process Automation 04.2.00. In CA Process Automation
04.1.00, objects were contained in a package for exporting from one environment into a different environment.
The package object is only supported for backward compatibility in 04.2.00. You cannot reference packages in
the interaction request forms, start request forms, custom operators, process watches, or datasets. You can still
export a 04.1.00 package. But, you cannot modify the package once it is imported into a new environment. You
can, however, modify its objects.

Consider that you want to bundle similar objects together and export them as one non-modifiable release into a
new environment. Then, you must use the content package. CA Process Automation creates the content package
once a folder is exported (as a content package) from one environment and imported into another environment.
After it is imported, the content package is view-able in the Library Browser and the Operations tab in the Content

Packages palette, as indicated by the content package icon ( ).

This scenario describes the required steps to migrate content from a package object into a new folder, if you want
to continue to move content as one non-modifiable release between environments.

The following diagram depicts the tasks that content designers perform when migrating objects from a package to a
new folder to prepare for export:

Figure 28: Migrate Objects from a Package to Prepare for Export

Follow these steps:

1. Open the release 04.1.00 package object and note all of the objects that the package contains.
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2. Locate and copy the package objects in the Library.
3. Create a folder to which to paste package objects.

 Open the 04.1.00 Package Object and Note the Contents
A blue package icon () denotes the package object that you created in  4.1.
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A blue package icon ( ) denotes the package object that you created in CA Process Automation 4.1.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Library Browser.
2. Locate and open the package object from release 4.1.
3. Make a note of all the objects that are contained within the package.

 Locate the Package Objects in the Library
After you identify the objects in the package, locate them in the Library, copy them, and paste
them in a new folder.
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After you identify the objects in the package, locate them in the Library, copy them, and paste them in a new folder.

You can open and scroll through known folders in the Library folders or search for folders by name for those objects
that the package contains. Additionally, you can search for objects with Basic Search using a single criterion or
an Advanced Search using multiple criteria. The Search then finds objects meeting your search criteria within the
folder structure you specify.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Navigate the folder tree to the folder containing the object. As necessary, you can query for folders by name

from the search field atop the Orchestrator pane.
3. (Optional) Perform a search for the object. From the selected folder, perform one of the following search types:

• Use a Basic search if querying with a single search criterion, such as object type or owner.
• Use an Advanced search if querying with multiple criteria, such as object state or modification date.

4. Right-click each object that the search returns and select Copy.

 Create a Folder to Which to Paste Package Objects
After you locate an object that the release 04.1.00 package contains in the Library, paste it in a
new folder to export it to a new environment.
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After you locate an object that the release 04.1.00 package contains in the Library, paste it in a new folder to export
it to a new environment.

All of the objects you want to export must reside in one folder. In release 04.1.00, you could add objects as
shortcuts from different folders to a package for export. This is not possible with a content package.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Library Browser folder pane, select the folder where you want to create a folder.
2. In the toolbar click New, and then click Folder.

The new folder appears.
3. Rename the folder.
4. Right-click the folder, and then select Paste.

Repeat the process for each object in the package until the new folder contains all of the release 04.1.00 content.
You can edit the objects after they are pasted in the new folder.

 Complete an Import
Follow these steps:
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You can import an object, a folder, a package, or a content package that was exported. The export process creates
the XML file that the import process uses.
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Note:  If you exported a folder as a content package, the product imports the exported folder as a nonmodifiable
content package in the import folder. You cannot cut and delete from a content package. You can copy the
automation objects from a content package and paste them to another folder to modify them. You can view all the
imported content packages in the Operations tab Content Packages palette.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator, then select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Navigate to the destination folder.
4. Right-click the destination folder, and then select Import.
5. On the Import dialog, browse to the XML file you exported and then click Open.

Note:  Ensure that the XML file you want to import is no larger than 250 MB.
6. Specify how to import an object that has the same name as an existing object in the same path.

Note:  If you import to an empty folder, there can be no conflicts with existing names.
7. Complete your import specifications according to the following guidelines:

• Set Imported Version as Current
Specifies whether to set the imported version as Current. This option applies if you selected Import and
Replace in Step 6.

• Selected: Sets the imported version as the current version.
• Cleared: Leaves as current the existing version that is marked as Current. Clear this option if the

previous version of this object is active.
Note: If you search in a folder hierarchy with a content package, the product returns only objects in the
current release version of the content package. The product also returns objects that reside in the folder
hierarchy but are not in the content package.

• Make Imported Custom Operators Available
Specifies whether to set the imported custom operators to Available. You cannot use custom operators until
they are made available.

• Selected: Sets imported custom operators as available. Select this option so users do not have to make
imported custom operators available individually.

• Cleared: Import custom operators without changing their availability.
• Publish Custom Operator Group Configuration

Specifies whether to publish the custom operator groups. Publish when importing the object, folder, or
package into a different Domain than the one from which the file was exported. Publication publishes the
custom operator groups to the Domain-level Connectors tab, where every environment also contains the
groups that inherit from the Domain.

• Selected: Publishes the custom operator groups. This setting applies when you import custom operator
groups to a different Domain than the Domain in which the custom operator groups were designed.

• Cleared: Does not publish the custom operator groups. This setting applies when imported custom
operator group configurations were published to the current Domain and environments when the you
defined the custom operator group.

Note:  If you do not have Group_Config_Admin rights, this option is disabled.
8. Click Submit.
9. Click OK on the successful import confirmation message.

 Release Version and Baseline Status of Imported Objects
The following import options are available for handling existing objects for which the import is a
new version:
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The state of the Release Version attribute (modifiable or nonmodifiable) and the Baseline status of each imported
object depend on the following conditions:

• Whether the import environment already contains existing versions of the objects being imported.
• If the objects exist, whether objects are imported with the option to import as a new version and keep the

existing object versions.

The following import options are available for handling existing objects for which the import is a new version:

• Delete the existing object and treat the imported object version as version 0.
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• Keep the existing object and treat the imported object version as a new version.

Case 1: The Imported Versions are the Only Object Versions in the Import Environment
The imported version is the only version of the object in the following situations:

• The object did not exist in the import environment before import.
• The object existed, but the imported object replaced the existing object with the same name.

Consider the properties of an object that you create. Version 0 of the object is markedas current, is not baselined,
and has a modifiable Release Version attribute.

• When the XML file release version is nonmodifiable, the imported object Release Version attribute state is
nonmodifiable and the new version is baselined.

• When the XML file release version is modifiable, the imported object Release Version attribute state is
modifiable and the new version is not baselined.

The following illustration summarizes the cases:
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Figure 29: State of Object Release Versions After Import (New)

Case 2: The Imported Versions are the New Versions of Existing Objects in the Import
Environment
Consider the case where you import a new version of an existing object, where the Release Version attribute of the
existing object is nonmodifiable.

• When the XML file release version is nonmodifiable, the imported object Release Version attribute state is
nonmodifiable and the new version is baselined.

• When the XML file release version is modifiable, the imported object Release Version attribute state is
nonmodifiable and the new version is not baselined.

Consider the case where you import a new version of an existing object, where the Release Version attribute of the
existing object is modifiable.

• When the XML file release version is nonmodifiable, the imported object Release Version attribute state is
nonmodifiable and the new version is baselined.

• When the XML file release version is modifiable, the imported object Release Version attribute state is
modifiable and the new version is not baselined.

The following illustration summarizes these cases:
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Figure 30: State of Object Release Versions Before and After Import

 Values Maintained in the Initial Version of a Copied Object
The current version of an object is the subject of a copy and paste action. That is, the new
copy has one version, the current version of the original object. The Release Version value and
whether it is modifiable are maintained in the initial version of the object copy. If at import the
current version of the original object was baselined, the object copy is also baselined.
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The current version of an object is the subject of a copy and paste action. That is, the new copy has one version,
the current version of the original object. The Release Version value and whether it is modifiable are maintained in
the initial version of the object copy. If at import the current version of the original object was baselined, the object
copy is also baselined.

 Import an Object
You can import an XML file that is composed of a single object to the Library Browser of the
selected Orchestrator:environment.
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catpa04305
You can import an XML file that is composed of a single object to the Library Browser of the selected
Orchestrator:environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the target Orchestrator:environment.
3. Right-click a folder and select Import.
4. Click Browse on the Import dialog and browse for the target XML file.

The XML file typically contains a single recently exported object.
5. Select the file and click Open.
6. Take one of the following actions: 

• If the file you are importing is an updated version of an existing object, select Import. 

Note:  This option lets you revert to the previous version if necessary. 
• If the file you are importing represents a new object and the import folder is populated, select Do Not

Import. 

Note:  This option maintains a unique name for each distinct imported object. If CA Process Automation
rejects an import because of a duplicate name, rename the file you are importing and browse again for the
file. 

• If you require no archive version of the original object, select Import and Replace. 
7. Click Submit. 

CA Process Automation adds the imported object to the selected folder.
Any authorized user can check out an imported object and can edit it.

 Create and Manage Process Watches
The Operations tab displays everything that has or is running. Process watches let you specify
the processes and other objects that you want to watch. When you open your process watch on
the Operations tab, you can monitor your selections.
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The Operations tab displays everything that has or is running. Process watches let you specify the processes and
other objects that you want to watch. When you open your process watch on the Operations tab, you can monitor
your selections.

Process watches typically include state information and objects on which production users can act. For example:

• Processes
• Start requests
• Schedules for processes or operators
• Orchestrator state, type, and action filters
• Touchpoint state, type, and action filters

Contents:

 Create a Process Watch
A Process Watch can contain shortcuts for the following objects:
catpa04305
 

 

HID_Create_a_Process_Watch
A Process Watch can contain shortcuts for the following objects:

• Orchestrators
• Process
• Dataset
• Resources
• Start Request Form
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.

You can select an Orchestrator in the design environment or one in the production environment.
3. Navigate to the desired folder.
4. Create a process watch object with a specified name:

1.1 Right-click the target folder and select New Object, Process Watch.
A process watch object is added to the selected folder.

2.1 Right-click the Process Watch Object and select Rename.
3.1 Enter a name for the Process Watch in the Name field.

5. Double-click the row for the new process watch in the Library.
The process watch editor opens on the selected Orchestrator. The Object Browser displays Touchpoints, Host
Groups, and the folder tree that includes your folder containing the Processes, Datasets, Resources, and Start
Request Forms you added.

6. Navigate to the object that you want to include in the process watch.
7. Add shortcuts to objects:

1.1 Select an object and click New.

Note:  The name, type, reference path, mode, and description of the selected object appear.
2.1 For a process, select one or more States to display. For example, select queued, suspended, and

blocked.
3.1 Repeat for each shortcut to add.

The selected object is added to the Process Watch.
4.1 Click Save.

8. Add keywords:

1.1 Select an object that you added.
2.1 Click the Object Properties tab.
3.1 In the Tags field, enter a series of tags. Use a comma as the delimiter. That is,

tag1,tag2,tag3,...

9. Click Save and Close.
10. To check in the process watch, right-click the object and select Check In/Out, Check in.

Note:  A process watch can be added to CA Process Automation even if it is not checked in.

 Assign a New Owner to a Process Watch
You can assign a new owner to a process watch. For example, when an administrator
transitions a process and its components to production, the administrator can assign a
production user as the owner of the transitioned process watch.
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You can assign a new owner to a process watch. For example, when an administrator transitions a process and its
components to production, the administrator can assign a production user as the owner of the transitioned process
watch.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Navigate to the process watch that needs an ownership change.
4. Right-click the process watch object and select Set Owner.

The Set Owner dialog appears.
5. Enter a partial string in the Available Users field and click Search.
6. For example, enter *a* in the Search field and click Search. All users with a name or user ID containing an "a"

appear.
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7. Select the name of the user who is to be the new owner.
8. Click Save and Close.

 Use Process Watch During Object Design
You create shortcuts in your own process watch to filter what is displayed to the objects you are
interested in viewing. You can then view the objects that you selected in the Operations tab.
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You create shortcuts in your own process watch to filter what is displayed to the objects you are interested in
viewing. You can then view the objects that you selected in the Operations tab.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Operations tab.
2. Click the Process Watch palette.
3. Navigate to and expand the folder containing the process watch.
4. Click the object to view. Examples follow:
5. Click a start request form. Examine the bar chart and instance status.

The bar chart shows the number queued, running, completed, and failed instances. Instance status data
includes the scheduled time, state, start time, end time, and user.

6. Click a process. View the bar chart and instance data.
The bar chart is similar to that displayed for start request form except it includes additional bars for suspended,
waiting, blocked, and aborted. The instances display the Touchpoint on which the process executes in addition
to the columns displayed for start request form. The available actions that you can take depend on the state of
the process.

7. Click a resources object. View thee name, state, amount, used, percentage usage, and the description.
Optionally, take one of the following steps:

1.1 Lock the displayed resource.
2.1 Change the amount value to match a new inventory value.
3.1 Unlock the resource.

Unlocking the resource lets the process that manages contention continue.
8. Click a dataset, expand the view. Examine the parameters and their values.
9. Click a task list. For example, click My Tasks. View the task ID, title description, start time, due date, completion

date, status, and buttons for assignees, and delegates.

1.1 Click Assignees to view the assigned users and groups and then click OK.
2.1 Click Delegates to view the delegated users and groups and then click OK.
3.1 Select a task list and perform any task list operations including delegate, transfer, take, return, reply, or view

properties.
4.1 Open a source process instance that is in waiting state. View the instance and then close it.

 Start a Process from Process Watch
The Process Watch allows a Content Administrator to define and monitor the selected
automation objects in . When you create a process watch, you can add a process to it and sort
by filters to monitor the process.
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The Process Watch allows a Content Administrator to define and monitor the selected automation objects in CA
Process Automation. When you create a process watch, you can add a process to it and sort by filters to monitor
the process.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Process Automation web interface.
2. Click the Process Watch pane in the Operations to open it.
3. Right-click the process and select Start Process.

The Process instance that you started appears.
4. View the touchpoint, state, and start and end times of the process instance you started.

 Control the Displayed Process Watches
A Content Administrator gives the list and read permissions to users on the process watch
object. Any user with read and list permissions can add that process watch as a palette in .
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catpa04305
A Content Administrator gives the list and read permissions to users on the process watch object. Any user with
read and list permissions can add that process watch as a palette in CA Process Automation.

 Create and Manage Custom Icons
You can monitor running processes in the Designer tab. The process highlights the icon of the
operator that is currently running.
catpa04305
HID_Create_and_Manage_Custom_Icons
You can monitor running processes in the Designer tab. The process highlights the icon of the operator that is
currently running.

A predefined icon is the graphical representation of a predefined operator. A custom icon is a predefined base icon
with the addition of a predefined modifier. You can replace the predefined icon with a custom icon. For example:

• Add a custom icon to an operator at a specific point in a process sequence. The custom icon only appears for
this operator in the context of the process where you add it.

• Add a custom icon to a custom operator you designed.

Some actions are specific to custom icon objects. Icon-specific actions require the Icon Editor. Many of the actions
you can take in the Icon Editor are described in the following topic:

Create a custom icon.

After a custom icon is saved, you can implement it. For example:

• Apply a custom icon to any operator in a process.
• Apply a custom icon to a custom operator.

Some actions are common to all automation objects. Common actions include copy and paste, delete, check in and
check out, set the owner, and view properties. To display only custom icon objects, type Custom Icon in the Search
field. With the result set of custom icon objects, you can perform an action on multiple custom icons at a time.

See the following pages for more information:

• Custom Icon Object Usage
• Create a Custom Icon
• Apply a Custom Icon to an Operator
• Apply a Custom Icon to a Custom Operator
• Manage Automation Objects

 Custom Icon Object Usage
As a content architect, you can create icons for operators, so that these operators are presented
in the UI with custom images. You can select from a library of predefined icon images of two
types: base images and modifier images. Images are presented graphically for easy selection.
Variations are designed to give a consistent look-and-feel to your process operators.
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As a content architect, you can create icons for operators, so that these operators are presented in the UI with
custom images. You can select from a library of predefined icon images of two types: base images and modifier
images. Images are presented graphically for easy selection. Variations are designed to give a consistent look-and-
feel to your process operators.

You can implement a custom icon in the following cases:

• You are creating a custom operator and need a custom icon to indicate how this operator is customized.
• You identify the need for an icon modifier for an operator that the design view displays. A custom icon can better

convey the context than the standard operator icon.

 Create a Custom Icon
You can create custom icons by selecting a base icon from a selected category and then
selecting an icon modifier. Base icon categories include:
catpa04305
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You can create custom icons by selecting a base icon from a selected category and then selecting an icon modifier.
Base icon categories include:

• Application
• Computer
• Database
• Date Time
• Email
• File
• Network
• Notification
• People
• Miscellaneous

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Access the Custom Icon editor

1.1 Navigate to an accessible folder.
2.1 Click New and select Custom Icon.

A row for the Custom Icon is added to the grid.
3.1 Rename the icon to a name representative of its function.
4.1 Double-click the row for the new icon.

An Icon Editor web page for the selected custom icon opens with the Custom Icon tab selected. The tab name
is: object-name (Version number)-Icon.

4. Select a category to limit the display to icons that suit your purpose.
5. Select a base icon for your custom icon.
6. Select the icon modifier that best shows the action that the custom operator performs.

The icon modifier appears with the custom icon on the Custom Icon Preview pane.
7. Click the Object Properties tab.

• If you did not name the custom icon, enter the name in the Object Name field.
• Describe the function for which you are creating the icon in the Description field.
• Think of keywords that you expect users to enter in a search for this icon. Type those strings in the Tags

field.
8. Click Save.
9. Close the page.

 Apply a Custom Icon to an Operator
Follow these steps:
catpa04305
Follow these steps:

1. Click the Designer tab.
2. Click Open.

The Open Process dialog opens.
3. Navigate to your process and click Open.

The process that you open appears on a new tab.
4. Double-click a specific operator that is already shown on the canvas to view its Properties. 
5. In the toolbar, click the View menu, and check Properties to view the Properties palette.
6. In the Properties palette, expand the Information section.
7. In the Information section:

1.1 Clear the Use default Icon check box.
A border appears around the current icon and a Browse button is available.

2.1 Click the Browse button.
The Select Custom Icon dialog appears.

3.1 Select the custom icon object that you want to use for this specific occurrence of the operator.
4.1 Click OK.
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8. In the toolbar, click Save.

Note:

You cannot change the icons that are associated with the execution state of an operator. For
example, waiting or completed. CA Process Automation automatically manages these icons.

 Apply a Custom Icon to a Custom Operator
You can change the icon for a custom operator. The icon that you select applies to all future
occurrences of the custom operator in processes. Existing occurrences of the custom operator
in processes continue to show the original default icon for the base operator.
catpa04305
You can change the icon for a custom operator. The icon that you select applies to all future occurrences of the
custom operator in processes. Existing occurrences of the custom operator in processes continue to show the
original default icon for the base operator.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab
A hierarchical list of folders appears in the left pane. Also, all your automation objects are listed in the main
window by type.

2. Double-click a custom operator.
The Custom Operator window appears.

3. In the toolbar, click Check Out.
4. Click the Settings tab.
5. On the Settings tab, click the Change Icon link.
6. In the Select Custom Icon dialog, browse to the custom icon, select it, and click OK.
7. Click Save.
8. (Optional) If none of the existing icons are appropriate, edit a custom icon, or create a new one.

Note:

You cannot change the icons that are associated with the execution state of a custom operator. For
example, waiting or completed. CA Process Automation automatically manages these icons.

 Calendars, Schedules, Tasks, and Triggers
In general, any process can be scheduled by a Run Process task in a Schedule object
according to valid dates defined in a Calendar object. A task in a schedule specifies a selected
operator to run on a specified touchpoint. Triggers allow external applications to start a process.
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In general, any process can be scheduled by a Run Process task in a Schedule object according to valid dates
defined in a Calendar object. A task in a schedule specifies a selected operator to run on a specified touchpoint.
Triggers allow external applications to start a process.

Contents:

 Calendar Objects
Calendars define rules for dates that are applied to tasks so that they run or do not run when
you expect. For example, you can create a Calendar object named LastOpenDayofMonth and
use it to schedule complete backups and monthly reports on the last available day of each
month.
catpa04305
Calendars define rules for dates that are applied to tasks so that they run or do not run when you expect. For
example, you can create a Calendar object named LastOpenDayofMonth and use it to schedule complete backups
and monthly reports on the last available day of each month.

After defining Calendar objects, use them in Schedule objects to determine when tasks run. The scheduling of
tasks or processes on certain days requires a Schedule object. Schedules coordinate times for tasks or processes
with the valid dates defined by a calendar.
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You can create multiple calendars and associate any single calendar with any number of scheduled tasks. The
separation of calendars from schedules allows you to define common rules for dates that can be reused in many
scheduling contexts. To change the rules (for example, those representing closed days) for all the tasks that use
(include or exclude) a calendar, edit the calendar describing those dates. Schedules automatically apply any
changes you make to a calendar.

 

 Basic Calendar Designer
The Calendar Designer opens when you edit a Calendar object. Use the Basic tab to define
rules that generate included dates. You can then exclude certain dates. Another approach is to
create a calendar specifically for excluded dates that you want to apply and manage separately.
catpa04305
The Calendar Designer opens when you edit a Calendar object. Use the Basic tab to define rules that generate
included dates. You can then exclude certain dates. Another approach is to create a calendar specifically for
excluded dates that you want to apply and manage separately.

Calendar Rule Recurrence: Select an option representing the recurrence pattern for the calendar dates that you
want to define. Options include Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Annually, or your own manually selected dates. You can
also define a date range or set the rule to repeat indefinitely.

Note:

The ISO 8601 standard defines a week with the following conditions:

1. The first week of a month is considered to include the first Thursday of that month.
2. A week starts on Monday and ends on Sunday.

For example, if you consider the month of May 2015:
Week 1: May 04 - May 10
Week 2: May 11 - May 17
Week 3: May 18 - May 24
Week 4: May 25 - May 31
Week 5: None
In the ISO 8601 standard, May 01 - 03 falls under April week 5.

Detailed Settings: This portion of the Basic tab bases its appearance on your Calendar Rule selection. For
example, a weekly recurrence results in detailed settings for the days of the week and weeks of the month. As
another example, a monthly recurrence shows settings for specific days of the month.

Summary of Included and Excluded Dates: This area lists all the days in your calendar rule. Clear the check box
from a date to exclude it from the calendar.

 Create a Basic Calendar
The Basic tab on the calendar editor is divided into three panels. When you define a calendar
rule in the first panel, the second panel lets you provide more details on your selection. When
you complete the second panel, the third panel populates with dates. You indicate the dates to
exclude.
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The Basic tab on the calendar editor is divided into three panels. When you define a calendar rule in the first panel,
the second panel lets you provide more details on your selection. When you complete the second panel, the third
panel populates with dates. You indicate the dates to exclude.

You can create a basic calendar with a repetition rule or manual date selection.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Navigate to the folder for the calendar.
4. Click New and select Calendar.

A row for the Calendar is added to the Library.
5. Rename the calendar to a name representative of its function.
6. Double-click the row for the calendar.

The calendar editor opens.
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7. To use the Basic tab, select a calendar rule that defines repetition such as daily, weekly, monthly, annually. Or,
click Manual Selection to define a calendar that does not conform to the predefined rules.

8. Define the calendar rule repetition, where this topic assumes Repeat Daily.

• Repeat {Daily | Weekly | Monthly | Annually}
Specifies a regular basis on which to start the process or operator defined in the associated schedule.

• Manual Selection
Specifies to display monthly calendars in the middle pane. With this selection, you select dates to include
from each monthly calendar.

9. Define the calendar date range.

• Start Date
Specifies the start date as today, by default. If you apply a calendar to a schedule on a date after the start
date you define, the schedule will start on the next allowable date.

• End Date or Repeat Forever
Specifies the date on which to expire this calendar. Leave End Date blank and select Repeat Forever to
specify no end date.

10. (Optional) The Repeat every ... days field lets you specify a repetition that is not daily, weekly, monthly, or
annually.

• Repeat every ... days
Specifies the repetition frequency in number of days. For example:

• 2 means every other day
• 10 means every ten days

The Included Dates section displays the dates that the Calendar rule sets so far.
11. Select dates to exclude:

• Included Dates
Specifies the dates to include and exclude.
Selected
Include the date.
Cleared
Exclude this date.

12. Click Save.

 Example: Basic Quarterly Calendar
You can create a calendar for any process that you run on a quarterly basis. This sample
selects the last Friday of the month in each quarter, beginning with March 30, 2012.
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You can create a calendar for any process that you run on a quarterly basis. This sample selects the last Friday of
the month in each quarter, beginning with March 30, 2012.

• Calendar Rule
Repeat Monthly.

• Calendar Date Range
Start Date: Mar. 30, 2012.
End Date: Repeat Forever.

• Repeat every ... months
3

• Days of the Month
On the Last Friday

• Summary
Repeats every 3 months on the selected day.

• Included Dates
Verify the displayed dates by year, if needed.
Year: 2012
Mar. 30
Jun. 29
Sep. 28
Dec. 28
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 Example: Basic Bimonthly Calendar
You can create a calendar for any process that you run on the 15th and 30th of every month
with the Basic calendar. Specifications follow:
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You can create a calendar for any process that you run on the 15th and 30th of every month with the Basic
calendar. Specifications follow:

• Calendar Rule
Repeat Monthly

• Calendar Date Range
Start Date: Jan. 1, 2012
End Date: Repeat Forever

• Repeat Monthly
Repeat every ... months: 1

• Days of the month
Selected dates of the month: 15 and 30

 Advanced Calendar Designer
Advanced calendar rules are hierarchical tree structures. The Advanced tab for a Calendar
object always shows three sets of calendar rules:
catpa04305
Advanced calendar rules are hierarchical tree structures. The Advanced tab for a Calendar object always shows
three sets of calendar rules:

• Manually Included Dates
• Manually Excluded Dates
• Calendar Rule

These three root elements for a calendar rule are fixed. These three sets cannot be deleted. Define rules by
building date conditions in the root elements. A calendar rule combines date operators (such as day of the month,
month of the year, or week of the year) with logical operators (Intersection, Union, Exclusion, and Like). The
Calendar Rule is actually the root Union operator for all Calendar rules.

Start building a calendar rule by dragging a rule arranged by icon under All Rules to the Calendar Rule set. You can
also manually include or exclude dates.

After you place a rule under Calendar Rules, you configure its properties.

Properties for a date condition object in a calendar rule also have properties that you can expand to configure the
date condition, such as the Month Interval properties.

For example, if the Month Interval properties sets Step to “3”, it specifies that every third month in a year is valid.
Because the interval starts in January and ends in December, this three-month interval repeats throughout the year.
This rule defines a condition for performing tasks each trimester.

The following task example shows this condition in a rule and adds a condition that specifies the fifth day of every
month. The Intersection operator behaves as a logical And to combine these two conditions in a single rule that
specifies the fifth day of every trimester.

 Calendar Designer Preview Tab
You can also compare the dates in one calendar with dates in a second calendar. For example,
define a standard work calendar that omits the holidays or vacation days that are defined in
another exclusion calendar. You can preview how the exclusion calendar would affect the
standard work calendar as you edit it.
catpa04305
Use the Preview tab to inspect the dates to include and exclude in a calendar.

You can also compare the dates in one calendar with dates in a second calendar. For example, define a standard
work calendar that omits the holidays or vacation days that are defined in another exclusion calendar. You can
preview how the exclusion calendar would affect the standard work calendar as you edit it.
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Item: Description:

Preview Tab and Year: After defining a calendar on the
Basic or Advanced tab, click the Preview tab to view the
dates. Click Previous Year, Next Year, or select a year.

Included Dates: This pane displays all the dates
included in your calendar rule settings.
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Preview Exclusion Calendar: (Optional) Select a
separate calendar to display conflicts in bold red in the
calendar preview.

Included Dates: The calendar preview displays dates
that are included in your calendar with bold dark blue
numbers.

Excluded Dates: The calendar preview displays dates
that are manually or automatically omitted from the
calendar rules with light blue numbers.

Conflicting Dates: The calendar preview displays
dates that overlap or conflict with the dates defined by
an optional exclusion calendar with bold red numbers.

Conflict Resolution Fields: Use the Delta field
to specify the number of days an eligible date is
shifted when it falls on an omitted or excluded date.
A negative Delta value shifts forward (earlier), and
a positive value shifts backward (later). When this value
is zero (the default), the eligible date, normally included
in the calendar rule, is marked in bold red and omitted.

Select the Open Days check box to count only included
days when shifting the schedule to avoid an excluded or
omitted date. Open days are days that are not specified
by a condition or rule that omits or excludes dates. If
you clear the Open Days check box, a shifted date
potentially can fall on another excluded or omitted day.

Use the Max Shift field to define the maximum number
of shifts or adjustments to allow if repeated shifts fall on
closed days.

 Exclude Calendars
For example, certain tasks cannot be performed on company holidays. In this event, you create
a calendar that specifies all company holidays. Then, for each task in a schedule you want to
skip on company holidays, specify the company holiday calendar as the Exclude Calendar. The
company holidays are then closed days for those tasks.
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Closed days are those days on which a group of scheduled tasks cannot be performed. Closed days can be
specified in a calendar (for example, weekends are implicitly closed when a rule specifies weekdays) or in a
separate vacation calendar. A vacation calendar is created with rules specifying valid dates, like any other calendar.
Specifying a calendar as a vacation or exclude calendar closes out dates that would otherwise be defined as valid
dates for performing tasks.

For example, certain tasks cannot be performed on company holidays. In this event, you create a calendar that
specifies all company holidays. Then, for each task in a schedule you want to skip on company holidays, specify
the company holiday calendar as the Exclude Calendar. The company holidays are then closed days for those
tasks.

 Add and Remove Calendar Dates Manually
You may sometimes require dates in a Calendar object that are not easily specified by a
calendar rule. Similarly, a rule can include dates that for some reason you do not want in
a calendar. You can use the Manually Included Dates and Manually Excluded Dates in the
Selected Calendar Rules pane to add or remove selected dates manually.
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You may sometimes require dates in a Calendar object that are not easily specified by a calendar rule. Similarly,
a rule can include dates that for some reason you do not want in a calendar. You can use the Manually Included
Dates and Manually Excluded Dates in the Selected Calendar Rules pane to add or remove selected dates
manually.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open a calendar.
2. Click the Advanced tab.
3. Expand Manually Included Dates or Manually Excluded Dates.
4. In the month viewer in the Properties pane, right-click a selected date and click one of the include or exclude

date commands on the shortcut menu. 

• To include specific dates for a particular year, click the Include Full Date Command.
• To include anniversary dates for all years, click the Include Anniversary Date Command.
• To exclude specific dates for a particular year, click the Exclude Full Date Command.
• To exclude anniversary dates for all years, click the Exclude Anniversary Date Command.

The Include Full Date command is only available when excluded dates are selected in the pane. The Exclude
Full Date command is only available when included dates are selected in the pane.

 Create and Manage Calendars
Calendars are typically used with schedules. When Calendars are shared across multiple
schedules, consider keeping them in their own folder.
catpa04305
 

 

HID_Create_and_Manage_Calendars
Calendars are typically used with schedules. When Calendars are shared across multiple schedules, consider
keeping them in their own folder.

You can create a calendar before you create a schedule that uses it. You can create a calendar using either the
Basic tab or the Advanced tab, but not both.

The Basic tab on the calendar editor is divided into three panels. When you define a calendar rule in the first panel,
the second panel lets you provide more details on your selection. When you complete the second panel, the third
panel populates with dates. You can indicate dates to exclude.

To create a calendar with complex rules you can define on the Advanced tab, see the Content Designer Guide for
guidance.

 Example: Create a Rule Specifying the Fifth Day of Each Trimester
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Drag Intersection operator to Calendar Rule.
2. Drag Month Interval under Intersection.
3. Click the Month Interval operator. Define a Month Interval from January to December with the Step set to 3.
4. Drag a Day Interval operator under Intersection and specify an interval from 5 to 5 with the Step set to 1.
5. To save your changes to the working version of the Calendar object, click Save and Close.
6. To test the Calendar click the Preview tab.

You can continue to add additional operators and conditions to define a rule further. The logical hierarchy defines
the order in which conditions are applied.

In terms of a Boolean equation, you can picture a Calendar object as enclosing parentheses around and applying
Boolean constraints to subordinate operators and conditions.

• The Union operator applies a Boolean OR to subordinate operators and conditions.
• The Intersection operator applies a Boolean AND to subordinate operators and conditions.
• The Exclusion operator applies a Boolean NOT to an excluded condition.
• The Like operator inserts another calendar rule into an equation, so you can think of it as inserting a user-

created Boolean function. A Calendar rule or combination of Calendar rules can handle virtually any scheduling
problem.

Note:  Depending on the needs of a particular scheduling problem, there are multiple ways to build calendar rules.
You can also define a set of dates in a separate calendar. You can use a Like operator to specify the calendar
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object, and add it directly under the Calendar Rule. You can also use a Union, Intersection, or Exclusion operator to
include a Like operator in a calendar rule.

 Schedule Objects
Schedule objects configure when process or operator tasks run. Specify valid days in the
schedule or by reference to previously defined Calendar objects. Schedule objects let you
group, coordinate, and schedule when tasks run relative to organizational or architectural
elements of an enterprise. For example:
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Schedule objects configure when process or operator tasks run. Specify valid days in the schedule or by reference
to previously defined Calendar objects. Schedule objects let you group, coordinate, and schedule when tasks run
relative to organizational or architectural elements of an enterprise. For example:

• Applications
• Ownership
• Monitoring
• Maintenance
• Functional processes

Schedule objects specify:

• The tasks (processes and operators) to run
• The time of day when each task starts
• The repeat interval for multiple occurrences of a task
• The days when tasks start (using a calendar, by specifying explicit days, or a combination of both)
• The days when tasks are not permitted to start (using vacation calendars and by specifying excluded days)
• The time of day when each task ends

You can create a schedule with or without specifying a calendar. Processes and other tasks that run every day or
on specified days do not require a calendar object. To schedule dates using calendar rules:

1. Create calendar objects.
2. Specify the calendars in schedule objects.

Calendars define rules that specify valid dates for performing tasks and closed days on which the tasks cannot run.
Schedule objects associate operationally-related tasks with a calendar and specify the times when the tasks run on
the valid days the calendar rules define.
This graphic highlights the functions of the Schedules page.
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Item: Description:
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Schedule Editor: When you open a schedule from the
Library Browser, the Schedule dialog appears. Use the
toolbar to activate, set validity, check in, or save the
schedule. Click any of the tabs.

Processes Pane: Select the processes to include and
drag them to the Schedule Items list.

Scheduled Process: Set the duration and frequency
for running the process in a single day from 12:00 a.m.
to 11:45 p.m.

Process Properties: Click Properties to view process
properties on the General and Specific tabs.

Operators Pane: Select the operators to include and
drag them to the Schedule Items list.

Operator Properties: Click Properties to view operator
properties on the General and Specific tabs.

Contents:

 Create a Schedule Object
To create any automation object in , see .
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To create any automation object in CA Process Automation, see Create an Object.

 Schedule Process and Operator Tasks
You can configure a process or operator to run as a single task or a series of tasks in a
schedule. The difference between specifying an operator as a task in a schedule and specifying
an operator in a process is that the scheduled operator starts at a scheduled time rather than
as a step in a process. You can also schedule any process to start by using a Start Process
operator in a schedule.
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You can configure a process or operator to run as a single task or a series of tasks in a schedule. The difference
between specifying an operator as a task in a schedule and specifying an operator in a process is that the
scheduled operator starts at a scheduled time rather than as a step in a process. You can also schedule any
process to start by using a Start Process operator in a schedule.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Library, double-click a Schedule object.
2. In the Schedule Editor, identify the processes and operators you want to schedule.
3. Expand the Processes or Operators pane and drag any available process or operator to the Schedule Items

list. You can also right-click a process or operator and choose Add.
4. For each item, complete the following fields:

• Start Time
The starting time for a task to begin running on scheduled days.

• Repeat Interval (minutes)
Indicates whether a task runs repeatedly between the start and end times, and if so, how frequently. For
example, every 2 minutes, or every 120 minutes (2 hours). Each time the task is repeated, a new instance
of the task is created. Specify the number of minutes from one start to the next in the adjacent (minutes)
field. For example, the value 120 in the minutes box repeats a task every two hours. 
Make sure that the End Time is later than the last time that you want the task to repeat. For example, you
configure a task as follows:

• Start Time is 00:00
• Repeat Interval check box is selected
• The (minutes) field is set to 120 minutes
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• End Time is 16:00

These settings schedule the process or operator to start for the first time at 12:00 a.m., repeat every two
hours, and run for the last time before 4:00 p.m.

• End Time
For a repeating task, the time that the task stops repeating on any scheduled day.

5. At this point, you have scheduled a task to repeat at the specified interval every day from the specified start
time to the specified end time. Continue with the remaining steps only if you need to make detailed changes to
schedule dates or properties.

6. Expand an item group or click Properties.
The General and Specific tabs appear.

7. On the General tab:

1.1 Expand Calendar Settings and select from the following fields:

• Only Manually Selected: Only consider manually scheduled dates. When no Calendar is specified
in a scheduled item, the item is considered to be scheduled every day, except when this option is
selected. When this option is selected, run dates need to be explicitly scheduled under Manually
Included or Manually Excluded or both.

• Include Calendar: A Calendar object that schedules dates to run the task.
• Exclude Calendar: A vacation Calendar object that specifies closed days on which tasks are not

run. The full path of the Calendar used to specify closed days (those on which a task may not be
scheduled). There are no closed days when no vacation Calendar is specified here.

• Days per shift: Activates rules that shift the dates that tasks are run when a date specified by the
Calendar object falls on a closed date. The number of days to shift a scheduled date when the
scheduled date falls on a closed date. The shift can be negative or zero. When this value is negative
the date shifts forward. When this value is zero, closed dates are simply skipped without rescheduling
the task.

• No excluded days: Select this check box to only count open days when shifting the a scheduled date
to avoid a closed date.

• Maximum Shifts: When a task is rescheduled because the original scheduled date falls on a closed
day, it is possible that the new date also falls on a closed date. This parameter defines the maximum
number of shifts that are allowed.This situation does not occur when the No Excluded Days check box
is selected.

2.1 Expand Manually Included Dates to list individual dates for inclusion in the schedule.
3.1 Expand Manually Excluded Dates to list individual dates to exclude, even to exclude dates from

previously specified include calendars.
4.1 Expand Task Name to enter a more meaningful name for the task.

8. Click the Specific tab and expand the groups of fields that vary by operator or process. For a process, the Start
Process and Execution Settings groups appear. For an operator, Execution Settings and other parameters
appear. Configure the fields.

9. To set the valid date range for the entire schedule, click Validity. Specify a date far in the future such as
12/31/2050 to continue evaluating dates indefinitely or until the schedule is manually deactivated.

10. To delete a task, click X along the right edge.
11. Click Activate to initiate your scheduled items.
12. Click Check In and then close the Schedule dialog.
13. Monitor scheduled items on the Operations tab.

 Preview All Occurrences of a Scheduled Task
Follow these steps:
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You can preview the scheduled task occurrences for a specific day. When you configure a task to repeat on a
specific day, the application tracks each occurrence of the task. For example, if a task repeats every 10 minutes
for half an hour, the preview shows three occurrences. Use this procedure to plan for a future date or to view the
results of tasks that were scheduled on a specific past date.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Schedule dialog, click the Schedule Editor tab to configure the list of scheduled items for the entire
period of validity.

2. Click the Preview tab. If your task repeats, multiple occurrences on the same day appear on the Preview tab.
3. On the Preview tab:
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1.1 In the Preview Date field, select a date in the valid range for the schedule.
2.1 From the All Nodes drop-down list, select All Nodes or a specific Orchestrator touchpoint.
3.1 Select the Current or Archived options.
4.1 Click Refresh.

The application evaluates calendar rules and the validity period that is associated with tasks before it lists the
appropriate occurrences.

• When you select a past date, the Preview tab includes tasks that were started, their state, their start time,
and their end time.

• When you select the current date, the Preview tab indicates whether occurrences have started and their start
time, state, and end time.

• When you select a future date, the Preview tab includes all occurrences for the selected date if the schedule
is active on the selected touchpoint.

4. Double-click an occurrence to view a read-only Properties pane that shows the task configuration settings.
5. Click the Schedule Editor tab to make changes to the schedule.
6. Click Validity to set the valid date range for the entire schedule.
7. Click Activate to initiate your scheduled items.
8. Click Check In and then close the Schedule dialog.
9. Monitor scheduled items on the Operations tab.

 Using Schedules
You must activate and check in a schedule to use it. You can activate a schedule on the
particular Orchestrator touchpoint on which it resides. When a schedule is active on multiple
touchpoints, it behaves as a separate instance on each touchpoint. This allows you to schedule
the same tasks on multiple computers simultaneously. Examples of these types of tasks include
log tidying, software installations, updates, and file backups.
catpa04305
You must activate and check in a schedule to use it. You can activate a schedule on the particular Orchestrator
touchpoint on which it resides. When a schedule is active on multiple touchpoints, it behaves as a separate
instance on each touchpoint. This allows you to schedule the same tasks on multiple computers simultaneously.
Examples of these types of tasks include log tidying, software installations, updates, and file backups.

Note:  When you run a schedule, the schedule and any operators in the schedule use only the checked-in copies
of objects they reference.

 Monitor Active Schedules
You can use the Active Schedules to view and monitor all active schedules on an Orchestrator.
The Links pane in the Operations tab includes an Active Schedules container. To deactivate a
schedule, right click a schedule and select Deactivate.
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After you activate a schedule, you can monitor it using the Active Schedules link on the Operations tab. You can
view the Orchestrator on which a schedule is active by viewing the schedule properties in the Library Browser
pane.

You can use the Active Schedules to view and monitor all active schedules on an Orchestrator. The Links pane in
the Operations tab includes an Active Schedules container. To deactivate a schedule, right click a schedule and
select Deactivate.

Clicking the Active Schedules container displays the schedules on the Orchestrator. Double-clicking an active
schedule opens it in the Schedule Designer, so you can view or manage the tasks that the object schedules.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Operations tab.
2. On the Operations page, expand the Links pane.
3. Click Active Schedules.
4. From the toolbar, select an Orchestrator and environment, then click Refresh.
5. In the Active Schedules table, double-click a schedule.
6. On the Schedule dialog complete the follow actions:

1.1 Edit the scheduled items.
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Note:  See Schedule Process and Operator Tasks.
2.1 Complete the follow actions as appropriate:

• To enable the schedule, click Activate on the toolbar.
• To disable the schedule, click Deactivate on the toolbar. You can also deactivate a schedule on

the Operations page.

Note:  Your assigned permissions determine whether you can list, open, or edit a specific schedule object. A
Content Administrator or automation object owner can change permissions for an automation object.

7. Complete one of the following actions:

• Click Check In.
• Click Save and Close.

The Schedule Designer opens, in which you can view and manage tasks that the schedule object schedules. The
permissions that are assigned to the current user affect whether the user can list, open, or edit a specific schedule
object. A Content Administrator or automation object owner can change permissions of an automation object.

 Monitor All Occurrences of All Scheduled Tasks
Follow these steps:
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You can monitor the scheduled occurrences of all tasks for a specific day. When you configure a task to repeat
multiple times daily for multiple days, CA Process Automation tracks each occurrence of the task. For example, if a
task repeats every 10 minutes for half an hour (3 occurrences) every day for 1 year, CA Process Automation tracks
1,095 occurrences. Use this procedure to plan for a future date or to view the results of all tasks that were
scheduled for a specific past date.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Operations tab.
2. Expand the Links pane on the Operations page.
3. Click Global Schedules.
4. From the toolbar, select an Orchestrator and environment, then click Refresh.
5. In the Global Schedules table:

1.1 In the Preview Date field, select a date in the valid range for the schedule.
2.1 From the Nodes drop-down list, select All Nodes or a specific Orchestrator touchpoint.
3.1 Select the Current or Archived option.
4.1 Click Refresh.

CA Process Automation evaluates calendar rules and the validity period that is associated with tasks before
displaying the appropriate occurrences in the list. If your task repeats, multiple occurrences on the same day are
displayed.

• When you select a past date, the list includes tasks that were started, their state, their start time, and their
end time.

• When you select the current date, the list indicates whether occurrences have started and their start time,
state, and end time.

• When you select a future date, the list includes all occurrences for the selected date if the schedule is active
on the selected touchpoint.

6. To view a read-only Properties window that shows the configuration settings for the scheduled task, double-click
the appropriate occurrence.

7. In the toolbar:

• Click Dataset to view the process or operator dataset.
• Click On Hold or Release Hold to hold or release the occurrence.
• Click Reset to restart an occurrence.

 Create and Manage Schedules
Schedules let you automate activities that are done at regular intervals. You can create a
schedule for starting a collection of related processes, isolated operators, or both.
catpa04305
HID_Create_and_Manage_Schedules
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Schedules let you automate activities that are done at regular intervals. You can create a schedule for starting a
collection of related processes, isolated operators, or both.

Consider using the same schedule for:

• Processes that the same group owns.
• Process that involve the same activity.
• Processes that interact with the same application.

For example, you can schedule all database maintenance processes or Disaster Recovery preparation processes
to be performed on weekends or when you can expect low activity. You can schedule all processes that are related
to data warehousing at the same times.

Items in an active schedule have associated start times and in many cases conditions that are captured in
calendars.

See the following pages for more information:

• Task Flow for a Schedule
• Create a Schedule Without Calendars
• Create a Schedule With Calendars
• Edit a Schedule and Check In Updates
• Activate a Schedule

 Task Flow for a Schedule
The task flow for schedules can be illustrated as follows:
catpa04305
The task flow for schedules can be illustrated as follows:
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Figure 31: Task Flow for a Schedule

Topics that are related to the work flow for schedules follow:

1. Plan the Folder Structure. Create Folders
2. Create a Basic Calendar
3. Create a Schedule with Calendars
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4. Edit a Schedule and Check in Updates
5. Activate, Verify, and Deactivate the Schedule
6. Prepare the Production Environment for a New Release
7.  Activate the Schedule from Operations
8. Monitor Instances That Are Started by Schedules

• Monitor Active Processes
• Monitor Operators
• View Archived Instances of Schedules

 Create a Schedule Without Calendars
You can create a schedule to start a collection of processes or an isolated operator on a regular
basis. The scheduled run times can be expressed in minutes or in Calendar rules.
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You can create a schedule to start a collection of processes or an isolated operator on a regular basis. The
scheduled run times can be expressed in minutes or in Calendar rules.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Create the schedule object and open the schedule editor.

1.1 Navigate to an accessible folder.
2.1 Click New and select Schedule.

A row for the schedule is added to the grid.
3.1 Rename the schedule to a name representative of its function.
4.1 Double-click the row for the schedule.

The schedule editor opens. Operators and processes are available for selection.
4. Select the processes or operator to schedule:

1.1 Expand Processes or Operators.
2.1 Enter search criteria or navigate to the folder containing the processes or operator to add.
3.1 Right-click each process or operator and select Add.

The added items appear on the Scheduled Items list.
5. Specify the time to start the schedule and, if repeating, the frequency.

1.1 Select the start time from the drop-down list, where the default is 12:00:00 a.m.
2.1 If applicable, select Repeat Interval and then select the number for frequency in minutes.

For example, select 30 to repeat twice an hour.
3.1 From the second drop-down list, select the time to end the schedule.

6. Specify the beginning and end dates:

1.1 Click Validity
The default is to start today and to end in 2050, which effectively means no end date.

2.1 Click the calendar icon for From Date.
3.1 Select the month and year, and click OK.
4.1 Select the date and click OK.
5.1 Click the calendar icon for To Date.
6.1 Select the month and year, and click OK.
7.1 Select the date and click OK.
8.1 Click OK.

The Schedule Validity dialog closes.
7. Click the Preview tab and view the schedule that you created.
8. (Optional) Click Check In.
9. (Optional) Click Activate to start running the schedule at the specified start date and time.

As an alternative, you can activate the schedule from Operations.

Note:  Check in a schedule before you activate it. The selected Orchestrator uses the last checked in version.
10. Click Save and Close.
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 Create a Schedule With Calendars
You can create a schedule to start a collection of processes or an isolated operator on a regular
basis. The scheduled run times can be expressed in Calendar rules. For example, you could
create a schedule that includes your weekdays calendar and excludes your holiday calendar to
run programs that generate productivity metrics.
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You can create a schedule to start a collection of processes or an isolated operator on a regular basis. The
scheduled run times can be expressed in Calendar rules. For example, you could create a schedule that includes
your weekdays calendar and excludes your holiday calendar to run programs that generate productivity metrics.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Create the schedule object and open the schedule editor.

1.1 Navigate to an accessible folder.
2.1 Click New and select Schedule.

A row for the schedule is added to the grid.
3.1 Rename the schedule to a name representative of its function.
4.1 Double-click the row for the schedule.

The schedule editor opens. Operators and processes are available for selection.
4. Select the processes or operator to schedule:

1.1 Expand Processes or Operators.
2.1 Enter search criteria or navigate to the folder containing the processes or operator to add.
3.1 Drag and drop each process to add onto the Scheduled Items list.

5. Click Properties.
The Calendar Settings dialog opens.

6. Specify calendar settings. For example:

• Click the calendar button for Include Calendar. Browse and select the calendar to include.
• Click the calendar button for Exclude Calendar. Browse and select the calendar to exclude or select No

excluded days.
7. Click Validity. By default, the schedule starts today and runs for decades.

• To defer the start date, set From Date to a future date.
• To end the schedule on a specified date, select that date from the To Date calendar.

8. Click the Preview tab and view the schedule that you created.
9. (Optional) Click Check In.
10. (Optional) Click Activate to start running the schedule at the specified start date and time.

Alternatively, you can activate the schedule from Operations.

Note:  Check in a schedule before you activate it. The selected Orchestrator uses the last checked in version.
11. Click Save and Close.

 Edit a Schedule and Check In Updates
An Orchestrator runs scheduled processes and operators based on the checked in version of
the schedule. When you create or modify a schedule and then activate that schedule without
first checking it in, your changes are not used.
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An Orchestrator runs scheduled processes and operators based on the checked in version of the schedule. When
you create or modify a schedule and then activate that schedule without first checking it in, your changes are not
used.

Check in a schedule before you activate it.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Navigate to the schedule that you plan to activate or that requires your recent edits.
3. Select the schedule and click Check In.
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 Activate a Schedule
To run scheduled tasks, activate the schedule object on the Orchestrator first. The Orchestrator
interprets all active schedules. When a schedule is active, the Orchestrator evaluates the
scheduling conditions for its tasks every minute to determine which tasks to start. Each task in a
schedule starts at its scheduled dates and times on the touchpoint that the Service Parameters
setting specifies in the task properties.
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To run scheduled tasks, activate the schedule object on the Orchestrator first. The Orchestrator interprets all active
schedules. When a schedule is active, the Orchestrator evaluates the scheduling conditions for its tasks every
minute to determine which tasks to start. Each task in a schedule starts at its scheduled dates and times on the
touchpoint that the Service Parameters setting specifies in the task properties.

You can activate a schedule in the Library Browser pane or the Process Watch pane in the CA Process Automation
web interface Operations tab. An active schedule is displayed under Active Schedules in the Links pane for the
Orchestrator on which it is activated. In the Process Watch pane, you can view the touchpoints on which the
schedule is active.

Note:  If you plan to move the schedule object, move it before activation. You can move schedules only when they
are inactive.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Navigate to the folder that contains the schedule to activate.
4. If the schedule displays your user ID as having the schedule checked out, check in the schedule to apply your

changes.
5. Take one of the following actions:

• Right-click the schedule, then select Activate.
• Select the schedule and select Activate from the More Actions drop-down list on the toolbar.

The schedule is activated and the schedule state is updated to display Activated.

 

 Activate a Schedule Using Process Watch
Use the following procedure to activate a schedule object using Process Watch. To use Process
Watch to activate an agenda, there must be a Process Watch object for the agenda.
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Use the following procedure to activate a schedule object using Process Watch. To use Process Watch to activate
an agenda, there must be a Process Watch object for the agenda.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Process Automation web interface.
2. Select Process Watch from the Operations tab.
3. Select the schedule object that you want to activate form the respective folders displayed in the left pane.
4. Right-click the schedule object and select Activate.

The schedule on the Orchestrator in whose repository the schedule resides is activated.
5. Right-click and select Properties for the schedule object in the library browser to view the Orchestrator on which

the schedule object is activated.

 Deactivate a Schedule Using Process Watch
You can also do the following ways to deactivate the schedule objects:
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Follow these steps:
1. Open the Process Watch pane from the Operations tab in the CA Process Automation web interface.
2. Right-click the schedule object from the folders that are displayed on the left pane.
3. Click Deactivate to complete the deactivation.

You can also do the following ways to deactivate the schedule objects:
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• Right-click the schedule objects in the Library Browser pane and click Deactivate.
• Right-click the schedule object in the Active Schedules pane of the Operations tab and click Deactivate.

 Global Schedules
The Global Schedules tab in the Links palette displays runtime tasks that are scheduled on
an Orchestrator, touchpoints, and on all the nodes. The global schedule displays the following
information for each task:
catpa04305
HID_Global_Schedules
The Global Schedules tab in the Links palette displays runtime tasks that are scheduled on an Orchestrator,
touchpoints, and on all the nodes. The global schedule displays the following information for each task:

• Task
The name of the task

• Start Time
The start time for a task

• End Time
The time the task ends.

• State
The current state of the task

• Type
The type of operation that the task schedules

• Calendar
The Calendar parameter that is specified for the task.

• Exclude
The vacation calendar specified for the task

• Scheduled Time
The time at which the task was scheduled to start.

• Schedule
Specifies the path of the schedule object.

• Content Package Name
The name of the content package to which the object belongs (if the object was imported in a content package).

• Content Package Release Version
The release version of the content package (not of the specific object), if the object was imported in a content
package.

The following procedure describes how a Content Administrator manages the global schedules in the Operations
tab.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Process Automation
2. In the Operations tab, click Links.
3. Click Global Schedules.

The Global Schedules pane lists the runtime tasks that are scheduled on all the nodes.
4. You can filter to view the tasks that are based on the start date, running on Orchestrator or touchpoints.
5. Right-click a task, the following option appears:

• Reset
Resets the start time and the task state changes to the default On hold state.

• Release Hold
Release the task that is in On hold state and the task state changes to Idle.

• On Hold
Keeps a task in On Hold state.

• Dataset
View system and process information for the task.

• Task Properties
Lets you change the time, program, and execution settings. 
Time -- Provide the start time, end time, frequency to repeat the task at regular intervals.
Program -- Specify the program name that you want to execute on the host computer.
Execution Settings -- Provide the target and the timeout details.
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6. (Optional) Select the Archived option button to view the archived tasks.

 Monitor an Active Schedule
You can use the Active Schedules to view and monitor all active schedule on an Orchestrator.
The Links pane in the Operation tab has a container titled Active Schedules. You can deactivate
a schedule by right clicking a schedule and selecting Deactivate.
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HID_Monitor_an_Active_Schedule
After you activate a schedule, you can monitor it using Active Schedules. You can view the Orchestrator on which a
schedule is active by viewing the schedule properties in the Library Browser pane.

You can use the Active Schedules to view and monitor all active schedule on an Orchestrator. The Links pane
in the Operation tab has a container titled Active Schedules. You can deactivate a schedule by right clicking a
schedule and selecting Deactivate.

Clicking this container displays active schedule on the Orchestrator. Double-clicking an active schedule opens it
in the Schedule Designer, so you can view or manage the tasks that a schedule object schedule. The following
procedure describes how to manage an active schedule in a Library.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Operations tab, click Links.
2. Click Active Schedules for the Orchestrator on which you want to view the active schedules.
3. In the Active Schedules pane, double-click the active schedule.

The Schedule Designer opens, in which you can view and manage tasks that the schedule object schedules. The
permissions that are assigned to the current user affect whether the user can list, open, or edit a specific schedule
object. A Content Administrator or automation object owner can change permissions of an automation object.

 Start Requests in the Links Palette
Start Requests in the Links palette displays the runtime instances of start requests on the
Orchestrator. The Start Requests displays the following information for each start request:
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Start Requests in the Links palette displays the runtime instances of start requests on the Orchestrator. The Start
Requests displays the following information for each start request:

• Instance
Specifies the start request name.

• Process Instance
Specifies the process instance name.

• Scheduled Time
Specifies the scheduled time.

• State
Specifies the current state of the start request. Queued, Running, Failed, and Completed are the available
states and you can filter to view to the start request of required states.

• Start Time
Specifies the time when the start request instance was started.

• End Time
Specifies when the instance got completed or failed or aborted.

• User
Specifies the user.

• Content Package Name
The name of the content package to which the object belongs (if the object was imported in a content package).

• Content Package Release Version
The release version of the content package (not of the specific object), if the object was imported in a content
package.

 Task Management
You can manage tasks by designing user interaction forms to enable users to control tasks or
provide custom input. On the Operations page Task List or the Home page My Tasks list, right-
click a task to:
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You can manage CA Process Automation tasks by designing user interaction forms to enable users to control tasks
or provide custom input. On the Operations page Task List or the Home page My Tasks list, right-click a task to:

• Reply
Modify the process in some way using a form in the Reply dialog. For example, you can change field
parameters or values before clicking Finish to complete the task.

• Take
Temporarily assign yourself complete ownership and responsibility for the pending task.

• Return
For tasks with a status of Taken only, releases your exclusive ownership of the task. The task is returned to its
designated assignee or delegate users or groups.

• Delegate
Assign the task to a secondary user or group, known as a delegate.

• Transfer
Assign the task to a different assignee.

• Open Process Instance
View the task in the context of the parent process instance and review the process design.

• Refresh
Update the task list with the latest changes from all users and system activity.

• Properties
View more information about the task including its description, due date, status, and its assignees and
delegates.

Contents:

 Assign a Task to a User
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Open a process in the Process Designer.
2. In the Operators palette, expand Process Control or search for the Assign User Task operator.
3. Drag the Assign User Task operator to your process.
4. Double-click the Assign User Task operator.
5. In the Properties palette:

1.1 Expand Assignees, and enter the users and groups to assign to this task.
2.1 Expand Transfer/Delegate Filters to permit delegation of the task, which is restricted to the specified users

or groups.
3.1 Expand User Task and complete the following fields:

• Title
The title of the task.

• Description
A description for the task.

• Interaction Request Form
The library path to the interaction request form.

• Form Data Initialization Code
You can write JavaScript to populate this field.

• Show approval page
A check box that specifies if an approval screen must be displayed at the end of the interaction request
form. The user working on the task can approve or reject the task using the approval page.

4.1 Expand the following common operator property groups to specify any designer information about the
Assign User Task operator:

• Execution Settings
• Simulation
• Information

6. In the Designer toolbar, click Save.
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 The Task List
You can work with tasks on either the Home page or the Operations page. The Home
page displays only the Status, Title, Description, and Due Date fields in the convenient My
Tasks table. Use the Task List on the Operations page to view the most detailed information
about tasks.
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You can work with tasks on either the Home page or the Operations page. The Home page displays only
the Status, Title, Description, and Due Date fields in the convenient My Tasks table. Use the Task List on the
Operations page to view the most detailed information about tasks.

Tasks originate from processes that include an Assign User Task operator and an Interaction Request Form. You
can sort the Task List in ascending/descending order by clicking the column headers. Use the Status column to
determine if a task is pending, completed, approved, rejected, or taken.

On the Operations page, you can filter the task list to show the following:

• Only your tasks (My Tasks, the tasks that are assigned to the current user)
• Only the tasks assigned to any groups that you belong to
• All tasks

The Task List on the Operations page displays the following field columns for each task:

• Task ID
• Title
• Description
• Start Time
• Due Date
• Completion Date
• Status
• Assignees
• Delegates

 Administer Triggers
Contents
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Contents 

 

You can control processes with external applications using any of the following methods:

• Triggers
• Web services (SOAP)
• Command-line utility
• Scripts

SOAP calls are recommended over triggers because Web services are more robust. Applications that cannot make
SOAP calls can use triggers as an alternative.

Triggers allow external applications to start a process in CA Process Automation. A trigger invokes the CA Process
Automation process that is defined in XML content or in an SNMP trap. The XML content can be delivered to the
configured file location or to the configured email address. SNMP trap content can be sent in an OID matching a
configured regular expression. CA Process Automation listens for incoming SNMP traps on the configured SNMP
trap port, 162 by default.

Note:  Whenever you start a process, begin an operation such as run the Start Process operator, or use a trigger
or SOAP call, you are acting on behalf of some user or owner. For triggers or SOAP calls, information about the
content owner is in the payload or messages. This information determines the versions of automation objects that
are run:

• If you check out a process, and run, call, or trigger it (you are both the content owner and initiator), CA Process
Automation uses your private checked-out version.

• Otherwise, CA Process Automation uses the current versions of the automation objects. This includes
processes that are not checked out or checked out by another user.
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You can run and verify your own checked-out version before checking the objects back in or making them current.

Contents: 

 

SNMP Trap Input Considerations
CA Process Automation supports SNMPv1 and SNMPv2 traps; however, it does not process SNMPv3 traps.
When a network device or an enterprise application sends an SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 trap that CA Process
Automation detects on the configured port, CA Process Automation processes the content.

Change the SNMP Traps Listener Port
By default, CA Process Automation listens on port 162 for SNMP traps designed to start CA Process
Automation processes. If you have closed port 162 at your site and configured an alternative port, change the CA
Process Automation configuration for this port in the OasisConfig.properties file. Then restart the Orchestrator
service.

You can change the port on which CA Process Automation listens for SNMP traps.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the server on which the Domain Orchestrator is configured.
2. Navigate to the following folder or directory:

install_dir/server/c2o/.config/

3. Open the OasisConfig.properties file.
4. Change the value in the following line from 162 to the port number you are using for SNMP traps.

oasis.snmptrigger.service.port=162

5. Save the file.
6. Restart the Orchestrator service.

As soon as the service restarts, CA Process Automation begins listening on the port you configured. CA
Process Automation listens for new SNMP traps that meet the criteria configured in the SNMP trigger.

Monitor the SNMP Dataset of a Process Started by an SNMP Trap Trigger
When an SNMP trap triggers a process instance, you can monitor the SNMP process dataset with Process Watch.
Use the following field descriptions to interpret the displayed values.

• SenderAddress
IP address of the source.

• AgentIPAddress
IP address of the SNMP agent, if available in the trap.

• SNMPVersion
Version of the SNMP trap.

• ErrorIndex
Error Index of the trap.

• AgentUptime
Uptime of the agent sending the trap.

• EnterpriseOID
Object identifier (OID) of the managed object that generated the SNMP trap.

• PayloadOIDs
Object IDs present in the payload of the trap. The payload object IDs represent a CA Process Automation string
array variable.

• PayloadValues
Values in the payload that correspond to the values in PayloadOIDs. This data is also a CA Process
Automation string array variable.

Note:  If there are several filters, CA Process Automation processes the first match.
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 Use SOAP Calls to Control Processes from an External Application
The  Orchestrator exposes Web services that allow external applications to start and control
processes in a library. SOAP calls require valid XML. The Web services methods and
parameters exposed are described in the WSDL. For details, retrieve the WSDL from the
appropriate Domain URL, depending on whether  supports secure communication and is
clustered. In the following examples, load_balancer_hostname is the host name or IP address
for the Apache load balancer.
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The CA Process Automation Orchestrator exposes Web services that allow external applications to start and
control processes in a library. SOAP calls require valid XML. The Web services methods and parameters
exposed are described in the WSDL. For details, retrieve the WSDL from the appropriate Domain URL,
depending on whether CA Process Automation supports secure communication and is clustered. In the following
examples, load_balancer_hostname is the host name or IP address for the Apache load balancer.

•  Secure and unclustered:  

https://<DomainOrchestrator_hostname>:8443/itpam/soap?wsdl 

•  Unsecure and unclustered:  

http://<DomainOrchestrator_hostname>:8080/itpam/soap?wsdl 

•  Secure and clustered:  

https://<load_balancer_hostname>:<Apache_secure_port>/itpam/soap?
wsdl 

Note:  The secure port of Apache is typically 443.
•  Unsecure and clustered:  

http://<load_balancer_hostname>:<Apache_unsecure_port>/itpam/soap?
wsdl 

Note:  The unsecure port of Apache is typically 80.

For sample scripts that use SOAP calls to the CA Process Automation Orchestrator to start processes, navigate to
the following folder:

<install_dir>/server/c2o/.c2orepository/public/scripts/trigger 

Note:  The <install_dir> path is typically C:\Program Files\CA\PAM.

The Java subfolder contains a Java-based tool and all the resources the tool requires to start CA Process
Automation processes remotely using SOAP. The path to the Java subfolder follows:

<install_dir>/server/c2o/.c2orepository/public/scripts/trigger/java
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 How File and Mail Triggers Work
Contents:
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Contents:

 Example: File and Mail Trigger
Example: File and Mail Trigger
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1. At the configured frequency, CA Process Automation searches for new content in the configured folder and the

configured email account.
2. If a new file object or mail object is found, CA Process Automation attempts to run the process, based on the

XML content.
An illustration of valid XML content for the file trigger follows:

<c2oflow version="1.0">
   <flow name="/Test/RunNotepad" action="start"> <!-- Full path of
 the process -->
   <auth>
      <user>itpamadmin</user>                    <!-- ITPAM Username
 -->
      <password>itpamdemo</password>             <!-- ITPAM Password
 -->
   </auth>
   <options>
      <!-- Optional parameters for delayed execution
      <startDate></startDate>
      <startTime></startTime>
      -->
   </options>
   <params>
      <!-- Process initialization parameters, if needed -->
      <param name="ParamOne">Using file trigger</param>
      <param name="ParamTwo">Second parameter from file trigger</
param>
   </params>
   </flow>
</c2oflow>

3. When the trigger executes the process specified in the trigger instance, the process dataset is populated with
the values contained in the XML. The following example demonstrates how the values in the XML content are
used to populate the file trigger process dataset.
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4. The results are posted to the processed folder in the configured path.

5. Emails received at the configured email account are processed in much the same way as XML content received
in files. In addition confirmation emails are sent, where the content states whether the XML content was found in
the body of the email or in an attachment. The following example shows both messages:

 Monitor the FileTrigger Dataset of a Process Started by a File Trigger
When valid XML content in a file triggers a process instance, you can monitor the file trigger
process dataset in the Process Watch. Use the following field descriptions to interpret the
displayed values.
catpa04305
When valid XML content in a file triggers a process instance, you can monitor the file trigger process dataset in the
Process Watch. Use the following field descriptions to interpret the displayed values.

• FileName
The name of the file with the content that triggered the process.

• <additional_parameters>
Additional parameters that are passed under the <params> tag in the triggering XML content of the file.

 Monitor the SMTP Dataset of a Process that a Mail Trigger Started
Consider that valid XML content in email triggers a process instance. Then, you can monitor the
SMTP process dataset with the Process Watch.
catpa04305
Consider that valid XML content in email triggers a process instance. Then, you can monitor the SMTP process
dataset with the Process Watch.

• SenderAddress
This parameter displays the email address of the account from which the triggering email is sent.

• SentDate
This parameter displays the date and time when the email was sent.

• ReceivedDate
This parameter displays the date and time when the server received the email.
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• MailSubject
This parameter displays the subject of the triggering mail.

• MessageNumber
This parameter displays the message number of the triggering mail at the time when the process was triggered.

Note:  If messages are deleted or moved from the Inbox, the MessageNumber value can change for the same
mail.

• MessageID
This parameter displays the unique ID of the mail in the server.

• MailBody
This parameter displays the first 64k characters of the email body in these cases:

• When valid XML content in an attachment triggers the process
• When the default trigger process is started. That is, when no valid XML content is found in either the email

body or attachment.
• MailAttachments

This parameter displays an array type variable that contains ValueMaps with the following information:

• contentType: Attachment content type
• contentID: Attachment contentID, if present
• fileURL: URL from which attachment can be viewed or downloaded.
• name: Name of the attachment.
• attachmentID: Unique ID for this attachment, which can be passed to the JavaScript system functions.

Note:  See Reference for information about the JavaScript system functions.
• <additional parameters>

These parameters that are passed under the <params> tag in the triggering XML content exist only when:

• Either the valid XML content in the mail body starts the CA Process Automation process
• Or the attachment starts the CA Process Automation process

 XML Content Format for File and Mail Triggers
External applications that use file or mail triggers to start  processes must create input in a valid
XML format. XML content can be written to the body of an email or sent as an attachment. If
the XML is copied to the email body, it can contain no more than what is required to trigger a
process. For file triggers, the triggering file must include the entire content.
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External applications that use file or mail triggers to start CA Process Automation processes must create input in
a valid XML format. XML content can be written to the body of an email or sent as an attachment. If the XML is
copied to the email body, it can contain no more than what is required to trigger a process. For file triggers, the
triggering file must include the entire content.

For example:

<c2oflow version="1.0">
    <flow name="/Test/
RunNotepad" action="start">  <!-- Full path of the process -->    
    CA AuthMinder  
        <user>pamadmin</user>                    
  <!-- CA Process Automation Username  -->  
        <password>pamadmin</password>            
  <!-- CA Process Automation Password  -->  
    </auth> 
    <options>                                    
  <!-- Optional parameters  for delayed execution --> 
        <startDate></startDate>                  
  <! -- Start Date in [MM/dd/yyyy] format  -->   
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        <startTime></startTime>                  
  <!-- Start Time in [HH:mm] format; HH in 24 hrs  -->   
    </options>  
    <params>                                      
 <!-- Process initialization parameters, if needed  -->    
        <param name="ParamOne">Using file trigger</param>   
        <param name="ParamTwo">Second parameter from file trigger</
param>   
    </params>   
    </flow> 
</c2oflow>

 Format Date Specifiers
 uses standard Java date and time format pattern strings. In date and time pattern strings,
the application interprets unquoted letters from A to Z and from a to z as pattern letters that
represent the components of a date or time string. To avoid interpretation, delimit text with single
quotation marks (') or double quotation marks ("). "''" represents a single quotation mark. Other
characters are not interpreted. Instead, they are copied to the output string during formatting or
matched against the input string during parsing.
catpa04305
 CA Process Automation uses standard Java date and time format pattern strings. In date and time pattern
strings, the application interprets unquoted letters from A to Z and from a to z as pattern letters that represent the
components of a date or time string. To avoid interpretation, delimit text with single quotation marks (') or double
quotation marks ("). "''" represents a single quotation mark. Other characters are not interpreted. Instead, they are
copied to the output string during formatting or matched against the input string during parsing.

 Letter  Date or Time
Component 

 Presentation  Examples 

G Era designator Text AD

y Year Year 2009; 09

M Month in the year Month July; 07

w Week in year Number 27

W Week in month Number 2

D Day in the year Number 189

d Day in the month Number 10

F Day of the week in the
month

Number 2

E Day of the week Text Tuesday; Tue

a AM/PM marker Text PM

H Hour of the day (0-23) Number 0

k Hour of the day (1-24) Number 24

K Hour in AM/PM (0-11) Number 0

h Hour in AM/PM (1-12) Number 12

m Minute in the hour Number 30

s Second in the minute Number 55

S Millisecond Number 978

z Time zone General time zone Pacific Standard Time;
PST; GMT-08:00
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Z Time zone RFC 822 time zone -0800

Patterns are repeated. Their number determines the exact presentation, as in the following table:

 Presentation  Formatting 

Text If the number of pattern letters is four or more, the full
form is used. Otherwise a short or abbreviated form is
accepted, independent of the number of pattern letters.

Number The number of pattern letters is the minimum number
of digits, and shorter numbers are zero-padded to this
amount. During parsing, the number of pattern letters is
ignored unless it is required to separate adjacent fields.

Year If the number of pattern letters is two, the year
is truncated to two digits. Otherwise, the year is
interpreted as a number.
While parsing, if the number of pattern letters is more
than two, the year is interpreted literally regardless of
the number of digits.

 Example: 

Using the pattern "MM/dd/yyyy", "01/11/12" parses
to Jan 11, 12 A.D.

Month If the number of pattern letters is three or more, the
month is interpreted as text. Otherwise, it is interpreted
as a number.

General Time Zone If time zones have names, they are interpreted as
text. The following syntax is used for time zones that
represent a GMT offset value:

• GMTOffsetTimeZone:
• GMT Sign Hours : Minutes
• Sign is either + or -
• Hours must be from 0 through 23, and one of the

following formats:
Digit
Digit Digit

• Minutes must be from 00 through 59 and in the
following format:
Digit Digit

• Digit is one of the following values:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

The format is locale independent and must be taken
from the Basic Latin block of the Unicode standard.

RFC 822 time zone A four-digit time zone format is used:

• RFC822TimeZone:
Sing TwoDigitHours Minutes

• TwoDigitHours must be from 00 through 23. Other
definitions are as for general time zones.

SimpleDateFormat also supports localized date and time pattern strings. In these strings, the pattern letters that
are described previously can be replaced with other, locale-dependent, and pattern letters. SimpleDateFormat does
not deal with the localization of text other than the pattern letters. Localization of text depends on the client of the
class.

The following examples show how date and time patterns are interpreted in the US English locale. The given date
and time are 2009-07-04 12:08:56 in the US Pacific time zone.

 Date and Time Pattern  Result 
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"yyyy.MM.dd G 'at' HH:mm:ss z" 2009.07.04 AD at 12:08:56 PDT

"EEE, MMM d, ''yy" Wed, Jul 4, '09

"h:mm a" 12:08 PM

"hh 'o''clock' a, zzzz" 12 o'clock PM, Pacific Daylight Time

"K:mm a, z" 0:08 PM, PDT

"yyyyy.MMMMM.dd GGG hh:mm aaa" 02009.July.04 AD 12:08 PM

"EEE, d MMM yyyy HH:mm:ss Z" Wed, 4 Jul 2009 12:08:56 -0700

"yyMMddHHmmssZ" 010704120856-0700

"yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSSZ" 2009-07-04T12:08:56.235-0700

 When to Save, Check In, and Baseline
When designing a process, you can save your design frequently. When you finish a session,
save your changes. You can leave it checked out, check it in without baselining the version, or
check it in and baseline it. A baseline is a non-modifiable snapshot version of the process object
that can be run but cannot be edited. You can save a baselined process as a new version and
edit the new version.
catpa04305
When designing a process, you can save your design frequently. When you finish a session, save your changes.
You can leave it checked out, check it in without baselining the version, or check it in and baseline it. A baseline
is a non-modifiable snapshot version of the process object that can be run but cannot be edited. You can save a
baselined process as a new version and edit the new version.

Consider the following implications:

• If you leave your design checked out, other users with access to the folder with your process can edit your
checked out design. You can do this when working in a team environment where more than one content
designer works on a process.

• If you check in your design, then other authorized content designers can check out your design and continue
work. This method protects your design from unauthorized users if there are CA CA Embedded Entitlements
Manager policies in place to restrict content designer access to specific folders.

• If you check in your design and baseline the current version, then other content designers must save your
baseline version as a new version to be able to continue modifications. This method offers the best protection.
If the changes made by others are not acceptable, you can revert to the status of the design that existed when
you baselined it. To do this, you save the baselined version as a new version and make that version the current
version.

Contents:

 Check-ins
You make several decisions before exiting a session where you edited a process:
catpa04305
You make several decisions before exiting a session where you edited a process:

• Whether to save your changes and check them in, or save your changes and exit without checking in.
• If you check in, whether to save the current version as a new version or replace the last version with the current

version.
• If you check in as a new version, whether to save this version as a baseline version.

A check-in is different from a save. Consider the following implications when deciding whether to log out without
checking in your changes.

• Save without Checking In
You log out from a session where you edit and save the process but do not check it in.

• The saved version is displayed to you for edit during your next session.
• Your saved edits are not made available to other users.
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• You can safely save without checking in only if you work alone or if other team members work on separate
branches of a process.

• Save and Check In
You check in changes to a process design before logging out for the day.

• A check-in creates a saved version that you can restore to your current version. Restoring a previously
checked in version is useful when edits create errors that cannot be easily identified or fixed.

• This option works well if someone in a different time zone is to continue the edit where you left off. Other
users must check out a checked in version to edit.

• Check in as same version
You overwrite the last checked in version.

• Saves space if the version that is replaced is no longer needed.
• Prevents the creation of a long list of versions.
• Permanently removes the last checked in version.

• Check in as new version
Creating a version is the safest thing to do when checking in. When you are ready to start the next release, you
baseline the final version. Then, you can safely delete all the versions up to the baseline version.

• Enables you to show daily progress by comparing the new version with the last version.
• Retains the last checked in version.
• Typically, the latest version is the current version. However, you can make your current version a version that

executes successfully as far as it goes. In this case, the later version has unresolved bugs. So, you work on
later version until it executes successfully as far as it goes.

• If other members of your team are designing a new branch of a process, you can retain the version before
the addition of the branch as the current version.

• A baseline version can be checked out and edited, but at check in, you must select to save the checked in
version as a New Version. If you select Same Version, an error message appears.

• Check In and create a baseline version

• A baseline version is typically a version that you plan to turn over to another party. You can baseline a
process version for code review by your content designer peers. You can baseline a version to turn over for
testing. Baseline any process version that is targeted for export.

• A baseline version is a snapshot that you can always run. You can also check a baseline version and then
check it in as a new version and mark it as Current. Then you can check out the current version and continue
editing as needed.

 Check In a Process
Follow these steps:
catpa04305
Follow these steps:

1. From the design canvas of a process in the Designer tab, click Check In.
The Check In dialog opens with the following default settings:

• The Object Name field displays the name of the process.
• The process is checked in as Current. (When you check out a process, the current version opens by default.)
• The process is not baselined.
• The Release Version field is blank.
• The Version field is zero based, where the value is incremented by one each time the process is checked in.
• The check in creates a new version of the process.

2. Typically, accept selected for Current.
3. Determine whether to baseline the current version of the process.

• Select Baseline if you want to preserve the current version for subsequent review or use. For example, if
you want to demo a working version of the process and the current version is working, baseline the version.
Then start the baselined version for the demo. Always baseline each release version.

• Accept Cleared if the current session is not one that represents a milestone in the process development.
4. Typically, leave the Release Version field blank for the current version. Release Version data is typically

restricted to preparing objects for export in a folder as a content package.
5. Select a value from the Check in as dropdown list based on the following considerations:
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• Accept New Version to check this version in with a new version number. The check-in process increments
this value.

• Select Same Version to overwrite the checked out version. For example, if you check in a process before
taking a break, check it out again and then save the rest of the day's work as the same version.

6. Click Check In, and then click OK to the verification message.

 Configure Operators
Configure the operators during the design phase. An operator that performs queries can retrieve
a maximum of 512 rows.
catpa04305
Configure the operators during the design phase. An operator that performs queries can retrieve a maximum of 512
rows.

Consider the following approach when configuring operators:

1. Define the operator properties
2. Configure the operator properties
3. Define an operator dataset
4. Pass variable data between operators (as needed)
5. Define and test execution settings

Note:

See Code Editor for more information about adding custom code.

Note:  The documentation wiki describes how to specify values for each parameter of the selected operator. Click ?
and expand the highlighted topic in the navigation pane. Click Input Parameters.

 Define the Operator Properties
Some operator properties are inherited from the parent category property settings. You can
override these settings at the operator level. When you define properties, use variables from the
process dataset when possible.
catpa04305
Some operator properties are inherited from the parent category property settings. You can override these settings
at the operator level. When you define properties, use variables from the process dataset when possible.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the process for which you want to define operator properties.

1.1 Click the Library tab.
2.1 Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3.1 Navigate the folder structure to the folder with the process and select this folder.
4.1 Double-click the process row in the main pane.

The Designer tab opens with the selected process.
2. Select the operator for which you want to define the properties and then select Properties from the View drop-

down list.
The closed Properties dialog appears in the lower-right corner of the canvas.

3. Open the Properties dialog for the selected operator.
4. On the Properties dialog, click ? and expand the highlighted topic in the navigation pane. Click Input

Parameters. The online help describes how to specify values for each name.

Note:  An operator that performs queries can retrieve a maximum of 512 rows.
5. Click Save.

The properties values that you entered for the selected operator are saved.

 Operator Properties Configuration
The Process Designer on the Properties palette displays Operator properties. Operator
properties are also available when you include operators in Schedule objects, and they appear
in the Process Designer on the Properties palette. Similar fields are organized in group boxes
on expandable panels with familiar titles such as Process, Execution Settings, Simulation, and
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Icon. Some panels and groups are common to all operators and others are unique to a specific
operator. For example, the properties for every operator include an Icon panel. However,
the Asynchronous SOAP Call Data panel only appears for the Invoke SOAP Method Async
operator.
catpa04305
The Process Designer on the Properties palette displays Operator properties. Operator properties are also
available when you include operators in Schedule objects, and they appear in the Process Designer on the
Properties palette. Similar fields are organized in group boxes on expandable panels with familiar titles such as
Process, Execution Settings, Simulation, and Icon. Some panels and groups are common to all operators and
others are unique to a specific operator. For example, the properties for every operator include an Icon panel.
However, the Asynchronous SOAP Call Data panel only appears for the Invoke SOAP Method Async operator.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Open a process object or open a schedule object.

Processes open in the Process Designer. Schedules open in the Schedule Editor dialog.
3. In the toolbar, click Check Out if the object is not already checked out.
4. Add an operator to the process or schedule:

• Process: Drag an operator to the process layout from the Operators palette.
• Schedule: Collapse the Processes pane, expand the Operators pane, and drag an operator to the list of

Schedule Items.
5. View the operator properties:

• Process: Double-click the operator to open the Properties palette.
• Schedule: Click Properties, then click the General tab or the Specific tab.

6. Click Save.
CA Process Automation saves the properties values.

 Define an Operator Dataset
An optional part of configuring an operator is creating the operator dataset. An operator dataset
is composed of name/value pairs.
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An optional part of configuring an operator is creating the operator dataset. An operator dataset is composed of
name/value pairs.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the process for which you want to define operator datasets.

1.1 Click the Library tab.
2.1 Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3.1 Navigate the folder structure to the folder with the process and select this folder.
4.1 Double-click the process row in the main pane.

The Designer tab opens with the selected process.
2. Select the operator for which you want to define the dataset and select Dataset from the View drop-down list.

The closed Dataset dialog appears in the lower-left corner of the canvas.
3. Open the Dataset dialog.

The selected operator name is displayed at the top of the dialog. A filter is available if you want to limit the
display to names beginning with a string you enter.

4. Define the operator dataset values and add custom variables as necessary.
5. Click Save.

The values that you entered for the selected operator dataset are saved.

 Pass Variable Data Between Operators
During design, you can easily reuse variable data from another operator in either of the
following ways:
catpa04305
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During design, you can easily reuse variable data from another operator in either of the following ways:

• Drag a variable from the dataset of one operator and drop it in the appropriate field in the properties page of
another operator.

• Keyboard entry and selection from pop-ups.

Contents:

 Use Ctrl+Space to Select from Pop-ups for Variable Substitution
You can use variables to pass data from a source operator to a target operator. At run time,
the value that the variable represents replaces the variable reference. You can type variable
references directly in the appropriate field in the target properties dialog. Or, you can use this
simple procedure:
catpa04305
You can use variables to pass data from a source operator to a target operator. At run time, the value that the
variable represents replaces the variable reference. You can type variable references directly in the appropriate
field in the target properties dialog. Or, you can use this simple procedure:

 Follow these steps:

1. Type Process and then type a dot (.).
2. Press and hold Ctrl while you press Space (Ctrl+Space). 

A pop-up list appears with the names of the operators you have already defined for the process.
3. Select an operator from the pop-up list.

The operator name that you selected is added to the field. The field displays:

Process.operator

4. Type a dot to separate operator from the variable you select next.
5. Type Ctrl+Space again.

A pop-up list appears with the variables defined in the dataset for that operator.
6. Select a variable from the pop-up list.

The field displays:

Process.operator.variable

 Example: Use Ctrl+Space to Select from Pop-ups for Variable Substitution
This example shows how to use drag-and-drop to reuse data from the dataset of another
operator in the process. In the example graphics:
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This example shows how to use drag-and-drop to reuse data from the dataset of another operator in the process.
In the example graphics:

• The source operator is Invoke_SOAP_Method_1.
• The target operator is Send_Email_1.
• The source variable is SoapResponseBody.
• The target field is Message.

The following example procedure duplicates the steps in Use drag-and-drop for variable substitution.

1. Double-click the target operator. 
The Dataset and Properties dialogs for the target operator open.
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2. Click the Dataset drop-down list and select the source operator. 
This changes the dataset contents from the target operator to the source operator.

3. Navigate to the variable in the source operator that holds the data you want to reuse.
4. Select the variable name and drag it to the appropriate field on the properties page of the target operator. When

the red stop icon turns to a green icon, drop the variable name.

The dropped data appears in the selected field of the target operator properties with the following information in
the Message field:

Process.Invoke_SOAP_Method_1.SoapResponseBody

 Use Drag-and-Drop for Variable Substitution
You can use variables to pass data from a source operator to a target operator. At runtime, the
value that the variable represents replaces the variable reference. You can pass data from the
source to the target using drag-and-drop. Drag-and-drop substitution assumes that both the
source operator and the target operator are used in the process.
catpa04305
You can use variables to pass data from a source operator to a target operator. At runtime, the value that the
variable represents replaces the variable reference. You can pass data from the source to the target using drag-
and-drop. Drag-and-drop substitution assumes that both the source operator and the target operator are used in
the process.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click the target operator.
The Dataset and Properties dialogs for the target operator open.

2. Click the Dataset drop-down list and select the source operator.
This changes the dataset contents from the target operator to the source operator.

3. Navigate to the variable in the source operator that holds the data you want to reuse.
4. Select the variable name and drag it to the appropriate field on the properties page of the target operator. The

dropped format is:

Process.operator.variable
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 Example: Use Drag-and-Drop for Variable Substitution
The following example shows how to use drag-and-drop to reuse data from the dataset of
another operator in the process.
catpa04305
The following example shows how to use drag-and-drop to reuse data from the dataset of another operator in the
process.

In the example screenshots:

• The source operator is Invoke_SOAP_Method_1.
• The target operator is Send_Email_1.
• The source variable is SoapResponseBody.
• The target field is Message.

The following example procedure duplicates the steps in Use drag-and-drop for Variable Substitution:

1. Double-click the target operator. 
The Dataset and Properties dialogs for the target operator open.

2. Click the Dataset drop-down list and select the source operator.
This changes the dataset contents from the target operator to the source operator.

3. Navigate to the variable in the source operator that holds the data you want to reuse.
4. Select the variable name and drag it to the appropriate field on the properties page of the target operator. When

the red stop icon turns to a green icon, drop the variable name.

The dropped data appears in the selected field of the target operator properties with the following information in
the Message field:
Process.Invoke_SOAP_Method_1.SoapResponseBody

 Define and Test Execution Settings
You can simulate the processing of selected operators. You can evaluate your pre-execution
code and post-execution code on an operator by operator basis.
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You can simulate the processing of selected operators. You can evaluate your pre-execution code and post-
execution code on an operator by operator basis.

The execution settings typically include the Target field where you specify where to run the operator. To run
an operator on the Orchestrator, leave the Target field blank. To run the operator on another host, specify the
touchpoint name, proxy touchpoint name, or host name in a host group as the Target. Use your plans when
specifying targets.

The execution settings also give you the opportunity to specify code that runs before the operator starts and after
the operator stops. CA Process Automation System Functions consist of Javascripts you can use in pre-execution
code and post-execution code. Javascripts are available for operators such as Wait for Event and Run PAM
Process.

Note:  See System Functions for more information.
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You can use simulation to evaluate this code.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the process that you are designing.
2. Display the properties of an operator for which you plan to write pre-execution or post-execution code.
3. Scroll to Execution Settings.
4. Specify a touchpoint name, a proxy touchpoint name, or a host name in a host group as the Target.
5. Click Pre-execution Code, write the code, and click OK.
6. Click Post-execution Code, write the code, and click OK.
7. Select Run as Caller User.
8. Under Simulation, select Local or Distant and then select Evaluate Pre-execution and Post-execution

code.
9. Click Apply.
10. Evaluate the results.

 How the Product Processes Operator Targets
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 Define Operator Targets
The target of an operator is the host on which the operator runs. To be an operator target,
the host must be configured with a touchpoint, a proxy touchpoint, or a host group. When
determining the operator run settings, Content Designers typically base target host selection on
the target configuration.
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The target of an operator is the host on which the operator runs. To be an operator target, the host must be
configured with a touchpoint, a proxy touchpoint, or a host group. When determining the operator run settings,
Content Designers typically base target host selection on the target configuration.

Define the target as indicated in the following list when the appropriate conditions are met:

•  Touchpoint
The target host has an Orchestrator or agent installed. When you specify a touchpoint as an operator target and
it is enabled and associated with an active Orchestrator or agent, CA Process Automation runs the operator
on that touchpoint. If a targeted touchpoint is associated with only one agent or with an Orchestrator, each run
targets the same host. If a targeted touchpoint is associated with multiple agents that have the same priority,
each run could target a different agent on a different host.

•  Touchpoint Group
The operator runs on all of the hosts that are associated with touchpoints in the specified group.

•  <AgentID> 
(Exception to Touchpoint) When the process requires an operator to run on the same host as the previous
operator, specify the same AgentID for the consecutive operators. When the process requires the operator to
run on the same host each time it runs, specify an AgentID. A test of the operator displays the AgentID string in
the system dataset. Copy the AgentID string from the dataset to the Target field.

•  Proxy Touchpoint
The target host is specified as the remote host in a proxy touchpoint configuration. Typically, this host does not
have an installed agent or an Orchestrator.

•  IP address or FQDN 
 
The target host IP address or FQDN can be matched to a pattern in a configured host group. Typically, this host
does not have an installed agent or an Orchestrator.

Note:   CA Technologies recommends that you use FQDN, although you can use the host name.

Unexpected results can occur in the following instances:

• You define the target with a touchpoint that has the same name as a host in the environment. 
• The agent that is associated with the touchpoint is inactive when you run the operator.

In this case, CA Process Automation does not run the operator on the touchpoint. Instead, CA Process
Automation tries to resolve the target (the intended touchpoint) to the name of a host in the environment. If the
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application finds such a host name, it searches for another touchpoint, Orchestrator, proxy touchpoint, or host
group that runs operators on the host. CA Process Automation runs the operator on the first occurrence it finds.

 

 Process a Target Specified as an IP Address or FQDN
When you use an IP address or FQDN to specify the target host of an operator, repeatedly
queries the Domain Name Server (DNS). If you specify an FQDN as the target, the first search
returns the IP addresses defined on the host with that FQDN. If you specify an IP address,
the first search returns the host FQDN and IP addresses associated with that FQDN. Each
subsequent search tests against all of the host specifiers that are retrieved in the initial search.
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When you use an IP address or FQDN to specify the target host of an operator, CA Process Automation repeatedly
queries the Domain Name Server (DNS). If you specify an FQDN as the target, the first search returns the IP
addresses defined on the host with that FQDN. If you specify an IP address, the first search returns the host FQDN
and IP addresses associated with that FQDN. Each subsequent search tests against all of the host specifiers that
are retrieved in the initial search.

CA Process Automation looks for all of the ways that the target host is configured in the current CA Process
Automation environment. A host group defines remote hosts with subnet and host name patterns. Therefore, a
host group can include hosts with Orchestrators or agents that are mapped to touchpoints. A host group can also
include individual hosts that are mapped to a proxy touchpoint. A host that is identified with an IP address or FQDN
could be processed with a touchpoint name or proxy touchpoint name.

Some searches find any active Orchestrators or agents that are defined on the host that have enabled touchpoints.
Another search finds any enabled proxy touchpoint on an active agent that is mapped to the host. A search finds
enabled host groups on an active agent with host name patterns or IP address subnets that match the FQDN or IP
address. When search criteria are met, these queries delay the start of the operator run. CA Process Automation
runs the operator on the first found enabled touchpoint, proxy touchpoint, or host group that is running on an active
Orchestrator or agent. The touchpoint, proxy touchpoint, or host group must belong to the current environment.
When none of the search criteria are met, the operator fails and an error message is generated.

The Target area of the Execution Settings tab for operators contains a "Match target in Host Groups only" check
box. Select this check box in the following cases:

• When specifying an IP address within a subnet that is specified in a host group.
• When specifying a host name that matches a pattern that is specified in a host group.

When you select the Look Up DNS Check box, CA Process Automation resolves the target name by doing a lookup
in DNS. The lookup is for a record that matches a reference by a host group.

Consider the case where you clear this check box but the target IP address or FQDN exists. The following
processing determines the host on which to run the operator:

1. The application searches the DNS for all of the identifiers for the specified target. If the target is specified as an
FQDN, CA Process Automation searches for all the IP addresses for that FQDN. If the target is an IP address,
CA Process Automation searches for the FQDN and for other IP addresses for that FQDN.

• If the connection to the DNS fails, the application writes an error to the log file and exits.
• If the query returns the FQDN and other IP addresses, the application uses the specified IP address and this

result set for all subsequent searches.
• If the query returns one or more IP addresses, the application uses the specified FQDN and the IP

addresses in all subsequent searches.
2. The application searches for an active Orchestrator with an enabled touchpoint (current environment) that is

installed on a host in the Step 1 search results.

• If found, the application runs the operator on that Orchestrator touchpoint.
• If not found, the application continues processing.

Note:  The application does not detect clustered Orchestrators. Hosts with clustered Orchestrators do not
appear in the Domain configuration.

3. The application searches for an active agent with an enabled touchpoint (current environment) that is installed
on a host in the Step 1 search results.

• If the host has an active agent with one enabled touchpoint, CA Process Automation uses that touchpoint to
run the operator.
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• If the host has an active agent with multiple enabled touchpoints, CA Process Automation uses one of the
enabled touchpoints to run the operator.

• If not found, the application continues processing.
4. The application searches for an active agent that is connected to the remote target host. This agent must have

an enabled proxy touchpoint or host group in the current environment. For host groups, the queries use pattern
matching. The host group queries find whether the referenced subnet or host name pattern includes a host
identifier in the Step 1 result set. For proxy touchpoints, the application searches for an exact match to any of
the host identifiers that are retrieved in Step 1.

• If the only match is a remote host referenced by a proxy touchpoint, the application runs the operator on that
remote host.

• If the only match is a remote host referenced by a host group, the application runs the operator on that
remote host.

• If the application finds multiple matches, it runs the operator on the first remote host found that is referenced
by either a proxy touchpoint or a host group.

• If there are no matches to the search criteria, the application continues processing.
5. The application determines why the operator did not run. Then, the application fails the operator with a failure

message.

• Condition: None of the identifiers that are retrieved in Step 1 belongs to any host in the current environment.
Results: The application fails the operator with the following message:

Message could not be posted to the node.

• Condition: One or more identifiers that are retrieved in Step 1 belong to a host where all Orchestrators and
agents are inactive.
Results: The operator fails with the following message:

Message could not be posted to the node.

• Condition: One or more Step 1 identifiers belong to a host with all disabled touchpoints or is referenced with
only disabled proxy touchpoints or host groups.
Results: The application returns a disabled touchpoint or host group in the TouchpointName field of the
operator dataset system output variables. The application fails the operator with the following error message:

Node is disabled.

Note:  Consider the exception where the user specifies a host name or IP address in the Target field of an Invoke
Java operator. CA Process Automation looks first for a matching agent host. If successful, the Invoke Java operator
runs on the agent host. If the search fails, the application looks for a matching Orchestrator host. If found, it
attempts to run but the Invoke Java operator fails because it cannot run on an Orchestrator.

 Process a Target Specified as an Agent or Orchestrator ID
Suppose that you want an operator to target the same host every time it runs. In such a case,
you can specify the AgentID data as a target. Unique AgentID data is set during the installation
of each Orchestrator and each agent. At run time, retrieves the Orchestrator or agent ID and
saves it to the AgentID field in the system dataset.
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Suppose that you want an operator to target the same host every time it runs. In such a case, you can specify the
AgentID data as a target. Unique AgentID data is set during the installation of each Orchestrator and each agent.
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At run time, CA Process Automation retrieves the Orchestrator or agent ID and saves it to the AgentID field in the
system dataset.

After testing an operator, copy the AgentID string that is displayed in the system dataset to the Target field.

When you require consecutive operators to run on the same agent host, set both operators to the same
target AgentID. You can use AgentID as an alternative target for any specific touchpoint.

Note:  Use of AgentID refers to the local host where the agent or Orchestrator is installed. When you specify
AgentID, CA Process Automation does not use any proxy touchpoint or host group running on the agent to run on
remote hosts. Consider the case where Operator_1 runs on a proxy touchpoint that is configured on an agent with
a specified AgentID. Do not use this AgentID as the target for Operator_2. If the AgentID is specified, CA Process
Automation does not run on that proxy touchpoint for Operator_2.

If it encounters any of the following conditions, the application fails the operator:

• If the target agent or Orchestrator is inactive, the application displays the following message:

Message could not be posted to the node.

• If all touchpoints that are mapped to the target are disabled, the application displays the following message with
a disabled touchpoint:

Node is disabled.

The Invoke Java operator can target only agents. The operator cannot run on an Orchestrator. If an ID in the Invoke
Java operator Target field does not resolve to an agent, the operator fails.

 

 Use Case: Use Logs to Track Recovered Processes
The following scenario is an alternative to opening many processes to identify the ones that
were automatically recovered. In this scenario, you examine the log files.
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The following scenario is an alternative to opening many processes to identify the ones that were automatically
recovered. In this scenario, you examine the log files.

• Assumptions:

• An agent is mapped to two touchpoints.
• Over 1000 processes are running concurrently.
• Operators Auto Recovery is configured for the touchpoints.

• Scenario:

• The agent suddenly becomes inactive.
• While the agent is inactive, 300 of the 1000 processes try to run operators on the touchpoints.
• The 300 processes go into BLOCKED state.
• The agent becomes active.
• Operators recovery, which is initiated automatically, recovers the 300 processes.
• Later you notice that 1000 processes finished running. You open one of them to examine its logs and learn

that it was automatically recovered.
• Complete one of the following actions to find out which of the 1000 processes that finished running finished

after being recovered:

• Open each of the 1000 processes to determine which were automatically recovered.
• Examine the log file.

Note:  The next topic describes the preferred alternative, examining the log file.
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 Example: Operators Auto Recovery
If Operators Auto Recovery is selected (the default), you do not have to initiate the recovery.
Each Orchestrator in the environment detects that the agent or Orchestrator is active and
runs the recovery. Each Orchestrator runs recovery on any enabled touchpoint, host group, or
Orchestrator that is mapped to the agent or Orchestrator in the environment.
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If Operators Auto Recovery is selected (the default), you do not have to initiate the recovery. Each Orchestrator
in the environment detects that the agent or Orchestrator is active and runs the recovery. Each Orchestrator runs
recovery on any enabled touchpoint, host group, or Orchestrator that is mapped to the agent or Orchestrator in the
environment.

When an agent is mapped to many touchpoints, the Orchestrators run the recovery on all enabled touchpoints that
are mapped to the agent. When an agent or Orchestrator becomes active, the Domain Orchestrator broadcasts the
changes to the other Orchestrators. In a clustered setup, only the master node runs the recovery.

Consider the following scenario, in which an agent is mapped to the following touchpoints and host groups in an
environment:

• TP_user01-w500,
• TP_user01-w500_2
• TP_user01-w500_3
• TP_manyAgents
• HG_user01-w500

Assume that all touchpoints and host groups are enabled and that only the following touchpoints and host groups
are set to Operators Auto Recovery:

• TP_user01-w500
• TP_user01-w500_3
• HG_user01-w500

When the agent becomes active, each Orchestrator in the environment tries to run the automatic recovery on the
three touchpoints.

Assume there are two Orchestrators in the environment:

• Orchestrator1 log file contains:

• Message to signal the agent that became active again:

2010-06-28 19:22:59,984 DEBUG 
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Checking whether to initiate Touchpoint/
Orchestrator Recovery of 'System_Error' operators in
 'Waiting' or 'Running' or 'Blocked' Processes (with auto recovery flag set), that ran against Agent/
Server ID: f3492322-5517-4a21-8a19-92838ccb3f65

• Orchestrator mapped the agent to HG_user01-w500:

2011-03-28 19:22:59,984 INFO 
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Initiating Touchpoint/
Orchestrator: HG_user01-
w500 Recovery... Recovering 'System_Error' Operators that ran against: HG_user01-
w500 and belong to 'Waiting' or 'Running' or 'Blocked' Processes (with auto recovery flag set).
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2011-03-28 19:22:59,984 DEBUG
 [com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine] [aListenerThread]recoverSystemErrorProcesses:Retrieve the processes (with enabled auto recovery flag) that are in 'Waiting' or ‘Running’ or 'Blocked' states and contain operators in 'System Error' when ran against: HG_user01-
w500

• Orchestrator signals 0 processes to be recovered for HG_user01-w500:

2011-03-28 19:23:00,000 WARN  
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine] [aListenerThread] recoverSystemErrorProcesses: Retrieved - 0 processes to recover for HG_user01-
w500 recovery. 2011-03-28 19:23:00,000 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Found no Processes to recover for Touchpoint/
Orchestrator: HG_user01-w500 Recovery.

• Orchestrator mapped the agent to TP_user01-w500:

2011-03-28 19:23:00,000 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Initiating Touchpoint/
Orchestrator: TP_user01-
w500 Recovery... Recovering 'System_Error' Operators that ran against: TP_user01-
w500 and belong to 'Waiting' or 'Running' or 'Blocked' Processes (with auto recovery flag set).
 2011-03-28 19:23:00,000 DEBUG
 [com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine] [aListenerThread]recoverSystemErrorProcesses: Retrieve the processes (with enabled auto recovery flag)that are in 'Waiting' or ‘Running’ or 'Blocked'
 states and contain operators in 'System Error' when ran against: TP_user01-
w500.

• Orchestrator signals to recover one process for TP_user01-w500:

2011-03-28 19:23:00,015 WARN 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine] [aListenerThread] recoverSystemErrorProcesses: Retrieved - 1 processes to recover for
 TP_user01-w500 recovery.

• Orchestrator queues recovery request to recover one process (ROID: 2889) for TP_user01-w500:

2011-03-28 19:23:00,015 WARN 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine] [aListenerThread] recoverSystemErrorProcesses: Queueing recovery of process with ROID - 2889 for TP_user01-
w500 recovery. 2011-03-28 19:23:00,015 DEBUG 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine] [aListenerThread] recoverSystemErrorProcesses: Special Response for process recovery. ROID is 2889 UUID is 3fe95f08-
a347-4d6d-a0a3-b3639836e130 2011-03-28 19:23:00,015 DEBUG 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine] [aListenerThread] recoverSystemErrorProcesses:
Special Response for process recovery was posted. ROID is 2889 UUID is 3fe95f08-
a347-4d6d-a0a3-b3639836e130 2011-03-28 19:23:00,015 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Queued requests for Touchpoint: TP_user01-
w500 Recovery... Recovering Processes with the following ROIDs: 2889
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• Orchestrator signals that TP_user01-w500_2 is mapped to the agent but it is not set to automatic recovery:

2011-03-28 19:23:00,015 DEBUG 
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Touchpoint: TP_user01-
w500_2 mapped to Agent: f3492322-5517-4a21-8a19-92838ccb3f65 is not set to Automatic Recovery of 'System_Error' operators in 'Waiting' or ‘Running’ or 'Blocked' Processes.

• Orchestrator mapped the agent to TP_user01-w500_3:

2011-03-28 19:23:00,015 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Initiating Touchpoint/
Orchestrator: TP_user01-w500_3 Recovery.
 Recovering 'System_Error' Operators that ran against: TP_user01-
w500_3 and belong to 'Waiting' or 'Running' or 'Blocked' Processes (with auto recovery flag set).
 2011-03-28 19:23:00,015 DEBUG [com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine]
 [aListenerThread] recoverSystemErrorProcesses: Retrieve the processes (with enabled auto recovery flag) that are in 'Waiting' or ‘Running’ or 'Blocked' states and contain operators in 'System Error' when ran against:: TP_user01-
w500_3

• Orchestrator signals to recover zero processes for TP_user01-w500_3:

2011-03-28 19:23:00,015 WARN  
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine] [aListenerThread] recoverSystemErrorProcesses: Retrieved - 0 processes to recover for TP_user01-
w500_3 recovery. 2011-03-28 19:23:00,031 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Found no Processes to recover for Touchpoint/
Orchestrator: TP_user01-w500_3 Recovery.

• Orchestrator signals that TP_manyAgents is mapped to the agent but it is not set to automatic recovery:

2011-03-28 19:23:00,031 DEBUG 
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Touchpoint: TP_manyAgents mapped to Agent: f3492322-5517-4a21-8a19-92838ccb3f65 is not set to Automatic Recovery of 'System_Error' operators in 'Waiting' or ‘Running’ or 'Blocked' Processes 

• Orchestrator picks up the recovery request from the queue for process 2889:

2011-03-28 19:23:30,015 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.FlowManagerCache] [onPool Worker-3] Registering flow manager: 2889
2011-03-28 19:23:30,015 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.WorkflowManager] [onPool Worker-3] Handling Response: [$
$TouchpointRecovery&&]. flow id is 2889
 2011-03-28 19:23:30,171 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.WorkflowManager] [onPool Worker-3] Start Recovery of Process with ROID:2889, for TP_user01-
w500 Recovery.
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• Orchestrator resets the operators with a System_Error when it ran against TP_user01-w500 in process 2889:

2011-03-28 19:23:30,171 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.WorkflowManager] [onPool Worker-3] Resetting System_Error Operators in Process with ROID: 2889 for TP_user01-
w500 Recovery. 2011-03-28 19:23:30,203 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.WorkflowManager] [onPool Worker-3] Resetting Operator with ROID: 2912 in Process with ROID: 2889 for TP_user01-
w500 Recovery.

• Orchestrator resumes the entire process 2889 after resetting the appropriate operators:

2011-03-28 19:23:30,343 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.WorkflowManager] [onPool Worker-3] Resuming Process with ROID: 2889 for TP_user01-
w500 Recovery.
2011-03-28 19:23:30,343 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.WorkflowManager] [onPool Worker-3] Resuming WorkFlow - ROID is 2889
2011-03-28 19:23:30,703 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.WorkflowManager] [onPool Worker-3] Done resuming Process with ROID: 2889 for TP_user01-
w500 Recovery.

Process 2889 completes successfully. Because the recovery process started automatically, the process logs
indicate that the engine initiated the recovery. For manual recovery, logs include the name of the user who
started the recovery.

• Orchestrator2 (OrchestratorD610b) log file contains:

• The following for OrchestratorD610b is similar to Orchestrator1:

2011-03-28 19:23:41,444 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Initiating Touchpoint/
Orchestrator: HG_user01-
w500 Recovery.Recovering 'System_Error' Operators that ran against: HG_user01-
w500 and belong to 'Waiting' or 'Running' or 'Blocked' Processes (with auto recovery flag set).
 2011-03-28 19:23:41,444 WARN 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine] [aListenerThread] recoverSystemErrorProcesses: Retrieved - 0 processes to recover for HG_user01-
w500 recovery. 2011-03-28 19:23:41,444 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Found no Processes to recover for Touchpoint/
Orchestrator: HG_user01-w500 Recovery...
 2011-03-28 19:23:41,444 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Initiating Touchpoint/
Orchestrator: TP_user01-
w500 Recovery... Recovering 'System_Error' Operators that ran against: TP_user01-
w500 and belong to 'Waiting' or 'Running' or 'Blocked' Processes (with auto recovery flag set).
2011-03-28 19:23:41,444 WARN  
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine] [aListenerThread] recoverSystemErrorProcesses: Retrieved - 0 processes to recover for TP_user01-
w500 recovery. 2011-03-28 19:23:41,444 INFO 
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Found no Processes to recover for Touchpoint/
Orchestrator: TP_user01-w500 Recovery...
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2011-03-28 19:23:41,444 INFO 
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Initiating Touchpoint/
Orchestrator: TP_user01-
w500_3 Recovery... Recovering 'System_Error' Operators that ran against: TP_user01-
w500_3 and belong to 'Waiting' or 'Running' or 'Blocked' Processes (with auto recovery flag set).

• OrchestratorD610b finds one process to recover for TP_user01-W500_3 (process ROID: 541) and queues
its recovery request:

2011-03-28 19:23:41,444 WARN 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine] [aListenerThread] recoverSystemErrorProcesses: Retrieved - 1 processes to recover for TP_user01-
w500_3 recovery.
2011-03-28 19:23:41,444 WARN 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine] [aListenerThread] recoverSystemErrorProcesses: Queueing recovery of process with ROID - 541 for TP_user01-
w500_3 recovery.
2011-03-28 19:23:41,444 INFO  
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Queued requests for Touchpoint: TP_user01-
w500_3 Recovery... Recovering Processes with the following ROIDs: 541
2011-03-28 19:23:41,444 WARN 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine] [aListenerThread] recoverSystemErrorProcesses:Retrieved - 1 processes to recover for TP_user01-
w500_3 recovery.
2011-03-28 19:23:41,444 WARN 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2oWorkFlowEngine] [aListenerThread] recoverSystemErrorProcesses: Queueing recovery of process with ROID - 541 for TP_user01-
w500_3 recovery.
2011-03-28 19:23:41,444 INFO 
[com.optinuity.c2o.c2oserver.ServerManager] [aListenerThread] Queued requests for Touchpoint: TP_user01-
w500_3 Recovery... Recovering Processes with the following ROIDs: 541

• OrchestratorD610b picks up the recovery request, resets the operators with System_Error, which ran against
TP_user01-w500_3, in the process and resumes the process:

2011-03-28 19:24:11,461 INFO 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.WorkflowManager] [nPool Worker-63] Handling Response: [$
$TouchpointRecovery&&]. flow id is 541
2011-03-28 19:24:11,804 INFO 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.WorkflowManager] [nPool Worker-63] Start Recovery of Process with ROID:541, for TP_user01-
w500_3 Recovery.
2011-03-28 19:24:11,820 INFO 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.WorkflowManager] [nPool Worker-63] Resetting System_Error Operators in Process with ROID: 541 for TP_user01-
w500_3 Recovery.
2011-03-28 19:24:11,883 INFO 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.WorkflowManager] [nPool Worker-63] Resetting Operator with ROID: 564 in Process with ROID: 541 for TP_user01-
w500_3 Recovery.
2011-03-28 19:24:12,039 INFO 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2OSvcIconInstanceRefObject] [nPool Worker-63] Inside Update ConnectorTraversed, Current/
destination is Start_System_Process_1 Source is Start_1
2011-03-28 19:24:12,117 INFO 
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[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.WorkflowManager] [nPool Worker-63] Resuming Process with ROID: 541 for TP_user01-
w500_3 Recovery.
2011-03-28 19:24:12,117 INFO 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.WorkflowManager] [nPool Worker-63] Resuming WorkFlow - ROID is 541
2011-03-28 19:24:12,133 INFO 
[com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.C2OSvcIconInstanceRefObject] [nPool Worker-63] Inside Update ConnectorTraversed, Current/
destination is Start_System_Process_1 Source is Start_1
2011-03-28 19:24:12,648 INFO  [com.optinuity.c2o.workflowengine.WorkflowManager] [nPool Worker-63] Done resuming Process with ROID: 541 for TP_user01-
w500_3 Recovery.

 Task Flow for Task Lists
In a production environment, use task lists to distribute the workload that interaction request
forms create. Content designers create forms that require user response during runtime.
Administrators in a production environment can analyze forms and can transfer corresponding
tasks to the appropriate user or group. The user or group member then takes the task and can
reply to the pending User Interaction Notification. The group leader can take a task and can
delegate it to the appropriate group member. The group leader can remove a delegate. When
a user is removed from a task, they cannot reply to the task. Users can return a task so that
someone else can reply to it. The user who takes a task can reply to the task.Task Flow for Task
Lists
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HID_Task_Flow_for_Task_Lists
In a production environment, use task lists to distribute the workload that interaction request forms create. Content
designers create forms that require user response during runtime. Administrators in a production environment can
analyze forms and can transfer corresponding tasks to the appropriate user or group. The user or group member
then takes the task and can reply to the pending User Interaction Notification. The group leader can take a task
and can delegate it to the appropriate group member. The group leader can remove a delegate. When a user is
removed from a task, they cannot reply to the task. Users can return a task so that someone else can reply to it.
The user who takes a task can reply to the task.
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Figure 32: Task Flow for Task Lists

Follow these steps:

1. Design a process with interaction request forms.
See The Forms Designer. See also Interaction Request Forms.

2. Put the process with interaction request forms into production.
See Transition the New Process to Production for generic details.

3. Process runs.
See Start Request Forms for information about starting a start request form. Start request forms can invoke
interaction request forms.

4. Transfer a task.
See Manage Task Lists.

5. Take a task, delegate a task, and reply to a pending task.
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See Use Task Lists.

 Complete Prerequisites to Content Design
Administrators can perform the following setup tasks as soon as a new CA Process Automation
is installed:
catpa04305
Administrators can perform the following setup tasks as soon as a new CA Process Automation is installed:

1. Create user accounts with default roles.
2. Configure the Domain Contents.

Administrators perform the following setup tasks each time a new process is automated:

1. Plan a process.
2. Configure Design targets for a new process.

Administrators restart agents on an as needed basis.

 Configure Design Targets for a New Process
When you finish planning the process, you set up targets for testing the new process. The
process follows:
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When you finish planning the process, you set up targets for testing the new process. The process follows:

1. Install agents interactively.
2. Configure target hosts in the design environment.
3. Customize operator category settings for a selected agent.

 How to Create and Start Processes
Content designers or content administrators can create the process object for a new process
in the Library tab. Designers design each process in the Designer tab. Content designers or
content administrators can start processes from the Library tab. Before exporting a new process
to another Orchestrator, they can generate documentation for reference. Links to these tasks
follow:
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Content designers or content administrators can create the process object for a new process in the Library
tab. Designers design each process in the Designer tab. Content designers or content administrators can start
processes from the Library tab. Before exporting a new process to another Orchestrator, they can generate
documentation for reference. Links to these tasks follow:

• Create a Process Object.
• Start a process from the library.
• Start a process from the library as suspended.
• Generate process documentation.

 Operators and Icons
 carries out the instructions in the operators that you add to a process or to a schedule. The
articles that are related to operators and icons describe how to configure operators after you
add them to a process or schedule object. These articles also include information about custom
operators and connectors.
catpa04305
CA Process Automation carries out the instructions in the operators that you add to a process or to a schedule. The
articles that are related to operators and icons describe how to configure operators after you add them to a process
or schedule object. These articles also include information about custom operators and connectors.

Contents:

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CPA/.Create+User+Accounts+with+Default+Roles+v4.2.2a
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CPA/.Configure+the+Domain+Contents+v5.0
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 Operators
This and related articles provide general guidelines for configuring properties and working with
different types of operators, including custom operators.
catpa04305
This and related articles provide general guidelines for configuring properties and working with different types of
operators, including custom operators.

Note:

To learn more about each operator, see Reference.

Item: Description:

Designer Tab and Toolbar: When you open a new
process or you edit an existing one from the Library
Browser, the Designer tab appears. In the toolbar, click
View and select the Operators and Properties palettes.
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Operators Palette: Search for operators by folder or
name.

Custom Operators in a Custom Group: Drag-and-
drop a custom operator from this palette to your process
layout. Right-click an operator to add or remove it from
the Favorites group.

Properties Palette: Use this palette and its buttons,
links, and windows to manage the properties of the
currently selected operator. Expand and collapse panels
as you work. Each panel consists of similar properties.

Additional Windows: Some properties appear in their
own windows.

You also work with operators to configure schedules.
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Item: Description:

Schedule Editor: When you open a schedule from the
Library Browser, the Schedule Editor appears. Use the
toolbar to activate, set validity of, check in, or save the
schedule.
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Processes Pane: Select the processes to include and
drag them to the Schedule Items page.

Scheduled Process in Queue:Set the duration and
frequency for running the process in a single day.

Process Properties: Click Properties to view process
properties on the General and Specific tabs.

Operators Pane: Select the operators to include and
drag them to the Schedule Items page.

Operator Properties: Click Properties to view operator
properties on the General and Specific tabs.

 Auto Recovery
 checks the Enable Operator Recovery Settings for each object before running a process
instance.  uses the settings to determine whether the process instance is recoverable. The
process instance is not affected if the object settings change after running the process instance.
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The Operator Recovery feature controls what processes can recover as part of the manual or automatic recovery of
a touchpoint, Orchestrator, or host group. You can enable or disable this feature.

• Enable recovery on a process and define an exception handler that notifies you of a failure.
• Disable recovery on a process and define an exception handler that remedies the system error. For example,

the handler could run the operator on a different touchpoint.

Note:  See Create Exception Handlers for more information.

CA Process Automation checks the Enable Operator Recovery Settings for each object before running a process
instance. CA Process Automation uses the settings to determine whether the process instance is recoverable. The
process instance is not affected if the object settings change after running the process instance.

If enabled, the recovery procedure acts on operators and recovers process instances that fail with
a SYSTEM_ERROR. The operators' processes must be set to be recoverable and must be in
the Blocked, Running,or Waiting state when the recovery is triggered. Operator recovery resets the operator and
then resumes the processes. An operator in the Blocked state should resume operation and run again during
touchpoint recovery.

New processes created in CA Process Automation version 4.0 or later have this option selected by default. Enable
Operator Recovery is unchecked by default only for existing processes created before a CA Process
Automation version 4.0 upgrade.

 Java and External JARs
The Java module allows you to specify Java code to run inside a BeanShell Interpreter in
the  JVM. BeanShell is an embedded dynamic Java source interpreter, scripting language, and
flexible environment. Using the  Java module and operators, you can:
catpa04305
The Java module allows you to specify Java code to run inside a BeanShell Interpreter in the CA Process
Automation JVM. BeanShell is an embedded dynamic Java source interpreter, scripting language, and flexible
environment. Using the CA Process Automation Java module and operators, you can:

• Import and reference JAR files at the module or operator level.
• Configure global settings for all Run Java Code operators or specific settings for a particular operator. You can

specify paths to the external JAR files that operators can use. You can also set the default log setting in the
module. For each operator, you can specify the code that you want to run, the input parameters, and the output
variable names. Log settings you specify for a single Run Java Code operator override the module-level log
settings.

• Write Java code that references classes in these JARs. CA Process Automation automatically creates new
Java Object data types when you run a Java program. Because new Java objects are invoked inside the
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Run Java Code operator, you do not need to use any create or destroy object methods. After execution of
the operator, CA Process Automation automatically collects any garbage resources, classes, and objects in
memory.

• Run the Java code using the Run Java Code operator. You can invoke classes in an external Java Archive
(JAR) file from a Run Java Code operator. Use this operator to leverage the functionality that your existing Java
code provides.

• Save Java objects to the operator dataset to make them available to subsequent Run Java Code operators.
You have the option of saving an entire Java object in the operator dataset before the end of execution of the
operator. You can then leverage the Java object saved in the operator dataset in subsequent operators by
passing it to them.

Contents:

 

 Configure the Java Module
You can invoke classes in an external Java Archive (JAR) file from all Run Java Code operators.
Configure the Java module to apply settings to these operators to leverage the functionality
that your existing Java code provides. Then use the Run Java Code operator to create a Java
object.
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You can invoke classes in an external Java Archive (JAR) file from all Run Java Code operators. Configure the
Java module to apply settings to these operators to leverage the functionality that your existing Java code provides.
Then use the Run Java Code operator to create a Java object.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the JARs you want to work with on a CA Process Automation Orchestrator or agent machine. Locate
the Default External Jars field for the module. Enter the paths to the external JARs to load for use by all the Run
Java Code operators running on the Orchestrator or agent. For each path, you can enter:

1.1 The full path to a JAR file that resides on the machine where the Orchestrator or agent is running. The full
path starts with either of the following slash marks:

/
\\

You can also designate the full path using a regular expression that starts with one character, then a colon
(:), and then the rest of the string, including dot syntax as in:

^.:.* 

2.1 The full path to a JAR file available over http:// or https://. The path does not require authentication and is
not accessible through an http proxy.

3.1 A relative path to a JAR file that was uploaded to the CA Process Automation User Resources folder.
Unless you specify a full path, the application considers the path that you enter to be a relative path.

The Java Module Class Loader, which all the running Run Java Code operators of the Java module share, loads
the JARs that you list in this field. The JARs are loaded once when executing the first Java module operator,
and later after any changes made to the default external JARs. Any JAR entered in this list are available to the
Java code that the Run Java Code operators run. Any classes you define in the operator-level JARs override
the same classes specified in the module-level JARs.

2. In addition to external JARs, enter paths to any .class files that any Run Java Code operators running on the
Orchestrator or agent are using.
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1.1 For .class files in an unnamed package, enter a path that ends with the directory that contains the .class
files. For example, MyAccount.java does not belong to a package, and MyAccount.class is in the following
location:

Note:

Ensure that the following path is enclosed in single quotes:

C:\java\tests\MyAccount.class

Set the operator to use the following path:

C:\\java\\tests

2.1 For .class files in a named package, enter a path that ends with the directory that contains
the root package. The root package is the first package in the full package name. For example,
MyAccount.java belongs to package com.ca.tech. MyAccount.class is at the following path:

Note:

Ensure that the following path is enclosed in single quotes:

C:\java\othertests\com\ca\tech\MyAccount.class

Set the operator to use the following path:

C:\\java\\othertests

Note:  Specify the path to a folder as a full path or as a relative path to CA Process Automation User
Resources. Do not specify an http path. Specify the path to a folder to load .class files, not JAR files.
Unlike .class files, each JAR file requires a separate path that ends with the JAR file (not the directory where it
resides).

3. (Optional) Upload the JARs you want to work with to the CA Process Automation User Resources.
CA Process Automation automatically mirrors the JARs.

Note:  Resources, including user resources, are mirrored within the mirroring interval of the Orchestrator or
agent. Ensure that the JAR files you upload in the user resources are already mirrored before using them in the
Java module operators.

4. Verify that the JAR files containing the Java classes you want to work with are available to the Orchestrator/
agent whose touchpoint is running the operator.

5. (Optional) Configure the module default logger. You can override this configuration at the operator level.
6. (Optional) Override any module level settings by configuring individual operators.
7. Run any Run Java Code operators. The Java module captures any exceptions or errors that are encountered

during an operation and alerts the user in the Reason field of the problem operator.

 Configure the Run Java Code Operator
You can invoke classes in an external Java Archive (JAR) file from a Run Java Code operator.
The Run Java Code operator can use both operator-level and module-level JARs. You can also

http://com.ca
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configure the Run Java Code operator to override module-level settings. Use the operator to
leverage the functionality in your existing Java code.
catpa04305
You can invoke classes in an external Java Archive (JAR) file from a Run Java Code operator. The Run Java Code
operator can use both operator-level and module-level JARs. You can also configure the Run Java Code operator
to override module-level settings. Use the operator to leverage the functionality in your existing Java code.

Follow these steps:

1. If you did not already configure the Java module, complete this task first. See Configure the Java Module.
2. Configure the Run Java Code operator.

Specify the paths to the external JARs that the Run Java Code operator uses. For each path, you can enter:

• The full path to a JAR file that resides on the host where the Orchestrator or agent is running. The full path
starts with either of the following slash marks:

/
\\

You can also use a regular expression (including dot notation) that starts with one character, then a colon (:),
then the remaining string as in:

^.:.* 

• The full path to a JAR file available over http:// or https://. The path cannot require authentication and must
not be accessible through an http proxy.

• A relative path to a JAR file that resides in to the CA Process Automation User Resources folder.

Unless you specify a full path, the application interprets the path that you enter as a relative path.
The operator loads the JARs listed in this field and makes them available to the Java code in the running
operator. The classes defined in these JARs override the same classes specified in the module-level JARs.

3. In addition to external JARs, enter paths to any .class files for the Run Java Code operator.

1.1 For .class files in an unnamed package, enter a path that ends with the directory that contains the .class
files. For example, if MyAccount.java does not belong to a package, and MyAccount.class is in:

C:\java\tests\MyAccount.class

Set the operator so it uses the following path:

C:\\java\\tests

2.1 For .class files in a named package, enter a path that ends with the directory that contains the root
package. The root package is the first package in the full package name. For example, if MyAccount.java
belongs to the package com.ca.tech and MyAccount.class is in:

http://com.ca
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C:\java\othertests\com\ca\tech\MyAccount.class

Set the operator so it uses the following path:

C:\\java\\othertests

Note:  Specify the path to a folder as a full path or as a relative path to CA Process Automation User
Resources. Do not specify an http path. Specify the path to a folder so it loads .class files, not JAR files.
Unlike .class files, each JAR file requires a separate path that ends with the JAR file (not the directory where it
resides).

4. (Optional) Upload the JARs you want to work with to the CA Process Automation User Resources.
CA Process Automation automatically mirrors the JARs.

Note:  Resources, including user resources, are mirrored during the mirroring interval of the Orchestrator or
agent. Ensure that the JAR files you upload in the user resources are already mirrored before using them in the
Java module operators.

5. Specify the code to run.
6. Specify the input parameters to pass to the Java code.
7. Specify the output names of the variables created in the operator Java code. The output variable names must

be saved in the operator dataset when the code finishes running.

Note:  CA Process Automation serializes Java objects that are not Boolean, date, integer, number, string,
character, or an array of these types and saves them as JavaObjects.

8. (Optional) Specify the logger setting of this Run Java Code operator. These settings override the module-level
logger settings.

9. Run the Run Java Code operator.
The Java module captures exceptions or errors that are encountered during an operation and alerts the user in
the Reason field of the problem operator.

 Use a JavaObject
Java objects are saved after a Run Java Code operator has completed in a JavaObject data
type. You can use a JavaObject dataset variable in the following ways:
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Java objects are saved after a Run Java Code operator has completed in a JavaObject data type. You can use
a JavaObject dataset variable in the following ways:

• Pass the JavaObject dataset variable in the parameters list of the Run Java Code operator.
• Pass the path of the JavaObject dataset variable in a string variable from an Interaction Request Form or Start

Request Form. For example:

JavaObjectPath = Datasets["/GlobalDatasets"].acct

Then, you can use the eval function when passing the JavaObjectPath variable to the parameters list of the Run
Java Code operator. For example:

eval(Process.IRF.JavaObjectPath)

• Copy a JavaObject in Javascript. You can also assign one JavaObject to another.

Note:  Do not modify the actual value of a CA Process Automation JavaObject (the serialized string of the
original Java object). Your changes could prevent the Run Java Code operator from loading the JavaObject.
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Observe the following constraints when working in JavaScript:

• Similar to passwords, you cannot concatenate a JavaObject to a string.
• You cannot load a JavaObject and use its methods in JavaScript. Instead, pass the JavaObject in the Run Java

Code operator parameters list and access it in the operator Java code.

The Java code that you write can consist of normal Java statements and expressions. You can also define your
own methods and use them inside the code. For example:

// Import the classes that you want to use
import ca.tech.pam.MyAccount;
// Note: no need to import StringBuffer and Date because they are part of the 
// automatically imported packages
// import java.lang.StringBuffer;
// import java.util.Date;
// Note: the jar that contains the ca.tech.pam.MyAccount class 
// must be in the list of External Jars of the operator or the module;
// but java lang and java util are in rt.jar, which is automatically put in the classpath
 
MyAccount acct = new MyAccount(1000.00);
 
// Use the public methods of the MyAccount object
acct.addFunds(34.44);
acct.subFunds(10);
 
// Define your own method
String getStatement(MyAccount acc) {
    StringBuffer strBuff = new StringBuffer("Account Balance: " + acc.getBalance());
    Date dt = new Date(System.currentTimeMillis());
    strBuff.append(" on date: " + dt);
    return strBuff.toString();
}
// Use the method you defined
// also print the statement using the 'logger' object that you 
// setup in the 'Logger' page of the operator 

logger.info(getStatement(acct));

After you run this Java code, the log message shows the account balance, the date, and the time:

Account Balance: 124.44 on date: Wed Jul 13 12:53:37 EDT 2011

 Add or Remove Your Favorite Operators
Follow these steps:
catpa04305
As a convenience, you can add your favorite operators to the Favorites folder or group in the Operators palette.

Click Refresh in the Operators palette to view your favorite operators when you design a process.

Follow these steps:

http://logger.info
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1. Click the Designer tab.
2. Open a process or create a process.
3. In the toolbar, click the View menu and select Operators.

The Operators palette appears.
4. In the filter area at the top of the Operators palette, click Refresh.

The list of operators, custom operators, and favorite operators is updated.
5. Expand the Favorites folder to view the operators you have added. For new users, no operators appear.
6. To add an operator to your Favorites folder:

1.1 Expand any other folder of operators.
2.1 Right-click an operator and select Add to Favorites.
3.1 Click Refresh.

7. To remove an operator from your Favorites folder:

1.1 Click Refresh.
2.1 Expand the Favorites folder to view the operators you have added.
3.1 Right-click an operator and select Remove from Favorites.

 Connector Extensions
Connectors integrate CA and third-party products into workflow processes. You can download
other connectors in addition to the connectors provided on the  installation media. Licensing
restrictions may apply. A list of the most popular connectors follows:
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Connectors are optional extensions to CA Process Automation that enable operators that interface with other CA
and third-party solutions. When your administrator configures a connector, a new group of operators appears in the
Operators palette in the Process Designer.

You can download other connectors in addition to the connectors provided on the CA Process Automation
installation media. Licensing restrictions may apply. A list of the most popular connectors follows:

• Amazon Web Services (AWS)
• BMC Remedy
• CA Client Automation
• CA CMDB
• CA Configuration Automation
• CA eHealth
• CA Service Desk Manager
• CA Spectrum IM
• CA Workload Automation AE
• IBM AS/400
• IBM z/OS
• Microsoft Hyper-V
• VMware vSphere

Use application-specific connectors to perform tasks such as gathering data or applying actions on target systems
and target applications. Connectors provide operators that run in the following locations:

• On the Orchestrator
• On agents that reside on the application server
• On proxy agents that can remotely perform the required task or collect the data on the application server

Each connector module typically includes multiple operators. Each operator performs one of the following
specialized tasks:

• Decision Tree Support
Returns a binary (true/false, success/failure) value that can be used to decide how to branch in the process. In
some situations, the returned value can have more than two options. However, the returned value is always a
small and well-defined set of possible values.

• Data Collection
Collects more complex datasets from the target application. The result is typically stored in a local dataset
where other operators can further analyze it. If so required, the data can also be made global so that other
processes can use it.
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• Active Management
Performs actions on the target system, including all operators that change the behavior of the target system in
any way. For example:

• Sending an event
• Reconfiguring the application
• Starting or stopping a related service

In some cases, a single operator can perform more than one of these functions. For example, a connector can run,
then return a result set that is based on the connector action.

CA Process Automation includes many connectors. You can create connectors and related operators easily in
either of the following ways:

• By calling standard, application-specific executables that are on the agent
• By using standard scripting languages for more complex functions

To minimize the application footprint and user interface complexity, only a set of generic and commonly used
connectors are installed by default. Best practice is to install other connectors only when necessary.

 Operator Icons
 automatically handles the smaller visual indicators that represent the status of an operator in a
process. For example, smaller graphics in the corners of all icons represent different execution
states (such as idle, running, completed, and failed) in a process.  supplies default icons that
are displayed for operators when they are placed in a process or schedule. You can replace the
default icon with an icon that you specify (a custom icon). You can assign a custom icon to any
operator in a process, including custom operators.
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CA Process Automation automatically handles the smaller visual indicators that represent the status of an operator
in a process. For example, smaller graphics in the corners of all icons represent different execution states (such as
idle, running, completed, and failed) in a process. CA Process Automation supplies default icons that are displayed
for operators when they are placed in a process or schedule. You can replace the default icon with an icon that you
specify (a custom icon). You can assign a custom icon to any operator in a process, including custom operators.

The following graphic details the smaller subset of icons that an operator can display to indicate status and port
options.
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Item: Description:

Breakpoint: This icon indicates that you set a
breakpoint in the process at this operator. Click Set
Breakpoint in the toolbar.

Simulation Mode: This icon indicates that you are
overriding simulation options and have set the operator
simulation type to local or distant. In the Properties
palette, expand Simulation.

Pre-Execution Code: This icon indicates the presence
of JavaScript code that runs before the operator runs. In
the Properties palette, expand Execution Settings.

Post-Execution Code: This icon indicates the
presence of JavaScript code that runs after the operator
runs. In the Properties palette, expand Execution
Settings.

Custom Port: The process flows through a custom port
when its predefined expression is true.

Timeout Port: The process flows through this port
when the operator times out.
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Failed Port: The process flows through this port when
the operator yields an unsuccessful result or fails.

Completed Port: The process flows through this port
when the operator yields a successful result.

When you run a process, the following icons indicate the status of each operator.

Item: Description:

Aborted: The process has been stopped.

Running: The process is currently running.

Failed: The process failed at this particular operator.

Completed: The process has successfully passed this
particular operator.

Timeout: The process has timed out at this particular
operator.

 Custom Operators
You can define custom operator objects that users can add to their processes or schedules as
they would add any other operator. You create custom operators by reusing an existing base
operator. Configure the settings of that base operator in the Properties palette. Use custom
operators to share new functionality across your IT organization.
catpa04305
You can define custom operator objects that users can add to their processes or schedules as they would add
any other operator. You create custom operators by reusing an existing base operator. Configure the settings
of that base operator in the Properties palette. Use custom operators to share new functionality across your IT
organization.

For example, you could use the Get SNMP Variable operator as the basis for a custom operator that retrieves
specific information from a network router. Configure the appropriate SNMP variable OID and community string,
then set the properties so a user can configure the IP address of the SNMP variable. After it is published, users
can add the custom operator to a process or schedule, then configure the IP address to access specific network
router information. Users do not have to know the SNMP variable OID or the community string. Those values have
already been configured and are probably hidden from the user.

A more powerful use of custom operators is to develop interfaces to new enterprise applications and systems
including:

• Mission-critical applications; organizations often develop and deploy such applications internally
• Web services (SOAP and RESTful)
• Command line and scripting applications
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• Databases
• Java

Develop custom operators that perform common actions that interface with your applications and systems. Reuse
your own custom operators to enable your organization to work easily with these applications and systems
from automated processes. Users can perform actions without expert knowledge of all application and system
interfaces.

Custom operators also provide the advantage of easily adapting to changes in your IT environment. For example,
you need change only the original custom operator object if IT environment changes require you to change how
you interface with an application. All processes and schedules that use the custom operator automatically apply the
changes in the latest designated version. Therefore, changes in the IT environment are transparent to all processes
and schedules.

Contents:

 Create and Manage Custom Operators
You can copy and paste a predefined operator. Then you can modify the copy for a similar use.
If you need the same configuration across multiple planned processes, you can create a custom
operator to fill this need.
catpa04305
HID_Create_and_Manage_Custom_Operators
You can copy and paste a predefined operator. Then you can modify the copy for a similar use. If you need the
same configuration across multiple planned processes, you can create a custom operator to fill this need.

A custom operator saves not only configured settings but also a custom properties pane. You can easily create a
custom icon for any custom operator you create.

See the following pages for more information:

• Create Custom Operators
• Make a Custom Operator Available or Unavailable
• Manage Automation Objects

 Create Custom Operators
Create a custom operator that is based on a CA Process Automation operator and tailor the
function of the custom operator to your environment. You can restrict usage of this custom
operator to yourself or you can make it available for other content designers to use. You can
configure whether to include or hide each name/value pair in the output dataset.
catpa04305
 

 

Create a custom operator that is based on a CA Process Automation operator and tailor the function of the custom
operator to your environment. You can restrict usage of this custom operator to yourself or you can make it
available for other content designers to use. You can configure whether to include or hide each name/value pair in
the output dataset.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:Environment.
3. Navigate to the target folder, right-click the folder, and select New Object, Custom Operator.
4. On the Select Base Operator dialog, expand to the source folder, select the operator to use as a base, and

click OK.
The product adds the custom operator to the grid and presents the default name (Custom Operator) for
editing.

5. Enter a name that describes the new custom operator.
6. Right-click the custom operator and select Edit.

The custom operator instance opens with the Forms tab displayed. The left column is primarily for navigation.
The following example is based on the Start Request operator:
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7. Complete the Form tab:

1.1 Click the Custom Operator folder to display the Name Value pairs in the third column. If you did not yet
name the operator, enter the custom operator name here.

2.1 To activate fields in the RunProcess section of the Form, click each renaming node beginning with
WorkflowName (as the preceding example shows).

3.1 Click Save.
8. Click the Preview tab to view the results of your entries.
9. Click the Settings tab.

1.1 Type the target in the Target field.
2.1 Select one or more check boxes to define how to treat the target.
3.1 Use the Group field to add a custom operator group for this custom operator or to select a custom

operator for this custom operator.
4.1 Type the display name for this custom operator in the Display Name field.
5.1 Click Custom Operator Pre-execution to define pre-execution code for this custom operator.
6.1 Click Custom Operator Post-execution to define post-execution code for this custom operator.
7.1 Click Save.

10. Click Dataset to customize the Dataset of the custom operator.
For each output parameter name/value pair on the left, you can configure whether to hide the parameter value
from output.
Hide from output
     Specifies whether to include the parameter with the output.

1.1 • Selected: Indicates to hide the output parameter.
• Cleared: Indicates to display the output parameter.

11. (Optional) Click the Group Config tab. All toolbar options are disabled for content designers. Only content
administrators can add pages and variables for the custom operator group.

12. Click Properties, then add a description of the custom operator and add one or more tags.
13. Click Save and then click Check In to check in the custom operator.
14. (Optional) Click Make Available to share the custom operator with other content designers.

 Make a Custom Operator Available or Unavailable
You can change the availability state of one or more custom operators.
catpa04305
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You can change the availability state of one or more custom operators.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Use Advanced Search to retrieve a list of all custom operators in a specified state.

1.1 Specify Custom Operator for type.
2.1 Select the state of the custom operators to change.
3.1 Click Search.

4. Select one or more custom operators.
5. Select Make Available or Make Unavailable from the More Actions drop-down list.
6. Verify that the new state is displayed in the State column for the selected objects.

Note:  The shortcut menu for Custom Operator includes the Make Available and Make Unavailable options.

 Custom Operator Properties
You can configure a custom operator by modifying the default settings available for the base
operator. You can also add input pages and parameters to present a user of the custom
operator with specific input settings.
catpa04305
You can configure a custom operator by modifying the default settings available for the base operator. You can also
add input pages and parameters to present a user of the custom operator with specific input settings.

Seven main types of properties exist for each custom operator:

• Form
• Preview
• Settings
• Dataset
• Group Config
• Properties
• Versions
• Audit Trail

For each setting, you would typically:

• Leave it blank and let the user configure it when they use your custom operator.
• Configure it with a predefined value and mark it as invisible, which hides the setting altogether from the user

when they use your custom operator.

You can also:

• Configure it with a predefined value, but let the user change the value.
• Configure it with a predefined value and mark it as read-only, which lets the user see but not edit the value.

Contents:

 Example: Advanced Custom Operator
As a more advanced example, you can create an interface to an in-house application using
scripting. In this example, you would use the Start Script operator as the base for your custom
operator. Then, you would typically specify the extension of the script, the script itself, and other
settings such as the parameters to pass to the script. You would typically set these parameters
(in fact, every parameter that comes from the base operator) as invisible. You can also create
your own settings page to ask a user of your custom operator for some settings that are specific
to your operator. As in the simple example above, an end user can then use your custom
operator to act upon your in-house application. This technique extends integrated processes
without the need to know specifics about how you interface with that application.
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As a more advanced example, you can create an interface to an in-house application using scripting. In this
example, you would use the Start Script operator as the base for your custom operator. Then, you would typically
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specify the extension of the script, the script itself, and other settings such as the parameters to pass to the script.
You would typically set these parameters (in fact, every parameter that comes from the base operator) as invisible.
You can also create your own settings page to ask a user of your custom operator for some settings that are
specific to your operator. As in the simple example above, an end user can then use your custom operator to act
upon your in-house application. This technique extends integrated processes without the need to know specifics
about how you interface with that application.

 Example: Basic Custom Operator
You can create a custom operator that retrieves a specific piece of information from a network
router using the Get SNMP Variable operator as its base. As part of your custom operator,
configure the appropriate SNMP variable OID and community string, and then set the properties
so a user can configure the IP address of the SNMP variable. The Get SNMP Variable operator
has the following specific settings:
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You can create a custom operator that retrieves a specific piece of information from a network router using the Get
SNMP Variable operator as its base. As part of your custom operator, configure the appropriate SNMP variable OID
and community string, and then set the properties so a user can configure the IP address of the SNMP variable.
The Get SNMP Variable operator has the following specific settings:

• Agent Host (IP Address)
• Community
• Object ID (OID)
• Retry Count
• Timeout
• SNMP Version

You would typically configure predefined values and mark as invisible all the settings except for Agent Host.
Another designer using this custom operator only sees the Agent Host setting in the Properties palette. All other
settings are hidden. Other users can specify the Agent Host to determine the network router where information is
sourced. But other users do not need to know the other settings for a Get SNMP Variable operator. As long as they
configure the correct IP address, the information in question appears.

 Custom Operator Form Tab
Each custom operator can have one or more pages of parameters that are based on its
ancestor or base operator. You can modify and configure these parameters. For example, if the
base is the Run Script operator, you can configure the following parameters:
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When designing a custom operator, you can permit custom parameters and pages to receive input from end users
as they configure your custom operator in a process or schedule. Use the Custom Operator Form tab to:

• Add, remove, and rename property pages
• Add, remove, and rename parameters on the property pages
• Configure the characteristics of a parameter
• Reorder parameters on a property page
• Move parameters between pages

Each custom operator can have one or more pages of parameters that are based on its ancestor or base operator.
You can modify and configure these parameters. For example, if the base is the Run Script operator, you can
configure the following parameters:

• The scriptType field to define the extension of the script
• The inLineScript field to define the script itself
• The other fields and parameters standard for the Run Script operator

Contents:

 Add Property Pages
A custom operator may require additional parameters as input into the function of the operator.
You can add property pages to group these additional parameters. When you add pages to the
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custom operator on the Form tab, they appear as expandable sections in the Properties palette
of the Process Designer.
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The Custom Operator Settings tab includes the standard base operator properties. These settings correspond to
the parameters found on the Properties palette in the Process Designer. Use the Properties palette to configure the
custom operator’s base properties and the custom properties that you assign to it.

A custom operator may require additional parameters as input into the function of the operator. You can add
property pages to group these additional parameters. When you add pages to the custom operator on the Form
tab, they appear as expandable sections in the Properties palette of the Process Designer.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Library Browser, double-click a custom operator.
2. In the toolbar, click Check Out.
3. In the Custom Operator designer window, click the Form tab.
4. In the Form Elements pane, expand all of the following:

1.1 Form Elements
2.1 Page Layout under Form Elements
3.1 Page Layout under your custom operator

5. Drag a Page element from the Form Elements Page Layout down to the Page Layout level for your custom
operator.

6. Click the new page and then click Rename in the toolbar. Rename the new page to a meaningful identifier. 
Each page name corresponds to a named expandable section in the Custom Operator Properties palette in the
Process Designer.

7. The order of the pages in the Properties palette also corresponds to the order shown on the Form tab. Select a
page and click Move Up or Move Down from the toolbar to move the page up or down in the list.

To remove a property page, including all parameters:

1. Select the page.
2. In the toolbar, click Delete.

 Add Custom Parameters
Unless you set their Read Only, Disabled, or Hidden properties to true, custom parameters
that you add to your custom operator are visible and configurable by end users in your Custom
Operator Properties palette in the Process Designer or in the Schedule Editor.
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After creating property pages, you can add parameters (fields) to them. Custom parameters are often used to
give users a different presentation for a parameter needed for the base operator. For example, you can add a
parameter to present a list of values that you want users to select from, rather than using an edit box with no
defined values. Parameters are also used to capture input that is then used in an expression to calculate one
or more base operator parameters. Also, parameters are used to present an interface to users with appropriate
terminology.

Unless you set their Read Only, Disabled, or Hidden properties to true, custom parameters that you add to your
custom operator are visible and configurable by end users in your Custom Operator Properties palette in the
Process Designer or in the Schedule Editor.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Library Browser, double-click a custom operator.
2. In the toolbar, click Check Out.
3. In the Custom Operator designer window, click the Form tab.
4. In the Form Elements pane, expand all of the following:

1.1 Form Elements
2.1 Page Layout and any pages under your custom operator

5. Drag a form element from the Form Elements down to the page for your custom operator. You cannot drag a
field directly onto the form layout.

6. Click the new field to edit its properties. Rename the new field to a meaningful identifier using the Label
property. Use the Rename toolbar button to rename certain fields such as check boxes.
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Each field name corresponds to a named field in the Custom Operator Properties palette in the Process
Designer.

7. The order of the fields in the Properties palette also corresponds to the order shown on the Form tab. Select an
element and click Move Up or Move Down from the toolbar to move it up or down in the list.

To remove a parameter:

1. Select the page.
2. In the toolbar, click Remove.

 Invisible Parameter Option
 allows you to configure and hide custom operator parameters from the end user. You can
set the custom operator parameters to be invisible, read-only, or editable at run time. To pass
information to the custom operator parameter, add macros to the custom operator. You can hide
input parameters from the user and use macros to access the input values of the hidden custom
operator parameters. Changes you make to custom operator parameters cascade down to all
the processes using the custom operator.
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CA Process Automation allows you to configure and hide custom operator parameters from the end user. You can
set the custom operator parameters to be invisible, read-only, or editable at run time. To pass information to the
custom operator parameter, add macros to the custom operator. You can hide input parameters from the user and
use macros to access the input values of the hidden custom operator parameters. Changes you make to custom
operator parameters cascade down to all the processes using the custom operator.

Unless you set their Read Only, Disabled, or Hidden properties to true, custom parameters that you add to your
custom operator are visible and configurable by end users in your Custom Operator Properties palette in the
Process Designer or in the Schedule Editor.

 Expand Macro in the Value Property
To use a custom parameter to define the value of a base operator parameter (a typical reason
for using custom parameters), you must treat it as a macro. Use the Expand macro in the
value property to permit user input for a custom operator field to be used as the value for the
base operator parameter.
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To use a custom parameter to define the value of a base operator parameter (a typical reason for using custom
parameters), you must treat it as a macro. Use the Expand macro in the value property to permit user input for a
custom operator field to be used as the value for the base operator parameter.

To do this, set the Hidden property first. Then configure the base operator parameter with the Expand macro in the
value option. CA Process Automation searches the base operator parameter values (for any parameter with the
Expand macro in the value set) for any custom parameter name, and replaces the custom parameter name with the
customer parameter value. While this is a powerful feature, take care to determine which base operator parameters
should have the Expand macro in the value option set and in naming your custom parameters so that they are
unique enough that you do not accidentally replace a string with your custom parameter sharing the same name.

For example, you created a custom operator using the Run Script operator as a base. The script is defined to
pass some parameters based on input supplied by a user of the custom operator. A form field is added to obtain
this input from the end user and that field is named for. In the base operator, add one parameter and enter the
value for and set the Expand macro in the value property to true. This correctly passes the user's input configured
in the custom operator form field to the script as a parameter.

If a user enters the value Steve for this custom parameter, the script would receive one parameter with
the value Steve. However, if you set the Expand macro in the value property for the base operator
parameter inLineScript, this replaces the word for anywhere in the script with the word Steve. This is undesirable,
as the scripting code for any For loops would be accidentally replaced with an unintended term, resulting in a
syntax error in your script.

 Test the Custom Operator Interface
After you add and configure pages and parameters, you can use the Test feature to preview the
Custom Operator Properties pane.
catpa04305
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After you add and configure pages and parameters, you can use the Test feature to preview the Custom Operator
Properties pane.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Test on the toolbar.
The parameters appear on the tabs in the same order that is listed on the corresponding pages in the Custom
Operator Parameters palette.

2. Review the pages and parameters. 
You can preview the end-user view of the customer operator and available options for it.

 Example: Retrieve ValueMap Array Values with an Operator System Function
This example uses the following operator system function to retrieve the values of a ValueMap
array. The function returns one field or column from an array that is based on the provided
parameters.
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This example uses the following operator system function to retrieve the values of a ValueMap array. The function
returns one field or column from an array that is based on the provided parameters.

getValueFromValueMapArray(groupName, arrName, fieldName, fieldValue, requiredFieldName)

Follow these steps:

1. Create a custom operator named CustOp_GetDBVersion with Get Version as the base operator.
2. Design the form as the following illustration shows:
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Name the form elements as follows:

• mNamedConnection
• mHostName
• mUserName
• mPassword
• mPort
• mDBName
• mDBType
• mDriverName 

Ensure that the form elements names are similar to the variable names defined in the Group Configuration tab.
3. Click the Settings tab and create a group named NamedConnectionGroupDemo.
4. Click the Custom Operator Pre-execution tab and enter the following code:

Process.HostName = getValueFromValueMapArray("NamedConnectionGroupDemo", "ConnArray",
 "mNamedConnection", Operator.mNamedConnection, "mHostName");
Process.UserName = getValueFromValueMapArray("NamedConnectionGroupDemo", "ConnArray",
 "mNamedConnection", Operator.mNamedConnection, "mUserName");
Process.Password = getValueFromValueMapArray("NamedConnectionGroupDemo", "ConnArray",
 "mNamedConnection", Operator.mNamedConnection, "mPassword");
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Process.Port = getValueFromValueMapArray("NamedConnectionGroupDemo", "ConnArray",
 "mNamedConnection", Operator.mNamedConnection, "mPort");
Process.DBName = getValueFromValueMapArray("NamedConnectionGroupDemo", "ConnArray",
 "mNamedConnection", Operator.mNamedConnection, "mDBName");
Process.DBType = getValueFromValueMapArray("NamedConnectionGroupDemo", "ConnArray",
 "mNamedConnection", Operator.mNamedConnection, "mDBType");
Process.DriverName = getValueFromValueMapArray("NamedConnectionGroupDemo",
 "ConnArray", "mNamedConnection", Operator.mNamedConnection, "mDriverName");

5. To lock the group, select the Group Configuration tab and click Lock.
6. Create a ValueMap array named ConArray and add the following parameters:

• mNamedConnection
• mHostName
• mUserName
• mPassword
• mPort
• mDBName
• mDBType
• mDriverName

7. To save the group configuration, click Save Configuration.
8. To publish the NamedConnectionGroupDemo group at the Domain and Environment level, click Unlock.
9. Open the group from the Configuration Browser, Connectors tab.
10. Add the parameter values to the array as the following illustration shows and save the array.

After the ValueMap array values are retrieved, a production user can use the NamedConnectionGroupDemo
operator in a process to reference a named connection.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a process that uses the CustOp_GetDBVersion custom operator.
2. Set the connection field value in the custom operator properties to "mysql" to retrieve the related values from

the ConArray array.
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3. Run the process.
The script in the custom operator pre-execution code runs. The process retrieves the values for the "mysql"
connection field value entered in the named connection property and displays it in the Dataset palette.

 Custom Operator Preview Tab
Custom Operator Preview Tab
catpa04305
Use the Custom Operator Preview tab to test the form elements.

 Custom Operator Settings Tab
Use the Settings tab to configure settings that are common to all operators. The Custom
Operator Settings tab includes the standard base operator properties. These settings
correspond to the parameters found on the Properties palette in the Process Designer.
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Use the Settings tab to configure settings that are common to all operators. The Custom Operator Settings
tab includes the standard base operator properties. These settings correspond to the parameters found on the
Properties palette in the Process Designer.

• Target
Defines where the custom operator runs.

• Target is a calculated expression
Indicates the target uses a calculated expression.

• Target is Read-Only
Indicates the target is read-only and cannot be changed.

• Run as Caller User
Indicates the operator runs as if it were the calling entity,

• 'Run as Caller User' is Read-Only
Indicates the operator runs as if it were the calling entity, but as read-only so that it cannot be changed.

• Group
Specifies a group name for your custom operator. This setting is used as the title of the group or folder in the
Operators palette. You can use the same group name for related custom operators so that they all appear
under the same folder in the Operators palette. The Custom Operator Group configuration defines common
parameters and values for custom operators in the group.

• Display Name
Indicates the name that is shown in the Operators palette with the icon for your custom operator. The name
should be short and based on the function of your operator. Display Name is also used to provide the initial
value for the Name field on the Information page of the Operator Properties. You can use any combination of
letters, digits, spaces, and underscore characters.

• Custom Operator Pre-execution
Specifies any code that must be performed before the custom operator runs.

• Custom Operator Post-execution
Specifies any code that must be performed after the custom operator runs.

• Current Display Icon
Specifies the icon that represents the operator. By default, the icon of your custom operator is the icon of the
base operator.

Contents:

 Create a Custom Operator Group
Content Designers or Content Administrators can use the Settings tab to create a custom
operator group. Only administrators can then configure the custom operator group on the Group
Configuration tab.
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Content Designers or Content Administrators can use the Settings tab to create a custom operator group. Only
administrators can then configure the custom operator group on the Group Configuration tab.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab and navigate to the folder containing the custom operator on which you want to base the
custom operator group.
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2. Double-click the target custom operator.
3. Click the Settings tab.
4. Enter the custom operator group name in the Group field, and then click Save.

 Assign the Group to Other Custom Operators
Content Designers who are adding custom operators can use the Settings tab to assign an
appropriate group to the custom operator.
catpa04305
Content Designers who are adding custom operators can use the Settings tab to assign an appropriate group to the
custom operator.

Follow these steps:

1. To open the custom operator editor, double-click a custom operator on the Library tab.
2. On the custom operator editor, click the Settings tab.
3. From the Group drop-down list, select the group name.
4. Click Save.

 Custom Operator-specific Pre- and Post-execution Code
 lets you define pre-execution and post-execution JavaScript code for custom operators. Pre-
execution code is processed before an operator runs; post-execution code is processed after an
operator runs. Custom operator users cannot override pre-execution or post-execution code that
designers or developers with more permissions have already defined.
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CA Process Automation lets you define pre-execution and post-execution JavaScript code for custom operators.
Pre-execution code is processed before an operator runs; post-execution code is processed after an operator runs.
Custom operator users cannot override pre-execution or post-execution code that designers or developers with
more permissions have already defined.

The code runs in the following order:

1. User-defined pre-execution code.
2. Custom operator-specific pre-execution code.
3. The custom operator.
4. Custom operator-specific post-execution code.
5. User-defined post-execution code.

Contents:

 Define Custom Operator-specific Pre- and Post-execution Code
To prevent accidental deletion or modification of execution code, you can define specific code
for each custom operator. You can also use the custom operator input or output data in your
code.
catpa04305
To prevent accidental deletion or modification of execution code, you can define specific code for each custom
operator. You can also use the custom operator input or output data in your code.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Double-click a custom operator.

The Custom Operator dialog appears.
3. Click the Settings tab.
4. Click one of the following two long buttons:

• Click Custom Operator Pre-execution to enter pre-execution code.
• Click Custom Operator Post-execution to enter post-execution code.

A code dialog appears.
5. Enter your code. Click OK.
6. Click Save.
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 Run Order for Custom Operator-specific Pre-execution Code
The run order for the custom operator-specific pre-execution code is as follows:
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The run order for the custom operator-specific pre-execution code is as follows:

1. Run the user-defined pre-execution code (that is, the pre-execution code defined in the process).
2. Evaluate the User Parameters (this step includes evaluating expressions and expanding macros).
3. Run the custom defined pre-execution code. The User Parameters are exposed and you can use the Operator

keyword to access the parameters.

Note:  The designer does not have the permissions to change User Parameter values.
4. Evaluate the Standard Parameters (this step includes evaluating expressions and expanding macros).
5. Evaluate the Base operator.

 Custom Operator Dataset Tab
For example, assume that your custom operator retrieves fields from a ticket in an in-house
ticketing system. You can create a page to group all the retrieved fields and put the parameters
in the page that corresponds to the returned fields.
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To define and group operator dataset variables that contain information that a custom operator returns, use the
Dataset tab.

For example, assume that your custom operator retrieves fields from a ticket in an in-house ticketing system. You
can create a page to group all the retrieved fields and put the parameters in the page that corresponds to the
returned fields.

Using the Dataset tab in this way provides the following benefits:

• Custom operator users can easily see how the output is defined without having to run the operator first to create
the parameters at run time.

• You can group related parameters in a page with a descriptive name, which is not possible at run time.

In the Dataset palette, you can add, rename, delete, and move pages and parameters. You can also configure the
parameter definitions to set the type, initial value, and other characteristics. The configurations and settings in the
Dataset palette of a custom operator are the same as for any other dataset.

For each output parameter name/value pair on the left, you can configure whether to hide the parameter value from
output.

• Hide from output
Specifies whether to include the parameter with the output.

• Selected: Indicates to hide the parameter; the output parameter is not displayed in the dataset.
• Cleared: Indicates that the parameter is to be included in output parameters; the dataset includes the output

parameter.

 Custom Operator Group Configuration Tab
From the Group Configuration tab, Content Administrators:
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From the Settings tab, Content Designers or Content Administrators:

• Create a custom operator group for a custom operator.
• Assign the group to other custom operators.

From the Group Configuration tab, Content Administrators:

• Configure and publish a custom operator group.
• Edit a custom operator group configuration.

From the Connectors tab in the Configuration Browser, administrators add default values for the configured
variables, which are then inherited. Inheritance proceeds from the Domain to the environments, and from each
environment to the operators that run in the environment. Administrators can override Domain-level values at the
environment level. Content Designers can override environment level settings at the custom operator level.
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 Configure and Publish a Custom Operator Group
Follow these steps:
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A custom operator group defines the parameters that are common to a group of custom operators. Content
Designers (or Content Administrators) use the Settings tab to create a custom operator group. Administrators then
use the Group Configuration tab to add the appropriate variables and publish the group to the Domain and its
environments. Publication adds the custom operator group to the Connectors tab in the Configuration Browser.

Note:  After you publish the variables, you configure their values from the Configuration tab. Custom operators
automatically inherit the default values of the custom operator group to which the custom operator belongs.

Follow these steps:

1. To open the custom operator editor, double-click a custom operator on the Library tab.
2. On the custom operator editor, click the Group Configuration tab.

Note:  You do not need to check out the custom operator to configure a group.
3. Click Lock to lock the group.

The Add Variable and Add Page options are enabled.
4. Add variables or pages as appropriate.
5. Click Save Configuration.
6. Click Unlock.
7. Click OK on the following message:

Group configuration variables published to domain and environment.

CA Process Automation adds the new custom operator group to the Connectors tab for the Domain and for
each environment in the Domain.
From the Connectors tab in the Configuration Browser, administrators can open the custom operator group
that you defined on the Settings tab. From an open custom operator group, administrators can add values to
the variables you defined in the Group Configuration tab.

Note:  For more information about configuring values for custom operator groups, see Administrating.

 Edit a Custom Operator Group Configuration
Follow these steps:
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Administrators can edit a custom operator group configuration. Republishing does not update all changes that you
make in the Connectors tab of the Configuration Browser. If a group you edit was already published at least once or
another user is using it, CA Process Automation only publishes parameters new to the group. The delete or change
of data type operations on variables that were already published are not updated at the Domain or environment
level when you republish. However, CA Process Automation does save the changes at the custom operator level.
You can view the changed data type variables when you open the custom operator in a group.

Follow these steps:

1. To open the custom operator editor, double-click a custom operator on the Library tab.
2. Click the Group Configuration tab.
3. Click Lock to lock the group.

CA Process Automation enables the Add Variable and Add Page options.
4. Add, delete, or edit variables or pages as appropriate.
5. Click Save Configuration.
6. Click Unlock.

When you use a custom operator in the edited group in the Designer tab, verify that the custom operator
includes all of your group changes (including data type changes).

 Custom Operator Custom Panels Tab
For custom operators based on the Assign User Task operator, the Custom Panels tab is
divided into the following sections:
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The Custom Panels tab appears for a limited subset of base operators only, such as the Assign User
Task or Invoke SOAP Method operators. The sections on the tab vary by base operator. Two common base
operators appear in the following examples.

For custom operators based on the Assign User Task operator, the Custom Panels tab is divided into the following
sections:

• Assignees
Specifies the users or groups that can interact with the custom operator and its form.

• Transfer/Delegate Filters
Specifies the users or groups that are available for task transfer or delegation.

• User Task
Specifies the Title, Description, and Form Data Initialization Code for the associated Interaction Request Form.

For custom operators based on the Invoke SOAP Method operator, the Custom Panels tab is divided into the
following sections:

• SOAP Call Data
Use this group of fields to specify the Service URL, method name, user name, password, version, source, and
other details for basic SOAP or HTTP authentication. Use the WSDL Wizard to load a URL and select WSDL
services, ports, and operations.

• Dynamic Parameters
Use this group of fields to specify the parameter style and add, edit, or delete macros or XPath queries.

• Call Results
Use this group of fields to specify the saved SOAP request response file path and add, edit, or delete additional
extracted data. You can also check options to determine how portions of the extracted SOAP body, header, and
XML namespaces are handled.

• MIME Attachment
Use this group of fields to specify an expression or add, edit, and delete content as MIME attachments.

• WS Security
Use this large group of fields to manage security details. Expand each group box by clicking its title to view all
the fields.

 Macro Expansion Syntax
In previous  releases, you could use a variable in a custom operator field that accepted an
expression as input. The base operator supported variables and dynamically replaced them with
actual values (macro expansion). Custom operators that are imported from previous releases
continue to support dynamic variables and macro expansion in this release of the application.
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In previous CA Process Automation releases, you could use a variable in a custom operator field that accepted
an expression as input. The base operator supported variables and dynamically replaced them with actual values
(macro expansion). Custom operators that are imported from previous releases continue to support dynamic
variables and macro expansion in this release of the application.

For base operators with a Custom Panels tab (for example, the Assign User Task and Invoke SOAP Method
operators), however, the fields do not support macro expansion with only a variable name. Add the term operator to
the field for evaluation of the expression and macro expansion, if supported. The following syntax is required to
replace the variables varUserID and varUserPassword dynamically:

Operator.varUserID
Operator.varUserPassword

The following graphic shows the process in the application UI:
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 Custom Operator Properties Tab
Use this tab to store the name, description, and keyword tags for your custom operator. Basic
properties on this tab function the same way for all automation objects.
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Use this tab to store the name, description, and keyword tags for your custom operator. Basic properties on this tab
function the same way for all automation objects.

 Custom Operator Versions Tab
Custom Operator Versions Tab
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Use the Custom Operator Versions tab to manage the versions of your custom operator. Versions function the
same way for all automation objects.

 Custom Operator Audit Trail Tab
Custom Operator Audit Trail Tab
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Use the Custom Operator Audit Trail tab to examine the history of your custom operator. Audit Trails function the
same way for all automation objects.

 Set Custom Operator Availability to All Users
The availability of a custom operator only affects the ability to see and add the custom operator
to a process or schedule. Once a custom operator has been added to a process or schedule,
making it unavailable does not affect its existing inclusion and use.
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By default, a custom operator is not available to other CA Process Automation designers. You can set the
availability of custom operators for all users.

The availability of a custom operator only affects the ability to see and add the custom operator to a process or
schedule. Once a custom operator has been added to a process or schedule, making it unavailable does not affect
its existing inclusion and use.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Double-click a custom operator.

The Custom Operator dialog appears.
3. In the toolbar:
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1.1 Click Make Available to allow all users to see and use the operator.
2.1 Click Make Unavailable to hide the operator from other users.

The change in availability is instant whether you click Save or not.

 Publish a Custom Operator Group Configuration to Another Domain
When you import to a different Domain, the process lets you publish the custom operator
group to that Domain and to all of its environments. The Publish Custom Operator Group
Configuration option requires Group_Config_Admin rights. Administrators (members of
the PAMAdmins group) have this right.
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When you define a custom operator group, the group automatically publishes to the current Domain and to all
environments in the Domain.

When you import to a different Domain, the process lets you publish the custom operator group to that
Domain and to all of its environments. The Publish Custom Operator Group Configuration option
requires Group_Config_Admin rights. Administrators (members of the PAMAdmins group) have this right.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Library browser for the selected Orchestrator, select the destination for the imported items.
2. Right-click the parent folder, then click Import.
3. Click Browse, browse for the XML file in the Open window, then click Open.
4. Select one of the following options that specify how to handle objects with conflicting names. If you import into

an empty folder, there can be no conflicts.

• Import
• Import and Replace
• Do Not Import

5. (Optional) Select the Set Imported Version as Current check box. 
This option applies if you selected Import as a New Version and Keep the Existing Object in Step 4.

6. Select the Make Imported Custom Operators Available check box. 
You cannot use custom operators until they are made available.

7. Select the Publish Custom Operator Group Configuration check box. 
Publication publishes the custom operator groups to the import Domain and to all environments in this Domain.

8. Click Submit.
9. Click OK on the successful import confirmation message.

The import recreates the exported folder structure in the selected location, imports the custom operators, and
publishes the custom operator group and related variables.

 Edit Custom Operator Values
Follow these steps:
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Custom operator groups provide custom variables with default values. Custom operators that you assign to a
custom operator group share those variables and values. You can accept the group-level values or you can assign
different values to the variables for a custom operator.

Note:  Group values are set at the Domain level. All environments in the Domain inherit these group values. Unlike
operator categories, you cannot override values for custom operator groups at the Orchestrator or agent level.
However, you can change inherited values at the custom operator level.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Designer tab.
2. Click the View drop-down list and select Operators, Dataset, and Properties.
3. Expand the custom operator group name in the Operators list and drag the selected custom operator to the

canvas.
4. Double-click the custom operator.
5. Review the value for each custom variable. Either accept the inherited value or type the value that you require.
6. Click Save.
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 Work with Protected Custom Operators
The use of protected custom operators is restricted in the following respects:
catpa04305

CA Technologies can release protected custom operators. The lock icon ( ) indicates that the custom operator is
protected.

The use of protected custom operators is restricted in the following respects:

• You cannot view any code that is defined to the protected custom operator. The input parameters, pre-execution
code, and post-execution code are encrypted.

• You cannot modify the imported version.
• You cannot modify or view the code in a copy of the imported version.

 Custom Operator Icons
Custom icons are visual identifiers for an operator. They assist you in identifying the specific
function of an operator. You can create custom icons in any automation library folder, and then
apply them to any operator. Each icon displays your chosen base image with a modifier image
overlaid in the lower right corner. The base (object) and modifier (action) provide a consistent
structure for all icons.
catpa04305
Custom icons are visual identifiers for an operator. They assist you in identifying the specific function of an
operator. You can create custom icons in any automation library folder, and then apply them to any operator. Each
icon displays your chosen base image with a modifier image overlaid in the lower right corner. The base (object)
and modifier (action) provide a consistent structure for all icons.

As a process designer, you rely on the visual cues that icons provide to determine the purpose of each operator.
For example, you can infer from the icon that it represents a Delete Email operator.

An appropriate icon helps you and other designers understand the operator functionality.

The initial time investment that you make to assign an appropriate icon yields benefits that include the following:

• Standardization
Using a standard set of base and modifier images helps designers understand the object performing the action.

• Simplicity
Designers can readily identify distinct operators in even the largest, most complex, processes.

• Sharing
Teams of designers working in other native languages can share process designs because they are easier to
understand.

Refer to the following flowchart when customizing icons for your process operators:
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Figure 33: Applying Custom Icons

No sequence is required for performing the listed tasks. At any time, you have the following options for customizing
icons:

• Apply a Custom Icon to Any Operator in a Process : While you design a process, you can change the icon for
any operator to customize its appearance only for a single instance. Select a specific instance of an operator
and change its icon to one of the predefined custom icon objects in the library.

• Apply a Custom Icon to a Custom Operator : When you change a custom operator icon, your choice of icon is
applied to all future instances of that operator. In addition, all designers can see the new icon for the custom
operator in the Operator palette.

• Edit a Custom Icon : As time goes by, you can edit one or more predefined custom icons. Your changes apply
wherever that custom icon is already used.
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• Create a Custom Icon : You can define one or more custom icons. You can create a series of custom icons that
you plan to assign to operators or custom operators. Or, you can simply create and save custom icons without
knowing in advance exactly where they will be used.

 

 Create Custom Icons
Follow these steps:
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You can create custom icons in any automation library folder. Each icon pairs your choice of base image with a
modifier image overlaid in the lower-right corner of the base. The base and modifier provide a consistent structure
for all icons.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.

A hierarchical list of folders appears in the left pane and all your automation objects appear in the main window.
2. (Optional) If the new custom icon you want to create is similar to an existing custom icon object, select it, click

Copy, and then Paste.
You can now edit the copy to complete your custom icon. Skip the next step.

3. Right-click any folder in the Library Browser pane and click New Object, Custom Icon.
The new icon appears in the browser with a default name.

4. Double-click the icon.
The Custom Icon Editor opens

5. Select one base and one modifier image. You can browse the icons one by one, filter by the category drop-down
menu, or enter a keyword search.

6. Click the Object Properties tab, enter or edit the icon name, and then click Save & Close.
Your new custom icon is available in the library.

For example, to represent an operator named Upload Report, you would:

• Select a base image that represents a report.
• Select a modifier image that represents the upload action.

 Apply a Custom Icon to Any Operator in a Process
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Designer tab.
2. Click Open.

The Open Process dialog opens.
3. Navigate to your process and click Open.

The process that you open appears on a new tab.
4. Double-click a specific operator already shown on the canvas to view its Properties. In the toolbar, click the View

menu and check Properties to view the Properties palette.
5. In the Properties palette, expand the Information section.
6. In the Information section:

1.1 Clear the Use default Icon check box.
A border appears around the current icon and a Browse button is available.

2.1 Click the Browse button.
The Select Custom Icon dialog appears.

3.1 Select the custom icon object that you want to use for this specific occurrence of the operator.
4.1 Click OK.

7. In the toolbar, click Save.

Note:  You cannot change the icons that are associated with the execution state of an operator. For
example, waiting or completed. CA Process Automation automatically manages these icons.

 Edit a Custom Icon
Follow these steps:
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catpa04305
Over time, the custom icons you and other designers create can be modified to align with other icons. You can edit
custom icons in any automation library folder. Each icon pairs your choice of base image with a modifier image
overlaid in the lower-right corner of the base. The base and modifier provide a consistent structure for all icons.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.

A hierarchical list of folders appears in the left pane and all your automation objects appear in the main window.
2. Right-click a custom icon.
3. Click Action, Edit.

The Custom Icon Editor opens.
4. Select a base and a modifier image, edit the icon name, and then click Save.

Your modifications to the custom icon are applied.

For example, to represent an operator named Upload Report:

• Select a base image that represents a report.
• Select a modifier image that represents the upload action.

 Apply Custom Icons to Custom Operators
You can change the icon for a custom operator. The icon that you select applies to all future
occurrences of the custom operator in processes. Existing occurrences of the custom operator
in processes continue to show the original default icon for the base operator.
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You can change the icon for a custom operator. The icon that you select applies to all future occurrences of the
custom operator in processes. Existing occurrences of the custom operator in processes continue to show the
original default icon for the base operator.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab
A hierarchical list of folders appears in the left pane and all your automation objects are listed in the main
window by type.

2. Double-click a custom operator.
The Custom Operator window appears.

3. In the toolbar, click Check Out.
4. Click the Settings tab.
5. On the Settings tab, click the Change Icon link.
6. In the Select Custom Icon dialog, browse to the custom icon, select it, and click OK.
7. Click Save.
8. (Optional) If none of the existing icons are appropriate, edit a custom icon or create a new one.

 

Note:  You cannot change the icons that are associated with the execution state of a custom operator. For
example, waiting or completed. CA Process Automation automatically manages these icons.

 Examples of Custom Icons
The following list shows examples of custom icons and the potential operators they could
represent.
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The following list shows examples of custom icons and the potential operators they could represent.

• Diagnose (or Monitor) Performance
• Add User Account
• Debug Script or Code

Example: Create or Edit a Custom Icon
This example demonstrates the key concepts behind the CA Process Automation Custom Icon Editor. The graphic
shows the selection of a base icon that is combined with a smaller modifier icon to create a custom icon. The
resulting combination is saved as a Custom Icon object that can later be applied to any operator.
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Example: Apply a Custom Icon
In the following example, the designer has decided to change one of the two identical icons. The custom operator
is based on the Assign User Task operator. However, it has a distinct new purpose. The operator prompts a user to
approve a report. The old default icon appears within the process at left (Before) and the new custom icon appears
at right (After). The new icon better represents the function of the currently selected operator within the process. In
this example, the designer has also elected to show the long name for the operator.
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Imagine a process with many similar operators arranged in a series. Each operator could perform a different action.
In this situation, use custom icons to help you to identify each distinct operator.

 Datasets and Parameters
Datasets let you define groups of variables to store and organize data. Datasets provide a way
to share data across multiple process instances
catpa04305
Datasets let you define groups of variables to store and organize data. Datasets provide a way to share data
across multiple process instances

 

 Datasets
Datasets let you define groups of variables to store and organize data. Datasets provide a way
to share data across multiple process instances.
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Datasets let you define groups of variables to store and organize data. Datasets provide a way to share data
across multiple process instances.

A dataset object defines a collection of variables that you can reference by name. You create and manage datasets
in the Library Browser just like any other automation objects for an Orchestrator. A dataset can contain any number
of fields, called variables. Assign each variable to one of the following data types by the kind of data the variable
stores:

• Boolean
• Date
• String
• Integer
• Java Object
• Long
• Double
• Password
• Object Reference
• ValueMap

You can configure all data types to contain a single value or multiple indexed values (called an array). You can
define an indexed field as an array of one or more dimensions.

You can edit dataset objects and custom operator datasets from the Library Browser. You can edit datasets for
processes and each operator in the Process Designer.
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Item: Description:

Datasets in the Library Browser: Create, edit,
and manage your own dataset objects in the Library
Browser. Open a dataset to edit it.
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Custom Operator Datasets: Create, edit, and manage
your own datasets for custom operator objects in the
Library Browser. Open a custom operator to edit its
dataset.

Datasets in the Process Designer: The Dataset
palette displays the datasets available for the process
and each operator. You can also reference your own
datasets in code. To open a dialog for editing the
selected process or operator dataset, click the Edit icon

( ).

Pages, Variables, Data Types, and Values: Define the
pages and variables for the dataset in the left half of the
dialog. Define the data types and enter a description
in the right half. Define values on either side. Right-
click the variable name for an array to add or delete an
indexed value.

 Create a Named Dataset Object
You create and manage named dataset objects with your other automation objects in the Library
Browser.
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You create and manage named dataset objects with your other automation objects in the Library Browser.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. In the Library Browser folders pane, select a folder.
3. In the toolbar, click New and select Dataset.

A new dataset object appears and is checked out to you.
4. Enter a name for the new dataset.
5. Double-click the dataset to define its pages and fields.

The Dataset dialog opens.

 Dataset Variables
Dataset variables (also known as fields) can contain literal values that you explicitly define in
the dataset object. You can also assign values to variables (fields) at runtime using expressions.
Reference dataset objects and their variables by name using JavaScript expressions in
calculated parameters.
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Dataset variables (also known as fields) can contain literal values that you explicitly define in the dataset object.
You can also assign values to variables (fields) at runtime using expressions. Reference dataset objects and their
variables by name using JavaScript expressions in calculated parameters.

You can create and configure dataset variables for all types of datasets, except the system dataset. Reference
system dataset variables directly. You can reference process and operator datasets through parent process or
operator objects. The following table describes the dataset types.

Dataset Type: Description and Scope: To Reference in an Expression:

Named Dataset Dataset objects store the definition
for a named dataset in the Library
Browser. Named dataset variables
are accessible by any operator,
process, or schedule in the same
library. You can edit the current
version of a named dataset by
expanding the library folder and
double-clicking the dataset object.

See Specify Named Dataset
Variables
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Process Dataset Process datasets contain variables
that you or another designer
defines. CA Process Automation
can also define process variables
automatically when a process
instance starts. Process datasets
appear in the Dataset palette of the
Process Designer.

See Specify Process Dataset
Variables

Operator Dataset An operator dataset is included in
every instance of an operator added
to a process or schedule object.
The operator dataset can contain
operator-parameters, user-defined
variables, and program-defined
variables. An operator dataset is
primarily accessible to the immediate
operator and secondarily to other
operators in a process. Operator
datasets appear below process
datasets in the Dataset palette of the
Process Designer.

See Specify Operator Dataset
Variables

System Dataset A system dataset contains
predefined variables that are
available in the context of the entire
CA Process Automation Domain.
These variables access system
parameters and are made available
by the System keyword.

Note:

When you create a customized
dataset variable, use the dataset
variable name other than the names
of the system generated dataset
variables. For more information, see
the List of System Dataset Variable
Names that should not be used
while creating a customized dataset
variable.

See Specify System Dataset
Variables

 List of System Dataset Variable Names
When you create a customized dataset variable, use the dataset variable name other than the
names of the system generated dataset variables. Here is the list of System Dataset Variable
Names that should not be used while creating a customized dataset variable.
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When you create a customized dataset variable, use the dataset variable name other than the names of the system
generated dataset variables. Here is the list of System Dataset Variable Names that should not be used while
creating a customized dataset variable.

• TouchpointName 
• ServerName
• ServerId
• DisplayName
• InstanceUUID
• rootUUID
• CallerUser
• effectiveUser
• RuntimeROID
• InstanceName
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• UserInstName
• ParentProcessROID
• RootProcessROID
• ScheduledStartTime
• StartDate
• StartTime
• EndDate
• EndTime
• Result
• Progress

 Define Dataset Pages and Variables
Define the pages, variables, and values in a dataset. When you run a process, operators can
reference the values in datasets.
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Define the pages, variables, and values in a dataset. When you run a process, operators can reference the values
in datasets.

New named datasets and process datasets include a default root page called Parameters. The pages and
variables for operator datasets vary by operator. You can create new variables (fields) or you can edit existing
variables. You can also add pages to group variables in logical ways. To edit an existing variable or its value, click
the variable or its value, and then make your changes. You can also change values in dataset variables (fields)
programmatically.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Select a folder and locate a dataset. Use the optional search features if necessary.
3. Double-click the dataset.

The Dataset tab of the Dataset dialog appears.
4. Click Check Out.
5. To create a page, click Add Page.
6. To create a variable:

1.1 Select a page.
2.1 Click Add Variable.

7. To rename a page or variable, double-click it. Names must start with a letter and must have a maximum length
of 32 characters.

8. For variables, select the data type and page, enter an initial value, and provide an optional description.

• Page
Defines the page that contains the variable. To move the variable to a different page, select that page. For
custom operators, the page that is specified here corresponds to an expandable properties group on the
Properties palette.

• Description
(Optional) Provides helpful information about the variable when it appears later in a dataset. If provided, a
tool tip displays the text that you enter here when you move the mouse pointer over the field name or value.

• Value
Specifies the default value if the field is blank (cleared). For fields of the integer, long, and double type, the
default value is 0. For fields of the integer, double, long, or string type, you can specify your own default
value here. To view the Value field contents in a separate window, right-click in the Value field and choose
Expand.

Note:  The Expand option is available for only the string data type.

You can also enter constraints for a field of these types:

• For fields of the Boolean type, you can select True or False.
• For fields of the Object Reference type, click the browse button (...) to select a dataset object.
• For fields of the Date type, click the browse button (...) to select a date.
• Java Object fields are read-only.

Note:  The ValueMap field type cannot be assigned a default value.
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9. To define arrays:

1.1 On the General tab, select the Array check box and select Single or Double in the Array Dimension field.
2.1 Right-click the variable and select Add Indexed Value.
3.1 Click the Value field to enter a value.

Note:  To edit the dataset for a custom operator, open it, check it out, and click the Dataset tab. You can also

edit process and operator datasets by clicking the Edit icon ( ) in the Dataset palette title bar in the Process
Designer.

Note:

Datasets are used to capture the data which can be used across the CA PAM Automation Objects (AO) like
processes or Start Request Form or Schedulers.
By default, when a CA PAM AO accesses a dataset, the dataset is locked for reading or writing to ensure data
consistency. For example, if a Run JavaScript operator accesses a dataset during its execution, the operator locks
the database and prevents access from any other run java Script operators until the original Java script operator is
complete.

1. Use Global Dataset of smaller size (maintain modularity).
2. Use process level dataset instead of accessing global level datasets from multiple places of the process.
3. Don’t access the datasets while using for loops. Instead, assign the dataset to a local variable and use local

variable while using for loops.
4. Use operator level datasets if the required scope is at the operator level.

In the Process Automation oasisconfig.properties file, the default value of the property,
oasis.disable.implicit.dataset.lock is True. When you use datasets only for reading, change the property value to
false as explained here:
oasis.disable.implicit.dataset.lock=false

or

To improve the performance and reduce the wait time by any other thread for write access of the dataset, set the
disable.dataset.lock.read.operation = true for not locking the dataset for read operations

In CA PAM, to access or change a global dataset, lock the dataset till the script execution is complete. Locking the
dataset enables you to maintain the data consistency while the script is executed.

Contents:

 Variable Data Types
Boolean
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Boolean

Stores and returns True or False.

In expressions, this type maps to the JavaScript Boolean data type.

Object Reference

References any type of object available in CA Process Automation, including objects available in an automation
library, touchpoint, and touchpoint groups.

Date

Stores and returns a date in a date format specified in the parameter properties.

In expressions, this type maps to the JavaScript date object.

Double

Stores and returns a decimal value. Double values are entered in the following format:

[digits][.digits][(E|e)[(+|-)]digits]

In expressions, this type maps to JavaScript floating-point literal type. The literal has a minimum value of
-1.7976931348623157E308 and a maximum value of 1.7976931348623157E308.

Integer
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Stores and returns a 16-bit integer value. An integer field can return a single integer or an indexed list of integers.
The integer allows you to represent all integers to ten digits from -2,147,483,648 to +2,147,483,647.

In expressions, this value type maps to the JavaScript integer type.

Java Object

Stores a Java object.

Long

Stores and returns a 32-bit integer. The long data type allows you to represent all integers to 19 digits from
-9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to +9,223,372,036,854,775,807.

In expressions, this value type maps to the JavaScript integer type.

Password

Returns a password in encrypted format. Password-field values can only be assigned to other password fields.
Unauthorized users are prevented from viewing passwords in an unencrypted format.

Note:  CA Process Automation protects passwords from any modification. Operations such as concatenation and
string manipulation on the passwords results in a null value.

String

Returns a string of characters. A string field can return a single string or an indexed list of strings.

In expressions, this value type maps to the JavaScript string type.

ValueMap

Defines a dataset structure that is stored within another dataset. You can add pages and variables to a ValueMap
field. ValueMap variables and pages can be nested one inside of another.

Note:  In calculated fields, ValueMap type fields are addressed hierarchically within a dataset path. The following
example addresses the parameter param1 in ValueMap field VMap2, which is in turn nested in ValueMap field
VMap1, which in turn is a member of the dataset MyDataset.

Process.MyDataset.VMap1.VMap2.param1

 Dataset Variable Validation Settings
When you select the variable type, you can specify exactly what type of data a user can enter.
The constraints that you can apply to a value depend on the selected data type. The following
table lists the potential constraints for the different data types in an operator dataset.
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When you select the variable type, you can specify exactly what type of data a user can enter. The constraints that
you can apply to a value depend on the selected data type. The following table lists the potential constraints for the
different data types in an operator dataset.

Data Type Validations

Boolean None

Date None

Double Specifies minimum and maximum values
for a Double type variable between minus
1.7976931348623157E308 and positive
1.7976931348623157E308.

Minimum value is the minimum allowed value for double
values.

Maximum value is the maximum allowed value for
double values.
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Integer Specifies minimum and maximum values for an Integer
type variable between minus 2147483648 and positive
2147483647.

Minimum value is the minimum allowed value for integer
values.

Maximum value is the maximum allowed value for
integer values.

JavaObject None

Long Specifies minimum and maximum values for a Long
type variable between minus 9223372036854775808
and positive 9223372036854775807.

Minimum value is the minimum allowed value for long
values.

Maximum value is the maximum allowed value for long
values.

Object None

Password None

String None

ValueMap None

 Arrays with Indexed Values
You can define a dataset variable to store a single value or an array of indexed values. You can
access each value in an indexed array. You can define the indexed fields in a single or double
dimension array.
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You can define a dataset variable to store a single value or an array of indexed values. You can access each value
in an indexed array. You can define the indexed fields in a single or double dimension array.

Each dimension in an array begins with indexed value [0] and continues in sequence with [1], [2], then [3], and can
continue with any number of additional values. In expressions, represent a dimension, or level, of an array with
bracket notation. Each level of an array supports JavaScript array properties and methods.

The default type of field is to store a single value. To specify that a field store an indexed list of values, select the
Array check box and configure the indexed values.

 Define a ValueMap as an Array
You can create a ValueMap, define its variables, and can include arrays in the ValueMap. You
can even decide to define a ValueMap as an array. Each variable of the ValueMap represents a
structure that you define in the dataset under Element Type.
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You can create a ValueMap, define its variables, and can include arrays in the ValueMap. You can even decide to
define a ValueMap as an array. Each variable of the ValueMap represents a structure that you define in the dataset
under Element Type.

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Select a folder and locate a dataset. Use the optional search features or create a dataset if necessary.
3. Double-click the dataset.

Note:  The Dataset tab of the Dataset dialog appears.
4. Click Check Out.
5. Select a page. The default page is named Parameters.
6. In the toolbar, click Add Variable.
7. On the General tab:
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1.1 Set the Type to ValueMap.
2.1 Do not click the Array check box.

8. Expand the new ValueMap variable and select a page. The default page is named Parameters.
9. In the toolbar, click Add Variable.
10. On the General tab:

1.1 Set the Type.
2.1 Enter an initial value.
3.1 Check the Array check box.

11. Repeat the last three steps. Select a page, click Add Variable, and define the variable as an Array.
12. Expand the ValueMap variable and page. Right-click the first variable and select Add Indexed Value.
13. Repeat the last step.
14. Right-click the second variable and select Add Indexed Value.
15. Repeat the last step.

You have defined a ValueMap made up of two arrays.
16. Click the original ValueMap variable.
17. On the General tab, select the Array check box.

The Element Type folder appears under the ValueMap variable.
18. Expand Element Type completely to view its pages, variables, and indexed values.
19. Right-click the original ValueMap variable and select Add Index Value.

Array index [0] appears.
20. Expand array index [0]. The pages, variables, and indexed values are copied from the Element Type structure.

When you add a variable to a page under Element Type, all existing ValueMap array index entries include the new
variable under the corresponding page.

When you delete a variable from a page under Element Type, all existing ValueMap array index entries no longer
include the deleted variable under the corresponding page.

When you specify values for the variables under Element Type, the values become the default values for any new
indexed entries of the ValueMap array. The new Element Type values are not propagated to existing index entries
of the ValueMap array.

 Modify a Dataset
You can modify a dataset by adding indexed values or modifying variable data. This procedure
provides fewer capabilities than the more robust dataset tasks of defining pages and variables.
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You can modify a dataset by adding indexed values or modifying variable data. This procedure provides fewer
capabilities than the more robust dataset tasks of defining pages and variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Right-click a dataset and choose Modify Dataset.
3. In the Modify Dataset window:

1.1 Right-click an array variable and choose Add Indexed Value to add an entry to the array.
2.1 Click a value to directly add or change it.

 View or Copy a Dataset Expression
Use this procedure to view or copy the full reference to a dataset array or a specific value.
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Use this procedure to view or copy the full reference to a dataset array or a specific value.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. In the Library, do one of the following actions:

• Double-click a dataset.
• Right-click a dataset and click Edit.
• Right-click a dataset and click Modify Dataset.
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3. In the resulting window, click an array or a specific variable to view it.
4. Right-click the array or variable and click View Expression.

The Dataset Expression window opens.
5. View or copy the expression. You can also drag the expression to a destination field that accepts expressions

and supports drag-and-drop.

 Read Operating System Values into Dataset Variables
 can read values that a shell process generates into dataset variables. Before a UNIX Script
or Windows Script operator runs its associated script, it creates a folder to accept values that
the script generates. The C2OSVD environment variable specifies the full path to the folder (for
example, C:\TMP\_VS_559) that is created for the script operator. A script can then copy data to
text files in the folder to pass the data back to . Data that is passed back to  using the C2OSVD
directory populates variables in the script operator dataset.
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CA Process Automation can read values that a shell process generates into dataset variables. Before a UNIX
Script or Windows Script operator runs its associated script, it creates a folder to accept values that the script
generates. The C2OSVD environment variable specifies the full path to the folder (for example, C:\TMP\_VS_559)
that is created for the script operator. A script can then copy data to text files in the folder to pass the data back
to CA Process Automation. Data that is passed back to CA Process Automation using the C2OSVD directory
populates variables in the script operator dataset.

A script must save data to text files in the C2OSVD directory. After a script operator completes its script (but before
it performs the post-execution actions), it determines whether the location to which C2OSVD points contains
files. CA Process Automation then creates operator dataset variables according to the following rules:

• The operator saves the contents of a file from the C2OSVD location to a string variable in the operator dataset.
The string variable has the same name as the file.

• A folder in the C2OSVD location generates an indexed variable in the operator dataset with the same name as
the folder. The operator saves the contents of text files named in a numbered sequence located in the folder
to corresponding elements in the indexed variable. The elements are numbered from 0 to as many elements
as the highest numbered file in the folder. Missing files in the number sequence generate null elements in the
indexed variable.

• CA Process Automation requires a script to create files in the C2OSVD location with the same names as the
variables you want to appear in the operator dataset. If the script creates text files with file extensions (such
as .txt), CA Process Automation includes the extension in the variable name.

The following illustration shows the file-to-variable conversion when the working directory is set to C:\TMP. The
operator appends \_VS_599 to the working directory path to create the C2OSVD value C:\TMP\_VS_599. The
folder name (in this case _VS_599) is unique for every instance of any operator.

The illustration also shows two folders %C2OSVD%/HostList and %C2OSVD%\OSList that contain five files named
0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. The script writes a computer name to each numbered file in the HostList folder. The script writes
an operating system name to each numbered file in the OSList folder. CA Process Automation creates two zero-
based indexed variables after running the script, HostList and OSList. The application assigns the contents of the
numbered files in the HostList and OSList folders to the corresponding elements of the indexed variables.

In the example, the Windows script uses the C2OSVD variable to create the file %C2OSVD%\NumRowsRead. CA
Process Automation creates a corresponding variable (NumFilesRead) in the script operator dataset after it runs
the script. The product then assigns the contents of the NumFilesRead file to the variable.
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When a script operator finishes, it deletes the C2OSVD folder and its contents. The script operator post-execution
code can access the operator dataset variables. The code typically copies the operator dataset variable values to
local variables in the process dataset or to operator dataset variables in subsequent process operators.

A process can use UNIX script, VBScript, or PerlScript to read operating system variables into operator dataset
variables. Each script reads lines from a text file that specifies a host name, a single space, and the operating
system running on the host. For example:

JAMES Windows
INDUS Linux
NILE Windows
AMAZON UNIX
YANGTZE Solaris
GILA UNIX

The scripts save the host names to an indexed field named HostList and the operating system names to an
indexed field named OSList.

The process incorporates the following steps:

1. The UNIX or Windows module passes a text file name. The module gets the file name from a parameter on the
appropriate Process tab of the script operator properties.

2. The UNIX or Windows module creates and initializes the C2OSVD environment variable with a path to a unique
folder.
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One instance of a script operator uses the folder that the C2OSVD environment variable specifies. The instance
is not repeated or overwritten by any subsequent instance of that or any other script operator.

3. The UNIX or Windows module creates the folder that the C2OSVD environment variable references.
4. The script creates folders named HostList and OSList in the folder that the C2OSVD environment variable

references.
5. The script reads each line of the text file and takes the following actions:

• The script writes the host names to sequentially numbered files in the %C2OSVD%\HostList folder.
• The script writes the operating system names to sequentially numbered files in the %C2OSVD%\OSList

folder.

These files generate two indexed operator dataset variables HostList and OSList.
6. The script writes the number of lines it read to the files to a file named %C2OSVD%/NumRowsRead.

This file generates an operator dataset variable named NumRowsRead.

Contents:

 PerlScript Example: WinGetInfoPerl Script Operator
The WinGetInfoPerl operator runs PerlScript on a Windows touchpoint. In the example process,
PerlScript runs on a Windows touchpoint, although it could also be run on a UNIX touchpoint.
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The WinGetInfoPerl operator runs PerlScript on a Windows touchpoint. In the example process, PerlScript runs on
a Windows touchpoint, although it could also be run on a UNIX touchpoint.

The script creates two indexed fields, HostList and OSList in the WinGetInfoPerl operator dataset. The script:
 

• Reads the source file line-by-line.
• Assigns host names ($host) to indexed values in sequential HostList fields. The numbering starts with 0 and

finishes at one less than the number of rows that are read from the source file.
• Assigns operating systems ($opsys) to indexed values in sequentially numbered OSList fields. The numbering

starts with 0 and finishes at one less than the number of rows that are read from the source file.

The script populates the ARGV variable with the Parameters input area entries of the calling Run Script operator.
The script assigns the number of rows it reads to the NumRowsRead operator dataset variable. The sleep 30 line
pauses the operator for 30 seconds so the user can examine the folders and files created in the C2OSVD location.
You would not include the sleep 30 line in a production script.

use strict;
my $filename = "";
print "  sample script to retrieve OS level data into variables within C2O
\n\n";
my $numargs = @ARGV;
if ($numargs == 1) {
   $filename = shift @ARGV;
} else {
   print "enter path and filename to process:\n";
   chomp($filename = <STDIN>);
}
my $c2osvd = $ENV{'C2OSVD'};
mkdir $c2osvd;
mkdir $c2osvd . "/HostList";
mkdir $c2osvd . "/OSList";
open HANDLE, $filename or die "ERROR: unable to open $filename: $!\n";
my $counter = 0;
while (<HANDLE>) {
   my @fields = split;
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   my $host = $fields[0];
   my $opsys = $fields[1];
   my $filename1 = $c2osvd . "/HostList/" . $counter;
   open HH, "> $filename1" or die "ERROR: unable to open $filename1: $!
\n";
   print HH $host;
   close HH;
   my $filename2 = $c2osvd . "/OSList/" . $counter;
   open HH, "> $filename2" or die "ERROR: unable to open $filename2: $!
\n";
   print HH $opsys;
   close HH;
   $counter++;
}
my $filename3 = $c2osvd . "/NumRowsRead";
open HH, "> $filename3" or die "ERROR: unable to open $filename3: $!
\n";
print HH $counter;
close HH;
close HANDLE;
sleep 30;

 UNIX Script Example: UNIXGetInfo Script Operator
The UNIXGetInfo operator runs UNIX script on a UNIX touchpoint.
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The UNIXGetInfo operator runs UNIX script on a UNIX touchpoint.

The UNIX script example creates two indexed fields, HostList and OSList in the UnixGetInfo operator dataset. It
reads the source file line-by-line and assigns host names ($host) to indexed values in sequential HostList fields and
operating systems ($opsys) to indexed values in sequentially numbered OSList fields, starting with 0, and finishing
at one less than the number of rows read from the source file.

The UNIX Shell script parameter variables $1, $2, etc. are set by the first, second, etc., entries of the Parameters
input area of the calling Run Script operator. In this case, only one parameter is being passed, which is used to set
SourceFile. The number of rows read are assigned to the operator dataset variable named NumRowsRead. The
sleep 30 line has no purpose other than to pause the operator and give the user 30 seconds to examine the folders
and files created in the C2OSVD location. This line would not be included in a production script.

#!/bin/ksh
SourceFile=$1
#known to be reading 2 variables, host and operating system
mkdir $C2OSVD/HostList
mkdir $C2OSVD/OSList
integer counter=0
while read host opsys; do
    echo -n $host > $C2OSVD/HostList/${counter} 
    echo -n $opsys > $C2OSVD/OSList/${counter}  
    counter=$counter+1  
done < $SourceFile
echo -n $counter > $C2OSVD/NumRowsRead
sleep 30
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exit 0

 VBScript Example: WinGetInfo Script Operator
The WinGetInfo script operator runs VBScript on a Windows touchpoint.
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The WinGetInfo script operator runs VBScript on a Windows touchpoint.

The script creates two indexed fields, HostList and OSList in the WinGetInfo operator dataset. The script:

• Reads the source file line-by-line.
• Assigns host names (strHost) to indexed values in sequential HostList fields. The numbering starts with 0 and

finishes at one less than the number of rows that are read from the source file.
• Assigns operating systems (strOS) to indexed values in sequentially numbered OSList fields. The numbering

starts with 0 and finishes at one less than the number of rows that are read from the source file.

The script populates the oArgs.Item variable with the Parameters input area entries of the calling Run Script
operator. The first entry populates oArgs.Item(0). The script assigns the number of rows it reads to the
NumRowsRead operator dataset variable. The Wscript.sleep 30000 line pauses the operator for 30 seconds so the
user can examine the folders and files created in the C2OSVD location. You would not include the Wscript.sleep
30000 line in a production script.

Dim oArgs
Dim oShell
Dim colProcessEnv
Dim objFSO
Dim objDir
Dim objFileIn
Dim objFileOut
Dim intCounter
Dim intExitCode
Dim strLine
Dim intSpacePos
Dim strHost
Dim strOS
on error resume next
set oArgs = WScript.Arguments
set oShell = WScript.CreateObject("WScript.Shell")
Set colProcessEnv = oShell.Environment("Process")
if oArgs.Count = 1 then     'must have the required argument    
                to proceed normally,    
                fails if more arguments are present 
   strSourceFile = oArgs.Item(0)
   Set objFSO = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject")
   Set objDir = objFSO.CreateFolder(colProcessEnv("C2OSVD"))
   Set objDir = objFSO.CreateFolder(colProcessEnv("C2OSVD") & "\HostList")
   Set objDir = objFSO.CreateFolder(colProcessEnv("C2OSVD") & "\OSList")
   intCounter = 0
   Set objFileIn = objFSO.OpenTextFile(strSourceFile, 1)
   Do Until objFileIn.AtEndOfStream
    strLine = objFileIn.ReadLine
    intSpacePos = InStr(strLine, " ")
    strHost = Left(strLine, intSpacePos - 1)
    strOS = Right(strLine, Len(strLine) - intSpacePos)
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    Set objFileOut = objFSO.CreateTextFile(colProcessEnv("C2OSVD") & "\HostList
\" & intCounter)
    objFileOut.Write strHost
    objFileOut.Close
    Set objFileOut = objFSO.CreateTextFile(colProcessEnv("C2OSVD") & "\OSList
\" & intCounter)
    objFileOut.Write strOS
    objFileOut.Close
    intCounter = intCounter + 1
   Loop
   objFileIn.close
   Set objFileOut = objFSO.CreateTextFile(colProcessEnv("C2OSVD") & "\NumRowsRead")
   objFileOut.Write intCounter
   objFileOut.Close
   intExitCode = 0
else
   'Wscript.echo "bad argument or required argument NOT present"
   intExitCode = 5
end if
Wscript.sleep 30000
on error goto 0
Wscript.Quit intExitCode

 Process Parameters
You can define parameters for process operators. The parameters can accept either literal
strings or expressions. You can enter a value as a string without delimiting it in any way.
Calculated parameters accept values as JavaScript expressions. Use single or double quotation
marks to delimit literal strings in JavaScript.
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You can define parameters for process operators. The parameters can accept either literal strings or expressions.
You can enter a value as a string without delimiting it in any way. Calculated parameters accept values as
JavaScript expressions. Use single or double quotation marks to delimit literal strings in JavaScript.

Note:  To help you identify CA Process Automation fields that do not accept expressions, their labels appear in
italics.

Calculated parameters allow the following:

• Manipulation of module invocation results and other variables.
• Parameterization of operators.
• Definition of wait conditions based on Boolean expressions (preconditions and wait conditions). Wait conditions

can be used to delay processing and synchronize the use of resources by different sequences of operators
running simultaneously.

You can define parameters using dataset variables. Dataset variables are available to processes in the following
contexts:

• In the CA Process Automation Orchestrator context, datasets are referred to as named datasets. Named
datasets define variables that are accessible to any process on the same Orchestrator. A named dataset is
accessed by specifying its full path name in an expression. To view or edit a named dataset, you double-click
the dataset object in the Library Browser to open the object in the Dataset Designer.

• In the process context, there is the process dataset. The process dataset is available to any operator in a
process. The process dataset is accessed by specifying the keyword process in an expression. You can edit
variables in a process dataset in the Dataset palette in the Process Designer.

• For each operator in a process, there is an operator dataset. Variables in an operator dataset are available to
the operator and to other operators in the same process. An operator dataset is accessed by specifying the
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operator name in an expression. You can edit variables in an operator dataset in the Dataset palette in the
Process Designer.

Contents:

 Literal Strings in Expressions
Contents:
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To use a literal string value in a field that accepts an expression (its label is not in italics), enclose the string
between delimiters. Use either single or double quotation marks. For example, you could type a literal string that
specifies the path to a program to start a UNIX process as follows:

"/usr/smart/program"

Contents:

 The Escape Character in Literal Strings
You can use the escape character (\) in literal strings. Instead of being parsed by the  language
interpreter, the character you enter after the escape character is interpreted literally. If a
semantic action is attached to an escape character, the interpreter converts the action to its
character equivalent rather than performing the semantic action.
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You can use the escape character (\) in literal strings. Instead of being parsed by the CA Process
Automation language interpreter, the character you enter after the escape character is interpreted literally. If a
semantic action is attached to an escape character, the interpreter converts the action to its character equivalent
rather than performing the semantic action.

For example, say that you want to include a double quotation mark character within a string delimited by double
quotation marks. Precede your quotation character with the escape character, so that the parser does not interpret
it as the string delimiter:

\"

To include the backslash character in a string, precede it with the escape character:

\\

 Specify Paths in Literal Strings
When you use Microsoft Windows file nomenclature in a literal string to specify a path in an
expression, backslashes must be escaped, as follows:
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When you use Microsoft Windows file nomenclature in a literal string to specify a path in an expression,
backslashes must be escaped, as follows:
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"C:\\IT PAM\\import\\script_ora1.bat"

In most cases, use normalized file names, with slash marks (/), even when specifying a path on a Microsoft
Windows computer. For example:

"C:/IT PAM/import/script_ora1.bat"

When you specify a path to a folder or object in a library, the root folder is represented by an initial slash mark,
followed by the slash delimited folder hierarchy. For example:

"/Production/Processes/failover_process"

 Dataset Variables in Expressions
In addition to literal strings, you can use dataset variables in a calculated expression. Variables
in an expression are not enclosed between quotations marks. The name of the program in the
following calculated expression includes variables and literal text:
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In addition to literal strings, you can use dataset variables in a calculated expression. Variables in an expression
are not enclosed between quotations marks. The name of the program in the following calculated expression
includes variables and literal text:

"/usr/bin" + Datasets["/Application1/Settings"].ProgramName
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Item: Description:

Dataset Variables and Values: Hover over a dataset
variable value to view a tooltip description for the
variable if one is available.

Reference Variables from Datasets in Pre-Execution
Code: Manually key in expressions that reference
dataset variables.

When you want to use the output of one operator as the input for another operator, use the same variable reference
by name. All input parameters are automatically converted to output dataset variables after the process finishes.

 Relative Paths for Datasets
 can use either absolute or relative paths when accessing named datasets. Absolute paths are
also known as full or fixed paths.
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CA Process Automation can use either absolute or relative paths when accessing named datasets. Absolute paths
are also known as full or fixed paths.

Example 1
Folder1 is under the root folder in the library. Folder1 contains two objects: Process1 and Dataset1. You
open Process1, double-click the Start Process operator, and locate the Process Name field in the Properties
palette.
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Rather than enter a value, you want to use or reference the value in a field that is called ProcessName in Dataset1.
For the absolute path, you would specify:

Datasets["/Folder1/Dataset1"].ProcessName  

You can also specify the path of Dataset1 relative to Process1. The same expression using a relative path is:

Datasets["Dataset1"].ProcessName 

While CA Process Automation evaluates the relative path expression, it looks for Dataset1 in the same folder as
Process1.

If you move Dataset1, the absolute path is no longer valid. To correct this situation, you would have to update it.
However, as long as they are in the same folder, you can move Dataset1 and Process1 anywhere and the relative
path is still valid.

Example 2
Similar to Example 1, you want to use a field in a dataset. This time, you want to use Dataset2, at the root level of
the library. For the absolute path, you would specify:

Datasets["/Dataset2"].ProcessName. 

The same expression using a relative path is:

Datasets["../Dataset2"].ProcessName. 

This path expression tells the application to look in the folder which is the parent for Folder1 (the folder containing
the process). Folder1 is the starting point. The code, "../Dataset2," literally says to go up one level in the folder
hierarchy and look for Dataset2. In this case, the parent folder of Folder1 is the root folder and the application looks
for Dataset2 there.

These concepts, summarized in the following two points, also apply to Linux/UNIX, Windows, and any environment
that supports uniform naming conventions.

• A parent folder "/" exists.
• All other folders are children of the parent folder.

When these conditions exist, you can simplify complex expressions using relative paths. For example:

 "../../"

Note:  You can use relative or absolute paths as expressions in any object.
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 Dataset Variable Name Assistance
 datasets define and store groups of variables that are shared across process instances.  allows
you to use the variables as input parameters in the execution of process instances.
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CA Process Automation datasets define and store groups of variables that are shared across process
instances. CA Process Automation allows you to use the variables as input parameters in the execution of process
instances.

After creating dataset variables for processes and operators, you might not remember variable names. Variables
that are part of an operator and not something that you have defined are easy to forget. To assist you in referencing
these process and operator dataset variables without going back and forth between operators, the application
provides an in-context editing assistant. Known as Dataset Variable Name Assistance and invoked by pressing Ctrl
+Space, this feature helps you:

• Identify dataset variables and apply them to any field that accepts expressions.
• Reduce your process development time
• Reduce errors in scope or syntax.

Most of the text fields that accept expressions as input support Dataset Variable Name Assistance. Review the
following graphic for examples.

Item: Description:

Suggested Values for Run Program Operator: In this
example, the user has pressed Ctrl+Space to pop-up
Dataset Variable Name Assistance. A list of values at
the global and root levels appears.

Suggested Operators: After entering

Process. 

a list of operators appears at the process level.
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Suggested Variables: After specifying the process
scope and operator, a list of variables appears at the
operator level.

Suggestions Based on Scope: When you first enter
the field, the suggestions are appropriate at that level
or scope. After specifying the process parameter,
the scope of suggestions is reduced to appropriate
variables at the process level.

Updates Based on User Input: As you enter text, the
application dynamically updates suggestions. In this
example, typing

Va

reduces the possible choices to only the matching
entries that begin with Va.

Multiple Datasets: The application dynamically
updates the scope of the suggestions when you specify
expressions that span more than one dataset.

Smart Suggestions: When appropriate, the application
will include additional parameters that are based on
scope and context. For example, a form operator
may include the Form parameter and a Start Process
operator may include the reserved word Caller. The
application also automatically supports value map and
array variables.

 Use Dataset Variable Name Assistance
Use the Dataset Variable Name Assistance feature in various supported contexts throughout the
application.
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Use the Dataset Variable Name Assistance feature in various supported contexts throughout the application.

Follow these steps:

1. Open and check out the automation object to edit. For example, a process, form, or dataset.
2. Press Tab or click in a text field that accepts expressions.
3. Press Ctrl + Space.

A list of suggested values appears.
4. Select the value to use. To select process or operator dataset variables, enter the following string value in the

text field: 

Process.

5. Enter an operator name for operator-specific variable name assistance.
6. To filter data based on text input, begin typing or entering characters.

The list of suggestions dynamically updates as you enter text.
7. Select the values to use.
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 Password Parameters
Characters entered in the password field show as asterisks (*). Passwords saved to a password
type dataset field are encrypted. An expression in a calculated parameter can only assign the
value of a password field to another password field.
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Characters entered in the password field show as asterisks (*). Passwords saved to a password type dataset field
are encrypted. An expression in a calculated parameter can only assign the value of a password field to another
password field.

 Execution Settings
Execution Settings specify how and where to execute an operator. The Target and Timeout
settings are available for operators in both processes and schedules. The Processing and Loop
groups are only available for operators in processes.
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Execution Settings specify how and where to execute an operator. The Target and Timeout settings are available
for operators in both processes and schedules. The Processing and Loop groups are only available for operators in
processes.

Contents:

 Target Settings
The Target field in the Execution Settings section of the Properties palette specifies where the
operator runs. Use the following guidelines when you specify a target in the Target field:
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The Target field in the Execution Settings section of the Properties palette specifies where the operator runs. Use
the following guidelines when you specify a target in the Target field:

• If the target is an Orchestrator, enter its touchpoint. You can leave the Target field blank to target the
Orchestrator that is running the process.

Note:  Do not specify the IP address of a computer that hosts a clustered Orchestrator.
• If the target is an agent, enter its touchpoint. If the touchpoint is mapped to multiple agents with the same

priority, the exact execution target is selected for load balancing.
• If the target is a specific agent and the touchpoint is mapped to multiple agents, enter its agent ID.
• If the target has no agent but the target has a proxy touchpoint, enter its proxy touchpoint.
• If the target is a remote host that a host group references:

• Select the Match target in Host Groups only (Enabled) drop-down menu option.
• Select the Lookup DNS when matching target in Host Groups (Enabled) to identify the DNS if you are

matching the target in the host group.
• Select Target is a calculated expression. Create a dataset that references an IP address or FQDN of a

host that meets the pattern criteria of a host group.
• Enter the dataset reference to the IP address or FQDN in the Target field.

Warning:  Use a dataset for the IP address or FQDN if the process with this operator is destined to be
imported as a content package. Only a dataset can be modified in this scenario. That is, the Target field
entry cannot be modified after import.

 Operator Dataset Variables
The operator dataset contains variables that are associated with an operator. You can view,
create, edit, or delete variables and their associated values at design time. The variables are
available to the operator with which they are associated or any other operator in your process
when the process starts. After the operator runs, it automatically creates other variables in the
operator dataset. Some variables are standard and define information such as the start time,
stop time, and result. Other variables are information specific to each operator.
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The operator dataset contains variables that are associated with an operator. You can view, create, edit, or delete
variables and their associated values at design time. The variables are available to the operator with which they are
associated or any other operator in your process when the process starts. After the operator runs, it automatically
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creates other variables in the operator dataset. Some variables are standard and define information such as the
start time, stop time, and result. Other variables are information specific to each operator.

You can use the dot notation or the bracket notation with expressions to access an operator dataset variable from
any operator in a process:

Process_name.Operator_name.field_name
Process_name[OpName_expression].field_name
Process_name[OpName_expression][field_name_expression]

Note:  You can also use IconName in place of OpName.

The expressions return the name of the operator or variable, as indicated. The following syntax returns an element
in an indexed field, where n is the element number:

field_name[n]

The pre-execution and post-execution code for an operator can use the OpName keyword to access the name of
the current operator. To specify an operator dataset variable in the pre-execution or post-execution code of that
same operator, use the following syntax:

Process[OpName].field_name

For example, use the following post-execution code statements:

• Assign the operator name and the value of the associated Result variable to the process dataset variables
iName and iResult

• Create an operator dataset variable named World:

Process.iName = OpName
Process.iResult = Process[OpName].Result
Process[OpName].World = "Hello world!";

If you know the operator name at design time, you can use the literal operator name to reference the dataset
variables in an expression.

Occasionally, however, you do not know the operator name at design time. For example:

• When you are editing pre-execution or post-execution actions for a custom operator object.
• When you must access the operator dataset variables in one of several operators, but you do not know which

operator ran until run time.

You can use pre-execution or post-execution code in each operator to save its name to a variable, as with the
iName variable in the previous example. The variable could be a process dataset variable or it could be an operator
dataset variable that belongs to the operator that requires the name. For example, in the following illustration, the
process runs either OperatorA or OperatorB before it reaches OperatorC. OperatorC can then use the operation
name that OperatorA or OperatorB saved to a process variable to access dataset variables.
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Using variables instead of fixed names makes code modular and interchangeable among operators in a process.

 Processing Properties Settings
Processing Properties define the pre-execution code and post-execution code.
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Processing Properties define the pre-execution code and post-execution code.

 Pre-Execution Code and Post-Execution Code
Pre-execution and post-execution JavaScript code is processed before and after an operator
runs. Pre-execution code is typically used to set up loop variables or other variables that can be
used as part of the operator. Post-execution code is typically used to process the results of an
operator or to increase loops indexes.
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Pre-execution and post-execution JavaScript code is processed before and after an operator runs. Pre-execution
code is typically used to set up loop variables or other variables that can be used as part of the operator. Post-
execution code is typically used to process the results of an operator or to increase loops indexes.

The OpName keyword can be used to access the operator dataset. For example, the following statement inserts
the operator name into a message and assigns the string to a new operator dataset variable named operatorMsg:

Process[OpName].operatorMsg = “Recovery Operator” + OpName + “restructuring main server at “+System[“Date”]+ “:” + System[“Time”];

Typically, you must include code that is closely associated with processing of your specific operator.

For unrelated code, a best practice is to add a separate Calculation operator to the process.

 Set Operator Status
During the processing of pre- and post-execution code you have the option of specifying a value
for setOperatorStatus. You can force the operator to either fail or pass.
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During the processing of pre- and post-execution code you have the option of specifying a value
for setOperatorStatus. You can force the operator to either fail or pass.

To specify the success of the operator:

setOperatorStatus ("Success",Operation Result,"reason")
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To specify the failure of the operator:

setOperatorStatus ("Failure",Operation Result,"reason")

 Loop Settings
The Loop property specifies the number of times that an operator is repeated. When an
operator is run in a loop, the exit conditions and the connecting links from the operator are
evaluated only when the loop is terminated.
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The Loop property specifies the number of times that an operator is repeated. When an operator is run in a loop,
the exit conditions and the connecting links from the operator are evaluated only when the loop is terminated.

Loop settings have the following properties:

• Repeat count

Specifies the number of times that an operator should be repeated. This value can be specified with an integer or
a CA Process Automation expression that returns an integer at run time. The default value of 1 executes a loop on
an operator a single time in a workflow. To execute an infinite loop, click the Infinite loop check box.

A Boolean expression can also be used. The expression is evaluated after the operator has executed. As long as
the expression evaluates to true, an operator in a workflow executes a continual loop. If the expression is false, the
operator exits.

• Infinite Loop
Creates an infinite loop. The operator or process keeps repeating until either the process is interrupted or the
loop is stopped from a different branch using a stop loop command link to the Loop operator.

• Delay between iterations
CA Process Automation supports an inherent delay option for every operator that has a loop option. The Delay
between iterations text field takes an expression. The expression is evaluated into an integer and the value
is taken as delay in seconds. Before the next iteration is run, there is a delay as specified by the user after an
iteration in the loop.
The minimum value for delay is zero. The default delay is zero seconds. CA Process Automation takes delay as
zero seconds for all invalid inputs.

 Timeout Settings
Timeout settings give the users ability to set a timeout as part of every operator. If the operator
has not finished by the specified time defined in the Timeout settings, the execution takes a
timeout exit port. Users still retain the choice to end the execution of the operator and take the
timeout path or let the operator continue with the execution.
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Timeout settings give the users ability to set a timeout as part of every operator. If the operator has not finished
by the specified time defined in the Timeout settings, the execution takes a timeout exit port. Users still retain
the choice to end the execution of the operator and take the timeout path or let the operator continue with the
execution.

Timeout settings have the following properties:

• No Timeout
Specifies that there is no timeout set for the operator (enabled by default).
To specify a timeout value, clear the No Timeout check-box.

• Type
Specifies the type of timeout. Select one of the following timeout types.

• Duration
Specifies the timeout duration in seconds.

• Target Date
Specifies the timeout date (MM/DD/YYYY) and time (24 hours).

• Duration/Target Date-Time
Defines the timeout duration or the target date for the operator.
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• Action
You can select a timeout action from the following:

• Abandon
Specifies the flow is abandoned after the timeout of the operator. The following actions are performed:

• The operation executes in detached mode.
• Operator will timeout.
• Post-execution code is executed.
• Process flow is through the timeout branch.
• The delay operator is executed.

• Abort
Specifies the flow is aborted after the timeout of the operator. The following actions are performed:

• The operator is aborted.
• Post-execution code is executed.
• Process flow is through the timeout branch.
• The delay operator is executed.

• Continue
Specifies the flow continues after the timeout of the operator. The following actions are performed:

• The operator and the operation are in running state.
• Process flow is through the timeout branch.
• The delay operator is executed.
• Post-execution code is executed after the operator is executed.

• Reset
Specifies the flow is reset after the timeout of the operator. The following actions are performed:

• The operator and the operation are in running state and are reset.
• Post-execution code is executed.
• Process flow is through the timeout branch.
• The delay operator is executed.

 Calculated Parameters
Parameters in dialogs and properties pages that accept expressions are called calculated
parameters. Values for calculated parameters must be entered as JavaScript expressions. You
can use JavaScript expressions to set dataset values, perform calculations in the Interpreter
Service Operators, as part of pre- and post-execution code, and to specify parameters wherever
an expression is allowed. Most fields accept calculated parameters. Fields that do not accept
expressions as input have italicized labels.
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Parameters in dialogs and properties pages that accept expressions are called calculated parameters. Values for
calculated parameters must be entered as JavaScript expressions. You can use JavaScript expressions to set
dataset values, perform calculations in the Interpreter Service Operators, as part of pre- and post-execution code,
and to specify parameters wherever an expression is allowed. Most fields accept calculated parameters. Fields that
do not accept expressions as input have italicized labels.

Contents:

 Expressions
An expression is any logical statement the application can evaluate to return a value. It can
include any combination of the following types of data:
catpa04305
An expression is any logical statement the application can evaluate to return a value. It can include any
combination of the following types of data:

integers (including long, double, and so forth)
strings
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functions
variables
references to other operators
JavaScript
dates and times
valuemaps
literal values
calculated values
logical And, Or, and Not keywords or symbols (&&, ||, !)
comparison operators (==, !=, <, >, <=, >=, <>)
enclosing parentheses

 

Expressions are valid input for all fields, including JavaScript operators, functions, custom exit ports, and operator
property fields, except for the fields labeled in italics.

 Reserved Words in Expressions
Some words are reserved in CA Process Automation expressions. These include CA Process
Automation reserved words, system functions, and JavaScript keywords. Do not use these
words as identifiers (such as for variable or other object names) in expressions.
catpa04305
Some words are reserved in CA Process Automation expressions. These include CA Process Automation reserved
words, system functions, and JavaScript keywords. Do not use these words as identifiers (such as for variable or
other object names) in expressions.

Contents:

 CA Process Automation Reserved Words
CA Process Automation Reserved Words
catpa04305
• Caller
• DateAdjust
• Process
• CurrentIndex
• FreeRes
• Size
• Datasets
• OpName
• System

 CA Process Automation System Functions
CA Process Automation System Functions
catpa04305
Note:  See Reference for detailed information about each CA Process Automation system function.

 Reserved JavaScript Keywords
Reserved JavaScript Keywords
catpa04305
• break
• case
• catch
• continue
• default
• delete
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• do
• else
• false
• finally
• for
• function
• if
• in
• instanceof
• new
• null
• return
• switch
• this
• throw
• true
• try
• typeof
• var
• void
• while
• with

 Data Types
CA Process Automation expressions support JavaScript data types. Variables or constants
represent data.
catpa04305
CA Process Automation expressions support JavaScript data types. Variables or constants represent data.

Contents:

 Boolean Data Type
Booleans have two possible values: true and false. JavaScript converts the true and false
literals to 1 and 0 when necessary.
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Booleans have two possible values: true and false. JavaScript converts the true and false literals to 1 and 0 when
necessary.

Boolean values are usually the result of comparison made in your JavaScript expressions. Boolean values are
typically used in control structures. For example, the JavaScript if-then statement performs one action if it is true
and a different action if it is false.

The following examples are all valid Boolean expressions:

Process.A == 1
!(Process.A == 1)
(Process.A != 1)
(Process.A == 1) && (Process.B > 0)

 Date Data Type
The date type stores and returns dates from Dataset variables. The format of Date type can
be specified as part of the data type. For example, you can specify that it represents a date as
month then day or day then month.
catpa04305
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The date type stores and returns dates from Dataset variables. The format of Date type can be specified as part of
the data type. For example, you can specify that it represents a date as month then day or day then month.

 Double Data Type
The double numeric data type can have a decimal point. The traditional syntax is used for
real numbers. A real value is represented as the part of the number, followed by a decimal
point and the fractional part of the number. This type can store real numbers from
-1.7976931348623157E308 to 1.7976931348623157E308.
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The double numeric data type can have a decimal point. The traditional syntax is used for real numbers. A real
value is represented as the part of the number, followed by a decimal point and the fractional part of the number.
This type can store real numbers from -1.7976931348623157E308 to 1.7976931348623157E308.

Floating-point literals can be represented using exponential notation—a real number followed by the letter e (or E),
followed by an optional plus (+) or minus (-) sign, followed by an integral exponent, in the following format:

[digits][.digits][{E|e}[{+|-}]digits]

For example:

2.718
2345.789
7.748E-5

 Integer Data Type
The 16-bit integer data type can be typed as literal values in an expression. You can exactly
represent all integers from -2,147,483,647 to +2,147,483,647.
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The 16-bit integer data type can be typed as literal values in an expression. You can exactly represent all integers
from -2,147,483,647 to +2,147,483,647.

 JavaObject Data Type
This data type lets you store Java objects in CA Process Automation.
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This data type lets you store Java objects in CA Process Automation.

All JavaObject variables are read-only. Their CurrentValue and Read-Only fields are disabled. You can only edit the
following fields:

• Type
• Page
• Description
• Array

A JavaObject that is not empty shows its class type in the associated CurrentValue field. The CurrentValue field for
an empty JavaObject is set to [JavaObject].

The actual JavaObject variable value is the serialized string version of the Java object, but CA Process Automation
does not show this serialized string. Instead, it shows the Java class type of the object.

A manually created JavaObject is always empty because you cannot enter its value directly in CA Process
Automation. JavaObject variables are typically saved into a dataset after a Run Java Code operator finishes
running.
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 Long Data Type
The Long Data type is a 32-bit field that can be typed as literal values in an expression. You can
exactly represent all integers from -9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to +9,223,372,036,854,775,808.
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The Long Data type is a 32-bit field that can be typed as literal values in an expression. You can exactly represent
all integers from -9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to +9,223,372,036,854,775,808.

 Object Reference Data Type
The Object Reference data type stores the complete or reference path to an object in a Library.
You can use it anywhere that an expression requires the path to an object. The Object
Reference Filter on the object reference type constrains it to referencing one or more specified
object types.
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The Object Reference data type stores the complete or reference path to an object in a Library. You can use it
anywhere that an expression requires the path to an object. The Object Reference Filter on the object reference
type constrains it to referencing one or more specified object types.

 Password Data Type
The Password data type stores passwords in an encrypted format in Dataset variables. The
value stored in a password type variable is not viewed by users.
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The Password data type stores passwords in an encrypted format in Dataset variables. The value stored in a
password type variable is not viewed by users.

 String Data Type
You can type strings as literal values in an expression. Functions and JavaScript operators in an
expression also return strings. To distinguish between identifiers (such as variable names) and
literal strings, enclose the literal strings in string delimiters. You can use either single quotation
marks or double quotation marks as string delimiters. For example, to use a literal string for the
name of a program to start a UNIX process, type it as follows:
catpa04305
You can type strings as literal values in an expression. Functions and JavaScript operators in an expression
also return strings. To distinguish between identifiers (such as variable names) and literal strings, enclose the
literal strings in string delimiters. You can use either single quotation marks or double quotation marks as string
delimiters. For example, to use a literal string for the name of a program to start a UNIX process, type it as follows:

"/usr/smart/program"

In text boxes marked with an asterisk (*), enter either an expression or a literal string between quotation marks. The
asterisk indicates that CA Process Automation evaluates the contents of the text box as an expression. Do not use
quotation marks to delimit expressions.

Text boxes that expect literal values are not labeled with an asterisk (*). In such cases, do not delimit strings with
quotation marks.

JavaScript uses the backslash character (\) to escape literal strings. If a semantic action is attached to an escaped
character, the character is converted to its character equivalent instead of performing the semantic action. For
example, 'C:\\pam' is converted to 'C:\pam'.

CA Process Automation interprets any character that follows the escape character literally instead of parsing it
through the language interpreter. For example, to include a double quotation mark in a string, precede it with the
escape character, \”. In this case, the parser does not interpret the double quotation mark as the string delimiter.
To include the backslash in a string, precede it with the escape character, \\.
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To include the same character that you use as your delimiter in your string, escape the character when do not use it
as a delimiter. For example, the following string is delimited with single quotation marks. The string includes single
quotation marks as escaped characters and double quotation marks as literal characters:

'Database engine can\'t find database \'CHECKERS\' on server "GAMES"'

The same string, delimited with double quotation marks, includes the single quotation marks as literal characters
and the double quotation marks as escaped characters:

"Database engine can't find database 'CHECKERS' on server \"GAMES\""

The following table shows JavaScript escape sequences:

Sequence Character Represented

\0 The NUL character (\u0000)

\b Backspace (\u0008)

\t Horizontal tab (\u0009)

\n Newline (\u000A)

\v Vertical tab (\u000B)

\f Form feed (\u000C)

\r Carriage return (\u000D)

\" Double quotation mark (\0022)

\' Apostrophe or single quotation mark (\0u0027)

\\ The Latin-1 character specified by two hexadecimal
digits NN

 ValueMap Data Type
The ValueMap data type contains a collection of variables of various data types. You can use
it to create a group of variables within a dataset. This type is also known as a record or a
structure.
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The ValueMap data type contains a collection of variables of various data types. You can use it to create a group of
variables within a dataset. This type is also known as a record or a structure.

 JavaScript Operators
You can use JavaScript operators to build string, integer, Boolean, and logical expressions from
a combination of entities (integers, strings, functions, and datasets). The number of operands
that they expect characterizes JavaScript operators. Most JavaScript operators are binary
operators that combine two expressions into one more complex expression.
catpa04305
You can use JavaScript operators to build string, integer, Boolean, and logical expressions from a combination
of entities (integers, strings, functions, and datasets). The number of operands that they expect characterizes
JavaScript operators. Most JavaScript operators are binary operators that combine two expressions into one
more complex expression.

JavaScript also supports several unary operators that convert a single expression into one more complex
expression. This section discusses the JavaScript operators that are most commonly used in CA Process
Automation expressions.

Contents:
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 Array and Object Access Operators
JavaScript uses dot (.) notation for arrays and object access. You can access elements of an
array using square bracket notation ([ ]) and elements of an object using dot (.) notation.
JavaScript treats dot and square bracket notation as operators.
catpa04305
JavaScript uses dot (.) notation for arrays and object access. You can access elements of an array using square
bracket notation ([ ]) and elements of an object using dot (.) notation. JavaScript treats dot and square bracket
notation as operators.

Dot notation uses the following format:

object.identifier

The identifier operand can be the literal name of the property, method, or variable name (in a dataset), without
single or double quotation marks. The operand cannot be a string or variable that contains a string.

Square bracket notation uses the following formats:

array[expression] //

The array operand refers to an array, and the [expression] operand evaluates to an integer value for an array index.

object[expression] //

The object operand refers to an object, and the [expression] operand evaluates to a string that names a property of
the object.

Note:  Unlike dot notation, where the second operand is an identifier, the [expression] operand is a string.

Square bracket notation allows access to array elements and object properties. Square bracket notation also allows
access to object properties without restricting the identifier operand as dot notation does.

 Assignment Operators
JavaScript provides the normal assignment operator and arithmetic assignment operators that
provide shortcuts for common arithmetic operators.
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JavaScript provides the normal assignment operator and arithmetic assignment operators that provide shortcuts for
common arithmetic operators.

Operator Example Equivalent

= a = b  

+= a += b a = a + b

-= a -= b a = a - b

*= a *= b a = a * b

/= a /= b a = a / b

%= a %= b a = a % b

 Arithmetic Operators
JavaScript uses the following operators to combine integer values:
catpa04305
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JavaScript uses the following operators to combine integer values:

Operator Description

* Multiplication

/ Division

+ Addition or unary plus

- Subtraction or unary minus

% Modulo

++ Increment

-- Decrement

Arithmetic calculations in an expression follow algebraic rules:

• When an expression contains multiple arithmetic operators, multiplication and division are calculated first, then
subtraction and addition.

• When operators are of the same order, they are calculated from left to right.
• You can use parentheses to change the precedence. Calculations inside parentheses are evaluated first. If

parentheses are nested, the most deeply nested calculation has precedence.

 String Concatenation Operator
The interpreted language has the following operator for combining string values.
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The interpreted language has the following operator for combining string values.

Operator Description

+ (strings) String concatenation

Use the string operator to combine, or concatenate, two or more character strings into a single character string. For
example, the expression "ABCD" + "123" returns the concatenated string “ABCD123”.

 JavaScript Logical Operators
The interpreted language uses the following logical (or Boolean) operators to combine the
outcomes of Boolean functions or operators.
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The interpreted language uses the following logical (or Boolean) operators to combine the outcomes of Boolean
functions or operators.

Operator Description

&& Logical AND

|| Logical OR

! Logical NOT

Logical operators return True or False. They recognize null, 0, "", or undefined as False and any other non-zero
operand as True.

 Equality and Comparison Operators
Comparison operators are used with strings and numeric data. Comparison operators evaluate
to a Boolean value. They return True or False based on the outcome of the tested condition.
catpa04305
Comparison operators are used with strings and numeric data. Comparison operators evaluate to a Boolean value.
They return True or False based on the outcome of the tested condition.

Operator Description

== Equal to
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=== Identity

!= Not equal to

!== Non-identity

< Less than

<= Less than or equal to

> Greater than

>= Greater than or equal to

?: Tertiary conditional operator
For example, the expression

x1 ? x2 : x3

returns x2 when x1 is True or x3 when x1 is False.

 Operator Precedence
The CA Process Automation interpreted language operators follow standard computational
precedence rules, as shown in the following table. Operators at the same level of precedence
are executed from left to right.
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The CA Process Automation interpreted language operators follow standard computational precedence rules, as
shown in the following table. Operators at the same level of precedence are executed from left to right.

Precedence Operator

1 . () [ ]

2 ++ -- - (unary) + (unary) !

3 * / %

4 + (addition) - (subtraction) + (string concatenation)

5 < <= > >=

6 == != === !==

7 &&

8 ||

9 ?:

10 = *= /= %= += -=

 Keywords for Accessing Datasets
The following table describes the keywords that reference datasets in various contexts:
catpa04305
The following table describes the keywords that reference datasets in various contexts:

Dataset Dataset Context Description
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Datasets Named Dataset This dataset uses the following
format to access a named dataset in
a CA Process Automation Library:

Datasets[dataset_path].field_name

dataset_path

A CA Process
Automation expression that
evaluates to the full path for a
named dataset in the current
Library. For example, the following
path references a dataset named
CxLinuxDev located in the Data
subfolder of the Demo folder in the
Library:

Datasets["/Demo/Data/]
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Process Dataset of a Process Accesses a process dataset in the
following format:

Process.field_name

Or

Process[expression]
Process.field_name

Or

Process[expression]

field_name

The dataset variable.

expression

A variable or other expression that
returns the name of a field. For
example:

Process.x = 5;
Process.fn = "x";
Process.y = Process[Process.fn];

A process dataset is defined in a
process. Each time a process starts,
it creates a copy of itself (called an
instance of the process), including
its process dataset. The original
process object determines the initial
values for the dataset. Changes to a
dataset in a process instance do not
affect the original.
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Caller Process Dataset for a parent
process when it is starting a child
process

This dataset passes values between
processes in a call hierarchy when
one process uses the Start Process
operator (in attached, detached, or
inline mode). The process dataset
initialization code option of the Start
Process operator specifies these
assignments.
For example, when ProcessA
calling ProcessB needs to initialize
fields in the ProcessB dataset,
ProcessA specifies ProcessB in
the process dataset initialization
code. In this context, Caller
refers to the dataset of the parent
(ProcessA), and Process refers to
the dataset of the child (ProcessB).
In the context of the process dataset
initiation code, the Process keyword
is always required to reference a
variable in the child process dataset.
Consider that you omit both the
Process and Caller keywords on
a variable name in the process
dataset initiation script. Then, CA
Process Automation only looks
for a calculation-scope variable.
The product does not check for a
similarly-named variable in either
the parent or child dataset. For
example, the following code fails
if no calculation-scope X was
previously created in the calculation
context:

Process.X = Caller.X;
Process.Y = X + 100;
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none The current calculation and,
in some cases, the process dataset

Consider that you omit the Process
keyword on the left side of an
assignment statement. Then,
CA Process Automation always
creates or assigns a value in the
scope of the current calculation (a
calculation variable). A calculation
variable exists as long as CA
Process Automation is processing
a calculation field. For example, the
following code creates a calculation
variable equal to the value 5:

a = 5

Consider that you omit the Process
keyword in other contexts (such as
on the right side of an assignment
statement). Then, CA Process
Automation looks first for a
calculation scope variable or a
Process variable with the same
name.

For example:

Process.a = 1
Process.b = 2
a = 5
x = a
y = b

CA Process Automation creates
two variables in the process dataset
(a=1 and b=2), and two calculation
variables (x=5, y=2).
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Process.operator_name
or
Process[expression]

Operator dataset in a process This dataset enables access
to an operator dataset, where
operator_name is a string that
specifies the name of an operator in
a process. For example:

Process.y =
 Process.emailOp.subject

Expression returns the name of an
operator in a process, for example:

Process.opName = "emailOp"
Process.y =
 Process[Process.opName].subject

Note:

• See Specify Operator Dataset
Variables for information about
specifying operator dataset fields
and for a list of system generated
fields in operator datasets.

• See Dataset Variables in
Parameters for more information
about specifying operator
variables in operator properties
settings.

System System Dataset This dataset enables access to the
system dataset. Fields in the system
dataset represent CA Process
Automation system information,
such as the host name, date, and
time. The system dataset is read-
only.

Note:  See Specify System Dataset
Variables for more information
about fields in the system dataset,
specifying system variables, and a
list of system variables.
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Root Parent Dataset This dataset enables an inline child
process to access the process
dataset of a parent instance.
You can use the keyword Root to
access the Process dataset of the
root instance.
Examples:

• ProcessA starts an inline
process ProcessB. ProcessB
starts another inline process
ProcessC. ProcessC uses the
keyword Root to access the
dataset of ProcessA.

• ProcessA starts ProcessB in
non-inline mode and ProcessB
starts ProcessC in inline mode.
ProcessC only has access to the
dataset of ProcessB (and not
ProcessA) using the keyword
Root.

 Access Data Set Fields in Expressions
Data set field values in an expression use either (or both) bracket ([expression]) or dot (.field)
notation to specify a data set or a field in a data set.
catpa04305
Data set field values in an expression use either (or both) bracket ([expression]) or dot (.field) notation to specify a
data set or a field in a data set.

Contents:

 Syntax for Specifying the Value of a Field
A value in a single unindexed field is accessed in an expression using dot notation:
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A value in a single unindexed field is accessed in an expression using dot notation:

dataset_reference.field_name

The dataset_reference parameter corresponds to one of the keywords previously described. The field_name
parameter corresponds to a field name in the data set. The following example returns the value of field Y in a
process data set:

Process.Y

Alternatively, a value can be accessed using bracket notation:

dataset_reference[field_name_expression]
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The field_name_expression parameter is an expression that returns the name of a field in the referenced data set.
The following example returns the value of field Y in a process data set:

Process["Y"]

The best practice is typically to use the bracket notation for an expression to specify a data set or field name in a
data set.

 Specify the Value of an Element in an Indexed Field
To access a value in an indexed field (array), use the following syntax:
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To access a value in an indexed field (array), use the following syntax:

dataset_reference.indexed_field_name[index]

The indexed_field_name parameter defines the field name in the data set. Index is an integer that addresses an
indexed element in the array.

To specify the indexed_field_name string with the bracket notation, use the following syntax. In the example,
indexed_field_name_expression is a CA Process Automation expression that returns the indexed_field_name
string.

dataset_reference[indexed_field_name_expression][index]

Like JavaScript arrays, CA Process Automation indexed fields are arrays of arrays instead of true arrays. To access
an element in an array of arrays, use the [ ] operator twice. For example, for the two-dimensional indexed integer-
field named integers, every list element integers[x] is itself an indexed list of integers. To access a specific integer
in the indexed field, you would write the expression integers[x][y]. In general, for any indexed field of n-dimensions,
you use the following syntax to access any data element:

dataset_reference.indexed_field_name[index1][index2] ... [indexn]

The index parameter is an integer or an expression that returns an integer. The parameter has a value from 0 (for
the first value in an indexed list) to the length of the list minus 1. Evaluation of the index is circular, so when the
index value exceeds the length of an indexed list, the following formula determines its value:

Actual-index = index % length-of-the-list;

In other words, for n elements in an indexed field, you get the following results:

• An index of n returns element 0
• An index of n+1 returns element 1
• An index of n-1 returns the last element

The following table illustrates the results of accessing elements of an indexed field in a process data set:

Expression Description

value = Process.X[2] Refers to the third element of an indexed field X of the
process data set.
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value = Process.X[18] For an indexed field X with a size of 19, this expression
refers to element 19 of X, the same as Process.X[18].

value = Process.X[Process.Y + 2] An expression calculates the index.

value = Process.A[5][2] Returns the value in a two-dimensional array. The third
element in the sixth indexed list that the array defines
addresses the array.

 Access the Length of an Indexed Field
 supports the JavaScript length property for arrays and its own size property for accessing the
length of an indexed field. The length property is read-only; the size property lets you change
the number of elements in an indexed field. The length property uses either dot or bracket
notation to return the number of elements in an indexed field:
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CA Process Automation supports the JavaScript length property for arrays and its own size property for accessing
the length of an indexed field. The length property is read-only; the size property lets you change the number
of elements in an indexed field. The length property uses either dot or bracket notation to return the number
of elements in an indexed field:

dataset_reference.indexed_field_name.length
dataset_reference[indexed_field_name_expression].length

The size property works the same way, using either dot or bracket notation:

dataset_reference.indexed_field_name.size
dataset_reference[indexed_field_name_expression].size

Because an indexed field is a zero-based array, the length and size properties always return one more than the
index for the last element in a field. Therefore, when length or size returns n, a field contains 0, 1, ..., n-1 indexed
elements, and the index for the last element in the array is n-1.

Assigning a new value to the size property extends or truncates the number of elements in an indexed field.
Decreasing the value for the size property removes elements from the upper end of an indexed field and deletes
values stored in the deleted elements. The following code uses the size property to increase the length of an array
X by one element, then assigns 25 to the new element:

Process.X.size = Process.X.size + 1;
Process.X[Process.X.size - 1] = 25;

For a multidimensional array, the size or length property returns the number of elements in an array address to
which it is appended. 

For example, for a two-dimensional array named matrix[a][b], the following syntax returns the size of the first
dimension of matrix, with the containing elements 0...size1-1:
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size1 = matrix.length

The following syntax returns the size of the second dimension of matrix, given first dimension element 2, with b
containing elements 0...size2-1 when a = 2.containing elements 0...size1-1:

size2 = matrix[2].length

The following example addresses elements of a multidimensional indexed field by looping through all elements in a
two-dimensional indexed field (an array of arrays) in the process dataset variable named matrix. The code assigns
the value for each element to a one-dimensional indexed field in the process dataset variable named values:

var i; j; k=0;
for (i=0; i < Process.matrix.length; i++)
{
      for (j=0; j < Process.matrix[i].length; j++)
   {
      Process.values[k] = Process.matrix[i][j]
         k++
   }
}

 Access Methods on an Indexed Field
Indexed fields support the following JavaScript array methods:
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Indexed fields support the following JavaScript array methods:

Note:  See a JavaScript reference guide for information about using these methods.

concat()

Concatenates elements to an array.

join()

Converts all array elements to strings and concatenates them.

pop()

Removes an item from the end of an array. 

Note:  If the array belongs to the operator data set of another operator, do not use the pop method for JavaScript
arrays to evaluate operator parameters.

push()

Pushes an item to the end of an array.

reverse()

Reverses the order of elements in an array.

shift()

Shifts an element from the beginning of an array.

slice()

Returns a subarray slice of an array.

sort()
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Sorts elements of an array.

splice()

Inserts, deletes, or replaces array elements.

toLocaleString()

Converts an array to a localized string.

toString()

Converts an array to a string.

unshift()

Inserts elements at the beginning of an array.

 

 Specify Named Dataset Variables
Fields in dataset objects are identified in expressions using either dot (.string) or bracket
([expression]) notation:
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Fields in dataset objects are identified in expressions using either dot (.string) or bracket ([expression]) notation:

Datasets[path_expression][variable_name_expression]
Datasets[path_expression].variable_name

path_expression

Represents any JavaScript expression that evaluates to a path descriptor for a data set object in the current CA
Process Automation Library. A path to any object in the Library starts with a forward slash (/) for the root element,
followed by the slash-delimited folder hierarchy, and ends with the object name.

variable_name_expression

Represents an expression that returns the name of a field in the data set object.

variable_name

Represents the actual name of a field in the data set object.

Either of the following syntaxes is valid for referencing field Y in the Coordinates named data set that is located in
the /MathValues folder:

Datasets["/MathValues/Coordinates"].Y
Datasets["/MathValues/Coordinates"]["Y"]

 Specify Process Dataset Variables
The process dataset contains variables that the developer defines or that CA
Process Automation defines automatically when a process instance starts. The Process
keyword is used to access variables in the process dataset. You can use either dot notation
or bracket notation to specify a process variable in an expression:
catpa04305
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The process dataset contains variables that the developer defines or that CA Process Automation defines
automatically when a process instance starts. The Process keyword is used to access variables in the process
dataset. You can use either dot notation or bracket notation to specify a process variable in an expression:

Process.variable_name
Process[expression]

The expression can specify the variable name as a literal string in the format:

Process["variable_name"]

For example:

Process["StartDate"]
Process.StartDate

CA Process Automation defines the following process system variables automatically when it runs a process:

CallerUser

The user ID that started the process instance. When a parent process uses a Start Process operator to start a child
process, the parent process passes the CallerUser value forward. When a Start Process operator in a scheduled
task starts another process, CallerUser is blank.

DisplayName

The name of the process object as seen in the library.

effectiveUser

The current owner of the process object.

EndDate

The date when this process instance ended, in the format:

MM/DD/YYYY

EndTime

The time when this process instance ended, in the format:

HH:MM:SS

InstanceName

The name of the original process object ending in a unique run-time object identifier that identifies each instance of
a process. For example, 372 is appended to process_1, resulting in an InstanceName of process_1_372.

InstanceUUID

For internal use only.

ObjectID

Object identifier for internal use only.
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ParentProcessROID

The unique run-time object identifier for the parent process that started the child process.

rootUUID

For internal use only.

RuntimeROID

A unique object identifier that the application appends to the process DisplayName to identify each process
instance. For example, RuntimeROID 372 is appended to process_1, resulting in an InstanceName of
process_1_372.

ScheduledStartTime

The date and time when the process was scheduled to start.

ServerName

The name of the server that is associated with the touchpoint.

ServerID

For internal use only.

StartDate

The date when this instance of the process was created, in the format:

MM/DD/YYYY

StartTime

The time when this instance of the process was created, in the format:

HH:MM:SS

TouchpointName

The name of the Orchestrator managing the running process.

 Specify Operator Data Set Variables
Operator data sets contain variables that the developer defines at design time. Also, CA
Process Automation can define the operator data sets at the run time for a specific operator.
Design-time variables are available immediately after process starts. Run-time variables are
added when an operator runs.
catpa04305
Operator data sets contain variables that the developer defines at design time. Also, CA Process Automation can
define the operator data sets at the run time for a specific operator. Design-time variables are available immediately
after process starts. Run-time variables are added when an operator runs.

The operator name in the local data set at run time labels the operator data sets. You can use dot (.) or bracket
([expression]) notation to specify an operator variable in an expression:

Operator.field_name
Process["Operator_name"].field_name
Process["Operator_name"]["field_name"]

The pre-execution and post-execution code for an operator can use the OpName keyword. The OpName keyword
is used to access the name of the current operator. You can also use this keyword to access or create an operator
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data set. To specify an operator data set variable in the pre-execution or post-execution code, use the following
syntax:

Process[OpName].field_name

The following table lists common operator data set system variables. CA Process Automation automatically defines
the data set system variables. You can define additional variables for specific operators.

Operator Dataset Variable Run-time Scope Description

AgentName during, after Name of the machine that is
associated with the touchpoint that
runs the operator.

AgentID during, after For internal use only.

EndDate after The date when the operator finished
running, in the format:MM/DD/YYYY

EndTime after The time when the operator stopped
running, in the format:HH:MM:SS

Reason after A string that describes the result.

ResponseCode after A string that describes the result.

StartDate during, after The date when the operator started
running, in the format:MM/DD/YYYY

StartTime during, after The time when the operator started
running, in the format:HH:MM:SS

ServiceType during, after The CA Process Automation module
that ran the operator.

TargetName during, after The name of the target (for example,
Orchestrator).

TouchpointName during, after The name of the touchpoint that runs
the operator.

UUID during, after For internal use only.

 Specify System Data Set Variables
The system data set for a process contains variables that return system information.
The System keyword is used to access the system data set. You can either use a dot (.) or a
bracket ([expression]) notation to specify a system variable in an expression:
catpa04305
The system data set for a process contains variables that return system information. The System keyword is used
to access the system data set. You can either use a dot (.) or a bracket ([expression]) notation to specify a system
variable in an expression:

System.variable_name
System[expression]

The following syntax uses bracket notation to specify a system variable name with a literal string:

System["variable_name"]
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The system data set contains the following variables:

DATE

The current date, in the format MM/DD/YY.

DAY

The day of the month.

FIRSTDAYMONTH

The date of the first day of the current month in the format MM/DD/YY.

FIRSTDAYNEXTMONTH

The date of the first day of the next month, in the format MM/DD/YY.

FIRSTDAYPREVMONTH

The date of the first day of the previous month, in the format MM/DD/YY.

HOST

The name of the current host.

LASTDAYMONTH

The date of the last day of the current month, in the format MM/DD/YY.

LASTDAYNEXTMONTH

The date of the last day of the next month, in the format MM/DD/YY.

LASTDAYPREVMONTH

The date of the last day of the previous month, in the format MM/DD/YY.

MONTH

The current month, represented as a zero-based number (for example, this variable returns 0 for January).

TIME

The current time of the day, in minutes (for example, this variable returns 600 for 10AM).

TIMES

The current time of the day, in the format HHMM.

TOMORROW

The date of the day that follows the current date, in the format MM/DD/YY.

WEEK

The week of the month.

YEAR

The current year.

YESTERDAY

The date of the day that precedes the current day, in the format MM/DD/YY.

 Statements
JavaScript statements run commands or combine expressions to complete tasks or yield
values. A JavaScript program is a collection of statements.
catpa04305
JavaScript statements run commands or combine expressions to complete tasks or yield values. A JavaScript
program is a collection of statements.

Variable declaration and variable assignment, iterations, and loops are commonly used in CA Process Automation
calculations. The following table lists JavaScript statements, some of which are not documented in this wiki.

Statement Syntax Description
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break break; break label_name: Exit from a switch or iterative
statement; or exit from the
statement named by a label
statement.

case case expression: Labels a statement in a switch
statement.

continue continue; continue label_name: Restart the loop, or the loop named
by a label statement.

default default; Label the default statement in a
switch statement.

do/while do statement while (expression) Perform expressions in a while
statement until an expression
evaluates to False.

empty ; Do nothing.

for for (initialize ; test ; increment)
statement

Loop while a test is True.

for/in for (variable_in_object) statement
Loop through properties of an object.

See The for/in Loop Statement.

function function function_name(a1,a2,...an)
{statements}

Declares a function. See Include
Common Resources in Scripts.

if/else if (expression) statement1 else
statement2

Execute conditionally. See The if
Statement.

label identifier: statement Assign an identifier to a statement.

return return[expression]; Return from a function or return a
value from a function.

switch switch (expression) {statements} Multiway conditional branch to case
or default statements. See The
switch Statement.

throw throw expression; Throw an exception.

try try {statements} Catch an exception.

var var name_1[=value1][, ..., name_n
[=value_n]] ;

Declare and optionally initialize
variables. See Variable Declaration.

while while (expression) statement Perform expressions in a while
statement while an expression
evaluates True. See The while Loop
Statement.

Contents:

 Variable Declaration
The JavaScript var statement declares a JavaScript variable. Optionally, you can use the =
assignment operator to initialize a variable at the same time that you create it. The JavaScript
variable definition uses the following syntax:
catpa04305
The JavaScript var statement declares a JavaScript variable. Optionally, you can use the = assignment operator to
initialize a variable at the same time that you create it. The JavaScript variable definition uses the following syntax:

var variable_name [= initial_value];
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The following lines create variables but leave the initial values undefined until subsequent code assigns values to
them:

var x
var s

You can initialize a variable as either an integer or a string. In the following example, x is initialized as an integer
and s is initialized as an empty string.

var x = 0
var s = ""

You can create multiple variables in a single statement:

var i = 0, j = 0, k = 0

 Variable Assignment
To assign values to dataset variables, use the = assignment operator. The variable assignment
uses the following syntax:
catpa04305
To assign values to dataset variables, use the = assignment operator. The variable assignment uses the following
syntax:

[dataset_reference.]variable_name = expression;

The expression consists of any combination of functions, variables, values, and operators that returns a string or
integer value. For example:

Process.S = "ABCDEF" + '_' + "123"
Datasets["ThisDataset"].x = 18 * I
x = 18 * I

If you omit the dataset reference, JavaScript references the process dataset by default. If the variable does not
exist in the process dataset, JavaScript creates a temporary variable. To create a process dataset variable, use the
Process reference.

 Conditional Statements
The expressions recognize the JavaScript conditional statements. The if conditional selection
evaluates a single Boolean condition and the else if conditional selection evaluates a series of
Boolean conditions.  conditional statements expecting a Boolean value recognize 0 as False
and any non-zero integer as True. expressions also support the switch statement, which allows
for multiple outcomes when evaluating a single variable.
catpa04305
The CA Process Automation expressions recognize the JavaScript conditional statements. The if conditional
selection evaluates a single Boolean condition and the else if conditional selection evaluates a series of Boolean
conditions. CA Process Automation conditional statements expecting a Boolean value recognize 0 as False and
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any non-zero integer as True. CA Process Automation expressions also support the switch statement, which allows
for multiple outcomes when evaluating a single variable.

Contents:

 The if Statement
The if conditional selection statement uses the following syntax:
catpa04305
The if conditional selection statement uses the following syntax:

if (Boolean_expression)
   statement

The Boolean_expression is any combination of functions, variables, values, and operators that returns a single
True or False value.

Example:

if (i <= 18) {
   y = 18 * I
   z = y * 56
}

The second form of the if conditional selection statement allows for two outcomes of the Boolean expression. It
uses the following syntax:

if (Boolean_expression)
   statement1
else
   statement2

Example:

if (i <= 18)
Process.Date = System.Date
else
Process.Date = "2006/01/23"

 The else if Statement
For multiple outcomes, you can nest else if statements. However, the logic can
become cumbersome to follow if you nest it deeply. Therefore, you can use the
following construction for a series:
catpa04305
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For multiple outcomes, you can nest else if statements. However, the logic can become cumbersome to follow if
you nest it deeply. Therefore, you can use the following construction for a series:

if (Boolean_expression_1)
   statement_1
else if (Boolean_expression_2)
   statement_2
else if (Boolean_expression_3)
   statement_3
...
else if (Boolean_expression_n)
   statement_n
else
   statement_else

The final else statement is optional. It only specifies code to run if none of the Boolean expressions is True.

 The switch Statement
The switch statement performs a multiway branch which is useful when all branches of
a conditional statement depend on the same variable. In this case, it is cumbersome to check
the value of the same variable repeatedly using multiple if statements. The switch statement
uses the following syntax to complete the same task more efficiently:
catpa04305
The switch statement performs a multiway branch which is useful when all branches of a conditional statement
depend on the same variable. In this case, it is cumbersome to check the value of the same variable repeatedly
using multiple if statements. The switch statement uses the following syntax to complete the same task more
efficiently:

switch(variable)
{
   case value_1:
      statements
   break;
   case value_2:
      statements
   break
...
   case value_n:
      statements
   break
   default:
      statements
   break
}

The switch statement runs the code in the case statement that matches the current value of variable. If there
is no match, the switch statement runs the default code or skips to the next statement if there is no default
code. The break statements optionally delimit one case block of code from the next case. In the absence of
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a break statement, execution falls from one case to the next. This is a valid action, so be careful not to omit
a break statement unless you actually intend for execution to fall through to the next case statement.

 Iterative Statements
JavaScript has several iterative loop statements, a continue statement, and a break statement.
The while and do/while loops run one or more statements as long as some condition is True.
The for and for/in loops run one or more statements a specified number of times. The break
statement exits an iterative statement. The continue statement restarts a loop in a new iteration.
catpa04305
JavaScript has several iterative loop statements, a continue statement, and a break statement. The while and do/
while loops run one or more statements as long as some condition is True. The for and for/in loops run one or
more statements a specified number of times. The break statement exits an iterative statement. The continue
statement restarts a loop in a new iteration.

Contents:

 The while Loop Statement
The while loop has the following syntax:
catpa04305
The while loop has the following syntax:

while (Boolean_expression)
   statement

The while loop performs a sequence of statements as long as the Boolean expression tested at the start of the loop
returns a True value.

Example:

var n = 0
while (n < 10)
{
   Process.square[n] = n * n
      n++
}

 The do/while Loop Statement
The do/while loop has the following syntax:
catpa04305
The do/while loop has the following syntax:

do
   statement
while (Boolean_expression);
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The do/while loop is similar to the while loop except that it tests at the bottom of the loop instead of at the top of the
loop. The while loop runs a sequence of statements as long as the Boolean expression returns a True value. For
example:

var n = 0
do {
   Process.square[n] = n * n
} while (n++ < 10)

 The for Loop Statement
The for loop performs a sequence of statements for a specified number of times. The for loop
has the following syntax:
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The for loop performs a sequence of statements for a specified number of times. The for loop has the following
syntax:

for (initialize ; test ; increment)
   statement

The for loop is similar to the while loop except that an initialization and increment is included in the loop syntax.
Each iteration of the for loop increases the increment, performs the test, and performs the statement.

For example, for an indexed variable Process.square that contains 35 values, you could use the following code to
set every value to the square of the index:

for (var i = 0; i < 34; i++)
   Process.square[i] = i * i

 The for/in Loop Statement
The for/in loop runs a sequence of statements for all values of a specified variable in a specified
object. The for/in loop has the following syntax:
catpa04305
The for/in loop runs a sequence of statements for all values of a specified variable in a specified object. The for/
in loop has the following syntax:

for (variable in object)
   statement

variable

One of the following items:

• • The name of a variable
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• A var statement that declares a variable
• An array element
• An object property

In other words, the variable value is equivalent to the left side of an assignment expression. The object value is the
name of an object or an expression that evaluates to an object.

For example, to loop through elements of an indexed field in a data set, define an index variable and specify the
indexed field as the object:

for (var i in Process.square)
   Process.square[i] = i * i

 The break Statement
Use the break statement to exit a loop, as illustrated in the following code:
catpa04305
Use the break statement to exit a loop, as illustrated in the following code:

var l = 0;
while (l < 10) {
   n = n++;
   if (n > 102)
      break;
}

 The continue Statement
Use the continue statement to skip to the next iteration of a loop. The following example uses
the continue statement to assign even numbers to an indexed local (Process) variable.
catpa04305
Use the continue statement to skip to the next iteration of a loop. The following example uses the continue
statement to assign even numbers to an indexed local (Process) variable.

var i = 0, j = 0
for (j=0; j < 102; j++)
{
   if (j%2) continue
   // following statement executed only for even values of j
   Process.evens[i] = j
   i++
   // following stops the loop when all elements of array are
 completed
   if (i >= Process.evens.Size) break
}
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 Specify System Paths in Expressions
Calculations generally accept either UNIX or Microsoft Windows paths. The UNIX path works for
locations on both UNIX and Microsoft Windows host systems. For example:
catpa04305
Calculations generally accept either UNIX or Microsoft Windows paths. The UNIX path works for locations on both
UNIX and Microsoft Windows host systems. For example:

Process.Path = "/tmp/files/myfile"

The preceding example specifies the location on the current drive for a Microsoft Windows host or the Root for a
UNIX host. Specify a network path as follows:

Process.NetPath = “//myhost/tmp/files/myfile.txt”

Include the drive specification in a path for a Microsoft Windows system as follows:

Process.Path = "C:/tmp/files/myfile.txt"

If a working directory (such as C:\tmp) is specified for a Microsoft Windows process, specify a path within the
working directory without any leading slash character, as follows:

Process.Subdir = "files/myfile.txt"

If you use a Microsoft Windows path in a calculation, verify that you escape the backslash character so that the
interpreter correctly evaluates it as a literal character, as follows:

Process.Path = "C:\\tmp\\files\\myfile.fm"

 Include Common Resources in Scripts
You can include previously defined scripts in a script. This allows a script to read and access
saved functions at run time. Use the Include statement on any line of a script dialog to add a
previously saved script to the file. The Include statement uses the following syntax:
catpa04305

http://myfile.fm
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You can include previously defined scripts in a CA Process Automation script. This allows a script to read and
access saved functions at run time. Use the Include statement on any line of a script dialog to add a previously
saved script to the file. The Include statement uses the following syntax:

include(expression)

The expression argument can be any path that references an appropriate resource. Recognized paths include:

• A relative path, such as include (“Scripts/functions.js"), that specifies a common user resource
(c2ouserresources) in the CA Process Automation Repository. 

• A directory path, such as include (“/scripts/functions.js"), that specifies a script on the current drive for a
Microsoft Windows host or the Root for a UNIX host.

• Including the drive letter in an explicit path, such as include(“D:\\scripts\\functions.js") to specify a script on a
specific drive.

• A network path, such as include ("//share/scripts/function.js"), that specifies a script on a shared network
resource.

• A URL, such as include (“http://james:8080/itpam/scripts/functions.js"), that specifies a path to a web resource.

Lines in an included script are added to a script as if they were typed in place of the Include statement.

Note:  A best practice is to include only necessary functions or other code instead of lengthy function libraries in an
included script. Included scripts are compiled at run time, so many unused lines of code unnecessarily increases
the time required to run a script.

 Comments in Calculations
The character pair // delimits JavaScript comments in lines. The start of a comment always
signifies the end of a logical line. A comment starts at the end of the logical line and terminates
at the end of the physical line. The JavaScript language interpreter ignores comments.
catpa04305
The character pair // delimits JavaScript comments in lines. The start of a comment always signifies the end
of a logical line. A comment starts at the end of the logical line and terminates at the end of the physical
line. The JavaScript language interpreter ignores comments.

 Create and Manage Data Sets
A data set consists of one or more variables. You can group variables that comprise large data
sets by pages.
catpa04305
 

 

HID_Create_and_Manage_Datasets
A data set consists of one or more variables. You can group variables that comprise large data sets by pages.

You create and manage the data set scopes at different times during process design:

• A named dataset is shared by multiple processes. You can create more than one named data set. You can
create a named data set when you create your first process. Define the variables that you expect to use across
future processes in the named data set. You can edit the named data set as you develop other processes.
Being able to browse for variables and use variables that are defined in named data sets saves time in process
development.

• A process data set is used in a specific process. Define as variables for the process data set those variables
that are used across operators. To identify common variables, evaluate the documented input parameters for
the operators in your process.

• An operator data set is specific to an operator. Click the help button on the properties dialog of any operator.
Details on the input parameters that compose the operator data set display.

Contents:
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 Open a Data Set to Modify a Value
You can make a quick modification to data set values without opening the data set dialog that
lets you create parameter names and pages.
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HID_Open_a_Dataset_to_Modify_a_Value
You can make a quick modification to data set values without opening the data set dialog that lets you create
parameter names and pages.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Select a checked out data set.
4. Take one of the following steps:

• Select Modify Data set from the More Actions drop-down list.
• Right click the data set and select Modify Data set.

A dialog with the existing data set design appears. You can edit any value.
5. Edit the values as needed.
6. Click Save.
7. Close the dialog.

 Inspect a Data Set
Production users can inspect a data set, but they cannot modify a selected data set.
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HID_Inspect_a_Dataset
Production users can inspect a data set, but they cannot modify a selected data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator: environment.
3. Navigate to a Dataset automation object.
4. Right-click the Dataset and Edit.

The data set opens in read-only mode.

Note:

If you have permissions to view the data set using the Operations tab, click the Operations tab > Datasets
link. The data set opens in read-only mode.

 

 

 

 Resources
Contains additional resources and sites available for users.
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A Resource object is a model that represents elements of your system architecture. Use them to synchronize
independent processes that rely on common infrastructure elements and to quantify and control access to the
specific IT entities. Include multiple resources that represent related entities in a single Resource object.

Use Resource objects to:
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• Balance the processing load across all processes running on a touchpoint.
• Synchronize the execution of processes that cannot execute in parallel.
• Implement environment level locks that simultaneously enable or disable multiple resources.
• Strategically manage processes and systems with common security rights.

You group resources because they are related to each other in some way. Examples include shared databases,
transmission links, simultaneous access to a limited number of software licenses, concurrent processes on a
touchpoint, numeric quotas, and other resources. After measuring performance, you can allocate system resources
to processes required by mission critical tasks. You can limit the number of simultaneous FTP connections that
are used by CA Process Automation. You can use resources to start a successor process only after an antecedent
process has released a resource. Resources can also be used to represent and control access to a particular IT
environment entity such as a log file that receives updates from multiple processes.

 

 How Resources Work
The Manage Resources operator is in the Process Control operator group. A process can use
the Manage Resources operator to take available units from a specified resource. If all units of
the specified resource are taken (in the same or different processes), the Manage Resources
operator delays processing along that branch until the resource has free units.
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The Manage Resources operator is in the Process Control operator group. A process can use the Manage
Resources operator to take available units from a specified resource. If all units of the specified resource are taken
(in the same or different processes), the Manage Resources operator delays processing along that branch until the
resource has free units.

The following design shows a process taking one unit from the process quota resource before running an
application. If there are available units in the process quota resource, processing continues to Run Application 1.
If there are no available resource units, processing fail to start until either units become available or the operator
times out. 

After the Run Application 1 operator ends, the resource unit is freed back to the process quota resource, and
processing continues with subsequent operators in the process.

Resources let you define the number of units available and how many units are consumed. A resource consists
of a maximum number of units, the current value of available units, and a flag indicating whether the resource is
locked.
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You can take the following actions with resources:

• Take a specified quantity of units of an available resource. Enter a higher value in the Used field.
• Free a specified quantity of units of an available resource. Enter a lower value in the Used field.
• Lock a resource
• Unlock a resource

A Manage Resources operator can consume or free any specified number of resources. As a developer or
administrator, you can use Manage Resources operators to tune the load balancing on a particular touchpoint. You
can also lock a resource to prevent consumption of resource units by any other process.

The following constraints apply to resources:

• The maximum number of units of any resource is an arbitrary value that you can calibrate and fine-tune for
your system requirements. The number of resources that a process uses is also arbitrary. The maximum limit
is 9,999; however, let performance and architecture be your guide. Allocate resource units to processes to best
suit your implementation requirements.

• The currently used value of resource units is always less than or equal to the maximum value of the resource.
• A resource-dependent process must wait until its specified number of units is available.
• Operators cannot consume units from a locked resource.
• Operators cannot lock a resource that another process has locked.

 Create a Resource Object
Create and define as many Resource objects as required in each orchestrator. The Resource
operator performs resource operations in a process. The Resource operator uses the current
versions of specified Resource objects. Modifications that are made to the Resource object in its
current state are immediately available to the Resource operator upon check-in.
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Create and define as many Resource objects as required in each orchestrator. The Resource operator performs
resource operations in a process. The Resource operator uses the current versions of specified Resource objects.
Modifications that are made to the Resource object in its current state are immediately available to the Resource
operator upon check-in.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. In the left pane, click a folder, and select New and then Resources.

A new resource appears.
3. Click the resource name and rename it to a more meaningful name.
4. Edit the Resource object.

Note:  You can also use code to create Resource objects dynamically.

 Edit a Resource Object
Edit a Resource object to manage individual resources within it. You can also manage versions,
view properties, and examine the object history.
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Edit a Resource object to manage individual resources within it. You can also manage versions, view properties,
and examine the object history.

Add individual resource entries for applications, connections, or other instances you want to control, enabling you
to:

• Set a maximum number of instances that can be run at any moment.
• Track the number of instances or units running concurrently.
• Track the number of available instances or free units that can be started at any time.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Double-click a Resource object.

The Resources dialog appears. The Resources tab opens by default.
3. Click Add to add an individual resource.
4. Review any of the values in the columns of the Resources tab. Click in the cells to enter new values.
5. Click Check In or Save and Close.

Note:

• In the Amount field, specify the quantity for the resource. Quotas for operators in processes are drawn from
this number. The quantity is an arbitrary value that is not by itself related to units of any actual computer or
system resource (such as CPU, memory, or bandwidth). You can use it to apportion a resource to processes in
whatever manner that you require. There are no rules about the quantity of a resource. Specify an amount of 1,
so any process runs only one instance of a CPU-intensive operator at any given time.

• Data set variables can be used to set resource use, so usage can be fine-tuned on a touchpoint without opening
and configuring processes that consume a resource. For example, if you set the amount to 100, you could
change a usage variable from 10, to 20, to 50, or even to 100 to accommodate demands on a touchpoint.

• The Used and Free columns show how many units of a resource are currently consumed and available. You
can enter a value in the Used field between 0 and the total number of units shown in the Amount field. More
commonly, a Resource operator changes these settings programmatically in a process or schedule.

 Monitor and Edit Resources
You can monitor and edit the resources in a Resource object on the Operations page. The
Operations page allows you to modify the current version of a Resource object. Your changes
are automatically applied to any Manage Resource operators using the Resource object.
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You can monitor and edit the resources in a Resource object on the Operations page. The Operations page allows
you to modify the current version of a Resource object. Your changes are automatically applied to any Manage
Resource operators using the Resource object.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Operations tab.
2. In the Links pane:

1.1 Expand Process Watch or Resources.
2.1 Expand the list of folders or search for a specific process watch or resource object.
3.1 Select a resource object.

The current version of the Resource object appears.
3. Select a resource and then make any of the following changes.

1.1 In the toolbar, click Lock to lock the resource. Click Unlock to unlock a resource. You can also click the lock
icon in the State column to switch this setting.

2.1 Click Clear to release any used resources and reset free resources to the maximum amount available.
3.1 Click the Amount, Used, and Description fields to edit their values.
4.1 Click Refresh to view the latest system data.

Your changes are available to Manage Resource operators.
4. To add or edit resources in a Manage Resource operator in a Schedule:

1.1 Expand Links and click Active or Global Schedules.
2.1 In the list of schedules, double-click a schedule.
3.1 In a Manage Resources item of the schedule, click Properties.
4.1 Click the Specific tab.
5.1 Click Check Out.
6.1 Click Add, Edit, or Delete to configure the resources.
7.1 Click Check In or click Save and Close.
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 Add a Manage Resources Operator to a Process
After creating a resource object with one or more resources within it, add a Resource operator
to a process. For example, place one Resource operator before and another one after other
operators to balance load. The first Resource operator uses or takes resources and the second
operator frees or gives back units, making them available to other waiting processes.
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After creating a resource object with one or more resources within it, add a Resource operator to a process. For
example, place one Resource operator before and another one after other operators to balance load. The first
Resource operator uses or takes resources and the second operator frees or gives back units, making them
available to other waiting processes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a process in the Process Designer.
2. Open the Process Control operator palette for your resource.
3. Drag and drop the Manage Resources operator to a location in the process.
4. Define the entry and exit links. The Manage Resources operator has four possible exit links:

• Completed is processed when the operator succeeds. The Result variable is set to 1 and the Reason
variable is set to COMPLETED.

• Failed is processed when the Interpreter module is unable to complete the operator successfully. The Result
variable is set to -1 and the Reason variable is set to FAILED.

• Timeout is processed if the resource operator is not completed within an optional specified time-out interval.
The Result variable is set to 1 and the Reason variable is set to TIMEOUT.

• Custom Result is processed when execution settings determine the result. The Result variable is set to 0
and the Reason variable is set to CUSTOM.

5. Double-click the Resource operator to configure options.
The Dataset and Resource Properties palettes appear.

 Define Resource Actions
You can set the action that you want each Manage Resources operator to take. Possible actions
include taking and freeing units or locking and unlocking resources.
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You can set the action that you want each Manage Resources operator to take. Possible actions include taking and
freeing units or locking and unlocking resources.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Process Designer, double-click a Manage Resources operator.
2. In the Properties palette, click the Add button. You can create multiple actions for multiple resources within one

resource operator.
The Action Properties dialog appears.

3. In the Resources object field, specify the resource object that you want to use. You can either enter the full path
to the object in the automation library or click the browse button to locate the object.

4. (Optional) Click Open to view or edit the resources in the object.
5. In the Resource name field, enter the name of the resource or an expression.

Note:  Both the Resource Path and Resource Name fields accept expressions. Enclose any literal strings
between double quotation marks.

6. In the Action field, select the action that you want the resource to perform from the drop-down list:

• Take Units
Takes the number of resource units specified in the Amount field.

• Free Units
Makes the number of resources specified in the Amount field available.
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• Lock Resource
Locks the resource so other resource operators cannot take resource units or lock the resource. Actions can
still free resource units that were taken before a resource was locked, but the freed units will not be available
until after the resource is unlocked.

• Unlock Resource
Unlocks a locked resource.

7. When taking or freeing resource units, specify a quantity in the Amount field.
8. Click Save and Close.

The new action is added to the Action list.

Note:  To remove an action from the Action list, click the action, and then click the Delete button. To edit an
existing action, click the action and then click the Edit button. To view a selected action in a process that is not
checked out, click the View button.

 Check for and Respond to Unavailable Resources
The following properties determine what resources the operator executes and how it responds
when resources are unavailable:
catpa04305
 

The following properties determine what resources the operator executes and how it responds when resources are
unavailable:

• Time-out field
• All resources must be available check box
• Execute actions check box

Contents:

 Specify a Time-Out Interval
Follow these steps:
catpa04305
Sometimes an action attempts to take more units of a resource than are available or tries to lock an already locked
resource. In these situations, set the Time-out interval to determine how long the operator waits for resources to
become available. After the time-out interval expires, the operator checks one final time if the resource is available
before it times out. After a Resources operator times out, the process module processes the time-out exit link on
the operator.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a process.
2. Drag a Manage Resources operator into the process.
3. Double-click the Manage Resources operator to view its properties.
4. In the Execution Settings palette, configure the options available in the Timeout group.

• No Timeout
When checked, the operator waits indefinitely until all resources including all the actions listed
under Actions can be executed and are available.
When clear, a Duration or Target Date timeout setting is applied.

• Type
Select Duration or Target Date. The operator waits before timing out. For example, to specify a time-out
interval, select Duration and enter the number of seconds. When you specify a time-out duration of 0
seconds, the operator does not wait. If resources are unavailable, it immediately times out. The operator
succeeds only if resources are immediately available.

• Duration/Target Date and Time
Specify the numeric quantity of seconds or a fixed date and time to serve as the timeout period.

• Action
Select Continue, Reset, Abort, or Abandon. If you select Abort, the operator processes the Failed exit link.

5. Save the process.
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 Specify Resource Availability and Action Settings
Follow these steps:
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The following properties determine which resources the operator runs. They also determine how the operator
responds when resources are unavailable. Set the All resources must be available check box to determine how CA
Process Automation handles resource availability. Set the Execute Actions option to determine how CA Process
Automation behaves with respect to resource availability and predefined actions.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a process.
2. Drag a Manage Resources operator into the process.
3. Double-click the Manage Resources operator to view its properties.
4. Set the All resources must be available check box:

• Selected
Specifies that all resources that the actions listed in the Action field require must be available before any
action is applied. The operator succeeds only if all the resources become available within the Timeout setting
constraints.

• Clear
Allows the operator to complete only those actions for which resources are available. The operator then
succeeds if one or more of the listed actions is successfully executed within the Timeout setting constraints.

5. Set the Execute Actions check box:

• Selected
The operator runs all the actions, if it can.

• Clear
The operator does not run any actions. If resources are available within the Timeout constraints, the operator
runs the Successful exit link without performing any actions.

6. Save the process.

Note:  These settings can be used with a resource that is set to enable or disable a whole set of processes. Before
they start their tasks, those processes check that there is no lock on the resource by attempting to take a single
resource unit from the resource. Depending on the outcome of the test, some other mechanism can lock or unlock
the resource, such as:

• Scheduled tasks (where enabling or disabling of the processes is based on time constraints)
• Manually started tasks (using a Start Request Form)
• A process that an external monitoring application starts
• A process that monitors some internal or external condition in a loop

 Check for Resource Availability without Running Actions
Set the Execute Actions option to determine how CA Process Automation behaves with respect
to resource availability and predefined actions.
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Set the Execute Actions option to determine how CA Process Automation behaves with respect to resource
availability and predefined actions.

 Create and Manage Resources
On the Library tab, many actions that you can perform with toolbar buttons and right-click menu
options apply to all automation objects.
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HID_Create_and_Manage_Resources
On the Library tab, many actions that you can perform with toolbar buttons and right-click menu options apply to all
automation objects.

Actions that are specific to the Resources objects require the Resource Editor. You perform these actions within
business processes. The following actions are resources-specific:
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• Content designers create a resource object to monitor the current usage status of a given resource.
• Content designers create a process that uses the Manage Resources operator. Designers configure the

Manage Resources operator to take an appropriate action on resources. The action the operator takes is based
on input from entities that use and free the resource units.

• Content administrators transition the process to production.
• The running process updates the resources object as units are used and freed.
• Production users monitor the percentage that is used of the specified resource.
• Production administrators update the total number in the resources object as the inventory increases or

decreases.

 About Resources Object Usage
To record totals and track usage of your system resources, use the resources automation
object. System resources that you can represent with the resources object include:
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To record totals and track usage of your system resources, use the resources automation object. System resources
that you can represent with the resources object include:

• Shared databases
• Transmission links
• Simultaneous FTP connections that CA Process Automation uses

If you keep the Amount values current, the resources object data can serve for tracking inventory. When you
acquire more units of a resource, you edit that resource Amount field. You can view resources to examine the
status of the percentage used.

The Process Control folder for operators includes the Manage Resources operator. Processes can use the Manage
Resources operator to manage the system resources that you define with a resources automation object. You can
use the Manage Resources operator to synchronize independent processes that rely on common infrastructure
elements such as concurrent processes on a touchpoint. For example, you can manage a resource such that one
process can start only when a specific number of resource units is free. One process waits until the process that
is using units of that resource releases the required number. Processes that use the Manage Resources operator
prevent simultaneous updates to resources and prevent deadlocks.

Note:

 CA recommends you to have the Resource object checked-in to leverage enhanced performance and scalability
with the process run-time engine.

 Create a Resources Object to Represent a Limited Resource
Create a separate Resources object for each type of limited resource. Create the Resources
object before you create the process that is to manage contention for that resource. The
Resources object can then be used during the simulation and test runs of the process while in
development.
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Create a separate Resources object for each type of limited resource. Create the Resources object before you
create the process that is to manage contention for that resource. The Resources object can then be used during
the simulation and test runs of the process while in development.

Create a resources object as follows to make it available to the process. The automated process manages the
consumption and freeing of units.

1.  Create a resource object.
2. Save resource changes.

Note:  See Save Automation Object Changes.
3. Check in the resource.

Note:  See Check In Automation Objects.
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 Forms
supports two main types of interactive form objects:
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CA Process Automation supports two main types of interactive form objects:

• Start Request Forms
• Interaction Request Forms

Design these forms at strategic points in your process to allow users to provide input and control the process.

Custom operators also include forms with pages and data fields that appear in the Properties palette of the Process
Designer.

 Start Request Forms
The Start Request Form object enables you to create an interface that allows other users
to launch a process and to provide input at startup in a structured manner. You design and
maintain the layout and behavior of the form. Users fill out the form when prompted. For
example, you can give someone at a Help Desk or in Human Resources the ability to provide
information that influences how a related process starts.
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The Start Request Form object enables you to create an interface that allows other users to launch a process and
to provide input at startup in a structured manner. You design and maintain the layout and behavior of the form.
Users fill out the form when prompted. For example, you can give someone at a Help Desk or in Human Resources
the ability to provide information that influences how a related process starts.

You can group a series of related form elements on a specific page or section of the page. You can add any
number of pages. You can use functions and events to get or set other field values. Design the form to gather all
the information that is required from the user to start the process.

Content Designers complete the following tasks:

• Define prompts for parameter values to initialize data set variables in a process.
• Design the planned process. Some processes require users to make selections or enter data before the process

begins. Such processes require a start request form.
• Create a process data set. The process data set can contain parameters to import to the start request form.
• Create a start request form.
• Manage a start request form.
• Start a start request form.
• Defines whether a user can start the request, and has the options to queue it.

The production user who starts the process uses the start request form to set the values for the current execution
of the process.

Because most start requests are initiated with the intent to run them right away, most start request forms are
designed to start running immediately.

The Production Users or Content Administrators can start a start request form from the following locations:

• Click the Operations pane and the Start Request pane in the CA Process Automation web interface. Navigate to
the folder containing a start request form, right-click the start request form, and select Start.

• Open the Library Browser in the CA Process Automation web interface. Navigate to the folder containing a start
request form, right-click the start request form, and select Start to open the Start Request wizard.

• Open the Process Watch palette for a process watch to which you added a start request form.

Right-click any start request form object, then select Properties to view the following information:

• Name
• Reference 
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The path to the start request form object in the library
• Process name 

The process that a request starts
• Touchpoint 

The touchpoint on which the form is located

A start request form object specifies the following elements:

• A process object
• Prompts for values that are required to start the process
• Automation object permissions

If CA Embedded Entitlements Manager manages CA Process Automation security, create a custom policy with
the start request form resource class to grant the ability to start the start request form. In the custom policy, add
identities to grant access, select StartRequestForm (Start) as the action, and add /Job Start Forms/* as the
resource. Create a custom policy for objects to grant access to the folder with forms, including the Start Request
Form. In the custom objects policy, add identities to grant access, select Object_List (List) and Object_Read
(Read) as the actions, and add / as the resource.

Users with access to a process watch can monitor all requests in all states. Users can create a process watch to
monitor specific requests.

After you create and design a Start Request Form, it must start as part of another process, or you can manually
start it. When a form starts, it results in a new form instance with a unique name consisting of the form name
plus the form's runtime object ID. When a process starts, it results in a new process instance with a unique name
consisting of the process name plus the process runtime object ID. Examples follow:

MyStartRequestForm_239
MyProcess_241

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Operations tab.
2. In the Operations pane, navigate to any of the following locations to view form and process instances:

1.1 Expand Start Requests, expand folders, and click a Start Request Form.
2.1 Expand Process Watch, expand folders, expand a Process Watch object, and click on an optional Start

Request Form that you previously added to the object.
3.1 Expand Links and click Start Requests.

3. In the Operations pane, navigate to one of the following locations to start a form and its associated process:

1.1 Expand Start Requests, expand folders, and click a Start Request Form. Right-click the form and select
Start.

2.1 Expand Process Watch, expand folders, expand a Process Watch object, and click on an optional Start
Request Form that you previously added to the object. Right-click the form and select Start.

4. Repeat step 2 to view both the form instance and the process instance.
5. To monitor the actual process instance, click a row and then click Open Process Instance in the toolbar.

Note:

• The Process Instance column shows no data for any forms in the Queued state. Queued forms do not
instantiate a process instance until the form starts Running.

• You can change the process instance name while the process is running by using Process.UserInstName. Click
Refresh to view the new Process Instance name.

• The Process Instance column does not include any forms that were already running before an upgrade to the
current version of CA Process Automation.

 Create and Manage Start Request Forms
Start Request Forms let users enter runtime-specific parameter values before the invoked
process starts.
catpa04305
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HID_Create_and_Manage_Start_Request_Forms
Start Request Forms let users enter runtime-specific parameter values before the invoked process starts.

Content designers perform the following tasks:

• Design the planned process. Certain processes require users to make selections or enter data before the
process begins. Such processes require a start request form.

• Create a process dataset. The process dataset can contain parameters to import to the start request form.
• Create a start request form.
• Manage a start request form.
• Start a start request form.

 Interaction Request Forms
The Interaction Request Form enables you to create an interface that can be used during the
execution of a process to interact with a user in a structured manner. The form is accessed
in a web browser by a user who either administers processes within or performs some other
business objective.
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The Interaction Request Form enables you to create an interface that can be used during the execution of a
process to interact with a user in a structured manner. The form is accessed in a web browser by a user who either
administers processes within CA Process Automation or performs some other business objective.

Typical use cases for Interaction Request Forms include:

• Getting approval before you continue with a process or a path within a process.
• Letting a user select a course of action.
• Retrieving information that is only available from a person at runtime.
• Requesting manual actions (for example, physically connecting a server to a switch) to be performed and

marked as completed before proceeding with a process.

The Interaction Request Form object defines the pages, parameters, and other characteristics of the form.
Parameters can be configured to display edit boxes, drop-down lists, list boxes, and check box lists on form pages.
You can have multiple pages in the form, letting you group related parameters on separate pages. Users click the
Next and Back buttons to step through the pages in an Interaction Request Form. You can add any number of
pages to an Interaction Request Form to gather all the information required during the execution of a process that
uses the form.

Interaction Request Forms are saved as separate objects in the automation library. After creating and checking in
an Interaction Request Form, it can then be added to any process using the Assign User Task operator.

When a process executes the Assign User Task operator, the Interaction Request Form is listed as a pending
user prompt in CA Process Automation. The User Interaction operator does not complete until an authorized user
responds to the prompt by completing and submitting the Interaction Request Form, or the timeout specified in the
Assign User Task operator is reached.

Contents:

 Manage Interaction Request Forms
An interaction request form lets you gather information from a user during the execution of a
process. Interaction Request Forms let users approve or reject a request, make a selection, or
perform a prerequisite task before continuing the process.
catpa04305
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HID_Manage_Interaction_Request_Forms
An interaction request form lets you gather information from a user during the execution of a process. Interaction
Request Forms let users approve or reject a request, make a selection, or perform a prerequisite task before
continuing the process.

You can build the form with Windows controls, such as drop-down lists. Your form can be composed of multiple
pages.

A start request can invoke an interaction request form to collect information from a user before starting a process.
The User Interaction operator can invoke an interaction request form to collect information from a user during a
running process. In both cases, you can set a timeout interval to wait for the user response. A Task List task notifies
users that there is a pending task.

 Initialize Form Variables
You can set the interaction request form to a specific Assign User Task operator in a process.
You can also add code to initialize form fields at runtime.
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You can set the interaction request form to a specific Assign User Task operator in a process. You can also add
code to initialize form fields at runtime.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Designer tab.
2. In the Process Designer, open a process or create one.
3. In the Operators palette Process Control group, drag an Assign User Task operator to your process.
4. Double-click the Assign User Task operator to open its Properties palette.
5. In the Properties palette:

1.1 Expand User Task.
2.1 In the Interaction Request Form field, click the lookup button to browse for a form. Click OK.
3.1 Click the Form Data Initialization Code field to expand it.

6. In the Form Data Initialization Code window, initialize any form variables. For the following examples,
myTextField is the _id of the form element that you want to initialize.

• For simple data types, enter:

Form.myTextField='welcome'.

• If the simple field is inside a ValueMap or field set, enter:

Form.value_map= newValueMap(); 
Form.valuemap.myTextField="welcome"; 

• If the simple field is inside a complex value map in a ValueMap, enter:

Form.value_map.value_map_nested= newValueMap(); 
Form.value_map.value_map_nested.text_field_nested="test";

7. In the Form Data Initialization Code window, click OK.
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 View Form Property Values in a Separate Window
Follow these steps:
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When form properties values are not fully visible in the pane displaying the Name and Value settings, you can view
them in a separate window.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Open a form.
3. In the Form Designer:

1.1 Drag a field to a page in the layout.
2.1 Click the field listed in the form structure.
3.1 Identify a property or event that can store multiple lines of text, such as Style or onMouseOver.
4.1 Right-click the property or event value, then click Expand.

CA Process Automation displays the expanded property value in a separate window.

Note:  When you expand an event, you can press CTRL+SPACE to view code completion assistance suggestions.
Press CTRL+ALT to view a list of the functions.

 Example: Create a Simple Form with Basic Functions
In this example, you are developing a form for a company that operates in three primary regions
(California, Pennsylvania, and North Carolina). In each state, the company has a primary and
secondary office location that the name of the city identifies. The stakeholders responsible for
implementing company policy want the form to meet the following business requirements:
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In this example, you are developing a form for a company that operates in three primary regions (California,
Pennsylvania, and North Carolina). In each state, the company has a primary and secondary office location that the
name of the city identifies. The stakeholders responsible for implementing company policy want the form to meet
the following business requirements:

• All business that originates in California must be routed by default to the Anaheim office.
• All business that originates in Pennsylvania must be routed by default to the Philadelphia office.
• All business that originates in North Carolina must be routed by default to the Raleigh office.
• All business that originates in any other state must be routed by default to the Pittsburgh office.
• The user has the option of specifying another state or city.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Create an Interaction Request Form object or locate an existing one to use for this sample procedure.
3. Double-click the form object.

The Interaction Request Form dialog, or Forms Designer, appears.
4. If the form object is not already checked out, click Check Out.
5. In the Form Elements pane, expand the following entries:

1.1 Form Elements
2.1 Your form (for example, Interaction_Request_Form_4)
3.1 Page Layout
4.1 Page

6. Click Page.
7. Click Rename in the toolbar
8. Enter the name Location: and click OK.
9. Drag a Select field from the Form pane to the Location page.
10. Repeat Step 9.

Two Select fields appear under your Location page layout.
11. Complete the following actions in the Form pane:
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1.1 Drag three Select Options to the first Select field.
2.1 Drag six Select Options to the second Select field.

12. Click each of the following form elements and then click Rename to rename each object as indicated:

1.1 Rename the first Select field to State.

• Rename the first option to CA.
• Rename the second option to PA.
• Rename the third option to NC.

2.1 Rename the second Select field to City.

• Rename the first option to Anaheim.
• Rename the second option to Los Angeles.
• Rename the third option to Pittsburgh.
• Rename the fourth option to Philadelphia.
• Rename the fifth option to Charlotte.
• Rename the sixth option to Raleigh.

13. Click each of the following form elements and make the following property settings in the Properties (Name
and Value) pane.

1.1 For State:

• Set Name to State.
• Set the onChange event value to ca_fd.js.selectRegion().
• Set the value of the CA option to California.
• Set the value of the PA option to Pennsylvania.
• Set the value of the NC option to North Carolina.

2.1 For City:

• Set Name to City.
• Set the value property for each city option to the city name.

For example, set Anaheim to Anaheim, Los Angeles to Los Angeles, and so on.
14. In the Form Elements pane, click the name of your form and then click Script in the toolbar.

The Script dialog opens.
15. Copy and paste the following code in the Script editor:

{
 selectRegion: function() 
  {
    var selectedState = ca_pam_getSelectedOptionValues('Form.State')
[0];    
 
    if(selectedState == 'North Carolina')   
     {  
      ca_pam_selectOption('Form.City', 'Raleigh', 'Raleigh', true); 
     }  
    else if(selectedState == 'California')  
     {  
      ca_pam_selectOption('Form.City', 'Anaheim', 'Anaheim', true); 
     }  
    else if(selectedState == 'Pennsylvania')    
     {  
      ca_pam_selectOption('Form.City', 'Philadelphia', 'Philadelphia', true);   
     }  
    else    
     {  
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      ca_pam_selectOption('Form.City', 'Pittsburgh', 'Pittsburgh', true);   
     }  
  }
}

16. Click Save. The Script dialog closes.
17. Click Save in the Forms Designer.
18. Click the Preview tab.
19. Verify that your results are similar to the following sample results and values:

State: Default City:

CA Anaheim

PA Philadelphia

NC Raleigh

Any other state. For example, NY. Pittsburgh

 Configure Archiving for Interaction Request Forms
You can override the minimum days of process history to retain for completed interaction
request forms. By default, the process control at the Domain level sets the archive interval for
interaction request form objects to 2 minutes.
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You can override the minimum days of process history to retain for completed interaction request forms. By default,
the process control at the Domain level sets the archive interval for interaction request form objects to 2 minutes.
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Define the archival policy for the interaction request form from the Configuration Browser.

Contents:

 Accept or Override the Policy at the Environment Level
You can override the setting for archiving completed Interaction Request Form objects at the
Environment level.
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You can override the setting for archiving completed Interaction Request Form objects at the Environment level.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. On the Configuration Browser pane, right-click the target Environment and select Lock.
3. Click the Connectors tab, right-click a process control module, and select Edit.
4. On the Properties tab, clear the Inherit settings check box.
5. In the Time to Keep Completed User Interaction field, type a new value.
6. Click Apply, then click Save.
7. On the Configuration Browser pane, right-click the target Environment and select Unlock.

 Accept or Override the Policy at the Orchestrator Level
You can override the setting for archiving completed Interaction Request Form objects at the
Orchestrator level.
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You can override the setting for archiving completed Interaction Request Form objects at the Orchestrator level.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. On the Configuration Browser pane, right-click the target Environment and select Lock.
3. Click the target Orchestrator.
4. Click the Connectors tab, right-click a process control module, and select Edit.
5. On the Properties tab, clear the Inherit settings check box.
6. In the Time to Keep Completed User Interaction field, type a new value.
7. Click Apply, then click Save.
8. On the Configuration Browser pane, right-click the target Environment and select Unlock.

 Define the Domain-Level Archive Setting
You can define the default interval to retain interaction request form instances at the Domain
level.
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You can define the default interval to retain interaction request form instances at the Domain level.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. On the Configuration Browser pane, right-click Domain and select Lock.
3. Click the Connectors tab, right-click a process control module, and select Edit.
4. On the process control module Properties tab, type a value in the Time to Keep Completed User Interaction

field. The default value is 2 minutes.
5. Click Apply.
6. Click Save.
7. Right-click Domain and select Unlock.

 The Form Designer
When you open a form from the Library Browser, the Form Designer opens. The Form Designer
features a standard toolbar and series of tabs. Use the Form tab to design a form and use the
Preview tab to review its appearance.
catpa04305
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When you open a form from the Library Browser, the Form Designer opens. The Form Designer features a
standard toolbar and series of tabs. Use the Form tab to design a form and use the Preview tab to review its
appearance.

 

Item: Description:

Form Elements: The top of this pane displays all the
available types of controls.

Form Structure: The bottom of this pane shows the
structure of your form. Drag and drop form elements to
the pages of your form from here.
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Form Pages: The layout for the pages of your form
appears here. Click a control to edit its properties. For
forms with multiple pages, click Back and Next to view
other pages. Users can also click Next and Back to view
the form pages.
Drag and drop form elements to the page to design the
forms.
Note: The area that is available to drop a page onto
another page is very small. We recommend dragging
the page element to the bordering area in between the
form elements and the form itself:

 

Property Pane: Use this pane to view or edit the
variables in the form elements. For example, set
the Required property to true, change the Label that
identifies a field, or specify a function for an event.
The illustration shows the following arguments used in
the onFocus event to set the value of a text field named
Form.Var_3 to 500:

ca_pam_setTextFieldValue(Form.Var_3, 500)

 Form Element Types
catpa04305
This topic presents basic examples of each form element type.

Item: Description:

Form Structure: While you design the form, the bottom
of the Form tab displays the arrangement of pages and
form elements.
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Page Layout: You can set the layout to display pages
as cards or tabs. Cards appear in sequence when the
user clicks Back or Next. Tabs let the user select any
tab to view the associated page only in Preview mode.

Check Boxes and Radio Buttons: Use a group of
check boxes (check list items) when a user can select
multiple related items. Use a group of radio buttons
(option buttons) when a user can select only one related
item. Use individual check boxes to control settings for
unrelated items.

Orientation: You can set check list and radio group
orientation to vertical or horizontal.

Labels: Use labels to identify specific fields or regions
in the form.

Images: Use an image element to include a graphic.
An image can display a logo, icon, status indicator,
or button that users can click. When the form cannot
locate an image, the product displays a broken link icon.

HTML: Use the HTML element to specify HTML code to
render for the user.

Object Reference: Use an object reference to give
users an easy way to select another object in the library
browser. An object reference stores the path to an
object in a library. For example, a user can specify a
touchpoint on an Orchestrator and then run a process
on the selected touchpoint. As the designer of the form,
you can limit the available types of objects that an
object reference allows.

Item: Description:

Field Set: Use field sets to group related form
elements. Users can expand and collapse field sets to
focus on specific parts of a form, avoiding clutter.

Text Field and Text Area: Use text fields to let users
enter basic data such as names, addresses, email
accounts, telephone numbers, and other details. Use
text areas to let users enter multiple lines of text. Users
can view the amount of text that you set in the height
property on the form and can scroll the remainder of the
field.
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Multiline Text: Use multiline text to display large
amounts of text in a separate resizeable scrolling
window. This element occupies a single line on the
form. The form displays the element as a button with
ellipsis (...) to indicate that the user can click to browse
the full window.

Date Field: Use a date field to store a date. Users can
enter a date or can select a date from the integrated
calendar control.

Spinner: Use a spinner to let the user adjust a value up
or down in predefined increments.

Lookup: Use a lookup element to display a one-column
table of values in a popup window. You can use a data
set or external data source to provide the values. A user
can click a value and then click OK to both populate the
lookup field and store the value.

Select: Use a select element to display a drop-down list
of options.

Simple Array and Table: Use a simple array to store
a single type of data in a table. Use a table to store
multiple columns of data. These form elements include
options for adding, deleting, and moving rows.

You can insert the following elements in a table:

• Check box
• Date
• Field set
• Image
• Label
• Lookup field
• Radio button (option button)
• Select field
• Text field
• Text area
• Multiline text
• Table
• Simple array
• Object reference
• Check list
• Spinner
• HTML
• Page

 Form Element Functions
You can use predefined JavaScript functions in fields on start request and interaction request
forms.
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Many user interface events occur when a user interacts with a form. Events such as changing a field value
(onChange) or positioning the mouse pointer over a table (onMouseOver) can initiate JavaScript functions. As a
designer of a form, you can use form element functions to achieve the following and other goals:

• Dynamically control form elements based on events.
• Get data from a field or table.
• Set the data in a field or table.
• Use logic to assist users with navigating potentially complex options. For example, you can use functions to

update a list of cities according to the Country a user selects.
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• Assist users with minimizing data-entry errors.

You can use predefined JavaScript functions in fields on start request and interaction request forms.

 Prepare a Folder for Export as a Content Package
After a process is designed, developed, and tested, content designers get the objects ready
for a release. A release is performed by exporting objects in a folder as a content package and
then importing the resulting file into the target Orchestrator. The target Orchestrator is often in a
different environment, for example, a production environment.
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After a process is designed, developed, and tested, content designers get the objects ready for a release. A
release is performed by exporting objects in a folder as a content package and then importing the resulting file
into the target Orchestrator. The target Orchestrator is often in a different environment, for example, a production
environment.

When Content Designers support the exported processes after import to another library, it is good practice to export
the parent folder as a content package. Each object in a content package is tagged with a nonmodifiable release
version. Designers or support personnel can easily identify and restore the imported version of any object. Users in
the import environment cannot edit or delete the imported versions of objects because the import process baselines
the objects.

Note:  See Prepare a Content Package for Export for more information.

Figure 34: Prepare a Folder for Export as a Content Package

Preparing a content package to export consists of the following tasks:
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1. Create a release-specific export folder.
2. Set the release version of the export folder.
3. Add the objects to the export folder.
4. Prepare the objects for export in a content package.

When the process is complete, an administrator can export the folder as a content package. The administrator then
imports the export file into the target environment.

 Prepare a Content Package for Export
Setting a Release Version value for a folder is required only for a folder that is targeted for
export as a content package. You can export a folder (not as a content package) without a
Release Version value. Exporting as a content package lets you easily identify the exported
objects after they have been imported. A folder that is exported as a content package is typically
imported into a library in a different Orchestrator in a different environment. The version of
objects that you export in a folder as a content package cannot be modified after import. The
release version that you specify cannot be tampered with after import. This makes it possible to
limit troubleshooting efforts to the release version of objects.
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Setting a Release Version value for a folder is required only for a folder that is targeted for export as a content
package. You can export a folder (not as a content package) without a Release Version value. Exporting as
a content package lets you easily identify the exported objects after they have been imported. A folder that
is exported as a content package is typically imported into a library in a different Orchestrator in a different
environment. The version of objects that you export in a folder as a content package cannot be modified after
import. The release version that you specify cannot be tampered with after import. This makes it possible to limit
troubleshooting efforts to the release version of objects.

The procedures in this scenario can be performed immediately before export. Alternatively, you
can create a release-specific folder before design work begins and add objects to this export folder during the
design process. You can set the release version of the export folder as soon as the release version is determined.

/ (root folder)
Automated Process1 
   Release Version 1 (the first export folder for a process)

If your Library is organized in another way, then you can perform the preparation steps that this scenario describes
in one session.

Warning:  Each deployment must include all objects that the process uses and all objects that use the
process, even objects that are not changed between releases.

CA Process Automation also supports exporting a folder as a content package, when the folder contains objects
from different processes. In this case, you use the Value field for the Release Version property of the folder to
describe the contents in other, more appropriate terms.

The order in which you perform the tasks in preparing a package for export is arbitrary. You can set the release
number for the folder before or after you set the release number for the objects. You can set the release number for
objects before or after the object is copied to the folder. Before you set a release number for an object version, we
recommend that you check in that version and baseline it. Baselining creates a snapshot in the design environment
of the state of each object as it existed at the time of a release. This preparation applies even if the current version
is later than the release version.

Note:  Baselining is not required. CA Process Automation supports adding the release version to checked out
objects.
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 Create a Release-Specific Folder for Export
All of the objects that you plan to export together as the same release version must be located
in the same folder. If you use a global dataset that resides in a root-level folder, copy the global
dataset to the export folder.
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All of the objects that you plan to export together as the same release version must be located in the same folder. If
you use a global dataset that resides in a root-level folder, copy the global dataset to the export folder.

To make the folder easy to identify, use the release version as the name of the folder to be exported as a content
package.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Verify that all of the objects that you plan to export together are located in the same folder or one of its

subfolders. If verified, continue with the next procedure.
4. If such a folder does not exist, consider creating this structure for your process and the current release version.

In this structure, the release version folder is the folder that contains the objects to export. Or, the release
version folder can contain subfolders with the objects.

/ (root folder)

process-name

    release-version

5. Create a folder in which to add the release version of objects that are targeted for export.

1.1 (Optional) To create a process-level folder, select the root folder (/), click New, and select Folder. Right-click
the folder, select Rename, and enter the name of the automated process.

2.1 Select the process-level folder (or folder of your choice), click New, and select Folder. Name the folder with
the current release version (or the text of your choice).
This folder is the export folder.

 Set the Export Folder Release Version
Before a folder can be exported as a content package, set a value for the Release Version
property. This value typically represents the release number of the objects in the folder.
However, you can enter any descriptive alphanumeric text for the folder contents that is specific
to this export. Optionally, you can convey additional information by defining other properties with
values.
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Before a folder can be exported as a content package, set a value for the Release Version property. This value
typically represents the release number of the objects in the folder. However, you can enter any descriptive
alphanumeric text for the folder contents that is specific to this export. Optionally, you can convey additional
information by defining other properties with values.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Select the parent folder of the folder for export.
4. Select the folder for export in the right pane, and click Properties.
5. From the Properties pane, click the Release tab to view the folder properties.
6. Click the Value field for Release Version.
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The Value box displays.
7. Enter a value for the Release Version attribute and then click OK.
8. Click Save.
9. (Optional) Add a property.

1.1 Click Add Property.
2.1 Enter a property name.
3.1 Click the Value field and enter a value for the new property.
4.1 Click Save.

10. (Optional) Delete a user-defined property.

1.1 Select a user-defined property.
2.1 Click Delete Property.
3.1 Click Save.

 Add the Objects to the Export Folder
All of the objects that you plan to export together must be located in the same release version
folder or in one of its subfolders.
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All of the objects that you plan to export together must be located in the same release version folder or in one of its
subfolders.

Objects to export can be created inside the export folder structure and designed or updated there. In this case,
there is no additional 'adding' to do.

Objects to export can initially reside in working folders that are outside of the export folder structure. In this case,
use copy and paste to copy the current version of an object from the source working folder to the destination export
folder. (If the current version is already marked with the release version value, that value is retained in the copy.)

Warning:  To keep all versions of the content in only one place, do not use cut and paste if your working
folder is not within the export folder structure.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. For each object that is targeted for export with the current release version but resides outside of the export

folder structure:

1.1 Navigate to the folder containing the object, select the object from the main pane and click Copy.
2.1 Navigate to the export folder and click Paste.

The copy and paste action copies only the current version of the object from the source folder to the destination
folder. The pasted version becomes Version 0 in the destination folder. The object is pasted in a Checked Out
status.

 Prepare Objects for Export in a Content Package
To prepare objects for export in a folder as a content package:
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To prepare objects for export in a folder as a content package:

• Check in the object version to be exported.
• Baseline the version to be exported.
• Set the Release Version for the version to be exported.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. Click Orchestrator and select the appropriate Orchestrator:environment.
3. Navigate to the release-specific export folder.
4. If the export folder contains checked out objects, do a mass check-in of any checked out objects.

1.1 Select each object with the State value of Checked Out.
2.1 Click Check In.
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The Check In dialog opens with the list of the selected objects.
3.1 Verify that the Current field is selected for all objects.
4.1 For the Check in as field, select Same Version.
5.1 Click Check In.
6.1 Click OK to the confirmation message.

5. Select each object in the folder, one at a time, and baseline the current version and set the release version on
the current version. Follow these steps:

1.1 Click Properties.
2.1 Click the Versions tab.

The current version of the object is displayed on the row with the disabled Current button. (Only one
version can be Current.)

3.1 If the Baseline button is enabled for the current version of the object, click Baseline.
4.1 Click Yes to the baseline message.
5.1 Right-click the current version and select Set Release Version.
6.1 The Release Version field opens.
7.1 Enter the same release version for the object that you set for the export folder.

6 Using
Information and procedures for end users.
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The Using context focuses on the tasks that users in the following roles perform in a production environment:

• Administrator
• Production User

The CA Embedded Entitlements Manager administrator assigns the application group Production Users to users
who monitor processes, update resources, and work with tasks in the production environment. The production user
has permissions to do the following tasks:

• Log in to CA Process Automation and use the Home tab.
• View the Library tab and the Configuration tab.
• Use the Operations tab.

• Control the schedules.
• Inspect the datasets.
• Monitor or start the processes.
• Start and dequeue the start request forms.
• View the imported content packages and its automation objects.

• Generate reports and add new reports on the Reports tab.

 

 The Product Lifecycle
The repeatable high-level tasks that are involved with each new process can be illustrated as
follows. The dashed line surrounding "Plan a new process" indicates that this task does not use
features.
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The repeatable high-level tasks that are involved with each new process can be illustrated as follows. The dashed
line surrounding "Plan a new process" indicates that this task does not use CA Process Automation features.
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Figure 35: The CA Process Automation Lifecycle

Administrators, designers, and users who work in a production environment all have roles in the CA Process
Automation lifecycle. The sequence of tasks composing the lifecycle can vary, as shown in the previous illustration.
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For example, administrators can set up production targets any time after the plan is complete. However, the target
computers must be set up before production users can use the new process.

The following lifecycle process respects all of the illustrated dependencies.

1. Plan a process.
2. Design the process.
3. Set up targets for testing the process.
4. Test the release version and prepare for export.
5. Set up targets for using the new process.
6. Transition the new process to production.
7. Use the new process and components.

 Plan a Process
Administrators plan each new process to automate and hand off the plan to content designers.
This task in the lifecycle does not involve using .
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Administrators plan each new process to automate and hand off the plan to content designers. This task in the
lifecycle does not involve using CA Process Automation.

Figure 36: Plan a New Process

Processes and procedures follow:

1. Identify a manual process to automate (site-specific).
2. Plan how to automate the process.
3. Hand off the process automation plan to content designers.

 Design the Process
After content designers accept the automation plan from a content administrator, they design
the planned process. The following graphic shows the flow of designing a planned process:
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After content designers accept the automation plan from a content administrator, they design the planned process.
The following graphic shows the flow of designing a planned process:
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Figure 37: Design the New Process

Follow these steps:

1. Create the process object and set properties.
2. Create and test the process structure.
3. Create and manage the datasets.
4. Configure the operators.
5. Create automation objects for the process to use.

 Set Up Targets for Testing the Process
Administrators prepare for the automation of a process by setting up targets for testing.
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Administrators prepare for the automation of a process by setting up targets for testing.
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Figure 38: Set Up Targets for Testing the New Process

Processes and procedures follow:

1. Install the agents interactively.
2. Customize the agent operator category.

 Test the Release Version and Prepare for Export
Designers test the new process, refine it, and then prepare a folder for export as a content
package. The folder contains the release version of each object that the process uses. The
folder is exported as a content package to secure the release version of the objects after import.
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Designers test the new process, refine it, and then prepare a folder for export as a content package. The folder
contains the release version of each object that the process uses. The folder is exported as a content package to
secure the release version of the objects after import.

Figure 39: Test the Release Version and Prepare for Export

The processes follow:

1. Test and refine the process.
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2. Prepare a folder for export as a content package.

 Set Up Targets for Using the Process
Before setting up production targets for the first new process, administrators set up the
production environment.
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Before setting up production targets for the first new process, administrators set up the production environment.

Agent installation and target configuration can be done from the original plan before transitioning the new process
to production. Alternatively, the finished process can be used as the source of touchpoint targets that need
transitioning to production hosts.

Figure 40: Set Up Targets for Using the New Process

Use the following guidelines to set up production targets for the new process:

1. Generate process documentation.
2. Install an agent interactively.
3. Configure production targets for the process.
4. Configure how operators select the target agent.
5. Customize the operator category for a selected agent.

 Transition the New Process to Production
Before the administrators transition the first automated process in the production environment,
they set up the production environment.
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Before the administrators transition the first automated process in the production environment, they set up the
production environment.

The following graphic shows the tasks that are involved in transitioning a process to the production environment:
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Figure 41: Transition the New Process to Production

Processes and procedures follow:

1. Export and import a content package.
2. Set up targets for using the process.
3. Transition Runtime Security.
4. Verify that the process works as designed.
5. Hand off the process for production use.

The administrator who imports a new process to the production environment and verifies that it works with
the production targets as designed performs the hand-off. The hand-off occurs outside of the CA Process
Automation application. After the hand-off, production users can start the imported process on demand, begin a
start request form, or activate a schedule.

 Use the New Process and Components
Production users monitor the status of the new process and act on its components as needed.
Each procedure is independent of the others.
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Production users monitor the status of the new process and act on its components as needed. Each procedure is
independent of the others.

Typically, a process uses one or more datasets. In such cases, production users can start the process and can
inspect the datasets. Many processes do not include a schedule, a start request form, or a user interaction form. A
Touchpoint Security policy can be added to the production environment.
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Figure 42: Use the New Process and Components

The independent procedures follow:

• Work with process instances.
• Manage the tasks.
• Work with schedules.
• Monitor operators.
• Work with resources.
• View an imported content package.
• Run processes with secured touchpoints.

Administrators can enable Touchpoint Security for the production environment. When a running process targets
a host with an operator from a specified category, CA Process Automation verifies that:

• The user that is running the operator is a high-privileged production user.
• The user that is running the operator is listed in the Touchpoint Security policy.
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Note:  See Touchpoint Security with CA EEM for more information.

 Operations
The Operations page is a dashboard that provides an overview of the automation objects in
the application. The Operations page lets you view, manage, start, and run instances of the
automation objects in the product. The following illustration shows the Process Instances link in
the Links palette.
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HID_Operations
The Operations page is a dashboard that provides an overview of the automation objects in the CA Process
Automation application. The Operations page lets you view, manage, start, and run instances of the automation
objects in the product. The following illustration shows the Process Instances link in the Links palette.

The Operations tab includes the following palettes where you can view and manage automation object instances
available in automation library folders:

• Links
• Content Packages
• Process Watch
• Start Request Forms
• Datasets
• Resources

The Links palette provides links to the following elements where you can view and manage the automation object
instances that are running on the Orchestrator:

• Process Instances
• Operators
• Tasks
• Active Schedules
• Global schedules
• Start Requests

The right pane in the Operations page lists the running instances and shows a graphical view of them. In the chart
view, each bar represents instances in a specific state. To display instances in a specific state, click the associated
bar. To remove the filter, click the same bar again. You can filter according to which instances are available in the
pane.

 Automated and Manual Operator Recovery
Domain Properties include the check box, Enable Operator Recovery. The default setting for
Enable Operator Recovery depends on whether the process was created before or after the
Version 03.0.00 upgrade.
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Domain Properties include the check box, Enable Operator Recovery. The default setting for Enable Operator
Recovery depends on whether the process was created before or after the CA Process Automation Version 03.0.00
upgrade.

• The product enables operator recovery for processes that were created with CA Process Automation Version
4.0.00 or later.

• The product disables operator recovery for processes that were created before CA Process Automation Version
4.0.00.

Environment Properties include the check box, Operators Autorecovery. The Operators Autorecovery property
is for automatic recovery and has no impact on manual recovery. Manual recovery is always enabled. You can use
the Recover Operators regardless of how Operator Autorecovery is set. To use manual operator recovery, you
must have Content Administrator access.

Manual or automatic recovery bypasses any processes for which operator recovery was disabled at the process
level when the instance started. The option has the following default settings:
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• Environment Level
All new and existing environments enable operators autorecovery.

• Touchpoint Level
All new and existing touchpoints inherit the environment setting.

• Host Group Level
All host groups inherit the environment setting.

• Orchestrator Level
All new and existing Orchestrators inherit the environment setting.

Recovery processing is the same whether automated or invoked manually for a process or from the Configuration
Browser. Whether the operator recovery process runs or not, the product recovers and resumes running process
instances in the following cases:

• The instance is in Blocked, Running, or Waiting state.
• The instance contains one or more operators in System_Error that ran on the Orchestrator, touchpoint, or host

group being recovered.
• Enable Operator Recovery is selected for the process instance.

Note:  Before it runs a process instance, the product verifies the Enable Operator Recovery setting in
the Library Object Properties. The product then uses the setting to define whether the process instance is
recoverable. If the Library Object Properties setting changes after the instance runs, the change has no effect
on that instance.

When you perform the operator recovery from the Configuration Browser, select a touchpoint, host group,
or Orchestrator as the operator recovery target. The product performs the operator recovery request on an
Orchestrator. The product then searches the Orchestrator to identify any operator with a System_Error that ran at
the location where the recovery is requested. As a result, the message that a recovery request returns identifies the
specific Orchestrator and ROID where the error resides.

 

 How a Process is Recovered
When recovering a process, resets the operators in System_Error that executed on the
Orchestrator, touchpoint, or Host Group being recovered, and then resumes the entire process.
When resetting operators in System_Error within a process, proceeds as follows:
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When recovering a process, CA Process Automation resets the operators in System_Error that executed on the
Orchestrator, touchpoint, or Host Group being recovered, and then resumes the entire process. When resetting
operators in System_Error within a process, CA Process Automation proceeds as follows:

If the Process instance is
currently in ... lane

CA Process Automation resets
System_Error Operators in ...
lanes

Notes

Main Main The Lane Change Handler and
Exception Handler lanes are reset
upon re-entry.

Lane Change Handler Main

Lane Change Handler

The Exception Handler lane is reset
upon re-entry.

Exception Handler Main

Lane Change Handler

Exception Handler

 

Note:  CA Process Automation exits an Exception Handler lane and a Lane Change Handler lane when there are
no more operators to execute, even if some of the operators are in System_Error.

 Recover Operators from Process Watch Objects
You can run Recover Operators from the process watch in the following circumstances:
catpa04305
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Note:

• By default, manual recovery is always enabled. You can run Recover Operators even if you set the target-level
Operator Auto Recovery to any one of the following options: True, False, or Inherit from Environment.

• Create a process watch and create shortcuts to the targets you want to monitor. The targets can be
Orchestrators, touchpoints, and proxy touchpoints.

You can run Recover Operators from the process watch in the following circumstances:

• The previously inactive agent or Orchestrator becomes active. Activity of a target is indicated when the icon
turns a color that is not red. The icon can be for an Orchestrator, a touchpoint, a proxy touchpoint, or a Host
Group that is associated with an agent.

• The target Orchestrator, touchpoint, proxy touchpoint, or Host Group is enabled.

Note:  You cannot run Operators recovery on a target that is disabled.

Process watch enables you to view processes that are only in Blocked state or only in Running state. For example,
expand the Orchestrator node and select Blocked Instances.

If you notice a number of blocked processes when the desired target is active, run Recover Operators on that
target. Recovery affects blocked, running, waiting processes that have operators in system_error. Recover
Operators resets affected operators and resumes the processes. The target can be an Orchestrator, a touchpoint, a
proxy touchpoint, or a Host Group.

Note:  When you run Recover Operators through the process watch, recovery acts on targets that are blocked,
running, or waiting on any Orchestrator in the Environment. Recovery is not limited to the Orchestrator of the
current library. Recovery is performed only on processes for which Enable Operator Recovery is set.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Process Automation web interface as a Content Administrator.
2. Click Operations tab, Process Watch pane.
3. Open a Process Watch object.

The Process Watch displays the predefined groups of instances. Process Watch objects display predefined
groups for selected objects.

4. To view instances of a process, select the predefined group, filter by the Date.
The process instances in Blocked, Running, or Waiting state are listed.

5. Right-click the Orchestrator or touchpoint on which one or more processes are displayed in Blocked, Running,
or Waiting state, and select Refresh or Reload.

6. Examine the Orchestrator or touchpoint and determine whether it is enabled and active. If it is active, the
associated icon is not red.
The Recover Operators option is available when these two conditions exist.

7. Right-click that Orchestrator or touchpoint and select Recover Operators.
Recovery is initiated on each failed Operator in SYSTEM_ERROR that is part of a blocked, running, or waiting
process that is configured with Enable Operator Recovery. Recovery includes operators in process that is
configured with Enable Operator Recovery set and on any Orchestrator within the Environment. Recovery is not
limited to the current library Orchestrator.

8. Repeat Step 3.
The processes previously in Blocked state begin running when the recovery request completes execution.

 Example: Manual Operator Recovery
The following example scenario is built on these assumptions:
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The following example scenario is built on these assumptions:

• Operators were running on a host mapped to the touchpoint, TP_ainmo01_w500.
• This host became inactive and then became active again.
• The touchpoint, TP_ainmo01_w500, is not set to run operator recovery automatically.
• The Environment contains the following three Orchestrators:

• Orchestrator
• OrchestratorD610b
• Orchestrator2

Consider the following procedure and the result:
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1. Click Configuration tab in the CA Process Automation web interface.
2. Open the Configuration Browser, and expand the All Touchpoints node.
3. Right-click the touchpoint, TP_ainmo01_w500, and select Recover Operators.

Each Orchestrator displays a status message. Interpret these messages as follows:

• Orchestrator: Orchestrator - Queued recovery of Processes with ROID: 2846, 2603
Orchestrator: CA Process Automation found two process instances with ROID 2846 and 2803 to recover for
TP_ainmo01-w500. Operator recovery does not run right away. CA Process Automation briefly queues the
Processes. If the Process instance completes or aborts due to modification by a user while queued, Operator
recovery ignores the Process instance.

• Orchestrator: OrchestratorD610b - No Process required recovery
OrchestratorD610b: CA Process Automation did not find any process to recover for TP_ainmo01-w500.

• Orchestrator: Orchestrator2 - Unable to communicate with the server. The server may be unavailable
or the connection may have timed out.
Orchestrator2: This Orchestrator is currently not running as stated in the error message.

4. Open the Library Browser and locate the process Inactive TpRecovery_2846. This Process has ROID: 2846.
The green Operators indicate that the process finished executing successfully after the recovery.

5. View the Logs panel of the Process instance 2846. The log displays when the recovery was triggered and by
whom it was triggered.
The log shows that operator recovery reset the Operators with System_Error and resumed the process
execution.

Note:  Automated Operator recovery produces similar log messages.

 Edit Parameters in Datasets
Datasets let you define and store groups of variables that are used as input parameters.
Datasets provide a way to share data across multiple process instances. A dataset object
defines a collection of variables that the object name references. You create and manage
datasets in the Library Browser just as you do any other automation objects for an Orchestrator.
A dataset can contain any number of fields, called variables. For more information about
Datasets, see Datasets and Parameters.
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Datasets let you define and store groups of variables that are used as input parameters. Datasets provide a way
to share data across multiple process instances. A dataset object defines a collection of variables that the object
name references. You create and manage datasets in the Library Browser just as you do any other automation
objects for an Orchestrator. A dataset can contain any number of fields, called variables. For more information
about Datasets, see Datasets and Parameters.

The Dataset palette in the Operations tab lets a Content Administrator view and edit the datasets that are defined in
CA Process Automation. You cannot use the Dataset palette on the Operations tab to add a dataset.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Process Automation as a Content Administrator.
2. Click Operations tab, and select the Dataset palette.
3. Make a selection from the expandable list of defined datasets objects.

The right-hand pane displays the parameters name, and value that are defined for the dataset objects.
4. Click the row and then select View Expression to get expression for that variable to use in process definitions.
5. Click the Value field of a parameter, and edit the parameter value and click Save.
6. To edit the indexed field in an array, right-click a parameter to select Add Indexed value. A new indexed field

value is added to the array.

To delete a parameter, right-click it, select Delete Indexed value, and confirm the deletion.

Note:  A user can only view the datasets that are defined in CA Process Automation dataset objects.

 Edit Resource Properties to Handle Load Balancing
Use Resource objects to synchronize independent processes that rely on common elements
of the infrastructure. Resource objects are models representing elements of your system
architecture. Use resources to quantify and control access to particular IT entities. Include
multiple resources representing related entities in a single Resource object.
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Use Resource objects to synchronize independent processes that rely on common elements of the infrastructure.
Resource objects are models representing elements of your system architecture. Use resources to quantify and
control access to particular IT entities. Include multiple resources representing related entities in a single Resource
object.

To manage resources, define a resource object that the process consumes. When running processes lock or are
consuming the resource, additional requests for the resource must wait until the resource is available or free. Use
resources to handle load balancing in your processes.

The Resource palette in the Operations tab lets a Content Administrator edit resource properties to handle load
balancing in CA Process Automation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Process Automation as a Content Administrator.
2. Click Operations tab, and select Resources.
3. Make a selection from the expandable list of defined resource objects.

The resources pane lists the resources in a Resource object with the following description:

• Name
Lists the names of individual resources in a resource object.

• Amount
Lists the total number of units that are assigned to a resource.

• Used
Indicates the number of assigned units.

• Free
Indicates the number of unassigned units.

• State
Specifies whether a resource is locked or unlocked.

• % Usage
Specifies the percentage of the resource currently being utilized.

• Description
Provides a description of the resource.

4. You can edit the Amount, Used, and Description fields.
5. Right click a resource object to perform Refresh or Clear or Lock or Unlock actions on the resources.

 Manage Objects in a Content Package
The Content Packages palette in the Operations tab lets you monitor automation objects
available in a content package. A Content Designer adds the required automation objects to a
folder and exports it as a content package. You can view all the imported content packages and
their objects in the Content Packages palette. You cannot edit any automation objects in the
Content Packages palette.
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The Content Packages palette in the Operations tab lets you monitor automation objects available in a content
package. A Content Designer adds the required automation objects to a folder and exports it as a content package.
You can view all the imported content packages and their objects in the Content Packages palette. You cannot edit
any automation objects in the Content Packages palette.

Note:  See Building for more information.

View and manage the objects that are imported in a content package. You can sort by filters to view the object
instances.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Process Automation web interface.
2. To view the available imported content packages, click the Operations tab Content Packages palette.
3. To view the content packages and the automation objects in it, expand the folder tree structure.
4. To view the current release version information of the content package, click a content package.
5. Right-click an object in a content package, and then select the available actions for the object. The following

actions are available for object instances:
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• Process: Start and Start Suspended actions
• Start Request Form: Start action
• Custom Operator: Unavailable or Available actions
• Schedule: Activate or Deactivate actions

You can view the object states and the other related information in the right-hand pane.

 Monitor and Respond to Requests
A production user with sufficient permissions, can use the Start Request panel in the Operations
tab to monitor, or control requests. In the Start Request panel, view the active requests for a
particular start request form in a folder, and submit the new requests. The requests list displays
the history and status of tasks that the current user started, and any tasks to which the user has
List permission.
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A production user with sufficient permissions, can use the Start Request panel in the Operations tab to monitor, or
control requests. In the Start Request panel, view the active requests for a particular start request form in a folder,
and submit the new requests. The requests list displays the history and status of tasks that the current user started,
and any tasks to which the user has List permission.

When a start request form is started form the Library Browser or from the Operations tab, the instance state
depends on the following criteria:

• If the start request form is Scheduled for future timing, the state of the instance is in the Queued state.
• If the start request form is scheduled immediately, the instance is in Completed or Failed state depending on the

execution.
• If the process containing Long running operators for example, delay through Start request form, the instance is

in running State.

The Current option button displays the queued, running, completed, aborting, and failed tasks. The length of time
a completed tasks remains in this list depends on the policies settings in the Orchestrator configuration pages. For
each request, columns in the requests list pane show the request ID, the current state of the request, the start time,
and end time. You can filter by state to view the requests of a particular state.

The Archived option button lets you view the failed and completed instances.

You can do the following actions when you select single start request forms in different states:

• If the selected instance is of Running state, then you can open the instance, view its properties, and abort it.
• If the selected instance is of Queued state, then you can view the instance properties and can dequeue it.
• If the selected instance is of Failed or Completed state, then you can open and view the properties.
• If you select all the instances, then Dequeue and Abort options are enabled.

When you select multiple instances of the start request forms in different states, the Open and Properties options
are disabled. Depending on the state of selected instances, the Abort and Dequeue options are enabled.

Depending on the state of selected instances, you can take the following actions:

• If combination of instances states like Running and Queued are selected, then the Abort and Dequeue options
are enabled.

• If the combination of instances states like Running with other states like Failed and Completed are selected,
then only the Abort option is enabled.

• If the combination of instances states like Queued state with other states like Failed and Completed are
selected, then only the Dequeue option is enabled.

• If the combination of instances states like failed state and Completed are selected, then no options are
available.

You can view the running, queued, and other recently submitted requests in the Start Requests link in the Links
panel. If the current user is logged on as a Content Administrator, the request list displays the history and status for
that tasks that all the user starts.
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 View Information About an Active Request
You can view information for an active request by right-clicking an instance, and then click
Properties. The Queue Properties dialog displays the request information.
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You can view information for an active request by right-clicking an instance, and then click Properties. The Queue
Properties dialog displays the request information.

The fields on the Queue Properties tab of the Queue Properties dialog are updated to show the status of the
request each time you open it.

If a request has output parameters, the Queue Properties dialog displays the parameters and their values as the
process control is processed. Some parameters can show an initial input value and then change after the task
changes their values. Other parameters can be used only for output and display a value until the task assigns
output values to them.

 Open an Instance of a Process that is in the Start Request Form
After the process control module starts running an instance that is associated with a start
request form, you can open the instance in the process designer or viewer. For a running,
paused, or interrupted process, you can view or control execution of the process. For a
completed or aborted process, you can view the results for operators in the process. You must
have sufficient permissions to list, open, or control execution for a particular request.
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After the process control module starts running an instance that is associated with a start request form, you can
open the instance in the process designer or viewer. For a running, paused, or interrupted process, you can view or
control execution of the process. For a completed or aborted process, you can view the results for operators in the
process. You must have sufficient permissions to list, open, or control execution for a particular request.

Follow these steps:

1. In the CA Process Automation web interface, click the Operations and the Start Request palette.
2. In the Start Requests palette, click the root folder to view all active requests in the requests lists.
3. To view active requests for a particular Start Requests Form object, expand the folder containing the object, and

click the particular object.
4. Right-click the request that you want to open, and click Open.

The instance of the process that is associated with the request in the process designer opens.

The debug mode functionality of the process designer lets you do the following tasks:

• Reset operators
• Suspend or abort operators
• Restart processing at a breakpoint
• Add or remove breakpoints
• Suspend or abort a process

You can also look at dataset variables of the process and examine parameters for the operators in a process
workflow.

Note:  See Run Processes Interactively for more information about using the process designer in debug mode.

 Dequeue a Pending Request
A request in the Queued state can be removed from the queue before it enters the Running
state.
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A request in the Queued state can be removed from the queue before it enters the Running state.

To remove a queued request, right-click the instance with a Queued state in the request list of Start Request pane,
and click the Dequeue command.

The task State changes to Failed. The Start Time and End Time columns remain empty because processing never
started for the associated process.

 Abort a Running Request
A request in the Running state can be aborted.
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A request in the Running state can be aborted.

To abort a running request, right-click the instance on the request pane of Start Request pane, and click the Abort
command.

The task state then changes to Failed, and processing of the process instance is ended. The Start Time column
shows the time when the process control module starts processing the instance of the process. The End Time
column shows the time when the processing is aborted.

Given the right permissions, you can open an aborted process instance to view the processing status for icons in
the process.

 Submit a Start Request
If you have the required permissions, you can submit a start request from the Start Request
pane in the Operations tab. In EEM, you are granted Start permission on the start request form
object through a custom policy on the start request form.
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If you have the required permissions, you can submit a start request from the Start Request pane in the Operations
tab. In CA Embedded Entitlements Manager, you are granted Start permission on the start request form object
through a custom policy on the start request form.

If you check out and modify one or more automation objects used in the process invoked with the start request
form, your private checked-out copy is loaded and executed. That is, you can execute and test your own checked
out version of objects in a process without first checking them in or making them current.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Process Automation web interface.
2. Open the Start Request pane in the Operations tab.
3. Navigate to the target start request form, right-click the form, and select Start.
4. Set the parameters on the first page and click Finish, if this button is displayed. Otherwise, click Next.

• If you clicked Finish, the process is queued to run immediately. Continue with Step 7.
• If you clicked Next, the next page of the start request wizard appears.

5. If the page does not include the Queue request immediately setting, set the parameters, and click Finish, if the
button is displayed. Otherwise, click Next.

• If you clicked Finish, the process is queued to run immediately. Continue with Step 7.
• If you clicked Next, the next page of the start request form wizard appears. Repeat this step, if applicable.

Otherwise, continue.
6. If the page displays the Queue request immediately setting, take one of the following actions:

• Accept the default settings and click Finish.
The request is queued to run immediately.

• Clear the Queue request immediately check box, set a future date and time, and click Finish.
The process stays in queued state until the specified date and time. At the scheduled time, the request starts
running unless it is dequeued.

7. (Optional) When processing begins, monitor the Process instance in Process Watch.

 View and Manage Schedules
The Schedules palette in the Operations tab displays the running instances of the tasks that are
scheduled. The schedule displays the following information columns for each task:
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The Schedules palette in the Operations tab displays the running instances of the tasks that are scheduled. The
schedule displays the following information columns for each task:

• Task
The name of the task.

• Start Time
The start time for a task.

• End Time
The time the task ends.
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• State
The current state of the task.

• Type
The type of operation that the task schedules.

• Calendar
The Calendar parameter that is specified for the task.

• Exclude
The vacation calendar that is specified for the task.

• Scheduled Time
The time at which the task was scheduled to start.

• Schedule
Specifies the path of the schedule object.

• Content Package Name
The name of the content package to which the object belongs (if the object was imported in a content package).

• Content Package Release Version
The release version of the content package (not of the specific object), if the object was imported in a content
package.

You can manage the schedules from the Operations tab.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Process Automation.
2. In the Operations tab, click Schedules.
3. Expand the folders and select the target task.

The Schedules pane lists the tasks that are scheduled.
4. You can filter to view the tasks that are based on the start date or the other available fields.
5. Right click a task, the following option appears:

• Reset
Resets the start time and the task state changes to the default On hold state.

• Release Hold
Release the task that is in On hold state and the task state changes to Idle.

• On Hold
Keeps a task in On Hold state.

• Dataset
View system and process information for the task.

• Task Properties
Lets you change the time, program, and execution settings.
Time -- Provide the start time, end time, frequency to repeat the task at regular intervals.
Program -- Specify the program name that you want to execute on the host computer.
Execution Settings -- Provide the target and the timeout details.

6. (optional) Select the Archived option button to view the archived tasks.

 Work with Links
The Links palette in the Operations tab lets you manage instances of the following automation
objects that run on the Orchestrator.
catpa04305
The Links palette in the Operations tab lets you manage instances of the following automation objects that run on
the Orchestrator.

 

 Process Instances
Monitor the processes that are running on an Orchestrator and act on single or multiple process
instances using the following two tabs:
catpa04305
Monitor the processes that are running on an Orchestrator and act on single or multiple process instances using
the following two tabs:
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• Process Instances (Tree View)
This tab displays the processes with the corresponding parent-child relationship.

• Process Instances (All)
This tab displays the processes in a flat view. The processes displayed do not display any parent-child
relationship.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Process Automation web interface.
2. Select the Operations tab then click Links, Process Instances.

The Process Instances pane displays the process instances currently running on an Orchestrator and a
graphical view of the instance states.

3. To view the archived instances, select the Archived option button.

The Process Instances pane displays the following information based on the following filter criteria that you select
to sort, view required columns, and view process instances:

Instance
Represents the name of the process instance.

State
Represents the state of the process instance. 

Progress
Represents the progress of the process instance.  

Duration Status
Represents the duration status of the process instance.  

Start Time
Represents the start time of the process instance.  

End Time
Represents the end time of the process instance.  

User
Represents the user ID who created the process instance.

Touchpoint
Represents the touchpoint on which the process instance runs.

Content Package Name
Represents the name of the content package to which the object belongs (if the object was imported in a content
package)

Content Package Release Version
Represents the release version of the content package (not of the specific object), if the object was imported in a
content package

The Duration Status displays one of the following status indicators for the associated runtime process instance:

• Red: The process run has exceeded the expected duration.
• Yellow: The process is running but is nearing end of the expected duration.
• Green: The process ran during the expected duration. The status is green while a process is completed and

while a process is running and not in yellow or red status.
• No indicator: The process has no expected duration set.

You can work with one or more process instances simultaneously. The product displays available options for each
process instance. The options that are displayed depend on the process instance state. The product displays all
actions that apply to at least one of the selected instances when you select instances in different states.

The product displays the process end time of process instances that are in the Completed, Failed, or Aborted state.
You can resume process instances that are in the Suspended, Waiting, or Blocked state.

In the chart view, each bar represents a process instance in a specific state. To display the process instances in a
specific state, click the bar for that state. Click the same bar again to remove the filter.

 Process Instance Actions
You can do the following on single process instances displayed in the both the panes, Process
Instances (Tree View) and Process Instances (All):
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You can do the following on single process instances displayed in the both the panes, Process Instances (Tree
View) and Process Instances (All):

• View the status of the running instances of processes.
• In the Process Instances (Tree View), drill down to view detailed information for particular elements.
• Abort, suspend, resume execution of instances of processes.
• Open process instances and edit in the design mode.
• Edit suspended instances of processes and change values for operator parameters.
• Export the instance definition.
• Archive the instances.
• View the process dataset.

 Complete an Action on Multiple Process Instances
You can take a selected action on multiple instances simultaneously when you view instances of
processes with any filter in any one of the following view panes:
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You can take a selected action on multiple instances simultaneously when you view instances of processes with
any filter in any one of the following view panes:

• Process Instances (Tree View)
• Process Instances (All)

When you select instances in different states, actions that apply to the state of at least one of the selected
instances are displayed for selection.

Consider the following example:

When you select the process instances in the Completed

, Blocked, and Waiting states, the right-click menu displays the following actions:

• Archive
• Abort
• Suspend

Refresh is available in all multiselect cases. The actions that are displayed are based on applicability to at least one
of the states; for example:

• Archive applies to objects in Completed state.
• Abort and Suspend apply to objects in Blocked state and Waiting state.

If you select Suspend in this example, the objects currently in Blocked and Waiting states would change to the
Suspended state. The object in Completed state would be unaffected.
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Note:  Consider the case where you are denied permission to run the Abort command for a process instance such
as process_1514.

• If you right-click process_1514 alone, the Abort command is disabled.
• If you select multiple rows and you have permission to use Abort on at least one instance, the Abort command is

enabled.
• If you select Abort, the action applies only to the instances for which you have permissions to use the abort

action.

Export instance definition is the exception to the multiselect rule. This action is available only when you select a
single row.

Use standard Windows multiselect procedures to select such rows in a block or select multiple rows individually.
Most multiselect options are available in the Process Instances pane. Client.

• To select a block of rows, click the block start row, then hold down the Shift key while you click the block end
row.

• To select discontinuous rows, click a row, then press and hold the Ctrl key while you click additional rows.
• To select contiguous rows following a selected row, hold down the Shift key while you press the down arrow key

for each row to select.
• To select contiguous rows preceding a selected row, hold down the Shift key while you press the up arrow key

for each row to select.

Select multiple instances in the detail pane of process Instances and then right-click and select one of the available
commands.

• Abort
Aborts the selected Process instances that are in one or more of the following states:

• Blocked
• Running
• Suspended
• Waiting

• Archive
Archives the selected Process instances that are in one or more of the following states:

• Aborted
• Completed
• Failed

• Suspend
Suspends execution of the selected process instances that are in one or more of the following states:

• Blocked
• Running
• Waiting

 Monitor Process Instances
You can view Orchestrator process instances using any one of the following view panes:
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You can view Orchestrator process instances using any one of the following view panes:

• Process Instances (Tree View)
• Process Instances (All)

You can use either the above-listed panes or a Process Watch object to monitor and edit an instance.

The Process Instances pane filters instances on an Orchestrator by state.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Process Automation web interface.
2. Click the Operations tab, then click Links, Process Instances.

The Process Instances pane displays the instances. The State filter is enabled by default and displays instances
in the following states:

• Running
• Blocked
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• Waiting
• Suspended
• Queued

3. To set the state filter, take one of the following actions:

• To display all instances in a specific state, click State, Filters in the drop-down list, and then select the
appropriate state. The drop-down list contains the following states and the default states listed in Step 2:

• Completed
• Failed
• Aborted

• To filter process instances by name, click Instance, Filters in the drop-down list, and then enter the filter text.
4. Set the date filter.

1.1 Click Start time, Filters in the drop-down list.
2.1 Select the start of the date range.
3.1 Click End Time, Filters in the drop-down list.
4.1 Select the end of the date range.

The product displays the selected date range for the instance filter.
5. Review the filter results.

• Instance
Displays the instances that result from the specified process filter.

• State
Displays the state of each instance.

• Progress
Displays the progress of each process.

• Duration Status
Indicates the status of each runtime process instance for which you defined the duration.

• Start Time
Displays the start time of each process.

• End Time
Displays the end time of each process, if applicable.

• User
Identifies the user who started each process.

• Touchpoint
Displays the touchpoint on which each process instance in the selected state resides.

• Content Package Name
Displays the name of the content package to which the process belongs (if you imported the process in a
content package).

• Content Package Release
Displays the release version of the content package (not the specific process) if you imported the object in a
content package.

6. (Optional) Right-click a process instance and select an action that is applicable to the status of the selected
object:

• Open
Opens the Process Designer in debug mode so you can monitor and control how the instance runs. To open
the instance, double-click it.
You can change a suspended process instance. Your changes affect only the current instance. To save the
changes, export the instance and then import it to a Library.

• Abort
Stops the selected process instance. You can stop a process instance when it is blocked, breakpoint
suspended, running, suspended, or waiting.

• Suspend
Suspends the selected process instance. You can resume a suspended process instance.

• Resume
Resumes the selected process instance. You can resume a suspended or breakpoint suspended process
instance.

• Export
Exports the selected process instance to an object export file. To save changes to a process instance, use
the Export command. Later, you can use the import option in the shortcut menu of a folder in the Library
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Browser to create a process object. You can export a process instance when it is blocked, suspended,
running, or waiting.

• Dataset
Displays more information about the selected process instance.

You can also use the toolbar to access all of the options that are available for a process.

 Open a Process Instance
You can open a process instance in the process designer.
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You can open a process instance in the process designer.

Follow these steps:

1. In the CA Process Automation web interface, open the Process Instances from the Links pane or the Process
Watch in the Operations tab.

2. To open a process watch object, expand the folder containing the object, and double-click the process.

Changes to a process instance affect only the execution of that instance. Changes are not saved to the process
object in the library. The changes are lost when the process control drops the workflow instance on the touchpoint.
To save changes to an instance of a process permanently, export the instance and then import it. When you import
an exported process instance, that update becomes the new process object. Importing creates a version of the
process object in the library that incorporates any changes you made to the process instance before the export.

 Processes
Some processes are appropriately run on a schedule while other are run on an as needed
basis. For example, a process that is designed to back up databases is best run on a regular
schedule. A process that is designed to restore a database would be run only when needed.
Content Designers create agendas to start processes that are designed to run on a schedule.
Content Designers create start request forms to start on-demand processes that require users
to specify settings at run time.
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Some processes are appropriately run on a schedule while other are run on an as needed basis. For example,
a process that is designed to back up databases is best run on a regular schedule. A process that is designed to
restore a database would be run only when needed. Content Designers create agendas to start processes that are
designed to run on a schedule. Content Designers create start request forms to start on-demand processes that
require users to specify settings at run time.

For on-demand processes with static settings, a start request form is not needed. You initiate the execution directly,
from the process itself. Processes designed to be run at the discretion of users are in appropriate to schedule or
start with triggers.

Processes run on an Orchestrator that is running the process control. When you start a process, the process
control creates an instance of the process in memory. Operators in a process are then processed according to the
logical order icons and the links between them in the process defines.

When error conditions arise, a process can perform corrective actions or can notify users with email alerts. You
can open a suspended process to change parameter settings or edit the flow itself before restarting the flow. A
suspended instance of a process can be re initialized and started from the beginning or restarted from where it left
off.

 

 Predefined Process States
The Process Instances pane displays the predefined groups of instances. Process Watch
objects display predefined groups for selected objects. To view instances of a process,
select the predefined group, select a range of dates in the Start and End time. The following
predefined groups of instances are displayed.
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The Process Instances pane displays the predefined groups of instances. Process Watch objects display
predefined groups for selected objects. To view instances of a process, select the predefined group, select a range
of dates in the Start and End time. The following predefined groups of instances are displayed.
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Note:  You can open all instances of processes to review values of parameters for the processes and operators
within the processes. Open a process when troubleshooting or debugging issues or to examine the values in
history.

• Queued
Display all the process instances which are queued through detached process and waiting for the execution.

• Running
Displays running instances of processes on the touchpoint. This filter does not fetch Waiting, Suspended, or
Breakpoint suspended instances.

• Suspended
Displays process instances that a user suspends or the process control suspends on a touchpoint.

• Waiting
Displays instances of processes with an inactive run state where all the active operators are waiting for an
external asynchronous event. The event could be a user interaction, target date and time, or other long running
operation. For example, the process enters the Waiting state if it cannot continue until the User Interaction
operator completes. The Waiting state is Inactive when returned as a response to the getProcess Status Web
service method. Execution of long-running operators that cause a process instance to go into Waiting state
follow:

• Invoke SOAP Method Async
• Date time wait
• Delay
• Get Directory Content
• Run PAM Process (if the process is a child process)
• Assign User Task operator
• Monitor Event operator
• Wait for Resource operator
• Monitor File operator
• Monitor SNMP operator

• Blocked
Displays instances of processes which are blocked because there is no another path to take. For a blocked
process instance to complete, suspend the process and provide a path that permits the process to complete.
The Blocked Instances state can mean that user intervention is required or that the process instance cannot
proceed because it met an unexpected condition.

• Completed
Displays all instances of processes that completed without any issues.

• Failed
Displays ended instances of processes on the touchpoint.

• Aborted
Displays abnormally ended instances of processes on the touchpoint. Examine this folder to quickly identity the
processes with problems. Open the abnormally ended instance of a process to troubleshoot the process.

 Access the Process State
When the process designer displays a running or completed instance of a process, the display
is periodically updated to show the current state of the process. The operator color coding
scheme indicates the state of operators in an instance. A small indicator also appears on the top
left corner of an icon when its operator is running, completed, or failed.
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When the process designer displays a running or completed instance of a process, the display is periodically
updated to show the current state of the process. The operator color coding scheme indicates the state of
operators in an instance. A small indicator also appears on the top left corner of an icon when its operator is
running, completed, or failed.

You can suspend a running process instance for editing. Once a process has completed or aborted, you can no
longer change the process instance.

 Start a Process with Your Specifications
Some processes require run-time information from you to start. Content designers create start
request forms for such processes. To run such a process, start the associated start request
form.
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HID_Start_a_Process_with_Your_Specifications
Some processes require run-time information from you to start. Content designers create start request forms for
such processes. To run such a process, start the associated start request form.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Operations tab.
2. Click the Start Request palette.
3. Navigate to the start request form that starts the process you want to run.
4. Right-click the start request form and select Start.
5. Set the parameters on each page until you reach the page that displays Finish. If there is only one page, Finish

displays on that page.
6. Take the appropriate action:

• If the last page does not include the Queue Request Immediately setting, click Finish.

• If the page displays the Queue Request Immediately setting, take one of the following actions:

• Accept the default settings and click Finish.
The product queues the request to run immediately.

• • Clear the Queue Request Immediately check box, set a future date and time, and click Finish.
The process stays in queued state until the specified date and time. The product starts the request at the
scheduled time unless you dequeue it.

7. When the confirmation that the start request form submitted successfully appears, click OK.
The process runs on the touchpoint on which the start request form resides.

8. Double-click the process instance to monitor its execution on the Designer tab. You can also inspect the logs
and dataset from this view.

 Monitor Operators
The operator shows a module that is currently running operators.
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The operator shows a module that is currently running operators.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the CA Process Automation web interface, then click the Operations tab.
2. Under Links, click Operators.
3. Examine the displayed data, using the following field definitions.

Note:  Expand the drop-down arrow next to each field to sort, view specific columns, and apply different filters.
4. To display properties, right-click an operator instance and Properties.
5. To open the process instance that invoked the operator, right-click a selected operator and select Open.
6. Select the drop-down arrow for all the field definitions to set the Filter option.
7. To display all the operator instances with a specific state, select the right drop-down filter next to State. By

default only Running operator instances are displayed. In addition to the default states, you can select one or
more of the following filters to view operator instances with other states.

• Timeout
• Completed
• Failed
• Aborted
• On Hold
• Idle

8. To update the displayed data, click the Refresh button in the toolbar.
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 Manage Tasks
The Task List displays a list of tasks that are assigned to a user, or to a group. When a user
takes and completes a task,  archives the task after 2 minutes.
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The Task List displays a list of tasks that are assigned to a user, or to a group. When a user takes and completes a
task, CA Process Automation archives the task after 2 minutes.

The Task List does not display the completed tasks. The Task List provides the following views:

• My Tasks
Displays tasks that are explicitly assigned to a production user or that a production user takes.

• Group Tasks 
Displays all tasks that are assigned to groups to which the production user belong. The production user can filter
tasks that are based on a group. The Content Administrator can view the tasks of a group in the All Groups filter.

• All Tasks
Displays the list of tasks for all the users (in the pamadmin and PAMUsers groups). The Content Administrator
can use this filter to view all the tasks, and transfer or delegate tasks to the production users or groups.

Each pending task in the Task List requires a reply. A Content Administrator and the task owner can reply to a
pending request.

Manage tasks in the following ways:

• Transfer a task to a new set of production users or groups. The task owner or the Content Administrator can
transfer a task.

• Delegate a task. A Content Administrator can delegate a task to additional production users and groups.
• Remove a delegate from a task. A production user or a group member who is assigned to a task can remove

one or more delegates or groups from the task.
• Take a task, or return it. The production user or a Content Administrator can take and reply to a task. Only the

task owner or a Content Administrator can release the ownership of a task.

Note:

After a task is taken, a Content Administrator can delegate it. After the task is delegated, only the following users
can complete the task:

• Production user (who has taken the task)
• Delegated user
• Content Administrator

 Manage Task Lists
The Task List displays a list of tasks that are assigned to a user, or to a group. When a user
takes and completes a task, archives the task after 2 minutes.
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The Task List displays a list of tasks that are assigned to a user, or to a group. When a user takes and completes a
task, CA Process Automation archives the task after 2 minutes.

The Task List does not display the completed tasks. The Task List provides the following views:

• My Tasks
Displays tasks that are explicitly assigned to a production user or that a production user takes.

• Group Tasks
Displays all tasks that are assigned to groups to which the production user belong. The production user can filter
tasks that are based on a group. The Content Administrator can view the tasks of a group in the All Groups filter.

• All Tasks
Displays the list of tasks for all the users (in the pamadmin and PAMUsers groups). The Content Administrator
can use this filter to view all the tasks, and transfer or delegate tasks to the production users or groups.

Each pending task in the Task List requires a reply. A Content Administrator and the task owner can reply to a
pending request.

Note:

After a task is taken, a Content Administrator can delegate it. After the task is delegated, only the following users
can complete the task:
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• Production user (who has taken the task)
• Delegated user
• Content Administrator

Production administrators analyze task details and view the pending task to determine whether it has already been
assigned or delegated. Administrators views assignees and delegates and either transfer the task to a user or
delegate the task to a group. Administrators can also remove a delegate from a task.

The following diagram illustrates how an administrator manages the tasks:

Figure 43: Manage Task Lists

Follow these procedures:

1. Analyze Task Details.
2. View Assignees and Delegates.
3. Transfer a Task to a Production User.
4. Delegate a Task to a Production User or Group.
5. Remove a delegate from a task.

Note:  The administrator can take or return a task on behalf of the production user.

 Analyze Task Details
If different groups handle different types of tasks, the Content Administrator first reviews
information about the underlying request. This information can indicate the correct group or
production user to receive the task assignment.
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If different groups handle different types of tasks, the Content Administrator first reviews information about
the underlying request. This information can indicate the correct group or production user to receive the task
assignment.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Process Automation web interface.
The CA Process Automation dashboard opens.
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2. Click the Operations tab.
The Task List panel appears in the Links panel. The Task List displays the pending tasks on the right-pane.

3. Right-click a pending task and select Open Process Instance. 
The process design diagram opens.

4. Identify the production user or group who handles this type of request.
After the Content Administrator analyzes the task details, the Content Administrator transfers the task to a
production user or a group that handles the request.

 View Assignees and Delegates
The Content Administrator reviews the pending tasks in the All Tasks pane to identify any task
that has not yet been delegated or assigned.
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The Content Administrator reviews the pending tasks in the All Tasks pane to identify any task that has not yet
been delegated or assigned.

Typically, a Content Administrator assigns tasks to a group composed of users who handle a specific type of
request. The Content Administrator can view the pending task to determine whether it has already been delegated
or assigned. Delegated and assigned tasks are displayed with a list of delegated or assigned users or groups.

The task property lets you view the delegates and assignees on the appropriate tab in the Properties dialog.

To open the Assigned Users or Groups dialog and view assignees, click the Assignees icon ( ) from CA
Process Automation.

The Delegates Users or Groups dialog is similar to the Assigned Users or Groups dialog. If the task is assigned to
the wrong group, transferring that task typically follows viewing.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Process Automation web interface.
The CA Process Automation dashboard opens.

2. Click the Operations tab.
The Task List panel appears in the Links panel. The Task List displays the pending tasks on the right-pane.

3. Select All Tasks to display both My Tasks and Group Tasks.
4. Perform one of the following tasks to view the assignees or delegates:

• Click the icon in the Assignees column to view the assigned Users and Groups. Click the icon for Delegates
to view the delegated Users and Groups.

• Right-click a task and select Properties. Click the Assignees palette, click the Delegates palette, and
determine whether there are any assignees or delegates.

You have determined the tasks that are assigned and the ones that are not.

 Transfer a Task to a Production User
The Content Administrator can transfer a task (set the list of assignees) to a new set of users or
groups. Once ownership is transferred, the current set of assigned users or groups is no longer
associated with the task.
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The Content Administrator can transfer a task (set the list of assignees) to a new set of users or groups. Once
ownership is transferred, the current set of assigned users or groups is no longer associated with the task.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Process Automation web interface.
The CA Process Automation dashboard opens.

2. Click the Operations tab.
The Task List panel appears in the Links panel. The Task List displays the pending tasks on the right-pane.

3. Select the task on the Task List pane, right-click to select Transfer.
4. Select either the Users or the Groups tab.
5. Enter a search criteria in the Search field.

For example, enter the first letter or first three letters of the user name or group name to display for selection in
the search field.
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6. Select one or more members in the available list and click the right arrow to move the selected member to
Selected Users or Selected Groups.

7. Repeat the search and selection steps until all of the appropriate users or groups appear in the Selected list.
8. Click OK.

Once the task is transferred, it no longer remains in the list of current assignees; it moves to the list of new
assignees.

 Delegate a Task to a Production User or Group
Content Administrator delegates tasks to production users or groups. After the task is delegated
to a production user or a group, the task can be acted on only by the production user or
production users of a group. The Content Administrator can also take a task and reply to it.
catpa04305
Content Administrator delegates tasks to production users or groups. After the task is delegated to a production
user or a group, the task can be acted on only by the production user or production users of a group. The Content
Administrator can also take a task and reply to it.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the task on the Task List pane, right-click to select Delegate.
2. Select either the Users or Groups tab.
3. Enter search criteria in the Search field.

For example, enter the first letter or first three letters of the production user name or group name to display for
selection in the search field.

4. Select one or more members in the available list and click the right arrow to move the selected member to
Selected Users or Selected Groups.

5. Repeat the search and selection steps until all of the appropriate production users or groups appear in the
Selected list.

6. Click OK.
The delegated task now appears in the list of both assignees and delegated production users.

 Remove a Delegate from a Task
The Content Administrator can remove one or more delegated production user or production
users belonging to groups who are assigned to a task. Once the production user or group is
deleted, they are no more listed in the delegate users list.
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The Content Administrator can remove one or more delegated production user or production users belonging to
groups who are assigned to a task. Once the production user or group is deleted, they are no more listed in the
delegate users list.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Process Automation web interface as a Content Administrator.
2. Select the task on the Task List, right-click to select Delegate.
3. Select the production user or group to remove as a delegate.
4. Select the delegate that you want to remove on the Selected List and click the left arrow to move that user or

group to the Available List.
5. Click OK.

The task is no longer assigned to the delegate. The task status changes to pending.

 Use Task Lists
After an administrator transfers or delegates a task, the My Tasks view lists assigned tasks for
production users. Production users can filter the tasks displayed by the group to which the user
belongs.
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After an administrator transfers or delegates a task, the My Tasks view lists assigned tasks for production users.
Production users can filter the tasks displayed by the group to which the user belongs.

The following illustration describes how to use the task list:
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Figure 44: Use Task Lists

 Take a Task
The Take action lets the production user or production user belonging to a group to take
ownership of a task. Once task ownership is taken, only the task owner or a Content
Administrator can act on that task.
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The Take action lets the production user or production user belonging to a group to take ownership of a task. Once
task ownership is taken, only the task owner or a Content Administrator can act on that task.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Operations tab in the CA Process Automation web interface.
2. Select Task List from the Links panel.
3. Select My Tasks from the Task List pane.

The My Tasks palette is displayed with all the tasks that have been assigned to you.
4. Right-click the task to take, and select Take.

Taking a task changes its status from Pending to Taken. The task owner can only reply to the taken task.

 Reply to a Pending Task
All the pending tasks wait for a user to respond before continuing to the next Operator in the
process. When the generated notifications are not opened and completed within a specified
time interval, the notification times out.
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All the pending tasks wait for a user to respond before continuing to the next Operator in the process. When the
generated notifications are not opened and completed within a specified time interval, the notification times out.

In any case if a production user is not able to reply to a pending request, the Content Administrator can reply to a
task.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Process Automation web interface.
The CA Process Automation dashboard opens.

2. Select the Operations tab.
The Task List panel appears in the Links panel.
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3. Select one of the following views:

• My Tasks
Displays tasks that are explicitly assigned to a production user, or the task that a production user takes.

• Group Tasks
Displays all tasks that are assigned to groups to which a production user belongs to. The production user
can filter the tasks that are based on the group.

4. Right-click a pending task and click Reply.
The Reply dialog opens.

5. On each page of the prompt, do the following steps to edit the parameter value:

1.1 (Optional) Click Back to change parameters on previous pages.
2.1 Enter the requested information, and click Next.

6. Click Finish. One of the following results occurs:

• Approval initiates the process control module to process the Prompt Completed exit link on the Assign User
Task operator in the Process.

• The State column shows Approved for the accepted user prompt.
• The End column shows the date and time that the user prompt was accepted.
• Subsequent actions that a process performs depend on the logic that is built into the Prompt Completed

branch of the process.
• Rejection interrupts the normal processing of a Process. Rejection discards any input from the form.

Rejection signals the process control module to process the Prompt Aborted exit link on the Assign User
Task operator in the process.

• The State column shows Rejected for the rejected user prompt.
• The End Time column shows the date and time that the user prompt was rejected.
• Subsequent actions that a process performs depend on the logic that is built into the Prompt Aborted

branch of the process.

 Return a Task
When a production user returns a task, the task ownership is released. The production user
no longer owns the task and the released task appears in the Task List as a pending task. A
Content Administrator can also return a task on behalf of the production user and reply to the
task.
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When a production user returns a task, the task ownership is released. The production user no longer owns the
task and the released task appears in the Task List as a pending task. A Content Administrator can also return a
task on behalf of the production user and reply to the task.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a task and right-click.
2. Click Return.

Returning a task changes its status from Taken to Pending.

 Activate Schedules
To execute scheduled tasks, activate the schedule object on the Orchestrator first. The
Orchestrator interprets all active schedules. Once a schedule is active, the Orchestrator
evaluates the scheduling conditions for its tasks every minute to determine which tasks must be
started. Each task in a schedule is started at its scheduled dates and times on the touchpoint
that the Service Parameters setting specifies in the task properties.
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To execute scheduled tasks, activate the schedule object on the Orchestrator first. The Orchestrator interprets all
active schedules. Once a schedule is active, the Orchestrator evaluates the scheduling conditions for its tasks
every minute to determine which tasks must be started. Each task in a schedule is started at its scheduled dates
and times on the touchpoint that the Service Parameters setting specifies in the task properties.

You can activate a schedule in the Library Browser pane, or Process Watch pane in the Operations tab of the CA
Process Automation web interface. An active schedule appears in the Links pane under the Active Schedules for
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the Orchestrator on which it is activated. In the Process Watch pane, you can view the touchpoints on which the
schedule is active.

For more information, see Active a Schedule.

 Manage Archive Library Instances
supports archiving library instances to a secondary historical database or table. Archiving
keeps the historical instances without necessarily presenting them to the users. Instead of
purging them, moves archived instances to the secondary database or table for analysis and
purges them when they are no longer required. The process of moving archived instances to
the secondary database or table and purging them runs on all cluster nodes in a round-robin
fashion.
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CA Process Automation supports archiving library instances to a secondary historical database or table. Archiving
keeps the historical instances without necessarily presenting them to the users. Instead of purging them, CA
Process Automation moves archived instances to the secondary database or table for analysis and purges them
when they are no longer required. The process of moving archived instances to the secondary database or table
and purging them runs on all cluster nodes in a round-robin fashion.

A Content Administrator configures the archived instances of interaction request forms at the Domain level. The
Content Administrator configures the archived instances for processes, Schedules, and start requests at the
Orchestrator level.

Configure Archiving for Instances of Processes, Schedules, and Start Request Forms
You can define the archival policy for the schedule, process, or start request form in the Library Browser pane form
in the Configuration Browser. For more information, see Define an Archival Policy.

 

 

 Override the Orchestrator Archive Policy at the Object Level
A Content Designer defines the object-based policy for specific objects to override the default
archival policy that is inherited from an Orchestrator. Define the object-specific policy to
specify the minimum days of process history to archive and the minimum number of failed and
completed instances.
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A Content Designer defines the object-based policy for specific objects to override the default archival policy that is
inherited from an Orchestrator. Define the object-specific policy to specify the minimum days of process history to
archive and the minimum number of failed and completed instances.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
2. In the Library Browser pane, open the target folder and right-click an object of one of the following types:

• Process
• Schedule
• Start request form

3. Select Properties.
4. On the Properties pane, click the Archival Policy tab.
5. Clear the Inherit Archival Policy from Orchestrator check box. Clearing the check box lets you edit associated

fields.
6. Specify values for the following fields:

• Minimum Days of Process History
• Minimum number of Failed Instances
• Minimum number of Completed Instances

7. Click Save.
The archive policy is defined for the selected object.
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 View Archived Instances
Use the following automation objects to view the archived instances in the Operations tab:
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Use the following automation objects to view the archived instances in the Operations tab:

• Process Instances
Displays the archived instances of various processes.

• Process Watch
Displays the archived instances of the Orchestrator and the process.
Add an Orchestrator, process, or both in a process watch document to retrieve all archived instances.

• Global Schedule
Displays all archived instances of all active schedules. Open a global schedule and select the Archived Instance
option to display only archived instances of all active schedules.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Operations tab.
2. From the Links menu on the Operations tab, select the automation objects for which to view archived instances.
3. Select the Archived option button in the upper right of the Operations tab.

CA Process Automation retrieves the archived Instances from the database.
4. Select a Start and End Time filter to view the archived instances for the specified date range.

 Purge Archived Instances
Purge archived instances to increase dashboard efficiency and performance. Purging archived
instances requires Content Administrator permission. You can use a SOAP operator or the
Configuration Browser policies to purge the archived instances.
catpa04305
Purge archived instances to increase dashboard efficiency and performance. Purging archived instances requires
Content Administrator permission. You can use a SOAP operator or the Configuration Browser policies to purge the
archived instances.
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Figure 45: Purge Archived Instances

Content Administrators can purge archived instances in the following ways:

• Purge archived instances on demand
• Purge archived instances on a daily schedule
• Purge archived instances with the SOAP operator

 Purge Archived Instances On Demand
You can delete archived process instances on demand. On demand purging deletes all process
instances that ran during the date range you specify.
catpa04305
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You can delete archived process instances on demand. On demand purging deletes all process instances that ran
during the date range you specify.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab and expand the Orchestrators node in the Configuration Browser.
The expanded node displays all the Orchestrators in the Domain.

2. Right-click the Orchestrator that contains the archived process instances to purge, and click Lock.
3. Click the Policies tab.
4. Click Delete Archived Instance at the bottom of the pane.
5. In the Delete Archived Instance dialog, define the date range in which to purge archived instances.

1.1 Click the From Date calendar button, then select Today or a start date that precedes today.
2.1 Click the To Date calendar button, then select Today or an end date that precedes today.
3.1 Click OK.

6. On the confirmation message, click Yes.
The purge process deletes all archived instances that ran during the specified date range.

7. Right-click the Orchestrator, and click Unlock.

 Purge Archived Instances on a Daily Schedule
Administrators can configure a policy to purge archived process instances from a selected
Orchestrator automatically as a scheduled task.
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Administrators can configure a policy to purge archived process instances from a selected Orchestrator
automatically as a scheduled task.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Configuration tab.
2. Expand the Orchestrators palette.
3. Select the Orchestrator to configure, and click Lock.
4. Click the Policies tab.
5. Select Purge Archived Data Daily from the Option to Purge Archived Data drop-down list.
6. Set the Number of Days to Keep Archived Data field to the number of days to retain the archived process

instances. CA Process Automation purges an archived instance at the specified time after the configured
number of days. The default value is 10.

7. Set the Start Time to Purge Archived Data Daily field to the time (in hh:mm format) to purge instances that reach
the configured age limit. The default value is 00:01 (1 minute after midnight).

8. Click Save.
9. Click Unlock.

 Purge Archived Instances with the SOAP Operator
Purge the archived  Orchestrator instances to increase dashboard efficiency. Content
Administrator permission is required to purge archived instances that are no longer used. You
can use a Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) Operator or the Configuration Browser to
purge archived instances.
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Purge the archived CA Process Automation Orchestrator instances to increase dashboard efficiency. Content
Administrator permission is required to purge archived instances that are no longer used. You can use a Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP) Operator or the Configuration Browser to purge archived instances.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Library tab.
The Library Browser pane opens.

2. Select a folder in the Library Browser folders pane.
3. In the toolbar, click New and then click Process. 

A new process object appears with a default name.
4. Click the default process name and change it to a unique name.
5. Double-click the process in the Library.

The Process Designer opens with a default set of start and stop operators.
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6. Drag an Invoke SOAP Method operator (from Web Services) in the Operators palette to the process layout.
7. In the SOAP Call Data properties palette, click WSDL Wizard.
8. On the WSDL explorer window, enter the WSDL URL and click Load.

You can access the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) for the CA Process Automation Web
services interface at the following URL:

http(s)://<CA Process Automation Server Name>:<port>/itpam/soap?
wsdl

WSDL Services, WSDL ports values are populated.
9. Select the deleteArchivedInstances Web services method from the drop-down list and click Apply.
10. Click Yes to confirm if you want to delete the previously generated variables.
11. Click Inline text in the SOAP Call Data properties palette.
12. Modify the Input text source to provide the user name, the password, and the dates values and click OK.

You can provide the token value, the user name, or the password. Specify the date range in which to delete
archived instances in the <fromDate> and <toDate> tags. Use the standard XSD format 2002-05-30T09:00:00.
Consider the following examples, where the date range is specified in standard XSD format.

<deleteArchivedInstances xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">

CA AuthMinder

<user>Joe</ user >
<password>thisismypassword</ password >

CA AuthMinder

<dateRange>
<fromDate>2012-02-02T02:00:00.320+05:30</fromDate>
<toDate>2012-02-02T03:00:00.320+05:30</toDate>
</dateRange>
</deleteArchivedInstances>

13. Click Call Results and select the appropriate options to view the results.
14. Save and run the process.
15. Verify that you want to save the changes and that you want to monitor the new instance.

The process runs and displays the completion or failure state.
16. In the process design, select the Operational Results folder in the Dataset tab to view the deletion status.
17. Select Operations, Process Instances and select the Archived option to verify the deletion.

The product deletes instances that were archived in the specified date range.

 Reporting
Orchestrators collect data about process executions. The collected data is stored in a library
that is dedicated to reporting and includes information about:
catpa04305
HID_Reporting
Orchestrators collect data about process executions. The collected data is stored in a library that is dedicated to
reporting and includes information about:
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• Process definitions
• Process instances (specific runs)
• Tasks that are involved within a process instance
• Location of execution in terms of Environments/touchpoints

The reporting database is configured at the Domain level and can use any supported underlying RDBMS (such as
MySQL or Microsoft SQL Server).

Reports/dashboards can be defined using plain SQL queries or any third-party reporting tool, such as the SAP
Crystal Reports and IBM Cognos.

CA Process Automation comes with an embedded version of Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT), an
Open Source reporting system within the Eclipse Foundation. CA Process Automation provides several predefined
reports using BIRT and allows users to upload their own report definitions to any Domain Orchestrator, with the
option of making them available to other users.

The Reports tab the CA Process Automation web interface displays all the available reports information along with
a switch icon to share or unshare the report with the other users. From the All Reports pane, you can perform the
following actions on reports:

• View standard reports, or can download them to print or email
• Create reports, upload them to CA Process Automation
• Share or unshare the reports
• Rename or delete the reports that you create

The All Reports is the default mode in the report pane. To view reports that you created, click My Reports from the
drop-down list at the top right corner in the All Reports pane. Select the drop-down arrow to apply filters on reports
to view the required fields.

The search functionality lets you search for a specific report using the Search tab. The paging toolbar at the bottom
of the reports panel, lets you limit the number of reports on each page.

 

 Structure of Collected Data
Orchestrators collect information that is related to:
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Orchestrators collect information that is related to:

• The Configuration topology, including:

• The Domain
• The Environments in the Domain
• The touchpoints in each Environment
• The agents in the Domain that are mapped to touchpoints, proxy touchpoints, or host groups

• Automation object definitions for processes, resources, datasets, calendars, and agendas. The information
includes a reference to the Orchestrator that manages the Library where the objects are defined. Examples
include:

• Object types
• Object paths
• Versions
• Owner
• Keywords
• Creation and modification dates

• Run-time instance objects that the product creates while running processes. Run-time instance objects include
process instances, individual operator instances that the product runs as part of process definitions or agenda
evaluations (scheduling). Reported information includes:

• Operators
• References to the hosts on which instances run
• Run date and time
• Run results
• Run parameters
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 Data Collection Process
Orchestrators collect and insert relevant information into the reporting database that is
configured for the corresponding Domain.
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Orchestrators collect and insert relevant information into the reporting database that is configured for the
corresponding Domain.

To avoid potential database-related performance degradation resulting from the execution of reports, the reporting
database is isolated from the execution database that the Orchestrator use.

Similarly, the collection or reporting data is decoupled from its insertion in the reporting database:

• Orchestrators collect reporting data in staging tables of the main database when the data changes as a result of:

• Configuration Changes
• Modifications to the Library, such as creation of automation objects, check-ins of new/modified versions.
• Execution of processes and operators.

If the reporting database is inline, Orchestrators periodically propagate batches of data from the main database to
the reporting database. If there is a failure (such as, reporting database not available), the transfer is retried later.

As a result of the two-step process, there is a lag time between actions that Orchestrators take and the
corresponding data being inserted in the reporting database. In normal situations, the delay is a couple of minutes.

 BIRT Reports
Reports and dashboards can be defined and viewed using plain SQL queries or any third-party
reporting tool. also includes an embedded version of Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools
(BIRT), an Open Source reporting system.
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Reports and dashboards can be defined and viewed using plain SQL queries or any third-party reporting tool. CA
Process Automation also includes an embedded version of Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT), an
Open Source reporting system.

Note:  AdoptOpenJDK OpenJ9 does not support reports.

BIRT reports, with design that has been uploaded to the Orchestrator, can be viewed directly in CA Process
Automation under Reporting. BIRT reports can include charts and detailed data. The integrated report viewer
allows the user to navigate through the loaded report, to print the report, and to export the contents in various
formats. For more information, refer to the BIRT project website.

 Report Types
The report types are:
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The report types are:

• Predefined Reports
These reports are provided as part of the installation. Only the Domain administrator has the right to upload it,
replace, and delete reports in Predefined reports. By default, the Predefined reports are shared.

• User-Defined Reports
These reports can be saved versions of predefined reports or can be reports that you designed and uploaded.

• Shared Reports
These user-defined reports are shared and are available to all users to view. Upload, replace, and delete
functionalities are not available for any user in Shared Reports.
User can share multiple reports at the same time.

• Private Reports
These user-defined reports are your personal reports. You are the only user that can see private reports that
you uploaded. Upload, replace, and delete functionalities are available for Private Reports.

 DB Views that Generate User-Defined Reports
The database views (DB Views) reside in the reporting database that you provided during
Domain installation. Use the following DB views to generate user-defined reports:
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The database views (DB Views) reside in the reporting database that you provided during Domain installation. Use
the following DB views to generate user-defined reports:

Process_Instances
Provides information about the run-time instances.

Automation_Objects
Provides information about the automation objects created in the library.

Operator_Instances
Provides information about the operator instances, which the Orchestrator uses to monitor operators.

Note:  As a prerequisite, grant user permissions to create DB Views in MySQL Server. See Grant User
Permissions to Create DB Views for more information.

The DB views return the following columns that you can use to generate the user-defined reports:

Process_Instances
The Process_Instances View contains the following columns:

• Criticality
Displays the criticality level of a process instance.

• Duration
Displays the duration of a process in seconds.

• End_Time
Displays the time at which the process instance ended.

• Expected_Duration
Indicates the expected duration for a process.
Valid Values: Days, Hours, and Minutes

• Instance_Name
Displays the instance name of the running process instance.

• Instance UUID
Defines the ID of an instance.

• Manual_Cost
Displays the baseline manual cost for each hour.

• Manual_Execution_Time
Displays the manual run time (in minutes).

• Server_UUID
Defines the ID of the Orchestrator where the process is running.

• Organization_Group
Defines an organization group name in support of multi-tenancy environments.

• Organization_ID
Defines an organization id or name in support of multi-tenancy environments.

• Parent_UUID
Defines the ID of the parent process. If the parent process is not triggered by another process, it returns a NULL
value.

• Path
Indicates the location of the process in the library.

• Process_Version
Indicates the version of the process.

• Duration_Status
Indicates the status of the runtime process instance for which the duration is defined.

• Progress
Displays progress of a process.

• Runtime_ROID
Displays the identifier of a row.

• Root_UUID
Defines the ID of the root instance that is triggered independently.

• Start_Time
Displays the time at which the process instance started.

• State
Defines the state of the process.
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• System_Group_Name
Displays the name of an application or a system group.

• User_Name
Displays the name of the user who started the process.

• Warning_Threshold
Indicates how long before a process exceeds the expected duration to warn the user.
Valid Values: Days, Hours, and Minutes

Automation_Objects
The Automation_Objects View contains the following columns:

• Path
Specifies the location of the Automation Object in the library.

• Version
Specifies the version of the Automation Object.

• Object_Type
Specifies the type of the Automation Object created.

• Owner
Identifies the user who created the Automation Object.

• Tags
Specifies the tags that are assigned to the Automation Object.

• Creation_Date
Indicates the date on which the Automation Object was created.

• Modification_Date
Indicates the date on which the Automation Object was last modified.

Operator_Instances
The Operator_Instances View contains the following columns:

• Operator
Specifies the operator instance.

• Module
Displays the module name to which operator belongs.

• Start_Time
Displays the time at which the operator instance started.

• Operator_Name
Displays the name of the operator.

• End_Time
Displays the time at which the operator instance ended.

 Grant User Permissions to Create DB Views
If you use MySQL as a database, run the following command to grant permissions to the user to
create DB views:
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If you use MySQL as a database, run the following command to grant permissions to the user to create DB views:

GRANT CREATE VIEW ON <DatabaseName>.* TO 'root'@'%';

DatabaseName
Defines the name of the MySQL database where the user can create views.

 Work with Predefined Reports
Use the product to view and download the following predefined reports:
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Use the product to view and download the following predefined reports:

• Reference Object Report
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Reports the referred objects by category. The report list the objects for example, resources, interactive request
forms, custom operators that a process refer. The reports lists what objects, and where the objects are referred
in CA Process Automation.

• Completed Process Report
Reports the processes that are completed.

• Processes By State Report
Reports the state of the executed processes. The process states are as follows:

• Queued
• Running
• Suspended
• Waiting
• Blocked
• Completed
• Failed
• Aborted

• Process By Execution Time Report
Reports the execution time of the processes.

• Return On Investment Report
Reports the Return on Investments graph.

Note:  To view the Return on Investment (ROI) reports, select the Enable ROI check box in the Library Object
Properties.

• Mean Time To Repair Report
Reports the time saved due to CA Process Automation when compared to a manual process.

• Concurrent Processes Report
Reports the average number of concurrent process instances that are running on an Orchestrator.

• Process Duration Status Report
Reports the expected duration status for processes. The expected duration is the interval in which a process is
expected to run

Note:  By default, the predefined reports are shared to all users.

 View BIRT Reports
Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Process Automation web interface and select the Reports tab.
2. On the All Reports pane, Right-click a report and select View.

The BIRT Report Viewer window opens. You can set filtering criteria in the Parameter window to view the
reports.

 Work with Custom Reports
Consider the following process when working with custom reports:
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Consider the following process when working with custom reports:

1. Create a report on your local drive.
2. Add the new report.
3. View and edit your report.
4. (Optional) Rename your report.
5. (Optional) Share your report.
6. (Optional) Replace your report with a new version.
7. (Optional) Unshare your report.
8. Delete your report.
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 Create and Upload BIRT Report Definitions
The BIRT RCP Designer can be used to edit an existing report or to create new report design
files. See the BIRT RCP Designer documentation.
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You can create new BIRT reports and upload them to the CA Process Automation Orchestrator so that they can be
executed and viewed directly in the Reports tab. You can also allow other users to view such reports. To create a
BIRT report, download the BIRT RCP Designer from the BIRT Official website at http://download.eclipse.org/birt/
downloads.

The BIRT RCP Designer can be used to edit an existing report or to create new report design files. See the BIRT
RCP Designer documentation.

BIRT reports can be uploaded to a CA Process Automation Orchestrator and viewed later.

Upload a New or Modified Design File
Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Process Automation.
2. Click Reports tab.
3. Select the Add New from the reports tool bar.
4. Provide the report name, description, and indicate whether the report is viewable by other users.
5. Click Browse and navigate to the report design file on your system and click Open.You can only upload reports

that have the .rptdesign extension.
6. Click Save.

Replace a Design File
Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Process Automation web interface.
2. Click the Report tab.

The Reports pane opens.
3. Click the report that you want to replace, then click Replace.
4. Provide the path of the Report file that you want to upload to an Orchestrator, then click Submit.

Note:  A production user can upload or replace reports only in private reports. However, a Content Administrator
can upload or replace predefined reports.

 Add Reports
Add Reports
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Follow these steps:
1. Click Add New in the reports toolbar.

The Add New Report panel opens.
2. Enter the following information:

• Report Name
Defines a report name.

• Short Description
Describes a report.

• Upload the Report Design
Defines a report file that you want to up load.

• Add Report as Predefined
Specifies whether you want to add a predefine report.

• Share report with other users
Specifies whether you want to share the report with other users.

3. Click Browse to upload a new report file.
4. Click Save.

A new report is added to the reports list.

 View and Edit Reports
View and Edit Reports

http://download.eclipse.org/birt/downloads
http://download.eclipse.org/birt/downloads
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Follow these steps:
1. Select a report from the reports list.
2. Right-click reports and select Edit from the pop-up menu.

An editable form appears below the report.
3. Edit following information and click Save.

• Report Name
Defines the report name.

• Short Description
Describes the report.

• Replace Design File
Edit the report in a design mode.

4. Select Replace Design File check box to upload a new report file to replace an existing report.
The Browse button gets enabled.

5. Select the Share Report with other users check box to share the report with other users.
6. Click Save.

The report is replaced with another report.

Note:  A Production User can upload or replace reports only in private reports. However, a Content Administrator
can upload or replace predefined reports.

 Export Report Design Files
You can export report design files (.rptdesign) and share it with other users to include the design
file in other reports.
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You can export report design files (.rptdesign) and share it with other users to include the design file in other
reports.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click a report and click Export Design.
2. Enter your credentials to save the report design file to a desired location.

 Share and Unshare Reports
Depending on your access levels, you can share or unshare your reports with other users.
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Depending on your access levels, you can share or unshare your reports with other users.

Share Reports
Follow these steps:

1. Right-click a report that you want to share it with other users.
2. Select Yes from the dialog box.

After you share the report, the Share field on the reports panel displays the share icon.

Note:  You can share multiple reports simultaneously.

Unshare Reports
Follow these steps:

1. Right-click a report that you want to unshare.
2. Select Yes from the dialog box.

After you unshare the report, it appears in the Unshared Reports list.

 Delete Reports
With sufficient permissions, you can permanently delete reports that are no longer needed.
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With sufficient permissions, you can permanently delete reports that are no longer needed.

Note:  Only a Content Administrator has permission to delete the predefined reports.
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Follow these steps:

1. Right-click a report from the reporting panel that you want to delete.
2. Select Delete form the pop-up menu and confirm your deletion.

The report is deleted.

Note:  To delete multiple reports, select check boxes next to reports to select multiple reports from the report list
and click Delete from toolbar.

 Complete Prerequisites to Production Use
Setup tasks for production let production users monitor and run finished processes in a separate
environment.
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Setup tasks for production let production users monitor and run finished processes in a separate environment.

Perform the following setup tasks for a new system:

1. Set up and configure a production environment.
2. Set up and configure the production Orchestrator.

Perform the following setup task each time that a process is automated:

1. Copy the content package to production. See Scenario: Export and Import Objects in a Content
Package (Library tab)

2. Configure production targets for the new process.
3. Verify that the process works as designed.(Library tab)
4. Provide adjustments to transitioned objects, if needed. (Library tab)

 Approach to Refactoring Different Operator Target Types
During design, operators target touchpoints that are associated with hosts in the design
environment. For operators to run in the production environment, they must target touchpoints
that are associated with production hosts.
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During design, operators target touchpoints that are associated with hosts in the design environment. For operators
to run in the production environment, they must target touchpoints that are associated with production hosts.

The following illustration shows Touchpoint ABC in the design environment and a second touchpoint with the
same name in the production environment. Each touchpoint is mapped to appropriate agents. In a production
environment, touchpoints are typically mapped to two agents for high availability.

Determine how to update operator targets when you import a new process. You can create logical targets
(touchpoints) with duplicate names in the production environment before or after exporting and importing a process.
If any target is specified as an agent ID, IP address, or host name, then change the operator Target field value in
the imported process.

The following list describes the appropriate action to take for each type of operator target:

Touchpoint name

Create a touchpoint with the same name, but associate it with appropriate agents in the production environment.

Proxy touchpoint name

Create a proxy touchpoint with the same name, but associate it with a production agent that has SSH connections
to production hosts with no agents installed.

Touchpoint group

Create a touchpoint group with the same name, and reference agent touchpoints in the production environment.

Agent ID

Change the dataset that references an Agent ID in the design environment such that it references the agent ID of
an appropriate agent in the production environment.

Important! This must be a calculated expression. You cannot modify an imported process that was in a folder
exported as a content package. You can, however, modify the dataset referenced by a calculated expression.
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IP address or host name of a host in a host group

Create a host group with patterns used in the production environment. Change the referenced dataset to point to
an IP address or host name of a host in the appropriate production host group.

Important! This must be a calculated expression. You cannot modify an imported process that was in a folder
exported as a content package. You can, however, modify the dataset referenced by a calculated expression.

Calculated expression

If the dataset variable references a touchpoint, proxy touchpoint, or touchpoint group, take the same action that
you would if the operator target was the touchpoint, proxy touchpoint, or touchpoint group. If the touchpoint variable
references an agent ID, IP address, or host name, enter the value for the appropriate agent in the production
environment.

 Configure Production Targets for the New Process
A touchpoint associates an agent with an environment. For each touchpoint that associates
an agent with the design environment, the administrator creates a touchpoint with the same
name to associate agents with the production environment. The same touchpoint name is
mapped to different agents in different environments. Therefore, you can export a process from
the design environment and can import it to the production environment, and the operators
run successfully. You do not need to change the targets that are expressed as touchpoints or
calculated expressions that reference touchpoints in the imported process. When the imported
process runs, the operators run on the agents in the production environment according to the
touchpoint association.
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A touchpoint associates an agent with an environment. For each touchpoint that associates an agent with the
design environment, the administrator creates a touchpoint with the same name to associate agents with the
production environment. The same touchpoint name is mapped to different agents in different environments.
Therefore, you can export a process from the design environment and can import it to the production environment,
and the operators run successfully. You do not need to change the targets that are expressed as touchpoints or
calculated expressions that reference touchpoints in the imported process. When the imported process runs, the
operators run on the agents in the production environment according to the touchpoint association.

The administrator verifies that the touchpoint name listed in the variable exists in the new environment and is
mapped to the appropriate agent. Otherwise, the administrator must change the name of the touchpoint that is
specified as the target or in the variable of the calculated expression.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Orchestrator in the Production environment to which the process was imported.
2. Open the imported process in the Designer tab so that operators are visible.
3. Identify a host where the operator can run. Identify one or more hosts as backups or hosts that can share the

processing load.
4. Install agents.

Note: See Install an Agent Interactively.
5. Customize operator category settings for the selected agent.
6. Take the appropriate approach to refactoring different operator target types.

 Set Up and Configure a Production Environment
Administrators with Domain Administrator rights can add an environment to the Domain.
Typically, the Default Environment of the Domain Orchestrator is used for design. Before you
move the first process to production, you add an environment for production use. Then, you
install a new Orchestrator and add it to the new environment.
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Administrators with Domain Administrator rights can add an environment to the Domain. Typically, the Default
Environment of the Domain Orchestrator is used for design. Before you move the first process to production, you
add an environment for production use. Then, you install a new Orchestrator and add it to the new environment.

The first phase of setting up and configuring a production environment includes the following procedures.

1. Add an Environment to the Domain.
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Add a Production environment to the domain.
2. Configure Environment Properties.

Configure the production environment.
3. Install an Orchestrator or a Cluster Node.

Install an Orchestrator to use in the production environment. Install it as a standard Orchestrator. Optionally, add
nodes to this Orchestrator. Adding nodes makes this Orchestrator a clustered Orchestrator.

 Set Up and Configure the Production Orchestrator
After you install the production Orchestrator, you add the new Orchestrator to the Production
environment and configure the Orchestrator.
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After you install the production Orchestrator, you add the new Orchestrator to the Production environment and
configure the Orchestrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Add an Orchestrator to an Environment.
2. Configure Orchestrator Touchpoint Properties.
3. Configure Orchestrator Policies.
4. Configure Orchestrator Mirroring.

 How Production Users Use the Library
Users with accounts defined in eiam with the Production Users group can access the Library
tab. Production Users can navigate the folder structure and view automation objects that are
listed in each folder. Production users cannot create objects and cannot edit objects that are
displayed in editors.
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Users with accounts defined in CA EEM with the Production Users group can access the Library tab. Production
Users can navigate the folder structure and view automation objects that are listed in each folder. Production users
cannot create objects and cannot edit objects that are displayed in editors.

CA Process Automation displays the Inspect Dataset option to production users and opens the selected dataset in
read-only mode.

Note:  Users in the PAMAdmins and Designers groups see the Modify Dataset option instead.

 How to Use the Disaster Recovery Plan
Disaster is defined as an event that disrupts the operational and processing capabilities of an
enterprise for a period of time.
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Introduction
Disaster is defined as an event that disrupts the operational and processing capabilities of an enterprise
for a period of time.

In an enterprise setup, a disaster recovery plan includes restoring servers or databases to meet business needs.
The Disaster Recovery Plan includes procedure to ensure continuation of mission-critical business processes and
resources in the event of disaster. The Disaster Recovery plan acts as a thorough mitigation plan which minimizes
the decision-making process in the event of disaster.

Disaster Recovery Scenario
Functioning of Disaster Recovery Feature
While installing CA PAM, you select the Configure Disaster Recovery option in the Configuration Screen of the
CA PAM Installation wizard. When you configure the Disaster Recovery feature, you also provide the active and
passive node details. For information, see Install the Domain Orchestrator or Install a Cluster Node.

Consider a scenario where you have installed CA PAM with Disaster Recovery feature enabled. Here, each data
center (DC1 and DC2) has two-node PAM cluster. At a given time, only one data center is active.
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Consider that Datacenter1 (DC1) in the Main site has two active nodes (Node 1 and Node 2). Datacenter2
(DC2) has two passive nodes (Node 3 and Node 4). When there is a Disaster and the Mainsite (DC1) is down,
the DR site (DC2) serves the PAM requests after a minimal down time, which is a configurable parameter
(disaster.switch.time). You can configure the disaster.switch.time parameter (Default value =10 mins) in
the OasisConfig.properties file that is available in the folder location where you have installed CA PAM as follows:

..\CA\PAM\server\c2o\.config

 Normal Scenario without a Disaster: 

Typically, in a normal scenario without any disaster, the Main site serves PAM request and the passive nodes
(Node 3 and Node 4)in the DR site constantly checks whether the Main site is up and running.

 When Disaster Happens: 

When a Disaster happens, the passive nodes (Node 3 and Node 4) in the DR site discovers that the servers in the
Main site are down and intiate the bootup process to serve PAM requests after a scheduled wait time interval (By
Default 10 mins), which is a configurable parameter (disaster.switch.time).

 After Disaster is Fixed:
After fixing the errors in the Main site, the administrator has to manually start the nodes (Node 1 and Node 2) in the
Main site and these nodes will remain in the passive mode till another disaster happens.

Deployment Considerations
The following deployment considerations ensure a successful disaster recovery: 

• Ensure that the nodes installed in DC1 and DC2 are a part of the same cluster setup. Here, Node1 and Node2
are a part of DC1. Node3 and Node4 are a part of DC2.

• Configure the Load Balancer (NGINX, F5, or Apache) outside DC1 and DC2.
• Configure CA Embedded Entitlements Manager outside DC1 and DC2.
•  For a common database: If you configure a common database, ensure that the common database is outside

DC1 and DC2.
•  For a mirrored database: If you configure DB in a mirrored setup, the principal database should be a part of

DC1 and mirror database should be part of DC2.

Warning:

• To install CA PAM in a DR mode where CA PAM is mapped to a mirrored database setup, if the Principal
DB server is down, you need to shut down the PAM nodes that are associated with the principal DB
server.

• In a mirrored database setup, typically, when the Main database fails, the mirrored database becomes
the Principal database server. However, CA PAM fails to connect with the mirrored database until
the mirrored database becomes the Principal database. CA PAM fails to boot up when CA PAM fails
to connect with the mirrored database. After you install CA Process Automation, you need to add
the pam.retry.db.startup.errors property in the following file to setup disaster recovery for the mirrored
database:

      install_dir/server/c2o/.config/OasisConfig.properties

The cluster setup of the use case scenario is depicted in the following diagram:

 CA PAM in DR Mode with a Mirrored Database 
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Figure 46: CA PAM in DR Mode with Mirrored Database
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 CA PAM in DR Mode with a Common Database 

Figure 47: Install CA PAM in DR Mode

Install CA Process Automation in Disaster Recovery Mode
You can install CA Process Automation in Disaster Recovery Mode using one of the following procedures:

•  Graphical User Interface Installation 

•  Unattended Installation - Disaster Recovery 

Graphical User Interface Installation
You can install CA Process Automation in Disaster Recovery mode using the installation wizard.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Install Domain Orchestrator first node as an Active node.

Note:

After you install the first node as an active node, the subsequent nodes can be installed as either an active node
or a passive node.

2. Install a Cluster Node as a Passive node.
3. In a Disaster Recovery scenario, when an active node is down, the passive node takes the role of an active

node.

Note:

• In a cluster environment, you can install four active nodes and four passive nodes at the maximum.
• In a cluster environment, you must have at least ONE active node.
• In a DR setup, while configuring the load balancer - NGINX, F5, or Apache, you need to add passive nodes

just as any other node in a cluster environment.

Unattended Installation - Disaster Recovery
You can perform the silent installation of the Domain Orchestrator Cluster configurations on both Windows and
Non-Windows platforms.

Silent Installation Considerations
The following installation considerations ensure a successful installation of disaster recovery: 

• Before you run the .bat/.sh files, pre-populate the response.varfile or response_add_node_domain.varfile.
• The database parameters for the subsequent passive nodes should be similar to that of the first passive node.

Perform the silent installation of the first node (Active) and the subsequent nodes (active or passive) by providing
appropriate values for the following parameters in response_add_node_domain.varfile:

• isDREnabled {true/false}
• DRNodeType {Active/Passive}

During CA PAM Upgrade - Enable Disaster
While you upgrade CA Process Automation, you can install CA PAM in Disaster Recovery mode. For more
information, see the following sections:

•  Upgrade the Domain Orchestrator 
•  Upgrade a Cluster Node 

Disaster Recovery Feature Limitations
The limitations of the disaster recovery feature in CA Process Automation are as follows:

• If you upload any user resource (jar file) to CA Process Automation and within a mirroring interval disaster
happens, the newly added jars will NOT be captured in the secondary datacenter (DC2).

• If you manually recycle the primary datacenter, set an appropriate disaster switch time to ensure that the
secondary datacenter (DC2) does not become active while you recycle the primary datacenter (DC1).

Troubleshooting
 Momentary Disaster Recovery 

Consider the following use-case scenario:
Step 1:
In the Main site and DR site, you successfully install and start the components - CA PAM and database. The active
nodes serve the requests and the nodes in the DR site run in passive mode (wait mode).
Step 2:
If a disaster happens in the Main Site, all nodes of the Main Site go down and the timer in the DR site is triggered.
The DR site will be active only after the DR interval time (Default =10 minutes) is elapsed.
Step 3:
Meanwhile, consider that CA PAM administrator fixes the issue in the Main site. The administrator makes one node
active in the Main Site just after the DR interval time is elapsed (After 10 minutes, 11th minute).
Step 4:
Typically, after Step 3 the nodes of the Main site should wait in passive mode, since the passive nodes are already
in the process of startup. Since the administrator makes the nodes from passive to active in the Main site, the
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passive nodes in the DR site kills itself, instead of becoming active nodes. Further, the nodes in the DR site should
be restarted automatically in passive mode.

Note:

 In Windows platform:
After the nodes in the DR site kill itself, the nodes auto restarts in passive mode. The nodes restart in passive mode
using the Windows wrapper.

 In Non-Windows platform (Solaris and Linux):
After the nodes in the DR site kill itself, you should manually restart the nodes in passive mode.

7 CA Process Automation Connectors
Connectors are optional extensions that contain a group of related operators. 
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Connectors are optional extensions to CA Process Automation that contain a group of related operators. When you
install a connector, a new group of operators appears in the Operators palette in the Process Designer.

You can use the following CA Process Automation Connectors:

•  Native Connectors:
Native Connectors are Java-based CA Process Automation connectors. By default, the operators of the Native
Connectors are a part of the CA Process Automation user interface framework. For more information, see CA
Process Automation Connector SDK.

•  CA Process Automation Connectors (Classic Connectors):
By default, the operators of the CA Process Automation connectors are NOT a part of the CA Process
Automation user interface framework. You need to install the CA Process Automation connectors to access
the operators of the connectors in the CA Process Automation user interface. For more information, see CA
Process Automation Connectors (Classic Connectors).

 CA Process Automation Connector SDK
The  Connector SDK is used to build a Native Connector. Connectors are optional extensions
to  that contain a group of related operators. When you install a connector, a new group of
operators appears in the Operators palette in the Process Designer. Native Connector is the
term that is used to describe a Java-based  connector that encapsulates one or more Native
Operators (java based operator).As a developer, you can create a native connector using the
Eclipse IDE. Once created, you can deploy the native connector to a  Orchestrator. You can also
share your new connector with other  users at your company or perhaps with the  Community.
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HID_CA_Process_Automation_Connectors
The CA Process Automation Connector SDK is used to build a Native Connector. Connectors are optional
extensions to CA Process Automation that contain a group of related operators. When you install a connector, a
new group of operators appears in the Operators palette in the Process Designer. Native Connector is the term
that is used to describe a Java-based CA Process Automation connector that encapsulates one or more Native
Operators (java based operator).
As a developer, you can create a native connector using the Eclipse IDE. Once created, you can deploy the
native connector to a CA Process Automation Orchestrator. You can also share your new connector with other CA
Process Automation users at your company or perhaps with the CA Process Automation Community.

Note:  Connectors that are built with the CA Process Automation Connector SDK are only supported by CA
Process Automation r4.3 and above. After you upgrade your Orchestrator to CA Process Automation 04.3.03,
restart all agents twice to upgrade them. Now, verify that the agents are ready to support hot deployment of your
newly built connectors.

The following diagram illustrates the sequence of creating and deploying a native connector in an instance:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Figure 48: Creating a Native Connector
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 Follow these steps: 

1.  Complete the Prerequisite Tasks 
2.  Create a Connector Project 
3.  Define Connector Properties Using Annotations 
4.  Add Operators to the Connector Project 
5.  Define Operator Properties Using Annotations 
6.  Define the Operator Implementation 
7.  Test the Operator added to the Connector 
8.  Do you want to Modify the Connector Project? 
9.  Configure the Third-Party Jars (Optional) 
10.  Deploy or Export the Connector

•  Deploy a connector to an Orchestrator from Eclipse.
• Export a connector for offline use:

1.1  Export a connector in binary format that you can install in a CA Process Automation Orchestrator.
2.1  Export the connector source code to share, copy, or back up the connector.

•  Import the exported connector source code.
•  Install an Exported Connector.
•  Uninstall a Connector.

11.  Supported Property Annotations 

 Complete the Prerequisite Tasks
Follow these steps:
catpa04305
Follow these steps:

1. Install CA Process Automation.
2. Install the Eclipse IDE.

Note:  The CA Process Automation Connector SDK plug-in supports only Luna and Kepler versions of the
Eclipse IDE. For Java 8, Eclipse Luna 4.4 and Eclipse Kepler SR2 (04.3.02) versions are supported.

3. Copy the CA Process Automation Eclipse plug-in (pamconnectorplugin folder) from the Developer Kit > CA
Process Automation Connector SDK 1.0.0 folder.

4. Put the pamconnectorplugin folder in the following location:

<Eclipse Installation Location/plugins>.

5. Launch the Eclipse IDE.
The pamconnectorplugin is installed in the Eclipse IDE.

6. In the Eclipse IDE, open the Preferences page by selecting Windows > Preferences > Java > Compiler.
7. Set the Compiler compliance level to 1.7 or greater.
8. In the Eclipse IDE, under the Project menu, select the "Build Automatically" option.
9. (Optional) Open the Eclipse Installation folder. 
10. (Optional) Open the eclipse.ini file from the Eclipse installation folder location.
11. (Optional) In the eclipse.ini file, above the -startup command-line option, add the -clean command-line

option. The -clean command clears the cached data that the Eclipse IDE uses.
12. Restart the Eclipse IDE.

 Create a Connector Project
You can create a Native Connector which creates a java project in the Eclipse IDE.
catpa04305
HID_Create_a_Connector_Project
Note:
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Do NOT use the navigation that the Eclipse IDE provides to perform CRUD operations on connector project.
Instead, use the options which are available as part of the “CA Process Automation” menu options.
For example, to edit the connector package name, use the navigation below:
Right-click on the connector project > CA Process Automation > Edit Connector Information...

You can create a Native Connector which creates a java project in the Eclipse IDE.

Follow these steps:

1. Open Eclipse IDE.
2. In the Eclipse IDE, select File > New > Other...
3. In the New window, select CA Process Automation > Connector Project and click Next.

The CA Process Automation Connector dialog opens.
4. Enter the following details in the CA Process Automation Connector page.

Project name

Specifies the name of the CA Process Automation Connector project.

Location

Specifies the location where the CA Process Automation Connector project is created.

Connector Name

Specifies the name of the connector that you want to create.
Note: The connector name that is specified appears in the CA Process Automation user interface.

Description

Describes the Connector that you are creating.

Note:  The description appears in the Configuration > Connectors tab in the CA Process Automation user interface.

Connector Version

Represents the connector version in the format: xx.yy.zz, where x,y,z represents the major, minor, and revision
numbers respectively. The revision number (Z) ranges from 0 to 2147483647. For example, 15.00.01.

Note:  CA Technologies recommends a connector versioning scheme that uses the 2 digits from the year that the
connector is published as the major number and the release number of the connector for that year as the minor
number. For example, if you are releasing a connector in the year 2015 with the second release of the connector
for that year, the version number will be 15.02.00.

Auto generate package and class names

Automatically creates package and class names that are based on the connector name. By default, this checkbox
is selected. Deselect this checkbox to specify the desired package and class names.

Package Name

Specifies the name of the java package that will contain the connector classes.

Connector Class

Defines the class name for the connector that you have created.

Connector Properties Class

Defines the class name for the connector properties. You can modify the source for this class to add connector
level properties. Connector level properties can be configured globally with the PAM UI and can be read and used
by operators.

Advanced Options

In the advanced options, by default, the Run on Agent check box is selected.

Run on Agent

Enables you to execute the connector on an agent.

Note:  You cannot run the Native Connector on a proxy agent.

Add a sample operator

Select this option to add the source code for a sample operator to the CA Process Automation connector project.
Adding a sample operator helps you understand how to design an operator.
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The sample operator provided concatenates two strings together and demonstrates input parameters, output
parameters, logging, and error reporting.

5. Click Finish.

     The CA Process Automation Connector project (Java project) is created with the specified project name.

Classes Created After Creating the Connector Project
After you create the Connector project, the following connector-specific class is created:
Properties Class

The Properties class of the connector represents a java file where you can define the properties of the connector by
using annotations.

Note:  You can customize the name of the Properties class of the connector using the option: Right-click the
connector project > CA Process Automation > Edit Connector Information...

Note:

You can edit or delete the connector project as follows:

1. You can edit the connector project by using the option: Right-click the connector project > CA Process
Automation > Edit Connector Information...

2. You can delete the connector project by using the option: Right-click the connector project > Delete.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

 Define Connector Properties Using Annotations
You can define the properties of a connector using annotations. Identify and define the common
properties that you can use across operators at the connector-level.After you define the
properties of a connector, you can use the same annotation definition to expose the same
properties within the operator. For example, you can define user credentials (username and
password) at the connector-level and reuse within multiple operators. For more information on
how to define connector properties using Annotations, see .
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You can define the properties of a connector using annotations. Identify and define the common properties that you
can use across operators at the connector-level.
After you define the properties of a connector, you can use the same annotation definition to expose the same
properties within the operator. For example, you can define user credentials (username and password) at the
connector-level and reuse within multiple operators. For more information on how to define connector properties
using Annotations, see Supported Property Annotations.

Warning:  To define a common field at both the connector level and the operator level, ensure that you use
the same annotation type with the same value for element “Name” at both levels.

 Add Operators to the Connector Project
After you create the Native Connector, add operators to the connector.
catpa04305
HID_Add_Operators_to_the_Connector_Project
After you create the Native Connector, add operators to the connector.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Eclipse IDE.
2. In the Eclipse IDE, select File > New > Other...
3. In the New window, select CA Process Automation > Operator and click Next.

The CA Process Automation Operator dialog opens.
4. Enter the following details in the CA Process Automation Operator page.

Connector Project

Specifies the CA Process Automation Connector project name to which you want to add the operators.

Operator Name
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Specifies the name of the operator that you want to add to the Connector project.

Note:  The operator name that is specified appears in the CA Process Automation user interface.

Description

Describes the operator that you want to add.

Auto Generate Class Names

Automatically creates class names that are based on the operator name. By default, this check box is selected. De-
select this check box to specify the desired class names.

Properties Class

Represents a java file where you can define the properties of the operator that you want to create.

Implementation Class

Represents a java file where you can define the business logic of the operator that you want to create.

Operator Icon

Specifies an icon that is used in the Operator palette and designer.

Note:  You can upload an image of .png format only of any size as an icon.

Tags

Specifies the words that you can use to search an operator from the Operator palette.

5. Click Finish.

An Operator is added successfully to the CA Process Automation Connector project.

Classes Created After Adding an Operator to the Connector

After you add operators to the connector project, the following operator-specific classes are created:
Properties Class

The Properties class of the operator represents a java file where you can define the properties of the operator. Use
this file to define annotations that are mapped to variables that are used in the Implementation Class to map to the
UI elements in the operator.

Note:  You can customize the name of the Properties class of the operator using the option: Right-click the
connector project > CA Process Automation > Edit Operator Information...

Implementation Class

The Implementation class of the operator represents a java file where you can define the business logic of the
operator.

Note:  You can customize the name of Implementation class of the operator using the option: Right-click the
connector project > CA Process Automation > Edit Operator Information...

Note:

You can edit or delete the operator as follows:

1. Edit the operator in the connector by using the option: Right-click the connector project > CA Process
Automation > Edit Operator Information...

2. Delete the operator in the connector by using the option: Right-click the connector project > CA Process
Automation > Delete Operator...

 Define Operator Properties Using Annotations
After you add operators to the connector project, you need to define the operator properties
using annotations in the Properties class of the operator. For more information on how to define
operator properties using annotations, see .
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After you add operators to the connector project, you need to define the operator properties using annotations in
the Properties class of the operator. For more information on how to define operator properties using annotations,
see Supported Property Annotations.
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Warning:  To define a common field at both the connector level and the operator level, ensure that you use
the same annotation type with the same value for element “Name” at both levels.

 Define the Operator Implementation
After you use annotations in the Properties class to define the operator properties, define the
operator business logic. To define the operator logic, use the following Implementation class
options that are provided in the code:
catpa04305
After you use annotations in the Properties class to define the operator properties, define the operator business
logic. To define the operator logic, use the following Implementation class options that are provided in the code:

• When you add an operator to the connector project, pamconnectorplugin injects the logger handle in the
operator Implementation class to log messages to the CA Process Automation log file.

• CA Process Automation inserts a utility object (operatorProperties) in the operator Implementation class.
The utility object is used to retrieve operator input values and set the operator result. The application
uses operatorProperties with the get() method to retrieve operator input values. The application uses
operatorProperties with the set () method to set the operator results to output fields.
Add the following setter methods for output parameters in the operator Implementation class:

Input Data Type Method Signature Output Field Type created in CA
Process Automation

String set(String fieldName, String
label, String outputValue,String
pageName)

String

Integer set(String fieldName, String label,
int outputValue,String pageName)

Integer

Long set(String fieldName, String label,
long outputValue,String pageName)

Long

Boolean set(String fieldName, String
label, Boolean outputValue,String
pageName)

Boolean

Date set(String fieldName, String
dateFormat, String label,Date
outputValue,String pageName)

Date

String[] set(String fieldName, String
label, String[] outputValue,String
pageName)

Array of Strings

Long[] set(String fieldName,String
label, Long[] outputValue,String
pageName)

Array of Long Numbers

LinkedHashMap<String,List<String>>set(String fieldName, String
label, LinkedHashMap<String,
List<String>> table, String
pageName)

Array of Value Maps (Array of
Objects)

• The operatorResult flag lets you set the operator result. To fail the operator on purpose during the validation or
to precheck failure, set operatorResult to false.

• The reason variable holds the text message that provides the cause for the operator result. To fail the operator
on purpose, populate the reason variable with an appropriate message.

 Test the Operator added to the Connector
Before you deploy an operator to a CA Process Automation instance, you can test the business
logic of an operator in an Eclipse IDE. The ability to test and fix errors in the business logic, if
any saves time and effort of the content developer.
catpa04305
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Before you deploy an operator to a CA Process Automation instance, you can test the business logic of an operator
in an Eclipse IDE. The ability to test and fix errors in the business logic, if any saves time and effort of the content
developer.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Eclipse IDE, right-click the Implementation class of the operator.
2. Select Run As > Test PAM Operator.
3. The console prompts you to enter the required inputs to test the operator.
4. After providing the required input values, the console provides you with the output parameters.
5. Based on the following operator test result, take the required action as follows:

• If the operator test result is as expected, you can directly deploy the operator in a CA Process
Automation instance.

• If the operator test result is not as expected, you can debug by checking the Implementation class of the
operator.

 Do you want to Modify the Connector Project?
After you create and test the connector project, specify whether you want to modify the
connector project.
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After you create and test the connector project, specify whether you want to modify the connector project.

•  YES: If you do not want to modify the connector project, Add Operators to the Connector Project.

Note:

To modify the connector project, you can complete the following tasks:

• Edit connector project
• Edit the existing operators in a connector
• Add more operators to the connector
• Edit connector properties
• Edit operator properties
• Edit the Implementation of the operator

•  NO: If you do not want to modify the connector project, Configure the Third-Party Jars (Optional).

Note:  To directly use the connector project without modifying, you can perform the following tasks:

• Deploy Connector
• Export Binary
• Export Source

 Configure the Third-Party Jars (Optional)
Use the following tasks as appropriate to configure or bundle the third-party jars:
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HID_Configure_the_Third-Party_Jars
Use the following tasks as appropriate to configure or bundle the third-party jars:

Configure the Third-Party Jars (Optional)
After you define the business logic, you can optionally include or exclude any third-party jar files that were used in
the implementation logic of the connector operators. To include the jar files, right-click Connector Project > CA
Process Automation > Configure Connector Package...

Note:  The Connector Package Configuration dialog opens with the list of all third-party jar files that you have used
by-default. De-select the jars that you do not want to include in the connector package.

Bundle Third-Party Jars to a Connector Package
When you create a connector project, the following third-party jars are added to the class path of the connector
project:

1. commons-logging-1.0.4.jar
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2. jackson-annotations-2.3.2.jar
3. castor-1.1.2.1.jar
4. log4j-1.2.13.jar
5. xercesImpl.jar
6. js.jar

To bundle the above-mentioned third-party jars to the connector package, you need to manually check the required
jars in the Configure Connector Package page and click Finish. To navigate to the Configure Connector Package
page, right-click the Connector Project > CA Process Automation > Configure Connector Package...

Note:

When you add the third-party jars that are added to the class path as an external jar, the jar is bundled to the
connector package. In this case, you need not exclusively bundle the third-party jars to the connector package.

 Deploy or Export the Connector
Use the following tasks as appropriate to deploy or export the native connector:
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HID_Deploy_or_Export_the_Connector
Use the following tasks as appropriate to deploy or export the native connector:

Deploy a Connector to a CA Process Automation Orchestrator from Eclipse
Note:  To deploy a connector in a cluster environment, use the Install Connector option. CA Process Automation
does not support the Deploy Connector option from Eclipse for a cluster setup.

You can directly deploy the Native Connector to a CA Process Automation orchestrator from the Eclipse IDE.
Follow these steps:

1. Open the Eclipse IDE.
2. Right-click the Connector Project and select CA Process Automation > Deploy Connector...
3. In the Installation Directory field on the Deploy Connector dialog, enter the CA Process Automation Installation

Directory.

Note:  CA Process Automation Server is installed in the CA Process Automation Installation Directory. If CA
Process Automation is installed on a remote computer, provide the appropriate UNC path in this field. Ensure
that the CA Process Automation Installation Directory is accessible from the system that is used to run Eclipse.
Ensure that your current user account has write access to the directory of the path that you provide.

4. Enter the CA Process Automation Server User Name and the Password details.

Note:  You can select the Save Credentials check box to save the Username and Password details that you
have entered.

5. Click Finish.
CA Process Automation copies the Connector project jar files to the CA Process Automation server location and
instructs the Orchestrator to load the new or updated connector.

6. (Optional) To verify that the Native Connector is successfully deployed to an Orchestrator, complete the
following steps:

1.1 Log in to CA Process Automation

Note:  If you already logged in to CA Process Automation, refresh the browser.
2.1 Click the Configuration tab.
3.1 On the Configuration Browser page, click the Connectors tab.

The Configuration Browser page displays the Native Connector.

Note:  The Native Connector is also available from the Designer tab Operator palette in the Process
Designer.

Export a Connector in Binary Format
You can package a Native Connector using the Export Binary option in the Eclipse IDE. After you export the Native
Connector as a binary file (.pcon file), you cannot edit the exported connector file.
After you export the connector, you can install the .pcon file in CA Process Automation Orchestrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Eclipse IDE.
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2. Right-click the Connector Project and select CA Process Automation > Export Binary...
The Export Binary dialog is displayed.

3. Enter the following details in the Export Binary dialog:
Connector Project 
This field defines the name of the CA Process Automation Connector project to export.
File name 
This field defines the .pcon file name. The CA Process Automation Connector project is exported as a .pcon file
that you can import to the application as a connector.

4. Click Finish. 
CA Process Automation generates a .pcon file at the specified location.

Export the Connector Source Code for Offline Use
You can export a Native Connector as source code.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Eclipse IDE.
2. Right-click the Connector Project and select CA Process Automation > Export Source...

In the Export Source dialog, enter the required details.

Note:  See the Eclipse Help > Workbench User Guide > Reference > User interface information > Wizards >
Export Wizard page for more information about the Export Source dialog.

3. Click Finish.
CA Process Automation exports the Native Connector project as a .zip file in the specified location. To modify
the Connector project, import the .zip file to an Eclipse IDE.

Note:  See Import Source for more information.

Import the Exported Connector Source Code
You can import the source of a previously exported Native Connector to an Eclipse project.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Eclipse IDE.
2. Select File > Import...
3. In the Import dialog, select the General folder > Existing Projects into Workspace folder, and click Next.
4. In the Import Projects dialog, select the Select archive file option.
5. Complete the Import dialog.

Note:  See the Eclipse Help > Workbench User Guide > Reference > User interface information > Wizards >
Import Wizard page for more information about the Import Projects dialog.

6. Click Finish.
The connector project is imported into Eclipse IDE.

Note:

While importing the exported source of the connector project on to another Eclipse IDE, ensure that you maintain
the same workspace path. For example, the workspace path in two machines (where you export and later when
you import) should be same as follows: C:\eclipse\workspace.

Install an Exported Connector
After you export the connector project as a .pcon file, you can install the connector in the Orchestrator:

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Process Automation as an administrator.
The home page opens.

2. Click the Configuration tab.
3. Select Domain.
4. Click Lock.

The application locks the Domain object and enables Install Connector in the toolbar.
5. Click Install Connector.

The Install Connector dialog opens.
6. Click Browse. A local file selector dialog opens.
7. Select the appropriate .pcon file to install in the Orchestrator and click Open.
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Note:  To overwrite the existing connector, select the Overwrite the Existing Connector check box.
8. Click Submit.
9. Click Unlock.
10. Refresh the browser.

The CA Process Automation home page opens.
11. Click the Configuration tab, click the Connectors tab, and select Domain.

The newly installed connector is displayed in the list. 

Note:  You can also verify that the connector is installed successfully by checking for relevant operators in the
operator palette:

1.1 Click the Designer tab
2.1 Click New Process
3.1 Click View > Operators

The operator palette lists the newly installed connector. The newly added operators are listed under the
connector.

Note:

• After you install the native connector on a domain orchestrator, the connector is automatically installed on non-
domain orchestrators and agents that are configured as touchpoints after mirroring interval.

• To deploy a connector in a cluster environment, use the Install Connector option (Install connector using
exported .pcon file). The Deploy Connector option from Eclipse is not supported for a cluster setup.

• If you want to uninstall the connector that you have installed, see Uninstall a Connector.

Uninstall a Connector
Note:  For nondomain agents, Orchestrators are configured as touchpoints to the Orchestrator from which you
uninstall a native connector. After you uninstall the native connector from the Orchestrator, CA Process Automation
automatically uninstalls the connector from the associated touchpoints after the mirroring interval.

You can uninstall the connector that you have installed in the Orchestrator.
Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Process Automation as an administrator.
The home page opens.

2. Click the Configuration tab.
3. Select Domain.
4. Click Lock.

The application locks the domain object and enables Uninstall Connector in the toolbar.
5. Click Uninstall Connector.

The Uninstall Connector dialog opens with a list of installed connectors.
6. Select the connectors to uninstall and click Uninstall.
7. Click Unlock.
8. Refresh the browser.

The CA Process Automation home page opens. 
9. Click the Configuration tab, click the Connectors tab, and select Domain.

The connectors list no longer displays the connectors that you uninstalled.
To verify that the operator palette no longer displays the operators of the uninstalled connectors, follow these
steps:

1.1 Click the Designer tab
2.1 Click New Process
3.1 Click View > Operators

The operator palette list does not include the uninstalled connector and the associated operators.

 Supported Property Annotations
You can define annotations in the connector properties class or the operator properties class.
Use the following annotation elements to define various field properties. Your defined fields are
displayed in the UI.
catpa04305
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You can define annotations in the connector properties class or the operator properties class. Use the following
annotation elements to define various field properties. Your defined fields are displayed in the CA Process
Automation UI.

• @CA_PAM_TextField
• @CA_PAM_SpinnerField
• @CA_PAM_CheckBox
• @CA_PAM_MultiLine
• @CA_PAM_TextArea
• @CA_PAM_Date
• @CA_PAM_Select, which nests @CA_PAM_SelectionOption
• @CA_PAM_Table, which nests @CA_PAM_TableTextField

Warning:  To define a common field at both the connector level and the operator level, use the same
annotation type with the same element Name value at both levels.

 @CA_PAM_TextField
Description
catpa04305
Description

Use the @CA_PAM_TextField annotation to provide a text field as an operator parameter.

Syntax

To provide the text field as an operator parameter, use the following syntax:

@CA_PAM_TextField(
   Label = "TextField",   Name = "Text",
   Page = "Text Types",   Description = "This is TextField",
   Editable = true,   InParam = true,   MaximumLength = 20,
   MinimumLength = 2,   Password = false,   Required = true, 
  SupportExpression = true,
   Value = "TextFieldValue")String myString;

Elements Description

The @CA_PAM_TextField annotation uses the following elements:

Common Elements

See Description of Common Elements of Annotations.

MinimumLength

The element defines the minimum length (in characters) of the field.

MaximumLength

The element defines the maximum length (in characters) of the field.

Password

The element specifies whether to obscure or encrypt the field contents.

SupportExpression

The element specifies whether to support javascript expressions as input to the field.
Example:

1. Create a dataset “Login_Dataset”. 
2. To the Login_Dataset, add a variable that is named, “username” with value, “Jack”. 

The dataset expression refers to the variable that contains the value of a field. If you set SupportExpression
to true, you can provide the expression Datasets [“/Login_Dataset”].username as input to a field.
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 @CA_PAM_SpinnerField
Description
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Description

Use the @CA_PAM_SpinnerField annotation to provide a spinner field as an operator parameter.

Syntax

To provide the spinner field as an operator parameter, use the following syntax:

@CA_PAM_SpinnerField(   Label = "SpinnerField",
   Name = "SPIN",   Page = "SampleOperator",
   Description = "This is SpinnerField",   Editable = true,
   InParam = true,   Required = true,
   LowerBound = 10d,   UpperBound = 20d,
   Value = 16d)Double myDouble;

Elements Description

The @CA_PAM_SpinnerField annotation uses the following elements:

Common Elements

See Description of Common Elements of Annotations.

LowerBound

The element defines the minimum limit of the spinner field value.

UpperBound

The element defines the maximum limit of the spinner field value.

 @CA_PAM_CheckBox
Description
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Description

Use the @CA_PAM_CheckBox annotation to provide a check box as an operator parameter.

Syntax
To provide the check box as an operator parameter, use the following syntax:

@CA_PAM_CheckBox(   Label = "Checkbox",   Name = "chk",
   Page = "SampleOperator",   Description = "This is Checkbox", 
  Editable = true,
   InParam = true,   Value = true)boolean myBoolean;

Elements Description

The @CA_PAM_CheckBox annotation uses the following elements:

Common Elements

See Description of Common Elements of Annotations.

 @CA_PAM_MultiLine
Description
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catpa04305
Description

Use the @CA_PAM_MultiLine annotation to provide a multiline field as an operator parameter.

Syntax

To provide the multiline field as an operator parameter, use the following syntax:

@CA_PAM_MultiLine(Label = "Multiline",Name = "MLT",
Page = "Text Types",Description = "This is Multiline",Editable = true,
InParam = true,EditorMode = EditorMode.JAVA,SupportExpression =
 true,Value = "multiline java")
String myString;

Elements Description

The @CA_PAM_MultiLine annotation uses the following elements:

Common Elements

See Description of Common Elements of Annotations.

EditorMode

The element specifies the type of editor to display when the Multiline field is selected for editing.

• EditorMode.JAVASCRIPT displays a javascript editor.
• EditorMode.JAVA displays a java editor.
• EditorMode.TEXT displays a text editor.

SupportExpression

The element specifies whether to support javascript expressions as input to the field.
Example:

1. Create a dataset “Login_Dataset”. 
2. To the Login_Dataset, add a variable that is named, “username” with value, “Jack”. 

The dataset expression refers to the variable that contains the value of a field. If you set SupportExpression to
true, you can provide the expression Datasets [“/Login_Dataset”].username as input to a field.

 

 @CA_PAM_TextArea
Description
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Description

Use the @CA_PAM_TextArea annotation to provide a text area field as an operator parameter.

Syntax

To provide the text area field as an operator parameter, use the following syntax:

@CA_PAM_TextArea(   Label = "TextArea",   Name = "txtarea",
   Page = "Text Types",   Description = "This is TextArea",   Editable
 = true,
   InParam = true,   MaximumLength = 50,   MinimumLength = 2,
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   Required = true,   SupportExpression = true,   Value =
 "Value1")String myString;

Elements Description

The @CA_PAM_TextArea annotation uses the following elements:

Common Elements

See Description of Common Elements of Annotations.

MaximumLength

The element specifies the maximum field length (in characters).

MinimumLength

The element specifies the minimum field length (in characters).

SupportExpression

The element specifies whether to support javascript expressions as input to the field.

Example:

1. Create a dataset “Login_Dataset”. 
2. To the Login_Dataset, add a variable that is named, “username” with value, “Jack”. 

The dataset expression refers to the variable that contains the value of a field. If you set SupportExpression
to true, you can provide the expression Datasets [“/Login_Dataset”].username as input to a field.

 

 @CA_PAM_Date
Description
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Description

Use the @CA_PAM_Date annotation to provide a date field as an operator parameter.

Syntax

To provide the date field as an operator parameter, use the following syntax:

@CA_PAM_Date(   Label = "Date",   Name = "DATE",   Page =
 "SampleOperator",
   Description = "This is Date",   Editable = true,   InParam = true, 
  Required = true,
   DateFormat = DateFormat.MMddyyyy,   Value = "05/13/2014")Date
 myDate;

Elements Description

The @CA_PAM_Date annotation uses the following elements:

Common Elements

See the Description of Common Elements of Annotations.

DateFormat

The element defines all date formats that Java supports.

Note:

If you do not want to define the date format, provide the value in the format "MM/dd/yyyy". CA Process Automation
Connector supports the following date formats:
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Date Pattern Sample Value

MMddyyyy (Default) 11/19/2015

yyyyMMdd 2015.11.19

EEEMMMdyy Wed, Nov 19, '15

EEEdMMMyyyy Wed, 19 Nov 2015

yyMMdd 151119

 @CA_PAM_Select
Description
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Description

Use the @CA_PAM_Select annotation to provide a combo box as an operator parameter.

Warning:  The DropdownValues element represents an array of @CA_PAM_SelectOption
annotations, which is nested in the @CA_PAM_Select annotation. See @CA_PAM_SelectOption for more
information.

Syntax
To provide the combo box as an operator parameter, use the following syntax:

@CA_PAM_Select(DropdownValues = { @CA_PAM_SelectOption(Key = "Key1",
 Value = "Value1"),    @CA_PAM_SelectOption(Key = "Key2", Value =
 "Value2") },
   Label = "Combo box",   Name = "COMBO",
   Page = "SampleOperator",   Description = "This is Combo box",
   Editable = true,   Required = true,   InParam = true)Map myMap;

Elements Description

The @CA_PAM_Select annotation uses the following elements:

Common Elements

See Description of Common Elements of Annotations.

DropdownValues

The element assigns an array of @CA_PAM_SelectOption annotations to the DropdownValues element. Each
@CA_PAM_SelectOption annotation represents an option in the drop-down list.

@CA_PAM_SelectOption
Description

The @CA_PAM_SelectOption annotation is nested in the @CA_PAM_Select annotation only.
@CA_PAM_SelectOption does not annotate any variable.

Syntax

@CA_PAM_SelectOption(  Key = "Key 1",  Value = "Value 1")

Elements Description

The @CA_PAM_SelectOption annotation uses the following elements:

Key
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The element defines a unique identifier that retrieves the associated key value in a combo box.

Value

The element defines an option in the drop-down list.

 @CA_PAM_Table
Description
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Description

Use the @CA_PAM_Table annotation to provide a table as an operator parameter.

Warning:  The Columns element represents an array of @CA_PAM_TableTextField annotations, which are
nested in the @CA_PAM_Table annotation. See @CA_PAM_TableTextField for more information.

Syntax
To provide the table as an operator parameter, use the following syntax:

@CA_PAM_Table(   Columns = {@CA_PAM_TableTextField (Name
 = "ColumnName1", Description="Description1", Label =
 "Label1"),   @CA_PAM_TableTextField(Name = "ColumnName2",
 Description="Description2", Label = "Label2") },   Name=”Text”, 
  Label=”Table”,
   Page= "Text Types",   MaximumRows = 10,   MinimumRows = 0, 
  MaxRowsVisible = 5,   Required = true,   Description = ”This is a
 table”,
   InParam = true,   Editable = true,   EditableTable = true,
   SelectableTable = true,   ReOrderingOfRowsAllowed = true, 
  DeletionOfRowsAllowed = true,   AdditionOfRowsAllowed = true,
   IsTableLayout = true)LinkedHashMap<String, ArrayList<String>>
 table;

Elements Description

The @CA_PAM_Table annotation uses the following elements:

Common Elements

See Description of Common Elements of Annotations.

MaximumRows

The element defines the maximum number of rows that you can add to a table.

MinimumRows

The element defines the minimum number of rows that are required in a table.

MaxRowsVisible

The element defines the maximum number of rows that are visible on each table page.

EditableTable

The element specifies whether the table is read/write (true) or read-only (false).

SelectableTable

The element specifies whether you can select the table.

ReOrderingOfRowsAllowed

The element specifies whether to allow reordering of the table rows.

DeletionOfRowsAllowed
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The element specifies whether to allow deletion of rows from a table.

AdditionOfRowsAllowed

The element specifies whether to allow addition of rows to a table.

IsTableLayout=true

The element specifies whether to use a table annotation.

Columns

The element assigns an array of @CA_PAM_TableTextField annotations to the Columns element. Each
@CA_PAM_TableTextField annotation represents a column in the table.

@CA_PAM_TableTextField
Description

The @CA_PAM_TableTextField annotation is nested in the @CA_PAM_Table annotation
only. @CA_PAM_TableTextField does not annotate any variable.

Syntax

@CA_PAM_TableTextField(   Label = "TextField",   Name = "Text", 
  Description = "This is TextField",
   Value = "default",   Editable = true,   InParam = true, 
  MaximumLength = 10,
   MinimumLength = 2,   Password = true,   Required =
 true,SupportExpression = true)

Elements Description

The @CA_PAM_Table TextField annotation uses the following elements:

Common Attributes

See Description of Common Elements of Annotations.

Value

The element defines the default value of the field in the table.

MaximumLength

The element defines the maximum field length (in characters).

MinimumLength

The element defines the minimum required field length (in characters).

Password

The element specifies whether to obscure or encrypt the field contents.

SupportExpression

The element specifies whether to support javascript expressions as input to the field.
Example:

1. Create a dataset “Login_Dataset”. 
2. To the Login_Dataset, add a variable that is named, “username” with value, “Jack”. 

The dataset expression refers to the variable that contains the value of a field. If you set SupportExpression
to true, you can provide the expression Datasets [“/Login_Dataset”].username as input to a field.

 Description of Common Elements of Annotations
The following elements are common to all annotations:
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The following elements are common to all annotations:
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Name

Provides a unique identifier for each field.

Label

Defines the value of the label that appears next to the field in the CA Process Automation User Interface.

Page

Groups the fields with the same page value together. In the CA Process Automation user interface, these fields are
displayed together inside a collapsible panel.

Description

Provide a field description. The field description is displayed as a tool-tip when you hover the mouse over the field.

Editable

Set this element to true to make a field editable. Set to false to make the field read-only.

InParam

Set this element to true to specify that the field is an input parameter. Input parameters are displayed in the CA
Process Automation user interface and can be set. Set this element to false to specify that the field is an output
parameter. Output parameters can be read after an operator has executed.

Required

Set this element to true to specify that this field is mandatory and must have a value. If not value is provided an
error message will be displayed in the CA Process Automation user interface.

Value

Specifies the default value of the operator field.

8 Solution Suite
The Solution Suite is an integrated, easy-to-use user interface, which provides end-to-end
support to develop, test, and deploy a solution as composite applications.
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HID_Solution_Suite
CA Process Automation (CA PAM) Solution Suite is a new paradigm focused on solutions-usage pattern. Typically,
users leverage CA PAM more for building “solutions” versus implementing run books or processes. The Solution
Suite is an integrated, easy-to-use user interface, which provides end-to-end support to develop, test, and deploy a
solution as composite applications.

A solution can have one or more Activities. An Activity is essentially a trigger response pair, where the trigger can
be a user interaction, an in-bound API call or a schedule-driven and the response is represented by a process. You
can design and configure a solution using the new interface that help you define the solution level configuration
parameters, datasets, dependencies, script libraries, and so on.

A solution aggregates the following items:
1...n Activities
0...n User Interfaces
0...n Solution Datasets
0...n Subroutines
0...n Configuration Properties
0...n Dependencies

After you develop and test a solution, you can deploy the solution to a solution server wherein a solution
administrator can configure and monitor the dependencies. The end users can submit and track the user activities
using the End User UX. The End User UX is completely responsive and works well on Phone, Tablet and a
desktop.
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 Understanding Solutions
The following pages help you understand solutions in the context of  Solution Suite. The
following sections introduce you to the basics of a solution and the solution lifecycle
management:
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The following pages help you understand solutions in the context of CA Process Automation Solution Suite. The
following sections introduce you to the basics of a solution and the solution lifecycle management:

• What is a Solution?
• Solution Lifecycle

 

 What is a Solution?
A solution represents a collection of related functionality that is deployed and managed as a
single unit. The solution developer uses a development environment (Solution Studio) to create
content within a solution. The solution content consists primarily of Activities, User Interfaces,
and Datasets. You can then export the solution content as a single file. You can use the file
to install, configure, and upgrade the solution within downstream environments such as UAT,
preproduction, and production.
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A solution represents a collection of related functionality that is deployed and managed as a single unit. The
solution developer uses a development environment (Solution Studio) to create content within a solution. The
solution content consists primarily of Activities, User Interfaces, and Datasets. You can then export the solution
content as a single file. You can use the file to install, configure, and upgrade the solution within downstream
environments such as UAT, preproduction, and production.

 Solution Lifecycle
The  Solution Suite lets you do the following tasks:
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The CA Process Automation Solution Suite lets you do the following tasks:

• Design, develop, and test orchestration-based solutions as a single unit.
• Configure, deploy, monitor, manage, maintain, upgrade, and delete versions of solutions.
• Manage the lifecycle of solutions that span across development, test, and production environments.

The following diagram shows the CA Process Automation Solution Suite Lifecycle:
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Figure 49: Life cycle of a Solution

The Solution Suite lifecycle comprises of the following stages:

How to Develop a Solution
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The solution developer creates solutions within Solution Studio, an intuitive browser-based IDE that allows solution
developers to click and drag elements together.

How to Test a Solution

The solution developer can test the solution using User Interfaces, User Activities, or API Activities.

Install and Manage a Solution in a Production Environment

After testing the solution, the solution administrator installs and configures the solution on the Solution Server to
monitor, upgrade, and uninstall solutions.

How to Use a Solution

After you install a solution on the Solution Server, the interfaces of the solution (User and API) are available
to the solution end users and API consumers. The URLs used to access the interfaces are displayed in the
Solution Server. The solution administrator copies and communicates the URLs to the solution end users and API
consumers.

 Understanding Solution Studio
The solution developer uses the Solution Studio (a development environment) to create content
within a solution. The solution content consists primarily of Activities, User Interfaces, and
Datasets. You can then export the solution content as a single file.
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The solution developer uses the Solution Studio (a development environment) to create content within a solution.
The solution content consists primarily of Activities, User Interfaces, and Datasets. You can then export the solution
content as a single file.

 What is in a Solution Studio?
A Solution Studio comprises the following tabs:
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A Solution Studio comprises the following tabs:

Activities

An activity is a trigger-response pair. The response to a trigger is always to run a process (also known as a
workflow).
Any one of the following options can comprise a trigger:

• Form
• Scheduled Event
• API Invocation

A trigger results in one of the following Activities:

• User Activity: An end user completes and submits a form to trigger this activity.
• Schedule Activity: A recurring scheduled event triggers this activity.
• API Activity: Either an external REST API invocation or a process that is associated with another Activity

triggers this activity.

Datasets

The solution developer defines the solution datasets. The developer defines the variables as key-value pairs in a
solution (under the Dataset tab). The variables defined are available to all activities within that solution at run time.
You can create a key-value pair of simple string-type data only.

User Interfaces

User Interfaces display one or more User Activities to the solution end user. To apply simple high-level access
control, you define the roles that are allowed to access the User Interface.
The touch-friendly User Interface adapts to provide optimal viewing experiences on devices ranging from
touchscreen mobile devices or tablets to laptops and desktops.
The URL for testing a User Interface displays in the User interface tile in the Solution Studio. Test or Production
server URLs display in the Solution Administration Console.

Configuration
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The configuration property is a name-value pair. The configuration property value is always a string. The complete
list of configuration properties is stored in the solution. The configuration properties are typically used to define the
default solution behavior. The Solution Administrator is prompted to enter property values at run time.

The Execution target that you configured in CA Process Automation is displayed under Touchpoint Configuration.
The target can be an orchestrator touchpoint, touchpoint, touchpoint group, Agent ID, or proxy touchpoint.

Note:

The solution developer defines the configuration properties in the Solution Studio. After the solution administrator
installs the solution to a Solution Server, the administrator can update the configuration properties.

Documentation

Before exporting a solution, the solution developer adds documentation about the business use case that
the solution solves. The developer exports the solution as a <solution_name>_0.json file. When the solution
administrator installs the <solution_name>_0.json file, the solution documentation is displayed in the Solution
Server.

 Understanding Solution Server
The following pages help you understand Solution Server in the context of CA Process
Automation Solution Suite. The following sections introduce you to the basics of a solution and
the solution lifecycle management:
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The following pages help you understand Solution Server in the context of CA Process Automation Solution Suite.
The following sections introduce you to the basics of a solution and the solution lifecycle management:

• What is a Solution Server?
• What is in a Solution Server?

 

 What is a Solution Server?
A solution represents a collection of related functionality that is deployed and managed as a
single unit. The solution developer uses a development environment to create content within a
solution. The solution content consists primarily of Activities, User Interfaces, and Datasets. The
developer then exports the solution content as a single file. The solution administrator uses the
file to install, configure, and upgrade the solution within downstream environments such as UAT,
preproduction, and production.
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A solution represents a collection of related functionality that is deployed and managed as a single unit. The
solution developer uses a development environment to create content within a solution. The solution content
consists primarily of Activities, User Interfaces, and Datasets. The developer then exports the solution content as a
single file. The solution administrator uses the file to install, configure, and upgrade the solution within downstream
environments such as UAT, preproduction, and production.

After testing the solution, the solution administrator uses the Solution Server to install, monitor, upgrade, and
uninstall solutions. After installing a solution to a Solution Server, the interfaces of the solution (User and API) are
available to the solution end users and API consumers. The URLs used to access the interfaces are displayed
under the UI Access Control tab. The solution administrator copies and communicates the URLs to the solution end
users and API consumers.

 What is in a Solution Server?
A solution administrator installs a solution by clicking the Install New Solution tile on the
 Solution Server interface. The administrator selects the <solution_name>_0.json file and
installs the solution. The <solution_name> tile appears on the  Solution Server interface. 
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A solution administrator installs a solution by clicking the Install New Solution tile on the CA Process
Automation Solution Server interface. The administrator selects the <solution_name>_0.json file and installs the
solution. The <solution_name> tile appears on the CA Process Automation Solution Server interface. 
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When the administrator clicks the <solution_name> tile, the solution provides the following details:
Description 

Represents a brief information about the solution that is installed.

 Version 

Represents the version of the solution that you have installed.

 User Interfaces, APIs, and Schedules 

When you install a solution to the Solution Server, the solution state is Disabled. Before changing the solution state
to Enabled, ensure the following in the corresponding tabs:

• In the Configuration tab, configure all the required properties.
• In the Dependencies tab, if the solution is dependent on a third-party connector for the User Interfaces, APIs,

or Schedules, you need to install the required third-party connectors. After you install the required third-party
connectors, you can change the solution state to Enabled so that the end-user can use the solution. If the
solution does not have any dependency on a third-party connector, you can change the solution status to the
Enabled state.

• In the UI Access Control, ensure that appropriate roles are assigned to the User Interface with the
corresponding URL. The access control is provided through CA EEM that is integrated with CA Process
Automation.

 Log Level 

When you trigger an activity, based on the log level selected, the Solution Suite records the logs to the database.
An Activity can be a User Activity, an API Activity, or a Schedule Activity in a solution. The system-generated logs
are only at INFO log level.
ERROR
Represents runtime errors or unexpected conditions.
WARN
Represents logs that provide information on the usage of deprecated APIs, poor usage of APIs, errors, undesirable
or unexpected runtime errors.
INFO
Represents runtime events such as startups and shutdown.
DEBUG
Represents a detailed information on the entire flow of a solution.

The administrator can view and monitor the solution-specific information represented using the following tabs:

 Configuration Properties 

Configuration properties are name-value pairs. The value of a property is always a string. If the developer defines
a default value for a property, after installing the solution to the Solution Server, the default value of the property is
displayed. The administrator uses the Configuration Properties tab to provide values to the properties to be used
across a solution such as username, name server, port, and so on. 

Note:

The solution developer defines the configuration properties in the Solution Studio. After the solution administrator
installs the solution to a Solution Server, the administrator can update the configuration properties.

 Dependencies 

Represents the third-party connectors and touchpoints that are associated with a solution. The connector
dependencies is listed under the Dependencies tab. The tab lists the following information:
Dependent Connectors
Represents the third-party connectors that are required for the solution.

 Connector Name
Represents the name of the connector that is required for the solution.

 Minimum Version Required
Represents the minimum version of the connector that you need to install to use the solution.

 Installed Version
Represents the version of the connector that is currently installed in CA Process Automation.

 Status
Minimum version required. Version 4.0 will also work. But you are currently using version 04.3.03. Suggested to
use the compatible version.
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 Dependent Touchpoints
Represents the Touchpoints that are associated with a solution.

 Touchpoint Name
Represents the name of the Touchpoint that is associated with a solution.
Description
Represents the description of the Touchpoint provided in the Solution Studio.
Configured
(Yes/No) Represents whether the Touchpoint is configured on the CA Process Automation.

 UI Access Control 

The CA Process Automation Solution Suite (CA PASS) is integrated with CA Process Automation (CA PAM). The
access control is provided through CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) that is integrated with CA PAM.
CA PASS internally uses CA EEM for authentication and access control of the User Interface. The CA
EEM administrator defines the user roles in CA EEM such as Solution Administrator, Solution Developer in the
pamadmin user group.
The solution developer defines the user roles to restrict the access control of the User Interface. After installing the
solution, based on the user roles listed in the UI Access Control tab, the administrator creates the user roles in CA
EEM. Appropriate users are assigned to these roles to access the User Interfaces of a solution.

 Monitor Activity 

The administrator uses the Monitor Activity tab to monitor all running or waiting instances associated with a
solution.

 Solution Log 

The Solution Log tab helps you see the log details of activity that is running. The log details include the following
information:

 Date
Represents the date when the activity is triggered.
Source
Represents the source of logs. There are two types of sources from where the logs are generated - System and
Solution.
System
Represents the log that the system generates.
Solution
Represents the user-defined logs.

Note:

To know how to purge solution logs, see Purge Solution Logs.

 Activity (Instance)Represents the name of the Activity name along with the process instance.

 Severity
Represents the log level of the log. The log level can be ERROR, WARN, INFO, or DEBUG.
Description
Represents a brief about the log.

 Documentation
The solution developer adds solution documentation such as the business use case that the solution solves.
When the developer exports the solution, the solution is exported as a <solution_name>_0.json file. When the
administrator installs the <solution_name>_0.json file, the solution documentation appears in the read-only mode in
the Solution Server.

Purge Solution Logs
The administrator can purge the logs using a REST API. To purge logs, you need to provide the solution name, the
activity name, and the number of days to keep the logs, beyond which the logs are deleted.
Follow these steps: 

1. Install a REST client plug-in for your browser. In the following steps RESTClient for Firefox is used.
2. Enter the URL: chrome://restclient/content/restclient.html in the address bar of the browser or click on the

RESTClient icon in the toolbar. The RESTClient interface appears.
3. From the Authentication drop-down list, select Basic Authentication.
4. In the Basic Authorization dialog, enter the user name and the password that is used to access CA Process

Automation.
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5. From the Headers drop-down list, select Custom Header.
6. In the Request Header dialog, enter the following details:

1.1 In the Name field, enter Content-Type 
2.1 In the Value field, enter application/vnd.ca.v1+json and click Okay.

7. From the Method drop-down list, select DELETE.
8. In the URL field, enter the following API URL details:

<Solution Suite URL>:<Port number>/PASS/api/v1/solutions/<solutionName>/logEvents?
activityName=<activityName>&days=<NumberOfDaysToKeep>

 Example: 

http://jack01-i1276:8080/PASS/api/v1/solutions/MySol/logEvents?activityName=MyActivity&days=10 

(Purge logs older than 10 days)

Note:

In the above request, the "activityName" and the "NumberOfDaysToKeep" are optional parameters. If you specify
values for only "solutionName" and "NumberOfDaysToKeep", all logs in a solution older than the number of days to
keep are deleted. If you specify values for only "solutionName" and "activityName", all logs pertaining to the activity
name in a solution are deleted.

   9. Click SEND.
The logs older than the number of days that you have specified are deleted.

 Simple Expenses System - Create a Sample Solution
This scenario describes how a solution developer can create a simple solution named "Simple
Expenses System." The developer exports the created solution in the form of a .json file, which
is provided to a solution administrator.The administrator installs a solution on a Solution Server
using the  Administration Console. After the developer installs and configures the solution, the
administrator provides the solution URL to the end user. Finally, the end user accesses and
uses the solution.
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This scenario describes how a solution developer can create a simple solution named "Simple Expenses System."
The developer exports the created solution in the form of a .json file, which is provided to a solution administrator.
The administrator installs a solution on a Solution Server using the CA Process Automation Administration
Console. After the developer installs and configures the solution, the administrator provides the solution URL to the
end user. Finally, the end user accesses and uses the solution.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Simple Expenses System Solution
2. Create a Submit Expense Claim Activity
3. Design an Expense Claim Form
4. Design an Expense Claim Process
5. Create an Employee Expenses User Interface
6. Export the Simple Expenses System Solution

The following graphic describes how to create a Simple Expenses System solution that includes a Submit Expense
Claim activity:
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Figure 50: Simplified Expenses System - Create a Sample Solution

 Create a Simple Expenses System Solution
First create a solution, which is a collection of one or more activities, user interfaces, and data
sets.
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First create a solution, which is a collection of one or more activities, user interfaces, and data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your CA Process Automation Solution Studio using a supported browser. Use the following URL:

http://<SolutionServer-hostname>:<portnumber>/PASS/SolutionStudio

2. Log in to CA Process Automation Solution Studio. Contact your solution administrator if you are unsure what
credentials to use.

3. On the CA Process Automation Solution Studio page, click Create.
4. In the Name field on the Create Solution dialog, enter Simple Expenses System.
5. Click Create.

The Simple Expenses System solution tile is created. The solution created is empty. To create activities and
user interfaces for the solution, use the procedures in the following sections.

 Create a Submit Expense Claim Activity
After you create a solution, create a User Activity. An activity is a trigger-response pair. The
response to a trigger is always to run a process. For a User Activity the trigger is a form
submitted by an end user. In this example the form is an expense claim that is being submitted
for approval.
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catpa04305
After you create a solution, create a User Activity. An activity is a trigger-response pair. The response to a trigger is
always to run a process. For a User Activity the trigger is a form submitted by an end user. In this example the form
is an expense claim that is being submitted for approval.

Follow these steps:

1. On the CA Process Automation Solution Studio page, click the Simple Expenses System solution tile.
2. On the Simple Expenses System solution page, under the Activities tab, click Create and select User Activity.
3. In the Name field on the Create User Activity dialog, enter Submit Expense Claim.
4. Click Create.

The Submit Expense Claim Activity tile is created.

 Design an Expense Claim Form
After you create the Submit Expense Claim activity, design a form which an end user will use to
provide the details of the expense claim.
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After you create the Submit Expense Claim activity, design a form which an end user will use to provide the details
of the expense claim.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Simple Expenses System solution page, under the Activities tab, click the Form link within the newly
created Submit Expense Claim Activity tile.
The form that is associated with the Activity opens.

2. Add Controls to the Expense Claim Form as follows:

Personnel ID

1. 1.1 From the Add Controls drop-down list, select Plain Text.
2.1 Click the Edit icon of the Plain Text.
3.1 In the Name field, enter personnelid.
4.1 In the Label Text field, enter Personnel ID.
5.1 This field is mandatory; ensure that you select the Required check box.
6.1 Set the Placeholder field to Enter Personnel ID here.

The Placeholder text is dimmed when the form is displayed and provides guidance to the end user.

Email

1. 1.1 From the Add Controls drop-down list, select Plain Text.
2.1 Click the Edit icon of the Plain Text.
3.1 In the Name field, enter email.
4.1 In the Label Text field, enter Email.
5.1 This field is mandatory; ensure that you select the Required check box.
6.1 In the Pattern field, enter ^[A-Za-z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Za-z0-9-]+\.[A-Za-z]+$
7.1 Patterns are based on regular expressions. Use patterns to restrict or validate values that an end user

enters in an associated field. In this case, the pattern only accepts valid email addresses.
8.1 In the Pattern Error Message field, enter Invalid email address.
9.1 Set the Placeholder field to Enter Email Address here.

The Placeholder text is dimmed when the form is displayed and provides guidance to the end user.

Expense Amount

1. 1.1 From the Add Controls drop-down list, select Plain Text.
2.1 Click the Edit icon of the Plain Text.
3.1 In the Name field, enter Amount.
4.1 In the Label Text field, enter Expense Amount.
5.1 In the Pattern field, enter [0-9].*\.[0-9][0-9].
6.1 Patterns are based on regular expressions. Use patterns to restrict or validate values that an end user

enters in an associated field. In this case, the pattern only accepts decimal numbers with two digits after the
decimal point.

7.1 In the Pattern Error Message field, enter Valid Expense Amount is in dollars and cents. For example,
123.01.
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8.1 Set the Placeholder field to Enter Expense Amount here.
The Placeholder text is dimmed when the form is displayed and provides guidance to the end user.

Approver Email

1. 1.1 From the Add Controls drop-down list, select Plain Text.
2.1 Click the Edit icon of the Plain Text.
3.1 In the Name field, enter approver.
4.1 In the Label Text field, enter Approver Email.
5.1 This field is mandatory; ensure that you select the Required check box.
6.1 In the Pattern field, enter ^[A-Za-z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Za-z0-9-]+\.[A-Za-z]+$
7.1 Patterns are based on regular expressions. Use patterns to restrict or validate values that an end user

enters in an associated field. In this case, the pattern only accepts valid email addresses.
8.1 In the Pattern Error Message field, enter Invalid email address.
9.1 Set the Placeholder field to Enter Approver Email Address here.

The Placeholder text is dimmed when the form is displayed and provides guidance to the end user.

Justification

1. 1.1 From the Add Controls drop-down list, select Text Area.
2.1 Click the Edit icon of the Text Area.
3.1 In the Name field, enter justification.
4.1 In the Label Text field, enter Justification.
5.1 This field is mandatory; ensure that you select the Required check box.
6.1 Set the Placeholder field to Enter Justification for the Expense here.

The Placeholder text is dimmed when the form is displayed and provides guidance to the end user.

3. To return to the list of activities, use one of the following methods:

• Click the browser Back button.
• Click the Simple Expenses System navigation link (breadcrumb) near the top of the screen.

The Simple Expenses System solution page opens.

Note:

When the form is submitted at run time, the form variables are automatically copied to process variables which can
be accessed using Process.<variable name> within operator expression fields or javascript.

 Design an Expense Claim Process
After you design a form, you need to create a process to run when the end user submits the
form and makes a claim for expenses.
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After you design a form, you need to create a process to run when the end user submits the form and makes a
claim for expenses.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Simple Expenses System solution page, under the Activities tab, click the Process link in the Submit
Expense Claim Activity tile.
An empty Submit Expense Claim Process page opens with only the Start and Stop (success and failure)
operators pre-populated.

2. From the Add Operators drop-down list on the Process tab, select the Send Email operator.
3. To link the Start operator to the Send Email operator, click and drag the small circle at the base of the Start

operator icon to the Send Email operator.
4. To link the Send Email operator to the Successful Stop operator, click and drag the small green circle at the

base of the operator icon to the Successful Stop operator ( ).
5. To link the Send Email operator to the Failure Stop operator, drag the small red circle at the base of the operator

icon to the Failure Stop operator ( ).
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After you link the Send Email operator to the corresponding start and stop operators, the links are displayed:

6. Click the Send Email operator to configure it.
7. On the Configuration tab, complete the following actions:

1. 1.1 In the From field, enter Process.email.

• • email refers to the name of the field on the form that contains the email address of the user who is
claiming expenses.

• Process indicates that the email variable is associated with the current process.

b. In the To field, enter Process.approver.

1. • • approver refers to the name of the field on the form that contains the email address of the person who
will approve the expense claim.

• Process indicates that the approver variable is associated with the current process.

c. In the Subject field, enter "Expense Claim submitted for your approval".
    Note: Always enclose literal strings in double quotation marks.

d. In the Message field, enter the following text:
     "Please approve the expense from: " + Process.personnelid + " for amount:"+ Process.amount + "
Justification for expense: " + Process.justification

e. Select the Send in HTML Format check box. If not selected, the email will be sent in plain text.

Note:

Press Ctrl+Space in the input field to display code assistance. The displayed list contains Process Automation
keywords and functions, JavaScript library functions, and other useful Javascript keywords.

8. To test the Submit Expense Claim activity, click Play.

Note:

For solution developers, the Expense Claim Form opens as a pop-up dialog. End users will not see a pop-up dialog
but the form itself will look and behave identically.

9. To return to the list of activities, use one of the following methods:

• Click the browser Back button.
• Click the Simple Expenses System navigation link (breadcrumb) near the top of the screen.

The Simple Expenses System solution page opens.
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 Create an Employee Expenses User Interface
Now that you have an Activity defined you must allow end users to access the Activity form
and execute the process. You allow the end user to access the Activity form by creating a User
Interface which is used to surface one or more Activities to end users.
catpa04305
Now that you have an Activity defined you must allow end users to access the Activity form and execute the
process. You allow the end user to access the Activity form by creating a User Interface which is used to surface
one or more Activities to end users.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Simple Expenses System solution page, click the User Interfaces tab.
2. Click Create.
3. In the Name field on the Create User Interface dialog, enter Employee Expenses.
4. Click Create.

The Employee Expenses tile is displayed with the following details:
Employee Expenses
Presents the following user activities:
None
Presents the following data views:
None
Is available to users with any of the following roles:
All
To access hit:
<URL to directly access the User Interface>

5. Click the Edit User Interface icon.
The Employee Expenses User Interface opens.

6. In the Activities drop-down list, select the Submit Expense Claim activity. A check mark appears next to the
selected Activity.

Note:

When you have many activities, the check mark indicates which Activities are surfaced in the User Interface.
7. To de-activate edit mode, click Done, or click on the Edit icon again or click outside the User Interface tile.
8. To test the user interface, click the URL under To access hit.

The User Interface is displayed in a new browser tab. This is what your end users will see. If you resize the
browser window, the user interface adapts to the new layout. For example, if you reduce the browser to the
size of a mobile device, the display adjusts to be mobile-friendly. The interface is also touch-friendly to work on
tablets and touchscreen laptops.

 Export the Simple Expenses System Solution
Now that the solution is complete you can export the entire solution to a file. You can pass this
file to a solution administrator for deployment on a test or production Solution Server. You could
also use the file as a backup of your work or you could share the file with the  community.
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Now that the solution is complete you can export the entire solution to a file. You can pass this file to a solution
administrator for deployment on a test or production Solution Server. You could also use the file as a backup of
your work or you could share the file with the CA Process Automation community.

Follow these steps:

1.
To export the solution, click Export ( ) in the CA Process Automation Solution Studio.

2. On the Export dialog, save the Simple Expenses System_0.json file.

 Create a Solution Using Schedule Activity
This scenario describes how a solution developer can create a solution with a schedule activity.
The following illustration describes how to create a solution using a schedule activity:
catpa04305
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This scenario describes how a solution developer can create a solution with a schedule activity. The following
illustration describes how to create a solution using a schedule activity:

Figure 51: Create a Solution Using Schedule Activity

Follow these steps: 

1. Create a Solution for Schedule Activity.
2. Create a Schedule Activity.
3. Set the Timer.
4. Design a Process for Schedule Activity.
5. Export the Solution Using a Schedule Activity.

 Create a Solution for Schedule Activity
Create a solution, which is a collection of one or more activities, user interfaces, and data
sets.Follow these steps:
catpa04305
Create a solution, which is a collection of one or more activities, user interfaces, and data sets.
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your CA Process Automation Solution Studio using a supported browser. The URL to use is

http(s)://<SolutionServer-hostname>:<portnumber>/PASS/SolutionStudio

2. Log in to CA Process Automation Solution Studio. Contact your solution administrator if you are unsure what
credentials to use.

3. On the CA Process Automation Solution Studio page, click Create Solution.
4. In the Name field on the Create Solution dialog, enter Expense Submission Reminder.
5. Click Create.

The Expense Submission Reminder solution tile is created. The solution created is empty. To create activities
and user interfaces for the solution, use the procedures in the following sections.
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 Create a Schedule Activity
After you create a solution, create a Schedule Activity. An activity is a trigger-response pair. The
response to a trigger is always to run a process. Follow these steps:
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After you create a solution, create a Schedule Activity. An activity is a trigger-response pair. The response to a
trigger is always to run a process.
Follow these steps:

1. On the CA Process Automation Solution Studio page, click the Expense Submission Reminder solution tile.
2. On the Expense Submission Reminder solution page, under the Activities tab, click Create and select Schedule

Activity.
3. In the Schedule Activity dialog, enter Monthly Reminder.
4. Click Create.

The Monthly Reminder activity tile is created.

 Set the Timer
After you create the Schedule Activity, set the timer to select the frequency options. You can set
the timer by selecting the occurrence pattern, date, and time for the activity. When the timer that
you set expires, the associated process is triggered.In this example we want to send a reminder
to all staff at Forward Inc on the 15th of every month. The reminder notifies the staff members to
submit their expenses by the 20th of the month.Follow these steps:
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After you create the Schedule Activity, set the timer to select the frequency options. You can set the timer by
selecting the occurrence pattern, date, and time for the activity. When the timer that you set expires, the associated
process is triggered.
In this example we want to send a reminder to all staff at Forward Inc on the 15th of every month. The reminder
notifies the staff members to submit their expenses by the 20th of the month.
Follow these steps:

1. On the Expense Submission Reminder solution page, under the Activities tab, click the Timer link in the Monthly
Reminder activity tile. The Monthly Reminder activity page opens.

2. From the Occurrence Pattern drop-down list, select the Months pattern.
The occurrence pattern helps you to repeat an activity on a regular schedule.

3. Set the Repeat Every (Months) field to 1.
This schedule will be triggered every month.

4. In the Day field, select number 15.
This is the day of the month on which the schedule will trigger.

5. In the At Time field, enter 10:00 AM.
This is the time at which you want the process to run.

 Design a Process for Schedule Activity
After you create a Schedule Activity and set the timer, design a process as the process is
triggered after the timer expires.In this example, design a process to send a reminder mail to a
distribution list. The reminder mail must remind the distribution list to submit the Expense Claim
Form by 20th of every month.Follow these steps:
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After you create a Schedule Activity and set the timer, design a process as the process is triggered after the timer
expires.
In this example, design a process to send a reminder mail to a distribution list. The reminder mail must remind the
distribution list to submit the Expense Claim Form by 20th of every month.
Follow these steps:

1. On the Expense Submission Reminder solution page, under the Activities tab, click the Process link in the
Monthly Reminder activity tile. An empty Process page opens with only the Start and Stop (success and failure)
operators pre-populated.

2. From the Add Operators drop-down list on the Process tab, select the Send Email operator.
3. To link the Start operator to the Send Email operator, click and drag the small circle at the base of the Start

operator icon to the Send Email operator.
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4. To link the Send Email operator to the Successful Stop operator, click and drag the small green circle at the

base of the operator icon to the Successful Stop operator ( ).
5. To link the Send Email operator to the Failure Stop operator, drag the small red circle at the base of the operator

icon to the Failure Stop operator ( ). 
After you link the Send Email operator to the corresponding start and stop operators, the links appear as follows:

6. Click the Send Email operator to configure it.
7. On the Configuration tab, complete the following actions:

1. 1.1 In the Name field, enter Reminder.
2.1 In the From field, enter "expenses@forwardinc.com".
3.1 In the To field, enter the distribution list to which you want to send the reminder mail. Here, enter

"Everyone@forwardinc.com".
4.1 In the Subject field, enter "Expense Submission Reminder".

Note: Always enclose literal strings in double quotation marks.
5.1 In the Message field, enter the following text:

"Remember to submit your Expense Claim Form by 20th "+Process.currentMonth+" 2015."
6.1 Select the Send in HTML Format check box. If not selected, the email will be sent in plain text.

Note:

Press Ctrl+Space in the input field to display code assistance. The displayed list contains Process Automation
keywords and functions, JavaScript library functions, and other useful Javascript keywords.

  8. Click the Execution tab.

  9. From the Processing drop-down list, select Pre-Execution Code.

  10. In the pre-execution code, enter the following code:

var d = new Date();
var month = new Array();
month[0] = "January";
month[1] = "February";
month[2] = "March";
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month[3] = "April";
month[4] = "May";
month[5] = "June";
month[6] = "July";
month[7] = "August";
month[8] = "September";
month[9] = "October";
month[10] = "November";
month[11] = "December";
Process.currentMonth=month[d.getMonth()];

   11. To test the Monthly Reminder activity, click Play.

Note:

If the process runs successfully, a mail is sent to the distribution list (Everyone@forwardinc.com) with the subject
as "Expense Submission Reminder" and the body of the mail as "Remember to submit your Expense Claim Form
by 20th February 2015."

   12. To return to the list of activities, use one of the following methods:

• Click the browser Back button.
• Click the Expense Submission Reminder solution navigation link (breadcrumb) near the top of the screen.

The Expense Submission Reminder solution page opens.

 Export the Solution Using a Schedule Activity
Now that the solution is complete you can export the entire solution to a file. You can pass this
file to a solution administrator for deployment on a test or production Solution Server. You could
also use the file as a backup of your work or you could share the file with the  community.Follow
these steps:
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Now that the solution is complete you can export the entire solution to a file. You can pass this file to a solution
administrator for deployment on a test or production Solution Server. You could also use the file as a backup of
your work or you could share the file with the CA Process Automation community.
Follow these steps:

1.
To export the solution on the CA Process Automation Solution Studio, click Export ( ).

2. On the Export dialog, save the <Solution Name>_0.json file.

 Simple Expenses API System - Invoke a Solution
Synchronously Using REST
This scenario describes how a solution developer can expose a synchronous API Activity as
a simple REST interface which can then be invoked by an external program.This scenario
describes how a solution developer can create a simple solution named Simple Expenses
REST API. The developer exports the created solution in the form of a .json file, which is
provided to a solution administrator.
catpa04305
This scenario describes how a solution developer can expose a synchronous API Activity as a simple REST
interface which can then be invoked by an external program.
This scenario describes how a solution developer can create a simple solution named Simple Expenses
REST API. The developer exports the created solution in the form of a .json file, which is provided to a solution
administrator.

Follow these steps:
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1. Create a Solution to Invoke a Solution Synchronously Using REST
2. Create an API Activity to Invoke a Solution Synchronously Using REST
3. Design a Process to Invoke a Solution Synchronously Using REST
4. Test the API Activity to Invoke a Solution Synchronously Using REST
5. Export the Solution - Invoke a Solution Synchronously Using REST

The following graphic describes how to create a solution named Simple Expenses REST API
containing a synchronous API Activity named SubmitExpenses. You need to use an external
program to trigger the API Activity:

Figure 52: Invoke a Solution Synchronously Using REST

 Create a Solution to Invoke a Solution Synchronously Using REST
You should first create a solution.Follow these steps:
catpa04305
You should first create a solution.
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your CA Process Automation Solution Studio using a supported browser. The URL to use is
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http://<SolutionServer-hostname>:<port-number>/PASS/SolutionStudio
2. Log in to CA Process Automation Solution Studio. Contact your solution administrator if you are unsure what

credentials to use.
3. On the CA Process Automation Solution Studio page, click Create Solution placed in the "Add Solution" tile.
4. In the Name field on the Create Solution dialog, enter Simple Expenses REST API.
5. Click Create.

The Simple Expenses REST API solution tile is created. The solution created is empty. To create activities for
the solution, use the procedures in the following sections.

 Create an API Activity to Invoke a Solution Synchronously Using REST
After you create a solution, create an API Activity. An activity is a trigger-response pair. The
response to a trigger is always to run a process. Follow these steps:
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After you create a solution, create an API Activity. An activity is a trigger-response pair. The response to a trigger is
always to run a process.
Follow these steps:

1. On the CA Process Automation Solution Studio page, click the Simple Expenses REST API solution tile.
2. On the Simple Expenses REST API solution page, under the Activities tab, select API Activity from

the Create drop-down..
3. In the API Activity dialog, enter SubmitExpenses in the Name field.
4. Click Create. The SubmitExpenses tile is created.
5. Click the API link in the SubmitExpenses tile.

The API that is associated with the Activity opens. The Activity page includes the following options:

Execution Behavior
Enables you to run the API activity in the following two modes:
Wait for activity to complete before returning the completion status in the API response (should only be
used for short lived activities)

Represents a synchronous, blocking API call. When you invoke the API, it will not return the Activity ID until it has
completed or failed. You should use this mode for short-lived activities only.

Start the activity and immediately return the activity instance ID in the API response (can be used for any
activity)

Represents an asynchronous, non-blocking API call. When you invoke the API, it will return immediately with an
Activity ID and a monitoring URL. You can use the ID or the URL to poll for the status of the Activity.

Invocation Behavior

Only allow invocation from other activities in this solution

Enables you to invoke the API using the Call API Activity operator from the process of another Activity. The other
Activity must be part of this solution.

Note:

You cannot invoke API call using external programs such as REST.

Allow invocation from other activities in this solution and external programs

Enables you to invoke the API call using REST via an external program or application. After you select this option
the URL used to invoke the API will be shown and you will be able to select one of the following:

API Details

API URL

Represents the URL of the API which the user can access using an external program.

Authenticate the Caller Only

When this option is selected, the caller of the API must supply username and password.

Authenticate the caller and require them to have at least one of the following roles

When this option is selected, the caller of the API must supply username and password. In addition the username
must have one of the specified roles assigned to it within EEM. If not, the API call will fail.
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Note:

Ensure the roles that you specify here are defined and assigned to respective users in CA Embedded Entitlements
Manager (CA EEM).

6.   Select the Wait for activity to complete before returning the completion status in the API response
(should only be used for short lived activities) option.

7. Select the Allow invocation from other activities in this solution and external programs option. When you
do this an API URL is displayed. This URL can be used later to invoke the API Activity.

Note:

Parameters are passed into the REST API call via a simple JSON structure.

8. Add the following input parameters:

Personnel ID

1. 1.1 Click Add Parameter.
2.1 In the Name field, enter personnelID.
3.1 In the Description field, enter Personnel ID.

Email

1. 1.1 Click Add Parameter.
2.1 In the Name field, enter email.
3.1 In the Description field, enter Email.

Expense Amount

1. 1.1 Click Add Parameter.
2.1 In the Name field, enter amount.
3.1 In the Description field, enter Expense Amount.

Approver Email

1. 1.1 Click Add Parameter.
2.1 In the Name field, enter approverEmail.
3.1 In the Description field, enter Approver Email.

Justification

1. 1.1 Click Add Parameter.
2.1 In the Name field, enter justification.
3.1 In the Description field, enter Justification.

 

 Design a Process to Invoke a Solution Synchronously Using REST
After you specify the API you create a process to run when the API is invoked.
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After you specify the API you create a process to run when the API is invoked.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Simple Expenses REST API solution page, under the Activities tab, click the Process link in the
SubmitExpenses tile. 
An empty SubmitExpenses Process page opens with the Start and Stop (success and failure) operators.

2. From the Add Operators drop-down list on the Process tab, Select the Send Email operator. 
An Operator named “Send_Email_1” appears on the canvas of the process designer.

3. To link the Start operator to the Send Email operator, click and drag the small circle at the base of the Start
operator icon to the “Send_Email_1” operator.

4. Click the small red circle at the base of the "Send_Email_1" operator icon and drag onto the Failure Stop

operator ( ).
5. Again, from the Add Operators drop-down list, Select the Send Email operator. 

An Operator that is named “Send_Email_2” appears on the canvas of the process designer.
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6. Click the small green circle at the base of the “Send_Email_1” operator icon and drag on the “Send_Email_2”
operator.

7. Click the small red circle at the base of the “Send_Email_2” operator icon and drag on the Failure Stop
operator.

8. Click the small green circle at the base of the “Send_Email_2” operator icon and drag on the Successful Stop

operator ( ).
After you link all operators to the corresponding start and stop operators, the links appear as follows:

 
9. Use the “Send_Email_1” operator to notify the claimant that the expense claim is submitted.

Click the “Send_Email_1” operator to configure the following details: 
10. On the Configuration tab, complete the following actions:

1.1 In the Name field, enter ThanksSubmission.
2.1 In the From field, enter "expense@forwardinc.com".

Note:  Always enclose literal strings in double quotation marks.
3.1 In the To field, enter Process.email.

• email refers to the input parameter that contains the email address of the user who is claiming
expenses.

• Process identifies the currently executing process.
4.1 In the Subject field, enter "Expense Claim Submitted".
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5.1 In the Message field, enter the following text:

"Thank you for submitting the expense claim. It is currently awaiting approval by: " +
 Process.approverEmail

6.1 Select the Send in HTML Format check box. If not selected, the email is sent in plain text.
11. Use the “Send_Email_2” operator to send a notification mail to the approver that an expense claim is

submitted for approval. Click the “Send_Email_2” operator to configure the following details:
12. On the Configuration tab, complete the following actions:

1.1 In the Name field, enter NotifyApprover.
2.1 In the From field, enter "expense@forwardinc.com".
3.1 In the To field, enter Process.approverEmail.

• approverEmail refers to the input parameter that contains the email address of the approver of the
expenses.

• Process identifies the currently executing process.
4.1 In the Subject field, enter "Expense Claim submitted for your approval".
5.1 In the Message field, enter the following text:

"Please approve the expense from: " + Process.personnelID + " for amount:"+ Process.amount +
 " Justification for expense: " + Process.justification

6.1 Select the Send in HTML Format check box. If not selected, the email will be sent in plain text. 
 

Note:  To display code assistance, press Ctrl+Space in the input field. The displayed list contains CA
Process Automation keywords and functions, JavaScript library functions, and other useful Javascript
keywords.

After you configure all details, the operators appear as follows:

http://ca.com
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 Test the API Activity to Invoke a Solution Synchronously Using REST
In this example, use a REST client as an external program.
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In this example, use a REST client as an external program.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install a REST client plug-in for your browser. In the following steps RESTClient for Firefox is used.
2. Enter the following URL in the browser address bar or click the RESTClient icon in the toolbar:

chrome://restclient/content/restclient.html

3. From the Authentication drop-down list, select Basic Authentication.
4. In the Basic Authorization dialog, enter the user name and the password to access CA Process Automation.
5. From the Headers drop-down list, select Custom Header.
6. In the Request Header dialog, enter the following details:

1.1 In the Name field, enter Content-Type 
2.1 In the Value field, enter application/vnd.ca.v1+json.

7. From the Method drop-down list, select POST.
8. Copy the API URL details from the Create an API Activity section.

http://vnd.ca
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9. In the URL field, enter the API URL details.
10. Enter the following code In the Body field:

{ "personnelID": "<personnelid>","email": "<email>","amount":
 "<amount>","approverEmail": "<approver>","justification":
 "<justification>"}

11. Click SEND.
The API Activity is triggered and a success response should be returned. As you are running the API Activity
in synchronous mode, the activity will execute completely and then return with status and output parameters.

 Export the Solution - Invoke a Solution Synchronously Using REST
Now that the solution is complete you can export the entire solution to a file. You can pass this
file to a solution administrator for deployment on a test or production Solution Server. You could
also use the file as a backup of your work or you could share the file with the community.
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Now that the solution is complete you can export the entire solution to a file. You can pass this file to a solution
administrator for deployment on a test or production Solution Server. You could also use the file as a backup of
your work or you could share the file with the CA Process Automation community.

Follow these steps:

1.
To export the solution on the CA Process Automation Solution Studio, click Export ( ).

2. On the Export dialog, save the Simple Expenses REST API_0.json file.

 Simple Expenses API System - Invoke a Solution
Asynchronously Using REST
This scenario describes how a solution developer can expose an asynchronous API Activity
as a simple REST interface which can then be invoked by an external program. This scenario
describes how a solution developer can create a simple solution named Simple Expenses
REST API. The developer exports the created solution in the form of a .json file, which is
provided to a solution administrator.
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This scenario describes how a solution developer can expose an asynchronous API Activity as a simple REST
interface which can then be invoked by an external program.
This scenario describes how a solution developer can create a simple solution named Simple Expenses
REST API. The developer exports the created solution in the form of a .json file, which is provided to a solution
administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Solution to Invoke a Solution Asynchronously Using REST
2. Create an API Activity to Invoke a Solution Asynchronously Using REST
3. Design a Process to Invoke a Solution Asynchronously Using REST
4. Test the API Activity to Invoke a Solution Asynchronously Using REST
5. Export the Solution - Invoke a Solution Asynchronously Using REST

The following graphic describes how to create a solution named Simple Expenses REST API containing an
asynchronous API Activity named SubmitExpenses. You need to use an external program to trigger the API
Activity:
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Figure 53: Simple Expenses API System - Invoke a Solution Asynchronously Using REST

 Create a Solution to Invoke a Solution Asynchronously Using REST
You should first create a solution.Follow these steps:
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You should first create a solution.
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your CA Process Automation Solution Studio using a supported browser. The URL to use is 
http://<SolutionServer-hostname>:<port-number>/PASS/SolutionStudio

2. Log in to CA Process Automation Solution Studio. Contact your solution administrator if you are unsure what
credentials to use.

3. On the CA Process Automation Solution Studio page, click Create Solution placed in the "Add Solution" tile.
4. In the Name field on the Create Solution dialog, enter Simple Expenses REST API.
5. Click Create. 

The Simple Expenses REST API solution tile is created. The solution created is empty. To create activities for
the solution, use the procedures in the following sections.
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 Create an API Activity to Invoke a Solution Asynchronously Using REST
After you create a solution, create an API Activity. An activity is a trigger-response pair. The
response to a trigger is always to run a process. Follow these steps:
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After you create a solution, create an API Activity. An activity is a trigger-response pair. The response to a trigger is
always to run a process.
Follow these steps:

1. On the CA Process Automation Solution Studio page, click the Simple Expenses REST API solution tile.
2. On the Simple Expenses REST API solution page, under the Activities tab, select API Activity from the

Create drop-down.
3. In the API Activity dialog, enter SubmitExpenses in the Name field.
4. Click Create. The SubmitExpenses tile is created.
5. Click the API link in the SubmitExpenses tile.

The API that is associated with the Activity opens. The Activity page includes the following options:

Execution Behavior

Enables you to run the API activity in the following two modes:

Wait for activity to complete before returning the completion status in the API response (should only be
used for short lived activities)

Represents a synchronous, blocking API call. When you invoke the API, it will not return the Activity ID until it has
completed or failed. You should use this mode for short-lived activities only.

Start the activity and immediately return the activity instance ID in the API response (can be used for any
activity)

Represents an asynchronous, non-blocking API call. When you invoke the API, it will return immediately with an
Activity ID and a monitoring URL. You can use the ID or the URL to poll for the status of the Activity.

Invocation Behavior

Only allow invocation from other activities in this solution

Enables you to invoke the API using the Call API Activity operator from the process of another Activity. The other
Activity must be part of this solution.

Note:

You cannot invoke API call using external programs such as REST.

Allow invocation from other activities in this solution and external programs

Enables you to invoke the API call using REST via an external program or application. After you select this option
the URL used to invoke the API will be shown and you will be able to select one of the following:

API Details

API URL

Represents the URL of the API which the user can access using an external program.

Authenticate the Caller Only

When this option is selected, the caller of the API must supply username and password.

Authenticate the caller and require them to have at least one of the following roles

When this option is selected, the caller of the API must supply username and password. In addition the username
must have one of the specified roles assigned to it within EEM. If not, the API call will fail.

Note:

Ensure the roles that you specify here are defined and assigned to respective users in CA Embedded Entitlements
Manager (CA EEM).

6. Select the Start the activity and immediately return the activity instance ID in the API response option.

7. Select the Allow invocation from other activities in this solution and external programs option. When you
do this an API URL is displayed. This URL can be used later to invoke the API Activity. 

Note:
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Parameters are passed into the REST API call via a simple JSON structure.

8. Add the following input parameters:

Personnel ID

1. 1.1 Click Add Parameter.
2.1 In the Name field, enter personnelID.
3.1 In the Description field, enter Personnel ID.

Email

1. 1.1 Click Add Parameter.
2.1 In the Name field, enter email.
3.1 In the Description field, enter Email.

Expense Amount

1. 1.1 Click Add Parameter.
2.1 In the Name field, enter amount.
3.1 In the Description field, enter Expense Amount.

Approver Email

1. 1.1 Click Add Parameter.
2.1 In the Name field, enter approverEmail.
3.1 In the Description field, enter Approver Email.

Justification

1. 1.1 Click Add Parameter.
2.1 In the Name field, enter justification.
3.1 In the Description field, enter Justification.

 Design a Process to Invoke a Solution Asynchronously Using REST
After you specify the API you need to create a process to run when the API is invoked.
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After you specify the API you need to create a process to run when the API is invoked.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Simple Expenses REST API solution page, under the Activities tab, click the Process link in the
SubmitExpenses tile. An empty SubmitExpenses Process page opens with the Start and Stop (success and
failure) operators.

2. From the Add Operators drop-down list on the Process tab, Select the Send Email operator. An
Operator named “Send_Email_1” appears on the canvas of the process designer.

3. To link the Start operator to the Send Email operator, click and drag the small circle at the base of the Start
operator icon to the “Send_Email_1” operator.

4. Click the small red circle at the base of the "Send_Email_1" operator icon and drag it to the Failure Stop

operator ( ).
5. From the Add Operators drop-down list, select the Send Email operator. An Operator named “Send_Email_2”

appears on the canvas of the process designer.
6. Click the small green circle at the base of the “Send_Email_1” operator icon and drag it to the “Send_Email_2”

operator.
7. Click the small red circle at the base of the “Send_Email_2” operator icon and drag it to the Failure Stop

operator.
8. Click the small green circle at the base of the “Send_Email_2” operator icon and drag it to the Successful Stop

operator ( ). 
After you link all operators to the corresponding start and stop operators, the links appear as follows:
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9. Use the “Send_Email_1” operator to notify the claimant that the expense claim is submitted. Click the
“Send_Email_1” operator to configure the following details:

1.1 On the Configuration tab, complete the following actions:
2.1 In the Name field, enter ThanksSubmission.
3.1 In the From field, enter "expenses@forwardinc.com". 
4.1 In the To field, enter Process.email.

• email refers to the input parameter that contains the email address of the user who is claiming
expenses.

• Process identifies the currently executing process.
5.1 In the Subject field, enter Expense Claim Submitted. 

Note:

Always enclose literal strings in double quotation marks.
6.1 In the Message field, enter the following text: "Thank you for submitting the expense claim. It is

currently awaiting approval by: " + Process.approverEmail
7.1 Select the Send in HTML Format check box. If not selected, the email will be sent in plain text.

10. Use the “Send_Email_2” operator to send a notification mail to the approver that an expense claim is
submitted for approval. Click the “Send_Email_2” operator to configure the following details:

11. On the Configuration tab, complete the following actions:

1.1 In the Name field, enter NotifyApprover.
2.1 In the From field, enter "expenses@forwardinc.com ".
3.1 In the To field, enter Process.approverEmail.

• approverEmail refers to the input parameter that contains the email address of the approver of the
expenses.

• Process identifies the currently executing process.

http://ca.com
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12. In the Subject field, enter "Expense Claim submitted for your approval".

Note:

Always enclose literal strings in double quotation marks.
13. In the Message field, enter the following text:

"Please approve the expense claim from: " + Process.personnelID + " for amount:"+ Process.amount
 + " Justification for expense: " + Process.justification

14. Select the Send in HTML Format check box. If not selected, the email will be sent in plain text.
 

Press Ctrl+Space in the input field to display code assistance. The displayed list contains Process
 Automation keywords and functions, JavaScript library functions, and other useful Javascript
 keywords.

After you configure all details, the operators appear as follows:
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 Test the API Activity to Invoke a Solution Asynchronously Using REST
In this example, use a REST client as an external program.Follow these steps:
catpa04305
In this example, use a REST client as an external program.
Follow these steps:

1. Install a REST client plugin for your browser. In the following steps RESTClient for FireFox is used.
2. Enter the following URL in the browser address bar or click the RESTClient icon in the toolbar:

chrome://restclient/content/restclient.html

3. From the Authentication drop-down list, select Basic Authentication.
4. In the Basic Authorization dialog, enter the user name and the password to access CA Process Automation.
5. From the Headers drop-down list, select Custom Header.
6. In the Request Header dialog, enter the following details:

1.1 In the Name field, enter Content-Type.
2.1 In the Value field, enter application/vnd.ca.v1+json.

7. From the Method drop-down list, select POST.
8. Copy the API URL details from the Create an API Activity section.
9. In the URL field, enter the API URL details.
10. Enter the following code in the Body field:

{"personnelID": "<personnelid>","email": "<email>","amount":
 "<amount>","approverEmail": "<approver>","justification":
 "<justification>"}

11. Click SEND.
The API Activity is triggered and a success response should be returned along with an Activity ID and a status
URL within the body of the response.

12. You can use the status URL to poll for the status of the Activity. Copy the status URL from the body of the
response and paste it in the URL field in RESTCLient. Change the Method type to GET, clear the body field
and click SEND. Continue to click SEND until the response informs you that the Activity has completed.

 Export the Solution - Invoke a Solution Asynchronously Using REST
Now that the solution is complete you can export the entire solution to a file. You can pass this
file to a solution administrator for deployment on a test or production Solution Server. You could
also use the file as a backup of your work or you could share the file with the community.Follow
these steps:
catpa04305
Now that the solution is complete you can export the entire solution to a file. You can pass this file to a solution
administrator for deployment on a test or production Solution Server. You could also use the file as a backup of
your work or you could share the file with the CA Process Automation community.
Follow these steps:

1.
To export the solution on the CA Process Automation Solution Studio, click Export ( ).

2. On the Export dialog, save the Simple Expenses REST API_0.json file.
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 Create a Solution Using an API Activity
This scenario describes how a solution developer can create a solution using an API Activity
that cannot be invoked by external programs (via REST API). The API Activity used in this
scenario will be invoked by a User Activity. In this way the API Activity provides a way of both
subdividing functionality that otherwise might become too complex if defined in a single Activity
and a way of capturing functionality that can be invoked by multiple other Activities.
catpa04305
This scenario describes how a solution developer can create a solution using an API Activity that cannot be
invoked by external programs (via REST API). The API Activity used in this scenario will be invoked by a User
Activity. In this way the API Activity provides a way of both subdividing functionality that otherwise might become
too complex if defined in a single Activity and a way of capturing functionality that can be invoked by multiple other
Activities.

The API Activity is triggered using the “Call API Activity” operator in the process of the calling Activity. 

This scenario describes how a solution developer can create a simple solution named Simple Expenses with API.
The developer exports the created solution in the form of a .json file, which is provided to a solution administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Solution - API Activity
2. Create an API Activity
3. Add Input and Output Parameters to the API Activity
4. Design a Process
5. Create a User Activity to trigger an API Activity
6. Design a Form for a User Activity
7. Design a Process for the User Activity
8. Create an Employee Expenses User Interface
9. Export the Solution Using an API Activity

The following graphic describes how to create a solution named Simple Expenses with API that includes an
API Activity named SubmitExpenses. The API Activity works in conjunction with a User Activity named Submit
Expenses:
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Figure 54: Create a Solution Using the API Activity

 Create a Solution - API Activity
You should first create a solution.Follow these steps:
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You should first create a solution.
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your CA Process Automation Solution Studio using a supported browser. The URL to use is
http://<SolutionServer-hostname>:<portnumber>/PASS/SolutionStudio

2. Log in to CA Process Automation Solution Studio. Contact your solution administrator if you are unsure what
credentials to use.

3. On the CA Process Automation Solution Studio page, click Create.
4. In the Name field on the Create Solution dialog, enter Simple Expenses with API.
5. Click Create.

The Simple Expenses with API solution tile is created. The solution created is empty. To create activities and
user interfaces for the solution, use the procedures in the following sections.

 Create an API Activity
After you create a solution, create an API Activity. An activity is a trigger-response pair. The
response to a trigger is always to run a process. Follow these steps:
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After you create a solution, create an API Activity. An activity is a trigger-response pair. The response to a trigger is
always to run a process.
Follow these steps:

1. On the Simple Expenses with API solution page, under the Activities tab, click Create and select API Activity.
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2. In the API Activity dialog, enter SubmitExpenses.
3. Click Create.

The SubmitExpenses tile is created.

 Add Input and Output Parameters to the API Activity
After you create an API Activity, you need to define any input and output parameters. Input
parameters specify what information should be passed to the API Activity. Output parameters
specify what information should be passed back to the calling Activity.Follow these steps:
catpa04305
After you create an API Activity, you need to define any input and output parameters. Input parameters specify what
information should be passed to the API Activity. Output parameters specify what information should be passed
back to the calling Activity.
Follow these steps:

1. On the Simple Expenses with API solution page, under the Activities tab, click the API link in the
SubmitExpenses tile. The API that is associated with the Activity opens. The Activity page includes the following
options:

Execution Behaviour

Enables you to run the API activity in the following two modes:

Wait for activity to complete before returning the completion status in the API response (should only be
used for short lived activities)

Represents a synchronous API call. The activity that you trigger waits for the API call to return before continuing.
You need to use this mode for short-lived activities only.

Start the activity and immediately return the activity instance ID in the API response (can be used for any
activity)

Represents an asynchronous API call. The activity that you trigger returns the activity instance ID in the API
response. You can track the status of the activity using the activity instance ID.

Invocation Behaviour

Only allow invocation from other activities in this solution

Enables you to invoke the API call within a solution.

Allow invocation from other activities in this solution and external programs

Enables you to invoke the API call using REST via an external program or application. After you select this option
the URL used to invoke the API will be shown and you will be able to select one of the following:

API Details

API URL

Represents the URL of the API which the user can access using an external program.

Authenticate the Caller Only

When this option is selected, the caller of the API must supply username and password.

Authenticate the caller and require them to have at least one of the following roles

When this option is selected, the caller of the API must supply username and password. In addition the username
must have one of the specified roles assigned to it within EEM. If not, the API call will fail.

Note:

Ensure the roles that you specify here are defined and assigned to respective users in CA Embedded Entitlements
Manager (CA EEM).

2. Select the following Execution Behaviour:
Wait for activity to complete before returning the completion status in the API response (should only be
used for short lived activities)

3. Select the following Invocation Behaviour:
Only allow invocation from other activities in this solution

4. In the Input Parameter section, Click Add Parameter. An input parameter is displayed in the API Activity Name.
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5. Rename in_param_1 to personnelID.
6. Add and rename the following input parameters: email, amount, approverEmail, and justification.
7. In the Output Parameter section, Click Add Parameter.
An output parameter is displayed in the API Activity Name.
8. Rename out_param_1 to claimStatus.
9. Add and rename an output parameter to approverComments.

 Design a Process - Solution Using an API Activity
After you design a form, you need to create a process to run when the end user submits the
form and makes a claim for expenses.
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After you design a form, you need to create a process to run when the end user submits the form and makes a
claim for expenses.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Simple Expenses with API solution page, under the Activities tab, click the Process link in the API
Activity Name tile.
An empty Submit Expense Claim Process page opens with the Start and Stop (success and failure) operators.

2. From the Add Operators drop-down list on the Process tab, Select the Send Email operator.
An Operator named “Send_Email_1” appears on the canvas of the process designer.

3. To link the Start operator to the Send Email operator, click and drag the small circle at the base of the Start
operator icon to the “Send_Email_1” operator.

4. From the Add Operators drop-down list, select the Send Email operator.
An Operator named “Send_Email_2” appears on the canvas of the process designer.

5. Click the small green circle at the base of the “Send_Email_1” operator icon and drag it to the “Send_Email_2”
operator.

6. From the Add Operators drop-down list, select the Run JavaScript operator.
An Operator named “Run_JavaScript_1” appears on the canvas of the process designer 

7. Click on the small green circle at the base of the “Send_Email_2” operator icon and drag onto the
“Run_JavaScript_1” operator.

8. Click the small red circle at the base of the “Send_Email_2” operator icon and drag it to the Failure Stop

operator ( ).
9. Click the small red circle at the base of the “Run_JavaScript_1” operator icon and drag it to the Failure Stop

operator.
10. Click the small green circle at the base of the “Run_JavaScript_1” operator icon and drag it to the Successful

Stop operator ( .) 
After you link all operators to the corresponding start and stop operators, the links appear as follows:
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11. Use the “Send_Email_1” operator to notify the claimant that the expense claim is submitted. Click the
“Send_Email_1” operator to configure the following details:

12. On the Configuration tab, complete the following actions:

1.1 In the Name field, enter ThanksSubmission.
2.1 In the From field, enter "expenses@forwardinc.com". 

Note:

Always enclose literal strings in double quotation marks.
3.1 In the To field, enter Process.email.

• email refers to the input parameter that contains the email address of the user who is claiming
expenses.

• Process identifies the currently executing process.
4.1 In the Subject field, enter "Expense Claim Submitted".
5.1 In the Message field, enter the following text: "Thank you for submitting the expense claim. It is

currently awaiting approval by: "+Process.approverEmail
6.1 Select the Send in HTML Format check box. If not selected, the email will be sent in plain text.

13. Use the “Send_Email_2” operator to send a notification mail to the approver that an expense claim is
submitted for approval. Click the “Send_Email_2” operator to configure the following details:

14. On the Configuration tab, complete the following actions:

1.1 In the Name field, enter NotifyApprover.
2.1 In the From field, enter "expenses@forwardinc.com". 
3.1 In the To field, enter Process.approverEmail.

• approverEmail refers to the input parameter that contains the email address of the approver of the
expenses.

• Process identifies the currently executing process.
4.1 In the Subject field, enter "Expense Claim submitted for your approval".
5.1 In the Message field, enter the following text:

"Please approve the expense claim from: " + Process.personnelID + " for amount:"+
 Process.amount + " Justification for expense: " + Process.justification
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6.1 Select the Send in HTML Format check box. If not selected, the email will be sent in plain text.

Note:

Press Ctrl+Space in the input field to display code assistance. The displayed list contains Process
Automation keywords and functions, JavaScript library functions, and other useful Javascript keywords.

15. Use the “Run_JavaScript_1” operator to set the values of the output parameters. Click the “Run_JavaScript_1”
operator to configure the following details:

16. On the Configuration tab, complete the following actions:

1.1 In the Name field, enter AutoApproveClaim.
2.1 Enter the following source code:

Process.claimStatus="Approved";Process.approverComments="Your
 expense claim has been automatically approved";

After you configure all details, the operators appear as follows:

 Create a User Activity to trigger an API Activity
In this example, the trigger is a User Activity. The User Activity accepts input via a form from
the end user. When the user submits the form, the process associated with the User Activity
runs and it is within this process that an API Activity will be triggered using the "Call API Activity"
operator.Follow these steps:
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In this example, the trigger is a User Activity. The User Activity accepts input via a form from the end user. When
the user submits the form, the process associated with the User Activity runs and it is within this process that an
API Activity will be triggered using the "Call API Activity" operator.
Follow these steps:

1. On the Simple Expenses with API solution page, click Create and select User Activity.
2. In the Name field on the Create User Activity dialog, enter Submit Expenses.
3. Click Create. 

The Submit Expenses tile is created.
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 Design a Form for a User Activity
After you create the Submit Expenses, design a form which an end user will use to provide the
details of the expense claim.Follow these steps:
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After you create the Submit Expenses, design a form which an end user will use to provide the details of the
expense claim.
Follow these steps:

1. On the Simple Expenses with API solution page, under the Activities tab, click the Form link within the newly
created Submit Expenses tile. The form that is associated with the Activity opens.

2. Add Controls to the <Form Name> as follows:

Personnel ID
a. From the Add Controls drop-down list, select Plain Text.
b. Click the Edit icon of the Plain Text
c. In the Name field, enter personnelID.
d. In the Label Text field, enter Personnel ID.
e. This field is mandatory, ensure that you select the Required check box.
f. Set the Placeholder field to Enter Personnel ID here.
The Placeholder text is dimmed when the form is displayed and provides guidance to the end user.

Email
a. From the Add Controls drop-down list, select Plain Text.
b. Click the Edit icon of the Plain Text.
c. In the Name field, enter email.
d. In the Label Text field, enter Email.
e. This field is mandatory, ensure that you select the Required check box.
f. In the Pattern field, enter ^[A-Za-z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Za-z0-9-]+\.[A-Za-z]+$
Patterns are based on regular expressions. Use patterns to restrict or validate values that an end user enters in an
associated field. In this case, the pattern only accepts valid email addresses.
g. In the Pattern Error Message field, enter Invalid email address.
h. Set the Placeholder field to Enter Email Address here.
The Placeholder text is dimmed when the form is displayed and provides guidance to the end user.

Expense Amount
a. From the Add Controls drop-down list, select Plain Text.
b. Click the Edit icon of the Plain Text.
c. In the Name field, enter amount.
d. In the Label Text field, enter Expense Amount.
e. This field is mandatory, ensure that you select the Required check box.
f. In the Pattern field, enter [0-9].*\.[0-9][0-9].
Patterns are based on regular expressions. Use patterns to restrict or validate values that an end user enters in an
associated field. In this case, the pattern only accepts decimal numbers with two digits after the decimal point.
g. In the Pattern Error Message field, enter Valid Expense Amount is in dollars and cents. For example, 123.01.
h. Set the Placeholder field to Enter Expense Amount here.
The Placeholder text is dimmed when the form is displayed and provides guidance to the end user.

Approver Email
a. From the Add Controls drop-down list, select Plain Text.
b. Click the Edit icon of the Plain Text.
c. In the Name field, enter approverEmail.
d. In the Label Text field, enter Approver Email.
e. This field is mandatory, ensure that you select the Required check box.
f. In the Pattern field, enter ^[A-Za-z0-9._%+-]+@[A-Za-z0-9-]+\.[A-Za-z]+$
Patterns are based on regular expressions. Use patterns to restrict or validate values that an end user enters in an
associated field. In this case, the pattern only accepts valid email addresses.
g. In the Pattern Error Message field, enter Invalid email address.
h. Set the Placeholder field to Enter Approver Email Address here.
The Placeholder text is dimmed when the form is displayed and provides guidance to the end user.

Justification
a. From the Add Controls drop-down list, select Text Area.
b. Click the Edit icon of the Text Area.
c. In the Name field, enter justification.
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d. In the Label Text field, enter Justification.
e. This field is mandatory, ensure that you select the Required check box.
f. Set the Placeholder field to Enter Justification for the Expense here.
The Placeholder text is dimmed when the form is displayed and provides guidance to the end user.

3. To return to the list of activities, use one of the following methods:
– Click the browser Back button.
– Click the Simple Expenses with API navigation link (breadcrumb) near the top of the screen.
The Simple Expenses with API solution page opens.

Note:

When the form is submitted at run time, the form variables are automatically copied to process variables which can
be accessed using Process.<variable name> within operator expression fields or javascript.

 Design a Process for the User Activity
After you design a form, create a process to run when the end user submits the form and makes
an expense claim. In this example, you design a process that completes the following actions:
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After you design a form, create a process to run when the end user submits the form and makes an expense claim.
In this example, you design a process that completes the following actions:

• Use the Call API Activity operator to trigger the API Activity
• Email the claim status to the claimant. The email derives the status from the Call API Activity operator output

Follow these steps:

1. On the Simple Expenses with API solution page Activities tab, click the Process link in the Submit
Expenses tile.
An empty <Process Name> page opens with only the Start and Stop (success and failure) operators
prepopulated.

2. From the Process tab Add Operators drop-down list, select the Call API Activity operator. 
The process designer canvas displays the Call_API_Activity_1 operator.

3. To link the Start operator to the Call_API_Activity_1 operator, drag the circle at the base of the Start operator
icon to the Call_API_Activity_1 operator.

4. From the Process tab Add Operators drop-down list, select the Send Email operator. 
The process designer canvas displays the Send_Email_1 operator.

5. To link the Call_API_Activity_1 operator to the Send Email operator, drag the green circle at the base of the
Call_API_Activity_1 operator icon to the Send_Email_1 operator.

6.

Drag the red circle at the base of the Send_Email_1 operator icon to the Failure Stop operator ( ).
7. Drag the green circle at the base of the Send_Email_1 operator icon to the Successful Stop operator

( ).

The process resembles the following graphic:
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8. Click the Call_API_Activity_1 operator and configure the following details on the Configuration tab:

1.1 In the Name field, enter Call_SubmitExpenses_API.
2.1 From the Activity Name drop-down list, select the <Activity Name> that you created. 
3.1 In the Input Parameters section, enter the following Input Parameters values:

• For personnelID, enter Process.personnelID.
• For email, enter Process.email.
• For amount, enter Process.amount.
• For approverEmail, enter Process.approverEmail.
• For justification, enter Process.justification.

The following output parameters are displayed:

• approverComments
• claimStatus

9. To notify the claimant of the expense claim status, click the Send_Email_1 operator and configure the following
details on the Configuration tab:

1.1 In the Name field, enter NotifyClaimant.
2.1 In the From field, enter expenses@forwardinc.com. 
3.1 In the To field, enter Process. email.

• email refers to the form field that contains the email address of the expense approver.
• Process identifies the currently running process.

4.1 In the Subject field, enter "Your Expense Claim has been processed".

Warning:  Always enclose literal strings in double quotation marks.
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5.1 In the Message field, enter the following text:

"The status of your expense claim is : " + Process.Call_SubmitExpenses_API.claimStatus + ".
 Approver comments: "+ Process.Call_SubmitExpenses_API.approverComments

6.1 Select the Send in HTML Format check box. If the check box is cleared, the application sends the email
in plain text.

7.1 To test the Submit Expenses activity, click Play.

Note:

For solution developers, the <Form Name> opens as a dialog. End users do not see a dialog, but the
form looks and behaves identically.

10. To return to the list of activities, use one of the following methods: 

• Click the browser Back button.
• Click the Simple Expenses with API navigation link near the top of the screen.

The Simple Expenses with API solution page opens.

 Create an Employee Expenses User Interface - Solution Using an API Activity
Now that you have a User Activity defined you must allow end users to access the Activity
form and execute the process. You do this using a User Interface.Follow these steps:1. On the
Simple Expenses with API solution page, click the User Interfaces tab.2. Click Create.3. In the
Name field on the Create User Interface dialog, enter Employee Expenses.4. Click Create.
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Now that you have a User Activity defined you must allow end users to access the Activity form and execute the
process. You do this using a User Interface.
Follow these steps:
1. On the Simple Expenses with API solution page, click the User Interfaces tab.
2. Click Create.
3. In the Name field on the Create User Interface dialog, enter Employee Expenses.
4. Click Create.

The Employee Expenses tile is displayed with the following details:
Employee Expenses
Presents the following user activities:
None
Restrict to users with any of the following roles:
None
To access hit:
<URL to directly access the User Interface>

5. Click the Edit User Interface icon.
The Employee Expenses User Interface opens.
6. In the Activities drop-down list, select the Submit Expenses activity. A check mark appears next to the selected
Activity.

Note:

When you have many activities, the check mark indicates which Activities are surfaced in the User Interface.

7. To de-activate edit mode, click Done, click on the Edit icon again or click outside the User Interface tile.
8. To test the user interface, click the URL under To access hit.
The User Interface is displayed in a new browser tab. This is what your end users will see. If you resize the browser
window, the user interface adapts to the new layout. For example, if you reduce the browser to the size of a
mobile device, the display adjusts to be mobile-friendly. The interface is also touch-friendly to work on tablets and
touchscreen laptops.
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 Export the Solution Using an API Activity
Now that the solution is complete you can export the entire solution to a file. You can pass this
file to a solution administrator for deployment on a test or production Solution Server. You could
also use the file as a backup of your work or you could share the file with the community.
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Now that the solution is complete you can export the entire solution to a file. You can pass this file to a solution
administrator for deployment on a test or production Solution Server. You could also use the file as a backup of
your work or you could share the file with the CA Process Automation community.

Follow these steps:

1. To export the solution on the CA Process Automation Solution Studio, click the Export icon ( ).
2. On the Export dialog, save the Simple Expenses with API_0.json file.

 Form Designer
The following pages help you understand the CA Process Automation Solution Suite form
designer and introduce the available controls, properties, events, and functions.
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The following pages help you understand the CA Process Automation Solution Suite form designer and introduce
the available controls, properties, events, and functions.

 Design a Form
You can design a form in CA Process Automation Solution Suite. Set the properties for a control
and embed a script in the events that are defined for the control.
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You can design a form in CA Process Automation Solution Suite. Set the properties for a control and embed a
script in the events that are defined for the control.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Process Automation Solution Suite as a solution developer.
2. Create a Solution.
3. Create a User Activity.
4. On the Solution page, User Activity tile, click the Form link.

The form that is associated with the activity opens.
5. To add controls to the page, select them from the Add Control drop-down list.

Controls let users supply the information that is submitted as input to a process.
The following form controls are available from the Forms Designer:

• Check Box
• Check List
• Date Picker
• Dropdown List
• HTML Container
• Image
• Label
• Plain Text
• Radio Group
• Spinner
• Text Area

6.
To configure a control after you add it, click the Edit icon ( ) for the control.

For example, consider that you want to set the maximum number of characters that a user can enter in a Plain
Text control. Then, click the associated icon and set the Max Length property. The following table lists the
properties that are available for each control:

Property Control Description
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Align Image Use this property to align the
image to the right, left, or center of
the form.

Date Format Date Picker The user can select the
appropriate date format to display
in the form.

Disabled All If the Disabled property is set:

• The form control receives focus.
• The form control is dimmed.
• You cannot change the value of

a disabled form control.

Editable Dropdown List If the Editable property is set,
the user can type content in the
control. If the property is not set,
the user can only select an option
from the control.

Height Check List
Image
HTML Container

Use this property to define (in
pixels) how much vertical space
the control occupies.

Hidden All If the Hidden property is set, the
application does not display the
control.

HTML HTML Container Use this property to define the
actual HTML syntax that the
control displays.

Increment Spinner Use this property to define the
amount that the application adds
or subtracts from the control value
when the user clicks the increment
or decrement button.

Label Text All Briefly describes the purpose of an
associated control.

Max Length Plain Text

Text Area

Use this property to define the
maximum number of characters
that a user can enter in the control.

Maximum Value Date Picker

Spinner

Use this property to define the
highest value that a user can enter
in the control.

Minimum Value Date Picker

Spinner

Use this property to define the
lowest value that a user can enter
in the control.
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Number of Rows Text Area Use this property to define how
many rows the control can display
(the height of the control).
Name All Defines a unique string
that identifies the control. The
application provides an editable
default value. At run time, the
identifier retrieves the value of the
control in operators and scripts.
For example, if a Plain Text control
is created with Name set to
MyTextField, the form script can
reference it as follows:
Form.getControl (‘MyTextField’);
Operators and process javascript
can reference it as follows:
Process.MyTextField

Options Check List

Dropdown List

Radio Group

Use this property to define the
options to list in the control. You
can assign the label and value to
the option. The label is displayed in
the form for the selection.

Orientation Check List

Radio Group

Use this property to specify
whether to arrange the Options
horizontally or vertically in the
form.
Default: Vertical

Password Plain Text If the Password property is set,
the application obscures user
input. When the property is not set,
the application displays the input
exactly as the user types it.

Pattern Plain Text

Text Area

A regular expression-based input
constraint or validation requirement
for the value that the user enters
in a control. For example, set
Pattern to [a-z] to require only
lowercase alphabetic characters in
the associated Plain Text control.

Note: Consider that you design a
form with a control, where you set
the pattern. To restrict a user from
submitting the form with a blank
control value, select the Required
check box.

Pattern Error Message Plain Text Use this property to define the
error message that is displayed
when a user entry does not match
the specified Pattern property
value.

Placeholder Plain Text

Text Area

Use this property to define a hint
that describes the expected value
of an input field. When the field is
empty the text is dimmed in the
field.

Read Only All If Read only is set, the user cannot
modify the control contents.
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Required Plain Text

Text Area

Dropdown List

Date Picker

If Required is set, the associated
control must contain a value.
Otherwise, the application displays
an error.

Text Label Use this property to define the
label text that the application
displays in the form.

URL Image Use this property to define the full
URL of the image file.

7. To add an event response script to a control, click the Events tab.
8. A control can run the script in response to specific events. An event signals the occurrence of an action. When

an event occurs, the application runs the code that is associated with it. The following table lists the events
that are available for each control:

Event Control Description

onChange Plain Text

Text Area

Occurs when a control loses focus
and the new value of the control
is different from its old value. For
example, a form contains a field
named Quantity with a value of 10.
After the user changes the value to
15, the user does not move focus
to another field. The onChange
event occurs only after the user
takes one of the following actions:

• The user clicks another object
or clicks another window.

• The user presses the Tab key to
navigate to the next field.

onClick Plain Text Occurs when the user clicks a form
element.

onKeyUp Plain Text

Text Area

Occurs when a user releases a
key after pressing it down. For
example, the onKeyUp event
occurs when a user tabs to or
clicks a Spinner field named
Temperature. A script that
is associated with the event
increases or decreases the field
value each time the user presses
and releases a specific key.

onToggle Check Box Occurs when the user selects or
clears a check box.

onDecrement Spinner Control Occurs when the user decreases
the Spinner Control value.

onIncrement Spinner Control Occurs when the user increases
the Spinner Control value.

9. Add an event response script to the form.
10. The following events are at the form level:

Event Description

onLoad This event occurs when you open a form.

onSubmit This event occurs when you submit a form.
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Note:  For more information about adding an event response script for form events, see System Functions for All
Form Controls.

 System Functions for All Form Controls
Many user interface events occur when a user interacts with a form. Events such as changing a
control value (onChange) can initiate JavaScript functions. As a designer of a form, you can use
form control functions to achieve the following and other goals:
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Many user interface events occur when a user interacts with a form. Events such as changing a control value
(onChange) can initiate JavaScript functions. As a designer of a form, you can use form control functions to
achieve the following and other goals:

• Dynamically control form controls based on events.
• Get and Set data for a field.
• Use logic to assist users with navigating potentially complex options. For example, you can use functions to

update a list of cities according to the Country a user selects.
• Assist users with minimizing data-entry errors.

Use the following predefined System functions in the fields on Start Request Forms and Interaction Request
Forms. These functions apply to all form controls. The functions can be used in any script that defines the form or
control event logic.

getControl (control name)
Use this function to retrieve an object reference for a control. Use the control name (string) as an input parameter
to specify the name of the control.

Syntax

Here, a variable name is used to save the object reference of a control name.

var <variable name> = Form.getControl (‘<control name>’);

The variable name is used to access the property value of the control name. To access the property value, specify
the property name within single quotes. Obtain the properties of a control dynamically, use the getProperty function
as follows:

var <variable name> = <variable name where the object reference is
 stored>.getProperty (‘<property name of the control>’);

Example

You can get the maximum length for the text area. Here, a user-defined variable that is named txt is used to save
the object reference of the control name,'var_0'.

var txt = Form.getControl('var_0');

The property value is accessed by specifying the property name, 'maxlength' within single quotes.
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var value = txt.getProperty (‘maxlength’);

setValue (controlValue)
Use the function to set the value of a control. Use the control name (string) as an input parameter to specify the
name of the control.

Syntax

<variable name where the object reference is
 stored>.setValue(“<specify a value of a property>”);

Example

You can dynamically change the value in the text area to test. A user-defined variable is named txt is used to save
the object reference of the control name,'var_0'. var_0 is a text area.

var txt = Form.getControl('var_0');

Specify the value as a test within double quotes.

txt.setValue ("test");

getValue ()
Use the function to get the value of a control. Use the control name (string) as an input parameter to specify the
name of the control.

Syntax

<variable name where the object reference is
 stored>.getValue(“<specify a value of a property>”);

Example
You can get the value of the control.
A user-defined variable that is named txt is used to save the object reference of the control name,'var_0'. var_0 is a
text area. The value of the var_0 is copied to abc, where abc is a user-defined variable.

var txt = Form.getControl('var_0');var abc = txt.getValue();

hide ()
Use the function to hide a control. Use the control name (string) as an input parameter to specify the name of the
control.
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Syntax

<variable name where the object reference is stored>.hide();

Example
You can hide controls during runtime. A user-defined variable that is named test is used to save the object
reference of the control name,'var_0'. var_0 is a text area.

var test = Form.getControl('var_0');

Use hide function to hide the control during runtime.

test.hide();

show ()
Use the function to show a control. Use the control name (string) as an input parameter to specify the name of the
control.

Syntax

<variable name where the object reference is stored>.show();

Example
You can hide controls during runtime. A user-defined variable that is named test is used to save the object
reference of the control name,'var_0'. var_0 is a text area.

var test = Form.getControl('var_0');

Use hide function to hide the control during runtime.

test.show();

getProperty (propertyName)
Use the function to get the properties of a control. Use the control name (string) as an input parameter to specify
the name of the control.
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Syntax

<variable name where the object reference is
 stored>.getProperty(“<specify a value of a property>”);

Example
You can get the maximum length for the text area. A user-defined variable that is named txt is used to save the
object reference of the control name,'var_0'.

var txt = Form.getControl('var_0');

The property value is accessed by specifying the property name, 'maxlength' within single quotes.

var value = txt.getProperty (‘maxlength’);

To get the properties of all controls, see Properties of All Controls.

Properties of All Controls
The following table lists the properties that are available for each control:

Control Properties

Check Box This control has the following properties and values:

• Name = name
• Label Text = label
• Hidden = hidden
• Disabled = disabled
• Read only = readonly

Check List This control has the following properties and values:

• Name = name
• Label Text = label
• Hidden = hidden
• Options = options
• Disabled = disabled
• Height = height
• Orientation = orientation
• Read only = readonly
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Date Picker This control has the following properties and values:

• Name = name
• Label Text = label
• Required = required
• Hidden = hidden
• Date Format = dateformat
• Maximum Value = maxdate
• Minimum Value = mindate
• Placeholder = placeholder
• Read only = readonly

Dropdown List This control has the following properties and values:

• Name = name
• Label Text = label
• Required = required
• Hidden = hidden
• Options = options
• Disabled = disabled
• Editable = editable
• Read only = readonly

HTML Container This control has the following properties and values:

• Name = name
• Label Text = label
• Height = height
• HTML = html

Image This control has the following properties and values:

• Name = name
• Label Text = label
• Hidden = hidden
• Align = align
• Height = height
• URL = url
• Width = width

Label This control has the following properties and values:

• Name = name
• Text = text

Plain Text This control has following properties and values:

• Name = name
• Label Text = label
• Required = required
• Hidden = hidden
• Pattern = pattern
• Pattern Error Message = error
• Disabled = disabled
• Max Length = maxlength
• Placeholder = placeholder
• Read only = readonly
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Radio Group This control has the following properties and values:

• Name = name
• Label Text = label
• RadioGroup = radioGroup
• Hidden = hidden
• Options = options
• Disabled = disabled
• Placeholder = placeholder
• Height = height
• Orientation = orientation
• Read only = readonly

Spinner This control has following properties and values:

• Name = name
• Label Text = label
• Required = required
• Hidden = hidden
• Disabled = disabled
• Increment = increment
• Maximum Value = maxvalue
• Minimum Value = minvalue
• Read only = readonly

Text Area This control has following properties and values:

• Name = name
• Label Text = label
• Required = required
• Hidden = hidden
• Pattern = pattern
• Pattern Error Message = error
• Disabled = disabled
• Max Length = maxlength
• Number of Rows = mnrows
• Placeholder = placeholder
• Read only = readonly

 Use Javascript Libraries in a Solution
This scenario describes how a solution developer can create a simple solution named "Simple
Expenses System." The developer exports the created solution in the form of a .json file, which
is provided to a solution administrator. The administrator installs a solution using a Solution
Server. After the administrator installs and configures the solution, the administrator provides
the solution URL to the end user. Finally, the end user accesses and uses the solution.
catpa04305
This scenario describes how a solution developer can create a simple solution named "Simple Expenses System."
The developer exports the created solution in the form of a .json file, which is provided to a solution administrator.
The administrator installs a solution using a Solution Server. After the administrator installs and configures the
solution, the administrator provides the solution URL to the end user. Finally, the end user accesses and uses the
solution.

The solution developer can add user-defined Java script within a solution. You can create javascript libraries and
call the libraries from a form, an event handler, pre-execution and post-execution code, or a javascript operator.
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In this scenario, a solution developer adds a user-defined javascript libraries. The script includes a list of approvers
for the expense claim that the claimant submits. When you run the process, the script automatically selects one of
the approvers, and submits the expense claim to the automatically selected approver.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Simple Expenses System Solution
2. Define Javascript Libraries in the Solution
3. Create a Submit Expense Claim Activity
4. Design an Expense Claim Form
5. Create an Expense Claim Process
6. Create an Employee Expenses User Interface
7. Export the Simple Expenses System Solution

The following graphic describes how to create a Simple Expenses System solution that includes a Submit Expense
Claim activity:

Figure 55: Use Javascript Libraries in a Solution

 

 Javascript Libraries - Create a Simple Expenses System
You should first create a solution. Javascript libraries are javascript functions. When you create
a solution, use the Edit option to define the user-defined javascript libraries or upload a file
within a solution. Follow these steps:
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You should first create a solution. Javascript libraries are javascript functions. When you create a solution, use the
Edit option to define the user-defined javascript libraries or upload a file within a solution.
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your CA Process Automation Solution Studio using a supported browser. The URL to use is
http://<SolutionServer-hostname>:<portnumber>/PASS/SolutionStudio
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2. Log in to CA Process Automation Solution Studio. Contact your solution administrator if you are unsure what
credentials to use.

3. On the CA Process Automation Solution Studio page, click Create.
4. In the Name field on the Create Solution dialog, enter Simple Expenses System.
5. Click Create.

The Simple Expenses System solution tile is created. The solution created is empty.
To create activities and user interfaces for the solution, use the procedures mentioned in the sections that follow.

 Define Javascript Libraries in the Solution
After you create the Simple Expenses System solution, you can define the javascript libraries
within a solution. In this example, you will be adding the following two scripts:
catpa04305
After you create the Simple Expenses System solution, you can define the javascript libraries within a solution. In
this example, you will be adding the following two scripts:

• FormSupportFunctions
• ProcessSupportFunctions

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your CA Process Automation Solution Studio using a supported browser. The URL to use is http://
<SolutionServer-hostname>:<portnumber>/PASS/SolutionStudio

2. Log in to CA Process Automation Solution Studio. Contact your solution administrator if you are unsure what
credentials to use.

3. On the CA Process Automation Solution Studio page, click the Simple Expenses System Solution tile.
4. Click the Edit button against the Solution Name.
5. Under the Scripts banner, click Add Script. Script 1 is added.
6. Click the Edit button against the Script 1 listed under the ‘Scripts’ banner.
7. Enter the Name of the Script as “FormSupportFunctions”.
8. Enter the description for the script.
9. Enter the following script in the script editor:

function pickAnEmailAddress() {
 // populate a list of email addresses to pick from.
 emailAddresses= ["Jenny@forwardinc.com", "Bill@forwardinc.com", "Mary@forwardinc.com"];

 // generate a random number betwee 0 and 2
 emailAddressIndex = Math.floor((Math.random() * 3)); 

 // return the appropriate email address
 return emailAddresses[emailAddressIndex];
 }

10. Click Done. 

Note:

You can also upload a file which includes user-defined Java script libraries.
11. Now, to add one more script. Under the Scripts banner, click Add Script. Script 1 is added.
12. Click the Edit button against the Script 1 listed under the ‘Scripts’ banner.
13. Enter the Name of the Script as “ProcessSupportFunctions”.
14. Enter the description for the script.
15. Enter the following script in the script editor:

http://forwardinc.com/
http://forwardinc.com/
http://forwardinc.com/
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function generateUUID(){var d = new Date().getTime();var uuid =
 'xxxxxxxx-xxxx-4xxx-yxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx'.replace(/[xy]/g, function(c)
 {var r = (d + Math.random()*16)%16 | 0;d = Math.floor(d/16);return
 (c=='x' ? r : (r&0x3|0x8)).toString(16);});return uuid;};

  16. Click Done.

 Javascript Libraries - Create a Submit Expense Claim Activity
After you create a solution, create a User Activity. An activity is a trigger-response pair. The
response to a trigger is always to run a process. For a User Activity the trigger is a form
submitted by an end user. In this example the form is an expense claim that is being submitted
for approval.
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After you create a solution, create a User Activity. An activity is a trigger-response pair. The response to a trigger is
always to run a process. For a User Activity the trigger is a form submitted by an end user. In this example the form
is an expense claim that is being submitted for approval.

Follow these steps:

1. On the CA Process Automation Solution Studio page, click the Simple Expenses System solution tile.
2. On the Simple Expenses System solution page, under the Activities tab, click Create and select User Activity.
3. In the Name field on the Create User Activity dialog, enter Submit Expense Claim.
4. Click Create.

The Submit Expense Claim Activity tile is created.

 

 Javascript Libraries - Design an Expense Claim Form
After you create the Submit Expense Claim activity, design a form which an end user will use to
provide the details of the expense claim.
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After you create the Submit Expense Claim activity, design a form which an end user will use to provide the details
of the expense claim.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Simple Expenses System solution page, under the Activities tab, click the Form link within the newly
created Submit Expense Claim Activity tile. The form that is associated with the Activity opens.

2. Add Controls to the Expense Claim Form as follows:

Personnel ID

1. 1.1 From the Add Controls drop-down list, select Plain Text.
2.1 Click the Edit icon of the Plain Text.
3.1 In the Name field, enter personnelid.
4.1 In the Label Text field, enter Personnel ID.
5.1 This field is mandatory; ensure that you select the Required check box.
6.1 Set the Placeholder field to Enter Personnel ID here.

The Placeholder text is dimmed when the form is displayed and provides guidance to the end user.

Expense Amount

1. 1.1 From the Add Controls drop-down list, select Plain Text.
2.1 Click the Edit icon of the Plain Text.
3.1 In the Name field, enter Amount.
4.1 In the Label Text field, enter Expense Amount.
5.1 In the Pattern field, enter [0-9].*\.[0-9][0-9]. 

Patterns are based on regular expressions. Use patterns to restrict or validate values that an end user
enters in an associated field. In this case, the pattern only accepts decimal numbers with two digits after the
decimal point.
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6.1 In the Pattern Error Message field, enter Valid Expense Amount is in dollars and cents. For example,
123.01.

7.1 Set the Placeholder field to Enter Expense Amount here.
The Placeholder text is dimmed when the form is displayed and provides guidance to the end user.

Approver Email

1. 1.1 From the Add Controls drop-down list, select Plain Text.
2.1 Click the Edit icon of the Plain Text.
3.1 In the Name field, enter approver.
4.1 In the Label Text field, enter Approver Email.
5.1 This field is read only;  you select the Read Only check box.

Justification

1. 1.1 From the Add Controls drop-down list, select Text Area.
2.1 Click the Edit icon of the Text Area.
3.1 In the Name field, enter justification.
4.1 In the Label Text field, enter Justification.
5.1 This field is mandatory; ensure that you select the Required check box.
6.1 Set the Placeholder field to Enter Justification for the Expense here.

The Placeholder text is dimmed when the form is displayed and provides guidance to the end user.

3. The form is designed. Now, click the Edit button of the form.

4. In Form Events drop-down list, select "OnLoad" and add the following function:

Form.getControl("approver").setValue(FormSupportFunctions.pickAnEmailAddress());

5. Click Done.

6. To return to the list of activities, use one of the following methods:

• Click the browser Back button.
• Click the Simple Expenses System navigation link (breadcrumb) near the top of the screen.

The Simple Expenses System solution page opens.

Note:

When the form is submitted at run time, the form variables are automatically copied to process variables which can
be accessed using Process.<variable name> within operator expression fields or javascript.

 

 

 Javascript Libraries - Create an Expense Claim Process
After you design a form, you need to create a process to run when the end user submits the
form and makes a claim for expenses.
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After you design a form, you need to create a process to run when the end user submits the form and makes a
claim for expenses.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Simple Expenses System solution page, under the Activities tab, click the Process link in the Submit
Expense Claim Activity tile. An empty Submit Expense Claim Process page opens with only the Start and Stop
(success and failure) operators pre-populated.

2. From the Add Operators drop-down list on the Process tab, select the Send Email operator.
3. To link the Start operator to the Send Email operator, click and drag the small circle at the base of the Start

operator icon to the Send Email operator.
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4. To link the Send Email operator to the Successful Stop operator, click and drag the small green circle at the

base of the operator icon to the Successful Stop operator ( ).
5. To link the Send Email operator to the Failure Stop operator, drag the small red circle at the base of the

operator icon to the Failure Stop operator ( ). 

After you link the Send Email operator to the corresponding start and stop operators, the links appear as
follows:

 
6. Click the Send Email operator to configure it.
7. On the Configuration tab, complete the following actions:

1.1 In the From field, enter "expenses@forwardinc.com". expenses@forwardinc.com refers to the mail
server that sends mail to the approver of the expense claim.

Note:

Always enclose literal strings in double quotation marks.
2.1 In the To field, enter Process.approver.

• approver refers to the name of the field on the form that contains the email address of the person who
will approve the expense claim.

• Process indicates that the approver variable is associated with the current process.
3.1 In the Subject field, enter "Expense Claim submitted for your approval".
4.1 In the Message field, enter the following text: 

"Please approve the expense from Personnel ID: " + Process.personnelid + " for amount:"+
 Process.amount + " Justification for expense: " + Process.justification + " with Claim ID: " +
 Process.claimID

5.1 Select the Send in HTML Format check box. If not selected, the email will be sent in plain text.

Note:

Press Ctrl+Space in the input field to display code assistance. The displayed list contains Process
Automation keywords and functions, JavaScript library functions, and other useful Javascript keywords.

8. Click the Send_Email_1 operator and click the Execution tab.
9. Under the Processing section, select Pre-Execution Code and add the following function: 
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Process.claimID=ProcessSupportFunctions.generateUUID();

10. To test the Submit Expense Claim activity, click Play.

Note:

For solution developers, the Expense Claim Form opens as a pop-up dialog. End users will not see a pop-up
dialog but the form itself will look and behave identically.

11. To return to the list of activities, use one of the following methods: 

• Click the browser Back button.
• Click the Simple Expenses System navigation link (breadcrumb) near the top of the screen.

The Simple Expenses System solution page opens.

 Javascript Libraries - Create an Employee Expenses User Interface
Now that you have an Activity defined you must allow end users to access the Activity form
and execute the process. You allow the end user to access the Activity form by creating a User
Interface which is used to surface one or more Activities to end users.
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Now that you have an Activity defined you must allow end users to access the Activity form and execute the
process. You allow the end user to access the Activity form by creating a User Interface which is used to surface
one or more Activities to end users.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Simple Expenses System solution page, click the User Interfaces tab.
2. Click Create.
3. In the Name field on the Create User Interface dialog, enter Employee Expenses.
4. Click Create.

The Employee Expenses tile is displayed with the following details:
Employee Expenses
Presents the following user activities:
None
Presents the following data views:
None
Is available to users with any of the following roles:
All
To access hit:
<URL to directly access the User Interface>

5. Click the Edit User Interface icon.
The Employee Expenses User Interface opens.

6. In the Activities drop-down list, select the Submit Expense Claim activity. A check mark appears next to the
selected Activity.

Note:

When you have many activities, the check mark indicates which Activities are surfaced in the User Interface.
7. To de-activate edit mode, click Done, or click on the Edit icon again or click outside the User Interface tile.
8. To test the user interface, click the URL under To access hit.

The User Interface is displayed in a new browser tab. This is what your end users will see. If you resize the
browser window, the user interface adapts to the new layout. For example, if you reduce the browser to the
size of a mobile device, the display adjusts to be mobile-friendly. The interface is also touch-friendly to work on
tablets and touchscreen laptops. 

 Using JS Libraries--Export the Simple Expenses System Solution
Now that the solution is complete you can export the entire solution to a file. You can pass
this file to a solution administrator for deployment on a test or production Solution Server. You
could also use the file as a backup of your work or you could share the file with the CA Process
Automation community.
catpa04305
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Now that the solution is complete you can export the entire solution to a file. You can pass this file to a solution
administrator for deployment on a test or production Solution Server. You could also use the file as a backup of
your work or you could share the file with the CA Process Automation community.

Follow these steps:

1.
To export the solution on the CA Process Automation Solution Studio, click the Export icon ( ).

2. On the Export dialog, save the Simple Expenses System_0.json file.

 CA Process Automation Solution Suite Process Designer
Solution Suite provides you with a process designer interface which graphically represents
operators, ports, links, logic, and constraints. Each process contains one or more chains of
operators that you can run in a sequence or in parallel.Each process defines the configuration
and management of operators on touchpoints in an environment. You can view and edit
processes in the Process Designer.This section contains the following topics:
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CA Process Automation Solution Suite provides you with a process designer interface which graphically represents
operators, ports, links, logic, and constraints. Each process contains one or more chains of operators that you can
run in a sequence or in parallel.
Each process defines the configuration and management of operators on touchpoints in an environment. You can
view and edit processes in the Process Designer.
This section contains the following topics:

• Operators and Links: The Building Blocks
• Design a Process
• Data Explorer and Log Viewer
• User-Defined Logs for a Solution
• Add Operator Links, Custom Exit Ports, and Expressions
• Process Loops and Iterations
• Set the Name for an Operator in a Process
• Debug An Activity Process

The Process Designer provides an integrated development environment where you can drag and drop operators
and links to design processes. The Process Designer also provides property and dataset configuration, testing,
and debugging capabilities. You can also target (touchpoint) where you want to run the operators, post, and pre-
execution code.
Use the Process Designer to:

• Design and edit processes.
• Run, monitor, and control the execution of processes in production or test environments.

 Add an operator by dragging it from the Add Operators palette to the design layout. You can also directly view and
configure the properties or dataset values for an operator or a process.

The process designer layout includes the following process elements:

• Canvas: Drag an operator on to the canvas to design a process.
• Operators: The functional entities within a process. Each operator shows its exit ports and other smaller status

icons.
• Ports: These small connection points represent the exit ports for each operator. Every operator except the Start

operator also has a single entry port.
• Links: These lines connect the exit port from one operator to the entry port of another operator.

The following graphic shows the Process Designer:
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Item Description

Process Flow Tab and Designer Toolbar: When you
open a process within an activity, the process designer
page opens with the Process Flow tab selected.
Use the designer page to design a process. Use the
toolbar buttons to zoom in or out, and test the designed
process.

Add Operators Palette: Drag and drop operators
from this palette to your process layout. You can also
enter search criteria (for example, "Get") to filter out
nonmatching operators.

Process Data Tab: Use the data tab to edit an activity
initiation form. Also, use this tab to view, edit, and add
variables in process datasets.

Process Designer: The actual process design appears
in this work area, canvas, or layout. The Process
Designer includes the background grid.

Operator Properties: When you add an operator, click
on that operator to add the operator-specific information
using the Configuration, Execution, Control, and Data
tabs.

 Operators and Links: The Building Blocks of Solution Suite Process Designer
The general structure of a CA Process Automation process consists of two basic items:
operators and links. Operators perform tasks or conditional tests. Links connect operators and
determine the processing sequence.
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The general structure of a CA Process Automation process consists of two basic items: operators and links.
Operators perform tasks or conditional tests. Links connect operators and determine the processing sequence.

Links connect operators and carry out the processing flow. The point where an operator and link intersect is called
a port. A link originates at the exit port for one operator and ends at the entry port for another operator

An operator can have multiple exit ports to handle various results. Exit and entry ports enforce a linear sequence in
which operators are processed. They can direct the process flow to a particular branch of a process depending on
the outcome of a single operator.
To direct processing based on the outcomes of multiple operators, use the following operators:

• The Loop operator.
• Conditional operators, such as the And operator or the Or operator.

These operators allow you to design multiple entry and exit branches for other operators. You can also create links
that depend on the outcomes of multiple operators.

 Operators Available in Solution Suite
The following operators are available in the CA Process Automation Solution Suite:
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The following operators are available in the CA Process Automation Solution Suite:

Group Operator

Email Send Email

Utilities Run Javascript

 Delay

 Apply XPath

 Invoke Java

Web Services HTTP Get

 HTTP Head

 HTTP Options

 HTTP Post

 HTTP Post Form

 HTTP Put

 HTTP Delete

 HTTP Trace

 Invoke SOAP Method

Directory Services Get User

 Get Object

 Get Domain Controller

 Get Dormant Account

Command Execution Run Program

 Run Script

 Run SSH Command

 Run SSH Script

Process Control Send Event

 Monitor Event

 Evaluate Expression

 Manage Resources

 Get User Input
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 Call API Activity

File Transfer Upload File

 Delete Directory

 Delete File

 Download File

 Get File Information

 Create Directory

 Move File

 TFTP Upload File

 TFTP Download File

 Secure Download File

 Secure Upload File

Network Utlities Ping Host

 Get Local Network Interfaces

File Management Search File Content

 Get File Attributes

 Monitor File

 Get Directory Content

 Delete File

 Rename File

 Copy File

 Create Folder

 Read from File

 Write File

Standard Start

 Comment

 Stop Success

 Stop Failure

 And

 Or

 Reset

 Loop

Databases Select from Database

 Update in Database

 Insert into Database

 Delete from Database

Date-Time Check Date-Time

 Design a Process in the Solution Suite Process Designer
Use the Process Designer to design and configure the process, which includes adding
operators, ports, and links. Refer to the remaining sections in any order to guide you.
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Use the Process Designer to design and configure the process, which includes adding operators, ports, and links.
Refer to the remaining sections in any order to guide you.

  2  

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click “this Process” under the activity tile. The Process Designer opens with a default set of basic start and
stop operators.

2. In the process designer page, drag an operator from the Add Operators dropdown list onto the process
designer canvas. Place the operator anywhere below or to the right of the Start operator. Operators are
arranged in folders for each module or operator category supported by CA Process Automation. Enter the name
of an operator in the Search field to search for matching operators.

3. Repeat the previous step as often as necessary to create a chain of operators.
4. Create the first link in the chain. Click the small exit port under the Start operator and drag the link to the

destination operator's entry port.
5. Continue to logically connect exit ports to the entry ports of operators in sequence.
6. Configure each operator by clicking it to open its configuration properties. You can configure the operator

properties using the following tabs: Process Flow and Process Data. 

Note:

Press Ctrl+Space in the input field to display code assistance. The displayed list contains Process Automation
keywords and functions, JavaScript library functions, and other useful Javascript keywords.

Note:  For more information, see Operator Properties Configuration.
7. When finished, click Play to run the process.

Process Flow
The Process Flow tab enables you to define properties and add dataset variables at the operator level. You can
define properties using the following sub-tabs:

1.  Configuration 
2.  Execution 
3.  Control 
4.  Data 

Configuration
Use the Configuration sub-tab to add the properties specific to an operator.

Execution
Use the Execution sub-tab to specify the target where the operator is executed. Use this sub-tab to simulate
the processing of selected operators. You can evaluate your pre-execution code and post-execution code on an
operator by operator basis.

The Execution sub-tab includes the following:

Breakpoint set:  

Select this check box if you want to set a breakpoint in a process to debug.

Execution Target:  

Select the target to specify on which to run the operator. A target can be an orchestrator touchpoint, a touchpoint,
touchpoint group, Agend ID, or a proxy touchpoint.

You can select to run the operator on Orchestrator Touchpoints. To run the operator on another host, specify
the touchpoint name, proxy touchpoint name, or host name in a host group as the Target. Use your plans when
specifying targets.

Processing:  

The execution tab also give you the opportunity to specify code that runs before the operator starts and after the
operator stops. CA Process Automation Solution Suite System Functions consist of Javascripts you can use in pre-
execution code and post-execution code. Javascripts are available for operators such as Wait for Event and Run
PAM Process.

Loop:  
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 CA Process Automation lets you loop an operator until some condition is met. The Loop property specifies the
number of times that an operator repeats. The exit conditions and the connecting links from the operator that is
running in a loop are evaluated only when the loop completes.

Loop Infinitely:  

When selected, Repeat Count is ignored and an infinite loop is created. The operator keeps repeating until one of
the following events occur:

• The process is interrupted.
• The loop is stopped from a different branch of the process (by processing a stop loop command link to the Loop

Operator).

 Repeat Count:  

Specifies the condition for looping. The following options are available:

• Specify an integer or a CA Process Automation expression that returns an integer at run time. The default value
of 1 executes a loop on an operator a single time. To execute an infinite loop, click the Infinite loop check box.

• Specify a Boolean expression. The expression is evaluated after the operator executes. If the expression
evaluates to true, the loop continues. If the expression evaluates to false, the loop completes.

 Delay between iterations:  

Specifies the delay in seconds between each loop iteration (the default value is 0).

Timeout:  

Lets you set a timeout as part of every operator. If the operator does not finish by the specified time, this setting
provides an exit strategy. The Timeout option provides the choice to either:

• End the operator and take the alternate timeout path.
• Let the operator continue while taking the timeout path.
• Reset the operator (run the operator again).

Enable Timeout and Port:  

Select this check box to set a timeout and port for an operator.

Timeout Type:  

Select either Duration or Target Date.

Duration/Target Date and Time: 

 If you select Duration: Enter a timeout duration in seconds.

• The proper format for this field is anything that can be treated as an integer/long, or string literals (for
example,"10").

• The timeout is specific to each iteration of a loop. Therefore, a timeout occurs only if a single iteration takes
longer than the timeout duration.

If you select Target Date: Enter a date and time when you want the operator to time out.

• When a string literal is entered in this field, it can be in one of the following formats:

• JVM Format: The date/time format that the Java application understands. This format varies with the Java
installation.

• If the JVM format is unknown, enter the target date as "MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss".
• Any other format must use a CA Process Automation library parseDate method. This method takes the

following parameters:

• Date as a string literal
• Format in which the string must be parsed. For example, parseDate("10/10/2010 10:10:10"," dd/MM/

yyyy HH:mm:ss") returns the date 10th of October 2010 10 hrs 10 mins and 10 secs.
• If Target is selected as the Type, the Reset option (under Action) is disabled.

Note:  If you enter this data in the wrong format, the operator ignores the timeout settings.

Action: Select one of the following actions:

Continue: The process proceeds in the following manner after a timeout:

1. The operator remains in running mode only.
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2. The timeout path is taken.
3. The post-execution code only runs when the operator completes, not when the timeout path was taken.

Reset: If selected, the process proceeds in the following manner after a timeout:

1. The operator is reset (that is, the operator starts executing again).
2. The timeout path is taken.
3. The post-execution code executes only if the operator completes (not when the operator was reset). 

Note:  If Reset is selected, then the Target Date option is disabled in the Type drop-down list.

Abort: If selected, the process proceeds in the following manner after a timeout:

1. The operator aborts.
2. The post-execution code executes.
3. The timeout path is taken.

Abandon: If selected, the process proceeds in the following manner after a timeout:

1. The operator times out.
2. The post-execution code executes immediately.
3. The timeout path is taken.

Control 
Use the Control sub-tab to create, edit, or delete custom ports from operators. Use custom ports to base the
execution path on the evaluation of a Boolean expression. Some CA Process Automation operators support
custom exit conditions. If you add multiple custom ports, all True conditions are executed at runtime.

The Success and Fail ports are activated based on the response code. The response code indicates the success
or failure of completion. You can branch off the success path with custom ports.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select the operator to which you wish to add a custom port.
2. Click the Control tab.
3. Click Add. The "custom_port_0" is displayed.
4. Enter the name of the port.
5. Enter a Boolean expression that evaluates to True or False. True executes the path through the link to the next

operator.
6. Select an icon from the drop-down list.
7. Enter a description.
8. Click Done. The custom exit port (which the selected icon represents) is added to the operator.
9. Select the custom exit port and drag the link to the input port of the operator that runs when the condition is

True.

Data
Use the Data sub-tab to create, edit, or delete user-defined dataset variables at the operator level. The sub-tab
displays the operator-specific system variables in read-only mode.

An operator dataset is composed of name/value pairs. You can add the user-defined dataset variables.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the operator for which you want to add operator dataset variable.
2. Click the Data tab.
3. Click the Add Variable.
4.

To add the value for the variable added, click  Edit Key Value icon ( ).

Note:

You can create a key-value pair of simple string-type data only.
5. Enter the required information.
6. Select the Is Password check box, if applicable.
7. Click Done.

Process Data
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Use the Process Data tab to edit an activity initiation form. You can also use this tab to view, edit, and add dataset
variables at the process level. Use the Process Data tab to perform the following tasks:

Edit Activity Initiation Form: 

Enables you to edit the Activity Initiation Form. To know how to edit a form, see an example mentioned in Design
an Expense Claim Form.

System Variables: 

Displays the system variables at the process level in the read-only mode. The system variables displayed are with
the values that you specify while execution a process.

User Variables: 

Operators can access variables in the process instance dataset under the element "variables". For example,
Process.{variableName}

Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Process Data tab.
2. Under User Variables panel, click Add Variable.
3.

To add the value for the variable added, click the Edit Key Value icon ( ).

Note:

You can create a key-value pair of simple string-type data only.
4. Enter the required information.
5. Select the Is Password check box, if applicable.
6. Click Done.

 Data Explorer and Log Viewer
When you run a process, during runtime the Data Explorer and Log Viewer tab appears at the
bottom panel. A solution developer can monitor user-defined and system variables that are
simple, complex, and nested variables within a process and operator dataset at the run time.
The tab helps you to monitor variables and debug activities better.
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When you run a process, during runtime the Data Explorer and Log Viewer tab appears at the bottom panel.
A solution developer can monitor user-defined and system variables that are simple, complex, and nested variables
within a process and operator dataset at the run time. The tab helps you to monitor variables and debug activities
better.

Logs

A solution developer can view operator and process logs for a runtime instance within an activity and search
through the logs to debug processes effectively.

Dataset Viewer

A solution developer can view the following details:

1. Dataset variables at the process level
2. Dataset variables at the operator level
3. System variables
4. User-defined variables

 User-Defined Logs for a Solution
A solution developer can write time-stamped and severity-categorized log entries from a
process within a solution to a solution-specific log. The Solution Administrators and Solution
End Users can access the solution-specific logs to monitor a solution.A developer can write an
entry for the solution log from the Pre-Execution Code, Post-Execution Code, or a JS Operator
JavaScript code. The developer can write a simple literal text to the log. For example, log ("This
is my log entry"). The developer can write a template-based entry to the log. For example, log
("This is {0}'s log entry: {1}", "Jack", "Hello World").
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A solution developer can write time-stamped and severity-categorized log entries from a process within a solution
to a solution-specific log. The Solution Administrators and Solution End Users can access the solution-specific logs
to monitor a solution.
A developer can write an entry for the solution log from the Pre-Execution Code, Post-Execution Code, or a JS
Operator JavaScript code. The developer can write a simple literal text to the log. For example, log ("This is my log
entry"). The developer can write a template-based entry to the log. For example, log ("This is {0}'s log entry: {1}",
"Jack", "Hello World").

 Add Operator Links, Custom Exit Ports, and Expressions
Links between operators define dependencies. The links act on the results that each operator
produces. Links define the order and logic of a process as it flows.Different kinds of actions
have different predefined results or outcomes:
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Links between operators define dependencies. The links act on the results that each operator produces. Links
define the order and logic of a process as it flows.
Different kinds of actions have different predefined results or outcomes:

• Successful
• Completed
• Aborted
• Failed
• Timed out

The application calculates these outcomes to determine the next exit conditions, ports, and links to activate, in a
logical sequence. For example, you can add a custom port on some operators and can define the port to activate
when an expression returns a True value.
Exit conditions on an operator are not mutually exclusive. If the product evaluates more than one exit condition
as True, all of exit conditions are processed. Processing multiple exit conditions on a single operator can start
subsequent simultaneous processing of multiple branches.
When a process runs, the product activates its operators only once. When a link leads to a previously activated
operator, the product does not reprocess the destination operator and the branch that the link extends ends.

Note:

Links are joined to operators at small connection points called ports.

Most CA Process Automation operators support custom exit ports. Place a link between operators to establish the
logical flow. For example, link the Start operator to the next operator to begin a process flow. Links connect one of
any number of exit ports on one operator to the single fixed entry port of another.
Follow these steps:

1. Click "this Process" under an activity. The Process Designer tab appears.
2. Identify a source operator, its exit port, and a destination operator's entry port.
3. To add custom port, select the operator, and click the Control tab.
4. In the Custom Ports section, click Add.
5. Click the exit port on the source operator and drag the link to the entry port of the destination operator. A new

link appears between the two operators.
6. Repeat these steps, adding links and, if necessary, ports between operators to define the process flow.
7. Click the Edit icon against the newly added custom port to specify the following:

1.1 a name for the port
2.1 an icon to distinguish it from other ports on the operator
3.1 a valid Boolean expression that returns True or False when the operator finishes processing
4.1 an optional description
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In the Expression field, enter any valid JavaScript expression that returns a Boolean value, either True or False.
You can use the custom port expression to evaluate the result code of an operator. The result code indicates the
outcome of the operator and is returned by the Result variable in the operator dataset. The custom link is activated
only if the expression returns a True condition.
To activate a link based on a specific value for the result code, use the following syntax:

Process.Operator.Result == value

The keyword Process refers to the process dataset. Operator is the value specified by the Name parameter of the
operator. Result is the field name for the result code variable in the operator dataset.
To activate a port, you can also construct an expression as a comparison between multiple statements. In this
example, the value for GoJava must be:

(Process.GoJava.Result == 1)

When a process runs and encounters an operator with no defined exit port, the process goes to a Blocked state.
When an operator has multiple custom ports, the application runs all the ports with an exit condition that returns
a True value. Avoid overlapping logic for exit ports if you do not want to activate more than one exit link at a time.
This condition is more likely to occur if you include both standard and custom ports on the same operator. For
example, if you include a custom port activated by the expression Process.A==5 and a standard successful port on
an operator, an operator activates both exit links when Process.A returns 5. To trap values and route processing to
a single port, it would be better to use more than one custom exit port to specify exclusive expressions, such as:
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(Process.A == 5) AND (Process.OperatorName.Result == 5)(Process.A ==
 5) AND (Process.OperatorName.Result != 5)(Process.B == "finance") AND
 (Process.OperatorName.Result == 7)(Process.OperatorName.Result == 1)
 AND (Process.A <> 5)

 

In this example you could also include the standard failure link to cover when the operator result
variable returns 0. If you are uncertain about the results of different outcomes, you can use the
simulation function on an operator to test outcomes of different permutations of settings and
values.
Note:

Use variable assistance features (press Ctrl + Space) to ease constructing these expressions. You can edit a
custom port any time after you add it to an operator by selecting the operator and clicking the control tab in the
operator properties. If you cannot predefine a course of action for a particular exit condition (for example, when a
database import fails), you can omit a link for it. When an exit condition for an operator is not specified by any exit
link, the process enters a suspended state until a user can take corrective action.

 Process Loops and Iterations - Solution Suite Process Designer
Contents:
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Contents:

2

Surveillance, monitoring, and other cyclical processes often run repeatedly. You can control these cycles using
loops.
You can apply one or more of the following methods for running operators in loops:

• You can cycle through or can loop an operator until some condition is met.
• You can use the Loop operator to loop a sequence of operators.
• You can loop an entire process. A looped process can consist of multiple linked operators.

System Variables for Looping
You can create customized loop variables and can manage them yourself, or you can use the available system
variables for loops.
For example, you can create logic to calculate the duration from the start time of the first loop iteration to the
current time.
You can also use pre-execution and post-execution code to set input in a loop to complete the following actions:

• Initialize variables
• Set loop counts
• Process results when the loop is complete

Instead of creating and updating custom loop variables, you can use built-in loop variables. The Loop operator and
any other operator with loop settings support the following dataset variables:

• CurrentLoopIteration: Use CurrentLoopIteration when you require a standard loop counter.
The CurrentLoopIteration variable contains the value 0 during the first iteration of the loop and increments
by 1 at the beginning or end of each iteration. For example, if the operator is configured to loop three times,
CurrentLoopIteration is 3 after all iterations run. The last iteration does not run because it violates the loop
condition.

• OverallLoopDuration: Use OverallLoopDuration when you require a loop for a fixed duration (for example,
to loop for 5 minutes and then exit). This variable contains the number of seconds between the start of the first
loop iteration and the end of the last iteration. OverallLoopDuration is updated at the beginning and end of
every loop iteration. The variable includes any delay that is set between loop iterations.

Note:

You cannot modify the CurrentLoopIteration and OverallLoopDuration system variables. Although they appear
in the operator dataset, their values do not change unless they are looping (operator Repeat Count > 1).
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Loop an Operator in a Process
A simple way to loop a process is to set the Loop parameters on an operator that supports looping:

1. Open the Properties palette for the operator. 
2. In the Execution tab > Loop > Repeat Count field, enter the number of times to repeat the operator. 

Repeat Count is a calculated field, so you can use a variable or expression to specify the count at run time.
Repeat Count accepts the following value types:

• An integer that defines how many times to loop
• A Boolean that defines that the loop continues as long as the condition evaluates to true

Examples:

3Process.var < 3Process.var == false

To repeat the operator indefinitely, select the Loop Infinitely check box.

The Loop indicator ( ) displays on operators that you have decided to loop:

Execution

Loop
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Timeout

You can configure the loop parameter on the Call API operator to run a process repeatedly. This action works well
for looping a few process iterations and saving a historical snapshot of each loop process.
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However, avoid calling a process many times (as in an infinite loop) from another process. CA Process Automation
keeps a history of all process instances. Calling a process in an infinite loop from another process can use
considerable disk space saving irrelevant data.

Note:

If you set an operator to loop with a timeout followed by a Reset action, the loop condition is checked when moving
from one iteration to another, not when resetting an iteration. The OverallLoopDuration variable contains the
number of seconds from the start of the first iteration, including time that is used in all the reset iterations. Loop
iteration resets do not also reset OverallLoopDuration.

If you set an operator to loop with a timeout followed by a Continue action, OverallLoopDuration contains the
interval from the start of the first iteration to the end of the last successful iteration. If the operator times out,
OverallLoopDuration  does not contain the number of seconds from the start of the first iteration to the time the
operator times out.

Loop Through Indexed Elements of a Dataset Field
Instead of using the built-in CurrentLoopIteration and OverallLoopDuration system variables, you can create
and manage custom loop variables.
To loop through the elements of an indexed dataset field, use a Run JavaScript operator in the Utilities group
to initialize the dataset field CurrentIndex element to 0. For example, the following expression initializes the
CurrentIndex element on the process variable X to 0:

Process.X.CurrentIndex=0;

You can loop through indexed elements of a dataset field.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect the Successful exit link from the Run JavaScript operator to the operator you want to process in a loop.
2. In the Dataset palette of the operator to loop, use a Size element setting for the indexed field as the Repeat

Count value on the Loop tab. For example: 

Process.X.Size.

3. To increase the CurrentIndex setting after each iteration of the loop, use a post-execution code expression. For
example:

Process.X.CurrentIndex=Process.X.CurrentIndex+1;

In this case, the CurrentIndex element is the counter for the loop. You can use the CurrentIndex setting to
access elements of the indexed field in calculated expressions. For example:

Process.X[Process.X.CurrentIndex];

Note:

An indexed dataset field is a zero-based array. In one-based arrays, 1 indexes the first element and the number
of elements indexes the last element. The first element of an indexed dataset field is indexed by 0 and the last
element is indexed by one less than the value of the Size element for the field.
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In addition to accessing elements in an indexed dataset field, you can track the iteration number during loop
processing for other purposes. Use a process variable such as process.i for the index variable. In a Run
JavaScript operator that precedes the looped operator, initialize the process variable to its starting value.
For example, process.i=1. To increase the index variable after completing each iteration of the loop, use an
expression in the post-execution code for the operator. For example:

Process.i=Process.i+1;

Note:

The steps in this topic are no longer necessary. They are included for reference with legacy code. If you are
usingthenewersystemvariables, only Step 2 applies and Step 3 is replaced as follows. Use the CurrentLoopIteration
variable of the looping operator to access elements of the indexed field in calculated expressions. For example:

Process.X[Process[OpName].CurrentLoopIteration];

Loop a Series of Operators
You can also loop a series of operators in a Loop operator.
Follow these steps:

1. Click this process under an activity tile.
2. Drag the Loop operator from the Standard operators group to the process.
3. Resize the Loop operator bounding box to accommodate the sequence of operators to add to the loop.
4. Drag operators to the bounding box. The bounding box color change to indicate it is the selected destination for

operators you drag.
5. Add ports and links.
6. Link the entry point on the box to the first icon in the branch and link the last icon in the branch to the exit port on

the box.
7. Add links to and from the Loop operator:

1.1 Link at least one operator outside the box to the entry port.
2.1 Link the exit port to at least one operator outside the box.
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8. Select the Loop operator to view its Properties.

Note:

To create an infinitely looping branch, select the Loop Infinitely check box.

Values for the CurrentLoopIteration and OverallLoopDuration system variables are updated for each
process instance and appear in the dataset. Even if the Repeat Count for the Loop operator is set to 1,
CurrentLoopIteration shows 1 and OverallLoopDuration shows 10 at the end of a single instance. By contrast,
the CurrentLoopIteration and OverallLoopDuration system variables are only updated for other operators when
Repeat Count is greater than 1. This is because the Loop operator always loops, even if it is only one time.

While and Do While Loops
Use the Loop operator While Loop check box to manage loop behavior. When selected, the Loop operator behaves
as a While Loop. When cleared, the Loop operator behaves as a Do While loop.

The While Loop field is cleared in any existing Loop operators in content that was developed before an upgrade
to CA Process Automation 4.0. The Loop operators continue to behave as Do While loops. To change these Loop
operators into While loops, select the associated While Loop check box.

While and Do While Loop operators have the following main differences:

• A While Loop checks the loop condition that is specified in the Repeat Count field before it runs the first iteration
and each subsequent iteration.

• A Do While loop checks the loop condition that is specified in the Repeat Count field at the end of every
iteration. Therefore, it always runs at least the first loop iteration.

Note:

A Loop operator can be set to behave as a While or a Do While loop. The other operators that support looping can
only behave as Do While loops.

The Logical Sequence of a Loop Operator
A Pre-execution code and Post-execution code field are available in the Loop operator properties. You can
enter JavaScript code in these fields to run with each iteration of the loop. CA Process Automation runs pre-
execution and post-execution code for a Loop operator for each loop iteration.

The processing sequence of any Pre and Post conditions depends on the type of loop.

While Loop Operators:
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1. Run Pre conditions.
2. Check While Loop conditions according to the Repeat Count field.

• If the Loop condition succeeds:

1.1 Reset the operators in the Loop operator.
2.1 Run the operators in the Loop operator.
3.1 Run the Post Condition at the end of the Loop iteration.
4.1 Loop back to Step 1.

• If the Loop condition fails:

1.1 Get out of the Loop operator without running the Post condition.
2.1 Run the next operator after the loop operator.

Do While Loop Operators:

1. Reset the operators in the Loop operator.
2. Run the Pre condition.
3. Run the operators in the Loop operator.
4. Run the Post condition.
5. Check the Do While loop condition according to the Repeat Count field.

• If the Loop condition succeeds, loop back to Step 1.
• If the Loop condition fails: 

1.1 Get out of the Loop operator.
2.1 Run the next operator after the Loop operator.

Loop a Process
To run a process many times, create a cyclical branch in a process object. This method involves looping a process
cyclically by placing two Start operators:

• Put one Start operator at the beginning of the process.
• Put another Start operator at the end of the process.

Follow these steps:

1. Click this process under the activity tile.
2. Add the following operators:

• Start
• Stop Success
• Stop Failure
• A series of operators to repeat

3. Add a Start operator where the sequence ends and where you want to restart the branch.
4. Link the last operator in the branch to the second Start operator. The Start operator has an entry link that allows

it to be placed at the end of a sequence of steps. 

Note:

When the processing sequence arrives at the second Start operator, it reinitializes all operators, then restarts
the process.

To interrupt this type of cyclical process, incorporate logic that leads out of the cyclical branch. Add an exit port
on an operator which leads directly to a Stop operator or a different branch.

Daemons and Other Looping Processes
When you want to run a process repeatedly, create a cyclical branch in a process object instead of using the Call
API operator to call a second process repeatedly. A cyclical process runs in an infinite loop. Iterations do not create
new instances of the process object. The primary advantage for implementing a cyclical branch is that the process
contains the logic that exits the loop. The process does not depend on external factors in a parent process. The
process performs as an autonomous object.
Examples of looping processes that run indefinitely include:

• Continuously looping processes for monitoring system or network usage
• Polling the state of networks or system components
• Organizing and checking events or messages
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• Daemons
• Services

Looping Process Example:

Item: Description

Start Operator 1: Begin the process with a standard
Start operator.

Call API Operator: Design a sequence of operators
that represent the functionality you want to repeat or
loop. This branch can even include a Call API operator
to launch instances of a second process.

Start Operator 2: The Start operator has an optional
entry link. When the process flows to the second Start
operator, it reinitializes all other operators, then restarts
the process to Start Operator 1.
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Exit Port and Link: To exit this looping sequence,
specify an exit condition.

Note:

An alternate method for interrupting a cyclical process is to use an independent branch with its own Start operator.
The branch can wait for the looping portion of the process to change a variable or free a resource. After those
events occur, the independent branch runs; for example, by sending an email alert or processing a Stop operator.

 Set the Name for an Operator in a Process
The Name property is used to label an operator in the Process Designer. Ensure that the
operator name is a valid JavaScript identifier.When you add an operator to the process, a
default name is generated, indicating the task performed by the operator. You can change
this text to provide more meaningful or specific information about the operator relative to your
system. You can change the name of an operator.
catpa04305
The Name property is used to label an operator in the Process Designer. Ensure that the operator name is a valid
JavaScript identifier.
When you add an operator to the process, a default name is generated, indicating the task performed by the
operator. You can change this text to provide more meaningful or specific information about the operator relative to
your system. You can change the name of an operator.

Follow these steps:

1. Click an operator in a process.
2. In properties on the Properties pane, in the Name field, enter a short description for the operator. Operator

names can be composed of alphanumeric characters and the underscore (_).

The operator Name property identifies an operator placed in a process. Expressions use the name to access the
operator dataset in the format:

Process.operator_name.field_name

 Debug an Activity Process
You can debug an activity process in a process designer by adding breakpoints in the process
designer.
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You can debug an activity process in a process designer by adding breakpoints in the process designer.

• Set Breakpoint
• Execute
• Resume/Abort
• Remove Breakpoint

Set Breakpoint

After you place the operator on the canvas of the process designer. Right-click the operator and select Set
Breakpoint.

Resume/Abort

After you set and execute the breakpoint, click the play button. The process runs and halts at the point where you
have set the breakpoint in a process. After the process is halted, you have the following two options:

• Resume the process from where the breakpoint is set.
• Abort the process.

Remove Breakpoint
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You can remove the breakpoint that you have set. Right-click the operator and select Remove Breakpoint. 

9 Reference
The Reference context contains detailed information about forms, configuration properties,
operators, permissions, web services, and troubleshooting.
catpa04305
The Reference context contains detailed information about forms, configuration properties, operators, permissions,
web services, and troubleshooting.

 Form Reference
This section provides information about form elements and their properties:
catpa04305
This section provides information about form elements and their properties:

•  Form Element Events 
•  Form Element Properties 
•  Form Elements 

 

Form Element Events
The following table describes the various form element events in CA Process Automation:

Event Type Description

onBlur Occurs when a form element loses focus. For example,
a form contains a User Name field. A user establishes
focus in the field by tabbing to it or clicking it. The
onBlur event occurs when the user takes either of the
following actions:

• The user clicks another object or clicks another
window.

• The user presses the Tab key to navigate to the next
field (for example, the Password field).

onChange Occurs when a form element loses focus and the new
value of a form element is different from its old value.
For example, a form contains a field that is named
Quantity with a value of 10. After the user changes the
value to 15, the user does not move focus to another
field. The onChange event occurs only after the user
takes either of the following actions:

• The user clicks another object or clicks another
window.

• The user presses the Tab key to navigate to the next
field.

onClick Occurs when a user clicks a form element. A valid click
includes both the onMouseDown and onMouseUp
events on the same object. This requirement helps
prevent calling functions or other code accidentally
because the mouse must remain on the clickable
object.
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onFocus Occurs when a form element receives focus. To
establish focus, a user selects a tab or clicks a form
element. You can also write scripts or code to establish
focus in a form element.

onKeyDown occurs when a user first presses a key
down. For example, when a user tabs to or clicks
a Name field. A script that is associated with the
onKeyDown event for the Name field alerts users when
they attempt to type number keys.

onKeyPress Occurs after a user presses a key and continues to hold
the key. For example, the onKeyPress event occurs
after a user tabs to or clicks a Select field called Name
and presses some key representing an alphabet. A
script that is associated with the onKeyPress event for
the Name field cycles through names that match the
pressed alphabetic key.

onKeyUp Occurs when a user releases a key after pressing
it down. For example, the onKeyUp event occurs
when a user tabs to or clicks a Spinner field named
Temperature. A script that is associated with the event
increases or decreases the field value each time the
user presses and releases a specific key.

onLoad Occurs when the form first opens for the user to
complete.

onLookup Occurs when a user clicks Browse in a Lookup field
to view values that are calculated (or "looked up" as
directed by the script) based on other field values.

onMouseDown Occurs when a user presses the left mouse button
down on a form element.

onMouseMove Occurs when a user moves the mouse pointer inside
the boundary of a form element.

onMouseOut Occurs when a user moves the mouse pointer outside
the boundary of a form element.

onMouseOver Occurs when a user moves the mouse pointer over a
form element and the user stops moving the mouse.

onMouseUp Occurs when a user releases the left mouse button after
pressing the mouse button down on a form element.

onMouseWheel Occurs when a user with a wheel-equipped mouse rolls
forward or backwards to scroll a form element.

onSubmit Occurs when the user submits the form. Any of the
following actions can submit the form:

• The user clicks a Submit button.
• The user presses a specific key or combination of

keys.
• The value of a field changes
• The user reaches the end of the form in the tab

order.
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onValidate Occurs when the associated code verifies a field value
against business rules before one of the following
actions occurs:

• The field value is stored in the data buffer.
• The field value is written to the database.

For example, the user tabs to or clicks a Serial Number
field that must start with the letters SN and must contain
ten numeric digits. Before the user can tab to the next
field or click away from the field, the onValidate event
and its associated code verify the data. You can alert
the user if the serial number does not meet validation
rules so they can adjust their entry.

You can use onValidate for custom validation of the
field input. For example, to ensure that a field input is at
least three characters in length, you can write a custom
function in the Script dialog:

validateValue:function(_val)
 {    if(_val.length < 3) {   
 return "Please enter more than 3
 characters for this field";    }
 else {    return null;    }

In the Form Designer, include the onValidate attribute
value for the text field on which to run the validation. For
example:

ca_fd.js.validateValue(_val)

The custom function replaces the required parameter
_val with the correct field value when the script runs.

If the validation script returns a null value, the field
input passes validation. Otherwise, the field input fails
validation and the script returns an error. For example,
"Enter more than three characters for this field").

Form Element Properties
The following table describes the various form element properties in CA Process Automation:

Note:  Point to a form element attribute to view the element tool-tip description for assistance in completing the
form.

Properties Type Description

Allow Adding of Rows A Boolean (true or false) value for tables and simple
arrays. When true, a button lets form users create rows
in the table. When false, users cannot add rows to the
table.

Allow Decimals A Boolean (true or false) value for spinner fields. When
true, users can enter numbers with decimals (such
as 12.25 or 0.003). When false, users cannot enter
decimal numbers in the field; only whole numbers.
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Allow Deletion of Rows A Boolean (true or false) value for tables and simple
arrays. When true, a button lets form users remove
rows from the table. When false, users cannot remove
rows from the table.

Allow Negative Numbers A Boolean (true or false) value for spinner fields. When
true, users can enter numbers less than zero (such as
-10). When false, users cannot enter negative numbers;
only 0 or positive numbers.

Allow Reordering of Rows A Boolean (true or false) value for tables and simple
arrays. When true, two buttons let form users move
entries up and down in the table. When false, users
cannot move rows up or down in the table.

Calendar A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference
fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog
includes automation objects of the Calendar type.
When false or empty, the Calendar type of automation
object does not appear. The object properties of object
reference fields filter specific types of automation
objects when the user views the available options.

CheckBox Label The text string or name that is applied to a single check
box or a check box item in a group.

Created By The name of the user or user account who created the
form.

Created On The date and time when the form was created.

Custom Icon A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference
fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog
includes automation objects of the Custom Icon
type. When false or empty, the Custom Icon type
of automation object does not appear. The object
properties of object reference fields filter specific types
of automation objects when the user views the available
options.

Custom Operator A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference
fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog
includes automation objects of the custom operator
type. When false or empty, the custom operator type
of automation object does not appear. The object
properties of object reference fields filter specific types
of automation objects when the user views the available
options.

Dataset A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference
fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog
includes automation objects of the Dataset type.
When false or empty, the Dataset type of automation
object does not appear. The object properties of object
reference fields filter specific types of automation
objects when the user views the available options.

Dataset Expression A reference to a specific array variable in a dataset
object in the library as in the following example:

Datasets["/MyFolder/MyForm/
MyDatasetObject"].MyArray
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Date Format The preferred format for dates. For example, enter the
value MMM dd, yyyy to format the date 05/01/2014 as
May 01, 2014. Enter yyyyMMdd to display the same
date as 20140501. The default date format is MM/dd/
yyyy.

Description Information about the form element in addition to its
name or short label.

Disabled An optional setting that you can apply to a form
element. The following behaviors characterize elements
with the Disabled property set:

• The form element cannot receive focus.
• The form element appears dimmed.
• You cannot change the value of a disabled form

element; however, you can copy the value to reuse
it.

Disable a form element to apply business logic and
prevent invalid data.

Editable A Boolean (true or false) value for a field. When true,
users can edit the field. When false, the data is read-
only.

Height The amount of vertical space the form element
occupies. Specify a value (in pixels) for this property
from the top to the bottom of the form element.

Hidden A Boolean (true or false) value for a field. The default
value is True.

Makes the field invisible when the form is rendered.

Hide Label A Boolean (true or false) value for a field or table with
a label. When true, the label is hidden. When false or
empty, the label is visible.
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_id A unique read-only identifier for a specific instance of
a form element. The _id appends the following items to
the name of the form with a period (.) separator:

• The name of any parent object such as a table
• The name of the form element

For example, Form1 has two option button groups with
the following _id properties:

Form1.rgName1Form1.rgName2

A specific option button could have the following _id:

Form1.rgName2.RadioOptionA

A form element in a table named Table_2 could have
the following _id:

Form_1.Table_2.Var_3

The _id for a form is the same as its Name property
value.

Note:

The _id property is used in JavaScript functions. When
you rename or move an element, be aware that you are
also changing the _id.

Increment For spinner fields, the value of an incremental
adjustment, up or down. For example, if the field
displays 6.55 and the increment is .02, one click up
results in 6.57 and one click down results in 6.53.

 

Interaction Request Form

A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference
fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog
includes automation objects of the Interaction Request
Form type. When false or empty, automation objects of
the Interaction Request Form type do not appear. The
object properties of object reference fields filter specific
types of automation objects when the user views the
available options.

Invisible Makes a field visible or invisible but read-only within the
custom operator forms only. The default value is True.

Makes the field invisible within custom operators only.

Note:

This property is valid only in custom operators.
The Hidden property only hides a field, whereas
the Invisible property hides the field and sets it to
read-only. In custom operators, the CA Process
Automation r3.x Invisible property and the CA Process
Automation r4.1 Hidden property map to the CA
Process Automation r4.2 Invisible property.
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 Label The short descriptive name that is displayed to the user
for a form element.

 Label Align A read-only property that indicates how field labels
appear relative to the form elements that they describe.
In the Form Designer, you can click toolbar buttons to
align labels to the left, right, or the above elements of
the selected form.

 Label Width The size (in pixels) of a line of label text. The long labels
wrap to the next line.

 Layout A design-only property that determines how multiple
pages on a form appear on the Form and Preview tabs.

•  Card: View one page at a time with Back and Next
buttons to navigate pages in a sequence. This
setting is how the pages of every form appear to
form users. Card is the default Layout setting.

•  Tab: View the names of available pages in their own
tabs. For convenience, designers can click a tab to
navigate to the associated page in any order.

Maximum Length The highest number of characters a user can enter in
the field. For example, to require an 8-digit number in
a specific field, set the Maximum Length and Minimum
Length properties for the field to 8. 

Maximum Rows The highest number of entries that are allowed in a
table.

Minimum Length The lowest number of characters a user can enter in
the field. For example, to require an 8-digit number in
a specific field, set the Maximum Length and Minimum
Length properties for the field to 8.

Minimum Rows The lowest number of entries that are allowed in a table.

Modified By The name of the user or user account who modified the
form.

Modified On The date on which the form object was last changed.

Name A unique string that identifies a form element. The
system assigns an initial name (such as Var_3) that
you can modify value. Changing the name value also
changes the _id value. Form elements can have two
separate names: A Name property and an internal
name that identifies the form element in the Form
Designer.

• Change the Name value to set the value of the _id
variable that identifies the form element.

• Click Rename to change the internal name of
an element that appears in the hierarchical form
structure layout at design time. This internal name is
the default value that is given to the Label of a form
element. This label does appear to form users at run
time.

Number Format A string that defines the format for numeric input in the
field. For example, enter $#.## to display $3.14.

Orientation Specifies whether to arrange option groups and check
boxes horizontally or vertically on the form. The default
is vertical orientation.
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Page Size The number of rows to display on each page of a table
or simple array.

Password A Boolean (true or false) value for a text field, often
used with Password fields. When true, user input is
displayed as bullet characters to hide input from other
users. When false or empty, user input is displayed
exactly as typed.

Pattern An input constraint or validation requirement for the
values a user enters in a text field or text area. For
example, set Pattern to [a-z] to require only lowercase
alphabetic characters in the associated field.

Pattern Message The on-screen alert or hint to display when a user entry
does not match the pattern that is defined in the Pattern
property.

Process A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference
fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog
includes automation objects of the Process type. When
false or empty, automation objects of the Process type
do not appear. The object properties of object reference
fields filter specific types of automation objects when
the user views the available options.

Process Watch A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference
fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog
includes automation objects of the Process Watch type.
When false or empty, automation objects of the Process
Watch type do not appear. The object properties of
object reference fields filter specific types of automation
objects when the user views the available options.

Render as HTML A Boolean (true or false) value for multiline text fields.
When true, the form interprets the content of the field
as HTML code and the product displays the field much
as a web browser would. For example, text that you tag
with <H2> displays as a second-level heading and text
that you tag with <b> displays as bold text.

Required A Boolean (true or false) value that indicates whether
the form element must contain a value or can remain
empty.

Resource A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference
fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog
includes automation objects of the Resource type.
When false or empty, automation objects of the
Resource type do not appear. The object properties of
object reference fields filter specific types of automation
objects when the user views the available options.

Schedule A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference
fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog
includes automation objects of the Schedule type.
When false or empty, automation objects of the
Schedule type do not appear. The object properties of
object reference fields filter specific types of automation
objects when the user views the available options.
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Start Request Form A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference
fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog
includes automation objects of the Start Request Form
type. When false or empty, automation objects of the
Start Request Form type do not appear. The object
properties of object reference fields filter specific types
of automation objects when the user views the available
options.

Style One or more statements (as in the following examples)
that determine how text attributes in a field display to
users. Format style attribute assignments in mixed
case.

color:blue;textAlign:center;textDecoration:underline;textTransform:uppercasetextIndent:30px;fontStyle:italic;fontFamily:"Courier";fontSize:14px;

 Tab Index A number that controls the tab order of the form
at design time and run time. The application does
not enforce uniqueness. For example, you can use
multiples of 5 or 10 as you set the tab order. Therefore,
if you insert a new field in the layout between field 20
and field 25, you can assign its tab index to 22.

You can also leave the Tab Index value empty and click
Move Up or Move Down in the toolbar to adjust the tab
order. By default, the form tab order follows the layout
from top to bottom.

 Text Align Specifies how an image file appears in the portion of the
form layout that it occupies. Images can be aligned left
or right, centered, or justified. 

 Text Direction Specifies how characters appear in a field relative to the
left and right borders of the field. Select ltr or leave the
property empty to display text from left to right. ltr is the
default value and the default text direction for ISO-8859
Latin I codesets. Select rtl to display text from right to
left.

 Touchpoint A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference
fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog
includes automation object types that are set to
true. The user can browse touchpoints by Domain,
environment, and Orchestrator. When false or empty,
only objects from the default touchpoint appear and the
user cannot select another touchpoint.

 Touchpoint Group A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference
fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog
includes automation object types that are set to true.
The user can browse touchpoint groups by Domain,
environment, and Orchestrator. When false or empty,
only objects from the default touchpoint group appear
and the user cannot select another touchpoint group.
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URL For Image form elements, the URL path to an image file
as in the following examples:

https://www.<company_name>.com/
images/logo1.pnghttp://
my.intranet.site/Corporate
%20Images/Big2.jpg

Use images to display data, to indicate status, or to
provide buttons that users can click.

Value The stored data for a form element. All elements on a
form store their values directly in their visual borders
temporarily before committing to the database. Value
appears as a property for two specific form elements:

Each option for a Select field has its own value property.
Use the property to store a string or number for each
option. For example, although the user sees the Easy,
Moderate, and Difficult options, the Value properties for
these options could be 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2. These values
could be used in additional calculations.

An HTML form element displays a value property. Use
the property to specify the actual text and code to store
in the field. For example, enter the following data in the
Value property for an HTML form element:

1, 2, 3, <b>4</b>, 5, <i>6</
i>, ... <H2>CA Process
 Automation</H2>

The form user sees the following rendered data in the
same field:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ...
 CA Process Automation  

Width The amount of horizontal space (in pixels) for the form
element to occupy. Specify a value for this property
from the left edge of the form element.

 Form Element Events
This article describes the various form element events in CA Process Automation. 
catpa04305
This article describes the various form element events in CA Process Automation. 

• onBlur: occurs when a form element loses focus. For example, a form contains a User Name field. A user
establishes focus in the field by tabbing to it or clicking it. The onBlur event occurs when the user takes either of
the following actions:

• The user clicks another object or clicks another window.
• The user presses the Tab key to navigate to the next field (for example, the Password field).

• onChange: occurs when a form element loses focus and the new value of a form element is different from its
old value. For example, a form contains a field that is named Quantity with a value of 10. After the user changes
the value to 15, the user does not move focus to another field. The onChange event occurs only after the user
takes either of the following actions:
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• The user clicks another object or clicks another window.
• The user presses the Tab key to navigate to the next field.

• onClick: occurs when a user clicks a form element. A valid click includes both the onMouseDown and
onMouseUp events on the same object. This requirement helps prevent calling functions or other code
accidentally because the mouse must remain on the clickable object.

• onFocus: occurs when a form element receives focus. To establish focus, a user selects a tab or clicks a form
element. You can also write scripts or code to establish focus in a form element.

• onKeyDown: occurs when a user first presses a key down. For example, when a user tabs to or clicks a Name
field. A script that is associated with the onKeyDown event for the Name field alerts users when they attempt to
type number keys.

• onKeyPress: occurs after a user presses a key and continues to hold the key. For example, the onKeyPress
event occurs after a user tabs to or clicks a Select field called Name and presses some key representing an
alphabet. A script that is associated with the onKeyPress event for the Name field cycles through names that
match the pressed alphabetic key.

• onKeyUp: occurs when a user releases a key after pressing it down. For example, the onKeyUp event occurs
when a user tabs to or clicks a Spinner field named Temperature. A script that is associated with the event
increases or decreases the field value each time the user presses and releases a specific key.

• onLoad: occurs when the form first opens for the user to complete.
• onLookup: occurs when a user clicks Browse in a Lookup field to view values that are calculated (or "looked

up" as directed by the script) based on other field values.
• onMouseDown: occurs when a user presses the left mouse button down on a form element.
• onMouseMove: occurs when a user moves the mouse pointer inside the boundary of a form element.
• onMouseOut: occurs when a user moves the mouse pointer outside the boundary of a form element.
• onMouseOver: occurs when a user moves the mouse pointer over a form element and the user stops moving

the mouse.
• onMouseUp: occurs when a user releases the left mouse button after pressing the mouse button down on a

form element.
• onMouseWheel: occurs when a user with a wheel-equipped mouse rolls forward or backwards to scroll a form

element.
• onSubmit: occurs when the user submits the form. Any of the following actions can submit the form:

• The user clicks a Submit button.
• The user presses a specific key or combination of keys.
• The value of a field changes
• The user reaches the end of the form in the tab order.

• onValidate: occurs when the associated code verifies a field value against business rules before one of the
following actions occurs:

• The field value is stored in the data buffer.
• The field value is written to the database.

For example, the user tabs to or clicks a Serial Number field that must start with the letters SN and must contain
ten numeric digits. Before the user can tab to the next field or click away from the field, the onValidate event and
its associated code verify the data. You can alert the user if the serial number does not meet validation rules so
they can adjust their entry.
You can use onValidate for custom validation of the field input. For example, to ensure that a field input is at
least three characters in length, you can write a custom function in the Script dialog:

validateValue:function(_val) {
    if(_val.length < 3) {
    return "Please enter more than 3 characters for this field";
    } else {
    return null;
    }
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In the Form Designer, include the onValidate attribute value for the text field on which to run the validation. For
example:

ca_fd.js.validateValue(_val)

The custom function replaces the required parameter _val with the correct field value when the script runs.
If the validation script returns a null value, the field input passes validation. Otherwise, the field input fails
validation and the script returns an error. For example, "Enter more than three characters for this field").

 Form Element Properties
m element in a table named Table_2 
catpa04305
m element in a table  named Table_2 

 

Note:  Point to a form element attribute to view the element tool-tip description for assistance in completing the
form.

•  Allow Adding of Rows
A Boolean (true or false) value for tables and simple arrays. When true, a button lets form users create rows in
the table. When false, users cannot add rows to the table.

•  Allow Decimals
A Boolean (true or false) value for spinner fields. When true, users can enter numbers with decimals (such as
12.25 or 0.003). When false, users cannot enter decimal numbers in the field; only whole numbers.

•  Allow Deletion of Rows
A Boolean (true or false) value for tables and simple arrays. When true, a button lets form users remove rows
from the table. When false, users cannot remove rows from the table.

•  Allow Negative Numbers
A Boolean (true or false) value for spinner fields. When true, users can enter numbers less than zero (such as
-10). When false, users cannot enter negative numbers; only 0 or positive numbers.

•  Allow Reordering of Rows
A Boolean (true or false) value for tables and simple arrays. When true, two buttons let form users move entries
up and down in the table. When false, users cannot move rows up or down in the table.

•  Calendar
A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog includes
automation objects of the Calendar type. When false or empty, the Calendar type of automation object does not
appear. The object properties of object reference fields filter specific types of automation objects when the user
views the available options.

•  CheckBox Label
The text string or name that is applied to a single check box or a check box item in a group.

•  Created By
The name of the user or user account who created the form.

•  Created On
The date and time when the form was created.

•  Custom Icon
A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog includes
automation objects of the Custom Icon type. When false or empty, the Custom Icon type of automation object
does not appear. The object properties of object reference fields filter specific types of automation objects when
the user views the available options.

•  Custom Operator
A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog includes
automation objects of the custom operator type. When false or empty, the custom operator type of automation
object does not appear. The object properties of object reference fields filter specific types of automation objects
when the user views the available options.

•  Dataset
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A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog includes
automation objects of the Dataset type. When false or empty, the Dataset type of automation object does not
appear. The object properties of object reference fields filter specific types of automation objects when the user
views the available options.

•  Dataset Expression
A reference to a specific array variable in a dataset object in the library as in the following example:

Datasets["/MyFolder/MyForm/MyDatasetObject"].MyArray

•  Date Format
The preferred format for dates. For example, enter the value MMM dd, yyyy to format the date 05/01/2014 as
May 01, 2014. Enter yyyyMMdd to display the same date as 20140501. The default date format is MM/dd/yyyy.
You can also store time in a Date field. For example, you can set the Date Format property to dd/MM/yyyy
hh:mm:ss to display the date and time value 05/01/2014 10:17:43 AM.

•  Description
Information about the form element in addition to its name or short label.

•  Disabled
An optional setting that you can apply to a form element. The following behaviors characterize elements with the
Disabled property set:

• The form element cannot receive focus.
• The form element appears dimmed.
• You cannot change the value of a disabled form element; however, you can copy the value to reuse it.

Disable a form element to apply business logic and prevent invalid data.
•  Editable

A Boolean (true or false) value for a field. When true, users can edit the field. When false, the data is read-only.
•  Height

The amount of vertical space the form element occupies. Specify a value (in pixels) for this property from the top
to the bottom of the form element.

•  Hidden
A Boolean (true or false) value for a field.

•  True 

Makes the field invisible when the form is rendered.
•  Hide Label

A Boolean (true or false) value for a field or table with a label. When true, the label is hidden. When false or
empty, the label is visible.

•  _id 
A unique read-only identifier for a specific instance of a form element. The _id appends the following items to
the name of the form with a period (.) separator:

• The name of any parent object such as a table
• The name of the form element

For example, Form1 has two option button groups with the following _id properties:

Form1.rgName1Form1.rgName2

A specific option button could have the following _id:

Form1.rgName2.RadioOptionA
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A form element in a table that is  .02, one clicknamed Table_2 could have the following _id:

Form_1.Table_2.Var_3

The _id for a form is the same as its Name property value.

Note:  The _id property is used in JavaScript functions. When you rename or move an element, be aware that
you are also changing the _id.

•  Increment
For spinner fields, the value of an incremental adjustment, up or down. For example, if the field displays 6.55
and the increment is 0.02, one click up results in 6.57 and one click down results in 6.53.

•  Interaction Request Form
A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog includes
automation objects of the Interaction Request Form type. When false or empty, automation objects of the
Interaction Request Form type do not appear. The object properties of object reference fields filter specific types
of automation objects when the user views the available options.

•  Invisible
Makes a field visible or invisible but read-only within the custom operator forms only.

•  True
Makes the field invisible within custom operators only.

Note:  This property is valid only in custom operators. The Hidden property only hides a field, whereas
the Invisible property hides the field and sets it to read-only. In custom operators, the CA Process
Automation r3.x Invisible property and the CA Process Automation r4.1 Hidden property map to the CA
Process Automation r4.2 Invisible property.

•  Label
The short descriptive name that is displayed to the user for a form element.

•  Label Align
A read-only property that indicates how field labels appear relative to the form elements that they describe. In
the Form Designer, you can click toolbar buttons to align labels to the left, right, or the above elements of the
selected form.

•  Label Width
The size (in pixels) of a line of label text. The long labels wrap to the next line.

•  Layout 
A design-only property that determines how multiple pages on a form appear on the Form and Preview tabs.

•  Card
View one page at a time with Back and Next buttons to navigate pages in a sequence. This setting is how
the pages of every form appear to form users. Card is the default Layout setting.

•  Tab
View the names of available pages in their own tabs. For convenience, designers can click a tab to navigate
to the associated page in any order. This view is not applicable for preview and runtime.

•  Maximum Length
The highest number of characters a user can enter in the field. For example, to require an 8-digit number in a
specific field, set the Maximum Length and Minimum Length properties for the field to 8.

•  Maximum Rows
The highest number of entries that are allowed in a table.

•  Minimum Length
The lowest number of characters a user can enter in the field. For example, to require an 8-digit number in a
specific field, set the Maximum Length and Minimum Length properties for the field to 8.

•  Minimum Rows
The lowest number of entries that are allowed in a table.

•  Modified By
The name of the user or user account who modified the form.

•  Modified On
The date on which the form object was last changed.

•  Name
A unique string that identifies a form element. The system assigns an initial name (such as Var_3) that you can
modify value. Changing the name value also changes the _id value.
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Form elements can have two separate names: A Name property and an internal name that identifies the form
element in the Form Designer.

• Change the Name value to set the value of the _id variable that identifies the form element.
• Click Rename to change the internal name of an element that appears in the hierarchical form structure

layout at design time. This internal name is the default value that is given to the Label of a form element. This
label does appear to form users at run time.

•  Number Format
A string that defines the format for numeric input in the field. For example, enter $#.## to display $3.14.

•  Orientation
Specifies whether to arrange option groups and check boxes horizontally or vertically on the form. The default is
vertical orientation.

•  Page Size
The number of rows to display on each page of a table or simple array.

•  Password
A Boolean (true or false) value for a text field, often used with Password fields. When true, user input is
displayed as bullet characters to hide input from other users. When false or empty, user input is displayed
exactly as typed.

•  Pattern
An input constraint or validation requirement for the values a user enters in a text field or text area. For example,
set Pattern to [a-z] to require only lowercase alphabetic characters in the associated field.

•  Pattern Message
The on-screen alert or hint to display when a user entry does not match the pattern that is defined in the Pattern
property.

•  Process
A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog includes
automation objects of the Process type. When false or empty, automation objects of the Process type do not
appear. The object properties of object reference fields filter specific types of automation objects when the user
views the available options.

•  Process Watch
A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog includes
automation objects of the Process Watch type. When false or empty, automation objects of the Process Watch
type do not appear. The object properties of object reference fields filter specific types of automation objects
when the user views the available options.

•  Render as HTML
A Boolean (true or false) value for multiline text fields. When true, the form interprets the content of the field as
HTML code and the product displays the field much as a web browser would. For example, text that you tag with
<H2> displays as a second-level heading and text that you tag with <b> displays as bold text.

•  Required
A Boolean (true or false) value that indicates whether the form element must contain a value or can remain
empty.

•  Resource
A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog includes
automation objects of the Resource type. When false or empty, automation objects of the Resource type do not
appear. The object properties of object reference fields filter specific types of automation objects when the user
views the available options.

•  Schedule
A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog includes
automation objects of the Schedule type. When false or empty, automation objects of the Schedule type do not
appear. The object properties of object reference fields filter specific types of automation objects when the user
views the available options.

•  Start Request Form
A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog
includes automation objects of the Start Request Form type. When false or empty, automation objects of the
Start Request Form type do not appear. The object properties of object reference fields filter specific types of
automation objects when the user views the available options.

•  Style
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One or more statements (as in the following examples) that determine how text attributes in a field display to
users. Format style attribute assignments in mixed case.

color:blue;textAlign:center;textDecoration:underline;textTransform:uppercasetextIndent:30px;fontStyle:italic;fontFamily:"Courier";fontSize:14px;

•  Tab Index
A number that controls the tab order of the form at design time and run time. The application does not enforce
uniqueness. For example, you can use multiples of 5 or 10 as you set the tab order. Therefore, if you insert a
new field in the layout between field 20 and field 25, you can assign its tab index to 22.
You can also leave the Tab Index value empty and click Move Up or Move Down in the toolbar to adjust the tab
order. By default, the form tab order follows the layout from top to bottom.

•  Text Align
Specifies how an image file appears in the portion of the form layout that it occupies. Images can be aligned left
or right, centered, or justified.

•  Text Direction
Specifies how characters appear in a field relative to the left and right borders of the field. Select ltr or leave the
property empty to display text from left to right. ltr is the default value and the default text direction for ISO-8859
Latin I codesets. Select rtl to display text from right to left.

•  Touchpoint
A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog includes
automation object types that are set to true. The user can browse touchpoints by Domain, environment, and
Orchestrator. When false or empty, only objects from the default touchpoint appear and the user cannot select
another touchpoint.

•  Touchpoint Group
A Boolean (true or false) value for object reference fields. When true, the Object Browser lookup dialog includes
automation object types that are set to true. The user can browse touchpoint groups by Domain, environment,
and Orchestrator. When false or empty, only objects from the default touchpoint group appear and the user
cannot select another touchpoint group.

•  URL
For Image form elements, the URL path to an image file as in the following examples:

https://www.<company_name>.com/images/logo1.pnghttp://my.intranet.site/
Corporate%20Images/Big2.jpg

Use images to display data, to indicate status, or to provide buttons that users can click.
•  Value

The stored data for a form element. All elements on a form store their values directly in their visual borders
temporarily before committing to the database. Value appears as a property for two specific form elements:

• Each option for a Select field has its own value property. Use the property to store a string or number for
each option. For example, although the user sees the Easy, Moderate, and Difficult options, the Value
properties for these options could be 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2. These values could be used in additional calculations.

• An HTML form element displays a value property. Use the property to specify the actual text and code to
store in the field. For example, enter the following data in the Value property for an HTML form element:

1, 2, 3, <b>4</b>, 5, <i>6</i>, ... <H2>CA Process Automation</H2>

The form user sees the following rendered data in the same field:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ...
 CA Process Automation  

•  Width
The amount of horizontal space (in pixels) for the form element to occupy. Specify a value for this property from
the left edge of the form element.
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 Form Elements
Form elements specify the information on a form that is to be submitted to a web site or
service. Form elements are available in the Forms Designer. The following table describes the
various form element in CA Process Automation:
catpa04305
Form elements specify the information on a form that is to be submitted to a web site or service. Form elements are
available in the Forms Designer. The following table describes the various form element in CA Process Automation:

Element Type Field Name Description

General Functions for All Form
Elements

ca_pam_disableField(_id, isDisable) Enables or disables a specified field.
When a field is enabled, users can
provide input or edit the values.
Disabled fields are still visible but do
not accept user input.

•  Input Parameters

•  _id (string): Specifies the
unique identifier of the field
to enable or disable. You can
find this under the element
properties. See Form Element
Properties.

• isDisable (boolean):
Specifies whether the field
is to be disabled (true) or
enabled (false).

• Return Value
None

• Example
 
This example disables the
specified checklist field, including
all checklist items in it.

ca_pam_disableField('Form.ckListField27',
 true)
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ca_pam_hideField(_id, isHide) Shows or hides a specified field.
Hidden fields are not visible to the
user. The tab order of the form
skips hidden fields. Although the
hidden field can still hold a value, it
is effectively removed from the form.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string): Specifies the
unique identifier of the field to
display or hide.

• hide (boolean): Specifies
whether the field is hidden
(true) or displayed (false).

• Return Value
None

• Example
 
Consider that a user completes
an online application form with
birthplace details. If the cities
listed under 'Birth City' field are
only capital cities, then the user
can select "Other City". Upon
clicking "Other City", the Hidden
attribute is set to false and a text
field is visible. The user can now
enter the city name.
 
This example hides the specified
field.

ca_pam_hideField('Form.Var_0',
 true)

You can also find this function in
the out-of-the-box content in CA
Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click
Browse Out-of-the-Box
Content.

2. Navigate to the User
Interaction Forms folder,
02 Show and Hide Form
Element: Show and Hide
Form Element.
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ca_pam_setRequired(_id,
isRequired)

Specifies whether a field is required
or optional. You can use this function
programmatically (in CA Process
Automation) or in a script (in a Start
Request Form, Interaction Request
Form, or custom operator).

•  Input Parameters

•  _id (string): Defines the
unique identifier of the field.
For more information about
the _id parameter, see Form
Element Properties.

•  isRequired (boolean):
Specifies whether the field
is required (true) or optional
(false).

• Return Value
None

• Example
The following example
defines the field with ID
'Form.ckListField27' as required:

ca_pam_setRequired('Form.ckListField27',
 true)
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ca_pam_convertToJavaScriptObject(valueObject)Converts a process automation data
type to a standard JavaScript object
according to the input data type.
If you provide a string as an input
value, the method returns a string
value.

• Input Parameters
valueObject: Specifies the
process automation data types.
For example, Boolean, Date, and
ValueMap.

• Return Value
 
Returns a JavaScript Object
based on the value of
valueObject. If ValueMap is
the input value, it returns a
JavaScript object like a map.
If Value array is the input
parameter, the method returns a
Javascript array.

Note:

For the Date data type, the long
value is returned, which is the
canonical representation of the
date. To convert it to a date
object, use the following syntax:

new Date
 (ca_pam_convertToJavaScriptObject(valueObject))

• Example
 
This example declares a
variable (array) and sets it to the
converted JavaScript object.

var array =
 ca_pam_convertToJavaScriptObject(valueObject);
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ca_pam_convertToSimpleArray
(objectArray, fieldName)

Creates a simple array of strings
from any of more complex
JavaScript array of objects.

•  Input Parameters

•  objectArray (object):
Specifies a reference to an
array of JavaScript objects
containing multiple properties.

•  fieldName (string): Defines
the name of the property in
objectArray from which to
create the simple array.

• Return Value
The array that the method
creates is returned.

• Example 

var location1 = new
 Object();location1.buildingCode
 =
 10;location1.floorCode
 = 20;var
 location2 = new
 Object();location2.buildingCode
 =
 100;location2.floorCode
 = 200;var
 LocationArray =
 {location1,location2};var
  floorCodeArray =
 ca_pam_convertToSimpleArray
 (LocationArray,
 ‘floorCode’);

The output of floorCodeArray
{20,200}.
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ca_pam_showDataInTable(result,
_id, tableHeader)

Displays data rows that result from
a Lookup field function as a single-
column table that has the specified
header or title.

This function only displays the
"result" passed to it. The result
here represents an array of rows.
The result can be either stored in a
variable and passed to this function,
or directly replaced with the function
call that returns the result.

• Input Parameters

• result (object): Specifies a
function call that results in the
values displaying in a table.

•  _id (string): Specifies the
unique identifier of the Lookup
Field table in which to show
the result set.

• tableHeader (string):
Specifies a text string to
display at the top of the
Lookup Field table on the
form.

• Return Value
No value is returned; this function
only displays the table with the
values included in it.

• Example 

ca_pam_showDataInTable(result,'Form.office','Office');

This example shows a table
named Office that lists the results
of a separate query to get office
names. In the separate query, the
user Region selection determines
the offices to display.

The onLookup event for a
Lookup Field named Office calls
this function.
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Check Box ca_pam_selectCheckBox(_id,
isSelect)

Selects or clears a specified check
box.

• Input Parameters

•  _id (string): Specifies the
unique identifier of the Check
Box field to select or clear.

• isSelect (boolean): Specifies
whether a field is selected
(true) or a field is cleared
(false).

• Return Value
None

• Example 

ca_pam_selectCheckBox('Form.ckbxInsBuy',
 true)

This example marks
the ckbxInsBuy check box on the
form.

• The ckbxInsBuy check box
label is Purchase Insurance.

• The ca_pam_selectCheckBox
function is useful if the user
selects other options on the
form that require the purchase
of insurance.
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ca_pam_isSelectedCheckBox(_id) Determines whether a check box
is selected (true) or a check box is
cleared (false).

• Input Parameters
_id (string): Specifies the unique
identifier of the Check Box field to
evaluate.

• Return Value
Value (boolean): True if the
check box is selected, false
otherwise.

• Example  

ca_pam_isSelectedCheckBox('Form.ckbxInsBuy')

The ckbxInsBuy check box label
is Purchase Insurance. This
example code returns "true"
when the Purchase Insurance
check box is selected. The code
returns "false" when the check
box is cleared.

You can also find this function in
the out-of-the-box content in CA
Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click
Browse Out-of-the-Box
Content.

2. Navigate to the User
Interaction Forms folder,
02 Show and Hide Form
Element: Show and Hide
Form Element.

Date ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValue(_id) Returns the value of the Date field
Maximum Value property as a string.

• Input Parameters
_id (string): The unique identifier
of a Date field.

• Return Value
The maximum value for a Date
field as a string.

• Example
 
This example returns the
maximum value that is allowed
for the DateDeparture field
as a date string (for example,
05/20/2025).

ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValue('Form.DateDeparture')
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ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValueInMillis(_id)Returns the value of the Date
field Maximum Value property,
expressed as a long integer. This
integer represents the number
of milliseconds before or after
January 1, 1970 00:00:00 UTC
(known as the UNIX Epoch).
You can pass the value in
this field, as mentioned in the
ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValue(_id)
method.

•  Input Parameters
_id (string): Defines the unique
identifier of a Date field.

•  Return Value
The maximum value for a Date
field, expressed as a long integer.

• Example 

ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValueInMillis('Form.DateDeparture')

This example returns the
maximum value that is allowed
for the DateDeparture field as
a numeric string measured
in milliseconds. For a Date
field with a maximum value of
05/25/2025, this function would
return 1748188800000 (that is,
1,748,188,800,000 or 1.7 trillion
milliseconds).

The
ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValueInMillis
function returns a negative result
for dates before 1970.
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ca_pam_getDateFieldMinValue(_id) Returns the value of the Date
field Minimum Value property as
a string. You can pass the value
in this field, as mentioned in the
ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValue(_id)
method.

• Input Parameters
_id (string): Specifies the unique
identifier of a Date field.

• Return Value
The minimum value for a Date
field as a string.

• Example
 
This example returns the
minimum value that is allowed for
the DateDeparture field as a date
string (for example, 05/05/2025).

ca_pam_getDateFieldMinValue('Form.DateDeparture')

ca_pam_getDateFieldMinValueInMillis(_id)Returns the value of the Date
field Minimum Value property,
expressed as a long integer. This
integer represents the number
of milliseconds before or after
January 1, 1970 00:00:00 UTC
(known as the UNIX Epoch).
You can pass the value in
this field, as mentioned in the
ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValue(_id)
method.

• Input Parameters
_id (string): Specifies the unique
identifier of a Date field.

• Return Value
The minimum value for a Date
field, expressed as a long integer.

• Example 

ca_pam_getDateFieldMinValueInMillis('Form.DateofBirth')

This example returns the
minimum value that is allowed for
the DateofBirth field as a numeric
string measured in milliseconds.
For a Date field with a minimum
value of 01/01/1974, this function
would return 126291600000 (that
is, 126,291,600,000 or 126 billion
milliseconds).
This function returns a negative
result for dates before 1970.
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ca_pam_getDateFieldValue(_id) Returns the value of a Date field
as a date string (for example,
05/05/2025).

• Input Parameters
_id (string): Specifies the unique
identifier of a Date field.

• Return Value
Date value as a string.

• Example  

var LastDay
 =ca_pam_getDateFieldValue('Form.TripEndDate');ca_pam_setDateFieldMaxValue('Form.DateDeparture',LastDay);

The first line of this example gets
the TripEndDate (for example,
05/15/2014) and stores it in the
LastDay variable.
The second line of this example
sets the Maximum Value of the
DateDeparture field to the value
of the LastDay variable.

ca_pam_getDateFieldValueInMillis(_id)Returns the value of a Date field
as a long integer (for example,
61238000). This integer represents
the number of milliseconds before or
after January 1, 1970 00:00:00 UTC
(known as the UNIX Epoch).

•  Input Parameters
_id (string): Defines the unique
identifier of a Date field.

• Return Value
Date value for a Date field that is
expressed as a long integer.

• Example  

ca_pam_getDateFieldValueInMillis('Form.DateofBirth')

This example returns the value
for the DateofBirth field as a
numeric string measured in
milliseconds. For a Date field
with a value of 08/22/1965,
this function would return
-132307200000 (that is,
-132,307,200,000 or -132 billion
milliseconds).
The
ca_pam_getDateFieldValueInMillis
function returns a positive result
for dates on or after January 1,
1970.
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ca_pam_setDateFieldMaxValue(_id,
val)

Sets the value of the Date field
Maximum Value property. Form
users cannot enter a date in the
Date field that is later than the
Maximum Value.

•  Input Parameters 
• • _id (string): Specifies the

unique identifier of a Date
field.

• val: Specifies the value to use
as a maximum, expressed
as a date string (for example,
05/20/2014).

• Return Value
None

• Example
This example sets the
Maximum Value property of the
DateDeparture field to the date
stored in the LastDay variable.

ca_pam_setDateFieldMaxValue('Form.DateDeparture',LastDay);

ca_pam_setDateFieldMinValue(_id,
val)

Sets the value of the Date field
Minimum Value property. Form users
cannot enter a date in the Date field
that is earlier than the Minimum
Value.

•  Input Parameters

•  _id (string): Specifies the
unique identifier of a Date
field.

•  val: Specifies the value to
use as a minimum, expressed
as a date string (for example,
05/05/2012).

• Return Value
None

•  Example 

ca_pam_setDateFieldMinValue('Form.DateArrival',today);

This example sets the Minimum
Value property of the DateArrival
field to the date stored in the
today variable.

• The product alerts form users
if they enter a date earlier
than the minimum value.

• Pop-up calendars on the form
display invalid dates in gray
and do not let users click
invalid dates.
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ca_pam_setDateFieldValue(_id, val) Sets the value of a Date field
to a date string (for example,
05/15/2014). The value is set only
if it is specified in the correct format
(that is, in the format specified in the
Date Format property of the Date
field). If the value of this property is
blank, then the value is set in the
Date Format specified in the User
settings.

Note:

Pass the date in the correct format;
otherwise it is not set.

•  Input Parameters

• _id: Defines the unique
identifier of a Date field.

• val: Defines a date value that
you specify (for example,
05/05/2014).

• Return Value
None

• Example 

ca_pam_setDateFieldValue('Form.DateArrival','05/05/2014');

This example sets the DateArrival
field to 05/05/2014.

 General Functions for All Form Elements
General functions apply to all element types.
catpa04305
General functions apply to all element types.

Contents:

 ca_pam_disableField(_id, isDisable)
Enables or disables a specified field. When a field is enabled, users can provide input or edit the
values. Disabled fields are still visible but do not accept user input.
catpa04305
Enables or disables a specified field. When a field is enabled, users can provide input or edit the values. Disabled
fields are still visible but do not accept user input.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of the field to enable or disable. You can find this under the element properties.
See Form Element Properties.

• isDisable (boolean)
Specifies whether the field is to be disabled (true) or enabled (false).

• Return Value
None.

• Example
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This example disables the specified checklist field, including all checklist items in it.

ca_pam_disableField('Form.ckListField27', true)

 ca_pam_hideField(_id, isHide)
Shows or hides a specified field. Hidden fields are not visible to the user. The tab order of the
form skips hidden fields. Although the hidden field can still hold a value, it is effectively removed
from the form.
catpa04305
Shows or hides a specified field. Hidden fields are not visible to the user. The tab order of the form skips hidden
fields. Although the hidden field can still hold a value, it is effectively removed from the form.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of the field to display or hide.

• hide (boolean)
Specifies whether the field is hidden (true) or displayed (false).

• Return Value
None.

• Example
Consider that a user completes an online application form with birthplace details. If the cities listed under 'Birth
City' field are only capital cities, then the user can select "Other City". Upon clicking "Other City", the Hidden
attribute is set to false and a text field is visible. The user can now enter the city name.
This example hides the specified field.

ca_pam_hideField('Form.Var_0', true)

You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, 02 Show and Hide Form Element: Show and Hide Form

Element.

 ca_pam_setRequired(_id, isRequired)
Specifies whether a field is required or optional. You can use this function programmatically (in
CA Process Automation) or in a script (in a Start Request Form, Interaction Request Form, or
custom operator).
catpa04305
Specifies whether a field is required or optional. You can use this function programmatically (in CA Process
Automation) or in a script (in a Start Request Form, Interaction Request Form, or custom operator).

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Defines the unique identifier of the field. For more information about the _id parameter, see Form Element
Properties.

• isRequired (boolean)
Specifies whether the field is required (true) or optional (false).

• Return Value
None.

• Example
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The following example defines the field with ID 'Form.ckListField27' as required:

ca_pam_setRequired('Form.ckListField27', true)

 XML Parsing
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 ca_pam_convertToJavaScriptObject(valueObject)
Converts a process automation data type to a standard JavaScript object according to the input
data type. If you provide a string as an input value, the method returns a string value.
catpa04305
Converts a process automation data type to a standard JavaScript object according to the input data type. If you
provide a string as an input value, the method returns a string value.

• Input Parameters

• valueObject
Specifies the process automation data types. For example, Boolean, Date, and ValueMap.

• Return Value
Returns a JavaScript Object based on the value of valueObject. If ValueMap is the input value, it returns a
JavaScript object like a map. If Value array is the input parameter, the method returns a Javascript array.

Note:  For the Date data type, the long value is returned, which is the canonical representation of the date. To
convert it to a date object, use the following syntax:

new Date (ca_pam_convertToJavaScriptObject(valueObject))

• Example
This example declares a variable (array) and sets it to the converted JavaScript object.

var array = ca_pam_convertToJavaScriptObject(valueObject);

 ca_pam_convertToSimpleArray (objectArray, fieldName)
Creates a simple array of strings from any of more complex JavaScript array of objects.
catpa04305
Creates a simple array of strings from any of more complex JavaScript array of objects.

• Input Parameters

• objectArray (object)
Specifies a reference to an array of JavaScript objects containing multiple properties.

• fieldName (string)
Defines the name of the property in objectArray from which to create the simple array.

• Return Value
The array that the method creates is returned.
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• Example

        var location1 = new Object();
     location1.buildingCode = 10;
   location1.floorCode = 20; 
      var location2 = new Object();
     location2.buildingCode = 100;
   location2.floorCode = 200;
var LocationArray = {location1,location2};
 
var  floorCodeArray = ca_pam_convertToSimpleArray (LocationArray, ‘floorCode’);

The output of floorCodeArray {20,200}.

 ca_pam_showDataInTable(result, _id, tableHeader)
Displays data rows that result from a Lookup field function as a single-column table that has the
specified header or title.
catpa04305
Displays data rows that result from a Lookup field function as a single-column table that has the specified header or
title.

This function only displays the "result" passed to it. The result here represents an array of rows. The result can
be either stored in a variable and passed to this function, or directly replaced with the function call that returns the
result.

• Input Parameters

• result (object)
Specifies a function call that results in the values displaying in a table.

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of the Lookup Field table in which to show the result set.

• tableHeader (string)
Specifies a text string to display at the top of the Lookup Field table on the form.

• Return Value
No value is returned; this function only displays the table with the values included in it.

• Example

ca_pam_showDataInTable(result,'Form.office','Office');

This example shows a table named Office that lists the results of a separate query to get office names. In the
separate query, the user Region selection determines the offices to display.
The onLookup event for a Lookup Field named Office calls this function.

 Check Box
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 ca_pam_isSelectedCheckBox(_id)
Determines whether a check box is selected (true) or a check box is cleared (false).
catpa04305
Determines whether a check box is selected (true) or a check box is cleared (false).
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• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of the Check Box field to evaluate.

• Return Value

• Value (boolean)
True if the check box is selected, false otherwise.

• Example

ca_pam_isSelectedCheckBox('Form.ckbxInsBuy')

The ckbxInsBuy check box label is Purchase Insurance. This example code returns "true" when the Purchase
Insurance check box is selected. The code returns "false" when the check box is cleared.
You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, 02 Show and Hide Form Element: Show and Hide Form

Element.

 ca_pam_selectCheckBox(_id, isSelect)
Selects or clears a specified check box.
catpa04305
Selects or clears a specified check box.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of the Check Box field to select or clear.

• isSelect (boolean)
Specifies whether a field is selected (true) or a field is cleared (false).

• Return Value
None.

• Example

ca_pam_selectCheckBox('Form.ckbxInsBuy', true)

This example marks the ckbxInsBuy check box on the form.

• The ckbxInsBuy check box label is Purchase Insurance.
• The ca_pam_selectCheckBox function is useful if the user selects other options on the form that require the

purchase of insurance.

 Date
Except as noted, all date functions return the date as a string in the format that you specify in
the Date Format property.
catpa04305
Except as noted, all date functions return the date as a string in the format that you specify in the Date Format
property.

Contents:

 ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValue(_id)
Returns the value of the Date field Maximum Value property as a string.
catpa04305
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Returns the value of the Date field Maximum Value property as a string.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
The unique identifier of a Date field.

• Return Value 
The maximum value for a Date field as a string.

• Example
This example returns the maximum value that is allowed for the DateDeparture field as a date string (for
example, 05/20/2025).

ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValue('Form.DateDeparture')

 ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValueInMillis(_id)
Returns the value of the Date field Maximum Value property, expressed as a long integer.
This integer represents the number of milliseconds before or after January 1, 1970 00:00:00
UTC (known as the UNIX Epoch). You can pass the value in this field, as mentioned in the
ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValue(_id) method.
catpa04305
Returns the value of the Date field Maximum Value property, expressed as a long integer. This integer represents
the number of milliseconds before or after January 1, 1970 00:00:00 UTC (known as the UNIX Epoch). You can
pass the value in this field, as mentioned in the ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValue(_id) method.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Defines the unique identifier of a Date field.

• Return Value
The maximum value for a Date field, expressed as a long integer.

• Example

ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValueInMillis('Form.DateDeparture')

This example returns the maximum value that is allowed for the DateDeparture field as a numeric string
measured in milliseconds. For a Date field with a maximum value of 05/25/2025, this function would return
1748188800000 (that is, 1,748,188,800,000 or 1.7 trillion milliseconds).
The ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValueInMillis function returns a negative result for dates before 1970.

 ca_pam_getDateFieldMinValue(_id)
Returns the value of the Date field Minimum Value property as a string. You can pass the value
in this field, as mentioned in the ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValue(_id) method.
catpa04305
Returns the value of the Date field Minimum Value property as a string. You can pass the value in this field, as
mentioned in the ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValue(_id) method.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Date field.

• Return Value
The minimum value for a Date field as a string.

• Example
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This example returns the minimum value that is allowed for the DateDeparture field as a date string (for
example, 05/05/2025).

ca_pam_getDateFieldMinValue('Form.DateDeparture')

 ca_pam_getDateFieldMinValueInMillis(_id)
Returns the value of the Date field Minimum Value property, expressed as a long integer.
This integer represents the number of milliseconds before or after January 1, 1970 00:00:00
UTC (known as the UNIX Epoch). You can pass the value in this field, as mentioned in the
ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValue(_id) method.
catpa04305
Returns the value of the Date field Minimum Value property, expressed as a long integer. This integer represents
the number of milliseconds before or after January 1, 1970 00:00:00 UTC (known as the UNIX Epoch). You can
pass the value in this field, as mentioned in the ca_pam_getDateFieldMaxValue(_id) method.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Date field.

• Return Value
The minimum value for a Date field, expressed as a long integer.

• Example

ca_pam_getDateFieldMinValueInMillis('Form.DateofBirth')

This example returns the minimum value that is allowed for the DateofBirth field as a numeric string measured
in milliseconds. For a Date field with a minimum value of 01/01/1974, this function would return 126291600000
(that is, 126,291,600,000 or 126 billion milliseconds).

This function returns a negative result for dates before 1970.

 ca_pam_getDateFieldValue(_id)
Returns the value of a Date field as a date string (for example, 05/05/2025).
catpa04305
Returns the value of a Date field as a date string (for example, 05/05/2025).

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Date field.

• Return Value
Date value as a string.

• Example

var LastDay =ca_pam_getDateFieldValue('Form.TripEndDate');
ca_pam_setDateFieldMaxValue('Form.DateDeparture',LastDay);

The first line of this example gets the TripEndDate (for example, 05/15/2014) and stores it in the LastDay
variable. 
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The second line of this example sets the Maximum Value of the DateDeparture field to the value of the LastDay
variable.

 ca_pam_getDateFieldValueInMillis(_id)
Returns the value of a Date field as a long integer (for example, 61238000). This integer
represents the number of milliseconds before or after January 1, 1970 00:00:00 UTC (known as
the UNIX Epoch).
catpa04305
Returns the value of a Date field as a long integer (for example, 61238000). This integer represents the number of
milliseconds before or after January 1, 1970 00:00:00 UTC (known as the UNIX Epoch).

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Defines the unique identifier of a Date field.

• Return Value
Date value for a Date field that is expressed as a long integer.

• Example

ca_pam_getDateFieldValueInMillis('Form.DateofBirth')

This example returns the value for the DateofBirth field as a numeric string measured in milliseconds. For a
Date field with a value of 08/22/1965, this function would return -132307200000 (that is, -132,307,200,000 or
-132 billion milliseconds). 

The ca_pam_getDateFieldValueInMillis function returns a positive result for dates on or after January 1, 1970.

 ca_pam_setDateFieldMaxValue(_id, val)
Sets the value of the Date field Maximum Value property. Form users cannot enter a date in the
Date field that is later than the Maximum Value.
catpa04305
Sets the value of the Date field Maximum Value property. Form users cannot enter a date in the Date field that is
later than the Maximum Value.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Date field.

• val
Specifies the value to use as a maximum, expressed as a date string (for example, 05/20/2014).

• Return Value
None.

• Example
This example sets the Maximum Value property of the DateDeparture field to the date stored in the LastDay
variable.

ca_pam_setDateFieldMaxValue('Form.DateDeparture',LastDay);

 ca_pam_setDateFieldMinValue(_id, val)
Sets the value of the Date field Minimum Value property. Form users cannot enter a date in the
Date field that is earlier than the Minimum Value.
catpa04305
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Sets the value of the Date field Minimum Value property. Form users cannot enter a date in the Date field that is
earlier than the Minimum Value.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Date field.

• val
Specifies the value to use as a minimum, expressed as a date string (for example, 05/05/2012).

• Return Value
None.

• Example

ca_pam_setDateFieldMinValue('Form.DateArrival',today);

This example sets the Minimum Value property of the DateArrival field to the date stored in the today variable.

• The product alerts form users if they enter a date earlier than the minimum value.
• Pop-up calendars on the form display invalid dates in gray and do not let users click invalid dates.

 ca_pam_setDateFieldValue(_id, val)
Sets the value of a Date field to a date string (for example, 05/15/2014). The value is set only
if it is specified in the correct format (that is, in the format specified in the Date Format property
of the Date field). If the value of this property is blank, then the value is set in the Date Format
specified in the User settings.
catpa04305
Sets the value of a Date field to a date string (for example, 05/15/2014). The value is set only if it is specified in
the correct format (that is, in the format specified in the Date Format property of the Date field). If the value of this
property is blank, then the value is set in the Date Format specified in the User settings.

Note:  Pass the date in the correct format; otherwise it is not set.

• Input Parameters

• _id
Defines the unique identifier of a Date field.

• val
Defines a date value that you specify (for example, 05/05/2014).

• Return Value
None.

• Example

ca_pam_setDateFieldValue('Form.DateArrival','05/05/2014');

This example sets the DateArrival field to 05/05/2014.

 Data Sources
Contents
catpa04305
Contents
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 ca_pam_getDatasetData(dataSetExpression,callBack)
This element retrieves the value of a variable from a  dataset.
catpa04305
This element retrieves the value of a variable from a CA Process Automation dataset.

Note:  In CA Process Automation releases before 04.1.00, this method was named
ca_pam_getDataFromDatasetQuery.

• Input Parameters

• datasetExpression (string)
This parameter defines a string, expression, or function call that results in an absolute path to a dataset.
This parameter includes the Datasets keyword, the library path to a dataset object, and the ValueMap array
variable name.

Datasets["/BR412-DATA-FOLDER-20111214/Folder_FORMS_20120328/
dataset_forms_demo/My_Dataset55"].MyVal

• callBack (object)
This parameter defines a reference to the function object to call after retrieving the data, including its
onSuccess and onFailure methods.

• Return Value 
When the function retrieves the data, either the onSuccess(result) or onFailure(caught) callBack function runs.
The function itself does not return any value.

• Example

ca_pam_getDatasetData(ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.TxtFieldWithDatasetPath'),callBack)

The example code contains the following information:

• The TxtFieldWithDatasetPath Text field stores the dataset expression.
• The getTextFieldValue function gets the value of the dataset expression.
• The getDataUsingDatasetExpression function gets the dataset values and calls the callBack function to

determine what happens next.
• To continue with this example, you can use the following functions in the callBack.onSuccess declaration to

apply the data to a table or Lookup field, respectively:

ca_pam_setTableData('Form.employeeList',result);
ca_pam_showDataInTable(result,'Form.Results','Dataset results');

 ca_pam_getSQLData(driverName,connectionURL,userName,password,query,callBack)
Directs SQL to retrieve data from an external data source and store that data in a variable
(named callBack) that you define.
catpa04305
Directs SQL to retrieve data from an external data source and store that data in a variable (named callBack) that
you define.

Note:  In CA Process Automation releases before 04.1.00, this method was named
ca_pam_getDataFromSQLQuery. The dataset expressions are supported in the ca_pam_getSQLData function.

• Input Parameters
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• driverName (string)
Defines the class name for the installed SQL driver that you are using (for example, com.mysql.jdbc.driver).

• connectionURL (string)
Defines the URL of the database application to query as in the following example:

jdbc:mysql://myPC-xp.myCompany.com:<port>/<path> or https://
<server>:<port>/

• userName (string)
Defines a user name or login credentials for a predefined user account with sufficient permissions to run the
query.

• password (string)
Defines the password that is associated with the specified user name.

• query (string)
Defines a specific SQL query statement or a reference to an SQL query statement. The following code
represents a sample SQL query:

"select * from employeedatatable where empName like '%"+ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.empName')+"%'";

• callBack (object)
Defines a reference to the function object to call after retrieving the data, including its onSuccess and
onFailure methods.

• Return Value 
When the function retrieves the data, either the onSuccess(result) or onFailure(caught) callBack function runs.
The function itself does not return any value.

Example 1

The following example queries an external data source and stores the resulting data in the callBack variable:

ca_pam_getSQLData(ca_fd.js.driverName (),ca_fd.js.connectionURL(),ca_fd.js.userName(),ca_fd.js.password(),ca_fd.js.queryEmployeeName(),callBack);

You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, then 06 Populate Dropdown DB: Populate Dropdown from DB.

Example 2

The dataset expressions are supported in the ca_pam_getSQLData function as shown in the following example:

ca_pam_getSQLData('Datasets["/Forms/
SQLDataset"].driverName','Datasets["/Forms/
SQLDataset"].connectionURL','Datasets["/Forms/
SQLDataset"].username','Datasets["/Forms/
SQLDataset"].password','Datasets["/Forms/
SQLDataset"].query',callBack);

mysql://myPC-xp.myCompany.com
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Note:  You must provide an absolute path for the dataset.

This example queries and retrieves data from the database, and the arguments of the function can be dataset
variables as shown in the example.

 Lookup Field
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 ca_pam_getTextFieldValue(_id)
Returns a value from a Text field.
catpa04305
Returns a value from a Text field.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Text field.

• Return Value
Value from the Text field (string).

• Example
This example returns the value of the top_vendors Text field.

ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors')

This example returns the value of the top_vendors Text field and sets the dynamic_field Text field to the returned
value.

ca_pam_setTextFieldValue('Form.dynamic_field', ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors'))

You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folders, then:

• 07 Populate Table RESTful WS: Populate Table RESTful WS.
• 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

 ca_pam_setTextFieldValue(_id, val)
Sets the value of a Text field.
catpa04305
Sets the value of a Text field.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of the field for which to set a specific value.

• val (string)
Defines the new value for the Text field.

• Return Value
None.

• Example
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This example sets the top_vendors Text field to "I vote for vendor 3 because:"

ca_pam_setTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors', 'I vote for vendor 3 because: ')

To continue this example, use ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors') after users enter their reasons to
submit their full statements.

ca_pam_setTextFieldValue('Form.dynamic_field', ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors'))

This example returns the value of the top_vendors field and sets the dynamic_field to that value.
You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, then 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

 Multi-Line Text
Contents
catpa04305
Contents

 

ca_pam_getTextFieldValue(_id)
Returns a value from a Text field.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Text field.

• Return Value
Value from the Text field (string).

• Example
This example returns the value of the top_vendors Text field.

ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors')

This example returns the value of the top_vendors Text field and sets the dynamic_field Text field to the returned
value.

ca_pam_setTextFieldValue('Form.dynamic_field', ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors'))

You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folders, then:

• 07 Populate Table RESTful WS: Populate Table RESTful WS.
• 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

 

 

ca_pam_setTextFieldValue(_id, val)
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Sets the value of a Text field.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of the field for which to set a specific value.

• val (string)
Defines the new value for the Text field.

• Return Value
None.

• Example
This example sets the top_vendors Text field to "I vote for vendor 3 because:"

ca_pam_setTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors', 'I vote for vendor 3 because: ')

To continue this example, use ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors') after users enter their reasons to
submit their full statements.

ca_pam_setTextFieldValue('Form.dynamic_field', ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors'))

This example returns the value of the top_vendors field and sets the dynamic_field to that value.
You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, then 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

 

 Object Reference
Contents
catpa04305
Contents

 

ca_pam_getTextFieldValue(_id)
Returns a value from a Text field.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Text field.

• Return Value
Value from the Text field (string).

• Example
This example returns the value of the top_vendors Text field.

ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors')

This example returns the value of the top_vendors Text field and sets the dynamic_field Text field to the returned
value.

ca_pam_setTextFieldValue('Form.dynamic_field', ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors'))
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You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folders, then:

• 07 Populate Table RESTful WS: Populate Table RESTful WS.
• 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

 

 

ca_pam_setTextFieldValue(_id, val)
Sets the value of a Text field.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of the field for which to set a specific value.

• val (string)
Defines the new value for the Text field.

• Return Value
None.

• Example
This example sets the top_vendors Text field to "I vote for vendor 3 because:"

ca_pam_setTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors', 'I vote for vendor 3 because: ')

To continue this example, use ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors') after users enter their reasons to
submit their full statements.

ca_pam_setTextFieldValue('Form.dynamic_field', ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors'))

This example returns the value of the top_vendors field and sets the dynamic_field to that value.
You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, then 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

 

 Radio Group
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 ca_pam_isSelectRadio (_id, radio_id)
Determines whether a specific radio option is selected.
catpa04305
Determines whether a specific radio option is selected.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Radio Group field.

• radio_id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a specific radio option button in a group.

• Return Value
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• Value (boolean)
True if the check button is selected, false otherwise.

• Example

ca_pam_isSelectRadio('Form.Transportation', 'Form.Transportation.Option_01_Air')

Transportation is a group with two option buttons with the following IDs:

• Option_01_Air
• Option_02_Rail

This example returns "true" if the Air option button in the Transportation group is selected or "false" if any other
option is selected.

 ca_pam_selectRadio(_id, radio_id)
Selects a specific radio option button in a Radio Group field.
catpa04305
Selects a specific radio option button in a Radio Group field.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Radio Group field.

• radio_id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a radio option button in a Radio Group.

• Return Value
None.

• Example

ca_pam_selectRadio('Form.Transportation', 'Form.Transportation.Option_01_Air')

This example selects the Air option button in the Transportation radio group.
Transportation is a radio group with two option buttons with the following IDs:

• Option_01_Air
• Option_02_Rail

 REST Methods
Contents
catpa04305
Contents

 ca_pam_getRESTData(url, doNotValidateCert, headers, callBack)
Uses the HTTP get method to start the REST service. You can use this method with the
following signatures:
catpa04305
Uses the HTTP get method to start the REST service. You can use this method with the following signatures:

ca_pam_getRESTData(url, callBack);
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ca_pam_getRESTData(url, doNotValidateCert, callBack);

Note:  The dataset expressions are supported in the ca_pam_getRESTData function.

• Input Parameters

• url (string)
Defines the URL of the HTTP request. The URL starts with http:// or https://.

• doNotValidateCert (boolean)
Specifies whether a valid SSL certificate is found. This field is relevant when querying an HTTPS URL.

• false - Validates the SSL certificate and fails the operation if the certificate is invalid.
• true - Accepts the SSL certificate even if it is invalid and continues to make the HTTP call.

• headers (object)
Defines a list of key/value pairs that sets headers in the request.

• callBack (object)
Defines a reference to the function object to call after retrieving the data, including its onSuccess and
onFailure methods.

• Return Value
When the function retrieves the data, either the onSuccess(result) or onFailure(caught) callBack function runs.
The function itself does not return any value.

Example 1

You can find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, then 07 Populate Table RESTful WS: Populate Table RESTful

WS.

Example 2

The dataset expressions are supported in the ca_pam_getRESTData function as shown in the following example:

ca_pam_getRESTData('Datasets["/Forms/RestDataset"].url+"'+userSearch
+'"',callBack);

Note:  Provide an absolute path of the dataset.

 ca_pam_getRESTDataAuth(url, userName, password, doNotValidateCert, headers,
callBack)
Starts the REST service at a specified URL that requires authentication. This method supports
only Basic HTTP authentication. You can use this method with the following signatures:
catpa04305
Starts the REST service at a specified URL that requires authentication. This method supports only Basic HTTP
authentication. You can use this method with the following signatures:

ca_pam_getRESTDataAuth (url, userName, password, callBack)
ca_pam_getRESTDataAuth (url, userName, password, doNotValidateCert,
 callBack)

Note:  The dataset expressions are supported in the ca_pam_getRESTDataAuth function.

• Input Parameters

• url (string)
Defines the URL of the HTTP request. The URL starts with http:// or https://.
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• username (string)
Defines the user name for which to authenticate the specified URL.

• password (string)
Defines the password associated with the specified user name.

• doNotValidateCert (boolean)
Specifies whether a valid SSL certificate is found. This field is relevant when querying an HTTPS URL.

• false - Validates the SSL certificate and fails the operation if the certificate is invalid.
• true - Accepts the SSL certificate even if it is invalid and continues to make the HTTP call.

• headers (object)
Defines a list of key/value pairs that sets headers in the request.

• callBack (object)
Defines a reference to the function object to call after retrieving the data, including its onSuccess and
onFailure methods.

• Return Value
When the function retrieves the data, either the onSuccess(result) or onFailure(caught) callBack function runs.
The function itself does not return any value.

Example

The dataset expressions are supported in the ca_pam_getRESTDataAuth function as shown in the following
example:

ca_pam_getRESTDataAuth('Datasets["/Forms/
RestDataset"].Authurl','Datasets["/Forms/
RestDataset"].Authusername','Datasets["/Forms/
RestDataset"].Authpwd',callBack);

Note:  Provide an absolute path of the dataset.

 ca_pam_postRESTData(url, body, contentType, doNotValidateCert, headers, callBack)
Uses the HTTP post method to start the REST service.You can use this method with the
following signatures:
catpa04305
Uses the HTTP post method to start the REST service.You can use this method with the following signatures:

ca_pam_postRESTData (url, callBack)
ca_pam_postRESTData (url, body, callBack)
ca_pam_postRESTData (url, body, contentType, callBack)
ca_pam_postRESTData (url, body, contentType, doNotValidateCert, callBack)

Note:  The dataset expressions are supported in the ca_pam_postRESTData function.

• Input Parameters

• url (string)
Defines the URL of the HTTP request. The URL starts with http:// or https://.

• body (string)
Defines the data to send in the HTTP request.

• contentType (string)
Defines the type of content that comprises the HTTP request body. This value is sent as a header (content-
type) in the HTTP request.

• doNotValidateCert (boolean)
Specifies whether a valid SSL certificate is found. This field is relevant when querying an HTTPS URL.
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• false - Validates the SSL certificate and fails the operation if the certificate is invalid.
• true - Accepts the SSL certificate even if it is invalid and continues to make the HTTP call.

• headers (object)
Defines a list of key/value pairs that sets headers in the request.

• callBack (object)
Defines a reference to the function object to call after retrieving the data, including its onSuccess and
onFailure methods.

• Return Value
When the function retrieves the data, either the onSuccess(result) or onFailure(caught) callBack function runs.
The function itself does not return any value.

Example

The dataset expressions are supported in the ca_pam_postRESTData function as shown in the following example:

ca_pam_postRESTData('Datasets["/Forms/
RestDataset"].posturl',ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.Var_0'),contentType,callBack);

Note:  Provide an absolute path of the dataset.

 ca_pam_postRESTDataAuth(url, userName, password, body, contentType,
doNotValidateCert, headers, callBack)
Starts the REST service at a specified URL that requires authentication. The server calls the
REST Methods asynchronously.
catpa04305
Starts the REST service at a specified URL that requires authentication. The server calls the REST Methods
asynchronously.

The onSuccess(result) or the onFailure(caught) function of the callback object runs as appropriate after the data is
retrieved from the server. The result can be any data format that the REST service returns.

The method supports only Basic HTTP authentication. You can use this method with the following signatures:

ca_pam_postRESTDataAuth(url, userName, password, callBack)
ca_pam_postRESTDataAuth(url, userName, password, body, callBack)
ca_pam_postRESTDataAuth(url, userName, password, body, contentType, callBack)
ca_pam_postRESTDataAuth(url, userName, password, body, contentType, doNotValidateCert, callBack)

Note:  The dataset expressions are supported in the ca_pam_postRESTDataAuth function.

• Input Parameters

• url (string)
Defines the URL of the HTTP request. The URL starts with http:// or https://.

• username (string)
Defines the user name for which to authenticate the specified URL.

• password (string)
Defines the password that is associated with the specified user name.

• body (string)
Defines the data to send in the HTTP request.

• contentType (string)
Defines the type of content that comprises the HTTP request body. This value is sent as a header (content-
type) in the HTTP request.

• doNotValidateCert (boolean)
Specifies whether a valid SSL certificate is found. This field is relevant when querying an HTTPS URL.
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• false - Validates the SSL certificate and fails the operation if the certificate is invalid.
• true - Accepts the SSL certificate even if it is invalid and continues to make the HTTP call.

• headers (object)
Defines a list of key/value pairs that sets headers in the request.

• callBack (object)
Defines a reference to the function object to call after retrieving the data, including its onSuccess and
onFailure methods.

• Return Value
When the function retrieves the data, either the onSuccess(result) or onFailure(caught) callBack function runs.
The function itself does not return any value.

Example 1

You can find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, then 07 Populate Table RESTful WS: Populate Table RESTful

WS.

Example 2

The dataset expressions are supported in the ca_pam_postRESTDataAuth function as shown in the following
example:

ca_pam_postRESTDataAuth('Datasets["/Forms/
RestDataset"].posturl','Datasets["/Forms/
RestDataset"].Authusername','Datasets["/Forms/
RestDataset"].Authpwd',callBack);

Note:  You need to provide an absolute path of the dataset.

 Select
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 ca_pam_addValuesInSelectStore(_id, values)
Adds new options to the Select field with a simple set of values that you define in code.
catpa04305
Adds new options to the Select field with a simple set of values that you define in code.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Select field.

• values (Javascript object)
Specifies an array of objects where each object has two properties ("name" and "value") that are necessary
to represent the Select field options. The "name" property for each object is represented as the key for
the option added and "value" property would be the value. If you have an array of names and values, then
you could also use the ca_pam_createSelectStore function to create the "values" object (as shown in the
example).

• Return Value
None.

• Example
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This example uses the user selection of West or North in a separate Region field to update icons available in the
City field dynamically.

if('West'==regionChoice)
  var cityOptionNames =["New York","Rio De Janeiro","Mexico City"]
    var cityOptionValues =["West_01","West_02","West_03"];
if('North'==regionChoice)
  var cityOptionNames =["Madrid","Moscow","Copenhagen"]
    var cityOptionValues =["North_04","North_05","North_06"];
ca_pam_addValuesInSelectStore('Form1.City', ca_pam_createSelectStore(cityOptionNames ,cityOptionValues ))

You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder. The function can be found in the following forms:

• 04 Populate Dropdown Dataset: Populate Dropdown Dataset.
• 06 Populate Dropdown DB: Populate Dropdown from DB.

 ca_pam_clearSelectStore(_id)
Clears all options from the Select field.
catpa04305
Clears all options from the Select field.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of the Select field to clear.

• Return Value
None.

• Example
This example clears all of the existing options in the City field on Form1. This can be used to reinitialize the
select field and populate fresh options using the ca_pam_addValuesInSelectStore().

ca_pam_clearSelectStore(Form1.City)

You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, then 06 Populate Dropdown DB: Populate Dropdown from DB.

 ca_pam_createSelectStore(nameArray, valueArray)
Used to create a set of options for a Select field.
catpa04305
Used to create a set of options for a Select field.

• Input Parameters

• nameArray (array)
Defines an array of option names that are displayed to the user.

• valueArray (array)
Optionally defines an array of option values which corresponds to each item in the nameArray. If omitted,
nameArray is used to define both names and values.

• Return Value
JavaScript object that represents store options and their values.
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• Example
This example sets the available options for the City field to the specified names and associated values.

var cityOptionNames = ["Los Angeles", "New York", "New Carolina"];
var cityOptionValues = ["LA","NY","NC"];
var newStore = ca_pam_createSelectStore(cityOptionNames ,cityOptionValues )

The newStore variable can be passed to a Select Form element using the following method:

ca_pam_addValuesInSelectStore(‘Form.City’,newStore);

 ca_pam_getSelectedOptions(_id)
Returns the index value of the currently selected option in a Select field.
catpa04305
Returns the index value of the currently selected option in a Select field.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of the Select field for which to retrieve the option value.

• Return Value
This function returns an array of selected options index. 
In the case of a single Select drop-down list, the selected option index can be retrieved by accessing the first
element of the array.

• Example

ca_pam_getSelectedOptions('Form.VarFillerType')

This example retrieves the index value of the Filler Type that the user chose.

• Filler Type is a Select field with options for Rocks [0], Sand [1], and Water [2].
• The ca_pam_getSelectedOptions function returns the index value 1 when the user selects Sand from the

Filler Type drop-down list.

 ca_pam_getSelectedOptionValues(_id)
Returns the value of the currently selected option in a Select field.
catpa04305
Returns the value of the currently selected option in a Select field.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of the field for which to retrieve the option value.

• Return Value
This function returns an array of selected option value. 
In the case of a single Select drop-down list, the selected option value can be retrieved by accessing the first
element of the array.
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• Example

alert(ca_pam_getSelectedOptionValues('Form.VarFillerType')[0])

This example returns the option value number or text string for the Filler Type that the user chose.

• The alert command displays the option value result to the user in a pop-up dialog or message.
• Filler Type is a Select field with the following options, index values shown in brackets, and values:
• Rocks [0], $50
• Sand [1], $100
• Water [2], Call for details.
• The ca_pam_getSelectedOptionValues function returns the value of the option that is selected from the Filler

Type drop-down list when the user clicks Update Order Form.

You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, 06 Populate Dropdown DB: Populate Dropdown from DB.

 ca_pam_selectOption(_id, name, value, isSelect)
Selects or clears an option in a Select field based on the option name and value. You can also
use this function to prevent selection of a specific option.
catpa04305
Selects or clears an option in a Select field based on the option name and value. You can also use this function to
prevent selection of a specific option.

This function can both select and unselect an option. If an option is not selected and you want to select the option
programmatically, then isSelect is true. If an option is already selected and you want to unselect the option, then
use isSelect is false.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of the Select field to set.

• name (string)
Specifies the name of the specific Select field option.

• value (string)
Defines the value of the specific Select field option. This value is the existing value of the option.

• isSelect (boolean)
Specifies whether the field is selected (true) or cleared (false).

• Return Value
None.

• Example

ca_pam_selectOption('Form.City', 'Regional Hub', 'Sydney', true);

This example sets the City field to the option named Regional Hub.
If multiple options are named Regional Hub, then this function applies the option with the specified value. This
distinction is important. You can use ca_pam_getSelectedOptionValues(_id) to identify the specific value for a
field option, even when multiple options have the same name. For example, users can continue to use a set of
standard forms to direct business to the Regional Hub even if value changes.

 ca_pam_selectOptionByIndex(_id, index, isSelect)
Selects or clears an option in a Select field based on the index.
catpa04305
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Selects or clears an option in a Select field based on the index.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of the select field to select or clear.

• index (integer)
Specifies the fixed identifier for an option in the field.

• isSelect (boolean)
Specifies whether the Select field option is selected (true) or the option is cleared (false).

• Return Value
None.

• Examples

ca_pam_selectOptionByIndex('Form.VarFillerType', 2, true)

This example sets the current choice of Filler Type to the value at index position 2.

• Filler Type is a Select field with options for Rocks [0], Sand [1], and Water [2].
• Economy Option is a check box with this function in its onClick event.
• When the user selects the Economy Option check box, the ca_pam_selectOptionByIndex function sets

the Filler Type field to the option at index position 2, Water.

Another example:

ca_pam_selectOptionByIndex('Form.VarFillerType', 2, false)

When Filler Type is already set to Water, this function clears the Filler Type field.

 Simple Array
Contents
catpa04305
Contents

 

ca_pam_clearTableData(_id, startIndex, endIndex)
Deletes one or more rows of data from a table.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Table form element.

• startIndex (integer)
Specifies the numeric index of the first row of table data to delete.

• endIndex (integer)
Specifies the numeric index of the last row of table data to delete.

• Return Value
None.
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• Example

ca_pam_clearTableData('Form.employeeList',0,ca_pam_getTableRowCount('Form.employeeList')-1);

This example deletes all rows in the employeeList table.

• The range to delete begins with row 0 and ends with the last row.
• To calculate the last row, the ca_pam_clearTableData function gets the current row count for the table from

the ca_pam_getTableRowCount function and subtracts 1.

You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, then:

• 07 Populate Table RESTful WS: Populate Table RESTful WS.
• 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

ca_pam_getTableData(_id, startIndex, endIndex)
Returns the data of the table from the start index to the end index as provided in the method name. This function
returns an array of JavaScript objects where each element in the array represents one row in the table. To retrieve
the value for a particular column, you can access the value using column Name property from the JavaScript
Object corresponding to the row.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Table form element.

• startIndex (integer)
Specifies the numeric index of the first row of the table from which to return data.

• endIndex (integer)
Specifies the numeric index of the last row of the table from which to return data. If you specify an index
greater than the last available row, the function fails.

• Return Value
Returns an array that is represented as a JavaScript object.
Icon
Important! After the method returns the table data, the variable names used to access the columns must be in
lowercase, regardless of how you define the Name property for each column field in the Forms Designer.

• Example

ca_fd.js.PassData(ca_pam_getTableData('Form.tableRaceResults',0,4))

This example uses the following form script to pass the top five finishing times in a race from a Table form
element to a custom database. The Record Race Times check box onClick event initiates function calls to get
the table data, pass the data, and record the results.

{    PassData : function(result) {      for(i=0;i<result.length;i++)    {     var firstRow = result[i];
     alert(firstRow.var_0);    }  } }

The following illustration shows the form as it appears at design time:
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ca_pam_getTableRowCount(_id)
Returns the total number of rows of data from a table.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Table Form element.

• Return Value
Returns a number of rows as an integer.

• Example

ca_pam_getTableRowCount('Form.employeeList')

This example returns the row count of the employee list Table Form element.
You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folders, then:

• 07 Populate Table RESTful WS: Populate Table RESTful WS.
• 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

 

 

ca_pam_setTableData(_id, values)
Sets the data in a table.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Table Form element.

• values (object)
Specifies the data to display in the rows and columns of the table. This parameter only accepts the result of
the SQL query.
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• Return Value
None.

• Example

ca_pam_setTableData('Form.employeeList',result);

This example sets the employeeList table to the values that the result variable returns.

 

 

ca_pam_setTableDataFromJSObject(_id, values)
Populates a table with the JavaScript object array.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the table ID.

• values (object)
Specifies the JavaScript array containing a list of objects. The objects properties must be same as the
column name to populate the data.

• Return Value
None.

• Example
This example shows how to populate a table from a JavaScript object array. The table ID is Form.name and has
two columns as firstName and lastName.

var tableData = new Array();  var data1 = new Object(); 
data1.firstName = "firstName1"; 
data1.lastName = "lastName1"; 
tableData[0] = data1; 

var data2 = new Object(); 
data2.firstName = "firstName2";
data2.lastName = "lastName2"; 
tableData[1] = data2; 
ca_pam_setTableDataFromJSObject('Form.names',tableData ); 

You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folders, then:

• 07 Populate Table RESTful WS: Populate Table RESTful WS.
• 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

 SOAP Methods
Contents
catpa04305
Contents

 ca_pam_getSOAPData
Makes a Web service call and converts the resulting XML to a JavaScript object.
catpa04305
Makes a Web service call and converts the resulting XML to a JavaScript object.

http://Form.name
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This method is an overloaded method. ca_pam_getSOAPData can be invoked without providing the SOAP version
and/or stripXMLNamespacesFromResponse parameter. If you do not provide these parameters, then the SOAP
version is considered SOAP_1_1, and stripXMLNamespacesFromResponse is considered true.

The following are the overloaded method signatures:

• ca_pam_getSOAPData (serviceURL,methodName, inlineText,callBack)
• ca_pam_getSOAPData (serviceURL,methodName, inlineText,soapVersion, callBack)

Note:  The dataset expressions are supported in the ca_pam_getSOAPData function.

• Input Parameters

• serviceURL (string)
Specifies the URL for the SOAP service. The URL is typically accessed over HTTP or HTTPS. The URL is
an entry point for one or more methods.

• methodName (string)
Specifies the method or function to run. The function passes the method to the SOAP service as a MIME
SOAPAction header.

• inlineText (string)
Specifies the source for the SOAP service input request. This parameter includes an XML message, which
can include a SOAP envelope.

• soapVersion (string)
Specifies the version of the SOAP server on which the call is made. Possible values include SOAP_1_1 or
SOAP_1_2. The default is SOAP _1_1.

• stripXMLNamespacesFromResponse (boolean)
Specifies whether the response Name Spaces are removed from the XML response (true). The default is
true.

• callBack (object)
Defines a reference to the function object to call after retrieving the data, including its onSuccess and
onFailure methods.
The ca_pam_getSOAPData function calls the callBack method asynchronously on the server. When the
function retrieves the data, either the onSuccess(result) or onFailure(caught) callBack function runs. If the
function returns a SOAP fault, it calls the onFault(faultString) method and the result is an XML string.
If you do not provide the SOAP version and stripXMLNameSpacesFromResponse parameters, their default
values are substituted and the response is returned to the callBack object in the onSuccess(result).

• Return Value
When the function retrieves the data, either the onSuccess(result) or onFailure(caught) callBack function runs.
If the function returns a SOAP fault, it calls the onFault(faultString) method and the result is an XML string. The
function itself does not return any value.

Note:  You can find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, then 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

Example

The dataset expressions are supported in the ca_pam_getSOAPData function as shown in the following example:

ca_pam_getSOAPData('Datasets["/Forms/
SoapDataset"].serviceURL','Datasets["/Forms/
SoapDataset"].methodName',ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.soapData'),'Datasets["/
Forms/SoapDataset"].soapVersion',true,callBack);

Note:  Provide an absolute path of the dataset.

 Example: SOAP Method
This example uses the  getStartRequestForms web service method to populate a table with all
Start Request Forms in the Library. The getStartRequestForms web service method returns all
the start request forms to a specified folder.
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catpa04305
This example uses the CA Process Automation getStartRequestForms web service method to populate a table with
all Start Request Forms in the Library. The getStartRequestForms web service method returns all the start request
forms to a specified folder.

Note:  This method uses the ca_pam_convertXMLToJSObject(xmlString, elementTagName) method to create a
JavaScript object from XML.

1. Create an interaction request form and design it as the following illustration shows:

 
2. Add the following fields to the interaction request form:
3. • soapService

Set this field to the following URL:

http://hostname:portNumber/itpam/soap

• soapAction
Set this field to getStartRequestForms.

• soapData
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Populate this text area with the following code:

<tns:getStartRequestForms xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
 <tns:auth>
  <!--xsd:Choice Type-->
  <tns:token>token__</tns:token>
  <tns:user>pamadmin</tns:user>
  <tns:password>pamadmin</tns:password>
 </tns:auth>
 <tns:filter>
  <tns:lookUpPath isRecursive="true">/</tns:lookUpPath>
 </tns:filter>
</tns:getStartRequestForms>

• retrieveSRF
Set the onClick attribute of this check box to the ca_fd.js.retreiveSRFAndPopulateTable() value.

4. Create a table that is named srfs.
5. Add name and refPath text fields as columns to the srfs table.
6. Add the following text in the Script section of the form:

{ 
  retreiveSRFAndPopulateTable: function() 
    { 
       var callBack = new Object();
       callBack.onSuccess = function(result)
         {
            var srfResult = ca_pam_ convertXMLToJSObject (result,'startRequest');
            var tableArray = new Array();
            for( i=0;i<srfResult .length;i++)
              {
                 var object = new Object();
                 object.name = srfResult [i]["name"];
                 object.refPath = srfResult [i]["refPath"];
                 tableArray[i] = object ;
              }
            ca_pam_clearTableData('Form.srfs',0,ca_pam_getTableRowCount('Form.srfs')-1);
            ca_pam_setTableDataFromJSObject('Form.srfs',tableArray);
         }
       callBack.onFailure = function(caught)
         {
            alert(caught);
         }
       ca_pam_getSOAPData(ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.soapService'),ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.soapAction'),ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.soapData'),'SOAP_1_1',true,callBack);
    }
}

7. Click Save.
8. To verify that the srfs table is populated dynamically with data, select Check Box.
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The script runs when the checkbox value is changed. The script populates the srfs table dynamically with the start
request forms returned by the SOAP call. The getSOAPData method is used to make a SOAP query to retrieve
the data. The convertXMLToJSObject is used to convert the response XML to a JavaScript object. The JavaScript
object can then be used to populate the table dynamically by using the ca_pam_setTableDataFromJSObject
method.

 Table
Contents
catpa04305
Contents

 

 

 ca_pam_clearTableData(_id, startIndex, endIndex)
Deletes one or more rows of data from a table.
catpa04305
Deletes one or more rows of data from a table.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Table form element.

• startIndex (integer)
Specifies the numeric index of the first row of table data to delete.

• endIndex (integer)
Specifies the numeric index of the last row of table data to delete.

• Return Value
None.

• Example

ca_pam_clearTableData('Form.employeeList',0,ca_pam_getTableRowCount('Form.employeeList')-1);

This example deletes all rows in the employeeList table.

• The range to delete begins with row 0 and ends with the last row.
• To calculate the last row, the ca_pam_clearTableData function gets the current row count for the table from

the ca_pam_getTableRowCount function and subtracts 1.

You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, then:

• 07 Populate Table RESTful WS: Populate Table RESTful WS.
• 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

 ca_pam_getTableData(_id, startIndex, endIndex)
Returns the data of the table from the start index to the end index as provided in the method
name. This function returns an array of JavaScript objects where each element in the array
represents one row in the table. To retrieve the value for a particular column, you can access
the value using column Name property from the JavaScript Object corresponding to the row.
catpa04305
Returns the data of the table from the start index to the end index as provided in the method name. This function
returns an array of JavaScript objects where each element in the array represents one row in the table. To retrieve
the value for a particular column, you can access the value using column Name property from the JavaScript
Object corresponding to the row.

• Input Parameters
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• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Table form element.

• startIndex (integer)
Specifies the numeric index of the first row of the table from which to return data.

• endIndex (integer)
Specifies the numeric index of the last row of the table from which to return data. If you specify an index
greater than the last available row, the function fails.

• Return Value
Returns an array that is represented as a JavaScript object.

Warning:

After the method returns the table data, the variable names used to access the columns must be in
lowercase, regardless of how you define the Name property for each column field in the Forms Designer.

• Example

ca_fd.js.PassData(ca_pam_getTableData('Form.tableRaceResults',0,4))

This example uses the following form script to pass the top five finishing times in a race from a Table form
element to a custom database. The Record Race Times check box onClick event initiates function calls to get
the table data, pass the data, and record the results.

{    PassData : function(result) {      for(i=0;i<result.length;i++)    {     var firstRow = result[i];
     alert(firstRow.var_0);    }  } }

The following illustration shows the form as it appears at design time.
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 ca_pam_getTableRowCount(_id)
Returns the total number of rows of data from a table.
catpa04305
Returns the total number of rows of data from a table.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Table Form element.

• Return Value
Returns a number of rows as an integer.

• Example

ca_pam_getTableRowCount('Form.employeeList')

This example returns the row count of the employee list Table Form element.
You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folders, then:

• 07 Populate Table RESTful WS: Populate Table RESTful WS.
• 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

 ca_pam_setTableData(_id, values)
Sets the data in a table.
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catpa04305
Sets the data in a table.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of a Table Form element.

• values (object)
Specifies the data to display in the rows and columns of the table. This parameter only accepts the result of
the SQL query.

• Return Value
None.

• Example

ca_pam_setTableData('Form.employeeList',result);

This example sets the employeeList table to the values that the result variable returns.

 ca_pam_setTableDataFromJSObject(_id, values)
Populates a table with the JavaScript object array.
catpa04305
Populates a table with the JavaScript object array.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the table ID.

• values (object)
Specifies the JavaScript array containing a list of objects. The objects properties must be same as the
column name to populate the data.

• Return Value
None.

• Example
This example shows how to populate a table from a JavaScript object array. The table ID is Form.name and has
two columns as firstName and lastName.

var tableData = new Array();  var data1 = new Object(); 
data1.firstName = "firstName1"; 
data1.lastName = "lastName1"; 
tableData[0] = data1; 

var data2 = new Object(); 
data2.firstName = "firstName2";
data2.lastName = "lastName2"; 
tableData[1] = data2; 
ca_pam_setTableDataFromJSObject('Form.names',tableData ); 

You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folders, then:

• 07 Populate Table RESTful WS: Populate Table RESTful WS.
• 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

http://Form.name
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 Text Area
Contents
catpa04305
Contents

 

 

 Text Field
Sets the value of a Text field.
catpa04305
ca_pam_setTextFieldValue(_id, val)
 

 

Sets the value of a Text field.

• Input Parameters

• _id (string)
Specifies the unique identifier of the field for which to set a specific value.

• val (string)
Defines the new value for the Text field.

• Return Value
None.

• Example
This example sets the top_vendors Text field to "I vote for vendor 3 because:"

ca_pam_setTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors', 'I vote for vendor 3 because: ')

To continue this example, use ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors') after users enter their reasons to
submit their full statements.

ca_pam_setTextFieldValue('Form.dynamic_field', ca_pam_getTextFieldValue('Form.top_vendors'))

This example returns the value of the top_vendors field and sets the dynamic_field to that value.
You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, then 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

 XML Parsing to JavaScript
Creates a JavaScript object from XML.
catpa04305
ca_pam_convertXMLToJSObject(xmlString, elementTagName)
Creates a JavaScript object from XML.

Note:  If the XML element is namespace aware and has a namespace prefix, use quotes notation to access it.

• Input Parameters

• xmlString (string)
Defines the XML string to convert to a JavaScript object.

• elementTagName (string)
(Optional) Returns the element that has the specified tag name. If you do not provide the elementTagName,
the method returns the root element.
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• Return Value
Returns a value of Object type.

• Example
Consider the following XML to convert it to a JavaScript object:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<catalog>
   <book id="bk101">
      <author>Gambardella, Matthew</author>
      <title>XML Developer”s Guide</title>
      <genre>Computer</genre>
      <price>44.95</price>
      <publish_date>2000-10-01</publish_date>
      <description>An in-depth look at creating applications 
      with XML.</description>
   </book>
</catalog>

This example converts the preceding XML data to a JavaScript object.

• The following syntax converts the XML document to a JavaScript object:

   var parsedXML = ca_pam_convertXMLToJSObject(xmlString);
   var bookObj = parsedXML . book[0];   
   var bookObj = parsedXML [“book”][0];
   var idVal = bookObj.id;
   var idVal = bookObj[“id”];
   var bookDesription = bookObj. description[0]._text;
   var bookDesription = bookObj[“description”][0][“_text”];

• You can use either of the following lines to access the book element:

• You can use either of the following lines to retrieve the id attribute value of the book element:

• You can use either of the following lines to access the description value of the book element:

Note:  If an element has an attribute and an element with the same name, access them as an array. In the
array, the first member (index 0) is always the attribute and the elements follow.

• Example
Consider the following XML to convert it to a JavaScript object:

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<categories>
    <category name="Weather"> 
        <name part="1">Sunny</name>
        <name part="2">Rainy</name>
    </category>
    <category name="Climate"> 
        <name part="1">Wet</name>
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        <name part="2">Dry</name>
    </category>
</categories>

This example converts the preceding XML data to a JavaScript object.

• Use the following syntax to retrieve the first category object from categories XML represented as the
xmlString:

   var parsedXML= ca_pam_convertXMLToJSObject(xmlString);
   var firstCatagory= parsedXML.category[0];
   var bookName = firstCatagory.name[0];
   var firstBookName = firstCatagory.name[1]._text;

• Use the following syntax to access the name attribute:

• Use the following syntax to access the value of first name element:
• Example

<Envelope xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/" xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
    <Header/>   
    <Body>  
        <getStartRequestFormsResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam">  
            <startRequests> 
                <startRequest name="RahulSrf" refPath="/Folder/">   
                    <description/>  
                </startRequest> 
                <startRequest name="Start Request Form" refPath="/
RestSupport/">    
                    <description/>  
                </startRequest> 
            </startRequests>    
        </getStartRequestFormsResponse> 
    </Body> 
</Envelope>

This example shows the usage of the ca_pam_convertXMLToJSObject(xmlString, elementTagName) method
with the elementTagName parameter.
The following script retrieves all the <startRequest> elements from XML:

var srfResult = ca_pam_convertXMLToJavaScriptObject(xmlString,'startRequest');

srfResult is an array of all the startRequest elements.
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• Example

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<note _text="abc"> 
    <_text>Tove</_text> 
</note> 

This example shows a scenario in which the XML has _text as an element or attribute. In this case, the method
creates an array with the name "_text".

• The first element of the array returns the text node in the element.
• The second element of the array returns the attribute node (with the name "_text") of the element.
• Other elements of the array return the child element nodes (with the name "_text") of the element.

The following script accesses the values:

var parsedXML= ca_pam_convertXMLToJavaScriptObject(xmlString); 
var textNode= parsedXML["_text"][0]; 
var attributeValue= parsedXML["_text"][1]; 
var childTextNodeValue= parsedXML["_text"][2]["_text"]; 

The script has the following result:

textNode=""; 

(...as there is no scalar value with the node.)

attributeValue="abc"; 
childTextNodeValue="Tove"

You can also find this function in the out-of-the-box content in CA Process Automation.

1. On the Home page, click Browse Out-of-the-Box Content.
2. Navigate to the User Interaction Forms folder, then 08 Populate Table SOAP WS: Populate Table SOAP WS.

 Centralizing Configuration Properties
In this release, the configuration properties are centralized to ease the maintenance of
the properties that are common to all nodes and the node-specific properties. To view the
Configuration Properties tab, select the Configuration tab. Further, select the Orchestrator that is
displayed in the Configuration Browser palette, and click the Configuration Properties tab.
catpa04305
In this release, the configuration properties are centralized to ease the maintenance of the properties that are
common to all nodes and the node-specific properties. To view the Configuration Properties tab, select the
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Configuration tab. Further, select the Orchestrator that is displayed in the Configuration Browser palette, and click
the Configuration Properties tab.

The Configuration Properties is centralized for both Domain and Non-Domain Orchestrators. The configuration
properties are classified broadly into the following two categories:

3

For more information, refer the following sections:

4 4

Default Properties
After you install CA Process Automation, the installation results in the Default Properties with the default value
displayed in the Configuration Properties tab. The Default Properties represents the properties of the system (CA
Process Automation) that you have installed. You cannot add or delete a default property.

Custom Properties
The Custom Properties represents the properties that are user-defined.

In a cluster setup, these properties are further classified into the following sub-categories:

• The properties that are common to all nodes are termed as Common Properties. The Common Properties
eliminates the need to update the properties of each node. You can use Common Properties to update the
properties that are common to all nodes together. In a cluster setup, when you update the Common Properties
of all nodes, the properties gets reflected across all nodes.

• The properties that are specific to a particular node are termed as Node-Specific Properties. The Node-Specific
properties are displayed with the name of the node.

Note:

In a standalone setup, the Common Properties and the Node-Specific Properties are applicable to a single node.

• The frequently used custom properties are listed in the Configuration Properties tab. You can use the frequently
used custom properties from the list.

Some updated configuration properties are dynamically reflected instantly after you save the updates. However for
other configuration properties, you need to restart the server to reflect the updated properties. In the CA Process
Automation user interface, you are notified with the appropriate message to restart the server to reflect these
updated properties to corresponding nodes.

Warning:

CA Technologies recommend you not to update or modify a configuration property when the CA Process
Automation server is functioning normally, unless you need to change the limits of any specific functionality
in an environment.

Rules to Perform Actions on the Configuration Properties
Note:

To perform actions such as add, delete, or update a configuration property, click the Lock Icon to lock a
configuration property to reflect the performed actions.

• You cannot delete a System Property. However, you can edit the default value of a System Property with a
desired value

• You can add, delete, or update a Custom Property

List of Custom Properties
The Custom Properties is the user-defined properties. You can add or delete any of the following custom
properties:

Property
Name

Description Data Type Default Value Minimum
Value

Maximum
Value

Restart
Required*

max.ssh.parallel.handshakesMaximum
number of the
concurrent
handshake
connections.

Positive
Integer

3 1 100 Yes
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max.ssh.connection.retriesNumber of
retries for a
failed SSH
connection.

Positive
Integer

2 1 50 No

socket.sotimeoutThe socket
connection
timeout in
milliseconds.

Positive
Integer

30000 (ms) 1 Integer Max No

itpam.js.exec.thresholdThe threshold
(in secs) for
the JavaScript
execution
timeout.

Positive
Integer

60 (secs) 1 120 (secs) No

pam.archival.retrieval.batch.sizeMaximum
batch size to
retrieve from
the archival
table in one
loop.

Positive
Integer

10 1 1000 No

pam.cleanup.orphaned.operators.batch.sizeMaximum
batch size
to clean up
the orphaned
operators
from the
C2ORuntimeObjects
table in one
loop.

Positive
Integer

100 1 10000 No

pam.cleanup.orphaned.operators.loop.countMaximum
number of
loops to run
for cleaning
the orphaned
operators.

Positive
Integer

10 1 100 No

pam.archiver.batch.sizeMaximum
batch size to
archive the
completed
process
instances.

Positive
Integer

1000 1 10000 No

archiver.init.delayTime (in
mins) to delay
the archival
process to
start.

Positive
Integer

2 (mins) 1 60 (mins) Yes

pam.purge.batch.sizeMaximum
batch size
to purge the
archived
instances.

Positive
Integer

50 1 10000 No

auto.touchpoint.recovery.interval.minTime (in mins)
between two
successive
automatic
touchpoint
recoveries.

Positive
Integer

2 (mins) 1 10080 (mins) Yes
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oasis.ldap.read.timeoutRead timeout
(in secs) for
the LDAP
search.

Positive
Integer

10 (secs) 1 Integer Max No

oasis.ldap.connect.timeoutConnection
timeout (in
secs) for the
LDAP search.

Positive
Integer

30 (secs) 1 Integer Max No

dataset.lock.timeoutTimeout
(in ms) for
the dataset
locking.

Positive
Integer

120000 (ms) 1 300000 (ms) Yes

rest.max.archive.query.resultsMaximum
results while
retrieving
the process
instances.

Positive
Integer

20 1 Integer Max No

noOfConsumersNumber of
consumers for
the request
and response
queue in
ActiveMQ.

Positive
Integer

30 1 150 Yes

eem.cache.timeoutThe timeout
(in secs) for
the CA EEM
cache.

Positive
Integer

30 (secs) 30 (secs) 600 (secs) Yes

oasis.flows.runner.countThe count of
the parallel
workflow
instances
that you can
trigger at a
time from the
Start Process
Operator or an
SRF.

Positive
Integer

15 2 300 Yes

concurrent.event.opsThe count
of the
parallel event
operations
that you can
execute at a
given time.

Positive
Integer

50 2 Integer Max Yes

oasis.concurrent.calc.opsThe count of
the parallel
calculation
(Run
JavaScript)
operators
 that you can
execute at a
given time.

Positive
Integer

50 2 5000 Yes
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concurrent.ucf.opsThe count of
the parallel
UCF operators
that you can
execute at a
given time.

Positive
Integer

50 2 Integer Max Yes

concurrent.waitforcondition.opsThe count of
the parallel
wait for the
condition
operators
that you can
execute at a
given time.

Positive
Integer

50 2 Integer Max Yes

pam.trigger.imap.connection.timeoutThe timeout
(in secs) for
an IMAP
connection.

Positive
Integer

15 (secs) 15 Integer Max Yes

pam.trigger.imap.connection.retry.countThe count of
the number
of retries to
be made for
a failed IMAP
connection.

Positive
Integer

6 1 Integer Max Yes

oasis.response.payload.size.thresholdThe maximum
size of the
payload
(in MB) in
a service
response.

Positive
Integer

2 MB 1 MB 2 MB No

pam.transport.messenger.max.connectionsThe maximum
connections
for the
transport layer
client.

Positive
Integer

15 10 15 Yes

pam.transport.messenger.max.perrouteThe maximum
connections
per route for
the transport
layer client.

Positive
Integer

10 5 10 Yes

pam.transport.messenger.max.conn.timeoutThe
connection
timeout (in
secs) for the
transport layer
client.

Positive
Integer

20 (secs) 20 (secs) Integer Max Yes

pam.transport.messenger.max.so.timeoutThe socket
timeout (in
secs) for the
transport layer
client.

Positive
Integer

30 (secs) 30 (secs) Integer Max Yes

pam.transport.messenger.idle.conn.timeoutThe idle
connection
timeout (in
secs) for the
transport layer
client.

Positive
Integer

18 (secs) 18 (secs) Integer Max Yes

http://pam.transport.messenger.max.so
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pam.transport.messenger.timer.op.periodThe
connection
clean up
action timer in
seconds.

Positive
Integer

20 (secs) 20 (secs) Integer Max Yes

pam.websocket.send.message.timeoutThe timeout
(in ms) for the
websocket
message
connections.

Positive
Integer

100 ms 100 ms Integer Max No

pam.websocket.send.message.timeout.countThe count of
the number of
loops before
the websocket
message
connection
times out.

Positive
Integer

5 2 Integer Max No

gateway.client.timeoutThe remote
client timeout
(in ms) for the
HTTP proxy
client.

Positive
Integer

640000 (ms) 60000 (ms) Integer Max Yes

gateway.client.max.connections.peraddressThe remote
client max
connections
per address
for the HTTP
proxy client.

Positive
Integer

100 10 Integer Max Yes

pam.websocket.conn.max.idle.timeoutThe idle
connection
timeout (in
mins) for the
web socket
connection.

Positive
Integer

1560 (mins) 600 (mins) Integer Max Yes

pam.websocket.conn.max.text.message.sizeThe maximum
message size
(in bytes) for
the web socket
connection.

Positive
Integer

1638400 1024 Integer Max Yes

pam.websocket.conn.communication.periodic.intervalA periodic
interval (in
mins) to send
a dummy
message
to keep the
web socket
connection
alive.

Positive
Integer

1500 (mins) 500 (mins) Integer Max Yes

pam.transport.listener.max.read.timeThe maximum
read time in
seconds.

Positive
Integer

30 (secs) 10 (secs) Integer Max Yes

pam.transport.listener.max.idle.timeThe maximum
idle time (in
secs) for a
thread.

Positive
Integer

15 (secs) 10 (secs) Integer Max Yes
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pam.transport.listener.max.idle.conn.timeoutThe maximum
idle time (in
secs) for a
connection.

Positive
Integer

45 (secs) 25 (secs) Integer Max Yes

pam.jdbc.select.max.lob.bytesThe maximum
LOB size
(in bytes) in
JDBC.

Positive
Integer

32768 16k Integer Max Yes

mail.attachment.buffer.sizeThe
attachment
size (in KB) of
the mail.

Positive
Integer

256 1 Integer Max No

mail.maximum.content.sizeThe content
size (in KB) of
the mail.

Positive
Integer

64 1 Integer Max No

pam.ssh.wait.after.write.msThe wait
time (in ms)
after a write
operation.

Positive
Integer

1000 (ms) 1000 (ms) Integer Max No

mirroring.intervalThe mirroring
time interval
(in mins) from
the domain.

Positive
Integer

60 (mins) 15 (mins) 300 (mins) Yes

myTaskRefreshIntervalThe MyTasks
notification
count refresh
interval (in
secs) in the
user interface.

Positive
Integer

30 (secs) 10 (secs) Integer Max No

pam.ftp.send.utf8Use this
property to
encode the
data to be
used in the
FTP transfers.

Boolean True NA NA No

pam.escape.unescape.alwaysUse this
property in the
CastorXML
for Marshall or
Unmarshall.

Boolean False NA NA No

oasis.disable.implicit.dataset.lockThis system
variable
property
defines if
the named
datasets are
globally locked
or not.

Boolean False NA NA No

disable.dataset.lock.read.operationThis system
variable
property
defines if
the named
datasets are
globally locked
or not.

Boolean False NA NA No

http://pam.ssh.wait.after.write.ms
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pam.archive.purge.parallelUse this flag to
set the archive
or purge to be
executed in
parallel.

Boolean False NA NA No

pam.symetric.archvingUse this flag
to set the
archival to be
handled by all
nodes.

Boolean False NA NA Yes

pam.archiver.delete.null.enddate.instancesUse this flag
to set the
deletion of the
instances with
the null end
date.

Boolean False NA NA Yes

pam.archiver.custom.cleanupUse this flag
to perform
the custom
cleanup of the
archiver table.

Boolean False NA NA No

pam.forward.unknown.uuid.tolocalUse this flag
to set the
unknown
server UIDs
response to be
handled by the
local server.

Boolean False NA NA Yes

pam.disable.bootup.recoveryUse this flag
to start the
recovery
during the
bootup.

Boolean False NA NA Yes

writeResponseLocalUse this flag
to write the
response in
the local file
system.

Boolean False NA NA No

disable.ReportingUse this flag
to disable
the reporting
on the other
cluster nodes
as it is done by
only master.

Boolean False NA NA Yes

pam.reporting.delete.use.endtimeUse this flag
to set whether
to use the
endTime field
to delete the
reporting data
or not.

Boolean False NA NA Yes

pam.transport.messenger.proxy.requiredUse this flag
to set the
proxy related
properties for
the transport
layer client.

Boolean False NA NA Yes
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pam.transport.messenger.proxy.securedUse this flag to
set the proxy
as secure or
unsecure for
the transport
layer client.

Boolean False NA NA Yes

pam.transport.messenger.proxy.ntlmUse this flag to
set the proxy
as NTLM for
the transport
layer client.

Boolean False NA NA Yes

pam.transport.messenger.proxy.enable.negotiateThis flag sets
the proxy
to use the
Kerberos
authentication
scheme for the
transport layer
client.

Boolean False NA NA Yes

pam.transport.messenger.proxy.print_pssddThis flag prints
the proxy
password in
the debug
logger.

Boolean False NA NA Yes

oasis.dns.lookup.strictUse this
property for
the strict DNS
Lookup.

Boolean False NA NA No

pam.secured.mode.transport.check.validityThe properties
that are
related to
the transport
server.

Boolean True NA NA Yes

pam.secured.mode.transport.check.signatureThe properties
that are
related to
the transport
server.

Boolean True NA NA Yes

pam.secured.mode.transport.need.client.authThe properties
that are
related to
the transport
server.

Boolean True NA NA Yes

pam.secured.mode.transport.ignore.cert.checkThe properties
that are
related to
the transport
server.

Boolean True NA NA Yes

use.jms.cached.connectionsSet this flag to
initially check
the cached
connections
for JMS.

Boolean True NA NA No

org.apache.tomcat.util.buf.UDecoder.ALLOW_ENCODED_SLASHRepresents
the Tomcat
properties.

Boolean True NA NA Yes
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oasis.bypass.spsSet this flag
to bypasses
SPS.

Boolean False NA NA Yes

allowDocumentSigningSet this flag
to allow the
documents
signing.

Boolean False NA NA Yes

force.enLocale.SOAP.ResponseSet this flag
to force
an English
response for a
SOAP request.

Boolean False NA NA No

pam.log.soap.requestSet this flag to
log the SOAP
request to a
file.

Boolean False NA NA No

jboss.bind.addressThe IP
address of
the system
where you
have installed
CA PAM.

String The IP
address of
the system
where you
have installed
CA PAM.

NA NA Yes

java.io.tmpdir Specifies the
temp directory
for Java.

String /.c2otmp NA NA Yes

SvcOpLog The log file
path with the
name to log
the service
operation
response to
the log file.

String None NA NA No

pam.soap.keystore.pathThe keystore
path of
certificate that
is used to
authenticate
the SOAP
requests.

String None NA NA No

pam.cors.enabledSet this flag to
enable CORS
supportability
for CA PAM.

Boolean False NA NA No

pam.transport.messenger.proxy.hostnameThe proxy
hostname
to access
the transport
client.

String None NA NA Yes

pam.transport.messenger.proxy.usernameThe proxy
username
to access
the transport
client.

String None NA NA Yes

http://java.io
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pam.transport.messenger.proxy.domainThe proxy
domain for
the transport
client.

String None NA NA Yes

KEYSTORE_TYPEThe type of
keystore.

String JKS NA NA Yes

pam.ssl.messaging.cert.aliasThe alias
name of the
certificate in
the keystore,
which is used
for security.

String ITPAM NA NA No

pam.ssl.internal.truststore.pathThe user-
defined
keystore path.

String User-defined
keystore path

NA NA Yes

pam.cors.allowed.originsThe property
that is related
to the CORS
support of CA
PAM.

String ALL NA NA Yes

jsse.enableSNIExtensionThis property
enables or
disables
the SNI
Host Name
matching.

Boolean False NA NA No

Note:

* If Restart Required is Yes, perform the following action:

• For Common Properties, restart all the nodes.
• For Node-Specific Properties, restart only the specific node.

 OasisConfig.Properties Reference
The OasisConfig.properties text file controls . The selections that the installer makes when
installing the Domain Orchestrator, its prerequisites, and its objects are stored as parameter
values in the OasisConfig.properties file.
catpa04305
The OasisConfig.properties text file controls CA Process Automation. The selections that the installer makes
when installing the Domain Orchestrator, its prerequisites, and its objects are stored as parameter values in the
OasisConfig.properties file.

Warning:  Restrict the updating of OasisConfig.properties to a trusted administrator.

The following articles describe updating the OasisConfig.properties file:

• Control Caches of CA EEM Updates.
• Change the SNMP Traps Listener Port.
• Configure Domain Properties.
• Control the Timeout for CA Process Automation.
• Create and Implement Your Own Certificate for CA Process Automation.
• Implement Your Third-Party Trusted SSL Certificate for CA Process Automation.
• Maintain the DNS Host Name.
• Maintain IP Addresses.
• Set Maximum Number of CA EEM Users and Groups.
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Installing includes the following topics about updating the OasisConfig.properties file:

• Enable Logout in CA Process Automation for SSO
• Enable NTLM Pass-Through Authentication After Installation
• Generate SSL Certificate Files
• Maintain the DNS Host Name
• Port Planning Prerequisites
• Resolve Port Conflict for an Agent

Note:

See Operators Reference for information about updating the operator ports in the OasisConfig.properties file.

 Web Services includes the following topics about updating the OasisConfig.properties
file, executePendingInteraction Method.

 Oasis Configuration Properties File
The Oasis Configuration properties file (OasisConfig.properties) contains the property settings
for all aspects of . The file is located in the install_dir/server/c2o/.config folder. All users with
access to the installation location can modify the files. Consider restricting access to this
location. Some values must not be edited.
catpa04305
The Oasis Configuration properties file (OasisConfig.properties) contains the property settings for all aspects of
CA Process Automation. The file is located in the install_dir/server/c2o/.config folder. All users with access to the
CA Process Automation installation location can modify the files. Consider restricting access to this location. Some
values must not be edited.

Note:

Consider that you are using a secure proxy server in your network to access web service calls. Then, provide the
value for the proxy host and proxy port in the OasisConfig.properties file for the following parameters:

• https.proxyHost = <Proxy Host IP Address or Proxy Host Name>
• https.proxyPort = <Proxy Port>

 AcceptAllSSLCertificates
Specifies whether to accept all certificates in secure communication.
catpa04305
Specifies whether to accept all certificates in secure communication.

Example:

true

 certificatefolderFullpath
Defines the path of the folder that contains the security certificate. The path is relative to the c2o
folder.
catpa04305
Defines the path of the folder that contains the security certificate. The path is relative to the c2o folder.

Example:
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install_dir/server/c2o/.c2orepository/public/certification/

 CERTPASSWORD
Defines the password that is used to control access to the keystore that is used to encrypt
passwords and other critical data.
catpa04305
Defines the password that is used to control access to the keystore that is used to encrypt passwords and other
critical data.

Example:

XNASLujiOdl6POYm8CwjBTHnFUlbXQLcPqd+xc7oJkPF5X3cq8UHbEYL4iH
+01b1EmwHhw9uPXqDABcJqIJ+ECmODDAMn7rytSWqli+oxKp
+e5scp1fnHjF1ENCKZNasYy6nF6vPozT9qLmB7DhzuFAvg8Av9J/
U4ngYrZ5AMdU1sFP5Ddf3nw==

 CLUSTERNODEID
Determines a node uniquely in a cluster.
catpa04305
Determines a node uniquely in a cluster.

Example:

8d11558a-3bf7-43d9-b394-4c055229e9ae

 DOMAINID
Defines the unique ID for the Domain.
catpa04305
Defines the unique ID for the Domain.

Example :

ac04f945-f08b-4308-aa9c-c3fd95964f4d

 eem
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 eem.cache.timeout
This user-added parameter defines the maximum age (in seconds) of the cache that stores user
credentials with the associated permissions profile. If set to zero, this  authorization cache is
turned off and  sends a request to CA EEM (CA EEM) each time user permissions are needed.
When this parameter is missing,  uses 30 seconds as the refresh rate for the secondary cache. 
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catpa04305
This user-added parameter defines the maximum age (in seconds) of the cache that stores user credentials with
the associated permissions profile. If set to zero, this CA Process Automation authorization cache is turned off
and CA Process Automation sends a request to CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) each time
user permissions are needed. When this parameter is missing, CA Process Automation uses 30 seconds as the
refresh rate for the secondary cache. 

Note:  See Control Caches of CA EEM Updates for details about the two CA EEM caches.

Example:
30

 eem.connection.retries
Defines the number of retries for authentication when the security server is EEM.
catpa04305
Defines the number of retries for authentication when the security server is EEM.

Example:

3

 eem.max.search.size
Defines the maximum number of records to search simultaneously in EEM.
catpa04305
Defines the maximum number of records to search simultaneously in EEM.

Example:

10000

 eiamCertKeyPath
Defines the name of the security certificate key file that is used for authentication. This property
is only applicable if isFipsMode=true.
catpa04305
Defines the name of the security certificate key file that is used for authentication. This property is only applicable if
isFipsMode=true.

Example:

PAM.key

 FIPS_COMPLIANT
Specifies whether the  server is FIPS-compliant.
catpa04305
Specifies whether the CA Process Automation server is FIPS-compliant.
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Example:

true

 itpam
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 itpam.initialperiodicheartbeatfrequency
Defines the initial heartbeat frequency (in minutes).
catpa04305
Defines the initial heartbeat frequency (in minutes).

Example:

2

 itpam.web.keystore.password
Defines the password of the keystore that is used for signing jars.
catpa04305
Defines the password of the keystore that is used for signing jars.

Example:

LQotQj55Y8dPGRRXkrF4yTyk/IwzTcT0rLY
+pWeGrGHaRKnlcXHL3fr7pYIzjVhoGdrnRxSO4Prl70rIxqs3fCGIgFVIAnOzICQ9ct4qXIBIPnxQcgflrF0WDdaIjCS6ubKwe9Wxhn0xjnmctvkLnMC1L74b48yQd9yhWSMAgpLAPLPJiMz/
VoIzcFVylqLS44KdM+wH6b6xkqVJECSH1GolBG2QUj/2

 itpam.web.keystorealias
Defines the alias name of the certificate in the keystore that is used for signing jars.
catpa04305
Defines the alias name of the certificate in the keystore that is used for signing jars.

Example:

ITPAM

 itpam.web.keystorepath
Defines the path of the keystore that is used for signing jars.
catpa04305
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Defines the path of the keystore that is used for signing jars.

Example:

C:/Program Files/CA/PAMcert_Java7_Node2/server/c2o/.config/c2okeystore

 jboss
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 jboss.default.jgroups.stack
Defines the default stack type being set up for use by JGroups for the application to run on.
catpa04305
Defines the default stack type being set up for use by JGroups for the application to run on.

Example:

tcp

 jboss.ha.jndi.port
Defines the port on which the HA-JNDI stub is made available.
catpa04305
Defines the port on which the HA-JNDI stub is made available.

Example:

1100

 jboss.ha.jndi.rmi.port
Defines the RMI port that the HA-JNDI service uses when bound.
catpa04305
Defines the RMI port that the HA-JNDI service uses when bound.

Example:

1101

 jboss.ha.pooledinvoker.serverbind.port
Defines the pooled invoker HA server bind port.
catpa04305
Defines the pooled invoker HA server bind port.
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Example:

4446

 jboss.ha.rmi.object.port
Defines the RMI object port that JRMPInvokerHA uses.
catpa04305
Defines the RMI object port that JRMPInvokerHA uses.

Example:

4447

 jboss.hbm2.netty.ssl.port
The JBoss. SSL version of Netty requires this property.
catpa04305
The JBoss. SSL version of Netty requires this property.

Example:

5446

 jboss.jbm2.port
Defines the communication transport to JBoss Messaging. JBoss Messaging 2 Netty requires
this property.
catpa04305
Defines the communication transport to JBoss Messaging. JBoss Messaging 2 Netty requires this property.

Example:

5445

 jboss.jgroups.tcp_sync.tcp_port
Defines the TCP sync port for TCP-based clustering in JBoss.
catpa04305
Defines the TCP sync port for TCP-based clustering in JBoss.

Example:
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7650

 jboss.jgroups.tcp.tcp_port
Defines the TCP port for TCP-based clustering in JBoss.
catpa04305
Defines the TCP port for TCP-based clustering in JBoss.

Example:

7600

 jboss.jndi.port
Defines the listening port for the bootstrap JNP(JNDI Provider) service.
catpa04305
Defines the listening port for the bootstrap JNP(JNDI Provider) service.

Example:

1099

 jboss.mcast.ha.partition.port
Defines the multicast UDP port for HAPartition. This port is defined in cluster-service.xml and
jmx-console.war/WEB-INF/web.xml.
catpa04305
Defines the multicast UDP port for HAPartition. This port is defined in cluster-service.xml and jmx-console.war/
WEB-INF/web.xml.

Example:

45566

 jboss.mcast.http.sessionreplication.port
Defines the multicast UDP port for HttpSession replication. This port is defined in tc5-cluster-
service.xml.
catpa04305
Defines the multicast UDP port for HttpSession replication. This port is defined in tc5-cluster-service.xml.

Example:

45567
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 jboss.mcast.jndi.autodiscovery.port
Defines the multicast group port that is used for JNDI autodiscovery. This port is defined in
cluster-service.xml and hajndi-jms-ds.xml in deploy/jms.
catpa04305
Defines the multicast group port that is used for JNDI autodiscovery. This port is defined in cluster-service.xml and
hajndi-jms-ds.xml in deploy/jms.

Example:

1102

 jboss.messaging.controlchanneltcpport
Defines the TCP-based messaging control channel port.
catpa04305
Defines the TCP-based messaging control channel port.

Example:

7901

 jboss.partition.udpgroup
Defines the multicast address for this cluster node.
catpa04305
Defines the multicast address for this cluster node.

Example:

228.1.46.192

 jboss.pooledinvoker.serverbind.port
Defines the pooled invoker server bind port.
catpa04305
Defines the pooled invoker server bind port.

Example:

4445

 jboss.remoting.port
Defines the File Ref deploy/jmx-remoting.sar. JBoss Remoting requires this property.
catpa04305
Defines the File Ref deploy/jmx-remoting.sar. JBoss Remoting requires this property.
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Example:

1090

 jboss.remoting.transport.Connector.port
Defines a JBoss-related port.
catpa04305
Defines a JBoss-related port.

Example:

3873

 jboss.rmi.classloader.webservice.port
Defines the port that is used for the simple HTTP service that supports requests for classes for
RMI dynamic class loading, org.jboss.web.WebService.
catpa04305
Defines the port that is used for the simple HTTP service that supports requests for classes for RMI dynamic class
loading, org.jboss.web.WebService.

Example:

8083

 jboss.rmi.object.port
Defines the RMI server socket listening port to which RMI clients connect when communicating
through the proxy interface.
catpa04305
Defines the RMI server socket listening port to which RMI clients connect when communicating through the proxy
interface.

Example:

4444

 jboss.rmi.port
Defines the port of the RMI naming service.
catpa04305
Defines the port of the RMI naming service.
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Example:

1098

 jboss.transaction.timeout
Defines the time when the reaper starts timing out the ongoing transactions after timeout a
timeout occurs. JBoss requires this property.
catpa04305
Defines the time when the reaper starts timing out the ongoing transactions after timeout a timeout occurs. JBoss
requires this property.

Example:

300

 jboss.tx.manager.sock.pid.port
Defines the File Ref deploy/transaction-jboss-beans.xml. JBossTS requires this property.
catpa04305
Defines the File Ref deploy/transaction-jboss-beans.xml. JBossTS requires this property.

Example:

4714

 jboss.tx.recovery.manager.port
Defines the File Ref deploy/transaction-jboss-beans.xml. JBossTS Recovery Manager requires
this property.
catpa04305
Defines the File Ref deploy/transaction-jboss-beans.xml. JBossTS Recovery Manager requires this property.

Example:

4712

 jboss.uil.serverbind.port
Defines the port to which Unified Invocation Layer (UIL) service clients connect when they
establish a connection to the JBossMQ server.
catpa04305
Defines the port to which Unified Invocation Layer (UIL) service clients connect when they establish a connection to
the JBossMQ server.
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Example:

8093

 jboss.tx.status.manager
Defines the File Ref deploy/transaction-jboss-beans.xml. JBossTS Transaction Status Manager
requires this property.
catpa04305
Defines the File Ref deploy/transaction-jboss-beans.xml. JBossTS Transaction Status Manager requires this
property.

Example:

4713

 jboss.messaging.datachanneltcpport
Defines the TCP-based messaging datachannel port.
catpa04305
Defines the TCP-based messaging datachannel port.

Example:

7900

 jboss.service.binding.port
Defines the File Ref deploy/messaging/remoting-bisocket-service.xml. JBoss Messaging
requires this property.
catpa04305
Defines the File Ref deploy/messaging/remoting-bisocket-service.xml. JBoss Messaging requires this property.

Example:

4457

 jsse.enableSNIExtension
Enables or Disables the SNI Host Name Matching.
catpa04305
Enables or Disables the SNI Host Name Matching.

 jts
Contents:
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catpa04305
Contents:

 jts.allow.multi.last.rsrc
Specifies the property that Jboss Transaction Service uses. If XA resources are involved in
multiple transactions, this property is false.
catpa04305
Specifies the property that Jboss Transaction Service uses. If XA resources are involved in multiple transactions,
this property is false.

 jts.default.tx.reaper.timeout
Defines a nonnegative integer that the JBoss Transaction Service requires.
catpa04305
Defines a nonnegative integer that the JBoss Transaction Service requires.

Example:

120000

 KEYSTOREID
Defines the password of the keystore.
catpa04305
Defines the password of the keystore.

Example:

ac04f945-f08b-4308-aa9c-c3fd95964f4d

 loadbalancer.worker.node
Defines the name of this node in the cluster. This property is applicable only if it is a part of
cluster.
catpa04305
Defines the name of this node in the cluster. This property is applicable only if it is a part of cluster.

Example:

node2

 mail
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:
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 mail.attachment.buffer.size
Lets you download an email with a specified amount of buffer.K is the unit of measure. For
example, if you specify 256,  defines it as 256K.
catpa04305
Lets you download an email with a specified amount of buffer.
K is the unit of measure. For example, if you specify 256, CA Process Automation defines it as 256K.

Example:

mail.attachment.buffer.size=256

 mail.imap.fetchsize
This property is specific to IMAP protocol and is not introduced for . This property lets you more
quickly download large mail attachments.Specify this property in bytes.
catpa04305
This property is specific to IMAP protocol and is not introduced for CA Process Automation. This property lets you
more quickly download large mail attachments.
Specify this property in bytes.

Example:
To specify 800k, multiply 800*1024.

mail.imap.fetchsize=819200

 managementconsole.timeout
Defines the timeout (in minutes) for . The timeout is the interval  can be idle, after which the
session expires.
catpa04305
Defines the timeout (in minutes) for CA Process Automation. The timeout is the interval CA Process
Automation can be idle, after which the session expires.

Example:

30

 ntlm.enabled
Specifies whether NTLM authentication is enabled. When changing this port, remove the .c2o
folder in the ${Installation Dir}/server/c2o/.system folder, if it exists.
catpa04305
Specifies whether NTLM authentication is enabled. When changing this port, remove the .c2o folder in the
${Installation Dir}/server/c2o/.system folder, if it exists.

 OAPort
Defines a JBoss-related port.
catpa04305
Defines a JBoss-related port.
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Example:

3528

 oasis
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 oasis.database.additionalparamurl
Defines parameters that are used to create the database connection.
catpa04305
Defines parameters that are used to create the database connection.

Example:

responseBuffering=full;SelectMethod=cursor;

 oasis.database.connectionurl
Defines the Library database JDBC connection URL.
catpa04305
Defines the Library database JDBC connection URL.

Example:

jdbc:sqlserver://lodivsa205:1433;databaseName=

 oasis.database.databasetype
Defines the type of library database.
catpa04305
Defines the type of library database.

Example:

MSSQLServer2005

 oasis.database.datasource.class
Defines the datasource class.
catpa04305
Defines the datasource class.
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Example:

com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerXADataSource

 oasis.database.dbhostname
Defines the host name of the library database server.
catpa04305
Defines the host name of the library database server.

Example:

lodivsa205

 oasis.database.dbport
Defines the Library database server connection port number.
catpa04305
Defines the Library database server connection port number.

Example:

1433

 oasis.database.dialect
Defines the user-defined dialect class of the library database.
catpa04305
Defines the user-defined dialect class of the library database.

Example:

com.optinuity.c2o.persistence.MSQLServerDialect

 oasis.database.driver
Defines the fully qualified name of the JDBC driver class.
catpa04305
Defines the fully qualified name of the JDBC driver class.

Example:

com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver
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 oasis.database.exceptionsorter
Defines a class that implements the org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.ExceptionSorter interface.
The interface examines database exceptions to determine whether they indicate a connection
error.
catpa04305
Defines a class that implements the org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.ExceptionSorter interface. The interface
examines database exceptions to determine whether they indicate a connection error.

Example:

org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.vendor.SybaseExceptionSorter

 oasis.database.genericdialect
Defines the dialect class of the library database.
catpa04305
Defines the dialect class of the library database.

Example:

org.hibernate.dialect.SQLServerDialect

 oasis.database.lib.dbname
Defines the name of the library database.
catpa04305
Defines the name of the library database.

Example:

pamgacert_cluster_JDK7_rep

 oasis.database.password
Defines the password that is associated with the specified library database server user.
catpa04305
Defines the password that is associated with the specified library database server user.

Example:

SSb28pTxSL4fxuv+8IV8zLz
+S6jwleU4mpQTDTM1xmwQ037qmAjDO74Y569W3LIP0vBUEkJ30raf3/
RsodMLdL3L51cnz8Gus4mJfGJla7WdTtzx0ts0BuUFPxZ1pOpHOUUljFHn73243Iv7/
pXIQe+O8lrHB00XotDicrleXavs+8sXSIPqKyX3gmjy6LUZ
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 oasis.database.queues.dbname
Defines the name of queues database.
catpa04305
Defines the name of queues database.

Example:

pamgacert_cluster_JDK7_run

 oasis.database.typemapping
Defines the type mapping for the datasource.
catpa04305
Defines the type mapping for the datasource.

Example:

MS SQLSERVER2000

 oasis.database.username
Defines the user name for the Library database server.
catpa04305
Defines the user name for the Library database server.

Example:

sa

 oasis.database.validConnectionChecker
Defines a class that implements the org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.ValidConnectionChecker
interface. The interface provides a SQLException isValidConnection(Connection e) mode. The
application calls the mode with a connection that is returned from the pool to test its validity.
catpa04305
Defines a class that implements the org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.ValidConnectionChecker interface. The
interface provides a SQLException isValidConnection(Connection e) mode. The application calls the mode with a
connection that is returned from the pool to test its validity.

Example:

org.jboss.jca.adapters.jdbc.extensions.mssql.MSSQLValidConnectionChecker

 oasis.eem.application.name
Defines the application name in the EEM server on which the policies are defined for the
current  instance.
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catpa04305
Defines the application name in the EEM server on which the policies are defined for the current CA Process
Automation instance.

Example:

pamgacert_cluster_JDK7

 oasis.eem.backend.server.location
Defines the host name of the computer that hosts the EEM security server.
catpa04305
Defines the host name of the computer that hosts the EEM security server.

Example:

lodivsa205

 oasis.eem.certificate.password
Defines the password that is associated with the EEM security certificate. This property is only
applicable if isFipsMode=false.
catpa04305
Defines the password that is associated with the EEM security certificate. This property is only applicable if
isFipsMode=false.

Example:

dD65vFTVmbn8aaZxjot9QCUIfPEey1H8/KGtNShgrronJk0rMtqliDMrNo2VE
+xoAUDcfmT9IPCQsAe497w1xUBkHg8PbZNjWVkPpFYw496eFiwiq7AoyB8WCoUrx8wVnkMjoGs1BqDND
+kjHcnUt9HLljYgxatT7Q2FpbTA7+Qag0W9gSv2oH4iBsUjVs22

 oasis.eem.certificate.path
Defines the name of the security certificate.
catpa04305
Defines the name of the security certificate.

Example:

PAM.p12

 oasis.jxta.host
Defines the host name of the computer that is used for communication with the Orchestrator or
agent.
catpa04305
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Defines the host name of the computer that is used for communication with the Orchestrator or agent.

Example:

name03-I40136.ca.com

 oasis.jxta.port
Defines the port to use for communication with other Orchestrators or agents.
catpa04305
Defines the port to use for communication with other Orchestrators or agents.

Example:

7001

 oasis.local.hostname
Defines the host name of the computer where  is installed.
catpa04305
Defines the host name of the computer where CA Process Automation is installed.

Example:

name03-I40136.ca.com

 oasis.policy.type
Defines the type of login policy.
catpa04305
Defines the type of login policy.

Example:

EEM

 oasis.powershell.path
Defines the PowerShell path on the host computer.
catpa04305
Defines the PowerShell path on the host computer.
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Example:

C:/Windows/System32/WindowsPowerShell/v1.0

 oasis.powershell.setexecutionpolicy
Specifies whether the user selected an option to change the PowerShell run policy during
installation.
catpa04305
Specifies whether the user selected an option to change the PowerShell run policy during installation.

Example:

false

 oasis.protection.level
Specifies the  protection level. In secure mode, the protection level is set to CONFIDENTIAL,
otherwise it is set to NONE.Values: NONE, INTEGRAL, or CONFIDENTIAL.
catpa04305
Specifies the CA Process Automation protection level. In secure mode, the protection level is set to
CONFIDENTIAL, otherwise it is set to NONE.
Values: NONE, INTEGRAL, or CONFIDENTIAL.

 oasis.publisher.name
Defines the name under which this  instance is licensed.
catpa04305
Defines the name under which this CA Process Automation instance is licensed.

Example:

CA

 oasis.reject.unnecessary.approval
Specifies whether to reject an interaction form which has not been configured for approval.
catpa04305
Specifies whether to reject an interaction form which has not been configured for approval.

Example:

true

 oasis.reporting.database.additionalparamurl
Defines the additional parameters to use for creating the database connection.
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catpa04305
Defines the additional parameters to use for creating the database connection.

Example:

;responseBuffering=full;SelectMethod=cursor;

 oasis.reporting.database.connectionurl
Defines the reporting database JDBC connection URL.
catpa04305
Defines the reporting database JDBC connection URL.

Example:

jdbc:sqlserver://lodivsa205:1433;databaseName=

 oasis.reporting.database.databasetype
Defines the type of reporting database.
catpa04305
Defines the type of reporting database.

Example:

MSSQLServer2005

 oasis.reporting.database.dbhostname
Defines the host name of the reporting database server.
catpa04305
Defines the host name of the reporting database server.

Example:

lodivsa205

 oasis.reporting.database.dbname
Defines the name of the reporting database.
catpa04305
Defines the name of the reporting database.

Example:
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pamgacert_cluster_JDK7_rpt

 oasis.reporting.database.dbport
Defines the reporting database server connection port number.
catpa04305
Defines the reporting database server connection port number.

Example:

1433

 oasis.reporting.database.dialect
Defines the user-defined dialect class of the reporting database.
catpa04305
Defines the user-defined dialect class of the reporting database.

Example:

org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.vendor.SybaseExceptionSorter

 oasis.reporting.database.driver
Defines the fully qualified name of the JDBC driver class.
catpa04305
Defines the fully qualified name of the JDBC driver class.

Example:

com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver

 oasis.reporting.database.genericdialect
Defines the dialect class of the reporting database.
catpa04305
Defines the dialect class of the reporting database.

Example:

org.hibernate.dialect.SQLServerDialect

 oasis.reporting.database.password
Defines the password that is associated with the specified user for the reporting database
server.
catpa04305
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Defines the password that is associated with the specified user for the reporting database server.

Example:

oIzz9oH5OU4XRkOaeLblNqEYDsaXNGiMg9LSy2P7gsVLG0ea32nBlUIvXgEXhiKfGzIbCmYFgYoFg0sVBlnY/
k1sAeZ21z20sw5Yr9HC2B3+IRoyy5LXCmByMUMc7Ywq/
BocPnw4e1DBDDfGqCQL/6ciK4CT1C7hU/V3Y4Ktrc9IsPK1aXeNRM1qvpVwBAtG

 oasis.reporting.database.typemapping
Defines the type mapping for the data source.
catpa04305
Defines the type mapping for the data source.

Example:

MS SQLSERVER2000

 oasis.reporting.database.username
Defines the user name for the reporting database server.
catpa04305
Defines the user name for the reporting database server.

Example:

sa

 oasis.reporting.database.ValidConnectionQuery
Defines an SQL statement to run on a connection before it returns from the pool to verify its
validity to test for stale pool connections. For example: select count(*) from x.
catpa04305
Defines an SQL statement to run on a connection before it returns from the pool to verify its validity to test for stale
pool connections. For example: select count(*) from x.

Example:

select 1

 oasis.rntime.database.dbhostname
Defines the host name of the runtime database server.
catpa04305
Defines the host name of the runtime database server.
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Example:

lodivsa205

 oasis.runtime.database.additionalparamurl
Defines the additional parameters that are used to create the database connection.
catpa04305
Defines the additional parameters that are used to create the database connection.

Example:

;responseBuffering=full;SelectMethod=cursor;

 oasis.runtime.database.connectionurl
Defines the runtime database JDBC connection URL.
catpa04305
Defines the runtime database JDBC connection URL.

Example:

jdbc:sqlserver://lodivsa205:1433;databaseName=

 oasis.runtime.database.datasource.class
Defines the data source class.
catpa04305
Defines the data source class.

Example:

com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerXADataSource

 oasis.runtime.database.dbname
Defines the name of the runtime database.
catpa04305
Defines the name of the runtime database.

Example:

pamgacert_cluster_JDK7_run
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 oasis.runtime.database.dbtype
Defines the runtime database type.
catpa04305
Defines the runtime database type.

Example:

MSSQLServer2005

 oasis.runtime.database.dialect
Defines the user-defined dialect class of the runtime database.
catpa04305
Defines the user-defined dialect class of the runtime database.

Example:

com.optinuity.c2o.persistence.MSQLServerDialect

 oasis.runtime.database.driver
Defines the fully qualified name of the JDBC driver class.
catpa04305
Defines the fully qualified name of the JDBC driver class.

Example:

com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver

 oasis.runtime.database.driver.name
Defines the runtime database driver name.
catpa04305
Defines the runtime database driver name.

Example:

com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver (for a MSSQL database) 

 oasis.runtime.database.exceptionsorter
Defines a class that implements the org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.ExceptionSorter interface
to examine database exceptions to determine whether the exception indicates a connection
error.
catpa04305
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Defines a class that implements the org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.ExceptionSorter interface to examine
database exceptions to determine whether the exception indicates a connection error.

Example:

org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.vendor.SybaseExceptionSorter

 oasis.runtime.database.genericdialect
Defines the dialect class of the runtime database.
catpa04305
Defines the dialect class of the runtime database.

Example:

org.hibernate.dialect.SQLServerDialect

 oasis.runtime.database.password
Defines the password that is associated with the specified user for the runtime database server.
catpa04305
Defines the password that is associated with the specified user for the runtime database server.

Example:

SOIjQ79jp66tm5E7ZYxLV2yqtVV54HRVs
+xvNksG7p1pzTZOoOXahwS0XOcVoMl8MznkgQgVOllCIU/
YBx6lT3ZAxnzOMY2xBQnIp5xTxw0Dv5eqqTvpOnm6P2vPOS1RzYGA6GRt3VdASiTZwZs/
BkIX/sY+6C52V/x5Eg7l4hff6/6gS6wvRHdJG/sXU6D6

 oasis.runtime.database.port
Defines the runtime database server connection port number.
catpa04305
Defines the runtime database server connection port number.

Example:

1433

 oasis.runtime.database.typemapping
Defines the type mapping for the data source.
catpa04305
Defines the type mapping for the data source.
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Example:

MS SQLSERVER2000

 oasis.runtime.database.username
Defines the user name for the runtime database server.
catpa04305
Defines the user name for the runtime database server.

Example:

sa

 oasis.runtime.database.validConnectionChecker
Defines a class that implements the org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.ValidConnectionChecker
interface to provide a SQLException isValidConnection(Connection e) method. A connection
that returns from the pool calls this method to test its validity.
catpa04305
Defines a class that implements the org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.ValidConnectionChecker interface to provide a
SQLException isValidConnection(Connection e) method. A connection that returns from the pool calls this method
to test its validity.

Example:

org.jboss.jca.adapters.jdbc.extensions.mssql.MSSQLValidConnectionChecker

 oasis.runtime.database.ValidConnectionQuery
Defines an SQL statement to run on a connection before it returns from the pool to verify its
validity to test for stale pool connections. For example: select count(*) from x.
catpa04305
Defines an SQL statement to run on a connection before it returns from the pool to verify its validity to test for stale
pool connections. For example: select count(*) from x.

Example :

select 1

 oasis.runtime.properties.table.create.stmt
Defines the SQL statement to use to create the properties table if it is not present. The user is
not expected to modify this statement because the application configures the correct value for
the relevant database by default.
catpa04305
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Defines the SQL statement to use to create the properties table if it is not present. The user is not expected to
modify this statement because the application configures the correct value for the relevant database by default.

Example:

create table properties (propkey varchar(255) NOT NULL,propvalue NVARCHAR(MAX),PRIMARY KEY (propkey))

 oasis.security.server.type
Defines the type of security server that is used for authentication and authorization.
catpa04305
Defines the type of security server that is used for authentication and authorization.

Example:

EEM

 oasis.server.isCluster
Specifies whether this  instance is clustered.
catpa04305
Specifies whether this CA Process Automation instance is clustered.

Example:

true

 oasis.snmptrigger.service.port
Defines the listening port for SNMP triggers.
catpa04305
Defines the listening port for SNMP triggers.

Example:

162

 oasis.transport.secure
Specifies whether communication is secure.
catpa04305
Specifies whether communication is secure.

Example:
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true

 OASSLPort
Defines a JBoss-related port.
catpa04305
Defines a JBoss-related port.

Example:

3529

 org
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 org.apache.activemq.managementcontext.port
Defines the activeMQ Management Context port.
catpa04305
Defines the activeMQ Management Context port.

 org.apache.activemq.maxheapsize
Defines the activeMQ Max JVM Heap.
catpa04305
Defines the activeMQ Max JVM Heap.

 org.apache.activemq.minheapsize
Defines the activeMQ Min JVM Heap.
catpa04305
Defines the activeMQ Min JVM Heap.

 org.apache.activemq.tcp.port
Defines the tcp port of the activeMQ.
catpa04305
Defines the tcp port of the activeMQ.

 org.apache.commons.logging.Log
Defines a factory class for instantiating Loggers for Commons Logging.
catpa04305
Defines a factory class for instantiating Loggers for Commons Logging.

Example:

org.apache.commons.logging.impl.Log4JLogger
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 org.apache.commons.logging.LogFactory
Defines a factory class for instantiating Loggers for Commons Logging.
catpa04305
Defines a factory class for instantiating Loggers for Commons Logging.

Example:

org.apache.commons.logging.impl.Log4jFactory

 override.jvm.tmpdir
Specifies whether to override the java.io.tmpdir system variable. The default value (true) lets the
server refer the system variable to c2oHome/tmp. Set this property to false if you do not want
the server to refer the system variable to c2oHome/tmp..
catpa04305
Specifies whether to override the java.io.tmpdir system variable. The default value (true) lets the server refer
the system variable to c2oHome/tmp. Set this property to false if you do not want the server to refer the system
variable to c2oHome/tmp..

Example:

true

 remoting.transport.connector.port
Defines the remoting server bind port.
catpa04305
Defines the remoting server bind port.

Example:

4448

 scripts.tmpDir
Defines the value of the temporary directory that runs scripts.
catpa04305
Defines the value of the temporary directory that runs scripts.

Example:

C:/Users/ADMINI~1/AppData/Local/Temp/2

http://java.io
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 SSL_PROTOCOL
Defines the SSL protocol type. If the Java vendor is IBM Corporation, SSL protocol is used.
Otherwise, TLS is used.
catpa04305
Defines the SSL protocol type. If the Java vendor is IBM Corporation, SSL protocol is used. Otherwise, TLS is
used.

Example:

TLS

 system.encoding
Defines the encoding of this system.
catpa04305
Defines the encoding of this system.

Example :

Cp1252

 tomcat
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 tomcat.connector.ajp.port
Defines the port for the connector component that communicates with a web connector through
the AJP protocol.
catpa04305
Defines the port for the connector component that communicates with a web connector through the AJP protocol.

Example:

8009

 tomcat.connector.http.port
Defines the port for the connector component that supports the HTTP/1.1 protocol. This
property enables Catalina to function as a stand-alone web server, in addition to its ability to
run servlets and JSP pages. The Port is also configured in jboss-ws4ee.sar/META-INF/jboss-
service.xml for Axis SService.
catpa04305
Defines the port for the connector component that supports the HTTP/1.1 protocol. This property enables Catalina
to function as a stand-alone web server, in addition to its ability to run servlets and JSP pages. The Port is also
configured in jboss-ws4ee.sar/META-INF/jboss-service.xml for Axis SService.
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Example:

8080

 tomcat.secure.port
Defines the secure port that the SSL connector uses. This port is unused. This port is the same
port that is configured as:
catpa04305
Defines the secure port that the SSL connector uses. This port is unused. This port is the same port that is
configured as:

• redirectPort for the AJP connector in server.xml
• WebServiceSecurePort for Axis Service in jboss-ws4ee.sar/META-INF/jboss-service.xml

The port is of use only if the SSL connector is enabled.

Example:

8443

 X509_ALGORITHM
Defines the algorithm that is used for SSL certificates. If the Java vendor is IBM Corporation, the
algorithm that is used is IbmX509. Otherwise, SunX509 is used.
catpa04305
Defines the algorithm that is used for SSL certificates. If the Java vendor is IBM Corporation, the algorithm that is
used is IbmX509. Otherwise, SunX509 is used.

Example:

SunX509

 USE_DEPRECATED_COMMS_V1
(For agents only) Determines during the start of an agent whether it uses the new mode of
communication or deprecated mode of communication. This is a boolean value.
catpa04305
(For agents only) Determines during the start of an agent whether it uses the new mode of communication or
deprecated mode of communication. This is a boolean value.

When the Use Deprecated Communications check box in the agent properties is selected, this value is set
to true. CA Process Automation:

• Terminates the web socket connection from the agent, then passes that information to all of the Orchestrators
before termination.

• Cleans the server map where these connection details are stored.

When the Use Deprecated Communications check box in the agent properties is cleared, this value is set to false.

• The agent creates a new web socket connection and sends connection details for the Orchestrator.
• The Orchestrator saves these connection details in a server map.
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See About Agent Communication for more information.

 Enable Disaster Recovery
By default, the following Disaster Recover property in the Oasis Configuration properties file is
disabled:pam.disaster.support=false
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By default, the following Disaster Recover property in the Oasis Configuration properties file is disabled:
pam.disaster.support=false

When you check the Configure Disaster Recovery option, the property changes to true:
pam.disaster.support=true

The following property defines the type of site of the current node when CA Process Automation is installed in DR
mode.
original.installation.mode=Active

The following property defines the time after which the current node becomes functional when the disaster
happens.
disaster.switch.time=10

 Operators Reference
Contents:
catpa04305
Contents:

 Introduction to Operators
includes operators that are grouped into categories.
catpa04305
 

 

CA Process Automation includes operators that are grouped into categories.

Use CA Process Automation system functions to write custom JavaScripts. You can use the JavaScripts in
operators to manipulate CA Process Automation data.

Contents:

 Where Operators Can Run
An operator runs on an Orchestrator by default, but you can specify a specific location (target) in
the execution settings.
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An operator runs on an Orchestrator by default, but you can specify a specific location (target) in the execution
settings.

Note:

The cross mark "x" represents that the operator runs on the corresponding components of CA Process
Automationsuch as Orchestrator, Agent, and Remote Host (SSH Target).

Targets can be specified as a touchpoint, touchpoint group, agent ID, proxy touchpoint, or an IP address or FQDN.
See How Targets for an Operator Can Be Specified for a description of each of these items. Each target ultimately
resolves to an Orchestrator, one or more agents, or a remote host with an SSH connection to an agent. Where the
operator runs is significant because in some cases the process that is being designed must operate on a specific
host. Many operators can execute on either an Orchestrator or on agents. However, certain operators can execute
only on Orchestrators; another can execute only on agents. Others require that the targeted remote host support
SSH access.

We recommend that you dedicate an agent to running Invoke Java operators. This is the only CA Process
Automation operator that cannot run on an Orchestrator.
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Note:  Agents acting as proxy touchpoints have different category requirements. Operations that target proxy
touchpoints (or a remote host referenced by a host group) go through SSH.

 Category  Operator  Orchestrator  Agent  Remote Host (SSH
Target) 

Command
Execution 

    

 Run Program x x x

 Run SSH Command x x  

 Run SSH Script x x  

 Run Script x x x

 Run Telnet
Command

x x  

 Run Telnet Script x x  

 Databases     

 Bulk Insert into
Database

x x x

 Delete from
Database

x x x

 Get Database
Schema

x x x

 Get Free Space x x x

 Get Stored
Procedure

x x x

 Get Table x x x

 Get Used Space x x x

 Get Version x x x

 Get View x x x

 Insert into Database x x x

 Query Database x x x

 Select from
Database

x x x

 Update in Database x x x

 Date-Time     

 Check Calendar x   

 Check Date-Time x   

 Directory Services     

 Add Computer to
Domain

x x  

 Add User to Group x x  

 Create Group x x  

 Create Object x x  

 Create
Organizational Unit

x x  

 Create User x x  

 Delete Object x x  
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 Get Domain
Controller

x x  

 Get Dormant
Account

x x  

 Get Object x x  

 Get User x x  

 Move Object x x  

 Remove User from
Group

x x  

 Update Object
Attributes

x x  

 Update User Home
Directory

x x  

 Email     

 Create Folder x x  

 Delete Email x x  

 Delete Folder x x  

 Get Email Content x x  

 Get Email Count x x  

 Get Email Envelope x x  

 Get Email List x x  

 Move Email x x  

 Purge Folder x x  

 Rename Folder x x  

 Send Email x x  

 File Management     

 Compress File x x x

 Copy File x x x

 Create Folder x x x

 Decompress File x x x

 Delete File x x x

 Get Directory
Content

x x x

 Get File Attributes x x x

 Monitor File x x x

 Read from File x x x

 Rename File x x x

 Search File Content x x x

 Update File
Ownership

x x x

 Update File
Permission

x x x

 Update File
Timestamp

x x x

 Write File x x x
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 File Transfer     

 Create Directory x x x

 Delete Directory x x x

 Delete File x x x

 Download File x x x

 Get File Information x x x

 Move File x x x

 TFTP Download File x x  

 TFTP Upload File x x  

 Upload File x x x

 Java Management     

 Get MBean Attributes x x  

 Invoke MBean
Method

x x  

 Update MBean
Attributes

x x  

 Network Utilities     

 Get Local Network
Interfaces

x x  

 Get Network
Services Status

x x  

 Get SNMP Variable x x  

 Monitor SNMP
Variable

x x  

 Ping Host x x  

 Send SNMP Trap x x  

 Update SNMP
Variable

x x  

 Process Control     

 Assign User Task x   

 Evaluate Expression x   

 Manage Resources x   

 Monitor Event x   

 Send Event x   

 Start Process x   

 Standard     

 Start x   

 Comment x   

 Stop Success x   

 Stop Failure x   

 Process Progress x   

 And x   

 Or x   

 Reset x   
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 Loop x   

 Change Lane x   

 Exception x   

 Utilities     

 Apply Xpath x   

 Apply XSLT x   

 Delay x   

 Invoke Java  x  

 Run JavaScript x   

 Web Services     

 HTTP Delete x x  

 HTTP Get x x  

 HTTP Head x x  

 HTTP Options x x  

 HTTP Post x x  

 HTTP Post Form x x  

 HTTP Put x x  

 HTTP Trace x x  

 Invoke SOAP
Method

x x  

 Invoke SOAP
Method Async

x x  

 Common Properties of all Operators
Operator configuration options display in the Properties window when you double-click an
operator in a process or schedule object.
catpa04305
 

Operator configuration options display in the Properties window when you double-click an operator in a process or
schedule object.

Configuration for operator categories is described in Administrating

Note:  Verify that the Properties check box is selected if the properties for an operator do not display. Select View,
Properties in the top right-hand corner of the Designer, then maximize the Properties window at the bottom of the
screen. If the operators themselves do not display, click Operators under the View menu.

Contents:

 Execution Settings (All Operators)
Execution Settings (All Operators)
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• Target

Use this parameter to specify the target on which to run the operator. A target can be a touchpoint, touchpoint
group, Agent ID, proxy touchpoint, IP address, or FQDN. Be sure that you enable the category for the operator
on the touchpoint. To open the Object Browser dialog and select a touchpoint, click Select.

• Target is a calculated expression
Use this parameter to specify the target using an expression. To specify a target dynamically at runtime, use a
calculated expression. Consider the following examples:

• Use a string dataset variable containing the name of the touchpoint.
• Use an Object Reference dataset variable that points to the touchpoint.
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Warning:  When a process is destined for an import as a content package, specify the IP address or
FQDN in a dataset. A dataset can be modified in the import environment, but the Target field cannot.

• Match target in Host Groups only
Use this parameter to specify how to resolve the target name.

• Selected
Use this parameter to specify that the Target field contains a host name or IP address that a host group
references.

Note:  If the Target field contains touchpoint, a proxy touchpoint, or an agent ID, the execution fails.
• Cleared

Use this parameter to specify that the Target field contains the name of a touchpoint, a proxy touchpoint, or
an agent ID.

Note:  If the Target field contains a valid host group reference, the processing succeeds but it is not
optimized.

• Loop 
CA Process Automation lets you loop an operator until some condition is met. The Loop property specifies the
number of times that an operator repeats. 
Only when the loop completes, the exit conditions and the connecting links from the operator that is running in a
loop are evaluated.

Note:  For more detailed information about using loops in CA Process Automation, see Building.
• Timeout

Use this parameter to set a timeout as part of every operator. If the operator does not finish by the specified
time, this setting provides an exit strategy. The Timeout option provides the choice to either:

• End the operator and take the alternate timeout path.
• Let the operator continue while taking the timeout path.
• Reset the operator (run the operator again).
• No Timeout

Use this parameter to specify that the operator has no timeout. This check box is selected by default.
• Type

Select either Duration or Target Date.
• Duration/Target Date and Time
• If you select Duration, enter a timeout duration in seconds.

The proper format for this field is anything that can be treated as an integer/long, or string literals (for
example,"10").
The timeout is specific to each iteration of a loop. Therefore, a timeout occurs only if a single iteration takes
longer than the timeout duration.

• If you select Target Date, enter a date and time when you want the operator to time out.
When a string literal is entered in this field, it can be in one of the following formats:

• JVM Format - The date/time format that the Java application understands. This format varies with the
Java installation.

• If the JVM format is unknown, enter as "MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss".
• Any other format must use a CA Process Automation library method named "parseDate". This method

takes in two parameters: (a) Date as a string literal and (b) Format in which the string must be parsed. For
example, parseDate("10/10/2010 10:10:10"," dd/MM/yyyy HH:mm:ss") returns this date: 10th of October
2010 10 hrs 10 mins and 10 secs.
If Target is selected as the Type, the Reset option (under Action) is disabled.

Note:  Be sure to enter this data in the proper format or else the operator ignores these timeout settings.
• Action

Note:

• This option is not available for schedules.
• When an operator is in a loop and a timeout is configured, then the following options behave differently.

See Loop and Timeout Scenarios for the actions that are taken.

Select from one of the following actions:

• Continue
If selected, the process proceeds in the following manner after a timeout:
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1) The operator remains in running mode only
2) The timeout path is taken
3) The post-execution code only runs when the operator completes, not when the timeout path was taken

• Reset
If selected, the process proceeds in the following manner after a timeout:
1) The operator is reset (that is, the operator starts executing again)
2) The timeout path is taken
3) The post-execution code executes only if the operator completes (not when the operator was reset)

Note:  If Reset is selected, then the Target Date option is disabled in the Type drop-down list.
• Abort

If selected, the process proceeds in the following manner after a timeout:
1) The operator aborts
2) The post-execution code executes
3) The timeout path is taken

• Abandon
If selected, the process proceeds in the following manner after a timeout:
1) The operator times out
2) The process continues to run in detached mode

Note:  An instance of a process started in detached mode has no parent relationship to the process that
started it. A detached process instance is the root process in any call sequence originating from that
process.

3) The post-execution code executes immediately
4) The timeout path is taken

 Loop and Timeout Scenarios
If an operator is in a loop and the timeout is configured, then the following scenarios take place
for the indicated action:
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If an operator is in a loop and the timeout is configured, then the following scenarios take place for the indicated
action:

Continue
If selected, the process proceeds in the following manner after a timeout:

1. The next iteration executes.
2. The post-execution code only runs if the iteration is complete.

Using the OverallLoopDuration dataset variable to continue looping an operator that times out:

At the end of execution, the OverallLoopDuration contains the number of seconds from the start of the first iteration
until the end of the last iteration. If the operator times out, the OverallLoopDuration does not contain the number of
seconds from the start of the first iteration until the time the operator times out.

Reset
If selected, the process proceeds in the following manner after a timeout:

1. The iteration resets (that is, the particular iteration starts executing again).
2. The post-execution code executes only when the current iteration completes (not when the iteration was reset).
3. The next iteration executes only when the iteration completes. 

Note:  If Reset is selected, then the Target Date option is disabled in the Type drop-down list.

Using the OverallLoopDuration dataset variable to reset a looping operator that times out:
If you set an operator to loop with a timeout action of Reset, CA Process Automation checks the loop condition
when moving from one iteration to another. The loop condition is not checked when resetting an iteration. Also, the
OverallLoopDuration contains the number of seconds from the start of the first iteration, including the time spent in
all the reset iterations. Iteration resets do not affect the OverallLoopDuration.

Abort
If selected, the flow proceeds in the following manner after a timeout:

1. The iteration aborts.
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2. The post-execution code executes.
3. The next iteration executes.

Abandon
If selected, the process proceeds in the following manner after a timeout:

1. The iteration continues to run in detached mode. 

Note:  An instance of a process started in detached mode has no parent relationship to the process that started
it and is the root process in any call sequence originating from that process.

2. The post-execution code executes.
3. The next iteration executes.

 Common Properties of Operators in Processes
All operators have properties that configure their appearance and behavior when added to a
process.
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All operators have properties that configure their appearance and behavior when added to a process.

A process does not have a limit on the number of operators it can include. However, CA Technologies recommends
that a process contains approximately 40-50 operators for maximum performance. If a process starts to grow larger
than 40-50 operators, consider splitting the process into smaller components.

The properties described here are displayed in the Execution Settings, Simulation, and Information properties only
for an operator in a process.

Note:  Operator-specific properties override the properties that are defined at the category level.

Contents

 Processing Group
The following properties define conditions to meet before you run an operator, and actions
to perform before and after the operator runs. You can find these properties in the operator
Execution Settings.
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The following properties define conditions to meet before you run an operator, and actions to perform before and
after the operator runs. You can find these properties in the operator Execution Settings.

Pre-execution Code

Lets you add code that runs before an operator runs. You can run any JavaScript code. JavaScript code runs
before the operator runs. Pre-execution code manipulates the operator and process dataset in such a way that the
dataset can be used as input for the operator. In other words, you can manipulate the output parameters from a
previous operator dataset and then use them as input for a later operator. 
Pre-execution code can perform various tasks. For example, the following code sets a Process-level variable:

if(Process.username==null)
{
Process.username="testuser";
}

Note:  For more information about adding code, see Run JavaScript operator.

Before the pre-execution code finishes and the operator runs, the operator has to reach the code CanExecute =
1. The process variable CanExecute is added by default to the operator. The default CanExecute value is 1. If you
do not change the default, the operator runs. This requirement lets you verify external conditions and proceed only
when an expected condition is met. 
If you change the CanExecute value to 0 (Process.CanExecute =0), the operator does not run. CA Process
Automation waits 30 seconds, then reruns the pre-execution code.
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When there is no pre-execution code, the operator runs immediately. For example, you could use pre-execution
code to set up loop variables or other variables to use as part of the operator.
For the code that runs in the operator, you can use the following syntax to access the operator dataset:

Process[OpName].fieldname

For example, the following code creates an operator dataset variable named iNow that contains the following data:

• • The name of the host
• The current date
• The current time in a single string

Process[OpName].iNow = System.Host + ":" + System.Date + ":" + System.Time;

Post-execution Code

Lets you add code that runs after an operator completes. For example, you could use post-execution code to
modify loop variables or to process the results of an operator.
For the code that runs in the operator, you can use the following syntax to access the operator dataset:

Process[OpName].fieldname

For example, the following code copies the value of the operator dataset variable named Result to variable named
iResult:

Process.iResult = Process[OpName].Result;

Run as Caller User

Specifies that the selected operator in a process must run under the identity of the authorized user who started the
process. This requirement is true whether the entire process is running as the owner or not. Run as Caller User lets
Process Designers run processes that:

• • Deliver a self-contained automation object (run as the owner)
• Require control of access rights to parts of the process (such as child processes and touchpoints)

 Information Properties
The Information properties determine the name of the operator and visual representation of the
operator and its comments.
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The Information properties determine the name of the operator and visual representation of the operator and its
comments.

Override Object Preferences 

Select this check box to override the default process settings and configure settings specific to that operator.
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Icon

Name
Specifies the name of an operator. The Name property is especially important when configuring an operator
that other operators reference. The Name property is used with the following syntax in an expression to access
variables in the operator dataset of another operator in a process:

Process.Operator_name.variable_name

Operator names must be unique within the same process.

Use Default Icon
If checked, the operator uses the default icon. Clear this check box to use a custom icon object for the operator
instead of the default.

Browse
Click to select the custom icon object that you want to use for this instance of the operator.

Label Display

Show Labels
Displays any icon information for the operator that you enter in the Name field. Select one of the following options:

Truncated

Displays only a partial amount of the Name field next to the operator icon.

Long

Displays the entire length of the Name field next to the operator icon.

Off

No label displays.

Label Source

Object Name
Select to display the name of the operator as its label.

Comments
Select to display the operator comments (that you enter in the Comments text box) as its label.

Label Colors

Click Choose Color to select a color for the following parts of the label:

• • Text Color
• Background Color
• Border Color

Font

Configure the font properties of the operator icon label: Font Family, Font Style, and Font Size.

Note:  Select fonts that are generally available on computers hosting CA Process Automation.

Preview

View your Font selections for the operator icon label before applying them.

Comments

Enter the comments that you want to display for the operator. If the value of Label Source is Comments, this text
displays in the label next to the operator.

 Simulation Properties
The Simulation properties let you configure how to simulate execution of an operator in a
process. Simulation can be used for testing branches of a process or to allow normal processing
to skip an operator without having to reroute the process.
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catpa04305
The Simulation properties let you configure how to simulate execution of an operator in a process. Simulation
can be used for testing branches of a process or to allow normal processing to skip an operator without having to
reroute the process.

You configure Simulation properties for a new process. For each operator in a process, you can specify to inherit
the Mode setting configured at the process level or specify a different Mode setting. Double-click an operator to
display the operator properties pane. Then expand the Simulation tab to display the settings to configure.

Mode

Simulation modes are available when you select the Override simulation option in Process check box.

Inherit from Process
Specifies to use the setting (Off, Local, or Distant) configured for the parent process of the operator.

Off
Turns off simulation and enables normal processing of the operator. The End Condition is set to Completed, Delay
is set to 0, and Evaluate Pre-execution and Post-execution Code is cleared.

Local
Disables the operator so that it is not processed. CA Process Automation does not call the associated operator or
monitor the operator parameters. Parameter checks include looking for an application program or validating the
execution touchpoint for an operator.

Distant
Causes the engine to call the associated operator. The operator examines the parameters before returning the
result but does not actually run the operator. If the parameters are incorrect, the simulated operator fails regardless
of the specified outcome. If the parameters are correct, the operator returns the specified result.

Delay

Specifies the number of seconds to delay a process to simulate the time that the operator uses during normal
processing.

End Condition

Specifies the exit condition for the simulated operator. You can use this option to test or troubleshoot different
branches in a process. The actual conditions depend on the operator.

• • The following end conditions apply when Mode is Off: Completed.
• The following end conditions apply when Mode is Local: Completed, Failed, Timeout.
• The following conditions apply when Mode is Distant: Completed, Failed, Timeout, Custom Result.

Completed
Causes the standard successful outcome exit link from the operator to process. The Result variable in the operator
dataset is set to 1. Any positive integer value activates a standard successful exit link.

Failed
Causes the standard failed outcome exit link from the operator to process. The Result variable in the operator
dataset is set to 0. Zero or any negative integer value activates the standard failed link.

Timeout
Causes the operator to take the timeout path when the given time is elapsed. The Result variable in the operator
dataset displays as timeout.

Custom Result
Specifies the integer value that the Result variable in the operator dataset returns. You can set this parameter to
any value (positive or negative) to activate a custom port that tests for a particular value.

This option is available only when Custom Result is selected for End condition.

Evaluate Pre-execution and Post-execution Code

Indicates whether to evaluate the pre-execution and post-execution code during operator simulation.

Selected
Specifies to evaluate the code and prevent side effects of ignoring the code.

Cleared
Specifies to not evaluate the code.
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 Common Properties of Operators in Schedules
Operators in a schedule are started according to specified calendar and time conditions.
Properties groups for any operator added to a schedule associate calendar rules and other
time conditions with the operator. Click the Properties icon in the schedule editor to view
operator properties. General scheduling properties display on the General tab. Operator-specific
properties display on the Specific tab.
catpa04305
Operators in a schedule are started according to specified calendar and time conditions. Properties groups for
any operator added to a schedule associate calendar rules and other time conditions with the operator. Click the
Properties icon in the schedule editor to view operator properties. General scheduling properties display on the
General tab. Operator-specific properties display on the Specific tab.

Specify the time to start the operator in the first drop-down menu in the Start Time drop-down list. Specify repeating
intervals through the Repeat Interval (minutes) check box. Select this check box to execute the operator at fixed
intervals. Select a time to stop repeating the operator in the End Time drop-down.

Note:  See Building for more information about schedules.

Contents

 

 Calendar Settings
The Calendar Settings properties let you include dates from a predefined calendar in a
schedule.
catpa04305
The Calendar Settings properties let you include dates from a predefined calendar in a schedule.

Include Calendar

Click the calendar icon to select a predefined calendar to include in your schedule.

Exclude Calendar

Click the calendar icon to select a predefined calendar to exclude in your schedule.

Days per Shift
The number of days to shift a scheduled date when the scheduled date falls on a closed date. The shift can be
negative or zero. When this value is negative the date shifts forward. When this value is zero, closed dates are
simply skipped without rescheduling the task.

No excluded days
Select this check box to only count open days when shifting a scheduled date to avoid a closed date.

Maximum Shift

When an original scheduled date falls on a closed day and the task is rescheduled, the new date could also fall on
a closed date. This parameter defines the maximum number of shifts that are allowed.

Only manually selected

When a calendar is not specified in a schedule, CA Process Automation considers the item scheduled every day.
The exception is when you select this option. When this option is selected, schedule the run dates (on the Manually
Included Dates tab).

 Manually Excluded Dates
The Manually Excluded Dates properties let you manually remove dates from a schedule.
The Manually Excluded Dates properties list dates that you do not schedule under any
circumstances, regardless of all other rules or conditions.
catpa04305
The Manually Excluded Dates properties let you manually remove dates from a schedule. The Manually Excluded
Dates properties list dates that you do not schedule under any circumstances, regardless of all other rules or
conditions.

Click the appropriate option button to add, remove, or rearrange list items.

• Add Item
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Adds dates to exclude to the list. To set the date, click the entry, then click the calendar icon to select the dates
to include.

• Delete Item
Removes a selected date from the list.

• Move Up
Moves up a selected date in the list.

• Move Down
Moves down a selected date in the list.

 Manually Included Dates
The Manually Included Dates properties let you manually add dates to a schedule. These
properties display a list of dates that are manually scheduled. They also display a list of dates
that the calendar rules specify. Dates added here override closed days that the Manually
Excluded Dates properties specify.
catpa04305
The Manually Included Dates properties let you manually add dates to a schedule. These properties display a list
of dates that are manually scheduled. They also display a list of dates that the calendar rules specify. Dates added
here override closed days that the Manually Excluded Dates properties specify.

When a schedule does not specify a calendar, the Manually Included Dates properties can schedule dates; select
the Only manually selected check box in the Calendar Settings properties.

Click the appropriate option buttons to add, remove, or rearrange list items.

• Add Item
Adds a date to include in the list. To set the date, click the entry, then click the calendar icon to select the dates
to include.

• Delete Item
Removes a selected date from the list.

• Move Up
Moves up a selected date in the list.

• Move Down
Moves a selected date down in the list.

 Task Name
Task Name
catpa04305
The Task Name specifies the name of the user defined task. When you add any operator or process to the
schedule, you can specify the custom name in this field. The customized task name applies to corresponding
runtime task instances.

 Common Output Parameters for all Operators
All operators contain the following output properties. Any further output parameters are specified
for each operator.
catpa04305
All operators contain the following output properties. Any further output parameters are specified for each operator.

• StartTime
The time the operator began in the process or schedule.

• StartDate
The date the operator began in the process or schedule.

• Reason
Specifies the reason if the operator fails after execution.

• Result
Specifies the result of the operator execution.

 Operator Organization
You can search for an operator by name, by partial name, or by tag.
catpa04305
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You can search for an operator by name, by partial name, or by tag.

Open Command Execution to select an operator that runs a command, script, or program.

• Run Program
• Run SSH Command
• Run SSH Script
• Run Script
• Run Telnet Command
• Run Telnet Script

Open Databases to select an operator that queries, accesses, updates, or deletes databases.

• Bulk Insert into Database
• Delete from Database
• Get Database Schema
• Get Free Space
• Get Stored Procedure
• Get Table
• Get Used Space
• Get Version
• Get View
• Insert into Database
• Query Database
• Select from Database
• Update in Database

Open Date-Time to select an operator that manages dates on calendars or the date and time.

• Check Calendar
• Check Date-Time

Open Directory Services to select an operator that manages your LDAP or Active Directory server from CA
Process Automation.

• Add Computer to Domain
• Add User to Group
• Create Group
• Create Object
• Create Organizational Unit
• Create User
• Delete Object
• Get Domain Controller
• Get Dormant Account
• Get Object
• Get User
• Move Object
• Remove User from Group
• Update Object Attributes
• Update User Home Directory

Open Email to select an operator that manages email content and folders.

• Create Folder
• Delete Email
• Delete Folder
• Get Email Content
• Get Email Count
• Get Email Envelope
• Get Email List
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• Move Email
• Purge Folder
• Rename Folder
• Send Email

Open File Management to select an operator that manages files.

• Compress File
• Copy File
• Create Folder
• Decompress File
• Delete File
• Get Directory Content
• Get File Attributes
• Monitor File
• Read from File
• Rename File
• Search File Content
• Update File Ownership
• Update File Permission
• Update File Timestamp
• Write File

Open the File Transfer folder to select an operator that helps with file transfer.

• Create Directory
• Delete Directory
• Delete File
• Download File
• Get File Information
• Move File
• TFTP Download File
• TFTP Upload File
• Upload File

Open Java Management to select an operator that manages Java MBeans.

• Get MBean Attributes
• Invoke MBean Method
• Update MBean Attributes

Open Network Utilities to select an operator for SNMP, for Ping Host, or to get the local network interfaces or the
network service status.

• Get Local Network Interfaces
• Get Network Service Status
• Get SNMP Variable
• Monitor SNMP Variable
• Ping Host
• Send SNMP Trap
• Update SNMP Variable

Open Process Control to select an operator that allows for human interaction, decision logic, or initiating other
processes.

• Assign User Task
• Evaluate Expression
• Manage Resources
• Monitor Event
• Send Event
• Start Process

Open Utilities to select the Apply Xpath, Invoke Java, or Run JavaScript operator.
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• Apply Xpath
• Delay
• Invoke Java
• Run JavaScript

Open Web Services to select an operator that runs HTTP commands or starts SOAP methods.

• HTTP Delete
• HTTP Get
• HTTP Head
• HTTP Options
• HTTP Post
• HTTP Post Form
• HTTP Put
• HTTP Trace
• Invoke SOAP Method
• Invoke SOAP Method Async

 System Functions
You can use system functions in:
catpa04305
 

 

You can use system functions in:

• Pre-execution and post-execution of any operator.
• The source code of the Run JavaScript operator.
• Any field that accepts an expression.

To access system functions, press Ctrl+Alt.

Contents:

 Return Types
System functions returns values of several types. In a few cases, the return type depends on
the input parameters or on whether the function is returning a “null”. In most cases, system
functions return Java types rather than pure Javascript values. For instance, system functions
that are described as returning a String are actually returning a Java.lang.String. Typically, you
can ignore the difference between Java.lang.String and String. In some cases, this difference
impacts behavior when executing and expression or script. In the case of typeof x, where x is a
variable holding the returned value from a system function, the return type is “object” instead of
“string”.
catpa04305
System functions returns values of several types. In a few cases, the return type depends on the input parameters
or on whether the function is returning a “null”. In most cases, system functions return Java types rather than pure
Javascript values. For instance, system functions that are described as returning a String are actually returning a
Java.lang.String. Typically, you can ignore the difference between Java.lang.String and String. In some cases, this
difference impacts behavior when executing and expression or script. In the case of typeof x, where x is a variable
holding the returned value from a system function, the return type is “object” instead of “string”.

For each system function return type, the following table describes the effect on the following variables:

• A Javascript variable being assigned the return value
• A CA Process Automation dataset variable being created

System Function Return Type Javascript Variable Type after
Assignment

Dataset Variable Type Created

boolean boolean Boolean
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C2OString object String

C2OValue object ValueMap

C2OValueArray object ValueMap

C2OValueMap object ValueMap

Date object Date

int number Integer

String object String

String [] object String []

void undefined/a n/a

 absPath Function
The absPath function returns the absolute path that was created with the help of base path and
relative path. If the base path is not provided, the base path to the current process is used.
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The absPath function returns the absolute path that was created with the help of base path and relative path. If the
base path is not provided, the base path to the current process is used.

Syntax

sAbsPath = absPath (path2).
sAbsPath = absPath (path1, path2).

Arguments
path1 (String)

Specifies the base path.

path2 (String)

Specifies the relative path.

Return Value
sAbsPath (String)

The absolute path is returned as a String.

Examples
1. A process "Process" is in a folder "Folder". To get the full path of a "Process1" Object (present in the same

folder) inside "Process" Object, use absPath('Process1'). In this case, the base path is automatically taken as
the base path of "Process" object.

sPath = absPath('Process1')
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2. Here, the first path is the base path of the object, and then the second is the relative path with respect to the
base path. The answer in this case is /folder1/process.

sPath = absPath("/folder1/folder2","../process");

 adjustDate Function
The adjustDate function adjusts a date by a specified number of days, weeks, months or years.
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The adjustDate function adjusts a date by a specified number of days, weeks, months or years.

Syntax

newDt = adjustDate(dt, number, type)

Arguments
dt (java.util.Date)

Specifies the date that needs to be adjusted.

number (Int)

Specifies the value that needs to be adjusted.

type

Specifies the type of the value to be adjusted. Can be one of the following types:

• • "y"(year)
• "d"(day)
• "w"(week)
• "m"(month)

Return Value
newDt (java.util.Date)

The adjusted date is returned as a java.util.Date.

Examples
Assume that today is 2/16/2015

1. The following example returns 2/18/2015, the date that is two days after today.

adjustDate(today(),2,'d')

2. The following example returns 2/16/2016, the date that is one year after today.
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adjustDate(today(),1'y') 

3. The following example returns 2/9/2015, the date that is one week before today.

adjustDate(today(),-1,'w')

4. The following example returns 1/16/2015, the date that is one month before today.

adjustDate(today(),-1,'m')

 adjustResourceVals Function
This adjustResourceVals function modifies the values and state of a resource.
catpa04305
This adjustResourceVals function modifies the values and state of a resource.

Note:  See Building for more information about Resources.

Syntax

bSuccess = adjustResourceVals(resPath,resName,freeAmount,total,lock,unlock,reset)

Arguments
resPath (String)

Specifies the path of the resources object.

resName (String)

Specifies the name of the resource in the resources object which must be adjusted.

freeAmount (Int)

Specifies the amount of free resources.

total (Int)

The value given in this argument adds up to the existing number of total resources.

lock (boolean)

Specifies True if the resource must be locked. When Lock is set to true, the values freeAmount and total for that
resource cannot be set, and the system function returns false.

unlock (Boolean)

Specifies True if the resource must be unlocked.

Note:  You cannot lock and unlock the same resource. Switch between lock and unlock when using this system
function.

reset (Boolean)

Specifies True if the resources object must be reset.

Note:  Specifying true takes precedence over all the other operators. All the parameters of the respective resource
are reset to the default values (regardless of the given inputs in the system function).
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Return Value
bSuccess (Boolean)

This function returns true if successful or false if it fails.

Example

bSuccess = adjustResourceVals("\Resources","LockResource",20,20,false,true,false);

In this example, the variables are set as follows:

respath = "\Resources"
renName = "LockResource"
freeAmount = 20;
total = 20
lock = false
unlock = true
reset = false

 applyXPath Function
The applyPath function uses an XPath query to extract XML data. The function returns an XML
fragment that lists the nodes that result from the query.
catpa04305
The applyPath function uses an XPath query to extract XML data. The function returns an XML fragment that lists
the nodes that result from the query.

Syntax

sXML = applyXPath(xmlData, xpathQuery, namespaceAware, returnArray)

Arguments
xmlData (String)

Specifies the XML on which to run the XPath query.

xpathQuery (String)

Specifies the XPath query to run.

namespaceAware (Boolean)

(Optional) Specifies whether to strip name spaces before applying the XPath query.

Values:

True: CA Process Automation does not strip name spaces before applying the XPath query.
False:  CA Process Automation strips name spaces before applying the XPath query, making the query simple.

Default: True

returnArray (Boolean)

(Optional) Specifies whether to return an array of results or a single string.
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Values:

True: The function returns an array of results.
False: The function returns a single string with multiple results concatenated in the string.

Default: False

Note:  If the XPath query does not find a match, it returns a blank array.

Return Values and Examples
The function returns one of the following values which is based on the value of the returnArray argument.

• When returnArray is false:

sXML (String)
If you omit the returnArray argument or you set it to false, the query returns this value. The value that returns is an
XML fragment that lists the nodes. For example:

Process.xpathResult = applyXPath(Process.bookXML, "/bookstore/
book[2]", true, false);

• When returnArray is true:

sXMLArray (C2OValueArray)
If you set the returnArray argument to true, the query returns this value. The value that returns is a C2OValueArray
in which each element is an XML fragment for a node. For example:

Process.xpathArrayResult = applyXPath(Process.bookXML, "/bookstore/
book", true, true);

 applyXPathToUrl Function
The applyXPathToUrl function uses an XPath query to extract XML data from a specified URL.
The function returns an XML fragment that lists the nodes that result from the query.
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The applyXPathToUrl function uses an XPath query to extract XML data from a specified URL. The function returns
an XML fragment that lists the nodes that result from the query.

Syntax

sXML = applyXPathToUrl(url, xpathQuery, namespaceAware, returnArray)

Arguments
url (String)

Defines the URL of the XML document on which to run the XPath.

xpathQuery (String)

Defines the XPath query to run.

namespaceAware (Boolean)
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(Optional) Specifies whether to strip name spaces before applying the XPath query.

Values:

True: CA Process Automation does not strip name spaces before applying the XPath query.
False:  CA Process Automation strips name spaces before applying the XPath query, making the query simple.

Default: True

returnArray (Boolean)

(Optional) Specifies whether to return an array of results or a single string.

Values:

True: The function returns an array of results.
False: The function returns a single string with multiple results concatenated in the string.

Default: False

Note:  If the XPath query does not find a match, it returns a blank array.

Return Values and Examples
One of the following values returns, based on the value of the returnArray argument.

• When returnArray is false:

sXML (String)
If you omit the returnArray argument or you set it to false, the query returns an XML fragment that lists the nodes.
For example:

sXML =  applyXPathToUrl("http://localhost:8080/itpam_tutorials/
book.xml", "/bookstore/book[2]", true, false);

• When returnArray is true:

sXMLArray (C2OValueArray)
If you set the returnArray argument to true, the query returns a C2OValueArray in which each element is an XML
fragment for a node. For example:

sXMLArray = applyXPathToUrl("http://localhost:8080/itpam_tutorials/
book.xml", "/bookstore/book", true, true);

 checkCalendarDate Function
The checkCalendarDate function checks whether the specified date is inside the specified
condition. The condition includes the Include Calendar, Exclude Calendar, Delta, Open Days
and Max shifts.
catpa04305
The checkCalendarDate function checks whether the specified date is inside the specified condition. The condition
includes the Include Calendar, Exclude Calendar, Delta, Open Days and Max shifts.

Note:  See Calendar Settings for more information.

Syntax
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bIsAvail = checkCalendarDate(date, includeCalendar, excludeCalendar, delta, openDays, maxShifts)

Arguments
date (java.util.Date)

Specifies the input date.

includeCalendar (String)

Specifies the path of the include calendar object.

excludeCalendar (String)

Specifies the path of the exclude calendar object.

delta (Int)

Specifies the delta.

openDays (Int)

Specifies the openDays value.

maxShifts (Int)

Specifies the maxshifts value.

Return Value
bIsAvail (Boolean)

This function returns true if the specified date is open and false if it not.

Example

Process.sIncCal=absPath("IncCal");
Process.sExcCal=absPath("ExcCal");Process.bCaldate = checkCalendarDate(today(),sIncCal,sExcCal,0,false,0);

 convertJson Function
The convertJson function converts a valid JSON string into ValueMap. Use this method to
convert a JSON response from a REST service to a ValueMap object. The Valuemap object can
then be traversed and accessed using the standard expressions.
catpa04305
The convertJson function converts a valid JSON string into ValueMap. Use this method to convert a JSON
response from a REST service to a ValueMap object. The Valuemap object can then be traversed and accessed
using the standard expressions.

Syntax

vmResult = convertJson(jsonString)

Arguments
jsonString (String)

Specifies the JSON string that needs to be parsed.

Return Value
ValueMap
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ValueMap representation of the data contained in the JSON string which can be traversed or referenced with
expressions.

If you pass a null value, it returns null value without an exception. If you pass an invalid JSON string, the method
returns a Null value and the exceptions are logged in the logs in the server.

Example

vmResult = convertJson(Process.jsonString)

Consider an example where you invoked a REST service. The following response that is received is stored in a
variable name restResponse in a process dataset:

{
    "UserName": "pamadmin",
    "age": 25,
    "address": {
        "streetAddress": "CA Technologies, 115, IT Park Area",
        "city": "Hyderabad",
        "state": "AP",
        "postalCode": "500084"
    },
    "phoneNumber": [
        {
            "type": "Office",
            "number": "04066812345"
        },
        {
            "type": "Home",
            "number": "04066854321"
        }
    ]
}

To access the values of the UserName, streetAddress, and phoneNumber, write the following code:

// Code starts
// Parse the REST response using convertJson() method and store it in a Process dataset variable named as “resultData”
Process.resultData=convertJson(Process.restResponse);
// Access “UserName” from the resultData varaible 
Process.userName = Process.resultData.UserName;
// Street Address is inside address object hence it will be accessed using the following syntax
Process.streetAddress = Process.resultData.address.streetAddress;
// Phone Number is an array and Office number is stored in the first element, hence index [0] is used.
Process.officePhoneNumber = Process.resultData.phoneNumber[0].number; 
// Code ends
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 convertValueToXml Function
The convertValueToXml function returns an XML fragment based on an array of simple types or
a ValueMap of simple types.
catpa04305
The convertValueToXml function returns an XML fragment based on an array of simple types or a ValueMap of
simple types.

When using a ValueMap, the XML elements are created using field names as tags and field values as the contents.
You can specify a string or null for the tag parameter when using ValueMaps. If you specify a string, the string
is used to create a root element with the specified tag. The elements that were created from the ValueMap are
contained within that root element. If you specify null, the elements are at the root level.

When using an array, specify a string for the tag parameter. That string is used to create the element tags with the
array values as the element contents.

Syntax

sXML = convertValueToXml(arrayOrVmap, tag)

Arguments
arrayOrVmap (String)

Specifies an array or ValueMap.

tag (String)

Specifies the mandatory tag to use with an array or the optional tag to use with a ValueMap.

Return Value
sXML (String)

The return type is String.

Examples
1. In this example, Process.array contains values 1, 2, and 3.

Process.xml = convertValueToXml(Process.array, "test")

Process.xml contains the following XML fragment:

 <test>1<test><test>2<test><test>3<test>

2. In this example, Process.valuemap has two fields with the names "field1" and "field2" and values "value1" and
"value2".

Process.xml = convertValueToXml(Process.valuemap, null)
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Process.xml contains the following XML fragment:

 <field1>value1</field1><field2>value2</field2>

 convertXml Function
The convertXML function converts an XML fragment to a ValueMap.
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The convertXML function converts an XML fragment to a ValueMap.

Syntax

vmResult = convertXml(xmlString)

Arguments
xmlString (String)

Specifies the XML that needs to be parsed.

Return Value
vmResult (ValueMap)

ValueMap representation of the data contained in the XML string.

Example

vmResult = convertXml(Process.xmlString)

 convertXmlUrl Function
The convertXmlUrl function converts the XML document accessible through a URL into a
ValueMap.
catpa04305
The convertXmlUrl function converts the XML document accessible through a URL into a ValueMap.

Syntax

vmResult = convertXmlUrl(url)

Arguments
url (String)

Specifies the URL of the XML document that needs to be parsed.
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Return Value
vmResult (ValueMap)

ValueMap representation of the data that was retrieved from the XML document that the URL identifies.

Example

vmResult = convertXmlUrl(" http://localhost:8080/itpam_tutorials/
book.xml");

 createHyperLink Function
The createHyperLink function creates an HTML hyperlink element with the specified parameters
and returns a string that will be formatted as "<a href =\""+url+"\">"+name+"</a>".
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The createHyperLink function creates an HTML hyperlink element with the specified parameters and returns a
string that will be formatted as "<a href =\""+url+"\">"+name+"</a>".

Syntax

sLink = createHyperLink(url, name)

Arguments
url (String)

Specifies the HTTP URL whose hyperlink needs to be created.

name (String)

Specifies the name of the hyperlink.

Return Value
sLink (String)

A hyperlink with a URL and name as defined by the arguments passed into the function.

Example

sLink = createHyperLink("http://www.ca.com","CA Technologies");

 createResourceObject Function
The createResourceObject function creates a resources object.
catpa04305
The createResourceObject function creates a resources object.
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Syntax

bSuccess = createResourceObject(resourcePath)

Arguments
resourcePath (String)

Specifies the path of the resources object.

Return Value
bSuccess (Boolean)

This function returns true if successful or false if it fails.

Example

bSuccess = createResourceObject("SyncRes")

 deleteAttachments Function
The deleteAttachments function deletes attachments from the database given an array of
unique IDs.
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The deleteAttachments function deletes attachments from the CA Process Automation database given an array of
unique IDs.

Syntax

bSuccess = deleteAttachments(AttachmentIDArray)

Arguments
AttachmentIDArray (Array)

Specifies an array of unique IDs. The IDs can be Strings, longs, or integers.

Return Value
bSuccess (Boolean)

• This function returns false only if its arguments are an empty array.
• This function throws an exception (that is, the operator fails) if it is unable to delete attachments or if invalid

arguments are passed.
• This function returns true if it is able to process the delete attachment request successfully (including the case

where the function is unable to delete a few or all of the attachments).
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Examples

Process.rglAttachIDs = new Array(1,2,3,4,5);
Process.del = deleteAttachments(Process.rglAttachIDs);

 deleteObject Function
The deleteObject function deletes and purges the library object specified by the "objectName"
parameter. The input parameter can be a full or relative path. The relative path is relative to the
process in which the script is executed.
catpa04305
The deleteObject function deletes and purges the library object specified by the "objectName" parameter. The input
parameter can be a full or relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is executed.

Syntax

bSuccess = deleteObject(objectName)

Arguments
objectName (String)

Specifies the full/relative path of the library object which must be deleted and purged.

Return Value
bSuccess (Boolean)

This function returns true if successful or false if it fails.

Examples
1. This example deletes the process object found on the path /folder/Process and returns the value True.

bSuccess = deleteObject('/folder/Process')

2. This function is executed in the process "Process_1", which is in folder "Folder1", which is in the root folder. This
function deletes the process with full path "/Folder1/Process" and returns the value True.

bSuccess = deleteObject('Process')

 deleteResource Function
The deleteResource function deletes a resource from a resources object.
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The deleteResource function deletes a resource from a resources object.
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Syntax

bSuccess = deleteResource(resourcePath, resourceName)

Arguments
resourcePath (String)

Specifies the path of the resources object.

resourceName (String)

Specifies the name of the resource in the resources object which needs to be deleted.

Return Value
bSuccess (Boolean)

This function returns true if successful or false if it fails.

Example

bSuccess = deleteResource("/folder/ResObject", "fileLock");

 deleteAllResources
Deletes all resources from a resource object.
catpa04305
Deletes all resources from a resource object.

Syntax

bSuccess = deleteAllResources (resourcePath)

 

Arguments

resourcePath (String)

Defines the resource object path.

Return Value

bSuccess (Boolean)

The function returns true if successful or false if it fails.

Example

 

bSuccess = deleteResource("/folder/ResObject");
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 deleteResourceList
Deletes a list of resources from a resource object.
catpa04305
Deletes a list of resources from a resource object.

Syntax 

bSuccess = deleteResourceList(resPath,resNames,forceDelete)

Arguments

resPath (String)

Defines the resource object path.

resNames (String[])

Defines the list of the resources to delete from the resource object.

forceDelete (Boolean)

If the value is false, the function deletes only unlocked resources from the resNames list. If the value is true, the
function deletes all resources from the object.

Return Value

bSuccess (Boolean)

The function returns true if successful or false if it fails.

Example

var rsrcNames = ["ResourceA", " ResourceB", " ResourceC"]; 
bSuccess = deleteResourceList(("/folder/ResObject",rsrcNames,false);

 deleteValueMapField Function
The deleteValueMapField function deletes a field from a ValueMap.
catpa04305
The deleteValueMapField function deletes a field from a ValueMap.

Syntax

bSuccess = deleteValueMapField(vMap, fieldName)

Arguments
vMap (ValueMap)

Specifies the ValueMap whose field needs to be deleted.

fieldName (String)

Specifies the name of the field that needs to be deleted.

Return Value
bSuccess (Boolean)

Returns true if the deletion was successful and false otherwise.
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Example

bSuccess = deleteValueMapField(Process.vMap,"price");

 existsCalendar Function
The existsCalendar function checks whether a calendar object exists in the given path. The path
can be an absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is
executed.
catpa04305
The existsCalendar function checks whether a calendar object exists in the given path. The path can be an
absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is executed.

Syntax

bExists = existsCalendar(calendarPath);

Arguments
calendarPath (String)

Specifies the full/relative path of the calendar object whose existence needs to be checked.

Return Value
bExists (Boolean)

Returns true if the calendar object exists or false if it does not.

Example

bExists = existsCalendar("WorkCalendar");

 existsCustomIcon Function
The existsCustomIcon function checks whether a custom icon object exists in the given path.
The path can be an absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which
the script is executed.
catpa04305
The existsCustomIcon function checks whether a custom icon object exists in the given path. The path can be an
absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is executed.

Syntax

bExists = existsCustomIcon(customIconPath)

Arguments
customIconPath (String)
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Specifies the full/relative path of the custom icon object whose existence needs to be checked.

Return Value
bExists (Boolean)

Returns true if the custom icon object exists or false if it does not.

Example

if (existsCustomIcon(customIconPath))
{
    Process.mseg_custom_icon= "CustomIcon exists" ; 
}
else
{
    Process.mseg_custom_icon= "CustomIcon does not exist" ; 
}

 existsCustomOperator Function
The existsCustomOperator function checks whether a custom operator object exists in the given
path. The path can be an absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in
which the script is executed.
catpa04305
The existsCustomOperator function checks whether a custom operator object exists in the given path. The path
can be an absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is executed.

Syntax

bExists = existsCustomOperator(customOperatorPath)

Arguments
customOperatorPath (String)

Specifies the full/relative path of the custom operator whose existence needs to be checked.

Return Value
bExists (Boolean)

Returns true if the custom operator exists or false if it does not.

Example

if (existsCustomOperator(customOperatorpath))
{
    Process.mseg_custom_operator= "CustomOperator exists" ; 
}
else
{
    Process.mseg_custom_operator= "CustomOperator does not exist" ; 
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}

 existsDataset Function
The existsDataset function checks whether a dataset object exists in the given path. The path
can be an absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is
executed.
catpa04305
The existsDataset function checks whether a dataset object exists in the given path. The path can be an absolute/
relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is executed.

Syntax

bExists = existsDataset(datasetPath)

Arguments
datasetPath (String)

Specifies the full/relative path of the dataset whose existence needs to be checked.

Return Value
bExists (Boolean)

Returns true if the dataset object exists or false if it does not.

Example

if (existsDataset(datasetPath))
{
    Process.mseg_dataset= "Dataset Common exists" ; 
}
else
{
    Process.mseg_dataset= "Dataset Common does not exist" ; 
}

 existsFolder Function
The existsFolder function checks whether a folder object exists in the given path. The path can
be an absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is
executed.
catpa04305
The existsFolder function checks whether a folder object exists in the given path. The path can be an absolute/
relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is executed.

Syntax

bExists = existsFolder(folderPath)
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Arguments
folderPath (String)

Specifies the full/relative path of the folder whose existence must be verified.

Return Value
bExists (Boolean)

Returns true if the folder object exists or false if it does not.

Example

if(existsFolder(folderpath)) { Process.mesg_folder = "Folder test exists"; } else { Process.mesg_folder = "Folder test does not exist"; } 

 existsInteractionRequestForm Function
The existsInteractionRequestForm function checks whether an interaction request form object
exists in the given path. The path can be an absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative
to the process in which the script is executed.
catpa04305
The existsInteractionRequestForm function checks whether an interaction request form object exists in the given
path. The path can be an absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is
executed.

Syntax

bExists = existsInteractionRequestForm(irfPath)

Arguments
irfPath (String)

Specifies the full/relative path of interaction request form object whose existence needs to be checked.

Return Value
bExists (Boolean)

Returns true if the interaction request form object exists or false if it does not.

Example

if (existsInteractionRequestForm(irfPath))
{
    Process.mseg_irf= "Interaction Request Form exists" ;   
}
else
{
    Process.mseg_irf= "Interaction Request Form does not exist" ;   
}
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 existsProcess Function
The existsProcess function checks whether a process object exists in the given path. The path
can be an absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is
executed.
catpa04305
The existsProcess function checks whether a process object exists in the given path. The path can be an absolute/
relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is executed.

Syntax

bExists = existsProcess(processPath)

Arguments
processPath (String)

Specifies the full/relative path of the process object whose existence needs to be checked.

Return Value
bExists (Boolean)

Returns true if the process object exists or false if it does not.

Example

if (existsProcess(processPath))
{
    Process.mseg_process= "\'Pass control to previous oper.
\' exists" ; 
}
else
{
    Process.mseg_process= "\'Pass control to previous oper.
\' does not exist" ; 
}

 existsProcessWatch Function
The existsProcessWatch function checks whether a process watch object exists in the given
path. The path can be an absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in
which the script is executed.
catpa04305
The existsProcessWatch function checks whether a process watch object exists in the given path. The path can be
an absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is executed.

Syntax

bExists = existsProcessWatch(processWatchPath)
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Arguments
processWatchPath (String)

Specifies the full/relative path of process watch object whose existence needs to be checked.

Return Value
bExists (Boolean)

Returns true if the process watch object exists or false if it does not.

Example

if (existsProcessWatch(processWatchPath))
{
    Process.mseg_process_watch= "ProcessWatch exists" ; 
}
else
{
    Process.mseg_process_watch= "ProcessWatch does not exist" ; 
}

 existsResource Function
The existsResource function checks whether a resources object exists in the given path. The
path can be an absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the
script is executed.
catpa04305
The existsResource function checks whether a resources object exists in the given path. The path can be an
absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is executed.

Syntax

bExists = existsResource(resourcePath)

Arguments
resourcePath (String)

Specifies the full/relative path of resources object whose existence needs to be checked.

Return Value
bExists (Boolean)

Returns true if the resource object exists or false if it does not.

Example

bExists = existsResource("/Resources/Locks");
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 existsSchedule Function
The existsSchedule function checks whether a schedule object exists in the given path. The
path can be an absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the
script is executed.
catpa04305
The existsSchedule function checks whether a schedule object exists in the given path. The path can be an
absolute/relative path. The relative path is relative to the process in which the script is executed.

Syntax

bExists = existsSchedule(schedulepath) 

Arguments
schedulepath (String)

Specifies the full/relative path of the schedule object whose existence needs to be checked.

Return Value
bExists (Boolean) 

Returns true if the scheduleobject exists or false if it does not. 

Example

if (existsSchedule("testSchedule")) 
{Process.mseg_schedule= "testSchedule exists" ;} else {Process.mseg_schedule= "testSchedule does not exist" ;}
if (existsSchedule("testSchedule")) {Process.mseg_schedule= "testSchedule exists" ;} else {Process.mseg_Schedule= "testSchedule does not exist" ;}

 formatDate Function
The formatDate function returns a string based on a date and a format specifier.
catpa04305
The formatDate function returns a string based on a date and a format specifier.

Syntax

dateString = formatDate(dt, format)

Arguments
dt (java.util.Date)

Specifies the date object to be formatted.

format (String)

Specifies the format required (for example, MM/dd/yyyy).

Return Value
dateString (String)

This function returns the date as a string using the format specifier.
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Examples

Process.logMessage = "Date value is " + formatDate (Process.ScheduledStartTime, 'yyyy-
MM-dd hh:mm:ss');

 formatString Function
The formatString function returns a string after formatting the specified string with the mentioned
arguments.
catpa04305
The formatString function returns a string after formatting the specified string with the mentioned arguments.

Syntax

resultString = formatString(format, args)

Arguments
format (String)

Specifies the format string.

args (Array)

Specifies the arguments for formatting.

Return Value
resultString (String)

This function returns a string, formatted according to the arguments provided in the function arguments.

Example

var myArray = new Array();
myArray[0] = "a";
myArray[1] = "b";
myArray[2] = "c";
myArray[3] = "d";
sString = formatString("%4$s %3$2s %2$2s %1$2s", myArray);

This results in sString = "d c b a".

 getAllAttachments Function
The getAllAttachments function returns information for all attachments that are present in the
database.
catpa04305
The getAllAttachments function returns information for all attachments that are present in the CA Process
Automation database.
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Syntax

vmArrayAttachments = getAllAttachments()

Return Value
vmArrayAttachments (C2OvalueArray)

This function returns an array containing the following information for all attachments that are present in the CA
Process Automation database:

• • contentType
Attachment content type.

• contentID
Attachment contentID, if present.

• fileURL
URL that can be used to view or download the attachment.

• name
Name of the attachment.

• attachmentID
Unique ID for this attachment. This ID can be passed to other system functions.

Example

Process.attachments = getAllAttachments();

 getAttachmentContent Function
The getAttachmentContent function retrieves the content from an attachment and places it in a
dataset variable. This function has a 64KB limit to the size of the content it can retrieve.
catpa04305
The getAttachmentContent function retrieves the content from an attachment and places it in a CA Process
Automation dataset variable. This function has a 64KB limit to the size of the content it can retrieve.

Syntax

sAttachment = getAttachmentContent(lAttachmentID)

Arguments
lAttachmentID (long)

The unique ID that identifies the attachment where the content resides that is being retrieved.

Return Value
sAttachment (C2OString)

The content is returned as a C2OString.(com.optinuity.c2o.bean.C2OString).
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Example

var i = Process.attachments[0].attachmentID;
Process.cont = getAttachmentContent(i);

 getEEMArtifactToken Function
The getEEMArtifactToken function generates a CA EEM (CA EEM) artifact token, typically for a
single use.
catpa04305
The getEEMArtifactToken function generates a CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) artifact token,
typically for a single use.

Syntax

getEEMArtifactToken (certificateFilePath, {certificatePassword | KeyFilePath})

Arguments
certificateFilePath

The relative path (File Path) to the certificate file. The certificate file is uploaded using Manage User Resources in
the Configuration tab.

certificatePassword (String) | KeyFilePath (String)

One of the following arguments:

• • When FIPS support is enabled in CA EEM, set this argument to the relative path of the key file
(KeyFilePath). The key file is uploaded to CA Process Automation using Manage User Resources in the
Configuration tab.

• When FIPS support is not enabled in CA EEM, set this argument to the certificate password. This password
is used as a String for the certificate that is referenced in the certificateFilePath argument.

Return Value
CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager artifact token (String)

Examples
The following example shows FIPS support is enabled in CA EEM:

Process.artifactToken = getEEMArtifactToken (".c2ouserresources/
mycerts/pam.12", "mypassword")
Process.artifactToken = getEEMArtifactToken (".c2ouserresources/
mycerts/upload/pam.cer", ".c2ouserresources/mycerts/keys/pam.key")

 getEEMArtifactTokenForUser Function
The getEEMArtifact function generates a CA EEM (CA EEM) token for a single use.
catpa04305
The getEEMArtifact function generates a CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) token for a single
use.
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Syntax

getEEMArtifactTokenForUser (username , password)

Arguments
username

The user name for a CA EEM user.

password

The password for a CA EEM user.

Return Value
CA EEM artifact token (String)

Example

Process.artifactToken = getEEMArtifactTokenForUser ("pamadmin", "pamadmin")

 getEEMCredentialsToken Function
The getEEMCredentialsToken function generates a CA EEM (CA EEM) credential token,
typically for multiple uses. The certificateFilePath argument expects a relative path (File Path) of
the certificate file. This file is uploaded using Manage User Resources within the Configuration
tab.
catpa04305
The getEEMCredentialsToken function generates a CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) credential
token, typically for multiple uses. The certificateFilePath argument expects a relative path (File Path) of the
certificate file. This file is uploaded using Manage User Resources within the Configuration tab.

In the case where FIPS is not enabled, the second argument is the certificate password. This password is used as
a String for the certificate referred within the first argument (certificateFilePath).

In the case where FIPS support is enabled within CA EEM, the second argument is KeyFilePath. KeyFilePath is the
relative path of the key file. This file is uploaded to CA Process Automation using Manage User Resources.

Syntax

getEEMCredentialsToken (certificateFilePath, {certificatePassword | KeyFilePath})

Arguments
certificateFilePath

The relative path of the certificate file.

certificatePassword (String) | KeyFilePath (String)

One of the following arguments:

• • For non-FIPS mode, this argument should be the certificate password.
• For FIPS-enabled mode, this argument should be the certificate KeyFilePath. The KeyFilePath is file is

uploaded to CA Process Automation using Manage User Resources.
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Return Value
CA EEM artifact token (String)

Example
Before you write the code, first verify if CA EEM is FIPS-enabled or not by using the isFIPSMode () function, so you
can pass certificateFilePath, certificatePassword, or certificatepath and KeyFilePath.

For example:

If (isFIPSMode ().equals(‘true’)){
Process.credentialToken = getEEMCredentialsToken("/mycerts/upload/
pam.cer", "/mycerts/keys/pam.key")
} else {
Process.credentialToken = getEEMCredentialsToken("/mycerts/
pam.12", "mypassword")
}

 getEEMCredentialsTokenForUser Function
The getEEMCredentialsTokenForUser function generates a CA EEM token for multiple uses.
catpa04305
The getEEMCredentialsTokenForUser function generates a CA EEM token for multiple uses.

Syntax

getEEMCredentialsTokenForUser (username , password)

Arguments
username

The user name for a CA EEM user.

password

The password for a CA EEM user.

Return Value
CA EEM artifact token (String)

Example

Process.credentialToken = getEEMCredentialsTokenForUser("pamadmin","pamadmin")

 getEnvVar Function
The getEnvVar function returns the value of environment variable from the (OS) environment
which must have been set before starting the JVM.
catpa04305
The getEnvVar function returns the value of environment variable from the (OS) environment which must have
been set before starting the JVM.
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Syntax

sEnvValue = getEnvVar(vname)

Arguments
vname (String)

Specifies the name of the environment variable whose value is required.

Return Value
sEnvValue (String)

The value of the specified environment variable, in string form.

Example

Process.username=getEnvVar("username");
Process.path = getEnvVar("path");

 getOrchestratorURL Function
The getOrchestratorURL function returns the name of the Orchestrator.
catpa04305
 

 

The getOrchestratorURL function returns the name of the Orchestrator.

Syntax

getOrchestratorURL()

Return Value
URL of the Orchestrator (String)

Specifies the URL of the Orchestrator or the Load balancer (in the case of a cluster).

Example

Process.x = getOrchestratorURL(); 

Where x is the process name. Once the process runs, variable x inside the process dataset includes the
Orchestrator name.

 getResourceAvail Function
The getResourceAvail function returns the value of the free field of a resource in a resources
object.
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catpa04305
The getResourceAvail function returns the value of the free field of a resource in a resources object.

Syntax

nAvail = getResourceAvail(resourcePath, resourceName)

Arguments
resourcePath (String)

Specifies the path of the resource object.

resourceName (String)

Specifies the name of the resource in the resources object whose free field needs to be returned.

Return Value
nAvail (Int)

This function returns the number of resources available from the specified resource in the resource object found on
the specified path.

Example

nAvail = getResourceAvail("/Resources/Locks", "DiskLock");

 getResourceName Function
The getResourceName function returns an array of strings containing the names of the
resources inside a resources object.
catpa04305
The getResourceName function returns an array of strings containing the names of the resources inside a
resources object.

Syntax

resourceNames = getResourceNames(resourcePath)

Arguments
resourcePath (String)

Specifies the path of the resource object.

Return Value
resourceNames (String Array)

Array of resource names contained in the specified resources object.
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Example

resourceNames = getResourceNames("/Resources/Locks");

 getResourceTotal Function
The getResourceTotal function returns the value of total amount for a particular resource in a
resources automation object.
catpa04305
The getResourceTotal function returns the value of total amount for a particular resource in a resources automation
object.

Syntax

nTotal = getResourceTotal(resourcePath, resourceName)

Arguments
resourcePath (String)

Specifies the path of the resource object.

resourceName (String)

Specifies the name of the resource in the resources object whose total amount needs to be returned.

Return Value
nTotal (Int)

Returns the total number for the specified resource. If the resource does not exist, -1 is returned.

Example

nTotal = getResourceTotal("/Resources/Locks", "DiskLock");

 getTouchpoints Function
The getTouchpoint function returns a list of touchpoints referenced by a touchpoint name, or a
touchpoint group name. This method returns an array of strings. An empty array means that the
touchpoint group is empty, or the touchpoint with the given name does not exist.
catpa04305
The getTouchpoint function returns a list of touchpoints referenced by a touchpoint name, or a touchpoint group
name. This method returns an array of strings. An empty array means that the touchpoint group is empty, or the
touchpoint with the given name does not exist.

Syntax

rgsTouchpoints = getTouchpoints(TouchpointOrGroupName)
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Arguments
TouchpointOrGroupName (String)

Specifies the touchpoint or touchpoint group name.

Return Value
rgsTouchpoints (String Array)

An array of touchpoint string names.

Example

rgsTouchpoints = getTouchpoints("localhost");

 getValueFromValueMapArray() Function
The getValueFromValueMapArray function returns one field or column from an array that is
based on the provided parameters.
catpa04305
The getValueFromValueMapArray function returns one field or column from an array that is based on the provided
parameters.

Syntax

getValueFromValueMapArray(groupName, arrName, fieldName, fieldValue, requiredFieldName)

Arguments
• groupName (String)

Defines the name of the Custom Group that you publish.
• arrName (String)

Defines the name of a C2OValueMap array.
• fieldName (String)

Defines the name of the field for which to retrieve the values of other columns or fields in an array.
• fieldValue (String)

Defines the actual value of the field for which you retrieve the values of other columns or fields in an array.
• requiredFieldName (String)

Defines the name of the field or column that you require. For example, username, password, or URL.

Return Value
The return value is a C2OValue Return Type.

Example
Consider a group named DemoGroup and an array as the following illustration shows:
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The following syntax retrieves the value of the mUsername field from the array for the named connection
DemoGroup:

getValueFromValueMapArray("DemoGroup", "MailServerCredentials", "mNamedConnection", "demo", "mUsername")

The output is a C2OValue where:

• The fieldName value is mUsername
• The fieldValue value is test@mydomain.com

 getValueMapFields Function
The getValueMapFields function returns the list of field names inside a ValueMap as an array of
string variables.
catpa04305
The getValueMapFields function returns the list of field names inside a ValueMap as an array of string variables.

Syntax

fieldNames = getValueMapFields(vmap)

Arguments
vmap (ValueMap)

Specifies the ValueMap object whose field names needs to be returned.

Return Value
fieldNames (String Array)

An array of Strings containing the names of the fields found in the ValueMap.
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Example

fieldNames = getValueMapFields(Process.vmBooks);

 getValuesFromValueMapArray() Function
The getValuesFromValueMapArray returns all the columns or fields of an array.
catpa04305
The getValuesFromValueMapArray returns all the columns or fields of an array.

Syntax

getValuesFromValueMapArray(groupName, arrName, fieldName, fieldValue)

Arguments
groupName (String)

Defines the name of the Custom Group that you publish.

arrName (String)

Defines the name of an array of C2OValueMap.

fieldName (String)

Defines the name of the field against which you retrieve the value of other columns or fields in an array.

fieldValue (String)

Defines the actual value of the field against which you retrieve the value of other columns or fields in an array.

Return Values
The return value is a C2OValue Return Type.

 hasField Function
The hasField function determines if a field exists in a ValueMap.
catpa04305
The hasField function determines if a field exists in a ValueMap.

Syntax

bHasField = hasField(valuemap, fieldName)

Arguments
valuemap (ValueMap)

Specifies the input ValueMap.

fieldName (String)

Specifies the field name.

Return Value
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bHasField (Boolean)

Returns true if the field exists in the ValueMap or false otherwise.

Example

bHasField = hasField(Process.vmBooks, "author");

 include Function
The include function loads JavaScript code that is defined in a file for use in the pre-execution
or post-execution section of any operator or in the SourceCode section of the Run JavaScript
operator. The loaded JavaScript code is only good for the duration of the pre-execution, post-
execution or SourceCode section that it is loaded in.
catpa04305
The include function loads JavaScript code that is defined in a file for use in the pre-execution or post-execution
section of any operator or in the SourceCode section of the Run JavaScript operator. The loaded JavaScript code
is only good for the duration of the pre-execution, post-execution or SourceCode section that it is loaded in.

Syntax

include(jsFile)

Arguments
jsFile (String)

This parameter must reference a JavaScript file. This parameter can be an HTTP URL in which case the parameter
must start with a file URL or it can be a path inside the c2ouserresources folder. The path must be relative to the
".c2ouserresources" folder itself. ".c2ouserresources" is present inside the .c2orepository folder in the CA Process
Automation installation folder.

Return Value
No value returned (void).

Examples
The following example is an HTTP URL; the parameter starts with a file URL..

include('http://test.ca.com/test.js')

The following examples load the test file from a path relative to the .c2ouserresources folder.

include('file://c:/test.js')
Include('test.js')
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 isFIPSMode Function
The isFIPSMode function lets you programmatically determine whether the CA EEM (CA EEM)
server has FIPS mode enabled. This function returns true if the CA EEM server is running when
FIPS mode is enabled, and false if the server is not running.
catpa04305
The isFIPSMode function lets you programmatically determine whether the CA CA Embedded Entitlements
Manager (CA EEM) server has FIPS mode enabled. This function returns true if the CA EEM server is running
when FIPS mode is enabled, and false if the server is not running.

Syntax

isFIPSMode()

Return Value
True

Returned if the CA EEM server is running when FIPS mode is enabled. (String)

False

Returned if the CA EEM server is running when FIPS mode is not enabled. (String)

 isTouchpointUp Function
The isTouchpointUp function determines if a touchpoint is active.
catpa04305
The isTouchpointUp function determines if a touchpoint is active.

Syntax

bIsUp = isTouchpointUp(touchpointName)

Arguments
touchpointName (String)

Specifies name of the touchpoint.

Return Value
bIsUP (Boolean)

Returns true if the touchpoint is active or false otherwise.

Example

bIsUp = isTouchpointUp("AccountingTouch");

 load Function
The load function loads JavaScript code that is defined in a dataset variable for use in the
pre-execution or post-execution section of any operator or in the SourceCode section of the
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Run JavaScript Operator. The loaded JavaScript code is only good for the duration of the pre-
execution, post-execution, or SourceCode section where it is loaded.
catpa04305
The load function loads JavaScript code that is defined in a dataset variable for use in the pre-execution or post-
execution section of any operator or in the SourceCode section of the Run JavaScript Operator. The loaded
JavaScript code is only good for the duration of the pre-execution, post-execution, or SourceCode section where it
is loaded.

Syntax

load(jsCode)

Arguments
jsCode (String)

Specifies the JavaScript code to load.

Return Value
No value returned (void).

Examples
1. Define a dataset object that is called Common with a parameter jsCode that contains the following JavaScript:

function convertToUpperCase(sValue) {return sValue.toUpperCase()};

2. Use the load function to load that piece of code and make functions in that code available to you:

load(Datasets["Common"].jsCode);
Process.ucValue = convertToUpperCase("helloworld");

 lockResource Function
The lockResource function locks or unlocks one or more resources in a resource object. If
you specify a value for resourceName, it resets only that resource. If you leave resourceName
empty, it resets all of the resources in the resources object.
catpa04305
The lockResource function locks or unlocks one or more resources in a resource object. If you specify a value for
resourceName, it resets only that resource. If you leave resourceName empty, it resets all of the resources in the
resources object.

Note:

• If resources that do not exist are provided as input, resources are still created.
• If you specify a value for resourceName and that resource does not exist, the resource is created with an

amount of zero and set to the specified state.
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Syntax

bSuccess = lockResource(resourcePath, resourceName, state)

Arguments
resourcePath (String)

Specifies the path of the resources object.

resourceName (String)

Specifies the name of the resource in the resources object.

state (Boolean)

Specifies whether the resource should be locked or unlocked. Set to true for locked and false for unlocked.

Return Value
bSuccess (Boolean)

Returns true if the function succeeds or false if it fails.

Example

bSuccess = lockResource("/Resources/Locks", "InvLock", true);

 logEvent Function
The logEvent function inserts a custom message into the logs of a process instance.
catpa04305
The logEvent function inserts a custom message into the logs of a process instance.

Syntax

logEvent(level, category, msg)

Arguments
level (Int)

Specifies one of the following log levels:

• • 4 = Error
• 3 = Warning
• 2 = Notice
• 1 = Normal

category (String) (this value is optional)

Specifies one of the following log categories:

• • "CUSTOM" (the default)
• "FLOW_CATEGORY"
• "AGENDA_CATEGORY"
• "ICON_CATEGORY"
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• "HANDLERS_CATEGORY"
• "RESPONSE_CATEGORY"
• "OTHERS_CATEGORY" (PROCESS,AGENDA,OPERATOR,HANDLER, RESPONSE,OTHERS,

CUSTOM,OTHERS)

msg (String)

Specifies the log message.

Return Values
No value returned (void).

Example

logEvent(1, "FLOW_CATEGORY", "Start New Hire Process has completed");

 newDataset Function
The newDataset function dynamically creates and returns a new ValueMap that can be
assigned to a dataset object. If you create a dataset that already exists with this function, that
existing dataset is not affected.
catpa04305
The newDataset function dynamically creates and returns a new ValueMap that can be assigned to a dataset
object. If you create a dataset that already exists with this function, that existing dataset is not affected.

Syntax

Datasets["/mydataset"]=newDataset()

Arguments
None.

Return Value

ValueMap

Example

Datasets["/mydataset"]=newDataset()

 

 

 newValueMap Function
The newValueMap function creates and returns a new ValueMap.
catpa04305
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The newValueMap function creates and returns a new ValueMap.

Syntax

vmData = newValueMap()

Arguments
None.

Return Value
vmData (ValueMap)

Example

Process.myVmap = newValueMap()

 nextOpenDate Function
The nextOpenDate function returns an open date given a targetDate by considering the
includeCalendar, excludeCalendar, and maxShifts. If no open date is found with the given
inputs, the result is null.
catpa04305
The nextOpenDate function returns an open date given a targetDate by considering the includeCalendar,
excludeCalendar, and maxShifts. If no open date is found with the given inputs, the result is null.

Syntax

dtNextOpenDate = nextOpenDate(targetDate, includeCalendar, excludeCalendar, maxshift)

Arguments
targetDate (java.util.Date)

Specifies the desired date.

include_calendar (String)

Specifies the path of the include calendar object.

exclude_calendar (String)

Specifies the path of the exclude calendar object.

maxshifts (Int)

Specifies the maximum acceptable number of shifts when searching for an open date. Specify positive numbers to
increment the date and negative numbers to decrement the date. The system caps the maximum number of shifts
at 5.

Return Value
dtNextOpenDate (java.util.Date)

 now Function
The now function returns the current date including the time.
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catpa04305
The now function returns the current date including the time.

Syntax

dtNow = now()

Arguments
None.

Return Value
dtNow (java.util.Date)

The return value is the current date and time.

 parseDate Function
The parseDate function returns a date object after parsing the specified string in the required
format.
catpa04305
The parseDate function returns a date object after parsing the specified string in the required format.

Syntax

dtDate = parseDate(dateStr, format)

Arguments
dateStr (String)

Specifies the string that needs to be parsed as a date.

format (String)

Specifies the format required to interpret the date string provided; for example: MM/dd/yyyy.

Return Value
dtDate (Date)

Date equivalent of input dateStr String as parsed using the input format String.

Examples
1. Sets dtDate to a value of Dec 10, 2009 12:00:00 AM, when the format is MM/dd/yyyy.

dtDate = parseDate('12/10/2009','MM/dd/yyyy')

2. Sets dtDate to a value of Oct12, 2009 12:00:00 AM, when the format is dd/MM/yyyy
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dtDate = parseDate('12/10/2009','dd/MM/yyyy')

3. Fails the following input because the input date string does not match the input format.

dtDate = parseDate('12-10-/2009','dd/MM/yyyy')

 parseJSON Function
The parseJSON function takes JSON string as an argument and returns JS Object as an output.
catpa04305
The parseJSON function takes JSON string as an argument and returns JS Object as an output.

Syntax

parseJSON(JSON String)

Arguments
JSON String

Specifies the string that needs to be parsed as a JS Object.

Return Value
JS Object

JS Object that corresponds to the JSON string.

Examples

var text = '{ "employees" : [' +'{ "firstName":"John" ,
 "lastName":"Doe" },' +'{ "firstName":"Anna" , "lastName":"Smith" },'
 +'{ "firstName":"Peter" , "lastName":"Jones" } ]}';
 
var jsObject = parseJSON(text);var firstEmployeeFirstName =
 jsObject.employees[0].firstName;

 resetResource Function
The resetResource function resets one or more resources in a resource object by unlocking
them and setting the used count to zero. If you specify a value for resourceName, only that
resource is reset. If you leave resourceName empty, all of the resources in the resources object
are reset.
catpa04305
The resetResource function resets one or more resources in a resource object by unlocking them and setting the
used count to zero. If you specify a value for resourceName, only that resource is reset. If you leave resourceName
empty, all of the resources in the resources object are reset.

Note:  If you specify a value for resourceName and that resource does not exist, the resource is created with an
amount of zero and set to the unlocked state.
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Syntax

bSuccess = resetResource(resourcePath, resourceName)

Arguments
resourcePath (String)

Specifies the path of the resources object.

resourceName (String)

Specifies the name of the resource in the resources object.

Return Value
bSuccess (Boolean)

Returns true if the function call is successful and false if it fails.

 rollDate Function
The rollDate function is used to roll a particular value that is based on a date. For example,
perhaps you want to send a feedback email one day after a service desk request was closed. In
that case, to write the automation logic, use this function.
catpa04305
The rollDate function is used to roll a particular value that is based on a date. For example, perhaps you want to
send a feedback email one day after a service desk request was closed. In that case, to write the automation logic,
use this function.

When this function is executed, the value num is added to the date dt based on the type.

Syntax

dtRollDate = rollDate(dt, num, type)

Arguments
dt (java.util.Date)

Specifies the date object that is based on the rolling to take place.

num (Int)

Specifies the value that must be rolled.

type (String)

Specifies the one of the following values:

• • "y"(year)
• "d"(day)
• "w"(week)
• "m"(month)

Return Value
dtRollDate (java.util.Date)

Examples
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1. Returns the date which is two days from today.

dtRollDate = rollDate(today(),2,'d')

2. Returns the next year from today; for example, if today is November 12, 2009, this example will return January
1, 2010.

dtRollDate = rollDate(today(),1 'y')

3. Returns the first day of the previous week.

dtRollDate = rollDate(today(), -1,'w')

4. Returns the first day of the previous month.

dtRollDate = rollDate(today(),-1 ,'m')

 rollTime Function
The rollType function rolls the current hour into the provided value and returns the value in
hours based on a 24-hour clock. In this convention of timekeeping, the day runs from midnight
to midnight and is divided into 24 hours, numbered from 0 to 23.
catpa04305
The rollType function rolls the current hour into the provided value and returns the value in hours based on a 24-
hour clock. In this convention of timekeeping, the day runs from midnight to midnight and is divided into 24 hours,
numbered from 0 to 23.

Syntax

nHTime = rollTime(num, type)

Arguments
num (Int)

Specifies the value that needs to be rolled.

type (String)

This value can only be "h".

Return Value
nHTime (Int)

Example
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Returns the time three hours before the current time. For example, if it is currently 9 PM, this example returns 18,
which is 6 PM on a 24-hour clock.

nHTime = rollTime(-3 ,'h')

 saveAttachmentToFile Function
The saveAttachmentToFile function saves the content of an attachment, identified by a unique
ID, to the specified file location. The function returns the absolute path of the new file with the
attachment content.
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The saveAttachmentToFile function saves the content of an attachment, identified by a unique ID, to the specified
file location. The function returns the absolute path of the new file with the attachment content.

Syntax

sFileName = saveAttachmentToFile(nAttachmentID, sFileDirName)

Arguments
lAttachmentID (long)

Specifies a unique ID that identifies the attachment containing the desired content.

sFileDirName (String)

Full path and file name to the location where the file will be written.

• • If a file path is not provided, then the file will be written to the install_dir/server/c2o directory.
• If a file is not specified, a unique file will be generated.
• If only a path is specified, the path must include the path separator character at the end of the path (‘\’ for

Windows or ‘/’ for UNIX).

Return Value
sFileName (C2OString)

The full path to the file, including the file name, is returned if the function is successful. If the function fails, NULL is
returned. The return type is C2OString.

Example

var  i = Process.attachments[0].attachmentID;
Process.save =  saveAttachmentToFile( i, "attach.txt");

 setOperatorStatus Function
The setOperatorStatus function is used to either force fail or force pass the operator.
catpa04305
The setOperatorStatus function is used to either force fail or force pass the operator.
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Syntax

setOperatorStatus (operatorStatus, operationResult, reason)

Arguments
Operator Status (String)

Specifies the state of the operator. This argument can take either success or failure values only.

Operation Result (Int)

Specifies the operation result. This argument overrides the operator result in the operator dataset.

Reason (String)

Specifies the reason that overrides the operator reason in the operator dataset.

Return Value
No value returned (void).

Example
The following example performs a force success on the operator with an operation result of 1 and the reason as
"force success".

setOperatorStatus("success",1,"force success")

 setProcessProgress Function
The setProcessProgress function sets the progress of a process in the following areas:
catpa04305
The setProcessProgress function sets the progress of a process in the following areas:

• Pre-execution or post-execution operator code
• A RunJavaScript operator

Syntax

setProcessProgress (ProcessProgress)

Arguments
ProcessProgress

Defines the percentage completion of a process.

Return Value
No value returned (void).

Example
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Use the setProcessProgress method to set the process progress to 30 percent as follows:

setProcessProgress(30)

When a process reaches the operator, the operation dashboard or the process dataset displays the progress as 30.

 setResourceTotal Function
The setResourceTotal function sets the total amount of resources with the resource name
"resName" to the "amount" specified in the resource object on the path "resPath".
catpa04305
The setResourceTotal function sets the total amount of resources with the resource name "resName" to the
"amount" specified in the resource object on the path "resPath".

Note:

• If you provide resources that do not exist as input, this function creates the resources.
• If the resName parameter is blank, this function sets the total amount for all of the resources in the resources

object.

Syntax

bSuccess = setResourceTotal(resPath, resName, amount)

Arguments
resPath (String)

Specifies the path of the resource object.

resName (String)

Specifies the resource name that you set in the resources object.

amount (Int)

Specifies the total amount that you set on the resource.

Return Value
bSuccess (Boolean)

Returns true if the function is successful or false if the function fails.

Example

bSuccess1=setResourceTotal(Process.ResObjName, Process.ResName_1, 1);
bSuccess2=setResourceTotal(Process.ResObjName, Process.ResName_3, 3);

 stringifyJSON Function
The stringifyJSON function takes a JS Object as an argument and returns a JSON String as an
output.
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The stringifyJSON function takes a JS Object as an argument and returns a JSON String as an output.
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Syntax

stringifyJSON(value)

Arguments
value

Specifies the value that needs to be converted as a JSON string.

Return Value
JSON String

JSON String that corresponds to the JS Object.

Examples

var text = '{ "employees" : [' +'{ "firstName":"John" ,
 "lastName":"Doe" },' +'{ "firstName":"Anna" , "lastName":"Smith" },'
 +'{ "firstName":"Peter" , "lastName":"Jones" } ]}';
 
var jsObject = parseJSON(text);var firstEmployeeFirstName =
 jsObject.employees[0].firstName;
 
var jsonText = stringifyJSON(jsObject);// Now, jsonText is same as
 text

 today Function
The today function returns the current date and time. The time returned is 12:00 AM.
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The today function returns the current date and time. The time returned is 12:00 AM.

Syntax

dtToday = today()

Arguments
None.

Return Value
dtToday (java.util.Date)

Returns the current date.

Example
If today is December 12, 2009, returns the date December 12, 2009 12:00 AM.
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 Use Masks to Specify Patterns in Strings
Masks are used for operator parameters that monitor messages and monitor file contents. CA
PAM masks are JavaScript regular expressions. The expressions describe sets of strings
without listing their contents.
catpa04305
Masks are used for operator parameters that monitor messages and monitor file contents. CA PAM masks are
JavaScript regular expressions. The expressions describe sets of strings without listing their contents.

You can use masks to determine whether a specific pattern is matched and to extract parts of the matched
string. CA PAM puts extracted sub-strings in variables. You can use the sub-strings in variables to specify
parameter values for other operators. Operators that use masks include the Directory Entries operator and
extraction macros. You can also use masks to specify permissible strings such as date formats for text input fields.

 

 Mask Syntax
A regular expression consists of a sequence of characters that must correspond to characters
that appear in matched strings. The following table shows characters that serve as regular
expression operators:
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A regular expression consists of a sequence of characters that must correspond to characters that appear in
matched strings. The following table shows characters that serve as regular expression operators:

Regular Expression Operator Description Example

. The dot operator represents any
character except an end of line
character.

The expression a.b matches any
string of three characters starting
with “a” and ending with “b”.

\ The escape enables the use of the
operator as literal characters instead
of being recognized as operators.

Consider a mask is specified as
a literal string in a CA Process
Automation expression. Then, the
escape operator must itself be
escaped to avoid having the escape
character that is stripped by the CA
Process Automation expression
interpreter before the mask is
passed to the regular expression
parser.

• The escaped character \\
matches the backslash character
\.

• The escaped operator \| matches
the vertical bar.

• For a literal string in a CA
Process Automation expression,
"\\?" matches the question mark.
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\n End of line escape character
sequence.

Consider a mask is specified as
a literal string in a CA Process
Automation expression. Then,
the end of line escape character
sequence must itself be escaped to
avoid having the escape character
that is stripped off by the CA
Process Automation expression
interpreter before the mask is
passed to the regular expression
parser.

The expression

first line\nsecond line

matches strings where “first line”
appears at the end of a line and
“second line” appears at the start of
the next line.
If the same expression is specified
by a literal string in a CA Process
Automation expression, the operator
is escaped as follows:

"first line\\nsecond line"

| Alternative. This operator creates an
alternative between characters or
groups. It applies to the character or
groups immediately adjacent to it on
its left or right.

• (a|b) matches the character “a” or
the character “b”.

• (abcd)|(efgh) matches the string
“abcd” or the string “efgh”.

• (ab|Bc) matches the string “abc”
or the string “aBc”.

( ) Group. This operator groups
characters in a subexpression that
applies to alternative and repetition
operators.

• (abcd)|(efgh) matches the string
“abcd” or the string “efgh”.

• (abcde)* matches zero, one or
several successive occurrences
of the string “abcde”, whereas
abcde* matches strings starting
with “abcd” followed by an zero
or more “e” characters.

[ ] Used to define a class of characters
by inclusion. It is composed of a list
of individual characters and intervals
(ranges).

• This construct matches a single
character. [0-9] matches one
digit.

• [aeiou] matches one vowel.
• [a-cx-z9] matches a letter among

the first three and the last three
characters of the alphabet or the
digit 9.

• [0-9]+ matches an integer.
• [^] Used to define a class of

characters by exclusion. This
construct matches a single
character. [^0-9] matches any
character except a digit.

• [^aeiou] matches any character
except a vowel.

* Repetition. Defines zero or more
occurrences of the character or
group that appears next to the
operator. The series can be empty.
a* matches zero or more “a”
characters.

• (123)* matches zero or more
repetitions of the string “123”.

• 123* matches the digits 12
followed by zero or more “3”
characters.
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+ Repetition. Defines one or more
occurrences of the character or
group that appears next to the
operator. The series cannot be
empty.

• a+ matches one or more “a”
characters.

• (ab)+ matches a series one or
more repetitions of the string
“ab”.

• [a-z , |.] matches a series of
words in small letters, which are
separated by blanks, commas, or
periods.

? Used to indicate that the character
or group preceding the operator is
optional. ab?c matches the strings
“abc” and “ac”.

a(X|Y)?b matches strings “ab”,
“aXb”, and “aYb”.

{n} Used to define a precise number of
repetitions of the character or group
preceding the operator.

• [0-9]{,2} matches a number made
of exactly two digits.

• (ab){2} matches the string “abab”.
• abc{2} matches the string “abcc”.
• (a{2})* matches the strings

made of an even number of “a”
characters.

{n,m} Used to specify that the number
of occurrences of the character or
group preceding the operator is
between n and m.

• [0-9]{2,3} matches a number
made of two or three digits.

• (ab){1,2} matches the string “ab”
or “abab”.

{n,} Used to specify that the number
of occurrences of the character or
group preceding the operator is n or
more.

0-9]{2,} matches a number made of
at least two digits.

{,n} Used to specify that the number
of occurrences of the character or
group preceding the operator is n or
fewer.

[0-9]{,2} matches numbers equal to
or less than 99, including the empty
string.

 Sample Mask
The following pattern allows precise filtering of the Windows command shell DIR command
output:
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The following pattern allows precise filtering of the Windows command shell DIR command output:

([0-9]{2}/){2}[0-9]{2} *[0-9]{2}:[0-9]{2}(a|p) *[0-9,]+ [_~0-9a-zA-
Z ]*(\.[_0-9a-zA-Z ]*)?

The following lines match the preceding pattern:

10/26/05 07:03p     134,217,723 pagefile.sys    
10/26/05 07:03p     1,024 testfile  

The following elements comprise the preceding lines:
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• ([0-9]{2}/) represents character strings composed of two digits and a slash (/), as in “10/”.
• ([0-9]{2}/){2}[0-9]{2} builds on the previous element and specifies that the two-digit sequence can be repeated

three times, each sequence being separated from the next by a slash, as in “10/26/05”.
• *[0-9]{2}:[0-9]{2}(a|p) matches any number of spaces followed by the time, in the format hh:mm followed by “a”

for AM or “p” for PM.
• *[0-9,]+ matches any number of spaces followed by any number of digits and commas for the file size.
• [_~0-9a-zA-Z]*(\.[_~0-9a-zA-Z]*)? represents a sequence of alphanumerical characters, underscores (_) and

tildes (~), optionally followed by a period and another sequence. Because the period (.) is the dot operator, it is
necessary to escape it with the escape character (\) when we intend to match it as a character.

The pattern in a mask may differ depending on the exact characters to match. For example, [\._~0-9a-zA-Z ]*
instead of [_~0-9a-zA-Z]*(\.[_~0-9a-zA-Z]*)? can also match the file names in our example outputs, but does not
limit the number of periods (.) in the file name.

 Operator Overview
Containers for operator categories are represented as folders in the Operators palette in the
Designer.
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Containers for operator categories are represented as folders in the Operators palette in the Designer.

CA Process Automation contains the following operator categories:

 Calendars
Contents
catpa04305
Contents

 

 

 

 Calendar Rule Logical Operators
Use the four logical set operators to include and exclude dates in calendar rules.
The Union, Intersection, and Exclusion operators provide a way to include and exclude
dates represented by basic date conditions or by branching combinations of conditions and
operators. The following list describes each logical operator:
catpa04305
Use the four logical set operators to include and exclude dates in calendar rules. The Union, Intersection,
and Exclusion operators provide a way to include and exclude dates represented by basic date conditions or by
branching combinations of conditions and operators. The following list describes each logical operator:

 Union 

Indicates that one or more of the linked conditions must be satisfied for the combined condition to be satisfied.
Place one or more branches or basic conditions under this icon.

 Intersection

Indicates that the linked conditions must all be satisfied for the combined condition to be satisfied.
Place one or more branches or basic conditions under this icon.

 Exclusion

Indicates a basic condition or a branch to be excluded from a rule. 

All dates are excluded that are not otherwise selected. It is therefore only useful to exclude days when they are
selected by another part of the rule. For example, no purpose is served by excluding Tuesdays unless they are
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defined as valid days by other conditions and operators in a rule. So if a condition specifies the work week (Monday
through Friday) as valid days, you could use the Exclusion operator to exclude Tuesdays from this set.

Expand the Exclusion operator to show the Included and Excluded branches.

Click a branch and then add a condition or operator to define included or excluded dates.This operator has two sets
of branched arguments:

Included: One or more basic conditions or branches that represent dates to be included in the rule.

Excluded: One or more basic conditions or branches representing dates to be excluded from the dates defined by
the Included set.

 Like

Use the Like operator to use an existing set of dates defined by another calendar object in your rule. This operator
has the following parameters:

Calendar Name: The name of the referenced calendar.

Delta: Shifts the valid dates defined by the referenced Calendar by the specified number of days. Enter a negative
number to move the dates earlier, or a positive number to move the dates later.

Open Days: When checked, indicates that the delta or shift only applies to open days.

For example, a new calendar rule could reference another calendar specifying backup days with a delta of 1. The
resulting condition in the new calendar rule specifies the day immediately following backup days.

 Calendar Rule Date Operators
This section describes the elementary conditions on dates and their parameters. The conditions
can be placed in the rule pane of the Calendar Designer. To select a date in any operator's
properties, click the calendar icon to open the calendar viewer and select a date.
catpa04305
This section describes the elementary conditions on dates and their parameters. The conditions can be placed
in the rule pane of the Calendar Designer. To select a date in any operator's properties, click the calendar icon to
open the calendar viewer and select a date.

Dates List 

Specifies individual dates. For example:

• • March 1, 2014
• July 15, 2014
• September 23, 2015

Parameters

• • A list of dates with years.
• To add a date, click the Add Date button.
• To delete a date in the list, select the date and then click the Delete Date button.
• Click the Move Up and Move Down buttons to reorder dates in the list.

Date Interval 

Specifies a regular daily, weekly, or monthly interval in a range of dates from beginning to end.
For example, every week from March 1, 2015 to July 1, 2016.

Parameters

• • Beginning: The starting date for the range.
• End: The ending date for the range.
• Repeat Forever: Check this box to ignore the End date and extend the interval indefinitely.
• Step: Indicates the quantity of units (days, weeks, or months) in each interval. For example, an interval with

a unit of week and default Step of 1 occurs once in week 1, again in week 2, and a third time in week 3.
When Step is set to 3, the interval occurs once in weeks 1 to 3, again in weeks 4 to 6, and a third time in
weeks 7 to 9.

• Unit: Specifies the recurrence frequency or interval. Select Day, Week, or Month.
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Date Without Year List 

Specifies a list of explicit anniversary dates.
This condition is commonly used to specify holidays that fall on the same day every year. Examples include
January 1st and December 25th.

Parameters

• • A list of dates without years.
• To add a date, click the Add Parameter (+) button. Click the browse (...) button on the new parameter to add

open the Select Date calendar control and select a date.
• To delete a date in the list, select the date and then click the Delete Parameter (x) button. You can click the

Move Up and Move Down buttons to reorder dates in the list.

Date Without Year Interval

Specifies an anniversary interval of dates without a year.
For example, from March 21st to June 20th (for Spring).

Parameters

• • Beginning: The starting date without a year for the interval.
• End: The ending date without a year for the interval.

Year Interval

Specifies an interval of years.
You can specify leap years by starting an interval on a leap year and specifying a step of 4 (such as 2000 to 2024
with a step of 4).

Parameters

• • Beginning: The starting year for the interval.
• End: The ending year for the interval.
• Step: The number of years from one valid year to the next valid year.

Month Interval

Specifies one or more months in the year.
The first semester is specified with a range from 1 to 6 with a step of 1. The second semester is specified with a
range from 7 to 12 with a step of 1.

Parameters

• • Beginning: The starting month for the interval.
• End: The ending month for the interval.
• Step: The number of months from one valid month to the next valid month.

Week of the Month Interval

Specifies one or more weeks in the month.
CA Process Automation implements ISO standards for partial weeks. A week which intersects with a given month
is considered to be part of the month if the Thursday of that week falls in the month.
For example, if June 1st is a Friday, the First week of the month starts on June 4th. If June 1st is a Wednesday, the
first week of the month starts on May 30th.
It is possible to have the “first Monday of the month” not be “Monday of the first week of the month.” To define the
former, it is simpler to combine “Day of the month” and “Day of the Week” conditions.

Parameters

• • Beginning: The starting week for the interval.
• End: The ending week for the interval.
• Step: The number of weeks from one valid week to the next valid week.
• Reverse: Counting starts with the last week of the month and goes backwards.

Week of the Year Interval

Specifies one or more weeks in the year.
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CA Process Automation implement ISO standards for partial weeks. A week which intersects with a given year is
considered to be part of the year if the Thursday of that week falls in the year.
For example, if January 1st is a Friday, the First week of the year starts on January 4th. If January 1st is a
Wednesday, the first week of the year starts on December 30th of the previous year.
It is therefore possible to have the “first Monday of the year” not be “Monday of the first week of the year.” To define
the former, it is simpler to combine “Day of the year” and “Day of the Week” conditions.

Parameters

• • Beginning: The starting week for the interval.
• End: The ending week for the interval.
• Step: The number of weeks from one valid week to the next valid week.
• Reverse: Counting starts with the last week of the year and goes backwards.

Day Interval

Specifies an interval of valid days (between 1 to 31) in a month with a starting day, an ending day, and a step. 
You can also specify that the iteration start from the end of the month or that only open days are counted in each
step. Open days are those days not specified by a condition or rule that closes or excludes dates.
For example, the last day of the month is specified by the interval beginning and ending with 1 with Reverse
selected. The last weekday of the month would be specified when the Open check box is also selected and a
Weekday Interval specifying Monday through Friday is added with an And operator.

Parameters

• • Beginning: The starting day for the interval.
• End: The ending day for the interval.
• Step: The number of days from one valid day to the next valid day.
• Reverse: Counting in steps starts with the last day of the month and goes backwards.
• Open Days: Counting in steps includes only open days when days are closed by a condition or rule.

Day of the Year Interval

Specifies an interval of valid days (between 1 and 366) in a year with a starting day, an ending day, and a step. The
day 366 is valid on leap years.
You can also specify that the iteration start from the end of the year or that only open days are counted in each
step. Open days are those days not specified by a condition or rule that closes or excludes dates.
For example, you can specify winter as the interval from December 21st to March 20th.
Or for a slightly more complicated example, to specify every 10th day throughout the entire year, you could use a
range from 1 to 365 (or 366 for a leap) with a step of 1. You could specify the last ten open days of the year with a
starting day of 1, an ending day of 10, with Reverse and Open selected.

Parameters

• • Beginning: The starting day for the interval.
• End: The ending day for the interval.
• Step: The number of days from one valid day to the next valid day.
• Reverse: Counting in steps starts with the last day of the year and goes backwards.
• Open: Counting in steps includes only open days.

Day of the Week Interval

Specifies one or more days of the week (from Monday through Sunday) as an interval with a starting day, an
ending day, and a step.
For example, weekends are specified by the interval beginning on Saturday and ending on Sunday with a step of 1.

Parameters

• • Beginning: The starting day for the interval
• End: The ending day for the interval.
• Step: The number of days from one valid day to the next valid day.

Weekday of the Month

Specifies a weekday in an indexed week of a particular month. The week is indexed from either the beginning or
the end of the month.
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Parameters

• • Weekday: Specifies the day of the week.
• Month: Specifies the month for which the week day is applicable. 
• Week Index: Specifies the index of the week for which the week day would be applicable. (Value can be 1 to

5 because in any month there cannot be more than 5 weeks).
• Reverse: If you select this check box, the counting for the week index starts from the last week. 

For example, if you select Monday as a weekday, September as a month, and 3 as a Week Index: in September,
the third Monday is included in the calendar. If you selected the reverse check box, in September, the third Monday
from the last is included in the calendar.

Weekday of the Year

Specifies a weekday in an indexed week of the year. The week is indexed from either the beginning or the end of
the year.

Parameters

• • Weekday: Specifies the day of the week.
• Week Index: Specifies the index of the week for which the week day is applicable. (Value can be 1 to 53

because in a year there cannot be more than 53 weeks).
• Reverse: If you select this check box, the week index counting starts from the last week.

For example, if you select Monday as a weekday, 43 as the Week Index, the forty third Monday of the year is
included in the calendar. If you selected the reverse check box then the forty third Monday from the last week is
included in the calendar.

 Command Execution Operators
The Command Execution operators run processes and scripts on host operating environments.
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The Command Execution operators run processes and scripts on host operating environments.

Contents:

 Run Program Operator
The Run Program operator starts and monitors a program.
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HID_Run_Program_Operator
The Run Program operator starts and monitors a program.
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Note:

For most operators, Result is set to 1 on a successful run and Result is set to a number other than 1 on a failed
run.  For the Run Program operator, Result is set to 0 on a successful run and to a number other than 0 on a failed
run.

Input Parameters
• Program name

• UNIX target: The program must be either a binary file or a shell script following UNIX conventions. The first
line of the file must have the full path of the shell. For example:

#!/bin/ksh

• Windows target: The program must be an executable file or a script. One of the following characteristics
typically specifies the file:

• The name of the file to execute in the working directory for the operator
• In one of the directories that are specified by the PATH environment variable on the target host

The path relative to the Working directory specified for the UNIX Command Execution operators.
• Profile

• UNIX
The parameter defines a host system profile to be “sourced” to define parts of the execution context of the
process.
For example:

"/home/username/appli_1_profile"
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If no profile is specified here, the application uses the profile that is specified in the UNIX Command
Execution property settings (at the category level). If no profile is specified in either the operator or operator
settings, then only the user profile that runs the process is used.

• Windows
The parameter defines the path to a batch (.bat) file in Windows that sets environment variables to run by the
process.
The variable settings that the batch file that is specified here defines are additional to any variable settings
that are defined for the user profile that runs the process. If no file is specified for this option, the operator
uses the settings that are defined by the Shell profile parameter set for the Windows process service.

• Working directory
Typically, this field specifies the folder that contains the program file or some related files that are required by
the program. Any file that is specified without an explicit path is created or looked for in this directory.
The default if you do not specify a working directory is the home or working directory for the user account that
runs the operator.

• UNIX
The parameter defines the working directory for the operator. For example:

"/home/user1"

• User ID
The parameter defines the system user name under which to run the program. The user must have execute
permissions on the file.
If you leave this field blank, the default is the default user specified in the configuration settings at the category
level.
User names and passwords can be specified at the category level, or stored in named dataset variables so they
can be updated centrally without changing process values.

• Password
The parameter defines the password that is associated with the specified user ID.
Specifying the password as a literal string value is bad practice. Instead, keep the password in a dataset
variable of type password and to pass the variable.

• Parameters
The parameter defines the parameters to pass to the process.
The parameters are passed to the process in the same order that they are listed here. Use the buttons to add,
remove, or reorder parameters.
Program parameters are passed individually to the program on startup.

• Standard out file
The parameter defines the file to capture text that the program writes to STDOUT.
For example:

/tmp/trace.log 

You can specify the same file for both the standard error and standard out files. However, no order is maintained
for the different types of output.

• Standard error file
The parameter defines the file to capture text that the program writes to STDERR.
For example:

/tmp/trace.err

You can specify the same file for both the standard error and standard out files. However, no order is maintained
for the different types of output.
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• Post output to logs
Logs process output to the global log files.

• Post output to dataset variable
Copies output of an operation (stdout and stderr) to the operator dataset variable processOutput.

• Truncate log file used for standard out
The parameter specifies whether to replace an existing log file with the same name every time new output is
written. Clear this check box to append output to an existing error log file with the same name.
This check box also replaces an existing file even if it is also used for standard error and the Truncate log
file that is used for standard error check box is not selected.

• Truncate log file used for standard error
The parameter specifies whether to replace an existing error file with the same name every time new output is
written. Clear this check box to append output to an existing error file with the same name.
This check box also replaces an existing file even if it is also used for standard output and the Truncate log
file that is used for standard out check box is not selected.

• Load OS user profile
Loads the operating system (typically Windows) profile that is associated with the user account. The User
ID specifies the profile (in addition to the profile specified by Profile, which specifies environment variables).
Typically this profile is not used except to establish associations and similar Windows registry-based constructs
for a particular user. A performance penalty is associated with downloading user information from a Domain
server.

• Kill process on flow end
The OS process running the specified program is killed (if it has not already terminated) once the CA Process
Automation process completes.

Output Parameters

• programName
• profile
• workingDir
• userID
• password
• parameters
• stdOutFileName
• stdErrFileName
• isPostToGlobalLog
• isPostToOutVar
• isTruncateForStdOut
• isTruncateForStdErr
• isLoadOSProfile
• isKillProcessOnFlowEnd
• processOutput
• ExitCode
• PID
• Warnings

 Run Script Operator
The Run Script operator runs a script on a touchpoint host computer.
catpa04305
HID_Run_Script_Operator
The Run Script operator runs a script on a touchpoint host computer.
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Note:

Typically, for all operators, the result is set to the following numbers:

• Upon successful execution, 1
• Upon failed execution, a number other than 1

For the Run Script operator, the result is set to the following numbers:

• Upon successful execution, 0
• Upon failed execution, a number other than 0

Input Parameters
• Script extension

For Windows, specifies the extension that indicates the type of script. Select an option from the drop-down list or
type an extension.

• Inline script
Use this parameter to specify a subscript for the script to run. Click the (...) button to open the editor to enter the
script to run.

• UNIX
The script must be a script that can run according to UNIX protocols. The first line of the script must indicate
the full path of the shell. The shell is used to interpret the script. For example, #!/bin/sh

• Windows
The script must be a script that can run according to the Windows extension specified in the Script extension
field. 

Note:  See Building for more information about using the CA Process Automation Code Editor.
• Profile

• UNIX
Use this parameter to specify a host system profile to use as the source. The source is used to define parts
of the processing context for the script. For example, /home/username/appli_1_profile
If you do not specify a profile, the product uses the profile specified in the Command Execution category
property settings. The product uses the user file that runs the process. The process runs when the
Command Execution category property settings do not specify a profile.

• Windows
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Use this parameter to specify the path to a batch (.bat) file in Windows that sets environment variables.
The variables are set for the process to run. The environment variable definitions in the batch file are in the
following format:

SET SOME_ENV_VAR=/tmp/PAM.exe
SET ANOTHER_ENV_VAR=/tmp/aaaa

The variable settings that the specified batch file defines are extra settings. The variable settings are in
addition to settings that are defined for the user profile that runs the process. Consider that this option does
not specify a file. Then, the operator uses the settings that the Command Execution category Shell profile
parameter value defines.

• Working directory

• UNIX
Use this parameter to specify the working directory for the operator (for example, /home/user1). Typically,
the working directory is the folder that contains the program file or related files that the program requires.
The product looks in this directory for files that are specified without explicit paths. Consider that you do not
specify a working directory. Then, the default value is the home directory of the user account running the
script.

• Windows
Use this parameter to specify the working directory for the operator. Typically, the working directory is the
folder that contains the script file or related files that the script requires.
Consider that you do not specify a working directory. Then, the script provides the default value to the
working directory of the user account that runs the script.

• User ID
Use this parameter to specify the user name under which to run the script. The expression must have run
permissions on the file (for example, Process.Appli_1.User). Consider that you leave the User ID field blank.
Then, the Command Execution category configuration specifies the default value to the user.
User names (and their associated passwords) are typically stored in named dataset variables. The users can
update the user names centrally without changing process values.

• Password
Use this parameter to specify the existing password that is associated with the predefined user ID. For example,
the following input sets the password to the value of the Process variable Password:

Process.Password

The product typically evaluates the password against system information. However, where nonstandard security
mechanisms are defined on the target host, administrators can deactivate this checking.
Because you specify the password as an expression, the text you enter must be visible. Avoid using literal
strings and refer instead to password dataset variables.

• Parameters
Use this parameter to specify parameters as in the following example to pass to the program:

/tmp/input_file
/tmp/output_file

The product passes parameters to the process in the order that they are listed.
Typically, when you use a script to pass a dynamic parameter to a process, you denote the dynamic parameter
in the percentage format. For example, the first dynamic parameter is represented as %1 in the script. Now,
during the process execution, CA PAM replaces the %1 with P1, where P1 is the value of the dynamic
parameter.
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Program parameters are passed individually to the program on startup (that is, they are not concatenated with
spaces between them). For example, entering the following expression on one line returns the single parameter
“P1P2”:

P1 + P2

Entering the following expressions on two lines returns the two parameters “P1” and “P2”:

"P1"
"P2"

• Standard out file
Use this parameter to specify the standard output file for the script. If you do not specify the full path, the
Working directory parameter value defines the root directory for the path. For example, /tmp/trace.log
The Command Execution category directs the stdout stream from the process to the specified file. You can
specify the same file for both the standard error and standard out files. However, the product does not maintain
a relative order for the different output types.

• Standard error file
Use this parameter to specify the standard error file for the script. If you do not specify the full path, the Working
directory parameter value defines the root directory for the path. For example, /tmp/trace.err
The Command Execution category directs the stderr stream from the process to the specified file. You can
specify the same file for both the standard error and standard out files. However, the product does not maintain
a relative order for the different output types.

• Post output to logs
Logs process output to the global log files.

• Post output to dataset variable
Copies output of an operation (stdout and stderr) to an operator dataset variable (for example, scriptOutput).

• Truncate log file used for standard out
Select this check box to have the product replace an existing log file. The log file that is replaced has the same
name when it writes new output.
With the check box selected, the product replaces an existing file even when the following items are true:

• The file is also used for standard error output
• The Truncate log file that is used for the standard error check box is cleared

If the check box is cleared, the product appends output to an existing error log file with the same name.
• Truncate log file used for standard error

Select this check box to have the product replace an existing error file. The error file that is replaced has the
same name when it writes new output.
With the check box selected, the product replaces an existing file even when the following items are true:

• The file is also used for standard output
• The Truncate log file that is used for standard out check box is cleared

If the check box is cleared, the product appends output to an existing error file with the same name.
• Load OS user profile

Loads the operating system profile (typically Windows) that is associated with the following items:

• The user account that the User ID specifies
• The profile that Profile specifies, which defines environment variables

The OS user profile is typically used only to establish associations and similar Windows registry-based
constructs for a specific user. Downloading user information from a Domain server carries a performance
penalty.

• Kill process on flow end
If you select this option, the product ends the process when the process flow finishes.
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Output Parameters

• scriptType
• inLineScript
• profile
• workingDir
• userID
• password
• parameters
• stdOutFileName
• stdErrFileName
• isPostToGlobalLog
• isPostToOutVar
• isTruncateForStdOut
• isTruncateForStdErr
• isLoadOSProfile
• isKillProcessOnFlowEnd
• processOutput
• StartDate
• StartTime
• Result
• ExitCode
• PID
• Reason
• Warnings

 PowerShell Execution Policy
To run PowerShell scripts, Windows imposes a security in terms of its execution policy. The
Windows PowerShell execution policy determines whether scripts are allowed to run and, if they
can run, whether they must be digitally signed. It also determines whether configuration files can
be loaded.
catpa04305
To run PowerShell scripts, Windows imposes a security in terms of its execution policy. The Windows PowerShell
execution policy determines whether scripts are allowed to run and, if they can run, whether they must be digitally
signed. It also determines whether configuration files can be loaded.

The default execution policy of PowerShell on Windows is Restricted. To run a PowerShell script, change the
execution policy to any one of the following:

• RemoteSigned
• AllSigned
• Unrestricted

CA Process Automation provides an option during the installation of the agent or Orchestrator to set the execution
policy of the PowerShell script to Remote Signed (meaning downloaded scripts must be signed by a trusted
publisher before they can execute). However, you can always use the Se-ExecutionPolicy PowerShell command
to change the execution policy at the command prompt followed by the appropriate policy name. For example, the
following command sets the execution policy to AllSigned:

Set-ExecutionPolicy AllSigned

 Run SSH Command Operator
The Run SSH Command operator is designed for use with targets such as network devices or
other nonserver devices.
catpa04305
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HID_Run_SSH_Command_Operator
The Run SSH Command operator is designed for use with targets such as network devices or other nonserver
devices.

For executing on remote servers using SSH, it can be simpler to use the proxy touchpoint or host group concepts.

Note:  This operator does not require the user to specify the login sequence.

The Run SSH Command operator takes the following actions:

• Opens an SSH connection to the remote host.
• Sends one command at a time.
• Reads the output of the command until it sees the prompt to indicate that the command is completed.
• Sends the next command.

You can set the maximum amount of time to wait for the prompt before failing the operator. Verify that this setting is
greater than the execution time of the longest command that this operator can execute.

You can set this operator to switch to a different user (including root) after login and before executing the
commands. Switching users allows the commands to be executed under a different user. Switching to a different
user is done interactively.

Input Parameters
For all input that can be specified as a regular expression in this operator, the operator matches the entire reply
data against the pattern. The Run SSH Command operator does not match the pattern as a substring of the reply
data). A dot ‘.’ matches a new line terminator (can be used to match multiline reply data.

Output Parameters
• SSHSwitchUserPasswordPrompt

The parameter returns the actual Switch User Pasword Text Prompt that is read from the SSH session within the
time to wait for prompts. This data was matched against the pattern that is specified in the Switch User Pasword
Text Prompt field. This field is empty if switching the user did not require a password, such as when switching
from Root to any other user, or if the operator is not set up to switch users.

• SSHSwitchUserCommandPrompt
The parameter returns the actual Switch User Command Prompt that is read from the SSH session (within
the time to wait for prompts ) the first time after switching to the new user. This data was matched against the
pattern that is specified in the Switch User Command Prompt field. This field is empty if the operator is not set
up to switch users.

• SSHCommandsOutput
An indexed String containing the output that is read from each command (within the time to wait for prompts)
that ran on the remote host. The output for each command is truncated to the value specified in Commands
Output Size limit.
The full output of each command contains the next prompt.

• SSHHost
• CommandsAsAnArray
• parameters
• CommandsArray
• isPostToOutVar
• PostToOutVarSizeLimit
• SSHHostUserCommandPrompt
• SSHHostWaitTimeout
• SSHPseudoTerminalType
• SSHPort
• SSHUsername
• SSHUsePrivateKey
• SSHPassword
• SSHPrivateKeyOption
• SSHPrivateKey
• SSHPrivateKeyVar
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• SSHPrivateKeyPath
• SSHPrivateKeyPassphrase
• SSHSwitchUser
• SSHHostSwitchUserCommand
• SSHHostSwitchUserPasswordPrompt
• SSHHostSwitchUserPassword
• SSHHostSwitchUserCommandPrompt

Example

This example explains how the Run SSH Command operator operates interactively.

Follow these steps:

1. Open an SSH connection to the remote host.
2. Log in noninteractively using one of the following values:

• A user name and password
• A user name and private key
• A user name, private key, and passphrase, if the private key was created with a passphrase.

3. Read from the SSH session until one of the following events occurs:

• You match the pattern that is specified in User Command Prompt. Continue to step 4.
• The Time to Wait for Prompts expires without matching the pattern that is specified in User Command

Prompt. Fail the operator.
4. Determine whether the operator is set to Run Commands as Another User.

• If so, go to Step 5.
• If not, go to Step 6.

5. Send the Switch User command and read from the SSH session until one of the following events occurs:

• You match the pattern that is specified in Switch User Password Text Prompt, which requires a password
to switch users.

• Send the Switch User Password.
• Read from the SSH session until one of the following events occurs:

• You match the pattern that is specified in Switch User Command Prompt. Continue to step 6.
• - The Time to Wait for Prompts expires without matching the Switch User Command Prompt. Fail the

operator.
• You match the pattern specified in Switch User Command Prompt, which requires no password to switch

users. Continue to step 6.
• The Time to Wait for Prompts expires without matching the Switch User Password Text Prompt and the

Switch User Command Prompt. Fail the operator.
6. The Run SSH Command operator has logged in and switched the user, if applicable. The operator is now ready

to execute the commands.
7. Loop through the commands, sending one command at a time, and read from the SSH session until one of the

following occurs:

• You match the pattern specified in User Command Prompt, if we did not switch to another user. Repeat step
7 and send the next command.

• You match the pattern specified in Switch User Command Prompt, if we switched to another user. Repeat
step 7 and send the next command.

• The Time to Wait for Prompts expires without matching the User Command Prompt or the Switch User
Command Prompt (whichever is applicable). Fail the operator.

 Run SSH Command Operator Commands
Run SSH Command Operator Commands
catpa04305
• Remote Hostname

The host name or IP of the computer to connect to.
• Use Indexed String Variable for Commands?

If this check box is not selected, you can enter commands in the Commands field. Select this field to specify the
commands as indexed String variables in the Commands Indexed String Variable field.
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• Commands
List of commands to execute on the remote host. Do not end the list with an 'exit' command, as the operator
automatically exits the SSH session after the last command executes.

• Commands Indexed String Variable
Name of the dataset variable that contains a list of commands to execute on the remote host. Do not end the list
with an 'exit' command, as the operator automatically exits the SSH session after the last command executes.

• Save Output to Dataset Variable?
Select this check box to copy the output of each command to the dataset of the operator. The output of each
command is stored in the SSHCommandsOutput variable.

• Commands Output Size limit
Specifies the maximum number of bytes of each command's output to save in the dataset variable of the
operator. If this number is not specified, the operator uses value: 4096.

• User Command Prompt
This field serves two purposes:

• Indicates that the user is logged in. The operator looks for this prompt after the user logs in.
• Indicates that a command (in the list of Commands or Commands Array executed on the SSH session under

this user) has finished. The operator can then send the next command in the list.

This field is generally an indication of the command prompt of the user. The field is typically specified as "#",
"$", ">", and so on, but must be specified as a regular expression. For example: ".*[$>?:#]" to match any input
(including new lines) followed by $ or > or ? or : or #. Specify all the prompts that you expect to see while the
commands run.

Warning:  Start the regular expression with .* to match all data returned by the command until the
prompt shows up. This regular expression should match all output from the command until the next
prompt.

Note:  The brackets are required around the $ to indicate the $ character. $ has a special meaning in regular
expressions if it is not surrounded by brackets.

• Time to Wait for Prompts (sec):
The amount of time (in seconds) to wait for a prompt before giving up on the prompt to send the commands. If
this field is left blank, the operator uses value: 60.
This field applies to the prompts expected after executing each command specified in the operator. The operator
cannot tell if a command that executed in the SSH session returned all its data. The operator keeps reading the
output of the command until it matches the specified User or Switch User Command prompt or until this timeout
is up (whichever comes first). The operator then proceeds to process the output of the command before moving
to the next command or failing the operator.

Warning:  Set this time to be greater than the execution time of the longest command that the operator
executes.

 Run SSH Command Operator Remote Login Information
Run SSH Command Operator Remote Login Information
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• Pseudo Terminal Type

The type of pseudo terminal to request on the SSH connection. This field overrides the value specified at the
category level. If the field is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the category level. If that value
is blank, the operator defaults to VT100.

• VT100 works typically with most computers (especially Linux-based).
• VT400 works typically with Windows-based computers. VT400 is required for Windows platforms, especially

when the output retrieved from the SSH server (commands output) contains control characters in the place
of spaces. For example, [19;1H in the place of a space in the output. VT400 interprets the spaces correctly
for Windows.

Other terminal types can be used. Ensure that you test them before moving the operator into production. Some
pseudo terminal types are:

• dumb
• xterm
• vt220
• vt320
• gogrid
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Check your SSH server’s installation and configuration for the supported pseudo terminals. Some SSH servers
list the supported pseudo terminals in the TermInfo folder.
The type of pseudo terminal controls how space characters appear in the commands output. You should test
this operator against the pseudo terminals supported by the SSH server to find an appropriate pseudo terminal
that returns the spaces appropriately. If the spaces are not returned appropriately, and no pseudo terminal is
available that could remedy this issue, do the following:

• Modify the operator’s input to accommodate this SSH server’s limitation.
• Use JavaScript to polish/extract the output of the commands.

If you request a pseudo terminal that is not supported, some SSH servers return an error while others ignore the
requested pseudo terminal type and use another. Review the SSH server’s logs for the pseudo terminal used
when the operator is running.

• Port
The port to connect to on the remote host. This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level.
If this field is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the operator category level. If that default
operator category value is blank, the operator uses value: 22.

• User name
The user name to use for logging in to the remote host. This field overrides the value specified at the operator
category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the operator category level.

• Use Private Key for Login?
Specifies if a private key should be used to log in to the remote host (rather than the password information). This
field overrides the value specified at the operator category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the default
value set at the operator category level. Select one of the following:

• True
Prompts the operator to use a private key.
Selecting true enables the following fields: Private Key Input Source, Private Key Inline Content, Private Key
Expression, Private Key File Path, Passphrase for key. The Password field is disabled.

• False
Prompts the operator to use password information.
Selecting false disables the following fields: Private Key Input Source, Private Key Inline Content, Private
Key Expression, Private Key File Path, Passphrase for key. The Password field is enabled.

Entering any other value prompts the operator to use false and enables all fields (to accommodate the user
entering an expression).

• Password
The password used for logging in to the remote host. This field overrides the value specified at the operator
category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the operator category level.

• Private Key Input Source
Specifies how to provide the private key. Select from one of the following:

• Inline Content
Enables Private Key Inline Content and disables Private Key Expression and Private Key File Path.

• File Path
Enables Private Key File Path and disables Private Key Inline Content and Private Key Expression.

• Expression
Enables Private Key Expression and disables Private Key Inline Content and Private Key File Path.

• Private Key Inline Content
The content of the private key for logging in to the remote host. This field overrides the value specified at the
operator category level. If it is left blank, and the Private Key Input Source is set to Inline Content, the operator
uses the default value set at the operator category level.

• Private Key Path
The path to the private key for logging in to the remote host. This field overrides the value specified at the
operator category level. If it is left blank, and the Private Key Input Source is set to File Path, the operator uses
the default value set at the operator category level.

• Private Key Expression
The dataset variable that contains the content of the private key for logging in to the remote host.

Note:  Ensure that the dataset variable is a multiline String.
• Passphrase for key

Optional passphrase to unlock the content of the private key. This field is required if the private key was created
with a passphrase. This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level.
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A blank Passphrase for Key does not automatically prompt the operator to inherit the Passphrase for Key value
from the operator category settings. In fact, the Passphrase for Key field is tied to the Private Key Inline Content,
Private Key Path, or Private Key Expression field as follows:

• If the operator’s Passphrase for Key is specified, it is used by the operator.
• If the operator’s Passphrase for Key is blank, Private Key Inline Content is specified (not blank), and

the Private Key Input Source is set to Inline Content, then the operator uses a blank Passphrase for key
(passphrase not set).

• If the operator’s Passphrase for Key is blank, Private Key File Path is specified (not blank), and the Private
Key Input Source is set to File Path, then the operator uses a blank Passphrase for key (passphrase not set).

• If the operator’s Passphrase for Key is blank, the Private Key Expression is specified (not blank), and
the Private Key Input Source is set to Expression, then the operator uses a blank Passphrase for key
(passphrase not set).

• For all other cases, the Run SSH Command operator uses the Default Passphrase for key.

Note:  The creation of SSH private/public keys is described in Administrating.

 Run SSH Command Operator Switch User Information
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• Run Commands/Script as Another User?

Should the specified commands be run as a different user? Select true to switch users upon login or false to
continue execution as the login user.
This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the
default value set at the operator category level.

• Switch User Command
The command to switch the user on the remote host. This is generally:

• su - username
or

• sudo su - username

This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the
default value set at the operator category level.

• Switch User Password Text Prompt
The text prompt that indicates that the remote host requires a password for switching the user to another user.
This is generally:

• Password:
or

• password:

This parameter must be specified as a regular expression. For example, ".*assword: " to match any input
(including new lines) followed by "assword: ".
This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the
default value set at the operator category level.
If a password is not required for switching to another user (for example, when switching from root to another
user), you can enter any value in this field. The operator attempts to match the data read from the SSH session
after submitting the Switch User Command against the Switch User Password Text Prompt first, and if it does
not match, it then attempts to match the data against and the Switch User Command Prompt to check if a
password is required.

• Switch User Password
The password to switch the user to another user. This field overrides the value specified at the operator
category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the operator category level.
This field is not used if switching to another user does not require a password.

• Switch User Command Prompt
This field serves two purposes:

• To indicate that the user switch occurred.
• To indicate that a command in the list of Commands or Commands Array executed on the SSH session

under the new user (that the operator switched to) has finished, and the operator can send the next
command in the list.

This field is generally an indication of the command prompt of the new user (that the operator switched to). It
is generally "#", "$", ">", etc. This field must be specified as a regular expression. For example: ".*[$>?:#]" to
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match any input (including new lines) followed by $ or > or ? or : or #. Specify all the prompts that you expect
to see while the commands run. Start the regular expression with .* to match all data returned by the command
until the prompt shows up. This regular expression matches all output from the command until the next prompt.

Note:  The brackets are required around the $ to indicate the $ character. $ has a special meaning in regular
expressions if it is not surrounded by brackets.

Be careful with the RegEx to avoid false positives, for example:
The user enters a bad password when switching to root:

# su  -  root
Password: 

The answer for a bad password ends with #:

su: Sorry
#

Which gives the same prompt as when the user enters a good password, where the answer also ends with #:

Sun Microsystems Inc.   SunOS 5.10      Generic January 2005
#

This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the
default value set at the operator category level.

 

 Run SSH Command Operator Ports
Run SSH Command Operator Ports
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• Success

• The operator completed successfully.
• The operator depends on the patterns specified in User Command Prompt and Switch User Command

Prompt to decide if a command (and the operator) succeeds or fails.
For example, a pattern of ".*#" succeeds the following command: ‘badCmd’:
1. The operator executes it:

  # badCmd

2. The output is read (which matches .*# prompt):

  badCmd:  not found
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  #

3. Execute the next command.
• Failure

• The user provides invalid input; for example, negative prompts timeout, blank user command prompt, and so
on.

• Unable to establish a connection to the remote host. Check the remote host, user name, password, and keys
provided to the operator.

• The user provides an unknown host in the remote host.
• Unable to authenticate the user on the remote host:

• User/password authentication: user name or password is invalid
• User/private key authentication:

- A bad passphrase is provided for a passphrase-protected private key: the operator indicates it cannot
read the key due to an internal IO problem
- The passphrase is missing for a passphrase-protected private key: the operator indicates that the
passphrase required for key authentication is not supplied.
- A bad private key is provided: the operator indicates that it is unable to parse the private key, the key
format is not supported, or that it cannot read the key due to an internal IO problem.
- The path to the private key file is invalid, non-existent, or cannot be read.

• Unable to switch user. Could not match the data read from the SSH session (within the time to wait for
prompts), with the specified Switch User Command Prompt pattern.

• Unable to switch user. Could not match the data read from the SSH session (within the time to wait for
prompts), with the specified Switch User Password Text Prompt pattern.

• The user name/password provided are not allowed to log in through SSH.
• The operator could not match the command prompt (specified in User Command Prompt, or Switch User

Command Prompt) with the output read from a command within the time to wait for prompts. In this case
either:

• The command finished execution and returned data that did not match the pattern in User Command
Prompt, or Switch User Command Prompt.

• The command’s execution is taking longer than the time to wait for prompts and the operator stopped
reading the output data before the command finished. As a result, it did not match the data read with the
pattern in User Command Prompt, or Switch User Command Prompt. In this case, you must increase the
Time to Wait for Prompts to be greater than the execution time of the longest command in the list.

Note:  In this case, any subsequent commands in the list are not executed and the SSHCommandsOutput
only contains the output of the commands that were executed before (including the output read for the
current command).

• Custom Ports
If set by the user during the process design.

 Run SSH Script Operator
The operator uses the login credentials that you specify to complete the following actions:
catpa04305
 

 

HID_Run_SSH_Script_Operator
The Run SSH Script operator works in interactive mode to accommodate network devices where the file system
presence is unknown.

Note:  For noninteractive SSH communication, use a proxy touchpoint or a host group.

The operator uses the login credentials that you specify to complete the following actions:

• Open an SSH connection to the remote host.
• Build a conn object.

Note:
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When you specify a script (either BeanShell or JavaScript), the application makes the conn object available
in the script scope. You can use the public methods of the conn object in the script. You can use these public
methods to automate operations that run on an SSH pseudo terminal.
Examples:

•  Sending commands to the remote SSH host
• Waiting for the prompt after sending each command
• Retrieving the output of each command from the server through SSH

Unlike the Run Telnet Script operator, the Run SSH Script operator provides the conn object after logging in to the
SSH host.

The Run SSH Commands operator has the following differences from the Run SSH Script operator:

• The output of all commands can be saved automatically in the Run SSH Commands operator dataset.
• You can match the prompt after running all commands in the list. The application uses the regular expression

that is specified in the user command prompt field.
• The time to wait for prompts applies to all commands in the list. Therefore, the wait time must exceed the run

time of the longest command in the list.

The Run SSH Script operator has the following differences from the Run SSH Commands operator:

• You can define which Run SSH Commands output to view or save in the Run SSH Script Operator dataset. The
Run SSH Script operator calls the following commands in sequence:

1. ‘conn.sendLine()’
2. ‘conn.waitFor()’
3. ‘conn.getLastOutput()’

• You can define a different regular expression to match the prompt after each command runs.
• You can define a different time to wait for the prompt after each command runs.

Input Parameters
• SSH Script Attributes

• Remote Host name
This attribute defines the host name or IP address of the computer to which to connect.

• Script Type
This attribute specifies one of the following script types in the Inline Script field:

• BeanShell script in the form ".bsh"
• JavaScript in the form ".js"

Default: If this field is empty, the operator defaults to.bsh.
• Inline Script?

This attribute specifies the method by which to provide the script:

• Inline
• As an expression

Select this check box to provide the script inline.
• Inline Script

This attribute defines the script, which is written in BeanShell or JavaScript. The script uses the conn object
and the API it exposes as follows:

• Send a command to the remote host
• Wait for the command to terminate
• Retrieve the output of the command

• Script as Expression
This attribute provides the script as an expression.

• Parameters
This attribute specifies the CA Process Automation parameters to pass to the script. Only the following
simple CA Process Automation parameter types can be passed to the script:

• PAM Boolean is passed as a Boolean object.
• PAM Date is passed as a Date object.
• PAM Double is passed as a Double object.
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• PAM Integer is passed as an Integer object.
• PAM Long is passed as a Long object.
• PAM String is passed as a String object.
• PAM Object Reference is passed as a String object.

Complex CA Process Automation parameters types (such as indexed types and ValueMaps) cannot be
passed to the script.
The script can access these objects through the args array of objects, where args[0] corresponds to the first
parameter in the list, args[1] corresponds to the second parameters, and so on.

• Output Variable Names
This attribute defines the variable names (created in the script) to save in the operator dataset after the script
runs.
The variables must be defined in the script scope so they are visible after the run. After the run, the defined
variables can be saved in the operator dataset.
 CA Process Automation saves the output variables as follows:

• Boolean object saves as a PAM Boolean.
• Date object saves as a PAM Date.
• Integer object saves as a PAM Integer.
• Number object saves as a PAM Long or Double object.
• String object saves as a PAM String.
• Character object saves as a PAM String.
• An array of objects saves as an indexed PAM type. The type of the first object in the array defines the

PAM type.
• Undefined saves as a PAM String with undefined as its value. Undefined indicates that the variable

was not assigned a value.
• Remote Login Information

• Pseudo Terminal Type
This attribute specifies the type of the pseudo terminal to request on the SSH connection. This field overrides
the value that is specified at the operator category level. If the field is empty, the operator uses the default
value set at the operator category level. If value at the operator category level is empty, the operator defaults
to VT100.

• VT100 works typically with most computers (especially Linux-based).
• VT400 works typically with Windows-based computers. VT400 is required for Windows platforms,

especially when the output retrieved from the SSH server (commands output) contains control characters
instead of spaces. For example, [19;1H instead of a space in the output. VT400 interprets the spaces
correctly for Windows.

Other terminal types are valid. Ensure that you test them before moving the operator to production. The
following list shows some valid pseudo terminal types:

• dumb
• xterm
• vt220
• vt320
• gogrid

Check your SSH server installation and configuration for the supported pseudo terminals. Some SSH servers
list the supported pseudo terminals in the TermInfo folder.
The type of the pseudo terminal controls how space characters appear in the commands output. To find a
pseudo terminal that returns the spaces appropriately, test this operator against the pseudo terminals. The
pseudo terminals are the terminals that the SSH server supports. If the spaces are returned inappropriately
and no pseudo terminal is available to remedy the issue, complete the following actions:

• Modify the operator input to accommodate the SSH server limitation.
• Use JavaScript to polish and extract the command output.

If you request an unsupported pseudo terminal, some SSH servers return an error. Others ignore the
requested pseudo terminal type and use a different one. Review the SSH server logs for the pseudo terminal
that is used when the operator is running.

• Port
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This attribute defines the port on which to log in to the remote host. This field overrides the value that is
specified at the operator category level. If this field is empty, the operator uses the default value set at the
operator category level. If value at the operator category level is empty, the operator defaults to 22.

• User name
This attribute defines the user name that is used for logging in to the remote host. This field overrides the
value that is specified at the operator category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the default value set
at the operator category level.

• Use Private Key for Login?
Use this attribute to specify whether to use a private key to log in to the remote host. Use the private key
instead of using a password. This field overrides the value that is specified at the operator category level. If
the field is empty, the operator uses the default value set at the operator category level.
Values:

• True: This value prompts the operator to use a private key. Selecting True enables the following fields
and disables the Password field:

• Private Key Input Source
• Private Key Inline Content
• Private Key Expression
• Private Key File Path
• Passphrase for key

• False: This value prompts the operator to use password information. Selecting False disables the
following fields and enables the Password field:

• Private Key Input Source
• Private Key Inline Content
• Private Key Expression
• Private Key File Path
• Passphrase for key

Entering any other value prompts the operator to use False and enables all fields (to accommodate the user
entering an expression).

• Password
This attribute defines the password that is associated with the specified User Name value for logging in to
the remote host. This field overrides the value that is specified at the operator category level. If this field is
empty, the operator uses the default value set at the operator category level.

• Private Key Input Source
This attribute specifies how to provide the private key:

• Inline Content
This value enables Private Key Inline Content and disables Private Key Expression and Private Key
File Path

• Expression
This value enables Private Key Expression and disables Private Key Inline Content and Private Key
File Path

• File Path
This value enables Private Key File Path and disables Private Key Inline Content and Private Key
Expression

• Private Key Inline Content
This attribute defines the content of the private key for logging in to the remote host. The field overrides the
value that is specified at the operator category level. If the field is empty and the Private Key Input Source
is set to Inline Content, the operator uses the default value set at the operator category level.

• Private Key as Expression
This attribute defines the dataset variable that contains the private key content for logging in to the remote
host.

Note:  Ensure that the dataset variable is a multiline String.
• Private Key File Path

This attribute defines the path to the private key for logging in to the remote host. The field overrides the
value that is specified at the operator category level. If the field is empty and the Private Key Input Source
is set to File Path, the operator uses the default value set at the operator category level.

• Passphrase for key
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(Optional) This attribute defines a passphrase to unlock the content of the private key. This field is required if
the private key was created with a passphrase. The field overrides the value that is specified at the operator
category level.
A blank Passphrase for key does not automatically prompt the operator to inherit the Passphrase for Key
value from the operator category. Instead, the Passphrase for key field is associated with the Private Key
Inline Content, Private Key File Path, or Private Key as Expression field in the following cases:

• If the passphrase for the key operator (Passphrase for key) is specified, the Run SSH Script operator
uses it.

• If the following conditions are set, the Run SSH Script operator uses a blank passphrase for the key
operator (Passphrase for key). The operator sets no passphrase:

• The Passphrase for Key operator value is empty
• The Private Key Inline Content operator value is defined
• The Private Key Input Source operator is set to Inline Content

• If the following conditions are set, the Run SSH Script operator uses a blank passphrase for the key
operator (Passphrase for key). The operator sets no passphrase:

• The Passphrase for key operator value is empty
• The Private Key File Path operator value is defined
• The Private Key Input Source operator is set to File Path

• If the following conditions are set, the Run SSH Script operator uses a blank passphrase for the key
operator (Passphrase for key). The operator sets no passphrase:

• The Passphrase for Key operator value is empty
• The Private Key Expression operator value is defined
• The Private Key Input Source operator is set to Expression

For all other cases, the Run SSH Script operator uses the default Passphrase for key.

Note:  See Administrating for information about creating SSH private and public keys.

Output Parameters
Each variable in the Output Variable Names list is created with the corresponding CA Process Automation type.

Consider a variable name in the Output Variable Names list does not exist in the script. Then, the operator creates
the corresponding variable as an empty string.

The BeanShell interpreter provides a robust environment. In the environment, consider that the script generates an
exception or the script contains an error. Then, the application retrieves (with values) the variables that precede the
error in the script. Consider the script generates an exception or an error. Then, the JavaScript interpreter does not
allow retrieval of any variable with its value.

Output parameters include:

• SSHHost
• inLineScriptLanguage
• inlineScriptType
• inLineScript
• scriptExpression
• parameters
• outputVariables
• SSHPseudoTerminalType
• SSHPort
• SSHUsername
• SSHUsePrivateKey
• SSHPassword
• SSHPrivateKeyOption
• SSHPrivateKey
• SSHPrivateKeyVar
• SSHPrivateKeyPath
• SSHPrivateKeyPassphrase

Example:
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In this example, the Run SSH Script operator reads the login credentials that you specify and uses them to
complete the following actions:

• Connect to and authenticate the remote SSH host
• Create the conn object.

Follow these steps to complete the script parameters:

1. Define the remote host name.
2. Pass the string value date to the script.
3. Define the output variable names that you create in the script (BeanShell or JavaScript), and that you want

saved in the operator dataset at the end of the run (in this example, svrDate).

Note:  CA Process Automation does not support the creation of dataset variables directly from the script.

In the inline script, use the conn object with the following BeanShell script:

String svrDate - "";     

if (conn.waitFor(".*[$] ",10 )) {   

 conn.sendLine(args[0]);   

 if(conn.waitFor(".*[$] ",10 )) {   

 svrDate = conn.getLastOutput();   

 }

} 

4. Create the svrDate variable to be visible at the script scope, so it can be saved to the operator dataset at the
end of the run.

5. Use conn.waitFor() to wait for the first prompt “.*[$]” (Reg Ex) for up to 10 seconds
6. If the operator finds the first prompt within 10 seconds, use conn.sendLine() to send the value of the first

parameter that is passed to the script, followed by a new line character. In this example, the value is: args[0] =
the word "date".

7. Use conn.waitFor() to wait for the second prompt ".*[$]” (Reg Ex) for up to 10 seconds
8. If the operator finds the second prompt within 10 seconds, use conn.getLastOutput() to retrieve the output that

is read during the last waitFor method call and store it in svrDate.

At the end of the run, the operator saves the svrDate String object as a CA Process Automation string in the
operator dataset.
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Note:  The prompt that was matched appears in the output that conn.getLastOutput() returns. Some SSH servers
return this prompt twice in the output, while others return it once.

 Run SSH Script Operator Inline Script APIs
The product uses a script that is written in bean shell or JavaScript for the Run SSH Script
operator Inline Script field. The script uses the conn object, which exposes the following APIs:
catpa04305
The product uses a script that is written in bean shell or JavaScript for the Run SSH Script operator Inline Script
field. The script uses the conn object, which exposes the following APIs:

void send (String str, boolean log) throws Exception

This method sends data to the remote host.

• String str
Defines the data to send to the remote host.

• boolean log
Exposes or hides the data sent to remote host in the CA Process Automation logs. 
To debug, follow the interaction between the operator and the remote host. Set the following code in the
<install_dir>/server/conf/log4j.xml file:

<category name="com.company.c2o.servicegroup.netutils">        
   <priority value="DEBUG" />
</category>

Also, set the CA Process Automation log file (c2o.log) to accept the DEBUG statements in log4j.xml.
When you set the debug level, the Command Execution operator category starts logging to the CA Process
Automation log file (c2o.log) at the DEBUG level. The CA Process Automation logs expose any data sent to the
remote host through send or sendLine.

• Values:
True: Logs the String str value when logging at the DEBUG level. 
False: Does not log the String str value.

Note:  c2o.log is the CA Process Automation log file, not the process logs. The operators do not write messages
to the process log.

This method has no return values. The product generates an exception if the API cannot write the data to the
remote host.

public void sendLine (String str, boolean log) throws Exception

This method appends a new line character to the data and sends it to the remote host. To force the remote host to
start running the command that is sent in the parameter, use this method.

This method has the same parameters and values as void send (String str, boolean log) throws Exception.

void send (String str) throws Exception
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This method is equivalent to Send (String str, true).

void sendLine (String str) throws Exception

This method is equivalent to SendLine (String str, true).

public boolean waitFor(String pattern, int timeout) throws Exception

This method reads the output from the remote host and stops when either of the following results occurs:

• The output matches the pattern that is specified in the parameters.
• The timeout interval expires.

The product stores the output from the remote host by each call to the waitFor method in a buffer accessible
through the getLastOutput() method. Each waitFor call overrides the buffer content from the previous call.

The next waitFor call starts reading the output from where the previous waitFor call stopped reading. This is
relevant when you use the method with getLastOutput.(). For example, if a waitFor call does not match the entire
command output, the next call can contain the remaining output from the previous command.

Warning:  To avoid mixing the previous command output with the current command output, call waitFor
after each sendLine call.

The Telnet script and SSH script operators use different mechanisms to read data from the remote host:

• The Telnet waitFor starts reading data directly from the host and matches as it reads from the host.
• The SSH waitFor retrieves the data read so far from a buffer and matches it against the pattern.
• Calling waitFor after each sendLine call makes the SSH and Telnet operators behave alike.

Parameters include:

• String pattern
Defines a regular expression to match against the data that the product reads from the remote host. Typically,
this pattern matches any data up to the next prompt (for example, ".*[$]"). Because you can match (and retrieve)
the command output data (including new lines up to the next prompt), start the pattern with .*.

Note:  The method matches the entire data read (during this waitFor call) against the pattern. The method does
not match the pattern as a substring of the data read. Also, a dot ( . ) can match a new line terminator (it can be
used to match multiline reply data).

• Int timeout
Defines the interval (in seconds) during which to read data from the remote host and match it against the
pattern.

Returns are Boolean:

• True
The data read before the timeout expired matches the pattern.

• False
The data read before the timeout expired does not match the pattern.

Note:  The method returns a value as soon as it matches the pattern or the timeout expires.

The product generates an exception in the following cases:

• The Int timeout parameter is less than or equal to 0.
• The String pattern parameter is null or empty.
• The product cannot read data from the SSH session.
• The pattern contains invalid syntax.
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• An error occurs when matching the pattern to the data received.

public String getLastOutput()

This method returns the content of the buffer where the last waitFor call saved the data that it read from the remote
host. This data does not always match the waitFor pattern. The buffer stores whatever the most recent waitFor call
read, whether waitFor returned true or false.

This method has no parameters.

This method does not generate exceptions.

 Run SSH Script Operator Ports
Run SSH Script Operator Ports
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• Success

The operator completed successfully.
• Failure

The operator fails for any of the following reasons

• The user provides invalid input; for example: empty inline script, empty remote host, negative port, empty
user name, and so on.

• The user specifies an Inline Script Type other than ‘.bsh’ and ‘.js’.
• Unable to establish a connection to the remote host. Verify the remote host and port provided to the operator.
• The user provides an unknown host in the remote host.
• Unable to authenticate the user on the remote host:

• User/password authentication: user name or password is invalid.
• User/private key authentication:

- A bad passphrase is provided for a passphrase-protected private key: the operator indicates it cannot
read the key due to an internal IO problem
- The passphrase is missing for a passphrase-protected private key: the operator indicates that the
passphrase required for key authentication is not supplied.
- A bad private key is provided: the operator indicates that it is unable to parse the private key, the key
format is not supported, or that it cannot read the key due to an internal IO problem.
- The path to the private key file is invalid, non-existent, or cannot be read.

• The username/password provided are not allowed to log in through SSH.
• The user provides a complex data type in the list of parameters. Complex value types (arrays, ValueMaps,

and so on) cannot be passed to the script. Use simple value types such as Double, Integer, Long, String,
Date, and Boolean.

• When executing a ‘.bsh’ or ‘.js’ script:

• Parse or syntax error while evaluating the script.
• The script threw an exception.
• An error occurred when executing the script.
• Error when retrieving a variable from the script’s scope (at the end of execution).

• Custom Ports
If set by the user during the process design.

 Run Telnet Command Operator
The Run Telnet Command operator takes the following actions:
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HID_Run_Telnet_Command_Operator
The Run Telnet Command operator takes the following actions:
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• Opens a Telnet connection to the remote host.
• Sends one command at a time.
• Reads the output of the command until it sees the prompt to indicate that the command was completed.
• Sends the next command.

Note:  The Run Telnet Command operator and the Run SSH Command operator log in to the remote host
differently. The Run Telnet Command operator performs the login in an interactive way.

You can set the maximum amount of time to wait for the prompt before failing the operator. Verify that this setting is
greater than the execution time of the longest command that this operator executes.

You can set the Run Telnet Command operator to switch to a different user (including root) after login and before
executing the commands. Switching users allows subsequent commands to be executed under a different user.
Switching to different user is done interactively.

Note:

To use the Run Telnet Command Operator on a target device, ensure that the target device supports the RAW
connection mode.

Input Parameters
Note:

• For all input that can be specified as a regular expression in the Run Telnet Command operator:

• The operator matches the entire reply data against the pattern.
• The operator does not match the pattern as a substring of the reply data.

• A dot 
• (.) matches a new line terminator (it can be used to match multiline reply data).

Output Parameters
• TelnetUserLoginPrompt

The actual User Login Text Prompt that is read from the Telnet session within the time to wait for prompts. This
data is matched against the pattern that is specified in the User Login Text Prompt field.

• TelnetUserPasswordPrompt
The actual User Password Text Prompt that is read from the Telnet session within the time to wait for prompts.
This data is matched against the pattern that is specified in the User Password Text Prompt field.

• TelnetUserCommandPrompt
The actual User Command Prompt that is read from the Telnet session (within the time to wait for prompts) the
first time, either after login or after connection (if no login is required). This data is matched against the pattern
that is specified in the User Command Prompt field.

• TelnetSwitchUserPasswordPrompt
The actual Switch User Password Text Prompt is read from the Telnet session within the time to wait for
prompts. This data is matched against the pattern that is specified in the Switch User Password Text Prompt
field.
This field is empty if switching the user did not require a password; for example, when switching from Root to
any other user, or if the operator is not set up to switch users.

• TelnetSwitchUserCommandPrompt
The actual Switch User Command Prompt that is read from the Telnet session (within the time to wait for
prompts) the first time after switching to the new user. This data is matched against the pattern that is specified
in the Switch User Command Prompt field. This field is empty if the operator is not set up to switch users.

• TelnetCommandsOutput
An indexed String containing the output that is read from each command (within the time to wait for prompts)
that ran on the remote host. The output for each command is truncated to the value that is specified in the
Commands Output Size limit.
The full output of each command contains the next prompt.

• TelnetHost
• CommandsAsAnArray
• parameters
• CommandsArray
• isPostToOutVar
• PostToOutVarSizeLimit
• TelnetPseudoTerminalType
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• TelnetPort
• TelnetHostConnectTimeout
• TelnetloginScheme
• TelnetHostUserLoginPrompt
• TelnetUsername
• TelnetHostUserPasswordPrompt
• TelnetPassword
• TelnetHostUserCommandPrompt
• TelnetHostWaitTimeout
• TelnetSwitchUser
• TelnetHostSwitchUserCommand
• TelnetHostSwitchUserPasswordPrompt
• TelnetHostSwitchUserPassword
• TelnetHostSwitchUserCommandPrompt
• TelnetSwitchUserPasswordPrompt
• TelnetSwitchUserCommandPrompt
• TelnetUserLoginPrompt
• TelnetUserPasswordPrompt
• TelnetUserCommandPrompt

Example
The Run Telnet Command operator operates in the following interactive manner:

1. Open a Telnet connection to the remote host.
2. Perform one of the following tasks:

• If no login is required, go to step 8.
• If password only login is required, go to step 4.
• If the user name and password login are required, then read from the Telnet session until one of the

following responses occur:

• You match the pattern that is specified in User Login Text Prompt. (Go to Step 3.)
• The Time to Wait for Prompts is up. If this time elapses, the operator fails.

3. Send the User name.
4. Read from the Telnet session until one of the following responses occur:

• You match the pattern that is specified in User Password Text Prompt (go to Step 5).
• The Time to Wait for Prompts expires. If this response occurs, fail the operator.

5. Send the password, then:

1.1 Read from the Telnet session until one of the following responses occur:

• You match the pattern that is specified in User Command Prompt, and continue.
• The Time to Wait for Prompts expires, then fail the operator.

2.1 Determine if the operator is set to Run Commands as Another User:

• If so, go to step 6.
• If not, go to step 7.

6. Send the Switch User Command and then perform the following tasks:

1.1 Read from the Telnet session until one of the following responses occur:

• You match the pattern that is specified in Switch User Password Text Prompt.
• You match the pattern that is specified in Switch User Command Prompt.
• The Time to Wait for Prompts expires.

2.1 Take one of the following actions, which is based on the outcome:

• Consider that you match the pattern for Switch User Password Text Prompt (password that is required
to switch user). Then, send the Switch User Password, and read from the Telnet session until one of the
following responses occur:
- You match the pattern that is specified in Switch User Command Prompt. Go to Step 7.
- The Time to Wait for Prompts expires and the operator fails.
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• If you match the pattern for Switch User Command Prompt (no password that is required to switch user),
go to Step 7.

• If the Time to Wait for Prompts expires, fail the operator.
7. The Run Telnet Command operator has logged in and switched the user, if applicable. The operator is now

ready to execute the commands.
8. Loop through the commands, send one command at a time, and read from the Telnet session until one of the

following responses occur:

• You match the pattern that is specified in User Command Prompt (if we did not switch to another user).
Repeat step 8 and send the next command.

• You match the pattern that is specified in Switch User Command Prompt (if we switched to another user).
Repeat step 8 and send the next command.

• The Time to Wait for Prompts expires without matching the User Command Prompt or the Switch User
Command Prompt (whichever is applicable). Fail the operator.

 Run Telnet Command Operator Commands
 
catpa04305
• Remote Hostname

The host name or IP of the computer to connect to.
• Use Indexed String Variable for Commands?

If this check box is not selected, you can enter commands in the Commands field. Select this option to specify
the commands as indexed String variables in the Commands Indexed String Variable field.

• Commands
List of commands to execute on the remote host. Do not end the list with an exit command, as the operator
automatically exits the Telnet session after the last command executes.

• Commands Indexed String Variable
Name of the dataset variable that contains a list of commands to execute on the remote host. Do not end the list
with an 'exit' command. The operator automatically exits the Telnet session after the last command executes.

• Save Output to Dataset Variable?
Select this check box to copy the output of each command to the dataset of the operator. The output of each
command is stored in the TelnetCommandsOutput variable.

• Commands Output Dataset Variable Size Limit (bytes)
Specify the maximum number of bytes of each command's output to save in the dataset variable of the operator.
If this number is not specified, the operator uses value 4096.

 

 Run Telnet Command Operator Remote Login Information
Run Telnet Command Operator Remote Login Information
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• Pseudo Terminal Type

The type of pseudo terminal to request on the Telnet connection. This field overrides the value specified at the
operator category level. If the field is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the operator category
level. If that value is blank, the operator defaults to VT100.

• VT100 works typically with most computers (especially Linux-based).
• VT400 works typically with Windows-based computers. VT400 is required for Windows platforms, especially

when the output retrieved from the Telnet server (commands output) contains control characters in the place
of spaces. For example, [19;1H in the place of a space in the output. VT400 interprets the spaces correctly
for Windows.

Other terminal types can be used. Ensure that you test them before moving the operator into production. Some
pseudo terminal types are:

• dumb
• xterm
• vt220
• vt320
• gogrid

Check your Telnet server’s installation and configuration for the supported pseudo terminals.
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The type of pseudo terminal controls how space characters appear in the commands output. You should test
this operator against the pseudo terminals supported by the Telnet server to find an appropriate pseudo terminal
that returns the spaces appropriately. If the spaces are not returned appropriately, and no pseudo terminal is
available that could remedy this issue, do the following:

• Modify the operator’s input to accommodate this Telnet server’s limitation.
• Use JavaScript to polish/extract the output of the commands.

If you request a pseudo terminal that is not supported, some Telnet servers return an error while others ignore
the requested pseudo terminal type and use another. Review the Telnet server’s logs for the pseudo terminal
used when the operator is running.

• Remote Port
The port to connect to on the remote host. This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level.
If this field is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the operator category level; if that default
category value is blank, the operator uses value: 23.

• Connection Timeout (sec)
The connection timeout in seconds before giving up on the connection. This field overrides the value specified
at the operator category level. If this field is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the operator
category level; if that default category value is blank, the operator uses value: 20.

• Login Scheme
The login scheme; select from one of the following:

• 0
Prompts the operator to use user name and password

• 1
Prompts the operator to use password only, which disables the following fields: Password Text Prompt, and
Password

• 2
Prompts the operator to use no user name and no password, which disables the following fields: User login
Text Prompt, User name, Password Text Prompt, and Password

This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level. If you do not specify a value and leave the
field blank, the operator uses the value set at the operator category level. Any other value prompts the operator
to use user name and password.

• User Login Text Prompt
The text prompt that indicates that the remote host requires a login ID for logging in. This is generally:

• Login:
or

• login:

This parameter must be specified as a regular expression. For instance: ".*ogin: " to match any input (including
new lines) followed by "ogin: ".
This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the
default value set at the category level.

• User name
The user name to be used for logging into the remote host. This field overrides the value specified at the
operator category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the category level.

• User Password Text Prompt
The text prompt that indicates that the remote host requires a password for the user logging in. This is generally:

• Password:
or

• password:

This parameter must be specified as a regular expression. For instance: ".*assword: " to match any input
(including new lines) followed by "assword: ". This field overrides the value specified at the operator category
level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the category level.

• Password
The password used for logging into the remote host. This field overrides the value specified at the operator
category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the category level.

• User Command Prompt
This field serves two purposes:

• To indicate that the user is logged in.
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• To indicate that a command in the list of Commands or Commands Array executed on the Telnet session
under this user has finished, and the operator can send the next command in the list.

This field is generally an indication of the command prompt of the user. It is generally "#", "$", ">", and so on,
but must be specified as a regular expression. For example, ".*[$>?:#]" to match any input (including new lines)
followed by $ or > or ? or : or #. You should specify all the prompts that you expect to see while the commands
run. The regular expression should start with .* to be able to match all data returned by the command until the
prompt shows up. This regular expression should be able to match all output from the command until the next
prompt.
This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the
default value set at the category level.

Note:  The brackets are required around the $ to indicate the $ character. $ has a special meaning in regular
expressions if not surrounded by brackets.

• Time to Wait for Prompt
The amount of time (in seconds) to wait for a prompt before giving up on the prompt to send the commands.
This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the
default value set at the category level. If that default value is blank, the operator uses value: 60.
This field applies to the prompts expected after each command in the login and switch user commands, and
also the prompts expected after executing each command specified in the operator. The operator cannot tell if a
command executed in the Telnet session returned all its data; hence it keeps reading the output of the command
until it matches the specified User or Switch User Command prompt or until this timeout is up (whichever comes
first). It then proceeds to process the output of the command before moving to the next command or failing the
operator.

Warning:  Set this time to be greater than the execution time of the longest command to be executed by
the operator.

 Run Telnet Command Operator Switch User Information
Run Telnet Command Operator Switch User Information
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• Run Commands/Script as Another User?

Should the script or the specified commands be run as a different user? Select True or False.

• If true, the current logged in user switches to another user before executing the commands.
• If false, the following fields are disabled: Switch User Command, Switch User Password Text Prompt, Switch

User Password, and Switch User Command Prompt.

This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the
default value set at the category level.

• Switch User Command
The command to switch the user on the remote host. This is generally:

• su - username
or

• sudo su - username

This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the
default value set at the category level.

• Switch User Password Text Prompt
The text prompt that indicates that the remote host requires a password for switching the user to another user.
This is generally:

• Password:
or

• password:

This parameter must be specified as a regular expression. For example, ".*assword: " to match any input
(including new lines) followed by "assword: ".
This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the
default value set at the category level.
If a password is not required for switching to another user (for example, when switching from root to another
user), you can enter any value in this field. The operator attempts to match the data read from the Telnet
session after submitting the Switch User Command against the Switch User Password Text Prompt first, and
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if it does not match, it then attempts to match the data against the Switch User Command Prompt to check if a
password is required.

• Switch User Password
The password to switch the user to another user. This field overrides the value specified at the operator
category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the category level.
This field is not used if switching to another user does not require a password.

• Switch User Command Prompt
This field serves two purposes:

• To indicate that the user switch occurred.
• To indicate that a command in the list of Commands or Commands Array executed on the Telnet session

under the new user (that the operator switched to) has finished, and the operator can send the next
command in the list.

This field is generally an indication of the command prompt of the new user (that the operator switched to). It is
generally "#", "$", ">", etc. It must be specified as a regular expression.
For example: ".*[$>?:#]" to match any input (including new lines) followed by $ or > or ? or : or #. Specify all
the prompts that you expect to see while the commands run. The regular expression should also start with .* to
match all data returned by the command until the prompt shows up. This regular expression should be able to
match all output from the command until the next prompt.

Note:  The brackets are required around the $ to indicate the $ character. $ has a special meaning in regular
expressions if not surrounded by brackets.

Be careful with the RegEx to avoid false positives, for instance:
The user enters a bad password when switching to root:

# su  -  root
Password: 

The answer for a bad password ends with #:

su: Sorry
#

Which gives the same prompt as when the user enters a good password, where the answer also ends with #:

Sun Microsystems Inc.   SunOS 5.10      Generic January 2005
#

This field overrides the value specified at the operator category level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the
default value set at the category level.

 Run Telnet Command Operator Ports
Run Telnet Command Operator Ports
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• Success

• The operator completed successfully.
• The operator depends on the patterns specified in User Command Prompt and Switch User Command

Prompt to decide if a command (and the operator) succeeds or fails. 
For example, a pattern of ".*#" succeeds the following command: ‘badCmd’:
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1. The operator executes it:

  # badCmd

2. The output is read (which matches .*# prompt):

  badCmd:  not found
  #

3. Execute the next command.
• Failure

• The user provides invalid input; for example, negative remote port, negative connection timeout, 0 or
negative prompts timeout, blank user command prompt, and so on.

• Unable to log in. Could not match the data read from the Telnet session (within the time to wait for prompts),
with the specified User Login Text Prompt pattern.

• Unable to log in. Could not match the data read from the Telnet session (within the time to wait for prompts),
with the specified User Password Text Prompt pattern.

• Unable to log in. Could not match the data read from the Telnet session (within the time to wait for prompts),
with the specified User Command Prompt pattern.

• Unable to switch user. Could not match the data read from the Telnet session (within the time to wait for
prompts), with the specified Switch User Command Prompt pattern.

• Unable to switch user. Could not match the data read from the Telnet session (within the time to wait for
prompts), with the specified Switch User Password Text Prompt pattern.

• The user provided incorrect username/password login credentials.
• The user provided incorrect username/password credentials to switch the user.
• Unable to switch to another user unless the username/password scheme is used to log in to the Telnet

session.
• The user provided an unknown remote host.
• Telnet connection to the remote host is refused (Telnet is not allowed).
• The username/password provided are not allowed to log in through Telnet.
• The operator could not match the command prompt (specified in User Command Prompt, or Switch User

Command Prompt) with the output read from a command within the time to wait for prompts. In this case
either:

• The command finished execution and returned data that did not match the pattern in User Command
Prompt, or Switch User Command Prompt.

• The command’s execution is taking longer than the time to wait for prompts and the operator stopped
reading the output data before the command finished. As a result, it did not match the data read with the
pattern covered in User Command Prompt, or Switch User Command Prompt. In this case, you must
increase the Time to Wait for Prompts to be greater than the execution time of the longest command in
the list.

Note:  In this case, any subsequent commands in the list are not executed and the TelnetCommandsOutput
only contains the output of the commands that were executed before (including the output read for the
current command).

• Custom Ports
If set by the user during the process design.

 Run Telnet Script Operator
The Run Telnet Script operator uses the remote host and port you specify to perform the
following tasks:
catpa04305
Run Telnet Script Operator
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The Run Telnet Script operator uses the remote host and port you specify to perform the following tasks:

• Open a Telnet connection to the remote host.
• Build a conn object.

Note:  When you specify a script, either bean shell or javascript, the conn object is made available in the scope of
this script. You can leverage the public methods of the conn object in the script. The public methods are used to
authenticate on the Telnet session and automate operations executed on a Telnet pseudo terminal. Examples of
automated operations include the following:

• Sending commands to the remote Telnet host.
• Waiting for the prompt after sending each command.
• Retrieving the output of each command.

Unlike the Run SSH Script operator, the Run Telnet Script operator does not authenticate a user ID on the Telnet
connection. Instead, use the methods of the conn to authenticate on the Telnet connection at the beginning of your
script.

Unlike the Run Telnet Command operator, the Run Telnet Script operator:

• Lets you specify which command output to view or save in the dataset of the operator. You call the following
methods in this sequence:

1. conn.sendLine()
2. conn.waitFor()
3. conn.getLastOutput()

• Lets you specify a different regular expression to match the prompt after the execution of each command.
• Lets you specify a different time to wait for the prompt after the execution of each command.

Note:

To use the Run Telnet Script Operator on a target device, ensure that the target device supports the RAW
connection mode.

Input Parameters
Input parameters for the Run Telnet Script operator are as follows:

• Script

• Remote Host name
The host name or IP of the computer to connect to.

• Script Type:
The type of the script that is specified in the Inline Script field. Select from BeanShell script (.bsh) and
JavaScript (.js). If this field is left blank, the operator defaults to .bsh.

• Inline Script?
This operator provides two methods to provide the script: inline or as an expression. Select this check box to
provide the script inline.

• Inline Script
The script, which is written in BeanShell or JavaScript, uses the conn object and its API as follows:

• Send a command to the remote host
• Wait for the command to terminate
• Retrieve the output of the last command

The APIs that the conn object exposes are detailed in Run Telnet Script Operator Inline Script APIs.
• Script as Expression

Provides the script as an expression. See the Inline Script field for information about the script.
• Parameters

The CA Process Automation parameters to pass to the script. Only simple CA Process Automation
parameter types can be passed to the script as follows:

• PAM Boolean is passed as a Boolean object
• PAM Date is passed as a Date object
• PAM Double is passed as a Double object.
• PAM Integer is passed as an Integer object.
• PAM Long is passed as a Long object.
• PAM String is passed as a String object.
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• PAM Object Reference is passed as a String object.

Complex CA Process Automation parameters types (indexed types, ValueMaps, and so on) cannot be
passed to the script.
The script can access these objects through the args array of objects. The args arrays of objects include
args[0] corresponds to the first parameter in the list.  The args[1] corresponds to the second parameters, and
so on.

• Output Variable Names
The names of the variables, created in the script, to save in the dataset of the operator. The variable is saved
at the end of the execution of the script.
The variables must be defined in the scope of the script so they are visible at the end of the execution. You
can also save the variables in the dataset of the operator.
The output variables are saved as follows:

• Boolean object saves as a PAM Boolean
• Date object saves as a PAM Date
• Integer object saves as PAM Integer
• Number object saves as PAM Long or Double object
• String object saves as PAM string
• Character object saves as PAM string
• An array of objects saves as an indexed PAM type. The PAM type is defined based on the type of the first

object in the array of objects.
• Undefined saves as a PAM string with ‘undefined’ as its value.

• Remote Login Information

• Pseudo Terminal Type
The type of pseudo terminal to request on the Telnet connection. This field overrides the value that is
specified at the module level. If the field is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the module
level. If that value is blank, the operator defaults to VT100.

• VT100 works typically with most computers (especially Linux-based).
• VT400 works typically with Windows-based computers. VT400 is required for Windows platforms,

especially when the output retrieved from the Telnet server (commands output) contains control
characters in the place of spaces. For example, [19;1H in the place of a space in the output. VT400
interprets the spaces correctly for Windows.

Other terminal types can be used. Ensure that you test them before moving the operator into production.
Some pseudo terminal types are:

• dumb
• xterm
• vt220
• vt320
• gogrid

For the supported pseudo terminals, check the installation and configuration of your Telnet server.
The type of pseudo terminal controls how space characters appear in the commands output. You should
test this operator against the pseudo terminals that the Telnet server supports. You should test to find
an appropriate pseudo terminal that returns the spaces appropriately. If the spaces are not returned
appropriately, and no pseudo terminal is available that could remedy this issue, perform the following tasks:

• Modify the input of the operator to accommodate this limitation of the Telnet server.
• Use JavaScript to polish/extract the output of the commands.

If you request a pseudo terminal that is not supported, some Telnet servers return an error while others
ignore the requested pseudo terminal type and use another. Review the Telnet server’s logs for the pseudo
terminal that is used when the operator is running.

• Remote Port
The port to connect to on the remote host. This field overrides the value that is specified at the module level.
If this field is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the module level. If that default module
value is blank, the operator uses value: 23.

• Connection Timeout (sec)
The connection timeout in seconds before giving up on the connection. This field overrides the value that is
specified at the module level. If it is left blank, the operator uses the default value set at the module level. If
that default module value is blank, the operator uses value: 20.
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Output Parameters
Each variable in the Output Variable Names list is created with the corresponding CA Process Automation type.

Consider that a variable name in the Output Variable Names does not exist in the script. Then, the Run Telnet
Script operator creates the corresponding variable as an empty string.

The BeanShell interpreter provides a robust environment for the script. For example, consider that the BeanShell
script throws an exception or the script contains an error. Then,you can retrieve the variables (with their values) that
are defined and initialized in the script, before the occurrence of the error. Alternatively, consider that the JavaScript
script throws an exception or contains an error. Then, the JavaScript interpreter does not allow for any variable to
be retrieved with its value.

The Output parameters include the following parameters:

• TelnetHost
• inLineScriptLanguage
• inlineScriptType
• inLineScript
• scriptExpression
• parameters
• outputVariables
• TelnetPseudoTerminalType
• TelnetPort
• TelnetHostConnectTimeout

Example
The following procedure provides an example of how to use the Run Telnet Script operator.

1. The Run Telnet Script operator reads the login information that you specify. The operator uses this login
information to connect to the remote Telnet host and to create the conn object.

2. Specify the following items in the Script palette:

• The remote host name.
• The parameters to pass to the script. In the following example, the user, the password, and a string whose

value is the word: ‘"date".
• The name of the output variables that you create in the script (BeanShell or JavaScript). You can save the

output variable in the dataset of the operator at the end of execution. Consider that you do not want to save
a variable in the operator dataset at the end of execution. Then, you need not specify the name of the output
variable here.

Note:  The creation of dataset variables directly from the script is currently not supported. The Output
Variable Names field plays the role of C2OSVD in this case.

In this example, the following output variable names are saved to the dataset of the operator at the end of
execution: 

• svrDate
• loginStr
• pwdStr
• promptStr

3. In the Inline script, use the conn object, which CA Process Automation has built. The following bean shell script
example shows:

String svrDate, loginStr, pwdStr, promptStr = "";
 
if (conn.waitFor(".*ogin: ", 10)) {
   loginStr = con.getLastOutput();
   conn.sendLine(args[0]);
 if (conn.waitFor(#.*assword: ", 10)) {
     pwdStr = conn.getLastOutput();
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     conn.sendLine(args[1], false);
     if (conn.waitFor(".*[$]", 15)) {
        promptStr = conn.getLastOutput();
        conn.sendLine(args[2]);
        if (conn.waitFor(".*[$] ",10 )) {
           svrDate = conn.getLastOutput();
        }
      }
  }
}

1.1 Create the svrDate, loginStr, pwdStr, and promptStr variables to be visible at the script scope, so they can
be saved to the dataset of the operator at the end of execution.

2.1 Use ‘conn.waitFor()’ to wait for the login prompt, “.*ogin: ” (Reg Ex) up to 10 seconds.
3.1 If the login prompt is found within 10 seconds, then use ‘conn.getLastOutput()' to save the login prompt

that was matched in the loginStr variable.
4.1 Use ‘conn.sendLine()’ to send the username that is passed as the first object in the list of parameters:

args[0].
5.1 Use ‘conn.waitFor()’ to wait for the password prompt “.*assword: ” (Reg Ex) up to 10 seconds
6.1 If the password prompt is found within 10 seconds, then use ‘conn.getLastOutput()’ to save the password

prompt we matched in the pwdStr variable.
7.1 Use ‘conn.sendLine()’ to send the password that is passed as the second object in the list of parameters:

args[1].
8.1 Use ‘conn.waitFor()’ to wait for the user prompt “.*[$] ” (Reg Ex) up to 15 seconds.
9.1 If the user prompt is found within 15 seconds, then use ‘conn.getLastOutput()’ to save the user prompt we

matched in the promptStr variable.
10.1 Use ‘conn.sendLine()’ to send the command that is passed as the third object in the list of parameters:

args[2].
11.1 Use ‘conn.waitFor()’ to wait for the user prompt “.*[$] ” (Reg Ex) up to 10 seconds.
12.1 Consider that the user prompt is found within 10 seconds. Then, use ‘conn.getLastOutput()’ to save the

matched user prompt with the output of the command in the svrDate variable.
13.1 At the end of execution, the Run Telnet Script operator saves the output variables in the dataset of the

operator as CA Process Automation objects.
The prompt that was matched appears in the output that is returned by conn.getLastOutput().

 Run Telnet Script Operator Inline Script APIs
The product uses a script that is written in bean shell or JavaScript for the Run Telnet Script
operator Inline Script field. The script uses the conn object, which exposes the following APIs:
catpa04305
The product uses a script that is written in bean shell or JavaScript for the Run Telnet Script operator Inline Script
field. The script uses the conn object, which exposes the following APIs:

void send (String str, boolean log) throws Exception

This method sends data to the remote host.

• String str
Defines the data to send to the remote host.

• boolean log
Exposes or hides the data sent to remote host in the CA Process Automation logs. 
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To debug, follow the interaction between the operator and the remote host. Set the following code in the
<install_dir>/server/conf/log4j.xml file:

<category name="com.company.c2o.servicegroup.netutils">        
   <priority value="DEBUG" />
</category>

Also, set the CA Process Automation log file (c2o.log) to accept the DEBUG statements in log4j.xml.
When you set the debug level, the Command Execution operator category starts logging to the CA Process
Automation log file (c2o.log) at the DEBUG level. The CA Process Automation logs expose any data sent to the
remote host through send or sendLine.

• Values:
True: Logs the String str value when logging at the DEBUG level. 
False: Does not log the String str value.

Note:  c2o.log is the CA Process Automation log file, not the process logs. The operators do not write messages
to the process log.

This method has no return values. The product generates an exception if the API cannot write the data to the
remote host.

public void sendLine (String str, boolean log) throws Exception

This method appends a new line character to the data and sends it to the remote host. To force the remote host to
start running the command that is sent in the parameter, use this method.

This method has the same parameters and values as void send (String str, boolean log) throws Exception.

void send (String str) throws Exception

This method is equivalent to Send (String str, true).

void sendLine (String str) throws Exception

This method is equivalent to SendLine (String str, true).

public boolean waitFor(String pattern, int timeout) throws Exception

This method reads the output from the remote host and stops when either of the following results occurs:

• The output matches the pattern that is specified in the parameters.
• The timeout interval expires.

The product stores the output from the remote host by each call to the waitFor method in a buffer accessible
through the getLastOutput() method. Each waitFor call overrides the buffer content from the previous call.
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The next waitFor call starts reading the output from where the previous waitFor call stopped reading. This is
relevant when you use the method with getLastOutput.(). For example, if a waitFor call does not match the entire
command output, the next call can contain the remaining output from the previous command.

Warning:  To avoid mixing the previous command output with the current command output, call waitFor
after each sendLine call.

The Telnet script and SSH script operators use different mechanisms to read data from the remote host:

• The Telnet waitFor starts reading data directly from the host and matches as it reads from the host.
• The SSH waitFor retrieves the data read so far from a buffer and matches it against the pattern.
• Calling waitFor after each sendLine call makes the SSH and Telnet operators behave alike.

Parameters include:

• String pattern
Defines a regular expression to match against the data that the product reads from the remote host. Typically,
this pattern matches any data up to the next prompt (for example, ".*[$]"). Because you can match (and retrieve)
the command output data (including new lines up to the next prompt), start the pattern with .*.

Note:  The method matches the entire data read (during this waitFor call) against the pattern. The method does
not match the pattern as a substring of the data read. Also, a dot ( . ) can match a new line terminator (it can be
used to match multiline reply data).

• Int timeout
Defines the interval (in seconds) during which to read data from the remote host and match it against the
pattern.

Returns are Boolean:

• True
The data read before the timeout expired matches the pattern.

• False
The data read before the timeout expired does not match the pattern.

Note:  The method returns a value as soon as it matches the pattern or the timeout expires.

The product generates an exception in the following cases:

• The Int timeout parameter is less than or equal to 0.
• The String pattern parameter is null or empty.
• The product cannot read data from the Telnet session.
• The pattern contains invalid syntax.
• An error occurs when matching the pattern to the data received.

public String getLastOutput()

This method returns the content of the buffer where the last waitFor call saved the data that it read from the remote
host. This data does not always match the waitFor pattern. The buffer stores whatever the most recent waitFor call
read, whether waitFor returned true or false.

This method has no parameters.

This method does not generate exceptions.

 Run Telnet Script Operator Ports
Run Telnet Script Operator Ports
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• Success

The operator completed successfully.
• Failure

The operator fails for any of the following reasons

• The user provides invalid input; for example: empty inline script, empty remote host, negative port, and so
on.
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• The user specifies an Inline Script Type other than ‘.bsh’ and ‘.js’.
• Unable to establish a connection to the remote host. Review the remote host and port provided to the

operator.
• The user provides an unknown host in the remote host.
• The user provides a complex data type in the list of parameters. Complex value types (arrays, Value Maps,

and so on) cannot be passed to the script. Use simple value types such as Double, Integer, Long, String,
Date, and Boolean.

• When executing a ‘.bsh’ or ‘.js’ script:

• Parse or syntax error while evaluating the script.
• The script threw an exception.
• An error occurred when executing the script.
• Error when retrieving a variable from the scope of the script (at the end of execution).

• Custom Ports
If set by the user during the process design.

 Databases Operators
Databases operators support JDBC type 2 drivers to communicate a database. Databases
operators can perform different database operations such as queries on the database, but they
do not support administrative operations such as stopping a database server and back up/
recovery.
catpa04305
Databases operators support JDBC type 2 drivers to communicate a database. Databases operators can perform
different database operations such as queries on the database, but they do not support administrative operations
such as stopping a database server and back up/recovery.

The connection string differs based on the server type.

The TNS name and thin driver type combination is supported only in Oracle 12.x versions and up. CA Process
Automation does not validate any combination of the server credentials provided at the operator level.

Note:  You can use the Databases operators with a different Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)
than the one used by the CA Process Automation databases. For example, if CA Process Automation was installed
using Microsoft SQL, you can use the Databases operators with Oracle. However, the appropriate database driver
file must first be deployed correctly to your CA Process Automation installation. See Installing for more information.

Contents:

 Oracle Parameters
Oracle Parameters
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• Inherit Settings

If checked, values shown reflect the current values of the Domain. At runtime, the values are selected from the
Environment (if defined).

• Driver Type
Accepts one of the following options:

• Thin
The thin driver is a pure Java implementation of Oracle's networking protocol (Net8). Being self-contained, it
may be used on any machine with or without Oracle installed, or even distributed with application classes in
an applet.

• OCI
The "OCI" (type 2) driver consists of Java wrappers to the low-level Oracle call interface (OCI) libraries used
by utilities like SQL*Plus to access the database server. The OCI driver offers potentially better performance
that the thin driver. It however requires the OCI libraries to be installed on the local machine.

• KPRB
The "KPRB" driver is used for Java stored procedures and database JSP's.

• Driver
Specifies the Oracle JDBC driver.

• Server Host
Specifies the host where the Oracle database is running.
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• UserName
Specifies the default Oracle database user.

• Password
Specifies the password for the default Oracle user.

• ServiceID
Specifies the Oracle service ID.

• TNS Name
Oracle TNS Names translates a local database alias to all the connectivity information needed to connect to the
database. This includes IP address, port, database Service ID or service name, and so on. This information is
stored in a file called tnsnames.ora in the Oracle directory.

• Maximum Rows
Specifies the maximum rows to retrieve.

• Client Encryption
Oracle supports multiple data encryptions for the client (RC4_40, RC4_56, RC4_128, RC4_256, DES40C,
DES56C, 3DES112, 3DES168, SSL, AES256, AES192, and AES128). The user should provide one of these
values. These values will be set as properties as part of the connection. The encryption levels RC4_128 and
RC4_256 are for domestic editions only.

• Client Checksum
Specifies checksums supported by Oracle. For more information, see the Oracle documentation.

 MSSQL Server Parameters
MSSQL Server Parameters
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• Inherit Settings

If checked, values shown reflect the current values of the Domain. At runtime, the values are selected from the
Environment (if defined).

• Default Driver
Specifies the default MSSQL driver.

• Default Server Host
Specifies the host where the MSSQL database is running.

• Default Server Port
Specifies the default MSSQL database server port.

• Default UserName
Specifies the default MSSQL database user.

• Default Password
Specifies the password for the default MSSQL user.

• Default Maximum Rows
Specifies the maximum number of rows to retrieve.

• Default Database Name
Specifies the MSSQL database name.

• Default Instance Name
Specifies the MSSQL instance name.

 MySQL Parameters
MySQL Parameters
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• Inherit Settings

If checked, values shown reflect the current values of the Domain. At runtime, the values are selected from the
Environment (if defined).

• Default Driver
Specifies the default MySQL driver.

• Default Server Host
Specifies the host where the MySQL database is running.

• Default Server Port
Specifies the default MySQL database server port.

• Default UserName
Specifies the default MySQL database user.

• Default Password
Specifies the password for the default MySQL user.
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• Default Maximum Rows
Specifies the maximum number of rows to retrieve.

• Default Database Name
Specifies the default MySQL database name.

 Sybase Parameters
Sybase Parameters
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• Inherit Settings

If checked, values shown reflect the current values of the Domain. At runtime, the values are selected from the
Environment (if defined).

• Default Server Type
Specifies one of the following Sybase server types:

• Adaptive Server Anywhere (ASA) (the default value)
• Adaptive Server Enterprise (ASE)

• Default Connection Protocol
Specifies the default connection protocol. The default value is Tds.

• Default Driver
Specifies the default Sybase driver. The default value is com.sybase.jdbc2.jdbc.SybDriver.

• Default Server Host
Specifies the host were Sybase is running.

• Default Server Port
Specifies the default Sybase server port.

• Default UserName
Specifies the default Sybase username.

• Default Password
Specifies the password for the Sybase user.

• Default Maximum Rows
Specifies the maximum number of rows to retrieve. If blank, the default value is 10 rows.

• Default Cache Buffer Size
The Sybase Cache Buffer Size is the amount of memory used by the driver to cache insensitive result set data.
Valid values are:

• -1: All data is cached.
• 0: All data is cached up to 2GB.
• n: Must be positive. This is the buffer size (must be a power of 2). This value is specified in KB.

After the limit is reached (if any), the result set data is written to disk.
• Default Batch Performance Workaround

The Sybase batch performance workaround is one of the following:

• True: The JDBC v3.0 compliant mechanism.
• False: (Default) The native batch mechanism.

 Operator-Level Properties
Contents:
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Contents:

 Connection Wizard Properties
The following properties only display if they apply to the specified Database Type.
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• Database Type

Select the type of database from the drop-down list:

• MySQL (default)
• Oracle
• SQLSERVER
• Sybase
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• Informix
• Hypersonic
• Postgres
• DB2
• Interbase
• Ingres
• Other

Database Type, Server Host, Server Port, Database Name, Driver Name and Connection URL are always
displayed in the Connection Wizard. The remaining fields are shown/hidden based on the selection of Database
Type.
For example, if you select "Oracle" as a database type, then all the fields related to Oracle are shown and the
remaining fields are hidden.

Note:

If you select SQLSERVER as the Database Type and you want to use Windows Authentication (integrated
security), leave all fields blank except the Connection URL field. In this field, enter something similar to the
following example:

"jdbc:sqlserver//ms-db-host:1433;DatabaseName=dbname;integratedSecurity=true"

If you define Host, Port, Database Name or SQL Server Instance name, the operator creates the URL based on
those values instead of using the one you configured in the Connection URL field with integratedSecurity set to
true.)

Note:  If Other is selected as the Database Type, enter the User Name and Password to be used to connect to
the database (if required) in the Database Server Login parameters.

• Other Database Type
If your database is not listed in the Database Type drop-down list, enter it here.

• Server Host
Specifies the host where database is running.

• Server Port
Specifies the database server port.

• Database Name
Specifies the name of the database.

• Driver Name
Specifies the database driver name (the Java class that interfaces with the database).

• Connection URL
Specifies a database URL is a Universal Resource Locator (URL) that specifies a particular type of database
server (compatible with the local JDBC driver) and a particular host.

Note:  This field updates as you enter information in the Connection Wizard.

The following properties only display if they apply to the specified Database Type.

• Sybase Cache Buffer Size
Available when Sybase is selected as the database type. This field specifies the amount of memory used by the
driver to cache insensitive result set data. Valid values are:

• -1: All data is cached.
• 0: All data is cached, up to 2GB.
• n: Must be positive. This is the buffer size (must be a power of 2). This value is specified in KB.

• Sybase Batch Performance Workaround
Available when Sybase is selected as the database type. Select from either True or False.

• False is the default (native batch mechanism).
• True is for JDBC v3.0 compliant mechanism.

• Sybase Connection Protocol
Available when Sybase is selected as the database type. Specifies the connection protocol for Sybase. The
default connection protocol is Tds. The connection string differs based on the server type.

• Sybase Server Type
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Available when Sybase is selected as the database type. Specifies the Sybase server types. Select one of the
following from the drop-down list:

• Adaptive Server Anywhere (ASA) (default)
• Adaptive Server Enterprise (ASE)

• Oracle Driver Type
Available when Oracle is selected as the database type. Specifies the driver type for Oracle. Select one of the
following from the drop-down list:

• thin
The thin driver is a pure Java implementation of the Oracle networking protocol (Net8). Being self-contained,
it may be used on any machine with or without Oracle installed, or distributed with application classes in an
applet.

• OCI
The OCI (type 2) driver consists of java wrappers to the low-level Oracle call interface (OCI) libraries
used by utilities such as SQL*Plus to access the database server. The OCI driver can potentially improve
performance over the thin driver, however, it requires the OCI libraries to be installed on a local machine.

• KBRP
The KPRB driver is used for Java stored procedures and database JSPs.

• Oracle Service ID
Available when Oracle is selected as the database type. A support expression that specifies the Oracle service
ID.

• Oracle TNS Name
Available when Oracle is selected as the database type. Translates a local database alias to all the connectivity
information needed to connect to the database. This includes IP address, port, database Service ID, or service
name, and so on. This information is stored in a file called tnsnames.ora in the Oracle directory.

• Oracle Client Encryption
Available when Oracle is selected as the database type. Oracle supports the following multiple data encryptions
for the client:
RC4_40, RC4_56, RC4_128, RC4_256
DES40C, DES56C, 3DES112, 3DES168
SSL, AES256, AES192, AES128
Specify one of these values that will be set as properties as part of the connection. The encryption levels
RC4_128 and RC4_256 are for domestic editions only.

• Oracle Client Checksum
Available when Oracle is selected as the database type. Specifies the Oracle Client Checksum value (a number
calculated by the database from all the bytes stored in a data or redo block). Oracle supports MD5 checksum.
For more information, see the Oracle documentation.

• SQLServer Instance Name
Available when SQLServer is selected as the database type. On a given server, you can run multiple SQLServer
services, each with their own ports, logins, and databases. Each of these services is called an instance of SQL
Server. This field specifies a particular instance name for SQLServer.

• Hypersonic Database Type
Available when Hypersonic is selected as the database type. Select one of the following from the drop-down list:

• Server
• File
• In-memory

 Database Server Login Parameters
The Database Server Login parameters configure settings that are required to log into the
database server and communicate with the database server.
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The Database Server Login parameters configure settings that are required to log into the database server and
communicate with the database server.

• User Name
Specifies the database username.

• Password
Specifies the password for the database user.

Note:
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• If "Other" is selected as the Database Type, enter the User Name and Password  port and other information to
use to connect to the database (if necessary). The connection wizard constructs a URL that is populated under
the operator properties.

• If you want to use Windows Authentication, do not specify a User Name/Password when configuring a
Databases operator. See Administrating for more information about configuring Windows Authentication for the
Databases Operators.

• Connection Wizard
• A wizard that lets you specify connection properties. You can enter the properties that configure how the

operator connects to the database.
• Connection URL

Represents a Universal Resource Locator (URL) that specifies a particular type of database server (compatible
with the local JDBC driver) and a particular host.

Note:

• If "Other" is selected as the Database Type (in the Connection Wizard), you must enter a JDBC URL in this
field.

• If you want to use Windows Authentication, append the following string to the Connection URL:

;integratedSecurity=true

 Bulk Insert into Database Operator
Use this operator to import a bulk number of rows into a database table or view that you specify.
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HID_Bulk_Insert_into_Database_Operator
Use this operator to import a bulk number of rows into a database table or view that you specify.

Input Parameters
 

• Data Source
The table name to supply in the SQL statement, as a String or Variable.

• Insert map array
An array of ValueMaps; each one represents a row to insert into the database.

Warning:  Verify that single quotes encapsulate any string values.

The ValueMap parameter name that you want to insert into a table must be same as its associated column name.

Each of the variables in the ValueMap must correspond to the columns in the table. For example, if you have a
table with two columns: "Name" and "Number", then your ValueMap must be organized the same way.

Output Parameters
 

• DataSource
• JDBCInsertMapArray
• UserName Password
• DatabaseType
• OtherDatabaseType
• DriverName
• DatabaseName
• CacheBufferSize
• BatchPerfWorkaround
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• ConnectionProtocol
• ServerType
• DriverType
• ServiceID
• TNSName
• ClientEncryption
• ClientChecksum
• InstanceName
• HypersonicDatabaseType
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• ConnectionString

 Delete from Database Operator
Use this operator to delete rows in a table that is based on criteria that you specify.
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HID_Delete_from_Database_Operator
Use this operator to delete rows in a table that is based on criteria that you specify.

Input Parameters
 

• Input Source
Use this parameter to specify that the user can choose to submit an SQL statement as an inline expression (the
default) or data variable. Select either Inline Text or Expression from the drop-down list.

• Inline Text
Only available when Inline Text is selected as the Input Source. Use this parameter to specify the generic SQL
statement as inline text. Click the Inline Text field to open the Inline Text editor, where you can enter a literal
SQL statement.

• Expression
Only available when Expression is selected as the Input Source. Use this parameter to specify the generic SQL
statement as an expression. Use this field to provide a variable.

• Input Parameters
An array of input values. If the generic SQL statement specified uses JDBC escape syntax and requires input
parameters, they can be specified here.

Output Parameters
 

 

• Query Results
Returns the number of rows deleted.

• Reason
This parameter specifies the reason if the Operator fails after execution.

• Result
• Specifies the result of the Operator execution.InputSource
• InlineText
• InputSourceExpression
• JDBCInputParamArray
• IsConstructSQLStatement
• CompleteSQLStatement
• DataSource
• SelectionCriteria
• UserName
• Password
• DatabaseType
• OtherDatabaseType
• DriverName
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• DatabaseName
• CacheBufferSize
• BatchPerfWorkaround
• ConnectionProtocol
• ServerType
• DriverType
• ServiceID
• TNSName
• ClientEncryption
• ClientChecksum
• InstanceName
• HypersonicDatabaseType
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• ConnectionString

 Get Database Schema Operator
Use the Get Database Schema operator to retrieve schema names from the database.
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HID_Get_Database_Schema_Operator
Use the Get Database Schema operator to retrieve schema names from the database.

Input Parameters
 

 

The Database Server Login parameters are required for this operator.

Output Parameters
 

• UserName
• Password
• DatabaseType
• OtherDatabaseType
• DriverName
• DatabaseName
• CacheBufferSize
• BatchPerfWorkaround
• ConnectionProtocol
• ServerType
• DriverType
• ServiceID
• TNSName
• ClientEncryption
• ClientChecksum
• InstanceName
• HypersonicDatabaseType
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• ConnectionString

 Get Free Space Operator
Use the Get Free Space operator to return the free space (in MB) available in the database.
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HID_Get_Free_Space_Operator
Use the Get Free Space operator to return the free space (in MB) available in the database.
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Input Parameters
 

• Schema Name
Use this parameter to specify the name of the schema for which free space must be calculated.

Output Parameters
 

• Query Results
Returns free space (in MB).

• Reason
This parameter specifies the reason if the operator fails after execution.

• Result
This parameter specifies the result of the operator execution.

• SchemaName
• UserName
• Password
• DatabaseType
• OtherDatabaseType
• DriverName
• DatabaseName
• CacheBufferSize
• BatchPerfWorkaround
• ConnectionProtocol
• ServerType
• DriverType
• ServiceID
• TNSName
• ClientEncryption
• ClientChecksum
• InstanceName
• HypersonicDatabaseType
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• ConnectionString

When the required input parameters are provided, ConnectionString is automatically constructed.

 Get Stored Procedure Operator
Use the Get Stored Procedure operator to return the stored procedure names available in the
database.
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HID_Get_Stored_Procedure_Operator
Use the Get Stored Procedure operator to return the stored procedure names available in the database.

Input Parameters
 

• Catalog Name
This parameter must match the same catalog name as it is stored in the database. The values "" and null
indicate that the catalog name should not be used to narrow the search.

• Schema Pattern
This parameter must match the same schema name as it is stored in the database. The values "" and null
indicate that the schema name should not be used to narrow the search. The pattern should be a regular
expression.

• Procedure Name Pattern
This parameter must match the same procedure name as it is stored in the database. The pattern should be a
database-supported regular expression.
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Output Parameters
 

• Query Results
Returns an array in which each row is a procedure name.

• Reason
This parameter specifies the reason if the operator fails after execution.

• Result
This parameter specifies the result of the executed operator.

• CatalogName
• SchemaPattern
• TableNamePattern
• UserName
• Password
• DatabaseType
• OtherDatabaseType
• DriverName
• DatabaseName
• CacheBufferSize
• BatchPerfWorkaround
• ConnectionProtocol
• ServerTypeDriverType
• ServiceID
• TNSName
• ClientEncryption
• ClientChecksum
• InstanceName
• HypersonicDatabaseType
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• ConnectionString

 Get Table Operator
Use the Get Table operator to return the list of tables from the database.
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HID_Get_Table_Operator
Use the Get Table operator to return the list of tables from the database.

Input Parameters
 

• Catalog Name
The catalog name must match the catalog name as it is stored in the database. The values "" and null indicate
that the catalog name should not be used to narrow the search.

• Schema Pattern
The schema pattern must match the schema name as it is stored in the database. The values "" and null
indicate that the schema name should not be used to narrow the search. The pattern should be a regular
expression.

• Table Name Pattern
The table name pattern must match the table name as it is stored in the database. The pattern should be a
database-supported regular expression.

Output Parameters
 

• Query Results
This parameter returns an array in which each row is a table name.

• Reason
This parameter specifies the reason if the operator fails after execution.
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• Result
This parameter specifies the result of the executed operator.

• CatalogName
• SchemaPattern
• TableNamePattern
• UserName
• Password
• DatabaseType
• OtherDatabaseType
• DriverName
• DatabaseName
• CacheBufferSize
• BatchPerfWorkaround
• ConnectionProtocol
• ServerType
• DriverType
• ServiceID
• TNSName
• ClientEncryption
• ClientChecksum
• InstanceName
• HypersonicDatabaseType
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• ConnectionString

 Get Used Space Operator
The Get Used Space operator returns the used space (in MB) in the database.
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HID_Get_Used_Space_Operator
The Get Used Space operator returns the used space (in MB) in the database.

Input Parameters
 

• Schema Name
Use this parameter to specify the name of the schema for which the operation must return the used space.

Output Parameters
 

• Query Results
This parameter returns free space (in MB).

• Reason
This parameter specifies the reason if the operator fails after execution.

• Result
This parameter specifies the result of the operator execution.

• SchemaName
• UserName
• Password
• DatabaseType
• OtherDatabaseType
• DriverName
• DatabaseName
• CacheBufferSize
• BatchPerfWorkaround
• ConnectionProtocol
• ServerType
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• DriverType
• ServiceID
• TNSName
• ClientEncryption
• ClientChecksum
• InstanceName
• HypersonicDatabaseType
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• ConnectionString

 Get Version Operator
Use the Get Version operator to return the name and version number of the database.
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HID_Get_Version_Operator
Use the Get Version operator to return the name and version number of the database.

Input Parameters
 

 

The Database Server Login parameters are required for this operator.

Output Parameters
 

• UserName
• Password
• DatabaseType
• OtherDatabaseType
• DriverName
• DatabaseName
• CacheBufferSize
• BatchPerfWorkaround
• ConnectionProtocol
• ServerType
• DriverType
• ServiceID
• TNSName
• ClientEncryption
• ClientChecksum
• InstanceName
• HypersonicDatabaseType
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• ConnectionString

 Get View Operator
Use the Get View operator to return a list of views from the database.
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HID_Get_View_Operator
Use the Get View operator to return a list of views from the database.

Input Parameters
 

• Catalog Name
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The catalog name must match the catalog name as it is stored in the database. The values "" and null indicate
that the catalog name should not be used to narrow the search.

• Schema Pattern
The schema pattern must match the schema name as it is stored in the database. The values "" and null
indicate that the schema name should not be used to narrow the search. The pattern should be a regular
expression.

• View Name Pattern
The view name pattern must match the view name as it is stored in the database. The pattern should be a
regular expression.

Output Parameters
 

• Query Results
Returns an array in which each row is a view name.

• Reason
This parameter specifies the reason if the operator fails after execution.

• Result
This parameter specifies the result of the executed operator.

• CatalogName
• SchemaPattern
• TableNamePattern
• UserName
• Password
• DatabaseType
• OtherDatabaseType
• DriverName
• DatabaseName
• CacheBufferSize
• BatchPerfWorkaround
• ConnectionProtocol
• ServerType
• DriverType
• ServiceID
• TNSName
• ClientEncryption
• ClientChecksum
• InstanceName
• HypersonicDatabaseType
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• ConnectionString

 Insert into Database Operator
Use the Insert into Database operator to insert a new row in a table.
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HID_Insert_into_Database_Operator
Use the Insert into Database operator to insert a new row in a table.

Input Parameters
 

• Input Source
Use this parameter to specify that the user can choose to submit an SQL statement as an inline expression
(Default). Or choose to submit an SQL statement as a data variable. Select either Inline Text or Expression from
the drop-down list.

• Inline Text
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Only available when Inline Text is selected as the input source. Use this parameter to specify the generic SQL
statement as inline text. Click the Inline Text field to open the Inline Text editor, where you can enter a literal
SQL statement.

• Expression
Only available when Expression is selected as the input source. Use this parameter to specify the generic SQL
statement as an expression. Use this field to provide a variable.

• Input Parameters
An array of input values. If the generic SQL statement specified uses JDBC escape syntax and requires input
parameters, they can be specified here.

Output Parameters
 

 

• Query Results
Returns the number of rows inserted into a table.

• Reason
Use this parameter to specify the reason if the operator fails after execution.

• Result
Use this parameter to specify the result of the executed operator.

• InputSource
• InlineText
• InputSourceExpression
• JDBCInputParamArray
• IsConstructSQLStatement
• CompleteSQLStatement
• DataSource
• ColumnNameMode
• ColumnNames
• ColumnNameAsArray
• ColumnValueMode
• ColumnValues
• ColumnValueAsArray
• UserName
• Password
• DatabaseType
• OtherDatabaseType
• DriverName
• DatabaseName
• CacheBufferSize
• BatchPerfWorkaround
• ConnectionProtocol
• ServerType
• DriverType
• ServiceID
• TNSName
• ClientEncryption
• ClientChecksum
• InstanceName
• HypersonicDatabaseType
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• ConnectionString

 Query Database Operator
Use the Query Database operator to issue a single SQL statement against the database.
This operator supports the JDBC escape syntax. The Query Database operator uses
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CallableStatement and ParameterMetaData to gather information about the input and
output parameters. The information that is gathered about the parameters is before and
after statement execution. Consider that the JDBC driver does not support this behavior.
Then, the Generic SQL operator might not be able to gather all the results from the SQL
statements. Also, consider that database vendor supplies the JDBC driver. Then the JDBC
driver might not support the use of all data types with the JDBC driver. For example, the SQL
Server JDBC driver does not support the SQL Server sql_variant data type. See the JDBC
driver documentation for more information about which JDBC features and data types the driver
supports.
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HID_Query_Database_Operator
Use the Query Database operator to issue a single SQL statement against the database. This operator supports
the JDBC escape syntax. The Query Database operator uses CallableStatement and ParameterMetaData to
gather information about the input and output parameters. The information that is gathered about the parameters
is before and after statement execution. Consider that the JDBC driver does not support this behavior. Then, the
Generic SQL operator might not be able to gather all the results from the SQL statements. Also, consider that
database vendor supplies the JDBC driver. Then the JDBC driver might not support the use of all data types with
the JDBC driver. For example, the SQL Server JDBC driver does not support the SQL Server sql_variant data type.
See the JDBC driver documentation for more information about which JDBC features and data types the driver
supports.

Note:  See Run a Stored Procedure for more information.

Input Parameters
 

• Input Source
Use this parameter to choose to submit SQL statement as an inline expression (Default) or data variable. Select
either Inline Text or Expression from the drop-down list.

• Inline Text
Only available when Inline Text is selected as the Input Source. Use this parameter to specify the generic SQL
statement as inline text.
Click the Inline Text field to open the Inline Text editor, where you can enter a literal SQL statement.

• Expression
Only available when Expression is selected as the Input Source. Use this parameter to specify the generic SQL
statement as an expression. Use this field to provide a variable.

• Maximum rows to retrieve
Use this parameter to specify the maximum number of rows to retrieve. If blank, the default value is 10 rows.
The Generic SQL Operator retrieves a maximum of 512 rows. Additional rows are truncated.

• Input parameters
An array of input values. If the generic SQL statement specified uses JDBC escape syntax and requires input
parameters, they can be specified here.

• Display null values
If checked, the Generic SQL Operator results contain the field NullFieldFlags. Consider that the generic SQL
statement returns results sets. Then, you can use this field to distinguish null values from the default values.
For example, querying an integer column that contains a null value returns 0. The NullFieldFlags value for this
column would be true. However, if the table stored the value 0, then the NullFieldFlags value would be false.

Output Parameters
• ResultsSets

An array of indexed ValueMaps where each item contains the results of a query. The size of ResultsSets
matches the number of results sets returned by the SQL statement. Each ValueMap contains the following
fields:

• Rows
An array of ValueMaps representing the rows of the result set. Each ValueMap contains a field for each
column and the value of the column in that particular row.

• NullFieldFlags
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An array of ValueMaps. The fields of each ValueMap correspond to the fields in rows. The value of each field
is either true. The corresponding value in rows is null, or false otherwise. This output only displays if Display
null values is selected.

• UpdatedRowCounters
An array of integers representing the number of rows updated by the generic SQL statement. If the generic SQL
statement performs multiple updates, then this value contains multiple values.

• RowCount
(Deprecated) Returns either the row count for SQL Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements or the
number of rows in the first result set in ResultSets. Consider that the generic SQL statement performs
no updates and returns no results sets. Then, this value is set to -1. This field is included for backward
compatibility.

• OutputParam
The value of the output parameter of the generic SQL statement. Consider that the generic SQL statement does
not return any output parameters. Then, this field is not included in the operator results. The outputParam fields
are numbered; for example: outputParam1, outputParam2.

• isNullOutputParam
A Boolean value indicating if the corresponding OutputParam value is null. This field only displays if the generic
SQL statement returns an output parameter and Display null values is selected.

• Reason
Use this parameter to specify the reason if the operator fails after execution.

• Result
Use this parameter to specify the result of the executed operator.

• InputSource
• InlineText
• InputSourceExpression
• MaximumRows
• JDBCInputParamArray
• JDBCReportNull
• UserName
• Password
• DatabaseType
• OtherDatabaseType
• DriverName
• DatabaseName
• CacheBufferSize
• BatchPerfWorkaround
• ConnectionProtocol
• ServerType
• DriverType
• ServiceID
• TNSName
• ClientEncryption
• ClientChecksum
• InstanceName
• HypersonicDatabaseType
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• ConnectionString

 Select from Database Operator
Use this operator to retrieve data selectively from one or more data sources with optional
selection criteria.
catpa04305
HID_Select_from_Database_Operator
Use this operator to retrieve data selectively from one or more data sources with optional selection criteria.

Input Parameters
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• Input Source
Use this parameter to choose to submit SQL statement as an inline expression (the default) or data variable.
Select either Inline Text or Expression from the drop-down list.

• Inline text
Only available when Inline Text is selected as the Input Source. The inline text specifies the generic SQL
statement as inline text. Click the Inline Text field to open the Inline Text editor, where you can enter a literal
SQL statement.

• Expression
Only available when Expression is selected as the Input Source. The expression specifies the generic SQL
statement as an expression. Use this field to provide a variable.

• Maximum rows to retrieve
Use this parameter to specify the maximum number of rows that the select statement retrieves. This parameter
overrides the property set at the operator category level.

• Input parameters
An array of input values. If the generic SQL statement specified uses JDBC escape syntax and requires input
parameters, they can be specified here.

• Display null values
If checked, the Generic SQL Operator results contain the field NullFieldFlags. Consider that the generic SQL
statement returns results sets. Use this field to distinguish null values from the default values.
For example, querying an integer column that contains a null value returns 0. The NullFieldFlags value for this
column is true. However, if the table stored the value 0, then the NullFieldFlags value are false.

Output Parameters
• QueryResults

An array of ValueMaps representing the rows of the result set. Each ValueMap contains a field for each column
and the value of the column in that particular row.

• NullFieldFlags
An array of ValueMaps. The fields of each ValueMap correspond to the fields in rows. The value of each field is
either true or false. True, if the corresponding value in rows is null. False, if the corresponding field is not null.
This output only displays if Display null values is selected.

• InputSource
• InlineText
• InputSourceExpression
• MaximumRows
• JDBCInputParamArray
• JDBCReportNull
• IsConstructSQLStatement
• CompleteSQLStatement
• ReturnValueMode ReturnValues
• ReturnValuesAsArray
• DataSourceMode
• DataSources
• DataSourcesAsArray
• SelectionCriteria
• SortCriteriaMode
• SortCriteria
• SortCriteriaAsArray
• UserName Password
• DatabaseType
• OtherDatabaseType
• DriverName
• DatabaseName
• CacheBufferSize
• BatchPerfWorkaround
• ConnectionProtocol
• ServerType
• DriverType
• ServiceID
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• TNSName
• ClientEncryption
• ClientChecksum
• InstanceName
• HypersonicDatabaseType
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• ConnectionString

 Update in Database Operator
Use the Update in the database operator to update records in a table.
catpa04305
HID_Update_in_Database_Operator
Use the Update in the database operator to update records in a table.

Input Parameters
 

• Input Source
Specifies that the user can choose to submit an SQL statement. The user can submit as an in-line expression
(the default) or data variable. Select either Inline Text or Expression from the drop-down list.

• Inline text
Only available when Inline Text is selected as the Input Source. Specifies the generic SQL statement as inline
text. Click the Inline Text field to open the Inline Text editor, where you can enter a literal SQL statement.

• Expression
Only available when Expression is selected as the Input Source. Specifies the generic SQL statement as an
expression. Use this field to provide a variable.

• Input parameters
An array of input values. If the generic SQL statement specified uses JDBC escape syntax and requires input
parameters, they can be specified here.

Output Parameters
 

• Query Results
Returns the number of rows updated.

• Reason
Specifies the reason if the operator fails after execution.

• Result
Specifies the results of the executed operator.

• InputSource
• InlineText
• InputSourceExpression
• JDBCInputParamArray
• IsConstructSQLStatement
• CompleteSQLStatement
• FieldValueModeArray
• FieldValueModeC2OValueMap
• DataSource
• FieldsValues
• FieldsAsArray
• ValuesAsArray
• FieldValueMap
• SelectionCriteria
• UserName
• Password
• DatabaseType
• OtherDatabaseType
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• DriverName
• DatabaseName
• CacheBufferSize
• BatchPerfWorkaround
• ConnectionProtocol
• ServerType
• DriverType
• ServiceID
• TNSName
• ClientEncryption
• ClientChecksum
• InstanceName
• HypersonicDatabaseType
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• ConnectionString

 Date-Time Operators
The Date-Time operators execute time and calendar constraints in processes. All operators in
this group can only be run on an Orchestrator.
catpa04305
The Date-Time operators execute time and calendar constraints in processes. All operators in this group can only
be run on an Orchestrator.

Contents:

 Check Calendar Operator
The Check Calendar operator determines whether a date falls within a set of calendar rules.
catpa04305
HID_Check_Calendar_Operator
The Check Calendar operator determines whether a date falls within a set of calendar rules.

Input Parameters
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• Allow dates Calendar
Specifies the full path of the calendar. This expression defines the allowed dates for subsequent branches in the
process to be processed.

To locate a calendar object, click the Search icon ( ). After you select a calendar, click Open to open the
calendar object in the Calendar Designer.

• Exclude dates Calendar
Specifies the full path of the calendar used to define excluded days. Excluded days are days when subsequent
branches in the process may not be processed.
There are no excluded days when no calendar is specified.

To locate a calendar object, click the Search icon ( ). After you select a calendar, click Open to open the
calendar object in the Calendar Designer.

• Delta
Specifies the number of days an allowed date is shifted when it falls on an excluded date.
The shift depends on whether the value is positive, negative, or zero. A negative value shifts forward (earlier),
and a positive value shifts backward (later). When this value is zero, the allowed date is skipped.

• Open days only
Counts only open days when shifting an eligible date that falls on an excluded date.
Open days are those days not specified by a condition or rule that closes or excludes dates.

• Maximum shifts
This option defines the maximum number of shifts that are allowed if subsequent shifts fall on a closed date.
This setting is only relevant if Open days only is selected.

• Date
Specifies the date to test against the calendar rules.
Click the calendar icon to select a date. This option is unavailable if you select either the Use current date or the
Use calculated date check box.

• Use current date
Specifies to use the current date to test against the calendar rules.
Clear this check box to specify a particular date in the Date field. This check box is initially selected.

• Use calculated date
Specifies to use the date from the Calculated date field.

• Calculated date
If Use calculated date is selected, this parameter returns a date. Typical uses include calculating a future date
based on the current date.

Output Parameters
 

• CalenderDate
• VacationsDate
• Delta
• OpenDays
• MaxShifts
• Date
• UseCurrentDate
• UseCalculatedDate
• CalculatedDate

 Check Date-Time Operator
The Check-Date Time operator conditionally executes branches in a process depending on
whether a specified date and time has passed. The Check-Date Time operator places a date-
time check condition in a process.
catpa04305
HID_Check_Date-Time_Operator
The Check-Date Time operator conditionally executes branches in a process depending on whether a specified
date and time has passed. The Check-Date Time operator places a date-time check condition in a process.

Consider that you have specified a date in the operator properties. The date-time check condition allows
processing to continue to subsequent branches in a process before and after the specified date. You can use the
operator to place the date and time conditions. You can place the date and time conditions on different segments of
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processes that are run several times a day. Also, you can add extra links on the operator to specify branches. The
specified branches are to be processed before (<) or after (>) a date and time.

In contrast, if the Wait for specified date and time check box is initially selected, the operator creates a condition.
The condition that is created is a date-time wait condition. Then, the operator only processes after (>) extra links
while ignoring any before (<) extra links.

Input Parameters
 

• Date
Specifies the date when to determine eligibility for processing subsequent branches in the process.
Click the Calendar icon to open the calendar and select a date. This option is unavailable if you select either the
Use current date or the Use calculated date check box.

• Use current date
Specifies the date that the process is run to determine eligibility for processing subsequent branches in the
process.
Clear this check box to specify a particular date in the Date field. This check box is initially selected.

• Use calculated date
Returns a date. This expression lets you use the CA Process Automation date variables and functions to return
a date.

• Calculated date
If Use calculated date is selected, this parameter specifies an expression that returns a date. Typical uses
include calculating a future date based on the current date.

• Time
Specifies a time in a 12-hour HH:MM PM/AM format.
For example: 07:30 PM

• Wait for specified date and time
Creates a date-time wait condition. This property delays processing of subsequent operators in a branch of the
process until the specified time. Only exit links designated to occur after (>) the specified time are processed.
Clear this check box to divert processing to different branches before or after the specified date and time. The
operator imposes conditions when the Wait for specified date and time check box is cleared as follows:
If the specified date and time are in the future, only exit links specified to be processed before (<) are
processed.

Output Parameters
 

• Date
• UseCurrentDate
• UseCalculatedDate
• CalculatedDate
• Time
• WaitForSpecifiedDate

 Directory Services Operators
The Directory Services operators provide an interface to support Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP). You can automate the operations on LDAP servers. All of these operators
work with different LDAP servers except for operators that are specific to the Active Directory
(AD). The Directory Services operators run on an Orchestrator or agent with the same results,
regardless of the operating system environment in which is running.
catpa04305
The Directory Services operators provide an interface to support Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP).
You can automate the operations on LDAP servers. All of these operators work with different LDAP servers except
for operators that are specific to the Active Directory (AD). The Directory Services operators run on an Orchestrator
or agent with the same results, regardless of the operating system environment in which CA Process Automation is
running.

Contents:
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 LDAP Login Parameters
The default LDAP fields that are specified at the Directory Services category level can be
overridden on the LDAP Login Parameters page. This page is part of the input for each
Directory Services operator. If a field contains a value, it overrides the value that is specified for
the same field at the category configuration level.
catpa04305
The default LDAP fields that are specified at the Directory Services category level can be overridden on the LDAP
Login Parameters page. This page is part of the input for each Directory Services operator. If a field contains a
value, it overrides the value that is specified for the same field at the category configuration level.

• Remote LDAP Host
Specifies the LDAP Server URL or IP.

• Remote LDAP Server Port
Specifies the LDAP Server Port.

• LDAP User
Specifies that the LDAP User who has access to the LDAP server can log in. However, the operations that the
user can perform are limited by the ACIs set on the LDAP entries.

• LDAP Password for User
Specifies the password for the LDAP user.

• Base DN
Specifies the base Distinguished Name (DN) to be used. This is the base DN where the LDAP User is located.

• User Prefix
Specifies the user prefix to use; either userid (uid) or commonName (cn).

Warning:  If you access Active Directory through LDAP, set this field to cn. Otherwise the connection
string uses uid, which causes an error.

For example, assume that you need to use the administrator credentials for this operator.
The LDAP connection string would be:

cn=Administrator,cn=Users,dc=RBC,dc=com

If you do not set the User Prefix to cn, the connection string stays as:

uid=administrator,cn=users,dc=rbc,dc=com

...and an error occurs.
Set the LDAP connection string as:

User Prefix" = "LDAP User" + "," + "Base DN

Where User Prefix, LDAP User, and Base DN are the values of the corresponding fields that are specified under
LDAP Login Parameters.

Note:  To get the User Prefix from Active Directory, follow these steps:

1. Look up the user DN.
2. Extract the values for the prefix, user, and the Base DN (as previously shown).
3. Specify them in the three fields under LDAP Login Parameters

To Translate LDAP URL to the CA Process Automation LDAP Operator Properties
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Problem:

The CA Process Automation LDAP operator breaks down the LDAP URL into three distinct pieces. This section
provides clarity on how to translate LDAP URL to the CA PAM LDAP Operator Properties.

Solution:

Typically, LDAP accounts are specified with an x500 path descriptor, as follows:

"cn=userid,ou=users,ou=department,ou=office,dc=usa,dc=com"

The CA PAM Module configuration interface breaks this common notation into three components, as follows.

Default User PrefixThis is either cn or uid, depending on the first prefix before the first "=" in the X500 notation. In
our above example that would be "cn"

Default LDAP UserThis is the user display name in AD, or the first parameter in the X500 notation. In the example
above, this is "userid".

Default Base DNThis is the path information from the X500 notation, without the user parameter. In the example
above, the Default Base DN is "ou=users,ou=department,ou=office,dc=usa,dc=com"

So the Operator Properties appear as follows:
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If the LDAP operator still fails to work in CA Process Automation, try installing an LDAP browser and ensure that
you use the LDAP URL to access the directory server.

 Add Computer to Domain Operator
Use this operator to create a new computer object in the Active Directory server. The operator
that you add is applicable to the Active Directory server only.
catpa04305
HID_Add_Computer_to_Domain_Operator
Use this operator to create a new computer object in the Active Directory server. The operator that you add is
applicable to the Active Directory server only.

Input Parameters
 

• Computer Path
Specifies the distinguished name of the object under which you want to create the new computer object.

• Computer Name
Specifies the name of the new computer object.

Output Parameters
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• LDAPADComputerBaseDn
• LDAPADComputerName
• remoteLDAPHost
• remoteLDAPPort
• remoteLDAPUser
• remoteLDAPPassword
• LDAPBaseDN
• LDAPUserPrefix

Example
 

Add the LDAP attribute to the name of the new computer object. Computer objects typically use the attribute "cn"
as part of the relative distinguished name (RDN) of the Computer Name.

Operator Failure
 

 

This operator fails in the following cases:

• The name of the new computer object is already used.
• Some of the mandatory attributes necessary to create the new computer object is missing
• The path, under which computer object is to be created, is invalid.
• Unable to connect to the Active Directory server.

 Add User to Group Operator
Use this operator to add an LDAP user to an LDAP group on the LDAP server.
catpa04305
HID_Add_User_to_Group_Operator
Use this operator to add an LDAP user to an LDAP group on the LDAP server.

Input Parameters
 

• User DN
Specifies the distinguished name of the user that you want to add to the group.

• Group DN
Specifies the distinguished name of the group to which you want to add the user.

Output Parameters
 

• LDAPUserDn
• LDAPGroupDn
• remoteLDAPHost
• remoteLDAPPort
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• remoteLDAPUser
• remoteLDAPPassword
• LDAPBaseDN
• LDAPUserPrefix

Example
 

 

Operator Failure
 

 

This operator fails in the following cases:

• The user is already a member of the group.
• The group does not exist in the LDAP server.
• The Group DN points to an LDAP object that is not of any one of the types: group, groupofnames, or

groupofuniquenames.
• Unable to connect to the LDAP server.

 Create Group Operator
The Create Group operator creates an LDAP group object on the LDAP server. This group
object can be of type: group, group of names, or group of unique names.
catpa04305
HID_Create_Group_Operator
The Create Group operator creates an LDAP group object on the LDAP server. This group object can be of type:
group, group of names, or group of unique names.

Input Parameters
 

• Group Path
Specifies the distinguished name of the object under which you want to create the new group object.

• Group Name
Specifies the name of the group you want to create. This is the CN attribute of the group.

• LDAP Group Type
Specifies the type of LDAP group. Select either group, group of names, or group of unique names.

• Use the specified array field for the Group Members
When checked, then the array of members is used for this request.

• LDAP Group Members Array
Specifies the array of members of the group (required for Group of Names or Group of Unique Names in Active
Directory). This field is enabled only when the Use the specified array field for the Group Members field is
checked.

• LDAP Group Members
Specifies the members of the group (required for Group of Names or Group of Unique Names in Active
Directory). This field is enabled only when the Use the specified array field for the Group Members field is
unchecked.
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• Creating an object of type 'Group' in Active Directory?
Check if we are creating an object of type 'Group', as specified in the LDAP Group Type, in an Active Directory
server. For an object "Group" in Active Directory, we can set two extra attributes: Group Scope and Group Type.

• Active Directory Group Scope
Specifies the scope of the group that is created in an Active Directory. Select either Domain Local, Global, or
Universal. This field is enabled only when you select the Creating an object of type 'Group' in Active Directory?
check box.

• Active Directory Group Type
Specifies the type of the group that is created in an Active Directory. Select either Security or Distribution. This
field is enabled only when the Creating an object of type 'Group' in Active Directory? field is checked.

Note:

• The Active Directory does not allow for a group of Universal scope to be of type Security. The operation fails in
this case.

• The values that are specified in the Active Directory Group Scope and Active Directory Group Type fields are
ignored when the LDAP Group Type field is not set to the value "Group".

• AD Group Scope and AD Group Type fields are not ignored when LDAP Group Type is not set to value "Group".
Those fields are activated when you select the check box Creating an object of type Group in AD (because
there is no way to perform multiple selections in CA Process Automation). The important thing is that the values
of these fields are only relevant when you create a "Group" in Active Directory. In the UI, they might still be
active but, in the back end, they are ignored in all other cases.

Output Parameters
 

• LDAPGroupBaseDn
• LDAPGroupName
• LDAPGroupType
• LDAPGroupMembersType
• LDAPGroupMembersArray
• LDAPGroupMembers
• LDAPIsADGroup
• LDAPADGroupScope
• LDAPADGroupType
• remoteLDAPHost
• remoteLDAPPort
• remoteLDAPUser
• remoteLDAPPassword
• LDAPBaseDN
• LDAPUserPrefix

Example
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Operator Failure
 

 

This operator fails in the following cases:

• The group exists already.
• Some of the mandatory attributes necessary to create the new group object are missing.
• The path, under which the new group object is to be created, is invalid.
• The LDAP server does not support the group type specified: group, groupofnames, or groupofuniquenames.
• The group is created in an Active Directory server with a 'Universal' scope and a 'Security' type.
• The object is created as a 'Group of Names' in Active Directory without any members set in the operation.
• The object is created as a 'Group of unique Names' in Active Directory without any members set in the

operation.
• Unable to connect to the LDAP server.

 Create Object Operator
The Create Object operator creates an LDAP object of any type on the LDAP server.
catpa04305
HID_Create_Object_Operator
The Create Object operator creates an LDAP object of any type on the LDAP server.

Input Parameters
 

• • Object Path
The parameter defines the distinguished name of the object under which you want to create the new LDAP
object.

• Object Name
The parameter defines the name of the new LDAP object.
Add the LDAP attribute to the name of the new LDAP object. The attribute could be ou, cn, or uid, and
depends on the type of LDAP object being created.

• Use the specified array field for the Object's "objectclass" Attributes Values
If this option is selected, CA Process Automationuses the objectclass attribute values array for this request.

• Object's "objectclass" Attribute Values Array
This parameter defines the array that contains the values of the objectclass attribute. Define this dataset
field as an array (indexed string). If Use the specified array field for Object's "objectclass" Attributes
Values is selected, the application uses this field.

• Object's "objectclass" Attribute Values
The parameter defines the objectclass attribute values of the objectclass attribute. If the Use the specified
array field for Object's "objectclass" Attributes Values is cleared, the application uses this field.
The objectclass is the LDAP attribute that defines the type of the new object.

• Additional Object's LDAP Attributes Value Maps
This parameter is a ValueMap array that contains LDAP attributes to set for the new object. Each ValueMap
Key must be of type string, and Value must be of type string or array of strings (indexed string). The key
name must be Keys and the value name must be Values. The user can set the Values field to be of type
string to create single-valued LDAP attributes for the new LDAP object being created.

Example:

The newObjAttributes object is an indexed ValueMap whose key fields (Keys) are of type string and value
fields (Values) are of type string.
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The user can also set the Values field to type array of strings (indexed string) to create multivalued LDAP
attributes for the new LDAP object.
The object newObjAttributes2 is an indexed ValueMap whose key fields (Keys) are of type string and
value fields (Values) are of type indexed string. The user can create both single-valued and multivalued
LDAP attributes for the new LDAP object.

Example:

The same newObjAttributes2 object contains a multivalued telephonenumber attribute and a single-
valued description attribute.

Note:

• If a key appears multiple times in the indexed ValueMap, only the last value that is associated with the key
remains.

• Because LDAP servers differ in the display names of the LDAP attributes, CA Technologies requires you to use
the LDAP attribute names instead of the display names. The attribute names in the Additional Object's LDAP
Attributes Value Maps must be the LDAP names of these attributes as specified in the LDAP server schema.
Examples:

• To set the Last name attribute value, the schema requires you touse the LDAP name sn.
• To set the First Name attribute value, the scema requires you to use the LDAP name givenname. 

See Common LDAP Attribute Names for more information.

Output Parameters
 

 

• LDAPCreateObjectBaseDn
• LDAPCreateObjectName
• LDAPCreateObjObjectClassUseArray
• LDAPCreateObjObjectClassArray
• LDAPCreateObjObjectClass
• LDAPCreateObjectAttributes
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• remoteLDAPHost
• remoteLDAPPort
• remoteLDAPUser
• remoteLDAPPassword
• LDAPBaseDN
• LDAPUserPrefix

Example
 

 

This example creates an organizational unit (Testing Unit). The objectclass attribute defines the object types (top
and organizationalunit). The top type is the root of all LDAP types.

This example also adds attributes to the new organizational unit through the Process.newObjAttributes indexed
ValueMap.
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Operator Failure
 

 

This operator fails in the following cases:

• The name of the new LDAP object is already used.
• Some of the attributes that are required to create the new LDAP object are missing.
• The objectclass of the new LDAP object is missing or incorrect.
• Some of the attributes being created for the object contain invalid values.
• Some of the attributes being created for the object do not apply to the object type.

Example:
You cannot add a mail attribute to an LDAP object of type Organizational Unit.

• The path under which to create the LDAP object is invalid.
• The user specified that an array of attributes is used for the objectclass attribute, but the CA Process

Automation object that is entered in the array field is not of type array (indexed strings).
• CA Process Automation cannot connect to the LDAP server.

 Create Organizational Unit Operator
The Create Organizational Unit operator allows a user to create an LDAP object of type
Organizational Unit on the LDAP server.
catpa04305
HID_Create_Organizational_Unit_Operator
The Create Organizational Unit operator allows a user to create an LDAP object of type Organizational Unit on the
LDAP server.

Input Parameters
 

• Organizational Unit Path
Specifies the distinguished name of the object under which to create the new organizational unit object.

• Organizational Unit Name
Specifies the name of the new organizational unit object.

Output Parameters
 

• LDAPOrgUnitBaseDn
• LDAPOrgUnitName
• remoteLDAPHost
• remoteLDAPPort
• remoteLDAPUser
• remoteLDAPPassword
• LDAPBaseDN
• LDAPUserPrefix

Example
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Warning:  Make sure to add the LDAP attribute to the name of the new organizational unit. Organizational
units usually use the attribute "ou" as part of the name's RDN (relative distinguished name).

Operator Failure
 

 

This operator fails in the following cases:

• The name of the new organizational unit is already used.
• Some of the mandatory attributes necessary to create the new organizational unit is missing.
• The path, under which the organizational unit is to be created, is invalid.
• Unable to connect to the LDAP server.

 Create User Operator
The Create User operator creates an LDAP object of type user account on the LDAP server.
catpa04305
HID_Create_User_Operator
The Create User operator creates an LDAP object of type user account on the LDAP server.

Input Parameters
 

• User Account Path
Specifies the distinguished name of the object under which you want to create the new user account.

• First Name
Specifies the first name of the user.

• Middle initials
Specifies the middle initials of the user. Note that Active Directory does not allow middle initials to be over six
characters long.

• Last name
Specifies the last name of the user.

• UserID
Specifies the user ID for the user.

• Password
Make sure you specify a password that conforms to the Password Policy Requirements set in your LDAP server,
especially for an Active Directory Server.

• Active Directory?
Check if you are creating the new user account in an Active Directory server.

• Create UserID as User Logon Name
Specifies whether you want the UserID to also be the user's logon name. In this case, create a User Logon
Name of the form "UserID@domain" where domain represents the Active Directory's Domain. This field is
enabled only when the Active Directory? field is checked.

• Enable user?
Select yes to make the new user active or no to make the new user inactive. This field is enabled only when the
Active Directory? field is checked.

• Password Expires for User
Select whether the user password expires as per the Domain Policy or Never expires. This field is enabled only
when the Active Directory? field is checked.
When the user password is set to never expire, you are not be forced to change a password at the first logon.

• Password Change at First Login?
Forces the User to change password at first logon, this option is applicable only when the password is chosen
to expire. Note that the user could set the combination Password to not expire and Password change required
at first login. In this case, CA Process Automation sets the password to not expire and ignores the password
change at first login request. This field is enabled only when the Active Directory? field is checked.

Note:  Active Directory will not allow setting a user password to be set unless CA Process Automation is connected
to the Active Directory server through SSL. If CA Process Automation is not connected through SSL, the user
account will be created without a password and without the specified account controls (account enabled/disabled,
password expiration, password change at logon) and the operation will fail in CA Process Automation.
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Output Parameters
 

• LDAPUserBaseDn
• LDAPUserFirstName
• LDAPUserMiddleInits
• LDAPUserLastName
• LDAPUserId
• LDAPUserPwd
• LDAPIsAD
• LDAPAsUserLogon
• LDAPEnableUser
• LDAPPwdExpire
• LDAPForcePwdChg
• remoteLDAPHost
• remoteLDAPPort
• remoteLDAPUser
• remoteLDAPPassword
• LDAPBaseDN
• LDAPUserPrefix

Example
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Operator Failure
 

 

This operator fails in the following cases:

• The user exists already.
• Some of the mandatory attributes necessary to create the new user account are missing.
• The value of one of the attributes used to create the user account is invalid.
• The path, under which the new user account is to be created, is invalid.
• The new user account is created in an Active Directory server and not connected through SSL.
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• Unable to connect to the LDAP server.
• You specified a user password that does not conform to the Password Policy Requirements set in your LDAP

server, especially if it is for an Active Directory. In this case, Active Directory returns a generic error message:
WILL_NOT_PERFORM to indicate that it cannot perform the operation.

 Get Domain Controller Operator
The Get Domain Controller operator retrieves all Domain controllers from the Active Directory
server. This operator applies to Active Directory only.
catpa04305
HID_Get_Domain_Controller_Operator
The Get Domain Controller operator retrieves all Domain controllers from the Active Directory server. This operator
applies to Active Directory only.

Input Parameters
 

 

The Get Domain Controller operator does not include any input parameters. The operator simply retrieves the
Active Directory server information from the LDAP Login Parameters page associated with the operation or from
the default LDAP Login information set at the Directory Services category level.

Output Parameters
 

• DomainControllers
Specifies an array of strings (indexed string) that contains all the Domain controllers retrieved from the Active
Directory server. This variable is created if the operation succeeds.

• remoteLDAPHost
• remoteLDAPPort
• remoteLDAPUser
• remoteLDAPPassword
• LDAPBaseDN
• LDAPUserPrefix

Example
This example shows a successful instance of the operator retrieving the DomainControllers from an Active
Directory server. The operator succeeds and the DomainControllers variable is created with the following data:
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In this example, we now have a single Domain controller in this Domain.

 

 

Operator Failure
 

 

This operator fails in the following cases:

• CA Process Automation is unable to retrieve the configurationNamingContext from the Active Directory server.
• No objects of type TDSDSA exist in the Active Directory server.
• Unable to connect to the LDAP server.

 Get Dormant Account Operator
(Active Directory only) Use the Get Dormant Account operator to retrieve all dormant accounts
from the Active Directory. When you define a date and number of days as a dormant range, any
user account whose last logon date precedes the range is considered dormant.
catpa04305
 

HID_Get_Dormant_Account_Operator
(Active Directory only) Use the Get Dormant Account operator to retrieve all dormant accounts from the Active
Directory. When you define a date and number of days as a dormant range, any user account whose last logon
date precedes the range is considered dormant.

Input Parameters
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• Days Dormant
This parameter defines the number of dormant days

• Date
This parameter specifies the designated date for dormant accounts. This field is enabled when the Use
Calculated Date? check box is cleared. To select a date, click the calendar icon.

• Use Calculated Date?
This parameter specifies whether the user can supply a dataset variable that contains a date value in the
Calculated Date field.

• Calculated Date
This parameter defines the calculated date for dormant accounts. This field is enabled when the Use Calculated
Date? check box is selected.

• Last Logon Attribute

• LastLogonTimeStamp
Select this field when retrieving dormant accounts from Active Directory 2003/2008 (NOT Active Directory
2000).
The LastLogonTimeStamp attribute contains the last logon date of a user. The attribute is replicated across
all Domain controllers only after the interval that is defined in the msDS-LogonTimeSyncInterval Active
Directory attribute.
If the dormant date precedes "today's date - msDS-LogonTimeSyncInterval", using the lastLogonTimestamp
retrieved from a single Domain controller retrieves all dormant accounts.
The msDS-LogonTimeSyncInterval attribute defines the frequency (in days) with which the last logon time for
a user or computer (recorded in the lastLogonTimestamp attribute) is replicated to all controllers in a Domain.
CA Process Automation retrieves the LastLogonTimeStamp information for each user from only one Domain
controller and uses it to determine whether the user is dormant.

• LastLogon
Select this field when retrieving dormant accounts from Active Directory 2000, 2003, and 2008.
The LastLogon attribute contains the last logon date of a user but it is NOT replicated across all Domain
controllers.

CA Process Automation retrieves the list of all Domain controllers, then reviews them to save the most recent
lastLogon attribute value for each user. Finally, the most recent lastLogon value for each user is used to determine
the dormant accounts.

Output Parameters
 

• DormantAccounts
This parameter returns an array of ValueMaps, where each ValueMap represents a dormant account. Each
ValueMap contains the following keys or values:

• DN
This parameter returns the distinguished name of the dormant user account.

• Last Logon Date
This parameter returns the last logon date of the dormant user account.

• Dormant Days
This parameter returns the number of days between the last logon date of the dormant user account and the
dormant date set in the operation. 

Note:  The Dormant Days value is rounded up. 

Example:

If the last logon date for a user is May 15, 2009 12:25:49 PM and we have a dormant date of May 18, 2009,
then the Dormant Days is 4 (not 3).

The Last Logon Date and Dormant Days are both set to -1 for each dormant user account that has not
previously logged in.

• NoLogonParameterAccounts
This parameter defines an array of strings (indexed string) that contains the DNs of the user accounts that do
not have the LastLogonTimeStamp or LastLogon attribute set in the Active Directory (depending on the attribute
the user selected for the search). If the selected attribute is set for all user accounts, this variable is empty.

• LDAPADDormantDays
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• LDAPADDormantDate
• LDAPADUseCalculatedDate
• LDAPADCalculatedDate
• LDAPADLastLogonAttr
• remoteLDAPHost
• remoteLDAPPort
• remoteLDAPUser
• remoteLDAPPassword
• LDAPBaseDN
• LDAPUserPrefix

 Get Object Operator
The Get Object operator retrieves the following LDAP Object types from the LDAP server:
catpa04305
HID_Get_Object_Operator
The Get Object operator retrieves the following LDAP Object types from the LDAP server:

• Search path
• Search filter
• Search scope
• Attributes to retrieve with each object
• Sort criteria

Input Parameters
 

 

Get Criteria

• Start Search Path
This parameter defines the start location for the search.
Example:

Like CN=Users,dc=domainpart,dc=company-name,dc=top-level-domain-name

• Retrieve Scope
This parameter specifies one of the following options:

• Subtree Scope
Search the entire subtree (including the object at the search path).

• One Level Scope
Search the objects directly under the object at the search path.

• Object Scope
Search the object at the search path only.

• Results Limit Count
This parameter defines the maximum number of entries to return.

• Enter 0 or nothing to use the Max Number of Search Results field value (from the Directory Services
category configuration).

• Enter a value in this field to use the smaller value of this field. This field is used for the Max Number of
Search Results field from the Directory Services category configuration.

• Time Limit for Retrieve
This parameter defines the time (in seconds) to wait before timing out of the search. If this limit is 0 (or nothing),
the application sets no time limit on the search.

• Retrieve Object Type
This parameter defines one of the following options:

• User
• Computer
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• Group
• Organizational Unit
• Role
• Other

This field controls the value that is displayed in the Retrieve Filter field.
• Retrieve Filter

This parameter defines the search filter to use for this search. You can complete the following actions:

• Use a generic filter by selecting one of the following values in the Retrieve Object Type field:

• User
• Group
• Organizational Unit
• Role
• Computer 

This action displays the associated filter value in the Retrieve Filter field and the action makes the field read-
only.

• To enter a personal filter, select Other in the Retrieve Object Type field that displays "objectclass=" in the
Retrieve Filter field. This action makes this field writable so you can complete the filter value. The expression
must be syntactically correct or the search can fail. 

Note:  See LDAP Search Filter Basics for information about LDAP search filters syntax.

Note:

To use different filters for the following fields, select Other in the Retrieve Object Type field and enter the
filter value in the Retrieve Filter field: 

• User
• Group
• Organizational Unit
• Role
• Computer

The generic search filters might not work with some LDAP servers. This happens especially if the LDAP
server does not support some of the object classes that the filters list.

• Retrieve Attributes specified as an Array Variable?
If checked, you can supply a dataset variable that contains an array of attributes to retrieve.

• Retrieve Attributes Array Variable
The dataset variable that supplies an array of attributes to retrieve. This field is enabled when you select the
field, Retrieve Attributes specified as an Array Variable?

• Retrieve Attributes List
This parameter defines a list of attributes to retrieve for the search filter. This list is enabled when you clear the
field, Retrieve Attributes specified as an Array Variable?

Sort Criteria

• Sort Fields specified as an Array Variable?
If this field selected, you can supply a dataset variable that contains an array of attributes. The array of attributes
is used to sort the retrieved data.

• Sort List Fields Array Variable
This dataset variable supplies an array of attributes to use for the sort order. This field is enabled when you
select the field, Sort Fields specified as an Array Variable?

• Sort List Order
This parameter specifies attributes to use for the sort order. This list is enabled when you clear the field, Sort
Fields specified as an Array Variable?
If nothing is entered in the Sort Criteria section, the retrieved objects are not sorted.
Some

Note:
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Some LDAP servers (for example, OpenLdap) do not support sorting of data. In these cases, the operator can
fail with the following reason:

[LDAP: error code 12 - critical extension is not recognized]

An LDAP server limitation requires that you do not provide any sorting criteria in this case.

LDAP Search Filter Basics
 

 

The LDAP search filter syntax is a logical expression in prefix notation. The logical operator precedes the
associated arguments.

Example:

(&(givenname=John)(sn=Green))

In the example, & is the AND operator. The operator precedes the arguments. This syntax searches for LDAP
objects for which John is the givenname and Green is the sn.

Note:  The LDAP attribute for the first name is givenname. The LDAP attribute for last name is sn (surname).

Each item in the filter consists of an LDAP attribute identifier. The  LDAP attribute identifier consists of either
an attribute value or symbols that denote the attribute value. Also, each item might be enclosed in a set of
parentheses, as in (sn=Green).

Items in a filter are combined using logical operators to create logical expressions. Each logical expression can be
further combined with other logical expressions, as in some of the filters that are used in CA Process Automation:

(&(|(objectclass=user)(objectclass=person))(!(objectclass=computer)))

The previous filter searches for objects where the objectclass is either user or  person and is not computer.

Note:

• The & at the beginning of the filter combines the segments in a logical AND.
• The LDAP attribute objectclass stores the LDAP object types in the LDAP directory.

The following table lists some of the logical operators that are used to create filters:

Symbol Description

= Equality
Example:

(givenname=John)

Search for objects with John as givenname (first
name).
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& Logical AND
Example:

(&(givenname=John)(sn=Green))

Search for objects with John as givenname (first
name) and Green as sn (last name or surname).

| Logical OR
Example:

(|(givenname=John)(givenname=Michael))

Search for objects with either John or Michael as
givenname (first name).

! Logical NOT
Example:

(&(givenname=John)(!(sn=Green)))

Search for objects where John is the givenname
(first name) and Green is not the sn (last name or
surname). 

>= Greater than
Example:

(numsubordinates>=2)

Search for objects with two or more child nodes in the
LDAP tree.

<= Less than
Example:

(numsubordinates<=2)

Search for objects with two or fewer child nodes in the
LDAP tree.
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=* Presence
Example:

(givenname=*)

Search for objects that have the givenname attribute.
The specific givenname value is irrelevant.

* Wildcard
Example:

(givenname=Joh*)

Search for objects where the givenname (first name)
value starts with Joh.

Common LDAP Attribute Names
 

 

The following table lists common LDAP attributes.

Note:  The LDAP server contains the complete list of LDAP object classes and attributes. The LDAP object classes
and attributes are used in the LDAP server schema.

LDAP Attribute Name Description

cn The Common Name attribute contains the name of the
object.

dc The Domain Component attribute

objectClass The Object Class attribute contains the LDAP types of
the object.

distinguishedName The Distinguished Name attribute uniquely identifies
the object in the Active Directory.

entrydn The Distinguished Name attribute in LDAP servers
(other than Active Directory) uniquely identifies the
object in an LDAP server.

o The Organization Name attribute contains the
organization name.

ou The Organizational Unit Name attribute contains the
name of the organizational unit.

sn The Surname attribute contains the family name (last
name).

givenName The First Name attribute contains the first name of a
person.
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personalTitle The Personal Title attribute contains the personal title
of a person.
Examples:

• Mr
• Dr
• Prof
• Rev

initials The Initials attribute contains the initials of some or
all of a person name, but not the surnames.

uid The User ID attribute

userPassword The Password attribute contains a user password.
The application stores passwords using an Octet String
syntax. Passwords are not encrypted.

title The Title attribute defines the designated position or
function of the object in the organization.

mail The Mail attribute contains a user email address.

company The Company or organization name attribute

department The Department Name attribute

manager The Supervisor or Manager attribute

mobile The Mobile Telephone number attribute

homephone The Home Telephone number attribute

telephoneNumber The Telephone Number attribute

facsimileTelephoneNumber The Fax Number attribute

postalAddress The Postal Address attribute contains information that
is required for the physical delivery of postal messages.

postalCode The Postal Code attribute, if present, is included in the
object postal address.

c The Country Name attribute contains a two-letter ISO
3166 country code.

l The Locality Name attribute contains the name of
a locality, such as a city, county, or other geographic
region.

st The State Or Province Name attribute

street The Street attribute contains the physical address of
the object, such as an address for package delivery.

owner The Owner attribute defines the name of an object
which has some responsibility for the associated object.
The value is a Distinguished Name.

description The Description attribute contains a human-readable
description of the object.

seeAlso The See Also attribute

serialNumber The Serial Number attribute stores the serial number of
a device.
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member The member attribute is used in entries that define
groups.
The attribute has Distinguished Name syntax, so each
value is effectively a pointer to another entry in the
directory.

Note:  The standard groupOfNames object class
makes the member attribute mandatory. Because
attributes cannot have empty values, all groups are
required to have at least one member at all times.

uniqueMember The uniqueMember attribute is similar to the member
attribute. The uniqueMember attribute is used to store
the unique members in a groupOfUniqueNames
object.

sAMAccountName (Active Directory only) The sAMAccountName attribute
is an obsolete Windows NT 4.0 login name attribute.
The value must be unique in an Active Directory
Domain.

LastLogonTimeStamp (Active Directory 2003/2008 only) The Last Logon
Time Stamp attribute contains the last login date of
a user; but is replicated across all Domain controllers
only after an interval that is defined in the msDS-
LogonTimeSyncInterval attribute of the Active
Directory.

LastLogon (Active Directory only) The Last Logon attribute
contains the last login date of a user but it is  not 
replicated across all Domain controllers.

Output Parameters
 

• RetrievedObjects
An array of ValueMaps, where each ValueMap contains the attributes that are retrieved for each object. This
variable is created only when the operation succeeds.

• LDAPSearchPath
• LDAPSearchScope
• ResultsLimit
• LDAPGetTimeLimit
• LDAPSearchType
• LDAPGetFilter
• LDAPGetAttributesType
• LDAPGetAttributesArray
• LDAPGetAttributes
• LDAPGetSortAttributesType
• LDAPGetSortAttributesArray
• LDAPGetSortAttributes
• remoteLDAPHost
• remoteLDAPPort
• remoteLDAPUser
• remoteLDAPPassword
• LDAPBaseDN
• LDAPUserPrefix

Note:

• The attribute names that are entered in the sort and retrieve sections must be the LDAP names of these
attributes as specified in the LDAP server schema. 
Example:
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• To retrieve the Last Name attribute, you are required to use the LDAP name sn. 
• To retrieve the First Name attribute, you are required to use the givenname attribute. 

Note:  See Common LDAP Attribute Names.
• The LDAP names are different from the attribute display names.
• Although most LDAP server attribute display names differ, they must all support the LDAP attribute names.

Therefore, CA Technologies requires that you use the LDAP names of the attributes instead of the display
names.

• Provide the names of the attributes to retrieve; otherwise CA Process Automation does not return data in the
RetrievedObjects variable.

• If no object is found under the specified search path, the search operation succeeds and the RetrievedObjects
variable is empty. In this case, the search operation does not fail.

Examples
 

 

Example - Use a generic filter
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In this example, we are trying to retrieve all computer accounts under the
"CN=Computers,DC=itpam,DC=ca,DC=local" path. We are specifically requesting the "cn",
"distinguishedname", "objectcategory", and "objectclass" attributes of these accounts.
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We are also sorting the returned user accounts by “cn”.
After the operation runs, it ends successfully and the RetrievedObjects variable is created. Each ValueMap in the
RetrievedObjects variable contains eight objects for each computer account attribute:
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Note:

The values of multi-valued attributes (objectclass in this example) are delimited with |:

Example - Use your own filter
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In this example, we are using a custom filter (Retrieve Object Type is set to Other) to retrieve all
container accounts in the "DC=itpam,DC=ca,DC=local" path. We are specifically requesting the "cn",
"distinguishedname", "objectcategory", and "objectclass" attributes of these accounts.
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We are also sorting the returned user accounts by "cn".
After the operation runs, it ends successfully and the RetrievedObjects variable is created.
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Each ValueMap in the RetrievedObjects variable contains the values that are retrieved for each container account
attribute. In this example, the RetrievedObjects variable contains 86 objects.

Note:

The values of multi-valued attributes (objectclass in this example) are delimited with |:

Operator Failure
 

 

The Get Object operator fails in the following cases:

• The search path does not exist on the LDAP server.
• The search time limit was exceeded.
• Unable to connect to the LDAP server.

This operator can fail in the following cases, depending on the LDAP server:

• The search filter is invalid.
• The returning attributes are invalid.
• The sorting attributes are invalid.

 Get User Operator
The Get User operator retrieves LDAP objects of type user account from the LDAP server. You
can specify the following criteria:
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catpa04305
 

HID_Get_User_Operator
The Get User operator retrieves LDAP objects of type user account from the LDAP server. You can specify the
following criteria:

• Search path
• Search filter
• Search scope
• Attributes to retrieve with each object,
• Sort criteria

Input Parameters
 

 

Input parameters for the Get User operator include get criteria and sort criteria.

Get Criteria
 

• Start Search Path
This parameter defines the start location for the search.
Example: 

CN=Users,dc=domainpart,dc=company-name,dc=top-level-domain-name.

• Retrieve Scope
This parameter specifies one of the following options:

• Subtree Scope
Search the entire subtree (including the object at the search path).

• One Level Scope
Search the objects directly under the object at the search path.

• Object Scope
Search the object at the search path only.

• Results Limit Count
This parameter specifies the maximum number of entries to return.

• Enter 0 or nothing to use the Max Number of Search Results field value (from the Directory Services
category configuration).

• Enter a value in this field to use the smaller value of this field. This field value uses the Max Number of
Search Results field from the Directory Services category configuration.

• Time Limit for Retrieve
This parameter defines the time (in seconds) to wait before timing out of the search. If this limit is 0 (or nothing),
the application sets no time limit on the search.

• Retrieve Filter
This parameter defines the filter to use for this search.

• Use the generic search filter to locate user accounts in LDAP. You can modify this field as necessary. 

Note:  See LDAP Search Filter Basics for information about LDAP search filters syntax.

Note:  The generic search filter might not work with some LDAP servers, especially if the LDAP server does
not support some of the object classes that the filters list.

• The search can fail if the expression is not syntactically correct
• Consult your LDAP administrator regarding the supported LDAP objectclasses

• Retrieve Attributes specified as an Array Variable?
Select this check box to supply a dataset variable that contains an array of attributes to retrieve.

• Retrieve Attributes Array Variable
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This parameter defines the dataset variable that supplies an array of attributes to retrieve. This field is enabled
when you select the check box, Retrieve Attributes specified as an Array Variable?

• Retrieve Attributes List
This parameter defines a list of attributes to retrieve for this search filter. This list is enabled when you clear the
check box, Retrieve Attributes specified as an Array Variable?

Sort Criteria
 

• Sort Fields specified as an Array Variable?
Use this parameter to supply a dataset variable that contains an array of attributes. The dataset variable is used
for sorting the retrieved data, select this check box.

• Sort List Fields Array Variable
This parameter defines a dataset variable that supplies an array of attributes to use for the sort order. This field
is enabled when you select the check box, Sort Fields specified as an Array Variable?

• Sort List Order
This parameter defines a list of attributes to use for the sort order. This field is enabled when you clear the check
box, Sort Fields specified as an Array Variable?

Note:  If nothing is entered in the Sort Criteria section, the retrieved objects are not sorted. Some LDAP servers
(such as OpenLdap) do not support "Sorting" of data. In this case, the operation might fail with the following
reason: [LDAP: error code 12 - critical extension is not recognized]. Do not provide any sorting criteria in this
case. This is a limitation in the LDAP server, not CA Process Automation.

Output Parameters
 

• UserAccounts
This parameter is an array of ValueMaps, where each ValueMap contains the attributes that are retrieved for the
user. This variable is created only when the operation succeeds.

• LDAPSearchPath
• LDAPSearchScope
• ResultsLimit
• LDAPGetTimeLimit
• LDAPGetFilter
• LDAPGetAttributesType
• LDAPGetAttributesArray
• LDAPGetAttributes
• LDAPGetSortAttributesType
• LDAPGetSortAttributesArray
• LDAPGetSortAttributes
• remoteLDAPHost
• remoteLDAPPort
• remoteLDAPUser
• remoteLDAPPassword
• LDAPBaseDN
• LDAPUserPrefix

Attribute names that are entered in the sort and retrieve sections must be the LDAP names of these attributes as
specified in the LDAP server schema.

Example:

To retrieve the Last name attribute, you must use the LDAP name (SN) of the attribute. To retrieve the First
Name attribute, you must use the LDAP name (givenname).

Note:  See Common LDAP Attribute Names for more information.

Most LDAP server names differ from the LDAP attribute display names. Because they must all support the LDAP
attribute names, CA Technologies requires you to use the LDAP attribute names instead of the display names.

Provide the attribute names to retrieve. Otherwise, CA Process Automation does not return data in the
UserAccounts variable.
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If the application finds no user accounts in the specified search path, the search operation succeeds and the
UserAccounts variable is empty. In this case, the search operation does not fail.

Example
 

 

In this example, we retrieve all user accounts in the "ou=ldapconnector,dc=ca,dc=com" path. We specifically
request the "entrydn", "uid", and "objectclass" attributes of these accounts.

We are also sorting the returned user accounts by "entryDn" then "uid".
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After the operator runs successfully, the UserAccounts variable is created.

Each ValueMap in the UserAccounts variable shows the values that are retrieved for each user account attribute.
The operator returned only 10 user accounts because we set our search results limit to 10.

Note:

The values of multi-valued attributes (objectclass in this example) are delimited with |:

Operator Failure
 

 

The Get User operator fails in the following cases:

• The search path does not exist on the LDAP server.
• The search time limit was exceeded.
• Unable to connect to the LDAP server.

This operator can fail in the following cases, depending on the LDAP server:

• The search filter is invalid.
• The returning attributes are invalid.
• The sorting attributes are invalid.

 Move Object Operator
The Move Object operator moves an LDAP object from one location to another within the LDAP
server.
catpa04305
 

HID_Move_Object_Operator
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The Move Object operator moves an LDAP object from one location to another within the LDAP server.

Input Parameters
 

• Object Old DN
Specifies the distinguished name of the object that you want to move.

• Object New DN
Specifies the destination for the distinguished name where you want the object to be moved.

Output Parameters
LDAPModifyObjAttrsDN

LDAPAddAttributesType

LDAPAddAttributesKeyArray

LDAPAddAttributesValueArray

LDAPAddAttributesKeys

LDAPAddAttributesValues

LDAPAddAttributesMap

LDAPRemoveAttributesType

LDAPRemoveAttributesKeyArray

LDAPRemoveAttributesKeys

LDAPReplaceAttributesType

LDAPReplaceAttributesKeyArray

LDAPReplaceAttributesValueArray

LDAPReplaceAttributesKeys

LDAPReplaceAttributesValues

LDAPReplaceAttributesMap

remoteLDAPHost

remoteLDAPPort

remoteLDAPUser

remoteLDAPPassword

LDAPBaseDN

LDAPUserPrefix

 

 

Example

Operator Failure
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This operator fails in the following cases:

• The old DN of the object does not exist in the LDAP server.
• The new DN of the object exists already.
• The LDAP server is setup to prevent a 'Move' Operator from occurring programmatically.
• Unable to connect to the LDAP server.

 Remove User from Group Operator
The Remove User from Group operator lets you remove an LDAP user from an LDAP group on
the LDAP server.
catpa04305
HID_Remove_User_from_Group_Operator
The Remove User from Group operator lets you remove an LDAP user from an LDAP group on the LDAP server.

Input Parameters
• User DN

Specifies the distinguished name of the user that you want to remove from the group.
• Group DN

Specifies the distinguished name of the group from which you want to remove the user.

Output Parameters
• LDAPUserDn
• LDAPGroupDn
• remoteLDAPHost
• remoteLDAPPort
• remoteLDAPUser
• remoteLDAPPassword
• LDAPBaseDN
• LDAPUserPrefix

Example:

Operator Failure
This operator fails in the following cases:

• The user is not a member of the group.
• The group does not exist in the LDAP server.
• The Group DN points to an LDAP object that is not of type group, groupofnames or groupofuniquenames.
• Unable to connect to the LDAP server.

 

 Update Object Attributes Operator
The Update Object Attributes operator performs all of the following tasks simultaneously:
catpa04305
HID_Update_Object_Attributes_Operator
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The Update Object Attributes operator performs all of the following tasks simultaneously:

• Add new attributes to an existing LDAP object.
• Replace the values of attributes of an existing LDAP object.
• Remove attributes from an existing LDAP object.

You can perform all three operations on the same object at the same time, or you can choose to ignore any of the
operations by not entering anything in the operator's parameters.

Note:  The Active Directory will not allow for a user's password to be modified unless CA Process Automation is
connected to the Active Directory server through SSL. If CA Process Automation is not connected through SSL, a
replace operator on a user password will fail.

Input Parameters
 

 

Input parameters for the Update Object Attributes operator are as follows.

Objects Parameters
 

• Object Distinguished Name
Specifies the distinguished name of the LDAP object whose attributes you want to modify.

Add Attributes Parameters Page
 

 

Use the Add Attributes Parameters page to enter all the attributes that you want to create for the LDAP object.

• Use specified array fields for the LDAP attributes to be added
Check this box to use the Attributes and Attributes Values arrays for this request.

• LDAP Attributes Array
The array containing the LDAP names of the attributes to be added to the object. This Dataset field must be
defined as an array (indexed string). If Use specified array fields for the LDAP attributes to be added is checked,
this field will be used.

• LDAP Attributes Values Array
The array containing the values of the attributes to be added to the object. This Dataset field must be defined as
an array (indexed string). If Use specified array fields for the LDAP attributes to be added is checked, this field
will be used.

• LDAP Attributes
The LDAP names of the attributes to be added to the object. If Use specified array fields for the LDAP attributes
to be added is unchecked, this field will be used.

• LDAP Attributes Values
The values of the attributes to be added to the object. If Use specified array fields for the LDAP attributes to be
added is unchecked, this field will be used.

• LDAP Attributes Value Maps
This is an array of ValueMaps containing additional LDAP attributes to be added to the object. Each ValueMap
Key and Value must be of type string; moreover, the key must be named Keys and the value must be named
Values.

Example
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In this example, the object addAttrHashMapArray is an indexed ValueMap whose key fields are called Keys and
value fields are called Values.

Note that the user can use the LDAP Attributes Value Maps alone or as an addition to any attributes (and
associated attribute values) entered in the other fields of the page.

Replace Attributes Parameters Page
 

 

Use the Replace Attributes Parameters page to enter all the attributes whose values you want to replace in the
LDAP object.

• Use specified array fields for the LDAP attributes to be added
If this is checked, then the Attributes and Attributes Values arrays will be used for this request.

• LDAP Attributes Array
Specifies the array containing the LDAP names of the attributes whose values are to be replaced in the object.
This Dataset field must be defined as an array (indexed string). If Use specified array fields for the LDAP
attributes to be added is checked, this field will be used.

• LDAP Attributes Values Array
Specifies the array containing the new values of the attributes to be replaced in the object. This Dataset field
must be defined as an array (indexed string). If Use specified array fields for the LDAP attributes to be added is
checked, this field will be used.

• LDAP Attributes
Specifies the LDAP names of the attributes whose values are to be replaced in the object. If Use specified array
fields for the LDAP attributes to be added is unchecked, this field will be used.

• LDAP Attributes Values
Specifies the new values of the attributes to be replaced in the object. If Use specified array fields for the LDAP
attributes to be added is unchecked, this field will be used.

• LDAP Attributes Value Maps
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Specifies an array of ValueMaps containing the LDAP names and new values of the attributes whose values are
to be replaced in the object. Each ValueMaps Key and Value must be of type string; moreover, the key must be
named Keys and the value must be named Values.

Remove Attributes Parameters Page
 

 

The Remove Attributes Parameters page is used to enter all the attributes that you want to remove from the LDAP
object.

• Use specified array field for the LDAP attributes to be removed
Check this box to use Attributes arrays for this request.

• LDAP Attributes Array
Specifies the array containing the LDAP names of the attributes to be removed from the object. This Dataset
field must be defined as an array (indexed string). If Use specified array field for the LDAP attributes to be
added is checked, this field will be used.

• LDAP Attributes
Specifies the LDAP names of the attributes to be removed from the object. If Use specified array field for the
LDAP attributes to be added is unchecked, this field will be used.

Output Parameters
LDAPModifyObjAttrsDN

LDAPAddAttributesType

LDAPAddAttributesKeyArray

LDAPAddAttributesValueArray

LDAPAddAttributesKeys

LDAPAddAttributesValues

LDAPAddAttributesMap

LDAPRemoveAttributesType

LDAPRemoveAttributesKeyArray

LDAPRemoveAttributesKeys

LDAPReplaceAttributesType

LDAPReplaceAttributesKeyArray

LDAPReplaceAttributesValueArray

LDAPReplaceAttributesKeys

LDAPReplaceAttributesValues

LDAPReplaceAttributesMap

remoteLDAPHost

remoteLDAPPort

remoteLDAPUser

remoteLDAPPassword

LDAPBaseDN

LDAPUserPrefix

 

 

Operator Failure
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This operator fails in the following cases:

• The LDAP object specified does not exist.
• One of the LDAP attribute you want to add, replace, or remove does not exist
• The list of attributes and attribute values of the 'Add' or 'Modify' pages do not match in length.
• The user checked that an array of attributes and an array of attribute values are used for the 'Add', 'Replace',

or 'Remove' pages, but the CA Process Automation object entered in the array field is actually not of type array
(indexed strings).

• The LDAP server is setup to prevent any modifications of LDAP objects done programmatically.
• Unable to connect to the LDAP server.

 

 Update User Home Directory Operator
The Update User Home Directory operator sets up a share for a user in an Active Directory
Server. The share includes a home drive, home directory, and log in script.
catpa04305
HID_Update_User_Home_Directory_Operator
The Update User Home Directory operator sets up a share for a user in an Active Directory Server. The share
includes a home drive, home directory, and log in script.

Input Parameters
 

• User DN
Specifies the distinguished name of the user object for which you want to set the home directory, home drive,
and the logon script.

• Home Directory
Specifies the new home directory of the user.

• Home Drive
Specifies the new home drive of the user.

• Logon Script
Specifies the new logon script of the user.

Output Parameters
 

• LDAPUserDn
• LDAPADHomeDirectory
• LDAPADHomeDrive
• LDAPADLogonScript
• remoteLDAPHost
• remoteLDAPPort
• remoteLDAPUser
• remoteLDAPPassword
• LDAPBaseDN
• LDAPUserPrefix

Example
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Operator Failure
 

 

This operator fails in the following cases:

• The user object does not exist.
• The Active Directory is set up to prevent any modifications of LDAP objects to occur programmatically.

 Delete Object Operator
The Delete Object operator deletes a single LDAP object or multiple LDAP objects from the
LDAP server. 
catpa04305
HID_Delete_Object_Operator
The Delete Object operator deletes a single LDAP object or multiple LDAP objects from the LDAP server. 

 Email Operators
The Email operators can automate tasks that are performed on messages and folders in an
email server. Email operators communicate with your mail server remotely using one of the
following protocols:
catpa04305
The Email operators can automate tasks that are performed on messages and folders in an email server. Email
operators communicate with your mail server remotely using one of the following protocols:

• Post Office Protocol version 3 (POP3)
POP3, suitable for single-user access to a mailbox, allows you to download email messages to your local
computer. By default, POP3 servers listen on TCP Port 110.

• POP-SSL
By default, POP-SSL servers listen on TCP Port 995.

• Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP)
IMAP, suitable for multi-user access to a mailbox, allows simultaneous access by multiple clients. By default,
IMAP servers listen on TCP Port 143.

• IMAP-SSL
By default, IMAP-SSL servers listen on TCP Port 993.

The Email operators can communicate with your mail server only if it supports either IMAP or POP3. The Email
operators perform actions such as get email counts. Both protocols support this type of action. Some actions, such
as delete folder, are supported only by the IMAP protocol.

Contents:
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 Common Email Operator Parameters
Contents
catpa04305
Contents

The following properties apply for various Email operators:

• Message Filter Criteria
• Mail Server Login Parameters

Message Filter Criteria
• Message ID

Specifies the unique ID of the email to filter. You can also pass a substring of the Message ID. If the IDs for the
desired emails are not known, you can retrieve Message IDs for messages using the Get Email List operator.
Action is taken on all the emails that match the subject substring.

Note:  This parameter is not available for all Email operators.
• Message Number

Specifies the message number of the email to filter. This parameter is not a static number for a message. If
emails are deleted and moved to different folders, the message number changes. If there are parallel actions
taking place on the same mailbox folder, we recommend using Message ID (rather than Message Number) to
specify messages.

Note:  This parameter is not available for all Email operators.
• Message Subject

Specifies the subject of the email that you want to match. This parameter can be a substring or regular
expression. Action is taken on all the emails that match the subject substring.

• Message Sender
Specifies the email sender that you want to match. This parameter can be a substring or regular expression.
Action is taken on all the emails that match the subject substring.

• Message Subject and Sender values are regular expressions
Select this check box to specify that Message Subject and Message Sender values as regular expressions
(rather than a simple string) when filtering email.

Warning:  To parse emails for the Email operators using regular expressions, all emails must be
retrieved from the mailbox and parsed at the client side. That is, on the touchpoint where the operator
runs. We recommend that you do not select this field and use regular expressions only if it is required.

• Message Body
Specifies as a substring of the email body that you want to match.

• Earliest Message Sent Time
Match emails that are sent after the time specified. This parameter identifies the earliest time the email that you
want to match was sent, specified in an CA Process Automation variable.

• Latest Message Sent Time
Match messages that are sent before the time specified. This parameter identifies the latest time the message
that you want to match was sent, specified in an CA Process Automation variable.

Note:  Earliest Message Sent Time and Latest Message Sent Time fields are CA Process Automation date
type variables. System functions like now() or today() generate date type variables. A system function named
parseDate (stringDate, simpleDateFormat) creates the date properly. stringDate is the date in string format and
simpleDateFormat is the format to use to parse the date. This function can be used to parse a string to a CA
Process Automation date type variable. For example:

parseDate("2010/07/28 13:00:01", "yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss")

• IMAP Message Flag
IMAP uses message flags to monitor the state of an email. These flags are stored on the server. Different clients
accessing the same mailbox at different times can detect the changes that other clients make.
The following flags are valid and can be set programmatic by setting the values to name of flags. The name of
the flags is case-sensitive and is passed with all upper cases.
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Select the flag that you want to set for your message. These flags work in conjunction with the IMAP Message
Flag is set to true check box.

• ANSWERED
When you select the IMAP Message Flag is set to true check box, only the emails that have been
answered return (those emails on to which the replies were sent).

• DELETED
When you select the IMAP Message Flag is set to true check box, any emails that were not marked as
deleted from the server return.

• DRAFT
When you select the IMAP Message Flag is set to true check box, all emails that are currently not in a draft
state return.

• FLAGGED
When you select the IMAP Message Flag is set to true check box, any emails that are not flagged return.

• RECENT
When you select the IMAP Message Flag is set to true check box, any emails that were never opened
(clicked) return.

• SEEN
When you select the IMAP Message Flag is set to true check box, any email which is marked as READ
returns. When you do not select the IMAP Message Flag is set to true check box, any email which is
marked as UNREAD returns.

• IMAP Message Flag is set to true
The IMAP flag name is set in the IMAP Message Flag drop-down list. Its Boolean value can be selected from
this check box. For example, if you want to select Seen as true, select Seen from the drop-down and then select
this check box.

Mail Server Login Parameters
• Protocol for Connection

Select the email protocol to use to connect to the server:

• IMAP
• IMAP-SSL
• POP3
• POP3-SSL

• Mail Server Host
Specifies the hostname/IP address of the mail server.

• Mail Server Port
Specifies the port of the mail server.

• Username
Specifies the username of the user to access the mail server.

• Password
Specifies the password for the user to access the mail server.

 Create Folder Operator for Email
The Create Folder operator creates a folder on the mail server. Folders are created recursively
using the IMAP protocol.
catpa04305
HID_Create_Folder_Operator_for_Email
The Create Folder operator creates a folder on the mail server. Folders are created recursively using the IMAP
protocol.

If the folder exists, an exception is thrown that cites "Folder already exists".

Input Parameters
Mailbox Folder Name

Name of the folder to create in the mail server.

Mail Server Login Parameters
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Output Parameters
 

 

fileName

defaultShell

permission

workingDir

userID

password

 Delete Email Operator
For POP3 and POP3-SSL protocols, the Delete Email operator deletes the messages from the
specified mailbox and returns the number of messages that are deleted.
catpa04305
HID_Delete_Email_Operator
For POP3 and POP3-SSL protocols, the Delete Email operator deletes the messages from the specified mailbox
and returns the number of messages that are deleted.

For IMAP & IMAP-SSL, the Delete Email operator only sets the flag to "Deleted" without actually deleting the
messages from the specified mailbox.

Note:  If all fields are left blank, the Delete Email operator deletes all messages from the mailbox for POP3 and
POP3-SSL protocols of the specified mailbox folder name.

Input Parameters
 

• Mailbox Folder Name
Specifies the name of the folder that contains messages to delete in the mail server.

• Message Filter Criteria
• Mail Server Login Parameters
• Protocol for Connection - You can use any one of the following protocols for connection:

• IMAP, IMAP - SSL : For IMAP protocols, the Delete Email Operator does not delete the email but sets the
status flag as DELETED. To delete the email with status flag as DELETE, use the Purge Folder Operator.

• POP3, POP3 - SSL : For POP3 protocols, the Delete Email Operator deletes the email.

Output Parameters
 

• DeletedCount
Returns the number of messages deleted.

• FolderName
• MessageID
• MessageNumber
• Subject
• From
• IsRegExp
• Body
• SentFromDate
• SentToDate
• FlagField
• FlagValue
• Protocol
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• UserName
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• Password

 Delete Folder Operator
The Delete Folder operator deletes a folder on the server using the IMAP protocol. The folder is
deleted even if it contains subfolders.
catpa04305
HID_Delete_Folder_Operator
The Delete Folder operator deletes a folder on the server using the IMAP protocol. The folder is deleted even if it
contains subfolders.

Input Parameters
 

• Mailbox Folder Name
Specifies the name of the folder to delete on the mail server.

• Mail Server Login Parameters

Output Parameters
 

• FolderCreated
Returns true when the folder is deleted successfully and false otherwise.

• FolderName
• Protocol
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• UserName
• Password

Example
Warning:  The following scenario uses an hmail mail server. This scenario does not work when a Dominos
server is used.

1. Create hierarchy of folders, such as test1\test2\test3\test4 (parallel to "Inbox").
2. Create another hierarchy, test2\test5\test6 (parallel to "Inbox").
3. Delete "test2" folder using the Delete Folder operator.

 
4. Expected result.

The hierarchy "test2\test5\test6" is deleted.
5. Actual result

The process runs successfully and returns false. Ideally it returns true. The folder still exists on the mail server.

 Get Email Content Operator
The Get Email Content operator retrieves the email body and attachments. If the message
number field is not blank or null, then the operator retrieves a single email (based on the
message number) and the operator returns the details. Otherwise, the operator returns the
content of all the emails within the folder.
catpa04305
HID_Get_Email_Content_Operator
The Get Email Content operator retrieves the email body and attachments. If the message number field is not blank
or null, then the operator retrieves a single email (based on the message number) and the operator returns the
details. Otherwise, the operator returns the content of all the emails within the folder.
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Note:  If all fields are left blank, this operator retrieves the content of all the emails from the specified mailbox
folder.

Input Parameters
 

• Mailbox Folder Name
Specifies the name of the folder that contains emails to process.

• Set messages retrieved as seen
When selected, sets the retrieved messages as seen.

• Start index of mail content to get in Dataset variable
If you enter an index in this field, content starting from that index displays in the Dataset variable. Leave blank to
start from the beginning.

• Length of mail content to get in Dataset variable
If you enter an index in this field, content until that index displays in the Dataset variable. Leave this blank to get
the maximum mail content possible.

• Process attachments of mail
When selected, attachments are also processed. The default is unchecked.

• Attachment Operation
Specifies one of the following operations that can be performed on the attachment. This option is enabled when
the user selects the Process attachments of mail check box.

• Save attachment to a file
Saves the attachment in the destination folder.

• Get attachment content in Dataset variable
Writes the attachment contents to a dataset variable.
The property to retrieve mail email content is exposed as a configurable property. The default size is 64K
Add  "mail.maximum.content.size=64" in the OasisConfig.properties to configure the size. The unit of size is
K.

• Both
Performs both the save and Write Contents to Dataset variable operations.

• Destination Folder Name
Specifies the destination folder where the attachment is saved.

• Generate unique filenames to save attachment
When selected, provides the option to generate unique file names when saving attachments.

• Start index of attachment content to get in Dataset variable
If you enter an index in this field, attachment content starting from that index displays in the Dataset variable.
Leave blank to start from the beginning.

• Length of attachment content to get in Dataset variable
If you enter an index in this field, attachment content until that index displays in the Dataset variable. Leave this
blank to get the maximum mail content possible.

• Message Filter Criteria
• Mail Server Login Parameters

Output Parameters
 

• MessageContent
(ValueMap) Returns the message contents and attachment contents.
Contains:

• ResultRow
AttachmentContents
MailContents
AttachmentFiles

• FolderName
• MarkMessagesAsSeen
• MessageContentStartIndex
• MessageContentLength
• IsProcessAttachement
• ProcessAttachmentType
• DestinationFolderName
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• GenerateUniqueName
• MessageAttachmentStartIndex
• MessageAttachmentLength
• MessageID
• MessageNumber
• Subject
• From
• IsRegExp
• Body
• SentFromDate
• SentToDate
• FlagField
• FlagValue
• Protocol
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• UserName
• Password

 Get Email Count Operator
The Get Email Count operator returns the number of emails in the folder.
catpa04305
 

HID_Get_Email_Count_Operator
The Get Email Count operator returns the number of emails in the folder.

You can connect to the mail server either through the POP3 protocol or the IMAP Protocol and, based on the
protocol, the user must provide the appropriate port number.

• The default port for POP3 is 110.
• The default port for IMAP is 143.
• The default port for POP-SSL is 995.
• The default port for IMAP-SSL is 993.

Input Parameters
 

• Mailbox Folder Name
Specifies the name of the folder that contains emails to process.

• Message Filter Criteria
• Mail Server Login Parameters

Output Parameters
 

 

MessageEnvelope

(ValueMap) Returns the envelope of messages in the folder.

Contains:

• ResultRow 
SentDate
Subject
To
Bcc
Cc
From

FolderName
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MarkMessagesAsSeen

MessageID

MessageNumber

Subject

From

IsRegExp

Body

SentFromDate

SentToDate

FlagField

FlagValue

Protocol

ServerHost

ServerPort

UserName

Password

 Get Email Envelope Operator
The Get Email Envelope operator retrieves the email envelopes from the specified filter criteria.
If the message number is not blank or null (specified in the Message Filter Criteria), then this
operator retrieves a single email (based on the message number) and the operator returns the
details. Otherwise, this operator returns envelopes of all the emails within the folder.
catpa04305
HID_Get_Email_Envelope_Operator
The Get Email Envelope operator retrieves the email envelopes from the specified filter criteria. If the message
number is not blank or null (specified in the Message Filter Criteria), then this operator retrieves a single email
(based on the message number) and the operator returns the details. Otherwise, this operator returns envelopes of
all the emails within the folder.

Note:  If all fields are left blank, this operator retrieves the content of all the emails from the specified mailbox
folder.

Input Parameters
 

• Mailbox Folder Name
Specifies the name of the folder that contains emails to process.

• Set messages retrieved as seen
When selected, sets retrieved emails as seen.

• Message Filter Criteria
• Mail Server Login Parameters

Output Parameters
 

 

MessageEnvelope

(ValueMap) Returns the envelope of messages in the folder.

Contains:

• ResultRow 
SentDate
Subject
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To
Bcc
Cc
From

FolderName

MarkMessagesAsSeen

MessageID

MessageNumber

Subject

From

IsRegExp

Body

SentFromDate

SentToDate

FlagField

FlagValue

Protocol

ServerHost

ServerPort

UserName

Password

 Get Email List Operator
The Get Email List operator retrieves a list of emails that match certain filter criteria. You can
configure fields described in the Message Filter Criteria to filter only the emails you want to
retrieve envelopes from. This operator can use both IMAP and POP3 protocol. Use the Get
Email List operator specifically to retrieve basic information of emails. This information includes
Message ID and Message Number that can be used in other operators.
catpa04305
HID_Get_Email_List_Operator
The Get Email List operator retrieves a list of emails that match certain filter criteria. You can configure fields
described in the Message Filter Criteria to filter only the emails you want to retrieve envelopes from. This operator
can use both IMAP and POP3 protocol. Use the Get Email List operator specifically to retrieve basic information of
emails. This information includes Message ID and Message Number that can be used in other operators.

Note:  The Get Email List operator can retrieve envelopes of a maximum of 512 emails in one iteration.

Input Parameters
 

• Mailbox Folder Name
Specifies the name of the target mailbox folder name that contains emails to be processed. This field cannot be
left blank.

• Message Filter Criteria
• Mail Server Login Parameters

Output Parameters
 

• MessageList
An array of ValueMaps. Each index of the array is a CA Process Automation ValueMap data type. The
ValueMap contains the following fields that hold the following information in a single message:

• MessageID
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UniqueID of the message.
• MessageNumber

This message number can vary for the same email if emails are moved from the folder to anther folder or
deleted and expunged. We recommended using MessageID to specify emails uniquely.

• Subject
Subject of the email.

• SenderAddress
Address of the sender of the email.

• SentDate
A CA Process Automation date type variable with date when the email was sent.

• ReceivedDate
A CA Process Automation date type variable with the date that the server received the email. This value is
only populated when using IMAP protocol to connect to the server.

• NumOfAttachments
An integer type variable to give number of attachments present in the email.

• FolderName
• Subject
• From
• IsRegExp
• Body
• SentFromDate
• SentToDate
• FlagField
• FlagValue
• Protocol
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• UserName
• Password

 Move Email Operator
The Move Email operator moves the emails from one folder to another.
catpa04305
HID_Move_Email_Operator
The Move Email operator moves the emails from one folder to another.

Input Parameters
 

• Mailbox Source Folder Name
Name of the source folder that contains the emails to move.

• Mailbox Destination Folder Name
Specifies the name of the destination folder where the emails are copied.

Note:

• If the source folder does not exist, CA Process Automation throws an exception saying "Source folder does not
exist".

• If the destination folder does not exist, CA Process Automation creates the destination folder and then moves
the emails from the source folder to the destination folder.

• Message Filter Criteria
• Mail Server Login Parameters

Output Parameters
 

• MovedCount
• SourceFolderName
• DestinationFolderName
• MessageID
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• MessageNumber
• Subject
• From
• IsRegExp
• Body
• SentFromDate
• SentToDate
• FlagField
• FlagValue
• Protocol
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• UserName
• Password

 Purge Folder Operator
The Purge Folder operator expunges (permanently removes) folders marked DELETED and
returns the number of emails expunged. This operator uses the IMAP protocol.
catpa04305
HID_Purge_Folder_Operator
The Purge Folder operator expunges (permanently removes) folders marked DELETED and returns the number of
emails expunged. This operator uses the IMAP protocol.

Input Parameters
 

• Mailbox Folder Name
Specifies the name of the folder on the mail server that contains emails to delete permanently.

• Mail Server Login Parameters

Output Parameters
 

• ExpungedCount
Returns the number of emails deleted.

• FolderName
• Protocol
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• UserName
• Password

 Rename Folder Operator
The Rename Folder operator renames the folder in the mail server. The operator uses the IMAP
protocol.
catpa04305
HID_Rename_Folder_Operator
The Rename Folder operator renames the folder in the mail server. The operator uses the IMAP protocol.

Input Parameters
 

• Current Mailbox Folder Name
Specifies the old name of the folder to be renamed.

• New Mailbox Folder Name
Specifies the new name for the folder.

• Mail Server Login Parameters

Output Parameters
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• FolderRenamed
Returns true when the folder is renamed successfully and false otherwise.

• OldFolderName
• NewFolderName
• Protocol
• ServerHost
• ServerPort
• UserName
• Password

 Send Email Operator
Use the Send Email operator to deliver email notifications to specified recipients.
catpa04305
HID_Send_Email_Operator
Use the Send Email operator to deliver email notifications to specified recipients.

The CA Process Automation email implementation supports sending mail through an SMTP server. You can specify
any valid email address that is supported by the SMTP server. These addresses can include aliases, a mailing list,
a fax address, or a digital pager. The SMTP server, rather than CA Process Automation, handles the actual delivery
of a message.

The Send Email operator can include attached files. You can specify attachments to send dynamically updated files
rather than static information specified when you added a Send Email operator to a process. This feature is useful
for sending attachments such as log and exception files.

The Send Email operator also supports HTTP/HTTPS URLs as an attachment path. The Send Email operator fails
if a path name is not valid at run time.

Note:  Specify that locations for attachments are relative to the touchpoint running the Email operators.

Input Parameters
 

• User Name
Specifies a valid user name or profile for sending mail on the SMTP server. For example,
Process.Email.Username.

• Password
Specifies the password for the user name. For example, Process.Email.Password.

• From
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The email address to appear in the sender field of the outgoing email.
• To

Specifies the addresses of email recipients. Separate multiple email addresses with either commas or semi-
colons. For example, support@PAM.com, sales@PAM.com.

• Cc
Specifies the addresses of recipients who receive copies of this email alert. Separate multiple email addresses
with either commas or semi-colons. For example, system_administrator@PAM.com; support@PAM.com.

• Subject
Specifies a brief description to appear in the subject of the email message. For example, CA Process
Automation Alert.

• Message
Specifies the message that the email delivered. For example,

Notice
Backup problems on a Touchpoint: + Process.TouchpointName.

• Send in HTML Format
When selected, CA Process Automation uses HTML text in the Message field. If this option is not selected, CA
Process Automation uses plain text.
For example, use the following text to display "Notice" in red font:

<font size="5" color="red">Notice</font>

• Attachment
Specifies the full paths for files to attach to the email. Separate multiple path names by commas or semi-colons.
You can also specify HTTP/HTTPS URLs for local and remote locations.
This parameter must specify locations that are valid for the Email operators at runtime, and on the touchpoint
where the Email operators are running. For example, C:\\CA Process Automation\\Data\\Log\\Global.log.

• Receipt
Select this check box to request a delivery receipt for the message. The receipt is typically a service that the
recipient mail client provides. CA Process Automation cannot guarantee the receipt.

• Encoding
Specifies the encoding scheme that the reader receives the text in (UTF-8, UTF-16, US-ASCII, Windows-1250,
Windows-1252, Shift_JIS).

Output Parameters
 

• user
• password
• from
• to
• cc
• subject
• text
• isContentHtml
• attachment
• recpt

 File Management Operators
The File Management operators monitor directories, files, and their contents. These operators
can be run either locally or on a remote system. The File Management operators also support
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operations on a proxy node. The process takes either a success or a failure path, which
is based on the results of the operation.
catpa04305
The File Management operators monitor directories, files, and their contents. These operators can be run either
locally or on a remote system. The File Management operators also support operations on a proxy node. The
process takes either a success or a failure path, which is based on the results of the operation.

Use the File Management operators to create, delete, rename, compress, and uncompress local files. You can
also use the File Management operators to watch files on the touchpoint where the operators are running. All File
Management operators run under the same user name that is running the touchpoint. The user name can be an
administrator on a Windows touchpoint or root on a UNIX touchpoint.

The File Management operators can run on proxy agents. Properties in a normal and proxy service are the same,
but some behavior is different. For example, consider that the Process Proxy Service is running with the log output
option checked. Then, the log file is created on the file system where the agent is running. The log file is not
created on the machine where the proxy agent resides.

Warning:

The following conditions apply to all operators in this category when running them on a remote Windows
host through a proxy touchpoint:

• Use UNIX-style paths for fields which are path-related (forward slashes and no drive letter).
• Each SSH server can have a different location for its "root" directory. The permitted commands that are

relative to that root directory can vary too.

Contents:

 Create a Folder Operator
The Create Folder operator creates a folder on the mail server. Folders are created recursively
using the IMAP protocol.
catpa04305
The Create Folder operator creates a folder on the mail server. Folders are created recursively using the IMAP
protocol.

If the folder exists, the product generates a "Folder already exists" exception.

Input Parameters
Mailbox Folder Name

Name of the folder to create in the mail server.

Mail Server Login Parameters 

Output Parameters
 

fileName

defaultShell

permission

workingDir

userID

password

 Compress File Operator
The Compress File operator compresses a file or directory. In a Windows environment, it is
compressed using the WINZIP Command Line Utility. In UNIX environments, it is compressed
using the gzip utility.
catpa04305
HID_Compress_File_Operator
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The Compress File operator compresses a file or directory. In a Windows environment, it is compressed using the
WINZIP Command Line Utility. In UNIX environments, it is compressed using the gzip utility.

Prerequisites

• The WZZIP command line utility must be installed on the target host if it is a Windows host. The WZZIP
command line utility is a free add-on for users of WinZip 12 standard or pro with a valid license.

• The gzip utility is required for UNIX environments.

Input Parameters
 

• Source File/Directory Name
Specifies the name of file or directory to be compressed.

Note:  On the Windows host, the compressed file extension is ".zip".

On a UNIX host, if the source is a directory, then every file under that directory is compressed and is replaced
one with the extension ".gz".

• Working Directory
Specifies the working directory to execute this operation.

Note:  If the working directory is not specified, the user's home directory will be the working directory.

The file path can be absolute or relative to the working directory.
• User ID

Specifies the user account to be used while executing the operator on the host. Overrides the user specified in
the operator category level properties.

• Password
Specifies the password for the user.

Output Parameters
 

• fileName
• workingDir
• userID
• password

 Copy File Operator
The Copy File operator copies source to destination. The source and destination can be a file or
a directory.
catpa04305
HID_Copy_File_Operator
The Copy File operator copies source to destination. The source and destination can be a file or a directory.

Input Parameters
 

• Source File/Directory Name
Specifies the file or directory to copy.

• Destination File/Directory
Specifies the file or directory to copy.

• Working Directory
Specifies the working directory to execute this operation.

Note:  If the working directory is not specified, the user home directory becomes the working directory.

The file path can be absolute or relative to the working directory.
• User ID

Specifies the user account to use while executing the operator on the host. Overrides the user specified at the
operator category level.

• Password
Specifies the password for the user.

Note:
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• If the destination does not exist and the source is a file, then the destination is assumed to be a file.
• If the destination does not exist and the source is a directory, then the destination is assumed to be a directory.
• On a Windows host, a "cannot perform cyclic copy" error is thrown if the source directory contains the

destination directory.

Output Parameters
 

• fileName
• destinationFileName
• workingDir
• userID
• password

 Decompress File Operator
The Decompress File operator extracts a compressed file/directory.
catpa04305
 

HID_Decompress_File_Operator
The Decompress File operator extracts a compressed file/directory.

Prerequisites

• On a Windows host, the target computer must have the WZZIP command-line utility installed. The WZZIP
command-line utility is a free add-on for WinZip 12 standard or pro users with a valid license.

• On UNIX environments, this operator uses the gzip utility.

Input Parameters
 

• File/Directory Name to be Uncompressed
This parameter defines the file/directory to extract.

• Working Directory
This parameter defines the working directory in which to run this operation.

Note:  If the working directory is not specified, CA Process Automation uses the user home directory as the
working directory.

The file path can be absolute or relative to the working directory.
• User ID

This parameter defines the user account to use while running the operator on the host. This account overrides
user specified in the operator category level properties.

• Password
This parameter defines the password that is associated with the specified User ID.

Output Parameters
 

• compressFileName
• workingDir
• userID
• password

 Delete File Operator
The Delete File operator removes a specified file from a remote location. The remote host
must have a configured FTP server. To allow the operator to delete a file, the specified user
credentials require the appropriate write permissions on the remote host.
catpa04305
HID_Delete_File_Operator
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The Delete File operator removes a specified file from a remote location. The remote host must have a configured
FTP server. To allow the operator to delete a file, the specified user credentials require the appropriate write
permissions on the remote host.

Input Parameters
Source File/Directory Name

This parameter defines which file or directory to delete.

• Working Directory
This attribute defines which working directory runs this operation. 

Note:  If the working directory is not specified, the home directory of the user is the working directory. 

The file path can be absolute or relative to the working directory.
• User ID

This attribute defines the user account to use while running the operator on the host. It overrides the user who is
specified in the operator category-level properties.

• Password
This attribute defines the password that is associated with the specified user ID.

Note:

• An attempt to delete a nonexistent file or directory results in an error.
• An attempt to delete a file or directory with insufficient permission results in an error.

Output Parameters
• remoteFile
• remoteHost
• remoteUserId
• remoteUserPassword
• secureFtp
• siteCommand
• siteParameters

 Get Directory Content Operator
The Get Directory Content operator builds a list of paths for all folders or files within a specified
directory that match a search condition.
catpa04305
HID_Get_Directory_Content_Operator
The Get Directory Content operator builds a list of paths for all folders or files within a specified directory that match
a search condition.
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Input Parameters
 

• Base directory
Specifies the path for the directory in which to start the search.

• File path/name mask
Specifies the pattern that the operator detected.

• Case sensitive pattern matching
When checked, matches upper-case and lower-case characters when searching for a pattern. If unchecked, the
letters in a pattern match both upper and lower-case characters.

• Sort items by last modification time
When checked, sorts the folders or files within a specified directory by the last modification time.

• Match pattern on file/directory name
When checked, matches only file or directory names, instead of anywhere in a path.

• Directories included in results
Select from one of the following options:

• All directories under the base directory
• Directories that include matching files
• Directories with matching path or name

• Recursion level
The number of directory levels to go down to when matching files or directories.

• State timer (secs)
The minimum interval for which the condition must be maintained.

Output Parameters
 

• DirectoryCount
• DirectoryList
• FilesCount
• FilesList
• fileName
• Pattern
• caseSensitive
• timeSort
• matchPath
• dirFilterOptions
• recursionLevel
• stateTimer
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• timeOut

 Get File Attributes Operator
The Get File Attributes operator reads the attributes for a specified file and saves them as
variables (such as FileExists, FileSize, IsFile, IsLink) in the operator dataset.
catpa04305
HID_Get_File_Attributes_Operator
The Get File Attributes operator reads the attributes for a specified file and saves them as variables (such as
FileExists, FileSize, IsFile, IsLink) in the operator dataset.

To access an attribute in a CA Process Automation expression, use the following syntax:

Process.Operator_name.field_name

• Process   accesses the process dataset.
• Operator_name  defines the operator dataset.
• field_name  defines the attribute in the operator dataset.

Input Parameters
• File/directory name

This parameter specifies the full file of directory path. The location must be accessible to the File Management
operators on the touchpoint where they are running at run time. 
Example:

/tmp/IT PAM/scripts/backup_ora1.log

If you specify a file or directory without the full path, the File Management operators use <install_dir>\server\c2o
as the relative path for the file or directory. You can typically use the slash mark (/) character in a path.

Output Parameters
• @FileName
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This parameter returns the full path for the file as calculated from the "File Name" expression.
• FileExists

This parameter returns 1 if a file exists or 0 if a file does not exist.
• FileName
• FileTime

This parameter returns the file time.
• FileDate

This parameter returns the file date.
• IsDirectory

This parameter returns 1 if it describes a directory, 0 if it does not describe a directory.
• IsFile

This parameter returns 1 if it describes a file, 0 if it does not describe a file.
• IsLink

This parameter returns 1 if the item is a symbolic link in UNIX, 0 if the item is not a symbolic link.
• FileOtherRead
• FileOtherWrite
• FilePermission
• FileSize

This parameter returns the size of the file (in bytes).
• FileSizeKB

This parameter returns the size of the file in kilobytes (KB = 1,024 bytes). The application defines a fraction of a
kilobyte as 1 KB.

• FileSizeMB
This parameter returns the size of the file in megabytes (MB = 1,024 KB). The application defines a fraction of a
megabyte as 1 MB.

• FileGroup
• FileOwner
• FileGroupExec

This parameter returns 1 if the group can run, 0 if the group cannot run.
• FileGroupRead

This parameter returns 1 if the group can read, 0 if the group cannot read.
• FileGroupWrite

This parameter returns 1 if the group can write, 0 if the group cannot write.
• FileOtherExec

This parameter returns 1 if others can run, 0 if others cannot run.
• FileOwnerExec

This parameter returns 1 if the owner can run, 0 if the owner cannot run.
• FileOwnerRead

This parameter returns 1 if the owner can read, 0 if the owner cannot read.
• FileOwnerWrite

This parameter returns 1 if the owner can write, 0 if the owner cannot write.
• IsSpecial

This parameter returns 1 if a special system file, 0 if not a special system file. 

Note:  The definition of a special system file is platform-dependent.

Example
Note:  This operator can correspond to a socket or fifo on UNIX platforms. Others (for example, FileOtherExec)
refer to users that are not the owner or in the defined group for the specified permission.

 Monitor File Operator
The Monitor File operator defines a wait for a condition on a file or directory. This operator lets
you delay processing in a process for the existence or absence of a file or directory.
catpa04305
HID_Monitor_File_Operator
The Monitor File operator defines a wait for a condition on a file or directory. This operator lets you delay
processing in a process for the existence or absence of a file or directory.
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The available conditions are:

• The existence of a file, and optionally, a minimum size (in bytes).
• The absence of a file.
• The presence of strings matching a pattern in a file.

A stability timer specifies the minimum delay during which the condition must continuously hold before returning
that the operator is successfully completed. For example, this operator can specify the minimum size of a file that
an FTP transfer sends.

Tests on a file are discrete. This operator does not indicate that a condition is continuously present. Rather, the
Watch File operator indicates that the condition is met at every test interval that the operator performs.

Input Parameters
 

• File/directory name
Specifies the full path for a file or directory to watch. The location must be accessible to the File Management
operators on the touchpoint where they are running at run time.
If you specify a file or directory without specifying the full path, the File Management operators use the CA
Process Automation Bin directory as the relative path for the specified file or directory. Typically, you can use the
slash mark (/) character in a path.

• State timer (secs)
Specifies the minimum delay in seconds during which the specified condition must continuously hold before CA
Process Automation executes branches for the Completed state.

• Condition
Specifies the condition to execute branches for the Completed state:

• Presence requires that the file exists and the file size is greater than the "Minimum file size".
• Absence requires that the file does not exist.
• Pattern Matching specifies that a pattern of characters occurs in the contents of a specified file or in the

names of files in a specified directory.
• Minimum file size

If "Presence" is specified for Condition, this option specifies the minimum file size in bytes for this operator to
execute branches for the Completed condition.

• Pattern
If Pattern matching is specified for Condition, this option specifies a regular expression that returns the pattern
searched for by the operator (see Use Masks to Specify Patterns in Strings).
To match any number of multiple lines, you can use the \n escape in the Pattern field. The following example
matches lines starting with “Log”, followed by any number of intervening new lines and a string of text ending in
“Error=89”:
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"Log.*\n.*Error=89"

If you are accustomed to using escape characters in programming languages, this \n escape matches any
number of new lines on either Windows or UNIX. This escape does not match a single-line feed character.

• Separator
Specifies the character that delimits the zone in Pattern to save to the variables that Variable names specify.

• Start from end of file
Starts searching from the end of a specified file to find the last occurrence of a pattern in a file. This option lets
you match the newest messages in a file.

• Case sensitive pattern matching
Considers upper-case and lower-case characters when searching for a pattern. If you do not select this check
box, the letters in a pattern match both upper and lower-case characters.

• File Search Offset
Specifies a starting position for a search.
To perform a looped pattern match, you can use the MatchPos and MatchEntry variables from the operator
dataset  to start where the previous match left off:

Process.Operator_name. MatchedPos
+ Len(Process.Operator_name.MatchedEntry)

• Variable names
Specifies the variable names in which to save text that matches the delimited zones in the pattern. Operator
dataset variables are accessed through the process dataset, using the keyword Process. For example,
specifying the variable names Level and Code would assign extracted substring values to the operator dataset
variables Process.Operator_name.Level and Process.Operator_name.Code. You can add, remove, and order
the variables that are used to store matched strings using the toolbar.

Output Parameters
 

• LastRead POs
• MatchedEnd
• MatchedEntry
• MatchedPos
• fileName
• stateTimer
• condition
• minFileSize
• Pattern
• Separator
• startFromEnd
• caseSensitive
• fileSearchOffset
• variableNames

Example
This operator can wait for an outbound operator to spool and to delete a file. A problem would be indicated if a file
exists in the spool directory longer than a specified duration. The process could then execute an alert to notify an
operator of the problem.

 Read from File Operator
The Read from File operator reads the content of the file into a dataset variable. The user can
also read specific lines.
catpa04305
HID_Read_from_File_Operator
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The Read from File operator reads the content of the file into a dataset variable. The user can also read specific
lines.

The dataset variable can be a string or a string array. If the dataset variable is an array, the maximum length can be
1024. Lines exceeding this limit are ignored and new dataset variable field "warnings" are created after execution.
This new warnings dataset contains the warning message.

Input Parameters
 

• Source File Name
This parameter defines the file to read.

• Return file contents in a string array
This parameter specifies whether the dataset variable is a string array.

• From Line Number
This parameter defines the line number in the file from which to start reading content. If this field is empty, the
operator reads from line 1. This field must contain positive nonzero values only.

• To Line Number
This parameter defines the line number in the file at which to stop reading content. If this field is empty, the
operator reads to the end of the file. This field must contain positive nonzero values only.

• Dataset Variable Name
This parameter defines the name for the dataset variable. This field can be a maximum of 1024 characters
in length. After the operator runs, the application ignores lines that exceed this limit and creates a
warnings dataset variable to contain the warning message.

• Working Directory
This parameter defines the working directory to execute this operation.

Note:  If the working directory is not specified, the user home directory becomes the working directory.

The file path can be absolute or relative to the working directory.
• User ID

This parameter defines the user account to use while running the operator on the host. This value overrides the
user who is specified in the operator category configuration.

• Password
This parameter defines the password that is associated with the specified user ID.

• File Encoding
This parameter specifies which of the following encoding schemes to use to read from the file:

• UTF-8
• UTF-16
• US-ASCII
• Windows-1250
• Windows-1252
• Shift_JIS

Output Parameters
 

• DatasetVariable
This parameter can be a maximum of 1024 characters in length. After the operator runs, the application ignores
lines that exceed this limit and creates a warnings dataset variable to contain the warning message.

• fileName
• isReturnAsStringArray
• fromLineNumber
• toLineNumber
• datasetVariableName
• workingDir
• userID
• password
• fileencoding

Example (Read from File Operator)
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This example lets you read from a file named ReadFile.txt. The file content is as follows:

This example considers the following scenarios:

• Read from the file
• Read from the file and save the file content as an array
• Read specific lines from the file
• Read from the file and save the file content in a dataset

Follow these steps:

1. Design a process with the Read from File operator as shown in the following illustration:

 
2. Double-click the Read from File operator to open the Read from File properties, and select the Read file into

Dataset Variable panel.
3. In the Source File Name field, enter the appropriate file path:

• Windows: C:\\ReadFile.txt
• UNIX: /root/readfromfile.txt

4. Run the process.
5. Open the Operation Results to view the DatasetVariable value:

 

To read from file and save the file content as an array:
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Select the Return file contents in a string array check box.
The file content is available as an array:

To read specific lines in the file:

1. To start reading from the ReadFile.txt file, enter 1 in the From Line Number field.
2. To stop reading at the fourth line in the ReadFile.txtfile, enter 4 in the To Line Number field.

As the following graphic shows, the file content is read and saved in the dataset from line 1 through 4:

To read the file and save the file content in a dataset variable:
Enter DataRead in the Dataset Variable Name field.
As the following graphic shows, the file content is saved in the DataRead dataset and not in the system dataset:
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You can also specify the User ID and password of the user account to grant run permission on a process. When
you provide User ID and password values at the operator level, you override the values that are defined in the
Require user credentials field. You define the Require user credentials field in File Management properties.

Note:  Ensure that you grant Read permission to the user and Read and Execute permissions to the PAM
installation directory to run the ReadFile service operation.

Note:  See Configure File Management for more information.

 Rename File Operator
The Rename File operator provides functionality to rename a file or a directory.
catpa04305
HID_Rename_File_Operator
The Rename File operator provides functionality to rename a file or a directory.

Input Parameters
 

 

• Source File/Directory Name
Specifies the file/directory to rename.

• New File/Directory Name
Specifies the new name for the file/directory.

• Working Directory
Specifies the working directory to execute the operator.

Note:  If the working directory is not specified, the user home directory becomes the working directory.

The file path can be absolute or relative to the working directory.
• User ID

Specifies the user account to use while executing the operator on the host. Overrides user specified in the
operator category level parameters.

• Password
Specifies the password for the user ID.

Note:  For UNIX, if the destination location is other than the source, the file moves to the destination location.

Output Parameters
 

 

• fileName
• newFileName
• workingDir
• userID
• password

 Search File Content Operator
For a file, this operator searches the contents of the file for the specified pattern.The Search File
Content operator extracts information from fairly small files. This operator searches the content
of a text file or directory for a string that matches a specified pattern. The pattern can indicate
substrings to extract into operator dataset variables. Delimiters in the pattern can indicate the
zones to extract into the variables.
catpa04305
HID_Search_File_Content_Operator

For a file, this operator searches the contents of the file for the specified pattern.The Search File Content operator
extracts information from fairly small files. This operator searches the content of a text file or directory for a string
that matches a specified pattern. The pattern can indicate substrings to extract into operator dataset variables.
Delimiters in the pattern can indicate the zones to extract into the variables.

• A group search is recommended to search large files that contain gigabytes of information efficiently.
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Input Parameters
 

• File/directory name
Specifies the path for the file or directory to scan for pattern matches. The path must be accessible to the File
Management operators on the touchpoint where they are running. For a file, the operator searches the contents
of the file for the specified pattern.
If you specify a file or directory without specifying the full path, the File Management operators use <install_dir>
\server\c2o as the relative path for the specified file or directory. In most cases, you can use the slash mark (/)
character in a path.

• Pattern
Specifies the pattern searched for by the operator (see Use Masks to Specify Patterns in Strings).
The pattern uses the number symbol (#) used as the separator to return values for the variables Level and
Code:

"BACKUP LEVEL #.*# - CODE #.*#"

From the string “BACKUP LEVEL A400 - CODE FSC137.0359”, this pattern would assign the substrings “A400”
to the variable Level and “FSC731.0359” to the variable Code. The assignment is made in the same order as
the variables are defined under Variable names.
To match any number of multiple lines, you can use the \n escape in the Pattern field. The following example
matches lines starting with “Log”, followed by any number of intervening new lines and a string of text ending in
“Error=89”:

"Log.*\n.*Error=89"

Here are few examples of basic patterns:

• <Attach />.*
• ug:W.*
• Brand>#.*#</Brand

If you are accustomed to using escape characters in programming languages, this \n escape matches any number
of new lines on either Windows or UNIX. This escape does not match a single line feed character.

Note:
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CA Process Automation supports all regular expressions that Java supports.

• Separator
Specifies a character that is used to delimit the zone to save to the variables that the variable names specify,
such as the # symbol.

• Start from end of file
Select this check box to start searching from the end of a specified file. This option is used to find the last
occurrence of pattern in a file. This option lets you match the newest messages in a file.

• Case sensitive pattern matching
Select this check box to take into account upper-case and lower-case characters when searching for a pattern.
If you do not select this check box, the letters in a pattern match both upper and lower case characters.

• File Search Offset
Specifies a starting position for a search. The value represents the number of characters from the start of the
file unless you select the Start from end of file check box. In that case, the value represents the number of
characters from the end of the file.
To perform a looped pattern match, you can use the MatchPos and MatchEntry variables from the operator
dataset of an earlier Search File Content operator to start where the previous match left off:

Process.Operator_name.MatchPos + Len(Process.Operator_name.MatchEntry)

• Variable names
Specifies the variable names in which to save text that matches the delimited zones in the pattern. Delimited
zones are saved to the listed variables in the order defined in the variable list. Operator dataset variables are
accessed through the process dataset, using the keyword process.
For example, specifying the variable names Level and Code to assign extracted substring values to the operator
dataset variables Process.Operator_name.Level and Process.Operator_name.Code.
You can add, remove, and order the variables that are used to store matched strings using the toolbar.

Output Parameters
 

• fileName
• Pattern
• Separator
• startFromEnd
• caseSensitive
• fileSearchOffset
• variableNames
• LastReadPos
• MatchedEnd
• MatchedEntry
• MatchedPos

 Update File Ownership Operator
The Update File Ownership operator changes the user and/or group ownership of each given
file. Only a super-user can change the owner and group to which a file belongs. This operator is
supported on a UNIX host only.
catpa04305
HID_Update_File_Ownership_Operator
The Update File Ownership operator changes the user and/or group ownership of each given file. Only a super-
user can change the owner and group to which a file belongs. This operator is supported on a UNIX host only.

Input Parameters
 

• User Name
Specifies the owner of the file.
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• Group Name
Specifies the group to which the file belongs. 

Note:  The user must provide an input for at least one of the User name or Group name fields.

• Source File/Directory Name
Specifies the name of the file or directory whose ownership is changing.

• Recursive
When checked, specifies to change file ownership recursively.

• Working Directory
Specifies the working directory to execute this operation.

Note:  If the working directory is not specified, the user home directory becomes the working directory.

The file path can be absolute or relative to the working directory.
• User ID

Specifies the user account to use while executing the operator on the host. This field overrides the user
specified in the operator category- level properties.

• Password
Specifies the password for the user ID.

Output Parameters
 

 

• userName 
• groupName
• fileName
• isRecursive
• workingDir
• userID
• password

 Update File Permission Operator
The Update File Permission operator changes the permissions of each given file according to
mode, which can be either an octal number representing the bit pattern for the new permissions
or a symbolic representation of changes to make, (+-= rwxXstugoa). This operator is supported
on a UNIX host only.
catpa04305
HID_Update_File_Permission_Operator
The Update File Permission operator changes the permissions of each given file according to mode, which can be
either an octal number representing the bit pattern for the new permissions or a symbolic representation of changes
to make, (+-= rwxXstugoa). This operator is supported on a UNIX host only.

Input Parameters
 

• Source File/Directory Name
Specifies the name of file or directory whose permission is changing.

• Permission (Modes)
Specifies permission or mode for the file, which can be either an octal number representing the bit pattern for
the new permissions or a symbolic representation of changes to make, (+-= rwxXstugoa).

• Recursive
When checked, specifies to change files and directories recursively.

• Working Directory
Specifies the working directory to execute this operator.

Note:  If the working directory is not specified, the user home directory becomes the working directory.

The file path can be absolute or relative to the working directory.
• User ID

Specifies the user account to use while executing the operator on the host. Overrides the user specified in the
operator category level properties.
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• Password
Specifies the password for the user ID.

Output Parameters
 

 

• fileName
• permission
• isRecursive
• workingDir
• userID
• password

 Update File Timestamp Operator
The Update File Timestamp operator changes file timestamps, such as, update the access and
modification times of each file to the current time or user- specified timestamp. This operator is
supported on a UNIX host only.
catpa04305
HID_Update_File_Timestamp_Operator
The Update File Timestamp operator changes file timestamps, such as, update the access and modification times
of each file to the current time or user- specified timestamp. This operator is supported on a UNIX host only.

Input Parameters
 

• Source File/Directory Name
Specifies the name of file or directory whose timestamp is changing.

• Timestamp ([[CC]YY]MMDDhhmm[.ss]):
Use this field in ([[CC]YY]MMDDhhmm[.ss]) format instead of the current time.
Where each pair of letters represents the following information:

• CC
Specifies the first two digits of the year (the century).

• YY
Specifies the second two digits of the year. If "YY" is specified, but "CC" is not, a value for "YY" between 69
and 99 results in a "CC" value of 19. Otherwise, a "CC" value of 20 is used.
If the "CC" and "YY" letter pairs are not specified, the values default to the current year.

• MM
Specifies the month of the year, from 1 to 12.

• DD
Specifies the day of the month, from 1 to 31.

• hh
Specifies the hour of the day, from 0 to 23.

• mm
Specifies the minute of the hour, from 0 to 59.

• ss
The second of the minute, from 0 to 61.
If the "ss" letter pair is not specified, the value defaults to 0.

• Change Access Time
Specifies to change the access time. The default is checked.

• Change Modification Time
Specifies to change the modification time. The default is checked.

• Working Directory
Specifies the working directory to use to execute this operator.

Note:  If the working directory is not specified, the home directory of the user is the working directory.

The file path can be absolute or relative to the working directory.
• User ID
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Specifies the user account to use while executing the operator on the host. Overrides user specified in the
operator category- level properties.

• Password
Specifies the password for the user ID.

Output Parameters
 

 

• fileName
• timeStamp
• isChangeAccessTime
• isChangeModificationTime
• workingDir
• userID
• password

 Write File Operator
The Write File operator writes the content of the dataset variable to a file. The dataset variable
can be a string or a string array. This operator also provides an option to either overwrite or
append contents to an existing file.
catpa04305
HID_Write_File_Operator
The Write File operator writes the content of the dataset variable to a file. The dataset variable can be a string or a
string array. This operator also provides an option to either overwrite or append contents to an existing file.

Input Parameters
 

• File Contents as Array
When checked, specifies that the dataset variable is a string array.

• File Contents
If you do not select the File Contents As Array check box, write the contents in this field to the specified file.

• File Contents as Array
If you select the File Contents As Array check box, write the contents in this field to the specified file, with each
index as a new line in the file.
You can add, remove, and order the variables using the toolbar.

• Destination File Name
Specifies the name of the destination file.

Note:  If the destination file does not exist, the file is created before writing data to the file.
• Append (if file exists)

Specifies that the content of the dataset variable is appended to a file if it already exists. The default is checked.
• Working Directory

Specifies the working directory to execute this operator.

Note:  If the working directory is not specified, the home directory of the user becomes the working directory.

The file path can be absolute or relative to the working directory.
• User ID

Specifies the user account to use while executing the operator on the host. Overrides the user-specified in the
operator category level parameters.

• Password
Specifies the password for the user ID.

• File Encoding
Specifies the encoding scheme that is used to write to the file (UTF-8, UTF-16, US-ASCII, Windows-1250,
Windows-1252, Shift_JIS).

Output Parameters
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• fileContentsMode
• fileContents
• fileContentsAsArray
• fileName
• isFileAppend
• workingDir
• userID
• password
• fileencoding

 File Transfer Operators
The File Transfer operators provide file transfer operators (FTP/SFTP).
catpa04305
The File Transfer operators provide file transfer operators (FTP/SFTP).

Use the File Transfer operators to manage directories and files such as FTP or an SFTP client. These operators
connect to standard FTP servers on target computers. The remote host for all File Transfer operators must have a
configured FTP server.

Warning:

With the exception of the TFTP Download File operator and the TFTP Upload File operator, the following
conditions apply to all operators in this category when running them on a remote Windows host through a
proxy touchpoint:

• Use UNIX-style paths for fields which are path-related (forward slashes and no drive letter).
• Each SSH server can have a different location for its "root" directory. The permitted commands that are

relative to that root directory can vary too.

Contents:

 Create Directory Operator
The Create Directory operator creates a directory on the remote file system.
catpa04305
HID_Create_Directory_Operator
The Create Directory operator creates a directory on the remote file system.

To allow the operator to create a directory, the specified user credentials must have the appropriate change
directory and write permissions on the remote host. The remote host must have a configured FTP server.

Input Parameters
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• Remote path
Specifies the path for the directory to create on the remote host. For example:

/temp/IT PAM/scripts

The parent directory (/temp/IT PAM in the example) must exist for the File Transfer operators to complete this
operator successfully. The relative path can also be specified in this field and the path is relative to the home
directory of the FTP user.

• Remote host
Specifies the IP address or FTP URL for the remote host. For an FTP site on your company intranet, you can
specify the server name (//servername) for the FTP site.
By default, FTP sites use port 21. However, you can assign a private port to an FTP site. Private ports range
from 49152 to 65535. To specify a private FTP port, add a colon (:) and then a private port number to the end of
the address. For example, the following specifies port 50021 on a remote FTP server:

172.24.36.107:50021

• Remote user ID
Specifies a user ID to access the remote FTP host.

• Remote user password
Specifies the password to access the remote FTP host.

• Use secure FTP (SFTP)
Opens a secure FTP (SFTP) session. SFTP is similar to FTP, but unlike FTP, the entire session is encrypted. No
passwords are sent in clear text form, so they are much less vulnerable to third-party interception.

• Specify an optional SITE command
Specifies to use the SITE command to invoke services that are specific to the host system. Then use the Site
parameters field to specify an expression that returns parameters for the SITE command.

• Site parameters
Enter a CA Process Automation expression that returns parameters for the SITE command.

Output Parameters
 

• remotedir
• remoteHost
• remoteUserId
• remoteUserPassword
• secureFtp
• siteCommand
• siteParameters

 Delete Directory Operator
The Delete Directory operator deletes a specified directory from the remote file system. The
specified directory must be empty before the process runs this operator.
catpa04305
HID_Delete_Directory_Operator
The Delete Directory operator deletes a specified directory from the remote file system. The specified directory
must be empty before the process runs this operator.

Deleting a directory requires that the specified user credentials have the appropriate change directory and write
permissions on the remote host. The remote host must have a configured FTP server.
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Delete Remote Directory Properties
 

• Remote path
Specifies the path for the directory to delete on the remote host. For example: /temp/IT PAM/scripts. The
specified directory must be empty for the File Transfer operators to complete this operator.

• Remote host
Specifies the IP address or FTP URL for the remote host. For an FTP site on your company intranet, you can
specify the server name (//servername) for the FTP site.
By default, FTP sites use port 21. However, you can assign a private port to an FTP site. Private ports range
from 49152 to 65535. To specify a private FTP port, add a colon (:) and then a private port number to the end of
the address. For example, the following specifies port 50021 on a remote FTP server:

172.24.36.107:50021

• Remote user ID
Specifies a user ID to access the remote FTP host.

• Remote user password
Specifies the password to access the remote FTP host.

• Use Secure FTP (SFTP)
Opens a secure FTP (SFTP) session. SFTP is similar to FTP, but unlike FTP, the entire session is encrypted. No
passwords are sent in clear text form, so they are much less vulnerable to third-party interception.

• Specify an optional SITE command
Specifies to use the SITE command to invoke services that are specific to the host system. Then use the
Site parameters field to specify a CA Process Automation expression that returns parameters for the SITE
command.

• Remove all files/subdirectories under the target directory
This option is used to delete a directory that is not empty. If this check box is selected, all the directories under
the specified directory are deleted including the specified directory. If this check box is unchecked, any attempt
to delete a directory that is not empty results in service operator failure.

• Site Parameters
Enter a CA Process Automation expression that returns parameters for the SITE command.

Output Parameters
 

• remotedir
• remoteHost
• remoteUserId
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• remoteUserPassword
• secureFtp
• siteCommand
• forceDelete
• siteParameters

 Download File Operator
The Download File operator copies a file from a remote location. This operator corresponds to
the FTP get command.
catpa04305
HID_Download_File_Operator
The Download File operator copies a file from a remote location. This operator corresponds to the FTP get
command.

The remote host must have a configured FTP server. To get a remote file, the specified user credentials must have
the appropriate change directory and read rights on the file.

Get Remote File Properties
 

• Local file
Specifies the location to save the file locally. For example: /IT PAM/import/script_ora1.sh.
The location must be valid at run time on the touchpoint running the File Transfer operators.
When you use Windows file nomenclature, backslashes must be escaped as follows:
C:\\IT PAM\\import\\script_ora1.bat
We recommend using “normalized” file names, with slash marks (/), even when specifying a path on a Windows
host. For example: C:/IT PAM/import/script_ora1.bat.

• Remote file
Specifies the full path for the file on the remote FTP host. For example: /tmp/IT PAM/scripts/script_ora1.sh.

• Remote host
Specifies the IP address or FTP URL for the remote host. For an FTP site on your company intranet, you can
specify the server name (//servername) for the FTP site.
By default, FTP sites use port 21. However, you can assign a private port to an FTP site. Private ports range
from 49152 to 65535. To specify a private FTP port, add a colon (:) and then a private port number to the end of
the address. For example, the following specifies port 50021 on a remote FTP server:

172.24.36.107:50021
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• Remote user ID
Specifies the user ID to access the remote FTP host.

• Remote user password
Specifies the password to access the remote FTP host.

• Binary transfer
Specifies to use the FTP binary mode for transferring binary files. For example:
Select a check box with the following types of files:

• Executable files
• SPSS System files
• SAS Transport files
• Stata datasets
• Graphics files

• Convert from ASCII to EBCDIC
Specifies to convert ASCII character code to EBCDIC before the file transfer. EBCDIC is used in a z/OS
environment, where the file needs to be readable in a z/OS host.

• Use Secure FTP (SFTP)
Opens a secure FTP (SFTP) session. SFTP is similar to FTP, but unlike FTP, the entire session is encrypted. No
passwords are sent in clear text form, so they are much less vulnerable to third-party interception.
CA Process Automation uses the SSH2/SFTP protocol with user name/password authentication. The SSH2/
SFTP protocol only supports binary transfers.

• Specify an optional SITE command
Uses the SITE command to invoke services that are specific to the host system. Then use the SITE parameters
field to specify a CA Process Automation expression that returns parameters for the SITE command. This option
is used, for example, to dimension files on a target MVS system.

• Site parameters
Enter a CA Process Automation expression that returns parameters for the SITE command.

Output Parameters
 

• localFile
• remoteFile
• remoteHost
• remoteUserId
• remoteUserPassword
• transferMode
• secureFtp
• siteCommand
• siteParameters

 Get File Information Operator
The Get File Information operator gets file attributes for a remote file and saves them to
variables (such as Permissions, Size, and Group) in its operator dataset.
catpa04305
HID_Get_File_Information_Operator
The Get File Information operator gets file attributes for a remote file and saves them to variables (such as
Permissions, Size, and Group) in its operator dataset.

The list of meaningful attributes is file system-dependent. To view the attributes for a specified file or folder, view
the operator's dataset.

The remote host must have a configured FTP server. The specified user credentials must have the appropriate
read permissions on the remote host.
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Input Parameters
 

• Remote file
Specifies the path for the file on the remote FTP host. For example: "/tmp/IT PAM/scripts/script_ora1.sh"

• Remote host
Specifies the IP address or FTP URL for the remote host. For an FTP site on your company intranet, you can
specify the server name (//servername) for the FTP site.
By default, FTP sites use port 21. However, you can assign a private port to an FTP site. Private ports range
from 49152 to 65535. To specify a private FTP port, add a colon (:) and then a private port number to the end of
the address. For example, the following specifies port 50021 on a remote FTP server:

172.24.36.107:50021

• Remote user ID
Specifies a user ID to access the remote FTP host.

• Remote user password
Specifies the password to access the remote FTP host.

• Use secure FTP (SFTP)
Opens a secure FTP (SFTP) session. SFTP is similar to FTP, but unlike FTP, the entire session is encrypted. No
passwords are sent in clear text form, so they are much less vulnerable to third-party interception.

• Specify an optional SITE command
Specifies to use the SITE command to invoke services that are specific to the host system. Then use the
Site parameters field to specify a CA Process Automation expression that returns parameters for the SITE
command.

• Site parameters
Enter a CA Process Automation expression that returns parameters for the SITE command.

Output Parameters
 

• remoteFile
• remoteHost
• remoteUserId
• remoteUserPassword
• secureFtp
• siteCommand
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• siteParameters
• FileExists
• FileName
• FileTime
• IsDirectory
• IsFile
• IsSpecial
• FileGroup
• FileGroupExec
• FileGroupRead
• FileGroupWrite
• FileOtherExec
• FileOtherRead
• FileOtherWrite
• FileOwner
• FileOwnerExec
• FileOwnerRead
• FileOwnerWrite
• FilePermission
• FileSize
• FileSizeKB
• FileSizeMB

 Move File Operator
The Move File operator moves a file from one remote location to another remote location on the
same server. You can use it to rename a file by specifying the same paths for both the old name
and the new name.
catpa04305
HID_Move_File_Operator
The Move File operator moves a file from one remote location to another remote location on the same server. You
can use it to rename a file by specifying the same paths for both the old name and the new name.

The remote host must have a configured FTP server. To move a file, the specified user credentials must have the
appropriate change directory and read rights on the file.

Input Parameters
 

• New name
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Specifies the path and new name for the file on the remote FTP server.
"/tmp/IT PAM/scripts/archived/IT PAM.new"

• Current name
Specifies the existing path and name for the file on the remote FTP host. For example: /tmp/IT PAM/scripts/IT
PAM.old.

• Remote host
Specifies the IP address or FTP URL for the remote host. For an FTP site on your company intranet, you can
specify the server name (//servername) for the FTP site.
By default, FTP sites use port 21. However, you can assign a private port to an FTP site. Private ports range
from 49152 to 65535. To specify a private FTP port, add a colon (:) and then a private port number to the end of
the address. For example, the following specifies port 50021 on a remote FTP server:

172.24.36.107:50021

• Remote user ID
Specifies a user ID to access the remote FTP host.

• Remote user password
Specifies the password to access the remote FTP host.

• Use secure FTP (SFTP)
Opens a secure FTP (SFTP) session. SFTP is similar to FTP, but unlike FTP, the entire session is encrypted. No
passwords are sent in clear text form, so they are much less vulnerable to third-party interception.

• Specify an optional SITE command
Specifies to use the SITE command to invoke services that are specific to the host system. Then use the
Site parameters field to specify a CA Process Automation expression that returns parameters for the SITE
command.

• Site parameters
Enter a CA Process Automation expression that returns parameters for the SITE command.

Output Parameters
 

• newName
• currentName
• remoteHost
• remoteUserId
• remoteUserPassword
• secureFtp
• siteCommand
• siteParameters

 TFTP Download File Operator
The TFTP Download File operator receives a file from a host on a network through the TFTP
protocol. The host must have a running TFTP server.
catpa04305
HID_TFTP_Download_File_Operator
The TFTP Download File operator receives a file from a host on a network through the TFTP protocol. The host
must have a running TFTP server.

Details on the TFTP protocol follow:

• Uses UDP to transfer the data.
• Issues sends and waits for ACKs.
• Typically initiates data transfer on port 69.
• Typically sends data in a block size of 512b or smaller.
• Uses no authentication or authorization.
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Warning:  Test TFTP functionality outside CA Process Automation before incorporating it into CA Process
Automation process flows. Firewalls or routing can block UDP to port 69 by default. Typically, the TFTP
service is also either not installed or disabled.

Input Parameters
 

• Remote Hostname
The host name or the IP address of the remote host.

• Remote UDP Port for TFTP
The UDP port of the TFTP service on the remote host. If this parameter is specified, this value overrides the
value of the operator category field: Default UDP Port for Trivial FTP. If none of these fields are specified, the
operator uses the default value of 69.

• Remote File name
The name of the remote file to obtain from the remote host. This parameter is not the path of the remote file on
the remote host. Depending on its setup, the TFTP server retrieves the file from its base directory in the remote
host.

• Data Transfer Type
BIN for binary or ASCII for ASCII (text). If this type is not specified, the operator uses the default value: ASCII. If
any other value is specified (other than ASCII or BIN), the operator uses the default value of ASCII.

• Local File to Download
The fully qualified path of the local file (where you save the file retrieved through TFTP).

• Local Port Number (0 for anonymous port)
The local port number to use when retrieving data from the remote host/port. If 0, an anonymous port is used.
If the port is specified and the port is unavailable, the operation could fail. If this number is not specified, the
operator uses the default value: 0.

• Timeout (sec)
The timeout value to use when opening the connection to the TFTP server. If this number is not specified, the
value defaults to 20.

• Maximum Retries after TFTP Timeout
The maximum number of times to retry the download file operation (not the entire CA Process Automation
operator) after a TFTP timeout. If this number is not specified, the operator uses the default value: 5.

Output Parameters
 

• Result:
• 1: If the operator finished successfully.
• -1: If the operator failed.
• Reason:
• Completed: If the operator finished successfully,
• An error message if the operator failed.
• remoteSSHHost
• PORT
• RemoteURL
• TransferType
• LocalFileName
• LocalPort
• Timeout
• MaxRetries

Operator Ports
 

• Success
The operator completes successfully.

• Failure
The operator fails for any of the following reasons:

• Invalid input parameter from the user. The reason field contains an error message specifying the problem.
• The local file exists but cannot be written to.
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• The local file is a directory.
• The local file does not exist. Its parent directory cannot be written to due to the current privileges and

restrictions preventing CA Process Automation from writing to the directory.
• The current privileges and restrictions prevent CA Process Automation from writing to the local file.
• Unknown host specified.
• IO error when receiving the remote file.
• Timeout error if CA Process Automation is unable to connect to the remote host at the specified remote port.

In such a case, the operator does not time out, as the TFTP client reports this issue as an IO error (not a
timeout error).

• Others (specified in the reason field).
• Custom Ports

If set by the user during the process design.

 TFTP Upload File Operator
The TFTP Upload File operator sends a file to a host on a network through the TFTP protocol.
The host must have a running TFTP server.
catpa04305
HID_TFTP_Upload_File_Operator
The TFTP Upload File operator sends a file to a host on a network through the TFTP protocol. The host must have
a running TFTP server.

Details on the TFTP protocol follow:

• Uses UDP to transfer the data.
• Issues sends and waits for ACKs.
• Typically initiates data transfer on port 69.
• Typically sends data in a block size of 512b or smaller.
• Uses no authentication or authorization.

Warning:  Test TFTP functionality outside CA Process Automation before incorporating it into CA Process
Automation process flows. Firewalls or routing can block UDP to port 69 by default. Typically, the TFTP
service is either not installed or disabled.

Input Parameters
 

• Remote Hostname
The host name or the IP address of the remote host.

• Remote UDP Port for TFTP
The UDP port of the TFTP service on the remote host. If this port is specified, this value overrides the value of
the operator category field: Default UDP Port for Trivial FTP. If none of these fields are specified, the operator
uses the default value of 69.

• Remote File name
The name to use when creating the file (being sent) on the remote host. This parameter is not the path of the
remote file on the remote host. Depending on its setup, the TFTP server saves the file in its base directory in the
remote host.

• Data Transfer Type
BIN for binary or ASCII for ASCII (text). If not specified, the operator uses the default value: ASCII. If any other
value is specified (other than ASCII or BIN), the operator uses the default value of ASCII.

• Local File to Upload
The fully qualified path of the local file to send through TFTP.

• Local Port Number (0 for anonymous port)
The local port number to use when sending data to the remote host/port. If 0, an anonymous port is used. If the
port is specified and the port is unavailable, the operation could fail. If this number is not specified, the operator
uses the default value: 0.

• Timeout (sec)
The timeout value to use when opening the connection to the TFTP server. If this number is not specified, the
value defaults to 20.

• Maximum Retries after TFTP Timeout
The maximum number of times to retry the upload file operation (not the entire CA Process Automation
operator) after a TFTP timeout. If this number is not specified, the operator uses the default value: 5.
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Output Parameters
 

• Result:
• 1: If the operator finished successfully.
• -1: If the operator failed.
• Reason:
• Completed: If the operator finished successfully,
• An error message if the operator failed.
• remoteSSHHost
• PORT
• RemoteURL
• TransferType
• LocalFileName
• LocalPort
• Timeout
• MaxRetries

Operator Ports
 

• Success
The operator completes successfully.

• Failure
The operator fails for any of the following reasons:

• Invalid input parameter from the user. The reason field contains an error message specifying the problem.
• The local file is either non-existent, invalid, or cannot be read.
• The current privileges and restrictions prevent CA Process Automation from reading the local file.
• IO error when sending the local file.
• Unknown host specified.
• Timeout error if CA Process Automation is unable to connect to the remote host at the specified remote port.

In such a case, the operator does not time out, as the TFTP client reports this issue as an IO error (not a
timeout error).

• Others (specified in the reason field).
• Custom Ports

If set by the user during the process design.

 Upload File Operator
The Upload File operator copies a file from a local location to a remote location. This action
corresponds to the FTP put command.
catpa04305
HID_Upload_File_Operator
The Upload File operator copies a file from a local location to a remote location. This action corresponds to the FTP
put command.

Uploading a remote file requires that the specified user credentials have the appropriate change directory and write
permissions on the remote host. The remote host must have a configured FTP server.
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Input Parameters
 

• Local file
Specifies the full path for the local file to transfer. For example: C:\\IT PAM\\import\\script_ora1.sh. This option is
unavailable if you select the Is inline data check box.

• Is inline data
When selected, transfers text stored with the operator in the library. Click the Inline data field to enter data.

• Inline data
Click this field to open the Inline data editor where you can enter the data to transfer.

• Remote file
Specifies the path for the file on the remote FTP host. For example: /tmp/IT PAM/scripts/script_ora1.sh. If you
do not specify a file name, the operator saves the file using the same name as the copied file. The location must
be valid at run time on the touchpoint running the File Transfer operators.

• Remote host
Specifies the IP address or FTP URL for the remote host. For an FTP site on your company intranet, you can
specify the server name (//servername) for the FTP site.
By default, FTP sites use port 21. However, you can assign a private port to an FTP site. Private ports range
from 49152 to 65535. To specify a private FTP port, add a colon (:) and then a private port number to the end of
the address. For example, the following specifies port 50021 on a remote FTP server:

172.24.36.107:50021

• Remote user ID
Specifies a user ID to access the remote FTP host.

• Remote user password
Specifies the password to access the remote FTP host.

• Binary transfer
Uses the FTP binary mode for transferring binary files. For example, if selected, uses the following types of files:

• Executable files
• SPSS System files
• SAS Transport files
• Stata datasets
• Graphics files

• Use Secure FTP (SFTP)
Select this check box to open a secure FTP (SFTP) session. SFTP is similar to FTP but, unlike FTP, the entire
session is encrypted. No passwords are sent in clear text form, and are much less vulnerable to third-party
interception.
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• Specify an optional SITE command
Select this check box to use the SITE command to invoke services that are specific to the host system. Then
use the Site parameters field to specify a CA Process Automation expression that returns parameters for the
SITE command.

• Site parameters
Enter a CA Process Automation expression that returns parameters for the SITE command.

Output Parameters
 

• localFile
• isInline
• Inline Data
• remoteFile
• remoteHost
• remoteUserId
• remoteUserPassword
• transferMode
• secureFtp
• siteCommand
• siteParameters

 Secure Download File Operator
The Secure Download File operator copies a file from a remote location. This operator
corresponds to the SFTP get command.
catpa04305
HID_Secure_Download_File_Operator
The Secure Download File operator copies a file from a remote location. This operator corresponds to the SFTP
get command.

The remote host must have a configured SFTP server. To get a remote file, the specified user credentials must
have the appropriate change directory and read rights on the file.

Download Remote File Properties
• Local file

Specifies the location to save the file locally. For example: /IT PAM/import/script_ora1.sh.
The location must be valid at run time on the touchpoint running the File Transfer operators.
When you use Windows file nomenclature, backslashes must be escaped as follows:
C:\\IT PAM\\import\\script_ora1.bat
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We recommend using “normalized” file names, with slash marks (/), even when specifying a path on a Windows
host. For example: C:/IT PAM/import/script_ora1.bat.

• Remote file
Specifies the full path for the file on the remote SFTP host. For example: /tmp/IT PAM/scripts/script_ora1.sh.

• Remote host
Specifies the IP address or SFTP URL for the remote host. For an SFTP site on your company intranet, you can
specify the server name (//servername) for the SFTP site.
By default, SFTP sites use port 21. However, you can assign a private port to an SFTP site. Private ports range
from 49152 to 65535. To specify a private SFTP port, add a colon (:) and then a private port number to the end
of the address. For example, the following specifies port 50021 on a remote SFTP server:

172.24.36.107:50021

Remote Login Information
• Remote user ID

Specifies the user ID to access the remote SFTP host.
• Use Private Key for Login?

Set this to True to use the private key to login.
• Private Key Input Source

Specifies the password to access the remote SFTP host.

• Inline ContentSpecifies the private key as an inline content.

• • File PathSpecifies the path of the file which contains the private key.

• • ExpressionSpecifies the private key as an expression.

• Passphrase for key
Specifies the passphrase for the private key that you specify.

Output Parameters
• localFile
• remoteFile
• remoteHost
• remoteUserId
• remoteUserPassword
• transferMode
• StartDate
• StartTime
• CurrentLoopIteration
• OverallLoopDuration
• ServiceType
• TouchpointName
• TargetName
• UUID
• AgentName
• AgentID
• ResponseCode
• EndDate
• EndTime
• Reason
• Result
• SSHUsePrivateKey
• SSHPrivateKeyOption
• SSHPrivateKey
• SSHPrivateKeyVar
• SSHPrivateKeyPath
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• SSHPrivateKeyPassPhrase

 Secure Upload File Operator
The Secure Upload File operator copies a file from a local location to a remote location. This
action corresponds to the SFTP put command.
catpa04305
HID_Secure_Upload_File_Operator
The Secure Upload File operator copies a file from a local location to a remote location. This action corresponds to
the SFTP put command.

Uploading a remote file requires that the specified user credentials have the appropriate change directory and write
permissions on the remote host. The remote host must have a configured SFTP server.

Upload Local File Properties
• Local file

Specifies the full path for the local file to transfer. For example: C:\\IT PAM\\import\\script_ora1.sh. This option is
unavailable if you select the Is inline data check box.

• Is inline data
When selected, transfers text stored with the operator in the library. Click the Inline data field to enter data.

• Inline data
Click this field to open the Inline data editor where you can enter the data to transfer.

• Remote file
Specifies the path for the file on the remote SFTP host. For example: /tmp/IT PAM/scripts/script_ora1.sh. If you
do not specify a file name, the operator saves the file using the same name as the copied file. The location must
be valid at run time on the touchpoint running the File Transfer operators.

• Remote host
Specifies the IP address or SFTP URL for the remote host. For an SFTP site on your company intranet, you can
specify the server name (//servername) for the SFTP site.
By default, SFTP sites use port 21. However, you can assign a private port to an SFTP site. Private ports range
from 49152 to 65535. To specify a private SFTP port, add a colon (:) and then a private port number to the end
of the address. For example, the following specifies port 50021 on a remote SFTP server:

172.24.36.107:50021

Remote Login Information
• Remote user ID
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Specifies a user ID to access the remote SFTP host.
• Use Private Key for Login?

Set this to True to use the private key to login.
• Private Key Input Source

Specifies the password to access the remote SFTP host.

• Inline ContentSpecifies the private key as an inline content.

• • File PathSpecifies the path of the file which contains the private key.

• • ExpressionSpecifies the private key as an expression.

• • Passphrase for key
Specifies the passphrase for the private key that you specify.

• Remote user password
Specifies the password to access the remote SFTP host.

Output Parameters
• localFile
• isInline
• Inline Data
• remoteFile
• remoteHost
• remoteUserId
• remoteUserPassword
• transferMode
• secureFtp
• appendFile
• siteCommand
• siteParameters
• StartDate
• StartTime
• CurrentLoopIteration
• OverallLoopDuration
• ServiceType
• TouchpointName
• TargetName
• UUID
• AgentName
• AgentID
• ResponseCode
• EndDate
• EndTime
• Reason
• Result
• SSHUsePrivateKey
• SSHPrivateKeyOption
• SSHPrivateKey
• SSHPrivateKeyVar
• SSHPrivateKeyPath
• SSHPrivateKeyPassPhrase

 Java Management Operators
The Java Management operators provide a management interface to external systems that
support JMX.
catpa04305
The Java Management operators provide a management interface to external systems that support JMX.

Contents:
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 JMX Login Parameters
The JMX Login parameters display for each of the Java Management operators. These
parameters configure the settings that are required to log in to and communicate with the JMX
server.
catpa04305
The JMX Login parameters display for each of the Java Management operators. These parameters configure the
settings that are required to log in to and communicate with the JMX server.

• Use user-specified JMX Service URL
Select this check box to specify a JMX Service URL instead of specifying a server.
When you select this check box, the following fields are enabled:

• JMX Service URL
• Remote JMX User
• Remote JMX Password

When you select this check box, the following fields are disabled:

• Remote JMX Host
• Remote Registry Port
• Remote JMX Server

• JMX Service URL
Specifies a JMX Service URL.
URL Pattern: service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://<TARGET_MACHINE>:<RMI_REGISTRY_PORT>/JMXRMIServer
For example:
TARGET_MACHINE: PA-w2k3-3
RMI_REGISTRY_PORT: 9999
JMX RMI Server: server
The URL looks like:
service:jmx:rmi:///jndi/rmi://PA-w2k3-2:9999/server

• Remote JMX Host
Specifies the host machine name for the JMX agent. You can specify the full machine name or an IP address on
your network.
When the JMX agent is running on the same machine as CA Process Automation, localhost is the default.

• RMI Registry Port
Specifies the connection port for the JMX agent.
The default port is 12345. However, you can run the JMX agent on an RMI Registry port that you define.

• Remote JMX Server
Specifies the name of the JMX server.

• Remote JMX User
Specifies the user name to connect to the JMX agent on the MBean server. If security is disabled for the JMX
agent, leave this option blank.

• Remote JMX Password
Specifies the password to connect to the JMX agent on the MBean server. If security is disabled for the JMX
agent, leave this option blank.

 Get MBean Attributes Operator
The Get MBean Attributes operator gets the value of an MBean through JMX on a node. The
template operator requires the name of the MBean and contact information and credentials for
the JMX server. The retrieved values are placed in the process dataset. The operator dataset
variable is assigned the same name as the attribute and its value is the retrieved value.
catpa04305
HID_Get_MBean_Attributes_Operator
The Get MBean Attributes operator gets the value of an MBean through JMX on a node. The template operator
requires the name of the MBean and contact information and credentials for the JMX server. The retrieved values
are placed in the process dataset. The operator dataset variable is assigned the same name as the attribute and its
value is the retrieved value.

Input Parameters
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• Managed Bean Name
Specifies the name of the management Bean to access.
From the drop-down list, select the name of the management Bean to access or you can type in the user-
defined Mbean name manually.

• Managed Bean Attribute
Select or type the name of the attribute to fetch from the list.

Output Parameters
 

• ManagedBeanName
• ManagedBeanAttribute
• State
• UserSpecifiedURL
• RemoteJMXURL
• RemoteHost
• RemoteRMIRegistryPort
• RemoteJMXServer
• RemoteUser
• RemotePassword

Example
 

 

This example shows a user-defined Managed Bean Name and Managed Bean Attribute.

In the JMX Login Parameters, a remote JMX Service URL is provided. The Remote JMX Host, RMI Registry Port,
and Remote JMX Server fields are disabled as a result.
The Remote JMX User and Remote JMX Password fields are blank, as the server does not have security enabled.
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After the operator successfully executes, the State parameter returns as initial state from the MBean, as shown in
the output dataset of the operator from the Dataset panel:

This information also appears in the operator output variable properties from the log panel:
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 Invoke MBean Method Operator
This Invoke MBean Method operator invokes a method on a JMX server.
catpa04305
HID_Invoke_MBean_Method_Operator
This Invoke MBean Method operator invokes a method on a JMX server.

Input Parameters
 

• Managed Bean Name
Specifies the name of the management Bean to access.
From the drop-down list, select the name of the management Bean to access or you can type in the user-
defined MBean name manually.

• Managed Bean Method
Specifies the method to invoke.

• Method Parameters
Specifies parameters for the method.
Use the buttons on this field to add, remove, or reorder parameters.

Output Parameters
 

• ManagedBeanName
• ManagedBeanMethod
• ManagedBeanMethodParams
• InvokeResults
• UserSpecifiedURL
• RemoteJMXURL
• RemoteHost
• RemoteRMIRegistryPort
• RemoteJMXServer
• RemoteUser
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• RemotePassword

Example
This example invokes the MBean method "sayHello" without any parameters from the user-defined MBean.

After the operator successfully executes, the MBean method returns the value to the InvokeResults parameter, as
shown in the output dataset of the operator from the Dataset panel:

 

This information also appears in the operator output variable properties from the log panel:
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 Update MBean Attributes Operator
The Update MBean Attributes operator sets the MBean attribute value to the MBean attribute.
catpa04305
HID_Update_MBean_Attributes_Operator
The Update MBean Attributes operator sets the MBean attribute value to the MBean attribute.

Input Parameters
 

• Managed Bean name
Specifies the name of the management Bean to access.
From the drop-down list, select the name of the management Bean to access or you can type in the user-
defined Mbean name manually.

• Managed Bean Attribute
Specifies the name of a JMX MBean attribute to update.

• Attribute Value
Specifies a value which is set as the value of the JMX attribute.

Output Parameters
 

• ManagedBeanName
• ManagedBeanAttribute
• ManagedBeanAttributeValue
• UserSpecifiedURL
• RemoteJMXURL
• RemoteHost
• RemoteRMIRegistryPort
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• RemoteJMXServer
• RemoteUser
• RemotePassword

Example
 

 

This example illustrates:

• Updating the MBean attribute value from initial to intermediate using the Update MBean Attribute operator.
• Obtaining the updated value of the MBean attribute state using the Get MBean Attributes operator.

 

These parameters are the Update MBean Attributes operator input parameters:
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After the operator successfully executes, the MBean attribute State value is set to intermediate, as shown in the
output dataset of the operator from the Dataset panel:

 

This information also appears in the operator output variable properties from the log panel:

These variables are the operator output dataset variables from Dataset Panel of the Get MBean Attributes. The
State Value has been updated to intermediate.
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 Network Utilities Operators
Network Utilities operators allow the user to communicate to other network devices through
SNMP. The utilities operators provide various standard network protocol utilities to the
automated business processes made possible by . These operators provide general utilities
that validate various network interfaces and devices. These operators also operate on remote
services and servers and moves data as part of the general automation process, thus reducing
manual validation and verification.
catpa04305
Network Utilities operators allow the user to communicate to other network devices through SNMP. The utilities
operators provide various standard network protocol utilities to the automated business processes made possible
by CA Process Automation. These operators provide general utilities that validate various network interfaces and
devices. These operators also operate on remote services and servers and moves data as part of the general
automation process, thus reducing manual validation and verification.

The Network Utilities operators have the option to create custom exit ports. You can set custom ports
(nonautomatic exit ports) on the operator when you are creating the process. These ports are in addition to the
automatic exit ports that all operators have (success and failure ports).

Use the Network Utilities operators to use native network interface utilities (instead of using host-based scripting
languages and other host-based utilities).

Contents:

 Get Local Network Interfaces Operator
The Get Local Network Interfaces operator lists all the network interfaces in the local host. The
local host is the host on which the touchpoint for the operator is running.
catpa04305
HID_Get_Local_Network_Interfaces_Operator
The Get Local Network Interfaces operator lists all the network interfaces in the local host. The local host is the
host on which the touchpoint for the operator is running.

For each network interface, the operator lists the following information:

• Interface name
• Mac address
• Display name
• List of Inetaddresses that are associated with the interface.

Note:  Each InetAddress consists of its canonical name, host name, and IP address.

Input Parameters
 

 

No operator input is required.

Output Parameters
 

• StartTime
• StartDate
• NetworkInterfaces

This parameter specifies an array of ValueMaps containing the network interfaces associated with the local
host.
Each ValueMap in NetworkInterfaces contains the following information:

• Name
This parameter specifies the name of the network interface.

• Display
This parameter specifies the display name of the network interface.

• MacAddress
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This parameter specifies the hardware address, usually MAC address, of the network interface. A blank in
this field indicates that the operator is unable to retrieve the MAC address from the network interface. The
retrieve failure can be due to lack of privileges or can be due to the lack of a MAC address for this network
interface.

• InetAddresses
This parameter specifies an array of ValueMaps containing the InetAddresses associated with the network
interface. Each ValueMap in InetAddresses contains the following information:
IpAddress
This parameter specifies the IP address.
Host
This parameter specifies the host name. The IP address is returned if the operator is unable to perform a
reverse lookup due to network setup.
CanonicalName
This parameter specifies the canonical name. If the operator is unable to retrieve the FQDN, an IP address is
returned.

• Result
One of the following items:

• 1
This parameter indicates that the operator finished successfully.

• -1
This parameter indicates that the operator failed.

• Reason
One of the following items:

• Completed
This parameter indicates that the operator finished successfully.

• <error message>
This parameter specifies why the operator failed in an error message.

Operator Ports
 

• Success
The operator finished successfully.

• Failure
The operator failed for one of the following reasons:

• Unable to retrieve the list of the local network interfaces of the local host.
• Other reasons specified in error messages

• Custom Ports
If set by the user during the process design

Example
 

 

Example ValueMap: Network Interfaces and InetAddresses
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 Get Network Service Status Operator
The Get Network Service Status operator lets you communicate with a local or remote service,
over TCP or UDP. You can use this operator to send data and then receive a reply. This
operator can validate the reply against a predetermined pattern to determine if the network
service is up. This type of validation enables the operator to report the status of the service and
the computer that is hosting that service.
catpa04305
HID_Get_Network_Service_Status_Operator
The Get Network Service Status operator lets you communicate with a local or remote service, over TCP or UDP.
You can use this operator to send data and then receive a reply. This operator can validate the reply against a
predetermined pattern to determine if the network service is up. This type of validation enables the operator to
report the status of the service and the computer that is hosting that service.

Note:  You cannot send a binary message using this operator, because only strings (text) are supported.

TCP is a connection-oriented protocol. The operator lets you connect to the service, send data, then receive a
reply that can be matched against a pattern. Another service can listen on the same port. Therefore, a successful
connection does not necessarily mean that a given service is running.

UDP is a connection-less protocol. The operator does not connect to the service to get its status through UDP.
To get the status, the operator sends a UDP message, reads the reply, and verifies that the reply data matches a
pattern.

Input Parameters
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• Remote Hostname
Specifies the hostname or FQDN of the computer that hosts the service.

• Default
Blank - Indicates that the operator assumes that the service is running on the touchpoint host.

• Remote Port
Specifies the host port on which the service is listening. Some well-known and registered ports include the
following:

• 21: FTP - File Transfer
• 22: SSH - The Secure Shell (SSH) Protocol
• 23: Telnet
• 2483: Oracle TTC
• 25: SMTP - Simple Mail Transfer
• 3306: MySQL
• 69: TFTP - Trivial File Transfer
• 80: HTTP
• 1433: Microsoft SQL Server

You can specify any valid port in this field.
• Local Port Number (0 for anonymous port)

Specifies the local port that the Get Network Service Status operator uses on the touchpoint host to connect to
the remote port.

• Values
• 0 - Indicates that an anonymous port is used.
• Blank - Same as 0.

Note:  If the specified port is unavailable, the operator fails.
• Protocol to Use

Specifies the protocol to use when verifying the status of the service and sending data. If UDP is specified, the
Connection Timeout (sec) field is disabled because UDP is a connectionless protocol.

• Values
This value can be one of the following:

• TCP
• UDP

• Default
TCP (if left blank).

• Connection Timeout (sec)
Specifies the maximum amount of time that the operator waits for a connection to the service before timing out.
This field is applicable to TCP protocol only.

• Values
This value can be one of the following:

• 0 (zero) - Indicates no timeout.
• Any positive integer (in seconds)

• Default
20 seconds (if blank)

• Data to send
(Optional) Specifies data to send to the service. Most services do not expect any data.

• Read Data from Service?
Specifies whether the operator reads data from the service after contacting it.

• Values
This value can be one of the following:

• Selected - Indicates that the operator reads data from the service after contacting it. Select this option to
enable Time to Read Data (sec), Max Data to Read (bytes), and Reply Pattern to match fields.

• Cleared - Indicates that the operator does not read data from the service after contacting it. This value is
appropriate for services that do not return data.

Note:
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• With UDP, all the data (if any) is read at once. If there is no data, the operator waits until the Time to Read
Data is up. All the Max Data to Read is read at once in a string of length Max Data to Read.

• With TCP, the operator reads the data in chunks until it reaches one of the following thresholds:

• Time to Read Data
• Max Data to Read

• Time to Read Data (sec)
Specifies the amount of time to spend waiting for reply data from the service. This field is specified because the
data from the service does not have an EOF at the end.

• Values
This value is a positive integer. Zero (0) is not allowed. Otherwise, the operator would wait for a long time
until the service closes the socket.

• Default
20 seconds (if blank).

• Max Data to Read (bytes)
Specifies the maximum amount of data to read from the service.

• Default
4096 bytes

• Reply Pattern to match
(Optional) Specifies a pattern to use to match the data returned from the service. If specified, pattern matching
determines whether the operator succeeds or fails.
The operator matches the pattern against the data read during the time period specified in Time to Read Data
up to the number of bytes specified in Max Data to Read.
The operator matches the pattern as a substring of the reply data.

• To match reply data that starts with a specific sequence, use ^ at the beginning of the pattern.
• To match reply data that ends with a specific sequence, use $ at the end of the pattern.
• To match a new line terminator, use dot (.). Dot is used to match multiline reply data.

Output Parameters
• ReplyMessage

Contains the data received from the service. This field is empty if the service did not send data or if the operator
does not read data from the service.

• LocalAddressInfo
Information regarding the local address used to connect to the service, in the form of:

localhost/IP:port

This information lets you identify the actual local port number used when the Local Port Number is set to 0 for
anonymous.

• RemoteAddressInfo
Information regarding the remote address that the operator connected to, in the form of:

Hostname/IP:port

Note:  UDP is a connection-less protocol; this field is empty when UDP is selected in Protocol to Use.
• Result

• 1: The operator succeeded.
• -1: The operator failed.

• Reason

• Completed, if the operator finished successfully.
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• An error message returns if the operator fails.
• remoteSSHHost
• PORT
• LocalPort
• SendProtocol
• ConnTimeout
• CommandData
• IsReadData
• ReadDataPeriod
• ReadDataBytes
• ReplyPattern
• StartTime
• StartDate

Operator Ports
• Success

• The operator finished successfully.
• If the operator is configured to read data from the service, then the operator succeeds if:

• TCP:
a. It binds to the local port (if specified)
b. Connects to the remote host at the specified remote port
c. Writes data to the service (if specified)
d. Reads the reply data from the service
e. Verifies that the reply data matches the pattern (if specified).

• UDP:
a. It binds to the local port (if specified)
b. Sends a UDP message to the remote host at the specified remote port
c. Reads the reply from the service
d. Verifies that the reply data matches the pattern (if specified).

• If the operator is configured so it does not read data from the service, the operator succeeds if:

• TCP:
a. It binds to the local port (if specified)
b. Connects to the remote host at the specified remote port
c. Writes data to the service (if specified).

• UDP:
a. It binds to the local port (if specified)
b. Sends a UDP message to the remote host at the specified remote port.
This process does not mean that the UDP service is operational. We recommend configuring the operator
to read the response from the service and match it to a pattern. Then, you can be sure that the UDP
service is up and running. You cannot be sure that a service is verified properly through UDP when that
service does not return any data.

• Timeout
Timeout occurs when attempting to open a connection to the service through TCP. The timeout value is
specified in Connection Timeout (sec).

• Failure
Reasons include:

• The operator is set to read data from the service, but the data read did not match the pattern specified by the
user.

• The user specifies invalid data. For instance: negative remote/local ports, negative Connection Timeout (for
TCP only), 0 or negative Time to Read Data (sec).

• The remote host is not known.
• Cannot connect to the remote host at the remote port (or connection refused) through TCP; the service could

be down in this case.
• Cannot bind to the specified local port.
• Error when sending or receiving data to/from the service.

• Custom Ports
Returned if set by the user during the process design.
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 Get SNMP Variable Operator
The Get SNMP Variable operator reads the value of a remote management information base
(MIB) variable. The object IDs (OIDs) and semantics of SNMP variables are documented in the
MIB of the remote SNMP Agent.
catpa04305
HID_Get_SNMP_Variable_Operator
The Get SNMP Variable operator reads the value of a remote management information base (MIB) variable. The
object IDs (OIDs) and semantics of SNMP variables are documented in the MIB of the remote SNMP Agent.

SNMP is a connectionless, unreliable protocol. A timeout option specifies the time that is allowed for the request to
reach the destination address. A retry option specifies the number of times that a request is sent in case of failures.
This operator may fail for various error conditions, such as the SNMP variable is not found, read permission is
denied, or a device is unavailable.

Input Parameters
• Agent Host

Defines the IP address or fully qualified Domain name (FQDN) for the agent host. For example: 192.168.1.254.
To specify a port with the host name, use either of the following formats:

• host:port
• host/port

For example: comet.hq.company.com:10162
• Community

Defines the community under which to access the variable (for example, public).
• Object ID (OID)

Defines the object ID (OID) for the variable. The management information base (MIB) associated with a remote
agent documents the OIDs. For example: 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0.

• Retry Count
Defines how many times the product retries a failed request.

• Time-Out Interval (secs)
Defines the interval in seconds until the operator times out.

• SNMP Version
Specifies the SNMP agent version number. Select Version 1 or Version 2 from the list.
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Output Parameters
• Object_ID
• Retry_Count
• Timeout
• SNMP_Version
• Community
• Agent_Host
• Port
• OIDValue
• Agent_Host
• Community
• RequestId
• ErrorIndex
• ErrorStatus

 Monitor SNMP Variable Operator
The Monitor SNMP Variable operator waits until an SNMP variable has a value that satisfied
specified conditions. These conditions are defined by a pattern or a range of values. The
operator can extract substrings from a matched pattern.
catpa04305
HID_Monitor_SNMP_Variable_Operator
The Monitor SNMP Variable operator waits until an SNMP variable has a value that satisfied specified conditions.
These conditions are defined by a pattern or a range of values. The operator can extract substrings from a matched
pattern.

This operator is implemented with an iterative Get SNMP Variable operator until the specified condition is satisfied.

Input Parameters
• Agent Host

Defines the IP address or fully qualified Domain name (FQDN) for the agent host. For example: 192.#68.1.254
To specify a port with the host name, use either of the following formats:

• host:port
• host/port

For example: comet.hq.company.com:10162
• Community

Defines the community under which to access the variable (for example, public).
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• Object ID (OID)
Defines the object ID (OID) for the variable. The management information base (MIB) associated with a remote
agent documents the OIDs. For example: 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0

• Retry Count
Defines how many times the product retries a failed request.

• Time-Out Interval (secs)
Defines the interval in seconds the product waits for a Get SNMP variable before the operator times out.

• Variable Type
Specifies a data type for the variable. To configure this parameter, select a value from the drop-down list.

• Sleep Time (secs)
Defines the maximum interval in seconds between attempts to check the value of the watched variable.

• SNMP Version
Specifies the SNMP agent version number. Select Version 1 or Version 2 from the list.

• Low Value
Defines the minimum expected numerical value.

• High Value
Defines the maximum expected numerical value.

• Mask
Defines the pattern for which the operator searches (for more information, see Building).
Separators (#) in the pattern delimit the text to save to operator dataset variables.

• Separator
Defines the character that delimits the zone to save to the variables that variable names specify.

• Variable Names
Defines the variable names in which to save text that matches the delimited zones in the pattern. The product
saves delimited zones to the listed variables in order. The product uses the keyword process to access operator
dataset variables through the process dataset.
For example, specifying the variable names V1 and V2 assigns extracted substring values to the operator
dataset variables Process.Operator_name.V1 and Process.Operator_name.V2. To add, remove, and order the
variables to store the matched strings, use the toolbar.

• Case Sensitive Pattern Matching
Specifies whether to use case-sensitive pattern matching.
Selected: Match upper-case and lower-case letters in a pattern only with letters of the same case.
Cleared: Ignore case when matching the pattern.

Output Parameters
• Object_OID
• Retry_Count
• Timeout
• Variable_Type
• Sleep Time
• SNMP_Version
• Low_Value
• High_Value
• Mask
• Seperator
• Variable_Names
• IsCaseSensitivePatternMatching
• Watch Expiration
• Community
• Agent_Host
• Port
• MatchedEntry
• LastReadPos
• RequestId
• ErrorIndex
• ErrorStatsu
• Port
• OIDValue
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 Ping Host Operator
The Ping Host operator lets you evaluate access to a given host or IP Address. You can specify
the number of requests to make to the remote host, and the timeout and TTL values. Consider
that you define the local IP address of the computer on which the operator runs. Then, the
operator uses the local network interface that is associated with the local IP address to initiate
the ping operation.
catpa04305
HID_Ping_Host_Operator
The Ping Host operator lets you evaluate access to a given host or IP Address. You can specify the number
of requests to make to the remote host, and the timeout and TTL values. Consider that you define the local IP
address of the computer on which the operator runs. Then, the operator uses the local network interface that is
associated with the local IP address to initiate the ping operation.

The output variable isHostReachable indicates whether the host is reachable.

• If any ping request indicates that the host is reachable,CA Process Automation sets isHostReachable to True.
• If all ping requests indicate that the host is not reachable, the application sets isHostReachable to False and

the operator fails.

The Ping Host operator fails when an error occurs or when all ping requests to a host fail.

To ping the destination host, the Ping Operator uses ICMP echo requests if it can get the permission. Otherwise,
the Ping Operator tries to establish a TCP connection on port 7 (Echo) of the destination host. Typically, port 7 is
blocked and the Ping Operator cannot establish a TCP connection.

On Windows, the Ping Operator cannot use the ICMP protocol (a java limitation). Therefore, run this operator
on a Linux or UNIX agent or Orchestrator. Alternatively, you can use the Run Script operator to call the OS Ping
command.

Firewalls and server configuration can block a ping request, resulting in an unreachable status.

Input Parameters
• Remote Hostname

This parameter defines the host name or the IP address to ping. For IPv6 addresses, use either the format that
is defined in RFC 2732 or the literal IPv6 address format that is defined in RFC 2373. If the format is not
specified, the default is used.
Default: The loopback address of the host that is associated with the touchpoint.

• Local IP Address
This parameter defines the local IP address of the host that contains the agent that is associated with the
touchpoint whose network interface initiates the ping. If local IP address is not specified, the Ping Host operator
uses the default.
Default: Blank (indicates any interface)

• Number of Requests
This parameter defines how many times to run the operation that determines whether the remote host is
reachable. The Ping Host operator deems the remote host to be unreachable when all these requests returns
that the host is unreachable. If not specified, the operator uses the default.

• If any ping request indicates that the host is reachable, CA Process Automation setssHostReachable   to
True.

• Ifall  ping requests indicate that the host is not reachable, the application
sets isHostReachasble to False and the Ping Host operator fails.

Default: 1
• Time to Live

This parameter defines the maximum time to live value for each request in the specified number of requests.
For pings (ICMP requests), the parameter defines the maximum number of "hops" the packets should take
before failing and deeming the remote host unreachable. If this parameter is not specified, the operator uses the
default.
Default: 30

• Timeout (secs)
Use this parameter to define the time out in seconds. The value of the parameter applies to each request in the
specified number of requests. If a request times out before getting an answer, that request deems the remote
host to be unreachable. If not specified, the operator uses the default.
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• Default: 5

Output Parameters
• isHostReachable

This parameter returns one of the following values:

• True: This value indicates that at least one ping request reached the host.
• False: This value indicates that none of the ping requests reached the host. The operator fails. 

A request deems the host to be unreachable in the following cases:

• The host is not reachable
• TTL expires
• The timeout expires

• HostIpAddress
This parameter returns the IP address of the remote host.

• HostCanonicalName
This parameter returns the canonical name of the remote host. The operator retrieves either the FQDN or the IP
address depending on the underlying system configuration.

• LocalNetworkInterface
This parameter returns one of the following values:

• The name of the local network interface used to send the requests to the remote host: This value
indicates that the user specified a local IP Address.

• Blank: This value indicates that the operator input defined no local IP Address.
• TotalRequests

This parameter returns the number of requests that the operator issued.
If no error occurs when running the operator, the TotalRequests value equals the Number of Requests value.

• SuccessfulRequests
This parameter returns how many requests reached the remote host.

• FailedRequests
This parameter returns the number of requests that found the remote host to be unreachable.

• FailurePercentage
This parameter returns the result of the following calculation: 

FailedRequests * 100 / TotalRequests

• Result
This parameter returns one of the following values:

• 1: This value indicates that the operator finished successfully.
• -1: This value indicates that the operator failed.

• Reason
This parameter returns one of the following values:

• Completed: The operator finished successfully.
• <error message>: This value defines why the operator failed in an error message.

• remoteSSHHost
• localIp
• NUMBER_OF_REQUESTS
• TTL
• Timeout

Operator Ports
• Success

This port indicates that the operator finished successfully.
• Failure

This port indicates that the operator failed for one of the following reasons:

• isHostReachable is false.
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• A firewall or a network issue prevents CA Process Automation from looking up or connecting to the
computer.

• The remote host name is unknown.
• The local IP address is Invalid.
• Unable to retrieve the local Network Interface that is associated with the local IP address.
• The local Network Interface that is associated with the local IP address is not available.
• One of the following values is less than or equal to 0 (zero):

• Timeout
• Number of requests
• Time to live 

• Another reason that is specified in the reason field.
• Custom Ports

This parameter contains custom port information that the user set during the process design.

 Send SNMP Trap Operator
The Send SNMP Trap operator generates SNMP traps. A trap is an unsolicited message that an
SNMP agent sends to an SNMP management system. The agent sends a trap when it detects
that a specific type of event has occurred locally on the managed host. For example, the agent
can send a trap message on a system restart event. SNMP traps are typically used to trigger
alarms and notifications or to cause predefined actions by remote devices (such as a device
reboot or reset).
catpa04305
HID_Send_SNMP_Trap_Operator
The Send SNMP Trap operator generates SNMP traps. A trap is an unsolicited message that an SNMP agent
sends to an SNMP management system. The agent sends a trap when it detects that a specific type of event has
occurred locally on the managed host. For example, the agent can send a trap message on a system restart event.
SNMP traps are typically used to trigger alarms and notifications or to cause predefined actions by remote devices
(such as a device reboot or reset).

The precise semantics of specific traps are defined in the SNMP agent MIB (Management Information Base)
documentation. For custom traps, see the destination agent documentation.

Input Parameters
• Agent Host

Defines the IP address or fully qualified Domain name (FQDN) for the agent host.
To specify a port with the host name, use either of the following formats:
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• host:port
• host/port

For example: comet.hq.company.com: #####
• Community

Defines the SNMP trap community name. For example: public.
• SNMP Version

Specifies the SNMP agent version number. Select Version 2 from the list.
• Trap ID

Specifies one of the standard Trap IDs:

• Cold Start
• An enterprise-specific Custom Trap ID
• Egp Neighbor Loss
• Link Down
• Link Up
• Warm Start
• Authentication Failure

• Custom Trap ID
When you set the Trap ID parameter to Custom, this parameter defines the enterprise-specific Custom Trap ID.
For more information, see the destination agent documentation.

• Payload Trap ID
Defines the payload Trap ID.

• Payload Trap Type
Specifies the data type for the SNMP Trap message payload.

• Payload Trap Value
Specifies the SNMP Trap payload value.

Output Parameters
• SNMP_Version
• Trap_ID
• Custom_Trap_ID
• Payload_Trap_ID
• Payload_Trap_Type
• Payload_Trap_Value
• Community
• Agent_Host
• Port
• RequestId

 Update SNMP Variable Operator
The Update SNMP Variable operator sets the value of an SNMP variable that a remote SNMP
agent manages. In general, SNMP variables control the behavior of IP devices. The precise
semantics of SNMP variables are defined in the MIB associated with a device.
catpa04305
HID_Update_SNMP_Variable_Operator
The Update SNMP Variable operator sets the value of an SNMP variable that a remote SNMP agent manages. In
general, SNMP variables control the behavior of IP devices. The precise semantics of SNMP variables are defined
in the MIB associated with a device.

To set the variable, the user account executing the Update SNMP Variable operator must have write permission on
the SNMP server to change the value of the OID.
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Input Parameters
• Agent host

Specifies the IP address or fully qualified Domain name (FQDN) for the agent host. For example:
192.#68.1.254.
You can specify a port along with the host name using either of the following formats:

• host:port
• host/port

• Community
Specifies the community under which the variable is accessed (for example, public).

• Object ID (OID)
Specifies the object ID for the variable. Object IDs (OIDs) are documented in the management information base
(MIB) associated with a remote agent.

• Variable type
Specifies a data type for the variable. Select one of the list values to configure this operator parameter.

• Variable value
Specifies the value for the variable.

• SNMP version
Specifies the version number for the remote SNMP Agent. Select Version 1 or Version 2 from the list.

Output Parameters
• Object_ID
• Variable_Type
• Variable_Value
• SNMP_Version
• Community
• Agent_Host
• Port
• RequestId
• ErrorIndex
• ErrorStatus

 Process Control Operators
The Process Control operators run, monitor, and control processes. The Process Control
operators start system processes from within a process. The Assign User Task operator
prompts users for information during execution of a process.
catpa04305
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The Process Control operators run, monitor, and control CA Process Automation processes. The Process Control
operators start system processes from within a process. The Assign User Task operator prompts users for
information during execution of a process.

All of the Process Control operators run only on Orchestrators, not on agents.

Contents:

 Assign User Task Operator
Use the Assign User Task operator to notify a user to respond to a specific task through an
embedded URL.The Assign User Task operator displays a  interaction request form to prompt
a user, then awaits input. The last page of an interaction request form dialog prompts the user
to approve or reject the interaction request form. You can specify a time-out or you can wait
indefinitely. The user input values are saved to variables in the Assign User Task operator
dataset.
catpa04305
HID_Assign_User_Task_Operator

Use the Assign User Task operator to notify a user to respond to a specific task through an embedded URL.The
Assign User Task operator displays a CA Process Automation interaction request form to prompt a user, then
awaits input. The last page of an interaction request form dialog prompts the user to approve or reject the
interaction request form. You can specify a time-out or you can wait indefinitely. The user input values are saved to
variables in the Assign User Task operator dataset.

2

The Assign User Task operator has four standard (uncustomized) exit links:

• Completed
This link is processed when a user completes the following actions:

• Successfully complete the interaction request form.
• Approve the user prompt on the last page of the interaction request form.

The parameter values are assigned to operator dataset variables. The Result variable is set to 1 and the
Reason variable is set to COMPLETED. The task displays in Completed state in the Operations tab Task List.

• Canceled
This link is processed when one of the following events occurs:

• An Assign User Task operator is running for a process. The task displays in the Task List and is awaiting a
user response. Before anyone responds, the process encounters a Stop Failure operator. The Stop Failure
operator typically results when another path in the process is running while the Assign User Task awaits the
user response. 

• The Assign User Task operator is aborted (manually or because the process ended while the operator was
still running).

• A process is suspended and the Assign User Task operator aborted the task.
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• A process is suspended and the Assign User Task operator is reset (manually or automatically).
• A process run bypasses the selection that was made in the Form Disposition field user prompt.

The Result variable is set to -1 and the Reason variable is set to CANCELED. In each case, the task displays in
Canceled state in the Operations tab Task List.

• Timeout
This link is processed if the user does not complete the interaction request form during an optionally specified
time-out interval. Parameter values are assigned to operator dataset variables. The Result variable is set to -1
and the Reason variable is set to TIMEOUT. The task displays in Timeout state in the Operations tab Task List.

• Rejected
This link is processed if the user selects Reject in the Form Disposition field user prompt. The Result variable
is set to _ and the Reason variable is set to REJECTED. The task displays in Rejected state on the Operations
tab Task List.

Input Parameters
The Assign User Task operator includes the following input parameters:

3 3

Assignees Parameters
The Assignees parameters specify authorized CA Process Automation users or groups to approve or reject the
user prompt. The Assign User Task operator only verifies user credentials when a user or group is specified.

• Users
This parameter defines the names of authorized CA Process Automation users who can approve or reject the
user prompt. Delimit multiple users with the colon (:) character.
Example:

malcolm:samirab:sam:seren

To open the Users dialog to select users, click , then complete the appropriate action:

• Select individuals from the Available Users list and use the arrow buttons to move them to the Selected
Users list.

• Select individuals from the Selected Users list and use the arrow buttons to move them to the Available
Users list.

You can also enter a user name to search for in the text box.
• Groups

This parameter defines the names of authorized CA Process Automation groups that can approve or reject the
user prompt. Delimit multiple groups with the colon (:) character.
Example:

domainadmin:pamuser:envconfigadmin  

To open the Groups dialog to select groups, click , then complete the appropriate action:

• Select individuals from the Available Groups list and use the arrow buttons to move them to the Selected
Groups list.

• Select individuals from the Selected Groups list and use the arrow buttons to move them to the Available
Groups list.

You can also enter a group name to search for in the text box.

Transfer/Delegates Parameters
The Transfer/Delegates parameters specify users or groups that are authorized to approve or reject the user
prompt. The Assign User Task operator only verifies user credentials when a user or group is specified.
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• Users
This parameter defines the names of authorized CA Process Automation users who can approve or reject the
user prompt. Delimit multiple users with the colon (:) character. 
Example: 

malcolm:samirab:sam:seren

To open the Users dialog to select users, click , then complete the appropriate action:

• Select individuals from the Available Users list and use the arrow buttons to move them to the Selected
Users list.

• Select individuals from the Selected Users list and use the arrow buttons to move them to the Available
Users list.

You can also enter a group name to search for in the text box.
• Groups

This parameter defines the names of authorized CA Process Automation groups that can approve or reject the
user prompt. Delimit multiple groups with the colon (:) character. 
Example:

domainadmin:pamuser:envconfigadmin

To open the Groups dialog to select groups, click , then complete the appropriate action:

• Select individuals from the Available Groups list and use the arrow buttons to move them to the Selected
Groups list.

• Select individuals from the Selected Groups list and use the arrow buttons to move them to the Available
Groups list.

User Task Parameters
 

 

• Title
(Optional) This parameter defines a title for the user task.

• Description
(Optional) This parameter describes the user task.

• Interaction Request Form
This parameter defines the path in the CA Process Automation library for the interaction request form object that
prompts the user. The interaction request form must be in the same library as the process.

Example:

/Backups/Forms/Input

To locate an interaction request form in the CA Process Automation Library, click .
To view the selected interaction request form in the Form Browser, click Open.

• Form data initialization code
This parameter lets you add code that dynamically initializes form fields at run time, allowing you to display
information in read-only fields or to change default values for read/write fields.
To add CA Process Automation expressions to change field values, open a code editor window.
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In the editor, use the Form keyword to access operator dataset variables in the following format:

Form.fieldname

• fieldname

This parameter defines the name of the field in the user interaction form object definition for the current
operator.

Example:

Form.DateTomorrow = System.tomorrow;

Note:  See the input parameters of the Run JavaScript Operator for more information about creating
calculated expressions in CA Process Automation.

You can also use this field to initialize form fields dynamically at run time. The initialization is not the same for
simple and complex types.

• For simple types, if the interaction request form has a simple element (text field) Var_0, provide the
following code:

Form.Var_0='text' 

• For a ValueMap, if the interaction request form has a ValueMap that contains ID value_map and a text
field with ID text_field, initialize text_field as follows:

Form.value_map= newValueMap(); 
Form.valuemap.text_field="test"; 

• If the interaction request form has a nested ValueMap (specifically, if a ValueMap contains a ValueMap
with ID value_map_nested), and a variable in the nested ValueMap has ID text_field_nested, initialize
text_field_nested as follows:

Form.value_map.value_map_nested= newValueMap(); 
Form.value_map.value_map_nested.text_field_nested="test"; 

• Show approval page
This parameter specifies whether to approve or reject the task. If selected, an approval/rejected page appends
the form when replying, to decide the final form result.

Output Parameters
• Title
• Description
• inputForm
• showAcceptanceScreen
• Userinfo
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InitialAssignedUsers
initialAssignedGroups
assignedUsersFilter
assignedGroupsFilter

• Approve
• RepliedBy
• Task ID
• initCode
• dueDateTime

Example
 

 

You can embed a URL in an email to notify a user to reply to a task.

• You can include the Assign User Task operator Task ID output parameter in the embedded URL to access a
direct task.

• You can embed the URL in the Send Email operator to notify the user to reply to a task.

The Assign User Task operator remains in a waiting state until the user responds. You can run a parallel notification
process to notify the user with the direct URL to reply to the task triggered from the Assign User Task operator, as
the following graphic shows:

You can use the Evaluate Expression operator to wait until the Assign User Task expression evaluates to true while
refreshing and evaluating the expression every five seconds.

The following graphic shows sample Evaluate Expression parameters:
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Note:  To avoid an operator timeout until the expression evaluates to true, select the No Timeout check box in the
Assign User Task Timeout parameters.

When the Task ID is calculated and is no longer zero, the expression evaluates to true and the Send Email operator
sends a message with the following embedded URL:

getOrchestratorURL() + "itpam" + "?
ROID=" + Process.Assign_User_Task_1.TaskID + "&page=replytask"  

The And operator synchronizes the two branches of the process.

When the user receives the email, the user clicks the task URL to continue to the CA Process Automation Login.
After authentication, the form that is attached to the task displays, and the user can then directly reply to the task.

 Evaluate Expression Operator
The Evaluate Expression operator delays processing on the branch of a process until a
condition that is represented by a Boolean expression evaluates to true. This operator provides
a mechanism to pause a process while waiting for a condition to change. The operator is often
used to synchronize interdependent processes or to control the use of shared resources that
are represented by variables.
catpa04305
HID_Evaluate_Expression_Operator
The Evaluate Expression operator delays processing on the branch of a process until a condition that is
represented by a Boolean expression evaluates to true. This operator provides a mechanism to pause a process
while waiting for a condition to change. The operator is often used to synchronize interdependent processes or to
control the use of shared resources that are represented by variables.

The condition is evaluated periodically according to a specified rate. The rate must be long enough to increase
CPU usage within acceptable limits. When there is a condition for some minimum known amount of time, the load
can be further reduced by putting a Delay operator before the Evaluate Expression operator. An example of this
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situation occurs when another process uses a resource and the process does not release the resource before a
certain time of the day.

Input Parameters
 

 

• Expression
A Boolean expression that specifies a True condition when some condition is satisfied. Here are two examples:

(Datasets["/exploit/variables/set_1"].var1 == 1)
System.Time >= Process.FinishTime

Note:  This field includes dataset assistance when using of any of the keywords.
• Refresh rate (secs)

The interval in seconds at which to evaluate the condition for a True condition.

Output Parameters
• Expression
• RefreshRate
• TimeOutSec
• TimeOut

 Manage Resources Operator
The Manage Resources operator provides a way to validate and wait for particular resources
and to affect the state of such resources. The operator can make processing of any branch of
a process contingent on resource availability. Within an environment, resource operators can
be used to regulate and coordinate the processing of multiple processes. The operators assure
that individual processes have exclusive access to external resources.The Manage Resources
operator executes actions on resources. These actions include taking resource units, freeing
resource units, and locking and unlocking resources.
catpa04305
HID_Manage_Resources_Operator

The Manage Resources operator provides a way to validate and wait for particular resources and to affect
the state of such resources. The operator can make processing of any branch of a process contingent on
resource availability. Within an environment, resource operators can be used to regulate and coordinate the
processing of multiple processes. The operators assure that individual processes have exclusive access to external
resources.The Manage Resources operator executes actions on CA Process Automation resources. These actions
include taking resource units, freeing resource units, and locking and unlocking resources.
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The Manage Resources operator has three possible exit links:

• Successful when actions are executed successfully before any specified timeout.
• Failed when resources do not exist or in the event of some other error condition.
• Timeout when the specified time-out expires before the required resources become valid.

Resources are typically taken from a resource quota before processing other operators and then replaced when the
operators are completed:

Conditions on a resource must be evaluated periodically for possible changes. Be careful to avoid specifying a
refresh interval that is too short. Use a Check Date-Time operator to add a delay before executing the Manage
Resources operator if the required resources are not available before:

• A specified interval of time has passed.
Or

• Before a specific date or time.

Input Parameters
 

• Action
Lists the actions to execute. The Add, Delete, and Edit buttons add, remove, or modify actions in this list. Each
action specifies:

• A resources object
• The name of the resource in the object to use
• The action to perform on the resource (take resources units, free units, lock, or free a resource)
• How many units of the resource to take or free
• Action Properties

This dialog defines an action to perform on a resource. Click either the Add or the Edit button next to the
Action list box. This dialog opens the resources properties for a Resources operator.

• ResourcePath
Specifies a resources object. Enter the full path to the resource in the CA Process Automation library or

click to locate the object. Double quotation marks must enclose a literal string. You can use a dataset
variable or an expression to specify the resources object. To open the object in the resources editor, click
the Open button.

• ResourceName
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Specifies the resource in the resources object on which to perform the action. Type the name exactly as
it is defined in the resources object. Double quotation marks must enclose a literal string. You can use a
dataset variable or an expression to specify the resource.

• Action
Select the action to perform on the resource:
TakeUnits
Takes the number of resource units specified in the Amount field.
FreeUnits
Returns the number of resource units specified in the Amount field.
LockResource
Locks the resource so other Resources operators cannot take resource units or cannot lock the resource.
This action effectively takes all unused resource units for a resource. Actions can still free resource units
that were taken before a resource was locked. However, the freed units are only available when the
resource is unlocked.
UnlockResource
Unlocks a locked resource.

• Amount
For the TakeUnits or FreeUnits actions, this value specifies the number of resource units to take or free.
Amount is disabled for the rest of the two options, such as UnlockResource and LockResource.

• All resources must be available
If selected, all of the resources that are required by the actions that are listed under Actions must become
available within the constraints that the Timeout options impose. The operator succeeds only if all of the
resources become available within the time-out constraints of the Timeout setting.
If unchecked, the operator completes successfully when the resources that are required by at least one of the
actions that are listed under Actions becomes available within the constraints of the Timeout option. If resources
for any of the listed actions are available, the Process Control operator category processes the Successful exit
link for this operator.

• Execute actions
Determines whether the actions listed under Actions are executed. To only verify whether resources are
available without executing actions, clear this check box. The operator then executes the Successful exit link.
This link only executes if resources are available within the constraints of the "Timeout" and "All resources must
be available" settings without executing any action.
This setting can be used with a resource that is set to enable or disable a whole set of processes. Those
processes verify that there is no lock on the resource before starting their tasks. This lock check is done by
attempting to take a single resource unit from the resource. Depending on the outcome of the test, some other
mechanism can lock or unlock the resource, such as:

• Schedule tasks (where enabling or disabling of the processes is based on time constraints)
• Manually started tasks (using a start request form)
• A process that an external monitoring application starts (using the CA Process Automation Web services

daemon)
• A process that monitors an internal or external condition in a loop.

Output Parameters
• ActionProperties

ResourcePath
ResourceName
Action
Amount

• All resources must be available
• Execute actions
• TimeOut

 Event Operators
Contents
catpa04305
Contents

CA Process Automation provides event management through two operators:

• Monitor Event
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• Send Event

Other processes can post events. In addition, the Web services that are exposed by CA Process Automation can
also post events.

Note:  These two operators run only on Orchestrators, not on agents.

Monitor Event Operator
The Monitor Event operator is used in a process to wait for certain events before continuing down a path of
execution. For example, a process can wait for an event that signals that a ticket has been approved, instead of
periodically querying the ticket and checking the approval status.

The Monitor Event operator consumes the available/matching events as its default behavior.

Note:  Monitor Event cannot be scheduled (that is, it cannot be used in schedules). However, a user can design a
process with Monitor Event and then schedule the process from the schedule editor.

Input Parameters
• Event name

Specifies the name of the event. This expression is matched against Name of the Event. This name can be a
regular expression, a partial match that is based on user choice, or both.

• Event type
Specifies the type of event (optional). This expression is matched against Type of the Event. This type can be a
regular expression, a partial match that is based on user choice, or both.

• Event source
Specifies the source of the event. This expression is matched against Source of the Event. This source can be a
regular expression, a partial match that is based on user choice, or both.

• Event destination
Specifies the name of the Event destination (optional). This expression is matched against Destination of the
event. This destination can be a regular expression, a partial match that is based on user choice, or both.

• Expression
Specifies a CA Process Automation Boolean expression for additional event parameters (optional). This
expression is matched against Event Parameters field of Event. Event Parameters can be accessed using a
"payload" keyword (for example, payload.ticketId=="1443132").

Note:  This field includes dataset assistance when using of any of the keywords.
• Retrieve all matching events

When selected, the Monitor Event operator receives all events, instead of the first one that matches. Once these
events are delivered, they are never sent to you again. Any event that is delivered to you and is also marked as
‘deliver to single subscriber’ is invalidated and is not delivered to anybody else.

• Enable pattern matching
Enables pattern matching against the respective event attributes like Name, Type, Source and Destination.

• Allow partial match
Allows a partial match against the respective event attributes like Name, Type, Source and Destination.

Output Parameters
• eventId
• eventName
• eventType
• eventSource
• eventDestination
• toSingleSubsriber
• payload
• creationTime
• expirationTime
• user

Send Event Operator
The Send Event operator is used to publish an event to the CA Process Automation Orchestrator. The event
manager running on the CA Process Automation Orchestrator (which holds all the subscribers) receives an event.
The event is checked against any interested subscribers by matching the event parameters. All subscribers who
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are waiting for this type of event are then notified. As a result, the Monitor Event operator is completed and the
process continues down the path of execution.

Send Event cannot be scheduled (that is, it cannot be used in schedules). However, a user can design a process
with Send Event and then schedule the process from the Schedule Designer.

Note:  The same event never gets delivered twice to the same operator, in the same process instance.

Input Parameters
• Event name

Specifies the name of the event (mandatory).
• Event type

Specifies the type of event (optional).
• Event source

Specifies the Event Source (optional).
• Event destination

Specifies the Event Destination (optional). 
Subscribers of the event match a regular expression against these fields to decide if they are interested in this
event.

• Deliver to single subscriber
When set to true, indicates that the events are not delivered to more than one waiting process. The event is
"consumed" by the first event handler that is "consuming" events.

• Event parameters
Specifies additional event parameters that can be a CA Process Automation data type (optional). 
The Expression parameter in the Monitor Event operator is evaluated against Event Parameters. These
parameters can be accessed using a payload Keyword (for example, payload.ticketId=="1443132").

• Expire after (sec)
Specifies the number of seconds that an event can take to match with any subscribers.

Output Parameters
• expirationDuration
• eventId
• eventName
• eventType
• eventSource
• eventDestination
• toSingleSubsriber
• payload
• creationTime
• expirationTime
• user

Usage Patterns for Events
The following two usage patterns are available for events:

• Queue pattern
Every event is delivered to a single consumer. You must mark the event accordingly on the sending side (deliver
to single subscriber). Events of this type are cleared as soon as they are delivered or expire.

Note:  This pattern affects triggers; for more information, see Administrating.
• Notification Mechanism

The event is intended to signal a state to an arbitrary number of interested parties. For instance, a notification
signifies that something has changed, a system is shutting down, and so on. Such an event is delivered once to
all subscribers, until the event times out.

 Start Process Operator
Use the Start Process operator to start a process from within another process. The Start
Process operator creates an instance of a process on a touchpoint. And queues a start request
with the appropriate engine. You can reference the child process dataset by the operator name
in the process dataset for the parent process. Use the following syntax:
catpa04305
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HID_Start_Process_Operator
Use the Start Process operator to start a process from within another process. The Start Process operator creates
an instance of a process on a touchpoint. And queues a start request with the appropriate engine. You can
reference the child process dataset by the operator name in the process dataset for the parent process. Use the
following syntax:

Process.OperatorName.FieldName

OperatorName represents the name of the Start Process operator in the parent process.

FieldName is the dataset variable that you want to access in the child process.

Input Parameters
• Process name

Specifies the path for the process in the CA Process Automation Library. The process must be in the CA
Process Automation Library of the touchpoint on which the operator is configured to be executed.
For example: "/Doc/NT_Charts/Alert"

To select a process from the library, click .
• Open

Opens the process that is specified using a process name for editing. This button is available only after you
enter the path to a process in the adjacent box.

• Process Dataset initialization code
Specifies statements that initialize dataset variables in the process that is being started. For example:

• Process.WorkDir = "C:\temp";
• Process.User= Caller.User;
• Process.DatabaseServer=Caller.DatabaseServer;

In this box, the keyword Process refers to the dataset in the new instance of the process. The process is
specified using a Process name. The keyword Caller refers to the dataset of the process containing the Start
Process operator.
The Process or Caller keyword is mandatory for referencing or creating variables in the parent or child process
dataset. Without either keyword, the dataset initialization script always creates or attempts to reference a
calculation variable.

• Mode
Select from one of the following options:

• Attached
Runs the child process as a separate process.
The Start Process operator does not complete until after the new instance finishes processing. The process
executing the operator is the parent process.

• Detached
Runs a process in detached mode.
An instance of a process started in detached mode has no parent relationship to the process that started it.
And the process is the root process in any call sequence originating from that process.

• Inline
Runs a child process as a part of parent process itself (that is, it is expanded into the parent process).

• Inherit Lane Change Handler from parent process
When selected, the child process inherits the lane change handler from the parent process (if not already
defined in the child process).

• Start date
Specifies the date on which to start a detached instance of the process. The default value is the date on which
the operator is executed (System.Date). This option is only available when Detached is selected as the process
mode.

• Start time
Specifies the time at which to start a detached instance of the process. The default value is the time at which
the operator is executed (System.Time). This option is only available when Detached is selected as the process
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mode. Combined with the Start date option, Start time allows a process to schedule the execution of another
process.

Output Parameters
• 32WorkflowName
• Local (Process Dataset Initialization Code)
• processMode (Attached, Detached, or Inline)
• inheritLaneChangeFromParentProcess

 Get User Input
 
catpa04305
 

HID_Get_User_Input_Operator
The Get User Input operator enables the solution developer to get input from a user. The user is notified using an
email which contains a link to the form.

Input Parameters
Input parameters for the Get User Input operator include notification and user input form. 

Notification
Mention the following parameters within double quotes (" "):

• Email address of target user
Specifies the email address of the target user who needs to provide the input.

• Email address of sender
Specifies the email address of the sender of the input form.

• Subject
Specifies the subject of the email to be sent to the user.

• User Input requires authentication
Specifies that the user needs to authenticate to access the form.

User Input Form
Enables you to edit the form to be presented to the user. To know how to edit the form, see Design a Form.

Output Parameters
• CurrentLoopIteration
• OverallLoopDuration
• ServiceType
• TouchpointName
• TargetName
• UUID
• AgentName
• AgentID
• ResponseCode
• StartDate
• StartTime
• TaskID
• userInputURL
• Reason
• Result
• EndDate
• EndTime
• toMailID
• fromMailID
• subject
• PASSURL
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• isAuthenticate
• form

 Call API Activity
Use the Call API Activity operator to trigger an API Activity from a process designer. You can
trigger any API Activity within the same solution only.
catpa04305
Use the Call API Activity operator to trigger an API Activity from a process designer. You can trigger any API
Activity within the same solution only.

Note:

To trigger the Call API Activity operator using a REST end point, ensure that the API Activity is made public.

Activity Name
Activity name is an input parameter. You need to select a particular activity within a solution. Based on the activity
selected, input and output parameters of that particular activity is populated in the Operator Properties panel.

Note:

You can select activities that are a part of the same solution.

Invocation Type
If the API Activity that the Call API Activity operator triggers is in a synchronous mode, the Call API Activity
waits until the activity triggered is complete. If the API Activity that the Call API Activity operator triggers is in an
asynchronous mode, an Activity ID is returned that can be used by other operators for tracking purpose.

Input Parameters
Specifies the parameters that the solution developer defines in the API Activity as input parameters.

Output Parameters
After the Call API Activity operator is triggered, the output of the activity is captured as output parameters. The
output parameters can be used in another operator. For example, in a pre-execution or a post-execution code.

 Standard Operators
Standard operators include essential functionality operators that control workflows in processes.
Simple functionality such as starting, stopping, linking, and commenting, are provided with
the Standard operators. You can also set looping and reset options, and incorporate the lane
changes using these operators.
catpa04305
Standard operators include essential functionality operators that control workflows in processes. Simple
functionality such as starting, stopping, linking, and commenting, are provided with the Standard operators. You can
also set looping and reset options, and incorporate the lane changes using these operators.

 Start Operator
Use the Start operator to start a workflow in a process. The Start operator is automatically
included in a process by default.
catpa04305
HID_Start_Operator
Use the Start operator to start a workflow in a process. The Start operator is automatically included in a process by
default.

You can add more than one Start operator to a process. Each Start operator in a process starts its own workflow
when an Orchestrator starts the process.

You can also add a Start operator to terminate a cyclical sequence of operators. A Start operator that terminates a
workflow reinitializes the operators in the workflow. The operator then loops processing back to the initial Start icon
for the sequence of operators that were executed between the Start operators.

Input Parameters
Double-click the Start operator to configure its name and appearance using the Information properties.
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 Comment Operator
The Comment operator adds comments to the process. Comments are important for
documenting steps in a process and allow more space than labels.
catpa04305
HID_Comment_Operator
The Comment operator adds comments to the process. Comments are important for documenting steps in a
process and allow more space than labels.

Follow these steps:

1. Drag the Comment operator from the Standard folder to a location on one of the editor tabs (main, exception
handler, lane change handler).

2. Double-click the comment text to display the comment properties.

Input Parameters
• Background

• Border Color
Click the Choose Color drop-down to select the color for the comment border.

• Background Color
Select the color and transparency of the background for the comment text.

• Transparent for a transparent background.
• Opaque for a colored background. When you select this option, you can also change the Color setting for

the background.
• Comments

Lets you enter or change the text of a comment.

• Configure the font properties: font, font style, size, effects (bold, italic, and underline), color, and highlighting.
Select fonts that are likely to be installed on computers that host CA Process Automation.

• Configure the alignment: left, right, or center horizontal alignment of the comment text. Bulleted and
numbered lists are also available.

• Click Hyperlink to turn selected text into a hyperlink.
• Click Source Edit to switch to source editing mode.

 Stop Success Operator
The Stop Success operator terminates a process and determines it a success. A Stop Success
operator can terminate a process:
catpa04305
HID_Stop_Success_Operator
The Stop Success operator terminates a process and determines it a success. A Stop Success operator can
terminate a process:

• At the end of a sequence of operators on the Main Editor tab.
• In an exception on the Exception Handler tab.
• In a lane change on the Lane Change Handler tab.

A Stop Success operator can be configured as either a Stop Success or a Stop Failure operator (through its
properties). When a process is run, the Stop Success operator sets the Result variable for an operator dataset to 1
by default. You can override the positive default to a negative one to change the Stop Success operator to a failure.

Input Parameters
• Result

Specifies a result parameter. The result parameter is an integer expression which is used to determine whether
the flow ended correctly (positive value) or incorrectly (zero or negative).
The default when you select a Stop Success end type is 1. The default when you select Stop Failure is -1. You
can also enter some other integer value or enter an expression that returns a calculated value for the result
code at run time.
The Result value for the Stop Success operator that terminates an instance of a process is saved to the Result
variable in the process dataset of the instance.

• End Type
Select one of the following options:
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• Stop Success

Processes a normal end for a workflow. This option sets the Result code to 1. If you change the Result value,
use a positive integer to be consistent with a normal finish.

• Stop Failure

Processes an abnormal end for a flow. This option sets the Result value to -1. If you change the Result value,
enter a negative integer to be consistent with an abnormal finish.

• Break Calling Loop
When the flow is invoked from another process, select this check box to break a calling loop. Clearing this
check box allows a calling loop to continue. This check box only applies if the flow was called from within a loop
in another process.

• Ignore Running Tasks (Immediate Stop)
Ends a flow immediately without waiting for other operators to finish processing. Clear this check box to wait for
any operators still processing to finish before ending the flow.

 Stop Failure Operator
The Stop Failure operator terminates a process and determines it a failure. A Stop Failure
operator can terminate a process:
catpa04305
HID_Stop_Failure_Operator
The Stop Failure operator terminates a process and determines it a failure. A Stop Failure operator can terminate a
process:

• At the end of a sequence of operators on the Main Editor tab.
• In an exception on the Exception Handler tab.
• In a lane change on the Lane Change Handler tab.

A Stop Failure operator can be configured as either a Stop Success or a Stop Failure operator (through its
properties). When a process is run, the Stop Failure operator sets the Result variable for an operator dataset to -1
by default. You can override the negative default to a positive one to change the Stop Failure operator to a success.

Input Parameters
• Result

Specifies a result parameter. The result parameter is an integer expression which is used to determine whether
the flow ended correctly (positive value) or incorrectly (zero or negative).
The default when you select a Stop Failure end type is -1. The default when you select Stop Success is 1. You
can also enter some other integer value or enter an expression that returns a calculated value for the result
code at run time.
The Result value for the Stop Failure operator that terminates an instance of a process is saved to the Result
variable in the process dataset of the instance.

• End Type
Select one of the following options:

• Stop Success

Processes a normal end for a workflow. This option sets the Result code to 1. If you change the Result value,
use a positive integer to be consistent with a normal finish.

• Stop Failure

Processes an abnormal end for a flow. This option sets the Result value to -1. If you change the Result value,
enter a negative integer to be consistent with an abnormal finish.

• Break Calling Loop
When the flow is invoked from another process, select this check box to break a calling loop. Clearing this
check box allows a calling loop to continue. This check box only applies if the flow was called from within a loop
in another process.

• Ignore Running Tasks (Immediate Stop)
Ends a flow immediately without waiting for other operators to finish processing. Clear this check box to wait for
any operators still processing to finish before ending the flow.
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 Process Progress Operator
The Process Progress operator lets you set the progress at different stages of a process.
Privileged users can monitor the progress of the process from any one of the following ways:
catpa04305
HID_Process_Progress_Operator
The Process Progress operator lets you set the progress at different stages of a process. Privileged users can
monitor the progress of the process from any one of the following ways:

• Process Dataset
• User-defined Reports
• Process Instances table in the Operations tab

Note:  See Permissions by Tab for more information about the privileged users.

Input Parameters

• Process Progress
Specifies the completion progress of a process as a percentage in the range 0 through 100. If the execution
of a process reaches a Stop Success operator, the process progress is 100. If a process fails after reaching a
progress of 50, the Process Dataset displays 50.

Output

• Progress
Displays the percentage completion of a process under Progress (variable name) in the Process Dataset.

 And Operator
The And operator defines a synchronization point between all entry links to it. Exit links from
an And operator are activated only after all its entry links are activated. Use the And operator
to synchronize multiple branches of a process with a logical And condition when two or more
separate branches of a flow must all be completed before beginning one or more additional
branches.
catpa04305
HID_And_Operator
The And operator defines a synchronization point between all entry links to it. Exit links from an And operator are
activated only after all its entry links are activated. Use the And operator to synchronize multiple branches of a
process with a logical And condition when two or more separate branches of a flow must all be completed before
beginning one or more additional branches.

You can include an And operator in a process in various ways.

Follow these steps::

1. Drag the And operator from the Standard folder to one of the editor tabs (Main, Exception Handler, Lane
Change handler).

2. Link one or more input operators that the And operator can synchronize.
3. Link one or more output operators to follow completion of the And operator.

Input Parameters
None.

 Or Operator
The Or operator defines a synchronization point between all entry links to it. Exit links from an
Or operator are activated after at least one entry link to the operator has been activated. At least
one of two or more separate branches of a flow leading to an Or operator be completed before
beginning one or more exit branches.
catpa04305
HID_Or_Operator
The Or operator defines a synchronization point between all entry links to it. Exit links from an Or operator are
activated after at least one entry link to the operator has been activated. At least one of two or more separate
branches of a flow leading to an Or operator be completed before beginning one or more exit branches.
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The Or operator can be added to sequences of operators in a process on one of the editor tabs (Main, Exception
Handler, Lane Change Handler). Place an Or operator in a process by dragging it from the Standard folder to any
of those three editors. Link one or more input operators that the Or operator can synchronize and link one or more
output operators to follow completion of the Or operator.

Input Parameters
None.

 Reset Operator
Use the Reset operator to reset selected operators (typically an operator that caused an
exception) in a suspended process to their initial states. These reset operators act as if they had
not been executed and the process continues.
catpa04305
HID_Reset_Operator
Use the Reset operator to reset selected operators (typically an operator that caused an exception) in a suspended
process to their initial states. These reset operators act as if they had not been executed and the process
continues.

This operator also lets a user ignore an exception and continue with a process anyway. The Reset operator lets a
user set an operator in simulate mode and continue the process with that operator simulated.

Input Parameters
• Operators List

Click Add to add an operator to reset. A drop-down list lets you select one of the available operator names in the
current process. Multiple operators can be added, which can then be added, deleted, or sorted.
You can also enter an expression (instead of choosing an operator from the drop-down list) which resolves to a
String (an operator name) or ValueArray (a list of operator names) at run time.

• Continue with Result

• Selected
The End Condition drop-down list and the Evaluate pre-execution and post-execution code check boxes
become available.

• Cleared
When an error-condition is met at run time, CA Process Automation resets the selected operators. The
application then continues with the process flow

• End Condition
When you select the Continue with Result check box, the End Condition drop-down list becomes available with
the following options:

• Successful
CA Process Automation assumes that the selected operators are successful if no error condition is met at
run time. The application then continues with the process flow.

• Unsuccessful
CA Process Automation assumes that the selected operators have failed when an error condition is met at
run time. The application then continues with the process flow.

• Evaluate Pre-execution and Post-execution Code
Select this check box to evaluate pre-execution and post-execution code.

 Loop Operator
The Loop operator loops an enclosed sequence of operators in a process either a specified
number of times or indefinitely. You can place it in a process and can resize the box to
accommodate any number of operators in the sequence.
catpa04305
HID_Loop_Operator
The Loop operator loops an enclosed sequence of operators in a process either a specified number of times or
indefinitely. You can place it in a process and can resize the box to accommodate any number of operators in the
sequence.
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The Loop operator can enclose a sequence of operators in a process on the Main Editor pane, the Exception
Handler pane, or the Lane Change Handler pane of the Designer tab.

Follow these steps:

1. Drag the Loop operator from the Standard folder to an editor.
2. Drag one or more input links to the input portal, and one or more output links from its output portal.
3. Add looped operators inside the Loop box.
4. Link the input portal to the first operator in the looped sequence.
5. Link the last operator in the sequence to the output portal.

Input Parameters
Repeat Count

Specifies the number of times that an operator repeats. The following two options are available:

• • This value can be specified with an integer or a CA Process Automation expression that returns an integer
at run time. The default value of 1 executes a loop on an operator a single time in a workflow. To execute an
infinite loop, click the Infinite Loop check box.

• A Boolean expression can also be used. As long as the expression evaluates to true, an operator in a
workflow executes a continual loop. If the expression is false, the operator exits.

This value can also be specified using the loop variables in the dataset of the Loop operator:

• • CurrentLoopIteration: A loop counter that starts at 0 during the first iteration of the loop and increments by 1
for each additional iteration. This variable is updated at the beginning and end of every iteration.

If the operator is configured to loop three times, at the end of execution of all iterations, CurrentLoopIteration
is equal to: 

• 0 in iteration 1 
• 1 in iteration 2 
• 2 in iteration 3 
• 3 in the last iteration, which is not executed as it violates the loop condition.

• OverallLoopDuration: A loop counter that specifies the amount of time (in seconds) that has passed since the
start of the first iteration of the loop. This variable is updated at the beginning and end of every iteration and
includes any delay that is set between iterations of the loop.

Set the Repeat Count to:

Process[OpName].CurrentLoopIteration < x
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where

x is the number of times to run the operator.

Or, set Repeat Count to:

Process[OpName].OverallLoopDuration < x

where

x  is the number of seconds to loop the operator. The operator does not stop at the number of seconds specified
when it is in the middle of an iteration. Instead, if OverallLoopDuration is greater than the number of seconds
specified, the operator does not execute the next iteration.

CA Process Automation checks the loop condition between iterations.

Infinite Loop

When selected, Repeat Count is ignored and an infinite loop is created. The operator keeps repeating until either: 

• The process is interrupted. 
• The loop is stopped from a different branch of the process (by processing a stop loop command link to the Loop

Operator).

Delay between iterations

Specifies the delay in seconds between each loop iteration.

While loop 

When selected, the Loop operator behaves as a while loop. If unselected, the Loop operator behaves as a do
while loop.

While loop

The Loop operator checks the loop condition specified in the Repeat Count field before it executes any iteration,
including the first iteration.

Do while loop

The Loop operator checks the loop condition specified in the Repeat Count field at the end of every iteration, so it is
guaranteed to execute at least the first iteration of the loop.

Note:  All existing loop operators that are imported from CA Process Automation before v4 have the While Loop
field unchecked. These existing operators continue to work as Do while loops, as they did in previous versions.

Pre- and Post execution Code 

Use these fields to execute JavaScript code to execute with each iteration of the loop. 

The processing sequence of any Pre and Post condition depends on the type of loop. See the Content Designer
Guide to learn more about the logical sequence of a loop.

Output Parameters
CurrentLoopIteration

A loop counter that starts at 0 during the first iteration of the loop and increments by 1 for each additional iteration.
This variable is updated at the beginning and end of every iteration. If the Loop operator is configured to loop three
times, at the end of execution of all iterations, CurrentLoopIteration is equal to:

• 0 in iteration 1
• 1 in iteration 2
• 2 in iteration 3
• 3 in the last iteration, which is not executed as it violates the condition of the Loop operator.

OverallLoopDuration

A loop counter that specifies the amount of time (in seconds) that has passed since the start of the first iteration
of the loop. This variable is updated at the beginning and end of every iteration and includes any delay that is set
between iterations of the loop.
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 How the Reset Operator Works with the Loop Operator
The Reset operator works with the Loop operator as follows.
catpa04305
 

 

The Reset operator works with the Loop operator as follows.

1. The Reset operator allows the Loop operator to be reset. The Reset operator resets the Loop operator as
follows:

• Resets all operators inside the Loop operator.
• Resets the Loop operator to the first iteration.

2. After the reset, the Loop operator restarts from the first iteration.

Note:  The Loop operator does not support simulation. The Reset operator always resets a Loop operator
regardless of the values of the fields:

• Continue with Result
• End Condition
• Evaluate pre-execution and post-execution code

 Change Lane Operator
The Change Lane operator initiates a series of lane changing rules in the Lane Change Handler
pane of the Designer. To place the Change Lane operator in a process, drag the Change Lane
operator from the Standard folder to one of the editors.
catpa04305
HID_Change_Lane_Operator
The Change Lane operator initiates a series of lane changing rules in the Lane Change Handler pane of the
Designer. To place the Change Lane operator in a process, drag the Change Lane operator from the Standard
folder to one of the editors.

Input Parameters
• Name

This option displays the name of the lane change. You can change the name by editing the Name property
under the Information properties group for the lane change.

• Source
Specifies the source lane for the lane change. Select All for a lane change from any lane.

• Destination
Specifies the destination lane for the lane change. Select All for a lane change to any lane.

 Exception Operator
Use the Exception operator to initiate an exception, such as a termination due to system errors
or unidentified exit conditions. To place the Exception operator in a process, drag it from the
Standard folder onto the Exception Handler editor.
catpa04305
HID_Exception_Operator
Use the Exception operator to initiate an exception, such as a termination due to system errors or unidentified
exit conditions. To place the Exception operator in a process, drag it from the Standard folder onto the Exception
Handler editor.

Input Parameters
• Name

Displays the name of the exception. To change the name, edit the Name property under the Information
properties group for the exception.

• Exception type
Select System Error, Unidentified Response, Aborted, or Timeout from the drop-down list to categorize the
exception.
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 Links
Links define the structure of a process by creating sequences of operators. To create a link,
click an exit link on an operator and drag it to the subsequent operator in the sequence.
catpa04305
Links define the structure of a process by creating sequences of operators. To create a link, click an exit link on an
operator and drag it to the subsequent operator in the sequence.

If the link you want does not display, right-click the operator, then select the link type (such as Failed, Completed, or
Custom) on the shortcut menu.

Link Properties
Link properties display when you right-click a link in a process, then select Link Properties.

• Weight
Specifies the thickness of lines between operators.

• Color
Opens the Choose Link Color dialog, in which you can change the color of links in the process.

• Shapes
Specifies the line shape for links between operators:

• Straight
Creates straight links between operators.

• Orthogonal
Creates right-angled links between operators.

• Dashed
Click this check box to create a dashed (dotted) link.

 Utilities Operators
The Utilities operators can be used to facilitate actions in processes. Utilities operators invoke
external JARS in .
catpa04305
The Utilities operators can be used to facilitate actions in processes. Utilities operators invoke external JARS in CA
Process Automation.

Contents:

 Apply Xpath Operator
The Apply Xpath operator parses and retrieves data from an XML document. The operator
supports the following functions:
catpa04305
HID_Apply_Xpath_Operator
The Apply Xpath operator parses and retrieves data from an XML document. The operator supports the following
functions:

• Parse an XML document and retrieve specified data.
• Store the results in CA Process Automation datasets that subsequent operators in a process can access.

Input Parameters
 

• Input Source
The parameter specifies the source for the SOAP service input request: 

• Expression
• Input File Name

• Expression
The parameter defines the expression to load XML content.
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Examples:

Process.xmlContent 

or

Datasets["xmlData"].xmlContent

• XML input file
The parameter specifies the XML document from which to extract data. Enter an expression that returns the file
path for a valid XML document.

• Strip Namespace in XML Structure
This CA Process Automation option strips XML namespaces from a response so users can provide simpler
XPath expressions to locate a specific element value. This option is available in all SOAP operators.
The application provides the following javascript functions:

• applyXPath(xmldata,xpath_query,namespaceAware)
• applyXPathToUrl(urls,xpath_query,namespaceAware)

Note:  The default value of namespaceAware is true. The namespaceAware value is false if you want to strip
Namespace in XML Structure.

Process.x="<getMatchingEventsResponse xmlns='http://www.ca.com/
itpam'><events> <event ><eventName>test</eventName></event></
events></
getMatchingEventsResponse>";Process.s=applyXPath(Process.x,"//
eventName",true);Process.aa1=applyXPathToUrl("file:C:/
test.xml","//message",true);Process.aa2=applyXPathToUrl("file:C:/
test.xml","//message",false);Process.s1=applyXPath(Process.x,"//
eventName",false);Process.s2=applyXPath(Process.x,"//eventName");

• Additional extracted data
The parameter defines XPath expressions to extract data from the XML document. Use the Add, Edit, and
Delete buttons to select expressions from the list. The Add and Edit buttons open the Additional Extracted Data
dialog.
For each expression specified in this parameter, define values for the following options:

• Xpath expression
This option defines the XPath expression.

• Dataset variable
This option defines an operator dataset variable in which to save values extracted based on the selected
XPath expression.

• Type
This option specifies one of the following types of element being extracted from the response:

• Integer
• Integer Array
• String
• String Array
• XML Fragment
• XML Fragment Array
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Output Parameters
• inputSource
• ExtractedVarInfo (ValueMap)

xPathQuery
dataSetVa
type

• expressionVal
• xmlInputFileName
• isStripXMLNamespaces

 

 Apply XSLT Operator
XSLT applies a predefined style sheet to transform an XML source document to another
presentation-oriented format such as HTML, XHTML, or SVG.
catpa04305
HID_Apply_XSLT_Operator
XSLT applies a predefined style sheet to transform an XML source document to another presentation-oriented
format such as HTML, XHTML, or SVG.

Input Parameters
 

• Input XML Source
Defines the source XML document to transform to one of the following formats:

• Expression
Defines a pattern for identifying a string of values. For example, you can define the expression Datasets[“/
VER2_Dataset”].srcXML

• XML File Path
Defines the path of a file where an operator is executed. The file path can be a shared location or a URL.
Consider the following examples:

• File path: c:\sourcefiles\books.xml
• Shared location: \\fileserver\sourcefiles\books.xml
• URL: http://fileserver:8080/sourcefiles/books.xml

• Inline XML
Specifies the XML data that acts as an input.

• Input XSLT Source
Specifies the source XSLT information in one of the following formats:

• Expression
Defines a pattern for identifying a string of values. For example, you can define the expression Datasets[“/
VER2_Dataset”].srcXML

• XSL File Path
Defines the path of a file where an operator is executed. The file path can be a shared location or a URL.
Consider the following examples:

• File path: c:\sourcefiles\books.xsl
• Shared location: \\fileserver\sourcefiles\books.xsl
• URL: http://fileserver:8080/sourcefiles/books.xsl

• Inline XSL
Specifies the XSL data that acts as an input.

• XSLT Version
Specifies one of the following options to determine the XSLT version that is used to transform the source XML:

• Version 1
• Version 2
• Specified in XSLT

• Input Parameters
Specifies the input parameters as key-value pairs in XSLT Operator. You can dynamically assign values to the
input parameters (key) that are defined in XSL.
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You can define a key (top-author) in XSL and can assign a value (Robert Kisosk) from an XSLT Operator as in
the following example:

<xsl:param name="top-author">Jasper Forde</xsl:param>

Key: top-author Value=”Robert Kisosk”

Output Parameters
 

 

Displays the predefined output parameters as key-value pairs. The output parameters are XSLT version-specific
and based on the XSLT standards. For more information about output parameters, see http://www.w3.org/TR/
xslt#output.

• XML Output
You can view the XML output in the Dataset Variable or in a file placed in the Output File Path.
You can assign a value (yes) to the key (include-content-type) from an XSLT Operator as in the following
example:
include-content-type=”yes”

 Delay Operator
The Delay operator delays processing subsequent branches of a process until a specified
interval of days, hours, minutes and seconds has passed. The delay can be relative to either
when processing starts for the Delay operator or when processing starts for the process.
catpa04305
HID_Delay_Operator
The Delay operator delays processing subsequent branches of a process until a specified interval of days, hours,
minutes and seconds has passed. The delay can be relative to either when processing starts for the Delay operator
or when processing starts for the process.

Input Parameters
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• Days
Specifies the number of days to delay processing subsequent branches of the process.

• Hours
Specifies any additional hours to delay processing subsequent branches of the process.
To specify the portion of a day in hours, enter 0 to 23.
Note: The number of hours is an expression so there are no validations.

• Minutes
Specifies any additional minutes to delay processing subsequent branches of the process.
To specify the portion of an hour in minutes, enter 0 to 59.
Note: The number of minutes is an expression so there are no validations.

• Seconds
Specifies any additional seconds to delay processing subsequent branches of the process.
To specify the portion of a minute in seconds, enter 0 to 59.

Note:  The number of seconds is an expression so there are no validations.
• Relative to Process start time

Makes the delay relative to starting the process.
When this check box is cleared, the delay is after the process starts processing the operator. For example, this
option can be used to trigger an alarm if the process does not end (reach a Stop operator) within a specified
period of time.

Output Parameters
• flowchart_start_time
• Days
• Hours
• Minutes
• Seconds
• Relative_to_Flowchart
• TargetTime
• targetDate

 Invoke Java Operator
The Invoke Java operator uses the functionality that is contained in external JAR files (or .class
files) in . You identify the JAR files or .class files by specifying their location in the operator input
parameters.
catpa04305
HID_Invoke_Java_Operator
 

The Invoke Java operator uses the functionality that is contained in external JAR files (or .class files) in CA Process
Automation. You identify the JAR files or .class files by specifying their location in the operator input parameters.

Once the JAR file is located, you can write Java code that references classes in the JAR file. You can pass
variables to this code by using the input parameters of the Invoke Java operator. The code that you write goes in
the main method of the operator.

You can specify to save a Java object in the operator dataset after execution of the code by the operator. The Java
object is saved in CA Process Automation under the data type, JavaObject. You can make this JavaObject data
type available to subsequent Invoke Java operators.

For example, say that you want to use the Invoke Java operator in a process. You include it in a process in the
process editor and name it Java Operator 1. Once the operator runs, the Java object is saved to the operator
dataset and displays as a JavaObject data type. Now you have another Invoke Java operator later in your process.
You can use that same JavaObject from Java Operator 1 in your new Java Operator 2. You pass the saved object
from Java Operator 1 to Java Operator 2 as a JavaObject data type.

The Invoke Java operator cannot be executed on an Orchestrator. This operator only runs on an agent.

Input Parameters
 

 

Input parameters for the Invoke Java operator are as follows.
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Code
 

• List External Jar Paths?
Select to provide a list of paths to the required external JARS in the External Jar Paths as Expression field.
Clear to provide the paths to the required external JARs as an expression. That is, as a dataset variable in the
External Jar Paths as Expression field.
This check box is selected by default.

• External Jar Paths
Use this parameter to specify the list of paths to the external JARs. The main method code of the operator
requires the external JARs, if any.
The Invoke Java operator loads the JARs listed in this field. Any JAR entered in this list is available to the Java
code executed by the operator. The classes that are defined in the operator-level JARs override the same
classes specified in the JARs at the operator category level.
For each path, you can:

• Enter the full path to a JAR file that resides on the host where the CA Process Automation agent is running.
The CA PAM agent is mapped to the touchpoint. The full path is specified as follows:

• Starts with: /
• Starts with: \\
• Of the form: ^.:.* (a regular expression that starts with one character followed by a colon - : - and then the

rest of the string.)
• Enter the path to a JAR file that is downloadable over HTTP. Verify that the HTTP path does not require

authentication and is not through an HTTP proxy. The path to the JAR must start with http:// or https://.
• Any other path is assumed to be a relative path to a JAR file. The JAR file that is uploaded in the CA Process

Automation user resources. CA Process Automation appends the JAR file path to the path of the "CA
Process Automation User Resources" directory of the agent (that is mapped to the touchpoint) running the
operator.
Do not start the JAR file relative path with:

• /
• \\

Otherwise, CA Process Automation assumes that the JAR file path is a full path.
Resources in CA Process Automation, including user resources, are mirrored during the mirroring interval of
the agent. Verify that the JARs uploaded in the user resources are already mirrored before using them in the
Invoke Java operator.

• Class Files
In addition to external JARS, you could load .class files as follows:

• • For .class files in an unnamed package, enter a path that ends with the directory that contains the .class
files.
For example, if MyAccount.java does not belong to a package, and MyAccount.class is at:

C:\java\tests\MyAccount.class

...then set the operator to use the following path: 

C:\\java\\tests

• For .class files in a named package, enter a path that ends with the directory that contains the "root"
package. This package is also known as the first package in the full package name. 
For example, if MyAccount.java belongs to package com.ca.tech, and MyAccount .class is at: 

C:\java\othertests\com\ca\tech\MyAccount.class
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...then set the operator to use the following path:

C:\\java\\othertests

If you specify the path to a directory (to load .class files), enter it as a full path. You can also enter it as a relative
path to CA Process Automation User Resources. Do not enter the path as an HTTP path.

Specify the path to a directory to load .class files, not JAR files. Unlike .class files, each JAR file requires a
separate path that ends with the JAR file (not the directory where it resides).

• External Jar Paths as Expression
Specifies the indexed string dataset variable that contains the list of paths to the external JARs required by the
main method code of the operator, if any.

• Enter Required Main Method?
Select to provide the Java code in the Required Main Method field.
Clear to provide the Java code as a dataset variable in the Required Main Method as Expression field.
This check box is selected by default.

• Required Main Method
Use this parameter to specify the Java code text of the main method. You can browse to locate any file that
contains this code. The main method consists of normal Java statements and expressions. You must initialize
and use objects that are defined in the Java SDK or the external JARs.

Note:  CA Process Automation parses the code and checks for its structural validation when you click OK. An
error message displays if an error is found in the structure of the code.

Note:  See Java Code in the Invoke Java Operator.
• Required Main Method as Expression

Use this parameter to specify the dataset variable that contains the content of the main method. The main
method consists of normal Java statements and expressions. You must initialize and use objects that are
defined in the Java SDK or the external JARs. No structural validation is performed.

• Set Context Class Loader
Set this field (to something different than default) if your main method/external JARs rely on the Java context
class loader to load classes. Set the Java context class loader to either the operator class loader or the module
class loader to avoid a ClassCastException. 
The Invoke Java operator uses a chain of class loaders to load classes while running the Java code. This chain
was designed as follows (among other class loaders): 

1. Operator Class Loader: class loader that loads the classes provided at the operator level. 
2. Module Class Loader: class loader that loads the classes provided at the module level. 
3. Context Class Loader. 
4. Regular java Class.ForName.

The operator consults each class loader before moving to the next (if the class is not found). 

This chain works as long as the code that you execute does not explicitly use its own class loader to load a class.
In this case, you see in the logs a 'ClassCastException'.

Example: 

Consider class MyChildXMLParser extends class MyParentXMLParser. The following code fragment that
is listed creates a MyParentXMLParser by using a Java factory. This factory actually loads and creates a
MyChildXMLParser, which is then cast into a MyParentXMLParser object:

public MyParentXMLParser() {
        super((MyParentXMLParser)ObjectFactory.createObject("com.ca.parser.MyChildXMLParser"));          ....     }

In this example, consider:
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• • The ObjectFactory.createObject() method actually calls its own class loader to load the
MyChildXMLParser class. This behavior is typical of Java factories, where they either use the system
class loader, or (if it exists) a context class loader to load the class (instead of using the class loader that is
used by the executing program).

• The MyParentXMLParser class is loaded by the Invoke Java operator's class loader (as selected using the
previous chain.)

• The cast: ((MyParentXMLParser)ObjectFactory.createObject) throws a ClassCastException. Although
MyChildXMLParser extends MyParentXMLParser, the two classes were loaded by different class loaders.
As a result, they are different from each other.

To resolve this issue, set the field ‘Set Context Class Loader’ to either:

• • "1 : Operator class loader": If the jar that contains ‘MyChildXMLParser’ and ‘MyParentXMLParser’ classes
is provided in the operator properties.

• "2 : Module class loader": If the jar that contains ‘MyChildXMLParser’ and ‘MyParentXMLParser’ classes is
provided in the module properties.

Note:  "0 : Default" is used in all other cases where your Java code does not explicitly load classes using its own
class loader. This value is the default value of this field.

By setting the context class loader to the class loader of the Invoke Java operator, the Java factories that
are called by the user’s code are forced to use the Invoke Java operator class loader. This action removes
ClassCastException.

Java Code in the Invoke Java Operator
 

 

When using the Invoke Java operator, use the following guidelines for implementing Java code:

• CA Process Automation executes the Java code in a BeanShell interpreter. Use this operator with Java code
syntax or BeanShell scripting syntax without use of BeanShell commands, in the following cases:

• BeanShell commands do not work under Strict Java Mode (set at the module level).
• BeanShell commands that modify the classpath are not recommended. They can affect the way CA Process

Automation saves Java Object instances from the running Java code into the dataset of the operator.
• BeanShell commands that modify the classpath can affect the way CA Process Automation loads Java

Object instances from a CA Process Automation dataset into the code.

For more information about BeanShell syntax and commands, see the following site: http://www.beanshell.org/
• You can use the standard Java variable modifiers on typed variables:

• private / protected / public
• transient
• volatile
• static
• final

The BeanShell interpreter only implements "final" (and ignores the others).
• You can use the standard Java modifiers on methods:

• private / protected / public
• final
• native
• abstract
• static
• synchronized

Only "synchronized" is implemented. The BeanShell interpreter ignores the others.
• Complete all class definitions in external JARS and use them in the Main Method code of the operator.
• The java rt.jar contains all the core java libraries. The java rt.jar is automatically placed in the classpath of the

operator at runtime.
• The JAR files that are used by CA Process Automation are in the classpath of the operator at runtime. Your

code can work, even without listing all the needed JARS in the operator/category, if you happen to use classes
that are already used by CA Process Automation.
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• Common Java core packages and some extensions are automatically imported into your Java code at runtime.
You do not need to import them in your code. Packages are as follows:

• javax.swing.event
• javax.swing
• java.awt.event
• java.awt
• java.net
• java.util
• java.io
• java.lang
• bsh.EvalError
• bsh.Interpreter

• The Java code can consist of normal Java statements and expressions. You can also define your own methods
and use them inside the code. An example is as follows:

// Import the classes that you want to useimport ca.tech.pam.MyAccount;
// Note: no need to import StringBuffer and Date because they are part of the // automatically imported packages// import java.lang.StringBuffer;// import java.util.Date;
// Note: the jar that contains the ca.tech.pam.MyAccount class // must be in the list of External Jars of the operator or the module;// but java lang and java util are in rt.jar, which is automatically put in the classpath
MyAccount acct = new MyAccount(newDate(),100);
// Use the public methods of the MyAccount objectacct.addFunds(34);acct.subFunds(10);
// Define your own methodString getStatement(MyAccount acc) {    StringBuffer strBuff = new StringBuffer("Account Balance: " + acc.getBalance());    Date dt = new Date(System.currentTimeMillis());    strBuff.append(" on date: " + dt);    return strBuff.toString();}
// Use the method you defined// also print the statement using the 'logger' object that you // setup in the 'Logger' page of the operator logger.info(getStatement(acct));

Note:  To execute this statement, set the logger to true and provide the log file name. Otherwise an error occurs
during execution.

At the end of execution, the log message contains:

Account Balance: 124.  on date: Wed Jul 13 12:53:37 EDT 2011

(The message includes the correct date and time of execution.)

Input/Output
 

• Parameters
The CA Process Automation parameters to pass to the main method. Enter the parameters in the order that
they are to be passed to the main method. Leave this field blank if no parameters are required.
Only simple CA Process Automation parameter types can be passed to the main method as follows:

• PAM Boolean is passed as a Boolean object.
• PAM Date is passed as a Date object.
• PAM Double is passed as a Double object
• PAM Integer is passed as an Integer object.
• PAM Long is passed as a Long object.
• PAM String is passed as a String object.
• PAM Object Reference is passed as a String object
• PAM JavaObject is deserialized and loaded into a Java object instance of its original class type, and then

passed to the Java code.

Note:
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The operator (or operator category) must contain the path to the JAR file that contains the class definition of this
object. Otherwise, the operator fails with the reason:

Class Not Found Error when deserializing object. Make sure the class jar is in the operator or module
 list of jars.

Complex CA Process Automation parameters types (indexed types, ValueMaps, and so on) cannot be passed
to the Java code.
The main method can access the passed parameters through the args array of objects:

• args[0] corresponds to the first parameter in the list.
• args[1] corresponds to the second parameter in the list, and so on.

• Output Variable Names
The names of the variables that are saved in the operator dataset at the end of execution of the main method.
These variables must be defined in the scope of the main method. Leave this field blank if no output variables
are to be saved in the operator dataset.
The output variables are saved as follows:

• Boolean object is saved as a PAM Boolean
• Date object is saved as a PAM Date
• Integer object is saved as a PAM Integer
• Number object is saved as PAM Long or Double object
• String object is saved as PAM string
• Character object is saved as PAM string
• An array of any of these listed objects is saved as an indexed CA Process Automation type. The type of the

first object in the array of objects defines the CA Process Automation type.
• Undefined is saved as a CA Process Automation string with 'undefined’ as its value.
• Any other Java object that is not listed here is serialized and saved as a CA Process Automation

JavaObject.

Note:

The Java object must be serializable (implements java.io.Serializable) to save it as a CA Process Automation
JavaObject. Otherwise, the operator fails with the reason:   

Error when serializing object of class: x. Object is not serializable.

where x is the class name of the object.

Logger
 

• Use Logger?
Set this field to true to use an instance of an org.apache.log4j.Logger object to log data to the specified log file.
The logger handles opening and closing the file. The logger is available in the context of the main method. The
logger can be used as 'logger.debug()', 'logger.info()', and so on.

• True
Prompts the operator to use true. The operator uses an instance of ‘logger’.

• False
Prompts the operator to use false. The operator does not use an instance of ‘logger’.

• Blank
Prompts the operator to use the value set in the Use Default Logger field of the operator category. If this
value is blank at the operator category level, Use logger? is set to false by default.

Any other value prompts the operator to use false, and the operator does not use an instance of ‘logger’.

http://java.io
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If an instance of ‘logger’ is used, then it is available in the context of the main method of the operator. 'logger' is
used as follows:

• logger.debug("my log message")
• logger.info("my log message")
• logger.warn("my log message")
• logger.error("my log message")
• logger.fatal("my log message")

Consider that an instance of ‘logger’ is not used. Then, the 'logger' object does not exist in the context of the
main method of the operator.

• Log File Path
The path to the log file used by the logger. This path must point to a file that resides on the CA Process
Automation agent host. Consider that this field is empty. Then, the operator inherits the value set in the Default
Log File Path field of the operator category.

• Log Level
Specify the log level of the logger.

• 0
Prompts the operator to use DEBUG, which causes the logger to write Debug, Info, Warn, Error, and Fatal
log messages.

• 1
Prompts the operator to use INFO, which causes the logger to write Info, Warn, Error, and Fatal log
messages.

• 2
Prompts the operator to use WARN, which causes the logger to write Warn, Error, and Fatal log messages.

• 3
Prompts the operator to use ERROR, which causes the logger to write Error and Fatal log messages.

• 4
Prompts the operator to use FATAL, which causes the logger to write Fatal log messages.

• Blank
Prompts the operator to inherit the value set in the Default Log Level of the operator category. If this value is
blank at the operator category level, Log Level is set to Debug by default.

• Any other integer value
Prompts the operator to use DEBUG.

Note:

You can overwrite the log level at run time in the main method of the operator. This example sets the log level to
Fatal:

import org.apache.log4j.Level;
logger.setLevel((Level) Level.FATAL);

• Append to Log File?
Set this field to true to append any data from this operator to the log file (if it exists).

• True
Prompts the operator to use true. The operator appends to the log file.

• False
Prompts the operator to use false. The operator deletes the content of the existing log file before writing the
new data from the operator.

• Blank
Prompts the operator to use the value set in the Append to Default Log File? field of the operator category.
The operator can append to the log file depending on what the value is set at. If this value is blank at the
operator category level also, Append to Log File? is set to false by default.

Any other value prompts the operator to use false, and the operator does not append to the log file.
• Log Data Without Logging Info?

Set to true to let the logger write the data with no additional logging information. Only the log message is written.
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Set to false to write more logging information in the following format:

Day Month Year Hours:Minutes:Secs Log_level [UUID of the Invoke_Java operator that logged this message]: log message

• True
Prompts the operator to use true. The logger writes data with no additional logging information.

• False
Prompts the operator to use false. The logger writes data with more logging information.

• Blank
Prompts the operator to use the value set in the Default Log Data Without Logging Info? field of the operator
category. If this value is blank at the operator category level, Log Data Without Logging Info? is set to false
by default.

Any other value prompts the operator to use false. The logger writes data with more logging information.

Output Parameters
 

• ErrorLineNumber
Consider that an error occurs due to the executing main method. Then, this variable contains the number of the
line of code that caused an error (if available). This field is empty if no error occurs due to the executing Java
code.

• ErrorMessage
Consider that an error occurs due to the executing main method. Then, this variable contains the error
message. This field is empty if no error occurs due to the executing Main method.

• ErrorRoot
Consider that an error occurs due to the executing main method. Then, this variable contains the line of code
that caused the error (if available). This field is empty if no error occurs due to the executing main method.

• ErrorException
If the executing main method throws an exception, this variable contains the exception that was thrown. This
field is empty if no error occurs due to the executing main method.

• Result

• 1
The operator finishes successfully.

• -1
The operator fails.

• Reason

• Completed
The operator finishes successfully.

• Error Message
The operator fails. If an error occurs due to the executing main method, this variable contains the
ErrorMessage, the ErrorLineNumber, the ErrorRoot, and the ErrorException (when applicable).

• ResponseMessage
• ResponseCode
• externalOpJarsType
• externalOpJars
• externalOpJarsExpression
• inlineScriptType
• inLineScript
• scriptExpression
• parameters
• outputVariables
• useLogger
• logFile
• logLevel
• appendToLogFile
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• useSimpleLoggerLayout

Java Example
 

 

The following example is located in the Examples section of the Required Main Method field.

/*
The Main Method is used to invoke objects and methods defined in the Java SDK or in external Jars.
The Main Method consists of normal Java statements and expressions.
You can also:
- Define your own methods and use them inside the Main Method
- Pass input parameters to the Main Method
- Save output variables in the Operator's dataset at the end of execution of the Main Method
- Use a logger object in the Main Method
 
Typically, you would complete all class definitions in external Jars and list them in the External Jar Paths of the operator, then initialize and use these objects in the Main Method.
*/
 
/*
Below is an example on how to initialize and use a MyAccount object, which is defined in an external Jar file.
Operator Configuration:
1. Specify the path: 
“Invoke_Java_Op_Example_Jars/
MyAccount.jar” in the operator's list of External Jar Paths. MyAccount.jar contains the ca.tech.pam.MyAccount class, which is used in the code below. During the installation of <PAM>, MyAccount.jar is uploaded as a User Resource.
2. Specify a dataset variable of type Date as the first object in the list of Input Parameters of the Operator. 
    This Parameter can be accessed in the Main Method as args[0].
3. Specify a dataset variable of type Integer and value 100 as the second object in the list of Input Parameters of the Operator. 
    This Parameter can be accessed in the Main Method as args[1].
4. Specify the variable name acct (without quotes) as the first object in the list of Output Variable Names of the Operator.
    acct is created in the Main Method as a MyAccount object, hence at the end of execution of the operator, acct will be saved in the operator's dataset as a variable of type JavaObject.
5. Configure the operator to use a logger, set 'Log File Path' to a local file path, 'Log Level' to Info, 'Append to Log File?' to false, and 'Log Data Without Logging Info?' to true.
*/
 
// Import the classes that you want to use
import ca.tech.pam.MyAccount;
 
// Note: no need to import StringBuffer and Date (used below) because they are part of the
// automatically imported packages (full list of these packages is provided in the documentation)
// import java.lang.StringBuffer;
// import java.util.Date;
 
// Initialize MyAccount object
// Note that the MyAccount constructor is defined in the external jar as:
// public MyAccount(Date date, int balance)
MyAccount acct = new MyAccount(args[0], args[1]);
 
// Use the public methods of the MyAccount object
// Note that addFunds is defined in the external jar as:
// public int addFunds (int amnt)
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acct.addFunds(34);
 
// Note that subFunds is defined in the external jar as: 
// public int subFunds (int amnt)
acct.subFunds(10);
 
// Define your own method
String getStatement(MyAccount acc) {
    StringBuffer strBuff = new StringBuffer("Account Balance: " + acc.getBalance());
    Date dt = new Date(System.currentTimeMillis());
    strBuff.append(" on date: " + dt);
    return strBuff.toString();
}
 
// Use the method you defined and also print the statement using the 'logger' object that you
// setup in the 'Logger' page of the operator
logger.info(getStatement(acct));
 
// At the end of execution of the operator:
// acct will be saved in the operator's dataset as a variable of type JavaObject.
// The logger's log file will contain the message:
//  Account Balance: 124 on date: Thu Aug 22 11:27:29 EDT 2013  
//  (The message includes the correct date and time of execution).  

Resource for Running Invoke Java Operator Example
 

 

The installation process adds one resource to the User Resource folder under Repository in the Manage User
Resources palette. the Manage User Resources palette is on the Configuration tab. The JAR file, MyAccount.jar, is
located in the Invoke_Java_Op_Example_jars folder. You can use the MyAccount.jar file to run the Java example
that is provided in the Required Main Method field of the Invoke Java operator.

Operator Ports
 

• Success
The operator finishes successfully.

• Failure
The operator fails due to any of the following reasons:

• You use a BeanShell command in the operator code when the operator is set to run in Strict Java Mode. A
BeanShell command may not be supported in Strict Java Mode.

• You use untyped variable declarations in the operator code when the operator is set to run in Strict Java
Mode.
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• An error occurs due to the executing code. For example: calling the wrong method on a Java object.
• The operator code threw an exception while it was executing.
• You try to use the logger in the code of the operator. You use while the operator is set not to use the logger.

Consider that the logger is not defined in the operator code context. Then, the operator cannot resolve any of
methods of the logger.

• The logger is configured to use a read-only file.
• The logger is configured to use a log file that is actually a directory.
• You enter a bad path in the external JAR files of the operator category.
• The Java object that CA Process Automation attempts to save in the operator at the end of execution is not

serializable. The operator fails with an error message.
• You pass a dataset variable of type: JavaObject to the operator. However, you do not specify the JAR file

where the class definition of the Java object resides. An error indicates that the operator failed to read the
class descriptor when deserializing the object.

• You pass an empty dataset variable of type: JavaObject (value: ‘[JavaObject]’) to the operator. The operator
fails with an error indicating that it failed when deserializing object Null.

• The list of JARS for the operator contains a JAR file that does not exist.
• The list of JARS for the operator category contains a JAR file that does not exist.
• The Invoke Java operator cannot run on an Orchestrator. If the Target field entry resolves to an Orchestrator,

the operator fails with the following output variables:

• ResponseMessage=The Invoke Java operator cannot be executed on an Orchestrator.
• ResponseCode=SYSTEM_ERROR

• You did not specify Java code in the main method of the operator. The main method consists of normal Java
statements and expressions. You must initialize and use objects that are defined in the Java SDK or the
external jars.
The Invoke Java operator is typically used in a way where you specify external jar paths in the operator or
module. Also, you must enter java code in the main method of the operator. This code uses the objects that
you defined in the external jar files.

• Custom Ports
Available if set by the user during the process design

 Run JavaScript Operator
The Run JavaScript operator executes calculations and performs dataset variable assignments.
The operator performs the following actions:
catpa04305
HID_Run_JavaScript_Operator
The Run JavaScript operator executes calculations and performs dataset variable assignments. The operator
performs the following actions:

• Interprets JavaScript statements in its source code.
• Allows computations to set values for variables. These values can then be used for parameter settings in

subsequent operators in the same process or in other processes.
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Input Parameters
 

• SourceCode
Opens the code editor.
Use the code editor to specify one or more JavaScript statements. Each statement ends with a semicolon (;).
For example, the following statements set the day, month, and year variables in a named dataset:

Datasets["/exploit/variables/date"].day = "31";
Datasets["/exploit/variables/date"].month = "July";
Datasets["/exploit/variables/date"].year = "2013";

Note:  See Building for more information about using the CA Process Automation Code Editor.

Output Parameters
 

• SourceCode

 Web Services Operators
The Web Services operators support calls to remote services using SOAP or XML. These
operators also retrieve responses and save information from the response for use by other
operators in a process.
catpa04305
The Web Services operators support calls to remote services using SOAP or XML. These operators also retrieve
responses and save information from the response for use by other operators in a process.

The Web Services operators also provide data management facilities over a network using standard and widely
available protocols like HTTP. Support for RESTful services is also provided through the HTTP operators.

Contents:

 HTTP Operators Common Input Parameters
The input parameters that apply to all HTTP operators fall into separate categories as follows:
catpa04305
Note:
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From this release, the HTTP Operators are capable to communicate with the SNI-enabled servers.

The input parameters that apply to all HTTP operators fall into separate categories as follows:

The properties of HTTP operators require the following input parameters:

• HTTP Delete - Common only
• HTTP Get - Common and Get Information
• HTTP Head - Common and Head Information
• HTTP Options - Common only
• HTTP Post - Common and Post information
• HTTP Post Form - Common and Post Form information
• HTTP Put - Common and Put information
• HTTP Trace - Common only

Note:  Unless otherwise specified, field entries override corresponding field values that are inherited from the
operator category level configuration.

 HTTP URL Information
HTTP URL Information includes input parameters that apply to the following operators:
catpa04305
HTTP URL Information includes input parameters that apply to the following operators:

• HTTP Delete
• HTTP Get
• HTTP Head
• HTTP Options
• HTTP Post
• HTTP Post to Form
• HTTP Put
• HTTP Trace

URL

Specifies the URL of the HTTP request. The URL starts with http:// or https://.

Valid SSL Certificate?

Specifies whether a valid SSL certificate is found. This field is relevant when querying an HTTPS URL.

Values

• • True - Validates the SSL certificate and fail the operator if the certificate is invalid.
• False - Accepts the SSL certificate even if it is invalid and continue to make the HTTP call.
• Empty - Uses the value set for "Default Validate SSL Certificate?" at the operator category level.

Authentication Type

Select one of the following options.

HTTP Authentication

Specifies whether the HTTP server, at the specified URL, requires authentication. The HTTP operators
support Basic HTTP authentication, HTTP Preemptive Authentication, or NTLM authentication. If either type of
authentication is needed, set this value to true.

Values

• • • True - Specifies that the HTTP server requires authentication.
• False - Specifies that the HTTP server does not require authentication.
• Blank - Specifies to use the value set at the operator category level.
• Any other value - Same as false.

Default

Blank - Specifies to use the value set at the operator category level.

Note:
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• If HTTP authentication is set to false in the operator, then NTLM Authentication, User name, Password, and
Domain name are all disabled.

• If HTTP authentication is not set to false in the operator (true, dataset variable or any other value), then the
following are enabled:

• NTLM authentication
• User name
• Password
• Domain name

HTTP Preemptive Authentication

During the interaction with a Web Service, a CA Process Automation HTTP operator typically acts like a web
browser where it first negotiates with the Web service on the authentication scheme to use. This negotiation is
done before the operator issues its request to the Web service.
Normally, for Basic HTTP authentication, the Web service specifies during the authentication negotiation, with
the CA Process Automation operator, that it requires Basic Authentication. If configured for HTTP Authentication,
the CA Process Automation operator then agrees with the Web service to use Basic Authentication.
However, some Web services do not specify during the negotiation that they require Basic Authentication. Instead,
they assume that the operator will preemptively send the Basic Authentication. This is typically done to reduce the
connection overhead. In this case, the CA Process Automation HTTP operator should be configured to use HTTP
Preemptive Authentication (instead of HTTP Authentication), which prompts the operator to send Basic HTTP
Authentication to the Web service without negotiation.

NTLM Authentication

Specifies whether the HTTP server at the specified URL requires NTLM authentication. CA Process
Automation uses basic HTTP authentication if NTLM authentication is not selected.

Values

• • • True - Specifies that the HTTP server requires NTLM authentication.
• False - Specifies that the HTTP server does not require NTLM authentication. The server uses basic

HTTP authentication
• Blank - Specifies to use the value set at the operator category level.
• Any other value - Same as false.

User name

Specifies the username to use when authenticating against the specified URL.

Password

Specifies the password for the specified User name.

Domain name

Specifies the name of the Domain to use when authenticating against the specified URL.
Use the following guidelines:

• • Enter the Domain name (required) if the operator uses NTLM authentication.
• Leave blank if the Domain name is not required for authentication. A Domain name may not be required if

the operator uses basic HTTP authentication.

Note:

Usage Notes for Domain name, User name, and NTLM Authentication

A blank Domain name field does not automatically prompt the operator to inherit the Domain name value from the
operator category. The Domain name field is tied to the User name field as follows:

• If the Domain name for the operator is specified, the operator uses it.
• If the Domain name of the operator is blank and the user name of the operator is specified (not blank), the

operator uses a blank Domain name.

The operator uses the default Domain name from the operator category if the following are blank (not specified):

• The Domain name of the operator.
• The User name for the operator.

A specified Domain name is used as follows:
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• If the operator uses NTLM authentication, the Domain name is used as provided without being appended to the
user name.

• If the operator uses Basic HTTP authentication, the Domain name is appended to the user name as: User name
= user name@domain name

 HTTP Proxy Information
HTTP Proxy Information includes input parameters that apply to the following operators:
catpa04305
HTTP Proxy Information includes input parameters that apply to the following operators:

• HTTP Delete
• HTTP Get
• HTTP Head
• HTTP Options
• HTTP Post
• HTTP Post to Form
• HTTP Put
• HTTP Trace

Note:  Unless otherwise specified, field entries override corresponding field values inherited from the operator
category level configuration.

Use Proxy?

Specifies whether the HTTP calls go through a proxy server. This field overrides the module field. If left blank, the
operator uses the default value set at the module level.

Values

• • True - Indicates to route HTTP calls through a proxy server.
• False - Indicates that HTTP calls do not go through a proxy server.
• Blank - Indicates to use the value set at the module level.
• Any other value - Same as False.

Note:

• Setting this field to False disables the remaining fields in HTTP Proxy Information.
• Not setting this field to False in the operator (true, dataset variable or any other value) enables the remaining

fields in HTTP Proxy Information.

Proxy Host

Specifies either the URL (with http or https) of the proxy server or the FQDN of the proxy server.

Note:  If the FQDN is entered, the HTTP scheme is used to contact the Proxy server, that is, http://<FQDN of
proxy>:CA Portal.

Proxy Port

Specifies the port of the specified Proxy Host.

Values

• • Blank - Inherits the Default Proxy Port value set at the module level, if present. Otherwise, port 80.
• The specified port number.

Proxy Authentication?

Specifies whether the proxy server, at the specified proxy URL, requires authentication. Proxy authentication can
be either Basic HTTP authentication or NTLM authentication. If either type of authentication is needed, set this
value to true.

Values

• • True - Indicates the proxy server requires authentication.
• False - Indicates the proxy server does not require authentication.
• Blank - Indicates to use the default value set at the module level.
• Any other value - Same as False.

Proxy NTLM Authentication?
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Indicates whether the specified Proxy Host requires NTLM authentication.

Values

• • True - Indicates that the specified Proxy Host requires NTLM authentication.
• False - Indicates that the specified Proxy Host does not require NTLM authentication. The proxy host uses

basic HTTP authentication.
• Blank - Specifies to use the value set at the module level.
• Any other value - Same as False.

Note:  If Proxy Authentication is set to false in the operator then the following are disabled:

• Proxy NTLM authentication
• Proxy User name
• Proxy Password
• Proxy Domain name

If Proxy Authentication is not set to false in the operator (true, dataset variable or any other value) then the
following are enabled:

• Proxy NTLM Authentication
• Proxy User name
• Proxy Password
• Proxy Domain name

Proxy User name

Specifies the username to use when authenticating with the proxy.

Proxy Password

Specifies that password associated with the Proxy User name.

Proxy Domain name

Specifies the name of the Domain to use when authenticating against the specified Proxy server.
Use the following guidelines:

• • Enter the proxy Domain name (required) if the operator uses NTLM authentication against the Proxy server.
• Leave blank if the Proxy Domain name is not required for authentication. If the operator uses basic HTTP

authentication against the Proxy server, a Domain name is typically not required.

Note:  Usage Notes for Proxy Domain name, Proxy User name, and Proxy NTLM Authentication

• A blank Proxy Domain name field does not automatically prompt the operator to inherit the proxy Domain name
value from the module.

• The Proxy Domain Name field of the operator is tied to the Proxy User name field of the operator as follows:

• If the Proxy Domain name of the operator is specified, the operator uses this name.
• If the Proxy Domain name is blank and the Proxy User name is specified (not blank), the operator uses a

blank Proxy Domain name.
• If the Proxy Domain name is blank and the Proxy User name is not specified (blank), the operator uses the

inherited Default Proxy Domain name.
• A specified Proxy Domain name is used as follows:

• If the operator uses NTLM authentication against the proxy server, the specified Proxy Domain name is used
as provided. The Proxy Domain name is not appended to the Proxy User name.

• If the operator uses Basic HTTP authentication against the proxy server, the specified Proxy Domain name is
appended to the Proxy User name as:

User name = user name@domain name

 HTTP Headers Information
Use Indexed Value Map for HTTP Headers?
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catpa04305
Use Indexed Value Map for HTTP Headers?

Specifies whether to use an indexed ValueMap for HTTP request headers.

Values:

• • Selected - Indicates to enter HTTP request headers as an indexed ValueMap in the HTTP Headers Indexed
Value Map field.

• Cleared - Indicates to enter the HTTP request headers in the HTTP Headers field.

HTTP Headers

Specifies the names of the HTTP headers in the Key column and the values of the HTTP headers in the Value
column. Headers must be in US-ASCII format.
Use the buttons to add, remove, or reorder headers.

Note:  The operator ignores any header where the Key is blank, that is, where no header name is specified.

HTTP Headers Indexed Value Map

Specifies the name of an indexed ValueMap that contains the HTTP header names and corresponding values. The
indexed ValueMap must be of the same format as the one listed in the HTTP Headers field. The indexed ValueMap
must have both the Key and Value parameters.

Note:  The operator ignores any header where the Key is blank, that is, where no header name is specified.

 

 

 HTTP Cookies Information
HTTP Cookies Store Indexed Value Map
catpa04305
HTTP Cookies Store Indexed Value Map

Type an indexed ValueMap that contains the HTTP cookies to set in this operator. 
This field enables HTTP state management by allowing users to pass the HTTPCookiesStore from one operator to
another who is targeting the same cookie Domain. The indexed ValueMap must be of the same format as the ones
returned in the HTTPCookiesStore output variable of other HTTP operators. Typically, this field has the following
format:

PreviousHttpOperator.HTTPCookiesStore

By getting the HTTPCookiesStore of another operator, this operator can send any applicable cookies. Applicable
cookies include those set in the HTTP request or HTTP response of the previous operator. This operator sends
only the unexpired cookies (from the HTTPCookiesStore) whose attributes are applicable to the URL of this
operator. Example attributes include Domain, path, and isSecure.

 HTTP Response Content Information
Save HTTP Response Content to File?
catpa04305
Save HTTP Response Content to File?

Specifies whether to save the body of the HTTP response message to a file. Select this field to enable the HTTP
Response Content File Path field and the If Text Response, Save it Using Encoding field.

Values

• • Selected - Saves the body of the HTTP response message to a file.
• Cleared - Does not save the body of the HTTP response message to a file.

HTTP Response Content File Path
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Specifies where to save the HTTP response message body. Type the path of the local file on the host where the
touchpoint is running.

If Response File exists?

Specifies the action to take if the response file exists. Available actions are to create a file or overwrite the content
of the existing file. 
The path of the file is listed in the HTTPResponseContentFilePath operator output variable.

Values

• • createFile - Indicates to create a file.
• overwriteFile - Indicates to overwrite the content of the response file with the new HTTP response message

body.
• Blank - Same as createFile.
• Any other integer - Same as createFile.

If Text Response, Save it Using Encoding

Specify this encoding if you are expecting a text response. The content-type of the response is of the format:

text/XXXX

This encoding is used to write the response in the Response File. 
If the response received is not of type text/XXXX, this field is ignored.

Values

• • 0 : Specified in HTTP Response Header - Enter 0 to use the encoding specified in the HTTP response
header.

• 1 : PAM's Default System Encoding - Enter 1 to use the CA Process Automation default system encoding.
• 2 : Specify an Encoding in 'User Specified Text Response Encoding' - Enter 2 to specify the encoding (to be

used) in the User Specified Text Response Encoding field.
• Blank - Prompts the operator to use 0 (use the encoding specified in the HTTP Response Header).
• Any other integer - Prompts the operator to use 0 (use the encoding specified in the HTTP Response

Header). 

If this field is set to 0 or 1, then field User Specified Text Response Encoding is disabled.

 

User Specified Text Response Encoding

Specify an encoding to use when writing the text response in the Response File.

Save HTTP Response Content to Dataset Variable?

Specifies whether to save the body of the HTTP response message to the HTTPResponseContent variable in the
dataset of the operator. When saving is selected, the HTTP Response Dataset Field Size Limit field is enabled.

Values

• • Selected - Saves the body of the HTTP response content to the HTTPResponseContent variable in the
dataset of the operator.

• Cleared - Does not save the HTTP response content.

HTTP Response Dataset Variable Size Limit (bytes)

Specifies the maximum number of bytes (of the HTTP response message body) to save in the
HTTPResponseContent dataset variable of the operator.

Value

A numerical value.

Default

4096 bytes (if left blank)
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 HTTP Configuration Information
HTTP Version
catpa04305
HTTP Version

Specifies the HTTP protocol version.

Values:

• • 1.0 - Indicates that the operator is to use HTTP protocol version 1.0.
• 1.1 - Indicates that the operator is to use HTTP protocol version 1.1
• Blank - Indicates the operator is to use the value set at the operator category level, where blank or any value

other than 1.1 or 1.0 at the category level prompts the operator to use 1.1.
• Any value other than 1.0 or 1.1 - use HTTP protocol 1.1

Default:

Blank

Connection Timeout (sec)

Specifies the maximum amount of time to wait for an HTTP connection to establish before the operator times out.

Values:

• • A numeric value indicating the connection timeout in seconds.
• 0 indicates no timeout, that is, zero seconds.
• Blank indicates the Default Connection Timeout set at the operator category level, if available, otherwise 0

seconds.

Default:

Blank

Socket Timeout (sec)

Specifies the maximum amount of time to wait between two consecutive HTTP response data packets.

Values:

• • A numeric value indicating the socket timeout in seconds.
• 0 indicates no timeout, that is, zero seconds.
• Blank - Indicates the Default Socket Timeout set at the operator category level, if available, otherwise 0

seconds.

Default:

Blank

Handle Redirects?

Indicates whether to handle redirects automatically.

Values:

• • True - Handle redirects automatically.
• False - Do not handle redirects automatically.
• Blank - Use the Default Handle Redirects? value set at the operator category level.
• Any other value - Indicates false.

Default:

Blank

Maximum Number of Redirects

Specifies the maximum number of redirects to follow, when Handle Redirects? is set to True.

Values:

• • A numeric value indicating the maximum number of redirects to allow.
• Blank - The Default Maximum Number of Redirects, if set. Otherwise, 100.

Default:
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Blank

 HTTP Operators Common Output Parameters
HTTPRequestUrl
catpa04305
Note:

Output variables do not contain data when the operator does not receive an HTTP response due to an error such
as:

• Input contains an unknown URL.
• The HTTP connection times out.
• The socket times out.

HTTPRequestUrl

Specifies the HTTP request URL, including any URL parameters.

HTTPResponseStatusLine

Specifies the status line of the HTTP response. The status line is the first line of the HTTP response message. The
status line consists of the protocol version, the status code, and the associated reason phrase.

HTTPResponseStatusCode

Specifies the status code of the HTTP response. The operator fails or succeeds depending on this status code.

• • The operator fails if the status code is greater than or equal to 300.
• The operator succeeds if the status code is less than 300.

HTTPResponseReasonPhrase

Specifies the reason phrase of the HTTP response.

HTTPResponseProtocolVersion

Specifies the protocol version of the HTTP response.

HTTPResponseContentType

Specifies the content-type header of the HTTP response content.

HTTPResponseContentCharset

Specifies the character encoding of the HTTP response content. This character encoding is part of the content-type
header, and appears in the following form:

“content-type= xxxxx; charset=xxxx”

This charset is only set with an all character content-type such as text/xxx.

HTTPResponseContentLength

Specifies the number of bytes of the HTTP response content. A negative number means that the content length is
not known.

HTTPResponseContentEncoding

Specifies the content-encoding header of the HTTP response content. Blank indicates that the content-encoding is
unknown.

HTTPResponseContentIsChunked

True indicates that the HTTP response content was received with chunked encoding. False is returned if the True
condition is not met.

HTTPResponseContentFilePath

Specifies the path to the file where the HTTP response content was saved. Blank indicates that the operator is not
set up to save the HTTP response content (message body) to a file.
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• • If the input for If Response File exists? was 0 and the file path that was specified as input in HTTP Response
Content File Path exists, then the HTTPResponseContentFilePath field contains the path to the new file
where the HTTP response content was saved.

• If the input for If Response File exists? was 1 and the file path that was provided as input in HTTP Response
Content File Path exists, then the HTTPResponseContentFilePath field contains the path provided in HTTP
Response Content File Path.

HTTPResponseContent

Specifies the HTTP response content, up to the number of bytes entered in HTTP Response Dataset Variable Size
Limit (bytes) field. Blank can indicate that the operator is not set up to save the HTTP response content (message
body) to its dataset. Blank also can indicate that the HTTP response content is empty.

HTTPResponseHtmlContent

Specifies the HTTP response content rendered as HTML in the dataset of the operator. The content-type header
starting with "text/html" indicates that the HTTP response content is HTML. When CA Process Automation detects
that the HTTP response content is HTML, the HTTP response content is rendered as HTML in the dataset of the
operator. The raw data remains accessible for javascript code in HTTPResponseContent. Blank can indicate that
the operator is not set up to save the HTTP response content (message body) to a dataset. Blank can also mean
that CA Process Automation detects that the HTTP response content is not HTML or that the HTTP response
content is empty.

Note:  CA Process Automation renders only basic HTML pages. CA Process Automation does not render complex
HTML pages.

HTTPResponseHeaders

Specifies the HTTP headers of the HTTP response. The headers are returned as an indexed ValueMap where
each ValueMap contains a single header and the following two parameters:

• • Key
Specifies the name of the HTTP header.

• Value
Specifies the value of the HTTP header.

HTTPRequestHeaders

Specifies the HTTP headers of the HTTP request that was sent. This field contains the HTTP headers that were
provided as input in the HTTP Headers or HTTP Headers ValueMap fields of the operator. This field also contains
the HTTP headers for authentication, proxy, and others that the operator added before sending the request.
The headers are returned as an indexed ValueMap where each ValueMap contains a single header and the
following parameters:

• • Key
Specifies the name of the HTTP header.

• Value
Specifies the value of the HTTP header.

HTTPRequestLine

Specifies the request line of the HTTP request that was sent. The HTTP request line contains the HTTP method,
the URL, and the HTTP version.

HTTPCookiesStore

Specifies the parsed version of the HTTP cookies sent in the request and the HTTP cookies embedded in the
response headers. The cookies are returned as an indexed ValueMap where each ValueMap contains a single
cookie that was defined with the following parameters:

• • Name: Specifies the name of this HTTP cookie.
• Value: Specifies the value of this HTTP cookie.
• Version: Specifies the version of the cookie specification that this HTTP cookie conforms to.
• Domain: Specifies the Domain of this HTTP cookie. The HTTP cookie is valid in this Domain.
• Path: Specifies the path of this HTTP cookie. This value specifies the subset of URLs, for which this HTTP

cookie applies, on the original HTTP server.
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• ExpirationDate: Specifies the expiration date of this HTTP cookie. Some cookies return an expiration date,
while others return a maximum age. The expiration date is returned in the following format:

"yyyy.MM.dd 'at' HH:mm:ss z"

• MaxAge: Specifies the maximum age of this HTTP cookie. Some cookies return a maximum age, while
others return an expiration date.

• Comment: Specifies the purpose of this HTTP cookie.
• Ports: Specifies the ports of this HTTP cookie. The ports are returned as a string of comma-separated

values. This value specifies the ports on which this HTTP cookie can be sent back in a request header.
• IsSecure: One of the following options:

• True - Indicates that this HTTP cookie can be sent only on a secure connection.
• False - Indicates that a secure connection is not necessary for sending this cookie.

• ResponseHeaderName: Specifies the name of the response header that contains this HTTP cookie. This
value can be “Set-Cookie” or “Set-Cookie2”.

Result

This value is one of the following options:

• • 1: Indicates that the operator finished successfully.
• -1: Indicates that the operator failed.

Reason

This value is one of the following options:

• • Completed: This reason is associated with the result of 1, successful completion.
• <error message>: An explanation of why the error occurred; associated with the result of -1, where the

operator failed.

 HTTP Operators Common Output Ports
Success
catpa04305
Success

The operator finished successfully.

Timeout

A connection timeout or a socket timeout occurred.

Failure

The HTTP response has a status code greater than or equal to 300.
The HTTP Response Content can contain the HTTP status code and the reason for operator failure. The
HTTPResponseReasonPhrase can contain a generic reason of failure. A generic reason for failure is returned in
the HTTP response Status Line. Examine the HTTPResponseContent for details.
Descriptions for status codes 401 and 407 and other failure reasons follow:

401

Status code 401 indicates one of the following conditions:

• • Incorrect URL authentication credentials.
• Incorrect URL authentication scheme (Basic vs NTLM)
• No authentication credentials are provided when the HTTP URL requires authentication.
• URL authentication failure.

With a 401 error code, the HTTP server typically returns the WWW-Authenticate response header. This response
header contains the authentication scheme that the HTTP server is using. Use this information to determine which
authentication scheme to use against the URL. Basic HTTP authentication and NTLM authentication are the two
schemes that HTTP operators support.

407
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Status code 407 indicates one of the following conditions:

• • Incorrect proxy authentication credentials.
• Incorrect proxy authentication scheme (Basic vs NTLM).
• No authentication credentials are provided when the proxy requires authentication.
• Proxy authentication failure.

With a 407 error code, the HTTP proxy typically returns the Proxy-Authenticate response header. This response
header contains the authentication scheme that the proxy server is using. Use this information to determine which
authentication scheme to use against the proxy. Basic HTTP authentication and NTLM authentication are the two
schemes that HTTP operators support.

• • The URL or Proxy Host that was specified as input is unknown.
• The HTTP call goes through a proxy but the input did not include specification of a proxy. In this case, the

operator can specify that the connection to the HTTP URL is refused.
• Input included an invalid proxy port. In this case, the operator can specify that the connection to the

‘ProxyHost:ProxyPort’ is refused.
• Invalid input, such as the following information, was detected:

• Negative connection or socket time outs.
• Negative maximum number of redirects.
• Negative response dataset field size limit.
• Save response to file with no file path provided.

Custom Ports

If set by the user during the process design.

 HTTP Delete Operator
The HTTP Delete operator sends an HTTP Delete to a URL. The HTTP Delete operation
causes the HTTP server to delete the resource that is located at the requested URL. 
catpa04305
HID_HTTP_Delete_Operator
The HTTP Delete operator sends an HTTP Delete to a URL. The HTTP Delete operation causes the HTTP server
to delete the resource that is located at the requested URL. 

The HTTP Delete operator can be used for RESTful services.

Warning:  Use the HTTP Options operator to determine whether the HTTP Delete method is supported.
Typically, the HTTP Delete method is disabled on public HTTP servers to prevent deletion of files on the
HTTP servers.

Input Parameters
 

Note:

See the following articles for the input parameter descriptions for the HTTP Delete operator:

• HTTP URL Information
• HTTP Proxy Information
• HTTP Headers Information
• HTTP Cookies Information
• HTTP Response Content Information
• HTTP Configuration Information

Output Parameters
 

• HttpRemoteURL
• HttpValidateSSLCert
• HttpSvrAuth
• HttpSvrNtlmAuth
• HttpAuthUser
• HttpAuthPwd
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• HttpAuthDomain
• HttpProxy
• HttpProxyHost
• HttpProxyPort
• HttpProxyAuth
• HttpProxyNtlmAuth
• HttpProxyUser
• HttpProxyPwd
• HttpProxyDomain
• HttpHeaderFieldsType
• HttpHeaderFieldsValueMap
• HttpHeaderFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpCookieFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpRespSaveToFile
• HttpRespLocalFile
• HttpRespLocalFileExists
• HttpRespSaveToDataset
• HttpRespDatasetVarLimit
• HttpVersion
• HttpConnectionTimeout
• HttpSocketTimeout
• HttpHandleRedirects
• HttpMaxRedirects
• HTTPRequestUrl
• HTTPResponseStatusLine
• HTTPResponseStatusCode
• HTTPResponseReasonPhrase
• HTTPResponseProtocolVersion
• HTTPResponseContentType
• HTTPResponseContentCharset
• HTTPResponseContentLength
• HTTPResponseContentEncoding
• HTTPResponseContentFilePath
• HTTPResponseContent
• HTTPResponseHtmlContent
• HTTPResponseHeaders
• HTTPResponseContentIsChunked
• HTTPRequestHeaders
• HTTPRequestLine
• HTTPCookiesStore

Note:  See HTTP Operators: Common Output Parameters for more information.

Output Ports
See HTTP Operators Common Output Ports

 HTTP Get Operator
The HTTP Get operator sends an HTTP Get request to a URL.
catpa04305
HID_HTTP_Get_Operator
The HTTP Get operator sends an HTTP Get request to a URL.

Consider the specified URL points to a resource. Then, the HTTP Get operator retrieves the resource. Use the
HTTP Get operator to download a file from an HTTP server by specifying the URL of the file.

Consider the specified URL points to a process that produces data. Then, the HTTP Get operator retrieves the data
produced by the process. The HTTP Get operator does not retrieve data from the process source.

The HTTP Get operator can be used for RESTful services.
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Input Parameters
 

 

HTTP URL Information
Note:  See HTTP URL Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Get Information
URL Parameters Encoding

This parameter specifies the character encoding to use when encoding the URL parameters. ASCII is the
recommended encoding for URL parameters in an HTTP Get operation. The URL parameters are transferred in the
URL. Encodings other than ASCII, UTF-8, and ISO-8859-1 typically do not work.

Values

• • ASCII
• UTF-8
• ISO-8859-1

Default

Blank - Same as ASCII.

Use Indexed Value Map for URL Parameters?

This parameter indicates which of the following fields to use for entry of URL parameters: URL Parameters Indexed
ValueMap or URL Parameters.

Values

• Selected - Enter the URL parameters as an indexed Value Map in the URL Parameters Indexed ValueMap field.
• Cleared - Enter the URL parameters in the URL Parameters field.

 

URL Parameters

This parameter specifies the names of the URL parameters in the Key column. Also, this parameter specifies the
values of the URL parameters in the Value column.
Use the buttons to add, remove, or reorder parameters. 

Note:  The operator ignores any URL parameter where the Key is blank, that is, one where no URL parameter
name specified.

 

URL Parameters Indexed Value Map

Specifies the name of an indexed ValueMap. This name is a dataset variable of type indexed ValueMap with keys
and values, where the keys are URL parameter names. The indexed ValueMap must consist of Key and Value
parameters. The indexed ValueMap must be in the same format as the one listed in the URL Parameters field. The
operator ignores any URL parameter with a blank Key.

HTTP Proxy Information
Note:  See HTTP Proxy Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Headers Information
Note:  See HTTP Headers Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Cookies Information
Note:  See HTTP Cookies Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Response Content Information
Note:  See HTTP Response Content Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Configuration Information
Note:  See HTTP Configuration Information for the input parameter descriptions.
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Output Parameters
 

• HttpRemoteURL
• HttpValidateSSLCert
• HttpSvrAuth
• HttpSvrNtlmAuth
• HttpAuthUser
• HttpAuthPwd
• HttpAuthDomain
• HttpReqUrlParamsEncoding
• HttpReqUrlParamsType
• HttpReqUrlParamsValueMap
• HttpReqUrlParamsVarValueMap
• HttpProxy
• HttpProxyHost
• HttpProxyPort
• HttpProxyAuth
• HttpProxyNtlmAuth
• HttpProxyUser
• HttpProxyPwd
• HttpProxyDomain
• HttpHeaderFieldsType
• HttpHeaderFieldsValueMap
• HttpHeaderFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpCookieFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpRespSaveToFile
• HttpRespLocalFile
• HttpRespLocalFileExists
• HttpRespSaveToDataset
• HttpRespDatasetVarLimit
• HttpVersion
• HttpConnectionTimeout
• HttpSocketTimeout
• HttpHandleRedirects
• HttpMaxRedirects
• HTTPRequestUrl
• HTTPResponseStatusLine
• HTTPResponseStatusCode
• HTTPResponseReasonPhrase
• HTTPResponseProtocolVersion
• HTTPResponseContentType
• HTTPResponseContentCharset
• HTTPResponseContentLength
• HTTPResponseContentEncoding
• HTTPResponseContentFilePath
• HTTPResponseContent
• HTTPResponseHtmlContent
• HTTPResponseHeaders
• TTPResponseContentIsChunked
• HTTPRequestHeaders
• HTTPRequestLine
• HTTPCookiesStore

Note:  See HTTP Operators: Common Output Parameters for more information

Output Ports
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Output ports for the HTTP Get operator consist of the following cases:

• common output ports for HTTP operators
• Operator Failure

Operator Failure
 

 

The HTTP Get operator can fail for the following reasons:

• Failures that are common to output ports for all HTTP operators.

Note:  See HTTP Operators: Common Output Ports for descriptions
• You specified an invalid encoding in the URL Parameters Encoding field.

 HTTP Head Operator
The HTTP Head operator sends an HTTP Head request to a URL. The HTTP Head method is
similar to the HTTP Get method. The difference between the two methods is that with HTTP
Head, the HTTP server does not return the resource located at the URL. The HTTP headers of
the response are the same for the Head method and the Get method.
catpa04305
HID_HTTP_Head_Operator
The HTTP Head operator sends an HTTP Head request to a URL. The HTTP Head method is similar to the HTTP
Get method. The difference between the two methods is that with HTTP Head, the HTTP server does not return the
resource located at the URL. The HTTP headers of the response are the same for the Head method and the Get
method.

The HTTP Head method is typically used to obtain information about a resource without actually getting
(transferring) it.

Input Parameters
 

 

HTTP URL Information
Note:  See HTTP URL Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Head Information
URL Parameters Encoding

Use this parameter to specify the character encoding to use when encoding the URL parameters. ASCII is the
recommended encoding for URL parameters in an HTTP Head operation. The URL parameters are transferred in
the URL. Encodings other than ASCII, UTF-8, and ISO-8859-1 typically do not work.

Values

Use one of the following values:

• • ASCII
• UTF-8
• ISO-8859-1

Default

Blank - Same as ASCII.

Use Indexed Value Map for URL Parameters?

Use this parameter to indicate which of the following fields to use for entry of URL parameters. Specifically,
indicates whether to specify URL parameters as an indexed ValueMap in the URL Parameters Indexed ValueMap
field or to enter the URL parameters in the URL Parameters field.

Values
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• • Selected - Enter the URL parameters as an indexed ValueMap in the URL Parameters Indexed ValueMap
field.

• Cleared - Enter the URL parameters in the URL Parameters field.

URL Parameters

Use this parameter to specify the names of the URL parameters in the Key column. Also, use this parameter to
specify the values of the URL parameters in the Value column.
Use the buttons to add, remove, or reorder parameters. 

Note:  The operator ignores any URL parameter where the Key is blank, that is, one where no URL parameter
name is specified.

URL Parameters Indexed Value Map

Use this parameter to specify the name of an indexed ValueMap. This name is a dataset variable of type indexed
ValueMap with keys and values, where the keys are URL parameter names. The indexed ValueMap must consist
of Key and Value parameters. The indexed ValueMap must be in the same format as the one listed in the URL
Parameters field. The operator ignores any URL parameter with a blank Key.

HTTP Proxy Information
Note:  See HTTP Proxy Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Headers Information
Note:  See HTTP Headers Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Cookies Information
Note:  See HTTP Cookies Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Response Content Information
Note:  See HTTP Response Content Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Configuration Information
Note:  See HTTP Configuration Information for the input parameter descriptions.

Output Parameters
 

• HttpRemoteURL
• HttpValidateSSLCert
• HttpSvrAuth
• HttpSvrNtlmAuth
• HttpAuthUser
• HttpAuthPwd
• HttpAuthDomain
• HttpReqUrlParamsEncoding
• HttpReqUrlParamsType
• HttpReqUrlParamsValueMap
• HttpReqUrlParamsVarValueMap
• HttpProxy
• HttpProxyHost
• HttpProxyPort
• HttpProxyAuth
• HttpProxyNtlmAuth
• HttpProxyUser
• HttpProxyPwd
• HttpProxyDomain
• HttpHeaderFieldsType
• HttpHeaderFieldsValueMap
• HttpHeaderFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpCookieFieldsVarValueMap
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• HttpRespSaveToFile
• HttpRespLocalFile
• HttpRespLocalFileExists
• HttpRespSaveToDataset
• HttpRespDatasetVarLimit
• HttpVersion
• HttpConnectionTimeout
• HttpSocketTimeout
• HttpHandleRedirects
• HttpMaxRedirects
• HTTPRequestUrl
• HTTPResponseStatusLine
• HTTPResponseStatusCode
• HTTPResponseReasonPhrase
• HTTPResponseProtocolVersion
• HTTPResponseContentType
• HTTPResponseContentCharset
• HTTPResponseContentLength
• HTTPResponseContentEncoding
• HTTPResponseContentFilePath
• HTTPResponseContent
• HTTPResponseHtmlContent
• HTTPResponseHeaders
• HTTPResponseContentIsChunked
• HTTPRequestHeaders
• HTTPRequestLine
• HTTPCookiesStore

Note:  See HTTP Operators: Common Output Parameters for more information.

Note:  The HTTP Head operator does not transfer the resource at the specified URL. Therefore, output variables
such as HTTPResponseContentType and HTTPResponseContentLength are blank. To find the information
about the resource at the specified URL, view the HTTPResponseHeaders. The HTTPResponseHeaders contain
information about headers such as content-type and content-length. This is information that is returned by the
HTTP server on this resource.

Output Ports
Output ports for the HTTP Head operator consist of the common output ports for HTTP operators and the Operator
Failure case.

Operator Failure
 

 

The HTTP Head operator can fail for the following reasons:

• Failures that are common to output ports for all HTTP operators.

Note:  See HTTP Operators: Common Output Ports for descriptions
• The user specified an invalid encoding in the URL Parameters Encoding field

 HTTP Options Operator
The HTTP Options operator sends an HTTP Options request to a URL. The HTTP Options lets
you determine what HTTP methods the HTTP server supports.
catpa04305
HID_HTTP_Options_Operator
The HTTP Options operator sends an HTTP Options request to a URL. The HTTP Options lets you determine what
HTTP methods the HTTP server supports.
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The supported HTTP methods are listed in the HTTPAllowedMethods output variable at the end of the execution of
the operator.

Input Parameters
Note:

See the following articles for the input parameter descriptions for the HTTP Options operator:

• HTTP URL Information 
• HTTP Proxy Information
• HTTP Headers Information
• HTTP Cookies Information 
• HTTP Response Content Information 
• HTTP Configuration Information

 

 

Output Parameters
 

• HttpRemoteURL
• HttpValidateSSLCert
• HttpSvrAuth
• HttpSvrNtlmAuth
• HttpAuthUser
• HttpAuthPwd
• HttpAuthDomain
• HttpProxy
• HttpProxyHost
• HttpProxyPort
• HttpProxyAuth
• HttpProxyNtlmAuth
• HttpProxyUser
• HttpProxyPwd
• HttpProxyDomain
• HttpHeaderFieldsType
• HttpHeaderFieldsValueMap
• HttpHeaderFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpCookieFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpRespSaveToFile
• HttpRespLocalFile
• HttpRespLocalFileExists
• HttpRespSaveToDataset
• HttpRespDatasetVarLimit
• HttpVersion
• HttpConnectionTimeout
• HttpSocketTimeout
• HttpHandleRedirects
• HttpMaxRedirects
• HTTPRequestUrl
• HTTPResponseStatusLine
• HTTPResponseStatusCode
• HTTPResponseReasonPhrase
• HTTPResponseProtocolVersion
• HTTPResponseContentType
• HTTPResponseContentCharset
• HTTPResponseContentLength

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CPA/.Web+Services+v4.2.2#id-.WebServicesv4.2.2-HTTPURLInformation
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CPA/.Web+Services+v4.2.2#id-.WebServicesv4.2.2-HTTPProxyInformation
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CPA/.Web+Services+v4.2.2#id-.WebServicesv4.2.2-HTTPHeadersInformation
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CPA/.Web+Services+v4.2.2#id-.WebServicesv4.2.2-HTTPCookiesInformation
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CPA/.Web+Services+v4.2.2#id-.WebServicesv4.2.2-HTTPResponseContentInformation
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CPA/.Web+Services+v4.2.2#id-.WebServicesv4.2.2-HTTPConfigurationInformation
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• HTTPResponseContentEncoding
• HTTPResponseContentFilePath
• HTTPResponseContent
• HTTPResponseHtmlContent
• HTTPResponseHeaders
• HTTPResponseContentIsChunked
• HTTPRequestHeaders
• HTTPRequestLine
• HTTPCookiesStore
• HTTPAllowedMethods

Specifies an indexed string containing the names of the methods that are supported by the resource or server
located at the specified URL.

Note:  See HTTP Operators: Common Output Parameters for more information.

Output Ports
Output ports for the HTTP Options operator consist of only the common output ports for HTTP operators.

Note:  See HTTP Operators: Common Output Ports.

 HTTP Post Operator
The HTTP Post operator sends an HTTP Post request to a URL. The HTTP Post operator
typically requests that the HTTP server store the resource. Here, the resource is enclosed as
the HTTP request content. The HTTP server process at the specified URL then processes the
resource.
catpa04305
HID_HTTP_Post_Operator
The HTTP Post operator sends an HTTP Post request to a URL. The HTTP Post operator typically requests that
the HTTP server store the resource. Here, the resource is enclosed as the HTTP request content. The HTTP
server process at the specified URL then processes the resource.

Note:  Unlike the HTTP Put operator, the URL of an HTTP Post operator points to the process that can handle the
enclosed resource.

The HTTP Post operator can be used for RESTful services.

Input Parameters
HTTP URL Information
Note:  See HTTP URL Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Post Information
HTTP Post Information specifies the body of the HTTP request.

• Is Chunked?

Use this parameter to specify whether to send the HTTP request chunked.
When chunk coding is set, the HTTP request does not contain the "content-length" header.

Note:  HTTP 1.0 does not support chunk coding. The HTTP Post operator fails with an 'HTTP client protocol error'
if chunk coding is set and the HTTP version is 1.0.

• Content Type

Use this parameter to specify the type of the content that composes the HTTP request body, which is set as a
header (content-type) in the HTTP request.

Values

• • • A media type selected from the drop-down list.
• Blank, where the content is retrieved from a file specified in ‘Content File Path.’

CA Process Automation sets the value to application/octet-stream. The HTTP server is responsible for
interpreting this generic content-type.

• Blank, where content is retrieved from the ‘Content’ field.
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CA Process Automation does not set the content-type. The HTTP server is responsible for interpreting
the no content-type header.

• A valid media type that you type into the field.
For valid media types, see the IANA website pages on assignments/media-types.

Note:  Set the correct content type, especially when the content is not retrieved from a file.

• Content Character Encoding

Use this parameter to specify the character encoding of the content of the HTTP request body. Set this field only if
the content type is all characters, for example: ‘text/XXX’.

• Retrieve Content From File?

Use this parameter to specify whether to retrieve the HTTP request body from a local file on the host. The host is
where the touchpoint is running.

• Content File Path

Use this parameter to specify the path to a local file on the host where the touchpoint is running. The local file
contains the HTTP request body.

• Content

Use this parameter to specify the HTTP request body.

HTTP Proxy Information
Note:  See HTTP Proxy Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Headers Information
Note:  See HTTP Headers Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Cookies Information
Note:  See HTTP Cookies Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Response Content Information
Note:  See HTTP Response Content Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Configuration Information
Note:  See HTTP Configuration Information for the input parameter descriptions.

Output Parameters
 

• HttpRemoteURL
• HttpValidateSSLCert
• HttpSvrAuth
• HttpSvrNtlmAuth
• HttpAuthUser
• HttpAuthPwd
• HttpAuthDomain
• HttpReqIsChunked
• HttpReqContentType
• HttpReqContentCharset
• HttpReqContentFromFile
• HttpReqContentFilePath
• HttpReqContent
• HttpProxy
• HttpProxyHost
• HttpProxyPort
• HttpProxyAuth
• HttpProxyNtlmAuth
• HttpProxyUser
• HttpProxyPwd
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• HttpProxyDomain
• HttpHeaderFieldsType
• HttpHeaderFieldsValueMap
• HttpHeaderFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpCookieFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpRespSaveToFile
• HttpRespLocalFile
• HttpRespLocalFileExists
• HttpRespSaveToDataset
• HttpRespDatasetVarLimit
• HttpVersion
• HttpConnectionTimeout
• HttpSocketTimeout
• HttpHandleRedirects
• HttpMaxRedirects
• HTTPRequestUrl
• HTTPResponseStatusLine
• HTTPResponseStatusCode
• HTTPResponseReasonPhrase
• HTTPResponseProtocolVersion
• HTTPResponseContentType
• HTTPResponseContentCharset
• HTTPResponseContentLength
• HTTPResponseContentEncoding
• HTTPResponseContentFilePath
• HTTPResponseContent
• HTTPResponseHtmlContent
• HTTPResponseHeaders
• HTTPResponseContentIsChunked
• HTTPRequestHeaders
• HTTPRequestLine
• HTTPCookiesStore

Note:  See HTTP Operators: Common Output Parameters for more information.

Output Ports
Output ports for the HTTP Post operator consist of the following cases:

• common output ports for HTTP operators
• Operator Failure

Operator Failure
 

 

The HTTP Post operator can fail for the following reasons:

• Failures that are common to output ports for all HTTP operators.

Note:  See HTTP Operators: Common Output Ports
• ‘HTTP client protocol error’ can occur if chunk coding is set and the HTTP version is 1.0. This can cause a

ClientProtocolException.
• The input includes invalid encoding in the Content Character Encoding field.

Note:  CA Process Automation does not verify that the Content Type value that is specified in the input is valid
when the content is retrieved from a file. The receiving HTTP server is responsible for returning an error code if
it detects an invalid Content Type.
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 HTTP Post Form Operator
The HTTP Post Form operator posts data to an HTTP form. The data is of type name-value
pairs that can include values that are files.
catpa04305
HID_HTTP_Post_Form_Operator
The HTTP Post Form operator posts data to an HTTP form. The data is of type name-value pairs that can include
values that are files.

Unlike the HTTP Post operator, the HTTP Post Form operator sends the HTTP post request to an HTTP form. The
URL of the operator is the action element of the form. For example:

<form name=”myForm” method=”post” action =”XXXXXXXX”>

Express the destination URL as the full path to the script or process on the HTTP server that the action element
points to. Do not use a relative path for the destination URL.

The script or process where the action element points must be publicly available for the HTTP Post Form operator
to call it.

Input Parameters
 

 

HTTP URL Information

Note:  See HTTP URL Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Post Form Information

• Form Fields Encoding
Use this parameter to specify the character encoding to use when encoding the form fields parameters. The
data in the HTTP Post Form operator goes in the body of the request.

• Values
This field accepts the following values:

• A value from the drop-down list.
• A value entered by the user.
• Blank - ISO-8859-1

• Default
ISO-8859-1

• Use Indexed Value Map for Form Fields?
Use this parameter to specify whether to specify form fields in the Form Fields Indexed Value Map field or in the
Form Fields field. The choice enables entry to the corresponding field.

• Values

• Selected - Use this parameter to indicate that the form fields are specified as an indexed Value Map in the
Form Fields Indexed Value Map field.

• Cleared - Use this parameter to indicate that the form fields are specified in the Form Fields field.
• Form Fields

Use this parameter to specify the combination of key and value for each form field. The Key column contains the
names of the form fields and the Value column contains the values of the form fields.
Use the buttons to add, remove, or reorder parameters.

Note:  The HTTP Post Form operator ignores any form field with a blank Key.
• Form Fields Indexed Value Map

Use this parameter to specify the name of an indexed ValueMap.
This Value Map consists of Key and Value. A Key entry is the name of a form field; the corresponding Value
entry is the value of that form field. The indexed ValueMap is in the same format as the one listed in the Form
Fields field.
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Note:  The HTTP Post Form operator ignores any form field with a blank Key.
• File Fields in Form?

Use this parameter to indicate whether the form contains fields that allow for files to be uploaded to the form.
Selecting this check box lets you enter related data in the following fields: Use Indexed Value Map for Form
Files?, Form Files, and Form Files Indexed Value Map.

Note:  The HTTP request header content-type depends on how the File Fields in Form? field is set.

This field is set in one of the following ways:

• Selected - The content type of the HTTP request follows, where XXXXXXX is the boundary string that
separates the different parts of the HTTP request. Each part in the HTTP request body can have its own
content-type.

content-type=multipart/form-data;boundary=XXXXXXX

• The form fields are encoded using the encoding specified in Form Fields Encoding. Each form field is
placed as a separate part in the request body.

• Each form field part has a content-type=text/plain; charset=’encoding’ where ‘encoding’ is the value (or
default value) of Form Fields Encoding.

• The form files are encoded using the encoding specified in the ContentType and
ContentCharacterEncoding (if applicable) columns associated with each form file. Each form file is
placed as a separate part in the request body.

• The content-type of each form file part is specified in the ContentType column of the Form Files or Form
Files Value Map. If applicable, this specification is combined with ContentCharacterEncoding.

• Cleared - The content type of the HTTP request follows, where ‘encoding’ is the type of encoding specified in
Form Fields Encoding.

 content-type=application/x-www-form-
urlencoded;charset='encoding' 

• The form fields are URL encoded (using the ‘encoding’).
• The form fields are placed in the body of the request.

• Use Indexed Value Map for Form Files?
Use this parameter to indicate whether to specify the form file fields in the Form Files field or in the Form Files
Indexed Value Map field.

• Selected - Use this parameter to indicate that the form file fields are specified as an indexed Value Map in
the Form Files Indexed Value Map field.

• Cleared - Use this parameter to indicate that the form file fields are specified in the Form Files field.
• Form Files

Use this parameter to specify each form file with four fields: Key, File Path, Content Type, and Content
Character Encoding. Descriptions of each field of a form file follow:

• Key
Use this parameter to specify the names of the form file fields.

• FilePath
Use this parameter to specify the path to the file to upload. (This field is required.) The operator ignores any
form file field with a blank FilePath.

• ContentType
Use this parameter to specify the content type of the file to upload. Valid content-types are listed on the IANA
website under assignments/media-types. If left blank, the content-type of the corresponding file’s part in
the HTTP request body is set to application/octet-stream. It is then the responsibility of the HTTP server to
interpret this generic content-type.

• ContentCharacterEncoding
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Use this parameter to specify the character set of the content of the files to upload, if the corresponding
content type is all characters such as ‘text/XXX’. Leave blank for other kinds of content types.

Note:  See the IANA website pages under assignments/character-sets for a list of different character sets
(encodings).

• Form Files Indexed Value Map
Use this parameter to specify the name of an indexed ValueMap that contains the form file fields names and
corresponding values. The indexed ValueMap must be of the same format as the one listed in the Form Files
field. That is, it must consist of Key, FilePath, ContentType, and ContentCharacterEncoding.

HTTP Proxy Information

Note:  See HTTP Proxy Information for descriptions of input parameters.

HTTP Headers Information

Note:  See HTTP Headers Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Cookies Information

Note:  See HTTP Cookies Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Response Content Information

Note:  See HTTP Response Content Information for the input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Configuration Information

Note:  See HTTP Configuration Information for the input parameter descriptions.

Output Parameters
 

• HttpRemoteURL
• HttpValidateSSLCert
• HttpSvrAuth
• HttpSvrNtlmAuth
• HttpAuthUser
• HttpAuthPwd
• HttpAuthDomain
• HttpFormFieldsEncoding
• HttpFormFieldsType
• HttpFormFieldsValueMap
• HttpFormFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpFormMultipartPost
• HttpFormFilesToMultipartType
• HttpFormFilesToMultipartValueMap
• HttpFormFilesToMultipartVarValueMap
• HttpProxy
• HttpProxyHost
• HttpProxyPort
• HttpProxyAuth
• HttpProxyNtlmAuth
• HttpProxyUser
• HttpProxyPwd
• HttpProxyDomain
• HttpHeaderFieldsType
• HttpHeaderFieldsValueMap
• HttpHeaderFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpCookieFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpRespSaveToFile
• HttpRespLocalFile
• HttpRespLocalFileExists
• HttpRespSaveToDataset
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• HttpRespDatasetVarLimit
• HttpVersion
• HttpConnectionTimeout
• HttpSocketTimeout
• HttpHandleRedirects
• HttpMaxRedirects
• HTTPRequestUrl
• HTTPResponseStatusLine
• HTTPResponseStatusCode
• HTTPResponseReasonPhrase
• HTTPResponseProtocolVersion
• HTTPResponseContentType
• HTTPResponseContentCharset
• HTTPResponseContentLength
• HTTPResponseContentEncoding
• HTTPResponseContentFilePath
• HTTPResponseContent
• HTTPResponseHtmlContent
• HTTPResponseHeaders
• HTTPResponseContentIsChunked
• HTTPRequestHeaders
• HTTPRequestLine
• HTTPCookiesStore

Note:  See HTTP Operators: Common Output Parameters for more information.

Output Ports
Output ports for the HTTP Post Operator consist of the common output ports for HTTP Operators plus an additional
failure case.

Operator Failure
 

 

The HTTP Post Form operator can fail for the following reasons:

• Failures that are common to output ports for all HTTP Operators.

Note:  See HTTP Operators: Common Output Ports for descriptions
• The input includes invalid encoding in the Form Fields Encoding or the ContentCharacterEncoding fields.

Note:  CA Process Automation does not verify that the ContentType input is valid when the content is retrieved
from a file. The receiving HTTP server is responsible for returning an error code if it detects an invalid content
type.

 HTTP Put Operator
The HTTP Put operator sends an HTTP Put request to a URL. The HTTP Put operator requests
that the resource, enclosed as the HTTP request content, be stored at the specified URL on the
HTTP server. The URL must allow to create a resource or replace an existing one.
catpa04305
HID_HTTP_Put_Operator
The HTTP Put operator sends an HTTP Put request to a URL. The HTTP Put operator requests that the resource,
enclosed as the HTTP request content, be stored at the specified URL on the HTTP server. The URL must allow
CA Process Automation to create a resource or replace an existing one.

If the URL points to an existing resource, the HTTP server handles the enclosed resource as a modified version of
the existing resource.

If the URL does not point to an existing resource, then the HTTP server creates a resource with the HTTP request
content. The HTTP server then saves the new resource at the specified URL.
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Note:  Unlike the HTTP Post operator, the URL of an HTTP Put operator identifies the resource enclosed in the
HTTP request content.

The HTTP Put operator can be used for RESTful services.

Warning:  Use the HTTP Options operator to determine whether you can use the HTTP Put operator. The
HTTP Put method is typically disabled on public HTTP servers.

Input Parameters
 

 

HTTP URL Information

Note:  See HTTP URL Information for input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Put Information

HTTP Put Information specifies the body of the HTTP request

• Is Chunked?
Specifies whether to send the HTTP request chunked.
When chunk coding is set, the HTTP request does not contain the "content-length" header.

Note:  HTTP 1.0 does not support chunk coding. The HTTP Put operator fails with an 'HTTP client protocol
error' if chunk coding is set and the HTTP version is 1.0.

• Content Type
Specifies the type of the content that composes the HTTP request body, which is set as a header (content-type)
in the HTTP request.

• Values
This value is one of the following:

• A value selected from the drop-down list of different media types.
• Blank, where the content is retrieved from a file specified in ‘Content File Path.’

CA Process Automation sets the value to application/octet-stream. The HTTP server is then responsible
for interpreting this generic content-type.

• Blank, where content is retrieved from the ‘Content’ field.
CA Process Automation does not set the content-type. The HTTP server is then responsible for
interpreting the no content-type header.

• A valid media type that you manually enter into the field.
For valid media types, see the IANA website pages on assignments/media-types.

Note:  Ensure that you set the right content-type, especially when the content is not retrieved from a file.
• Content Character Encoding

Specifies the character encoding of the content of the HTTP request body. Set this field only if the content type
is all characters, for example: ‘text/XXX’.

• Retrieve Content From File?

Specifies whether to retrieve the HTTP request body from a local file on the host where the touchpoint is
running.

• Content File Path
Specifies the path to a local file on the host where the touchpoint is running. The local file contains the HTTP
request body.

• Content

Specifies the HTTP request body.

HTTP Proxy Information

Note:  See HTTP Proxy Information for input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Headers Information

Note:  See HTTP Headers Information for input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Cookies Information

Note:  See HTTP Cookies Information for input parameter descriptions.
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HTTP Response Content Information

Note:  See HTTP Response Content Information for input parameter descriptions.

HTTP Configuration Information

Note:  See HTTP Configuration Information for input parameter descriptions.

Output Parameters
 

• HttpRemoteURL
• HttpValidateSSLCert
• HttpSvrAuth
• HttpSvrNtlmAuth
• HttpAuthUser
• HttpAuthPwd
• HttpAuthDomain
• HttpReqIsChunked
• HttpReqContentType
• HttpReqContentCharset
• HttpReqContentFromFile
• HttpReqContentFilePath
• HttpReqContent
• HttpProxy
• HttpProxyHost
• HttpProxyPort
• HttpProxyAuth
• HttpProxyNtlmAuth
• HttpProxyUser
• HttpProxyPwd
• HttpProxyDomain
• HttpHeaderFieldsType
• HttpHeaderFieldsValueMap
• HttpHeaderFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpCookieFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpRespSaveToFile
• HttpRespLocalFile
• HttpRespLocalFileExists
• HttpRespSaveToDataset
• HttpRespDatasetVarLimit
• HttpVersion
• HttpConnectionTimeout
• HttpSocketTimeout
• HttpHandleRedirects
• HttpMaxRedirects
• HTTPRequestUrl
• HTTPResponseStatusLine
• HTTPResponseStatusCode
• HTTPResponseReasonPhrase
• HTTPResponseProtocolVersion
• HTTPResponseContentType
• HTTPResponseContentCharset
• HTTPResponseContentLength
• HTTPResponseContentEncoding
• HTTPResponseContentFilePath
• HTTPResponseContent
• HTTPResponseHtmlContent
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• HTTPResponseHeaders
• HTTPResponseContentIsChunked
• HTTPRequestHeaders
• HTTPRequestLine
• HTTPCookiesStore

Note:  See HTTP Operators: Common Output Parameters for more information.

Output Ports
Output ports for the HTTP Post operator consist of the common output ports for HTTP operators plus an additional
failure case.

 HTTP Trace Operator
The HTTP Trace operator sends an HTTP Trace to a URL. The trace method requests that the
HTTP server sends back the request that it received. This process can be beneficial for testing
purposes and for identifying changes that were made to the request by proxies. The request is
sent back as the Response content.
catpa04305
HID_HTTP_Trace_Operator
The HTTP Trace operator sends an HTTP Trace to a URL. The trace method requests that the HTTP server sends
back the request that it received. This process can be beneficial for testing purposes and for identifying changes
that were made to the request by proxies. The request is sent back as the Response content.

Use the HTTP Options operator to verify if the HTTP Trace is enabled.

Input Parameters
Note:

See the following articles for information about the HTTP Trace operator input parameters:

• HTTP URL Information
• HTTP Proxy Information
• HTTP Headers Information
• HTTP Cookies Information
• HTTP Response Content Information
• HTTP Configuration Information

 

 

Output Parameters
 

• HttpRemoteURL
• HttpValidateSSLCert
• HttpSvrAuth
• HttpSvrNtlmAuth
• HttpAuthUser
• HttpAuthPwd
• HttpAuthDomain
• HttpProxy
• HttpProxyHost
• HttpProxyPort
• HttpProxyAuth
• HttpProxyNtlmAuth
• HttpProxyUser
• HttpProxyPwd
• HttpProxyDomain
• HttpHeaderFieldsType
• HttpHeaderFieldsValueMap

https://wiki.ca.com/display/CPA/.Web+Services+v4.2.2#id-.WebServicesv4.2.2-HTTPURLInformation
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CPA/.Web+Services+v4.2.2#id-.WebServicesv4.2.2-HTTPProxyInformation
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CPA/.Web+Services+v4.2.2#id-.WebServicesv4.2.2-HTTPHeadersInformation
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CPA/.Web+Services+v4.2.2#id-.WebServicesv4.2.2-HTTPCookiesInformation
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CPA/.Web+Services+v4.2.2#id-.WebServicesv4.2.2-HTTPResponseContentInformation
https://wiki.ca.com/display/CPA/.Web+Services+v4.2.2#id-.WebServicesv4.2.2-HTTPConfigurationInformation
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• HttpHeaderFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpCookieFieldsVarValueMap
• HttpRespSaveToFile
• HttpRespLocalFile
• HttpRespLocalFileExists
• HttpRespSaveToDataset
• HttpRespDatasetVarLimit
• HttpVersion
• HttpConnectionTimeout
• HttpSocketTimeout
• HttpHandleRedirects
• HttpMaxRedirects
• HTTPRequestUrl
• HTTPResponseStatusLine
• HTTPResponseStatusCode
• HTTPResponseReasonPhrase
• HTTPResponseProtocolVersion
• HTTPResponseContentType
• HTTPResponseContentCharset
• HTTPResponseContentLength
• HTTPResponseContentEncoding
• HTTPResponseContentFilePath
• HTTPResponseContent
• HTTPResponseHtmlContent
• HTTPResponseHeaders
• HTTPResponseContentIsChunked
• HTTPRequestHeaders
• HTTPRequestLine
• HTTPCookiesStore

Note:  See HTTP Operators: Common Output Parameters for more information.

 Invoke SOAP Method Operator
Contents
catpa04305
HID_Invoke_SOAP_Method_Operator

 Contents 

  

The Invoke SOAP Method operator invokes SOAP-based Web service methods, either to trigger an action or to
retrieve information. A SOAP request can also be generated using a WSDL.
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Input Parameters
 

 

Input parameters for the Invoke SOAP Method operator are as follows.

WSDL Explorer
WSDL Wizard 

A wizard that lets you select SOAP methods. Click to open the WSDL Explorer window, where you can enter:

•  WSDL URL 
• Enter a WSDL URL, then click Load. Examples:

http://server:8080/itpam/soap?wsdl
https://server:8443/itpam/soap?wsdl

• Select a recently entered WSDL URL from the drop-down list, then clickLoad.
Icon
 Note: The WSDL URL drop-down list contains the last ten applied entries.

The wizard populates the remaining fields. Revise as needed by selecting other entries from the drop down lists
and then click Apply.

•  WSDL services 
•  WSDL ports 
•  WSDL operations 
• Use the default entry that was loaded
• Select an entry from the drop-down list.

 Response area, for example:

<tns:AsyncSoapResponse xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam"> <tns:MessageID>MessageID__</tns:MessageID><!--xsd:Any Type
 Here--></tns:AsyncSoapResponse>
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SOAP Call Data Parameters
 

•  Service URL
Defines the URL for the SOAP service. The URL is typically accessed over HTTP or HTTPS. The URL is
typically an entry point for one or more methods.

•  Method Name
Defines the method or function to run on the SOAP server. The product passes this method to the SOAP service
as a MIME SOAPAction header.

•  Authentication Type
Specifies how to authenticate the call on the SOAP server.
This parameter can have one of the following values:

•  No Authentication
Do not authenticate the SOAP call.

•  Basic SOAP
Use the authorized user name and password for basic SOAP authentication.

•  HTTP Authentication
Use the authorized user name and password for HTTP authentication. If this feature is enabled and the
authorized user name and password are provided, then the product uses these credentials for basic HTTP
authentication. WS Security applies if the user provides it in the WS Security input page.

•  NTLM Authentication
Use the authorized user name, password, and Domain name that are associated with the SOAP Web
Service server to connect to the SOAP server with NTLM authentication.

•  SOAP Version
Specifies the SOAP server version on which the call is made. This option provides a hint to the underlying logic,
which uses the appropriate SOAP MessageFactory when making the SOAP request.
This parameter can have one of the following values:

• SOAP 1.1
• SOAP 1.2

•  Input Source
Defines the source for the SOAP service input request.
The input request can contain macros and XPath assignments that dynamically modify the SOAP request at
runtime. If necessary, these XPath assignments let the SOAP request be updated with values obtained at run
time.
The following methods include a complete, properly formatted XML message that can include a SOAP
envelope:

•  Inline Text 
This option lets you use the Invoke SOAP Method operator to specify the input request. To specify the
formatted SOAP input message, use the Inline Text parameter.

•  Preformatted SOAP File
This option lets you specify the input request in a preformatted SOAP file. To specify the path to a file that
contains a message in a valid XML document, use the File Name parameter.

•  Expression
Select this option if a CA Process Automation expression contains the SOAP request. Define the CA
Process Automation expression in the Expression parameter.

•  Inline Text
Take one of the following actions if you set the Input Source parameter to Inline Text:

• To use a formatted SOAP input message, click (...) to open the Inline Text dialog, and then type the
message.

• To read a SOAP message from a text file, click (...), Import from File, and then select the file from a local or
network drive.

•  File Name
Defines the fully qualified name of an appropriate file. To use this parameter, set the Input source to
Preformatted SOAP File. The product qualifies the file name relative to the touchpoint that runs the Web
Services operators.

•  Expression
Defines a CA Process Automation expression from which to extract the SOAP request.
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•  Saved Call File
Defines the full path to the file to which to write the final outbound SOAP request. Use this file to validate that
the data was sent to the Web Services operators. If the call rejects the request because of incorrect values, use
the file to debug the request before retransmitting it to the Web Services operators.

Dynamic Parameters
 

 

The Dynamic Parameters provide update values in a SOAP request.

•  Parameter Style
Specifies the method with which to update values in a SOAP request. The Web Services operators support the
following methods at run time:

•  XPath Assignments
Specifies that XPath expressions in the Parameters List parameter update values in a SOAP request.

•  Macro Expansions
Specifies that macros in the Parameters List parameter update values in a SOAP request.

•  Parameters List
Specifies the unique data entries in the SOAP request.

• Click Add to add a parameter.
• Click Edit to modify the currently selected parameter.
• Click Delete to delete the currently elected parameter.

A best practice is to add the parameters in the same order in which the WSDL specifies them for the SOAP call.
Each parameter contains the following values:

•  Macro Name/XPath Query
Defines the name of the macro or the XPath query. If the value is the name of a macro, the value substitutes
the macro name. If the value is an XPath query, the value updates the node that the query returns.

•  Value
Specifies a runtime value for the parameter.

•  Type 
Specifies one of the following data types for the parameter:

• Integer Value
• String Value
• ValueMap
• XML Fragment

Call Results Parameters
 

 

The following Call Results parameters determine how to save the results of a SOAP call:

•  Response Save File
Defines the fully qualified path for the file that restores the response to the SOAP request. Any existing file is
overwritten by a new response.

•  Extract SOAP Response Body First-Level Elements to Individual Dataset Variables
Saves the first-level element in the body of the SOAP response to a separate dataset variable if the SOAP
response exceeds 12 KB.

•  Extract SOAP Response Body to Dataset Variable
Saves the body of the response to a dataset variable.

•  Extract SOAP Response Code to Dataset Variable
Populates the SOAP response code (400 response code) for SOAP and Async SOAP operators.

•  Extract SOAP Header to Dataset Variable
Saves the header of the response to a dataset variable.

•  Extract SOAP Header First-Level Elements into Individual Dataset Variables
Saves the first-level headers of the response into an individual dataset variable.

•  Strip XML Namespaces from Response
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Strips the namespaces from a response so that a user can provide simpler XPath expressions to find the value
of a specific element. This option is available in all the SOAP operators.

•  Additional Extracted Data (from Entire Response)
Specifies XPath expressions that extract data from the body of the SOAP response. For each expression
specified, define a dataset variable to which to store the extracted data and a data type. Click Add to add an
expression, Edit to modify a selected expression, or Delete to delete a selected expression. The ordering of the
expressions has no significance to CA Process Automation.
Each parameter contains the following values:

•  XPath expression
Specifies the XPath expression.

•  Dataset Variable
Specifies the name of an operator dataset variable in which to save values extracted based on the selected
XPath expression.

•  Type
Specifies the type of element being extracted from the response. Select one of the following currently
supported types:

• Integer
• String
• Integer Array
• String Array
• XML Fragment
• XML Fragment Array

MIME Attachments
If the content that you want to send is already in a dataset variable, use the Expression field.

•  Is an Expression?
If selected, an expression must resolve the attachment.

•  Expression
Defines the MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) expression that extracts the attachment from the
body of the SOAP response. For each expression defined, specify a dataset variable to which to store the
extracted data and a data type. The ordering of the expressions has no significance to CA Process Automation.
Click Add to add an attachment, Edit to modify a selected attachment, or Delete to delete a selected attachment.

•  Content Type
Defines the content type of the MIME attachment (for example, text).

•  Content ID
Defines the unique identifier for the MIME attachment.

•  File URL
Defines the URL of the MIME attachment.

 

 

WS Security
Web services (WS) security enables CA Process Automation to conduct secure SOAP message exchanges with a
Web service that requires more security.

WS security features:

• Timestamps
• UsernameTokens
• Signatures
• Encryption

 

Note:  The WS security parameters can only be set in the operators. No operator category parameters are
available for WS security.
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After they are defined, the SOAP request header <wsse:Security> tag includes the following parameters (or
portions of the parameters). The Web service then:

• Reviews the parameters for authentication.
• Verifies that the SOAP request was not modified while in transit between the client and the server.

 

 

Common WS Security Parameters
 Actor 

Sets the actor attribute of the SOAP request <wsse:Security> header. If you set any of the following attributes, the
product sets the actor attribute:

• Add Encryption
• Add Signature
• Add Timestamp
• Add Username Token

 

Note:  Leave this parameter blank if no actor is specified or if you use SOAP 1.2.

 

 Must Understand 

If you set any of the following attributes, this parameter sets the mustUnderstand attribute of the <wsse:Security>
header to "true":

• Add Encryption
• Add Signature
• Add Timestamp
• Add Username Token

 

Note:  The mustUnderstand attribute specifies whether the <wsse:Security> header entry is mandatory or optional
for the recipient to process.

 

 

 

Timestamp
 Add Timestamp 

Adds a timestamp to the <wsse:Security> header and enables all of the Timestamp Parameters.

 Timestamp Parameters 

Includes the following values:

•  Time to Live (sec)
Defines the time difference between when the SOAP request was created and when it expires (in seconds). If
you leave this field blank, it defaults to 0 and the product does not set the Expires time. If the timestamp expires,
the Web service rejects the SOAP request.

•  Set Timestamp Precision to Milliseconds
If selected, the product sets the timestamp precision to milliseconds.

 

 

Username Token
 Add Username Token 

Adds a Username Token to the <wsse:Security> header and enables all of the Username Token parameters.
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 Username Token Parameters 

Includes the following values:

•  User Name
Defines the value of the Username token.

•  Password
Defines the password that is associated with the Username Token.

•  Password Type
Specifies the type of password.

•  Values: 
•  0: The product delivers the password in clear text.
•  1: The product delivers the password in digest form (the password is encrypted and not delivered in clear

text).
•  2: The product delivers no password.

•  Add Nonce?
If selected, the product adds a nonce element (such as a hash value) to the Username Token. The Web service
may not require this element.

•  Add Created?
If selected, the product adds a Created element that indicates when the Username Token was created. The
Web service may not require this element.

 

Note:  If you set the Password Type to Digest, the product automatically adds the Nonce and the Created elements
to the Username Token.

 

 

 

Keystore Parameters
When you sign or encrypt a SOAP request, the product requires many keys to handle various responsibilities.
The product uses keys in WS Security to sign or encrypt the SOAP request and to validate the SOAP response
signature or decryption (if applicable).

CA Process Automation uses a keystore (a repository of security certificates) to maintain the keys that are used in
WS Security. Keystores provide organization and consolidation for keys, and prevent other users from accessing
the unique private keys. The product requires that you create a keystore or use an existing one.

WS Security includes the following keystore options:

• Sign the SOAP request (or parts of it). The keystore contains the following items:

• The private key to use to sign the request.
• The associated public key with which the receiver validates the signature. The product adds a reference to

this public key to the signed SOAP request.
• Encrypt the SOAP request (or parts of it). The keystore contains the public key with which to encrypt the

symmetric key. The product uses the symmetric key to encrypt the request.
• Validate the SOAP response signature. The keystore contains the public key with which to validate the signature

(if applicable).
• Decrypt the SOAP response. The keystore contains the private key with which to decrypt the response.

The following parameters define the keystore with which to sign or encrypt a SOAP request:

•  Signature/Encryption Keystore Path
Defines the path to the keystore.

•  Signature/Encryption Keystore Password
Defines the clear text password with which to access the keystore.

 

Note:  This parameter is not the password to access a private key in the keystore, but rather the password to
access the keystore itself.

•  Signature/Encryption Keystore Type
Specifies the type of keystore.
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•  Values: 
• JKS
• PKCS12 (which typically has a .p12 extension)
• Blank (the product uses the default value)

Default: JKS

 

 

Create a Keystore
You can use a third-party tool to create and build your keystore, or import new certificates/private keys to an
existing keystore. One keystore management tool is Keytool, which comes with the Java JRE or JDK. Some
keytool commands can be found here:

•  http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/tooldocs/solaris/keytool.html 
•  http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/tooldocs/windows/keytool.html 

You can also run:

keytool  - help

 

 

Signature
 Add Signature 

If selected, the product signs the SOAP request and then it adds a signature to the <wsse:Security> header.
A private key in the keystore signs the SOAP request content. The product also enables all of the Signature
Parameters fields.

 Signature Parameters 

The following parameters define the signature:

•  Private Key Alias
Defines the key alias in the keystore that the product uses for signing.

•  Private Key Password
Defines the key password in the keystore.

•  Canonicalization Algorithm
Defines the canonicalization method with which to serialize the data (the SOAP request body or the parts to be
signed) before applying the signature. Leave this field blank to use the implementation default exclusive XML
canonicalization algorithm xml-exc-c14n#.

•  Signature Algorithm
Defines the algorithm with which to define the signature. Leave this field blank if you want the product to try to
detect and use a signature algorithm that matches the data in the key.

•  Public Key Identifier Type
Specifies the key identifier that sets up the certificate (public key) identification elements in the signature.
The receiver uses this value to identify the signature certificate (public key) that validates the SOAP request
signature.

•  Values:

•  1 (Binary Security Token): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the Signature
element. The Signature element uses a URI fragment in a <wsse:Reference> element to reference
the signature certificate (public key). The URI fragment references the signature public key.
The product includes the signature public key as binary data in the <wsse:Security> header
<wsse:BinarySecurityToken> element.

•  2 (Issuer Name and Serial Number): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
Signature element. The Signature element uses a <ds:X509Data><ds:X509:IssuerSerial> element to

http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/tooldocs/solaris/keytool.html
http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/tooldocs/windows/keytool.html
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reference the signature certificate (public key). This element uniquely identifies a certificate by its X.509
issuer name and serial number.

•  3 (X509 Certificate Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the Signature
element. The Signature element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier ValueType="oasis-200401-wss-x509-token-
profile-1.0#X509v3"> element to reference the signature certificate (public key).

•  4 (Subject Key Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the Signature
element. The Signature element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier ValueType="#oasis-200401-wss-x509-token-
profile-1.0#X509SubjectKeyIdentifier"> element to reference the signature certificate (public key).

Default: 0. The operator uses the default key identifier (the Issuer Name and Serial Number) from the
implementation.

•  Parts to Sign
Specifies which parts of the SOAP request to sign. Click Add Parameter to enter either a security ID or a Name/
Namespace combination of the element to sign.

•  Values: 
•  WSU ID: Defines the wsu:id attribute of the element to sign. You can add wsu:id as an attribute of an

element in the SOAP request and you can specify your own value. For example:

 <token wsu:id="123"> </token>    xmlns:wsu="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-
wss-wssecurity-utility-1.0.xsd"    "http://www.ca.com/itpam"

The following statement shows the definition of the WSU namespace:

•  Name: Defines the name of the element to sign.
•  Namespace: Defines the namespace URI (not the local name of the namespace) of the element to sign.

Note:  Leave this parameter blank to sign the body of the SOAP request. If you specify the WSU ID, the product
ignores the Name and Namespace values.

 

 

Encryption
 Add Encryption 

Encrypts the SOAP request and adds a new encrypted symmetric key to the SOAP request <wsse:Security>
header. CA Process Automation uses a symmetric key to encrypt the content of the SOAP request. The certificate
(public key), provided in the keystore, encrypts the symmetric key itself and includes it in the <wsse:Security>
header. If this field is selected, then all the fields in the Encryption Parameters are enabled.

 Encryption Parameters 

The following parameters define the encryption:

•  Public Key Alias
Defines the certificate (public key) alias with which to encrypt the symmetric key in the keystore.

•  Canonicalization Algorithm
Defines the canonicalization method with which to serialize the data before applying the encryption. Leave this
field blank to use a standard serialization.

•  Symmetric Encryption Algorithm
Specifies the type of symmetric algorithm with which to encrypt the data.

•  Values:

•  Tripledes-cbc: Use triple DES. This method uses a key that is 8 bytes - 24 bits long.
•  aes128-cbc: Use AES with a 128-bit key.
•  aes192-cbc: Use AES with a 192-bit key.
•  aes256-cbc: Use AES with 256-bit key.

 Default: AES128

Note:
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If you set this parameter to aes192-cbc or aes256-cbc, the following error can occur:

Illegal key size or default parameters.

If this error occurs, download the following Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction
Policy Files from the Oracle web site:
Overwrite the existing jars of the same name at C:path_to_JRE_used_by_PAM\lib\security with the new ones.

•  Encrypt the symmetric key?
Encrypts the symmetric key with which the data was encrypted. The product then includes the key in the
<wsse:security><xenc:EncryptedKey> header.

•  Symmetric Key Encryption Algorithm
Defines the algorithm with which to encrypt the symmetric key. This parameter is only applicable if the key is to
be encrypted.
Default: RSA15

•  Public Key Identifier Type
Specifies the key identifier that sets up the certificate (public key) identification elements in the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The receiver uses the private key that corresponds to this certificate (public key)
to decrypt the symmetric key. The product then uses the symmetric key to decrypt the SOAP request.

•  Values:

•  1 (Binary Security Token): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a URI fragment in a
<wsse:Reference> element to reference the certificate (public key). The URI fragment references
the public key. The product includes the public key as binary data in the <wsse:Security> header
<wsse:BinarySecurityToken> element.

•  2 (Issuer Name and Serial Number): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference>
to the <xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a
<ds:X509Data><ds:X509:IssuerSerial> element to reference the certificate (public key). This element
uniquely identifies a certificate by its X.509 issuer name and serial number.

•  3 (X509 Certificate Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier
ValueType="oasis-200401-wss-x509-token-profile-1.0#X509v3"> element to reference the certificate
(public key).

•  4 (Subject Key Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier
ValueType="#oasis-200401-wss-x509-token-profile-1.0#X509SubjectKeyIdentifier"> element to reference
the certificate (public key).

•  8 (Thumbprint SHA1 Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier
ValueType="#oasis-wss-soap-message-security-1.1#ThumbprintSHA1"> element to references the
certificate (public key).

•  Default: 0. The operator uses the default key identifier (the Issuer Name and Serial Number) from the
implementation.

•  Parts to Encrypt
Specifies which the parts of the SOAP request to encrypt. Click Add Parameter to enter either a security ID
(WSU ID) or a Name/Namespace combination of the element to encrypt.

•  Values:

•  WSU ID: Defines the wsu:id attribute of the element to encrypt. You can add wsu:id as an attribute of an
element in the SOAP request and you can specify your own value. For example:

<token wsu:id="123"> </token>     xmlns:wsu=http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-
wss-wssecurity-utility-1.0.xsd    http://www.ca.com/pam

The following statement shows the definition of the WSU namespace:

•  Name: Defines the name of the element to encrypt.

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html
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•  Namespace: Defines the namespace URI (not the local name of the namespace) of the element to encrypt.
For example:

•  Encode: Select Content to encrypt the content of the element, or Element to encrypt the entire element.

Note:  Leave this field blank to encrypt the body content of the SOAP request. If you specify WSU ID, the
product ignores the Name and Namespace values.

 Signature First? 

Specifies whether to apply the signature before encrypting the data. This parameter is useful if the product encrypts
and signs the same data in the SOAP request.

 Decrypt and Validate Signature of SOAP Response 

Specifies whether to decrypt the SOAP response content and (if applicable) validates the signature. When you
select this option, the product enables the Decryption Private Key Password parameter.

 Decryption Private Key Password 

Defines the password with which to access the decryption private key in the keystore. Use this password to access
the private key with which to decrypt an encrypted SOAP response.

 

 

Encryption/Signature Process for the SOAP Request
The Invoke SOAP Method operator and the Invoke SOAP Method Async operator sign or encrypt all or part of the
SOAP request body.

• Encryption

1. CA Process Automation uses the Canonicalization Algorithm to serialize the data to encrypt. This data
includes either the entire request body or the parts that you specify in Parts to Encrypt.

2. CA Process Automation uses a symmetric key (depending on the Symmetric Encryption Algorithm) to
encrypt the data. This data includes either the entire request body or the parts that you specify in Parts to
Encrypt.

3. CA Process Automation uses the Public Key Alias to retrieve the public key from the keystore. The public
key then uses the algorithm that you specify in the Symmetric Key Encryption Algorithm to encrypt the
symmetric key.

4. CA Process Automation adds the encrypted symmetric key to the SOAP request in the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element.

5. Depending on the reference type you specified in the Public Key Identifier Type, CA Process Automation
adds to the SOAP request a reference to the public key used to encrypt the symmetric key.

6. The receiver decrypts the symmetric key and then uses the decrypted symmetric key to decrypt the SOAP
request.

• Signature

1. CA Process Automation uses the Private Key Alias and the Private Key Password to retrieve the private key
from the keystore.

2. CA Process Automation uses the Canonicalization Algorithm to serialize the data to sign. This data includes
either the entire request body or the parts that you specify in Parts to Sign.

3. CA Process Automation uses the private key from the keystore to sign the SOAP request content using the
Signature Algorithm that the user specifies. The product signs either the entire request body or the parts that
you specify in Parts to Sign.

4. CA Process Automation adds a reference to the certificate/public key that is associated with the private key
to the SOAP request. The user specifies the type of reference in the Public Key Identifier Type.

5. The receiver uses the public key to validate the signature in the SOAP request.

 

 

Troubleshooting WS Security
The Invoke SOAP Method and Invoke SOAP Method Async operators can fail when applying WS Security in the
following cases.
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Unable to Build a Crypto to Manage the Keystore
An error displays if the operator is unable to build a crypto to manage the keystore:

SOAP invocation failed: Unable to build a Crypto for the keystore containing the Signature/Encryption
 keys…

This error can be due to:

• Bad keystore password
• Bad keystore type
• The keystore path points to a file that is not a keystore.

Monitor the CA Process Automation logs, in the error stack, to gain an indication of the nature of the problem. For
instance:

• Bad keystore password: Keystore was tampered with, or password was incorrect.
• Bad keystore type: java.security.KeyStoreException: x not found (where x is the type provided)
• Keystore path points to a file that is not a keystore: Invalid keystore format.

 

 

Signature Errors
When signing the SOAP request, problems can occur when:

• The keystore path does not exist on the computer that contains the touchpoint.
• The keystore path is missing.
• The private key alias is missing.
• You attempt to sign a non-existent part of the SOAP request. The reason field contains a message:

Element to encrypt/sign not found…

• The private key alias does not exist in the keystore. The reason field contains a message: 

No certificates for user x were found for signature… 

Where x is the private key alias provided.
• The private key password is required but not provided, or the provided password is wrong. The reason contains

a message: 

Cannot recover key…

• You provide a bad canonicalization algorithm. The reason field contains a message:

Unknown canonicalizer. No handler installed for URI x… 

Where x is the name of the canonicalization algorithm provided.
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• You provide a bad signature algorithm. The reason field contains a message: 

The requested algorithm x does not exist... 

Where x is the name of the signature algorithm provided.
• You provide a bad public key identifier type. The reason field contains a message:

Unsupported key identification…

 

 

Encryption Errors
When encrypting the SOAP request, problems can occur when:

• The keystore path does not exist on the computer that contains the touchpoint.
• The keystore path is missing.
• You attempt to encrypt a non-existent part of the SOAP request. The reason field contains a message:

Element to encrypt/sign not found…

• You attempt to use symmetric encryption algorithm aes192-cbc or aes256-cbc without upgrading to the
unlimited strength jurisdiction policy jars. The reason field contains a message:

Illegal key size or default parameters.

• The public key alias does not exist in the keystore. The reason field contains a message: 

No certificates for user x were found for encryption… 

Where x is the public key alias provided.
• You provide a bad encryption algorithm. The reason field contains a message:

SOAP invocation failed: Unable to encrypt the SOAP message.null. 

The WSS4J library throws a null pointer error in this case.
• You provide a bad symmetric key encryption algorithm. The reason field contains a message: 

unsupported key transport encryption algorithm: x

Where x is the symmetric key encryption algorithm provided.
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• You provide a bad public key identifier type. The reason field contains a message:

Unsupported key identification…

 

Note:  If you are encrypting a part of the SOAP request, then signing it, be sure to encrypt it as content. This action
ensures its wsu:id (or name and namespace) remains in the SOAP request after encryption and before signing.
Otherwise, that part is not found when attempting to sign it.

 

 

 

Decryption Errors
A bad password specified in the Decryption Private Key Password field fails the operator. The reason field contains
a message:

Unable to apply WSS security on incoming message (SOAP Response). 

The signature or decryption is invalid. The nested exception is: java.security.

UnrecoverableKeyException: Get Key failed: 

The given final block is not properly padded.

 

 

Output Parameters
 

 

The Invoke SOAP Method operator includes the following output parameters.

SOAP Call Data
 serviceURL 

Returns the service URL the SOAP call uses.

 methodName 

Returns the method name to call.

 userName 

Returns the user name for basic HTTP authentication.

 password 

Returns the password for basic HTTP authentication.

 httpAuth 

Displays true or false, depending on your Use HTTP Basic Authentication? selection.

 soapVersion 

Returns the SOAP version that the product uses to make SOAP calls, either SOAP 1.1 or SOAP 1.2.
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 inputSource 

Returns one of the following values for the SOAP call input source:

• InlineText
• Preformatted SOAP File
• Expression

 inlineText 

Returns the inline text data that is used for the SOAP call. This variable only populates when you select Inline Text
as the input source.

•  Example: 

<checkServerStatus xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">CA
 AuthMinder<token>token__</token><user>user__</
user><password>password__</password></auth></checkServerStatus>

 FileName 

Returns the inline text data that is used for the SOAP call. This variable is only populated when you select
Preformatted SOAP File as the input source.

 Expression Value 

Returns the inline text data that is used for the SOAP call. This variable is only populated when you select
Expression as the input source.

 SavedCallFileName 

Returns the file name from the Saved Call File field. This file contains the actual SOAP envelope that the product
uses to make a SOAP call.

•  Example: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"><SOAP-ENV:Header/><SOAP-
ENV:Body><checkServerStatus xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam"> CA AuthMinder<token>token__</
token><user>user__</user><password>password__</password></auth></checkServerStatus></SOAP-
ENV:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

 

 

Dynamic Parameters
 Paramsyle 

Returns the parameter style that you selected under the Dynamic Parameter field: Xpath Assignments or
MacroExpansion.

•  DynamicParamsInfo
An array of ValueMaps; displays the number of ValueMaps it contains.

•  DynamicParamsdata
Returns query, value, and type.

 

 

Call Results Parameters
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 responseFileName 

Returns the file name that you provided in the Response File field. This file contains the Response received from a
SOAP call.

 xPathQuery 

Returns the xpath query that is defined for extracting the data from the call results.

 datasetVar 

Returns the variable that is created to hold the extracted call results.

 Type 

Returns the variable that holds the data type that the user defined to hold the call results.

 isExtractToDataSet 

Returns true when you select Extract SOAP Response Body to Dataset Variable, or false otherwise.

 isExtractHeadersToDataSet 

Returns true when you select Extract SOAP Header to Dataset Variable, or false otherwise.

 isExtractHeadersToIndividualDataSet 

Returns true when you select Extract First-Level SOAP Header Elements into Individual Dataset Variable, or false
otherwise.

 isExtractToIndividualDataSet 

Returns true when you select Extract First-Level SOAP Header Elements into Individual Dataset Variables, or false
otherwise.

 isStripXMLNamespaces 

Returns true when you select Strip XML Name Spaces from Response, or false otherwise.

 

 

Operation Results
 

 

The operation results return the output of the SOAP Call Results depending on the Call Results parameters you
selected.

•  SOAPResponseBody 
Stores the complete SOAP response body.

•  SOAPResponseHeaderData
Stores the response header.

•  SoapResponseHeader
Returns the stripped data of the SOAP header response.

•  SOAPResponseData
Returns the stripped data of the SOAP call results.

MIME Attachments
 isResolvedByExpression 

Returns true when you select the Is An Expression? option for the MIME Attachment, or false otherwise. Selecting
the Is An Expression? option indicates that the MIME attachment is given as an expression and that expression
refers to the MIME attachment.

 Expressionfield 

Returns the expression that refers to the MIME attachment.

 attachmentFields 

Returns a ValueMap array that holds the number of elements it contains.

 Content Type 
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Returns the content type of the MIME attachment.

 ContentID 

Returns the ContentID with which the MIME attachment is uniquely identified.

 FileURL 

Returns the path of the MIME attachment.

 Invoke SOAP Method Async Operator
Contents
catpa04305
HID_Invoke_SOAP_Method_Async_Operator

Contents

 

 

The Invoke SOAP Method Async operator supports asynchronous SOAP-based Web service methods. The
operator in this case sends a message asynchronously to a receiver expecting a response at a later time. The
sender tags the request with an identifier allowing the response to be correlated with the originating request. This
operator is used and configured very much like the Invoke SOAP Method operator.

Input Parameters
 

 

The Invoke SOAP Method Async operator provides the following input parameters:

WSDL Explorer
A wizard that lets you select SOAP methods. Click to open the WSDL Explorer window, where you can enter:

• WSDL URL
• Enter a WSDL URL, then click Load. Examples:

http://server:8080/itpam/soap?wsdl https://server:8443/itpam/soap?wsdl

• Select a recently entered WSDL URL from the drop-down list, then clickLoad.
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Note:  The WSDL URL drop-down list contains the last ten applied entries.

The wizard populates the remaining fields. Revise as needed by selecting other entries from the drop down lists
and then click Apply.

• WSDL services
• WSDL ports
• WSDL operations
• Use the default entry that was loaded
• Select an entry from the drop-down list.

Response area, for example:

<tns:AsyncSoapResponse xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:MessageID>MessageID__</tns:MessageID>
<!--xsd:Any Type Here--> </tns:AsyncSoapResponse>

 

 

SOAP Call Data Properties
 

• Service URL
Specifies the URL for the SOAP service. The URL is typically accessed over HTTP or HTTPS. The URL is
typically an entry point for one or more methods.

• Method Name
Defines the method or function to start. The product passes the method to the SOAP service as a MIME
SOAPAction header.

• Authentication Type
Specifies one of the following authentication types with which to call the SOAP server:

• No Authentication
Do not authenticate.

• Basic SOAP
Use the authorized user name and password for basic SOAP authentication.

• HTTP Authentication
Use the authorized user name and password for basic HTTP authentication if this feature is enabled. WS
Security applies if the user provides it on the WS Security input page.

• NTLM Authentication
Use the authorized user name, password, and Domain name to connect to the SOAP server with NTLM
authentication.

Warning:  The user name, password, and Domain name that are supplied are for the SOAP Web
service server.

• SOAP Version
Specifies the SOAP server version the product uses to make SOAP calls, either SOAP 1.1 or SOAP 1.2. This
option provides a hint to the underlying logic, which uses the appropriate SOAP MessageFactory to make the
SOAP request.

• Input Source
Specifies the SOAP service input source. Each of the following methods includes a complete, properly formatted
XML message that can include a SOAP envelope:

• Inline Text
The SOAP Client Call operator defines the input request. If you select this option, use the Inline text option to
specify the formatted SOAP input message.

• Preformatted SOAP File
A preformatted SOAP file defines the input request. If you select this option, specify the path to the file in the
File Name field. Verify that the file contains a message in a valid XML document.
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• Expression
A CA Process Automation expression defines the SOAP request. If you select this option, specify the CA
Process Automation expression in the Expression field.

The input request can contain macros and XPath assignments that dynamically modify the SOAP request at run
time. These macros and XPath assignments enable the product to update the SOAP request if necessary with
values obtained at run time.

• Inline Text
Click (...) to open the Inline Text dialog if you set Input Source to Inline Text. Enter a formatted SOAP input
message. To read a SOAP message from a text file on a local or network drive, click Import from File in the
Inline Text dialog.

• File Name
Defines the fully qualified file name relative to the touchpoint running the Web Services operators. The product
uses this property when you set Input Source to Preformatted SOAP File.

• Expression
Defines a CA Process Automation expression from which to extract the SOAP request.

• Saved Call File
Defines the full path to the SOAP envelope that the product uses to make a SOAP call. Use this option to
validate that the product sent the data to the Web Services operators. If the SOAP request is rejected, the saved
file can assist you in debugging the request before you resend it to the Web Services operators.

Dynamic Parameters
 

 

The Dynamic Parameters specify which values to update in a SOAP request.

• Parameter Style
Specifies the method with which the Parameters List updates values in a SOAP request at run time.

• Macro Expansion
The Parameters list uses macros to update values in a SOAP request.

• XPath Assignments
The Parameters list uses XPath expressions to update values in a SOAP request.

• Parameters List
Specifies the parameters that specify unique data entries in the SOAP request. Click Add to add a parameter,
Edit to edit the currently selected parameter, or Delete to delete the currently selected parameter. A best
practice is to add the parameters in the order in which the WSDL specifies them for the SOAP call.
To open the Dynamic Parameters dialog, click Add or Edit, and then set the following parameter values:

• Macro Name-X-Path
Defines the name of the macro or the XPath query used to extract data from the body of the SOAP
response.

• If the parameter defines a macro name, then the value replaces the macro name.
• If the parameter defines an XPath query, then the value updates the node that the query returns.

• Value
Defines an expression that returns a run-time value for the parameter.

• Type
Specifies one of the following data types for the parameter:

• Integer Value
• String Value
• XML Fragment

Call Results Properties
 

 

The following Call Results parameters determine how to save the results of a SOAP call.

• Response Save File
Specifies the fully qualified path for the file that restores the response to the SOAP request. The new response
overwrites an existing response file.
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• Extract SOAP Response First-Level Elements to Individual Dataset Variables
If the SOAP response exceeds 12 KB, this parameter saves the first-level element in the body of the SOAP
response to a separate dataset variable.

• Extract SOAP Response Body to Dataset Variable
Saves the response body to a dataset variable.

• Extract SOAP Header to Dataset Variable
Saves the response header to a dataset variable.

• Extract SOAP Header First-Level Elements to Individual Dataset Variables
Saves the response header to individual dataset variables.

• Strip XML Namespaces from Response
Strips the XML namespaces from the response so that you do not need to use the local-name() function.

• Additional Extracted Data (from Entire Response)
Defines XPath expressions to extract data from the SOAP response body. For each expression specified,
specify a data type and a dataset variable to which to store the extracted data. Click Add to add an expression,
Edit to edit a selected existing expression, or Delete to delete a selected expression. The expression order has
no significance to CA Process Automation.

To modify the following parameters, click Add or Edit:

• XPath Expression
Defines the XPath expression.

• Dataset Variable
Defines the name of an operator dataset variable in which to save values extracted based on the selected
XPath expression.

• Type
Specifies the type of element being extracted from the response:

• Integer
• String
• Integer Array
• String Array
• XML Fragment
• XML Fragment Array

MIME Attachments
If the content that you want to send is already in a dataset variable, use the Expression field.

• Is an Expression?
If selected, an expression must resolve the attachment.

• Expression
Defines the MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) expression that extracts the attachment from the
body of the SOAP response. For each expression defined, specify a dataset variable to which to store the
extracted data and a data type. The ordering of the expressions has no significance to CA Process Automation.
Click Add to add an attachment, Edit to modify a selected attachment, or Delete to delete a selected attachment.

• Content Type
Defines the content type of the MIME attachment (for example, text).

• Content ID
Defines the unique identifier for the MIME attachment.

• File URL
Defines the URL of the MIME attachment.

 

 

WS Security
Web services (WS) security enables CA Process Automation to conduct secure SOAP message exchanges with a
Web service that requires more security.

WS security features:

• Timestamps
• UsernameTokens
• Signatures
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• Encryption

 

Note:  The WS security parameters can only be set in the operators. No operator category parameters are
available for WS security.

 

After they are defined, the SOAP request header <wsse:Security> tag includes the following parameters (or
portions of the parameters). The Web service then:

• Reviews the parameters for authentication.
• Verifies that the SOAP request was not modified while in transit between the client and the server.

 

 

Common WS Security Parameters
Actor

Sets the actor attribute of the SOAP request <wsse:Security> header. If you set any of the following attributes, the
product sets the actor attribute:

• Add Encryption
• Add Signature
• Add Timestamp
• Add Username Token

 

Note:  Leave this parameter blank if no actor is specified or if you use SOAP 1.2.

 

Must Understand

If you set any of the following attributes, this parameter sets the mustUnderstand attribute of the <wsse:Security>
header to "true":

• Add Encryption
• Add Signature
• Add Timestamp
• Add Username Token

 

Note:  The mustUnderstand attribute specifies whether the <wsse:Security> header entry is mandatory or optional
for the recipient to process.

 

 

 

Timestamp
Add Timestamp

Adds a timestamp to the <wsse:Security> header and enables all of the Timestamp Parameters.

Timestamp Parameters

Includes the following values:

• Time to Live (sec)
Defines the time difference between when the SOAP request was created and when it expires (in seconds). If
you leave this field blank, it defaults to 0 and the product does not set the Expires time. If the timestamp expires,
the Web service rejects the SOAP request.

• Set Timestamp Precision to Milliseconds
If selected, the product sets the timestamp precision to milliseconds.
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Username Token
Add Username Token

Adds a Username Token to the <wsse:Security> header and enables all of the Username Token parameters.

Username Token Parameters

Includes the following values:

• User Name
Defines the value of the Username token.

• Password
Defines the password that is associated with the Username Token.

• Password Type
Specifies the type of password.

• Values:

• 0: The product delivers the password in clear text.
• 1: The product delivers the password in digest form (the password is encrypted and not delivered in clear

text).
• 2: The product delivers no password.

• Add Nonce?
If selected, the product adds a nonce element (such as a hash value) to the Username Token. The Web service
may not require this element.

• Add Created?
If selected, the product adds a Created element that indicates when the Username Token was created. The
Web service may not require this element.

 

Note:  If you set the Password Type to Digest, the product automatically adds the Nonce and the Created elements
to the Username Token.

 

 

 

Keystore Parameters
When you sign or encrypt a SOAP request, the product requires many keys to handle various responsibilities.
The product uses keys in WS Security to sign or encrypt the SOAP request and to validate the SOAP response
signature or decryption (if applicable).

CA Process Automation uses a keystore (a repository of security certificates) to maintain the keys that are used in
WS Security. Keystores provide organization and consolidation for keys, and prevent other users from accessing
the unique private keys. The product requires that you create a keystore or use an existing one.

WS Security includes the following keystore options:

• Sign the SOAP request (or parts of it). The keystore contains the following items:

• The private key to use to sign the request.
• The associated public key with which the receiver validates the signature. The product adds a reference to

this public key to the signed SOAP request.
• Encrypt the SOAP request (or parts of it). The keystore contains the public key with which to encrypt the

symmetric key. The product uses the symmetric key to encrypt the request.
• Validate the SOAP response signature. The keystore contains the public key with which to validate the signature

(if applicable).
• Decrypt the SOAP response. The keystore contains the private key with which to decrypt the response.

The following parameters define the keystore with which to sign or encrypt a SOAP request:

• Signature/Encryption Keystore Path
Defines the path to the keystore.

• Signature/Encryption Keystore Password
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Defines the clear text password with which to access the keystore.

 

Note:  This parameter is not the password to access a private key in the keystore, but rather the password to
access the keystore itself.

• Signature/Encryption Keystore Type
Specifies the type of keystore. 

• Values:

• JKS
• PKCS12 (which typically has a .p12 extension)
• Blank (the product uses the default value)

• Default: JKS

 

 

Create a Keystore
You can use a third-party tool to create and build your keystore, or import new certificates/private keys to an
existing keystore. One keystore management tool is Keytool, which comes with the Java JRE or JDK. Some
keytool commands can be found here:

• http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/tooldocs/solaris/keytool.html
• http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/tooldocs/windows/keytool.html

You can also execute:

keytool  - help 

 

 

Signature
Add Signature

If selected, the product signs the SOAP request and then it adds a signature to the <wsse:Security> header.
A private key in the keystore signs the SOAP request content. The product also enables all of the Signature
Parameters fields.

Signature Parameters

The following parameters define the signature:

• Private Key Alias
Defines the key alias in the keystore that the product uses for signing.

• Private Key Password
Defines the key password in the keystore.

• Canonicalization Algorithm
Defines the canonicalization method with which to serialize the data (the SOAP request body or the parts to be
signed) before applying the signature. Leave this field blank to use the implementation default exclusive XML
canonicalization algorithm xml-exc-c14n#.

• Signature Algorithm
Defines the algorithm with which to define the signature. Leave this field blank if you want the product to try to
detect and use a signature algorithm that matches the data in the key.

• Public Key Identifier Type
Specifies the key identifier that sets up the certificate (public key) identification elements in the signature.
The receiver uses this value to identify the signature certificate (public key) that validates the SOAP request
signature.

• Values:

http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/tooldocs/solaris/keytool.html
http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/tooldocs/windows/keytool.html
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• 1 (Binary Security Token): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the Signature element.
The Signature element uses a URI fragment in a <wsse:Reference> element to reference the signature
certificate (public key). The URI fragment references the signature public key. The product includes the
signature public key as binary data in the <wsse:Security> header <wsse:BinarySecurityToken> element.

• 2 (Issuer Name and Serial Number): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
Signature element. The Signature element uses a <ds:X509Data><ds:X509:IssuerSerial> element to
reference the signature certificate (public key). This element uniquely identifies a certificate by its X.509
issuer name and serial number.

• 3 (X509 Certificate Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the Signature
element. The Signature element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier ValueType="oasis-200401-wss-x509-token-
profile-1.0#X509v3"> element to reference the signature certificate (public key).

• 4 (Subject Key Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the Signature element.
The Signature element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier ValueType="#oasis-200401-wss-x509-token-
profile-1.0#X509SubjectKeyIdentifier"> element to reference the signature certificate (public key).

• Default: 0. The operator uses the default key identifier (the Issuer Name and Serial Number) from the
implementation.

• Parts to Sign
Specifies which parts of the SOAP request to sign. Click Add Parameter to enter either a security ID or a Name/
Namespace combination of the element to sign.

• Values:

• WSU ID: Defines the wsu:id attribute of the element to sign. You can add wsu:id as an attribute of an
element in the SOAP request and you can specify your own value. For example:

 <token wsu:id="123"> </token>    xmlns:wsu="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-
wss-wssecurity-utility-1.0.xsd"    "http://www.ca.com/itpam"

The following statement shows the definition of the WSU namespace:

• Name: Defines the name of the element to sign.
• Namespace: Defines the namespace URI (not the local name of the namespace) of the element to sign. For

example:

Note:  Leave this parameter blank to sign the body of the SOAP request. If you specify the WSU ID, the product
ignores the Name and Namespace values.

 

 

Encryption
Add Encryption

Encrypts the SOAP request and adds a new encrypted symmetric key to the SOAP request <wsse:Security>
header. CA Process Automation uses a symmetric key to encrypt the content of the SOAP request. The certificate
(public key), provided in the keystore, encrypts the symmetric key itself and includes it in the <wsse:Security>
header. If this field is selected, then all the fields in the Encryption Parameters are enabled.

Encryption Parameters

The following parameters define the encryption:

• Public Key Alias
Defines the certificate (public key) alias with which to encrypt the symmetric key in the keystore.

• Canonicalization Algorithm
Defines the canonicalization method with which to serialize the data before applying the encryption. Leave this
field blank to use a standard serialization.

• Symmetric Encryption Algorithm
Specifies the type of symmetric algorithm with which to encrypt the data.

• Values:

• Tripledes-cbc: Use triple DES. This method uses a key that is 8 bytes - 24 bits long.
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• aes128-cbc: Use AES with a 128-bit key.
• aes192-cbc: Use AES with a 192-bit key.
• aes256-cbc: Use AES with 256-bit key.

• Default: AES128

Note:
If you set this parameter to aes192-cbc or aes256-cbc, the following error can occur:

Illegal key size or default parameters.

If this error occurs, download the following Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction
Policy Files from theOracle web site:
Overwrite the existing jars of the same name at C:path_to_JRE_used_by_PAM\lib\security with the new ones.

• Encrypt the symmetric key?
Encrypts the symmetric key with which the data was encrypted. The product then includes the key in the
<wsse:security><xenc:EncryptedKey> header.

• Symmetric Key Encryption Algorithm
Defines the algorithm with which to encrypt the symmetric key. This parameter is only applicable if the key is to
be encrypted.
Default: RSA15

• Public Key Identifier Type
Specifies the key identifier that sets up the certificate (public key) identification elements in the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The receiver uses the private key that corresponds to this certificate (public key)
to decrypt the symmetric key. The product then uses the symmetric key to decrypt the SOAP request. 

• Values:

• 1 (Binary Security Token): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a URI fragment in a
<wsse:Reference> element to reference the certificate (public key). The URI fragment references
the public key. The product includes the public key as binary data in the <wsse:Security> header
<wsse:BinarySecurityToken> element.

• 2 (Issuer Name and Serial Number): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference>
to the <xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a
<ds:X509Data><ds:X509:IssuerSerial> element to reference the certificate (public key). This element
uniquely identifies a certificate by its X.509 issuer name and serial number.

• 3 (X509 Certificate Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier
ValueType="oasis-200401-wss-x509-token-profile-1.0#X509v3"> element to reference the certificate
(public key).

• 4 (Subject Key Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier
ValueType="#oasis-200401-wss-x509-token-profile-1.0#X509SubjectKeyIdentifier"> element to reference
the certificate (public key).

• 8 (Thumbprint SHA1 Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier
ValueType="#oasis-wss-soap-message-security-1.1#ThumbprintSHA1"> element to references the
certificate (public key).

• Default: 0. The operator uses the default key identifier (the Issuer Name and Serial Number) from the
implementation.

• Parts to Encrypt
Specifies which the parts of the SOAP request to encrypt. Click Add Parameter to enter either a security ID
(WSU ID) or a Name/Namespace combination of the element to encrypt.

• Values:

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html
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• WSU ID: Defines the wsu:id attribute of the element to encrypt. You can add wsu:id as an attribute of an
element in the SOAP request and you can specify your own value. For example:

 <token wsu:id="123"> </token>    xmlns:wsu=http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-
wss-wssecurity-utility-1.0.xsd    http://www.ca.com/pam

The following statement shows the definition of the WSU namespace:

• Name: Defines the name of the element to encrypt.
• Namespace: Defines the namespace URI (not the local name of the namespace) of the element to encrypt.

For example:

• Encode: Select Content to encrypt the content of the element, or Element to encrypt the entire element.

Note:  Leave this field blank to encrypt the body content of the SOAP request. If you specify WSU ID, the
product ignores the Name and Namespace values.

Signature First?

Specifies whether to apply the signature before encrypting the data. This parameter is useful if the product encrypts
and signs the same data in the SOAP request.

Decrypt and Validate Signature of SOAP Response

Specifies whether to decrypt the SOAP response content and (if applicable) validates the signature. When you
select this option, the product enables the Decryption Private Key Password parameter.

Decryption Private Key Password

Defines the password with which to access the decryption private key in the keystore. Use this password to access
the private key with which to decrypt an encrypted SOAP response.

 

 

Encryption/Signature Process for the SOAP Request
The Invoke SOAP Method operator and the Invoke SOAP Method Async operator sign or encrypt all or part of the
SOAP request body.

• Encryption

1. CA Process Automation uses the Canonicalization Algorithm to serialize the data to encrypt. This data
includes either the entire request body or the parts that you specify in Parts to Encrypt.

2. CA Process Automation uses a symmetric key (depending on the Symmetric Encryption Algorithm) to
encrypt the data. This data includes either the entire request body or the parts that you specify in Parts to
Encrypt.

3. CA Process Automation uses the Public Key Alias to retrieve the public key from the keystore. The public
key then uses the algorithm that you specify in the Symmetric Key Encryption Algorithm to encrypt the
symmetric key.

4. CA Process Automation adds the encrypted symmetric key to the SOAP request in the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element.

5. Depending on the reference type you specified in the Public Key Identifier Type, CA Process Automation
adds to the SOAP request a reference to the public key used to encrypt the symmetric key.

6. The receiver decrypts the symmetric key and then uses the decrypted symmetric key to decrypt the SOAP
request.

• Signature

1. CA Process Automation uses the Private Key Alias and the Private Key Password to retrieve the private key
from the keystore.

2. CA Process Automation uses the Canonicalization Algorithm to serialize the data to sign. This data includes
either the entire request body or the parts that you specify in Parts to Sign.

3. CA Process Automation uses the private key from the keystore to sign the SOAP request content using the
Signature Algorithm that the user specifies. The product signs either the entire request body or the parts that
you specify in Parts to Sign.
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4. CA Process Automation adds a reference to the certificate/public key that is associated with the private key
to the SOAP request. The user specifies the type of reference in the Public Key Identifier Type.

5. The receiver uses the public key to validate the signature in the SOAP request.

 

 

Troubleshooting WS Security
The Invoke SOAP Method and Invoke SOAP Method Async operators can fail when applying WS Security in the
following cases.

 

 

Unable to Build a Crypto to Manage the Keystore
An error displays if the operator is unable to build a crypto to manage the keystore:

SOAP invocation failed: Unable to build a Crypto for the keystore containing the Signature/
Encryption keys…

This error can be due to:

• Bad keystore password
• Bad keystore type
• The keystore path points to a file that is not a keystore.

Monitor the CA Process Automation logs, in the error stack, to gain an indication of the nature of the problem. For
instance:

• Bad keystore password: Keystore was tampered with, or password was incorrect.
• Bad keystore type: java.security.KeyStoreException: x not found (where x is the type provided)
• Keystore path points to a file that is not a keystore: Invalid keystore format.

 

 

Signature Errors
When signing the SOAP request, problems can occur when:

• The keystore path does not exist on the computer that contains the touchpoint.
• The keystore path is missing.
• The private key alias is missing.
• You attempt to sign a non-existent part of the SOAP request. The reason field contains a message:

Element to encrypt/sign not found…

• The private key alias does not exist in the keystore. The reason field contains a message: 

No certificates for user x were found for signature… 

Where x is the private key alias provided.
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• The private key password is required but not provided, or the provided password is wrong. The reason contains
a message: 

Cannot recover key…

• You provide a bad canonicalization algorithm. The reason field contains a message:

Unknown canonicalizer. No handler installed for URI x… 

Where x is the name of the canonicalization algorithm provided.
• You provide a bad signature algorithm. The reason field contains a message: 

The requested algorithm x does not exist... 

Where x is the name of the signature algorithm provided.
• You provide a bad public key identifier type. The reason field contains a message:

Unsupported key identification…

 

 

Encryption Errors
When encrypting the SOAP request, problems can occur when:

• The keystore path does not exist on the computer that contains the touchpoint.
• The keystore path is missing.
• You attempt to encrypt a non-existent part of the SOAP request. The reason field contains a message:

Element to encrypt/sign not found…

• You attempt to use symmetric encryption algorithm aes192-cbc or aes256-cbc without upgrading to the
unlimited strength jurisdiction policy jars. The reason field contains a message:

Illegal key size or default parameters.

• The public key alias does not exist in the keystore. The reason field contains a message: 

No certificates for user x were found for encryption… 

Where x is the public key alias provided.
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• You provide a bad encryption algorithm. The reason field contains a message:

SOAP invocation failed: Unable to encrypt the SOAP message.null. 

The WSS4J library throws a null pointer error in this case.
• You provide a bad symmetric key encryption algorithm. The reason field contains a message: 

unsupported key transport encryption algorithm: x

Where x is the symmetric key encryption algorithm provided.
• You provide a bad public key identifier type. The reason field contains a message:

Unsupported key identification…

 

Note:  If you are encrypting a part of the SOAP request, then signing it, be sure to encrypt it as content. This action
ensures its wsu:id (or name and namespace) remains in the SOAP request after encryption and beforesigning.
Otherwise, that part is not found when attempting to sign it.

 

 

 

Decryption Errors
A bad password specified in the Decryption Private Key Password field fails the operator. The reason field contains
a message:

Unable to apply WSS security on incoming message (SOAP Response). 

The signature or decryption is invalid. The nested exception is: java.security.

UnrecoverableKeyException: Get Key failed: 

The given final block is not properly padded.

 Invoke SOAP Method Operator - Solution Suite
Contents
catpa04305
 Contents 

  

The Invoke SOAP Method operator invokes SOAP-based Web service methods, either to trigger an action or to
retrieve information. A SOAP request can also be generated using a WSDL.
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Input Parameters
Input parameters for the Invoke SOAP Method operator are as follows.

Click the Configuration Wizard in the Configuration tab > SOAP Call Data panel.

Configuration Wizard
The configuration wizard opens the WSDL Explorer window, where you can enter the following details:

WSDL Explorer
A wizard that lets you select SOAP methods:

• WSDL URL 
• Enter a WSDL URL, then click Load. Examples:

http://server:8080/itpam/soap?wsdl
https://server:8443/itpam/soap?wsdl

• Select a recently entered WSDL URL from the drop-down list, then click Load.

The wizard populates the remaining fields.

•  WSDL services 
•  WSDL ports 
•  WSDL operations 
• Use the default entry that was loaded
• Select an entry from the drop-down list.

Note:

The WSDL URL drop-down list contains the last ten applied entries.

Revise as needed by selecting other entries from the drop down lists and then click Next.

• Request Body 

The Request Body contains SOAP request XML. You can edit the request XML. This field corresponds to the
"Inline Text" option under SOAP Call Data Parameters.
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Request Body, for example:

<tns:AsyncSoapResponse xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam"> <tns:MessageID>MessageID__</tns:MessageID><!--xsd:Any Type
 Here--></tns:AsyncSoapResponse>

• Macro / Xpath Replacements 

In this section, you can provide the Macro name or XPath query, Value or Expression, Value Type, and Action
information and click Next. This field corresponds to the "Macro Name/XPath Query" option under Dynamic
Parameters section.

• Response Handling 

This section deals with the handling of SOAP response. You can define the Call Results parameters to determine
how to save the results of a SOAP call and click Next. This field corresponds to fields in the Call Results
Parameters section.

• Authentication Type 

Specifies how to authenticate the call on the SOAP server. This field corresponds to fields in the SOAP Call Data
Parameters section. You can define the authentication type and click Finish. The values selected in the WSDL
Wizard is populated in the Operator Properties panel.

SOAP Call Data Parameters
• Service URL

Defines the URL for the SOAP service. The URL is typically accessed over HTTP or HTTPS. The URL is
typically an entry point for one or more methods.

•  Method Name
Defines the method or function to run on the SOAP server. The product passes this method to the SOAP service
as a MIME SOAPAction header.

• Authentication Type
Specifies how to authenticate the call on the SOAP server.
This parameter can have one of the following values:

• No Authentication
Do not authenticate the SOAP call.

• Basic SOAP
Use the authorized user name and password for basic SOAP authentication.

• HTTP Authentication
Use the authorized user name and password for HTTP authentication. If this feature is enabled and the
authorized user name and password are provided, then the product uses these credentials for basic HTTP
authentication. WS Security applies if the user provides it in the WS Security input page.

• NTLM Authentication
Use the authorized user name, password, and Domain name that are associated with the SOAP Web
Service server to connect to the SOAP server with NTLM authentication.

• SOAP Version
Specifies the SOAP server version on which the call is made. This option provides a hint to the underlying logic,
which uses the appropriate SOAP MessageFactory when making the SOAP request.
This parameter can have one of the following values:

• SOAP 1.1
• SOAP 1.2

• Input Source
Defines the source for the SOAP service input request.
The input request can contain macros and XPath assignments that dynamically modify the SOAP request at
runtime. If necessary, these XPath assignments let the SOAP request be updated with values obtained at run
time.
The following methods include a complete, properly formatted XML message that can include a SOAP
envelope:

• Inline Text 
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This option lets you use the Invoke SOAP Method operator to specify the input request. To specify the
formatted SOAP input message, use the Inline Text parameter.

• Preformatted SOAP File
This option lets you specify the input request in a preformatted SOAP file. To specify the path to a file that
contains a message in a valid XML document, use the File Name parameter.

• Expression
Select this option if a CA Process Automation expression contains the SOAP request. Define the CA
Process Automation expression in the Expression parameter.

• Inline Text
Take one of the following actions if you set the Input Source parameter to Inline Text:

• To use a formatted SOAP input message, click (...) to open the Inline Text dialog, and then type the
message.

• To read a SOAP message from a text file, click (...), Import from File, and then select the file from a local or
network drive.

• File Name
Defines the fully qualified name of an appropriate file. To use this parameter, set the Input source to
Preformatted SOAP File. The product qualifies the file name relative to the touchpoint that runs the Web
Services operators.

• Expression
Defines a CA Process Automation expression from which to extract the SOAP request.

• Saved Call File
Defines the full path to the file to which to write the final outbound SOAP request. Use this file to validate that
the data was sent to the Web Services operators. If the call rejects the request because of incorrect values, use
the file to debug the request before retransmitting it to the Web Services operators.

Dynamic Parameters
The Dynamic Parameters provide placeholders to update values in a SOAP request.

• Parameter Style
Specifies the method with which to update values in a SOAP request. The Web Services operators support the
following methods at run time:

•  XPath Assignments
Specifies that XPath expressions in the Parameters List updates the corresponding values in a SOAP
request.

•  Macro Expansions
Specifies that macro expansions in the Parameters List updates the corresponding values in a SOAP
request.

•  Parameters List
Specifies the unique data entries in the SOAP request.

• Click Add to add a parameter.
• Click Delete to delete the currently elected parameter.

A best practice is to add the parameters in the same order in which the WSDL specifies them for the SOAP call.
Each parameter contains the following values:

• Macro Name/XPath Query
Defines the name of the macro or the XPath query. If the value is the name of a macro, the value substitutes
the macro name. If the value is an XPath query, the value updates the node that the query returns.

• Value
Specifies a runtime value for the parameter.

• Type 
Specifies one of the following data types for the parameter:

• Integer Value
• String Value
• ValueMap
• XML Fragment

Call Results Parameters
The following Call Results parameters determine how to save the results of a SOAP call:
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• Response Save File
Defines the fully qualified path for the file that restores the response to the SOAP request. Any existing file is
overwritten by a new response.

• Extract SOAP Response Body First-Level Elements to Individual Dataset Variables
Saves the first-level element in the body of the SOAP response to a separate dataset variable if the SOAP
response exceeds 12 KB.

• Extract SOAP Response Body to Dataset Variable
Saves the body of the response to a dataset variable.

• Extract SOAP Response Code to Dataset Variable
Populates the SOAP response code (400 response code) for SOAP and Async SOAP operators.

• Extract SOAP Header to Dataset Variable
Saves the header of the response to a dataset variable.

• Extract SOAP Header First-Level Elements into Individual Dataset Variables
Saves the first-level headers of the response into an individual dataset variable.

• Strip XML Namespaces from Response
Strips the namespaces from a response so that a user can provide simpler XPath expressions to find the value
of a specific element. This option is available in all the SOAP operators.

• Additional Extracted Data (from Entire Response)
Specifies XPath expressions that extract data from the body of the SOAP response. For each expression
specified, define a dataset variable to which to store the extracted data and a data type. Click Add to add an
expression, Edit to modify a selected expression, or Delete to delete a selected expression. The ordering of the
expressions has no significance to CA Process Automation.
Each parameter contains the following values:

• XPath expression
Specifies the XPath expression.

• Dataset Variable
Specifies the name of an operator dataset variable in which to save values extracted based on the selected
XPath expression.

• Type
Specifies the type of element being extracted from the response. Select one of the following currently
supported types:

• Integer
• String
• Integer Array
• String Array
• XML Fragment
• XML Fragment Array

MIME Attachments
If the content that you want to send is already in a dataset variable, use the Expression field.

• Is an Expression?
If selected, an expression must resolve the attachment.

• Expression
Defines the MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) expression that extracts the attachment from the
body of the SOAP response. For each expression defined, specify a dataset variable to which to store the
extracted data and a data type. The ordering of the expressions has no significance to CA Process Automation.
Click Add to add an attachment, Edit to modify a selected attachment, or Delete to delete a selected attachment.

• Content Type
Defines the content type of the MIME attachment (for example, text).

• Content ID
Defines the unique identifier for the MIME attachment.

• File URL
Defines the URL of the MIME attachment.

WS Security
Web services (WS) security enables CA Process Automation to conduct secure SOAP message exchanges with a
Web service that requires more security.

WS security features:
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• Timestamps
• UsernameTokens
• Signatures
• Encryption

Note:  The WS security parameters can only be set in the operators. No operator category parameters are
available for WS security.

After they are defined, the SOAP request header <wsse:Security> tag includes the following parameters (or
portions of the parameters). The Web service then:

• Reviews the parameters for authentication.
• Verifies that the SOAP request was not modified while in transit between the client and the server.

Common WS Security Parameters
 Actor 

Sets the actor attribute of the SOAP request <wsse:Security> header. If you set any of the following attributes, the
product sets the actor attribute:

• Add Encryption
• Add Signature
• Add Timestamp
• Add Username Token

 

Note:  Leave this parameter blank if no actor is specified or if you use SOAP 1.2.

 

 Must Understand 

If you set any of the following attributes, this parameter sets the mustUnderstand attribute of the <wsse:Security>
header to "true":

• Add Encryption
• Add Signature
• Add Timestamp
• Add Username Token

Note:  The mustUnderstand attribute specifies whether the <wsse:Security> header entry is mandatory or optional
for the recipient to process.

Timestamp
 Add Timestamp 

Adds a timestamp to the <wsse:Security> header and enables all of the Timestamp Parameters.

 Timestamp Parameters 

Includes the following values:

• Time to Live (sec)
Defines the time difference between when the SOAP request was created and when it expires (in seconds). If
you leave this field blank, it defaults to 0 and the product does not set the Expires time. If the timestamp expires,
the Web service rejects the SOAP request.

• Set Timestamp Precision to Milliseconds
If selected, the product sets the timestamp precision to milliseconds.

Username Token
Add Username Token 

Adds a Username Token to the <wsse:Security> header and enables all of the Username Token parameters.

Username Token Parameters 

Includes the following values:

• User Name
Defines the value of the Username token.
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•  Password
Defines the password that is associated with the Username Token.

•  Password Type
Specifies the type of password.

•  Values: 
•  0: The product delivers the password in clear text.
•  1: The product delivers the password in digest form (the password is encrypted and not delivered in clear

text).
•  2: The product delivers no password.

•  Add Nonce?
If selected, the product adds a nonce element (such as a hash value) to the Username Token. The Web service
may not require this element.

•  Add Created?
If selected, the product adds a Created element that indicates when the Username Token was created. The
Web service may not require this element.

Note:  If you set the Password Type to Digest, the product automatically adds the Nonce and the Created elements
to the Username Token.

 

Keystore Parameters
When you sign or encrypt a SOAP request, the product requires many keys to handle various responsibilities.
The product uses keys in WS Security to sign or encrypt the SOAP request and to validate the SOAP response
signature or decryption (if applicable).

CA Process Automation uses a keystore (a repository of security certificates) to maintain the keys that are used in
WS Security. Keystores provide organization and consolidation for keys, and prevent other users from accessing
the unique private keys. The product requires that you create a keystore or use an existing one.

WS Security includes the following keystore options:

• Sign the SOAP request (or parts of it). The keystore contains the following items:

• The private key to use to sign the request.
• The associated public key with which the receiver validates the signature. The product adds a reference to

this public key to the signed SOAP request.
• Encrypt the SOAP request (or parts of it). The keystore contains the public key with which to encrypt the

symmetric key. The product uses the symmetric key to encrypt the request.
• Validate the SOAP response signature. The keystore contains the public key with which to validate the signature

(if applicable).
• Decrypt the SOAP response. The keystore contains the private key with which to decrypt the response.

The following parameters define the keystore with which to sign or encrypt a SOAP request:

•  Signature/Encryption Keystore Path
Defines the path to the keystore.

•  Signature/Encryption Keystore Password
Defines the clear text password with which to access the keystore.

Note:  This parameter is not the password to access a private key in the keystore, but rather the password to
access the keystore itself.

•  Signature/Encryption Keystore Type
Specifies the type of keystore.

•  Values: 
• JKS
• PKCS12 (which typically has a .p12 extension)
• Blank (the product uses the default value)

Default: JKS

Create a Keystore
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You can use a third-party tool to create and build your keystore, or import new certificates/private keys to an
existing keystore. One keystore management tool is Keytool, which comes with the Java JRE or JDK. Some
keytool commands can be found here:

•  http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/tooldocs/solaris/keytool.html 
•  http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/tooldocs/windows/keytool.html 

You can also run:

keytool  - help

Signature
 Add Signature 

If selected, the product signs the SOAP request and then it adds a signature to the <wsse:Security> header.
A private key in the keystore signs the SOAP request content. The product also enables all of the Signature
Parameters fields.

 Signature Parameters 

The following parameters define the signature:

• Private Key Alias
Defines the key alias in the keystore that the product uses for signing.

• Private Key Password
Defines the key password in the keystore.

• Canonicalization Algorithm
Defines the canonicalization method with which to serialize the data (the SOAP request body or the parts to be
signed) before applying the signature. Leave this field blank to use the implementation default exclusive XML
canonicalization algorithm xml-exc-c14n#.

• Signature Algorithm
Defines the algorithm with which to define the signature. Leave this field blank if you want the product to try to
detect and use a signature algorithm that matches the data in the key.

• Public Key Identifier Type
Specifies the key identifier that sets up the certificate (public key) identification elements in the signature.
The receiver uses this value to identify the signature certificate (public key) that validates the SOAP request
signature.

•  Values:

• 1 (Binary Security Token): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the Signature element.
The Signature element uses a URI fragment in a <wsse:Reference> element to reference the signature
certificate (public key). The URI fragment references the signature public key. The product includes the
signature public key as binary data in the <wsse:Security> header <wsse:BinarySecurityToken> element.

• 2 (Issuer Name and Serial Number): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
Signature element. The Signature element uses a <ds:X509Data><ds:X509:IssuerSerial> element to
reference the signature certificate (public key). This element uniquely identifies a certificate by its X.509
issuer name and serial number.

• 3 (X509 Certificate Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the Signature
element. The Signature element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier ValueType="oasis-200401-wss-x509-token-
profile-1.0#X509v3"> element to reference the signature certificate (public key).

• 4 (Subject Key Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the Signature element.
The Signature element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier ValueType="#oasis-200401-wss-x509-token-
profile-1.0#X509SubjectKeyIdentifier"> element to reference the signature certificate (public key).

Default: 0. The operator uses the default key identifier (the Issuer Name and Serial Number) from the
implementation. 

• Parts to Sign
Specifies which parts of the SOAP request to sign. Click Add Parameter to enter either a security ID or a Name/
Namespace combination of the element to sign.

• Values: 

http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/tooldocs/solaris/keytool.html
http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/tooldocs/windows/keytool.html
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• WSU ID: Defines the wsu:id attribute of the element to sign. You can add wsu:id as an attribute of an
element in the SOAP request and you can specify your own value. For example:

 <token wsu:id="123"> </token>    xmlns:wsu="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-
wss-wssecurity-utility-1.0.xsd"    "http://www.ca.com/itpam"

The following statement shows the definition of the WSU namespace:

•  Name: Defines the name of the element to sign.
•  Namespace: Defines the namespace URI (not the local name of the namespace) of the element to sign.

Note:  Leave this parameter blank to sign the body of the SOAP request. If you specify the WSU ID, the product
ignores the Name and Namespace values.

Encryption
 Add Encryption 

Encrypts the SOAP request and adds a new encrypted symmetric key to the SOAP request <wsse:Security>
header. CA Process Automation uses a symmetric key to encrypt the content of the SOAP request. The certificate
(public key), provided in the keystore, encrypts the symmetric key itself and includes it in the <wsse:Security>
header. If this field is selected, then all the fields in the Encryption Parameters are enabled.

 Encryption Parameters 

The following parameters define the encryption:

• Public Key Alias
Defines the certificate (public key) alias with which to encrypt the symmetric key in the keystore.

• Canonicalization Algorithm
Defines the canonicalization method with which to serialize the data before applying the encryption. Leave this
field blank to use a standard serialization.

• Symmetric Encryption Algorithm
Specifies the type of symmetric algorithm with which to encrypt the data.

•  Values:

•  Tripledes-cbc: Use triple DES. This method uses a key that is 8 bytes - 24 bits long.
•  aes128-cbc: Use AES with a 128-bit key.
•  aes192-cbc: Use AES with a 192-bit key.
•  aes256-cbc: Use AES with 256-bit key.

Default: AES128

Note:
If you set this parameter to aes192-cbc or aes256-cbc, the following error can occur:

Illegal key size or default parameters.

If this error occurs, download the following Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction
Policy Files from the Oracle web site:
Overwrite the existing jars of the same name at C:path_to_JRE_used_by_PAM\lib\security with the new ones.

•  Encrypt the symmetric key?
Encrypts the symmetric key with which the data was encrypted. The product then includes the key in the
<wsse:security><xenc:EncryptedKey> header.

•  Symmetric Key Encryption Algorithm
Defines the algorithm with which to encrypt the symmetric key. This parameter is only applicable if the key is to
be encrypted.
Default: RSA15

•  Public Key Identifier Type

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html
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Specifies the key identifier that sets up the certificate (public key) identification elements in the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The receiver uses the private key that corresponds to this certificate (public key)
to decrypt the symmetric key. The product then uses the symmetric key to decrypt the SOAP request.

•  Values:

•  1 (Binary Security Token): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a URI fragment in a
<wsse:Reference> element to reference the certificate (public key). The URI fragment references
the public key. The product includes the public key as binary data in the <wsse:Security> header
<wsse:BinarySecurityToken> element.

•  2 (Issuer Name and Serial Number): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference>
to the <xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a
<ds:X509Data><ds:X509:IssuerSerial> element to reference the certificate (public key). This element
uniquely identifies a certificate by its X.509 issuer name and serial number.

•  3 (X509 Certificate Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier
ValueType="oasis-200401-wss-x509-token-profile-1.0#X509v3"> element to reference the certificate
(public key).

•  4 (Subject Key Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier
ValueType="#oasis-200401-wss-x509-token-profile-1.0#X509SubjectKeyIdentifier"> element to reference
the certificate (public key).

•  8 (Thumbprint SHA1 Identifier): The product adds <wsse:SecurityTokenReference> to the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element. The <xenc:EncryptedKey> element uses a <wsse:KeyIdentifier
ValueType="#oasis-wss-soap-message-security-1.1#ThumbprintSHA1"> element to references the
certificate (public key).

•  Default: 0. The operator uses the default key identifier (the Issuer Name and Serial Number) from the
implementation.

•  Parts to Encrypt
Specifies which the parts of the SOAP request to encrypt. Click Add Parameter to enter either a security ID
(WSU ID) or a Name/Namespace combination of the element to encrypt.

•  Values:

•  WSU ID: Defines the wsu:id attribute of the element to encrypt. You can add wsu:id as an attribute of an
element in the SOAP request and you can specify your own value. For example:

<token wsu:id="123"> </token>     xmlns:wsu=http://docs.oasis-open.org/wss/2004/01/oasis-200401-
wss-wssecurity-utility-1.0.xsd    http://www.ca.com/pam

The following statement shows the definition of the WSU namespace:

•  Name: Defines the name of the element to encrypt.
•  Namespace: Defines the namespace URI (not the local name of the namespace) of the element to encrypt.

For example:

•  Encode: Select Content to encrypt the content of the element, or Element to encrypt the entire element.

Note:  Leave this field blank to encrypt the body content of the SOAP request. If you specify WSU ID, the
product ignores the Name and Namespace values.

Signature First? 

Specifies whether to apply the signature before encrypting the data. This parameter is useful if the product encrypts
and signs the same data in the SOAP request.

Decrypt and Validate Signature of SOAP Response 

Specifies whether to decrypt the SOAP response content and (if applicable) validates the signature. When you
select this option, the product enables the Decryption Private Key Password parameter.

Decryption Private Key Password 
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Defines the password with which to access the decryption private key in the keystore. Use this password to access
the private key with which to decrypt an encrypted SOAP response.

Encryption/Signature Process for the SOAP Request
The Invoke SOAP Method operator and the Invoke SOAP Method Async operator sign or encrypt all or part of the
SOAP request body.

• Encryption

1. CA Process Automation uses the Canonicalization Algorithm to serialize the data to encrypt. This data
includes either the entire request body or the parts that you specify in Parts to Encrypt.

2. CA Process Automation uses a symmetric key (depending on the Symmetric Encryption Algorithm) to
encrypt the data. This data includes either the entire request body or the parts that you specify in Parts to
Encrypt.

3. CA Process Automation uses the Public Key Alias to retrieve the public key from the keystore. The public
key then uses the algorithm that you specify in the Symmetric Key Encryption Algorithm to encrypt the
symmetric key.

4. CA Process Automation adds the encrypted symmetric key to the SOAP request in the
<xenc:EncryptedKey> element.

5. Depending on the reference type you specified in the Public Key Identifier Type, CA Process Automation
adds to the SOAP request a reference to the public key used to encrypt the symmetric key.

6. The receiver decrypts the symmetric key and then uses the decrypted symmetric key to decrypt the SOAP
request.

• Signature

1. CA Process Automation uses the Private Key Alias and the Private Key Password to retrieve the private key
from the keystore.

2. CA Process Automation uses the Canonicalization Algorithm to serialize the data to sign. This data includes
either the entire request body or the parts that you specify in Parts to Sign.

3. CA Process Automation uses the private key from the keystore to sign the SOAP request content using the
Signature Algorithm that the user specifies. The product signs either the entire request body or the parts that
you specify in Parts to Sign.

4. CA Process Automation adds a reference to the certificate/public key that is associated with the private key
to the SOAP request. The user specifies the type of reference in the Public Key Identifier Type.

5. The receiver uses the public key to validate the signature in the SOAP request.

Troubleshooting WS Security
The Invoke SOAP Method and Invoke SOAP Method Async operators can fail when applying WS Security in the
following cases.

Unable to Build a Crypto to Manage the Keystore
An error displays if the operator is unable to build a crypto to manage the keystore:

SOAP invocation failed: Unable to build a Crypto for the keystore containing the Signature/Encryption
 keys…

This error can be due to:

• Bad keystore password
• Bad keystore type
• The keystore path points to a file that is not a keystore.

Monitor the CA Process Automation logs, in the error stack, to gain an indication of the nature of the problem. For
instance:

• Bad keystore password: Keystore was tampered with, or password was incorrect.
• Bad keystore type: java.security.KeyStoreException: x not found (where x is the type provided)
• Keystore path points to a file that is not a keystore: Invalid keystore format.

Signature Errors
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When signing the SOAP request, problems can occur when:

• The keystore path does not exist on the computer that contains the touchpoint.
• The keystore path is missing.
• The private key alias is missing.
• You attempt to sign a non-existent part of the SOAP request. The reason field contains a message:

Element to encrypt/sign not found…

• The private key alias does not exist in the keystore. The reason field contains a message: 

No certificates for user x were found for signature… 

Where x is the private key alias provided.
• The private key password is required but not provided, or the provided password is wrong. The reason contains

a message: 

Cannot recover key…

• You provide a bad canonicalization algorithm. The reason field contains a message:

Unknown canonicalizer. No handler installed for URI x… 

Where x is the name of the canonicalization algorithm provided.
• You provide a bad signature algorithm. The reason field contains a message: 

The requested algorithm x does not exist... 

Where x is the name of the signature algorithm provided.
• You provide a bad public key identifier type. The reason field contains a message:

Unsupported key identification…

Encryption Errors
When encrypting the SOAP request, problems can occur when:

• The keystore path does not exist on the computer that contains the touchpoint.
• The keystore path is missing.
• You attempt to encrypt a non-existent part of the SOAP request. The reason field contains a message:

Element to encrypt/sign not found…
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• You attempt to use symmetric encryption algorithm aes192-cbc or aes256-cbc without upgrading to the
unlimited strength jurisdiction policy jars. The reason field contains a message:

Illegal key size or default parameters.

• The public key alias does not exist in the keystore. The reason field contains a message: 

No certificates for user x were found for encryption… 

Where x is the public key alias provided.
• You provide a bad encryption algorithm. The reason field contains a message:

SOAP invocation failed: Unable to encrypt the SOAP message.null. 

The WSS4J library throws a null pointer error in this case.
• You provide a bad symmetric key encryption algorithm. The reason field contains a message: 

unsupported key transport encryption algorithm: x

Where x is the symmetric key encryption algorithm provided.
• You provide a bad public key identifier type. The reason field contains a message:

Unsupported key identification…

 

Note:  If you are encrypting a part of the SOAP request, then signing it, be sure to encrypt it as content. This action
ensures its wsu:id (or name and namespace) remains in the SOAP request after encryption and beforesigning.
Otherwise, that part is not found when attempting to sign it.

 

Decryption Errors
A bad password specified in the Decryption Private Key Password field fails the operator. The reason field contains
a message:

Unable to apply WSS security on incoming message (SOAP Response). 

The signature or decryption is invalid. The nested exception is: java.security.

UnrecoverableKeyException: Get Key failed: 

The given final block is not properly padded.

Output Parameters
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The Invoke SOAP Method operator includes the following output parameters.

SOAP Call Data
serviceURL 

Returns the service URL the SOAP call uses.

methodName 

Returns the method name to call.

userName 

Returns the user name for basic HTTP authentication.

 password 

Returns the password for basic HTTP authentication.

httpAuth 

Displays true or false, depending on your Use HTTP Basic Authentication? selection.

soapVersion 

Returns the SOAP version that the product uses to make SOAP calls, either SOAP 1.1 or SOAP 1.2.

 inputSource 

Returns one of the following values for the SOAP call input source:

• InlineText
• Preformatted SOAP File
• Expression

 inlineText 

Returns the inline text data that is used for the SOAP call. This variable only populates when you select Inline Text
as the input source.

•  Example: 

<checkServerStatus xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">CA
 AuthMinder<token>token__</token><user>user__</
user><password>password__</password></auth></checkServerStatus>

 FileName 

Returns the inline text data that is used for the SOAP call. This variable is only populated when you select
Preformatted SOAP File as the input source.

 Expression Value 

Returns the inline text data that is used for the SOAP call. This variable is only populated when you select
Expression as the input source.

 SavedCallFileName 

Returns the file name from the Saved Call File field. This file contains the actual SOAP envelope that the product
uses to make a SOAP call.

•  Example: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://
schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"><SOAP-ENV:Header/><SOAP-
ENV:Body><checkServerStatus xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam"> CA AuthMinder<token>token__</

http://www.ca.com/itpam
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token><user>user__</user><password>password__</password></auth></checkServerStatus></SOAP-
ENV:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

 

Dynamic Parameters
 Paramsyle 

Returns the parameter style that you selected under the Dynamic Parameter field: Xpath Assignments or
MacroExpansion.

• DynamicParamsInfo
An array of ValueMaps; displays the number of ValueMaps it contains.

• DynamicParamsdata
Returns query, value, and type.

 

Call Results Parameters
responseFileName 

Returns the file name that you provided in the Response File field. This file contains the Response received from a
SOAP call.

xPathQuery 

Returns the xpath query that is defined for extracting the data from the call results.

datasetVar 

Returns the variable that is created to hold the extracted call results.

Type 

Returns the variable that holds the data type that the user defined to hold the call results.

isExtractToDataSet 

Returns true when you select Extract SOAP Response Body to Dataset Variable, or false otherwise.

isExtractHeadersToDataSet 

Returns true when you select Extract SOAP Header to Dataset Variable, or false otherwise.

isExtractHeadersToIndividualDataSet 

Returns true when you select Extract First-Level SOAP Header Elements into Individual Dataset Variable, or false
otherwise.

isExtractToIndividualDataSet 

Returns true when you select Extract First-Level SOAP Header Elements into Individual Dataset Variables, or false
otherwise.

isStripXMLNamespaces 

Returns true when you select Strip XML Name Spaces from Response, or false otherwise.

Operation Results
The operation results return the output of the SOAP Call Results depending on the Call Results parameters you
selected.

• SOAPResponseBody 
Stores the complete SOAP response body.

• SOAPResponseHeaderData
Stores the response header. 

• SoapResponseHeader
Returns the stripped data of the SOAP header response.

• SOAPResponseData
Returns the stripped data of the SOAP call results.
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MIME Attachments
isResolvedByExpression 

Returns true when you select the Is An Expression? option for the MIME Attachment, or false otherwise. Selecting
the Is An Expression? option indicates that the MIME attachment is given as an expression and that expression
refers to the MIME attachment.

Expressionfield 

Returns the expression that refers to the MIME attachment.

 attachmentFields 

Returns a ValueMap array that holds the number of elements it contains.

Content Type 

Returns the content type of the MIME attachment.

ContentID 

Returns the ContentID with which the MIME attachment is uniquely identified.

FileURL 

Returns the path of the MIME attachment.

 Permissions Reference
The following tables list all permissions with dependencies and filters:
catpa04305
The following tables list all permissions with dependencies and filters:

 Permissions by Tab
The actions that are selected on predefined CA EEM policies grant permissions to tabs,
palettes, folders, and automation objects. The following tables describe the permissions that
each action grants to groups (identities) in the corresponding resource policies.
catpa04305
The actions that are selected on predefined CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager policies grant permissions
to tabs, palettes, folders, and automation objects. The following tables describe the permissions that each action
grants to groups (identities) in the corresponding resource policies.

If you create custom policies from these resource classes, use the corresponding tables as a guide for assigning
permissions.

Home Tab

Action Key(Localized Name) Resource Class for Policy Permissions

Console_Login

(User)

Product User Log in to CA Process Automation
and use the Home tab.

Library Tab

The following table lists permissions in order from the lowest level to the highest level. To view the Library
tab, you must have the LibraryBrowser_User permission and either the Environment_Library_User or the
Environment_Library_Admin permission. For more information, see Permissions Dependencies.

Action Key(Localized Name) Resource Class for Policy Permissions

LibraryBrowser_User

(Library Browser User)

LibraryBrowser

(Library Browser)

View access to the Library tab.
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Object_List

(List)

Object View folder or automation object in
the Library Browser.

Define customized library views.

Environment_Library_User

(User)

Environment Prerequisite to many Operations tab
permissions.

Access to Orchestrators added to
environments.

View, export, search automation
objects in the Library tab if the
access is set.

Object_Read

(Read)

Object Navigate a folder path and open
any automation object in the
corresponding designer or viewer.

Implicit: List

Object_Edit

(Edit)

Object Edit a folder or an automation object
in a folder.

Implicit: Read, List

Object_Delete

(Delete)

Object Delete a folder or delete an
automation object added to a folder.

Implicit: Edit, Read, List

Object_Admin

(Admin)

Object Create a folder or any automation
object.

Implicit: Delete, Edit, Read, List

Environment_Library_Admin

(Content Administrator)

Environment Create, Delete, Edit, Read, and
List on all automation objects in the
Library tab.

Group_Config_Admin Group Configuration Access Group Config tab. See
Permissions on Automation Objects
for permissions granted on custom
operators.

Designer Tab

Users with access to the Designer tab are typically also granted access to the Library tab. Designers need at least
the following Library tab permissions to save a process they are designing:

• LibraryBrowser_User
• Environment_Library_User
• Object_Edit (which includes the Object_List and the Object_Read permissions)

Action Key(Localized Name) Resource Class for Policy Permissions

Designer_User

(Designer User)

Designer View access to the Designer tab.

Operations Tab and Palettes

Designers require access to the Operations tab in the design environment; production users require access
to the Operations tab in the production environment. To view the Operations tab, you must have either the
Environment_Library_User or the Environment_Library_Admin permission. For more information, see Permissions
Dependencies.
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Action Key(Localized Name) Resource Class for Policy Permissions

Operations_Process_Watch

(Process Watch)

Operations Open the Process Watch palette in
the Operations tab.

View all the processes in the
selected state, active schedules,
active operators, and User
Requests.

Process_Monitor

(Monitor)

Process Open a running process instance in
the Process Designer.

Monitor progress.

Set breakpoints.

Implicit: List

Process_Start

(Start)

Process Start a process instance.

Implicit: Monitor, List

Process_Control

(Control)

Process Suspend, restart, resume, or abort
process instances.

Implicit: Start, Monitor, List

Operations_Schedules

(Schedules)

Operations View Active Schedules link in the
Operations tab.

Agenda_Control

(Control)

Agenda Activate and deactivate a schedule
on a touchpoint.

Implicit: Read, List

Operations_Datasets

(Datasets)

Operations Open the Operations tab Datasets
palette.

Dataset_Inspect

(Inspect)

Dataset View a dataset object and read the
variable values in the dataset.

Implicit: List

Dataset_Modify

(Modify)

Dataset Create, Edit, and Delete the dataset
object.

Implicit: Inspect, Read, List

Operations_Resources

(Resources)

Operations Open the Operations tab Resources
palette.

Resources_Control

(Control)

Resources Lock unlock, take, return, or add a
parameter to a resource.

Add or remove a resource unit.

Implicit: Read, List

Operations_User_Requests

(User Requests)

Operations Open the Operations tab User
Requests palette.

Operations_Content_Packages
(Content Packages)

Operations Open the Operations tab Content
Packages palette.
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Operations_Task_List

(Task List)

Operations Use the Operations tab Task List
link and view tasks for yourself, your
group, or any group.

Access your tasks from the Home
tab.

StartRequestForm_Dequeue

(Dequeue)

Start Request Form Dequeue a process that a start
request form put in the queue.

Implicit: Start, List

StartRequestForm_Start

(Start)

Start Request Form Start a task that a start request form
defines.

Implicit: List

Execute TouchPoint Security Run scripts or programs in
operators. The product derives
the impacted operators from
specified operator categories. The
impact occurs when the target is a
specified touchpoint in a specified
environment.

Reports Tab

The following table lists the action relevant to using the Reports tab.

Action Key(Localized Name) Resource Class for Policy Permissions

Reports_User

(Reports User)

Reports Open the Reports tab

Upload custom reports

View or delete predefined, shared,
or private reports.

Configuration Tab and Palettes

The following table lists the actions that impact permissions on the Configuration tab. To view the Configuration
Browser on the Configuration tab, you must have the Client_Configuration_User permission. For more information,
see Permissions Dependencies.

Action Key(Localized Name) Resource Class for Policy Permissions

Client_Configuration_User

(View Configuration Browser)

Configuration Browser View the Configuration tab
Configuration Browser.

Environment_Configuration_Admin

(Configuration Administrator)

Environment Add New Group, Add Touchpoint,
and Add Host Group in the
Configuration Browser.

Edit the configuration at the
environment level, including security,
properties, operator categories,
custom operator groups, and
triggers.
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Domain_Admin

(Administrator)

Domain In the Configuration Browser
palette, lock or unlock the Domain,
add Environment, invoke Bulk
Agent Removal, and invoke Bulk
Touchpoint Removal.

Edit the configuration at the Domain
level, including security, properties,
operator categories, custom
operator groups, and triggers.

Update the Orchestrator Resources
folder and the Agent Resources
folder contents in the Manage User
Resources palette.

Configuration_User_Resources

(User Resources)

Configuration Browser Open the Configuration tab Manage
User Resources palette and update
the User Resources folder contents.

Configuration_Installations

(Installations)

Configuration Browser Open the Configuration tab
Installation palette and start
installing an agent, Orchestrator, or
cluster node of an Orchestrator.

 Permissions on Automation Objects
The following table describes permissions that you can grant on various automation objects
through custom CA EEM (CA EEM) policies. You can grant permissions to any application
groups in CA EEM. Access to automation objects and folders on any Orchestrator in an
environment requires User or Content Administrator access in the Environment policy.
Environment is the parent resource class to the resource classes for automation objects.
catpa04305
The following table describes permissions that you can grant on various automation objects through custom CA CA
Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) policies. You can grant permissions to any application groups in CA
EEM. Access to automation objects and folders on any Orchestrator in an environment requires User or Content
Administrator access in the Environment policy. Environment is the parent resource class to the resource classes
for automation objects.

Some permissions implicitly include other permissions. When you select a specific permission, implicit permissions
are selected simultaneously. When you grant an explicit permission, you implicitly grant all other permissions
beneath it in the permissions hierarchy.

When you deny an implicit permission, you deny all other permissions above it in the permissions hierarchy.
List permission is implicit to every other permission and depends on no other permissions. You can deny all
permissions for a group on a folder with a custom Object policy that denies permissions with List. Revoking List
permission revokes every other permission on an automation object. However, revoking other permissions never
revokes List permission.

Action Key (Localized Name) Resource Class for Policy Permissions

Object_Admin

(Admin)

Object Create a folder or create any
automation object

Implicit: Delete, Edit, Read, List

Object_Delete

(Delete)

Object Delete a folder or delete an
automation object added to a folder.

Implicit: Edit, Read, List
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Object_Edit

(Edit)

Object Edit a folder or edit an automation
object in a folder.

Implicit: Read, List

Object_Read

(Read)

Object Navigate a folder path and open
any automation object in the
corresponding designer or viewer.

Implicit: List

Object_List

(List)

Object View a folder or view an automation
object in the Library Browser. Define
customized views of the library.

Environment_Library_Admin

(Content Administrator)

Environment Create, Delete, Edit, Read, and List
all automation objects.

Environment_Library_User

(User)

Environment View, export, and search automation
objects if the access is set.

Note:  Implicitly inheritable by
Resource Classes for automation
objects

Agenda_Control

(Control)

Agenda Activate and deactivate a schedule
on a touchpoint.

Implicit: Read, List

Dataset_Modify

(Modify)

Dataset Create, Edit, and Delete the dataset
object.

Implicit: Inspect, Read, List

Dataset_Inspect

(Inspect)

Dataset View a dataset object and read
values of variables in the dataset.

Implicit: List

Process_Control

(Control)

Process Suspend, restart, resume, or abort
instances of a process.

Implicit: Start, Monitor, List

Process_Start

(Start)

Process Start an instance of a process.

Implicit: Monitor, List

Process_Monitor

(Monitor)

Process Open a running instance of a
process in the Process Designer,
monitor progress, and set
breakpoints.

Implicit: List

Resources_Control

(Control)

Resources Lock, unlock, take, return, or add
a parameter to a resource. Add or
remove a resource unit.

Implicit: Read, List

StartRequestForm_Dequeue

(Dequeue)

Start Request Form Dequeue a process that a start
request form queued.

Implicit: Start, List
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StartRequestForm_Start

(Start)

Start Request Form Start a task that a start request form
defined.

Implicit: List

Execute TouchPoint Security Run scripts or programs in
operators derived from specified
operator categories that target
specified touchpoints in a specified
environment.

Group_Config_Admin Group Configuration Define parameters for a custom
operator group when defining a
custom operator.

Follow these steps:

1. Lock the custom operator group
on the Group Configuration tab.

2. Add pages and variables.
3. Save the configuration.
4. Unlock the custom operator

group. 
5. Unlock publishes the named

custom operator group
configuration. Publication makes
the group configuration available
on the Connectors tab in the
Configuration Browser at the
Domain and environment levels.

 Permissions Dependencies
The following table describes the dependent resource class action (permission) for each
resource class action in the predefined CA EEM policies for .
catpa04305
The following table describes the dependent resource class action (permission) for each resource class action in
the predefined CA CA Embedded Entitlements Manager policies for CA Process Automation.

Consider the dependencies when you assign only custom groups (without PAMUsers) to user accounts.

As the table summarizes, you can assign an Action Key in a custom policy for a Resource Class to a custom group.
If you create such a custom policy, assign that custom group to a Dependent Actions Key.

Action Key(Localized Name) Resource Class for Custom Policy Dependent Actions Key(Localized
Name)

Console_Login (User) Product User  

Reports_User (Reports User) Reports Console_Login (User)

Environment_Library_User (User) Environment Console_Login (User)

Environment_Library_Admin
(Content Administrator)

Environment Console_Login (User)

Environment_Configuration_Admin
(Configuration Administrator)

Environment Console_Login (User)

Domain_Admin (Administrator) Domain Console_Login (User)

Client_Configuration_User (View
Configuration Browser)

Configuration Browser Console_Login (User)
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Configuration_User_Resources
(User Resources)

Configuration Browser • Console_Login (User)
• Client_Configuration_User (View

Configuration Browser)
• Domain_Admin (Administrator)

for access to the Agent
Resources and the Orchestrator
Resources folders.

Configuration_Installations
(Installations)

Configuration Browser Console_Login (User)

LibraryBrowser_User (Library
Browser User)

Library Browser • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User) or
Environment_Library_Admin
(Content Administrator)

Operations_User_Requests (User
Requests)

Operations • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User) or
Environment_Library_Admin
(Content Administrator)

Operations_Process_Watch
(Process Watch)

Operations • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User) or
Environment_Library_Admin
(Content Administrator)

Operations_Task_List (Task List) Operations • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User) or
Environment_Library_Admin
(Content Administrator)

Operations_Schedules (Schedules) Operations • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User) or
Environment_Library_Admin
(Content Administrator)

Operations_Resources (Resources) Operations • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User) or
Environment_Library_Admin
(Content Administrator)

Operations_Datasets (Datasets) Operations • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User) or
Environment_Library_Admin
(Content Administrator)

Operations_Content Packages
(Content Packages)

Operations • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User) or
Environment_Library_Admin
(Content Administrator)
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• Object_List (List)
• Object_Read (Read)
• Object_Edit (Edit)
• Object_Delete (Delete)
• Object_Admin (Admin)

Object • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User)

Agenda_Control (Control) Agenda • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User)
• Object_List (List) with

resource/folder

Note:  If the object is created in
the root folder, Object_List is not
necessary.

• Dataset_Inspect (Inspect)
• Dataset_Modify (Modify)

Dataset • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User)
• Object_List (List) with

resource/folder

Note:  If the object is created in
the root folder, Object_List is not
necessary.

• Process_Control (Control)
• Process_Monitor (Monitor)
• Process_Start (Start)

Process • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User)
• Object_List (List) with

resource/folder

Note:  If the object is created in
the root folder, Object_List is not
necessary.

Resources_Control (Control) Resources • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User)
• Object_List (List) with

resource/folder

Note:  If the object is created in
the root folder, Object_List is not
necessary.

• StartRequestForm_Start (Start)
• StarRequestForm_Dequeue

(Dequeue)

Start Request Form • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User)
• Object_List (List) with

resource/folder

Note:  If the object is created in
the root folder, Object_List is not
necessary.
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Execute Touchpoint Security • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User)
• Object_List (List) with

resource/folder

Note:  If the object is created in
the root folder, Object_List is not
necessary.

Group_Config_Admin Group Configuration • Console_Login (User)
• Environment_Library_User

(User)
• Object_List (List) with

resource/folder
• Object_Edit (Edit) with

resource/folder

 Filters for Permissions
EEM defines permissions as Resource Class actions. You can, optionally, use filters to limit the
actions that you allow a group or user. For example, you can scope permissions so that they
apply to the assigned group in the configured environment only.
catpa04305
CA Embedded Entitlements Manager defines permissions as Resource Class actions. You can, optionally, use
filters to limit the actions that you allow a group or user. For example, you can scope permissions so that they apply
to the assigned group in the configured environment only.

The following Filters example illustrates the use of ENVIRONMENT as the named attribute for the filter. Policies
that are defined with the Access Policies type let you add filters.

The actions in the following table belong to policies based on the referenced resource class.

Action Key(Localized Name) Resource Class for Policy Named Attribute for Filter

• Object_List (List)
• Object_Read (Read)
• Object_Edit (Edit)
• Object_Delete (Delete)
• Object_Admin (Admin)

Object • SECURITY_CONTEXT_ID
• SECURITY_CONTEXT_GRP
• ENVIRONMENT
• OBJECT_TYPE

Agenda_Control (Control) Agenda ENVIRONMENT

• Dataset_Inspect (Inspect)
• Dataset_Modify (Modify)

Dataset ENVIRONMENT

• Process_Control (Control)
• Process_Monitor (Monitor)
• Process_Start (Start)

Process • SECURITY_CONTEXT_ID
• SECURITY_CONTEXT_GRP
• ENVIRONMENT

Resources_Control (Control) Resources ENVIRONMENT

• StartRequestForm_Start (Start)
• StarRequestForm_Dequeue

(Dequeue)

Start Request Form ENVIRONMENT
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Execute TouchPoint Security • ENVIRONMENT
• TOUCHPOINT

 Web Services
Web services are the services that are exposed to the internet for a programmatic access. The
services are the online Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that give users the ability to
communicate with from external sources.
catpa04305
 

 

Web services are the services that are exposed to the internet for a programmatic access. The services are the
online Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that give users the ability to communicate with CA Process
Automation from external sources.

CA Process Automation provides one method to use Web services, SOAP

Note:  See also Known Web Services Status Codes.

 Known Web Services Status Codes
The Web services API returns the following known status codes. Depending on the error type,
the web server or the CXF framework may return other codes.
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The CA Process Automation Web services API returns the following known status codes. Depending on the error
type, the web server or the CXF framework may return other codes.

• 200 - OK
Indicates a successful return.

• 201 - Created
Indicates a new record.

• 204 - No Content
Indicates an empty response body.

• 304 - Not Modified
Indicates that the record did not update.

• 400 - Bad Request
Indicates that an error occurred due to a user or backend server issue.

• 401 - Unauthorized
Indicates a function Access error or any authentication failure.

• 404 - Not Found
Indicates that a record is not found.

• 405 - Method Not Allowed
Indicates an unsupported HTTP method.

• 406 - Not Acceptable
Indicates an unsupported requested format.

• 409 - Conflict
Indicates that multiple records were found for the given identifier.

• 415 - Unsupported Media Type
Indicates that the provided format is not supported.

• 500 - Internal Server Error
Indicates an error on the server or CXF framework.

 SOAP API Reference
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is a protocol specification for exchanging structured
information in the implementation of Web services.
catpa04305
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Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is a protocol specification for exchanging structured information in the
implementation of Web services.

The WSDL for the CA Process Automation Web services interface can be accessed at:

http(s)://<CA Process Automation Server Name>:< port>/itpam/soap?wsdl

Note:

• Incoming CA Process Automation Web services only support SOAP version 1.1.
• The Web Services methods will not be extended past CA Process Automation Release 04.1.00. The

documentation is kept for reference purposes only.

Contents:

 

 SOAP Web Services Methods
To run a SOAP call, you can either use a token or a combination of username and password.
catpa04305
 

 

To run a SOAP call, you can either use a token or a combination of username and password.

The following example shows a username/password authentication and authorization:

CA AuthMinder

   <user>Joe</user >
   <password>thisismypassword</password >
</auth>

Note:  See Common Tags for Web Services Methods for more information about tags that apply to numerous Web
services methods.

Contents:

 AsyncSoapResponse Method
Use the AsyncSoapResponse method to complete an Invoke SOAP Method Async operator
that is running in any process instance.
catpa04305
Use the AsyncSoapResponse method to complete an Invoke SOAP Method Async operator that is running in any
process instance.

Example

<tns:AsyncSoapResponse xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:MessageID>514514e3-e8c8-4b1d-be42-3ee85e9d8d37</tns:MessageID>
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<!--Any valid XML fragment-->

</tns:AsyncSoapResponse>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body> 
<tns:AsyncSoapResponse xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam"> 
<tns:MessageID>514514e3-e8c8-4b1d-be42-3ee85e9d8d37</tns:MessageID> 

<!--Any valid XML fragment--> 
</tns:AsyncSoapResponse></SOAP-ENV:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope> 

<MessageID> specifies the UUID of the Invoke SOAP Method Async operator that is running.

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<AsyncSoapResponseResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<status>SOAP_ASYNC_SUCCESS</status>
</AsyncSoapResponseResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

 checkServerStatus Method
Use the checkServerStatus method to see the server status.
catpa04305
Use the checkServerStatus method to see the server status.

Example

<tns:checkServerStatus xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam"> 
   <tns:auth> 
<!--xsd:Choice Type--> 
<tns:token>token__</tns:token> 
<tns:user>user__</tns:user> 
<tns:password>password__</tns:password> 
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   </tns:auth> 
</tns:checkServerStatus>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body><tns:checkServerStatus xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam"> 
   <tns:auth> 
<!--xsd:Choice Type--> 
<tns:token>token__</tns:token> 
<tns:user>pamadmin</tns:user> 
<tns:password>pamadmin</tns:password> 
   </tns:auth> 
</tns:checkServerStatus>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<checkServerStatusResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<serverStatus>Server status ok.</serverStatus>
</checkServerStatusResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

<serverStatus> shows the status of the server.

 

 checkStartRequestStatus Method
Use the checkStartRequestStatus method to view the status of a start request.
catpa04305
Use the checkStartRequestStatus method to view the status of a start request.

Example

<tns:checkStartRequestStatus xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
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<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type--> 
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type--> 
<tns:interactionId>51</tns:interactionId>
<tns:tagId>tagId__</tns:tagId> 
</tns:checkStartRequestStatus>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:checkStartRequestStatus xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:interactionId>51</tns:interactionId>
<tns:tagId>z34dsf5c7-xagb-4g5d-74g5-bd5c4we2378f</tns:tagId>
</tns:checkStartRequestStatus>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

You can include one of the following:

• <interactionId>
The user passes the ID of the start request form to view.

• <tagId>
The user passes the tagId of the start request form to view.

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<checkStartRequestStatusResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<startRequestStatus>
<interactionId>51</interactionId>
<state>Completed</state>
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<earliest-start-time>2012-03-01T12:51:25.690+05:30</earliest-start-
time>
<start-time>2012-03-01T12:51:25.893+05:30</start-time>
<end-time>2012-03-01T12:51:38.033+05:30</end-time>
<refProcess>/TENSU03/Process</refProcess>
<processID>52</processID>
</startRequestStatus>
</checkStartRequestStatusResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

The response contains tags under which the user can view the result.

• <state>
Describes the state of the start request.

• <earliest-start-time>
States the time when the start request is queued.

• <start-time>
States the actual start time of the start request.

• <end-time>
States the end time of the start request.

• <refProcess>
Shows the reference path of the process that is attached with the start request.

• <processID>
Shows the Instance Id of the process (only returned if a process instance has been created).

 controlInstance Method
Use the controlInstance method to create a SOAP request to control an instance. The
controlInstance method specifies archiving for the process or start request forms (and all its
child instances) that are not triggered in detached mode. This method does not send a fault if
a process or start request form is already marked for archiving. The controlInstance method
sends a fault when a process or start request form is not found with the specified ID.
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Use the controlInstance method to create a SOAP request to control an instance. The controlInstance method
specifies archiving for the process or start request forms (and all its child instances) that are not triggered in
detached mode. This method does not send a fault if a process or start request form is already marked for
archiving. The controlInstance method sends a fault when a process or start request form is not found with the
specified ID.

To run a controlInstance method, use any one of the following options:

• rootUUID: This option specifies the rootUUID of the process or start request form
• instanceId: This option specifies the instance ID of the process or start request form
• processName: This option specifies the name of a Process and will act on all instances of that process
• tagId: This option specifies the tagid of the process or start request form.

Example

<tns:controlInstance xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam"> 
   <tns:auth> 
<!--xsd:Choice Type--> 
<tns:token>token__</tns:token> 
<tns:user>user__</tns:user> 
<tns:password>password__</tns:password> 
   </tns:auth> 
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   <!--xsd:Choice Type--> 
   <tns:instanceId>instanceId__</tns:instanceId> 
   <tns:action>archive</tns:action> 
</tns:controlInstance> 

SOAP Request

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/" xmlns:itp="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
   <soapenv:Header/>
   <soapenv:Body>
    <tns:controlInstance>
      <tns:auth>
    <!--xsd:Choice Type-->
    <tns:token>token__</tns:token>
      <tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
        <tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
        <tns:auth>
    <!--xsd:Choice Type-->
        <tns:instanceId>3186</tns:instanceId>
        <tns:action>archive</tns:action>
      </tns:controlInstance>
   </soapenv:Body>
</soapenv:Envelope>

• <rootUUID>
Specifies the rootUUID of the process or start request form.

• <instanceId>
Specifies the instance ID of the process or start request form.

• <tagId>
Specifies the tag ID of the process or start request form.

• <action> 
Specifies the action to perform on the process or start request form instance. Currently, only archive is
supported.

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
   <SOAP-ENV:Header/>
   <SOAP-ENV:Body>
    <controlProcessResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
       <actionStatus>The archive action was successfully executed.</
actionStatus>
    </controlProcessResponse>
   </SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>
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 controlProcess Method
Use the controlProcess method to create a request to control a process.
catpa04305
Use the controlProcess method to create a request to control a process.

Example

<tns:controlProcess xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam"> 
  <tns:ProcessID>ProcessID__</tns:ProcessID> 
  <tns:action>action__</tns:action> 
  <tns:auth> 
<!--xsd:Choice Type--> 
<tns:token>token__</tns:token> 
<tns:user>user__</tns:user> 
<tns:password>password__</tns:password> 
  </tns:auth> 
</tns:controlProcess> 

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-
ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://
www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:controlProcess xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:ProcessID>47</tns:ProcessID>
<tns:action>suspend</tns:action>
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
</tns:controlProcess></SOAP-ENV:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<controlProcessResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
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<actionStatus>The suspend action for Process ID "47" was queued.</
actionStatus>
</controlProcessResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

Actions
• Suspend

You can suspend a single process instance through a Web services method.
If you cannot suspend a process instance (for example, it already completed or aborted), an error message
returns containing details about the request.
Here is an example of a fault when you try to suspend a completed process:

<Fault xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<faultcode>SOAP-ENV:Server</faultcode>
<faultstring>The process with Process ID "208" is in completed state and therefore cannot be suspended.</
faultstring>
</Fault>

• Resume
You can resume a single process instance that was previously suspended through a Web services method.
If you cannot resume a process instance, an error message returns containing details about the request. For
example, a process instance cannot resume because it was already completed, aborted, or not currently
suspended.
Here is an example of a fault when you try to resume a completed process:

<Fault xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<faultcode>SOAP-ENV:Server</faultcode>
<faultstring>The process with Process ID "208" is in completed state and therefore cannot be resumed.</
faultstring>
</Fault>

• Abort
You can abort a single process instance through a Web services method.
If you cannot abort a process instance (for example, it already completed or aborted), an error message returns
containing details about the request.
Here is an example of a fault when you try to abort a completed process:

<Fault xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<faultcode>SOAP-ENV:Server</faultcode>
<faultstring>The process with Process ID "486" is in completed  state and therefore cannot be Aborted.</
faultstring>
</Fault>
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Example 1

<tns:controlProcess xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
        <tns:ProcessID>ProcessID </tns:ProcessID>
        <tns:action>action</tns:action>
          <tns:auth>
       <!--xsd:Choice Type-->   
       <tns:token>token__</tns:token>   
           <tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
           <tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
          <tns:auth></tns:controlProcess>

"ProcessedID" is the ROID of the process instance that you must control (suspend/resume/abort). The "ROID" of a
running process is in the response when executing a process through Web services.

Example 2

<tns:ExecuteC2OFlowResponse xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
        <tns:ExecuteC2OFlowResult>
        <tns:ROID>567</tns:ROID>
        ...
        ...
        </tns:ExecuteC2OFlowResult>
</tns:ExecuteC2OFlowResponse>

The value for action is to suspend, resume, or abort. Only an authorized user can perform this action; otherwise, a
fault is returned.

Example 3

<SOAP-ENV:Fault xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
        <faultcode>SOAP-ENV:Server</faultcode>
        <faultstring>Invalid user/password or token.</faultstring>
</SOAP-ENV:Fault>

A fault returns if you try to perform an operation that you cannot perform on a process in its current state. For
example, trying to suspend a process that already completed.

Example 4

<SOAP-ENV:Fault xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
        <faultcode>SOAP-ENV:Server</faultcode>
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        <faultstring>Process with Process Id "576" is in completed state therefore cannot be suspended.</
faultstring>
</SOAP-ENV:Fault>

 deleteArchivedInstances Method
Use the deleteArchivedInstances method to delete the archived instances of a Orchestrator.
catpa04305
Use the deleteArchivedInstances method to delete the archived instances of a CA Process Automation
Orchestrator.

Example

<tns:deleteArchivedInstances xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:dateRange>
<tns:fromDate>2012-02-02T02:00:00.320+05:30</tns:fromDate>
<tns:toDate>2012-02-02T03:00:00.320+05:30</tns:toDate>
</tns:dateRange>
</tns:deleteArchivedInstances>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/><SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:deleteArchivedInstances xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:dateRange>
<tns:fromDate>2012-02-02T02:00:00.320+05:30</tns:fromDate>
<tns:toDate>2012-02-02T03:00:00.320+05:30</tns:toDate>
</tns:dateRange>
</tns:deleteArchivedInstances>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

You can specify the <dateRange> in the <fromDate> and <toDate> tags to delete archived instances. Use the
Standard XSD format 2002-05-30T09:00:00.
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SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<deleteArchivedInstancesResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<successMessage>4 archived instances were deleted successfully.</
successMessage>
</deleteArchivedInstancesResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

<successMessage> shows the successful deletion of instances and the number of instances deleted.

When there are no instances in the given period, the response will be:

<deleteArchivedInstancesResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<successMessage>No archived instance is available for the specified date range.</
successMessage>
</deleteArchivedInstancesResponse>

 deleteAttachments Method
Use the deleteAttachments method to delete the attachments which were uploaded using the
executeStartRequest/ExecuteProcess method.
catpa04305
Use the deleteAttachments method to delete the attachments which were uploaded using the executeStartRequest/
ExecuteProcess method.

Example

<tns:deleteAttachments xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:attachments>
<tns:attachmentId>111</tns:attachmentId>
</tns:attachments>
</tns:deleteAttachments>
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SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:deleteAttachments xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:attachments>
<tns:attachmentId>111</tns:attachmentId>
</tns:attachments>
</tns:deleteAttachments>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<deleteAttachmentsResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<successMessage>The specified attachments were deleted successfully.</
successMessage>
</deleteAttachmentsResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

<successMessage> shows results of the request.

 executePendingInteraction Method
Use the executePendingInteraction method to run the pending user interactions.
catpa04305
Use the executePendingInteraction method to run the pending user interactions.

Example

<tns:executePendingInteraction xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
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<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:params>
<tns:param name="Var_0">hello</tns:param>
<tns:param name="Var_1">world</tns:param>
</tns:params>
<tns:userInteractionID>22141</tns:userInteractionID>
<tns:isApprove>true</tns:isApprove>
</tns:executePendingInteraction>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:executePendingInteraction xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:params>
<tns:param name="Var_0">hello</tns:param>
<tns:param name="Var_1">world</tns:param>
</tns:params>
<tns:userInteractionID>22141</tns:userInteractionID>
<tns:isApprove>true</tns:isApprove>
</tns:executePendingInteraction>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

Provide a Parameter
In the previous request, the user can provide a list of parameters under the <params> tag. The user must create
one <param> tag which includes the following parameters:

• Name attribute of this tag
Provide the name of the parameter.

• Value of this tag
Provide the value of the parameter.

• <userInteractionID>
Is the ID of the Task Id of the user interaction to run.

• <isApprove>
(Optional) Specifies to approve or reject the task. This value can be true or false.

SOAP Response
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<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<executePendingInteractionResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<userInteractionID>22141</userInteractionID>
<interactionTitle>Task_MyTasks</interactionTitle>
<state>Completed</state>
<startTime>2012-02-29T18:11:28.817+05:30</startTime>
<endTime>2012-02-29T18:17:27.707+05:30</endTime>
<parmitedUserGroup>pamadmin</parmitedUserGroup>
<closedBy>pamadmin</closedBy>
</executePendingInteractionResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope> 

• <userInteractionID>
This parameter specifies the Id of the interaction request.

• <interactionTitle>
This parameter specifies the title of the interaction request.

• <state>
This parameter specifies the state of the interaction request.

• <startTime>
This parameter specifies the start time of the interaction request.

• <endTime>
This parameter specifies the end time of the interaction request.

• <parmitedUserGroup>
This parameter shows the list of assigned users and groups.

• <closedBy>
This parameter shows the name of the user who responded to the task.

Note:

• The "IsApprove flag" was being ignored for this method in CA Process Automation r2.1. To correct this
issue, yet allow retention of the existing behavior for existing CA Process Automation instances, a new install
has "oasis.reject.unnecessary.approval" set to true in the OasisConfig.properties configuration file. Existing
installations have oasis.reject.unnecessary.approval added to set to the OasisConfig.properties configuration file
and set to false.

• If "oasis.reject.unnecessary.approval" is true, then the server considers the isApprove flag. A fault is returned
if the user tries to approve or reject a form which does not require approval. A fault is also returned if the SOAP
message does not include the isApprove flag for a form which requires approval.

 executeProcess Method
Use the executeProcess method to run a process.
catpa04305
Use the executeProcess method to run a process.

Example

<tns:executeProcess xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:flow>
<tns:name>/MIMETEST</tns:name>
<tns:action>start</tns:action>
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
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<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:params>
<tns:param name="name_6__">param__</tns:param>
</tns:params>
<tns:options>
<tns:startDate>startDate__</tns:startDate>
<tns:startTime>startTime__</tns:startTime>
<tns:tagId> 06a4d113-0333-4aba-8cce-8781c18647c9</tns:tagId>
<tns:isAutoArchive>true</tns:isAutoArchive>
<tns:priority>priority__</tns:priority>
</tns:options>
<tns:attachments attachmentsParamName="name">
<tns:attachment>
<tns:attachmentID>123</tns:attachmentID>
<tns:name>MIMETEST</tns:name>
<tns:localSourceLocation>"C:\\setupdir.log"</tns:localSourceLocation>
</tns:attachment>
</tns:attachments>
</tns:flow>
</tns:executeProcess>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:executeProcess xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:flow>
<tns:name>/MIMETEST</tns:name>
<tns:action>start</tns:action>
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:params>
<tns:param name="name_6__">param__</tns:param>
</tns:params>
<tns:options>
<tns:startDate>startDate__</tns:startDate>
<tns:startTime>startTime__</tns:startTime>
<tns:tagId> 06a4d113-0333-4aba-8cce-8781c18647c9</tns:tagId>
<tns:isAutoArchive>true</tns:isAutoArchive>
<tns:priority>priority__</tns:priority>
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</tns:options>
<tns:attachments attachmentsParamName="TENSU03">
<tns:attachment>
<tns:attachmentID>123</tns:attachmentID>
<tns:name>MIMETEST</tns:name>
<tns:localSourceLocation>"C:\\setupdir.log"</tns:localSourceLocation>
</tns:attachment>
</tns:attachments>
</tns:flow>
</tns:executeProcess>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

The following tags are under the <flow> tag:

• <name>
Defines the name of the process (including the absolute path) that the user wants to run.

• <action>
Specifies "start" to start the process.

• <tagId>
Adds a unique ID to a process/start request form. A fault returns if there is a process or start request form
instance with same tag. The <tagId> tag monitors the status of any process/start request form that you specify
the tag for.

• <IsAutoArchive>
Can be set to false to skip process/Start Request Form instances (along with their child instances) from
archiving under archival policy. Processes that are run in detached mode are not affected by this tag. The
default value for <IsAutoArchive> is true.

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<ExecuteC2OFlowResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<ExecuteC2OFlowResult>
<ROID>150</ROID>
<flow-name>/MIMETEST</flow-name>
<flow-action>start</flow-action>
<auth-user>pamadmin</auth-user>
<submission-time>2012-01-18T09:26:36.453+05:30</submission-time>
<sender-address>none</sender-address>
<connection-id>none</connection-id>
<message>Document accepted for processing</message>
<params>
<param name="RuntimeROID">150</param>
<param name="ServerId">1b4bda3d-bc5c-4a89-a2ad-23e2d4e71bce</param>
<param name="effectiveUser">pamadmin</param>
<param name="InstanceUUID">659322db-deca-4827-b622-14f69d09b33c</
param>
<param name="name_6__">param__</param>
<param name="UserName">pamadmin</param>
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<param name="ProcessName">/MIMETEST</param>
<param name="ServerName">lodivsa204.ca.com</param>
<param name="DisplayName">MIMETEST</param>
<param name="ProcessPriority">priority__</param>
<param name="TouchpointName">Orchestrator</param>
<param name="CallerUser">pamadmin</param>
<param name="ScheduledStartTime">2012-01-18 00:00:00</param>
<param name="rootUUID">659322db-deca-4827-b622-14f69d09b33c</param>
<param name="ProcessAction">start</param>
<param name="InstanceName">MIMETEST_150</param>
</params>
</ExecuteC2OFlowResult>
</ExecuteC2OFlowResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

In this response, the user can view the details of the process instance that runs.

<ROID> specifies the ROID of the instance of the process.

 executeStartRequest Method
Use the executeStartRequest method to start a start request form from the library.
catpa04305
Use the executeStartRequest method to start a start request form from the CA Process Automation library.

Example

<tns:executeStartRequest xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:objLocation>
<tns:name>MYSRF</tns:name>
<tns:path>/myfolder/</tns:path>
</tns:objLocation>
<tns:params>
<tns:param name="Var_0">joe</tns:param>
<tns:param name="Var_1">smith</tns:param>
</tns:params>
<tns:options>
<tns:startDate>startDate__</tns:startDate>
<tns:startTime>startTime__</tns:startTime>
<tns:tagId> 06a4d113-0333-4aba-8cce-8781c18647c9</tns:tagId>
<tns:isAutoArchive>true</tns:isAutoArchive>
<tns:priority>priority__</tns:priority>
</tns:options>
<tns:attachments attachmentsParamName="attachmentsParamName__">
<tns:attachment>
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<tns:attachmentID>attachmentID__</tns:attachmentID>
<tns:name>name_11__</tns:name>
<tns:localSourceLocation>localSourceLocation__</
tns:localSourceLocation>
</tns:attachment>
</tns:attachments>
</tns:executeStartRequest>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:executeStartRequest xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:objLocation>
<tns:name>MYSRF</tns:name>
<tns:path>/TENSU03/</tns:path>
</tns:objLocation>
<tns:params>
<tns:param name="Var_0">user</tns:param>
<tns:param name="Var_1">joe</tns:param>
</tns:params>
<tns:options>
<tns:startDate>startDate__</tns:startDate>
<tns:startTime>startTime__</tns:startTime>
<tns:tagId>06a4d113-0333-4aba-8cce-8781c18647c9</tns:tagId>
<tns:isAutoArchive>true</tns:isAutoArchive>
<tns:priority>priority__</tns:priority>
</tns:options>
<tns:attachments attachmentsParamName="attachmentsParamName__">
<tns:attachment>
<tns:attachmentID>attachmentID__</tns:attachmentID>
<tns:name>name_11__</tns:name>
<tns:localSourceLocation>localSourceLocation__</
tns:localSourceLocation>
</tns:attachment>
</tns:attachments>
</tns:executeStartRequest>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

• <objLocation>
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Specifies the location of the start request form in the CA Process Automation library. Two tags are under the
<objLocation> tag.

• <name>
Specifies the name of the start request form.

• <path>
Provides the absolute path of the start request form object in the CA Process Automation Library.

• <tagId>
Adds a unique ID to a process or Start Request Form. A fault returns if there is a process or start request form
instance with same tag. The <tagId> tag monitors the status of any process or start request form for which you
specify the tag.

• <IsAutoArchive>
Can be set to false to skip process or start request form instances (along with their child instances) from
archiving under archival policy. This tag does not affect processes that run in detached mode. The default value
for <IsAutoArchive> is true.

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<executeStartRequestResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<startRequestStatus>
<interactionId>114</interactionId>
<state>Running</state>
<earliest-start-time>2012-03-01T00:00:00.000+05:30</earliest-start-
time>
<start-time>2012-03-01T13:54:13.523+05:30</start-time>
<refProcess>/TENSU03/Process</refProcess>
<params>
<param name="DisableSchedulingDialog">True</param>
<param name="FLowChartPath">/TENSU03/Process</param>
<param name="userId">pamadmin</param>
<param name="CALLER_TYPE">ITPAM_WS</param>
<param name="Var_1">tentu</param>
<param name="Var_0">sudhakar</param>
</params>
</startRequestStatus>
</executeStartRequestResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

• <interactionId>
Specifies the interaction ID of the instance of the start request form that was started.

• <state>
Shows the instance state.

• <refProcess>
Defines the name of the process with the absolute path attached with the start request form.

 exportObject Method
Use the exportObject method to export a library using a Web service call.
catpa04305
Use the exportObject method to export a library using a Web service call.
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Note:  Ensure that the maximum XML size that you want to export is 250 MB.

Example

<tns:exportObject xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:folderName>/SOAPTest/ObjectsToExport</tns:folderName>
<tns:level>2</tns:level>
<tns:isAbsolute>true</tns:isAbsolute>
<tns:downloadFileName>
<tns:downloadLocation>C:\</tns:downloadLocation>
<tns:fileName>SOAPExportedObjects.xml</tns:fileName>
<tns:overwriteFile>true</tns:overwriteFile>
</tns:downloadFileName>
<tns:filter>
<tns:exportObjectTypes>
<tns:objectType>Agenda</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>Calendar</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>CustomIcon</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>CustomOperator</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>Dataset</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>InteractionRequestForm</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>Package</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>Process</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>ProcessWatch</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>Resources</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>StartRequestForm</tns:objectType>
</tns:exportObjectTypes>
</tns:filter>
</tns:exportObject>

SOAP Request
The request contains:

• FolderName (the folder or object that you want to export)
• Folder recursion level
• Absolute/relative paths in export output
• Object types
• Download file name and the download location, where the exported library has to save.

Note:  All parameters are optional with the exception of FolderName.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
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<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:exportObject xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:folderName>/SOAPTest/ObjectsToExport</tns:folderName>
<tns:level>2</tns:level>
<tns:isAbsolute>true</tns:isAbsolute>
<tns:downloadFileName>
<tns:downloadLocation>C:\</tns:downloadLocation>
<tns:fileName>SOAPExportedObjects.xml</tns:fileName>
<tns:overwriteFile>true</tns:overwriteFile>
</tns:downloadFileName>
<tns:filter>
<tns:exportObjectTypes>
<tns:objectType>Agenda</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>Calendar</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>CustomIcon</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>CustomOperator</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>CustomSensor</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>Dataset</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>InteractionRequestForm</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>Package</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>Process</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>ProcessWatch</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>Resources</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>StartRequestForm</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>StatePolicy</tns:objectType>
<tns:objectType>System</tns:objectType>
</tns:exportObjectTypes>
</tns:filter>
</tns:exportObject>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<ExportLibraryResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<exportLibraryResponse>Successfully uploaded the exported library to provided download file name:C:
\SOAPExportedObjects.xml</exportLibraryResponse>
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<downloadedServer>PAM40-W2K8-17</downloadedServer>
</ExportLibraryResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

• If you do not provide the Download File Name in the request, then the serialized library (exported library object)
sends it as an attachment to the response.

• If you do not provide an accessible shared location and file name in the request, then the error response is
returned to the user.

• If you provide the accessible shared location and the Download File Name, then the exported library is saved at
the given location with the specified file name. The shared location is returned in response.

• If a Download File Name that you provide exists in the shared location, then the error response is returned to
the user.

 generateEvent Method
Use the generateEvent method to post an event.
catpa04305
Use the generateEvent method to post an event.

Example

<tns:generateEvent xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:eventName>test</tns:eventName>
<tns:eventType>eventType__</tns:eventType>
<tns:eventSource>testsource</tns:eventSource>
<tns:eventDestination>testdestination</tns:eventDestination>
<tns:eventExpDuration>130</tns:eventExpDuration>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:payload>test</tns:payload>
<tns:params>
<tns:param name="name__">param__</tns:param>
</tns:params>
<tns:toSingleSubscriber>false</tns:toSingleSubscriber>
</tns:generateEvent>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
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<tns:generateEvent xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam"><tns:auth><tns:user>Joe</
tns:user><tns:password>thisismypassword</
tns:password><tns:auth><tns:eventName>test</
tns:eventName><tns:eventType>eventType__</
tns:eventType><tns:eventSource>testsource</
tns:eventSource><tns:eventDestination>testdestination</
tns:eventDestination><tns:eventExpDuration>130</
tns:eventExpDuration><tns:payload>test</
tns:payload><tns:params><tns:param name="name__">param__</tns:param></
tns:params><tns:toSingleSubscriber>false</tns:toSingleSubscriber></
tns:generateEvent>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

• < eventName>
Identifies the name of the event.

• <eventType>
(Optional) Identifies the type of event.

• <eventSource>
(Optional) Identifies the source of the event.

• <eventDestination>
(Optional) Identifies the destination of the event.

• <eventExpDuration>
Identifies the expiration duration of the event.

• <payload> and <params>
Identify additional event data. If it is a single value, use payload; otherwise, use params.

• <toSingleSubscriber>
Identifies whether the event can be delivered to single or multiple subscribers.

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<generateEventResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<event>
<eventId>b1a3c218-0a7d-4667-9b7c-9eeddcbc7408</eventId>
<eventName>test</eventName>
<eventType>eventType__</eventType>
<eventSource>testsource</eventSource>
<eventDestination>testdestination</eventDestination>
<payload>test</payload>
<toSingleSubscriber>false</toSingleSubscriber>
<eventCreationTime>2012-03-01T14:05:14.692+05:30</eventCreationTime>
<eventExpirationTime>2012-03-01T14:07:24.692+05:30</
eventExpirationTime>
<user>pamadmin</user>
</event>
</generateEventResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
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</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

 getAttachments Method
Use the getAttachments method to view attachments.
catpa04305
Use the getAttachments method to view attachments.

Example

<tns:getAttachments xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:filter>
<tns:contentId>111</tns:contentId>
<tns:contentType>text/html</tns:contentType>
</tns:filter>
</tns:getAttachments>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-
ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://
www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body><tns:getAttachments xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam">
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:filter>
<tns:contentId>111</tns:contentId>
<tns:contentType>text/html</tns:contentType>
</tns:filter>
</getAttachments></SOAP-ENV:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

• <filter>
(Optional) Filters the response that is based on the content ID and content type of the attachment.

• <contentId>
(Optional) Specifies the content ID of the attachment.

• <contentType>
(Optional) Specifies the content Type of the attachment.
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SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<getAttachmentsResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<attachments>
<attachment>
<attachmentID>1</attachmentID>
<name>test</name>
<contentId>111</contentId>
<contentType>text/html</contentType>
</attachment>
</attachments>
</getAttachmentsResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

In the response for every attachment found, there is an <attachment> tag.

For each attachment tag, there are the following tags:

• <attachmentID>
Specifies the Attachment ID of the attachment.

• <name>
Specifies the name of the attachment.

• <contentId>
Specifies the content ID of the attachment.

• <contentType>
Specifies the content type of the attachment.

 getITPamVersionInfo Method
Use the getITPamVersionInfo method to obtain version details.
catpa04305
Use the getITPamVersionInfo method to obtain CA Process Automation version details.

Example

<tns:getITPamVersion xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
</tns:getITPamVersion>
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SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:getITPamVersion xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
</tns:getITPamVersion>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

• < servicePack>
(Optional) Identifies the current CA Process Automation service pack.

• < patchNumber>
(Optional) Identifies the current CA Process Automation patch number.

• < buildDetails>
(Optional) Identifies any build details being used with the current CA Process Automation version.

• < majorVersion>
Identifies the current CA Process Automation version.

• < minorVersion>
Identifies the current CA Process Automation minor version.

• < buildNumber>
Identifies the current CA Process Automation build number.

• < buildDate>
Identifies the current CA Process Automation build date.

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<ITPamVersionDetails xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
    <majorVersion>4</majorVersion>  
    <minorVersion>0</minorVersion>  
    <patchNumber>0</patchNumber>    
    <buildNumber>335</buildNumber>  
    <buildDate>2012-03-01T06:08:09.000+05:30</buildDate>    
</ITPamVersionDetails>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

• <majorVersion>
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Identifies the current CA Process Automation version.
• <minorVersion>

Identifies the current CA Process Automation minor version.
• <patchNumber>

(Optional) Identifies the current CA Process Automation patch number.
• <buildNumber>

Identifies the current CA Process Automation build number.
• <buildDate>

Identifies the current CA Process Automation build date.
• <buildDetails>

(Optional) Provides additional details about the build.

 getMatchingEvents Method
Use the getMatchingEvents method to obtain the list of matching events for a given subscriber.
catpa04305
Use the getMatchingEvents method to obtain the list of matching events for a given subscriber.

Example
Allow partial Match True

<tns:getMatchingEvents xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:eventName>abc</tns:eventName>
<tns:eventType></tns:eventType>
<tns:eventSource></tns:eventSource>
<tns:eventDestination></tns:eventDestination>
<tns:eventExpression></tns:eventExpression>
<tns:enablePatternMatch></tns:enablePatternMatch>
<tns:allowPartialMatch>true</tns:allowPartialMatch>
<tns:consumeEvents></tns:consumeEvents>
<tns:retrieveAllMatchingEvents>true</tns:retrieveAllMatchingEvents>
<tns:uniqueId></tns:uniqueId>
</tns:getMatchingEvents>
 

Enable Pattern Match True

<tns:getMatchingEvents xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:eventName>a.*f</tns:eventName>
<tns:eventType></tns:eventType>
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<tns:eventSource></tns:eventSource>
<tns:eventDestination></tns:eventDestination>
<tns:eventExpression></tns:eventExpression>
<tns:enablePatternMatch>true</tns:enablePatternMatch>
<tns:allowPartialMatch></tns:allowPartialMatch>
<tns:consumeEvents></tns:consumeEvents>
<tns:retrieveAllMatchingEvents>true</tns:retrieveAllMatchingEvents>
<tns:uniqueId></tns:uniqueId>
</tns:getMatchingEvents>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/><SOAP-
ENV:Body><tns:getMatchingEvents xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam"><tns:auth><tns:user>Joe</
tns:user><tns:password>thisismypassword</
tns:password><tns:auth><tns:eventName>abc</
tns:eventName><tns:eventType/><tns:eventSource/
><tns:eventDestination/><tns:eventExpression/
><tns:enablePatternMatch/><tns:allowPartialMatch/
><tns:consumeEvents/><tns:retrieveAllMatchingEvents>true</
tns:retrieveAllMatchingEvents><tns:uniqueId/></tns:getMatchingEvents>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

• < eventName>
(Optional) Identifies the name of the event.

• <eventType>
(Optional) Identifies the type of event.

• <eventSource>
(Optional) Identifies the source of the event.

• <eventDestination>
(Optional) Identifies the destination of the event.

• <eventExpression>
(Optional) A Boolean expression for additional event parameters. This expression is evaluated against the
payload or event parameters that are sent with an event. For example:

Event.eventid==1234.

• <enablePatternMatch>
Enables pattern matching for the parameters like event name, type, source and destination.

• <allowPartialMatch>
Allows a partial match for the parameters like event name, type, source and destination.

• < uniqueId>
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Sends a unique ID with the request so that the SOAP call consumes the event only once. If the send event
has an option to deliver to multiple subscribers, multiple calls of getMatchingEvents with same < uniqueId>
consumes the event only once.

• <consumeEvents>
Lets the request consume or not consume the matching events.

• <retrieveAllMatchingEvents>
Lets the request retrieve all or first matched send event.

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<getMatchingEventsResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<events>
<event>
<eventId>fefce4c1-ad8e-42a2-8964-362704ddbb24</eventId>
<eventName>abc</eventName>
<eventType>eventType__</eventType>
<eventSource>eventSource__</eventSource>
<eventDestination>eventDestination__</eventDestination>
<payload>payload__</payload>
<toSingleSubscriber>false</toSingleSubscriber>
<eventCreationTime>2012-03-06T17:04:32.562+05:30</eventCreationTime>
<eventExpirationTime>2012-03-06T17:06:42.562+05:30</
eventExpirationTime>
<user>pamadmin</user>
</event>
</events>
</getMatchingEventsResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

 getPendingInteractionRequestForm Method
Use the getPendingInteractionRequestForm method to retrieve information for a pending
interaction request form that is based on the Task ID.
catpa04305
Use the getPendingInteractionRequestForm method to retrieve information for a pending interaction request form
that is based on the Task ID.

Example

<tns:getPendingInteractionRequestForm xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam" getApprovalRequired="false" getParamSequence="false">
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
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<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:userInteractionID>924</tns:userInteractionID>
</tns:getPendingInteractionRequestForm>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:getPendingInteractionRequestForm xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam" getApprovalRequired="false" getParamSequence="false">
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:userInteractionID>924</tns:userInteractionID>
</tns:getPendingInteractionRequestForm>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

• <userInteractionID>
Specifies the Task ID of the pending interaction request form.

• <getPendingInteractionRequestForm>
Retrieves the sequence number of the parameters and sets the getParamSequence attribute value to true.

SOAP Response
With Proper Values:

<getPendingInteractionRequestFormResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam">
<processID>913</processID>
<isApprovalRequired>true</isApprovalRequired>
<description/>
<pages hasComplexType="false">
<page name="Parameters">
<itpamString isReadOnly="false" maxlength="2147483647" minlength="0" name="Var_0" sequenceNo="0">
<label>Var_0</label>
<description/>
<value/>
</itpamString>
<itpamString isReadOnly="false" maxlength="2147483647" minlength="0" name="Var_1" sequenceNo="1">
<label>Var_1</label>
<description/>
<value/>
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</itpamString>
</page>
<page name="System"/>
<page name="User Prompt"/>
</pages>
</getPendingInteractionRequestFormResponse>

Note:  <pages> specifies the details of the pages in the interaction request form.

When Provided a Taken Task:

<getPendingInteractionRequestFormResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam">
<processID>7</processID>
<isApprovalRequired>true</isApprovalRequired>
<description/>
<pages hasComplexType="false">
<page name="Parameters">
<itpamString isReadOnly="false" maxlength="2147483647" minlength="0" name="Var_0" sequenceNo="0">
<label>Var_0</label>
<description/>
<value/>
</itpamString>
<itpamString isReadOnly="false" maxlength="2147483647" minlength="0" name="Var_1" sequenceNo="1">
<label>Var_1</label>
<description/>
<value/>
</itpamString>
</page>
<page name="System"/>
<page name="User Prompt"/>
</pages>
</getPendingInteractionRequestFormResponse>

When Provided a Completed Task:

<Fault xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<faultcode>SOAP-ENV:Server</faultcode>
<faultstring>"UserInteraction with Task Id "<<taskid>>" is in completed state therefore this action is not allowed"
</faultstring>
</Fault>

Note:  Starting with CA Process Automation r2.2, "getApprovalRequired" is added to
"getPendingInteractionRequestForm" request. If it is set to true, then the "isApprovalRequired" flag returns,
indicating if the form needs approval. To enable this behavior in CA Process Automation instances that were
upgraded from r2.1, have your CA Process Automation administrator modify the CA Process Automation
configuration (described in the executePendingInteraction Method note).
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 getPendingUserInteractions Method
Use the getPendingUserInteractions method to view pending user interactions. The number of
pending interactions that return is based on your user role:
catpa04305
Use the getPendingUserInteractions method to view pending user interactions. The number of pending interactions
that return is based on your user role:

• If the user is an administrator, all user interactions that are pending in the Orchestrator return.
• For any other role, only those pending interactions that are assigned to the specific user return.

Return All Interactions that are Pending in the Orchestrator (Administrators Only)
Inline Text

<tns:getPendingUserInteractions xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam" getRootUUID="false"><tns:auth><!--xsd:Choice
 Type--><tns:token>token__</tns:token><tns:user>Joe</
tns:user><tns:password>thisismypassword</
tns:password><tns:auth><tns:rootUUID></tns:rootUUID><tns:processID></
tns:processID></tns:getPendingUserInteractions>

Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><SOAP-ENV:Envelope
 xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://
www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"><SOAP-ENV:Header/><SOAP-
ENV:Body><tns:getPendingUserInteractions xmlns:tns="http://
www.ca.com/itpam" getRootUUID="false"><tns:auth><tns:user>Joe</
tns:user><tns:password>thisismypassword</
tns:password><tns:auth><tns:rootUUID></tns:rootUUID><tns:processID></
tns:processID></tns:getPendingUserInteractions></SOAP-ENV:Body></SOAP-
ENV:Envelope>

Response

<getPendingUserInteractionsResponse xmlns="http://
www.ca.com/itpam"><userInteractions><userInteraction
 id="116" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="117" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="118" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="119" title="Task by B"><description>Task by B</
description></userInteraction><userInteraction id="120"
 title="Task by B"><description>Task by B</description></
userInteraction><userInteraction id="121" title="Task by
 B"><description>Task by B</description></userInteraction>
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Return All Pending Interactions that are Invoked from a Start Request Form
Inline Text
Provide the rootUUID of the process that the start request form is calling:

<tns:getPendingUserInteractions xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam"
 getRootUUID="false"><tns:auth><tns:user>Joe</tns:user><tns:password>thisismypassword</
tns:password><tns:auth><tns:rootUUID>076be822-7514-4f04-a333-3e8b73693a2b</
tns:rootUUID><tns:processID></tns:processID></tns:getPendingUserInteractions>

Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><SOAP-ENV:Envelope
 xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://
www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"><SOAP-ENV:Header/><SOAP-
ENV:Body><tns:getPendingUserInteractions xmlns:tns="http://
www.ca.com/itpam" getRootUUID="false"><tns:auth><tns:user>Joe</
tns:user><tns:password>thisismypassword</
tns:password><tns:auth><tns:rootUUID>6e8faae6-77a4-4461-8feb-9e5ca4d572d5</
tns:rootUUID><tns:processID></tns:processID></
tns:getPendingUserInteractions></SOAP-ENV:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

Response

<getPendingUserInteractionsResponse xmlns="http://
www.ca.com/itpam"><userInteractions><userInteraction
 id="207" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="208" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="209" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="210" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="211" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="212" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="213" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="214" title="Task by B"><description>Task by B</
description></userInteraction><userInteraction id="215"
 title="Task by B"><description>Task by B</description></
userInteraction><userInteraction id="216" title="Task by
 B"><description>Task by B</description></userInteraction></
userInteractions></getPendingUserInteractionsResponse>
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Parent Process Calling an Attached Child Process
Inline Text
Provide the rootUUID of the parent process from the dataset:

<tns:getPendingUserInteractions xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam" getRootUUID="false"><tns:auth><tns:user>Joe</
tns:user><tns:password>thisismypassword</
tns:password><tns:auth><tns:rootUUID>6e8faae6-77a4-4461-8feb-9e5ca4d572d5</
tns:rootUUID><tns:processID></tns:processID></
tns:getPendingUserInteractions>

Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><SOAP-ENV:Envelope
 xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://
www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"><SOAP-ENV:Header/><SOAP-
ENV:Body><tns:getPendingUserInteractions xmlns:tns="http://
www.ca.com/itpam" getRootUUID="false"><tns:auth><tns:user>Joe</
tns:user><tns:password>thisismypassword</
tns:password><tns:auth><tns:rootUUID>6e8faae6-77a4-4461-8feb-9e5ca4d572d5</
tns:rootUUID><tns:processID></tns:processID></
tns:getPendingUserInteractions></SOAP-ENV:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

Response

<getPendingUserInteractionsResponse xmlns="http://
www.ca.com/itpam"><userInteractions><userInteraction
 id="176" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="177" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="178" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="179" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="180" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="181" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="182" title="Task by B"><description>Task by
 B</description></userInteraction><userInteraction
 id="183" title="Task by B"><description>Task by B</
description></userInteraction><userInteraction id="184"
 title="Task by B"><description>Task by B</description></
userInteraction><userInteraction id="185" title="Task by
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 B"><description>Task by B</description></userInteraction></
userInteractions></getPendingUserInteractionsResponse>

<userInteractions> specifies the ID and title of every pending user interaction.

 getProcessLogs Method
Use the getProcessLogs method to get the logs of a process instance.
catpa04305
Use the getProcessLogs method to get the logs of a process instance.

• Message Levels
CA Process Automation process instance logs display the following message levels:

• Error =4
• Warning =3
• Notice =2
• Normal =1

• Message Categories
CA Process Automation process instances have the following message categories:

• Process
Logs messages for a process instance.

• Operator
Logs messages for operators in process.

• Handler
Logs messages when lane change or exception handler is invoked.

• Response
Logs messages when agents send a response back to the Orchestrator.

• Custom

When you log messages without any category, these messages are grouped in the Custom category. You can
provide the category as Custom to retrieve such messages.

• Custom Messages
You can define your own categories for logging. For example:

logEvent(3, "SD_MESSAGES", "this messages is logged for Service Desk operators "

To retrieve such messages, specify the category as  SD_MESSAGES in the request.

• To retrieve log messages
Use the following SOAP request:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:getProcessLogs xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
    <!--xsd:Choice Type-->  
    <tns:token>token__</tns:token>  
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
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<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:processID>72</tns:processID>
<tns:filter>
<tns:level>2</tns:level>
<tns:categories>
<tns:category>process</tns:category>
<tns:category>operator</tns:category>
<tns:category>handler</tns:category>
<tns:category>response</tns:category>
<tns:category> SD_MESSAGES </tns:category>
</tns:categories>
</tns:filter>
</tns:getProcessLogs>
</SOAP-ENV:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

< level> </level> can have a value of error, warning, notice, and normal.
If the user specifies the level as “normal”, all messages with a level of normal and above are retrieved.
When the error is at the top-most level and the user specifies the level as “error”, only messages with the
“error” level are retrieved.
If the user specifies an invalid level, it is treated as normal (the lowest level).
To retrieve logs with multiple categories:

        <tns:categories>
          <tns:category>userMsg</tns:category>
          <tns:category>process</tns:category>
        </tns:categories>

In this example, all messages with the category “userMsg” and “process” are retrieved. Only log messages
that match the level and one of the categories are returned.

Example

<tns:getProcessLogs xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:processID>72</tns:processID>
<tns:filter>
<tns:level>2</tns:level>
<tns:categories>
<tns:category>process</tns:category>
<tns:category>operator</tns:category>
<tns:category>handler</tns:category>
<tns:category>response</tns:category>
</tns:categories>
</tns:filter>
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</tns:getProcessLogs>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:getProcessLogs xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:processID>72</tns:processID>
<tns:filter>
<tns:level>2</tns:level>
<tns:categories>
<tns:category>process</tns:category>
<tns:category>operator</tns:category>
<tns:category>handler</tns:category>
<tns:category>response</tns:category>
</tns:categories>
</tns:filter>
</tns:getProcessLogs>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<getProcessLogsResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<processLogs>
<processlog category="Process" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'LaneChangeHandler_30_72' instance was created.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:43.248+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Process" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'LaneChangeHandler_30_72' is in 'Queued' state.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:43.248+05:30</time>
</processlog>
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<processlog category="Process" level="Notice">
<logMessage>Process started at '03/01/2012 13:18:43' by 'pamadmin'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:43.592+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Start_Script_1' is enabled following 'Start_1'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:43.639+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Start_1' is 'Completed' on 'Current Server'.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:43.639+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>A service request was sent for 'Start_Script_1'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:44.123+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Start_Script_1' is 'Running' on 'Current Server'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:44.139+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Start_Script_1' is 'Completed'</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:47.904+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Start_Script_1_1' is enabled following 'Start_Script_1'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:47.935+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Lane_Change_1' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:47.982+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:47.998+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Lane_Change_2' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:48.014+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1_1' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:48.029+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Lane_Change_3' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:48.029+05:30</time>
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</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1_2' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:48.045+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1' is enabled following 'Lane_Change_1'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:48.045+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Lane_Change_1' is 'Completed' on 'Current Server'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:48.060+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>A service request was sent for 'Calculation_1'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:48.092+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1' is 'Running' on 'Current Server'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:48.092+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1' is 'Completed'</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:48.576+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>A service request was sent for 'Start_Script_1_1'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:48.639+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Start_Script_1_1' is 'Running' on 'Current Server'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:48.654+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Start_Script_1_1' is 'Completed'</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.060+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Start_Script_1_2' is enabled following 'Start_Script_1_1'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.076+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Lane_Change_1' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.154+05:30</time>
</processlog>
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<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.170+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Lane_Change_2' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.201+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1_1' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.217+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Lane_Change_3' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.217+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1_2' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.248+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1_1' is enabled following 'Lane_Change_2'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.248+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Lane_Change_2' is 'Completed' on 'Current Server'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.248+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>A service request was sent for 'Calculation_1_1'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.279+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1_1' is 'Running' on 'Current Server'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.295+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1_1' is 'Completed'</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.639+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>A service request was sent for 'Start_Script_1_2'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.701+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Start_Script_1_2' is 'Running' on 'Current Server'.</
logMessage>
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<time>2012-03-01T13:18:49.701+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Start_Script_1_2' is 'Completed'</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:50.123+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Start_Script_1_3' is enabled following 'Start_Script_1_2'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:50.154+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Lane_Change_1' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:50.217+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:50.248+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Lane_Change_2' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:50.264+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1_1' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:50.279+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Lane_Change_3' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:50.310+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1_2' was reset.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:50.326+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1_2' is enabled following 'Lane_Change_3'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:50.342+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Lane_Change_3' is 'Completed' on 'Current Server'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:50.342+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>A service request was sent for 'Calculation_1_2'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:50.373+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
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<logMessage>'Calculation_1_2' is 'Running' on 'Current Server'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:50.373+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Calculation_1_2' is 'Completed'</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:50.842+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>A service request was sent for 'Start_Script_1_3'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:51.107+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Start_Script_1_3' is 'Running' on 'Current Server'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:51.123+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Start_Script_1_3' is 'Completed'</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:55.982+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Normal_Stop_1' is enabled following 'Start_Script_1_3'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:56.014+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Operator" level="Notice">
<logMessage>'Normal_Stop_1' is 'Completed' on 'Current Server'.</
logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:56.060+05:30</time>
</processlog>
<processlog category="Process" level="Notice">
<logMessage>Process is 'Completed'.</logMessage>
<time>2012-03-01T13:18:56.060+05:30</time>
</processlog>
</processLogs>
</getProcessLogsResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

 getProcessStatus Method
Use the getProcessStatus method to view the state of a process instance.
catpa04305
Use the getProcessStatus method to view the state of a process instance.

Example

<tns:getProcessStatus xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:flow>
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<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:ROID>489</tns:ROID>
<tns:isStatusCodeRequired>true</tns:isStatusCodeRequired>
<tns:action>check</tns:action>
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
</tns:flow>
</tns:getProcessStatus>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:getProcessStatus xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:flow>
<tns:ROID>489</tns:ROID>
<tns:isStatusCodeRequired>true</tns:isStatusCodeRequired>
<tns:tagId>z34dsf5c7-xagb-4g5d-74g5-bd5c4we2378f</tns:tagId>
<tns:action>check</tns:action>
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
</tns:flow>
</tns:getProcessStatus>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

You can include one of the following parameters:

• <ROID>
This parameter specifies the ROID of the process instance for which you are viewing the state.
Or 
<tagId>The user passes the tag ID of the start request form to view.

• <action>
(Mandatory) Specifies the action to perform on the specified instance; the value of this tag must be check.

• <isStatusCodeRequired>
Specify true or false to get status code of the process instance.

SOAP Responses
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Completed Process

<CheckFlowResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<CheckFlowResult>
<ROID>489</ROID>
<flow-state>Completed</flow-state>
<status-code>904</status-code>
<submission-time>2012-02-01T20:15:41.515+05:30</submission-time>
<sender-address>none</sender-address>
<connection-id>none</connection-id>
<message>Flow state received</message>
<params>
<param name="RuntimeROID">489</param>
<param name="Result">1</param>
<param name="ServerId">b9c4b8de-b74b-44b5-b2d2-1deb6e3dc872</param>
<param name="effectiveUser">pamadmin</param>
<param name="InstanceUUID">f120811e-3895-41a2-abbb-3458c19a51c8</
param>
<param name="UserName">pamadmin</param>
<param name="ProcessName">/SOAPTest/P1</param>
<param name="ServerName">lodivsa204.ca.com</param>
<param name="DisplayName">P1</param>
<param name="TouchpointName">Orchestrator</param>
<param name="CallerUser">pamadmin</param>
<param name="EndDate">2012-02-01 16:30:24</param>
<param name="StartDate">2012-02-01 16:30:24</param>
<param name="ScheduledStartTime">2012-02-01 00:00:00</param>
<param name="rootUUID">f120811e-3895-41a2-abbb-3458c19a51c8</param>
<param name="EndTime">2012-02-01 16:30:24</param>
<param name="StartTime">2012-02-01 16:30:24</param>
<param name="ProcessAction">start</param>
<param name="InstanceName">P1_489</param>
</params>
</CheckFlowResult>
</CheckFlowResponse>

• <flow-state>
Returns the state of the process instance. The following numeric codes represent the state of the process
instance:

Numeric Code Process Instance State

900 Queued

901 Idle

902 Failed

903 Running or Inactive

904 Completed

905 Aborted

906 Suspended
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907 Blocked or Waiting

531 Run Time Instance Not Found
• Nonexistent or Archived Process

The operator fails with a fault and returns this response:

<Fault xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<faultcode>SOAP-ENV:Server</faultcode>
<faultstring>The instance does not exist. It may have been archived. Refresh the screen.</
faultstring>
<status-code>531</status-code>
</Fault>

Invalid Action
The operator fails with this fault:

<Fault xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<faultcode>SOAP-ENV:Server</faultcode>
<faultstring>Invalid flow action: c</faultstring>
</Fault>

Invalid ROID
The operator fails with this fault:

<Fault xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">
<faultcode>SOAP-ENV:Server</faultcode>
<faultstring>error retrieving flow state</faultstring>
</Fault>

 getStartRequestForm Method
Use the getStartRequestForm method to retrieve information about a start request form that is
based on the name and location of the start request form from the library.
catpa04305
Use the getStartRequestForm method to retrieve information about a start request form that is based on the name
and location of the start request form from the CA Process Automation library.

Example

<tns:getStartRequestForm xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam" getParamSequence="true">
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
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<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:objLocation>
<tns:name>MYSRF</tns:name>
<tns:path>/myfolder/</tns:path>
</tns:objLocation>
</tns:getStartRequestForm>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/><SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:getStartRequestForm xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/
itpam" getParamSequence="true">
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:objLocation>
<tns:name>MYSRF</tns:name>
<tns:path>/TENSU03/</tns:path>
</tns:objLocation>
</tns:getStartRequestForm>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

• <name>
Defines the name of the start request form.

• <path>
Defines the absolute path of the folder where the start request form resides.

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<getStartRequestFormResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<refProcess>/Joe/Process</refProcess>
<pages hasComplexType="false">
<page name="Page">
<itpamString isReadOnly="false" maxlength="2147483647" minlength="0" name="Var_0" sequenceNo="0">
<label>Text Field</label>
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<description/>
<value/>
</itpamString>
<itpamString isReadOnly="false" maxlength="2147483647" minlength="0" name="Var_1" sequenceNo="1">
<label>Text Field</label>
<description/>
<value/>
</itpamString>
</page>
<page name="System"/>
</pages>
</getStartRequestFormResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

<refProcess> shows the name and path of the process that is attached with this start request form.

 getStartRequestForms Method
Use the getStartRequestForms method to search the start request forms in a library. A search is
based on the provided path and keyword.
catpa04305
Use the getStartRequestForms method to search the start request forms in a CA Process Automation library. A
search is based on the provided path and keyword.

Example
With /root as the Lookup Path

<tns:getStartRequestForms xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:filter>
<tns:lookUpPath isRecursive="true">/</tns:lookUpPath>
<tns:keywords>
<tns:keyword>ABC</tns:keyword>
</tns:keywords>
</tns:filter>
</tns:getStartRequestForms>

To Obtain All of the Start Request Forms in the Environment
Provide / and remove the Keyword__ from the Keyword tags:

<tns:getStartRequestFormsResponse xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<startRequests>
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<tns:startRequest name="Start Purchase Request Form" refPath="/
PAM Hardware Procurement/">
<tns:description/>
</tns:startRequest>
<tns:startRequest name="Asset_Install_SW_SRF" refPath="/sinra1/
CA ITAM/SRF/">
<tns:description>Database Object</tns:description>
</tns:startRequest>
<tns:startRequest name="Asset_MAC_HW_SRF" refPath="/sinra1/CA ITAM/
SRF/">
<tns:description>Database Object</tns:description>
</tns:startRequest>
<tns:startRequest name="Asset_Transfer_SRF" refPath="/sinra1/CA ITAM/
SRF/">
<tns:description>Database Object</tns:description>
</tns:startRequest>
<tns:startRequest name="Asset_Disposal_HW_SRF" refPath="/sinra1/
CA ITAM/SRF/">
<tns:description>Database Object</tns:description>
</tns:startRequest>
<tns:startRequest name="Asset_Install_HW_Transferred_SRF" refPath="/
sinra1/CA ITAM/SRF/">
<tns:description>Database Object</tns:description>
</tns:startRequest>
<tns:startRequest name="Asset_Install_HW_SRF" refPath="/sinra1/
CA ITAM/SRF/">
<tns:description>Database Object</tns:description>
</startRequest>
<tns:startRequest name="~Start Request Form" refPath="/Package Demo/">
<tns:description/>
</tns:startRequest>
<tns:startRequest name="~Start Request Form" refPath="/Jack/">
<tns:description/>
</tns:startRequest>
</tns:startRequests>
</tns:getStartRequestFormsResponse>

Complete a Keyword Search
You can search start request forms with keywords that are associated with them. For example, you can perform a
search to find if SRF1 and SRF2 are associated with the keyword "ABC" in the folder /myfolder.

<tns:getStartRequestForms xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:filter>
<tns:lookUpPath isRecursive="true">/myfolder</tns:lookUpPath>
<tns:keywords>
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<tns:keyword>ABC</tns:keyword>
</tns:keywords>
</tns:filter>
</tns:getStartRequestForms>

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:getStartRequestForms xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:filter>
<tns:lookUpPath isRecursive="true">/</tns:lookUpPath>
<tns:keywords>
<tns:keyword>ABC</tns:keyword>
</tns:keywords>
</tns:filter>
</tns:getStartRequestForms>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

This tag is present in the <filter> tag:

• <lookUpPath>
Provides the path under which the user wants to search the start request forms. One attribute in this tag is
recursive. If a user wants to search recursively under the provided path, then set this attribute true. If a user
wants to search only under the provided path, set this attribute as false. Provide the complete path (as /Folder/
Folder1) as the value of this tag in which user wants to search.

SOAP Response

<getStartRequestFormsResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<startRequests>
<startRequest name="SRF1" refPath="/TENSU03/">
<description/>
</startRequest>
<startRequest name="SRF2" refPath="/TENSU03/">
<description/>
</startRequest>
</startRequests>
</getStartRequestFormsResponse>
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For every start request form that fulfills the criteria for the search, there is a <startRequest> under the
<startRequests> tag. This tag contains the name, reference path, and description of the start request form in the
SOAP response.

 ImportObject Method
Use the ImportObject method to import objects to a Library.
catpa04305
Use the ImportObject method to import objects to a CA Process Automation Library.

Note:  Ensure that the maximum XML size that you want to import is 250 MB.

Example

<tns:ImportObject xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:importFileParam>
<tns:auth>
<!--xsd:Choice Type-->
<tns:token>token__</tns:token>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:importLocation>importLocation__</tns:importLocation>
<tns:localSourceLocation>localSourceLocation__</
tns:localSourceLocation>
<tns:isSetCurrent>isSetCurrent__</tns:isSetCurrent>
<tns:isMakeAvailable>isMakeAvailable__</tns:isMakeAvailable>
<tns:overwriteAction>overwriteAction__</tns:overwriteAction>
</tns:importFileParam>
<!--This SOAP request can have MIME contents-->
</tns:ImportObject>

• <isSetCurrent>
(Optional) Specifies whether to mark the imported objects as the current versions.

• <isMakeAvailable>
(Optional) Specifies whether to mark imported custom operators as available.

After you provide values in the inline text, create a MIME attachment for the file you specify in the
<localsourcelocation> tag in the SOAP request. To add a MIME attachment, in the Properties panel under the
MIME attachments, click Add, then provide appropriate values for:

• Content Type
Type of content the MIME attachment is carrying. For example, text/xml.

• Content ID
ID that the attachment is uniquely identified with. For example, 11111.

• File URL
Path of the attachment. This path can be the path of the .xml to be imported. For example, C:\
\SOAPExportedObjects.xm.

Save and run the process.

SOAP Request

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
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<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/
soap/envelope/" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/
XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<tns:ImportObject xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:importFileParam>
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:importLocation>/</tns:importLocation>
<tns:localSourceLocation>"C:\\SOAPExportedObjects.xml"</
tns:localSourceLocation>
<tns:isSetCurrent>true</tns:isSetCurrent>
<tns:isMakeAvailable>true</tns:isMakeAvailable>
<tns:overwriteAction>incrementObjectVersion</tns:overwriteAction>
</tns:importFileParam>
<!--This request can have MIME contents-->
</tns:ImportObject>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

• <importLocation>
Specifies the location in the CA Process Automation library where you want to import the objects.

• <isSetCurrent>
(Optional) Specifies whether to mark the imported objects as the current versions. The default value is false.

• <isMakeAvailable>
(Optional) Specifies whether to mark imported custom operators as available. The default value is false.

• <overwriteAction>
If an object with the same name already exists in the Library, you can select one of the following options for
<overwriteAction>:

• incrementObjectVersion
Import as a new version and keep the existing object.

• replaceObject
Import and replace the existing object.

• skipImport
Do not import objects with the same name as an existing object.

For example:

<tns:ImportObject xmlns:tns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<tns:importFileParam>
<tns:auth>
<tns:user>Joe</tns:user>
<tns:password>thisismypassword</tns:password>
<tns:auth>
<tns:importLocation>/ABC</tns:importLocation>
<tns:localSourceLocation>"C://abc.xml"</tns:localSourceLocation>
<tns:isSetCurrent>true</tns:isSetCurrent>
<tns:isMakeAvailable>true</tns:isMakeAvailable>
<tns:overwriteAction>skipImport</tns:overwriteAction>
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</tns:importFileParam>

<!--This SOAP request can have MIME contents-->

</tns:ImportObject>

Result:

<importFileResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<messages>
<message>Could not import object CustomIcon. Another object with the same name as "CustomIcon" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object P1. Another object with the same name as "P1" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object Process. Another object with the same name as "Process" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object Agenda. Another object with the same name as "Agenda" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object Resources. Another object with the same name as "Resources" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object SOAPMethods. Another object with the same name as "SOAPMethods" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object ProcessWatch. Another object with the same name as "ProcessWatch" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object Calendar. Another object with the same name as "Calendar" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object SOAPModule_NegativeCases. Another object with the same name as "SOAPModule_NegativeCases" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object IRF. Another object with the same name as "IRF" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object SOAPOperators_DynamicParams. Another object with the same name as "SOAPOperators_DynamicParams" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object Interaction Request Form. Another object with the same name as "Interaction Request Form" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object SRF. Another object with the same name as "SRF" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object SOAPTest_Trigger. Another object with the same name as "SOAPTest_Trigger" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object CustomOperator. Another object with the same name as "CustomOperator" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object Process_2. Another object with the same name as "Process_2" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object Dataset. Another object with the same name as "Dataset" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object Start Request Form. Another object with the same name as "Start Request Form" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object GlobalVars. Another object with the same name as "GlobalVars" already exists.</
message>
<message>Could not import object Package. Another object with the same name as "Package" already exists.</
message>
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</messages>
</importFileResponse>

SOAP Response

<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmlns:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/
envelope/">
<SOAP-ENV:Header/>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<importFileResponse xmlns="http://www.ca.com/itpam">
<successMessage>The specified object imported successfully.</
successMessage>
</importFileResponse>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope>

• <successMessage>
Displays a successful import message.

 Common Tags for Web Services Methods
The following common tags apply to numerous Web services methods:
catpa04305
 

 

The following common tags apply to numerous Web services methods:

• <pages> Tag
This tag is used in the following Web services:

• getPendingInteractionRequestForm Method
• getStartRequestForm Method

• <attachments> Tag
This tag is used in the following Web services:

• deleteAttachments Method
• executeStartRequest Method
• getAttachments Method
• executeProcess Method

• <params> Tag
This tag is used in the following Web services:

• checkStartRequestStatus Method
• executePendingInteraction Method
• executeProcess Method
• executeStartRequest Method
• getProcessStatus Method

• <options> Tag
This tag is used in the following Web services:

• executeProcess Method
• executeStartRequest Method

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 <page> and <pages> Tags
In a SOAP response, the <pages> tag represents the pages in a start request form/interaction
request form. For every page in the start request form/interaction request form, there is a
<page> tag under the <pages> tag.
catpa04305
In a SOAP response, the <pages> tag represents the pages in a start request form/interaction request form. For
every page in the start request form/interaction request form, there is a <page> tag under the <pages> tag.

The parameters in that page are shown under the <page> tag. The <page> tag contains an attribute name which
shows the name of the page.

A corresponding tag is under <page> for most of the types of variables in the form dataset.

Mapping between dataset variables and tags under <page>.

• Boolean\itpamBoolean
• Date\itpamDate
• Double\itpamDouble
• Integer\itpamInt
• Long\itpamLong
• Password\itpamPassword
• String\itpamString

Note:  CA Technologies does not support ValueMaps, Object References, or Arrays through Web services.

The attributes of the parameter element include:

• Validation attributes of the parameter
• Name of the parameter

The following appear under this node:

• Label
• Value (not returned in case of password)
• Description (returned if not blank)
• Default value (returned if not blank)

The <option> tag displays with the options you specify (if you specify predefined values for a parameter in a start
request form/interaction request form). The isallowOtherValue attribute of <option> tag is true if the user can specify
a value other than what is provided under option.

Example: <page> Tag

<pages hasComplexType="false">
            <page name="Parameters">
               <itpamString isReadOnly="false" maxlength="254" minlength="0" name="Var_0" sequenceNo="0">
                  <label>Var_0</label>
                  <description/>
                  <value>pink</value>
<defaultValue>op10</defaultValue>
                  <options  isallowOtherValue="false">
                     <op name="option1">op1</op>
                     <op name=" option2">op2</op>
                  </options>
               </itpamString>
               <itpamInt isReadOnly="false" maxval="2147483647" minval="-2147483648" name="Var_4" sequenceNo="4">
                  <label>Var_4</label>
                  <description/>
                  <value>0</value>
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                  <defaultValue>0</defaultValue>
               </itpamInt>
 <itpamLong isReadOnly="false" maxval="9223372036854775807" minval="-9223372036854775808" name="Var_1" sequenceNo="1">
                  <label>Var_1</label>
                  <description/>
                  <value>0</value>
                  <defaultValue>0</defaultValue>
               </itpamLong>
               <itpamDouble isReadOnly="false" maxval="1.7976931348623157E308" minval="-1.7976931348623157E308" name="Var_2" sequenceNo="2">
                  <label>Var_2</label>
                  <description/>
                  <value>0.0</value>
                  <defaultValue>0.0</defaultValue>
               </itpamDouble>
               <itpamDate isReadOnly="false" name="Var_3" sequenceNo="3">
                  <label>Var_3</label>
                  <description/>
               </itpamDate>
               <itpamBoolean isReadOnly="false" name="Var_5" sequenceNo="5">
                  <label>Var_5</label>
                  <description/>
                  <value>false</value>
                  <defaultValue>false</defaultValue>
               </itpamBoolean>
            </page>
            <page name="User Prompt"/>
            <page name="System"/>
         </pages>            <page name="System"/>
         </pages>

 <attachments> Tag
The <attachments> tag provides meta information about attachments. supports adding multiple
attachments to the executeProcess and executeStartRequestForm methods.
catpa04305
The <attachments> tag provides meta information about attachments. CA Process Automation supports adding
multiple attachments to the executeProcess and executeStartRequestForm methods.

Example

<attachments attachmentsParamName="paramname">
    <attachment
         <attachmentID> </attachmentID>
             <name>?</name>
    <attachment>

• <attachmentID>
Provides the content Id of attachment.

• <name>
Defines the name of attachment.

• <attachmentsParamName = "paramName">
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Defines the name of variable which appears in the process dataset of the process instance that ran. The
attachment can be accessed using the paramName name variable.

Warning:  When integrating with CA Process Automation using Web services, the Web service stubs
generated using common third-party tools (such as wsdl2java) do not cleanly generate code for handling
attachments.

 <params> Tag
To provide a parameter, create one <params> tag. You can provide a list of parameters under
the <params> tag in the request.
catpa04305
To provide a parameter, create one <params> tag. You can provide a list of parameters under the <params> tag in
the request.

Example

<params>
     <param name="vendorName">CA </param>
     <param name="quantity"> 4</param>
     <param name="start Date">10/30/2000</param>
     <param name="approvalRequired">false</param>
</params>

• name
Defines the parameter name. For example: vendorName.

• Value
Defines the value of the parameter in the value attribute. For example: CA.

• If the parameter exists in the dataset of the CA Process Automation object, the value of the parameter is
adjusted with the new value.

• If the parameter does not exist, a new variable is created with the name and value provided. The type of the
variable depends on the value provided.

 <options> Tag
The <options> tag contains the scheduling parameters.
catpa04305
The <options> tag contains the scheduling parameters.

Example

<options>
    <startDate> 2002-09-24</startDate>
    <startTime> 09:00:00 </startTime>
 </options>

The process runs according to the specified start date and start time.

 CA Process Automation Open REST APIs
Since CA Technologies does not support Catalyst Container,  now provides open REST APIs.
The open REST APIs provide better performance, scalability, and support load balancing across
different nodes in a clustered setup.
catpa04305
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Since CA Technologies does not support Catalyst Container, CA Process Automation now provides open REST
APIs. The open REST APIs provide better performance, scalability, and support load balancing across different
nodes in a clustered setup.

For more information on the Open REST APIs, see the following API details:

none

{
  "swagger": "2.0",
  "info": {
    "version": "1.0.0",
    "title": ""
  },
"basePath": "/api/rest",
  "tags": [
    {
      "name": "Export a Folder or a Document"
    },
    {
      "name": "Import a Folder or a Document"
    },
    {
      "name": "Perform Actions on a Dataset Object"
    },
    {
      "name": "Services Related to Generate Events in PAM"
    },
    {
      "name": "Configure a Connector"
    },
    {
      "name": "Get Binary Relationship Details"
    },
    {
      "name": "Perform Actions on a Process Instance"
    },
    {
      "name": "Perform Actions on a Process Object"
    },
    {
      "name": "Perform Actions on a Runtime Instance"
    },
    {
      "name": "Get the Orchestrator Details"
    },
    {
      "name": "Perform Actions on an SRF Instance"
    },
    {
      "name": "Perform Actions on an SRF object"
    },
    {
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      "name": "Perform Actions on a Task"
    }
  ],
  "paths": {
    "/v1/export": {
      "post": {
        "tags": [
          "Export a Folder or a Document"
        ],
        "summary": "Export a Folder or a Document",
        "description": "Use this API to export a folder or a document",
        "operationId": "export",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "in": "body",
            "name": "body",
            "description": "Specifies the request data",
            "required": true,
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/ExportRequest"
            }
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/import": {
      "post": {
        "tags": [
          "Import a Folder or a Document"
        ],
        "summary": "Import a Folder or a Document",
        "description": "Use this API to import a folder or a document",
        "operationId": "doImport",
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        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "in": "body",
            "name": "body",
            "description": "Specifies the request data",
            "required": true,
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/ImportRequest"
            }
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/datasets": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Dataset Object"
        ],
        "summary": "Get All Dataset Objects Within a Folder",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve a list of all the dataset objects",
        "operationId": "getDataSestObjects",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "path",
            "in": "query",
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            "description": "Represents the absolute folder path. If not provided, then this API retrieves the list
 of all the Dataset Objects from the Library Database",
            "required": false,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/datasets/{ID}": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Dataset Object"
        ],
        "summary": "Get a Specific Dataset Object",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve parameters of a specific dataset object",
        "operationId": "getDatasetObject",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "ID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the ID of the dataset object",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
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            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      },
      "put": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Dataset Object"
        ],
        "summary": "Update the Dataset Parameters",
        "description": "Use this API to update the dataset parameters of a specific dataset",
        "operationId": "updateDataSestParameters",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "ID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Represents the ID of dataset object",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          },
          {
            "in": "body",
            "name": "body",
            "description": "Specifies the request data",
            "required": true,
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/DatasetParametersRequest"
            }
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/event/consume": {
      "post": {
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        "tags": [
          "Services Related to Generate Events in PAM"
        ],
        "summary": "Consumes an Event in CA PAM",
        "description": "Use this API to consume an event in CA Process Automation (CA PAM)",
        "operationId": "consumeEvent",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "in": "body",
            "name": "body",
            "description": "Specifies the request data",
            "required": true,
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/getMatchingEvents"
            }
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/event/generate": {
      "post": {
        "tags": [
          "Services Related to Generate Events in PAM"
        ],
        "summary": "Generates an Event in CA PAM",
        "description": "Use this API to generate an event in CA Process Automation (CA PAM)",
        "operationId": "generateEvent",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
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          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "in": "body",
            "name": "body",
            "description": "Specifies the request data",
            "required": true,
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/generateEvent"
            }
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/moduleconfigs": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Configure a Connector"
        ],
        "summary": "List of All Modules",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve the list of all the modules",
        "operationId": "retrieveModuleConfigs",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
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          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/moduleconfigs/{moduleName}": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Configure a Connector"
        ],
        "summary": "Information of a Specific Module",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve the information of a specific module",
        "operationId": "retrieveSpecificModuleConfigs",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "moduleName",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the name of the module to retrieve the details",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      },
      "put": {
        "tags": [
          "Configure a Connector"
        ],
        "summary": "Update a Specific Property of a Module",
        "description": "Use this API to update a specific property of a module",
        "operationId": "updateSpecificModuleConfigs",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
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        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "moduleName",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the name of the module",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          },
          {
            "in": "body",
            "name": "body",
            "description": "Specifies the request data",
            "required": true,
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/ModuleConfigProperties"
            }
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/binaryrelationship": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Get Binary Relationship Details"
        ],
        "summary": "Get Information of a Process Instance or an Operator Relationship",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve a specific process instance or an operator relationship with
 processes or a process instance",
        "operationId": "processRelationShipUsingPath",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
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        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "processNameWithPath",
            "in": "query",
            "description": "Represents the process instance name of a specific process",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/processinstances/{instanceID}/processdataset": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Process Instance"
        ],
        "summary": "Information of the Dataset of a Process Instance",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve the dataset of a process instance",
        "operationId": "retrieveProcessDataset",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "instanceID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the instanceID of the process instance",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
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            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/processinstances/{instanceID}/suspend": {
      "put": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Process Instance"
        ],
        "summary": "Suspend a Process",
        "description": "Use this API to suspend a process instance",
        "operationId": "processSuspendOperation",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "instanceID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the instanceID of the process instance",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/processinstances/{instanceID}/resume": {
      "put": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Process Instance"
        ],
        "summary": "Resume a Process",
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        "description": "Use this API to resume a process instance",
        "operationId": "processResumeOperation",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "instanceID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the instanceID of the process instance",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/processinstances/{instanceID}/abort": {
      "put": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Process Instance"
        ],
        "summary": "Abort a Process",
        "description": "Use this API to abort a process instance",
        "operationId": "processAbortOperation",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "instanceID",
            "in": "path",
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            "description": "Specifies the instanceID of the process instance",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/processinstances": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Process Instance"
        ],
        "summary": "List of All Runtime Instances",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve list of all the runtime instances",
        "operationId": "processInstances",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/processinstances/{instanceID}": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Process Instance"
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        ],
        "summary": "Information of a Process Instance",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve information of a specific process instance",
        "operationId": "processInstance",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "instanceID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the instanceID of the process instance",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/processinstances/retrievelogs": {
      "post": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Process Instance"
        ],
        "summary": "Retrieve Logs of a Runtime Instance",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve logs of a runtime instance",
        "operationId": "getProcessLogs",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
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            "in": "body",
            "name": "body",
            "description": "Specifies the request data",
            "required": true,
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/GetProcessLogs"
            }
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/processes": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Process Object"
        ],
        "summary": "Get All Process Objects Within a Folder",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve a list of all the process objects",
        "operationId": "getProcessObjects",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "path",
            "in": "query",
            "description": "Specifies the absolute folder path. If not provided, this API will retrieve the list of
 all the Process Objects from the Library Database",
            "required": false,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
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              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/processes/{ID}/start": {
      "post": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Process Object"
        ],
        "summary": "Start a Process",
        "description": "Use this API to start a process",
        "operationId": "startProcess",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "ID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the ID of the process. Use the process ID to start the process",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          },
          {
            "in": "body",
            "name": "body",
            "required": false,
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Process"
            }
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
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        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/processes/{ID}": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Process Object"
        ],
        "summary": "Get Information of a Specific Process",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve the information of a specific process",
        "operationId": "getProcessObject",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "ID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the ID of the process object",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/instances/markforarchival": {
      "post": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Runtime Instance"
        ],
        "summary": "Archive a Runtime Instance",
        "description": "Use this API to mark a runtime instance for archival",
        "operationId": "archiveRuntimeInstance",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
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        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "in": "body",
            "name": "body",
            "description": "Specifies the request data",
            "required": true,
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/MarkForArchival"
            }
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/instances": {
      "delete": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Runtime Instance"
        ],
        "summary": "Delete Archived Instances",
        "description": "Use this API to delete the archived instances that are created within a specified
 duration",
        "operationId": "deleteArchivedInstance",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "in": "body",
            "name": "body",
            "description": "Specifies the request data",
            "required": true,
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            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/DeleteArchivedInstances"
            }
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v2/processinstances/{instanceID}": {
            "get": {
                "tags": ["Perform Actions on a Process Instance"],
                "summary": "Information of a Process Instance",
                "description": "Use this API to retrieve information of a specific process instance",
                "operationId": "getProcessInstance",
                "consumes": ["application/json",
                "application/xml"],
                "produces": ["application/xml",
                "application/json"],
                "parameters": [{
                    "name": "instanceID",
                    "in": "path",
                    "description": "Specifies the instanceID of the process instance",
                    "required": true,
                    "type": "string"
                }],
                "responses": {
                    "200": {
                        "description": "Success",
                        "schema": {
                            "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
                        }
                    },
                    "400": {
                        "description": "##### Bad Request. The server cannot process the request due to
 something it perceived as a client error. The client should modify the request before repeating it."
                    },
                    "500": {
                        "description": "An unexpected error."
                    }
                }
            }
        },
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        "/v2/processinstances": {
            "get": {
                "tags": ["Perform Actions on a Process Instance"],
                "summary": "List of All Runtime Instances",
                "description": "Use this API to retrieve the runtime instance information for one or more
 process instances based on the results of a specified query.",
                "operationId": "getProcessInstances",
                "consumes": ["application/json",
                "application/xml"],
                "produces": ["application/xml",
                "application/json"],
                "parameters": [{
                    "name": "offset",
                    "in": "query",
                    "description": "The offset of the result used by paging. The default is 0",
                    "required": false,
                    "type": "integer"
                },
                {
                    "name": "size",
                    "in": "query",
                    "description": "The result page size. Default: 100, minimum: 1, maximum: 200",
                    "required": false,
                    "type": "integer"
                },
                {
                    "name": "filter",
                    "in": "query",
                    "description": "One or more filter expressions to limit the list returned",
                    "required": false,
                    "type": "string"
                },
                {
                    "name": "sortBy",
                    "in": "query",
                    "description": "The sort criteria to order the list in the order of the specified property.
 Default: instanceName",
                    "required": false,
                    "type": "string"
                }],
                "responses": {
                    "200": {
                        "description": "Success",
                        "schema": {
                            "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
                        }
                    },
                    "400": {
                        "description": "##### Bad Request. The server cannot process the request due to
 something it perceived as a client error. The client should modify the request before repeating it."
                    },
                    "500": {
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                        "description": "An unexpected error."
                    }
                }
            }
        },
        "/v2/processes/{ID}/start": {
            "post": {
                "tags": ["Perform Actions on a Process Object"],
                "summary": "Start a Process",
                "description": "Use this API to start a process with input parameters.",
                "operationId": "startProcess",
                "consumes": ["application/xml",
                "application/json"],
                "produces": ["application/xml",
                "application/json"],
                "parameters": [{
                    "name": "ID",
                    "in": "path",
                    "description": "The process ID, used to start the process.",
                    "required": true,
                    "type": "string"
                },
                {
                    "in": "body",
                    "name": "body",
                    "description": "The input parameters required to start the process.",
                    "required": false,
                    "schema": {
                        "$ref": "#/definitions/ProcessInput"
                    }
                }],
                "responses": {
                    "200": {
                        "description": "Success",
                        "schema": {
                            "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
                        }
                    },
                    "400": {
                        "description": "##### Bad Request. The server cannot process the request due to
 something it perceived as a client error. The client should modify the request before repeating it."
                    },
                    "500": {
                        "description": "An unexpected error."
                    }
                }
            }
        },
    "/v1/orchestrators": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Get the Orchestrator Details"
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        ],
        "summary": "Returns List of all Orchestrators",
        "description": "Use this API to return the details of all orchestrators",
        "operationId": "getAllOrchestratorsInfo",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/orchestrators/{ID}": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Get the Orchestrator Details"
        ],
        "summary": "Returns all Information for the Orchestrator with a Specific ID",
        "description": "This API returns the information of all Orchestrators and Load Balancers, provided
 they are a part of the same cluster (same ID) or standalone with the specified ID.",
        "operationId": "getAllClusterInfo",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "ID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the ID of the Orchestrator",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
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        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/orchestrators/{ID}/nodes": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Get the Orchestrator Details"
        ],
        "summary": "Returns all Basic Information for a Specific Node ID in a Cluster",
        "description": "Use this API to return all basic information for a specific node ID in a cluster",
        "operationId": "getAllClusterNodes",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "ID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the ID of the Orchestrator",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/orchestrators/{ID}/nodes/runtimeinfo": {
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      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Get the Orchestrator Details"
        ],
        "summary": "Returns the Runtime Information of the Nodes with the Corresponding Orchestrator
 ID",
        "description": "Use this API to return the runtime information of all nodes.<br>This API does not
 report the RuntimeInfo of the non-inflight instances (Completed/Failed/Aborted) prior to CA Process
 Automation 04.3.02. However, you can get the Runtime information of the instances, irrespective of CA
 PAM Release, by using the service, /v1/orchestrators/{ID}/runtimeinfo.",
        "operationId": "getNodeRuntimeInfo",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "ID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the ID of the Orchestrator",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/orchestrators/{ID}/runtimeinfo": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Get the Orchestrator Details"
        ],
        "summary": "Returns the Runtime Information of the Orchestrator",
        "description": "Use this API to return the runtime information of the Orchestrator",
        "operationId": "getAllRuntimeInfo",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
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        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "ID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the ID of the Orchestrator",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/orchestrators/{ID}/version": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Get the Orchestrator Details"
        ],
        "summary": "Retrieve the Current Version of CA Process Automation",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve the current released version of CA Process Automation",
        "operationId": "getVersionDetails",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "ID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Represents the orchestrator ID ",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
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        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/orchestrators/{ID}/nodes/{CID}": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Get the Orchestrator Details"
        ],
        "summary": "Returns all Node Information for a Specific Node with ID",
        "description": "Use this API to return all node information for a specific node with ID.<br>It is
 recomended to call this operation directly with the Node urls. Calling this via load balancer will produce
 inconsistent results.",
        "operationId": "getNodesInfo",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "ID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the ID of the Orchestrator",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          },
          {
            "name": "CID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the unique ClusterNodeID in a cluster",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
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            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/orchestrators/{ID}/status": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Get the Orchestrator Details"
        ],
        "summary": "Returns the Current Status of the Orchestrator",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve the current status of the orchestrator",
        "operationId": "getServerStatus",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "ID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the orchestrator ID ",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/srfinstances/{instanceID}/dequeue": {
      "put": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on an SRF Instance"
        ],
        "summary": "Dequeue a Start Request Form (SRF) instance",
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        "description": "Use this API to  dequeue an SRF instance",
        "operationId": "dequeueSRFInstance",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "instanceID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the instance ID to dequeue an SRF instance",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/srfinstances/{instanceID}": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on an SRF Instance"
        ],
        "summary": "Retrieve a Start Request Form (SRF) instance",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve an SRF instance",
        "operationId": "querySRFInstance",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "instanceID",
            "in": "path",
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            "description": "Specifies the instance ID to retrieve an SRF instance",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/srfinstances/{instanceID}/abort": {
      "put": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on an SRF Instance"
        ],
        "summary": "Abort a Start Request Form (SRF) instance",
        "description": "Specifies the instance ID to abort an SRF instance",
        "operationId": "abortSRFInstance",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "instanceID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the SRF instance ID to abort",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
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          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/srfs/{ID}/submit": {
      "post": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on an SRF object"
        ],
        "summary": " Submit the Start Request Form (SRF)",
        "description": "Use this API to submit the Start Request Form (SRF)",
        "operationId": "startRequest",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "ID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the ID of the SRF object",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          },
          {
            "in": "body",
            "name": "body",
            "description": "Specifies the request data",
            "required": false,
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/SubmitStartRequestForm"
            }
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/srfs/{ID}": {
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      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on an SRF object"
        ],
        "summary": "Get a Specific Start Request Form Object",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve parameters of a specific SRF object",
        "operationId": "getDatasetObject",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "ID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the ID of the SRF Object",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/srfs": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on an SRF object"
        ],
        "summary": "Retrieve the Start Request Forms (SRFs)",
        "description": "Use this API to retrieve list of all the Start Request Forms (SRFs)",
        "operationId": "getSRFs",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
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        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "path",
            "in": "query",
            "description": "Represents the absolute folder path. If not provided, then this API will retrieve list
 of all the Start Request Form Objects from the Library database",
            "required": false,
            "type": "string"
          },
          {
            "name": "tags",
            "in": "query",
            "description": "Specifies the tag that is used to identify an SRF. For more information, see the
 Keyword tag",
            "required": false,
            "type": "string"
          },
          {
            "name": "isRecursive",
            "in": "query",
            "description": "Specify true to set the SRF retrieval to be recursive",
            "required": false,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/tasks/{taskID}": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Task"
        ],
        "summary": "Query a Specific Task",
        "description": "Use this API to query a specific task",
        "operationId": "retrieveSpecificTask",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
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          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "taskID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the task ID to query the task",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/tasks/{taskID}/transfer": {
      "put": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Task"
        ],
        "summary": "Transfer a Task",
        "description": "Use this API to transfer an assigned task to one or more users or groups",
        "operationId": "transferTaskUserTask",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "taskID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the taskID of the task",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          },
          {
            "in": "body",
            "name": "body",
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            "description": "Specifies the request data",
            "required": false,
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/TransferTaskRequest"
            }
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/tasks": {
      "get": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Task"
        ],
        "summary": "Query All Tasks",
        "description": "Use this API to query all tasks",
        "operationId": "getAllTasks",
        "consumes": [
          "application/json",
          "application/xml"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/tasks/{taskID}/reply": {
      "put": {
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        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Task"
        ],
        "summary": "Reply a Task",
        "description": "Use this API to reply a task",
        "operationId": "replyUserTask",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "taskID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the task ID to reply a task",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          },
          {
            "in": "body",
            "name": "body",
            "description": "Specifies the request data",
            "required": false,
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/ReplyTaskRequest"
            }
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/tasks/{taskID}/take": {
      "put": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Task"
        ],
        "summary": "Take a Task",
        "description": "Use this API to reserve a task for a specific usage by taking a task",
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        "operationId": "takeUserTask",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "taskID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the task ID to take the task",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/tasks/{taskID}/return": {
      "put": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Task"
        ],
        "summary": "Return a Task",
        "description": "Use this API to unreserve a task (taken task) by returning the task",
        "operationId": "returnUserTask",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "taskID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the task ID to return the task",
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            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "/v1/tasks/{taskID}/delegate": {
      "put": {
        "tags": [
          "Perform Actions on a Task"
        ],
        "summary": "Delegate a Task",
        "description": "Use this API to delegate a task to one or more users or groups",
        "operationId": "delegateUserTask",
        "consumes": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "produces": [
          "application/xml",
          "application/json"
        ],
        "parameters": [
          {
            "name": "taskID",
            "in": "path",
            "description": "Specifies the taskID to delegate the task",
            "required": true,
            "type": "string"
          },
          {
            "in": "body",
            "name": "body",
            "description": "Specifies the request data",
            "required": false,
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/DelegateTaskRequest"
            }
          }
        ],
        "responses": {
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          "200": {
            "description": "Success",
            "schema": {
              "$ref": "#/definitions/Response"
            }
          },
          "500": {
            "description": "Failure"
          }
        }
      }
    }
  },
  "definitions": {
    "Response": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "Code": {
          "type": "integer",
          "format": "int32"
        },
        "Message": {
          "type": "string"
        },
        "Details": {
          "type": "object"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "Response"
      }
    },
    "ExportFileName": {
      "type": "object",
      "required": [
        "ExportLocation"
      ],
      "properties": {
        "ExportLocation": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the file name, along with the target location path, to export the object"
        },
        "OverwriteFile": {
          "type": "boolean",
          "description": "Specify true to overwrite the existing file in the given target location"
        }
      }
    },
    "ExportFilter": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "ObjectTypes": {
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          "description": "Specifies the object type of the file to export. For more information, see the
 ObjectTypes tag",
          "$ref": "#/definitions/ObjectTypes"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "ExportFilter"
      }
    },
    "ExportRequest": {
      "type": "object",
      "required": [
        "ExportAsContentPackage",
        "ExportFileName",
        "FolderName",
        "IsAbsolute"
      ],
      "properties": {
        "Filter": {
          "description": "Use the object type as a filter to restrict the objects to export. For more information,
 see the Filter tag",
          "$ref": "#/definitions/ExportFilter"
        },
        "IsAbsolute": {
          "type": "boolean",
          "description": "Specify true to export the content with an absolute path. Specify false to export the
 content with a relative path"
        },
        "FolderName": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the absolute path of the folder or the content to export"
        },
        "ExportFileName": {
          "description": "Specifies the name of the file to export",
          "$ref": "#/definitions/ExportFileName"
        },
        "ExportAsContentPackage": {
          "type": "boolean",
          "description": "Specify true to export object as a content package"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "ExportRequest"
      }
    },
    "ObjectType": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "Type": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the object type of the file"
        }
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      }
    },
    "ObjectTypes": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "ObjectType": {
          "type": "array",
          "description": "Specifies an array of object types. For more information, see the ObjectType tag",
          "items": {
            "xml": {
              "name": "ObjectType"
            },
            "$ref": "#/definitions/ObjectType"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "ImportRequest": {
      "type": "object",
      "required": [
        "SourceLocation"
      ],
      "properties": {
        "MakeAvailable": {
          "type": "boolean",
          "description": "Specify true to make the content available in the Library. Note that this parameter is
 applicable for custom operators only"
        },
        "SourceLocation": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the location from where to import the content"
        },
        "OverwriteAction": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specify one of the following options to import a file of the same name that exists in
 the specified location:<BR>Import - Overwrites the file with a new version<BR>DoNotImport - Does
 not import the file<BR>ImportAndReplace - Overwrites the file with the same version",
          "enum": [
            "Import",
            "DoNotImport",
            "ImportAndReplace"
          ]
        },
        "ImportLocation": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the Library location to which to import the XML file"
        },
        "SetCurrent": {
          "type": "boolean",
          "description": "Specify true to set the imported version as the current version"
        }
      },
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      "xml": {
        "name": "ImportRequest"
      }
    },
    "DatasetParametersRequest": {
      "type": "object",
      "required": [
        "Parameters"
      ],
      "properties": {
        "Parameters": {
          "description": "Specifies a list of parameters to execute the request data. For more information, see
 the Parameters tag",
          "$ref": "#/definitions/Parameters"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "DatasetParametersRequest"
      }
    },
    "Param": {
      "type": "object",
      "required": [
        "Name",
        "Value"
      ],
      "properties": {
        "Name": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the name of the parameter"
        },
        "Value": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the value of the parameter"
        },
        "Label": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the label of the parameter"
        },
        "Type": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the data type of the parameter"
        },
        "Description": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Represents the description of the parameter"
        },
        "IsReadOnly": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specify true to set the parameter as read only"
        }
      },
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      "xml": {
        "name": "Param"
      }
    },
    "Parameters": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "Param": {
          "type": "array",
          "description": "Specifies the input parameters. For more information, see the Param tag",
          "items": {
            "xml": {
              "name": "Param"
            },
            "$ref": "#/definitions/Param"
          }
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "Parameters"
      }
    },
    "getMatchingEvents": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "eventSource": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the source of the event"
        },
        "eventDestination": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the destination of the event"
        },
        "consumeEvents": {
          "type": "boolean",
          "description": "Specify true to enable the REST request to consume the matching events. Specify
 false to disable the REST request from consuming the matching events"
        },
        "retrieveAllMatchingEvents": {
          "type": "boolean",
          "description": "Specify true to retrieve all matching events. Specify false to retrieve only the first
 matching event"
        },
        "eventExpression": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Places an arbitrary condition on the additional event parameters. An event is only
 delivered if the expression evaluates to true. This expression is evaluated against the payload or event
 parameters that are sent with an event"
        },
        "allowPartialMatch": {
          "type": "boolean",
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          "description": "Enables partial matching when compared against the values that are specified for
 the parameters such as event name, type, source, and destination"
        },
        "eventName": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the name of the event"
        },
        "eventType": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the type of the event"
        },
        "enablePatternMatch": {
          "type": "boolean",
          "description": "Enables pattern matching when compared against the values that are specified for
 the parameters such as event name, type, source, and destination"
        },
        "uniqueId": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "CA PAM sends a unique ID with the request for the REST call to consume the
 event only once. If the send event has an option to deliver to multiple subscribers, multiple calls of
 getMatchingEvents with the same uniqueId consumes the event only once"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "getMatchingEvents"
      }
    },
    "EventParam": {
      "type": "object",
      "required": [
        "name",
        "value"
      ],
      "properties": {
        "name": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Name of the parameter in EventParam"
        },
        "value": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Value of the parameter in EventParam"
        }
      }
    },
    "EventParams": {
      "type": "object",
      "required": [
        "param"
      ],
      "properties": {
        "param": {
          "type": "array",
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          "description": "Specifies the event data with a list of names and values. For more information, see
 the EventParam tag",
          "items": {
            "xml": {
              "name": "param"
            },
            "$ref": "#/definitions/EventParam"
          }
        }
      }
    },
    "generateEvent": {
      "type": "object",
      "required": [
        "eventExpDuration",
        "eventName",
        "params",
        "payload",
        "toSingleSubscriber"
      ],
      "properties": {
        "eventSource": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the source of the event"
        },
        "eventDestination": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the destination of the event"
        },
        "eventExpDuration": {
          "type": "integer",
          "format": "int64",
          "description": "Specifies the expiration duration of the event"
        },
        "payload": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies an additional event data. If the additional event data is a single value, use
 payload"
        },
        "eventName": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Identifies the name of the event"
        },
        "eventType": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Identifies the type of the event"
        },
        "params": {
          "description": "Specifies an additional event data. If the additional event data includes multiple
 values, use params",
          "$ref": "#/definitions/EventParams"
        },
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        "toSingleSubscriber": {
          "type": "boolean",
          "description": "Specify true to deliver the event to a single subscriber. Specify false to deliver the
 event to multiple subscribers"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "generateEvent"
      }
    },
    "ModuleConfigProperties": {
      "type": "object",
      "required": [
        "Property"
      ],
      "properties": {
        "Property": {
          "type": "array",
          "description": "Defines the details of the module property. For more information, see the Property
 tag",
          "items": {
            "xml": {
              "name": "Property"
            },
            "$ref": "#/definitions/Property"
          }
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "ModuleConfigProperties"
      }
    },
    "Property": {
      "type": "object",
      "required": [
        "Name",
        "Type",
        "Value"
      ],
      "properties": {
        "Name": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the name of the property"
        },
        "Value": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the value of the property"
        },
        "Type": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the type of the property"
        }
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      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "Property"
      }
    },
    "Categories": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "Category": {
          "type": "array",
          "description": "Specifies the category value that is used to filter the retrieval of logs",
          "items": {
            "type": "string",
            "xml": {
              "name": "Category"
            }
          }
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "Categories"
      }
    },
    "Filter": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "Level": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the level criteria that is used to filter the retrieval of logs"
        },
        "Categories": {
          "description": "Specifies the categories criteria that is used to filter the retrieval of logs. For more
 information, see the Categories tag",
          "$ref": "#/definitions/Categories"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "Filter"
      }
    },
    "GetProcessLogs": {
      "type": "object",
      "required": [
        "InstanceId"
      ],
      "properties": {
        "InstanceId": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the instance ROID to retrieve the logs"
        },
        "Filter": {
          "description": "Specifies the criteria that is used to filter the retrieval of logs",
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          "$ref": "#/definitions/Filter"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "GetProcessLogs"
      }
    },
    "Process": {
      "type": "object",
      "required": [
        "Parameters"
      ],
      "properties": {
        "Parameters": {
          "$ref": "#/definitions/Parameters"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "Process"
      }
    },
    "MarkForArchival": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "InstanceId": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the ROID of the runtime instance of a process or an SRF to mark for
 archival"
        },
        "TagId": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the tagID of the runtime instance of a process or an SRF to mark for
 archival"
        },
        "Path": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the absolute path of a process or an SRF object"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "MarkForArchival"
      }
    },
    "DeleteArchivedInstances": {
      "type": "object",
      "required": [
        "FromDate",
        "ToDate"
      ],
      "properties": {
        "FromDate": {
          "type": "string",
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          "description": "Specifies the date from when the archived instances are created. Specify the
 FromDate in the format, yyyy-MM-dd"
        },
        "ToDate": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the date till when the archived instances are created. Specify the ToDate
 in the format, yyyy-MM-dd"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "DeleteArchivedInstances"
      }
    },
    "SubmitStartRequestForm": {
      "type": "object",
      "required": [
        "Options"
      ],
      "properties": {
        "Parameters": {
          "description": "Specifies the parameter details of the SRF. For more information, see the
 Parameters tag",
          "$ref": "#/definitions/Parameters"
        },
        "Options": {
          "description": "Specifies the options to start the SRF. For more information, see the Options tag",
          "$ref": "#/definitions/SubmitStartRequestForm"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "SubmitStartRequestForm"
      }
    },
    "Group": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "Name": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the name of the group"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "Group"
      }
    },
    "Groups": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "Group": {
          "type": "array",
          "description": "Specifies an array of group objects. For more information, see the Group tag",
          "items": {
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            "xml": {
              "name": "Group"
            },
            "$ref": "#/definitions/Group"
          }
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "Groups"
      }
    },
    "TransferTaskRequest": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "Users": {
          "description": "Specifies the user name to whom you want to transfer the task",
          "$ref": "#/definitions/Users"
        },
        "Groups": {
          "description": "Specifies the group name to which you want to transfer the task",
          "$ref": "#/definitions/Groups"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "TransferTaskRequest"
      }
    },
    "User": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "Name": {
          "type": "string",
          "description": "Specifies the name of the user"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "User"
      }
    },
    "Users": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "User": {
          "type": "array",
          "description": "Specifies an array of user details. For more information, see the User tag",
          "items": {
            "xml": {
              "name": "User"
            },
            "$ref": "#/definitions/User"
          }
        }
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      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "Users"
      }
    },
    "ReplyTaskRequest": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "Parameters": {
          "description": "Specifies the parameter details of the task. For more information, see the Parameters
 tag",
          "$ref": "#/definitions/Parameters"
        },
        "IsApproved": {
          "type": "boolean",
          "description": "Enables you to reply a task with an approved or a rejected state"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "ReplyTaskRequest"
      }
    },
    "DelegateTaskRequest": {
      "type": "object",
      "properties": {
        "Users": {
          "description": "Specifies an array of user details. For more information, see the Users tag",
          "$ref": "#/definitions/Users"
        },
        "Groups": {
          "description": "Specifies an array of group objects. For more information, see the Groups tag",
          "$ref": "#/definitions/Groups"
        }
      },
      "xml": {
        "name": "DelegateTaskRequest"
     }
    }
  }
}

 Troubleshooting
Contains troubleshooting information 
catpa04305
 Contents: 

  

CA Process Automation Installation Fails
 Symptom: 
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If an initial attempt to install CA Process Automation fails, subsequent attempts to install CA Process Automation at
the same location also fail.

 Solution: 

To reinstall CA Process Automation, either:

• Clean up the leftover registry entries, files, and folders at the installation location before you start the
reinstallation

• Use a different installation location

CA Process Automation Installation on Dual Stack (IPv4 and IPv6) Network Environments
If you install CA Process Automation on dual stack (IPv4 and IPv6) network environments, CA Process
Automation can fail to start.

 Symptom:When you install CA Process Automation on dual stack (IPv6 and IPv4) network environments, you
could experience issues starting or accessing the following CA Process Automation components across the
network:

• Domain Orchestrators
• Orchestrators
• Agents

 Solution:Disable IPv6 stack on the host system where any of the following CA Process Automation components
runs, then restart the services:

• Domain Orchestrators
• Orchestrators
• Agents

CPU Usage Spikes in Server Nodes with Secured Simplified Communication and Load
Balancer
 Symptom: 

CPU usage can spike when a clustered Orchestrator is configured to use secure (HTTPS) communication and
agents are configured to use simplified communication with an NGINX load balancer. The spikes can occur when
the Orchestrator is restarted while multiple agents are active.

 Solution: 

Note:  CA Technologies recommend the following approach only to address the preceding issue.

To fix the issue, configure the clustered Orchestrator to use non-secure (HTTP) communication between the load
balancer and the Orchestrator.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Add the following properties in the OasisConfig.properties file for all Orchestrator nodes:

•  pam.transport.unsecured.connector.flag: 
Set the value to true.

•  pam.transport.unsecured.connector.port: 
Specify an integer value.
Default: 80

2. To enable the non-secure web socket connection between Load Balancer and nodes, edit the following entries
in the secure-pam-server.conf file:

// websocket connectionsupstream node1{    server <hostname of
 machine where you have installed node1>: Specify the same port
 number as pam.transport.unsecured.connector.port}

Note:  Specify the same port number as pam.transport.unsecured.connector.port for upstream node2.
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3. Change https to http in the following entries:

location = /ws/node1 {    proxy_pass http://node1; }  location /ws/node1/
 {    proxy_pass http://node1;}location = /ws/node2 {    proxy_pass http://
node2;  }  

where node2 is the upstream name:

location /ws/node2/ {    proxy_pass http://node2; }

4. Restart the Orchestrator nodes and the Load Balancer.

Limitations in Internet Explorer
Internet Explorer limits the agent installation in a network other than the network where the Domain Orchestrator is
installed.

 Symptom:Access the Domain Orchestrator using Internet Explorer and install the CA Process Automation Agent
in a network other than the network where the Domain Orchestrator is installed. The installation can fail while
downloading JAR files.

 Solution:This sporadic issue is possibly caused when Java cannot load JAR files while routing through the proxy
in Internet Explorer. To mitigate this issue, change Java Network Settings to the Direct Connect option before you
install the Agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Java Control Panel on the host system where you install the Agent.
2. From the General tab, open Network Settings.
3. On the Network Settings page, select the Direct connection option, then click OK.
4. Install the Agent.

Oracle Locks Can Occur If You Do Not Shut Down Running Processes Before Starting an
Upgrade
For a smooth upgrade to [assign the value for pam in your book] r4.2, verify that there are no running instances
before you start the upgrade.

 Symptom:Starting an upgrade with running processes and when the Runtime database resides on an Oracle
database server can result in a lock not being released. When the server tries to adjust the database after the
upgrade, an exception similar to the following can occur:

ORA-01591 lock held by in-doubt distributed transaction

This condition causes the environment to fail functionally after the upgrade.

Note:  This issue rarely occurs.

 Solution:Resolve transactions noted by the indicated exception in the following cases:

• The in-doubt transaction has locks on critical data or undo segments.
• The cause of the computer, network, or software failure cannot be repaired quickly.

To correct this issue, manually run the ROLLBACK on the Oracle database.

 Follow these steps: 

http://node1
http://node1
http://node2
http://node2
http://node2
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1. To identify the transaction identification number for the in-doubt transaction, query the DBA_2PC_PENDING
views:

select * from DBA_2PC_PENDING

2. Check the transaction state. If the state is PREPARED, either:

• Use the COMMIT FORCE statement to force a commit
• Use the ROLLBACK FORCE statement to force a rollback:

ROLLBACK FORCE 'your local transactionID on this node'

For example:

ROLLBACK FORCE '1.13.5197';

Potential Problem When Running CA Process Automation on a VMware Server When Using the
E1000 Network Interface
 Symptom:The root causes of this problem are rare and sporadic socket I/O failures, which can leave the calling
software waiting indefinitely for a read to complete.

From a user perspective, the most typical symptoms are:

• Processes that typically complete without an issue hangs unexpectedly
• The processes resume and complete as expected after you restart the CA Process Automation Orchestrator

The issue can affect a subset of processes, or all running processes. The issue has no correlation with
Orchestrator uptime, and can manifest shortly after a restart, or after an extended period of otherwise flawless
Orchestrator function.

This issue has only been seen in environments running high volumes of CA Process Automation processes. In
most E1000 NIC environments, the issue has never occurred or was so infrequent that it was not detected.

 Solution:This issue is difficult to verify. Often if this issue occurs:

• The CA Process Automation thread is stuck on a socket read
• No relevant errors are written to the log files
• Confirmation of the issue requires reviewing a series of Java thread dumps taken during an occurrence of the

issue to verify that the operator is stuck on a socket read.

When errors are observed relative to this issue, they tend to indicate generic connection errors with possible
legitimate and unrelated causes. For example:

2013-07-24 18:55:23,219 WARN  [org.hibernate.jdbc.AbstractBatcher]
 [nPool Worker-23] exception clearing maxRows/
queryTimeoutcom.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerException:
 The connection is closed.                at
 com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerException.makeFromDriverError(Unknown
 Source)                at
 com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerConnection.checkClosed(Unknown
 Source)                at
 com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerStatement.checkClosed(Unknown
 Source)                at
 com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerStatement.getMaxRows(Unknown
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 Source)                at
 org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.CachedPreparedStatement.getMaxRows(CachedPreparedStatement.java:367)
                at
 org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.WrappedStatement.getMaxRows(WrappedStatement.java:378)
                at
 org.hibernate.jdbc.AbstractBatcher.closeQueryStatement(AbstractBatcher.java:272)
                at
 org.hibernate.jdbc.AbstractBatcher.closeQueryStatement(AbstractBatcher.java:209). . .

In these cases, identification of the problem is tentative. Exclude other possible causes for the communication
failure. 

Frequent process failure, or a repeatable failure of an individual operator or operators likely indicates other
unrelated problems in the process design or Orchestrator functionality.

At a site that confirms this issue, reconfiguring the VMware server from an E1000 NIC driver to a VMXnet-3 NIC
driver could provide effective mitigation.

CA Technologies hesitate to declare this resolution complete because the issue is rare and the interval between
occurrences (even with the E1000 NIC) can be long.    

If verification of the issue is required before you make this change, contact Support for assistance setting up the
logging and Java thread dumps required to troubleshoot and verify it.

Simplified Communication Fails After Changing the Orchestrator URL
You can either:

• Change the Domain Orchestrator URL during reinstallation
• Update the existing URL in the OasisConfig.properties file

 Symptom:Agents that use simplified communication stop communicating with an Orchestrator after the URL for
that Orchestrator changes (including when the port number changes).

Note:  To configure simplified communication, clear the Use deprecated communication check box in the agent
properties.

 Solution:Reinstall all agents that are associated with touchpoints in the environment that contains the affected
Orchestrator.

Slow Performance Using MySQL
 Symptom:Performance lags with CA Process Automation installed using MySQL or Oracle as the database.

 Solution:After the installation, modify the oasis-ds.xml file to enhance CA Process Automation performance.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Locate and open the oasis-ds.xml file in:

install_dir/server/c2o/ext-deploy

2. Uncomment the following lines:

 
3. Comment the following lines:
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The updated file resembles the following example:

 
4. Restart the Orchestrator.

Stop Processes Before an Upgrade
If you are upgrading from a previous CA Process Automation release, verify that there are no in-flight processes
during the upgrade (waiting, running, or blocked). Although CA Process Automation can recover from such failures,
some in-flight processes may not be recovered.

Note:  See Complete the Upgrade Prerequisites.

Third_Party_Installer_unix.sh Permission Denied
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 Symptom:The following exception is displayed when you run the Domain installer:

Third_Party_Installer_unix.sh: Permission denied.

 Solution:To run permissions on the .sh file in Red Hat Enterprise Linux, enable the execute permissions on the .sh
files. For example, use the following commands to execute permissions on the .sh files:

chmod a+x Domain_Installer_unix.shchmod a+x
 Third_Party_Installer_unix.sh

Unable to Create Runtime Database
 Symptom: 

The following exception is displayed when you install an Orchestrator, then define the run-time database in
the Runtime Database screen:

The Runtime Database is being used by another orchestrator.

 Solution: 

 CA Process Automation Version 4.0 does not let you share run-time database across Orchestrators. The solution
for this issue is typically one of the following methods:

• Create the Runtime Database with another name
• Host the Runtime Database on a separate database server

Warning:  Use the following procedure only to retain the run-time information in this database in a new CA
Process Automation instance. This method is rare, and resetting the RuntimeDbOrchestratorID has many
undesirable side effects, including making it impossible to complete running operators in this run-time
database. All agents and secondary Orchestrators must also be reinstalled, among other issues. If you
doubt that this procedure is appropriate for your problem, consult Technical Support before you proceed.

In this release, a new Properties table is created in the database with the following columns:

• PropKey
• PropValue

When an Orchestrator uses a Runtime database, a new row is inserted in the Properties table. The PropKey is
RuntimeDbOrchestratorID and the PropValue is the unique Orchestrator ID.

When another Orchestrator requests the same database, the database is validated in the Properties table. If the
unique ID of the requesting Orchestrator differs from the Propvalue, then the following message appears:

The Runtime Database is being used by another Orchestrator.

Warning:  The run-time database entries are not deleted even after you uninstall CA Process Automation.

To use the same database again for Runtime, run the following SQL query and delete the corresponding row form
the Properties table.

delete from properties where propkey = 'RuntimeDbOrchestratorID'
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Note:  See TEC596124 for an alternative solution that retains the Orchestrator ID.

Unable to Execute Run Script or Run Program Operators on RHEL6
 Symptom:The Run Script or Run Program operators fail when they are run on RHEL6.

 Solution:The Run Program and Run Script operators look for the Korn shell (ksh) when they run in UNIX or Linux
operating environments. By default, ksh is not installed on RHEL6.

To resolve this issue, use one of the following methods:

• Install the Korn shell using the following command:

yum install ksh

• Create a symbolic link /bin/ksh and map it to any valid shell (for example, Bash) that exists on the computer.
Use the following command, where /bin/bash is the bashshell location:

ln -s /bin/bash /bin/ksh

CA Process Automation on RHEL7 Takes Time to Start
When you run CA Process Automation on RHEL 7, the CA Process Automation server fails to boot up. However,
this behavior is inconsistent.

To resolve the failure of server boot up, add the following entries in the following configuration files:

1.  Take a backup of the c2osvrd.sh file to reuse the file, if required. The file is present in the
location:PAM_INSTALLATION_LOCATION>>/server/c2o/c2osvrd.sh

2. In the c2osvrd.sh file search for the following string:
-Duser.country="US"" and add -Djava.security.egd="file:/dev/./urandom" \ above the string.

3. Take a backup of the pamactivemq.sh file to reuse the file, if required. The file is present in the
location:PAM_INSTALLATION_LOCATION>>/server/activemq/bin/pamactivemq.sh.

4. In the pamactivemq.sh file search for the following string:
-Dc2oHome=\"${C2OHOME}\" \ 

5. In the pamactivemq.sh file, add the following parameters above all the three instances of the string that you
have searched in Step 4:
-Djava.security.egd="file:/dev/./urandom" \ 

6. Restart CA Process Automation server.

Automatic Touchpoint Recovery for Non-Domain Orchestrators
 Symptom: 

Automatic operator recovery does not work on the non-domain Orchestrator in the following scenarios:

• The non-domain orchestrator is configured as a touchpoint in an environment other than the default.
• All touchpoints, host groups, and Touchpoint groups are configured in an environment other than the default

where a non-domain Orchestrator is configured as a touchpoint.

Note:  After you log in to the Domain URL, automatic operator recovery works on the domain and non-domain
Orchestrator, if the non-domain Orchestrator is configured as a touchpoint in the default environment.

 Solution: 

To recover the operators for non-domain Orchestrators manually, follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Process Automation.
2. Navigate to the Configuration Browser and select the environment where the touchpoints are configured.
3. Right-click the Orchestrator and select Recover Operators.

Fail to Use the Apache URL to Start the Application in Internet Explorer or Firefox
 Symptom: 

https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/kbtech?docid=596124&searchID=TEC596124&fromKBResultsScreen=T
http://file/dev/urandom
http://file/dev/urandom
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You cannot use the Apache URL to start CA Process Automation in Internet Explorer or Firefox after you enable
NTLM authentication in a cluster environment. This specific Internet Explorer and Firefox issue occur when the load
balancer is used in secure mode. The CA Process Automation is blank when you log in.

 Solution: 

Note:

Locate httpd-ssl.conf under  ApacheInstallDir\conf\extra\httpd-ssl.conf. For example:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Apache Software Foundation\Apache2.2\conf\extra\ httpd-ssl.conf)

Comment out the following lines in httpd-ssl.conf:

#BrowserMatch ".*MSIE.*" \# nokeepalive ssl-unclean-shutdown \#
 downgrade-1.0 force-response-1.0

 CA Process Automation starts successfully.

CPU Usage Spikes with Secured Simplified Communication and F5
 Symptom: 

When a clustered Orchestrator is configured to use secure (HTTPS) communication and agents are configured to
use simplified communication with an F5 load balancer, CPU usage spikes can occur in server nodes if you restart
the Orchestrator while multiple agents are active.

 Solution: 

Warning:  Use the following approach only for this issue.

Configure the clustered Orchestrator to use non-secure (HTTP) communication between the load balancer and the
Orchestrator as follows:

1. Add the following properties in the OasisConfig.properties file for all orchestrator nodes:

•  pam.transport.unsecured.connector.flag: Set the value to true.
•  pam.transport.unsecured.connector.port: Specify an integer value. The default value is 80.

2. Add the following pools for each CA Process Automation cluster and use the non-secure server port (by
default, 80) and http protocol for each member:

• NODE_1 with the member CA Process Automation Domain node1
• NODE_2 with the member CA Process Automation Domain node2

Note:  See Create Two F5 Pools for Each Cluster for more information.
3. Modify the iRule Definition:

1.1 Add the entries NODE_1 and NODE_2 to the following lines:

set NODE1 "NODE_1"
set NODE2 "NODE_2"

2.1 Remove the following line:

set WSPORT "443"
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3.1 Modify the URL mapping for the following URLs as follows:

"/ws/node1" { SSL::disable serverside
     pool $NODE1
}
"/ws/node1*" {  SSL::disable serverside
     pool $NODE1
}
"/ws/node2" { SSL::disable serverside
     pool $NODE2
}
"/ws/node2*" {  SSL::disable serverside
     pool $NODE2
}

4. Restart the Orchestrator nodes and F5.

CPU Usage Spikes with Secured Simplified Communication and NGINX
 Symptom:
When a clustered Orchestrator is configured to use secure (HTTPS) communication and agents are configured to
use simplified communication with an NGINX load balancer, CPU usage spikes can occur in server nodes if you
restart the Orchestrator while multiple agents are active.
Solution: 

Warning:  Use the following approach only for this issue.

Configure the clustered Orchestrator to use non-secure (HTTP) communication between the load balancer and the
Orchestrator as follows:

1. Add the following properties in the OasisConfig.properties file for all orchestrator nodes:

•  pam.transport.unsecured.connector.flag: Set the value to true.
•  pam.transport.unsecured.connector.port: Specify an integer value. The default value is 80.

2. Edit the following entry in the secure-pam-server.conf file to enable a non-secure web socket connection
between the Load Balancer and nodes:

// websocket connections
upstream node1{
server <hostname>:<port>
}

  hostname  

Defines the host name of the computer where you installed node1.

  port  

Defines the same port number as pam.transport.unsecured.connector.port

Note:  Specify the same port number as pam.transport.unsecured.connector.port for upstream node2.
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3. In the secure-pam-server.conf file, change https to http in the following entries:

location = /ws/node1 {proxy_pass http://node1; }location /ws/node1/
 {proxy_pass http://node1;}location = /ws/node2 {proxy_pass http://
node2; }location /ws/node2/ {proxy_pass http://node2; }

Note:   node2 indicates the upstream name.
4. Restart the Orchestrator nodes and the Load Balancer.

Installation in Dual Stack Network Environments
 Symptom: 

When you install CA Process Automation in dual-stack (IPv6 and IPv4) network environments, the following
components can fail to start or provide access across the network:

• Domain Orchestrators
• Orchestrators
• Agents

 Solution: 

Disable the IPv6 stack on the host system where any of the following CA Process Automation components run,
then restart the services:

• Domain Orchestrators
• Orchestrators
• Agents

Issue Using the Application on a VMware Server with the E1000 Network Interface
 Symptom: 

The root causes of this issue are rare and sporadic socket I/O failures that can leave the calling software waiting
indefinitely for a "read" to finish.

The most typical symptom is that processes that usually finish without issues end unexpectedly, then resume
and finish as expected after an Orchestrator restart. The issue can affect some or all running processes and has
no correlation with Orchestrator up-time. It can manifest shortly after a restart, or after long periods of otherwise
flawless Orchestrator function.

This issue only appears in environments that run high volumes of CA Process Automation processes. The issue is
most likely to occur in environments where the E1000 NIC is installed.

 Solution: 

This issue is difficult to verify. If the issue occurs, the CA Process Automation thread can hang in a socket read
and can write no relevant errors to the log files. Verifying the issue requires reviewing a series of Java thread
dumps generated while the issue occurs to determine where the operator hang occurred in a socket read.

Errors relative to this issue tend to indicate generic connection errors which can have other legitimate and
unrelated causes. For example:

2013-07-24 18:55:23,219 WARN  [org.hibernate.jdbc.AbstractBatcher]
 [nPool Worker-23] exception clearing maxRows/
queryTimeoutcom.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerException: The
 connection is closed.     at
 com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerException.makeFromDriverError(Unknown
 Source)     at
 com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerConnection.checkClosed(Unknown
 Source)     at
 com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerStatement.checkClosed(Unknown

http://node1/
http://node1/
http://node2/
http://node2/
http://node2/
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 Source)     at
 com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerStatement.getMaxRows(Unknown
 Source)     at
 org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.CachedPreparedStatement.getMaxRows(CachedPreparedStatement.java:367)
     at
 org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.WrappedStatement.getMaxRows(WrappedStatement.java:378)
     at
 org.hibernate.jdbc.AbstractBatcher.closeQueryStatement(AbstractBatcher.java:272)
     at
 org.hibernate.jdbc.AbstractBatcher.closeQueryStatement(AbstractBatcher.java:209)...

In such cases, identification of the issue is tentative, and other causes for communication failure must be excluded.

Frequent process failure or a repeatable failure of a specific operator or operators likely indicates other unrelated
issues in the process design or Orchestrator functionality.

Where this issue is verified, reconfiguring the VMWare server from an E1000 NIC driver to a VMXnet-3 NIC driver
can be an effective mitigation.

 CA Technologies hesitates to declare this resolution definitive because the incident rate is rare and the interval
between occurrences (even with the E1000 NIC) can be long.

Note:  If issue verification is required before you change the NIC driver, contact CA Support for assistance with
setting up the required logging and Java thread dumps.

Microsoft Internet Explorer Issue
 Symptom:Microsoft Internet Explorer limits CA Process Automation Agent installation in a network other than the
one where the Domain Orchestrator is installed. The installation can fail while downloading JAR files for installation.

 Solution:This issue can result if Java cannot load JAR files while it routes through the proxy in Internet Explorer.
To mitigate the issue, change Java Network Settings to the Direct Connect option before you install the Agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Java Control Panel on the host system where you installed the Agent.
2. From the General tab, open Network Settings.
3. On the Network Settings page, select the Direct Connect option, then click OK.
4. Install the Agent.

Microsoft User Account Control Prevents Orchestrator Node Startup
 Symptom:A User Accounts option in the Control Panel for Microsoft Windows operating systems lets you control
User Account Control (UAC). UAC limits application software to standard user privileges unless an administrator
explicitly specifies administrative privileges for that application.

The following Windows operating systems allow UAC:

• Microsoft Windows Server 2012
• Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2
• Microsoft Windows Server 2016

To install a cluster node, either turn off UAC temporarily or grant administrative privileges for CA Process
Automation.

When you start the second node installation from a Windows computer with an active UAC setting, the download
starts but the javaw.exe process ends and the installation do not start.

 Solution: 

Log in to the server where you plan to install a second node for the Domain Orchestrator or another Orchestrator.

1. Navigate to User Accounts in the Control Panel and clear the Use User Account Control (UAC) option.
2. Restart the server.

Oracle Bug #9347941

https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/newhome
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 Symptom:When you run with Oracle RDBMS versions earlier than 11.1.0.7, CA Process Automation occasionally
encounters a known defect (Oracle bug #9347941).In the defect, concurrent CLOB data inserts in which individual
columns that contain values that exceed 52K are updated incorrectly. In such cases, data beyond the 52K offset is
replaced with spaces. This issue appears in both Oracle 10g and earlier 11g versions.

As a result of the defect, the CA Process Automation process freezes. This infrequent issue occurs only with high
update contention rates.

 Solution:To complete the process, reset it at the operator where the process is frozen. 

This issue is not evident in Oracle 11.1.0.7 or 11.2.0.2. CA Technologies recommends that sites that use Oracle for
their CA Process Automation databases run version 11.1.0.7 or 11.2.0.2 or later.

SERVER_CONNECT_FAILED Error
 Symptom:The following error occurs after you apply a CA Process Automation upgrade or patch:

SERVER_CONNECT_FAILED Status Code: 400

 Solution:Clear the browser cache and restart the browser-based UI.

JDK 8 Issue on HP-UX
When you install a CA Process Automation Agent on HP-UX platform with Java 8, the agent fails to start.

 Workaround: 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the Java Installation folder.
2. Open {JRE_HOME}\lib\security\java.security file in a text editor
3. In the java.security file, change the last line as follows:

"jdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms=SSLv3" to “jdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms= SSLv3,EC,ECDHE,ECDH”
4. Restart the CA Process Automation Agent.

MySQL Database Limitations
The table names in the MySQL database are case-sensitive when you use the MySQL database on a Non-
Windows platform. When you execute few tasks from CA Process Automation, the case-sensitive table names give
rise to errors.

 Solution:
Before you install CA PAM on MySQL with the fresh database, perform the following tasks.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Add the following configuration parameter to the my.cnf file:
lower_case_table_names = 1 

2. Restart the MySQL service.
The MySQL database is up and running.

Note:

For MySQL database, the default value of the parameter, max_allowed_packet is 1 MB. While accommodating
large BLOB columns in the MySQL database, the database might display the following error:
com.mysql.jdbc.PacketTooBigException 

To resolve this error, change the value of the parameter, max_allowed_packet to 64 MB on both Windows and Non-
Windows platforms.

Swagger Limitation
Consider that a user logs in CA Process Automation User Interface, opens the Swagger User Interface, and clicks
the Try it out! Button. Then, the Swagger UI does not send the authorization header that is set while using the
form. As a result, consider that a user runs a service in the Swagger User Interface. Then, the swagger user
interface fails to identify or authenticate the user and fails to run a service. The swagger user interface mentions
that the user is an invalid user, or an invalid password, or an invalid token id.

 Solution:
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User needs to log out from CA Process Automation User Interface and enter the REST API URL in the web
browser, <<CAPAMInstalledServer>/api/>.
Now, the web browser prompts the user to enter the user credentials. After entering the credentials, henceforth the
Swagger User Interface automatically authenticates the user while executing subsequent services in the Swagger
User Interface.

CA EEM Release 8.4-to-12.0 Server Upgrade Issue
If you upgrade a CA Process Automation instance from CA Embedded Entitlements Manager (CA EEM) r08.4.00
to CA EEM r12.0.00, you can encounter errors during the CA Process Automation application upgrade.

To avoid the error, upgrade CA EEM directly to r12.5 or r12.51.

If you upgraded to CA EEM r12.0, complete the following steps before you upgrade CA Process Automation:

1. Browse to CA EEM and log in to CA Process Automation with the CA EEM administrator credentials. By default,
the user name is eiamadmin.

2. Click the Manage Access Policies tab, then click Scoping Policies.
3. Click DelegatedPolicyAccess.
4. Click Save.
5. Start the CA Process Automation installer and proceed with the CA Process Automation upgrade.
6. When the  CA EEM Security Settings page opens, click Register and follow the prompts to upgrade the CA

EEM application.
A confirmation message indicates that the application upgrade is successful.

 CA Process Automation Agent Fails to Start on HP Itanium with JDK 1.8.0_12
 Symptom: 

The CA Process Automation agent fails to start on HP Itanium with JDK 1.8.0_12.

 Solution: 

You can fix the issue of starting up CA Process Automation on HP Itanium.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the following location where you have installed CA Process Automation:
<CAPAMInstallationFolderLocation>/PAMAgent

2. In the PAMAgent folder, open the c2oagtd.sh file and add the following property in the java arguments:
-Dcom.sun.net.ssl.enableECC=false 

3. Restart CA Process Automation 

 CA Process Automation Agent or Server Installation Hangs on Linux Platforms
 Symptom: 

On Linux platforms, CA Process Automation agent or server installer hangs during installation. The machine on
which you install CA PAM does not have sufficient entropy level for installation.

 Solution:Ensure that the machine on which you install CA Process Automation has the entropy level of minimum
3000.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Linux machine, run the following command to verify the entropy level:
cat /proc/sys/kernel/random/entropy_avail
Consider that the entropy level is less than 3000, then you cannot install CA PAM agent or server on the Linux
machine.

 CA Process Automation Agent Fails to Start After Fresh Installation or After Upgrading the 
 CA Process Automation Server to 04.3.03
 Symptom: 

The CA Process Automation Agent fails to start even after fresh installation or after upgrading the CA Process
Automation server to 04.3.03. The reason may because the CA PAM agent uses the JDK/JRE versions prior to
JDK 1.7.0_71 or JRE 1.7.0_71.

 Solution: 

To start the CA Process Automation Agent:

http://Dcom.sun.net
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• Navigate to the <CAPAM_Installation_Folder>/c2oagtsvcw.conf 
• Open the c2oagtsvcw.conf file and edit the property, wrapper.java.command to point the property to any JDK

with version JDK 1.7.0_71 or above or JRE 1.7.0_71 or above.
• Restart the CA Process Automation Agent

10 Third-Party Software License
Acknowledgements
Review copyright and license agreements for third-party software that this CA Process
Automation release uses.
catpa04305
The CA Process Automation DocOps Platform links to #unique_1638, which contains the copyright and license
agreements for third-party software that this CA Process Automation release uses.

11 Documentation Legal Notice
Information about the documentation legal notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter
referred to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal
by Broadcom at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied,
transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of
Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise
make available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees
in connection with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each
reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it
is your responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have
been returned to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
WILL CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement
and such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject
to the restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section
252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.
All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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